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IMINI49s I Om

The International Wire and Cable Symposium provides a forum for the exchange of technical informa-
tion amongst suppliers, manufacturers, and users on technological advancements in materials, pro-
cesses, and products used for voice, data and video signal transmission systems.

TECHNICAL PAPERS

Tuesday, November 16,1993

9:00 am SESSION 1 Cable User's Needs in an Increasingly Competitive Environment

Track 1-Fiber Optic Cables
1:00 pm SESSION 2 Fiber Optic Cable Design
1:00 pm SESSION 3 Materials Processing & Manufacturing

Track 2-Copper Cables
1:00 pm SESSION 4 Manufacturing & Testing of High Performance Copper Cable I
1:00 pm SESSION 5 Coaxial & Power Cables

Wednesday, November 17,1993

Track 1-Fiber Optic Cables
8:00 am SESSION 6 Fiber Optic Cable Design & Installation

-8:00 am_ SESSION.L 7-. Fiber Optic Connectors

........ .. Track 2--Copper Cables
8:00,am SESSION 8 Manufacturing & Testing of High Performance Copper Cable II
8:00 am SESSION1 1 Future Architecture of the Outside Plant

Track 1-Fiber Optic Cables
S2:15pm SESSION ,0 Extended Fiber Performance & Survivability

* p ETrack 2-Copper Cables
* 2:i560m SsStON: 11 1 Fire Resistance I
--245 pm . -SESSION 12 Copper Durability

S...4:0.pm SESSION 13: Poster Papers

Thursday, November 18, 1993
Track 1-Fiber Optic Cables

&a0_am__.1E bN 14 Polarization Mode Dispersion (PMD): Effects on System Performance
8:30 am SESSION 15 Fiber Optic Coatings I
8:30 am SESSION 16 Submarine Cables

Track 2-Copper Cables
8:30 am SESSION 17 Fire Resistance II

Track 1-Fiber Optic Cables
1:00 pm SESSION 18 Fiber Optic Testing & Monitoring
1:00 pm SESSION 19 Fiber Optic Coatings II

PAPERS
The papers in this volume were printed directly from unedited reproducible copies prepared by the
authors. Responsibility for contents rests upon the authors and not the symposium ce-nmittee or its
members. All rights reserved by the International Wire and Cable Symposium, Inc., 174 Main Street,
Eatontown, New Jersey 07724.
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT/DIRECTOR

Another year has swiftly passed and again it's my pleasure on behalf of the International Wire and Cable Symposium
(IWCS) Committee and CECOM, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey to welcome each one to what should be another exciting and
enlightening experience. I am pleased to report that last year's symposium in Reno, Nevada, attracted more than 1000 atten-
dees, including over 300 from 34 countries outside the USA. In addition, the attendance to the Suppliers Forum and
Educational Short Courses were outstanding and the Poster Session as always was a major attraction for nearly all the atten-
dees.

This year's symposium should be just as exciting as last years, with more than 120 papers scheduled for presentation. The
two track program with a large number of papers covering both optical and copper cables and the special invited sessions
should provide all attendees the opportunity to attend sessions on a variety of subjects of interest. The opening session with
four excellent speakers, addressing the subject of "Cable Users Need in an Increasingly Competitive Environmenr should be
of major interest to all attendees, since the use or non-use of wires and/or cables in a variety of applications will be covered.

Ten education short course are being offered this year, covering subjects that continues to be of interest and several new
subjects such as wireless communication and ISO 9000. The suppliers forum and the ever popular poster session completes
the program.

The IWCS Committee accepted an invitation to hold its June Meeting in Europe. Several Cable Manufacturers and user
organizations in France and Italy were visited. It was an exciting and very successful meeting. This was the committee's third
year of accepting an invitation to hold a meeting outside of the USA. Last year the committee held a meeting in Australia and
Canada, and prior to that, one wab held in Germany. All the meetings have been extremely interesting and informative. The
committee plans to visit several cable manufacturers and/or user organizations in Japan next year (1994).

Three members are retiring from the committee this year, namely Dr. Robert Baboian of Texas Instruments, Inc., Dave
Fischer of Superior TeleTec and Manuel Santana of AT&T Bell Laboratories. The three have been great workers and strong
supporters of the symposium's objectives. I extend to each, the committee's sincere thanks and appreciation for their dedica-
tion, cooperation and contribution to the symposium during their four year tenure.

The symposium cannot continue to prosper without the sustained participation and attendance of representatives from the
various industrial organizations and government activities. This continued support and financial contributions, has nourished
the symposium from its meager beginnings in 1952 to its present prestigious position in the worldwide wire and cable commu-
nity. Therefore, the committee needs and still solicits the financial support and suggestions from all wire/cable manufacturers-
users and material suppliers.

Included on the last page of these proceedings is a Call for Papers for next year's symposium, scheduled for November
14-17 at the Atlanta Hilton Hotel, in Atlanta, Georgia. All authors are encouraged to submit their abstracts early for the com-
mittee's review.

ELMER F. GODWIN
President/Director, IPWCS
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Mr. Joseph J. Pucilowski, Jr. was Telecommunications and Army Member of the

appointed as Director for Space and Joint Directors of Laboratories Technology
Terrestrial Communications, U.S. Army Panel on C3.
Communications-Electronics Command (CECOM),
Research, Development and Engineering Center He has published or presented over
(RDEC) on 27 December 1992. He has command thirty-five technical papers. He was
responsibility for formulating, coordina- recipient of the Presidential Meritorious
ting, managing and implementing internal and Rank Award in 1991.
external research, development, engineering
and support programs to provide the Army A native of New Jersey, Mr. Pucilowski
with seamless communications across the currently resides in Howell with his wife
tactical battlefield, while also providing Maryann. They have six children.. .Adam,
full technical support to U.S. Army Program Joseph, Linda Ann, Mary, Kristin and
Executive Officers and Project Managers in Francine.
communications.
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TUTORIAL SPEAKERS

mathematics and physics (1962), and
telecommunications (1964) he has had a wide
national and international career in the
engineering, management and development of
telecommunications. Ahmed Laouyane served
in the Tunisian PTT 1957-1973 as Chief of
the Switching Department. In 1972 he joined
the ITU as Regional Telecommunications
Advisor for West Africa, and in 1977 was
transferred to the ITU Headquarters, serving

Dr. Joyce P. Kilmer as Head of the Asia Pacific Division and
Optotec, N.A.A. then as Head of the Europe and Middle East

New York, New York Division.

In 1986 he was elected as Deputy Executive
Dr. Joyce P. Kilmer received the Ph.D. Director of the CTD and assumed his current

agree in electrical engineering from the position in January 1991 with the creation
.iversity of Florida and joined Bellcore as of the BDT.
Member Technical Staff of the Optical

ibles District in the Fiber Optic
achnology Division in 1984. In 1988, he
as temporarily reassigned to Fiber Optic
ystems District to study the effects of
eflections on fiber optic system
erformance. In 1989, he was promoted to
istrict Manager of the Optical Connector,
plicing and Closures District. In 1990, he
ecame Director of the Optical Cables & Dr. Walter S. Ciciora
istribution Terminals/Closures Group. In Vice President, Technology
his capacity he was responsible for writing Time Warner Cable
eneric requirments, performing product and Stamford, CT
ost-mortem analyses, and developing long
erm reliability testing of optical fiber,
ptical fiber cable, and distribution Dr. Ciciora is Vice President of
erminals for Fiber-in-the-Loop (FITL). Technology at Time Warner Cable. Walt
urrently, Dr. Kilmer is the North American joined American Television and
gent for Optotec. Communications, the predecessor to Time

Warner Cable, in December of 1982 as Vice
President of Research and Development.
Prior to that he was with Zenith Electronics
Corporation since 1965. He was Director of
Sales and Marketing, Cable Products, from
1981 to 1982. Earlier at Zenith he was
Manager, Electronic System Research and
Development specializing in Teletext,
Videotext and Video Signal Processing with

Ahmed Laouyane emphasis on digital television technology
Chief, Policies, Strategies & Programming and ghost canceling for television systems.

Telecommunications Development Bureau (BDT)
Geneva, Switzerland He has nine patents issued. He has

presented over one hundred papers and
published about fifty, two of which have

hmed Laouyane is Chief of the Policies, received awards from the institute of
trategies and Programming Department within Electrical and Electronic Engineers. Walt
he BDT at the International Telecommuni- wrote a monthly columns for Communications
ations Union (ITU). A graduate in
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Engineering and Design magazine and for
Communications Technology magazine for three
years each.

He currently serves on the Executive
Committee of the Montreux Television
Symposium, and is a member of the board of Phyllis Cosentino
directors of the Society of Cable Television Technical Manager of International
Engineers, SCTE. He was Chairman of the Wireless Systems Engineering
Technical Advisory Committee of CableLabs AT&T Bell Laboratories
for four years and Chairman of the National Phoenix, Arizona
Cable Television Association, NCTA,
Engineering Committee also for four years.
He was president of the Institute of Phyllis Cosentino is the Technical
Electrical and Electronic Engineers, IEEE, Manager of International Wireless Systems
Consumer Electronics Society for two years Engineering at AT&T Bell Laboratories. She
and is a past chairman of the IEEE has been involved in the development of
International Conference on Consumer wireless registration capabilities, billing
Electronics. He chaired the Joint features and intersystem networking. She is
Engineering Committee of the NCTA and the now responsible for wireless system
Electronic Industry Association for eight engineering work for the Asia Pacific and
years. He has served on several industry Latin America regions. She received both a
standard-setting committees. Bachelor's and Mater's Degree in Electrical

Engineering from the University of
Walt is a Fellow of the IEEE, a Fellow Michigan. Ms. Cosentino recently received

of the Society of Motion Picture and the distinction of being selected Honorable
Television Engineers, and a Senior Member of Mention for Eta Kappa Knu's Outstanding
the SCTE. Other memberships include Tau Young Electrical Engineer Award. She is a
Beta Pi, Eta Kappa Nu, and Beta Gamma Sigma. member of the Society of Women Engineers and

the I.E.E.E. and joined AT&T Bell
Current interests center on competitive Laboratories in 1986.

technology, the consumer electronics
interface with cable, Digital Video
Compression, and High Definition Television.

Walt received the 1987 NCTA Vanguard
Award for Science and Technology and was
named "1990 Man of the Year" by
Communications Engineering and Design Kenneth W. Goodsell
magazine. Contract Manager

Southwestern Bell Telephone
Walt has a Ph.D. in Electrical St. Louis, Missouri

Engineering from Illinois Institute of
Technology dated 1969. The BSEE and MSEE Kenneth W. Goodsell was born in Sioux
are also from IIT. He received an MBA from City, Iowa in 1951. He attended the
the University of Chicago in 1979. He has University of Nebraska. Mr. Goodsell joined
taught Electrical Engineering in the evening Southwestern Bell Telephone in 1973. He has
division of IIT for seven years. worked in a number of departments over his

twenty year career, including coin
Hobbies include helping his wife with collection, line work, splicing, Outside

her horses, reading, wood working, Plant Engineering and wire center
photography, skiing, and a hope to someday forecasting.
become more active in amateur radio
(WB9FPW). He is currently the Contract Manager for

fiber cable, associated apparatus and
Fiber-in-The-Loop. He has been involved in
the procurement of fiber products for five
years. He has made fiber related
presentations at the National Forecasting
Conference in 1989 and 1991.
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LUNCHEON SPEAKER

Elaine Viets
St. Louis, Missouri

Pulitzer prize nominee Elaine Viets, who
was nominated for her investigative writing,
is not just a columnist ... but a humorist
as well.

Viets, who resides in St. Louis,
Missouri writes a humor column that is
distributed to 300 newspapers throughout the
Nation. For years, while her column was
running, Elaine also did a syndicated travel
show on radio. She has traveled throughout
the world - doing spots on places to visit
and people she has met. Her humor land
warm-hearted approach to any issue - whether
in newsprint, on radio or during personal
appearances - always holds an audience's
interest!

Her offbeat look at men and women has
ingratiated her to audiences all over the
country. Viets speaks about the
clothing-impaired male who can't throw away
any old clothes. ("My husband was staring
at an eighteen-year-old. I said, "aren't
you ashamed? Your sweater is older than she
isl")

Elaine is presently preparing a prime
time television special to be aired on KMOV
T.V. She has written three books, including
The Viets Guide to Sex. Travel and Anvthing
Else That Will Sell This Book.

When Viets speaks, you'll laugh. You'll
also learn about life and yourself.
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Ultra High-Density Optical Fiber Cable with Thin Coated Fiers
and

Multi-Fiber Connectors

Shigeru TOMITA, Michito MATSUMOTO,
Shinji NAGASAWA and Tadatoshi TANIFUJI

NTil Telecommunication Field Systems R & D Center
Tokai, Naka, Ibaraki. 319-11 JAPAN

fibers less than 39 mm in diameter. These
Abstract cables contain ribbons which consist of sixteen

We present the structures and characteristics of five
ultra-high density cables with thin coated fibers. thin coated fibers.
These cables can contain stacked 16-fiber ribbons. Next, we describe the structure and
Most of the cabled fiber characteristics are good
except for the attenuation in the corner fibers in the performance of 80-fiber connectors which will
stacked ribbons. When the cables are on a reel, the be used for the pre-connectorized cable end of
attenuation of the corner fibers is slightly high high-count cables. There are two kinds of 80-
compared with that of other fibers. However, when the
cables are straightened, this loss is reduced. fiber connector called the stacked type and the

Next, we present multi-fiber connectors with 16-fiber unit type.
ribbons. We measured the connection loss of two In addition, we present a 4000-fiber cable
kinds of 80-fiber connector. The stacked type
connector shows the almost same connection loss as joint which employs unit type 80-fiber
the 16-fiber connector which was presented at the 41st connectors.
IWCS. The unit type connector has a slightly higher
connection loss than the stacked type.

In addition, we present a pre-connectorized cable 2. Hih-coumt cable design
end which can contain 4000 fibers.

The largest optical fiber cable currently used

1. Introduction by NTT is 40 mm in diameter. This value
should not be exceeded if we wish to continue

Fiber To The Home (FTTH} network to use conventional conduits and installation

construction is the biggest problem facing tools.

telephone companies. We think that the Single There are three possible ways of reducing

Star (SS) Network which consists simply of cable diameter. One is to reduce the fiber
optical fibers and connectors, is the most coating diameter, another is to increase the
suitable for providing all the various services fiber count in a ribbon and the third is to
required by subscribers who use broadband change the cable design. The third way has

signal services such as B-ISDN (Broadband already been described in the proceedings of
Integrated Services Digital Network).[I] When the 41st IWCS. In this paper, we describe
we construct this network, very high count cables composed of thin-coated fibers and 16-

optical fiber cables and connectors are needed. fiber ribbons.

We presented the design and performance of a

1500-fiber U-groove unit cable which contains 2.1 Thin-coated fiber
12-fiber ribbons at the 41st IWCS.121 However, Recently, several studies on thin coated fibers
the fiber count in this cable is not sufficient for have been published.1 31 .[4] Major problems
FTTH Networks. Therefore, we studied new with these fibers are their mechanical strength
cables which are designed to contain 4000- and micro-bending characteristics and we think
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that more detailed investigations will be 0.4
necessary before they can be solved. However, U 8-fiber rbbon
these studies have indicated that it is difficult to e 0.3 0 16-fiber ribbonCO
use fiber whose coating is less than 0.18 mm In at 1.55,um
diameter. Therefore, we used fiber with a 0.18 0ca 0.2 -
mm diameter coating in this work. The ,)
structure is shown in Fig. 1. We adopted a C

double coating (soft and hard) to reduce the n 0.1

micro-bending sensitivity. The outer diameter .j

of the primary coating was from 0.15 to 0.16 0 0.1 1

mm. The Young's modulus of the secondary 0.01 0.1 1

coating was from 2 to 2.5 times higher than that Lateral pressure (x10 2 N/mm - core)

of conventional material to improve the micro- Figure 3 Lateral pressure characteristics of
bending and mechanical characteristics. fiber ribbons

Hard coating 2.3 Model cable structure

Soft coating We studied four cable structures designed to
contain 4000 fibers, as shown in Fig. 4(a) to Md.

Figure 4(a) shows a U-groove unit cable as
o@ described at the 40th and 41st IWCS.[1].I 2 ] Ten

stacked 16-fiber ribbons are contained in one
U-groove. Ten U-grooves are stranded in the
inner layer and fifteen are stranded in the outer

180,U m layer.

Figure 1 Thin coated fiber Figure 4(b) shows a slotted-rod cable. Each
slotted-rod has five slots which contain ten
stacked 16-fiber ribbons. Five slotted-rods are

2.2 16-fiber ribbon stranded around a central member.
The second way to reduce cable diameter is to The cable shown in Fig. 4(c) is composed of

increase the fiber count in a ribbon. The plastic rods which have only one helical slot and
highest fiber count currently used, is twelve.15) a central member. Ten rods are stranded in the
We manufactured a 16-fiber ribbon (Fig. 2) inner layer and fifteen are stranded in the outer
which consists of thin coated fibers 0.18 mm in layer.
diameter as described above. We measured the The cable shown in Fig. 4(d) has large U-
lateral pressure characteristics of these fiber shaped trays. Fourteen stacked 16-fiber ribbons
ribbons. Figure 3 shows that the characteristics are stranded in each tray.
are the same as those of conventional fiber The best way to evaluate a cable design is to
ribbons. fabricate actual cables and measure their

characteristics. However. it is difficult to
0 •manufacture entire cables, because of the limits

of currently available manufacturing equipment
and resources.

I 3.0mm 3 Therefore, we constructed and measured

model cables as shown in Fig. 5(a) to (d), which
Figure 2 16-fiber ribbon are composed of fundamental components of

the 4000-fiber cables shown in Fig. 4.
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(a) U-groove unit cable (b) Slotted-rod cable

(c) One slot in a rod cable (d) Large U-shaped tray cable

Figure 4 Structures of 4000-fiber cables

of the four corner fibers in the ten stacked 16-

2.3.1 U-groove unit cable fiber ribbons. This was because the mechanical

U-groove unit cable as shown in Fig. 5(a) can forces caused by stranding and cable bending

contain 1600 fibers and the U-grooves are are concentrated in these fibers. At 1550 nm.

stranded uni-directionally. We filled two U- the attenuation of corner fibers in a cable on a

grooves with ten stacked 16-fiber ribbons, and reel is slightly higher than other fibers in the

measured the attenuation on a reel, lateral stack.

pressure. temperature. bending, elongation and We also measured an SZ-stranded U-groove

squeezing characteristics. The measurement unit cable, and found that the results were

conditions and measured results are shown in almost the same as those of the uni-directional

Table 1. We carefully examined the attenuation stranded cable.
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27 mm 19 mm

(a) U-groove unit cable (b) Slotted-rod cable

32 mm

42 mm

(c) One slot in a rod cable (d) Large U-shaped tray cable

Figure 5 Structures of trial cables

2.3.2 Slotted-rod cable cable is good.
Figure 5(b) shows a slotted-rod cable which

can contain 800 fibers. We filled two slots with
ten stacked 16-fiber ribbons, and measured the 2.3&3 One slot in a rod cable

same characteristics as described in 2.3.1. At Figure 5(c) shows a cross section of another

1550 nm. the attenuation of the comer fibers in slotted-rod cable which can contain 4000 fibers.

a cable on a reel was also slightly higher. The rod in this cable, has only one helical slot.

however these values were lower than those of We filled two rods with ten stacked 16-fiber

the U-groove unit and other cables. In Japan. ribbons, and performed the measurements

this cable design is the most widely used. described in 2.3.1. At 1550 nm. again the

therefore the cabling technique has been well attenuation of the corner fibers on a reel was

developed.[ 6 ] This is why the attenuation of this slightly higher than that of the other fibers.
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Table I Charamterstic. of trial Cables

Test Items U-groove Slotted rod One slot Large U

on except corners 0.35 dB (ave.) 0.33 dB (ave.) 0.35 dB (ave.) 0.35 dB (ave.)
the

Attenuation reel corner fibers 0.40 dB (ave.) 0.36 dB (ave.) 0.39 dB (ave.) 0.34 dB (ave.)
at 1310 nm

(1 km) off except corners 0.33 dB (ave.) 0.30 dB (ave.) 0.31 dB (ave.) 0.31 dB (ave.)
the
reel corner fibers 0.35 dB (ave.) 0.32 dB (ave.) 0.33 dB (ave.) 0.35 dB (ave.)

on except corners 0.24 dB (ave.) 0.20 dB (ave.) 0.24 dB (ave.) 0.19 dB (ave.)
the

Attenuation reel corner fibers 0.40 dB (ave.) 0.23 dB (ave.) 0.33 dB (ave.) 0.27 dB (ave.)
at 1550 nma1 nm off except corners 0.22 dB (ave.) 0.20 dB (ave.) 0.23 dB (ave.) 0.23 dB (ave.)

(1 kin) the

reel corner fibers 0.27 dB (ave.) 0.22 dB (ave.) 0.23 dB (ave.) 0.22 dB (ave.)
Temperature characteristics increase in loss increase in loss loss increase in loss

(from -20 to 60 0C) <0.1 dB/km <0.1 dB/km increase
<____________ 0.1 dB/km_ <0.1dB/km_ •2.0 dB/km <_O._1_dB/km

Bending increase in loss increase in loss increase in loss increase in loss
(at 300mm radius) < 0.1 dB < 0.1 dB < 0.1 dB < 0.1 dB

Lateral pressure increase in loss increase in loss increase in loss increase in loss
(10000N/50Omm) < 0.1 dB < 0.1 dB <0.1 dB < 0.1 dB

Tensile increase in loss increase in loss Increase in loss increase in loss
(0.2% elongation) < 0.1 dB < 0.1 dB < 0.1 dB < 0.1 dB

Squeezing increase in loss increase in loss increase in loss increase in loss
(0.2% elongation, 600mm radius) < 0.1 dB < 0.1 dB <0.1 dB < 0.1 dB

2.3.4 Lar&e U-shaoed tray cable four structures described above the U-groove
The cross section of another high-density unit cable offers the highest fiber density.

cable is shown in Fig. 5(d). Fourteen stacked Therefore, we manufactured a U-groove unit
16-fiber ribbons are stranded and contained in a cable which can contain 4000 fibers as shown in
large U-shaped tray. We filled two such trays, Fig. 6. We filled one U-groove unit in the outer

and performed the measurements described in and inner layers with ten stacked 16-fiber
2.3.1. We again found that the corner fiber ribbons. The measured characteristics are
attenuation on a reel was slightly higher than shown in Figs. 7 and 8 and in Table 2.
that of the other fibers. (1) Attenuation

As shown in Fig. 7. the attenuation of the four
2.4 4000-fiber cable with U-Iroove units comer fibers is also slightly high. because the

Although we found that fibers at the four cabling technique has yet to be optimized.

corners exhibit slightly high attenuation, the (2) Temperature

characteristics of the slotted-rod cable Figure 8 shows the loss variation due to
indicated that these losses will be reduced by temperature change. The loss variation is less
improving manufacturing techniques. Of the than 0.05 dB/km in the -30 to +60 Oc
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temperature range. This value is almost same as

that of conventional optical fiber cables. 0.8

(3)Bending
The cable was bent with a radius ranging from E

200 to 600 mm and the loss increase and g 0.6 -

maximum elongation were measured. There V

were no los.; increases in this bending radius . 0.4 -

range. C

(4) Crushing • 0.2
There was no loss increase with a crushing 0 fibers except four comers'

force of up to 10000 N applied to 500 mm of , -fibers at the four comers

cable. On the reel Off the reel

Cable condition

(a) Attenuation at 1310 nm

0.8

EO0.6
So~0,

.2 0.4

CL
S0.2

0 fibers except four comers'

' fibers at the four comers0 i I
On the reel Off the reel

39 mm Cable condition

(b) Attenuation at 1550 nm

Figure 6 4000-fiber trial cable
Figure 7 Optical attenuation of 4000-fiber trial cable

on and off the reel

Table 2 Characteristics of 4000-fiber cable

Test Items Results

Bending increase in loss 0.2
(at 300mm radius) < 0.1 dB E• wavelength "1550 nm

S0.1 -
Lateral pressure increase in loss 0.

S0
(10000N/500mm) < 0.1 dB

-0.1
Tensile increase in loss 0 I__ ___ __I

(8000N) < 0.1 dB -' -0. -20 0 20 40 60
Temperature (tC)

Squeezing increase in loss
(8000 N.
600 mm radius) < 0.1 dB Figure 8 Temperature characteristics of

4000-fiber cable
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(5) Tension binder pin

There was no loss increase, when a 36 m long

cable was subjected to a pulling force of up to

10000 N.

(6) Squeezing 16-fiber ribbon

There was no loss increase when the cables
were squeezed across a mandrel with a radius

of 600 mm and a pulling force of up to 8000 N.

2.5 Next fteV 0 i 0

There were no problems with the 4000-fiber 0 - 0

U-groove unit cable other than the loss in the O 0

fibers at the four comers of stacked ribbons. As

mentioned above, this problem is closely related fiber holesf

to cabling techniques. Therefore, we believe

that it will be possible to overcome this problem guide pin holes

and manufacture in the near future. (a) Stacked type

There is another problem related to thin _ 16-fiber ribbo

coated fibers. Because their ,'oating is very
thin, they are more ea • dar.aged during the

manufacturing process .an conventional fiber fiber holes

with a 0.25 mm coating diameter. This may

pose problems in terms of the economical guide pin holes

production of thin coated fiber. Therefore. (b) Unit type
when we decide on the coating diameter, both

fiber density and mechanical strength must be Figure 9 80-fiber connector

taken into the consideration. In the future, we between the binder pins and the binder pin

plan to manufacture trial cables to find an holes, each connector is aligned by using its

answer to these problems. own guide pins and guide pin holes. This

mechanism guarantees the same connection

3. 80-fiber connector loss as that of a 16-fiber connector.

(2) Unit type

Based on our study of a 16-fiber connector Figure 9(b) shows the structure of a unit type

presented at the 41st IWCS.[21 we fabricated 80-fiber connector. 80 fiber holes are aligned

and evaluated two types of 80-fiber connector. in a the straight line between two guide pin

holes.

3j.1Bztmctm The benefit of this connector is that 80 fibers

Figure 9(a) and (b) show the structures of the can be connected using only five elements, two

two types of 80-fiber connector. ferrules, two guide pin and a spring. Therefore.

(1) Stacked type the cost per fiber connection is very low and

The 80-fiber connector shown in Fig. 9(a). is connection time is very short. However, the

called a stacked type connector.' 7l Five 16- ferrules are much larger than that of the 16-

fiber connectors of the type reported at the last fiber connector, and the molding condition

IWCS. are stacked and fixed together with two must be controlled carefully to eliminate the

binder pins. Because there is some clearance heat shrinking effect.
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Each connector has its own advantages.
3.2 Performance therefore, we must select the connector type

Figure 10(a) and (b) show the connection loss based on requirements.

distribution of the stacked type and unit type

80-fiber connectors, respectively. Table 3 Table 3 Characteristics of 80-fiber connector

shows other performance of both connectors. Items Stacked type Unit type

In the stacked type, the connection loss was
approximately the same as in the 16-fiber Averageconnection loss 0.22 0.40

connector. The loss of the unit connector was (dB)
slightly higher than that of the stacked type.

This is because the fiber alignment is inaccurate Connection time 90 50

owing to the large ferrule size. (sec.)

The connection time is shorter with the unit Fiber den ity 05
type connector than with the stacked type, (core/rnt) 0.53 0.80

because of the smaller number of connector _________ I _I

parts. The unit connector has a higher fiber
density for the same reason. 4. 4000-fiber Dre-connectorized cable ends and

100 enclosurep.

Ave.=0.22 dB
N=240 We constructed enclosures for 4000 fibers

using 80-fiber unit type connectors.

E 50
z FIgure 11 shows a pre-connectorized cable end

and its cover which provides protection during
installation. The cable end is designed to

contain fifty 80-fiber unit type connectors. A

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 pulling force of 800 kgf can be applied to this

Insertion loss (dB) cable end.
Fifty 80-fiber unit connectors are contained in

(a) Stacked type the enclosure as shown in Figs. 12 and 13.

100 There are stacked trays at the center of this

Ave.=0.40 dB enclosure which can hold fifty 80-fiber

N=400 connectors. Two hundred and fifty 16-fiber
ribbons are packed in the spaces on each side

of the enclosure and there is also some

E 50 remaining space to house excess cable.
z

4.2 Performance
The connection time and connection loss of

the enclosure are shown in Fig. 14. The
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 connection time of 3 hours satisfies the

Insertion loss (dB) requirement of connecting 4000 fibers in one
work-day 18 hours]. The average connection

(b) Unit type loss of 0.4 dB is the same as that of the unit

Figure 10 Connection loss of 80-fiber connectors connectors described in section 3.2. This
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Strength member Metallic flexible tube

Cable Watertight cap Connector holder Watertight cap
for ten 80-fiber connectors

Figure 11 Structure of connectorized cable and and Its cover

Completing Removing
Enclosure pulling heads

3 hours Positioning enclosure

Connection time
for fifty 80-fiber

connectors

Figure 12 Enclosure for 4000-fiber connection (a) Connection time

100
Ave.=0.40 dB

N=160

E 50

z

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

Insertion loss (dB)
Figure 13 80-connector trays In 4000-f iber enclosure (b) Insertion loss

shows that installing the connectors and
housing the excess fiber ribbon in the enclosure Figure 14 Characteristics of the 4000-fiber enclosure

has no effect on attenuation, connectors, in order to construct optical

subscriber cable networks for FTI-I. We have
5 Con1uahns made the following progress.

(1) Cable
In the last three years, we have been studying We have developed ultra high-density cables

high-count and high-density cables and with thin coated fibers. Their performance
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makes them suitable for installation in Technologies Suitable for Midspan Access", J. of

subscriber networks except for remaining slight Lightwave Technology, Vol.7, No.11, November, 1989.

loss in the corner fibers of the stacked ribbons. 17] T. Haibara, S. Tomita, M. Matsumoto and T. Yabuta

We think that this loss can be reduced by "High-Speed Low-Loss Connection Techniques for

refining the cabling procedure, which is our High Count Pre-Connectorized Cables", 40th IWCS,

current goal. pp.296-302, 1991
(2) Connectors

The mean connection loss of the stacked type

80-fiber connector is about 0.2 dB. The fiber

density of the unit type 80-fiber connector is

about 0.8 core/mm 2 . This value is 1.5 times Shlgeru TOMITA

higher than that of the stacked type. The

connection time is about 50 seconds, which is Telecommunication Field

half of that of the stacked type. Systems R&D Center
Tokal, Ibaraki,

(3) Pre-connectorized cable end 319-11, JAPAN

We have fabricated and evaluated pre- Shigeru Tomita is a Senior Research Engineer.

conrnectorized ends and enclosures for 4000- He was born in 1960 and rer' ved B.E. and

fiber connection. The total connection time is 3 Ph.D degrees in electronics . . ieering from

hours for unit type connectors. Nihon University In 1983 and L993
respectively.

He Joined NTT in 1983. Since 1990 he has

Our ultimate goal is to complete a 4000-fiber been engaged in research on High-density and

pre-connectorized cable, by combining and Pre-connectorized optical fiber cable.
Dr. Tomita is a member of IEEE,

refining the above technologies.
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16-FIBER RIBBON FOR ULTRA-HIGH-DENSITY and HIGH-COUNT OPTICAL FIBER CABLE

MN SAITO, S. OKAGAWA

THE FUTRUKAWA ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
6, YAWATA KAIGAN-DORI, ICHIHARA, CHIBA, 290, JAPAN

Abstract M.F.D: mode field diameter
The authors produced 16-fiber ribbons using downsized ýx :cut off wavelength
coated optical fibers, and evaluated their lateral pressure Es :Young's modulus of secondary coating
characteristics with long span high tension bobbin winding test. Er :Young's modulus of ribbon coating
Bobbin winding loss increase was evaluated with a multi-
regression analysis. And we introduced an empirical formula In this experiment, we used downsized coated optical fibers
with two parameters, stiffness of fiber ribbon and buffer effect only (Diameter 0.18mra).
of ribbon coating. It suggested the minimum ribbon fiber Table 2. shows the transmission losses and temperature
height was approximately 0.25mm for ultrahigh density optical characteristics of the produced fiber ribbons.
fiber cable.

Table 2 Characteristics of 16-fiber ribbon
.Ite Condition Result
For the construction of optical fiber network to the whole Condtio R.esv.0.

subscribers, the development of an ultrahigh density optical Transmission Wavelengthe : 1.o 0m ae.0.20dB/km
fiber cable is required. A cable structure composed of U- loss eter of bobbin: 280mm .0.23dB/km
groove units is one of the cable structures proposed for an enson : 2N/rib,
ultrahigh density optical fiber cable. In this cable structure, ten Temperature Wavelength: 1.55jLm increase
16-fiber ribbons, each of which is composed of 16 downsized characteristics Temperature : -40-~otC < 0.03dB/km
coated optical fibers, are tightly layered over one another in Sample : free coil
one U-Sroove unit 1) . Because of thin coating of fiber and
ribbon, the 16-fiber ribbon seems to be sensitive to lateral The transmission losses and temperature characteristics were
pressure . Therefore it is desirable to improve the lateral favorable. The maximum transmission loss was 0.23 dB/km
pressure characteristics of 16-fiber ribbon in order to realize a and the maximum loss increase from -40 to 80 9C was
high density optical fiber cable. 0.03dB/km (at Young's modulus of ribbon coating is
To determine the optimum coating structure of 16-fiber l5Okgf/mm 2 and height of ribbon was 0.25mm).
ribbon, we investigated the lateral pressure characteristics with
a multi-regression analysis on four types of fiber ribbons and 2-2. Lateral Pressure Characteristics
introduced an empirical equation. Using the derived empirical To investigate the effect of the fiber ribbon coating structure
equation, we estimated the optimum height of a fiber ribbon on its lateral pressure characteristics, four fiber ribbons were
for ultrahigh density optical fiber cable. used. As can be seen in Table 3, their structures were upper

and lower limit of Young's modulus and height of ribbon in
2. ETable 1.
2-1. Transmission Loss and Temperature Characteristics
We produced some types of 16-fiber ribbons as shown in Table 3 Structure of 16-fiber ribbon used for bobbin winding

Table I to evaluate the effect of Young's modulus and test
thickness of ribbon coating on the lateral pressure .o Height (mm) Youngs modulus (kzfmmi)
charaterstici of fiber ribbon. The fiber parameters t 1 0.20 30
shown in Table 1. 202 S
Table I Structure of 16-fiber ribbon 3 0.25 30

Fiber parameter M.F.D 9.2 t0.I=an 4 0.25 150
Lxc 1.25 a O.O2 Mm We estimated lateral pressure characteristics with long span
Fiber structure Diameter 0.18mm bobbin winding test 16-fiber ribbons were wound around a

Es > 1 ,0k• mn2  plastic bobbin (Diameter 280mm) at a tension of 2N and then
Ribbon fibe Height .20-0.25mm were wound again at a tension of 6N. Bobbin winding loss

structure Er 30-15okg~mm 2  increase is defined as the difference between the trmvision
loss at tension of 6N and 2N.
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3. Parameter
Gloge expressed the microbending loss of optical fiber with
parameter H(stiffiiess of optical fiber) and D(rigidity of optical
fiber)2). In this paper, parameter H and B expressing the
structure and mechanical characteristics of fiber ribbon. H 1.2
means stiffness of fiber ribbon and B means buffer effect of
ribbon coating. H, stiffness of 16-fiber ribbon, can be cardlatieoflodkft: 0.31
represented by equation (1). 1

H=Ef xlf +Epxlp+EsxIs+[Erxlr (1) Q8

Ef Ep, Es. Er : Young's modulus of optical fiber, primary
coating, secondary coating and ribbon coating I Q6

If Ip, Is, Ir : moment of inertia of optical fiber, primary P
coating, secondary coating and ribbon coating A

1 04
And Ir is calculated by the 16-fiber ribbon structure:

Ir = I WT' - 16 x rx d-4 
(2)

12 64

W: width of fiber ribbon Q9 1 1.1 2 13 L4
T: height of fiber ribbon H( rdtiw val)
d: diameter of optical fiber

On the other side, B, buffer effect of fiber ribbon, can be Fig.1 Correlation between bobbin winding loss increase

expressed by equation (3). (4). and 1. wavelength: 1.55Mm

B Er (3)
R

R T-d (4) arelationcoeffidu: .782

0.8
With these parameters, the bobbin winding loss increase was

evaluated by multi-regression analysis.I

4. Result 06
4-1. Analysis with Parameter H and B

Fig 1. shows the correlation between parameter H and bobbin
winding loss increase. The correlation coefficient of Fig. 1 was 0.4

0.31. So we can say bobbin winding loss increase has very.
little correlation with parameter H.
Fig.2 shows the correlation between parameter B and bobbin 02

winding loss increase. The correlation coefficient was 0.78.
So it can be said that bobbin winding loss increase has
correlation with parameter B. 0

Bobbin winding loss increase couldn't be expressed 0 4 8 12 16
successfully with parameter H or B only. We obtained the
optimum regression equation (Equation (5)) by using both H B(rdetiwvilme)
andB.

Fig.2 Correlation between bobbin winding loss increase and B

B'7 wavelength: 1. 55tm

C H"'4(5)Fig 3. shows the correlation between the estimated value from

equation (5) and the experimental value.
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Fig.3 Correlation between the calculated and experimental lossincrease -'4-"TU1nn ... T~t2nm -" • 4 lu
wavelength:1.55umt 

]
Fig.4 Correlation between bobbin winding los increase and

The correlation coefficient of Fig.3 was 0.91, so equation (5) Young's modulus of fiber ribbon(relative value)

represents the bobbin winding loss increase accurately. From wavelength:1.SSurn

equation (5), we can say that the bobbin winding lou increase
depends upon both H and B. Small B and large H decrease
bobbin winding loss. Because a smaller B means a greater 0.3
buffer effect of fiber ribbon coating and larger H means a
greater stiffness of fiber ribbon and as a result microbending 0.25
loss decrease.

4-2. Estimation of Bobbin Winding Loss Based on Multple0.2
Regression Analysis
Fig.4 and 5 shows the calculated value of bobbin winding loss 0 0.15

increase to Young's modulus and height of ribbon coating. As
can be seen in Fig.4. at a thin fiber ribbon, bobbin winding
loss increase changed very well with Young's modulus of . 0.1

ribbon coating.
In particular. it can be seen that there is a prominent bobbin 0.05 ,

winding loss increase for a fiber ribbon of high Young's
modulus. Therefore thin fiber ribbon needs to be coated with 0
soft material.
As can be seen in Fig.5 bobbin winding loss increase 0.2 0.22 0.24 0.6 0.28 0.

approached the minimum value at around 0.25mm height of Hei of ribibn()
fiber ribbon. [ --- 10O,&W - E--Nr,•O
As a result, although downsizing of ribbon coating thickness _

was needed for high density cable. Fig .5 showed that
minimum height of fiber ribbon was approximately 0.25mm in
view of lateral pressaire characteristics of optical fiber ribbon. Figh Correlation between bobbin winding loss increas andheight of ribbon

wavelength:l.5surn
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S. Conclusion
Us downsized coaed optical fiber with optimum coaing
structure, we produced 16-fiber ribbons with supeior lateral
pressure and temperature (-40 "-80 °C ) characteristics. The
lateral pressure characteristics was estimated by long span
bobbin winding test and evaluated by multi-regression analysis.
As a result, bobbin winding loss increase was expressed by an
empirical equation. Although thin fiber ribbon is desirable for
high density cable, it was found that the height of ribbon
should be no thinner than around 0.25mm in the view of the
lateral pressure characteristics of optical fiber ribbon.
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A MODULAR RIBBON DESIGN FOR
INCREASED PACKING DENSITY OF
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ABSTRACT to be the leading performance metrics. For example,
4000 fiber cables that use downsized fiber coating de-

In this paper we examine the limits to which fiber pack- signs have been proposed and are actively being inves-
ing density in cables can be increased without reducing tigated (3). Although downsizing of the protective
the diameter of the fiber's protective coating. We dem- coating on the fiber offers the potential for increasing the
onstrate the feasibility of increasing the fiber packing fiber packing density, the long term reliability, engineer-
density of existing cable designs by 30 to 50 percent with ing and operational implications remain to be fully un-
a modular design concept for ribbons. The design con- derstood. Thus, the need for achieving higher fiber
cept is flexible in that it can accommodate 4-, 6-, or 8- counts and densities with standard fiber coating dimen-
fiber ribbon modules in a single linear array and provides sions continues to exist. The modular ribbon design
for an organized structure for high fiber count cables. We described in this paper can satisfy this need and it offers
present experimental data and a simple analytical model operational advantages to the user.
that clarify the physical mechanisms associated with
packing density, stack geometry, ribbon stresses and BASIC CABLE DESIGN
environmental added loss.

The design uses the ribbon building block approach to
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND increase the packing density of a central tube type cable.

As shown in Figure 1, the cable consists of a core tube
Global interest in high density, small size cables and the with diameter, Dc, that contains an array of n ribbons.
high productivity of mass splicing is positioning ribbon-
based cables as a bellwether for Fiber in the Loop (FITL) Each ribbon comprises modules with a repeating color
and Community Antenna Television (CATV) applica- code sequence and a printed identifier as shown in the
tions. For CATV aerial installations, small, high fiber photograph of Figure 2a.
count cables are attractive because of the high premium
on available aerial space. Different network architec-
tures require functional flexibility as well as the avail-
ability of diverse fiber counts per ribbon. Evidence for
the trend to yard high fiber count cables is found in the - l ) AA........... . 5

many technical papers being published on ribbon-based
cables, associated apparatus and also in the emergence A , ;W
of international standards for ribbons (1,2).

-T T

Advances in materials and process technology, as well
as increased demand for improved functionality have
accelerated ribbon-based cable development and de-
ployment for FITL and CATV applications. Higher fiber Figure 1. 288 Fiber Ribbon Cable with 16-Fiber Modolar
count cables and higher fiber packing densities continue Ribbons.
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Fig•ur 2a. Figme 2b.

Modules are important for many applications to provide where
splicing flexibility. As shown in the photograph of Fig-
ure 2b, the modules can easily be separated from the Pfc* is the number of fibers per unit of core area
main ribbon.

Pfc is the area of fibers per unit of core area
Typical modules comprise 4, 8, or 12 fibers. For gener-
ality, each ribbon is considered to have thickness, h and Pfr is the area of fibers per unit of ribbon area
to comprise m fibers of diameter, df.

Prc is the area of ribbon per unit of core area
PACKING DENSITY ANALYSIS

df is the diameter of the coated fiber
There are several measures of fiber packing density. In
this paper (unless noted otherwise) fiber packing density
is defined to be the ratio of total fiber area (including the For a core tube of inside diameter, Dc, containing an
fiber coating) to total core tube internal area. High fiber n x m array of fiber ribbons as shown in Figure 1,
counts and high fiber packing density are important for
achieving small lightweight cables that are easy to han- Prc - (4nm(1+P)d 2 /YxDc2  (3)
die and optimally utilize available space for installation.
For a loose fiber bundle core the theoretical packing where (0 +P) = h/df (4)
density is about 80% ; however, less than 20% is attained
practically with desired optical performance (4). Al- Also,
though ribboned fibers give a somewhat lower theoreti-
cal packing density of 50%, the practically achieved Pfr= -4(l +P) (5)
packing density is much closer to the theoretical maxi-
mum.

The relation between the stack diagonal, ds, and the core
For a fixed core tube ID, the theoretical packing density tube diameter can be approximated by the empirical
of loose fiber bundle cores, can be increased only by relation:
reducing the fiber diameter. However, for ribbon-based
cores, both the coated fiber diameter and the ribbon ds/Dc - K - KR.(m/n)l for n > m and (6)
thickness contribute to packing density. The total pack-
ing density depends on the fiber packing density of the d/D KR for n!5 m
fibers in the ribbons themselves and the packing density
of the ribbons in the core through the following expres- where
sions:

Pfc* - 4Pfc/xdf2  (1) y0[0.31 for n > m and

Pfc - PfroPrc (2) ds2 . -df2 {n 2(l+p) 2+m 2 ) (7)
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Equation (6) takes into account the minimum radius of
fiber curvature resulting from the excess ribbon length
in the core tube. (For strain relief, the ribons are slightly -
longer than the longitudinal axis of the core. The per cent
by which the ribbon length exceeds the core length is the
excess ribbon length.)

Figure 1 and Equations 2-7 give 11 ,

Pfc-tKR2OX1-2y}/{X2O(h/df)2+l } (8)
', I..z

where X - n/m is an index of stack symmetry ' I

Figure 3 shows the dimensionless packing density, RolWisimw(m)

(Pfc/K2 ) as a function of the symmetry index, X with h/df Figure 4. Normalized Packing Density as Related to Fiber
as a parameter. Diameter and Ribbon Thickness

and the ribbon thickness increased; or keep the fiber
Figure 3 illustrates the negative effect of both stack diameter constant and use a ribbon of thickness, di.

asymmetry and increased ribbon thickness on fiber pack-

ing density. The curves illustrate a basic design principle As a numerical example, consider the case where a
that optimum packing density of the core is attained with normalized packing density of 8 mm"2 is desired. This
a square array of ribbons where each ribbon has a thick- packing density can be achieved with fiber having the
ness equal to the fiber diameter. In this case, the upper standard 0.25mm diameter if h/df = 1; however, if h/df
bound of packing density is seen to be 0.5. In practice, - 1.6, the fiber diameter must be reduced to about
this principle must be modified to provide for excess 0.185 mm.
fiber length and fiber counts that are common multiples
of the standard number of units/fibers that are used in the The use of the foregoing principles for optimum ribbon
field. cable design must account for fiber excess length, poten-

tial fiber stresses induced during stranding or cable bend-
Figure 4 shows a plot of normalized packing density ing, the mechanical robustness of the ribbon, and

(XPfc*/4KR 2) for a square array as a function of df with stripping and splicing considerations.
h/df as a parameter. Figure 4 demonstrates that two
routes exist for achieving the same packing density while MECHANICAL ROBUSTNESS OF RIBBONS
offering comparable levels of polymer buffer protection
for the glass fiber: the fiber diameter can be decreased In the loop environment there is more routing, handling,

__ reconfiguring, and repair with an ensuing increase in
ribbon bending and twisting. It is important that ribbons
be designed to retain their mechanical integrity under a

Ci variety of loadings. Ribbon structures need to be suffi-
OA ltciently robust to withstand routine handling yet provide

easy breakout of single and multiple fiber modules from
I a ribbon. Implicit in this user need is both a maximum

and a minimum ribbon strength. A suitable test for
12. characterizing the strength range of a ribbon is the tor-

sion test (2). In this test, a length of ribbon is clamped at
1.6 both ends under tension and rotated until matrix failure.
2 Ironically, the structure does not fail primarily due to

torsional shear stresses but because of transverse bend-
i- , a u a ing and buckling instability.

FOMi ft* &p¶nsy kuidt WM~

Figure 3. Dimensionless Packing Density as Related to In this section we examine the mechanical robustness of
Ribbon and Stack Geometry. a ribbon structure as it relates to loading and geometry.
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A ribbon can be modeled as a lamina of unidirectional Ri is the distance from the center of the ribbon to the i th
fibers in a matrix as illustrated in Figure 5. fiber

In the terminology of composite materials the ribbon is Pi is the radius of curvature
an orthotropic body; it has material properties that are
different in three mutually perpendicular directions and
it has three perpendicular planes of material symmetry The fiber curvature and longitudinal stresses necessitate
(5). In contrast to an isotropic material, the strength of that the fibers exert transverse forces, Pi, per unit length
an orthotropic material is not a function of the principal on the ribbon( 6). These forces are directed toward the
stresses because the highest stresses are not typically the center of the ribbon and can induce bending, buckling
ones which cause failure. Thus, the strength is a function and fracture of the ribbon matrix along the longitudinal
of the orientation of the stresses in the ribbon. For fiber axis of the ribbon.
ribbons, the strength and stiffness of the glass fibers are
several orders of magnitude greater than that of the Considering the ribbon as section of plate subject to
viscoelastic matrix material that supports and aligns uniform lateral compressive stress, a, leads to consid-
them. Moreover, the strength of the structure is different eration of the typical equation for plate buckling (7):
in the principal material directions. In particular, the
strength in the transverse direction is several orders of Ocr - PcSA
magnitude less than that in the longitudinal direction.

Early work on the deformation mechanics of twisted - (Kc2E)/12( -9 2)Xt/b)2 (10)

ribbon structures demonstrated a "barrel-type" distortion where
of the cross section from the applied stresses (6). The where t is the plate thickness
foregoing reference also provides a qualitative descrip- b is the plate width
tion of the mechanism associated with this distortion. For
a twisted ribbon, the fibers experience a longitudinal In Equation (10), the pertinent variable is the critical
stress and follow a helical path with curvature given by buckling stss Ocr which is proportional to (t/b)2

Ci - l/Pi - 0)2 Ri/(l+ a)2 Ri2) (9) The maximum longitudinal stress in an outer filament

where of the plate is given by (8)

S- E•62/12(11)
a) is the twist angle per unit length a - RAI/ 12

Thus,

2

i1i' I

1d C 1,+
CA -

X3, o il 14 i so * sit

Figure S. Orthotropw Sawature; Lamina with Vnidirecuional Figure 6. Ribbon Torsional Robustness as Relatd to
Fibers. Number of Fibers per Ribbon.
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C02 b2 
- (t/b)2  or cial stripping tools, and exhibit suitable mass splicing

performance. The mechanical robustness of 4, 6, 8, and
S~ ( t / b 2 ) 1 2 - fi b e r m o d u l e s b r o k e n o u t f r o m a 1 6 f i b e r r i b b o n w a s

characterized with the torsion test described earlier. The
For a ribbon where t - h - df and b - m*df, the twist data shown in Figure 6 demonstrate that the ribbon
angle to failure would be expected to vary as 1/m2 where modules retain mechanical integrity after break-out from
m is the number of fibers per ribbon. the main ribbon. Figure 7 shows photomicrographs of

the stripped end portions of 4, 8 and 12, fiber ribbon
Figure 6 shows a normalized plot of torsion test data for modules that have been broken out from the 16 fiber
twist angle to failure as a function of m for a tqpical ribbon. The fibers are clean and free of residue following
ribbon structure. The data correlate well with 1/m. a single wipe with an alcohol moistened pad.

CABLING AND ENVIRONMENTAL The ribbon mcdules were then mass fusion spliced and
PERFORMANCE OF MODULAR the performance compared to that of a 12 fiber ribbon.

RIBBON CABLE Figures 8-9 show empirical quantile-quantile plots of
both machine estimated and actual average splice loss

Table I shows representative loss data for a 288 fiber for 4, 8 and 12 fiber ribbon modules (9).
cable consisting of eighteen, 16-fiber modular ribbons
comprising both matched clad and depressed clad fibers.
The mean and median cable losses are approximately
equal and the mean added loss is negligible at both 1310
nm and 1550 nrn. Table I shows similar results for the
loss performance at -40oC.

By increasing the symmetry of the stack, the packing
density has been increased by 33% (relative to contem-
porary 18x 12 central tube ribbon cable designs) without
decreasing the diameter of the fiber coating. With opti-
mum stack symmetry (for example, 24x24), the potential
exists for increasing the packing density by as much as
50% without decreasing the diameter of the coated fiber.

MASS FUSION SPLICING PERFORMANCE Figure 7. Stripped 12 Fiber Ribbon and 4 and 8 Fiber

OF RIBBON MODULES Modules.

0.12
To realize the benefits of the modular ribbon concept,
the modules must retain their mechanical integrity after 0
being broken out from the main ribbon, strip in commer- N 8gNj MA 4F FW i*

TABLE I
LOSS PERFORMANCE OF 288 FIBER CABLE N

CABLE LOSS
dB/km

TEMPERATURE DEC M 5

1310 1550 1310 1550

250C MEAN 0.35 0.20 0.36 0.20 o ^a L 012

MEDIAN 0.35 0.20 0.36 0.20 12 __w M (0)

"-400C MEAN 0.36 0.26 0.37 0.26 Figure 8. Q-Q Plotfor A verage Estimated Splice Loss for
MEDIAN - 0.35 0.22 0.36 0.23. Ribbon Modules.
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Figure 9. Q-Q Plot for Average OTDR Splice Loss for Figure 10. Q.Q Plot for Maximum Estimated Splice Loss for

Ribbon Modules. Ribbon Modules

These plots demonstrate that the distributions' average
splice loss for 4 and 8 fiber ribbon modules are compa-
rable to that of a 12 fiber ribbon. $

Additional insight into the splicing performance can be 0 4Ftm'Ma"

gleaned from the distributions of maximum splice loss
as related to fiber count per ribbon. Figure 10 and 11
show quantile-quantile plots for the maximum splice
loss (machine estimated and actual) of 4 and 8 fiber 1

ribbon modules compared to that of a 12 fiber ribbon.
Here we see that the maximum splice loss generally :
increases as the fiber count per ribbon increases. This is
to be expected from basic statistical considerations be- 0a
cause equal numbers of ribbon splices do not reflect m ,, So"m ts

equal numbers of fiber splices unless the fiber counts

per ribbon are the same. An unbiased comparison must Figure 11. Q-Q Plot for Maximum OTDR Splice Loss for
compare equal numbers of fiber splices. Ribbon Module.
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THE EFFECT OF FIBER RIBBON COMPONENT
MATERIALS ON MECHANICAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE

K.W. Jackson, T.L. Parker, J.R. Petisce, N.W. Sollenberger, C.R. Taylor

AT&T Bell Laboratories, Norcross, Georgia 30071

Abstract In order to fully understand ribbon strippability, we have
characterized commercially available ribbon stripping

Fiber optic ribbon designs are being more widely used tools which are commonly used today in mass splicing.
in all areas of telecommunication applications. A series Specifically, the ribbon strippability dependence on tool
of ribbons have been evaluated to determine the effect design and tool temperature setting has enabled us to
of fiber coatings, color codings and matrix material on define the ribbon stripping environment. Extension of
splicing and reliability which are of importance in all single fiber stripping mechanisms (8,9) to ribbon strip-
telecommunication ribbon applications. Since splicing ping has been used as a mechanistic probe to evaluate
requires rapid and easy removal of ribbon matrix and the effect of ribbon components on ribbon strippability.
fiber coatings, the relation of the ribbon stripping tool
environment to strippability was developed. Primary and Experimental Ribbons
secondary coatings were found to have the greatest im-
pact on strippability. Three optical fiber ribbons were prepared with different

primary and secondary coatings, designated ribbons A,
Introduction B, and C. No two primary coatings or secondary coatings

were identical. Each ribbon contained twelve color
Migration of optical fiber to the loop plant has caused an coded dual coated fibers edge-bonded with matrix ma-
evolution of cable designs which are adaptations to the terial. The same inks and matrix were used on all ribbons.
end-user's special needs. Since its introduction in 1977, The physical properties of the cured coatings used in
optical fiber ribbon has provided an ideal technology each system are shown in Table 1. Coatings properties
platform to satisfy the growing need for compact, high (on fiber) before ribboning are presented in Table 2.
fiber count cables which favor the productivity advan-
tages of mass splicing (1,2,3). In 1989, AT&T intro- Ribbon Stripping Procedure
duced an enhanced ribbon design based on UV coating
technology similar to that used for fibers which is 40% Commercial ribbon stripping tools have been developed
more compact and can provide the largest number of to remove the coatings, color code and matrix from the
fibers available in a 0.7 inch sheath (4). end of the fiber array. Typically, tools contain matched

cutting blades on the lid and base of the right side of the
Optimization of ribbon structures for performance and clam-shell design shown in Figure 1. Heating is provided
reliability has been a recent focus of attention (5). For from the right bottom surface only.
example, the dependence of ribbon fiber strength reten-
tion and single fiber strippability on ribbon matrix ma- A fine wire thermocouple was used to calibrate the
terial has been reported (6). Additionally, the effect of closed tool at the desired set point, then the lid was
optical fiber coating system properties on ribbon strip- opened and allowed to return to ambient temperature.
pability has been demonstrated (7). Ribbon strippability The ribbon was first arranged in a separate holder 30 mm
has become a common focus of UV bonded ribbon back from the ribbon end, then the holder was placed into
performance evaluation due to the end-user's desire to the tool base groove with the ribbon positioned over the
fully realize the potential productivity advantages of heated base platen. The tool was closed and held firmly
mass splicing in all commercially available ribbon prod- shut; after 10 seconds it was pulled apart to strip the
ucts. polymer matrix off the end of the ribbon and leave the

twelve fibers individually accessible for splicing. The
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Taole 1
FIBER COATING PROPERTIES

Equilibrium Equilibrium TMA Tan 8 TMA Tan 6
E' (eq) Modulus Tg Tg Tg Tg
Primary Secondary Primary Primary Secondary Secondary

Ribbon Coating Coating Coating Coating Coating Coating
psi psi C C C C

A 95 4400 -43 -19 48 71
B 107 3000 -34 -6 - 55
C 120 7300 -39 -t10 70

TMA Tg - Onset of Transition in TMA Tan 8 Tg - Peak in Tan 8 in DMA

Table 2
FIBER PROPERTIES

230C 230C 900C 90 0C 230C
Pull Out Pull Out Pull Out Pull Out Strip

Ribbon Load Energy Load Energy Force
lbs lb-in lbs lb-in lbs

A 1.85 0.217 0.224 0.0265 0.43
B 2.35 0.406 0.66 0.078 0.45
C 3.43 0.366 0.562 0.079 0.40

tool was subsequently cleaned by removing the stripped
ribbon and any coating. The lid was left open between
strips. A summary of the stripping procedure is shown
below.

Ribbon Stripping Procedure

Step 1
Equilibrate tool temperature

Step 2
Place ribbon in holder with 30 mm protruding

from end

Step 3 Figure 1.

Set holder in stripping tool slot In the ribbon stripping process, the two opposing blades

Step 4 cut through the matrix and color code to the region of the
Align ribbon in heated groove in tool base primary/secondary coating interface. As the tool is

Close lid, hold firmly 10 seconds pulled apart, the blades act as a locus for initial coating
tensile failure. Both the compressional push of the blades

Step 5 and the gripping frictional pull through the closed cover
Preboving m allows extraction of the fiber array and removal of the
ribbon end coating assembly intact. Any slippage of the ribbon in

Step 6 the cover clamp results in greater plowing action of the
Open tool, remove stripped fiber, discard coating, blades and consequent fraying and undesirable residue

and clean tool buildup on the stripped fiber surfaces. In worst case
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stripping failure, the blade rides over the matrix leaving mocouple was positioned between the heated platen and
portions of scraped color code which is difficult to the bottom ribbon surface, while for top side measure-
remove, even with several wipes of an alcohol saturated ments it was positioned between the top ribbon surface
pad. and a thin layer of paper insulating the unheated tool

cover. Temperatures at the ribbon bottom were found to
Characterization of Stripping Tools rise to the equilibrium value after only 5 seconds heating,

The equilibrium values observed were 154 ± 3'C for
A key characteristic of a particular ribbon stripping tool Tool A and 88 + 2'C for Tool B, both about I O°C below
is the equilibrium temperature reached in the stripping those observed without ribbon in the tool and the cover
zone at the original factory temperature setting. Two temperature equilibrated. Thcsc data suggest that the
commercial tools, designated Tool A and Tool B, were ribbon acts to dissipate heat from the tool. For the top
examined by first following the temperature rise during side temperatures, however, the initial 5 second reading
heat-up with a fine wire J-type thermocouple. The closed was 20-30'C lower than the equilibrium values pre-
tool was started cold and heating contin.4 ing until a viously observed without ribbon, but temperature con-
steady equilibrium value was reached. The heating rate tinued to slowly increase over time. Plots of top side
traces shown in Figure 2 indicate equilibrium tempera- temperature versus heating time are shown in Figure 3.
tures of i 66°C and 97'C for Tool A and Tool B, respec- Since in normal operation the tool cover is left open and
tively, in a 5-6 minutes time period. Stability at the cool between ribbon strips, it can provide a thermal sink
equilibrium level was ±3"C for Tool A and ±2°C for during ribbon heating that has the net result of creating
Tool B. Because of the great difference in factory pre-set a temperature gradient across the ribbon thickness.
conditions, the actual temperature of the ribbon will be
quite different for the two tools after equal heating times Effect of Tool on Stripping Performance
before stripping. In fact, the factory recommended resi-
dence times of I second and 10 seconds for Tool A and Required performance attributes of a fiber ribbon are
Tool B, respectively, seem designed to give similar compatibility in mass fusion, single fiber break out. and
temperature ranges within the ribbon structure during mid-span entry connectorization processes. Mass fusion
stripping, splicing is a popular technique used in commerce today.

This method requires a clean glass fiber surface for
In both tools, heating is only on one side, in the lower precise fiber alignment to achieve low splice loss. A
body ribbon groove. The cover is unheated. With a clean fiber surface is obtained by complete removal of
system A ribbon placed in the closed tool, the tempera- all polymer material surrounding the fiber in the ribbon
ture at both the heated bottom (tool base) side and top which includes primary and secondary coating, color
(tool cover) side of the ribbon was monitored (factory code and bonding matrix. Any residual polymer material
pre-sets maintained). In bottom measurements the ther- is undesirable and must be removed by wiping with an

Figure 2. Figure 3.

RIBBON STRIPPING TOOL HEAT UP TIME TOP RIBBON TEMPERATURE vs. TIME
To FACTORY PRE-SET TEMPERATURE For RIBBON STRIPPING TOOLS
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alcohol saturated pad. No fibers can be damaged. C could not be adequately stripped with either tool at any
temperature examined. Thus. choice of tool has a pro-

The ability of a tool to cleanly strip a 12 fiber ribbon was found effect on the success of ribbon stripping, even
determined by its characteristic stripping profile over a under the same temperature range.
wide temperature range. Stripping yield is the success of
stripping a particular ribbon under a given set of tem- The ability to strip the fiber array cleanly with little or
perature/time conditions. Ten 30 mm long ribbon sam- no polymeric material visible on the fiber surface after
ples were stripped by hand with a given tool after a fixed stripping is a highly desirable attribute of both ribbon and
10 second residence time at a given tool temperature. tool because it causes misalignment due to transverse
Stripping yield characteristics for the three 12 fiber offset. Additionally, polymeric residues can be charred
ribbons at five stripping tool temperatures are shown in during fusion splicing which can reduce fusion splicing
Tables 3 and 4 for Tool A and Tool B, respectively. The strength. The matrix assembly of ribbon A was strippa-
percentages reflect complete removal of coating, color ble as single pieces using Tool B. The level of residual
code, and matrix with little or no residue and no broken material on ribbon A at all temperatures as readily re-
fibers. The temperatures reported are the closed cover moved with a single alcohol wipe. as shown in Table 5.
equilibrium values, which are somewhat higher than that Ribbon B had residue that could be removed with a
actually experienced at the ribbon, single wipe at or below 90'C, but levels that were

difficult to remove increased substantially at higher tem-
As shown in Table 3, Tool A was found to be more peratures. The pattern of residue was heaviest on the
limited in its ability to strip ribbon. Specifically, only central fibers of the ribbon array and towards the ends.
ribbon system A could be stripped well across the tem- Fiber C was unsatisfactory with portions of matrix and
perature range. The B ribbon system was marginal; much color code adhering tenaciously to many samples even
of the assembly came off frayed and fractured on many after two alcohol wipes.
samples. Markedly better performance was found using
Tool B on ribbon systems A and B over the same 60'C One design difference that could affect the performance
temperature range. Polymer layers on most ribbon sys- of the tool with respect to stripping and residues is the
tem B specimens at or below 105'C could be removed elastomeric pad on the cover opposite the heated platen.
as a single piece. When fraying occurred, it was limited In Tool A it is harder and less able to translate clamping
to the first 5 mm of the removed polymer assembly that pressure into frictional force on the ribbon. For ribbons
had been closest to the blades. Ribbon system A gave requiring higher stripping forces, the frictional charac-
excellent performance across the range; ribbon system teristics of the pad would become insufficient to hold the

Table 3
STRIPPING YIELD WITH TOOL A

RIBBON
SYSTEM 750C 900C 105 0C 120 0C 135 0C

A 100 90 100 100 100
B 10 70 80 80 50
C 0 0 0 0 0

Table 4
STRIPPING YIELD WITH TOOL B

RIBBON
SYSTEM 750C 900C 105 0C 120 0C 135 0C

A 100 100 100 100 100
B 90 100 90 - 40
C 0 0 0 0 0
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Table 5
RESIDUE LEVEL WITH TOOL B

RIBBON
SYSTEM 750C 900C 105°C 120 0C 135 0C

A 2 2 2 2 2
B 2 2 3 4
C 4 4 4 4 4

RESIDUE LEVEL: 1 NONE 3 CLEAN 2 WIPES
2 CLEAN I WIPE 4 CANNOT CLEAN

ribbon in place and blade plowing would occur. The pad
on Tool B was softer and more tacky. Additionally, the Load vs. Displaerment Plots for Striping
heated platen in Tool A stopped a few mm short of the Ribbon Systems A, B, and C, at 90"C
blade so the matrix assembly was not heated directly l1a

where the initial cut was made.
t0

Force and Energy of Stripping

The peak load experienced during fiber stripping has
been used as a metric for compositional and processing
variables. Generally, successful stripping has been asso-
ciated with lower strip forces. This concept has been A

extended to obtain an understanding of the events occur-
ring in ribbon stripping. Load versus displacement aa0&090 0M0 0.40 0.00 do~ IM0 120

curves characterize the entire ribbon stripping process. o
The results for ribbon systems A-C at 900C and 40
inches/minute using Tool B mounted in an Instron ma- Figure 4.
chine are shown in Figure 4. The curve shape for the most
successful ribbon system, A, differed from that of the region was intact coating/matrix removal in the good
other two: for ribbon A there was an increase in load that ribbon A system, and fraying, fiber spreading, and/or
peaked at a low displacement then decreased as the residue generation in the poor B and C systems. The
polymer assembly was removed intact, while for B and former process would be expected to require succes-
C peak load occurred over a large range of displacement sively less force as the total tube area sliding decreased
and/or at greater displacement. The observation of a with translation, while the latter deformations will cause
broad plateau or rising force in the load/displacement continued resistance, maintaining or increasing the en-
curve after an initial was always correlated with poor ergy input needed to strip the coating.
coating removal and heavy residuals.

The area under the force displacement curves was used
Although the peak load observed was lower for ribbon as a metric to compare the performance of the ribbon
system A than for B or C, peak force is not the sole systems at different strip temperature conditions and
consideration for good stripping. More importantly, all with each other. This energy was found to generally
three systems behave similarly (as reflected in curve correlate with subjective "strippability". Values below
shape) up to a displacement of about 0.4 inches (10 mm). 45 kg-mm nearly always correlated with good results,
The best performing system, A, required successively 45-60 kg-mm values with marginal results, and values
less force for a given coating displacement while the above about 65 kg-mm nearly always with poor results.
inferior systems, B and C, required more. The physical However, this relation was a better predictor of ribbon
phenomena associated with the 10-30 mm displacement behavior with respect to removal of the coating/matrix
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polymer assembly as a unit than of residue levels. The equilibrium modulus is directly proportional to coat-
ing cross link density. The glass transition temperature

Using Tool B on the Instron (at 40 inches/minute and 10 was measured either by the onset of the transition in the
second ribbon pre-strip residence time), the stripping TMA (Thermal Mechanical Analysis) plot or by the peak
energy for ribbons A-C was determined at five tempera- in Tan 8 in the DMA (Dynamic Mechanical Analysis)
tures in the range 70-130'C; sample profiles are shown scan. The Pull Out Test results reflect the maximum
in Figure 5. The ribbon/conditions parameter combina- force and energy necessary to pull a 1 centimeter length
tion with the absolutely lowest energy value obtained on of fiber out of the primary/secondary coating sheath.
the Instron was not always also judged to give the best
strippability in the manual stripping mode typically used The strippability of the three ribbon systems, based on
in the field. For example, ribbon B has the lowest strip- stripping yield and residue level, was judged to follow
ping energy at 70'C, but the best stripping yield and the order A > B >> C. There seems to be no discernible
lowest residues at 90'C. The stripping energy is, how- relation between the inherent cured properties of equi-
ever, a general metric for hand stripping success and can librium modulus or Tg for either primary or secondary
guide the selection of the optimum stripping conditions. coating and strippability (Table 1). Certain coated fiber
The flatter profile for ribbon A indicates tool variability properties, however, were found to correlate with the
in the field would be less of a problem than for ribbon B energy under the stripping load-displacement curves
which could have limitations on the high temperature (Table 2), which, as discussed above, was generally
ends. The profile for ribbon C was decreasing, indicating related to stripping performance. The energy required to
it may enter a strippable temperature region somewhere remove the fiber from the coating in the fiber Pull Out
above 135°C. Test done at 90°C was linearly related to the ribbon

stripping energy also done at 90'C. The correlation
Correlation of Coating Properties with coefficient was 0.946. Pull out energy measured at 23°C

Ribbon Stripping Performance showed a reduced correlation to ribbon stripping energy
at 90°C (coefficient 0.808),.as shown in Figure 6. Since

The three ribbon systems, A-C, examined were prepared fiber strip force showed essentially no relation to ribbon
from fibers with different combinations of primary and stripping force or energy, it was a poor predictor of
secondary coatings, and no two of the primary or secon- ribbon strippability. Thus, the sequence of events in
dary coatings were identical. All fibers were color coded ribbon stripping seems to more closely model fiber pull
in the same manner, then formed into a twelve fiber out where shear forces are concentrated at the glass/coat-
edge-bonded ribbon structure using the same matrix ing interface and smooth delamination is required, than
material and process. Physical properties of the coatings fiber stripping where coating is continuously plowed
and pull out and strip force properties of the pre-ribboned away by the translation of the blade. Since pull out
fibers are presented in Table I and Table 2, respectively, strength is associated with adhesion of the primary coat-

ing to the glass fiber surface, a balance must be obtained
Figure 5. between good ribbon strippability and high adhesion.

EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON ENERGY to STRIP RIBBON

100 Summary and Conclusions
SO -*•RIBBONB

so RIBBON C This paper identifies several factors which affect per-
S..formance and reliability of ribbon structures. Stripping

fr 70
tool design affects the ability to cleanly strip a ribbon to
afford a fiber array with low polymer residuals required

.-5 for mass splicing. The ribbon stripping energy measured
40 under a load-displacement curve is a predictor of ribbon
30 • strippability. Pullout values at ribbon stripping tempera-
20 TOOL 8 tures correlate well with ribbon stripping energy.

10§77o Identification of other factors which affect performance
-70 so to 100 110 120 130 and reliability of ribbon structures is continuing in our

TEMPERATURE, " laboratory.
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ABSTRACT and performances. This led to the development of a
set of components, named "Cable System", consisting

The latest development in the components on an integrated system of modular elements (ribbon
designed and specified for the optical network cables, fan-outs, connectors, cabinets, distribution
implemented in Italy by SIP are reviewed and the frames, etc...) assembled as much as possible in the
results of some year experience are reported. The controlled environment of a factory.
attention is mainly devoted to the subscriber loop A survey of the main components of the SIP
optical network and to the following components: "Cable System" and the results of their first trial in
ribbon optical cables, joints, connectors. field were previously given 2,3. In this paper the latest

technological developments in the "Cable System",

INTRODUCTION are reviewed, and the results of a two year experience
are reported.

Since 1986 optical fibre cables are exclusively

deployed in the Italian interoffice transmission network
(trunk and junction). At present more than 1 million
km-fibre are laid down, and the annual growth is one FIBRES. RIBBONS AND CABLES
of the highest among the industrialized countries: it is
foreseen that about 2.5 million km-fibre will be The fibre ribbon cable is a good solution for the
reached by 1996 i subscriber network application in which the high

number of fibres involved requires a low cost and an
The use of optical fibres in the subscriber loop easy way to separate the fibres in groups, to identify

network by SIP (the Italian Telecommunication and to splice them. Moreover design of high fibre
Operating Company) has extensively started in 1991 density cables is necessary to keep small their outer
and is progressing in accordance to the following dimensions for installation into conduits.
strategy: The cables designed for the SIP subscriber

- deployment of optical Digital Loop Carriers to network (and used in the junction network as well) are
gradually replace the copper in the feeder plant. ribbon cables, with four fibre ribbons inserted in a
Both low-capacity DLC (30 POT channels) and slotted core. They have a double plastic sheath, steel
high-capacity DLC (480 POT channels) are used. tape protection and aramidic yarns as strength

- provision of an optical loop to the largest business member 2. Cables of 4, 8, 20, 60, 100 and 400 fibres
customers, where flexible multiplexer are used for are used (the first two are drop cables). Both the
different services. Usually a double routing (ring ribbons and cables are designed and manufactured in
topology) is provided. A special project has been Italy in compliance with the existing European
recently launched for connecting some thousands standards.
large business customer sites in the next few A significant effort is devoted to the quality of the
years, providing advanced and high quality ribbon, because of its determining importance for the
services through a centralized management; the cable performances. The ribbon is of "encapsulated"
first sites in Rome, Milan, Turin and Naples were type, the fibres are univocally coloured for
served in 1992. identification and can be easily separated. The ribbon

To push the fibre in the loop network, SIP is geometrical specification, and the actual values
engaged since 1988 with a great technological effort measured on a typical production sample are reported
to optimize all the network components in term of cost in Fig. 1.
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A Test at higher temperature (60 °C) are now in

Line conmecng progress; the first results broadly confirm such a trend
": 3 . exreme fibre.. ....... !!l= ..

A
w Lt 0.8-

t
Spec. Mean Stand. Max. Min.
range value deviat. value Value b 0.6. Standard

H (Am) 380±30 381 8 397 364 Ua 04

W(A4m) 130±5 1130 10 1133 1107 t 0
i

T (Wm) > 25 60 3 91 26 0 0.2-
A (pm) 765±30 754 5 763 745n Z ribbon
P'(pm) ±30 2 11 26 -17 0

P" (pm) ±30 1 11 28 -19 0 10 20 30 40 50

Fig. 1 Ribbon geometrical specification and values Time (day)

measured on a typical production sample Fig. 3 A typical attenuation behaviour at 1550 nm of
ribbons with standard and Z1 fibres during
water immersion at 20 °C.

To optimize the ribbon performances, a new
optical fibre named "Zl, with a special coating has
been developed by FOS, the Italian fiber manufacturer.
The new coating gives to the fibres better The uncabled ribbon is characterized and qualified
characteristics particularly in terms of reduced with severe environmental tests (e.g. temperature,
microbending and water sensitivity 4. In Fig. 2 water immersion, side pressure).
microbending test result on ribbons with Z1 fibres and The cables are characterized in the temperature
standard fibres is reported. range -30 °C to 60 0C, where the allowed loss

increase is: 0.05 dB/km average value, 0.1 dB/km

A 1.0 maximum value, while no loss increase is allowed in
t S the range -15 °C to 40 °C. The tensile resistance of

Se n 0.8afirearibhn the cables is quite high (e.g. 450 kg for the 100 fibre
Sn fn'bbon cable) in order to allow the laying of long cable factory

u r 0.6- length in the existing conduits.
a e
t a The cables used in the long distance network have

0.4 a similar structure, but with fibre bundles on slotted
n 0cores (ten fibres in each slot). The maximum capacity

0.2 -is 100 fibres.
( 01 Z1 ribbon
0mm, o The data collected during the acceptance tests on

-40 -30 -20 -100 10 20 3'0 40 50 60 70 the uncabled fibres and on the cables are stored a
Temperatue (C) database developed by SIP and CSELT 5. This allows

to analyze the cable production and to perform
Fig. 2 Expandable bobin test result, showing the Z1 comparisons between products from different

better microbending performances at low manufacturers.
temperature,

Fibre loss data relevant to ribbon cables and to
As for water sensitivity, reference is mainly made cables with fibres bundles in slots are reported in

to water soak on ribbons at 20 °C. The ribbons with Tab. 1. Comparison between uncabled and cabled
standard fibres generally show appreciable attenuation fibres and between ribbon cables and bundle cables
increase versus time yet after few days. On the shows no difference.
contrary the ribbons with Z1 fibre, within the test time The results obtained during the cable installation
so far examined (more than one year), do not show and after more than three year lifetime are positive in
any significant attenuation increase. A typical terms of optical and mechanical performances.
behaviour is represented in Fig. 3.
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" Dof a customer to the distribution point by simpleData Aver. t. dev ribbon splicing, a special cross-connect device hasFnm count (dB/ki) (dB/k) been developed (Fig. 4). This device is assembled in

Uncabled 1310 2741 0.34 0.010 factory by single fibre fusion splices protected by an
Cable with fibres 1550 2741 0.19 0.007 enclosure, and it is designed to guarantee high

reliability and absence of modal noise.
fibre ribbons Cabled 1310 585 0.34 0.014

fibres 1550 2744 0.20 0.0102 2 6 .4 0 0 0D e v ic e *•. 0 / 0 .Uncabled 1310 22362 034 0.010 Central Md n /B1Feeder Cable
Cable with fibres 1550 22362 0.19 0.007 Office ,...._'_______

fibre bundles Cabled 1310 7430 0.34 0.013 A

fibres 1550 22236 0.20 0.009 Business user

Tab. 1 Statistics for the attenuation coefficient Large business
measured on bundle and ribbon slotted core accuser with doublecables.access to the
cables. 

'feeder cable

MULTIPLE FIBRE JOINTING

One of the advantages in using the ribbon cable fibre pairs fibre pairs
technology are the savings offered by the multiple A'
splicing of the fibres. to user A to user 8

The multiple fusion jointing technique is
extensively used in the SIP network. The losses multi fusion Cross connect
performances are fully satisfactory, as already splice(infield) device
reported 2, the quoted results have been confirmed by s i
further experiences, as reported in Tab. 2. fibre pa irs fibre pairs

Averag. St. dev. Percent to central ' o central
(dB) (dBM over 0.3 dB ____eoffice

Monitoring the
joint losses 0.06 0.04 0

Without
monitoring the 0.15 0.10 10 Fig. 4 Ring network structure and use of the cross-

I joint losses I connect device.

Tab. 2 Typical loss values obtained in jointing by
fusion 4 fibre ribbons. When the losses are SC CONNECTOR
monitored during the splicing, poor splices are
repeated (max two time). In optimizing the optical network from the

economical and performance point of view,
Another multiple jointing technique used in the SIP connectors play a primary role for both the high

network is the well known MT mechanical joint 2,3. number of used devices and the performances
This is used mainly at the central office terminations required by the use in a flexible network.
to access the "fan-out", that is the device for splitting Consequently a considerable effort has been devoted
the ribbon in four single connectorized fibres. Its by SIP to this component, as outlined below.
performances are fair, but its convenience over the The first type of connector used in the SIP single-
fusion splicing is still under consideration. Other mode optical network (1985) was the biconic
mechanical joints will be experimented as well. connector, at that time widely used all around the

In the standard configuration a four fibre ribbon world and whose performances were in line with the
(two pairs of fibres) is provided to each business system requirements. Starting from 1988, the network
customer. To increase the connection reliability, from evolution toward higher bit-rate system and the
the central office to the distribution point the routings available interconnecting technologies suggested a
of the two pairs are different. To allow the connection revision of the network structure and components,
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including the connector as well (see Fig. 5). A careful is fairly difficult to measure due to its extremely small

analysis of the connector market and technical value (according the SIP Technical Specification the

comparisons among the different typologies led to the withdrawal must be less then 50 nm; an algorithm is

choice of the SC connector that was introduced for therein indicated to derive in an univocal way the

experimental use in 1989 on both the trunk and withdrawal from the plug surface profile). The
distribution networks. measurement is usually done by mechanical profile

analyzers, but interferometry can be used as well,
Since 1991 the SC connector was definitely giving some advantages. Interferometric measurement

adopted in all SIP network. The connector is mostly systems developed at CSELT for these parameters are
manufactured in Italy from beginning of 1992. described in [7].

1985 1989 1991 1992 Several qualification and acceptance tests are
performed on the finished connectors and on the

Netrk tfibre loop single components, to assure the product quality. This

:*i textensive measuring activity allows to have at present

J___on__ a good deal of data, showing the performance of the
Network mass produced connector, in terms of insertion loss,K Lreturn loss and geometrical parameters.

Trunk A particular attention is devoted to the
Network ---

p! ; intermateability among the products of different
manufacturers.

Biconic SC U SC manufacturedinltaly In Fig. 6 and 7 examples of typical distributions of
insertion and return losses measured on couples of

Fig. 5 Evolution of optical connectors used in the SIP plugs by different manufacturers and suppliers (both
network. Italian and Japanese) are given.

The actions undertaken to assure the quality of the
SC connectors to be used in the SIP network include: NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURES AND CABLE LAYING

- the preparation of a detailed Technical
Specification, based on the reference A complete serie of installation accessories
international specification (IEC, CECC), (closures, boxes, etc...) were developed, in order to

- the setting up (at CSELT and at the optimize the advantages offered by the use of ribbon
manufacturers premises) of laboratories able to cables in term of both technical and economical

characterize and qualify the connectors, results.

- detailed studies on critical qualification and The new accessories developed have been
measurements aspects, successfully tested in field and are currently used in

- an extensive testing procedure for the the network. Figures. 8 and 9 show two examples.
connectors supplied to SIP. Moreover attention is devoted to the cable

As the third point is concerned, mention can be installing procedures with the purpose to minimize
done to the work devoted to the return loss direct and indirect costs. In particular the following
qualification for the connector plugs and to fibre techniques are object of experimental work:
withdrawal measurement. - underground radar surveying to speed up the

A problem with the return loss qualification rises if digging and to choose the best path;
it is required to evaluate the characteristics of a single - microtunneling (that is horizontal pipe pushing
plug and not of a complete connector (two plugs under the ground);
mated together). The problem is solved using a - pushing cable in conduits by the action of air or
"master" plug to be mated to the plug under test water.

during the measurement. The characteristics to be
required to the master plugs and their influence on CONCLUSIONS
the measured return losses were investigated. A The telecommunication network evolution toward
method for qualifying the return loss masters and the use of fibre-optic advanced technique is highly
defining an "intrinsic return loss" for a single plug was engaging SIP, as the other major telecommunication
developed 6. operating companies, in order to cope with the

Fibre withdrawal in respect to the polished end different user needs and with the availability of a
ferrule surface is a critical parameter in a physical modern, reliable, advanced and high quality
contact optical connector like the SC. This parameter telecommunication network.
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Optical fibres are now widely used in the network,- -- "
it is expected that the following years will be
characterized by a large use of fibre optic techniques
in the local loop. AL

The importance of using technologies that permit
both savings and high network quality is a matter
thoroughly investigated.

As reported, the SIP activities in optimizing the use
of optical fibres in the local loop have been intensive;
a particular emphasis was given to materials like
connectors, splices and accessories.

The results from more than three years experience
in the use of fibre ribbon cables in field are
satisfactory, their use will proceed extensively in the £

following years.

60-
mean vaue 0 10dB 1 dB

50 stand dev. = 0.07 dB

F0 - / sample num.= 320
R 40-
E

U 30-
E/
N 20E Fig. 8 Subscriber termination box

10 0

0 o.

0 0.1 0.2 0,3 0.4 0.5
INSERTION LOSS (dB)

Fig. 6 Distribution of the insertion loss measured on
connectors formed mating plugs of different
manufacturers. The SIP Technical Specification
require a mean value < 0.2 dB and a max value
<0.5 dB.

70-
mean value 41 1 dB

60- stand dev. = 24 dB

F 5sample num =320 Fig. 9 Splice enclosure for mid-span branching.
R50
E
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OPTICAL GROUND WIRE
A WORLDWIDE TECHNICAL SURVEY AND COMPARISON

J.R. BONICEL% C.G. CORTINES", J.C. DELOMEL-, G. H06, ,S. POUILLY, 0. TATAT, P.E. ZAMZOW-

*Alcatef Cable, -AlcatsI Cable Iberica, *Clbleries d. Lens, -Kabel Rheydt AG

For approximately 25 years, telecommunication ground wires have been Figures 1 and 2 give an overview of typical OPGW constructicons with their
largely used on serial, high and very high voltage fines. After yhe finst main advantages and disadvantages. The OPGW are often used ina harsh
generation of copper ground wires (quad or coaxial) a new generation, the environment (short circuit current, ligthning, climatic overload) and their
optical ground wires, have been used duringthelaMt10 tol15years. lifetime must be ft (25years or more); so kis necessariyto bevery carel ul

on choosing the cable design.
There are numerous parameters to be taken into account for the design of _________________

OPGW (optical fiber, electrical line characteristics, climatic environment,
OPGW accessories, specific Power utilities requirements and laying con- EBsardU Sbutuehre COEMMImee aiuftfll
ditions ... ). Several OPGWastructures have been developed, latdadsm Fibe always under s Ies or Tof them are installed, strain and parliculady, duin r"llty

Tipht strub" overload
Taking into account all the above mentioned parameters and consideringthe Difficuit to guarantee a low (--
key problem of long term reliability, this paper presents the main OPGW attenuation (S 0,22 dSIKm) at
structures used aroundthe world with their advantages and whatcouldbethe 1580 rim
best structures associated with accessories to guarantee a high reliability, ompactness (small opkacl (44+)

_____core)

or strain level up b a very high~ai
LOOM sbu oveuloaVIn (up to 70 % oh

1.IkfEBQ~flQN stranded ploecf trbesb ei U1. NTRIXJTIOor plaslic slotted core

A large number of different OPOW structures have been developed, tested opia o atnainat 150n ++

and installed, considering optical fiber characteristics (lifetime vs strain, nhmetr0
macro and microbending sensitivity, thermal stability), line mechanical Paquires ani OPlical core larger (--

characteristics (towers, spans, sags ... ), line electrical parameters (voltage,coeFbrxhfavrylwses
shortcircuit current, lightning), local climatic environment (wind, ice load, low Loose structisa with or strain level up to a highiuu~t
temperature, corrosive atmosphere), coupling OPGW and Its accessories, cenralplastiu"ib overloelin
speCific requirementsaof different Power Utilities (maximumpullingtension on Lwatubna 50n ++
the cable without stress on the fibers, maximum cable diameter, number of LWatnaina 50rn (4

fibers, accessories, sag, cable laying under mechanicaltension, maximum of ______CniAh resistanceM
cable length ... ), OPGW lifetime... . ber ehf a vry low alrews ( ... )

Loose abwure. alhf or strain level up to a high reliabilty
stranded or centra overloadirg

All of these structures have advantages and disadvantages but forthe Power s100l Use
Utilities reliability and lifetime are the key problems, because the OPGW are Low atteniuston at I880 rwn (+ +)
widely used today in the modern high voltage power networks for Compactness (small opkecl (4)

telemnoritoring, telecontrol... and also for Telecommunication, core)

The influence of the main requirements on the cable design are briefly F~orWhbf a v ry bara"
discussed. Loose ebuctrie wilh or strain level to hig "Ielablty

stranded pactresoeoang(up 1o 0 %of C
ietnrin n slAM dcal= =S

COre
2. OPTICAL GROUNKD..WlBE RECU EMEXTI Low afttnuation at 1580 rn (..

Conipacboeea (.4
2. 1. Gmneaul cosiaratims __________ ramslance( ++

Taking into account the different OPGW specilicatlon already available
around the word, k is not posaibleto meem the different requirements using Fg vriwo yia PWcntutm(pia oe
only one product. So in this way. we harve developed different cables withElr:OvviwftycaOPWonrutns(pclcre
different optical cores, metallic sheafth and armors compatible with the M :On some optical cores it is poessile to add an slunrdnijm tube to
available accessor systems. Duringthese developments the guideline was improve core protection.
cable reliability.
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Eelelet Sbucte Commients Quoieon

- Possible to get small cable +++)

Necessary to use ACS Wires and the alu -
minium layer of the wires may be damaged
during installation
=> ACS sensitive to corrosion if damaged

1 layer
. The cable is not anti torque (installation (-.)
difficulties)

- Lower crush resistance than with 2 layers (-.)

- Short current capacity: low compared to (- -)
Armor double armored cables

- Larger cable than with 1 layer 1- -1

- Galvanized steel wires or ACS wires or (+++)
GALFAN wires are used in the first layer

2corros an problem. are very low2 (or 3)
layers -Crush resistance improved compared to (+ +)

one layer armor

- The cable is nearly anti torque I+ +)

-The short current capacity is improved +++ +)
compared to one layer cable

Figur 2: Overview of typical OPGW constructions (armour)

2.2. State of standardization

In most industrialized countries there are national specifications for the
Power Utilities with large differences between each country'stest procedures
and recommended equipment. Taking into account the problem created by ..
this situation, particularly in the case of an international market, it has been
decided to start some standardization works in the IEC TC7/WG8 (1).
Basicallythis IEC draft specification will establish thetest procedures forthe
following items that are under consideration in the WG 8:

- Crush
- Torsion
- Sheave test
- Aeolian vibration
- Galloping
-Creep

- Temperature cycling
- Short circuit
-Lightning
- Water penetration
- Highest allowable temperature.

Most of our cables have been exposed to these tests with same or similar test
procedures. Most of these tests are very important to give some guarantees
on the cable's reliability. Figure 3 gives an example of the sheave test and
the pulling test as performed on the OPGW in our laboratories.

3. INFLUENCE OF THE MAIN REQUIREMENTS ON THE

CABLE DESIN

About 15 years ago some Power Utilities started to use the OPGW after
different laboratory investigations. A lot of presentations have been made on
the different cable structures. One of the most recent works in this area have
been made by the CIGRE study committee 35 (2), who dedicated a part of
the CIORE booklet to the OPGW. Some standardizations have been also
conduced by the IEEE organization (3).

Most of cables structures presented in the CIGRE booklet have been
developed and tested in Alcatel Cable Group and some of them are in current
production.

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 (4) give an overview of some cable designs in different
families and present their main characteristics. Obviously the cross section
of the armor on each cable may be modified (nature of the wires, wire
diameter, number of armor layers, with or without floodingcompoundon the
inner layers, stranding pitch...). So here we cannot present all the different
products, but only a few in order to give some trends.
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Cable structure %vith arnmor AD

Ist la~ steel wires (*) Units

2ndIlly~ alum flaiur alloy

______relare~nces (5).(6).17). 8). 9) ____________

-Tensile performance without daN 8260 826 8260 826
stress ontfibers %0.7 0.7 ¶0.7

-CrUahpertarmancefora~Arat daN/IO0mm 15s0 1000 1400 50D0
1550nrvn!0.1 dO

- Sheave test according to fig. 3 cycles 10 (60 bending teat) 10 (60 beouinga teat) 10 (60 bendings teat) 10 (6D bericing teast)
with a Aa at 1550 nm • 0. 1 d8 with cable ovliator with cable ovalization with cable ovalization withou cable ovalizatuon

- Temperature cycling, change dO/km 50.1 •0.1 • 0.1 for •0.1
in attenuation at 1550 rim bet- -20Y+70'C range
wean -401Ch+80tC

- Short circuit temperature wi- C 170 170 170 170
thout change in attenuation

(:galvanized steel wires or GALFAN or ACS (~:limitation given by aluminium alloy wires and cable sag

Eloure .1 : Overview of some cables designs

FG

Cable structure with armor Units

ASL-()bb lx6E9/125 ASLH-Sbb lx12Eg/125 ASLH--D(S) 1 E9/125
____________________S=A 52/29-5.5) (A 52/30-5,S) (AyAw 147/13-14,4)

-Tensile performance without daN 4000 4800 7600
stress on fibers %0.6 0.8 0.8

- Crush performance for a Auz at daN/i 00 mm 5000 5000 5000
1550 rim < 0.1 dB

- Sheave test according to fig 3 cycles under test under teat under test
with a Aaatl1550 nm O. 1 d1

- Temperature cycling, change dO/km 5 0.05 • 0.05 5 0.05
in attenuation at 1550 rim bet-
wean -40t'/+80"C

- Maximum temperature during 
0c 400 350 under test

short circuit without change in at-
tenuation or birdoaging

- Maximum allowable tempera- ýC 200 200 200
ture according to IEC 73

Figure..4.2: Overview of some cables designs
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On these seven cable structures presented in figure 4 we can see the 910,
following trends: tanpobur ('€ - - -

it is easy to obtain a large fiber overlength in the stranded structures -
with slotted core or loose tube (A, B and D structures). O . . ......... . ..

n-01 heMa bal

it is more difficult to obtain a large fiber overlength in an unitube '2 1 - 5 100Is I%
structure (straight or helically extruded, structure C). am to IEC 73 -0C) I

400 me in -

-The thermroplastic slotted core gives some imrprovements in the crush a~ulf
resistance compared to the loose tube structure, but it is not very . ....
significant. In comparison the aluminium slotted rod with loose tube b a db.d V

inside the slots (structure D) gives a large improvement in the crush 3 -- ---- .... . .
resistance performance.
Depending on the accessories used and the technique utilized for -

the installation it could be very important to have a high crush
resistant cable. In this case fibers are very well protected against 2M0
lateral stress.

- On the unitube structure it could be difficult to have simultaneously
a large fiber overlength (0.7%) and a good attenuation stability at low OD -
temperature (- 40 °C).

- With the steel tube construction it is possible to make OPGW with vwma load in % of nwalW loa:
similar diameter as the standard earth rope without fibers optics. FZ

100 200 300 400 Sot

These are the main conclusions we have on these families of OPGW. We Figure 5.2 Thermal load in % of the nominal value vs temperature

have results on othercable families and we are still working on them; we will Figure 6.1 and 6.2 give the sag increase vs the cable temperature and wind
present further results in the near future. speed for a span of 500 m and a cable type as presented in figure 4.1.

30

4. SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT

The short circuit current is an important point for OPGW. This kind of cable
must support high current levels depending on the line characteristics and -.- .
electrical network response time (for example 0,25 or 0,5 or 0,75 or 1 a). . 1 ImA
Figure 5.1 gives the increase in temperature vs intensity and shortcircuittime
for cables as presented in figure 4.1 and for an initial temperature of 25 *C.

T (-C) 2D20

: : ! i i i • itemporiture (C)

140 0 0 so loo 10 0 200 250 300 350

Figure 6.1 Sag increase vs cable (according to fig. 4.1) temperature

0 100 5 0

Ti time
Fge. i

20• • - ' ' ....... ...... .. ........ .... .. ... ..... .... .

0 t000 10000 1c000 20000 25000 30000 3000 10. 20 250 300 350

Figure 5.1 Increase In temperature vs Intensity and short circuit time i

Figure 5.2gauiss the thermal load In % of the nominal value vs temperature ii opo ,(c

for a short circuit current of Ila duration and for cables as presented in figure -0 0 50 o10o0a 1;0o 2oo 2;0 300 3.50

4.2 F. Figure 6.2 Sag increase vs cable (eccording to fig. 4.2 E or F) temperature
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Figure 7.1 and 7.2 give the cable elongation vs cable temperature and wind 5. CONCUSIONS
speed for a span of 500 m and for the same cables of figures 6.1 and 6.2.

This paper presents results obtained on different families of OPGW. The

0,6. guide line of our works has been the reliability of the cable and of the high

OPGW elongation Tvoltage line. In this way we have improved some cable characteristics such
(%) . .- as crush resistance and we have preserved a high fiberfreedom in the cable

so as to keep the fibers nearly free of stress in all circumstances of cable

05 ,. utilization. Based on our different test results and calculations, and to

wind I 00 kmih ensure a good guarantee of cable reliability, we conclude that the maximum
temperature in the cable during the short circuit current must be limited to
an upper limit of around 1 70*C.

04 . . 0 .. km/h -
Since a complete control of all specific points during cable installation is not
possible, the cable structure must be selected taking into account the
different strains that could be applied to the cable, particularly:

-the crush resistance
-the strains at the suspension or anchoring points
- the abrasion of the outside armoring layer

the splice abilities (cable or optical core bending without riskfor
the fibers).

0f Other families of OPGW have been developed including other cable

Ssigns which are still undertest; the results will be presented in the future

lempersllure *C) and compared to the results included in this paper.00 i - - -

0 o o
-50 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350
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7-n 0 W dispersion sitdfibers-. EFOCALAN 88 Amsterdam, 27 July to01Au
1988.

03. , (8) -Natural site mechanical tests -LAB'ECHO Vof 1, n* 3, April 1983.
(9) P.Kouteynikoff, M. Pays, Y. Moller, A. Pannier, JP. Bonicel P. Trombert
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-50 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 Jean-Pierre BONICEL
Alcatel Cable
35 rue Jean Jaurbs 95871 Bezons, France

Figure 7.2 Cable elongation vs cable (according to fig. 4.2 E or F)
temperature Jean-Pierre BONICEL was born in 1952. He

received his engineering degree from the
Fromfigures6.1 and6.2wecan seethatthe sagincrease isvery highwhen Institut des Sciences de I'lng6nieur de
the cable reaches high temperatures: the sag increase is approximately 10 Montpellier (ISIM) in 1976. He joined Les
meters when the temperature rises from 25°C to 300*C. This large sag CAbles de Lyon now Alcatel Chble in 1977
increase can create big problems, for example contact with the phase where he was in charge of material and
conductors. Also in figures 7.1 and 7.2 the elongation is near 0,5 % at mechanical problems for telecommunication
300°C, and due to this so high temperature most of the aluminium alloy cables. Now he is the head of
wires loose a part of their mechanical characteristics. All these points are telecommunication cables laboratory and the
very bad for the high voltage line reliability, so it is recommendedto limit the manager for the Alcatel Optical Fiber Cable
maximum temperature to around 170CC and to adjust the cable design to Competence Center.
make it compatible with the short circuit current level.
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Carlos G. CORTINES Serge POUILLY
Alcatel Cable Ibentca Alcatel Cable
39600 Maliafho - Cantabria, Spain 35 rue Jean Jaurns 96871 Bezons, France

Carlos G. Cortines has received his Master Serge Pouilly was born in 1948. He has been
Degree in PhysicsfromValladolidUniversity graduated by Institut Universitaire de Tech-
in 1968. He joined Standard Electrica, ITT, nologie in 1971. He joined Los Cibles do Lyon
today Alcatel, and worked in the Engineering in 1974 in the Submarine Division; now he is in
Department ofthe Telecommunication Cable charge of cable and machinery development in
Division. Since 1982 he was the head of the the Alcatel Cable Fiber Optic Competence
Optical Fiber Development Group in Alcatel Center in Bezons. f 2Standard Electrica cable factory in Maliafio-

Cantabria. At present he is the Technical
Director of Alcatel Cable Iberica.

OlivierTATAT
Jean-Charles DELOMEL Alcatel Cable
Cibleries de Lens 35 rue Jean Jaurbs 95871 Bezons, France
B.P. 29 -62301 Lens Cedex, France

Olivier TATAT was born in 1959. He received
Jean-Charles Delomel is the technical his engineering degree from the Institut des
manager of the metallurgy department of Sciences do rlnglnieur do Montpellier (ISIM)
Cibleries de Lens, a french company in 1982. He joined LesCibleasde Lyon in 1985
specialized in the production of copper, alu- where he was in charge of material and 0,4
minium alloy rods, overhead conductors and mechanical problems for telecommunication
low voltage cables. cables. He is now working as project engineer

in the Optical Fiber Cable Competence Center
at Alcatel Cable.

Georg HOG Peter E. ZAMZOW
Kabel Rheydt AG Kabel Rheydt AG
M6nchengladbach, Germany Mlnchengladbach, Germany

Georg Hag (42) is head of the Development Peter E. Zamzow (63) is director of the
Group for Optical Fiber Cables. He obtained Telecommunication Development Division.
his Dip.-Ing.-Degree from the University of After finishing his postgraduate studies in
Aachen and joined AEG Kabel in 1977. After telecommunications in MWnchen and Graz as
being engaged in the development of Dip.-Ing. he joined AEG Kabel in 1970. He has
symmetrical telecommunications cables he been engaged in development and production
became responsible for this group in 1980. of telecommunication cables. In 1980 he
He is in his present position since 1985. became head of the fiber optic division at AEG

Kabel and in 1982 he was nominated as a
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DEVELOPING OPTIMAL PROCESSING
OF

HYDROLYTICALLY STABILIZED PBT
FOR

FIBER OPTIC CABLE CORE COMPONENTS

GARY N. GRISWOLD

GE PLASTICS
1 PLASTICS AVENUE

PrIrSFIELD, MA 01201
(413) 448-4952

ABSTRACT

Fiber Optic (FO) Cables of the Loose Tube design Hydrolysis Resistant PBT offers the FO cable
typically use Polybutylene Teraphthalate (PBT) in the manufactures a cost effective opportunity to
core components (e.g. - buffer tubes). Enough significantly improve their cable performance. In
concerns about the ability of PBT to resist hot, humid today's manufacturing environment the trends are
environments in the termination pedestal have been towards increasing productivity and quality while
raised, over the past few years, to justify the reducing costs in the effort to meet increased
specification of improved Hydrolytic Performance. competitive pressures from other manufacturers.
This paper is a result of a multi year effort to
understand the material characteristics and optimal
processing conditions of a modified PBT designed to Whenever a change must be implemented costs are
give improved hydrolytic performance. This involved to insure that the change will not result in
Hydrolysis Resistant PBT ( HR PBT ) is unique in that its lost production, reduced quality or field failures. In
chemistry is dynamic and continues to reduce its this case of introducing a new PBT, numerous aspects of
carboxyl end groups (COOH) during processing and to a New Product Introduction must be evaluated. The
some extent during cable life. In PBT, improved Engineering and Production Departments must first
hydrolytic stability is achieved by reducing the understand the new materials properties and have
number of COOH endgroups and if possible providing a enough confidence that the expense of evaluation and
mechanism to reduce the endgroups during hydrolysis. qualification will be justified.

bThis paper involves the evaluation of Hydrolysis

Below its glass transition temperature (-60 C) PBT shows Resistant PBT to understand its unique processing and
fairly good resistance to the effects of moisture. performance characteristics. This study concentrated
However at higher temperatures, especially in the on evaluating only improved PBT for numerous
presence of various environmental factors, degradation reasons:

can accelerate. If an unprotected PBT buffer tube is
exposed to a hot humid environment the water present 1. PBT is well established as a FO Cable Core Component.
will act to hydrolyze the PBT resulting in loss of
molecular weight. With sufficient loss of molecular 2. HR PBT is a more economical upgrade over other
weight, hydrolyzed PBT is typically brittle, loses its materials (e.g. Nylon 12).
flexibility and readily cracks. The FO Industry is being
required to improve the hydrolytic performance of its 3. The HR PET evaluated offers similar Hydrolytic

FO cables. performance as Nylon 12.

LOOSE TUBE CABLE DESIGN LOOaK TUNSUMOW
"The methodology used in this evaluation included:

1. Material Characterization.
Understanding the material characteristics of
the HR PBT.

2. Processing Capabilities.
SNO AV Determining initial process conditions within

• m,,.W the 30 mm extrusion lab line's capabilities.

"3. Hydrolytic Stability Test Method.
"ad Developing a test method for Hydrolytic

Performance.
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4. Process Optimization.
Conducting process optimization experiments to
define the processing window of this HR PBT.

5. Continuous Improvement. ft•,,.,,. ,V f,.US, am,
Reevaluate test methods for ways to improve 'Ii I

6. Future Work.
Consider areas for further process evaluations. b'r" I?'•.... n w i to

S,., RAFO Cable Suppliers can hopefully benefit from this

experience and gain confidence that their investment•,,.•l ,,,.'.. t- i •
in HR PBT will maximize their potential return in the In addition to the standard data sheet properties this HRform of enhanced FO cable performance and customer PBT is controlled to:

satisfaction.

Melt Index (flow rate): 10- 14 g/l0 min.
ASTM D1238 (2)

1. MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION Carboxyl end group: 11.5 max. meq/ kg
GE Test method

Before any process optimization can take place the VR- 5
processor must first understand the material's
properties. The HR PBT used in this study has unique RHEOLOGY
characteristics in that it is a high viscosity (-13,000 10,

poise @ 250C) dynamic PBT. In developing this HR PBT, 2WT

for extrusion applications, it was found that optimum -26.0-
hydrolytic performance came from this type of resin 10 -----------
system. This HR PBT was also developed to minimize
potential hazards to the production personnel. (e.g. - no

potential for isocyanate fumes) 1 10-

HYDROLYTIC PERFORMANCE AT 120C/100RH OF VARIOUS 10 10'

10' 10. 103 10. 0
PWS SHEAR RATE (llnd

300 Viscosity curves were generated with a capillary
.: -rheometer. This HR PBT extrudes well at the typical
2 :10. temperatures and shear rates used in FO Buffering.
200 \Although as shear rates increase and temperatures

00 . _2 decrease the product becomes more difficult to extrude.
0 1 s s Additional HR PBTs are under development for higher

DAYS shear applications.

- ---4 .- -~ . Uw 0M c 0 - - . m .u c o m I
I DYNAMIC MECHANICAL ANALYSIS

The Elastic Modulus versus Temperature portion of DMA
analysis was used to determine the Drying, Melt and

Once the rheology, drying characteristics and thermal Quench temperatures for the initial process conditions.
stability are understood the initial process conditions IMnMco uS In& mIvEuM
can be determined. The search then starts for a stable 10s I - -,
linear screw design. Once a stable output is achieved,
process optimization can begin. Before the process
optimization is discussed the material's characteristics, e log

drying characteristics, thermal stability and screw P
design selection will be reviewed. MA

MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS

HR PBT DATA SHEET
103 -

The following data sheet gives typical physical
properties of the HR PBT.

-100 0 100 300 400 no

TEVTWUAATIM (F)
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The Drying temperature was selected as 250 F (121 C) AT MW AT Ml

maximum to avoid the pellets sticking together and to
minimize the drying time. The Melt temperature was
selected to be over 465 F (240 C) to develop a complete
melt. The initial Quench temperature was selected to be
around 100 - 150 F (38 - 66 C) to avoid thermal shocking
the tubes. Upon consulting various FO cable producers _
it was found that substantially lower quenches are
being used. Therefore the Process Optimization trials
evaluated lower quench temperatures.

DRYING CHARACTERISTICS - --

The drying characteristics of the HR PBT were tested by SEC

first determining the material's equilibrium moisture
content. ( 0.08 - 0.12%) Then exposing the HR PBT to V- a Amm
80, 100, 120 C conditions in an air circulating oven. The
moisture content of samples were measured at various 2. The viscosity build was also measured to determine
drying times to determine how quickly the PBT would the effect of extended drying up to 2 weeks (although
dry. It was found that at every temperature tested the drying at 2 weeks is not recommended). The Thermal
moisture content would fall below 0.04% after 1 hour. It Stability curves were similar to the curves measured at
was later found that drying should be extended to 4 4 and 12 hours. Therefore, the process conditions
hours to gain more consistent processing. between 4 and 2 weeks of drying should be similar.

SAT 0MW 1mM AT OW

DRYING STUDY
Mr CimeZ.atit0w Om p~attax

0.14

0 .06

it OI

I.€I

0 a 4 s 10 3. The viscosity build was also monitored at different
"asc . £ 0 • M melt temperatures to understand if processors would

have to be concerned about excessive viscosity build
during extruder downtime. All samples were dried at

THERMAL STABILITY 250 F ( 121 C) for 6 hours. It was found that the
viscosity profile was relatively flat at a temperature of

Thermal stability was evaluated by running the HR PBT 240 C. At higher temperatures the viscosity profile did
in a parallel plate rheometer at 260C and 1 radian/ sec not runaway and stayed within extrudable limits.
for 30 minute residence time. These test parameters
were chosen because it was felt that they would
accentuate any changes in viscosity with residence VISCOSITY TIME SWEEP AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES
time versus the higher shear rates normally run in
buffer tube production. The HR PBT's viscosity was
measured versus residence time. This test showed the
material to be, as designed, dynamic. The Melt Viscosity
builds and the Melt Flow decreases with residence times 25M

up to 30 minutes. 24m

This test was run with a few variations: IN

1. The viscosity build was measured to determine the
effect of various drying times. It was found that the
viscosity build profile would change from 0 - 4 hours
but remains relatively constant after 4 hours. At this 10 . .0 , .. 1M.0 301. 2=.0
point it was determined to increase the drying time to 4 0.0 .G I•.o IU.o .0 2*fl
hours minimum at 250 F/ 120 C. TINE Is)
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The Thermal Stability characteristics were confirmed m .Numutwo a
by running an extruder at a 260 C (500 F) melt point
then shutting it down and leaving It at temperature to etc
simulate extruder downtime. After 1/2 hour the 510
extruder was started again and the pressure, amperage S. o0.
and extrudate quality monitored. The pressures and 490

amperage were substantially higher with poor 4oo
extrudate quality during startup but returned to normal
levels as fresh material purged the extruder. 40

450

To confirm the lack of viscosity build at below 240 C 440

(464F) the extruder was run at a 260 C (500 F) melt 20 40 so so 100

stopped and temperatures reduced to 200 C and left for
various times up to 3 days. Each time the extruder was
restarted with the temperatures returned to 260C (500F)
the extrudate was clean after a short purge of about 10 2. PROCESSING CAPABII1rIS
minutes at 20 - 30 RPMs.

To summarize, the Material Characterization indicated
SCREW DESIGN SELECTION the initial process conditions should be:

Determining the most stable screw design was done by Drying: 4 hours minimum at 250 F (121 C).
first evaluating barrier and single flighted screws
typically supplied to the FO Industry. Unfortunately, an Screw Design: DSBMn' Low Work.
unacceptable amount of instability and non linearity
was experienced with two barrier designs and some Melt Temperature: 450F (235C) Minimum.
limitations in mixing with the single flighted screws.

OQiench Temperature: 100 - 150 F (38 - 66 C).
The best results for output stability and mixing were
achieved when a Davis Standard Barrier Maddock These studies were conducted by extruding unfilled
(DSBMT") screw was evaluated. tubes .100" (2.54 mm) OD x.070" (1.75mm) ID using an

_ extrusion line consisting of:

1. 30 mm diameter, 24/1 L/D extruder - 120 RPM Max.,
A T 1- 7.5 HP motor.

2. Fixed Center Crosshead - 5.0 MM Tip/ 7.0 MM Die.
L • --.. ----_ t,.

3. Moveable quench trough
50 - 150 F (10 C - 65 C)capabilities.

DSBM"' SCREW
4. Fixed trough - plant water

The output stability could be held to around +/- 2 % with

good linearity in the 20 - 100 rpm range using typical 5. Air and Vacuum wipes.
tube tooling ( 5.0 mm tip/ 7.0 mm die). A reverse
temperature profile gave the best output stability. At 6. Diameter Monitor - single plane.
RPMs over 100 the melt became slightly hazy. Since the
HR PBT used in this study has a Melt Viscosity around 7. Belt Wrap Capstan 18" Diameter
13,000 poise at 250 C, the melt temperature during 200 FPM (60 MPM) Max.
extrusion will tend to rise with rpm. For this reason a
Low Work DSBM screw was designed to help keep the
melt temperature under control but still effect good 8. Reel Type Take Up - Tension Controlled.
mixing of color concentrates. During the initial trials, it was found that the capstan

being limited to 200 FPM (60 MPM) the extruder was
limited to 60 RPM. It is understood that the FO industry

IUmrmouuVm1UY.OS6 LOW oCSCAMw is moving well beyond this line speed but the
bo evaluation was continued in spite of the limitation.

Io

t0 40 s0 o0 Ioe

-U.-
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3. The tube was pulled and would typically yield at one
3. HYDROLYTIC STABILITY TEST METHOD of the jaws and continue to elongate towards the other

jaw. The tube would be allowed to elongate until it
reached the other jaw or it broke. The elongation at

This HR PBT study required a Hydrolytic Stability test that point would be recorded as the Ultimate elongation
method be developed to: with Yield and Ultimate Strength calculated. Five

samples were pulled for each set of conditions.
1. evaluate an extruded tube sample which is similar to
what the industry runs in production. Test Method Limitations. It was seen that if the tube was

allowed to elongate beyond the opposite jaw the tube
2. expose the samples to an environment and test would slip in the jaws and cause erratic results. Since
conditions similar to what the specifying agency may the Ultimate Elongation in this test method is not a true
require of the industry and if possible find a method to Ultimate Elongation it was understood that the data
minimize testing time. would be censored and difficult to statistically analyze

but accurate enough to understand processing trends.
3. provide consistent repeatable results. It was also found that the Ultimate Strength could not

be accurately measured due to the method of recording
4. provide a means to determine if the tubes were Ultimate Elongation.
processed to give optimum hydrolytic performance.

Note: Machining the tube, to allow a true Ultimate
During manufacturing, the HR PBT pellets were tested Elongation to be recorded as per the controlling
analytically for as made properties such as Melt agencies anticipated specification, was considered but
Viscosity, Melt Flow Index, and Carboxyl End Groups. not implemented due to:

The Hydrolytic Stability test method developed used the 1. The outer skin that would be removed has a unique
.100" (2.5mm) OD x .070" (1.75mm) ID tubes extruded on crystal structure from the inner tube wall. The Skin-
the 30 mm diameter extrusion line. Core effect is well known in injection molding. [Ref. 8]

The following micrographs show the relatively
The extruded tubes were tested analytically for changes amorphous layer on the outside of the tube with a
in MV, MFI and CEG. The tubes were also physically larger crystal size developing towards the center of the
tested for hydrolytic performance in both 85 C/ 85 RH tube. NOTE: The Ofingers" seen perpendicular to
(environmental chamber) and 120 C/ 100 RH (saturated the surface of each tube are an artifact of the
steam - sterilizer) environments. The 85 C/ 85 RH was sample preparation and do not reflect any
used to duplicate the controlling agencies anticipated discontinuity In crystal structure.
testing and the 120C/ 100 RH testing was conducted as a
means to effect accelerated aging. A good correlation
was found between both exposure conditions which
allowed the 120 C/ 100 RH to become the predominant VIRUGIN COLD QUENCH

test environment.

CORRELATION OF 85C8SSRH AND 120C/I10RH TEST
VElTOOS USING EXTRUDED HRPBT TUBES

400

200

100
0 --------

0 20 40 60 sO 100 120 14C

DAYS

----- SSCJ85RH - 85C/85RH --- 120C1 -- 0 120C1
CE1 R I00AH 100RH

Hydrolytic Stability was determined by the extruded 650X
tube's ability to retain its original elongation after
exposure to the hot humid environments. The Tensile
and Elongation properties were obtained as follows:

1. An extruded tube sample was cut into 2 1/2 - 2 3/4"
length and measured for OD and ID.

2. Each end of the tube (- 1/4 ") was then clamped into
an air operated serrated jaws of a T&E test machine set
up for a 2 inch jaw separation and 2 inch per minute
head speed.
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2. An unmachined tube gives a better representation ofCOLoflEO COLD Q.ENCtH the finished application.

3. Difficulty of machining and excessive time for
sample preparation.

4. The unmachined test method provided a repeatable
average initial elongation with low standard deviations.
As aging occurred, the average elongation would
decrease with a rise in the standard deviation.

4. PROCESS OPTIMIZATION STUDIES
The overall goal of the process optimization studies was

20 Jm to determine a processing window which would give
optimum hydrolytic performance of extruded tubes.

R,-if n
The process conditions varied were:

Drying Times ( 0 - 24 hours at 250 F/ 120 C)

Extruder Temperatures ( 450 - 550 F/ 235 C - 285C)
VZIAN HOT QUENCH

Extruder RPM (20 - 60 RPM) 60 MPM limit @ 60 RPM.

Qpench Temperature ( 10 C - 65 C)

Natural and with Color Concentrate ( 10 colors)

The processing trends that this stud)y produced were as
follows:

Drying Time showed little effect on hydrolytic
performance but drying above 4 hours at 250 F (1 20C)
gave more consistent processing.

-------- •Extrusion Temperatures:
STemperatures below 480F/ 250 C produced tubes with

650x unmelted materials which caused low average
elongations and high standard deviations.

Temperatures above 520 F/ 270 C caused two problems:

. ............. . .......................... 1. Degradation which gave reduced elongation during

COLORED HOT QUENCH hydrolytic aging.

2. Die lip build up which is unacceptable for FO Buffer
tube extrusion.

Extruder RPM showed that

1. Low Rpm and High Temperatures led to degradation.

2. High Rpm and Low Temperatures led to unmelts.

(blench Temperatures showed that a cold, close
quench ( -10 C, < 1" from the die) produced low
elongation after hydrolytic aging.

20ey
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Taking into account the difficulty in analyzing the data HEMOLYrTC AGIN AT h6C I IS M OF NAlTURA VERS

statistically, confidence in the processing trends is K.NTUEM

high since they are readily duplicated. The following 400
section gives typical results seen when the processing 350
trends are taken into consideration. 300

1250
PROPERTY PELLETS TUBES 200

j ISO. UE'NT
MELT VISCOSITY (POISE) -13,000 13,000+ at 100:: TUBE t UE

MELT FLOW (GMS/IOMIN) 10- 14 <10- 14 0 2 0 1400 20 40 60 oo 0 0 o ,

CARBOXYL (MEQ!KG) 11.5 MAX. 1 -6
END GROUPS

5 CONTINUOUJS IMPROVEMENT
ELONGATION INITIAL - -3009%

85C/85RH 45 Days - -300 % The test method developed for Hydrolytic Stability in
Exposure 60 Days - -3009% conjunction with the analytic testing gave very good

90 Days - -300 % insight into its processing window via processing
120+ Days - <100 % trends. To improve the test methods ability to be

statistically analyzed the following improvements
120C/LOORH 4 Days - -300% should be considered.
Exposure 5 Days - -275%

6+ Days - <15096 1. Reduce the number of initial tubes pulled to 3. The
average and standard deviation are so repeatable that
three (3) pulls will give an adequate indication of
initial elongation.

Natural versus Colorant. Initial work with

colorants at 3 % loading of a colorant made of the same 2. Eliminate the elongation check at 4 days exposure at
base resin showed little change in elongation at 30 days 120C/ 00RH due to its similarity to the elongation at 5
exposure to 85 C / 85 RH. days exposure.

U Dog. C 85% Relative Humidity
Testing Per GEP interpretation of TA-NWWT.OOOO20. Issue 8 3. Increase the number of pulls done at 5 and 6 days

exposure to 10 to increase the samples size and get a
' __" ,. _8"" Io" .. b ,_, better indication of average and standard deviation.

C..04 ag" r ." Note: The ability to obtain consistent, repeatable test

Nstural 60 41009.4 4275 113. NO EFFECT results is greatly dependent on good temperature
control of the test environment.

he. 6DU0 400136.0 4SO 97 102.6 NO EFFECT

ARR~iil6. F=TRE WOR
Pad s0 4151.0 4100 101.2 10.4 NO EFFECT

Pow se 0 412 46M 104. 110.3 NO EFFECT This processing evaluation gave good insight in how to
Af : :•;'! process a HR PBT tube. There are many other questions

Bmwn 5225 420A.3 4600 111.7 107.7 NO EFFECT that could be investigated to fully understand the
effects of processing HR PBT in a FO buffer tube. Some

rn 53M0 435/0A 4100 111.5 106.1 NO EC areas for additional processing studies could be:

Vio 5000 4101.1 4250 105.1 102.5 NO EFFECT 1. The effects of processing on post extrusion
shrinkage. This study would involve running buffer
tubes with various drawdown ratios, quench

w 5200 4105.5 4300 100 10.1 No EFFECT temperatures, line speeds, etceteras. The excess fiber
length would be measured as extruded and at various

AW sm0 41.3 4225 101.2 109.2 NO EFFECT time intervals to determine how much shrinkage
po .. .. . -•occurs and at what time does it stop.

I 5050 424.5 4125 102.4 107.7 NO EFFECT

2. Determining the production limits of the HR PBT in
S la 0 410.2 4425 101.2 109.2 NO EFFECT FO buffering and implementing improvements as

inassw11111wuu needed.

Orals 5475 36A4? 4125 962 1013 NO EFFECT

But further work at 85 C/ 85 RH showed that the
addition of colorant tends to lower the elongation
during long term hydrolytic aging versus natural tube.
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4. ASTM D348-90 Standard Test Methods for Rigid Tubes
7. CONCUSIONS Used for Electrical Insulation.

Optimal Hydrolytic Performance ( 5 - 6 X Improvement 5. GE Test Method VFQATM - 16D. Determination of Melt
over unmodified PBTs) of this HR PBT evaluated in this Flow of PBT Resins by Using Gottfert Instruments.
study can be achieved when .100" OD x .070" ID tubes are
extruded within the following process conditions: 6. Statistics for Experimenters. G. Box, W. Hunter,

DRYING 
J.S. Hunter

4 Hours at 250 F/ 120 C (preferable in a 7. The Effects of Temperature and Humidity on the
dehumidifying dryer) Long Term Performance of PBT Compounds. W.F.H.

Borman. Polymer Engineering and Science, Mid-

SCREW DESIGN October, 1982, Vol. 22, No. 14.

DSBM7" Low Work Screw. 8. The Effects of Skin-Core Morphology on the Impact
Fracture of PBT, S.Y. Hobbs and C.F. Pratt. Journal of

SCREENS Applied Polymer Science, 1975, Vol. 19.

60 - 100 - 100 - 40 mesh screen pack. AUTHOR PROFILE

EXTRUDER TEMPERATURES

Water Cooled feed throat.
Barrel Zone 1: 520 F (270 C)

Zone 2:510 F (265 C)
Zone 3:500 F (260 C)
Zone 4:490 F (255 C)

Clamp: 480 F (250 C)
Head: 480 F (250 C)
Die: 480 F. (250C)
Melt: 480 - 520 F (250 - 270 C).

NOTE: Due to the HR PBT's ability to build viscosity
at temperatures over 240 C the extruder should
not be left idle for more than 30 minutes without Gary N. Griswold is a Process Development Engineer
reducing the temperatures below 200 C. with GE Plastics, Pittsfield, MA. He holds a B.S. in

Mechanical Engineering from Clarkson College of
TOOLING Technology, Potsdam, N.Y. - 1980 and a Masters in

Business Administration from Western New England
Tube Tooling with Draw Down Ratio of 6.25 - 16. College, Springfield, MA - 1991.

Draw Ratio Balance close to 1.0.

QUENCH ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

20 - 25 C minimum no closer than 2 inches to die for This paper represents the cumulative efforts of a
speeds up to 60 MPM. dedicated team of Product Developers, Product

Engineers, Plant Production and Quality Assurance
COLORANTS Personnel, Analytic and Physical Testing Technicians

and Extrusion Development Technicians. I want to
Use color concentrate at levels no greater than 3 %. express my deepest thanks and appreciation for their
Use color concentrates only made with same base resin, commitment and responsiveness to understanding this
Dry color for 4 hours at 250F / 120C to aid in mixing. HR PBT. We hope the Fiber Optics Industry will benefit

from our work and apply the findings to raise the bar
of excellence in Fiber Optic cable performance.
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Evaluation of CreeR Effects on Jointed and Uniointed
Non-Metallic Strength Members in Ootical Communication Cables

V.E.Watson - Pirelli Cables*
D.Rees, G.White - University of Glamorgan**

"Pirelli Cables, CCD, Newport, Gwent, UK.
Treforest, Mid Glamorgan, UK.

1. Abstract
The secondary creep rate of a material is

A comprehensive comparative study of the creep proportional to the applied mechanical stress to a
properties of five yarn non-metallic strength members power n, where n is a material constant. If individual
has been undertaken. A comparison of the creep yarn fibres are damaged due to chemical ageing,
properties of jointed aramid with unjointed aramid is fatigue or abrasion the constant loading is shared
included. Creep testing based on accurate LASE between the reduced number of surviving fibres.
(Load At Specified Elongation) data were made Consequently the stress applied to each remaining
possible by the use of a modified strain gauge fibre is increased and so correspondingly is the creep
arrangement. The method incorporated a mechanical rate. The product lifetime is then reduced.
contact method of creep measurement. The creep Steenbakkers and Wagner [1] have reported variation
behaviour of the materials is assessed in the light of in aramid fibre linear density, Young s modulus,
contemporary creep mechanism theories. Creep in diameter and tensile strength from fibre to fibre. No
material yarns is compared with creep in finished variation was reported in a longitudinal along fibre
cables containing the same yarn as strength members. direction. The physical variations act as a source of
Creep data are considered in the light of a number of variation in mechanical properties including creep
parameters that affect creep rate. Material yarn properties.
secondary creep rates and cable secondary creep
rates were found to be constant and the same. The The testing procedure is based on initial Load At
constant secondary creep rate of a jointed aramid Specified Elongation (LASE) testing data. Each yarn
material was greater than the constant secondary material was subjected to the same LASE test. The
creep rates of two unjointed aramid materials, value of load at 0.5% strain was used as the basis for

creep testing. The chosen strain represents a typical
value possible under normal service conditions.
Similar LASE testing was performed on lengths of

2. Introduction finished cable.

This paper is concerned with comparing creep Upon creep testing of non metallic strength member
expressed as percentage length increase with time in yarns two distinct types of secondary creep behaviour
both finished non-metallic strength member yarns were evident. The three aramid yarn types (two
and finished cables containing the same yarn. The brands and one jointed type) and the glass yarn
material types considered are two commercial brands displayed low and constant secondary creep rates.
of high modulus para-aramid yarn, one commercial The polyethylene yarn displayed a high and
brand of Ultra High Molecular Weight Polyethylene increasing secondary creep rate. An assessment of the
(UHMWPE), and one commercial brand of E-glass reasons for the observed macroscopic creep
yarn. One of the brands of para aramid yarn is also behaviour in terms of microscopic creep processes is
included in jointed form and is considered as a given.
separate material type.

Cable LASE data differs from that of untwisted yarn
By improving the understanding of the changes that material in that a small initial strain is required
take place within communication cables with time, before the yarn contributes fully to the tensile
product lifetimes will be better understood. An performance of a cable. This feature is as a result of
understanding of creep affecting parameters is loss of back tension in short laboratory lengths of
necessary to enable product optimisation at the cable cable, and is not observed to any extent in large scale
design stage. The creep rate dependant factors cable tensile testing. Cable creep follows a pattern
considered are temperature, creep activation energy, where creep rates slow down then increase then slow
humidity, ageing effects and mechanical abrasion, down again. Cable creep rates after the initial creep
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rate changes settle down to become the same as All yarn materials were LASE tested using the same
those of individual constituent material yarns. The test conducted under the same conditions (40mm
strain is however greater in cables than material gauge length, testing speed 40mm/min @ 230C, 60
yarns due to the initial cable strain required to R.H.). Cable LASE data was produced using a
achieve full yarn strength contribution. 500mm gauge length Inductive Displacement Sensor

(IDS), (70mm/min @ 200C ± 20C, 65% R.H.). It is
The importance of the research lies in its relevant further recognised that test parameters affect test

application to cable design. The application of testing results and that highly orientated polymeric materials
methods modified so as to reflect cable making such as aramid yarns generally are insensitive to
practice has resulted in an improved knowledge of changes in testing conditions and test parameters
cable behaviour and lifetime. The result is [4,5].
optinlisation of material usage. The LASE test results are given in Table 1.

3. Testing Procedures Name Type Linear Density Load @

3i L (decitex) 0.5%

1 LStrain (N)

LASE testing was carried out prior to creep testing Yarn A Aramid 1662 t 100 63
to determine the constant loads required for creep
testing. Ten samples of each material type were Yam B Aramid 1648 _ 99 62
taken from a single bobbin source. It is recognised Yam C Jointed 1714 103 62
that LASE, creep performance, creep lifetime, tensile aramid B
strength and other mechanical properties vary from
bobbin to bobbin and fibre to fibre [2]. A variation in Yam D UHMWPE 1739 _ 104 66
impurity content also occurs [3]. Accurate LASE data Yam E E-glass 7784 467 88
was essential as the load required to strain each YarnEE-gla _ 774_+ 467 88
material yarn by an initial 0.5% formed the basis of
yarn creep testing. The most suitable method of Table 1. LASE Test Results
LASE testing yarn was to apply a soft rigid heat
shrink polymer tube over the yarn so allowing the use
of a 0-2.5% clip on extensometer without slippage From the table a LASE value of 66N corresponds to
(Figure 1). a creep test loading of 6.6Kg for that material. A

loading of 8.8KN was applied to cable samples.

TOP GRIP
YARN 3.2 Creen Testing

The most suitable method of supporting yarn creep
specimens was found to be a combination of adhesive
heat shrink tubes and cyanoacrylate adhesive to
provide a loop at each end of the creep test
specimen. A plastic bobbin placed inside the loop

CLIP ON served to allow top and bottom support (Figure 2).
GAUGE LENGTH EXTENSOMETER

40mmL

RIGID HEAT
SHRINK TUBE

BOTrOM GRIP

Fiogre 1. Yarn LASE Test Diagram
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SE _CTION •DISPLACEMENT
A-A DIRECTION SENSOR (IDS)----A OF TENSILE

LOADING
TOUCH

PROBE "V"
NOTCH 

YARN

MATERIAL
ADHESIVE I

BOND 
GAUGE

. LENGTH
65mm HEAT 500mm

•__1 SHRINK

ADHESIVE
TUBE CABLE -

BOBBIN STOP
DIRECTION
OF TENSILE EPOXY

LOADING - RESIN
GRIP

WIRESUPPORT E 
Courtesy of Akzo Fibers

SECTION
A-A Figure 3. Cable Creep Test Diagram

LOAD
SUPPORTSUPPORT 

Tests were performed at a load value corresponding
to 25% of the breaking load of cable. Aramid yarn

Figure 2. Yarn Creep Test Diagram and a central strength member rod were
encapsulated in epoxy resin. The IDS was clamped
on the cable in such a way as to register aramid yarn

Figure 2 shows one end only of a creep test length changes.
specimen, both ends are the same. Knots were found
to be unsuitable as the stress concentration gave rise The material yarn creep test results (Figure 4), show
to premature sample failure. Heat shrink adhesive that all materials increased in length with time. The
tubes containing rigid steel rods in a "v" shaped results show only material creep. The total elongation
configuration provided accurate top and bottom is the material creep plus 0.5%, as the total
locating points for a sensitive touch probe activated elongation is the sum of the material creep and the
height gauge with an accuracy of ± 5#m. The initial initial strain due to loading. All materials exhibited
unstrained material creep test gauge length was a primary creep phase typically lasting less than 500
400mm. Ten samples of each of the five yarn hours. Secondary creep results indicate that the
material types were tested making a total of fifty materials fall broadly into two groups. The glass and
material test specimens. The results shown represent aramid materials had constant low secondary creep
an average value for the ten samples of each material rates. The UHMWPE results show a different type of
type. The testing environment was 230C ± 30C and creep behaviour whereby the secondary creep rate
60% R.H. Results were collected over a period of was higher than that of the other material yams and
eight months. increased with time. The value of creep rate for

UHMWPE is an average value over the period of
Cable creep tests were performed at 20 0C ± 2°C testing.

and 65% R.H (Figure 3).
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Time (logsec) Figgre 5. Cable Creep Test Results

Figure 4. Yarn Creeo Test Results 33 F Testing

The jointed material yarn showed a higher initial The configuration of the fatigue test used on
strain upon loading than the unjointed material yarn. material yarns is shown in (Figure 6). T -yarns were
The jointed material yarn also possessed a higher wrapped around 60mm diameter aluminium alloy
creep rate than the unjointed material yarn. The capstans and clamped between two 40mm aluminium
reasons for differences in creep behaviour are alloy plates. A gauge length of 500mm was used. Six
discussed in Section 4.2. specimens of each yarn material were subjected to

fatigue cycling with a sinusoidal displacement at each
Creep tests on three samples taken from the same of 1, 10. 100, 1,000, 10,000, 100,000 and 1,000,000

cable length show that during the primary creep cycles, making a total of forty two samples per yam
phase the creep rate is very low indeed and type. The machine was operated in load control
approaches zero (Figure 5). The creep rate then mode. The load was taken from the LASE data and
increases to a value significantly greater than that was the load that gave an initial 0.5% strain. The
quoted by the manufacturers for the material yarn maximum cyclic loading was the same as the creep
[6,7,8]. A rapid slowing down of the creep rate test loading. The six samples of each yarn material at
follows until the creep rate of the cable remains each number of cycles were tensile tested after
constant and the same as the manufacturers quoted fatigue cycling.
value for the material yarn. No further fluctuations in
creep rate are then observed over the ten day period
of testing.
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The tensile strength of the yarns is shown as a
percentage of the mean strength of non fatigue cycled Fiure 7b. Yarn B and Jointed Yarn C Fatigue Test Results
yarn (Figures 7 a,b and c). The results shown in three
parts for clarity give a clear indication of loss of
mechanical strength due to mechanical abrasion 110
around the capstans. Mechanical abrasion of yarn 100

against yarn and fibre breakage at the clamps was 90
clearly visible during and after testing. The glass So
samples failing completely during the test through Key

abrasion. The jointed aramid yarn also suffered from 60 \,
abrasion at the clamps but failure was due to pullingY
apart of the joint. The implications are that 50 --- YamU E
mechanical abrasion serves to reduce the number of 40
surviving fibres such that the remaining fibres are 30\
subjected to an increased mechanical stress. 20

10 10
1 10 '''W1000 10000 100000 i 00

Number of Fatigue cycles (sine 0% Strain to 0.5% Strain)

Figure 7c. Yarn D anu Yarn E Fatigue Test Results
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4. Discussion is not a true material constant. Scope for further
work exists, whereby the calculation of creep

4.1 Discussion of Material Yarn Creep activation energies based on creep testing of yarn
materials over a range of mechanical stresses and

The material yarn creep test results show that temperatures would give a clear indication as to
samples from single bobbins of the two brands of whether creep activation energy is a production
aramid tested possessed the same creep rate. The related variable or a material constant.
UHMWPE creep rate was appreciably higher than
the four other material types. The creep rate of The creep rates recorded as part of independent
UHMWPE increased with time. The jointed yarn testing are significantly higher than those published
material had a creep rate 54% greater than the by aramid yarn manufacturers. Published values are
unjointed material. The glass yarn material possessed less than 0.02 %/dec for aramid. The values recorded
the lowest creep rate of all at 0.011 dec/%. In as part of the authors testing are 0.031 %/dec. The
contrast to the creep rate data, the yarn fatigue test increased creep rate is believed to be due to
percentage strength loss data shows that UHMWPE exposure to ultraviolet radiation causing degradation.
suffered least from the strength reducing effects of This view is supported by an observed darkening in
mechanical abrasion and the glass yarn suffered the colour of aramid yarn materials.
most. It was observed that the smoothest material
yarn (UHMWPE) suffered least from the effects of It is apparent that total cable strain after a nominal
mechanical abrasion and the roughest yarn (E-glass) twenty or thirty years will be close to that of the
suffered most. material yarn. This conclusion will hold true since

with full length cable sample tests the initial strain
The material yarn creep test results identify two required to tension the aramid yarn in the cable is

distinct groups of rigid non-metallic strength member not present. It is recognised that creep lifetimes and
materials. The aramid and E-glass materials tested as extrapolated data are subjects to considerable scatter
stated, posses low and linear creep rates. It has been and should be treated with caution.
suggested by Wagner et al [9] that the dominant
creep mechanism of materials like aramid and E- Wetting of previously dry material yarns with water
glass is molecular chain scission. In the case of during creep testing has been shown by Cook and
aramid materials breakage of carbon-nitrogen bonds Howard [ 12] to initially give rise to an increase in the
is suggested as the likely main cause of creep [10]. creep rate of aramid yarn followed by a return to a
On this basis it would seem likely that the main creep rate very close to the original dry creep rate
cause of creep in glass yarns is breakage of silicon- even though the yarn remained wet. The result was
oxygen bonds in short range silica tetrahedra an increased strain without an increase in the creep
networks. Breakage of bonds results in an increased rate. In the future failure of aramid and UHMWPE
stress and consequently increased straining of yarns in tension will occur at points of stress
neighbouring bonds in the rigid long chain molecular concentration. Points such as fibre surface defect
systems. The increased strain is observed as an sites. Splitting and peeling of aramid by the process
increase in fibre length. of surface fibrillation will take place at points of

stress concentration until failure in tension occurs

It has also been suggested by Wagner et al [9] that [13].

the creep behaviour of UHMWPE is dominated by
molecular chain slippage leading to the observed high
creep rates that increase with time. It is the creep 4.2 Discussion of Creep in Jointed Aramid Yarn
activation energy (H) which must be overcome to
cause either chain slippage or chain scission in a Creep in jointed aramid is comprised of two
material. Chain slippage is the process whereby the separate components. The extension is the sum of
aligned molecules slide past each other under load, true mechanical material yarn creep and some
material creep activation energy is low. Chain scission tightening or pulling together of the joint. The end
is the process by which aligned molecular chains effect is that the extension upon loading is greater
break under load at the weakest link, material creep than that of unjointed yarn and the creep rate is
activation energy is high. A high creep activation higher.
energy indicates a material with a high degree of
resistance to mechanical creep. Differences in
mechanical properties from bobbin to bobbin would
suggest some variation in activation energy and
therefore creep rate from bobbin to bobbin [11]. It
would seem probable that the creep activation energy
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Cable LASE measurements like those of jointed 4.4 Creep Equation Discussion
yarn are gauge length dependant whereby the total
extension required to tension a joint or short cable The equation given below [14], gives an indication of
sample is constant irrespective of the length of the the effects of mechanical stress, creep activation
yarn or cable. In very short cable samples such as the energy and absolute temperature on secondary creep
ones used for LASE and creep testing the back rates. It is known that secondary creep rates are
tension of the yarn generated during stranding is closely related to the Arrhenius equation -
relieved such that the yarn strength members may
slacken. In commercial lengths of cable the back c. = K a" e-1 .....................
tension will tend to be fixed in place by the
constraining effects of length. Therefore, the longer cs is the secondary creep rate (%/dec)
the gauge length the less the amount of tensioning is K is a scaling constant.
as a percentage of total cable length. a " is the engineering stress (Pa).

n is a material constant
The LASE performance of jointed yarn is H is the creep activation energy (J mol').

significantly less than that of unjointed yarn when R is the universal gas constant (8.314 J mol" K').
using very short gauge lengths. In a 100m long cable T is the absolute temperature (K)
no difference in LASE performance can be detected.
For example, if there is lmm take up of slack within c, a a ...................................... (2)
a joint upon tensioning that equates to 2% strain in
a 50mm gauge length. If a loom gauge length is used From equation 2 the secondary creep rate of any
the 1mm take up equates to one millionth of one given material yarn is proportional to the engineering
percent strain and so the effect is not detectable. stress to the power n, and therefore load to the

power n as well. Providing the cross sectional area
and the temperature remain constant.

4.3 Discussion of Creeo in Cables -
cs a e ..................................... 

(3)
The cable creep samples consisted of aramid

strength members and a central strength member From equation 3 the secondary creep rate of any
embedded in epoxy resin at both ends. The cable given material yarn is proportional to the inverse
LASE and creep test data therefore relates to this exponential of the activation energy for creep.
combination of strength contributing materials. The Providing the temperature and engineering stress
overall strength contribution was dominated by the remain constant.
aramid and so the creep rate of the cable is that
quoted by the aramid manufacturer. This would c, a e ................................... (4)
suggest no progressive straightening out of lay length
took place after the initial settling down of the creep From equation 4 the secondary creep rate of any
rate. given material is proportional to the inverse

exponential of the reciprocal of absolute temperature,
It can be seen from Figure 5 that the initial cable providing the engineering stress remains constant.

creep rate is low, increases, then reduces to a value
the same as that of the material yarn. This process is It is seen that from equation 2, an increase in strain
not clearly understood. Further work on this or load on any individual fibre for what ever reason
phenomena would need to take into consideration will serve to increase the secondary creep rate.
the effects of stranding including lay length, the Consequently the net effect of fibre damage due to
contribution of the central strength member and mechanical abrasion will be to increase the secondary
creep test gauge length. creep rate.

The work has shown that differences in creep Ageing of cables and material yarn may result in
performance between material yarns and cables exist, weak, broken or a reduced Young's moduli of fibres.
Only cables exhibit high initial strains and creep rate Fibre failure will result in an increased creep rate as
fluctuations. The work has identified that the described. A reduced Young's modulus will result in
secondary creep rates of material yarn and cable increased elongation at any given load thereby
containing the same material yarn as strength shortening cable product lifetime. From equations 3
members were the same. The total elongation of the and 4, usage of materials with reduced creep
cable samples was greater than the total elongation activation energies, or an increase in temperature will
of material yarn. A twisting effect may occur when a serve to increase material secondary creep rates [15].
load is applied to an aramid stranded cable where
there is torque imbalance.
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4.SJustifcation 6. Twaron Technical Documentation, Enka bv,
Product Group Industrial Fibres, 1985.

This work has shown how an assessment of creep

and creep related effects combine to give a better 7. Twaron Info Note QET'004, Akzo Fibers and
understanding of cable properties with time. This Polymers Division, 1992.
type of work provides valuable input at the design
stage leading to better cable design and material 8. Kevlar for Communication Cables, DuPont de
optimisation. Nemours International S.A., 1992, pp 33-35.

9. Wagner, H.D., Schwartz, P., Phoenix, S.L, Lifetime
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creep rates have the highest creep activation
energies. The dominant process in low creep rate 12. Cook, J., Howard, A., Creep, Stress Rupture and
yarn materials is believed to be chain scission. The Degradation Effects in Organic Fibres, R.A.R.D.E.
creep rates are likely to increase if yarn non metallic Waltham Abbey, NP4.
strength members are subjected to certain types of
chemical ageing, and mechanical damage under load. 13. Wagner, H.D., A Modal for Longitudinal
It is suggested that the aramid creep rates recorded Splitting From Surface Defects in Anisotropic
by the authors are higher than those recorded by Filaments, J. Mater. Sci. Lett., 5(2), pp229-230, 1986.
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DGRMADXTION OF P1 IN JNLLY-FILLZD CBDL28.

Peter Haslev Niels H. Skovgaard

NKT Elektronik A/S
NKT Alle 85, 2605 Broendby, Denmark.

ABSTRACT, 1. Oxidation (consumption of
stabilizers).

The long term stability of PP-copolymers for
use in slotted core optical cables was 2. Migration and evaporation of
studied alone and in contact with different stabilizers.
jellies using oven ageing and residual OIT
as test methods. Silicone jelly resulted in 3. Reactions between stabilizers.
shorter lifetimes than when using dry PP
alone but longer than with hydrocarbon
jellies. Oven ageing to brittleness at 100- In order to take all such processes into
1400C gave more reliable lifetime account it is necessary that the test
predictions than residual OIT. Care should conditions are as close to reality as
be taken when combining HALS (hindered- possible.
amine-light-stabilizer) with thioester co- A good example of such a practical test is
stabilizer as a negative effect on oven life the Bellcore pedestal test [1] for lifetime
has been observed. The accumulated test estimation of HDPE insulated copper telecom
results and a theoretical treatment of the cables which simulates field conditions
Arrhenius extrapolation method underline the well. It was found necessary to develop and
importance of using the right environment later refine this complicated test method
and temperatures in accelerated testing. because of extensive field failures in the

warmer parts of USA which necessitated more
reliable lifetime tests.

FIG. 1

SLOTTED CORR OPTICAL CABLE.
1. INTRODUCTION.

Polypropylene homo- and copolymers are
successfully used for a wide variety of
applications because of its high stiffness,
low density, low price and excellent
chemical resistance. Virgin polypropylenes
are however rather unstable resins, prone to
oxidation, but their resistance to oxidative
degradation can be improved greatly by the
addition of suitable stabilizer packages. P
The cable industry makes out one of the most
demanding applications for PP because of the 0
requirement for long lifetimes, typically
above 25 years.
For cable applications it is therefore 0
imperative that highly stabilized versions
of PP are selected. 0 0
For the introduction of a new cable material
knowledge of the types and amounts of
stabilizers is however no guarantee against
failures, meaningful lifetime tests should
always be developed and carried out. This in Ouf•md
itself presents a serious problem because of ami --- W' *
the complex environment inside a cable where 10 -%"loo
several degradation mechanisms can occur at 15s @0
the same time :, o
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In this paper a series of tests is described Procedure : 10 mg of the test piece was
which has been carried out to ensure the placed in an aluminium cup which was closed
reliability of our slotted core cable, with a steel net. Heating from 309C to the
schematically shown on fig. 1. desired temperature at 20 0 C per min in a
The PP slotted core is in direct contact nitrogen atmosphere. After this temperature
with a fairly large amount of filling was kept constant and oxygen was supplied
compound and consequently migration instead of nitrogen.
reactions should be accounted for. The OIT was determined as the time from the

introduction of oxygen till the onset of the
2. EXPURIMENTAL. oxidation peak (crossing of baseline and

deflection tangent to the peak).
2.1 Raw materials tested.

PP-1 PP-copolymer, MFI (230 0 C, 2.16 kg) 3. RBSULTB AND DZBCUB8ZON
0.5, stabilized with Irganox 1010 and
PS 802 (DSTDP), conc. not given by 3.1 OIT versus oven ageing
supplier.

The oxidation induction time of PP-1 was
PP-2 Same as PP-1, but 0.3% Chimassorb measured at 170, 180, 190 and 2006C and the

944 (HALS) added. oven ageing time to embrittlement of
identical samples was measured at 100, 120

PP-3 PP-copolymer, MFI (2300C, 2.16 kg) and 1400C.
0.4, stabilized with Ca-stearate and After multiplying the OIT's by 5 to correct
Irganox PS 802, conc. not given by for the 21% content of oxygen in the
supplier, atmosphere, an approach proved valid in a

parallel test with the same PP, the
Si Silicone jelly. Arrhenius diagrams on Fig. 2 could be

constructed.
HC1 Hydrocarbon jelly (conventional type,

non polar). If the "Air Induction Times" are used as
basis for life time estimation a life time

HC2 Hydrocarbon jelly (polar type) of more than 100 years at 1106C is obtained.
This is in contrast to the oven ageing which

PP binder tape (no special long term gave a "real" life time of approximately 2
stabilisation). years. A 50-fold error, which will be even

more pronounced at practical temperatures.

2.2 oven ageing. This conclusion has been made previously [2]
and it is by now agreed that high

Oven ageing was carried out in Hereaus temperature OIT is a reasonable QC test for
Electronic ovens with constant temperature a known stabilisation system, but of no use
recording. The temperatures used were in life time determinations.

100, 120, and 140 0 C, all ± 10C. FIG. 2
As failure criterion brittleness was chosen.
This requires only small amounts of test
material and can be easily evaluated OXDATIONOF.PP
manually in contrast to tensile testing. Om amQV
Thus more frequent inspections can be made ' FT , ] -
and more precise life times determined.

The test samples were hot pressed plaques of '"
PP cut into 0.5rm x 5rm x 50rm pieces used /

for the "dry" ageing of PP. I14

For the ageing in cable environment 70mm r lySW

pieces of the jelly filled slotted core UW K
(fig. 1) were used, only without the PE/PA i
jacket. I

7 1 we*
2.3 Oxidation induction time (O1T). W ,

I
Instrument : Perkin Elmer Differential ag u c

N~o rM "0 =I so T SO40 3 oaIScanning Calorimeter. .-. i. I
I= as am am am 3M 30 3s 30

IOOiT |'K']
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3.2 e•fet of ELLU addition 7iG. 3

It soon became clear that PP-1 life time was
shortened considerably in contact with jelly OVN AGEIGOFPPCOPOLYLR
(see Table 1) and therefore the effect of
adding a more migration stable stabilizer -

was tested. Chimassorb 944 (HALS) was 3M UIOr - -

recommended because of the high molecular I
weight and 0.3% of this HALS was added to im= 7 20 -

the PP which already contained Irganox 1010 -

(phenolic antioxidant) and Irganox PS 802
(thioester). The results of the oven ageing - - _ _

tests are shown in Table 1 together with OIT
values at 1809C. At all three temperaturesdry PP-1 performs better than the jelly

filled slotted core, no doubt because of 2 -migration of stabilizer from PP-I to the 32mm ••
jelly. m /" -

Much more surprising, however, the addition 3
of HALS had a significant negative effect on No 0 e
life time at all temperatures. The most I- . !.
probable explanation for this is that the __10 UO 25 0 M
thioester and the HALS react with each other OOrV['K"]
and thereby a decreasing stability is
obtained. This unfortunate effect has
previously been observed by the supplier of 3.3 Effect of filling compounds
stabilizers, but only in the case of light
stability, not heat ageing (3]. Traditional optical hydrocarbon jellies are

absorbed in PP-copolymer to such an extent
Table 1. Oven ageing and OIT values (App. 10% after one week at 800C) that it

was considered safer to use a silicone jelly
which is not absorbed at all. The jelly

Time to Brittleness, Days influence on residual stability is shown in

Ageing PP-i, PP-1, PP-2 Table 2 together with the absorption in PP-
Temp.,°c dry 5011Y twith copolymer.

filled HALS),
slotted dry

core Table 2. Effect of filling compound

140 140 70 11 extraction and evaporation.

120 380 270 95
Jetty Absorp- OIT OIT for PP-I OIT after

100 1460 1110 930 tion in ¶10*C) after ageing in 21 days in
PP. 7 for fresh jetty. 28 days, air at

OIT, 180sC 150 Min. 8 min. days, PP-I, min 80•C* mim 'C, mi
8O*C

1u0C 150"C 180.C

The corresponding Arrhenius plot on Fig. 3

shows an excellent relationship in the Si 0% 10 10

temperature interval 100-1400C for all the MCI lot 1 20 65
systems but with large differences in slope HCZ
(activation energy).

It is obvious that even for a silicon jelly
Extrapolation of the life time curves to which is not absorbed in PP, there is a
lower temperatures gives the best prediction significant migration of stabilizer to jelly
for PP-2, regardless of the short oven life but the silicone is performing much better
times measured. than the absorbable hydrocarbon HCl which

facilitates the migration. The right column
However, for all three systems long life shows that evaporation of stabilizer is
times can be extrapolated, at least 40 years small compared to migration into jelly.
at 700C.

At a later stage of this test programme a
We will revert to the problems of selecting new polar type of hydrocarbon jelly (HC?)
materials based on Arrhenius extrapolations with an absorption in PP close to zero was
in section 4. tested. The influence on the life time of

PP-3 by this jelly was tested in oven ageingexperiments (Table 3).
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Table 3. Oven stability of PP in non- FIG. 4
absorbable hydrocarbon and silicone jelly.

Time to Brittleness, Days. OXIATION OF POLYPROPYLENE

JeLLy fitted slotted cores 1
Tesperature "3/MC2 "3/Si --0

140% 30 125

120%9

A considerable lowering of the thermal -

stability of the PP-3 with the polar HC2 is 1 H&-

noted. The reason is not absorption but more s o
likely a lower heat stability of the jelly. ÷ -

A possible free radical degradation of the W w L

jelly may then spread to the polymer and --

speed up stabilizer consumption. Severe 0- - I
degradation of the HC2 jelly was always .

observed together with embrittlement of the 0-
PP. 3 \\ -

0 -i
0 02 0.4 0A CA I U2

3.4 Residual OIT

Because of the very long times necessary for
the oven tests we have investigated the
possibility of using residual OIT as a
measure of the residual life time [4]. At Table 4.
regular intervals during the oven ageing of
PP-1 Si-jelly filled cores, samples were cut Oven ageing of PPs in air and cable
out for measuring OIT. environment.

The results are shown on Fig. 4. We observe
a rapid decline at all temperatures. At Time to Brittleness at 140*C, Days
140 0 C embrittlement (marked with a "B")
occurs soon after the decline, but at 120 0 C PP-i, in air 140
embrittlement was not observed until after Binder Tape, in air 10
270 days after a level of a constant OIT of
app. 5 min. from 120 to 270 days. So in this PP-1 in cable 70
case the residual OIT was of no use. Also at Binder Tape in cable 70
100 0 C the shape of the curve does not
encourage the use of this method.

OIT measurements on aged samples taken from
a submarine slotted core cable with a

3.5 Stability improvement through hermetic barrier keeping out oxygen
migration of stabilizer illustrate this mechanism (Table 5). At the

same time as PP-l's OIT decreases to 20% of
For securing the optical fibres in the the original value, the OIT of the tape was
slotted core during processing, a binder increased by a factor close to 3.
tape is wound around the slotted core. The
tape is a PP with a short oven life
containing only base stabilisation. One Table 5.
could imagine that early degradation of the
unstable PP (Table 4) would spread to the OIT of PPs after ageing in submarine cable.
slotted core and reduce life time, however,
this is not the case. In our tests the tape
always had the same long lifetime as the OIT (1600C) OIT (180-C)
slotted core. The reason for the improved Binder Tape Slotted Core
stability of the tape can only be uptake of 44 150
stabilizer that has migrated from the core
through the jelly and into the tape. First Aged 70 days 150 30
when all stabilizer has been used both at 950C
polypropylenes will start oxidizing.
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4. UBIzSG T=u zRitRIUz LaW via. 5
A*RIUM DIAGRAM

4.1 Single reaction EMAMU

The temperature dependence of the reaction W

rate for a thermally activated n'th order u
chemical reaction is described by the -,10. k8 - 03
Arrhenius Equation: Q,3./S

. k, =10. k, =0.3

(dA)=A *k*e r( Q,7 - 3. Q,/ - i

4

Q is the constant activation energy for the
reaction 2

k the rate constant
R the gas constant 0
A is the concentration of the compound -u

consumed by the reaction, e.g. stabilizer. -

If the life time of the item studied is 0 2 4

defined as t. (when A is half of the 1000 I'K']
original value A0 ), the following "life
time" equation can be deduced : To describe (4) more closely two situations

must be considered:

I : k, > k2 and Q, < Q,

lnt% = -K- (2) II: k, > k2 and Q, > Q2RT

In Fig. 5 the two situations are illustratedwith K constant which is the well known by a numerical example in an Arrhenius plot.

linear relationship between the logarithmic
life time and the inverse reciprocal
absolute temperature commonly used for In situation I process 1 will dominate at
extrapolating accelerated test results to all temperatures, but in situation II
practical temperatures. process 1 will dominate at high temperatures
If only the same reaction is occurring in and process 2 at low temperatures. It can be
the relevant temperature window reliable stated that out of two competing processes
life time estimates will be obtained, the dominating process at the lowest

temperature will be the one with the lowest
activation energy.

4.2 Competing reactions

If A is consumed by more than one reaction 4.3 Discussion.
the situation is more complex. If for
example two competing n'th order reactions This fact makes life time estimation much
with different activation energies, Q, and Q2  more difficult, but it can also explain
are involved, the following equations will unexpected results. The transition in slope
substitute (1) and (2) respectively: on fig. 2 may be due to oxidative

degradation dominating at (170-2000C) and
evaporation of antioxidant dominating at

Rtd-[ e (100-1400C) or opposite.Rate: _dA = An.[k2*e RT+k2,e Rr] (3)
In Fig. 3 different activation energies
characterize PP-1, PP-2 and jelly filled PP-

and 1. This indicates that different reactions
with different reactants are taking place,

Lfie-n * - such as oxidation, migration, evaporation
Lifetime: lnt%- C-ln[kl*e "T+k,*e "1 (4). and reactions between stabilizers. Thus,

uncritical extrapolation is dangerous, one
cannot be sure that processes with lower

In (4) C is a constant. For three or more activation energies will not take over at
reactions with the same reactant A, low temperatures and result in decreased
equations analogous to (4) can be deduced. real life times.
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A STUDY O THRML OIIDATIVE DETERIORATION OF FOAN1-II INSULATIOI

Byung D. Oh Youn S. Kim June Y. Hah

TAIHAN ELECTRIC WIRE CO., LTD.

785, KWANYANG-DONG, ANYANG CITY, KYUNGKI-DO, S-KOREA

ABSTRACT batch, and a reduction in the concentration of anti-

oxidant by migration.
Several years ago insulation failures in foam-skin The findings of our comprehensive study on the factors

insulated cable began to appear in field installa affecting the thermal oxidation stability suggested

tions. The rate of insulation failure as well as that not only the types and characteristics of the

changes in cracking behavior as oxidation progress insulation materials including the insulation compound

have been discussed in many countries, and the Color Master Batch but also various conditions

The resistance of insulation in mechanical damage at the time of extrusion process such as mixing condi-

during processing and termination will influence the tion of the extr'jder, setting of production condition

life of insulations. Conductors with foam-skin insul- according to the type of compound, cooling condition,

ation require considerably more careful attention than insulation surface, adhesive strength of the conductor

solid insulations on high speed extrusion, and the insulation, and even the test conditions cause

The long term stability of polyethylene insulations a significant influence upon the results of the

can be predicted by thermal oxidative aging tests. thermal oxidative deterioration.

This paper is on the analysis of causes for thermal

cracking failures in high speed extrusion process. Thermal stability test of PIC insulation is applied as
telephone Insulares lienm preicio smedexrhioopocss

Also, factors other than field installations enviro- telephone insulation lifetime prediction method.

sent can affect the life of insulations. Until now, oxidation induction time tests are used to

physically measure cracking intervals of telephone

wire insulation.
INTRODUCTION The OiT is obtained by heating the sample at 20D r

under oxygen. Using a thermal analyzer, time to
Foam-skin insulated local telephone cables had been degradation is observed as an exothermic reaction in

installed in the Korea telecommunication network In the calorimeter plot. It is widely believed that the

1985. Recently since 1988, with the introduction of single most important factor that affect, insulation

a high speed telephone wire extrusion line in Korea, oxidation is temperature. But, this test is a quali-

the insulations processed at a high speed of 2200 tative measure of the amount of remaining stabilizer

i/min. or higher have revealed a big problem in terms in wire insulation. According to the results and
of the thermal oxidative deterioration. observations of our studies, OTT has no relation with

It was found that the embrittlement of insulation long term thermal stability.

occurring after 5-8 years exposure In ground jointing

box was due to the depletion of antioxidant by copper- The currently accepted test method for evaluating

catalysed air-oxidation, at the elevated temperatures longevity of polyethylene wire insulation Is the

existing wit:. i the enclosures. BELLCORE or IEC thermal oxidative stability test.

It was also considered that the oxidation process was because the most important factors for PIC cracking

accelerated by the presence of a processing aid and are temperature and stress, humidity, ultraviolet

the pigment titanium dioxide In the color master radiation, etc.
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The loss has been caused by a number of competing and (I) Loss in the manufacturing process.

interacting factors. The oxidation process was accel- •) Loss due to reaction to other additives including

erated by the presence of a processing aid and the the Color Master Batch.

pigment in the polymer, and a reduction in the concen-

tration of antioxidant by migration. Accordingly, we (P Loss migrated due to oxidation from the polymer

have studied the testing method as well as polyethy- surface after Installation, and loss due to reac-

lene compound, color pigment and extrusion processing tion to copper conductor.

conditions. So. cable manufacuters must study and The thermal stability has a correlation with the pro-

keep the following facts to achieve above mentioned duction condition or the test method. However, when

thermal oxidation cracking problem before making wire these two conditions are the same, the mutual blending

insulation at a high speed. methods for the intrinsic physical properties of the

Table-l shows the basic factors, polyethylene and the stabilizer have a significant

effect as shown in the data of Table 3 and 5.

1. Exeriment In addition, the Color Master Batch used as a color

pigment also serves as an Important factor. As the

1) Material C-M-B is a kind of foreign material, its content in

the insulation should be minimized to the degree of
The characteristics of thermal oxidation sta- meet the standard colors J .e cable specification.

bility are mostly affected by the physical properties In consideration of the dis3ersibility of the color,

of polyethylene compound as shown in Table 2 and 3. It is advisable to use a C-M-B of low density poly-

When the density of polyethylene and MWD are appro- ethylene. However, as the low melting temperature of

priate. the long term stability of the insulation can LDPE has a negative effect upon the thermal oxidation

be reliable only when the stabilizers such as antiox!- stability, it Is a good idea to use MOPE or HOPE to

dant and metal deactivator are properly mixed. the degree of easy dispersibility.

The mixing rate should be decided in consideration of Table 4. show the test result from type of color

the following master batch.

TABLE 1.

ITEM FACTOR DISCUSSION RESULT & ANALYSIS

Materials 4 Insulation polymer G) Influence for density of poly- (-) To improve physical properties of the insulation
ethylene compound (b) Depletion of an antioxidant

G) Influence for temperature (c) Chemical loss and physical stress
C) Stabilization system (d) To improve the thermal cxidative resistance of

polymer
(r) Content of antioxidant

4 Color Master Batch ® Color pigment (' To improve the concentration in the insulation
® Base resin (b) Migration to the polymer surface

(c) Content of antioxidant system

Cable Type ) Insulation 0 Type of insulation a Relation of susceptibility of foam layer
construction G) Wall thickness (b) Relation between foam layer and skin tE ckness

Production 4) Extrusion machine C) Mixing condiiion (- Lead to differences in stabilizer percentage
Condition and Operating & Balance of screw RPM and and distribution between wires

condition extruder temperature profile (b) Subjected to high shear stress
n! During the conversion by the (c) Chemical and physical loss occurs

extrusion process (d) Stabilizer lost

,D Conductor surface 7) Influence of conductor NC Interaction of oxidation by the copper
Insulation adhesion oxidizing and alien substance conductor and dirt

C•I Relation between conductor (b) Interaction with blowing agents
and insulation adhesion

6) Concentricity of 0 Concentricity of skin layer
insulation C) Influence of pin hole and surface smothness

r) Insulation defect C) Influence of open cell construction
4 Poor foam structure

Test 4D Air oven condition 0 Critical temperature of thermal aging test
Method 4 Testing tomperature C) Round robins

) Test method C, Compare air exchanges and temperature
0 Incorporate OIT and long term aging test
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different results depending upon the condition of the
2) Production Condition test oven. Specially, the thermal oxidation stability

The foam-skin insulation has such more variables say not be the same depending upon the air displace-

in the high speed extrusion compared with the solid ment volume and the rotation in the oven at the same

insulation, and thus it is not stable. test temperature as shown in Table 7.

As the insulation diameter and the coaxial capacitance This suggests that as the oven used to test the ther-

value fluctuate depending upon the volume of extrusion mal oxidation stability Is subject to the test similar
output and the degree of foaming ratio, selection of to the pedestal test, the comparison and judgement on
optimum die size and setting of the extruder temper- the thermal oxidation stability should be made based
ature range and temperature profile, and balance of upon the results of execution of the air displacement
the screw RPM serves as important factors for fluctua- and the rotation of the specimen In the oven in accor-
tion. Basically, the cellular insulation is affected dance with the specified conditions.
by the head pressure, temperature, and residual time.
Therefore, setting of production condition for these 2. Results and Discussion
three factors apparently has influence upon the ther-
mal oxidation stability. According to the results of this study, the sta-

The jelly filled cable may be weaker than the air bility and instability of thermal oxidation is affec-
filled cable due to the occurrence of jelly compound ted by not only a few factors but also the correlation
absorption caused by migration into the insulation, between the material in use and the production condi-
But, use of the jelly compound of polybuten type tion. In particular, in case of the foam-skin air
Instead of petroleum jelly results in lower level filled cable with 0.4 m conductor mentioned In this
occurrence of swelling, and it shove a great resis- paper, control of such elements is much more
tance force against the thermal oxidation stability important.
because it has a thicker insulation than the air
filled cable. 1) Relations between material and productlon
As shows• in Table 6, the foam-skin air filled Insula- condition

tion with #0.4m- conductor diameter shows the lowest
level with regard to the thermal oxidation stability. The thermal oxidation stability of polyethylene
It was also revealed that the result of thermal oxida- insulations is influenced by the density and melt
tion stability was not stable when the adhesive force index of insulation materials. Usually, we consider
of the inner conductor and the foam layer was strong that the higher the density Is, the better the thermal

rather than when it is weak. stability. But the above thinking was found not

When heat is applied to the insulation, shrinkage of correct. It should be noted that the MDPE shows good

the insulation occurs, thus decreasing the speed of stability equal to that of the HDPE.
And it is most stable to use the same base resin forthermal oxidation. When the adhesive force is strong, the Color Master Batch as the insulation material to

the metal ion of the conductor is activated, which in the degree of satisfying the color dispersion.
turn accelerates the oxidation of the insulation. And, basically the insulation material should contain
Comparative testing of the original specimen and the suitable stabilizers.
specimen with tensioned conductor to assess their During the conversion of polyethylene compound to
thermal oxidation stability in the same condition and insulation on wire by the extrusion process, the

specifications showed that the tensioned specimen had polyethylene compound is subjected to very high shear
a long service life six times greater than the stress and temperatures. Stabilisers are added to
original specimen, protect the polymer from degradation during extrusion

process, and the amount of stabilizer lost in provid-

3) Test Method Ing protection depends on variables associated with
the extruder and operating conditions such as tempera-

Even the same insulated conductor may show ture profile, screw RPM etc.
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Therefore, production condition also affects the eta- 2) F. D. Nelson, 40th IVCS proceedings, 1991.

bility. Then, the optimum condition shall be obtained
by considering the characteristics of insulation 3) J. Y. Hah. Y. S. Kim, 40th IVCS proceedings. 1991.
material.

2) Condition of Insulated conductor Byung-Dan Oh

(a) Cable t•-: Taihan Electric Wire Co.. Ltd.

Irrespective of the material or production 785. Kwanyang-Dong, Anyang
condition, the thermal oxidation stability increases -city Kyungki-Do, KOREA

when the insulation thickness becomes thickening.
Therefore, the foam-skin Jelly cable is more stable Byung D. Oh received his B. S. degree in electronic

compared to the foam-skin air filled cable, and the communication engineering from Kwangwoon University
foam-skin insulation cable is less stable than the in 1990.

solid insulation cable. He joined Taihan Electric Wire Co., Ltd. in 1990.

He has been engaged in production engineering of
(b) 1urface quality and foam structure communication cables. He is now a engineer of the

Good surface condition (smooth surfuce) and communication cable engineering section.

uniform cell construction contribute to the thermal
oxidation stability.

(c) Concentricitl and insulation defect Youn-Soo Kim

The thickness of the skin layer should be Talhan Electric Wire Co., Ltd.

uniform. The occurrence of the spark fault is detri- 785, Kvanyang-Dong, Anyang

mental to the thermal oxidation stability. -city Kyungki-Do, KOREA

(d) Adhesive strength Youn S. Kim received his B. S. degree in metallurgical

engineering from Sungkyunkwan University in 1983.Excessive adhesive force of the conductor lie Joined Talhan Electric Wire Co., Ltd. And he hasand the insulation has a negative effect upon the been engaged in counication cable production and

thermal oxidation stability. technical departement.

3. Conclusion He is now a assistant manager of the communication

cable engineering section.
As explained in the foregoing results and discus-

sion, various factors combine to affect the thermal
oxidation stability. Therefore, it is suggested that

the cable manufacturer should maintain a periodic and June-Young Hah

consistent control for quality assurance over the Taihan Electric Wtre Co.. Ltd.
selection of materials, changing trend of the physical 785, Kuanyang-Dong. Anyang
properties for the material, and production condition, -city Kyungki-Do, KOREA
thus fulfilling the reliability for the long term

service life of the cable. June Y. Niab received his B. S. degree in electrical

engineering from Ranyang University in 1978.

Reference And then Joined Talhan Electric Wire Co., Ltd. and

worked on the development of CATV coaxial cable and
1) H. J. Ruddel, D. J. Adams, B. A. Chisholm, "Deter- foam-skin insulated cables.

ioration of solid Polyethylene Insulation in He is now general manager of the communication cable

service ", Plastics in Telecommunications 1. engineering department.
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Table 2. Characteristics of Insulation Naterials

SAMPLE A B C D E REA SPEC.
PROPERTY (PE-200)

Melt Flow Rate (K.) g/lOmin. 0.58 0.70 0.25 0.76 0.78 0.2-2.0

MIlo/HI 14.9 12.7 10.1 17.2 15.2
Flow Ratio

M121 .6/MI 107.7 91.4 76.8 84 85.2

Density (Nominal) g/cw 0.943 0.945 0.932 0.948 0.948 0.941-0.959

Mw 104 10.5 13.8 9.1 12.3 13.2

Mn X 104 1.4 1.3 0.73 0.97 0.96

Mw/Mn - 7.5 10.6 12.6 12.7 13.8

Melting Temp. T 132 134 125 132 134

Content of 2 0.12 0.16 0.13 0.15 0.21
Antioxidant

Content of % 0.34 0.13 0.28 None 0.17
Metal Deactivator

Table 4. Tke Thermal ozidation _Stbilily and Tr•_f_.C-

KIND OF C-N-B 1 2 3 4PARAMETER

Insulation Material SANE

Production Machine SANE

Conductor Dia. m *0.4

Insulation Dia. # *0.64

Base Resin of C-H-B * HDPE MDPE LVPE ** HDPE

Thermal Oxidation > 74 Days > 59 Days < 25 Days > 55 Days
Stability Test I

(Remark] : Of the sam base resin as used for the skin layer
Not the same base resin as the skin layer

Table 5. Relations between Stability ad Production Condition
PRODUCTION CONDITION I T

PARAMETER

Conductor Dia. -# 0.4

Insulation Dia. us# 0.64

Line Speed i/min 2200

Main 161-184 161-182 163-187 163-189

Aux. 199-240 199-240 199-240 199-240

Main 36 36 32 33Ext. RPN

Aux. 54 54 54 55

Capacitance Tolerance pF/m < ±1.5 < ±1.5 < ±2.5 < ±2.5

Spark Failure 1o./Bo. 1-2 1-2 5-7 < 10

Foam Construction Good Good Bad Bad

Surface Roughness Matt/Smooth Hatt/Smooth Natt/Rough Natt/Rough

Essentricity 2 About 92 About 80 About 92 About 80

Therml Oxidative > 72 Days > 52 Days < 45 Days < 16 Days
Stability Test. I

Insulation material SANE
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Tble 3. lb TImuml bifm m Sta•Uilt a btsral
SAMPLE A B

PARANMET I I

Conductor Dia m 0.4

Insulation Dia m 0.64

Production machine _ SAUE

Line speed m/_in 2300 2200 2200 2200 2200

Ext. Rain 163-197 160-187 165-189 163-196 162-192
Temp t

Aux. 194-250 180-230 195-255 194-245 205-250

I-Read Main 423 450 590 405 565
Pressure kg/cd

Aux. 560 600 710 590 630

Capacitance f/s < ±1.5 < -1.5 < ±1.5 < ±1.5 < +2.0

Spark Voltage W 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2

Spark Failure No./8B. 1-2 3-4 1-2 > 20 > 30

Foam Construction - Good Good Good Dad Dad

Surface Smoothness - Natt/Smooth Smooth Matt/Smooth Rough Hatt/Rough

O.I.T test Minute Kin. 55 Kin. 38 Max. 67 Nin. 38 Kin. 85

Thembloxidation - > 61 Days > 100 Days > 93 Days < 63 Days < 48 Days
Stability test

[Remark) Medium density cellular pelyethylene compound was used for the foam insulations.
: The test was made in accordance with Bell Standard testing methods desin•ated. (110 t, Kin. 45 days)

Table 6. Relatiom between Stability aiA Cable Insulation Tyme

CABLE TYPE Foam-Skin Insulation Solid Insulation

Air filled Jelly filled Air filled

PARAMETER #0.4 *#0.5 00.4 *0.5 *0.4 0. 5

Insulation Material SAME SAME

Production Machine SAME

Insulation Thick. o 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.20 0.16 0.20

Skin Thickness - 0.05

Thermal Oxidation > 52 Days > 54 Days >66 Days > 74 Days > 90 Days >42 Days
Stability Test I I

Table 7. Relations between StabilitZ and Test eathod

CABLE TYPE Air chang and circulation No air change and circulation

PARAWER Romnd robin Fix Round robin Fix

Insulation Material SAME

Production Machine SAKE

Conductor Dia. mO #0.4

Insulation Dia. ma .0.64 (Foam-Skin insulation)

Thermal Oxidation TelDsys > 45 Days > 52 Days > 39 DaysStability Test O > 7
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LIMITATIONS AND APPLICATIONS OF OXIDATIVE INDUCTION TIME (OIT)
TO QUALITY CONTROL OF POLYOLEFINS

J.R. Pauquet, R.V.Todesco, W.O.Drake.

Ciba-Geigy Ltd., Basel, Switzerland

Abstract particularly at Bell Laboratories, have
shown that the extrapolation of DSC/DTA

With phenolic antioxidants an linear OIT data leads to considerable over-
relationship exists between the stabilizer estimation of life-time compared with data
concentration and the Oxidative Induction deduced from oven aging data in a draft
Time (OIT) of polyolefins. Thus, OIT can air oven [1,2,3]. The relative efficiency
be used as an analytical method for of stabilizers can also be different from
determing the concentration of sterically one test to the other. Tests conducted
hindered phenol. The development of with samples in the solid state and at
automated DSC apparatus has allowed the temperatures as close as possible to the
technique to be used in quality control. end use conditionas are the most reliable
The easy sample preparation and short method for performance assessment of
measurement time make the method antioxidant systems and for life-time
attractive. With multifunctional prediction of polymers. But the life-time
stabilizer molecules, it offers the ad- can not be predicted by oven aging
vantage over other methods by determining experiments alone. Extraction of additives
the effective concentration of the active by water or other extractive media or
functional groups.OIT is generally not an contact with copper and other transition
appropriate method to predict the long- metals are some of the factors that
term thermal stability of polyolefins. It greatly influence the oxidative stability
can be particularly misleading when used of polyolefins.
as a screening test to assess the relative
performance of stabilizers. Correlation The rate of stabilizer loss is expected to
with other accelerated tests such as oven be the determining factor for the
aging rarely exists. stabilization efficiency at lower

temperatures, particularly if the
additives are supersaturated in the
polymer [4,5]. The effects of

Introduction crystallisation, causing changes in the
oxidation mechanism (discontinuity in
Arrhenius plot) [4,6] and redistribution
of the additives in the polymer matrix

Oxidative Induction Time (OIT) measured by complicate the extrapolation of OIT
DSC/DTA on molten polymer samples has long results below the melting point of the
been used in the plastics industry to polymer. However, in some limited cases,
assess the thermal stability of the method was reported to be valid [7].
polyolefins. Its simplicity and speed
makes the method attractive. Extrapolation The development of high performance
to end use temperatures (usually below additives such as HALS and the increasing
80*C) by plotting induction time vs. use of polyolefin compounds requiring
reciprocal temperature (Arrhenius) was effective processing stabilizers such as
always tempting. It is striking that organophosphites have added further
particularly those industries which have reasons to review the significance of this
to guarantee their products for 30 to 50 test.
years lifetime have specified OIT for
quality purposes and screening tests. It The present paper discusses the relation-
is the case for the pipe as well as for ship between the OIT value and the
the wire and cable industry, concentrations of different stabilizers

and stabilizer combinations in
The validity of the method as accelerated polyolefins. Special attention will be
test method to predict behavior at normal given to the effect of phosphites and HALS
temperatures has always been questioned. on the OIT. The influence of polymer type
Extensive studies done with polyolefins and production process as well as the
for cable insulation in the early 1970's,
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presence of antacids or costabilizers are or temperature of a polymer sample at the
also included in the discussion. end of the induction period can be easily
The lack of correlation between OIT and detected with commercial DSC/DTA
other accelerated tests will be addressed, equipment.

Experimental The effect of antioxidants on a polymer
exposed to oxygen at high temperature is
to inhibit the oxidation so that no

The following polyolefins were used in observable changes occur. Thus, the length
this work : of the induction period increases with
HDPE (Cr): MF [190°C/10kg] = 4.9 g/10 increasing antioxidant concentration.
min., density = 0.953. Polyolefins we generally gave a linear
HDPE (Ti): MF [190°C/5kg] = 1.5 g/10 min., relationship between oxidative induction
density = 0.944. time (OIT) and the concentration of non-
PP: MF [230°C/2.16kg] = 3.2 g/10 min., volatile phenolic antioxidants [8,9], at
density = 0.894. least in the concentration range of

commercial interest. Figure 1 shows the
Additives were dry blended with the resin correlation between the oxidative
powder in a high speed mixer and the induction time of three different
samples were extruded on a 25 mm extruder, polyolefins and the concentration of
100 rpm max. 260°C or mixed in a Brabender AO-4. At very low concentrations (below
plastograph (10 min. at 180°C for HDPE and 100 ppm) the linearity is not always
190°C for PP). observed [10]. This deviation from
Compression molded sheets of 0.5mm were linearity at low antioxidant
prepared (6 min. at 190/230°C). concentrations can be due to the relative

insensitivity of the method at the given
Oxidative induction time was measured with temperature or to consumption of
Du Pont TA2100 with Dual Sample DSC and stabilizer during sample preparation.
autosampler or with a Mettler DSC20
system. A disc of 5 mm diameter was
punched from a 0.5 mm thick compression 100

molded sheet. The sample weight was 0I, go (Cr
approximately 7 mg. The polymer discs were ...PE.(Ti)

placed in clean aluminum pans, using a S,
empty pan as reference and heated at a

C,

rate of 10°C/min to the test temperature 7° .................

under nitrogen (50ml/mmn.). After thermal-
equilibration, at the preset temperature,
the sample was exposed to pure oxygen at a 6 0
flow rate of 50 ml/min until the exotherm
occured. The OIT value was taken as the 4 ------

time at the intersection of the extended -30 - .--
baseline with the extrapolated slope of
the exotherm. A minimum of 2 replicates 20 .
were measured. 1

HPLC analysis of the additives was done on --01 . . .

a Spectra Physic equipment using a UV/VIS 8 0. 0.10 0.15 0.0 0.25 0.0

detector and a hyperchrome 125 x 4.6 mm A-4Cocentratio, %

column filled with Nucleosil C18 5 micron. Figure 1: OIT of different polyolefins
The eluent was a gradient with methanol, as a function of the concentration of
water and ethylacetate. Polyethylene was AO-4.
dissolved in hot toluene and polypropylene
in hot chlorbenzene. After cooling and
precipitation of the polymer with Experience has shown that the OIT response
methanol, the solution was directly is a function of the antioxidant used, as
injected, shown in Figure 2. The differences in

stabilizing efficiency as determined by
The additives used are given in OIT is related to the chemical structure
Appendix 1. of the additives [il] but might also

result from physical limitations or from
Primary antioxidants and OIT interactions of the additives with

impurities.

The autoxidation of polyolefins is an Within experimental error the
exothermal process and is, due to the concentration dependence of OIT is
branched chain nature of the oxidation unaffected by the test temperature (4,9]
reactions characterized by an induction and thus the temperature can be adjusted
period. The sudden change in evolved heat to give results in a reasonable time
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frame. Therefore the OIT has been significantly lower than the value found
recommended for quality control purposes by thermal analysis.
[3,12), the advantages being the easy
sample preparation and measurement as well The reason for this discrepancy is that
as the short response time. To further the HPLC method detects only the
improve the response time and the test unmodified AO-4 molecules - specifically
capacity, equipment with multiple sample when only one phenolic group of AO-4 has
holder have been built [8], and reacted during processing or aging of the
programmable robot system have been material, the total molecule is consumed
developed for commercial DSC/DTA as far as the LC method is concerned. The
equipment. remaining groups are still active as can

be seen from the values obtained via the
4 OIT calibration curve. The same arguments

WK (CO can be used to question failure prediction
M .05s AO based on additive depletion measured with
""O.1A A HPLC, particularly when multifunctional
I Iadditives are used.

Influence of Phosphites on OIT

.~20 - . -

Combinations of sterically hindered
phenols and hydrolytically stable

10 organophosphites function synergistically
to prevent molecular degradation in

/ polyolefins and currently represent the
-state-of-the-art in processing

stabilization of polyolefins [14].
00 However, little has been published about

IV the effect of organophosphites on
oxidative induction time. The opinion that

Figure 2: OIT of different phenolic predominated over years in industry was
antioxidants in HDPE (Cr). that phosphites did not influence the OIT

[9,11]. Recently, some OIT data have been
reported [15,16,17] suggesting that the

Compared with other analytical methods, induction time is not only a function of
the thermal analysis method has the the concentration of phenolic antioxidant.
advantage of determing the active part of
phenolic stabilizers [13). This can be Some of the results published by Moss and
particularly useful with multi-functional Zweifel [15] are plotted in Figure 3.
antioxidants such as AO-4. It has been Using the same polymer resin further
shown [11] that for anti-oxidants derived experiments were done particularly with
from 3, 5-di-(tert-butyl)-4 hydroxyphenyl AO-I, a monofunctional antioxidant. These
propionate such as AO-l and AO-4, the OIT results are also illustrated in Figure 3.
values fall on a same curve when plotted The OIT decreases significantly with
as a function of the concentration of increasing number of extrusion passes at
phenolic groups. Thus one line can be used 260*C. This was first assumed to be due to
as a calibration curve for both phenols in the consumption of antioxidants during
a given polymer. In Table 1 the results processing, because the phosphite used
obtained from liquid chromatography alone had never shown any effect on the
analysis are compared with the results induction time. The increasing OIT value
obtained from thermal analysis on HDPE with increasing ratio of phosphite PS-1 to
(Cr) samples extruded at 260*C on a lab antioxidant AO-l or AO-4 were believed to
extruder. result from the better protection of the

phenolic antioxidants and of the polymer.
The HPLC analysis of the samples showed

Theoretical HPLC Thermal indeed a reduced consumption of the AO-4
Antioxidant concentration (Analysais lAnalysis when increasing concentration of phosphite

AO-1 0.10% 0.092 % 0.090 % PS-1 was used and the molecular
AO-4 0.05% 0.026 % 0.047 % degradation of the polymer was also

significantly reduced.
Table l:Comparison between HPLC and
thermal analysis result for AO-l. However, additional analytical work using

HPLC on the extruded samples containing
the monofunctional AO-l showed that the

There is a good agreement between both consumption of phenolic antioxidant could
methods in case of AO-l whereas the only account for a small fraction of the
concentration of AO-4 found by HPLC is
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OIT drop observed. This is illustrated in increasing phosphite concentration. These
Table 2, which summarizes the HPLC lines obtained for different PS-1
analysis results of AO-l and PS-1. concentrations in combination with AO-l or

AO-4 explain the drop in OIT observed
between the 1st and the 5th extrusion by
comparing the consumption measured for PS-
I by HPLC.

* 00.2096 PS-i
80 *-0.05% AO-4 A

-4 j÷ .•Illlll
= 0.059 AO -I%--1.0%

-S''""SS' IC
ID 60 ::1 ::: :::

%sS e"'* so .o'Z 1 3 % % a0.lfa psA-4
0 %o O- % t te p.2it PS--

Figure% 3:%% OI fe utpeetrusion

AD

at 20 of . . .. rep ate .

5th SyrLi'n 0 a01 0.04 0.06 0.06
2,6 di -tort eutylmefsglu

0o a Figure 4: OIT of HDPE (C) as a function
0 1 2 3 4 5 of the antioxidants AO-l and AO-4 and

PS-c to AO-4 ratio the phosphite PS-t .

Figure 3: OIT after multiple extrusion
at 260eC of HDPE (Cr). Similar experiments were repeated with

different polyolefins. As examples Figure
5 shows the results obtained with a

Using a calibration line the OIT was Ziegler-Natta HDPE and Figure 6 for
calculated (OITc) based on the polypropylene. In polypropylene and in
concentration of AO-l found by LC analysis some L-LDPE tested the phosphite PS-1 only
on samples extruded one and five times at significantly increased OIT when'260*C, compared to the actual OIT measured approximately 500ppm of AO-4 was present.
(OITm). It is clear that the OIT can not This suggests that a certain threshold
be predicted by the sole concentration of concentration of phenolic antioxidant is
phenolic antioxidant AO-l. necessary to enable the phosphite to

extend the oxidative induction time.

1 Extrusion at 5 Extrusions at
260%C 260*C Is0

HPLC OITC OITm HPLC OITc OITm * *wlPs.1

(6] [rain.] (min.] [I] (in.] min.] 40 . 's-I ..
0.05t ,o-1 0.043 7 10 0.037 6 9 u..., Ps.I
O. S A0-2 0.045 0.042 i -0 10% Ps_ I

0.10% Ps-1 0.079 8 17 0.026 7 12 120 - PS. I

0.05% Ao-1 0.046 0.044
I0.20% P3-1 0.16 8 26 0:095 7.5 1s 10 --- - -- --- ---

0.10% PS-1 0:.01 16 29 0.042 16 25

Table 2. OIT of HDPE (Cr) after multiple
extrusion at 2600C. ..

40

In order to verify some of these findings,

all data available in our laboratories
generated in the same polymer used by Moss
and Zweifel [15) were assembled and are .00 0.08 0.10 0.15 0.20
shown in Figure 4. The primary -4 Concentration, '

antioxidants are expressed in percent of
hindered phenol group (2,6 di-tert-butyl Figure 5: OIT of HDPE (Ti) as a function
phenol) and increase along the X-axis. of the antioxidant AO-4 and the
Connecting the points at constant phosphite PS-1.
phosphite concentration, a family of lines
were obtained. The slope increases with
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To test this suggestion, a series of OIT at 200°C. However, the ratio cannot be
compounds based on HDPE (Cr) similar to infinite since 0.20% PS-I alone did not
the one previously used, containing lower increase the induction time. Figure 8
concentrations of AO-4 and PS-1 were shows the same results plotted as lines of
prepared. The OIT values of these samples same total concentration, the X-axis gives
are given in Figure 7. The existence of a the percentage of phenolic antioxidant AO-
threshold concentration is not obvious. 4 in the blend. This figure suggests that

one could replace up to 50% of AO-4 by PS-
60 1 without losing OIT performance, at least

i 0 'iI• •-under the test conditions used here.

•.20 •-170

4 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... . .... .. ..... . ........... ....... .. .. -0, . 0 3 5
30 -. -- - - - - -

140 ---- -- -

00

S.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25
AO.4 Concentration, % 1

Figure 6: OIT of polypropylene as a
function of the antioxidants AO-4 and 0 0 2 1 10
the phosphite PS-1. % AO-4 in the blend with PS-I

*45 0 -1 Figure 8: Influence of the AO-4 to PS-l
l 4-0.0125% PS- ratio on OIT of HDPE (Cr) at different
I total concentrations.

3 .-0-0.0250% PS-1
1".050o05 PS-13 • ,,o.o~oo Ps-1 i

I 4It might well be that the apparent
25 threshold observed for PP is due to 'he

* insensitivity of the method at this
20 temperature. Tests at lower temperaturc--
15 - should be able to confirm this.

010 0.21 phosphate

0 0.025 0.05 0.075
0.0125 0.0375 0.0625 Z h i

Concentration AO-4, % 0.05 pho te .... ....

Figure 7: OIT of HDPE (Cr) as a function 8 0 0.00 4 8 V2 16 2 2 2

of AO-4 and the phosphite PS-1 at lower E yst*C
concentrations. 40 10.1% AD4+0.%P-

It seems that the lines intercept the Y- 2
axis at the origin, representing the OIT
of the unstabilized resin. In absence of
phosphite 375ppm of AO-4 are necessary to 0
increase the OIT of the resin at 200°C. 0 4 8 12 16 2 24 2 32
Below, too much AO-4 is probably consumed ys at 150*C
during melt compounding of the samples. Figure 9: OIT after oven aging at 150°C
But 250ppm AO-4 combined with 125ppm PS-1 of 1 mm PP compression molded plaques.
or 125ppm AO-4 combined with 250ppm PS-1 Influence of PS-l.
gave OIT values differing from the
unstabilized resin. This suggests that Additional proof for the contribution of
375ppm of the stabilizers, independently the phosphite PS-1 to OIT are the results
of the ratio used seems necessary to plotted in Figure 9. OIT was measured
obtain the first significant increase in after different time intervals on 1mm
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samples aged in a draft air oven at 150°C. provided the stabilization system is
A rapid decrease in induction time is known. However, the information given by
observed during the first 12 days of aging such a test is basically only a go/n.-go
followed by a slow, but gradual decrease answer because deviation from the
of OIT value until the samples failed specified value might result from
mechanically. This initial decrease different causes: incorrect level of AO or
coincides with the conversion of phosphite PS, wrong AO/PS ratio or excessive
to phosphate determined by HPLC of the consumption of processing stabilizers
samples. A reference sample containing the during melt processing. The possibility of
same amount of phenolic antioxidant passing specifications with a formulation
without phosphite PS-1 had a lower initial inadequate for end use application is
OIT value which also gradually decreased real, since a same OIT can be achieved
at about the same rate over the entire with different AO/PS ratios of which only
aging time. It is remarkable that in this the AO portion is particularly effective
polymer the two samples failed after the as long-term thermal stabilizer.
same exposure time within experimental
error. Long-term thermal stability G0
predicted on the basis of the initial OIT ImO PhoSphite 0.170PS-1

would have lead to a different answer! 0 --------

PS -. Co. 40- -
0 0

20

PS-3 /

4.M)

Ps .............................
P8-4 '• ,

1 . i- WO-I

0iPS-6 ' no Phosphite - '

00. 1% Phosphite ,'
PS-i 000,•'"' - m0.2% Phosphite Figure 11: Combinations of PS-1 withim different phenolic antioxidants in HDPE

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 (Cr).
OIT [20O*C 50Al/min. oxygen], Minutes

Figure 10: Influence of phosphites on
OIT of HDPE (Cr). All samples contain 7_700
0.05% AO-4.

PS-1 is not the only organophosphite + +
processing stabilizer that might boost OIT -50 5
of polyolefins. Figure 10 gives the OIT
obtained with a number of commercial 4 ..
phosphites, tested in combination with AO-
4 at two different concentrations. In this +- . + ..
particular polyethylene the results+
obtained with PS-1 are outstanding. U.2
However, the ranking found here is not220
always identical and is largely dependent +
on the polyolefin substrate. The same I (F0.58) 100C
holds true for the extent of the OIT boost •LTS (r=.791
one can expect from a given phosphite at a 0_0
given concentration. a 2 4 0 10

OIT 1200C; 50almi n. oxygen), Minutes
Furthermore, the effect of phosphite on
OIT is not restricted to a particular Figure 12: Correlation between OIT, melt
class of phenolic antioxidants, as shown flow and oven aging results for HDPE
in Figure 11. (Cr) extruded at different temperatures.

The linear relationship between stabilizer
concentration and OIT is also found for No correlation was found between OIT,
combinations of phenolic and phosphite either with oven aging at 100°C or with
stabilizers. The method can thus still be melt flow in HDPE (Cr) stabilized with AO-
used for quality control purposes, 1 or AO-4 and PS-l combinations of varying
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ratio as shown in Figure 12. Oxygen Usually HALS are not used alone but are
deficient conditions and shear are most associated with antioxidants, processing
probably the reason why OIT cannot predict stabilizers, antacids, pigments etc.
processing stability behavior of the Unpredictable OIT results have been
polymer even though the test temperature observed with HDPE compounds containing
is realistic. high molecular weight HALS, as shown in

Figure 14. The resins are both produced by
HALS and OIT chrome catalysts and the HALS

concentrations are the same. The
differences are the processing

Hindered amine light stabilizers (HALS) stabilizers, antacid or lubricants and
have been very successfully used for pigmentation. A reason for this erratic
almost 20 years as light stabilizers in behavior is the high test temperature,
polyolefins [18]. More recently a number which gave results that are irrelevant to
of publications have shown that the high actual end-use conditions, as is clearly
molecular weight HALS are also outstanding shown in Figure 13.
long-term thermal stabilizers [19,20]. The
great resistance to extractive media could
be of great interest for pipe, geomembrane /Ono SLS1
and wire and cable applications. However,
one of the drawbacks encountered with this 00.2%ALS-2
new concept are the accelerated test HOPE
methods in use. Typical examples are the i
OIT specifications for pipe, geomembrane,
and wire and cable applications. It has
been known for years that high molecular
weight HALS alone do not give appreciable
OIT values even though their contribution
to long-term thermal stability is
tremendous. This is illustrated in
Figure 13 for 200 micron blown LDPE films COMPOND2
used in construction applications. These
results provide a major argument for
rejecting the OIT test as a screening
method for long-term thermal stabilizer 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160

systems, because of the obvious lack of OXT 1200'C; 50.lmin. oxygen), Minutes
correlation between the two tests.
Moreover, the OIT results would rather Figure 14. Influence of HALS on OIT of
suggest not to use the combination of HALS HDPE.
with the phenolic AO-4. When oven aging
results at 80°C and 100°C are considered,
this is serious mistake, since the longest
embrittlement times were achieved using 100

combinations of HALS and AO-4. *ZI•atearatei i•-stearate

C 0Mg-stearate.

OIT 1200C; 0.l/min. oxygen], Minutes 0OT

0I 30 45

0.6

Si ~~4 ..................
0.05o AO-4 0.

0.06 PALS1•-I20-.1- P -

0.05% NALS-2 M;
0

0.05% 40.4 0.05% 40.4 0.05% 40 4
0.05% MAS 0.10% PS-i 0.20% PS-I

0.% O-4 •Figure 15: Influence of antacids on OIT
N.0".HALS-2 of HDPE (Cr).

0.06% M-4
0 500 1000 1500

Tim to 50. loss if elonation, Days Not only antioxidant stabilizers, but also
Figure 13: Comparison of oven aging other additives such as antacids used as
results and OIT of 200 micron LDPE corrosion inhibitors in polyolefins
films. polymerized with Ziegler-Natta catalysts
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influence the oxidative induction time of
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CABLE COMPOUNDS OF SILANE-CROSSLINKABLE PVC

R. Dahl and M. Rogestedt

Hydro Plast AB, S-444 83 Stenungsund, Sweden

A new approach to crosslinkable processes for this are crosslinking
plasticised PVC-compounds via irradiation with' or without 2

(Norvinyl DX-compounds) is reactive plasticisers, with dithiol
introduced by Norsk Hydro. A triazines 4 , aromatic dithioles5 ,
reactive PVC-resin is used in diamines 6 .
combination with organosilanes.
The compounds are extrudable on The only process that seems to have
conventional cable extruders. reached some commercial importance is
Crosslinking is performed in hot crosslinking via irradiation together
water, steam bath, oven or by with reactive plasticisers. The
storing. The improvements compared further growth of this process is
with corresponding conventional limited due to several disadvantages
plasticised PVC-compounds are being introduced when crosslinking
better mechanical properties at this way. The material will stiffen
high temperatures, better heat when crosslinking, the thermostability
ageing performance, better will decrease due to the irradiation,
abrasion resistance and better and maybe the most important factor,
chemical resistance. the cost for the irradiation equipment
This unique combination of is very high. The upper service
improvements gives compounds made temperature will not be improved by
with this technology which are a this crosslinking method.
viable alternative to irradiation-
crosslinked PVC, XLPE, and The other processes all suffer from
different kinds of elastomers. decreased thermostability and/or

problems due to crosslinking when
Introduction processing.

Flexible PVC is one of the most Silane crosslinking
versatile materials in the modern
world. The outstanding processing An attractive alternative to the
properties in combination with above-mentioned methods is the silane-
innumerable possibilities to vary crosslinking method. Polyethylene has
the mechanical properties have for many years been crosslinked in
made PVC-based compounds to the this way, the so called Sioplas-
most used insulation material method 7 . In this method
within the cable industry. vinyltrimethoxysilane is grafted to
Although the properties of a PVC- the polymer, via a free radical
material can be varied to such a mechanism when processing. The
great extent, it has of course its crosslinking is then fulfilled under
ultimate limitations. The most influence of moisture via hydrolysis
serious ones are mechanical and condensation.
properties at high temperatures in
combination with a moderate upper Several attempts to crosslink PVC with
service-temperature limit. organosilanes' have been described

in the literature. Due to different
For overcoming the problem with reasons these have not shown the same
mechanical properties at high success as for polyethylene. Several
temperatures, crosslinking is an workers have tried the use of
obvious measure. aminosilanes for crosslinking. This

suffers from the weakness that the
Crosslinking of PVC has been known aminosilane is too aggressive and
for a long time. Examples of reduces the thermostability of the
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PVC-resin. Other workers have with a production speed of 30-600
tried to use mercaptosilanes. The m/minute.
problem with this is, according to
our experience, a poor grafting It is, however, necessary to be aware
effiency. that processing of crosslinkable

materials will always give a potential
Silane-crosslinkinq of PVC with risk of early crosslinking during
Norvinyl DX-technology processing, i.e. scorching.

Care should therefore be taken to
This process differs from earlier avoid standstills in the extruder,
attempts by using a combination of especially when a catalyst is added
a reactive PVC and organosilanes. during the extrusion. (For more
In this way it is possible to use information on catalysts, see below).
organosilanes which do not reduce
the thermostability of the PVC- The extrusion will of course give a
resin and still show a high second chance for grafting of the
grafting efficiency during organosilane on the reactive PVC-
appropriate compounding resin. our experience is, however,
conditions. that it. is not possible to compensate

for poor compounding by any
Processing adjustments of the extrusion

conditions (on a conventional
In this paper three different extruder).
grades of Norvinyl DX will be
discussed: The compounds of moderately
Norvinyl DX 550; Shore A 90 crosslinkable formulations show good
moderately crosslinkable. extrusion properties after storage of
Norvinyl DX 750; Shore A 95, up to 1 year. For the more highly
moderately crosslinkable crosslinkable formulations like
Norvinyl DX/PJ 92128; Shore A 78, Norvinyl DX/PJ 92128 the storage
highly crosslinkable. Will be stability is about 6 months. There is
renamed when commercially however not a very clear definition of
released. when a compound is extrudable or not.

It is to a great extent depending on
The process consists of three how it is extruded. We have found that
importants steps: even a compound that apparently seems

to be useless due to very poor"* Compounding extrudates on a laboratory extruder,
"* Extrusion can still give excellent extrudates
"* Crosslinking simply by increasing the screw speed

or changing to an extruder with
This is illustrated in Figure 1. greater shear (Table 1). The tendency

is for the mechanical properties to be
Compounding. improved by ageing as long as they are

extrudable.
At present, the Norvinyl DX-
compounds are compounded at Norsk Crosslinkinc.
Hydro's compounding plants only.
The compounding is a key process, Crosslinking is performed by exposing
where the grafting of the the cable to hot water or steam.
organosilanes to the reactive PVC Uncatalysed, the material needs around
must occur to a high degree but 48h to crosslink at 80 0 C. When
the gelation degree must be kept increasing the water or steam
low, to achieve good processing temperature the crosslinking time
properties when extruding. decreases. By adding a catalyst

masterbatch when extruding, the
Extrusion crosslinking times can be reduced down

to 4-16h at 80 0 C water or steam.
The compounds can be extruded on
conventional cable extruders. When using catalyst the crosslinking
Normally the same temperature can be performed in an oven or by
profile and speed can be used, storing at ambient conditions.
which would have been used for a
conventional plasticised PVC with In Figures 2-4, the crosslinking
the same basic formulation, efficiency is shown at different
Extrusion lines from 30-90 mm conditions with or without an addition
screw diameter have been used, of a catalyst masterbatch.
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Properties meeting specific requirements.
Flexibility after ageing, on the other

In Table 3 there is a summary from hand, improves by formulating softer
a test according to the automotive compounds. In this case our technology
cable standard Volvo STD 7611.131 allows stiffer formulations for
class R3. This study includes meeting specific requirements.
Norvinyl DX 750 and "PVC-R2", a
commercial non-crosslinkable While this may seem contradictory it
automotive cable compound close in may in some cases play an important
basic formulation to DX 750 in use synergistic role. For many advanced
for the Volvo class R2 as well as automotive cable standards for
two TPE-materials. continuous use at high temperatures

the properties discussed above are
The strength of the Norvinyl DX- specified, so that it is not possible
technology is that, as long as to fulfill all requirements with one
similar basic formulations are formulation with conventional PVC-
used, all the outstanding technology.
processing and mechanical
properties which have given The use of our technology, makes it
plasticised PVC such a wide-spread possible to formulate compound which
use within the cable industry are fulfills cable standards where it is
maintained except for some key not possible with conventional PVC-
properties that are improved, technology which is illustrated in

Figure 5.
Comparing Norvinyl DX 750 and
"PVC-R2", shows that electrical The improved mechanical properties at
properties, stripping, friction elevated temperatures and the improved
between cables, flexibility, heat ageing resistance will be
shrinkage by heat and flammability discussed in more detail below.
were similar and within the
standard. Mechanical properties at elevated

temperatures
The four main improvementsi" with

Norvinyl DX-technology compared to At room temperature the mechanical
"normal PVC" are as shown in the properties do not differ much from
Appendix as the difference between corresponding non-crosslinked
Norvinyl DX 750 and "PVC-R2". formulations. This can be explained by

the fact that conventional plasticised
"* Improved mechanical properties PVC already is physically crosslinked

at elevated temperatures. by crystallite structures. The
Norvinyl DX 750 passed the magnitude of this physical network and
indentation at 120°C; PVC-R2 the "silane"-network is of the same
failed. order. A chemical network like the

silane-network and the physical
"* Better flexibility after ageing network can also work synergistically

Norvinyl DX 750 passed cold- towards each other 12 .
bending tests att -30 0 C after
ageing 6h at 170 0 C and 1000h at The difference between crosslinked and
120°C; PVC-R2 failed. non-crosslinked material will

gradually increase, when temperature
"* Better abrasion resistance increases due to melting of the

Norvinyl DX 750 774 cycles; PVC- crystallites.
R2, 282 cycles.

Mechanical properties at high
"* Better chemical resistance temperatures can be measured, for

Norvinyl DX 750 max 13% swell, example, as penetration resistance.
PVC-R2 max 17% swell in washer The above mentioned increase in
fluid and fuels, difference of crosslinked and non-

crosslinked material with increasing
Chemical resistance, abrasion temperature is very clearly
resistance and mechanical illustrated in Figure 6.
properties at elevated
temperatures are properties that In many European cable standards for
improve by formulating stiffer crosslinked insulation and sheathing
compounds. Our technology gives materials, there is a hot-set test at
therefore the possibility to 200 0 C, at different loads.
formulate softer compounds for
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One parameter that has been shown shown.
to be very important for the hot-
set test is temperature of the To achieve these good long-term ageing
copper wire when extruding. As properties it is not necessary to
indicated in Table 2 , when crosslink the material before ageing.
extruding Norvinyl DX/PJ 92128, At these high temperatures the
there was an extreme difference in material will self-crosslink early in
performance during the hot-set the test. It seems from the curve that
depending on the copper wire it is, at least initially, an
temperature, although the advantage not to crosslink the
crosslinking density was the same. material before the test, to get the

best ageing properties. The comparison
is, however, not absolutely fair, due

The importance of the copper wire to the fact that 3% of a catalyst
temperature is a matter of masterbatch, plasticised with DOP, was
orientation. The copper wire is used in the crosslinked samples. This
very effective in cooling down the means that the amount of high-
insulation right after extrusion. temperature plasticisers has been
The mixed results with breaks and reduced by 3%.
negative remaining elongation for
the cable extruded with the wire Comparisons with other materials. The
at room temperature is very strong success on the market of a new type of
support for this statement. When material will of course depend on how
using a hot wire the insulation it performs in comparison with
material will have more time for existing material in price and
relaxation. It might also be of properties. Norvinyl DX is not a true
importance that one crosslinks in alternative to normal PVC, where it
a state as near the random coil meets requirements, due to the fact
conformation as possible so that that Norvinyl DX materials are higher
one not only gets support from priced, but it is an interesting
crosslinks but also from alternative to many other materials.
entanglements when making the hot-
set. Comparing with irradiation-crosslinked

PVC, the Norvinyl DX-compounds come
Entanglements may play an out very strong, and show the
important role at 2000 C since the following advantages:
physical network is completely
melted, so there is no support to * Better thermostability
be expected from that in this * Higher use-temperature
test. * Better low-temperature properties

* No or very moderate stiffening after
Flexibility after ageing. The crosslinking
crosslinked material shows a * No expensive after-treatment
slight tendency towards stiffening
after crosslinking, (approximately The only obvious disadvantage, the
1-2 Shore A units). But after higher compound price, is in most
ageing at elevated temperatures cases more than compensated by cheaper
the Norvinyl DX-compounds are more crosslinking. Since the irradiation
flexible than their corresponding cost is paid per kilometer, the
non-crosslinkable formulations, calculation is strongly affected by

the thickness of insulation/sheathing.
As seen in the appendix DX 750 For cable manufacturers renting
withstood the cold-bend at -30 0 C irradiation-capacity, the calculation
after ageing 1000 h at 120 0 C. This will, in almost any case, be in favour
is outstanding for a PVC-compound, of Norvinyl DX.
especially taking into
consideration that it has Shore A Crosslinked polyethylene (XLPE) has
hardness of 95. had success on the market for many

years. The advantages for Norvinyl DX-
Even better for real long-term materials will in principle be the
ageing is Norvinyl DX 550, which same as for uncrosslinked PVC in
has shown to exhibit an excellent comparison to uncrosslinked
heat ageing resistance. In Figure polyethylene, meaning the same
7, the ageing properties for advantages that have made PVC and not
crosslinked and non-crosslinked DX polyethylene the most prefered
550 and crosslinked DX 750 in a insulation and sheathing material.
ventilated oven at 125 0 C are
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"* Better flexibility When milled, the crosslinked material
"* Lower flammability can work as a filler in normal or
"* Better processing properties crosslinkable PVC.
"* Better printability
"* Easier stripping We are also studying the possibilites
"* Easier to joint (glueing, to chemically break the crosslinks to

welding, casting) make it reprocessable.

XLPE has better electrical Conclusion
properties, and has also a lower
density if it is not filled for With the Norvinyl DX-technology,
flame retardancy. The price is crosslinked PVC can be made with
also lower. conventional equipment. Although

flexibility at low temperatures is
The biggest improvements compared hardly affected, chemical resistance,
to most thermoset rubbers are an abrasion resistance, mechanical
easier and faster processing, as properties at elevated temperatures
well as ageing resistance. and heat ageing resistance are

improved by this technology.
In some applications such as
automotive "under the bonnet" This makes the Norvinyl DX a strong
cables in Europe, Norvinyl DX alternative to materials like
competes with thermoplastic irradiation-crosslinked PVC,
elastomers. For example polyether- crosslinked polyethylene, and
ester elastomers and polyester different kinds of elastomers.
elastomers. As can be seen in the
Appendix Norvinyl DX is favoured Acknowledgement
by better flexibility, self-
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Table 1. Appearance of aged extrudates from extrusion of Norvinyl DX/PJ
92128 after ageing, with no protection against humidity.

Age Extruder Screw Speed Result

Fresh 30 mm 25 D 10,30,60,100 Good
Collins, strips

3 months 1 10 Poor

of 30,60,100 Good

6 months f 10,30 Poor

"11 of 60,100 Good

9 months of 10,30,60,100 Poor

" Maillefer, 30 mm 50 Good
25 D, 2.0 mm
cable.

Table 2. Hot-set values for 0.75 mm2 , 2.3 mm cable insulated with Norvinyl
DX/PJ 92128, extruded with a temp.profile 140..160oC with different
temperatures on the copper wire.

Copper wire Load Degree of Elong. Rem.elong.
Temperature MPa cross- after after

linking 15 %in unloading

Room temp 0.1 94% break or - or
20% -5%

" 0.2 " break -

1000 C 0.1 95% 41% -1%

" 0.2 " break -

150 0 C 0.1 94% 43% 2%

" 0.2 " 72% 8%
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ADRendix

Volvo STD 7611.131 class 3. Test with 0.75 mm2 Cu, 1.8 mm cable (0.35 mm
insulation).

Norvinyl PVC-R2 Polyeter- Polyester
DX 750 ester elastomer

elastomer

Volume resistivity. 2.0*1011 2.6*1011 2.8*1011 6.1*1011
Requirement: > 1*109 ohm.mm

30 min. voltage and OK OK OK OK
breakdown voltage test.
Requirement: No breakdown
below 5kV.

Intendation test at 1200 C. OK failed OK OK

Cold bending at -30 0 C after OK failed OK OK
ageing 6h at 170 0 C.

Cold bending at -30 0 C after OK failed OK OK
ageing 1000h at 120 0C.

Wear strength. 774 282 385 1124
Requirement: >250 cycles.

Flexibility: 1.8 2.2 2.7 2.3
Requirement: F= max 2.2 N.

Friction between cables. 0.21 0.20 0.49 0.18
Requirement: tan(alfa)< 0.4

Resistance to thermal OK OK OK OK
shock, winding test.

Shrinkage by heat. 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.0
Requirement: max 0.5%.

Adhesion of insulating 28 23 >100 90
layer to conductor.
Requirement: 10<F<35N.

Properties under fire 3 1 16 18
conditions.
Requirement: Flame
extinguish within 30 s
after removal of bunsen
flame.

Resistance to ASTM oil Winding: Not Winding: Winding:
in 48 at 1100C. OK tested OK OK
Requirements: No cracks Swell Swell: Swell:
when winding at room temp., -15% 6% 7%
max 13% swell.

Resistance to brake fluid Winding: Not Winding: Winding:
in 48h at 1100C. OK tested OK OK
Requirements: No cracks Swell: Swell: Swell:
when winding at room temp., 25% 15% 34%
max 13% swell.

Resistance to 4 different Winding: Winding: Winding: Winding
fuel and washer fluid in 10 4xOK 4xOK 4xOK 4xOK
min at room temp. Swell: Swell: Swell: Swell:
Requirements: No cracks 2-13% 2-17% 4-10% 2-10%
when winding, max 19% swell
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(Extrusion)

Compounding Crossinking &4-A"O%

Figure I: Scheme of NorvinylDX-technology.
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F'•m 2. Degree of crosslinking (gel content) as function of F'iagr 3: Degree of crosslinking as function o[ femperature, of
crossfinking time at 80°T in water. watery/hen crosslinking.
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- PJ 92128 with catalyst ....... DX 550 with caals Figur! 6: Penetration as function of temperature in a TMA-
experimen for untreated and crosslinked Noivinyl DX 550.

Figmr 4: Degree of crosslinking (gel content) as function of
crosslinking time at I 000C in an oven.
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Copper Cables For Local Area Networks With Very High Bit Rate Data Transmission

Siegfried Richter Klaus Lehan

kabelmetal electro GmbH, Njrnberg, Germany
KABEL RHEYDT AG, M6nchengladbach, Germany

Summa The following factors have been investigated:

To date the requirements for high performance data - changes of cable performance after
cables are not described in public international mechanical handling,
standards. This is in particular true for the test simulating the handling during installation.
methods. Therefore it is very time and cost con- - susceptibility to EM interference
suming to compare different cables. Cable TyPes Investigated:
The following report compares the transmission
properties and the EMC behavior of shielded and The cable types which have been investigated are:
unshielded level 5 data cables.

No. 1 unshielded pair
The use of high performance data cables is far 4 x 2 x AWG24
ahead of the test procedures. Some of the cables No. 2 unshielded pairs with common shield
used today are not suitable for an undisturbed 4 x 2 x AWG 24
operation up to 100 Mbit/s. Unshielded cables failed No. 3 individually shielded pairs
in some of the EMC-tests and it was not possible to with additionally common shield
use them with the specified length of 90 m. The 4 x 2 x .6 mm
reason for the latter is not yet clear.

The ACR of cables having individually shielded pairs Installation Behavior Of High Performance Data
is about 10 dB better than for unshielded pairs. This Cables
guarantees safety for the advanced future LAN-
s,stems with bit rates above 100 MBit/s. Test•Methods.

Introduction At present public standards for data cables for
transmission rates up to 100 Mhz, which would

The increased utilization of personal computers in guarantee reliable and reproducible performance
business systemr has created new network evaluation are still not available.
structures with the demand of higher transmission bit
rates. The transition from previous networks capable Experiences has shown, that it is not sufficient to
to transmit 10 M bit/s to high performance networks standardize the test method and the equipment only,
with rates of 100 Mbit/s cannot be viewed as an but also the connection of the cables to the test set,
extension of the standard cable technology, but viz. plugs, the length of the stripped cable ends and
represents a quantum step into a new cable the geometrical layout for connection to the test set,
technology, the characteristics of the baluns and terminators and

furthermore all calibration procedures. These details
Public standards for the new data cables are may have an important influence on the test results.
currently not available. This is specifically true for the Particularly sensitive in this respect are the
test methods. Today there are different test methods characteristic impedance and the near-end cros-
in use, which provide different results and a com- stalk.
parison of these results among each other is very
difficult or almost impossible. Finally, the number of test points to be used over the

frequency range or frequency steps have to be
In the following test results are presented, which defined. Large interval steps may hide sharp re-
were carried out on different cables from major ma- sonances if the measurements happen to be taken
nufacturers. According to the manufacturers all three just before and after these events. These peaks,
cables should fulfil the specifications of level 5 , UL however, may disturb the network performance
subject 444 and 13. All cables were randomly taken considerably. It is therefore suggested to require a
from the market. minimum of 200 test points or intervals with a

maximum of 500 kHz for all transmission tests in the
range from 1 MHz to 100 MHz.
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In order to obtain steady and reproducible results Installation Test:
the minimum length of the cables shall be not less
than 100 m. It was supposed, that the transmission performance

of data cables would suffer through the mechanical
In the following sections only the least favorable test stresses, e.g. pull forces, torsion and bending,
result are presented for each cable tested. during installation. Therefore these stresses were

reproducibly modelled in a test. The cable properties
Characteristic Impedance before and after the mechanical test have been

determined.
Today the test methods for impedance are based on
one of the following principles: Test Procedure:

- resonance In this test simultaneously well defined tension,
- return loss torsion and bending loads are applied to the cable.
- open - short circuit performance The procedure is adopted from the European Har-

monization Document CENELEC HD 22 S2.10 for
For this test program the open-short circuit flexible cables.
measurement has been selected. The measurements
were carried out in the frequency range from 1 MHz During the test the cables are pulled with constant
to 100 MHz at intervals of 500 kHZ. tension through a set of rollers, which is made from

three rollers of identical diameter, see Fig.: 1. This
The calibrations were carried out following the Si 1- test set applies two S-shape bends and two torsions
procedure with open end, shorting and a load in the cable durin% he test run. The results show
connected to the symmetrical side of the balun. good reproducibility. The pull force applied to the

cables was 75 N/mm2 - 80 N/mm 2. The diameter of
The validity of the test results were controlled with the rollers was 60 mm.
equivalent measurement setups elsewhere. All
measurements agreed within less than +/- 3 %. The performance was measured on cable samples

100 m in length before and after mechanical loading
Longitudinal Attenuation in the frequency range from 1 MHz to 100 MHz with

the following resolution:
The test for longitudinal attenuation is the easiest of
the cable performance tests. A high output level at - characteristic impedance 500 kHz
the balun and good impedance match at the input of - longitudinal attenuation 125 kHz
the test set are all what is required for a trouble free - crosstalk attenuation 125 kHz
test. - attenuation unbalance 50 kHz

(only up to 4 MHz)
The measurement were carried out within the fre-
quency range from 1 MHz to 100 MHz and with
frequency intervals of 125 kHz.

Near-end Crosstalk Attenuation (NEXT)

The near-end crosstalk is very sensitive to changes 0
in frequency therefore it is important to measure with
high frequency resolution, e.g. small intervals. The ,7.______t_-_
measurements covered the frequency interval from
1 MHz to 100 MHz at intervals of 125 kHz. Fig.: 1 Bending equipment for installation test

Attenuation Unbalance TestResul

The evaluation of attenuation unbalance is already a Characteristic Impedance:
standard practice for telecommunications cables. A
test method for these cables is specified in the The upper part of Fig.: 2 shows the impedance as
CCITT standards, but only the frequency range up to function of frequency. The measurements were car-
4 MHz is there required. It is absolutely necessary for ried out on cable 2, with twistea pairs and a common
high performance data cables to extend the range shield, before mechanical loading. The characteristic
up to 100 MHz. impedance curve approaches asymptotically the

infinite cable impedance. The curve of measured
Attenuation CrosstalkRatio4ArR) values shows clearly some steps and peaks,

deviating from theory's smooth curve. These affects
The Attenuation Crosstalk Ratio is calculated from are caused by the manufacturing process. The steps
the maximum longitudinal attenuation and the and peaks in this curve create on the interface cards
minimum crosstalk attenuation of the cable. of the computers a phase jitter during the signal

processing.
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Fig.: 2 Characteristics impedance Fig.: 3 Characteristic impedance
UTP-S cable before installation test STP-S cable before installation test

The following values have been measured at the As to be seen in Fig.: 4 the tests indicate, that
frequencies specified for level 5 cables. mechanical loading, simulating the installation,

changes the cable impedance to higher and lower
frequency impedance values, giving a broadening of the distribution. In this

MHz (Ohm) respect are unshielded pairs more sensitive than
shielded pairs.

1 114
2 108 U,•.S
4 105
10 107 -&,PYV,16 98 - -
20 103 W 1 . ,, a -"
25 99 . --- __]

31.25 102 S's- - I
62.5 106
100 110 """-5T L -A

All measurements were per formed on the same pair- -... . . .. ,
of a cable and all impedances measured at these
frequencies agree with the requirements of 100 Ohm Fig.: 4 Characterisitc impedance
±15 Ohm for level 5 cables, but in Fig.: 2 upper part, UTP-S and STP-S before
are significant discrepancies to be seen, if the whole and after installation test.
frequency range is considered. The mean value of
the impedance evaluated from the frequency in- Long-tudinal atenuation
tervals of Fig.: 2 is 107 Ohm - which meets the
specification. However, a significant portion of the The longitudinal attenuation is much less sensitive to
measurements (15 %) are exceeding the upper mechanical loading than the impedance. All
tolerated limit of 115 Ohm. Comparing the dis- measured test-points fall within acceptable limits
tribution of the measurements wth the normal before and after applying the forces. All cables show
distribution of random events it can be supposed, a steady attenuation against frequency. It can
that non-random processes (as e.g. periodic therefore be expected, that non-linear distortions will
events) are responsible for these effects. not be significant. In some cases mechanical loading

even improved the cable attenuation performance.
Jitter free operation is supported best by a normal Apparently the cable core became more relaxed and
distribution with small standard deviation. That more homogeneous due to the test procedure.
means, to specify maximum and minimum values for
the impedance at fixed frequencies is not sufficient to In Fig.: 5 the changes implied by the mechanical test
provide error free data transmissions in networks on cable attenuation are shown for the cables 1 and
cascading several computers in the network, there 3.
should also a requirement for the standard deviation,
to be sure, that all values are within the limits.

Fig.: 3 shows the cable impedance for cable 3, a It is surprising, that the crosstalk performance of all
cable with individually shielded pairs and an cables after mechanical loading was unchanged ur
additional common shield over all pairs. The curve even improved. For the cable performance
over the whole frequency range shows less severe evaluation only the smallest values of all possible
peaks and steps, also the Gauss distribution is combinations have been selected because only
smaller than for the cables with unshielded pairs. All these conditions determine the cable performance in
values are within the limits. operation.
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Atnuation Crosstalk Ratio A)

Longitudinal attenuation and crosstalk attenuation
-•. - -are only slightly affected by the mechanical loading

-- at the installation simulation. Therefore it is no sur-
, - -P-S prise to see only slight changes in the ACR per-

*,•, .-- "- -formance of the cables before and after loading.

Fig.: 8 shows therefore no changes of the ACR per-
.I . . . . . . formance of the cable 1 and 3.

Fig.: 5 Maximum attenuation of any sides UTP
and STP-S cables before and after
installation test

Fig.: 6 shows the changes of crosstalk performance,-
due to the simulated installation loads for the cables
1 and 3.

-1 s -S --- : = IN%,= == =,

"- -L -1 . Fig.: 8 Smooth calculated maximum attenuation
crosstalk (ACR)

V -UTP and ST-S cables before and after
At, J A installation test.

T ZEvaluation of the results from simulated
- - - - - - installation test:

- (A• W

The test results from the installation simulation show
Fig.: 6 Minimum near end crosstalk of any pair significant differences for the cable performance of

UTP and STP-S cables before and after the three investigated cable constructions. Most
installation test sensitive to this test are unshielded twisted pair

cables followed by twisted pair cables with a
Attenuation Unbalance common shield. The best results are achieved with

individually shielded twisted pairs with an additional
The test methods used today permit cable common shield.
performance evaluation for the attenuation
unbalance only for frequencies up to 4 MHz. The The impedance is more sensitive than all other per-
level of asymmetry remained unchanged for the formance parameters investigated.
frequency range under investigation for all cables
before and after loading. The influence of simulated load during installation on

longitudinal attenuation, crosstalk and attenuation
Fig.: 7 shows the changes in the attenuation unba- unbalance is only slight.
lance cable performance due to the simulated instal-
lation loads for the cables 2 and 3. Because there is Further tests with cables of different constructions
no shield, for cable 1 no stable measurement was have been carried out, which are not reported here.
possible. These tests suggest, that cables with a loose cable

core construction show higher sensitivity to me-
chanical loading than those with a tight core. This
behavior is in line with the observed higher

____L__ I sensitivities of many cables assembled from
unshielded twisted pairs without or with a common
shield if compared to cables with individually
shielded pairs. The tight winding on individually
shielded pairs with metallized plastic foils provides
more mechanical stability to the individually shielded

m- Fpairs and resists any attempt to shift the positions of
!I .. adjacent pairs relative to each other. This latter effect

is responsible for the mechanically induced changes
observed in impedance, crosstalk and attenuation

Fig.: 7 Minimum attenuation unbalance of any unbalance.
side UTP-S and STP-S cables before and
after installation test.
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EMC - Performance of Data Cables Absorbing Cabins

Inrduction 70m or

The requirements for the transmission technology
are already largely fixed in international standards.
The EMC performance of the systems, however, is
not sufficiently considered. Looking at international
standards you find only EN 55022, class B and IEC
801, parts 3 and 4. for interference voltages. In
addition there are some national Standards on EMC,
but there are no specific requirements for the
influence on data cables operating in LAN-systems. Receiver Server

To evaluate EMC performance of a LAN-system a
small cable installation operating with Fig.: 9 EM-performance according to EN 55022

10 MBit/s Ethernet Principle of test
100 MBit/s CDDI System

have been tested. Currently there is no consent Susceptibility to Interference (IEC 801-3
which 100 MBit/s systems have to be used for
standardized tests. The same is valid also for the For industrial applications IEC 801-3 is relevant. The
frequency spectrum of the individual LAN-systems. test evaluate the impact of EM interference from
At present the CDDI-system with a main frequency external sources on the cable performance and
of 62,5 MHz recommended in the Green book maximum transmission rate of the system.
presents the most stringent requirements for cabling In the frequency range from 100 kHz to 500 MHz an
systems. Therefore it has been evaluated for these electrical field strength of 10 V/m is specified, which
tests. Other bit sequences may have an other has been applied to the cable by an antenna. The
spectral distribution, however, the main frequency LAN-system operates simultaneously. Fig.: 10
components are stable and changes in the bit shows the principle of the test.
sequences will not lead to a significant changes of
the emitted level. Absorbing Cabins

Special focus was put on reliable system 70m or
performance. The large dimension of the test object
"cable%, and the desire to discriminate between EM
interference originating from environment, the
terminal equipment and the cables operating
conditions requires all tests to be performed in a
completely shielded absorbing hall.

Since international standards are based on lobe
lengths of 90 m, for this investigations also cables
90 m in length have been used. The cables are of the Crnmte

same types as used in the installation test. Transmitter S

s Fig.: 10 Susceptibility to interference
according to IEC 801.

EM Performance According to EN 55022 Principle of test

In these tests all other passive components are Susceptibility to Interference (IFEC 801-4)
intentionally excluded from the evaluation and placed
outside the absorbing test hall. In a LAN-system the signal is cascading from one

station to the next. Therefore this electronic system is
The cable was connected with DSUB 9 - pin very sensitive to continuous or sudden or periodic
connectors directly to the concentrator next to the disturbances. The test according to IEC 801-4
absorbing hall, so that only the emissions from the shows the limits of the max. load for each cable type
cable have been measured. Fig.: 9 shows the operating in a LAN-system.
principle of the measurement.

For the test a defined burst was directed to the
From both cable ends LAN-systems were operated investigated cable. There are 4 classes between level
simultaneously and the emitted power was picked up 500 V and level 2000 V and an extra class "X" for
by antennas, higher voltages, if required. The burst was coupled

into the cable by means of a tube electrode covering
the cable.
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At the balun the asymmetric residual voltage was data codilng, transmission or interterence signais
measured. This test gives quantitative Information from external noise sources. Therefore It is not
through recordings of the time resolved signals, possible to discriminate the sources of the
which have been measured asymmetrically at the disturbances, due to the fact that there is no shield.
balun against the grounded conductors. This signal
gives information on the attenuation of the burst
induced signal by the cable symmetry and the
transfer Impedance. The Figs.: 11 and 12 show theI
principle of the test method.

Absorbing Cabin. 6so

_________________________________FmqW~ncy WUb*

Fig.: 13 EM-performnance according to EN 5522
UTP cable in 10 Mbit/s system

Fig.: 11 Susceptibility to interference Performance with 100 MBlt/s - CDDI
according to IEC 801-4 It was surprising that is was not possible to log the
Principle of test cable, having the standardized length of 90 m, in the

Absorbing Cabins systems. This became possible only when the cable
was cut down to a length of 70 m. This can not be
explained by the mismatch of the 100 Ohm cable
impedance and the 150 Ohm impedance of the
systemns input. Probably the reason was that the
resulting signal to the noise level was insufficient for
the data transmission.

The level of the emitted signals are higher than the
Bu permitted values according to EN 55022, see

Fig.: 14.

Scope J C

Fig.: 12 Measurement of residual voltage __,,_

caused by burst------
Principle of test 40

30-
Evaluation of the results from the EMC-tests -

Each cable type have been evaluated on its own IS-
(residual voltage) and operating under the above
described LAN-systems (bit errors). 3 ,00 ,o

n o e e uiry- pee

Results from UTP cables Fig.: 14 EM-performance according to EN 55022

Performance with 10 MBit/s - Ethernet

In Fig.: 13 is to be seen, that there are disturbances Asymmetrical cables can attenuate interfering fields
exceeding the limits given in EN 55022 class B. It can only through their own symmetry properties.
not be proofed whether these disturbances are cau- Therefore it was no surprise, that under thesed by the cable itself or by the connected LAN- Benchmark test the effective data transmission rate
system, because UTP cables propagate all signals of the system dropped down to 55 % of the original
without discrimination of its origin, viz. signals from rate.
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For burst interference the IEC recommended level 3 At the tests with the 10 MBit/s LAN-system all
(1 kV burst) was considered as the minimum level to measured values have been within the limits. No
be passed. The test showed however, that even the peaks caused by radiation were observed, see
much weaker conditions of level 2 (500 V burst) are Fig.: 16. The cable is suitable for use under the EM
sufficient to disrupt the system and disengaged the influences described in IEC 801-3 and -4.
server. The inherent problems of UTP cables
becomes obvious here, demonstrating, that only the Performance with 100 Mbit/s - CDDI
symmetry of twisted pairs is not sufficient to provide
any protection from interference under these Also for this cable the length had to be reduced from
conditions 90 m to 70 m before the CDDI system accepted the

client on the network. So the question raised again :
The Figs.: 15 shows the effect of the burst on a UTP what is the reason for these problems of cables
cable, which is not suitable when used under 1 and 2 when used up to the reference length of
influence of EM. It do not pass the requirements of 90 m ? Both cables meet the limits of the crosstalk
IEC 801-3 and -4. attenuation, specified for level 5 cables.

0 The measurements for the emitted radiation, see
I' .Fig.: 17, show a clear peak at 62,5 MHz, which

3,5, remains however well below the limits, therefore this
cable meets the requirements of EN 55022.

Chi Min-lOiSy

l90,

SeJ

Fig.2 50 ns Time 40 -

Fig.: 15 EM-performance burst impulse /.,

UTP cable in 100 Mbit/s sytem '- ______ 0

Results from UTP-S cables 30 !00 Iwoo

Performance with 10 MBIt/s - Ethernet w-lz)

Fig.: 17 EM performance according to EN 55022
The performance of this cable demonstrates, that the UTP-S cable in 100 Mbit/s system
introduction of a common shield in the UTP
construction stabilizes the operation conditions. Now
the discrimination between radiated and emissioned Also the Benchmark test have been carried out. No
signals is possible. A good connection to the ground performance reduction was observed. It can be
at the bushings into the absorbing hall eliminate the assumed that the bit error rate will not be effected.
disturbing high frequency signals from the
environment. Furthermore the 100 Mbit/s system was tested under

the exposure to burst interference fields. Even the
T, burst level of 4 kV (level X according IEC 801-4) did

S--not cut the system out of service and the effectivee•- transmission rate was only reduced by 5 %. These
7- results demonstrate clearly the function and

60- efficiency of a common shield in data cables.

51 C In order to receive more detailed informations of the
40]- - - -effects of interfering burst load on the cable

performance the resolved response signal was
measured again as described above. The signals for

20- Ithis cable are some decades smaller than for the
13 "unshielded UTP cable, see Fig.: 18.

30 ,000 Results from STP-S cables
Fmqueiý (MMZ) Performance with 10 MBIts - Ethernet

Fig.: 16 EM-performance according to EN 55022
UTP-Scable in 10 Mbit/s system This cable is designed with individually shielded pairs

and an additional common shield, which will reduce
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Fig.: 18 EM performance burst impulse Fig.: 20 EM performance burst impulse
UTP-S cable in 100 Mbit/s sytem STP-S cable in 100 Mbits system

the effects of radiated interference on the signal The time resolved cable response signal was
transmission path. Simultaneously transmission recorded (Fig.: 20). The observed values being the
performance will be generally enhanced. All test in smallest of the three cables under test. The ma-
the 10 MBit/s system indicated no peaks and the ximum amplitude of these signals is reduced by a
radiation performance meets fully class B of factor exceeding 1000, when compared with the
EN 55022. This cable is suitable to use under unshielded UTP cable.
EM-influences.

In this way the double screen demonstrates its
Performance with 100 MBit/s - CDDI superior EM performance. These effects will be even

more important for the systems with 300 MBit/s and
Evaluating the level of radiated interference the 600 MBit/s which are already under discussion.
observation shows no significant peak and all
measured values are far below the limit specified in
EN 55022. The connected operating network system
did not have further impact on the emitted interfe-
rence of the complete system. The test result is The use of data cables in high performance LAN-
shown in the Fig.: 19. systems is far ahead of the development of suitable

standardized test methods. The technology
,oo- innovation in LAN transmission has progresses ra-

pidly over the last few years without simultaneously
developing the relevant cable technology.

7o. It is the intention of this paper to evaluate the
60. influence of the cable installation to the performance

of the data cables and to present some facts for the
--- - discussion on the EM performance of todays

40 -- backbone cables in LAN-networks.
30- The investigations reported in this paper show
20 clearly that the operation in networks with lower bit

. , rate transmission, e.g. 10 MBit/s differs significantly

0 Ifrom the operation of LAN-systems with higher bit
10 two ,•rates such as 100 MBit/s. The observation, that the

•rictuy ,m) cables without individually shielded pairs, could not
be logged in at the specified standard length of 90 m

Fig.: 19 EM performance according to EN 55022 is an important fact which needs to be noticed.

STP-S cable in 100 Mblt/s system Table 1 demonstrates clearly the advantages of

Also for this cable the Benchmark test was applied, screened data cables, in particular the superior
No drop out was observed for this STP-S cable and advantages of individual screened cables.
the transmission rate was not reduced at all. The requested values for the impedance and the

During the burst test at level X (4 kV) when the ACR may be met by the cable for selected
system was In operation no disturbance was frequencies, but it seems that this is not sufficient for
Indicated and the data transmission rate was still trouble free operation. The requirements had to be
more than 95 % of the undisturbed rate. more stringent. International consents for

standardization should be reached as soon as
possible.
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Test methods for transmission characteristics have Experiences from operating networks show that the
to be re-evaluated for the higher frequency ranges physical layer of the network is the origin of most of
which are now requested. Also the development of the troubles. Here high performance components
standard test methods for EM susceptibility requires should be selected. The improved ACR-values
immediate attention. Action is required to define this provided by individually shielded pairs, more than 10in standards. Furthermore the development of a dB compared with UTP cables, and the substantially
suitable test methods for the attenuation unbalance reduced susceptibility to interferences is a fringe be-
requires more activity. In this area progress has nefit, in particular with view to future advanced LAN-
been made by the developments of suitable baluns. systems with bit rates above 100 Mbit/s.

Application UTP UTP-S STP-S

10 MBIt/s
VDE 0878, Conducted Emission not passed* passed passed
EN 55022, Class B not passed* passed passed
IEC 801-4, 4 kV Burst, unbalance voltage Uss = 181 V Uss = 162 mV Uss = 90 mV

100 MBlt/s
VDE 0878, Conducted Emission not passed passed passed
EN 55022, Class B not passed passed passed
IEC 801-3, E = 10 V/m 0,45 * Umax passed passed
IEC 801-4, lkV Burst not passed passed passed
IEC 801-4, 4kV Burst, Level X not passed 0,95 * Umax > 0,95 Umax

Umax = maximal reading velocity from client to server
* system or cabling

Table 1: Properties of high performance data cables
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AUTOMATED TRANSMISSION LINE CHARACTERIZATION
OF BALANCED PAIR CABLES

Trent M. Hayes

Comm/Scope, Inc.
Claremont, NC 28610

ABSTRACT both the manufacturer and the end user.

Today, with the increasing popularity of
unshielded twisted pair (UTP) cabling as a
transmission medium for local area networks, THEORY
these UTP cables are tasked with ever higher The TEM wave solution of Maxwell's equations
transmission frequencies and more stringent for a w aw e s mission of is well knon
specifications. As a result, both manufactureres for a two-wire transmission line is well known
and end users are demanding individual reel and and leads to transmission line equations of

statistically representative electrical performance electric and magnetic fields. From these

certification reports. This paper reviews the equations, an equivalent circuit model for a

following design considerations for the differential length two conductor transmission

development of automated testing equipment: line can be developed.' It follows that a balanced

relay matrix configuration for 25 pair testing, pair transmission line can be described in terms

return loss and insertion loss repeatability, of 2-port network theory. Any set of 2-port

bandwidth, and isolation. A model for implemen- parameters are equally valid, however, S parame-

tation of an automated test apparatus including ters are especially well suited because successive

hardware, software, and fixtures will be measurements with input and output ports open

developed. In addition, measurement error and short circuited are not necessary. Illustrated

correction through calibration coefficients and in figure 1, ai and bi are variables of normalized

measurement throughput will be addressed. complex (magnitude and phase) voltage waves
incident and reflected from the input and output

INTRODUCTION ports of a 2-port network.2

Local Area Networks are employing higher and
higher frequencies and using UTP as the
transmission medium of choice. Because of the
non-uniform nature of twisted pairs, each cable V, b2

should be characterized to insure its adequacy to
support these requirements. However, manual
testing of each cable is prohibitively expensive. Figure 1: Two - Port Network
To increase throughput and lower testing costs,
an automated testing apparatus with an appropri-
ate sampling plan would be an invaluable tool to
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The following table represents the input/output SWR = + P-)
relationships of a 2-port network using the S
parameter set. normalized input impedance Zn = (I 1+ -1)
al = v = normalized voltage wave

incident on port 1 attenuation & cross-talk =ý 20log]O(S21)
a2 = vi./qz, = normalized voltage wave

incident on port 2 Input impedance, return loss, reflection

b, = Vr='/4, normalized voltage wave coefficient, and SWR are all mathematically

reflected or emanating from port I related to the measured 2 port parameter S 11.
b2f/, = normalized wave Similarly, attenuation and near end cross-talkdvoltage ware related to S2 1.

reflected or emanating from port 2

b, = Sla! + S12a2  APPLICATION
b2 = S 2 1ai + S22a2 The task ahead is to automate the testing of

multipair balanced pair category 5 cables.
SHfi = .12--o Note: m hed lcd on port Network analysis is a common solution to the

2 a2 = 0 problem of characterizing the behavior of a
s2 = b/.21 a I-0 linear network. In addition, an S-Parameter testb2/a set, coupled with a network analyzer, measures

2 b2l az_- = forward transmission gain the S-parameters of the 2-port device under test.

S12 = 'a2 a_-0o =• reverse transmission gain Network Analyzers and S Parameters commonly
Table 1: S Parameter Relationships available have 50Q or 750 coax test ports. In

order to measure a cable in balanced mode, it is
As seen from the above relationships, only a necessary to use a balun (balanced to unbalanced
matched load is necessary on port 2 to measure transformer) to provide a balanced signal from
the input complex reflection coefficient and the the test equipment. In addition to providing a
complex transmission forward gain. This fact balanced signal, the balun matches the cables
will be exploited later with the development of a impedance to the analyzer. Also, a switch
relay matrix model. Typically, the UTP matrix and cable interface ports will be necessary
transmission line parameters of interest for to individually connect the multiple pairs of the
measurement and performance certification cable to the measurement equipment. In order
include: input impedance, return loss, for these components to have a negligible effect
attenuation, and near end cross-talk. The follow- on the measurement, a budget for return loss,
ing formulas relating transmission line insertion loss, bandwidth, and isolation for the
parameters to S parameters will be useful in sum of these components will be developed in a
determining measurement configurations. later section. As a top down approach to design-

ing a testing system, it is first necessary to

Si = IF = complex reflection coefficient understand the various measurements and their
=p~a = Vr configurations. The illustrations below indicate=Vi the test configurations necessary to perform the

four transmission measurements. Notice that
return loss = 20 logio(p) resistive terminations are required on the far end

of the pair(s) under test for reflection and
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cross-talk measurements and on both ends impedance. Additionally, the remaining passive
of the pairs not being tested.3 This practice pairs need be terminated on both ends.
minimizes the effects of a finite length line Attenuation requires both ends be connected to

the analyzer, as defined by the measurement of
F S21.

Near end cross-talk specifies that two pairs
S,. (from the near end) be connected to the test

"equipment, their far ends and both ends of the

remaining pairs be terminated.

From this set of measurement guidelines, it is
desired to design an relay matrix such that all
possible measurement configuration are satisfied

Figure 2: Return oss and Input and that it has negligible effects on the
Impedance Measurement Configuration measurement itself. Figure 5 represents one

possible relay configuration, other potential
configurations exits and may be better suited for
a given realization.

PbNW VOShn S-P~araeter,t s p S• w.

Cabe Tp Pot I Pod 2
Pair #

2:C 

b eT p 1 1, r12

Figure 3: Attenuation easurement 2 _ f22 r23

Configuration

n 0

ml n • •e2n CaVA Bu

POD m• An'.m n .1,v phm• k "n13 n2

R *Now

I Iftn.1P, (n+2)4

b~~~~4 0 __nupou.sw~

r(-)3 tn.2)4

Figure 4: Near Ed Cros-Talk
Measurement Configuration -

0 n

Consider the n pair case: #fn.n)3 r(n+r#4

Input impedance and return loss require the
near end of the pair under test be terminated Figure 5: Possible RF Matrix for n Pair
to port I of the test equipment while the far Cable Testing
end be terminated in its characteristic
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.ujmple: PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
Consider the following scenarios:
I) measure SlI on pair 2 Cable pecificationW.
r22 connects top of pair 2 to port I of analyzer
r(n+2)4 terminates far end of pair 2 The specification for 100, 24AWG, extended

riI, r31, ... , r.1 terminate top of pairs 1,3, ..., 4 frequency Category 5 cable

r(n+1)4, r(n+3)4, ... , r(n+n)4 terminate bottom of measurement freq (MHz) Spec

pairs 1,3, ... , n Impedance (0) .772 102±15%
1.0-100.0 100±15%

Return Loss (dB) 1.0 - 20.0 -23
2) measure 521 of pair 3 20.0 - 100.0 -23+lOlog(f/20)

r"32 connects top of pair 3 to port 1 of analyzer where f = frequency in MHz
r(3+3)3 connects bottom of pair 3 to port 2 of

analyzer Attenuation (dB/1000 ft.) .772 5.5

r11, r21, r4 j,..., r.1 terminate top of pairs 1,2, 1.0 6.3

4,..., n 4.0 13
r(n+i)4, r(n+2)4, r(n44)4,..., r(n+n)4 terminate bottom 10.0 20

of pairs 1, 2, 4, ...,n 16.0 25
20.0 28

3) measure S21 between pairs l and 3 31.25 36

r12 connects top of pair 1 to port 1 of analyzer 62.5 52

r32 connects top of pair 3 to port 2 of analyzer 100.0 67

r(n+1)4, r(n+3)4 terminates bottom of pairs I and 3 Cross-talk (B)
r2I, r41, ... , rn, terminaes top of pairs 2, 4,..., n .772-100.0 -64 + l5log(PO.772)
r(n+2)4, r(n44)4,-..., r(, i)4 terminates bottom of where f is frequency in MHz

pairs 2, 4, ..., n
Table 2: Category 5 Cable Specifications 4'5

Notice that any matrix that satisfies all the

possible measurement configurations is equally These specs will serve as a guideline for the
valid, but discretion should be used as to the
realization of the switch matrix due to dimension- perrormance requirements of the sum of the

components. These components shall includeal, isolation, and bandwidth limitations, network analyzer, S parameter, relay matrix,

Additionally, a connection interface must be ntokaayeSprmtr ea arx
Addiionllya cnnecionintefac mus bebaluns, cable interface, cabling and connectors.

devised that allows all pairs from both ends of Whi le anu erfcuo of 1 nz consersd
the abl tobe cnnetedto he rlaymatix.While an upper cutoff of 100 MHz is considered
the abl tobe cnnetedto he rlaymatixin this case, the same design concerns apply to

This interface must adhere to the same guidelines tigher fcaequency systems.

of negligible contribution to the measurement.

In order to develop design specifications for the
entire system, electrical performance expectation Isolation
must be clearly defimed. In this case, Category Isolation is a measure of electrical separation.
5 UTP performance establishes these boundaries. Within the cable, the most stringent cross-talk is

64dB @ 0.772 MHz. This value dictates that
the isolation of the test equipment should be
sufficiently superior as not to contribute to the
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measurement. The following three graphs .nymnk &Mi A Bandwidth
illustrate the effects of finite isolation on the Clearly the bandwidth of all components of the
cross-talk measurement. test system must be 0.772 - 100 MHz or greater.

Generally stated, the dynamic range of the
analyzer and S parameter minus the loss due to
the interconnect equipment must be greater than
the attenuation @ 100MHz of the longest cable
to be tested.

3FFECT OF ISOLATION ON XTALK ob etd
Isolation =66,B Standing Wave Ratio

.30 It is not necessary that the SWR of the
-3 -- interconnect equipment have a flat frequency

40 - response. The key importance is that the analyz-
er has a dynamic accuracy sufficient enough to

1 -50 resolve the reflection coefficient through the
~55-

60 - -interconnect equipment.
-6r ..................-
-65

.70 . 6 7 ERROR CORRECTION
0 10 20 30 40 50 Wo 7o 0 09 100

Cat 5sp Fre (MU) -.. (s•÷ati) Error correction models have been developed
such that systematic errors can be removed from

EFFECT OF ISOLATION ON rTALK the measurement. All the cable interface
Isolation I mon hardware should have sufficient repeatability in

.30 terms of insertion loss, return loss, and isolation
35 - - so as not to invalidate the calibration. The
.40- calibration will remove the systematic error-45 - "45 (within the limits of the error model chosen)
.-50 introduced by the finite isolation, attenuation,
-55 - --

.60 .. and return loss on the interconnect equipment.
Residual errors remain from sources such as

.70o imperfect calibration standards and limitations

The 7C0  L L Mozoo of the analyzer itself. In additional, random
Cat 5 spec F(z m(sp~c+isolstjon) sources of error such as noise, connectors,

cabling, and switch matrix repeatability introduce
measurement uncertainty.

he following table reflects the worst case Finally, drift is a source of measurement error
cross-talk measurement degradation for a given caused by temperature swings and equipment
margin of isolation. instability over time. In order to minimize these

errors, a recalibration schedule should be
isolation (dB) % effect on xtalk @.772 MHz established. This schedule could be developed

-100 0.21 by a history of measuring a calibration standard
-90 0.66 and plotting its measured value deviation from
-80 2.00 actual.
-70 5.51
-65 8.65

Table 3: Dependance of Cross-Talk on Isolation
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akk Connetin Inefc
A cable connection interface should allow all
pairs (both ends) of the cable to be connected

simultaneously. The main concern is to obtain a Compuer -NumkAa~ped 'baiumwL
high degree of isolation between pairs without -

sacrificing the cable integrity. As a general rule, ------- ________

the pair twist must not be disturbed more than
ý,W 2O (Xj. =wavelength at I100MHz). Reflec-
tion measurements would otherwise be adversely RF---

affected as a result. mot Krix.. C

COMPUTER INTERFACE/CONTROL
In addition to the testing hardware, it is necessary
to use a computer/controller to facilitate cable 'bd~~nbemepo~im'

testing. The computer will serve as the-
information interface for the operator and ;C

controller for the analyzer and relay matrix. ..... Rihy Oliv LinnQL.
Ca*l Under

Also, the computer will collect the data from the Test

associated measurements, perform statistical Figure 6: Automated Test Set Diagram
analysis, and generate reports.

CONCLUSION
Measurement Ib!QugbpIAI Accurate automated transmission and reflection

Each measurement configuration has a different characterization of multipair balanced pair
set of calibration coefficients. Depending on cables can be achieved with an appropriately
the error model chosen, each discrete frequency designed RF matrix, interconnection hardware,
sample may have as many as twelve correction and the use of a network analyzer, s-parameter,
coefficients associated with it. As a result, each relays, baluns, computer, computer
measurement requires an appreciable amount of control/acquisition software, and statistical
time to perform the correction. Two possible analysis software. Because the computer handles

methods for error correction include loading the all the instrumentation configurations for various

error correction coefficients to the analyzer for measurements, the necessary operator expertise
data correction or alternatively, collecting raw is minimized. Errors are subsequently reduced
data from the analyzer and performing the and time efficient testing of multiple pair cables

correction in the main processor. The previous is viable. Large samples of data can be collected

method has the advantage if corrected data from standard production, experimental trials,
displayed on the analyzer for easy visual interpre- material lots, etc. and powerful analysis can be

tation however, measurement through-put will computed to determine trends and gain
be sacrificed due to the bottle neck of the analyz- understanding of process variation.
er interface bus and the "real-time" correction.
In a multitasking environment, error correction
using the latter method can be done simultaneous
to other operations so measurement throughput
can be maximized.
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ELECTRONIC DRAWING MANAGEMENT
(IMAGING)

SYSTEM In a COPPER CABLE MANUFACTURING FACILITY

John E. Maloney* & Homero Vein**

*Butler Service Group, Phoenix, Arizona
**AT&T Network Cable Systems, Phoenix Arizona

ABSTRACT To solve the problems associated with IDENTIFYING A BOTTLENECK As indicated in
drawings being unavailable to the maintenance personnel Figure 1, our design organization was using both manual
on all shifts changes had to be made in our central filing and computerized methods to create and change the
methods. Through computerization of the drawings drawings required by engineering and maintenance. With
required by the maintenance organizations we have about 6,000 drawings per year being worked on, a
reduced costs, decreased machinery down time and bottleneck developed in the central files area due to the
increased the productivity of manufacturing equipment, labor intensive and costly method of filing, reproducing
maintenance technicians and engineers. Finding the and distributing large numbers of drawing copies. The
proper solution to our problem required a two year storage of those copies throughout the plant was also a
feasibility study and careful evaluation of our problem. Drawings were being stored in filing cabinets,
requirements for drawing availability, machinery cabinets, supervisor's and engineer's desks and

in the tool boxes of maintenance personnel. This lead to
the possibility of old drawing copies not being replaced

INTRODUCTION About four years ago a team of by updated ones and therefore the possibility of
maintenance people brought to our attention their need machinery being repaired without the most current
for drawing availability on all shifts. They expressed the information. One drawing that was revision eight was
concern that our central filing arrangement did not found in a tool box. The original drawing stored in
provide drawing copies on the off shifts, which caused central files is revision 12. This indicated four changes
unnecessary down time of machinery and losses in to the machine were made and recorded but some earlier
manpower. The problem of drawing availability was copies were still used to repair the machine. This could
given to the engineering and design organizations for a have resulted in higher scrap output or costlier repairs
solution. Through our study other problems were and higher down time for the machine.
identified and solutions sought. GATHERING SOLUTIONS Several solutions were

considered, such as, putting microfilms of the drawings in
key areas of the plant for use by the maintenance people.

MUM r C. 0W a wS.to traM This idea was rejected because we would have to ensure
that the microfilms were filed properly after use, replaced

zwhen worn or changes were made to the original also,
some prints made from the microfilms are too small to be
usable for equipment repairs. Another idea was to
convert all of our drawings to our Computer Aided
Design and Drafting (CADD) system. A study of this
showed that it would take five or more years and cost
from 1.5 to over five million dollars to complete using
current methods and technology. This method would not

.answer our needs for distribution since drawings
generated by the CADD system are in a proprietary

"----- format requiring either expensive computers or software

to view them and CADD drawings require large amounts
of electronic storage space.

Sj .)COMPUTERIZATION The studies and investigations on

methods of drawing management indicated that
computerization of all drawings pertaining to the

Figumanufacturing equipment in use was the key to the
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solution of our problems. New technology was available
to allow for the conversion of hand drawn drawings into
an electronic format. This format is easily compressible
therefore not requiring the large electronic storage space
as is required by the CADD system. Drawings can be
easily transmitted to those requiring them over our
current Local Area Network (LAN) to the existing am
personal computers connected to it. Also it does not
require expensive software or hardware to view or modify
the drawings. It was determined, the design group, 7 a
through computerizing all of our drawings could reduce
the number of designers and thus fund the project by
reducing costs of the design contract. The system
proposed and purchased was the result of a two-year
feasibility study on drawings, methods of distribution and Figure 2
vendors who offered packaged systems for managing and
distributing engineering documents that would be
compatible with our computer network. The Electronic NETWORK The systems that we considered were
Drawing Management (IMAGING) system that was required to be compatible with the twisted copper pair
purchased and installed solves the problems and allows network that was already in place. This was done to
the most current machinery drawings to be available at all insure that the costs would remain within those we
times as originally requested by the maintenance people. proposed. Figure 2 above shows the configuration of the

network as it is installed today. The only addition to the

TIME SAVINGS With all of the design organization network that was required was the addition of a fiber
trained and working on the CADD system, we realized optic leg that was necessary to overcome the
changes to drawings were quicker and better in quality recommended maximum distance between network hubs
when done electronically. Although the design of 100 meters. The other option available to us was to
organization was reduced in size they continue to service add hubs every 100 meters. This would have resulted in
the needs for designs and drawings with no reduction in down time of the network while the cabling was spliced
production or increases in time. Studies have suggested and electricity was provided to power the hubs. Although
that a 25 to 30 percent reduction in time can be attained this method would have made available more hubs
for drawing changes when they are completed through the facility they would not be utilized as their
electronically. By purchasing and installing editing locations were in areas that did not require a computer
software for the IMAGING system computers used by the system. With the addition of this fiber hub we are now
designers, this reduction in time for drawing changes is able to connect those areas of our facility requiring
being realized, drawings to our personal computer network and the

IMAGING system.
AVAILABILITY Under the old system, when a drawing
was checked out for manual changes, the original was no -J -
longer available to maintenance or engineering for
reference if full size copies were required and no method
was in place to tell the requester that a drawing was I1W I
subject to change. The only copy available was from
microfilm, which when printed resulted in a copy up to
50% smaller than the original. In some cases these OE
microfilm copies were not usable due to the illegibility of

the smaller size. The IMAGING system answers this
problem by allowing full size copies of all drawings to be
plotted when needed. If a designer is working on a
drawing, on the IMAGING system anyone requesting the
drawing receives a message indicating the drawing is
subject to change aid should be used with caution. By
electronically transmitting drawings throughout the Figure 3
facility, down time of machinery and losses in manpower
are reduced through fewer trips to central files. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION Figure 3 shows the

configuration of the system as it is used today. There is
a computer, used as a file server, and an optical disk
jukebox that are located in the computer room. There are
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twenty-five personal computers for viewing or marking CONVERSION METHOD Figure 4 shows the method
up drawings and one for plotting in the engineering used to convert drawings to the electronic format used by
organization connected to the file server, through the the IMAGING system. The initial 40,000 drawings,
local area network. A personal computer in each of two targeted for placement on the system, were scanned by an
major maintenance areas of the plant is used for viewing outside vendor. Time and money were saved on this
and plotting drawings. Personal computers in the test set project by scanning microfilm aperture cards instead of
maintenance and the machinery parts (M.P.) storeroom the original drawings. The cost of scanning full size
area are used for viewing drawings. Test set maintenance drawings would have been four times as expensive due to
and M.P. storeroom can plot drawings to either of the the time and labor involved. The scanned drawings
two major maintenance areas when drawing copies are included those that were generated on the CADD system,
needed. Three computers are connected in the design this was done so we could start the conversion before the
area for viewing and editing drawings. The design IMAGING system was in place and to save the time and
organization has a computer plot station as well as manpower that would have been required to separate the
scanners for adding drawings to our drawing system. The CADD drawings from the manual drawings. Once the
CADD system is connected to the network to allow for IMAGING system was in place, the scanned image files
the semiautomatic electronic transfer of drawings from were indexed by drawing and sheet number, titles and
CADD files to the IMAGING systems files. revisions and then linked to their associated information

in a data base on the file server. This association
FILE STORAGE CADD drawings are in vector format between the data base and the image allow users to
requiring each line, circle, square or any other piece of search and retrieve drawings in a short time, using "key"
information on the drawings to be filed together with words when the drawing and sheet number is not known
information defining its length, size, relation to other or when known by using the drawings part numbers. The
items, etc. This results in an electronic file that is large electronic images, generated through scanning and after
and not easily compressible with our present software, indexing, have been stored on thirteen optical disks. All

requiring large electronic storage space and devices. The of the optical disks are stored in the jukebox allowing

IMAGING system uses files in a raster format which users to view each drawing after the information is found

consists of a series of dots similar to a photograph in the in the data base without the need to manually change
newspaper. This raster format does not have any disks. An average of 8,000 drawings is stored on each
intelligent information associated in the files. Raster files disk in the jukebox that has a total capacity of thirty-two
are more compressible than CADD vector files therefore disks and is about the size of a two drawer filing cabinet.
requiring less electronic storage space and are The ability to store this amount of information on each
decompressed only for viewing and plotting. With the disk is due to the format of the images and their ability to
large numbers of drawings in use today this compression be compressed.
allows for the storage to be accomplished in a device no
larger than a two drawer filing cabinet. This is compared
to the near 500 square foot space required to store all of
the original drawings. CM_ ______ M__ . ,_A__ M & _A,__M_ _-

h7:~ ,,u•='-•

_AM Figure 5

TODAY Figure 5 shows the current method of
generating, storing, and distributing drawings. As shown
here, central files is no longer a bottleneck but instead is

Figure 4 utilized for storage of hand drawn originals and
microfilming all drawings ensuring that a backup system
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exists if there are problems with the LAN or computer another whenever it is required. Someday, maybe even
system. Drawings requiring extensive changes are transferring drawings from one manufacturing facility to
redrawn on the CADD system but the changes to hand another - ELECTRONICALLY - ACROSS
generated drawings, when not extensive, are completed COUNTRY - OR AROUND THE WORLD - so
on the IMAGING system. All changes to drawings that we may share our technology with others without
originally created on the CADD system are completed on using paper.
the CADD system to ensure the intelligence and integrity
of the CADD files. Vendor drawings and drawings from
other locations are added to our system through scanning
of the hard copies. The design organization now uses
both the CADD and IMAGING system to complete
projects and little or no manual drafting is done today.
The IMAGING system was designed to compliment the
CADD system not to replace it.

This current method of drawing revision and creation
allows almost immediate availability of all drawings after
their approval. This is accomplished through a check
out/check in procedure on the IMAGING system and John Maloney started working at AT&T in 1973 as a

through semiautomatic electronic means from the CADD contract employee in the engineering design organization.

system. Through computerization, our design to Starting as an engineering draftsman and leading to the
maintenance shop time has been reduced, the bottleneck position that he holds today as the Supervisor and
in central files has been eliminated and there is a Representative of the contract design organization.

reduction in down time as a result of quick drawing In 1989 he lead a team of Designers and Engineers that

availability when required. proposed and implemented the Electronic Engineering
Drawing Management (IMAGING) System that is used

SAVINGS Although Electronic Drawing Management or today at the AT&T Phoenix Works.

IMAGING systems are relatively new, they provide a Mr. Maloney received his Associates in Arts Degree in

leading edge technology that offers time and labor Drafting and Design from Glendale Community College

savings over manual methods of drawing management in 1978. His office is currently located at AT&T Phoenix

and distribution. Some of these savings cannot be readily Works, 505 N. 51st Avenue, Phoenix, Arizona 85043.
seen on a daily basis but will be felt when a critical piece
of equipment requiring repairs breaks down and central
files does not have an attendant on duty. If the
machinery can be put back in service faster with the
drawings available on the personal computer network, the
IMAGING system soon becomes an asset to the
maintenance shops and our production schedules.

WHAT'S NEW The IMAGING system is on the
forefront of technology and because it is relatively new
technology all is not perfect with it. While connecting
the system to our network, we were required to add a
fiber optic extension to overcome the limitation of
distance that the twisted copper pair network imposed.
The speed of retrieving drawings is relatively slow due to
the format of the files. The IMAGING system vendor is Homero Vela was born in 1951 in Brownsville, Texas.

updating our oftware to increase the speed of viewing He received a Bachelor of Science Degree in Industrial

drawings. A Windows version of the viewing software is Engineering at the University of Houston in 1978, and

being added to the engineering computers to give them began working for AT&T in that same year.

the capability of copying parts of drawings and using After a series of assignments in Maintenance and

them in other computer generated documents such as Engineering, he became Manager of Engineering in 1989.
operating and maintenance instructions. In this capacity he has been responsible for new product

and process developments for the Copper Telephony

THE FUTURE After a year of operation our IMAGING Business Unit.
system is at less than half its designed capacity. As we Mr. Vela received his Master of Technology Degree from

utilize the power and versatility of the system, we expect Arizona State University in 1992. His office is located at

to find new uses for our ability to quickly transfer AT&T Phoenix Works, 505 N. 51st Avenue, Phoenix,
information from one area of the manufacturing facility to Arizona 85043.
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A DECADE OF EXPERIENCE - REVIEW OF POLYETHYLENE INSULATION
PERFORMANCE IN ABOVE GROUND INSTALLATIONS IN AUSTRALIA

Mr. P. Boes and Mr. P. Latoszynski
Telstra Corporation Limited

Melbourne, Australia

ABSTRACT widely in rural areas whereas the UTB is

The Australian telecommunications network, like most predominantly designated for urban distribution
networks world-wide, retains a heavy dependence on the cable. The performance of the cable insulation
existing polyolefin insulated conductor (PIC) cable systems within these above ground joints is highly
technology, irrespective of the substantial advances in dependent on the prevailing thermal climatic
optical fibre communications. Historically, one disadvantage conditions which, in Australia, are quite varied,
of these external plant PIC systems has been their ranging from tropical and arid through to cooler
susceptibility to thermo-oxidative deterioration. From the temperate conditions. In the more harsh thermal
time the problem first became evident in the USA in the mid environments of central and northern Australia,
1960's the phenomenon has been the subject of extensive
investigation. Not surprisingly, Australian systems which where air temperatures within closures approach
are exposed to comparable, if not harsher environmental 60°C, the oxidative stability of the total polymeric
conditions to that found in the USA, have to some extent insulation system is of critical importance.
reflected the US experience. This paper reviews the
experiences of a decade of field and laboratory investigation Over many years thermo-oxidative deterioration of
in Australia into the performance of cellular polyethylene insulation in above ground closures has been
insulation in above ground installations. It outlines the
various material, environment and design/work practice witnessed and addressed to varying degrees. This
approaches that can be adopted to enhance the performance was particularly evident with the premature failure
of future systems and those under threat in existing above of the solid low density polyethylene insulations of
ground installations. the pre-1970's era in Australia and the USA1- 6.

With the knowledge gained from the extensive
investigations into oxidative degradation and

INTRODUCTION thermal stability testing, the ensuing development
of high density polyethylene solid and cellular

The Australian telecommunications network insulation systems was expected to reduce the
despite having a sizeable commitment to optical incidence of failure of insulation in above ground
fibre technology does have a significant reliance on situations. This expectation was in part supported
the existing polyolefin insulated conductor (PIC) by subsequent field investigations 7. However,
cable network. It is estimated that in excess of 50 recently reported premature insulation deterioration
million pair kilometres (pkm) of below ground and, of foam skin 'jelly' filled cable systems in the USA,
to a lesser extent, aerial PIC cable service the which occurred within a short period of service
telecommunications needs throughout Australia. Its exposure8 , has raised concerns with all current and
performance is therefore critical to the overall future installations. The contribution of cable
network operation. filling compound interactions to the degradative

process, although referred to over recent years9-1 I,
Approximately 7.5 million pkm is used in the rural were not envisaged to reduce the life expectancy of
subscriber distribution network which is dependent PIC cable systems to such a degree.
on a substantial level of above ground cable
jointing, in either above ground jointing posts Although no such related failures have been
(AGJP's), akin to the US pedestal, or pole mounted witnessed in Australia to date, the US experience
untailed terminal boxes (UTB's). The AGJP is used prompted a more comprehensive evaluation and
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review of fully filled cable performance in the Stabiliser Stabiliser System Insulation
Australian environment. Code (Trade Names) Polymer

A Hostanox 03/Eastman OABH Cellular HDPE
This paper discusses both the results of a recent B Permanax WSP/Eastman OABH Cellular HDPE
investigation into in-service filled cable C Irganox 1010/Eastman OABH Cellular HDPE
performance in the Australian network, and a D Cyanox 1790/Eastman OABH Cellular HDPE
decade of field and laboratory investigations into E Irganox 1035/Irganox MD 1024 Cellular HDPE
the performance of cellular polyethylene insulation F Permanax WSP Solid MDPE
in above ground installations. It highlights the Table 1. Insulation Stabiliser Systems Trialed.
critical relationships between the materials used,
the environment, joint closure design and work The stabilised insulation samples in the trials were
practices issues, all of which impinge on strategies exposed to the thermal conditions within:
both for improvement of future systems and the a standard galvanised metal AGJP's
rehabilitation of existing plant. • standard AGJP's with reflective PVC covers

0 complete cable sections.
REVIEW OF FIELD AND LABORATORY

INVESTIGATIONS The parameter used to follow the performance or
the extent of deterioration of insulation was the

The focus of the investigations was on the well recognised Oxidation Induction Time (OIT) at
performance of cellular high density polyethylene 200'C, which effectively measures the oxidative
(HDPE) insulations, of both dry core and filled stability of the insulation systems.
cable constructions, when subjected to extremes of
thermal exposure in controlled field trials and in Experimental Results and Discussion
true field situations. With the expectation that
deterioration of filled cable would be more Stabiliser Variation
prevalent, emphasis was also placed on laboratory Figure 1 indicates the dependence of insulation
investigations into stabiliser/filling compound stability on the stabiliser system used with dry core
interactions and the resultant influence they may cable insulation. The decrease in this cellular
have on the overall performance in the field. insulation stability in the above ground posts can

differ markedly, as observed with the stabiliser
Field Exposure Trials systems A and D, where the retention of stabiliser

effectiveness was 50% and 29% respectively after
The controlled field trials centred on determination 8 years exposure. With identical stabiliser levels
of insulation performance as a function of: present it is evident that the selection of the

"• stabiliser system (Table 1) appropriate hindered phenolic antioxidant is
"* cable filling compound contact critical for improved insulation life expectancy.
"* insulation environment

I1Yar0 *4year E 8year
All systems were exposed to thermal environments 1yr Exposmue Period

representative of the harsher climatic scenarios so
typical of many parts of Australia. The trial sites
were the hot, dry environment of Cloncurry, inland
northern Australia (latitude 20 40' South), and the 40

hot, humid environment of Innisfail, coastal north-
eastern Australia (latitude 17 31' South). The
summer mean maximum temperatures at these sites 0mm
are 38°C and 30'C respectively. The site at A abil=so r sCPWM 0

Cloncurry also experiences a greater number of
sunshine days than that at Innisfail making it more Figure 1. Retention of OIT of Dry Core Cable Insulation on
thermally severe on above ground installations. Ageing in AGJP's at Cloncurry
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Filling Compound Contact OIT (min)

Where insulation is in contact with filling 1mm1

compound the selection of an appropriate stabiliser so111
system is more critical. The majority of stabilisers
investigated exhibited considerable interaction with s0 .)

the filling compound and as a result the respective 40- .. AC
e" ".. .y!em A (Ctoncun"Y)

insulation oxidative stabilities were reduced in a -. *....20

relatively short time (Figure 2). This was

particularly evident with the more traditionally 0
used stabiliser systems of C and E. However, with 0 m l Ageols-,91 d (e'd 20 30
the availability of stabilisers less prone to filler Figure 3. Impact of Climatic Variation on Oxidative
interaction, such as the antioxidant of system A, Stability of Insulation in AGJP's.
the detrimental effect of filling compounds can be
markedly reduced. The positive effect of reduction of temperature is

again evident in Figure 4 where the immediate
100 thermal environment at the joint was modified by

Mi year Ni year U 6 oar applying a protective/reflective white PVC cover
to Expoure Perlo over the existing metal AGJP. This approach

8 68lLreduced the temperature of the internal closure
environment by up to 10°C, which in turn

40 decelerated the oxidative degradation process to
"20 the extent where insulation life increased twofold.

0OIT (m In)

0 A SE 100 i)
Insulatlon Stabiller Syelem0

Figure 2. Retention of OIT of Filled Cable Insulation on so

Ageing in AGJP's at Cloncurry. so

Complementary to stabiliser selection is the 40

selection/development of filling compound 20 . sy--m F (Wi, l C-

formulations whict, interact to a lesser extent with " .... F (pow)

stabilisers, an are i discussed in more detail in 0 Soo mlgng 0:.&d(dncurienV I
subsequent sections of this paper. 1___

Figure 4. Variation in Insulation Oxidative Stability due to

Insulation Environment Joint Closure Temperature Reduction by

It is well established that the thermal environment Application of Reflective White PVC Cover.

of the joint closure, due to both the general climatic A further environment modifying aspect thatconditions external to the joint and to the jointAfuteeniom tmdfygasetht
condesigns i xtselfhas ao s oifnt inf e ton the oife became evident in the trials was associated with the
design itself, has a significant influence on the life exposure of fully sheathed cable to direct sunlight.
expectancy of the insulation withinS,12A3. Figure 3 This test simulates the exposure typical of cable
exemplifies the performance variation that can be storage in the line yard and, to a lesser extent, the
observed with climatic variation. Exposure of the sheathed portion of cable in jointing posts. The
same insulation system in closures at Cloncurry oxidative stability of the insulation within the
and Innisfail predictably resulted in a significant exposed cable samples was considerably less
difference in life expectancy. This pattern was affected than the identical insulation in the
found to be consistent with all dry core and filled unsheathed state within the AGJP (Figure 5). It is
cable systems trialed. thought that the reduction of air space around the

insulation, due to the presence of filling compound,
in combination with the thermal shielding effect by
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the sheath contributes to the reduction of the above ground joints had been adversely affected
thermo-oxidative processes of insulation systems. irrespective of the stabiliser systems used. The OIT
This observation is further supported by values for the 1978/79 cable installations were of
observations of insulation performance in true field particular concern as they indicated little, if any,
situations discussed in subsequent sections of the stabiliser was present and therefore these systems
paper. are the most likely to fail within the near future.
-_____ __ However, unlike the experiences of the USA where

o0rr I,) failures were observed, within 10 years8, no
tOO, insulation failures have been observed with the

0. Australian filled cable network after 15 years

00 1 "sy7- _ A ncl.-A ) exposure. The life expectancy of these systems is

40 -- n p expected to be further extended in the case where
4A "l"-- Pat) .. ..-. the white PVC covers were placed over the metal

20 jointing post. The OIT values in these joints were,
I in some instances, double that of the non protected0 ; .

0 500 s,2ng Perl . 00,.tli? 2500 joints, which confirms the benefits of temperature
reduction within the closure.

Figure 5. Comparison of Filled Cable Insulation Oxidative
Stability when Exposed as Sheathed and OIT OIT OIT
Unsheathed Cable. Year of @ 200'C @ 200'C @ 200'C Stabiliser

Installation (exposed (with (pre- Code

It should be stressed that the trends observed relate insulation) cover) installation
to specific Australian systems and some variance in _

performance may occur subject to use of differing 1978n9 <5 min N/A 40 C

polymer systems, filling compound formulations 1 <5 min N/A 75 E

and stabiliser levels. It is, however, clear that 1980/83 10-15 min N/A 40 C

consideration of these factors together with the 1984/86 10-15 min 20-25 55 B

intended exposure environment is necessary for the N/A = Not Available

enhancement of life expectancy of polyethylene Table 2. Oxidative Stability of Field Insulations Examined.
installations.

As previously mentioned the extent of insulation
In - Service Performance Survey deterioration can be minimised by retaining as

much totally sheathed cable as practicable to
In light of the generally poor performance of filled isolate the insulation from the external
cable insulation observed in the above trials and environment. This factor is further highlighted in
the report of premature failure of similar systems in Figure 6 which shows the OIT distribution of filled
the USA, a comprehensive survey of above ground, cable insulation throughout typical joint closures,
in-service jointing systems was carried out. The similar to that observed in the USA 8. A substantial
areas surveyed were inland regions of South - West increase in oxidative stability is observed for the
Queensland and South Australia which lie between unexposed insulation in the sheathed cable in the
latitudes of 250 and 350 South and have similar jointing post and below ground, for both the 1983
climatic conditions to Cloncurry in both cable (system C) and 1979 cable (system E)
temperature and sunshine exposure. examples cited.

Cellular polyethylene insulated filled cables were Laboratory Investigations
introduced into the Australian network in the late
1970's so at the time of the survey the oldest cables As shown by field trials and the in-service cable
examined had been exposed for approximately 10 survey, the presence of filling compound reduces
years. The results of the survey, summarised in the life expectancy of the insulation, particularly
Table 2, confirmed that the insulations exposed in when it is exposed to the higher thermal regimes
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S01T (minutes) The varying extractability characteristics of

individual stabilisers is also evident in Figure 8,

System C System E with the insulation stabilised with system A
8 2 - 4 proving the least prone to filling compound

•-10 21 interaction.

14 31 1 day.sb 60c

$0

- l Ground level so

40

A U C 9
Inusleon iStablIIer lyemts

Figure 6. Distribution of OITs of Filled Cable Insulation in Figure 8. Retention of O1Ts after 7 Days Ageing at 60°C in
Above and Below Ground Post Situation. Unstabilised Filling Compound.

of above ground closures. The laboratory It was further observed that the incorporation of
investigation, an adjunct of previously reported antioxidants into the filling compound retarded this
work9, focused on the definition of the mechanism extraction process. The exact mechanism, although
of stabiliser/filling compound interaction and not fully defined, is considered to involve the
potential procedures for the retardation of this attainment of an equilibrium of stabiliser
process. concentration between the filling compound and

the insulation material. The effectiveness of this
Figure 7 shows the extent of reduction in insulation retardation process is dependent on both the
oxidative stability on contact with 'unstabilised' antioxidant type and its concentration. Figure 9
filling compound for a short period at 600C and at shows the improved insulation performance for
23*C. The extent of reduction in oxidative stability different antioxidants in the filling compound.
is dependent on the propensity for stabiliser Likewise, Figure 10 indicates that with increased
interaction with the filling compound. This levels of antioxidant in the filling compound the
interaction is primarily linked to the insulation retains a high level of oxidative stability.
solubility/extractability characteristics of stabilisers O I histion: HOPE - System B

with the oil fraction of the filling compound. so Filling Compound :
I : Insojell 2900A - •ganox 545 (0.5%)

4011 2: InsojeK 2900A - Permianx WSP (0.6%)
Off (r 40I 3 : nsojel1 2900A - Unstabilised (1)

70 30...........

so (2)so 28 en

40 In0Ilon HOPE -SyM 0 10 A& - 2-,Filling .o2tw ondI~ee : - ----------- -- .- 030 Inloell 2J;A - Unsldbillsed0 I l I t .

",0 0 so 1" 11,1111• M,• 2-c 396
10 Ageing peed (days l IM)

0 Figure 9. Filling Compound Stabilisation Effects on Ageing
0 20 4AIng poo°v.i",) o 10o Characteristics of Cellular Insulation

Figure 7. Ageing Characteristics of Cellular Insulation in
Contact with Unstabilised Filling Compound.
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Off (mi) process may occur at temperatures closer to true

40 1• , operating conditions.40 [ - ' (3,) .

3- .... lin... Com.ound ~Ol1 5 (aIn) 55
--------- Insuist° n: HOPE - System 8 3 Unsltabilsid insulation

Filling Compound 61) in insoiall (1% io)O2
20 :1 0 it l2900A : kQnX 565 (1.0%) 12) nho 11 00

2: inuogllV 2 OA Irgano 565 (0.5%)
3: insotell 2900A - Unslabilisod 20

0% 1 -i
0 so 100 Agig50t (o' 200 C IN0 300 10.

Figure 10. Filling Compound Stabiliser Concentration
Effects on Ageing Characteristics of Cellular 0 0 , 2 1 ,
Insulation. 0 5 P.H.A .*.kIv, 0 sc Is

Figure 12. Insulation Oxidative Stability Enhancement of
In addition to the prospect of retarding stabiliser Unstabilised Insulation on Contact with Stabilised
extraction from insulation by using stabilised Filling Compound.
filling compound, the potential for a reverse
process of diffusion of filling compound stabiliser
into a stabiliser deficient insulation was examined. INSULATION PERFORMANCE

ENHANCEMENT STRAIES
A sample of insulation first exposed to an
unstabilised filling compound to reduce its It should be noted that as the thermal environment
oxidative stability, was then exposed to a stabilised of the insulation is the most critical parameter the
filling compound at an elevated temperature. After most effective means of reducing the rate of
a short time a significant increase in oxidative oxidative degradation is to maintain the entire
stability of the insulation was observed (Figure 11), cable network below ground in the substantially
indicating that stabiliser from the filling compound cooler environment. However, as this approach in
had diffused into the cell structure of the many instances is considered the least cost
insulation. effective, in both hardware and manpower

resources, particularly in the short term, alternative
CoT (Fill) insulationd: HOPC- System e strategies need to be adopted for the above ground

50 Filling Compound: ad pe:
S: Inaolell 2900A. -Prmanox 5S5 (0.5%) installations.

40 3: hmojell 2900A - Unstabilised

(-- The approaches for the enhancement of cellular
/ .......... 2) insulation in above ground installations are focused

20 -" on three areas: materials formulation, joint closure
10 • (3) design and work practices, each differing in the

(d .y degree of complexity and ultimate effectiveness.
0 Ing rld y 2k.¢) 25 30 The benefits and draw backs of each aresummarised below.

Figure 11. Insulation Oxidative Stability Enhancement on
Contact with Stabilised Filling Compound. Matris Formulaton

A further test was carried out to observe if this
reverse process would also take place with The base material selections for both insulation

insulation that had no prior contact with filling compound and cable filling compound are

compound and was deficient of stabiliser. Exposure reasonably well entrenched in all

of the unstabilised insulation to stabilised filling telecommunications networks world-wide and at

compounds resulted in a marked increase in OIT of present there does not appear to be the impetus for

the insulation (Figure 12). Even though this was any alteration to this situation for both sound

carried out at 80°C it suggests that a similar technical and commercial reasons.
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Options Advantages Disadvantages
Insulation
"* higher stabiliser levels * improved protection against • marginal cost penalty

oxidative deterioration
"• alternative stabiliser

systems
a) primary and secondary e potential improved protection • limited information on

antioxidant variations against oxidative deterioration proven systems
b) less oil-extractable * reduced premature depletion of * probable cost penalty

stabilisers stabilisers
Filling Compound
"* total stabilisation a reduced insulation stabiliser loss * substantial cost penalty

0 improved oxidative protection for
insulation and filling compound

"* partial stabilisation • protection of most vulnerable part * field application
(around joint) of network difficulties/inconvenience

Table 3. Material Focused Strategies for the Enhancement of Insulation Performance in External
Plant Above Ground Installations.

Options Advantages Disadvantages
Work Practices
"* persist with current plant - e re-establish functional joint * high cost

repair / replace as required * accepted practices unchanged
" minimise length of 0 less exposed vulnerable insulation a none evident

unsheathed cable in joint a in situ source of stabilised
insulation for re-jointing

" retain stabilised filling * reduction of moisture related faults * field application
compound around joint I reduction in insulation stabiliser difficulties

I extraction
Joint Closure Design
"* white PVC covers a simple, inexpensive * cover life expectancy

• reduction of joint temperature unknown
" white Plastics AGJP ° less expensive than metal designs * construction life

• reduction of joint temperature expectancy unknown
* less robust

" re enterable sealed / • exclusion of environmental factors • increased cost
encapsulated joints - moisture and air flow • variability in design

• reduction in insulation stabiliser possibilities
depletion • work practices

I difficulties

Table 4. Network Design and Work Practices Focused Strategies for the Enhancement of
Insulation Performance in External Plant Above Ground Installations.

The strategy direction in Australia has therefore listed in Table 4 with their respective advantages
been focused on material stabilisation and disadvantages.
modification. The advantages and disadvantages of
such approaches are outlined in Table 3. The final adoption of any or all of the approaches

is subject to their acceptance on the basis of
Network Design and Work Practices performance expectation, economic factors and

field implementation practicability.
The design and practices options that are potential
candidates for the enhancement of the network are
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THE TEMPERATURE OF AERIAL PLANT AND ITS EFFECT UPON
FOAM-SKIN INSULATION LIFE

Tim Dougherty Ed Gurney
AT&T Network Cable Systems GTE Telephone Operations

Phoenix, Arizona Irving, Texas

ABSTRACT The advances in foam-skin stabilization led GTE to reconsider
its use for aerial applications in 1991. Several concerns

The temperatures of aerial filled cables and closures were remained to be addressed because this was a new application
measured at a test site in Phoenix, Arizona, and compared to for foam-skin insulation. The first was a need to understand
pedestal temperatures. Aerial temperatures were dependent the aerial temperature environment in detail, especially relative
upon cable or closure size and design, an important aspect of to pedestal temperatures, since the pedestal experience was the
which was color. The peak temperatures of insulations in basis for stabilization specifications. A 1988 study in Las
black free-breathing closures were higher than in a typical light VegasE'l indicated maximum temperatures of 117'F in aerial
green PC-6 pedestal. The temperatures in sealed stainless steel closures which were surprisingly lower than pedestal
closures were only slightly higher than in a PC-6 pedestal. temperatures measured by Bellcoret6J. In addition, the aerial
The impact of higher temperatures upon insulation life was study did not provide an hourly temperature history to allow
estimated by integrating measured temperature histories with a calculation of the impact of temperature upon insulation life.
an insulation life model. The insulation life model assumed
compliance with a 260 day 90°C pedestal test which included The second concern was the daily exposure of aerial cables to
cable preaging. The results indicated an acceptable life high temperatures, which could maximize filling compound-
expectancy for foam-skin insulations in aerial closures, insulation interactions. If an aerial splice was added years

after the initial installation to create a new drop, it would be
INTRODUCTION important to prove that the insulations in the new splice would

contain adequate levels of stabilizer to assure life performance.
The high cost of maintaining nonpressurized air core PlC

cables in aerial plant is a problem for many telephone A joint AT&T-GTE study was begun in 1991 to resolve these
companies due to their exposure to a variety of hazards. The questions. A test site was established at the AT&T Phoenix
common symptom is the presence of water in aerial spans Works because the high temperatures in Arizona would
caused by condensation or by sheath or closure damage from provide a worst case study.
storms, birds, squirrels, tree abrasions and even bullets. GTE
recognized that maintenance costs can be reduced through the EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES
use of 80°C ETPR filled cables in the air. Initial applications
specified solid insulations because of their robust Two poles were spaced 50 feet apart in an east-west direction
characteristics. Foam-skin insulations offered a 15% diameter with support strands at 12, 15 and 18 foot levels as shown in
reduction, a 15 to 20% weight reduction and lower cost to Figure 1. A 50 pair 24 AWG foam-skin 80*C ETPR filled
enhance overall savings. However, a major concern existed, cable with alpeth sheath and 0.75 inch diameter was suspended
the cracking of foam-skin insulations in closures due to high
temperature exposure over extended periods. This had been a
problem in pedestals in high temperature environments.

During the past 5 years, the U.S. telephone cable industry has
been addressing the insulation cracking issue. A summary of
the problem, the causes and the proposed specification changes
can be obtained from papers published by Bellcore"15213 .
Research demonstrated that the primary culprit reducing
insulation life was the interaction between cable filling
compounds and the stabilizers within the insulations. Cable
stabilization requirements 14 1 were modified through the addition
of a 28 day 70°C cable preaging step to the qualifying pedestal
test. The cable manufacturers and material suppliers responded
by boosting the levels of stabilizers and copper deactivators in
raw materials to compensate for stabilizer losses. Figure 1. Phoenix Test Site
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below the top strand. A 1200 pair cable of similar design but The second method of aerial cable temperature measurement

2.7 inch diameter was placed at the mid level. The lowest was accomplished by inserting a 24 AWG bare junction type

level included 3 large commercial closures on a 25 foot section J thermocouple between the jacket and the aluminum shield on

of the 1200 pair cable and 3 small closures of similar designs the top of the cable on the south side of the support strand to

mounted on a 25 foot section of the 50 pair cable. The assure full sun exposure.

closures were spaced approximately 4½/2 feet apart. A variety
of commercial pedestals were spaced approximately 4 feet The closure and pedestal temperatures were measured using

apart below the aerial cables to allow temperature comparisons, bare junction 24 AWG type J thermocouples. Typically 2 or

All closures and pedestals included simulated splices. A 3 thermocouples were used depending upon the closure or

summary of the hardware designs and dimensions is given in pedestal size and configuration. The wire work inside the

Table 1. For reference, the coordinates of the test site were large closures was flared after cutting several units. One

1120 10' 02" West, 330 27' 04" North at an altitude of 1064 thermocouple was used to measure the temperature of the top

feet. surface of the plastic or metal closure and was located on the
south side of the support strand. A second was placed at the

Table I top of the flared wire work within 1 inch of the cover and a

third was located within the wires at the center of the closure.
Dimensions of Outside Plant Cable and Apparatus

Aeial Cabl Each pedestal contained sections of the 50 pair cable which

50 Pair-24 AWG-Foam-Skin-80OC ETPR-Alpeth-.75" Diameter extended from the bottom of the pedestal. The lower section

1200 Pair-24 AWG-Foam-Skin-80°C ETPR-Alpeth-2.7" Diameter of each pedestal was filled with fine gravel. The center
section of sheath was removed and the wires were looted

Aerial Closures Diameter Luh within 6 inches of the top. Again 2 or 3 thermocouples were
Large Black Free-Breathing 7.7" 29.5" installed. One was used to measure the top surface
Large White Free-Breathing 7.7" 29.5"
Large Stainless Steel Sealed 9.8" 28.0" temperature, a second to measure the temperature on the top

Small Black Free-Breathing 3.5" 24.0" surface of any inner sealing dome or chamber and a third at
Small White Free-Breathing 3.5" 24.0" the top of the wire work.
Small Stainless Steel Sealed 4.3" 25.8"

s Fluke Hydra Data Loggers, Model 2625, were placed in an air

PC-6 6- " x 6" conditioned structure which was located adjacent to one of the

PC-6+Dome. 6"x6" poles to collect and store 40 channels of resistance and
Dome = 2.7" Diameter x 14" Long Sealed thermocouple data. Connections were made to the individual
Black Plastic Bottle with Metalized Liner thermocouples, which were only 3 feet long, using shielded 16

Green Plastic Dual Sealed Chamber- AWG iron-constantan thermocouple wire. The data were
Outer Shell = 9.4" Diameter
Inner Chamber = 5.4" Diameter x 18" High accessed by a PC via modems.

Green Plastic+Dome-7. " Diameter
PC-6+White Flood Cover-7" x 7" For Cover The temperature monitoring system was calibrated by inserting
Gray Plastic Flood Cover-7.5" x 7.5" At Top Of Cover the thermocouple junctions in an ice bath. The maximum error

10" x 10" At Bottom Of Cover was ±1"F. The accuracy of the temperature measurement via

Note: The Height Of All Pedestals Was 31" +/- 2" Above Ground. resistance was estimated to be ±2°F. The data were
automatically recorded every 15 minutes and down loaded to
a computer every second week over a period of 2 years for

INSTRUMENTATION analysis.

Two methods were used to measure the temperatures of the
aerial cables. The first technique was based upon the TEMPERATURE DATA
temperature dependance of the resistance of copper conductors.
Six conductors were spliced together at the ends of the cable As one can imagine, the quantity of data obtained from the

so as to loop back and forth 6 times through a unit in the above test site was overwhelming. bata were analyzed for a
cable. This improved the measurement accuracy by providing number and variety of days. The key issue was the relative

a total resistance of approximately 8 ohms. A single differences between the temperatures of insulations in pedestals

measurement was made in the 50 pair cable and two and those in the aerial plant. This can be illustrated by

measurements were made in the 1200 pair cable, one in an studying a very hot day. The day of June 24, 1992 was
inner unit and one in an outer unit. Because the units are chosen because of its 112°F maximum air temperature and its

stranded and the core cabled, the resulting resistance, and proximity to the summer solstice, which maximized the height

hence temperature measurements, were an average for that of the sun in the sky and the length of the daylight hours.
layer. The resistances were measured at a known temperature Sunrise occurred at 5:20 am and sunset at 7:40 pm.
in the laboratory before the cables were placed outside. A four
wire measurement of resistance was made to minimize error. As will be seen, the apparatus temperatures are a balance

The standard technique for calculating temperature as a between the radiant heat absorbed from the sun, the heat losses

function of resistance and wire conductivity was appliedi'. via convection to the air, the conduction losses to the cable or
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to the earth and the heat capacity of the cable or apparatus. however, during June the resistance measurement was erratic
The combination of high ambient temperatures, low humidity due to a poor connection and so the data are not shown. The

and lack of wind in the desert during the day can produce high smaller cable temperature peaked at 125T.

equilibrium temperatures.

Temperature data for a typical PC-6 light green pedestal are Aerial Cable Temperatures
shown in Figure 2, which will serve as a reference. Note that

maximum top surface temperature reached 140°F near noon, 170
while the wire temperatures gradually increased to 13071 late 1 ..
in the afternoon. The air temperature is also shown. 180 -

u~140-Pedestal Temperatures 1
PC-6/Phoenix-6/24/92 

130-

170. 180-

140 - 9 0i ..
130- = 00-"

120- 70

130 8 12 16 20 24
110- Hour

100-1 Jacket -+ Air
90. .Figure 4

70. Temperatures in the large black free breathing closure are
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 shown in Figure 5. The black plastic temperature reached 160

Hour to 170°F while the wires approached 140T, 107F hotter than
SWires )- Top Surface -+-- Air in the PC-6 pedestal. Simply painting that same closure white

Figure 2 as suggested by Bellcoret1l for pedestals, significantly lowered
wire temperatures to within 10F of ambient as shown in

The aerial cable temperatures are shown in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 6. Before this is done, the longevity of a paint or of a
The 1200 pair cable internal wire temperatures and the jacket white closure due to sun exposure would have to be
temperatures were equal, demonstrating the ability of the cable investigated.
materials to rapidly transfer heat to equalize temperatures
within the cable. The 2.7 inch diameter cable achieved a Aerial Closure Temperatures
maximum temperature of 135TF. The same temperature Large-Blacl/Phoenix 6/24/92
uniformity was observed in the 0.75 inch diameter cable; 170-

Aerial Cable Temperatures 160
1200 Pair-24 AWG/Phoenix 6/24/92 150•

170- 140.
18 .. ... . 130-

i. 140-" v_• 110-

13D- 100-

120- 9 0-

110•

0 4 8 12 16 20 24
I 'Hour

80" 'e Inner Wires - Outer Wires -44- Top Sulface -4--ir

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 Figure 5
Hour

-Imer Wires -f- Outer Wires -N- Jacket - A Temperatures in the large stainless steel sealed closure were
between those of the black and the white closures as shown in

Figure 3 Figure 7. The outer wires which were close to the cover
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approached 135F, while those in the center approached 125-F. Table 2
Slightly lower temperatures were observed in the small

closures. The maximum surface temperatures and the average Outside Plant Temperatures
and maximum wire temperatures are summarized in Table 2. Plant 6/24/92

Phoenix 6/24/92

Aerial Closure Temperatures Air 112F Maximum, 77F Minimum, 95"F Average

Large-White/Phoenix 6/24/92 Aeml Cables Wires-Mx,.
170- 50 Pair 125TF

1200 Pair 135160- - -4 ..-..-

150- Aerial Closures Wires-Max. WiresAve. Top Surface-Max.
I Large Black 140 103 165

140- Large White 122 97 125
130. Large Stainless 135 104 145
120 Small Black 134 102 158

Small White 120 97 125
1110- Small Stainless 126 100 138
100-.. Pedestal

90 PC-6 130 103 140
PC-6+Dome 130 102 140SPC-6+White Cover 115 96 115

70 Dual Sealed Chamber 131 103 140
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 Green Plastic+Dome 124 101 130

Hour Gray Plastic 136 105 155

-E- Inner Wires -0- Outer Wires - Top Surface --4- Air

Figure 6
Pedestal Temperatures
P0-6 + Dome/Phoenix-6/24/92

Aerial Closure Temperatures 170

Large-SS-Sealed/Phoenix 6/24/92 160
170 150

LL 140.
160-0
1503

E 110-
120- I•100"

l00- 8so
90• 70.
80 0 4 8 12 16 20 24

Hour
10 4 1 2 16 20 24 B Wires - Top Dome - Top Surface ---- Air

Hour
E3 InnerWires -in- OuterWires -m-- Stainless ---- Air Figure 8

Figure 7
3. The green plastic pedestal with a sealed dome around the

wire work experienced slightly lower temperatures. This
The temperatures in a variety of pedestal designs are shown in may have been due to the whitening of the top surface via
Figures 8 through 12. Several comments can be made relative ultraviolet exposure (Figure 10).
to those data: 4. The green plastic pedestal with integral sealed internal

chamber did not reduce the maximum or average wire
1. The use of a sealed dome around the wire work in a PC-6 temperatures, but introduced a thermal lag during both

pedestal did not lower the wire temperatures, although it heating and cooling (Figure i1).
did provide a protective environment (Figure 8). 5. The gray plastic pedestal with flood cover resulted in wire

2. The white flood cover over the PC-6 significantly reduced temperatures approximately 5°F hotter than the PC-6
temperatures (Figure 9). (Figure 12).
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EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON LIFE stabilization system used today, although the levels of stabilizer
have increased over the ye cos. The upward shift is

AT&T Bell Laboratories aeop pedectivatr a t o not demonstrated for a composite of PIC data between 1975 and
only accelerate insulation life testing, but to also provide data 1977 by H.M. Gilroy and L.D. Loandecs with updated results

to allow life predictions. Tests were performed over a range by M.G. Chan of AT&T Bell Laboratories. Additional data by
of steady state temperatures, I e peC down to 40C, to create E.D. Nelsonita for foam-skin insulati ons manufactured before
Arrhenius plots. An example is given in Figure 13, which 1990, but with the 28 day 70°C preage step are also shown.
summarizes published AT&T data for a variety of inst"'tion All of this long-term historical data is valuable and can be

designs manufactured over the years. Before 1972, PIC used to predict insulation life by constructing parallel lines
insulation did not contain a copper deactivator and the through the data. Note that insulation life increases by a factor
stabilizer proved to be relatively volatile. Insulations cracked of approximately 2.1 for each 10*C decrease in temperature.

in the Southwestern U.S.A. after 4 to 5 years. Pedestal tests
by H.M. Gilroyý91 indicated a life expectancy of approximately To consistently comply with Bellcore's 260 day minimum
4 years at 400C, an effective temperature for wires in pedestals pedestal test requirement at 900C, it is necessary for

in the Southwest. Those premature failures led to the manufacturers to assure test margins. The upper line in
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peak stabilizer loss rates differed by more than 50%. Finally,
LIFEVS T MPER TUREthe average stabilizer loss rate was calculated over a 24 hour

PLASTIC INSULATIONS IN PEDESTALS period. The inverse of that average is an estimate of the
100. - - insulation lifetime if the insulation experienced a similar

temperature cycle every day. The life predictions for all the
TOM~u~--- closures and pedestals are summarized in Table 3. The

- slightly higher wire temperatures in the large aerial closures
-0 resulted in a slight decrease in the estimated time to first crack

-Iý57 relative to a PC-6 pedestal. In addition, the white closures and

>_the white pedestal lead to a significant improvement in life
USU. - expectancies. Note that the predictions in this paper are based

1.01F, m Sik Wupon the latest techniques of accelerated testing. As such, they
provide an indication of the useful service life of materials, but
they do not constitute or imply any warrantee on behalf of

P~c-N 72AT&T or GTE.

TEMPRATUE-CComparison of Wire Temperatures
TEMPRATUE-CPhoenix-6/24/92

Figure 13 150
LARGE 6LACK CLOSURE

Figure 13 is an example of a manufacturing target which was 13-LARGEStS CLOSURE
used for a life model. The exponential equation for that line, U~.
Equation 1, was used in combination with measured wire 4D 120.
temperatures to calculate relative differences in insulation
lifetimes using a method proposed in 19711"1. 4) 110- 1 PC-6 PEDESTAL

0.

L = Life in years 1

T = Temperature in 'K

L =2.96 x 1010 x e 7 0 1  (Equationi1) 0 4 8 1'2 1'6 20 24
Hour

The useful life of an insulation is the time required to deplete Figure 14
its stabilizers. The rate of loss of those stabilizers is a function
of the temperature which continuously varies. The rate of loss
at a given temperature is inversely proportional to the lifetime Comparison of Stabilizer Loss Rates
at that temperature. Hence, the life model can be used to Phoenix-6/24/92
estimate stabilizer loss rates at different temperatures, which
can then be averaged over a 24 hour day to determine relative 0.16-
lifetimes. An example of the procedure follows: The wire LARGE 13LACK CLOSURE
temperatures in the PC-6 pedestal, the large stainless steel
sealed closure and the large black free-breathing closure are 0.12 . .

compared in Figure 14. At each data point or temperature, the LARGE SS CLOSURE
insulation lifetime was estimated using Equation 1. This is the e .1
expected lifetime if the insulation were maintained at that (
constant temperature. The assumption is made that Equation ?
I can be extrapolated below 40*C; i.e., that stabilizer reaction '~0.06-

and diffusion rates do not change in relative proportion to one CPESU
another. Any errors in this assumption will be small because .4
reaction and diffusion rates at low temperatures are not 0.02
significant when compared to rates at high temperatures.

Next, the inverse of the lifetimes were calculated to define the 0 4 1'2 1'6 20 24
variation in the stabilizer loss rates over a 24 hour period as Hour
shown in Figure 15. Note that over a brief 4 hour period the Figure 15
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Table 3 Table 5

Insulation Life Comparisons Insulation Life Comparisons
Basis = 112"F Day at Phoenix on 6/24/92 Basis = 102"F Day at Phoenix on 6/2/92

AerialClosure AuesLf-Ye
Large Black Free-Breathing 23 Large Black Free-Breathing 31
Large White Free-Breathing 36 Large White Free-Breathing 49
Large Stainless Steel Sealed 25 Large Stainless Steel Sealed 34
Small Black Free-Breathing 27 Small Black Free-Breathing 37
Small White Free-Breathing 37 Small White Free-Breathing 49
Small Stainless Steel Sealed 32 Small Stainless Steel Sealed 43

Pedestals Pedestals

PC-6 26 (Reference) PC-6 35 (Reference)
PC-6+Dome 26 PC-6+Dome 36
PC-6+White Cover 40 PC-6+White Cover 53
Green Plastic Dual Sealed Chamber 25 Green Plastic Dual Sealed Chamber 35
Green Plastic+Dome 31 Green Plastic+Dome 41
Gray Plastic Flood Cover 22 Gray Plastic Flood Cover 30

A similar analysis was performed for a day with a 1027F
maximum air temperature, June 2, 1992. The temperatures are
summarized in Table 4, and the impact of those temperatures
upon life expectancies are shown in Table 5. Note the 35% EFFECT OF CABLE AGING
increase in lifetime due to the lower ambient temperature. By
coincidence, the 35 year life prediction for insulations in an As mentioned earlier, the daily exposure of aerial cables to
actual PC-6 pedestal using this 102°F day nearly corresponded high temperatures could increase stabilizer-filling compound
to the expected lifetime in a steady state pedestal test at 400C interactions. To study this effect, 26 AWG solid and foam-
or 104°F. Hence, this day proved to be more appropriate for skin cables filled with 80°C ETPR were preaged for 2, 4, 8, 12
making lifetime comparisons, while the 112°F day was an and 16 weeks at 70°C. The insulations were removed from the
example of an extremely hot day. Again, the 5 to I 0F higher cable, wiped and then analyzed via 0IT and HPLC. The OIT
insulation temperatures in the large aerial closures had a slight was measured at 200*C in aluminum pans without the use of
negative effect upon life expectancy. screens. The OITs are shown in Figure 16. The solid

insulations were tested with the conductor in place and the

Table 4 foam-skin insulations with the conductor removed as was the
practice at the time of the test. Note the similarity of the

Outside Plant Temperatures curves. The data leveled off after 8 weeks. The difference in
OIT between the 4 week preage used for pedestal testing andPthe 8 week preage was approximately 30%.

ir -102F Maximum, 74F Minimum, 907 Averge The levels of Ciba Additives' Irganox® 1010 and Irganox* MD

azahi WireMsx. 1024 were obtained by HPLC and are shown in Figure 17.
50 Pair 120F After 2 weeks of preaging the Irganox* 1010 stabilizer was
1200 Pair 125 virtually undetectable in both the solid and the foam-skin

S Wi x In ra c-Ma. insulations. The Irganox* MD 1024 stabilizer-copper
Large Black 132 97 155 deactivator content decreased for both solid and foam-skin
Large White 114 92 118 insulations and also leveled off after 8 weeks.
Large Stainless 126 98 135
Small Black 125 96 150 Two pedestal tests were performed at 90°C after 4 weeks ofSmall White III 92 11]5
Small Stainless 116 92 130 preaging and another two after 16 weeks, which was doublethe equilibrium period. All samples have surpassed 1 year
Zdeath without cracking. They are still under test to determine any
PC-6 120 97 130 differences in the time to initial failures.
PC-6+Dome 121 97 130
PC.6+White Cover 108 91 108 As a result of this new understanding of the aerial temperature
Dual Sealed Chamber 121 98 130 e G i u
Green Plastic+Dome 116 95 120 environment, GTE is using foam-skin insulations in filled
Gray Plastic 126 ]SO cables for all aerial and buried applications.
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0IT vs Cable Aging Time 4. The color of aerial closures has a significant effect upon
insulation temperatures and life expectancies with white

26 AWG-80C ETPR producing the best results.
1001 5.. Larger diameter cables or closures result in higher

temperatures.
0 6. Insulation stabilizer levels approach equilibrium within

cables aged for extended periods.
7. Robust insulation system stabilization performance0 ~ SO'ýUl INSULATMION-CONOU~tRI

0 S0UD C6OiN provides a design safety factor to assure life performance
8 6in aerial and pedestal environments.
04
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A contrMbuton to better knowikige of RF cozml CMAbe

Onto Verbidi

VUI a~s., Brathiava TovkemUk 146 Slovaks

A391RACr I suppoie It was enough for the Introduction of our not too
much known actitiftie in the Wild wh is presented in famous

T1hough is possible to see very aucce"sfl preading of the opti- Cable and Wire Symnposiume like in a Festival of the cable advan-
cad cables, some of transmission lines are steel better creted with ced production, every year.
dlaical RI coaxial cables. Not all parameters of flexible coazia ca-
bias ar mufficiently kinown. Our paper should be contribute some Howu to look at doe We dw of UPF moi COMM
almowlidgements to ageing cables for receiver antena feedcer in
CA7V and a special views on attenuation of cable.. Thecre Is dec-
rbdW a offer how to look at complex losses in the RI coaxial ai- Man different oppinioam Is on the aleing of RI coaxial cables
bics, One of part is given to the application problems of metallic for an external using. For example the feeder in CA7Y distrihuti-
glases ou outer conductor of the screened cables. on or local computer network.. According to EEC 96-21 Ismornaaing

of the measured attenuation for 30GHz the main resFonse of the
time uamiability of RIF coaxial cable.. But for the users is more im-

lairsidls. portant time depeandeince of attenuation in the typical frequency
range 10 - 1000 M&z and ambient temperatures fron +40 OC to the

Though tranamiusion properties of RI coaxtial cables are well- maximal limited temperature in the tochlnical recommendation for
-known for a few generations of cable designers, we would like to cables with foam polyethylene insulation .65 * C and mechanical
comment some, of cocitributlomi from CWabe and Insulating Mate strs imulated like for TV rceive antena feeders.
risb Research Institute =as centre far amU cable industry in Czaedo- For accelerating of ageing we have used temperatures 45, 55
alovakia, now in Slovakia. We have been in very close cooperation an 65 0 CIli le.ghtB of cable: samples have been mare then
with all cable makers In Eastern Europe. 20 mn. There have been foaming on two typical types of RIF coaxial

In the present paper we have studied time electrical properteis =hble for CATY (RO 6) with the solid and the foam polyethylene,
of coaxial cables for CANV and IAN. The insulations is not only and inner and outer conductors have been from copper . Before,
from polye~thylene in so ulan foam form, but in advanced baloon start of the testing in thermostats there have been exactly measu-
combination with tube, too. The orientation of our research analy- red impedance mateling in used conectors for next evaluating its
is was focusing on ageing of RIF cables, specially for higher ainbi- Influence upon results and after 7,.21, 35, 63 and 91 days there have
sot temperature. in the last years. Anotb research task has been been measured attenuation in the frequency range frome 25 up to
very Important for application of signal cables for EMC in trans- 1 000 M~z with application of the analog sweeping generato
mission electronic systems. The amuening of these type of cables (SMLU, Robdo and Selawa) and measuing reflectometer (ZRZ
has been reaIse fromn metallic glases (or amorphous installs) and R and S). There have been the minimal statistic collection of 3
braiding of copprFFP wir. IMai effect Of improoving aereening eff- samples from eadi cable type We have taken about 100 detail fin-
cieicy Is fo is the advanced designed cable neow the power elec queney dependencies of the attenuation. The results are drie in
etrc transission lines in the -am cable duet oftc Fr the tech- ftg 1. bnooeming values of attenuation Act in dependence of ambi-
nological experiments and evaluation of reduction factor we had adtmprture are caklatled from
clianes to -s not only metallic glimses from Germany, but new
materials; fabricated in sdcitific: centre (SAV) of Slovahia, too. m= -10(I)

All of our rsarc experlencies have very close continuity to a
the knowbldg base of signal and RI cables and specification of
casbles waccrding to EMC hML eftc The Wappiction of thes emperi- W,- arithmetic -ea taken in the n-day of the tasting
erne Is, not only in cable factories in fomer Caecchadovakia. but in - arithmetic mean takes ,1 bFo start of the testing

-w cabile producers in Eastern Europe.
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Achieving We tium attenuation dependencies show, that the There is very probobly quit, adequate to reqire in dein of
cables with foss polyethylene iamldation bhaa buneeaing mors ra. RF coaxial ade in the higher part of allowed temparstus qt-
pidly like on cables with the solid insulation. According to analysis al insdation with additives, or the limitation contacts it the cop-
of these phenomena it is due from increasng of the dielecric com- per conductors
"tant and carbocyl gmrp. C=0 with cathalytic influence of the Some ot producers have in their special offer RF coaxol cals
coppe.. Therm wae two main solutions of thes probletf" The tin- with two y ja receiving TV anten fders. Inner is
ning or silvering the copper wires or to use some antioxidant in o polyethylene and oute Lor PVC After i 5 months i,
polyethylene insulation against negative copper prmenting Mare u o a fe m inl, with wafter we had prooved,
detail lnformatlons we in [11. that it is not necessay for the decreasing ot difus of the water to

the Insolation and against a rapidly aouing o
the caim to use thedouble ja/eL The re-
ason of theme design Is only n beter th-

V.66*Cstanding against a mechanica radial stressing.

i/ /.,o

//100o /e 11111111" Of ft now"g

50/ 100/

0 6/ More pretending requirements to EMC
so -so tand t ora•ly toothebettertceeinng ectiv-

P0 /)/0/ ne awe neti esa ry to wive with new deigmp
30 30 construtionas of the outer conductor of RF
20 /* / 2 coIsemabe.It ha as dmcolaerencewith the

% 0 in~dcrteasing of the ambient EMi and the higher
01 . 0 -. 5 snstvt of a microelectronic receivers, too

-10 -10

-~ 002004050 0 750-2 0102 T0ypic0 05e~j,.fdal design CA7V flexible cables ha-
ve the outer conductor ftom wire bmrodia,
The cabile for the abu rooB.ng aenrn- d-

a) Poem3 PE b) Solid PE, fecivaes ame completed with longitudinally
overalappfn metallic, or polymer + metal foil.
It i .the largest construction of the outer coo-
ductr for the all world. to the relationship to
the classic braiding (covering 91%) itmen
the chanme in screening atenuatlan fronm

9035-0 dB to about 70 d. But according to
1.91 doAOL] the requirement, for example from Bunde..

post (Germany), is nmec iaty to have minim"
100 1.03do 0 75 dB to frqueneyanmpof the TVtransmda-
0o so An channels. Thesc is necoeary to find some

70 10 advanced condruetions

0o 60 J There have been evaluated many corn-
so so / bations with copper, aluminium, with PET
40 odo foil and drain wires from copper and tinned

0 ,.20,, /o copper. We have foaued on improoving of

S,/ 2o screening, but not with mor and m• e dam-
10 .... _ /*.. ,- • 10 ,-ty of wire braiding corm (more them 91%).

0 The design solution with combnatdio of two
-10 10 EM,+AI fed and between them aned cap-

40 Ao SO 0 7o 0 wo cy" 1 0 so 0 o 70o ,r-r per longltudin tuated 24 wire h yesu-
ted to cables VCELY with ery good values
ofthe sldsening attenuation or a ba ir im-

e) Soli PB d) Foam P

Figure 1: The awing of the RF coaxial cables (modiL RG 6)
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The last solution has been cable type VCEKY with weeping wires in plasmatic form and extremely rapidly temp• rtume decresing
along the axis of the cable and with "S fold" on outer PET+AI fo- Thes proem is poming during winding tape on the rod in the

le known from very good paper strong magnetic fld. It gives the oportualty to reach the tapes
by Mr. Twaliowich [2]. it is in with K about 130 000. Their width to from S to 25 mm and thlck-

FIg. 2. near about 0,4 mm The tapm have relatively good mechanical pro-

pertis, making their appicbt in. the cable ind•sry posble
without any important requirements. The only problem Is rep.-
sented by their nearly zero extensibility, what mans that it a not

possible to wrap them spirally around the cylindrical cabl core
with the overlapping, what leads to so-ealled haorn-like' ffct. In

order to reach applicable results in the further resec1 have bea
sucsedully finished it was necemaq to develope a method for the

determination of minimal rising angle of the tape spiral wrapping
for which following relation was derived

f=ae.h+m
a) Well-known type with smo- -arnh

ening factor morethen 70dB
where d ... diameter of the cable core [minI

b) The VCEKY type with moe h ... foil width [mm]
then 85 dB i m... gap width [mmJ

f... wrapping angle [0l

C c) The selupporting type of Taking the last relation it is possble to set up tangenclal tape

VCEKY applicator according to tape width and cable core diameter in or-

der to achieve the tight wrapping in open spiral along any cable

Fig. 2 The dedgn construction of the cables with aim to the outer length. For technological experiment we have bad cable ample
conductors with 5 star-quads with PE insulation, the cable core was weaned

with Al tape and the sample had PVC sheet. The metallic glasses

RO& VCJEY 754.8 VCELY 75-4,8 VCEKY 75.4,8 we had VITROVAC 6025 from GCemany (Co, Be, B, St, Mn) and

outer (AJPET foil (2xAYPET foils (2xAIPET fols7& VITROKOV 8116

conduc- + Cu+Sn wies) + longitudinally + sweeping wires from Slovak aca-

tar wires between) + ,S fold")Gi demy center in
70 dB 75 dB 85 dB I UBratislava. The

Sascond alloy was
Table 1: The comparing of known cable types according to the from Co, Cr, PC

outer conductors B and Si. For eva.

Much more complicated is the problem with EMC on the luation of EMC

transmission lines aranged from coaxial cables in not to high fre- improoving we

quendes. The electrostatic scre isusually realised by means of have focused on

metals with good electric conductivity, occuring either in the form masuring reduc-

of braiding, or in the form of metallic tapes with drain wircs. But tion factor. It is

magnetic permeability of Cu, AL, Sn and Ag is equal 1. In frequen- b typical parameter

cy ranges of tons and hundreds kHz is the signal part of the cable for screning on

practically not screened. In more diflcult conditions concerning snal cables near

magnetic screening for instance of signal cables situated near po- power etectric Co-

wer cables it is usually used setting into the properly grounded ca- bles. Detail infor-

ble ducts, or cable wrapped by the tapes with high value of mag- matins are in [3].

netic permeability, such as MUMETAL, SONAPERM, PERME-

DUIM etc. Their p, achieves values even in order if magnitude 1- interference simulator

thousands. On the other side the higher heat or mechanical stres 2 - cable sample
sensitivity is their great disadvantage. 3 - voltmeter

4 -switch in position a" is measurement U
All these deficencies we eliminated by the tapes made from in position b" is measurement Ush+

so-called "metallic glasses' or "amorphous metals'. Their produc- Figure 3: The block diagram of the measuring set

ion consists of winding of the alloy (cg. from Cr, Co, B, Si and Fe)
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VITSOVAC tES
. MM According to these results it Is In special cese where is not

00 f.2W*k possble to ueoptical fibre tra1.miadn sMean, without greatr

0.3 troubiles to improve screening effectivams for example on the
0, ~control cables in power electric exchanges etc.

Advancd dedA Of * 111011Ift

011. 3There are some classical construction design in branch of tWe-
0 communication long distance coaxial cables. One of them is with

O~0S 01 H [Acui] iloon inmsarion with advantages in continuity of Inmilation layer

-byW 2-2ae 3 b yw r between outer and inner conductors in a relationship to the well-
-known asnail distance disks construction, whichiIs very
wide-spread. Anid better parameters then the cables with foamn po-

0S lyethylene is in lower dielectric constant. We have tried to modifi-
Rf VITROI(OV $1/8116/444 ed the baloon insulation design for using in frequency range of
0A MR60AM CATV cables and to find optimal combination of the baloon con-

1- 2 k~tstruction and foam poyethylene to the outer cavities, or another
/ polyethylene tube by computer simulating on cables with diameter

/over dielectrics 7,25 -11,5 and 17,3 min. DOD is according to EEC

1-01The variant with baloons and tight-fitting tube has been exauined
experimentally. The measured anod calculated values have been in

0)x good accordance (41. For exac calculating of the dielectric cntn
- ..- -insuilating combination in coaxial cables have been derived

_3-
0 -d' Di3 +2r,,

0:05 0,1 [~IA/,.] 1h In d

-I. Ioyer 2- 2 laye 3- 3 lyer h I nD,+ 2 r,+In D, +1Ic d+ 2 v
s, Di d+2r s~, d

+ D1 -2rf
Rf + Inbi2

H 00 Acr Di -2 r d

where D,...diameter over outer conductor
d4... diameter over inner conductor

2
3 ~h ... lenght between nelgbour small necks of beloon design

0.5. 2 ... longltudlall thickness of small neck

r ... thickmnm of beloon tube wall

re.. thicknes of tighit-fitting tube wall

cb,... relative permitivity of PE material (according to EEC

it is for solid PE 2,2)

102 10 f(H] DI d r T, h et

7a25 1,742 0,47 0OAS 19,4 1,29M

11,5 2,UO 0.62 1,0 26, 1=25
S-VTROOV 1/816/" 3ym17,3 4,426 0.82 10X 6, 1,1867

Fig. 4: The typical dependence of Iton the frequency and the type Table 2. Optimum construction for selected variant
of screning(all dimensionis we in mm)
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A cm b un m to the p bm of RF _emlel a u
Sa4 = 10. log-j-

where is u ... a quantity of the reflected sections created by distance

The calculating relation for attenuation of RF coaxial cables is of the ncighborough impedance irregularities

well-known, for example from IEC 96-0 (appendix 1). It is quite r ... reflection factor on one the systematic irregularity

exactly calculating method for coaxial cable in ideal design con- The complex view on RF coaxial cable is possible to have

struction, without impedance and other irregularities and without according following relation

radiating of EMI to surrounding of the cable. It consils from the ac=c;+%+a,
first part as losses in metallic conductors and the second part in where is a1 ... looss in metallic conductors
dielectric losses of the cable. a, ... dielectric losses in insulation

But there is no ideal construction of outer conductor with a3 ... losses due to EMI radiation through outer conductor
100% screening effectivnes in a real conditions. Considering with q,... losses due to multireflections of transmitting signal
the fact that screening factor S is in relationship to screening atte- on systematic distributing impedanc Irregularities

nuation
1 The last two components of relation have not the same lenght

a, = 2 0.1ogI dependence, like the first twol F"equency dependence a, is in ran-

it is possible to imagine whole cable lenght from u All samples in ge from 30 - 1000 MHz quite neglectable and for a, it is typical pi-
ke frequency characteristic the attenuation.

the cascade order with defined value of screening atenuation, but
with to short lenght, that each measured attenuation is near zero.

Than we can achieve for added part of attenuation relation o M OM o
Mia stm le,

a,:= 10.log n.A1

The application with these theory has inevitable connection with This paper deals with problems of the ageing of RF coaxial ca-
bles, for example for CATV application, with some construction
design innovation of outer conductors and special type of balloon

grounded subjects and it has the domination influence for the ca-
bis with low losses of signals in conductors and insulation. I sing oriented on additional attenuation comptonents on a coaxial

are no considering of an EMI from outside of the cable into them, cabl with a addoteondlctornu ati ng onditionia

but only from the transmison signal part of coaxial the cable to its

surrounding. The long time dependence of attenuation increaing in tempe-

The las part of growing to higher value of the attenuation on rature range recommended for using of the CA7V cable types is

real coaxial cable is due its systematic smail impedance irregulari- quite suprismng. T1he attenuation increasing more then 100% after

ties along the cable [5 - 81. It is only for very narrow frequency ran- already 90 days conducts to use less copper conductors, or to use

e and these increasing (pike) of attenuation is in many cases a fw antioxidant against the copper influence or rising C--O groups in

hundreds % in relation to value of attenuation for the same fre-

quency, but without the pike. The value of the pike is depending Descripted construction design of foil and dram wires of outer

on amount of irregularities, or better quantity of the sections be- conductor of the flexible RF coaxial cables has not only quite high
tween neighbouring changes of the local impedance. By the way value on the screening attenuation (more then 85 dB), but mor
attenuation is increasing with length of the cable sample, too. For higher productivity in relationship to the origin technological pro-
some of the sample length is dominated only the influence of cess, too. The analysis of the posibility of further useof the con-

lenght and more and more quntity of the impedance unhomoge- ventional baloon insulations of coaxial cables, e.g. in CATV,
nity sections Is without direct effect. For these 11 has been deri. structure of power coaxial feeders, etc. is given. The variant with
Yed baloons and tight-fitting tube has been presented in details.

I., = 10 (m, dB/m) The contribution on attenuation of real RF coaxial cables is
a descripted in the last part of the paper. An increase in the loss due

The repeteable value of pike is possible measured only on the to the radiation of electromagnetic energy through the imperfect

lenghts more then I.l. For example it is for cables RG 6 and fre- outer conductor as well as that caused by multiple reflection of the

quency 208,3 MHz 51,2 m and for cables RO 11 and frequency 3,67 sgnal in the coaxial cable is derived. Special attention is paid to

GHz 7,9 m. It was derived from real pikes on testing samples of the minimum cable lenght from which the steep rise in the atte-

cables for special using. nuation/frequency characteristic due to multiple reflection of the

For the a , was derived following relation signal does not increase any longer.
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A NEW HIGH-POWER SEGMENTED SEMIFLEXIBLE

COAXIAL TRANSMISSION LINE FOR USE AT HF

Hugh R. Nudd

HELIAX® Engineering Division
ANDREW CORPORATION, Orland Park, Illinois 60462, USA.

ABSTRACT necessary to splice lengths together in the field, which is
time-consuming and expensive. Repairs to damaged feeders

This paper describes the design process for a large (10" OD) require similar field splices.

coaxial cable for HF broadcast applications with transmit-
ter powers up to 500kW. The new transmission line is This paper describes the development of a new type of
semiflexible, and manufactured in flanged lengths which are transmission line[1], designed to overcome these various
packed and transported in standard 40ft. shipping con- limitations. The new transmission line is semiflexible, and
tainers. Initial electrical, thermal and structural analyses manufactured in flanged lengths which are packed and
were performed, and prototypes were built and tested. transported in standard 40 ft. shipping containers. The outer
Electrical, mechanical and thermal tests were also per- conductors are annularly corrugated aluminum with welded
formed on production lengths of the new transmission line, flanges. The inner conductors are helically corrugated, -op-
and results are presented. Installation and repair proce- per fitted with bolted joints, which provide high clamping
dures are outlined. forces when installed, thus ensuring high reliability. Con-

nections to a 10 inch rigid line interface, employing conven-
tional EIA-style joints, have also been produced.

INTRODUCTION DESIGN CONCEPT

As transmitter powers in HF broadcast systems have in- In order to avoid the major logistical problems in transport-
creased, problems associated with traditional open-wire ing and installing large diameter semiflexible cable, a
transmission lines (e.g. arcing, environmental and person- product was needed that was capable of being shipped in
nel safety issues, and coupling between transmission lines) standard 40ft. containers. This, then, requires joints in both
have also increased. Coaxial transmission lines are free from outer and inner conductors about every 40ft. Outer conduc-
these problems and have found increasing application. The tors are fitted with suitable bolted flanges, as has been done
coaxial lines used for high power HF broadcasting must be for example with rigid transmission lines for FM and TV
of large diameter to keep conductor temperatures within broadcast for many years, which ensure high contact pres-
acceptable limits. For 500kW transmitters operating up to sures at the joints, and suitably high current-carrying
around 30 MHz, pressurized lines of 9 inch nominal capacity. The inner conductor joint design, however, is more
diameter, or larger if unpressurized, are required. Until now, critical because of the higher current densities. The joints[21

the alternative transmission lines available have been con- comprise threaded fittings at the end of each section. On
ventional rigid line, or continuous semiflexible line. installation, high torques are applied to the fittings, which

provide high clamping forces and high contact pressures.
Rigid line, commonly used for connections within transmit- This arrangement is adapted from standard connectorization
ter buildings, is not generally suitable for long runs to techniques for semiflexible transmission lines.
antennas over uneven terrain. Its rigidity makes it difficult
and expensive to install, and it is also difficult to accomodate The inner conductor and joint together must also accomodate
the thermal expansion and contraction which occurs as the effects of differential thermal expansion. The inner con-
transmitters are turned on and off. Continuous semiflexible ductor of any high power transmission line reaches quite
line, on the other hand, must be packed on very large reels high temperatures above the outer conductor because of the
of relatively limited capacity. It is inconvenient and expen- resistive losses in the line. For these large HF transmission
sive to transport to site, and awkward to handle during lines, under extreme conditions of maximum incident power
installation. Also, since typical feeder lengths between and maximum reflected power from the antenna, the inner
transmitter and antenna are of the order of lkm, it is usually conductor can reach a temperature of 150-C at the maximum
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specified ambient of 50-C. The outer conductor temperature The joints between standard sections of transmission line,
under these conditions is about 90-C, and the relative expan- and in the repair section, are shown schematically in Figure
sion of inner with respect to outer has to be accomodated. 1.
Semiflexible lines absorb the expansion in the corrugations VSWR CONSIDERATIONS
of the inner conductor.

As is well known in the high frequency transmission line
industry, any series of repetitive discontinuities, occuring
with a regular separation, will give rise to in-phase reflec-
tions, and a high total reflection, at the frequency where the
spacing of the discontinuities is one half wavelength, and at
harmonics of that frequency. The section length of the
transmission line, then, is the appropriate separation for the
(very small) electrical discontinuities at each flange joint.
Now with the velocity for this type of line approaching

(a) 100%, the fundamental "reject" frequency associated with
a nominal 40ft length is about 12 MHz, which is in the HF
broadcast range (3.9 - 26.1 MHz). The second harmonic is
also in the range.

However, not all frequencies in the total range are used. HF
(shortwave) broadcast is confined to smaller bands within
this range, as shown in Figure 2. It now becomes possible

12.6 MHz 25.2 MHz

(b) 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26

Figure 1 Figure 2
Schematic of (a) standard joint between HF broadcast bands and section

sections and (b) "EIA" style joint at center length reject frequencies
of repair section to adjust the section length, knowing the actual cable

Now to minimise the loss contribution of the insulators, velocity, to avoid these bands with sufficient margin. With
these large transmission lines have them spaced relatively a velocity of 97.5% and section length of 38ft (1.58m) the
far apart. With reduced lateral support, then, it is important reject frequencies are at 12.6 and 25.2 MHz. With ap-
to ensure that the differential expansion is absorbed evenly propriate electrical design (compensation) of the joint, in-
along the cable length, and does not all appear at critical dividual reflections are made small enough so that the rejectlocations, e.g. at a bend in the cable, caln a g electrical "spikes" comfortably avoid the operating bands, as predicted

probems. For this reason in the new cable the inner conduc- by analysis and confirmed in tests (see Section 6).
tor is mechanically locked to the outer conductor at each THERMAL CONSIDERATIONS
joint by a special insulator12 1. This insulator, which is heli-
cally threaded to match the inner conductor, is also used to A coaxial cable has to be of a sufficient size to handle the
pre-tension the inner conductor, which further mitigates the required peak and average powers. The calculation of peak
effects of differential expansion. power handling from the maximum voltage withstand

capability is straightforward. Average power handling
Because the line is installed section by section, working capability is limited by dissipation arising from resistive loss
from transmitter to antenna and fastening each new inner in the transmission line, and consequent temperature rise of
conductor length into the previous one, a special section is the conductors. Because in the equilibrium state any dissipa-
required in the event that a length somewhere in the middle tion in the inner conductor has to be balanced by a heat flow
of a run becomes damaged. This repair section has standard from inner to outer conductor, the required temperature
joints at each end, to connect with the previously installed gradient means that the inner conductor is always the hottest
segments, and an EIA style joint at the center to complete point in the cable. The average power rating is thus the
the connection. power which causes the maximum permissible inner con-
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ductor temperature for long term stability of the dielectric
for the stated conditions.

Because we do not readily have access to suitable high power 3W., ,5.C

RF transmitters to establish power ratings for large cables,
these ratings are routinely established by performing heat
tests (conductor temperature rise vs power dissipation) at 60
Hz. Using a suitable computer model, thermal parameters ,-
are established by the 60Hz tests, and the behaviour at RF is F =2

then calculated.

The basic model for the calculations is shown diagramati-
cally in Figure 3. The heat flows Q 1 through Q5 are deter-
mined from dimensions, material characteristics
(emissivities for radiation contribution) and the conductor 10"

and ambient temperatures using equations available in the
literature 3 1 . Also the inner and outer conductor dissipations -,
are determined from the current flow, dimensions, frequency 60 Hz Heating Current (Amp•l

and conductivity at the operating temperatures. At HF and Calmicated Ctave anrd Measunid Points for A 70' F Ambient

lower frequencies, dissipation in the dielectric can be Calmufated Curve and Measured Paints for 0 97o F Ambient

neglected in comparison with that in the conductors. The Figure 4

I Inner Conductor I Experimental verification of thermal model
I dissipation PI I
I temperature TI I TX Intermediate ANT

end Insator O-ngs
I Heat flows: Strain

Q01 Q2 03 Q1 conduction Coupling W+ Insulator

Q2 convection S

Q3 radiation
Q4 convection

Outer Conductor I Q5 radiation
I dissipation PO
I temperature TO I at equilibrium Cable- Driver Inner Outer Cable

P I = Q1 + 02 + Q3 Flange Ring Conductor Conductor Flange

04P I + PO = Q4 + Q5 SCL950 Cable Section-Standard Length 38.0 ft (11.58 m)
104 V Figure 5

General construction of transmission line

I Ambient I The inner conductor is a seamwelded copper tube, helically
I temperature TA I corrugated for flexibility. Outer diameter is about 4 inches

Figure 3 (100mm), and the tube is manufactured by a conventional
Thermal model seamwelding and corrugating process, similar to that used

total heat flow between inner and outer conductors must then to make cables with outer conductors of about this size. Inner
be equated to the inner conductor dissipation, and the total conductors are cut to length, and fitted at each end with
heat flow from outer conductor to ambient equated to the inserts. The inserts are secured by forming the ends of thesum of the dissipations in inner and outer conductors. The copper tube over the faces of the inserts, these formed endssum f te dssiatios i iner nd uterconuctrs.The thus being clamped between the inner joint parts as the
various equations can now be solved iteratively by computer thus being cclamped between The i er oint partsto find inner and outer conductor temperatures for given sections are successively installed. The design of the parts
ambient temperature and current (i.e. average power). provides very high clamping forces and contact pressures fora mechanically and electrically reliable joint, and very high

Comparison of the calculations of inner conductor tempera- frictional forces to prevent motion and subsequent loosen-

ture with measurements for these 60Hz heat tests is shown ing.

for a prototype sample of the line in Figure 4. The outer conductor is an annularly corrugated aluminum

CONSTRUCTION tube, about 10" (250mm) in diameter, with aluminum flan-
ges welded to the ends. The flange at one end contains

The general construction of the transmission line is shown grooves for two concentric "0" ring pressure seals. The
in Figure 5. second "0" ring is redundant, and is provided for increased
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reliability since the line is ordinarily operated under quite 51 2og HAS 5 RE/ FR -50 dO L -33.802 ,B
high pressures (2.5 to 3 bar absolute, 23 to 30 psig) for 1 •2.---- 0 o- M

increased power rating. Outer conductors are painted white _ -

to maximise the reflection of incident solar radiation, whilst
giving good emissivities at the infrared wavelengths as-
sociated with normal temperatures. This maximises power . .
ratings. " .'.

Ordinary "spacer" insulators are provided at intervals alongI 1A I fl ft
each section. These are made from PTFE resin, and are
restrained in position by the corrugations of the outer con- -

ductor. Special "strain" insulators are provided at each
flange joint. These are also made from PTFE resin, and are
designed to mechanically lock the inner and outer conduc- -

tors at these points and to pre-tension the inner conductor,
for control of differential expansion effects (see Section 2). t
Connectors have aluminum outer bodies with machined START .300 000 MHz STOP 30.000 000 MHz

aluminum flanges. Inner connector parts are silver-plated Figure 6
brass, and insulators are PTFE resin. Return loss for prototype run of

TESTS 31 sections (1178 ft)

The main test groups were mechanical and structural, low CHI Sal 10g HAG .05 d8/ REF 0 do -. 2389 a8

power electrical and high power electrical and thermal tests. SCLs ia[' 7• T02o10203 ' . 0 0 0

Mechanical and structural tests performed were pressure _ cj

withstand, pressure sealing and fatigue resistance (a verifica- - f t
tion that repeated small dimensional changes resulting from -. -- -- ___

pressure and temperature cycling would not cause fatigue of I
the outer conductors and failure). Pressure withstand and . ,
sealing tests were conducted on prototypes, and --

demonstrated acceptable performance with comfortable t ! ....
safety margins, and these tests are incorporated into the -

manufacturing process, as is usual with this type of product. -

Outer conductor fatigue tests were performed by building a
suitable apparatus to generate the small longitudinal move- - - ,
ments, and cycling over an extended period. No evidence of ,
fatigue was found after a simulated exposure of 50 years, I
which is at least double the anticipated service life of the START .300 000 MHz STOP 30.000 000 MWz

product. Figure 7

Low power electrical tests performed were impedance Insertion loss for run of 27 sections (1026 ft)

(TDR), return loss (for VSWR), attenuation, and high volt- the premises of the transmitter manufacturer. As discussed
age and leakage resistance. Expected values were con- in Section 4, a thermal model was established by which
firmed, and return loss and attenuation results are shown in conductor temperatures could be determined for various
the plots of Figures 6 and 7 respectively. Measured return conditions of applied 60Hz current, or applied RF power. and
loss (ignoring the section length "spike" at 12.6 MHz) was the model had been verified by 60Hz tests. Now the model
better than 36dB for this length, and calculated attenuation was used to determine inner and outer conductor tempera-
was 0.76 dB/km at 26.1 MHz. tures for the conditions of the RF test.

The final product testing involved confirmation of the Before insertion of three sections of transmission line into
average power handling capability using representative RF the RF test assembly, adhesive temperature sensors were
power levels from the appropriate transmitters. These tests affixed at intervals to the inner conductors. These sensors
were performed as part of first article testing of transmitters, have regions which darken successively as the temperature
switch matrices, and other transmission line components, at is raised, and the temperature reached can thus be sub-
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sequently determined within a fairly close range. Tempera-
ture sensors were also fixed to the outer conductors at
intervals. Then the transmitter was operated at known power
into a known mismatch, i.e. significant RF power was
reflected. In these conditions, the combination of currents
associated with forward and reverse waves gives a current
standing wave with maxima and minima at localised points
along the line. This gives rise to conductor temperature
maxima and minima, whose values can be calculated from
the thermal model. Figure 8 shows the calculated conductor
temperatures along the line, and the measurements sub-
sequently determined from the sensors (to read the inner
conductor sensors, it was necessary to disassemble the line).
The odd shape of the calculated curve arises because it is a
composite for two separate runs at different frequencies. The
sensors monitor the maximum temperature reached in either
run. The good agreement again verifies the thermal model,
this time for the RF case, and establishes the average power
ratings determined from it.

0

C,)

ca :, :Figure 9
0 Loading a shipping container

before and after transportation confirmed the suitabliity of
the packaging.

INSTALLATION
0 10 20 30 40506 70 80 90 100i 110Distance (0) 20 First installation experience with this new transmission line

IIj i z ~came in setting up trial runs of about 30 sections (350m) for
VSWR and attenuation testing (see Section 6). Appropriate

Figure 8 tools and procedures were developed, especially for the
Measured on predicted inner conductor critical inner conductor joint. This run was set up as a large

rr ealg length loop, to have the ends of the cable close together for attenua-
RF heat test tion measurement, and was configured as straight runs plus

SHIPPING sections bent to the minimum bend radius. A portable tool
to aid bending of the curved sections was devised, and use

Suitable packaging was designed to store and ship the coaxial of this tool in the field installation is shown in Figure 10.

transmission line in standard 40 ft. containers. Depending on
the internal structure, a single container can hold up to 34 or
36 sections (as six layers of six sections). Loading of a
container is shown in process in the photograph of Figure 9.

Extensive tests of the packaging methods were performed U. !
by trucking container loads of transmission line sections A
over long distances, and over different road conditions.
Lengths were shipped under pressure, which was sub-
sequently monitored to verify that no leaks had developed. Figure 10
Additionally, mechanical inspection and electrical testing Bending tool
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Also, before first shipment of the product, more formal trial multiple runs on high level supports, again at the Moroc-
installations were performed. Steelwork representative of co site.
high and low level supports at an HF broadcast station was SITE TESTS
set up, and sections comprising high and low level runs, and
the flexed transition between them, were installed. These After installation at site, all runs (about twenty in num-
trials confirmed the suitability of the hangers and the support ber, of average length about 800 m) were electrically
system. tested. Performance after this large installation project

was satisfactory, and as predicted from initial test data
A trial repair procedure, involving removal of a line section gated duin instal tes for

and replacement by the special repair section (see Section two of the longer runs is shown in Figure 13. The system

2), was also perform ed using this installation. This involves r u m of 1.0 loWR fo rt in stalle feeder(ig
cuttng waya daage setio, unastnin thejoitsand requirement of 1.05 VSWR for the installed feeder (ig-cutting away a damaged section, unfastening the joints, and noring the section length "spikes") is met.

attaching the special repair section at both ends. Finally, the

EIA style connector at the center of the section is mated to
complete the repair. A/A S1R 10 , / R".

Figure 1 1 shows installation in process for a number of runs IN U2,690 OH

at a high-to-low transition at a new HF broadcast site in ..... p f _-6- S . M

Morocco, and Figure 12 shows part of the installation of •_• i

-_. i ___

START 3.900 000 MHz STOP 26.100 000 MHz

(a)

CHI A/R SWR 10 l /M REF 1 A; 1.049

25.656010 MHz

I 12.6124Figure 11 II I 3MHzMARKER 14 A91l( 4s
Cable runs on high-to-low transitions 17.0 .E z I

2r .6 5 6 M 511

22 1_6 ~S5 MHZ

START 3.900 000 MHZ STOP 26.100 000 MHz

(b)

Figure 12 Figure 13
Cable runs on high level support Measured VSWR's for installed runs

(installation in process) of (a) 1343m and (b) 1413m
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CONCLUSION

A new large-diameter semiflexible coaxial transmission
line for use at HF broadcast frequencies has been
developed, manufactured and installed. This new line
overcomes major problems of transportation, installation
and repair to which conventional large diameter trans-
mission lines are subject.
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INFLUENCE OF FREQUENCY ON THE TEMPERATURE RISE

OF SHORT CIRCUITED ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS
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ABS•IIACT The thermal model presented here has the capability of
calculating the local temperature rise in a conductor when it carries a

When a conductor experiences a short-cicuit wavefor. that fault or overload current with a known frequency. The local curr
has a high frequency, the current distribution can be highly non- density in the conductor is first determined as a function of time and
uniform as a result of the skin effect in the conductor. In this situation radial position in the conductor. These calculations can be made for
the conductor can experience large variations in localized heating and any current waveform, provided a single dominating or fundamental
temperature gradients across the conductor can be significant. This frequency can be assumed for the given waveform. The model
paper formulates a thermal model that accounts for spatial as well as considers the skin effect as a function of frequency and it is capable of
time varying temperatures and compares the predicted temperature determining the temperature rise for two material conductors such as
distributions as a function of current, frequency, short-circuit duration ACSR and SSAC. as well as single material conductors such as AAC
and conductor properties. The results show that for frequencies of 60 and AAAC. Convection and radiation heat transfer are assumed to
Hz and less, the traditional adiabatic thermal model based on uniform occur from the conductor during the short-circuit event The
current density will give reasonable resu!ts for the maximum equations which result from the application of the thermal model are
conductor temperature. However, at higher frequencies the uniform solved numerically and the results are compared with the predictions
current density model can significantly underpredict the maximum of the traditional adiabatic model. The comparison reveals
temperature of the conductor. Temperature rise curves are presented frequencies which result in localized heating and produce surface
for several co-nmon ACSR conductors as a function of the waveform temperatures in excess of the maximum temperatures predicted by the
frequency. As the frequency increases, the surface temperature rise adiabatic model.
of a conductor can significantly surpass the value predicted for the
same conductor experiencing a short-circuit with the same value of 12 t THERMAL MODEL

but with a lower frequency, Therefore damage to a conductor as a
result of excessive temperatures can be grossly underpredicted by the The instantaneous, local temperature in a conductor can be
traditional equations if the conductor is shorted with a current determined by applying the principle of energy conservation to the
waveform that contains high frequency components. stranded conductor. This process leads to the differential equation

TRODUCTION 
1 a ( T '..(r.t) pc, 2

Traditionally, the temperature rise of an electric conductor

subjected to a short duration current surge has been calculated on the where qgen" (r.t) is the heat generated within the conductor on a per
basis of a model that assumes all ohmic heating is distributed unit volume basis. This equation assumes that the conductor
uniformly across the conductor and none of the heat is transferred temperature is only a function of radius r and time L That is, it is not
from the surface of the conductor strands. These assumptions greatly a function of axial position or angle around the conductor. This
simplify the calculation of the conductor temperature rise and they assumption implies that the model is unable to predict localized
result in a very simple expression for the average temperature of the temperature at the point where the short may occur, because the
conductor cross-section. This type of model, often referred to as the temperature is assumed to be independent at distance along the
adiabatic model, is a good one from the design standpoint, because it conductor. The term qgen" is the rate that heat is generated in a unit
leads to a maximum calculated temperature rise. It therefore provides volume of the conductor which is assumed to be a function of both
a conservative design standard so that a conductor can be selected that radius and time. In this analysis the thermal conductivity k and the
will not be damaged during a given short-circuit event, specific heat at constant pressure cp of the conductor material we both

This paper examines the problem of calculating the assumed to be linear functions of temperature, but the conductor
temperature rise in electric conductors when they are subjected to density p is assumed constant.
short-circuit events in which the current waveform has a variable IT e Ohmic heating term per unit volume of conductor can be
frequency. At low frequencies the conductor skin effect is negligible expressed as
and the current distribution is uniform across the conductor cross-
section. Ohmic heating is therefore uniform at low frequencies and
the traditional adiabatic temperature rise model provides a good qL =( 1) p.2o[l+ct.(T 20)] (2)
estimate for the temperature as long as the duration is short enough so
that a negligible amount of heat is transferred from the surface of the where I" is the current density, pe20 is the electric resistivity at 20P C
conductor. However, as the frequency of the current surge increases, and oe is the temperature coefficient of resistance of the conductor
the skin effect becomes appreciable and the heating within the material. The current density in the conductor is strongly influenced
conductor will begin to concentrate more toward the outer strands. by the skin effect which in turn is a function of the frequency of the
Eventually a situation will arise in which that the localized heating current waveform. At low frequencies the skin effect is negligible.
will result in a temperature rise near the surface that can significantly At higher frequencies, the skin effect can be significant causing the
exceed the maximum temperature predicted by the adiabatic model.
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I
outer porlion of the conductor to carry the majority of the current , (9)
while the center strands carry practically no current. !.

The temperature rise experienced by a conductor that is
subjected to a short-duration current transient is a function of the
energy available in the current pulse. If the short-circuit current Equation is a system ofl algebraic equations and n unmkwns
waveform is assumed to occur as a step function to a constant current ml .... mn. Once these valuos are calculated, the individual currents
I for a total time t. the energy in the pulse is simply proportional to in each layer can be detmmed by using Eq. 9 and the following
12t. Unfortunately most high current events can induce very complex relation between 10 and the iota: fault current IT.
current waveforms on overhead conductors. The waveform is rarely.
if ever, one of constant current and many high current transients
produce a current waveform that has multiple peaks. The complexity 1 + IT (10)
of the problem is further complicated by the fact that reflections of the + n; + M . ..... 4-m.
waveform from structures such as towers can cause distortions of the
current waveform. The model assumes a single or fundamental Once the variation of current with radius and time is determined. Eq.
frequency can be selected from the waveform. I can be used to predict the influence of localized heating on the

Once the current waveform and frequency have been conductor temperature.
selected. the distribution of current over the conductor cross-section The solution to Eq. I requies the application of two
must be calculated so that localized heating caused by the skin effect boundary conditions and a single initial conduction. The first
can be evaluated. Reference 2 gives a numerical procedure that can boundary condition requires that the centerline is an axis of
be used to determine the current density in a stranded conductor as a temperature symmetry or
function of outer radius and frequency. The analysis presented here
assumes that the current density is uniform in each layer of strands aT_-0 at r= (
and the magnetic flux created by the spiraling of the strands is ar
negligible compared to the flux resulting from the longitudinal current
flow. Furthermore it assumes that there is no saturation of magnetic and the second boundary condition results from the knowledge that
material of the conductor. The procedure first calculates the the heat removed from the surface of the conductor at r = rc Weaves via
geometric mean radius di and self reactance xi of each stranding layer the radiative and convective modes.
i. These quantities can be determined from

aT
(3N -2rr k r= q rd+q at r=rc (12)d• = [ Niajci(-')] '[exp(-p.i/4Nj)] (3) a

and Where qconv and qrad are the heat transfer rates per unit length in the

conductive and radiative modes. The convective contribution at the

surface of the conductor can be evaluated using standard Nusselt
xi = 0.00466 f log - c (4) number correlations and the radiative flux can be determined by

IL ] Japplying the Stefan-Boltzmann law. Details of these calculations can
be found in Ref. 3.

where the symbols are define in the Nomenclature section. Finally, the initial temperature distribution is assumed to be a
If no magnetic core is present in the conductor. Eq. 4 reduces to known function of radius corresponding to the steady state

temperature in the conductor for a known, constant current.
xi = 0.00466 f log(r,/d,) (5) T(rt) = T.(r) at t= 0 (13)

After the self reactance of each layer is determined, the resistance Riof ech lyer s caculaed fomTIe energy equation was solved in finite difference form by
ofeach layer is calculated from using a method consisting of a combination of a Crank-Nicolson

method and a predictor-corrector routine. The error expected from
P=- [I +,cM,(T - 20)] (6) this technique is on the order of At2 + Ar2. This method provides theA temperatures as a function of total fault current, frequency, radius and

time. Additional information that must be specified before the
Assuming that there are no other current carrying conductors nearby, temperatures can be calculated are the conductor geometry, conductor
the total voltage drop for each conductor layer (i = 0. 1.2..... n; i = 0 thermal and electrical properties and the fault current frequency. The
represents the center strand) caused by the resistance and self- numerical procedure is an iterative one. because quantities such as k.
reactance of each layer is cp and both the radiative and convective heat fluxes from the surface

are functions of the unknown conductor temperature. Furthermore the

V -( a i '-" procedure allows the total fault current IT to be incremented in time
R. •. + jx, Y, + Zk (jx,, steps of At so that any current-time functionality can be approximated

'7 with a series of ramps and steps . Details of the numerical scheme
for i = 0. 1. 2. 3....n (7) used to solve Eq. I are given in Refs. 3 and 4.

The numerical results were verified by comparing the
The RMS currents in each layer are unknown quantities. Since each predicted temperatures with those resulting from similar problems
srni lae V i tV2The nutreeriences ofequathens) s ame vola e with known solutions. The first check involved a comparison of the
expressd as =predicted temperatures with those of the adiabatic model. This
expressed as comparison required that the convective and radiative heat losses from

Ro- m, + j(x - x, ) + mj(x, - x,) = 0 (8) the surface were set to zero and that the effective thermal conductivity
k-I of the strands were set to a very high value so the model produced

i = 1, 2, 3, ...n isothermal conditions across the conductor. The difference between
where the temperatures for the two models was less than 4%- [44.
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The second comparison was made with a known steady-state C are given in Eqs. 17 and 18. The definition of the remaining

temperature distribution of a conductor which has a known surface symbols is listed in the Nomenclature section. This equation is

temperature and a uniform current distribution (see Ref. 5 pg. 72). identical to Eq. 7 in Ref. 7 and it is the same equation used to develop
The difference between the known temperature distribution and the the temperature curves in Chapter 6 of Ref. 8.
numerical results were less than 0.5% for all locations in the The temperature given b) Eq. 20 shows that the maximum

conductor [4]. temperature in a shorted conductor is a function of the conductor
A final check of the model consisted of a comparison of the design and the energy available in the short-circuit current. There are

temperature histories with those predicted by a program called three important parameters relating to the design of the conductor. the
DYNAMP which is part of the EPRI TLWorkstation software package two electrical characteristics given by the constants B and C and a
[6]. The DYNAMP program ignores temperature gradients within the thermal parameter given by the product m.cp, which is a measure of
conductor, but it is capable of predicting the changes in conductor the thermal capacitance of the conductor material. The energy
temperature as the current or weather conditions vary with time. The available in the current is quantified by the single term 12 t as long as
differences between the thermal model discussed here and the the frequency of the waveform is less than about 60 Hz. For higher
temperatures predicted by DYNAMP were negligible [4). frequencies the temperature rise in the conductor is also a function of

the waveform frequency.
ADIABATIC MODEL

The adiabatic model assumes no heat loss from the surface of IESIJIS
the conductor and it traditionally has been used to predict the
maximum temperature rise of the conductor for a given value of 12 t The model and procedure described above was formulated
[7]. The maximum average temperature rise of the conductor can be into a computer program that generated current and temperature
calculated from a special form of Eq. 1 because the adiabatic model distributions throughout the conductor as a function of total current
results in an isothermal conductor. In this case there are no and frequency. The procedure described in Ref. 2 was used to
temperature gradients within the strands and the first term in Eq. I is calculate the current density in stranded conductors and a set of
zero. Therefore the adiabatic model energy balance reduces to typical current distributions is shown in Fig. I for a AAC Marigold

(0113 kcmil) conductor and in Fig. 2 for an ASCR Curlew (1033
dT kcmil) conductor for 60 and 1000 Hz current waveform frequencies.

q:,. = pc, - (14) The current waveform selected for these examples was a step change
dt from 1000 amps to 150.000 amps. This example is presented not as a

realistic fault but rather as a method of demonstrating the influence of
where the energy generation per unit volume of conductor is given by frequency on the temperature profile in the conductor. The location of
Eq. 2. Substituting Eq. 2 into Eq. 14 followed by simplification the various stranding layers is superimposed on Figs. I and 2 to
results in a modified adiabatic energy equation of illustrate the radial position where the current density changes in step-

.dl fashion. For both conductor designs, the current densities are nearly
12 (C + BT) = mcp d (15) uniform at 60 Hz. but the skin effect is quite evident at a frequency of

di 1000 Hz. Regardless of frequency, the current density in the AAC
conductor is more uniform than in the ACSR conductor due to the

where m' is the mass of the conductor per unit length or more uniform electric resistivity of the aluminum strands compared to
the combination of steel and aluminum strands that exist in the ACSR
design.

m'= pA., (16)
- 60

where Am is the cross-sectional area of the metal in the conductor and 1 0AAC MARIGOLD
the constants B and C are defined as -A

X
B = P,2no°E (17) 4

AB E 1000 Hz-\

and 40-

S~60 Hz •

C= P20(I 20a,) (18)A., ,

(1Z
Q)

The solution to the differential equation (15) subject to the initial 0 20-
condition

T=To att=O (19)
U ENER Is 2nid 3rd [ 4th

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

T.= (C+BTo)e( )-C (20) Dimensionless Radius r/Ro
B

Figure 1: Current Density as a Function of Radial Position in
where the symbol Tmax is used to denote the temperature of the an AAC Marigold Conductor for Frequencies of 60
conductor calculated by the adiabatic model and the constants B and and 1000 Hz
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The non-uniform current density distributions shown in Figs. 1 20
1 and 2 lead to localized heating in the conductor which causes the ] AAC MARIGOLD
conductor to be hotter on the outer surface than near the center. As 1 =150000 A
long as the current is maintained over a relatively short period of time, 1007 V=2 ft/sec CROSS FLOW• ~T_=25.0 "C
the heat does not have sufficient time to transfer from the surface to 5=0.0167 sec
the center, and localized hot regions will develop over the cross- 006 s
section of the conductor. When the short-circuit exists over a longer (A 80j1 9120 Hz - 780 Hz
period, there is a tendency to level the large temperature gradients that Q d
can exist early in the short-circuit event, and the temperature of the .I
conductor becomes more uniform. n 60

i'- 60- F1 -ICENTER 1,f 2nd 3rd 4th

oCS CURLE,-1= 150000 A W 40 -

x I.J ADIABATICSO_ -1 60 Hz -. MODEL

1000 Hz-\ : i
E , 20 . N

',40-

60 Hz 0 ...........

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

"r Dimensionless Radius r/Re

O 20IFigure 3 Temperature Distribution in an AAC Marigold
20- Conductor Faulted with a Current of 150,000 Amps

"C• at Different Frequencies

100-
k." ACSR CURLEW

CENTER 1St 1st 2nd 3rd 1=1000 CULE
STE STEEL ALUM °ALUM ALUM --15000OSTEEL STEEL I ALUM U A V=2 ft/sec CROSS FLOW

S80o T,, =25.0 "C
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 t=0.0167 sec

LJDimensionless Radius r/Re L/ - 9120 Hz-H

Figure 2 Current Density as a Function of Radial Position in W 60- 780Hz-
an ACSR Curlew Conductor for Frequencies of 60 wU"
and 1000 Hz -"

CENTER i 1st i 1st 2nd 3rdJ- 4o- STEEL ý STEEL ALUM iALUM ALUM

Figures 3 and 4 show the type of temperature distributions S
that can exist in a stranded conductor when it experiences a low,
medium and high frequency fault. The current is assumed to increase CL /__ ADIABATIC 60 Hz -

from 1000 to 150,000 amps in a step fashion and the curves reflect the : 20 -, MODEL
conductor temperature after 0.0167 sec (1 cycle at 60 Hz). Results in t.- --
Fig. 3 are the temperature rise for an AAC Marigold and Fig. 4 are for I
a ACSR Curlew. The uneven temperature distributior resulting from
the skin effect is quite evident, and even at 60 Hz . is particularly 0
strong for the ACSR Curlew conductor which has a high resistance 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
steel core.Di e so ls Ra us r o

The adiabatic temperature curves are horizontal lines in Figs. Dimensionless Radius r/R 0
3 and 4, because the adiabatic model is able to predict only the Figure 4: Temperature Distribution in an ACSR Curlew
average conductor temperature, and it assumes a constant current Conductor Faulted with a Current of 150,000 Amps
density across the cross-section of the conductor. At low frequencies, at Different Frequencies
like 60 Hz, the adiabatic model does not seriously underpredict the
conductor temperature. However, when the conductor experiences a Condor (795 kcmil) conductor faulted with a current that has a
high frequency fault the results are completely different. In the event frequency of 1000 Hz. The various curves that appear in Fig. 5 are
of a high frequency fault, the adiabatic model can significantly surface temperatures that result from different fault durations. The
underestimate the maximum surface temperature and therefore it is first curve applies to all faults that have a duration of less than one
not an adequate model to warn of the damage to the conductor that second regardless of current level. Faults with durations greater than
may result during a high frequency event. about one second provide an opportunity for heat to be transferred

The thermal model was also used to develop a series of curves from the outer strands to the cooler inner strands and to the
that predict the temperature rise of the conductor as a function of 12 t environment, thereby reducing the magnitude of the temperature rise.
where the quantity is defined as Additional curves in Fig. 5 show that the temperature rise for a fault

with a duration greater than one second is always less than the

['t = .'(t)dt temperature rise for a fault with equal energy (equivalent value of 12 )
J0 that lasts for less than one second. These results suggest that the

adiabatic model can be used to accurately predict the temperature rise
when the current during the short-circuit event is a function of time. of a conductor as long as the fault duration is less than one second and
Typical results of this exercise are shown in Fig. 5 for an ACSR as long as the skin effect is small enough to cause a uniform current
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distribution. Faults that last greater than about one second provide
sufficient time for heat transfer from the surface of the conductor to ACSR CONDUCTORS
influence the temperature. Therefore for longer duration faults, a k=2.0 W/m'C
more complex thermal model than the simple adiabatic model must be
used to accurately calculate the conductor temperature. 1 00- - 0HfRK7 1 60 Hz I | ' [fDRAK(

100- , j ,e, -[ - - loooHz I -I 00

~80 I80S80-/ J

(V - 6/I i I- I

W 60- 1-

L- I LNNE

(1) ~~:3 [, ,

~~40 ~0~ 4/ i

E 20 -t'-U f LINNET~ -,20. /S- ~ACSR CONDOR• Q) ,// ,/•

Tk=2.0 W/m*C 
B t

S20- f_-1ooo Hz 01u~,,
I-- ~ Too= 2 5 .0 -C 0 1 " -- F -.. .- -.. .. • . . . . T , . .

0- V=2 ft/sec CROSS FLOW 0§1 101 1010

- I I 10 12 t (A10)

0 20 40 60
1t(, S) U'''SX 10-7 Figure6: Surface Temperature Rises for Three ACSR

Conductors as a Function of 12 t for 60 and 1000 Hz

Figure 5: Surface Temperature Rise as a Function of 12 t for a
ACSR Condor Conductor Faulted with a 1000 Hz tCSR DRAKE
Current of Varying Duration k=2.0 W/m*C

E =0.5
The curves in Fig. 6 illustrate the influence that the fault 1 -20- V=2.0 ft/sec CROSS FLOW

current frequency has on the surface temperature rise of three Tý=25.0 'C
representative ACSR conductors. These curves can be used to ( -
determine the temperature rise of a conductor under a fault with a "- 1 00 - - SURFACE TEMP.
known frequency and a known value of 12 t. The influence of _)
frequency is due solely to the uneven current density that becomes V)
stronger at higher frequencies. ?T 80

The thermal model can be used to predict the conductor a)
temperature during the short-circuit event as well as after the current L.
flow has ceased. The previous results (Figs. 3 and 4, for example) D 60"
have shown that large temperature gradients can exist in a conductor - CENTER TEMP.

during the short duration, high frequency fault. If the fault current
ceases and the conductor is then allowed to cool, these large gradients 40
will eventually disappear as heat is transferred through the high E -- SURFACE-CENTER
conductivity metal from the hot outer layer to the cool inner strands. Q) TEMP.

Figure 7 shows typical results of this cooling process for a t- 20
Drake (795 kcmil) conductor. The temperatures are plotted starting at
t = 0 immediately after the fault current ceases resulting in a surface 0
temperature that is 1000 C greater than the central core. For this 0-1
rather severe initial temperature difference, about one minute elapsed 0 20 40 60
before the surface becomes cooler than the center and heat begins to Ti me (sec)
be transferred from the center of the conductor to the surface where it
is removed by radiation and convection to the surrounding air. Prior Figure 7: Cooling of an ACSR Drake Conductor Showing
to this time the heat is conducted toward the center of the conductor, Temperature as a Function of Time
thereby smoothing the large temperature gradients that exist in the
conductor immediately after the application of the fault current.
These results show that the uneven temperature gradients in a faulted
conductor can exist for several minutes depending upon conductor results presented here are representative of the temperature rise in the
size, conductor type and fault current frequency. During this time conductor a sufficient distance from the point where the lightning
interval damage to the conductor such as annealing and high contacts the conductor such that the current distribution can be
temperature creep would result and both of these detrimental effects predicted by Eqs. 3-10. They are not intended to predict the
are not predicted by the adiabatic heating model. temperatuure of the conductors at the point of contact. The current as

The thermal model can he used to calculate the temperature function of time induced in the conductor must first be determined.
rise of an overhead conductor that is hit by a lightning strike. The For this analysis a simplified and ideal triangular waveform was
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assumed and an estimate of the typical current frequency In Fig. 9 the temperature rise resulting from the idealized
corresponding to the waveform equal to one-fourth the inverse of the lightning waveform shown in Fig. 8 is plotted as a function of position
rise time was used. This assumption provides an example of the in an ACSR Linnet conductor (26/7. 336 kcmil). The curves show the
single frequency that is necessary for the application of the thermal influence of waveform frequency by plotting the temperature rise for
model. While this assumed waveform may seem over-simplified, it is 60 Hz and 125 kHz. Both curves show a moderate temperature rise
commonly used to simulate the thermal, electrical and mechanical resulting from the limited energy available even for the severely
behavior of overhead lines when they are struck by lightning [1]. intense assumed waveform. The figure also shows the greater

Rarely do lightning flashes induce currents greater than discrepancy between the surface and center temperatures that is
200 kA and the rise time of most current waveforms is on the order of produced when the frequency of the waveform is increased.
1.0 - 2.0 psec with the total duration of the waveform approximately The temperature rise data for two conductors of different size
100-200 psec [1]. In addition, most lightning strikes consists of is recast in a different format in Fig. 10. In this figure the surface
multiple strokes with three strokes being a reasonable average [1]. temperature (the location of maximum temperature) is plotted as a
Therefore, a reasonable current waveform on an overhead conductor function of time assuming the idealized current waveform in Fig. 8
that has been struck by a severe lightning strike is shown by the three has a frequency of 125 kHz. The curves show the rather small
multiple triangular curves shown in Fig. 8. Since waveforms with temperature rises that mirror the shape of the current waveform in Fig.
multiple current peaks are common, an induced current with three 8 with the greater temperature rise occuring in the smaller Linnet
identical waveforms was selected to represent an upper limit for conductor. These results reveal that the temeperature rise in a typical
temperatures that can result in an overhead conductor which is struck conductor subjected to a relatively severe lightning strike is not
by a very intense lightning bolt. Since the assumed rise time for the severe.
waveform is 2 psec, the frequency of the waveform was estimated to
be 125 kHz. CONCLUSIONS

< I The thermal model described in this paper is capable of
-Y predicting the short-circuit temperature history at all locations in a
" 200- multi-component conductor. Temperatures predicted by this model
- lead to the following conclusions:
0)S1. If the fault current has a frequency greater than

approximately 60 Hz, the uneven current density in a
U 0 _N_ conductor can produce temperature gradients in the

2 • 200 conductor and at high frequencies the surface temperature
rise in a faulted conductor can greatly exceed the temperature
rise predicted by the traditional adiabatic heating model.

Time (,psec) 2. The uneven heating resulting from the skin effect is
accentuated by the low resistivity outer strands and higherFigure 8: Idealized Current Waveform for Severe Lightning resistivity inner strands of composite conductors such as

Strike ACSR. These types of composite conductors have the
potential for large temperature gradients which result from a

ACSR LIN NET combination of skin effect and uneven resistivity distribution.
Current Waveform - Fig. 8 3. If a short-circuit current at low frequency is maintained for

_ t=600 ,sec greater than approximately one second, surface cooling can
f=60 Hz & 125 kHz become significant producing conductor temperatures that

10- are usually less than those predicted by the adiabatic heating
_, model.

- 4. Large temperature gradients with surface temperatures
exceeding the center temperature can exist for times up to

8 - about one minute when a conductor is shorted with a high
t() frequency current. Depending upon the conductor and the

surface cooling conditions, the large gradients disappear after6 -approximately one minute as heat is transferred via
-125 kHz conduction between the non-isothermal layers.

-- 60 Hz 5. The temperature rise of a conductor contacted by a relatively
.4.- •severe lightning strike is small, although the temperature
, 4 - - increase at the point of contact can be significant.

E. NOMENCLATURE

S2 - ai radius of each strand in layer i

Ai cross-sectional area of strand layer i

0 Am cross-sectional area of metal in conductor

B constant defined by Eq. 170 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
C constant defined by Eq. 18

Dimensionless Radius r/Ro ci mean radius of strand layer i

Figure 9: Temperature Distribution in an ACSR Linnet cp specific heat at constant pressure for conductor
Conductor Subject to the Current Waveform Shown di geometric mean radius of strand layer
in Figure 8
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f frequency of short-circuit curent waveform 3. Kakac. S., Yener, Y.. HeM Cnu• tio. Hemisphere Pubi.
Corp. 1985. pp. 325.

I current

Ii current through strand layer i 4. McWforter. Bruce Burnett, "Transient Temperature
Distribution in Short-Circuited Electrical Conductors". MS

IT total fault current through conductor Thesis. School of Mechanical Engineering, Georgia Institute

I" current per unit cross-sectional area of conductor of Technology, June 1987.

k thermal conductivity 5. Kreith, Frank and Black. William Z., "aiLIeLIDsfe[.

m' mass of conductor per unit length Harper and Row, N.Y. 1980.

mi ratio of current in layer i to current in center strand 6. Black. W.Z. and Bush, R.A.. 'Conductor Temperatue

layer Research", EPRI Final Report for Project 2546-1. EL-5707.
May 1988.

n number of strand layer

Ni number of conductor strands in layer i 7. Walker, Mark, ed.. Aluminum Electrical Conductor
Handbok, Washington. D.C.. The Alum. Assoc.. 1982.

qconv heat transfer per unit length of conductor by the

convective mode 8. Black, W.Z. and Wells, Glenn M., "Temperature Rise of

Optical Fiber Ground Wires Subjected to Short Duration-
gen o ting within a unit volume of conductor High Current Transients". Trans. IEEE, Power Delivery. Vol.

grad heat transfer per unit length of conductor by the ;No. 3, pp. 1806-1815, July 1989.

radiative mode

r radius measured from the center of the conductor BIOGRAPHY
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xi self reactance of conductor strand layer i

G.RREK SYMBOLS

Cle temperature coefficient of resistance of the conductor

e emissivity of the conductor surface

8ik Kronecker delta

X, ratio of total core diameter to total conductor diameter

Pi relative permeability of layer i

p density of the conductor

Pe20 electric resistivity of the conductor at 200 C
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TEMPERATURE MONITORING SYSTEM USING OPTICAL FIBER SENSORS FOR
UNDERGROUND POWER CABLES
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ABSTRACT This paper describes the introduction of this sensor,
its practical application to power cables, and the

An innovative temperature monitoring system for development of a 257-kV XLPE fiber optic sensors
underground power cables has been developed composite cable.
and practically applied. Optical fiber temperature
sensors are used to detect the temperature profile
over long cable runs. These sensors can measure FIBER OPTIC DISTRIBUTED TEMPERATURE SENSOR
the temperature distribution up to 10km within
± 11C and 1 meter spatial resolution. The optical Principle
fiber was laid along the outside of a power cable
in the practical system. In addition, a 275-kV XLPE To obtain the temperature distribution along an
cable with integrated optical fiber sensors has been optical fiber, it is necessary to locate the origin of
developed for future applications, the sensor signals and to determine the temperature

from them.

INTRODUCTION Origin location is determined by measuring delay
time t, which is composed of the time it takes an

To ensure the efficiency and reliability of electrical injection light pulse to reach the point where the
power systems, it is very important to monitor and tansmitting light pulse generates a scattering light
supervise the operating conditions. In particular, a and return to the incidence end (Fig.1). The d. ,tance
sensing system is needed that can continuously from the origin, x, is determined by
monitor the temperature distribution along long (1)
underground power cables under conditions of
strong electromagnetic interference. Discrete sensors where v is the velocity of light in an optical fiber.
which use electronic and optical technologies have
been developed, but they need electrical power The temperature at each point is derived from the
sources and data transmitters to send their data intensity of the Raman scattering light in the
over a long distance. This makes these systems backscattering light. The backscattering light
complicated and expensive, consists mainly of: Rayleigh scattering light caused

by elastic collisions with glass molecules in the
To overcome these problems, we have developed a fiber material and Raman scattering light, which
fiber optic distributed temperature sensor. Its is caused by nonelastic collisions and whose
measurement distance was originally 2km,' but wavelength is different from the incident light.
longer range measurements are needed for long
cable runs. We therefore developed a long-range The two components of Raman scattering light,
fiber optic temperature sensor that can measure anti-Stokes light and Stokes light, occur at the
the temperature distribution up to 10km.2  wave number shifts at around + 400cm"' and -400cm'

(Fig.2). The Raman scattering light intensity is very
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weak, about 10-3 times that of the Rayleigh scattering PRACTICAL APPUCATION TO POWER CABLE LNES
light and about 10" times that of the incident light.
However, the two components more strongly System Configuration
depend on temperature than Rayleigh scattering
light. In addition, the intensity ratio of the two The first application of our long-range fiber optic
components depends only on the temperature, as distributed temperature sensor was to the Minami-
shown in Eq.(2), if the wavelength of the incident Ikegami line of the Tokyo Electric Power Co. (Fig.5).
light and the fiber material are fixed.' This line is the first practical use of a 275-kV XLPE

( -. + )4 cable for a long transmission line.
la/Is= 4 ý_pk)e(_h" v. JVk/k T) (2) The measuring unit was located at the Minami

Kawasaki substation and the results were transmitted
Ia Intensity of anti-Stokes light to the Kawasaki maintenance office over a tele-
Is Intensity of Stokes light communication line, where they were stored.

Wave number of the incident light
L' •. Wave number shift of glass Installation
h Planck's constant
v Velocity of light in the optical fiber Before laying the Minami-Ikegami line, we studied
k Boltzmann's constant how to lay the optical fiber on the power cable to
T Absolute temperature get the most accurate surface temperature measure-

ments. Since there are many fixing cleats along the
Composition power cable, which the optical fiber must go around,

the optical fiber is not always in close contact with
The developed fiber optic temperature sensor the power cable. As a result, the temperature
consists of an optical fiber for temperature sensing measured by the optical fiber may not be the actual
and a measuring unit, which includes a personal surface temperature.
computer, to caluculate and display the temperature
distribution (Fig.3). A high power LD-pumped solid- We conducted a trial implementation and checked
state laser is used for long-range measurement. This for deviations between the measured temperature
laser launchs a peak power of about 100 W into a and the actual power cable surface temperature
50/125 multi-mode sensing fiber. An incident light (Fig.6). The optical fiber measured temperatures
pulse generates scattering light in the fiber, and part were 3 to 5°C lower than those measured by thermo-
of this scattering light propagates back to the main couples on the cable surface. The reason for this
measuring unit as back-scattering light, variance may be related to the spatial arrangement

of the optical fiber. However, the variance was the
After separating the anti-Stokes light and the Stokes same near the fixing cleats, so the fixing cleats
light from the back-scattering light with an optical have negligible effect. In practical application, the
wavelength divibion demultiplexer, their intensities heat generated by the cable is estimated to about
are converted to electrical signals. These signals one quarter that of the trial setup. Therefor, the
are then amplified, sampled every 10 ns, converted variance is a negligible I to 21C.
to digital signals, and averaged by a high-speed
digital averaging circuit to improve their signal-to- After this preliminary trial, an optical fiber was
noise ratio. The 10-ns sampling interval corresponds laid on the surface of the power cable and joint
to a 1-m interval. An external view of the sensor is boxes of the Minami-Ikegami 3rd circuit. It was
shown in Fig.4. fixed to the surface with fixing bands. To avoid

excessive force, exclusive spacers were placed
Performance between the optical fiber and the fixing bands, and

the exposed portions of the optical fiber were
The performanse of the sensor is summarized in covered with tubes to protect against impacts. The
Table I. The temperature measurement range composition of the opticz fiber and the binding
depends on the temperature tolerance of the optical method are shown in Figs.7 and 8.
fiber itself, that is, on the fiber coating materials. A double-core doble-sheathed optical fiber cable
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was used. One optical fiber was used as the sensor sheath.
and the other was kept in reserve.
In addition to measuring cable temperature, the The optical fiber sensor was placed in a metallic
atmospheric temperature in the tunnel was measured tube to protect it against mechanical force (Fig.12).
at two points : on a bridge section of the tunnel Two types of metallic tubes were used. The tube
affected by sunlight and in a underground section placed in the conductor was made of copper, with
of the tunnel. At these points, the optical fiber was an outer diameter of 2.1 mm and a wall thickness
coiled and placed in a steel box installed on the of 0.3 mm. The other was made of stainless steel,
ceiling, with an outer diameter of 1.8 mm and a wall

thickness of 0.2 mm. Two stainless wires were
Temperature Monitoring installed on both sides of the stainless tube for

reinforcement.
The temperature distributions of the power cable
surface and the inside conductor were displayed at Test Results
the central station in the Kawasaki maintenance
office. An example measured temperature distribu- Optical fiber sensors are subjected to mechanical
tion is shown in Fig.9. The conductor temperature stresses while the composite cable is being layed
was calculated from the surface temperature and and during actual use. To examine the impact on
the load current, taking thermal resistance and the optical fiber sensors, we have conducted tension
heat capacity into account. The surface and tests, compression tests, and thermal cycling tests.
conductor temperatures were influenced by the
laying conditions. For example, temperatures around The maximum strain on the optical fiber was 0.13%
manholes were lower than in other tunnel sections. (allowable stain is 0.2%) at a tension of 25 tons
The tunnel's maximum temperature was in the (Fig.13). This is 2.5 times the allowable tension of
center of a shielded tunnel, between Kawadou # 242 cable laying. To test compression, we applied a
manhole and Kawakyou # 509 manhole. load of 2 tons/m on the cable. The results confirmed

that there was no increase in optical transmission
The monitoring system can also display the time loss.
dependence of these temperatures and load current
(Fig.10). The time axis can be a day, a month, or a To test temperature measurement consistency, we
year, with up to 72 monitoring points depending cycled the temperature daily for 30 days, with a
on central station memory capacity. maximum conductor temperature of 901C. Fig.14

shows the arrangement of the cable and Fig.15
shows the temperature distribution of the cable, as

275-kV XLPE/OPTICAL-FIBER COMPOSITE CABLE measured using optical fiber sensors. The optical
fibers were spliced at both ends of the cable in

Composition series. After 30 days of testing, there was no increase
in optical transmission loss and no difference in the

In the practical application, optical fiber sensor measured temperature from the initial one.
cables were layed along the outside of the power
cable. For future applications, we have developed These test results show that all these sensor posi-
a 275-kV XLPE cable with integrated optical fiber tions in the composite cable can be practically used.
sensors (Fig.11). This composite cable eliminates Considering cable splicing requirement and tem-
the additional optical fiber cable and provides perature measurement accuracy, however, the best
more accurate cable temperatures. location for the sensors is between the insulator

and the Al sheath.
To dctermine the most suitable cable composition,
optical fiber sensors were installed in three positions
in the cable : in the center of the conductor, between CONCLUSION
the insulater and the aluminum(A1) sheath and
between the Al sheath and the polyethylene(PE) We have developed fiber optic temperature sensor
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that can measure the temperature distribution up cable fault location system based on the detecting
to 10km underground power cable. The measured of abnormal temperature rises.
temperature distribution of the cable surface and
the estimated conductor temperature distribution
were used for power cable line supervision. REFERENCES

For future application, we have developed 275-kV (1) K.Ogawa, et al.: Fiber Optic Distributed Tem-
XLPE cable with integrated optical fiber sensors. perature Sensor with High Distance Resolution,
This composite cable eliminates the separate optical OFS-6' 89, 1989
fiber cable and provides more accurate cable (2) Y.Ozawa, et al. :Fiber-Optic Distributed Tem-
temperatures. perature Sensor for Long Range Remote Sen-

sing, OEC, 92, 1992
In the future, the developed sensor will be applied (3) D. A. Long: Raman Spectroscopy,
to power cable control systems that include forced- MaGraw-Hill International Book Co., 1977
cooling and load control, and will be used to power
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Table 1 Senso perfoimence

Afemwuement alloice 10 km

spatial resoution 1 m

Teopsture measta'erent actaucy ±1 *C

Ter"erafure measwsmenit range, -50 to 150 Ic

Optical fiber sensor -T 50/12 AM GI

Fig. 4 External view of sensor system

Mmnami Kaiwsaki substation Kawesaki maintenance office (Central station)
Telecommunication line

unit ui

I ~ Lm ataanin diskunit

sensor

Minami Kawasaki

Amshrctemperature Optical fiber "'Atomosphemi tenperatme
Optical filbwer spplice ri"on inmeasuimng Position o

L.J U. N.J N.J l. U. N.J U. l. N.J N.J lU l.J N.J U. N.J U. N.J

Minami-Ikegami Pbwmr Cable Line 3rd circuit

U.; Insulated Joint
N.J; Normal Joint

Fig.5 System configuration of the temperature monitoring system
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275-kV CAZV power cable Fixing cleat Fixing bands Opt"ca fiber

1 1 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1 1(m)

*00

Ambient temperature 5.6 mm
Optical fiber measured

10- temperature
0 Thermocouple measured temperature Fig. 7 Optical fiber composition

(Surface temperature!)

01 1 A-
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Fig. 6 Difference in measured temperatures
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Optical fiber IOptical fiber
Horizontal snake formation
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Optical fiber binding positioni
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(a) Cable section

(b) Joint section

Fig.8 Optical fiber binding method
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DEVELOPMENT OF OVERHEAD WATER BLOCKED COVERED

ALUMINUM CONDUCTORS FOR MV DISTRIBUTION

E. Buczma A. Fragale

Olex Cables a Division of Pacific Dunlop Limited
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia

ABSTRACT In 1983 severe bushfires swept

The development of overhead water across a number of regions of Australia
blocked covered aluminium conductors which resulted in a re-evaluation of

for an 11 kV medium voltage distribution overhead line construction using bare
system is described. The cables are conductor. This resulted in further
non compacted conductors of the stranding development of covered conductor systems.
configuration 7 wires 3.75 mm, 7 wires One covered aluminium conductor
4.75 mm and 19 wires of 3.5 mm of cable system evaluated incorporated
AAAC/1120 aluminium alloy each having semi-conductive high temperature water
a covering of 3.4 mm radial thickness blocking compound between the wire
of grey XLPE. A main characteristic strands. It was used because overseas
of the product is that the conductor tests had shown it to be particularly
is fully water blocked using a developed suitable with connectors. However
polymeric non conductive compound such this system was later discontinued
that no water penetration occurs. because the compound could not be used
The developed cables also have good over the strand wires between the con-
stripping properties such that the ductor and the covering. The system
grey XLPE covering can be removed did not show the degree of water blocking
leaving a clean aluminium surface, required because a tight enough seal
good performance in interstrand con- could not be obtained between the strand
ductivity and connectability of fittings wires and the covering. Also there
tests, satisfactory performance of were some handling proolems.
the dripping property of the water
blocking compound and good adhesion To overcome these deficiencies
properties in strain clamping tests. an Australian Power Authority requested

that an 11 kV overhead distribution
system be desiIned incorporating cable

INTRODUCTION and accessories . The conductor was

Covered conductors made of aluminium to have a polymeric non mastic type
have been used in Australia for many of water blocking material.
years. The systems were introduced This paper describes the develop-
to improve reliability of supply through ment of a suitable cable to meet these
the prevention of the clouting of customer requirements.
conductors by high winds, birds, arimals
or trees. The non water blocked con-
ductors have been made with coverings CABLE SPECIFICATION
at various times of PVC, high density
polyethylene (HDPE) and black cross The cable specification by an
linked polyethylene (XLPE) containing Australian Power Authority2 called for
a minimum of 2% well dispersed carbon cross linked polyethylene covered
black suitable for outdoor weathering conductors suitable for overhead lines
performance. operating at 11 kV, 50 Hz AC. The

cable was to be filled with water
Experience showed that where the blocking compound to inhibit migration

covering was removed ingress of moisture of water along the conductor.
occurred with subsequent corrosion
of the aluminium either in the span The conductors were required to
or at a point where the covering was be stranded circular non compacted
removed, and to comprise individual wires of

Aluminium Alloy 1120.
In Australia corrosion failure

in overhead covered conductors occurred
after 5-10 year service life in coastal
areas and 20 year service life in inland
areas.
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The water blocking compound was
required to completely fill the
interstices of the conductor and to CONUCTOR
enclose the outer surface strands of
the conductor. The compound was required
to be pliant, non hygroscopic, non
shrinking with age and not to present WATER BLOCKING
any toxicological or dermatological COMPOUND
problems to persons. Also the compound
should not affect the conductor nor
the cross linked polyethylene covering
when exposed to water or air or both RIBDEICATI
at a continuous operating temperature
up to 900C. A compound which required
activation by absorption of moisture
was not allowed. On removal of the INSULATION XLPE
cross linked polyethylene covering
any water blocking compound between
the covering and the conductor had
to peel away cleanly with the covering
except that a small amount could remain
at the extreme tip of the crevice
between the individual wire strands.

The conductor and water blocking Figure I Cross section of the
compound were to be covered with a Covered Conductor
grey cross linked polyethylene having
a low carbon black content. The covering
was to be concentric around the conductor The covered conductor is
to allow hand stripping with the aid identified using two longitudinal
of a stripping tool without preheating. continuous raised ribs spaced 180*

apart as shown in figure 1. Rib
CABLE DESIGN dimensions are, a base width of nominal

0.5 mm and a rib height of min 0.3
The cross section of the covered mm.

conductor is as shown in figure 1.

Table 1 Conductor Properties

No Characteristic Unit Conductor Size

1. Standard Conductor mm2  80 120 180
Size

2. Conductor Stranding 7/3.75mm 7/4.75mm 19/3.5mm

3. Conductor Type All Aluminium Alloy Conductor AAAC/1120

4. Cross Sectional mmw 77.3 124.0 182.8
Area for
Mechanical Purposes

5. Calculated mm2  73.7 118.2 173.5
Equivalent
Aluminium Area 3

6. Calculated Minimum kN 17.6 27.1 41.7
Breaking Load

7. Calculated DC ohm/ki 0.384 0.239 0.163
Resistance at 20'C

8. Approximate Mass kg/km 436 619 848
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There are three cables in the range If this region was cut a lump of white
80 mm2 of stranding 7 wires 3.75 mm, corrosion product would be evident.
120 mm2 of stranding 7 wires 4.75 mm Also in these samples white corrosion
and 180 mm2 of stranding 19 wires 3.5 product was evident along the strands
mm. The conductors have the stranding of the conductor between the conductor
characteristics and other properties and the covering and also though the
shown in table i. central strands of the conductor.

This also occurred at locations some
Table 2 shows the dimensional distance away from the moisture entrance

requirements of the cables. point. If severe the corrosion could

The thickness of the covering is cause the individual wire strands to
the same as that used for a fully break especially at locations where
insulated underground cable of the some stress was evident.
same operating voltage and as such the With the non water blocked covered
cable has sufficient insulation thickness conductor designs corrosion of the
to withstand the electrical stresses conductor becomes a potential problem
encountered from extended contact with where the covering is removed or broken
trees. for whatever reason; installation of

fittings, removal by birds, or damage.

Table 2 Dimensional Requirements

No Characteristic Unit Conductor Size

1. Conductor Stranding 7/3.75 7/4.75 19/3.5

2. Nominal Bare Conductor mm 11.3 14.3 17.5
Diameter

3. Cross Linked Polyethylene
Insulation Thickness
Excluding Ribs
Minimum Average mm 3.4 3.4 3.4
Minimum at any Point mm 3.0 3.0 3.0
Maximum at any Point mm 4.0 4.0 4.0

4. Maximum Diameter Overall mm 19.0 22.0 25.2
Excluding Ribs

PREVIOUS DESIGNS Figures 2 and 3 show examples
of corrosion in previous covered con-Previous designs of covered ductor designs.

conductor were not water blocked but

comprised a polymeric covering over
the bare conductor of around 1.8 mm
wall thickness. Because the thickness
of the covering was insufficient to
withstand sustained electrical stress
and because of radio interference at
pin insulation supports the covering
was removed at the support points.
This resulted in moisture going down
the conductor strands and after a period
of time resulting in corrosion of the
aluminium conductor. The effect was
exacerbated in regions close to the
sea and in areas of high pollution.

Moisture could travel either through
the conductor strands to the lowest
part of the span where it could collect
or between the outer wire strands and
the covering. Over time corrosion
would occur with severe corrosion where
the water was trapped for longer periods.
This could be seen in covered conductor Figure 2 Corrosion in a Covered
samples where the covering had bulged. Conductor (previous design)
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The grey cross linked polyethylene
covering is a mineral filled cross
linkable polyethylene compound for
low voltage cable insulation and
contains additives for long term UV
weathering performance. The mechanical
and electrical performance data obtained
from cable samples are shown in the
section on type test results. Weathering
test requirements for the material
are covered in 2.

PROCESSING

The processing of the overhead
covered conductors requires special
attention at both the conductor
manufacturing stage and at the insulation
stage. The design and construction
of these cables necessitates the
selection of optimum processing

Figure 3 Corrosion on Conductor conditions in order to have trouble
Surface (previous design) free production.

Particular requirements at the
MATERIALS conductor stage include selection of

an optimum lay ratio within specified
As shown in figure 1, the cable limits which will yield a tightly

comprises a conductor made of aluminium stranded conductor construction. Tight
alloy a water blocking compound and tolerances on wire and conductor size
an outer covering. are important for successful manufacture.

The properties of the aluminium Insulation is carried out on a
alloy, the wires and the conductor Continuous Vulcanisation line. The
stranding configurations are covered water blocking compound is applied
in 3. on line prior to the grey outer covering

To meet the water blocking test being extruded onto the conductor.
performance requirements the water This minimises the number of processes
blocking compound has to fill in all and improves the efficiency and
the inner interstices of the conductor productivity of the operation.
and also provide an interface between A nominal 3.4 mm wall of grey
the surface of the conductor and the UV stabilised cross linked polyethylene
covering of cross linked polyethylene compound is extruded over the conductor.
material. From earlier work it had The process conditions are selected
been shown that it is very difficult to enable sufficient residence time
to obtain the required degree of within the curing tube to cross link
adhesion between the surface of the the polyethylene compound to the
aluminium conductor and the cross linked appropriate degree. Also since the
polyethylene covering to meet the water water blocking compound is thermo-
blocking test requirements. plastic, under the processing conditions

The water blocking material is used the material can flow and fill
polymeric from the polyolefin copolymer up all the inner interstices of the
class. In this group of materials conductor. Under the temperatures
there are many different types and and pressures encountered the water
grades varying in their comonomer blocking compound can adhere to all
contents, flow properties, melting the wires in the stranded conductor
points, tensile properties and hardness and also bond to the outer grey cross
characteristics. In selecting the linked polyethylene covering.
materials for use as a water blocking Because of the specified sizes
compound for this application the method of the final product the water blocking
of application has to be considered compound has to be applied uniformly
and the application point to be used and within close tolerances.
in the process. Also generally as
the comonomer content increases so
does the tendency for improved adhesion
to the aluminium metal but the corres-
ponding melting points, tensile
properties and hardness values descrease.
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EVALUATION Water Blocking Tests
In order to optimise the per- The product is required to meet

formance of the water blocking compound two water blocking tests. The static
formulation, the process, and the final water blocking test is shown in figure
product performance, trial evaluations 4. Prior to preparation of the sample
were carried outr For assessing the for the test a 0.5 metre length of
were cridouc t. forassing t he the cable is subjected to three reverseimportant: water blocking compound bends around a mandrel of diameter
final product the following tests are bns aon ade fdaee
rimpotant: static water blocking c d 16 (D + d) where D, d is the diameter

dynamic water blocking test, stripping of the cable and the conductor respect-
test, adhesion test and interstrand ively. The sample for the test is
conductivity test. then cut from the middle of the bend

test piece, prepared and placed in

Water Blocking Compound Drip Test the apparatus. The exposed conductor

The test is carried out by hanging is subjected to an 800 mm head of water

vertically two cable samples 13 cm containing fluorescein at an ambient

in length, both ends square cut with temperature for 24 hours.

one of the samples having 3 cm of
covering removed from one end, in an
oven at 100± 5°C for 24 hours. At Water reservoir-.-
the end of the test period no compound
should be present in trays placed under
the samples at the start of the test.

Since the water blocking base Stopper 800 ma
materials used are thermoplastic resins
with melting points below the drip
test temperature this has implications End sea V
for the formulation of the water
blocking compound used and for th .
processing techniques used for the
cable. Conductor 10mm wide ring of

It is import.-nt to limit the amount
of water blocking material in the cable
yet it has to be filled to the correct
level to meet the water blocking test
requirements. The wires are stranded Figure 4 Static yater Blocking
to give a tight conductor structure Test
to limit the interstitial gaps between
the wires. From the stranding con-
figurations for the three conductor To meet the test requirements
sizes ths largest interstices will no penetration of water is to occur
be present in the 7/4.75 mm product either between the conductor surface
while the largest amount of water and the covering or between the wires
blocking material will be used in the away from the 10 mm wide entry point.
19/3.5 mm cable. The examination is carried out urder

UV light at 254 nm wavelength.
In order to meet the drip test

requirements a proprietary water For the dynamic water blocking
blocking compound was developed which test the same cable preparation and
was made up of a number of components test arrangement is used except that
with suitable melting points and after the 24 hour period at ambient
adhesion properties to the aluminium, temperature the cable sample is

temperature cycled 10 times from ambient
The formulation of the water to 80 °C ± 5 °C. This is carried out

blocking compound depends on the method by fitting a current transformer and
used to apply the water blocking correcting the ends of the conductor
compound to the conductor and also to form a closed loop. The test
on its effect on the other required criteria are the same as for the static
cable properties. water blocking test.

To meet these severe requirements
the water blocking compound must have
good adhesion to the aluminium wires
to cope with the initial bend test
and also the expansion and contraction
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during the temperature cycling test.
Also the conductor has to be sufficiently
filled with water blocking compound
without any voids or gaps to meet the
test requirements.

Stripping Test

The water blocking material should
be easily removed from the outer surface
of the conductor as the covering is
removed leaving a clean aluminium
surface. This requirement is to aid
linesmen when attaching fittings.
To test the product for this requirement
a stripping tool as shown in figure
5 is used. Cable samples are conditioned
in an oven at 20'C and 40°C after which
a section of the outer covering is
stripped using the tool. Figure 6
shows typical cable samples after the
stripping test.

Rotate,,•V

strip•pe IFigure 6 Cable After the

Stripping Test

Adhesion Test
Wheel for •The test is carried out to deter-
adjusting jaw mine the adhesion of the covering on
opening the water blocked conductor when tension

is applied to the cable. This inform-
ation is required for stringing up
of the covered conductor to ensure
that no slippage of the covering over
the conductor occurs at the stringing
up tensions encountered.

The test is performed by anchoring
a sample of the cable at one end while
using a gripping device to grip the

Cam screw for blade screw covering towards the other end. Tension
depth adjustment is then applied to the gripping device.

The test arrangement is shown
in figure 7. Tension is applied up

Figure 5 Stripping Tool 2 to the required value over one minute
then held for 10 minutes after which

From the process side a tight Digital
conductor is required so that the web Iad~coor
of water blocking material penetrating Approx. 2.0m Approx. lOnm
the outer strands of the conductor )a.leng/t
is very thin. From the material 100mm 110mm max 100mm Free
formulation/process point of view there
is a balance between the degree of A 1 e C
adhesion (between the water blocking
material and the conductor) required
for water blocking and the ease of 0 t
removal of the water blocking material
during the stripping test. ed T /end Tensioning r..Od

Also the water blocking material COME-ALONG 6'.ce end
has to adhere to the cross linked
polyethylene covering under the process
conditions used. Figure 7 Adhesion Test Arrangement
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it is increased until failure occurs. M -Mo-tnsin, stroot joit

This is defined as section A > 105
mm or section B < 95 mm or the covering
protruding 3 mm beyond the end of the
conductor at C or the covering devel-
oping cracks. 5

The typical results obtained for /tedtwo"iq 20wnSL¶

the 7/3.75 mm cable are shown in figure30Mn
8. The required test tensions for WAL

the three sizes are shown in table 3 2

3. 1

Pwal." -e.ve damp

- ~ ~ *ObUSUUM W4in kDMTmtrus

-o-- ptmh MaK~towm pewstj- ---- - - - - -> MWmc.W0i I#Xetd W-pum AV-span in coodutor Wqpta)
-0 kigs for pointof connecftion oftet atiSWOIp

-- Figure 9 Interstrand Conductivity
Test Arrangement 2

0 1 2 3 A 5 6 7 O 9 a

The test assembly with the
Movm~ 51e A-MovemtotWe fittings is shown in figure 9.

The temperature cycle consists
of a test current passed through the

Figure 8 Adhesion Test Results for test loop for two hours which raises
7/3.75 mm Cable the temperature of the reference

conductor to 90 ± 3°C before the end
of the two hour period. The reference

Interstrand Conductivity Test conductor is taken as the section of
cable in the test loop which reaches

The test is used to determine the highest temperature. After the
the effectiveness of electrical con- heating cycle the assembly is allowed
ductivity between the strands in the to cool to 50C above ambient temperature.
conductor and between the conductor This is repeated 150 times. The temp-
and the line fittings. erature and electrical resistance

monitoring points are shown in figure
A loop made up of the covered 9.

water blocked conductor joined with
fittings to be used with the cable The requirements for the test
is temperature cycled under load and are that the temperature of any fitting
the temperature and resistance of shall not exceed that of the conductor
various parts of the circuit monitored, on either side of the fitting and that

the final resistance after 150 cycles
shall not exceed 115% of the initial
value.

Table 3 Required Tensions (10 mins) Results obtained for the 7/3.75
for Adhesion Test mm water blocked covered conductor

cable are shown in tables 4 and 5.

Conductor Stranding The developed three sizes of
7/3.75 7/4.75 19/3.5 covered water blocked conductor con-

73. .formed to all the above test criteria.
• 3.2 4.9 7.5
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Table 4 Final Temperature Measurements

Thermocouple Position 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
as in Figure 9 0
Final Temperature ( C) 93 64 91 70 69 90 88 88 93

Track Resistance Test The results obtained on some
The ability of the covering to covering materials are shown in table

resist electrical tracking was deter- 6.
mined by the "Dip Track Test" technique The results in table 6 show that
outlined in 4. In this procedure the the grey cross linked polyethylene
sample held vertically is immersed material used for the covered water
in a solution and then withdrawn, blocked conductor is track resistant
An electrode of Nichrome wire is sited under the conditions of the test.
on the sample. At the top of the stroke
the electrode tip is one inch above
the solution surface while the bottom TYPE TESTS
of the sample is still in contact with
the solution. The procedure is repeated Test results obtained on the grey

cross linked covering material of the
Table 5 Resistance Measurements 19/3.5 mm water blocked covered conductor

Across Fittings (corrected to 20°C) are shown in table 7.

Resistances Table 7 Test Results of the Grey
Fitting (n.ohm) - Cycling XLPE Covering

Before After

Parallel Groove clamp 0.2333 0.2318 Test Requirement Result
Bolted Terminal Lug 0.2416 0.2522Ron Tension Joint 0. 2250 0. 2375 Unaged

Tensile strength min 12.5 NPa 20.3
Elongation at break min 200% 485

four times per minute for a minimum Aged 7 days 135"C
of 10 and a maximum of 50 cycles. Tensile strength min 75% unaged 85
The severity of the test is controlled Elongation at break sin 75% unaged 91
by the voltage applied to the electrode.
Failure occurs when an arc is maintained 15 mH n 200'C, 400 kPa
for two consecutive cycles between Elongation under load max 100% 50
the electrode and the solution across Elongation after cooling max 15% 0
one inch (25.4 mm) of the test specimen. Pressure test
In the test, covering samples directly 6 hra at 100"C
off cable can be evaluated. Depth of indentation max 50% 11

Table 6 Tracking Resistance of Shrinkage test max 4% Pass
To-me Covering Materials 1 hr 130'C

Material (Thickness) Tracking Test Result
Grey XLPE (3.4 an) No tracking or erosion

at 3 kV The 19/3.5 mm cable dimensional
and electrical test results are shown

Grey XLPE (1.8 mm) No tracking or erosion in table 8.
at 3 kV

The cable performance test results
Grey TR HDPE (1.9 mm) No tracking to 2.6 kV, for the more critical tests are shown

erosion 2.6 - 2.8 kV in table 9 for the 19/3.5 mm cable.

Grey HDPE (1.9 mm) No tracking to 2.4 kV,
erosion 2.4 kV The test results show that the

19/3.5 mm water blocked grey XLPE covered
Black 2.5% CB No tracking to 1.2 kV, conductor complied with all the require-
HDPE (3.5 M) erosion 1.2 kV ments. Compliant results were also

Black 2% CB No tracking to 1.8 kV, obtained for the other two cable sizes.
XLPE (1.8 mm) erosion 1.9 kV

Black TR NDPE (1.9 mm) No tracking to 3 kV,
erosion at 3 kV

cB - carbon black
TR - track resistant
xDPE - medium density polyethylene
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Table 8 19/3.5 mm Cable Dimensional density polyethylene is used as the
and Electrical Test Results outer layer because it generally has

higher abrasion resistance than XLPE
Test Requirement Result or LDPE. Therefore the cable as far

Covering thickness as the abrasion property is concerned
Minimum average 3.4 an 3.4 mm would be better in high tree contract
Minimum at any point 3.0 am 3.2 mm areas.
Maximum at any point 4.0 mm 3.6 ma

The alternative design is shown
Maximum overall diameter 25.2 mm 25.0 - in figure 10. The cable is manufactured

Insulation resistance
constant, G.Ohm.0 ES

at 20"C sin 3000 7700
at 90"C min 3.0 162

capacitance increase
after immersion at 20'C

between day 1-14 max 3% Pass em R
between day 7-14 max 1.5% Pass

Water absorption of No breakdown Pass
insul. electrical method
5 days at 85"C, 2.5 kV DC

High voltage AC test No breakdown Pass
18 kV for 4 hr
after 16 hrs immersion

Table 9 Cable Performance Test Results

Test Requirement Result

Waterblockinq
tests

(i) static No water penetration Pass
under the covering or
along the interstices
between the strands

(ii) Dynamic as above Pass Figure 10 Alternative Design for the
1ater Blocked Covered Conductor

Stripping test No water blocking Pass
at 20 C, 40"C compound left on outer

surface of conductor using a similar process to that described
earlier using the same water blocking

Interstrand During the test Pass compound except that the additional
conductivity fittings at a lower grey HDPE material is applied. Some
teat temperature than

conductor either side materials for this application are shown
of the fitting. Fittings in table 6.
Final resistance of clamp 101.4
fittings after 150 bolted 102.8 Some type test data for the 7/3.75
cycles < 115% of non- mm water blocked cable with the XLPE
initial value of each tension and HDPE layers is shown in table 10.
fitting 104.2

Dripping of No dripping of water From table 10 it can be seen that the
compound test, blocking compound into Pass cable with the HDPE outer layer has
24 hours at tray the same excellent water blocking
100 ± 5C characteristics and similar cable per-

Adhesion test Less than 5 m- formance in the adhesion test, dripping
slippage of covering Pass - no of compound test and stripping test
on conductor failure at as the cable design with the single

17kM grey XLPE covering.

NEW DESIGN Conclusions

An alternative design for the A range of water blocked grey
water blocked covered conductor has XLPE covered conductors has been deve-
a 2.0 mm radial thickness of cross linked loped for an overhead medium voltage
polyethylene (XLPE) followed by a further- distribution system. The cables have
layer of 1.4 mm radial thickness of excellent water blocking characteristics
a UV stabilised grey high density and also offer good performance in
polyethylene (HDPE) material. High stripping tests, interstrand conductivity
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Table 10 Type Test Data for 7/3.75 nun REFERENCES
Water Blocked CoveredConductor with HDPE Outer Layer (1) Elford R.F., Kato K., et al"Development and Introduction of

Aerial Insulated Unscreened Conductor
Zma Raaa1 a (IUC) in South Australia" 8th.

Static water No water penetration Pass CEPSI, Singapore 1990.
blocking test under the covering or

along the interstices (2) ETSA Distribution Standard MDS 066/A.
between the strands (3) Australian Standard AS 1531-1991.

Dynamic water As above Pass (4) ICEA S 66 524, NEMA WC7 - Track
blocking test Resistance Test Method B.

Stripping test No water blocking Pass
at 20 C, 40'C compound left on outer

surface of conductor Eugene Buczma
graduated from

Dripping of No dripping of water Pass the D rtm
compound test blocking compound into -- t

24 bra at 100 tray of Industrial
V5"C Science Melbourne

Adhesion test Less than 5 m slippage Pass-no University in
of covering on conductor failure 1971, and received

at 8 X a Masters degree
Grey BE from the same

Tensile strength min 22 NPa 29 NPa - University in
Elongation at 1980. In between
rupture min 400% > 600% he worked in
ESCR (Fi, Hrs) min 250 > 250 the cable industry
shore D hardness - 62 and with a

plastics resin
manufacturer

tests and adhesion properties in strain carrying out
clamping tests, projects in cable materials development

and in polymer resin and process deve-
An alternative design comprising lopment and Plastics Technical Service.

a second layer of a grey HDPE over the In 1985 he joined Olex Cables where
XLPE has also been presented. This he became Manager Development Engineering
cable shows similar performance in cable and is now Materials and Process Tech-
tests to the single layer grey XLPE nology Manager in the Communications
design. Division.

The advantages the water blocked
covered conductors offer are reduced Arturo Fragale
likelihood of conductor corrosion, received his
possibility of reduced clearances between B.E. degree in
phases and the ability of the covered Chemical Eng-
conductors to withstand in service ineering f-om
clashing with other covyred conductors Melbourne Uni-
in the same circuit and with conductive versity in 1984
material between phases. The covered and an Associate
conductors described in the paper can Diploma of
remain in contact with tree branches Engineering
for extended periods of time and give (Plastics Tech-
better performance in polluted nology) from
environments. R.M.I.T. in 1991.

In 1984 he joined
Commercial
Polymers Pty
Ltd with appoint-

ments in both Marketing and Technical
Departments. In 1990 he joined Olex
Cables as a Development Engineer, where
he is engaged in product and process
development.

Olex Cabler, Melbourne
A Divisicn of Pacific Dunlop Limited
207 Sunshine Road, Tottenham, 3012
Victoria Australia
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SUBMARINE ELECTRIC POWER-OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS COMPOSITE CABLE

Salvador camps, Carlos Osorio, Richard Vasquez and J. A. Olszewski

CABEL Industria Venezolana de Cables Electricos C.A.
Valencia, Venezuela

ABSTRACT

The topic of this paper is the design and The optical cable part was to carry 24
manufacturing technique of a series of high voice or data bi-directional channels on
voltage power cables with a built-in multi- two fibers at the T1 carrier rate of 1.544
mode fibers complement for two-directional Mbps. Its construction was non-metallic.
PCM voice or low speed data channels. These Corning's type CPC3, 62.5/125 pm, multimode
cables were made by Cabel C.A. and were in- fibers coated with a low modulus inner and
stalled for Freeport-McMoran Oil & Gas Com- a high modulus outer dual acrylate coating
pany between different facilities in the to an overall diameter of 250 pm. Over-
Gulf of Mexico at the depth of up to about sized, color coded, polybutelene terephta-
90 meters (300 feet). As of this writing, late tubes were employed as a secondary
the cables have been operational for about buffering for the fibers. A maximum of two
two years and have provided a satisfactory fibers were inserted into each tube during
performance. their extrusion and the space inside the

tube was filled with a thixotropic filling
The construction was designed for dry oper- compound type Syncofox 280. Six or four fi-
ation or the cables cores were completely ber bearing tubes were stranded over 0.89
blocked either by pressure filling or ex- mm diameter glass-epoxy central strength
trusion. The power cable component was more members, with or without additional
or less standard, including triple extru- diameter build-up via extruded HDPE.
sion XLPE conductors insulation and gal- Fiberglass core tape made by Chase & Sons
vanized steel wires armor. Optical cable was parallel folded in line with extrusion
part, in spite of just 10 to 400C water of LDPE inner jacket and the core spaces
temperature range, had to contend with 900C were filled with Syncoseal SCC-854 thermo-
operation temperature design of the power plastic copolymer filling compound. A main
conductors as well as 130 0 C and 2500C tam- reinforcement of Du Pont's Kevlar 49 aramid
peratures during 60 Hz power overload and fibers was distributed over the outer cir-
short-circuit condition respectively. Since cumference of the inner jacket in parallel
the cable temperature gradient was not pro- application and the second LDPE jacket com-
vided by the customer, the improvised ap- pleted the assembly of the optical units.
proach to the high temperature operation
performance evaluation was required and is Three insulated conductors of the specified
emphasized herein. size were cabled using a floating carriage

machine. The required number and type of
CONSTRUCTION OF CABLES optical units were placed in their outer

interstices. The space between insulated
The submarine power-optical cables con- conductors was filled with a saturated
sisted of 3-phase, 15 kV, low resistance polypropylene yarn. The inner space of com-
ground, power cable part with concentric- posite cable core was pressure filled with
lay-stranded, copper conductors of 4/0 and amorphous polypropylene compound. The space
No. 2 AWG sizes. The space between indivId- around conductors and optical units assem-
ual wire strands was filled with an asphal- bly was then brought into a cylindrical
tic compound. The insulation was a triple, configuration and made water tight by Ca-
tandem extruded, steam cured XLPE compounds belal proprietary pressure extruded PVC
made by Union Carbide. The Insulation level compound. Over it a layer of an extruded
(IL) was 1730 to minimize the likelihood of HDPE jacket was applied followed by a sin-
failures. A semi-conducting coated fabric gle layer rigid PVC coated galvanized steel
tape was applied helically over the *x- wire armor, and the polyethylene jacket
truded Insulation shield layer and a hali- overall.
cally applied with overlap, 0.127 M thick,
bare copper tape completed the individual The cable construction details of main
conductors. interest are as follows:
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Table 1 platforms, at the depth of 61 - 84 meters,
the latter due to subsidence during

cable Type operation, in the Main Pass 299 field. The
facility stretches to 1 mile in length and

Parameter A B C is located 16 miles east of the mouth of
the Mississippi river in the Gulf of Mexi-

Cu power conductor, AWG 4/0 4/0 2 co. The sea bottom was reported to be ei-
dia., mm 11.68 11.68 6.54 ther sand or mud.

Dia. over metal
insulation shield, mm 30.2 30.2 24.8

Number of multimode
fibersa 12 6 3

Number of optical units 2 1 1
Number of PBT tubes

per unit 6 6 4
Inner dia. of tubes, mm 1.0 1.0 1.0
Outer dia. of tubes, mm 2.0 2.0 2.0
Built-up dia. of central

strength member, mm 2.11 2.11 0.89
Kevlar 49 content,

103 denier
per optical unit 89.46 89.46 25.56
per cable 178.9 89.46 25.56

Dia. of optical unit, mm 13.6 13.6 10.9
Stranding lay of tubes,

cm 17.5 17.5 15
(LH) (LH) (LH)

Cabling lay of power &
optical units, cm 89 89 74

(LH) (LH) (LH)
Galvanized steel wire Figure 1

armor:
number of wires 32 32 32 Due to relatively small distances between
size, BWG 6 6 8 the individual facilities - see Figure I -
overall dia. (1), mm 5.16 5.16 4.19 the routes were designed to have no field
estimated zinc joints nor communication repeaters. The

thicknessb, mm 0.043 0.043 0.039 critical nature of the application dictated
approx. steel wire this construction approach.

dia., mm 5.07 5.07 4.11
lay length, cm 66 66 56(RH) (RH) (RH) The ambient water temperature was estab-

Dia. of completed cable, lished by the customer to be only 10 to
mm 96.3 96.3 82.3 40 0 C, but normal continuous operating tem-

Composite cable weight, perature of the conductors was given as
Cg/rnsite79a15.84e10.12 900C with insulation shields being at about
kg/m 15.79 15.84 10.12 85OC(4). In addition, 1300C power conduc-

shipping reels size, cm tors temperature was specified for emergen-
flange 356 294 338 cy overload operation and 2500C for short

-circuit fault condition. Neither the dura-
drum 163 163 152 tion of overload and short-circuit fault

Min. bending radiusc, cm 122 122 107 condition nor the temperature distribution
across the cables' cross-section were spec-

a 1 or 2 extra fibers per optical unit ified. Thus, having no specific guidelines,
were inserted by Cabel C.A. as a pre- it was assumed that the temperature drop
caution against fiber breakage in this between the conductor and the shield will
complex cable construction. be directly proportional to the temperature

b Based on 7.14 specific gravity of of the conductor, namely, 5(130/90) - 70C
zinc(2) plus its 305 and 275 grams/M 2  for overload condition. As far as the
coating on No. 6 and 8 BWG wires re- short-circuit fault is concerned, it was
spectively(3). assumed that such an event will most likely

c Empirically derived taking into account take place under the overload operation and
the minimum diameter of the power ca- will be dealt with quickly by a protection
bles. device. Consequently, the temperature of

all three conductor shields during short
CABLE SERVICE ENVIRONMENT AND REQUIREMENTS circuit condition was assumed to remain

unchanged at (330 - 7) 0 1230C. It was fur-
The cables were installed for Freeport ther assumed that the optical fibers and
McMoran Oil & Gas Company by R. T. Casey Kevlar reinforcement in the optical units
Inc. either between a central facility or a will be 5oC below that of the insulation
power plant and the gas/oil/sulphur mine
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shields. 130oc. of importance is also a fact that
the short-circuit faults typically last

The actual temperature of the steel wire seconds or just a fraction of a second and
armor during cable operation was another that while the specific heat of copper(2)
unanswered question of a major signifi- Is 0.0921 calories/gram/OC, that of poly-
cance. Therefore, since the outer periph- 4thylene, according to Union Carbide, is
eries of three power conductor shields that 0.500 calories/gram/oC. The overload,:
were embedded in the pressure extruded PVC therefore, tends to be more problematic
belt approached the cable armor more or than the fault.
less at the same distance as that between
the circular layer of armor wires and the The cable design concerns stem from the
sea water, to be on the safe side it was fact that the commercially available fibers
assumed that the armor temperature will be are coated with relatively low temperature
at a mid point between that of shields and acrylate material, which according to Corn-
the sea water. Such cable temperature pro- ing are 'conservatively rated for -60 to
file rather than exponential gradient, to- +850C temperature range operation", and
gether with the sea water temperature being -that no other coating materials were avail-
taken as 400C, and ascribing the thermal able. Additional concern was that the mul-
effects totally to the cable components timode fibers chosen by the customer were
length change, was intended to represent known to be more sensitive to light loss
the worst possible case scenario as far as via microbending during their packaging in-
optical fibers were concerned. In summary, to cables than the monomode fibers. As far
,he effect of the following assumed temper- as the oversized tubes fiber packaging is
atures was studied: concerned, the polybutelene terephthalate

(PBT), type Vestodur 3000 made by Huls Ak-
Table 2 tiengesellschaft, was decided upon primari-

ly because of its high melting temperature
Temperature, OC of 221 - 2260C( 6 ) and other excellent phys-

ical properties, including high yield
Normal Over- Short strength of 5.8 kgf/mm2 , 0.7x10"4 coeffi-

cable Component Oper,n load Circuit cient of linear expansion and just 0.5%
water absorption (7),

Cu power conductors 90 130 250a
sea water (worst case) 40 40 40 The length of fibers inside the tube was
Cu insulation shields 85 123 123 targeted to be longer than the length of
Optical fibers the tube during its extrusion using typical

& Kevlar 80 118 118 ;industry, approach. This operation causes
Steel wire armor 62.5 81.5 81.5 the fiber to assume a helix that hugs the

inner wall of the tube bore. The pitch of
a One copper power conductor at this tem- the so formed helix should be as short as

perature if short-circuit fault to possible without loss of guided light, or
ground, two if fault between phases, without stressing the fibers beyond a safe
etc. limit(8) of not more than 30% of screen

test value of 1070 kgf/cm2 (10500 N/cm2 ).
DESIGN OF SECONDARY PACKAGING FOR OPTICAL This condition is especially critical at
FIBERS the extreme cable length contraction by the

operating environment's temperature drop
It became obvious early in the development and the resultant degree of fiber bending.
that expected by Freeport-McMoran Oil & Gas
Company about 85oC normal operating temper- The actual effective fiber bend radius Rf
ature of the power cable's conductor due to its helical configuration in the
shields will be a problem even in testing tube is given below.
of finished cables. Similarly, 1300C and
2500C conductor temperatures during 60 Hz hP2

power overload and short-circuit condition Rf = + (rt-rc)-.........-(1)
respectively, somewhat arbitrary power in- 4X2(rt-rrf)
dustry limits for operation of extruded in-
sulation cables(s), while handleable by the where hp - helix pitch length
thermoset XLPE power conductors insulation, rt - tube bore radius
at first glance appeared to present an ex- rcf= radius of coated fiber
tremely tough, if not impossible, design
targets as far as optical fiber cable com- Since the minimum fiber bend radius R't is
plement is concerned. It has to be realized st;ess limited and for 125 pm diameter fi-
though, that under normal conditions, over- ber calculates to be about 110 mm, the min-
loads are of a limited time duration. To imum allowable fiber helix pitch hp per
give an example, it was demonstrated( 6 ) equation (I) becomes strictly a function of
that with 50% increase in current, it takes rcf and rt as given for a straight tube by
about 18 hours to change the normal opera-
tion conductor temperature of 900C to hp = 2r(rt-rcf) [110/(rt-rcf) -l11/2 ---- (la)
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where all dimensions dre In mm. adjusted (built up) to accommodate the de-
sired number of tubes of a given (2.0 Mun)

Given high operating temperatures of the outside diameter. The required center rod
cable components but what had to be a rela- diameter D, for L, lay loosely stranded
tively low steel wire armor temperature, an tubes of outside diameter dot can be shown
element that primarily controls thermally to be:
induced cable length changes, it was decid-
ed that with the use of one, or at the most dot(1 cosy)K
two fibers per 1 mm inside diameter tubes, D, A ...---------- (3)
or rt - 0.5 mm, should be adequate. Thus, cosy cose
with the diameter over fiber coating being where V (90 - 180/n) degrees, where n
250 pm, or rcf = 0.125 mm, minimum permis- i the numbero es in a
sible helix pitch hp comes to 40.3 mm and is the number of tubes in a
became the process limit rather than the single layer.
target minimum because of Cabel's observa- tubes, lay angle
tion of frequent and unavoidable, torsion
induced, fiber helix direction reversals at x(D, + dot)
a rather sharp radii. = tan-' , degrees

Using the above design parameters, the ex-
cess fiber length or strain accommodation and K = empirical constant enabling
inside the straight I mm inside diameter ease of fillling compound pen-
tubes can be determined from a general re- etration down to central rod.
lation 1.05

([2x(rt-rcf)]2+h;,2}I/2.hp It is known that the stranding lay of fiberALI .)100, h -- (2) bearing subes L, has to be relatively short
in order to provide additional significant

hp fiber strain accommodation with cable
and calculates to be 0.1714 maximum. strain due to applied axial load or due to

the thermally induced longitudinal cable
Thus, since unlike the outside-plant commu- expansion. in this case L, was set at 175

mm for 6-tube and 150 mm for smaller diame-nication cables that are required to oper- ter 4-tube optical units. This placed re-ate at -40 to 700 C or just about ± 55°0C
temperature excursions from ambient, the quired central strength member diameter D,
subject cables were to operate always at per equation (3) at 2.11 and 0.87 mm for 6
high temperatures, or at only positive tem- and 4 tube constructions respectively. Be-
perature excursions, the required AL1 had cause of convenience of supply, 4-tube con-
to be as high as possible and in practice struction employed readily available 0.89
was determined by measurements to be about mm diameter bare glass-epoxy rod while for
0.162% average. High temperatures operation 6-tube construction the rod diameter was
also presented no particular problems in built up by extrusion of HDPE.
selection of the buffer tubes filling com- It has to be realized that the additional
pound. Syncofox 280 thixotropic compound fiber strain accommodation due to stranding
made by Synco Chemical Corporation was is obtained by movement of already
known to have good behavior at ambient and straightened fiber from tube center to the
higher temperatures and Cabel C.A. had ex- inner wall of the tubes in the direction of
perience in its handling. This compound was optical unit center. it is closely given by
adopted.

The second fiber strain consideration is AL3  {[(D.+dot) I 2+Ls 211/2 (4
its permissible safe residual value AL 2 in [ d t I -1/2
the operating cable. It is a function of
the stress-strain in the fiber screen test multiplied by 100 if in per cent.
which is typically performed at about 0.45
kgf (1 lbf) stress and resultant 0.50! Thus, using chosen stranding lays and cen-
strain during 125 pm diameter fiber draw- tral rod diameters, the fiber strain
ing. Since glass fibers are perfectly elas- accommodations due to stranding in Cabel's
tic and it was established(s) that can be design of optical units calculates to be
operated continuously at 1/3 of screen test 0.083 and 0.0900 for 4-tube and 6-tube unit
value, AL2 - 0.1670. constructions respectively.

DESIGN OF OPTICAL UNITS It must be emphasized that short stranding

Small diameter glass-epoxy central strength lays of fiber bearing tubes are also re-
member rods, one for each optical unit, quired for their high mechanical coupling
were adopted primarily to enable safe to the glass-epoxy central strength member.
stranding of the optical fiber bearing PBT Good coupling tends to stabilize tubes,
tubes. The diameter of the rods had to be length with cable temperature changes to
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that of glass-epoxy having thermal coeffi- tions attests to this phenomenon. Tests at
cient of linear expansion of 6.3 x 10-6/oC higher temperatures of overload and short
versus 7.0 x 10*S/oC for PBT tubes( 7). The -circuit conditions were not even attempted
former is more or less in line with other because of certainty of damage to optical
main strength materials used in the subject units.
composite cable, i.e. 12.1 x 10"6/OC for
galvanized carbon steel wire armor and 16.9 The attenuation of optical fibers was mea-
x 10- 6 /oC for copper power conductors( 2 ). It sured with the aid of OTDR at 820 rnm wave-
was felt that the above described combina- length and the results at different stages
tion of cable materials at lower tempera- of manufacture are given in Table 3.
tures will not cause local buckling or even
occasional fractures of glass-epoxy rods
that have been observed on typical, high F
polyethylene content (double jacketed),
non-metallic, optical communication cables.

The use of Kevlar 49 reinforcement between
inner and outer jackets of the optical
units was of some concern in terms of
pay-off tension controls for the individual
bundles and the resulting stress-strain
characteristics as well as the strength at
break. It is known that the breaking
strength per denier decreases with an in-
crease of the bundle size and also for a
increasing number of bundles when the lat-
ter have somewhat uneven pay-off tensions
during cable manufacture. The main cause is
Kevlar's low elongation at break( 9 ) of
about 2.5e. Shortest bundle engages first,
is first to fail with the increasing axial
load and in turn leads to overall cata-
strophic break failure at abnormally low
loads. This is especially true with the Figure 2
parallel application of the Kevlar bundles.
Special tension controls were therefore, Since the customer also needed to know the
devised and an attempt was made to purchase optical loss at 0.85 and 1.3 Am wavelength,
larger bundles assembled by the special- these values were estimated from the spec-
ists, namely, Du Pont. Tensile tests on tral response curve of Figure 3 for CPC3
completed fiber units yielded breaks essen- fibers that was supplied by Corning Inc.
tially at about 80% average of the bundle
nominal specified by .)u Pont times the num- Table 3
ber of bundles employed. Optical Attenuation at 0.82 4m, dB/km

COMPOSITE CABLE CONSIDERATIONS AND PERFOR-
MANCE Manufacturing stage Min. Max.

Cable assembly, because of its large size As received 2.71 2.94
and weight - see Figure 2 depict'nq loading After buffer coloring 2.94 2.99
one of the type A reels with 3.4 ota length, After PBT tubing 2.86 2.91
54 metric tons weight of cable onto a spe- After tubes stranding 2.87 2.91
cial truck - required heavy cable making After cable core assembly 3.12 3.20
machinery which typically has rather coarse Finished cable 3.12 3.21
tension controls. This was one reason for
heavy reinforcement of optical units. An- Thus, assuming no local attenuation pertur-
other problem was cable mechanical perfor- bations, and there were none as determined
mance characterization by test. Large ten- by the OTDR, Figure 2 shows that 5 .es =
sile machines were simply not available. 0.869a.8 2 and u1 .3 - 0.1314a.82. Therefore,
The same was true for temperature and tem- based on 3.21 dB/km worst loss at 0.82 wm
perature cycling chamber. optical attenua- in completed cable; the maximum loss at
tdon testing was therefore performed at 0.85 and 1.30 pm can be expected to be 2.79
room temperature, while the bandwidth mea- and 0.42 dB/km respectively. Incidentally,
surement was not required as it is known to the expected worst fiber loss at 1.55 pm
improve with cable making operations due to estimates to be 3.21(0.15/3.12) 0 0.15
the higher order modes stripping. Bandwidth dB/km.
of fibers as received from the supplier is
virtually certain to improve in completed A theoretical high temperature attenuation
cables and an increase in optical loss of performance estimate was undertaken in
the multimode fibers in cable making opera- terms of thermally induced cable length
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changes, but proved to be rather problemat- the x-sectional area while Lo is the
ic because of not only temperature uncer- initial length. Calculated tension forces P
tainty of different cable main strength of the cables within the elastic limits of
components, especially of the most critical the components were obtained from this

NOMINAL SPUCTRAL ATTBNUATION I O OFstress-strain slope relationship.
Comm Na 62.5/125 UK NOLTzIOUS FINNt8

3.5 _Table 5

3.0ORIG N. Theoretical Cable Performance Results3.01 \at Room Temperature

2.51
"Parameter Cable A Cable B Cable C

2.0 _ _ _

- \Fiber strain
1.5 accommodation, %

tube helix 71-i) 0.162 0.162 0.162
1.0 :-----max. safe fiber

strain (AL 2 ) 0.167 0.167 0.167
0.S , stranding (AL 3) 0.090 0.090 0.083

0. 1.0 1.1 1: 1.3. total cable strain
:A .for no increase in

S08 .9 .0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 optical loss
WAVRLINOTR, uK AL, - AL,+AL 3 0.252 0.252 0.245

total cable strain
Figure 3 for no fiber break

failures
steel wire armor, but also because the tem- AL, = AL,+AL 2+AL3 0.419 0.419 0.412
perature increase of conductors and armor Cross-section area
could be expected to manifest itself in of cable main strength
terms of an increase of their helices diam- members A, mm2

eter rather than the pitch, etc. steel armor*(') 646.0 646.0 424.5
Cu conductors(') 321.4 321.4 100.8

Per reference 2, Table 4 gives the values Kevlar 49(9) 13.24 6.62 1.89
of thermal coefficient of linear expansion Max. installation
at and Young's modulus Y for cable compo- tension F, 103 kgf
nents of interest, steel armor

contribution 55.2 55.2 35.7
Table 4 Cu conductors

contribution 16.2 16.2 5.0
ao Y total

Cable Component 10" 6 /OC 103 kg/mm2  ALx(YfeAfe+YCUACU)/100
71.4 71.4 40.7

Steel armor 12.1 20.4 Max. installation
Cu power conductors 16.9 12.0 tension F for no
Kevlarp49* yarn increasieii 'optical

reinforcement - 2.0 11.6 loss, 103kgf
Si optical fibers* 0.8 9.2 steel armor

contribution 33.2 33.2 21.2
Totally elastic material. Cu conductors

contribution 9.7 9.7 3.0
Since the maximum tensions of the cables total
are dictated by the optical fibers, Table 5 ALo(YfeAfe+YcuAcu)/100
below gives the results of calculations for 42.9 42.9 24.2
permissiblt ;ables' axial tension versus Zinc coating excluded.
the design fiber strain accommodation for
no increase in optical loss and permissible The cross-section area data show that the
residual axial fiber stress-strain disre- The oss-ecoar data so that thegardng pobailit of ptial lss rse. effect of Kevlar 49 can be neglected. Inci-
garding probability of optical loss rise, dentally, its content calculation in dif-
The derived values are based on just the ferent cables was based on Du Pont's fig-
main strength members and their listed in ures for 4320 denier bundle of 0.737 MM
Table 4 values of Young's modulus, the def- diameter and 25% air content.
inition of the latter being given by equa-
tion (5) As far as cable tensions are concerned in

F/A general, it has to be kept in mind that
from purely mechanical point of view theY /o, kg/mm2  . . . . . . . . . (5) cables should not be stressed beyond theAL/L0  elastic limits of their components and that

where F is a force acting a on member that these limits are typically more broad than
results in length change of AL and A is those permissible for optical fibers. Creep
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under high continuous loads is yet another c) SHORT-CIRCUIT CONDITION
important factor. Fiber strain

accommodation, 0
In addition, Table 6 contains calculated ALo 0.252 0.252 0.245
per cent increases in cable length from a linear thermal
cable manufacturing temperature of 25 0 c to expansion, ALsc 0.007 0.007 0.007
the operating temperatures versus different total, (AL, + ALqc) 0.259 0.259 0.252
conditions of fiber strain accommodation. Cable length increase, %
since of the two main cable strength mem- ALT (based on Fe
bers, i.e. copper and steel, copper has & Cu) 0.139 0.139 0.107
higher aoc, than that of steel aofe, a ca- Permissible cable
ble temperature rise of Atin oC will put strain & stress
steel wire armor in tension and copper con- strain,
ductors into compression and the total tem- AL-(,AL 0+AL,) ALT, % 0.120 0.120 0.145
perature induced cable length increase in stress,
per cent ALT should be given by the rela- AL(YfeAfe+YcuAcu)/l00
tionship derived below. 103 kg 20.4 20.4 14.3

Electrical testing of power conductors, of
YcuAcu course, presented no particular problems.

AL T - 100(aocuAtcu-aofeAtfe) The conductors' insulation of all three ca-
YfeAfe+YcuAcu ble types and lengths withstood 35 kV AC

for 5 minutes and 70 kV DC for 15 minutes
+100( 0aof.Atf) ----------------- (6) using rapid potential rise method. Corona

inception voltage was determined to be
Table 6 greater than 20.0 kV AC worst case using 5

pC sensitivity apparatus; well above 15 kV
Theoretical Cable Performance Results at operation. Typically, the partial discharge
Elevated Operating Temperatures for No rose on an average to about 27.5 pC at 26

Increase in Optical Loss kV and 50 pC at 35 kv AC. The insulation
resistance was in excess of 1 TO-km as

Parameter Cable A Cable B Cable C measured with a 500 volts potential.

a) NORMAL OPERATION CONCLUSIONS
Fiber strain

accommodation, 0 The estimates obtained in this study lead
ALo 0.252 0.252 0.245 to the following conclusions:
linear thermal

expansion, ALno 0.004 0.004 0.004 1) The cables are very rugged and can take
total, (AL0 + AL,,) 0.256 0.256 0.249 appreciable axial installation loads, i.e.
Cable length about 70,000, 70,000 and 40,000 kg for

increase, % types A, B and C respectively. Since with
ALT (basel on Fe such loads the optical fibers will be under

& Cu) 0.060 0.060 0.053 about 0.167% axial strain, the optical loss
Permissible cable can be expected to be significantly higher

strain & stress throughout duration of these loads.
straT-, - -
AL-(ALo+ALno)-ALT,% 0.196 0.196 0.196 2) Cable types A, B and C can be installed
stress, without temporary increase in optical at-
AL(YfeAfe+YcuAcu)/100 tenuation at axial loads of up to about

103 kg 33.4 33.4 19.3 40,000, 40,000 and 25,000 kg respectively.
b) OVERLOAD OPERATION
Piber strain 3) Taking into account cable temperatures

accommodation, % during normal and overload operation as
ALo 0.252 0.252 0.245 well as during short-circuit fault condi-
linear thermal tion, all three cable types can be ekpected

expansion, ALoo 0.007 0.007 0.007 to operate satisfactorily, or without opti-
total, (AL, + ALOo) 0.259 0.259 0.252 cal loss increase, if their axial loads
Cable length increase, 0 will not be higher than:
ALT (based on Fe a) 33,000, 33,000 and 19,000 kilograms

& Cu) 0.093 0.093 0.082 for cables A, B and C respectively in nor-
Permissible cable mal operation.

strain & stress b) 28,000, 28,000 and 17,000 kilograms
strain, for cables A, B and C respectively in over-
AL-=(,AL+AL,)-ALT,% 0.166 0.166 0.170 load operation.
stress, c) 20,000, 20,000 and 14,000 kilograms
AL (Yf Afe+YcuAcu) /100 for cables A, B and C respectively during

103 kg 28.3 28.3 16.9 short-circuit fault condition.
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Since the optical fibers are expected to
operate under all of the above listed con-
ditions, the practical. cable axial loads
are limited to the values specified under
(c). It has to be remembered however, that
the creep of the main strength members will
decrease these loads.

4) If the overload operation is limited to
a few hours and a short-circuit fault con-
dition is de-energized in a few seconds or
less, no thermal damage of the acrylate
coating on the optical fibers and other Salvador camps was born in Caracas, Venezu-
polymeric cable components will be expect- ela and has a degree in electrical engi-
ed. Days of overload operation will lead to neering. He joined Cabel in 1981 as a Tech-
problems even if the temperature of the nical Manager and at present holds the
conductors does not exceed 1300C. position of operations Manager.
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The existing wire rope on top of the towers can be
Abstract replaced by the new product. Therefore, we are able to

provide a very value-effective and environmental-friendly
The aerial cable way operators in the mountains have solution in order to increase the information-carrying
increasing communication demands. In order to satisfy capacity of an existing installation, since it is not
these needs in a cost-effective and environmental-friendly necessary to build new towers or other costly installation.
way, Brugg Telecom AG has developed and successfully We didn't only develop the rope containing the
tested a new generation of metallic fibre-optic aerial optical fibres, but have set up as well the capability to
ropes- plan and install turn-key installations.

The rope is especially designed to meet the required
very high tensile performance and crush resistance. The Design and Manufacturing
tests have shown that the newly developed rope can
withstand very high lateral loads. The construction uses jelly-filled stainless steel tubes,

During a long-term field-test we continuously which contain the optical fibres. These tubes are stranded
monitored the attenuation of the optical signal, load andenvironmental conditions. The field-test has together with zinc-coated steel wires, in a way that the
demonstrated the very good properties of the rope l fibres are protected against stress and lateral pressure alsoeveryday use. at the extreme mechanical loads (figure 1).The design of the rope allows to fully exploit theThanks to its excellent mechanical and mechanical longterm stability of the steel wires. Even at
environmental performance the rope is as well best suited the maximum long-term cable load, the elongation of the
in the field of extreme and hazardous applications. optical fibres is insignificantly low.

To meet the different installation requirements, we
Introduction developed ropes with different cross sectionsl. The

resulting ropes with diameters from 7 to 11.8 mm,
mn the Swiss mountains there are a lot of aerial cable weights from 190 to 550 kg/km and long-term tensile
ways, these installations show increasing communication strengths from 15 to 45 kN are appropriate to cover the
demands. Optical fibres reveal to be the transmission standard requirements of aerial cable way installations
media of choice to transmit video, TV, telephone and (table 1).
control signals. To comply with the requirements for this The ropes are suited to contain up to 36 single-mode
kind of installations, i.e. long spans, large altitude (SM) or multi-mode (MM) fibres with the same fibre
differences and high additional loads due to ice, snow and specifications as in standard outdoor cables1. The optical
wind, an aerial cable with small diameter and high tensile specifications are according to Swiss PIT Telecom 2 and
strength is required. CCrrf requirements.

The BRUGG group has a renowned experience in The tube itself is made from a stainless steel strip
wire rope technology and is one of the major which is formed into a tube through a precision forming
manufacturers of wire ropes for aerial cable ways world- mill. Optical fibres and thixotropic filling compound are
wide. It was then a natural way to combine this introduced into the tube, which is then welded
experience with the know-how of fibre-optics, also longitudinally with a C02 laser beam. The welded tube is
available in the group, to offer a new innovative product then reduced in size through a set of diamond dies with
to the aerial cable way operators. the weld integrity continuously monitored and recorded.
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The weld has a 100 % penetration, virtually indistin-
guishable to the naked eye and with a smooth inner Mechanical and Environmental
surface at the welding area. The optical fibres are inserted
into the tube with very little tension and with a slight Performance
excess length. The filling compound of the tubes is
provided with a hydrogen getter. Prototype cables have been produced and tested to

evaluate the optical, mechanical and environmental
properties. The results obtained on different ropes with
different diameter are summarized below.

Properties of the Tubes

To optimize the mechanical properties of the wire rope
construction the crush resistance of the tubes has been
evaluated in accordance with IEC 794-1-E3. The sample
was placed between two metal plates of 100 mm length.
Figure 2 shows the excellent crush resistance of more
than 700 daN/100 mm for the tubes used in the new
product.

0.100 , , , , , , ,

0.080

C 0.060

0.040
0.020

0.000

0 200 400 600 800
Force (daN/i00 mm)

Figure 2: Crush resistance test of a 2.49 mm diameter

Figure 1: Wire ropes with optical fibres. tube. The attenuation change is measured on a 50 grm
MM fibre at 1300 nm.

Diameter (mm) 7 9.2 11.8 The attenuation increase observed during crush
testing is generally a micro bending induced loss, caused

Supporting cross- 21 41 65 by pressing the fibres against the walls of the tubes and
segtion (mm2k) 190 ___ 350 550against neighbouring fibres3 .
Weight (kg/kmn) 190 350 550 In the case of welded tubes the weld can be the
Min. breaking 33 64 100 weak element. The inspection of the tubes after crush
strength (kN) testing has shown that the deformation is not significantly

Long-term tensile 15 29 45 higher in the welded region. Therefore, we conclude that
strength (kN) the weld of the evaluated tubes has a strength comparable
E-Modulus 158 158 158 to the used stainless steel.

(kN/mm2 ) In order to design a wire rope containing optical
Typ. spans (m) 300 600 900 fibres, the bending performance of the tubes and fibres

Max. number of 18 18 36 used has to be taken into account. The measurements
fibres have shown that using bending radii above 60 mm will

not induce significant attenuation increase.
Table 1: Technical data of the wire ropes with optical
fibres.
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Another important point for an aerial installation with
optical fibres is the migration of jelly and fibres due to 0.20
the big height differences of the aerial cable way
installations. Therefore the draw out force of the fibres
has been measured and a jelly dropping test was 0.10
performed for 6 days at 70 *C. With the presently used ._
jelly a drawing force higher than I daN/m and no loss of
jelly has been observed, showing that both tests have C

been passed successfully. 0.00
* I * I

0 2000 4000 6000
Tensile Performance Force (daN/l00 mm)

The rope is designed to have an elongation window of Figure 4: Attenuation change as a function of crushing
about I %, implying that no fibre elongation will occur at force for a 50 pm MM fibre in a 9.2 mm diameter rope
rope elongations below I1%. measured at 1300 nm.

This high crush resistance is owed to the rope

0.60 construction and the excellent mechanical properties of
the metallic tube, containing the optical fibres, itself. The
newly developed rope can even withstand higher crush

S0.40 loads than the hollow rope construction of some OPGWs,

"which is often used with the goal to increase crush
T 0.20 resistance.
LU

0.00 Temperature Characteristics

. ' 'A temperature cycling test was conducted in accordance
0 2000 4000 6000 with EEC 794-1-Fl. MM and SM fibres were studied at

Tensile load (daN) different wavelengths (MM 1300 imn, SM 1310 nm and
1550 nm) in order to evaluate the thermal properties of

Figure 3: Rope (0) and fibre elongation (U) as a the ropes. Results involved are shown in figure 5.
function of load, for the 11.8 mm diameter rope. The attenuation as a function of temperature shows

always an attenuation increase starting below -30 0C. As
The fibre elongation was measured on a sample length of shown in Ref. 4 and 5 the observed attenuation increase
about 140 m in accordance with EEC 794-I-EI. Up to the at low temperature is micro-bending induced. The
highest applied load of 6000 daN, no fibre elongation was observed attenuation increase at low temperatures is
observed, confirming that the allowed longterm tensile below 0.1 dB/km down to -40 *C. Compared to the
stress of the steel wires is the limiting element and not the service temperatures down to -30 °C, there is big enough
fibre elongation (figure 3). margin to ensure a safe operation in the field.

0.20 *

Crush

Aerial ropes are subjected to high crushing forces all the 0.10

time during service, because of the mounted clamps or .g
come-alongs to hold the rope. Therefore the rope was 0 0.00 0 0
designed paying special attention to the crush resistance.
A crush test was executed in accordance with IEC 794-1-E3. The experiment didn't show any significantE3 h xprmn ddtsowaysgnfcnI * * I

attenuation change under crush load up to 3000 daN/100 -40 0 40 80
mm (figure 4). Temperature (°C)

Figure 5: Worst case attenuation change of all measured
fibres as a function of temperature for SM fibres
measured at 1550 nm with an OTDR.
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A LED source together with two optical switches and one
To gain information about the short-term temperature power meter were used to measure the attenuation of the
characteristics, 10 m of the rope was heated inductively optical signal passing the MM fibre inside the rope at
up to 250 °C during 30 minutes. The attenuation change 1300 nm.
of a 50 gtm MM fibre was below 0.02 dB at 1300 nm A reference fibre was alternatively measured to
during this experiment, compensate the drifts of the set-up. To minimize thermal

The results obtained from mechanical and thermal fluctuations, optical source, optical switches and power
tests are showing the excellent properties of the new meter were hold at a constant temperature of 30 *C. A
developed product from a laboratory point of view. To key issue to obtain high precise attenuation measurements
guarantee the safe everyday operation of the whole is the repeatability of the optical switch, which is
installation, field-tests are needed, where load and alternatively connecting the reference fibre and the
performance of the product is monitored, transmission line. In the present set-up the repeatability of

the attenuation measurement was increased with
averaging techniques, finally the repeatability is better

Field-test than 0.03 dB on a time scale of several weeks.
The tensile force is measured at the upper anchoring

We have conducted a field-test on an existing aerial cable point with a load cell. The measured signal is transmitted
way installation up in the Swiss mountains. During this through an optical fibre in the rope to the base station,
long-term field-test, we continuously monitored the where the data acquisition is done. The control of the
attenuation of the optical signal, rope load and the whole set-up, data acquisition and calculations are done
environmental conditions. The measurement set-up for on a Macintosh personal computer with the program
the attenuation measurement is similar to Ref. 6 and 7 LabVIEW 8.
and is shown in figure 6. Because of the extreme climatic conditions, ice

loads of up to 2.3 kg/m as well as vibration, torsion and
temperatures down to -30 'C have to be taken into
consideration. The network planning calculations resulted

50 jim MM Unk in a required cross-section of 40 mm2.The topographical
data of the installation are shown in figure 7.

SReference 00

Digital Output 4 400
I 1x2 xX

I 5200
I O," 0

1M 0 200 400 600 800

------ ----- 1 Length (in)

Figure 7: Topographical data of the field-test installation.
IEEE 488 GPIB BUS ___

ZTemperature Tensile load
(0C) (daN)

Mean value -0.8 1391
Computer Standard 3.8 48.5
Macintosh II deviation

Minimum -12.5 1253
Maximum 10.2 1512

Figure 6: Attenuation measurement set-up for the field- Table 2: Statistical parameters of ambient temperature

test installation, and tensile force at upper anchoring from February 23 to
March 11 1993.
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As an example, the attenuation change of a full bi-
directional 50 jimn MM link including the connectors is
shown in figure 8, and the corresponding statistical data Acknowledgements
of ambient temperatures and measured tensile forces are
listed in table 2. The authors would like to thank U. Boss and W.
This field-test has demonstrated that the new developed Rickhaus from the LSB Isenfluh-Sulwald for enabling
rope can entirely meet all requirements needed under and supporting our field-test and H. Mfller, A. Gyger and
practical conditions. S. Vogel from Brugg Telecom AG for their support.
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But the newly developed product has much more
application potential. Thanks to its hermetic sealed
optical fibres containing tubes, it proves to be the right
solution for use in security applications and in difficult
climatic environment, i.e. high humidity, extreme
temperatures and aggressive chemicals. With its high
crush resistance and tensile load the rope is best suited in
rough environments.

Therefore the TELECOM ROPE is not only
applicable for aerial cable ways, but as well for
installations in various kind of extreme and hazardous
environment.
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ABSTRACT Cable Diameter
With the rapid growth and expansion of high speed Central office requirements are demanding higher
local area networks and intrabuilding fiber counts to meet future applications. Currently,
communications central offices have become cable diameters are influenced by fiber count and
congested which places increasingly important roll cable construction. As a result traditional cable
on cable design. Higher fiber count, compact cable designs are causing the central office to become
structures, and cable flexibility are some of the more congested. Tight buffer cable designs are
growing demands placed on cable designers. large and stiff for higher fiber count constructions.
Continuing improvements in handling, installation, New designs have entered the market but materials
splicing, and connectorizing have become essential. and inherent design characteristics pose other
Existing Riser cable designs typically use individual problems during installation.
tight buffering, ribbon, or loose tube constructions. Handling and Routing
These cable designs have drawbacks such as bulky
cable constructions, low fiber counts, and arduous The routing of bundles of 6 to 12 fibers are typical for
cable preparation and installation, multiple rack locations. Traditional tight buffer

constructions utilizing bundles of 6-12 individually
To overcome the undesirable characteristics of these buffered fibers subunits are bulky. Indoor loose tube
cables, a new type of fiber optic riser cable was designs have water blocking agents and gels which
developed which have tight buffered multi fiber units. need to be cleaned and the gels can also migrate
The new design is dry, compact and easy to handle within the distribution frame. The plastic buffer tubes
and splice. are also prone to kinking. Ribbon designs utilize a

single sheath for protection and once removed
expose the fiber ribbon and become vulnerable to

INTRODUCTION damage during routing.
Fiber optic cable requirements for building premise Splicing to Outdoor Cables
systems have mechanical and environmental
specifications defined by Bellcore's TR-NWT-000409 While the riser cables can be preterminated and
Issue 2 "Generic Requirements For Intrabuilding patched into the distribution frame, the other end of
Optical Fiber Cable." Beyond these requirements, the cable must be spliced (fusion or mechanically) to
however, additional characteristics must be an outdoor cable in the cable vault or basement.
considered to fully utilize present technology in The tight bound designs are typically buffered to 900
planning for future system upgrades. Addressing microns providing another opportunity chance to
these characteristics will save time and expense affect concentricity of the glass. Since some
during the cable installation, accuracy is lost the probability of nicking the fiber
Three characteristics to be recognized are cable during stripping is increased. Further more, tight
Thrmeter chaateri dics t d rbuffered products are not capable of mass splicing
diameter, ease of handling and routing, and splicing with existing systems. Ribbon designs typically
to outdoor cable. utilize 12 fiber ribbons which must be separated

when splicing in less than 12 fiber group.
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NEW CABLE DESIGN

A new compact, high fiber count, intrabuilding cable cushion the fibers and covered with a high modulus
has been designed and developed to address these material to protect the bundle. Multiple units can be
concerns while meeting Bellcore's TR-409 stranded together to form a compact cable core
specification. This cable consists of a stranded core construction as shown in figure 2, with fiber counts
of tight tube multi fiber units enclosed in a flame ranging from 6 to 216. Aramid yarn and an outer
retardant sheath (Figure 2.). The key design concept jacket surround the multiple unit core construction.
of the cable is the tight tube unit which contains from The new design results in diameters that approach
6 to 12 fibers and is less than 3.5 mm in diameter the smaller ribbon and indoor loose tube designs.
(Figure 1.). Table 1. summarizes the advantages of Additional advantages are that the cable design is
the tight tube unit over other designs. dry, flexible and easy to handle and route. The

The tight tube structure as shown in figure 1, consists cable design allows simple and quick breakout of
of color coded fibers stranded around a fiber units from the cable and of individual colored fibers
reinforced plastic (FRP) central member. Fibers are from each unit.
then encapsulated in a low modulus material to

DIELECTRIC CENTRAL MEMBER
SFIBERS

LOW MODULUS ENCAPSULANT
OUTER JACKET

Figure 1. Cross-Sectional View of Tight Tube Unit

DIELECTRIC CENTRAL MEMBER

TIGHT TUBE UNIT

ARAMID

RIPCORD
:-- -- TAPE

FLAME RETARDANT JACKET

14 mm (0.55 in)

Figure 2. Cross Sectional View of Compact High Fiber Count
Intrabuilding Cable (72 Fibers)
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Table 1. Comparison of Intrabulilding Cables

ATTRIBUTE Handling Splicing to
Cable Size and Outdoor Fiber Indoor &

TYPE Routing Cables Counts Outdoor

No Mass
Tight Buffer Large Stiff Splicing, Low No

Bulky Nicks Fiber

Kinks,Gel

Loose Tube Optimized Migration, Opcleaning timized High Yes
Required

Needs Optimized
Ribbon Optimized Protection (12 fiber High No

groups only)

New
"Tight Tube" Optimized Optimized Optimized High Yes

CABLE PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
when the fiber tray was inverted to install the unit,

The compact high fiber count intrabuilding cable was returned to an upright position and inserted back into
tested in two configurations; a 12 fiber single "tight the cabinet. To assess this phenomenon a twist-
tube bundle" and a 144 fiber design in which 12 bend test was devised and performed in which the
units of 12 fibers each were stranded around a tight tube unit was twisted 1800 and then bent to
central member. These designs were tested reach a 60 mm diameter. The target performance for
according to Bellcore TR-NWT-000409 as well as UL this test was 0.05 dB (or less) attenuation increase.
standard 1666 and CSA standard C22.2. The With minor adjustment of the design and process the
results were as follows: cable was improved to meet this criteria consistently.
Both cable designs performed adequately in The UL-1666 test for flame propagation height of
temperature cycling and aging as specified by TR- electrical and fiber optic cables installed vertically in
409. Likewise, all designs passed the twist, flex, shafts resulted in a flame height and temperature
compressive strength, impact and tensile strength measurement well below the maximum allowable
tests as shown in tables 2 and 3. levels. The CSA vertical tray flame test also yielded
Aside from the targeted performance requirements passing results well within the acceptable range.
addressed above, an extra test was added to the
design qualification series as a result of a "problem" CONCLUSION
discovered in a field trial. Upon installation of the
cable into a connector tray an unexplained increase A compact high fiber count cable design has been
in attenuation was observed. All of the test data developed to address the congestion, handling, and
indicated that the cable should have tolerated the installation requirements for distribution centers in
bending required for installation. Further repeat central offices. The new design is dry, compact and
testing confirmed this. easy to handle and splice. The cable has

successfully passed all tests for Riser grade cable in
After extensive analysis by the cable design team, Bellcore TR-NWT-000409 specification, the UL 1666
they discovered that a twist in combination with a Cable Burn Test for an OFNR rating, the CSA C22.2
bend was the source of the attenuation increase, for an FT4 rating and a new "twist-bend" test which
This condition was encountered during installation simulates installation practices.
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Table 2. 12 Fiber TR.NWT-000409 Results

TEST NAME CRITERIA RESULT

High/ Low Temperature < 0.20 dB Loss Increase 0.00 dB Loss Increase
Bending

Impact Resistance < 0.20 dB Loss Increase 0.01 dB Loss Increase

Compressive Strength < 0.20 dB Loss Increase 0.05 dB Loss Increase

Tensile Strength < 0.20 dB Loss Increase 0.04 dB Max Loss Increase

Cable Twist < 0.20 dB Loss Increase 0.00 dB Loss Increase

Cable Cyclic Flexing < 0.20 dB Loss Increase 0.02 dB Loss Increase

Temperature Cycling / < 0.30 dB Loss Increase 0.14 dB Max Loss Increase
Thermal Aging

Color Permanance No Discernable Change No Discemable Change

Table 3. 144 Fiber TR-NWT-000409 Results

TEST NAME CRITERIA RESULT

High/ Low Temperature
Bending <0.20 dB Loss Increase 0.00 dB Loss Increase

Impact Resistance < 0.20 dB Loss Increase 0.00 dB Loss Increase

Compressive Strength < 0.20 dB Loss Increase 0.07 dB Loss Increase

Tensile Strength < 0.20 dB Loss Increase 0.06 dB Max Loss Increase

Cable Twist < 0.20 dB Loss Increase 0.00 dB Loss Increase

Cable Cyclic Flexing < 0.20 dB Loss Increase 0.01 dB Loss Increase

Temperature Cycling / < 0.30 dB Loss Increase 0.11 dB Loss Increase
Thermal Aging

Color Permanance No Discernable Change No Discernable Change
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LONG-DISTANCE OPTICAL FIBER CABLE INSTALLATION SYSTEM
USING AUTOMATIC CONTROL PULLER

Shuichi Genno, Shuichi Yamaguchi, Tadashi Furumiya

N17 Telecommunication Field Systems Research and Development Center.
Tsukuba, lbaraki, 305, JAPAN

ABSTRACT. Because of this factor a distributed cable pulling
system is generally applied.

However, in distributed pulling systems, the operator
To fully make use of the merits of the optical fiber must synchronize each puller's pulling speed to prevent

cable, which are a small outer diameter and light cable damage. With the self-control method by
weight, it is urgent that long-distance optical fiber be detecting overload, the current puller is limited to
installed effectively, when constructing optical less than a few, which is the number of synchronized
cuunication networks. units is complicated set ur for self-control. Also,

However, current pullers in manholes require manual current pullers in manholes .-quire manual control to
control to check the pulling situation. To do this, an check the pulling situation.
optical fiber cable puller has been developed which
detects loading tension on the cable by using sensors CAN fedimtfu ---- u li, dirstiu
and automatically controls pulling speed so that the
detection retains proper tension in the optical fiber - 1tial filet eabIulovletcable installation. 7/q

This system installs cable effectively and safely,
since the number of synchronized units that may be n.

operated in manholes is unlimited and also since the A<If'h
puller stops automatically in case of an accident. 001i"l fibet able Pullin to

Fig .1 Distributed pulling system

This thesis states an the automatic control puller
In optical fiber cable installation in a conduit, to which is suitable for long-distance cable installation

fully utilize of the merits of the optical fiber cable, and solves these problems. First, synchronized pulling
which are low loss, small outer diameter, and light speed of pullers in a dynamic model is investigated.
weight, it is important that the cable be installed in Next, the control method of the puller developed in
the longest possible unit lengths, accordance with system is explained.
There are two specific types of cable pulling systems, In conclusion, the trial test indicates that the
namely. The first is a one-end cable pulling system automatic control puller is a practical system for
which installs only one puller in the leading mnhole. long-distance cable installation.
The second is a distributed cable pulling system which
installs some pullers in intermediate manholes to
distribute the cable pulling force. They are applied 2.AIJlfOWTIC CWJ
to the most suitable cable route according to the cable
route configuration and cable structure.

In long-distance cable Installation, the optical 2.1 Required function
fiber cable has an allomble pulling force requires that For efficient long-distance cable installation the
the distributed cable pulling force must not exceed the puller must have automatically controlled pulling speed
cable allowable pulling force. to synchronize and no restriction on the number of

synchronized units. So the pullers required the basic
functions in the environment as follows.
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Table. 1 The pulling speed change and pulling force from
Required puller functions balance can be is expressed as AT%, AT 2, AT3, AV1 ,

AV2 , AV3. In puller P2, the puller continuously
Prevent cable damage and transmission detects tension T2 and feeds the DC.motor volts in

Safety characteristics loss proportion to AT2 to synchronize the pulling speed.
Continuous speed to prevent cable surging The change of the puller before puller Pi's pulling

speed is AV, and the change of the puller after puller

Work Ability to automatically pass joint PN's tension, AT3, is investigated as disturbance.

Efficiency between every kind of optical fiber cable For the change of Pi's tension, AT3 , the motion
and pulling rope equation is shown as follows.
Ability to safely pull every kind of
cable and pulling rope dAT2 /dt = EA (AV, -AV2 )/1, 11]

AV, = -qAT2  (2]
Flexibility Ability to pull every kind of cable Al2  = kAT2  (3]

AV2  = mAl 2 -q(AT3 -AT 2 ) (4]
m. k: constant (dA{p,L=EA/1 2)

q: motor torque constant

2. 2 Control method
When Eqs. [1] - (4] are rearranged by the Laplace

2.2.1 Dynamical model transform with AT3(s), the result is shown as follows.
Every puller is required to steady to pull the cable

by itself to prevent damage from a large tension, or a AT 2(s)=Lq/[s+L(p+2q)]ATs(s) (5]
compressed force so that the pulling speed may be AV,(s)=-Lq 2 /[s+L(p+2q)]AT 3(s) (6]
synchronized. AV2 (s)=(-qs-Lq 2 )/[s+L(p+2q)] AT3 (s) (7]

Therefore, it is important that every puller has ability
to self-detect. The time response given by unit step input for different

To investigate the dynamic model shown in Fig. 2, the AT(s) is derived by substituting AT3(s)=l/s and the
following is assumed. inverse Laplace transform.

(1) To ignore inertia force because of small changes
in the pulling speed Fig .3 shows the time response of Eq. (5] , AT2(t).
(2) To ignore electric and mechanical constants.

P :Puller 1 :Length of P. to P,,,
V. :Pulling speed n=I,2,3... (Puller's number)
Tý :Front tension q
T. :Rear tension EA :Cable rigidity .............................. p+2q

(Pulling force)

Pulling direction

Detecting point

V, V2  Vs

F• = S 5- t (sec)
T, =T' T2  VT' T3 = T3'

P, P2  P3  The time response of AT2 with the change of T3. V,
Fig .3

Fig .2 Dynamical model
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Fig .4 shows the time response of Eq. [6], AV,(t)
and Eq. [7], AV2(t).

AV2Ct (02q

Aw (t)

t (sec)

The time response of AV,, AV2 with the change of V,
Fig .5

t (sec) From Fig .5, as time passes, AVI and AV2 corresponds

The time response of AV,. AV2 with the change of Ta to feed the volts in proportion to AT2.
Fig .4 Therefore, whenever V, changes, the puller P2 can

synchronize pulling speed.
From Fig .3, AT2 (t) has a steady state error.

From Fig .4, as time passes AV, and AV2 corresponds However, steady state error is cancelled by inputting

to feed the volts in proportion to AT2. the integral action into the circuit. The puller

Therefore, whenever T3 changes, the puller P2 can controls the pulling speed to maintain T2.
synchronize pulling speed.

For the change of Pi's pulling speed, AV,, the
motion equation is shown as follows. On the other hand, 2.2.2 The Control system for the of automatic control

it is assumed that P3's tension changes little with the puller
pulling speed change of Pi. Fig. 6 shows the control system construction of the

automatic control puller. It is forms a closed loop

AT2/dt = EA(AVI -AV2 )/Mt [8] transfer function which compares the mark value to the

AV2 = (p+q)AT2  [9] detection from the tension sensor and feeds the volts
in proportion to the offset in terms of the difference.

When Eqs. [8] 8 -- 9] are rearranged by the Laplace
transform with AV'(s), the result is shown as follows. (1) Control system

ATA(s) = L/[s+L(p+q)] AV, (s) [10] Offset Disturbance

AV2 (s) = L(p+q)/[s+L(p+q)] AV, (s) [11]r(?I0rk value - Detection)

The time response given by the unit step input for the value±
different AV,(s) is derived by substituting AV,'(s) Amplifier DC. servo

=1/s and the inverse Laplace transforam

Fig .5 shows the time response of Eq. [10], AV,(t)
and AV2 (t. Tensio

Fig. 6 Control system construction
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(2Wontrol system smoothing A block diagram of The characteristic equation root is shown as follows.
the automatic control puller is shown in Fig. 7. The
control depends on the proportion and integral action to s1 S2 - W ±. C-oJ,( 2 -1) [17]
the offset. When the parameters are set properly by
the PID control, the control system functions smoothly. The time response is derived by substituting R(S)=l/s, D
Consequently, the puller prevents the hunting action by (S)=O and the inverse Laplace transfom
cable rigidity and conduit and can stably pull the
cable. Wo. 2 1 1
Those following formula is generally refferred to *1,*2 Y(t)= I - [ - el - -- "' [18]
in control analysis. Si - s2 s, S2

In C<l the output of Eq. [18] shows vibration.
Disturbance Besides, in cable installation the puller occurs hunting

D(S) action which is made the output added to vibration by
cable rigidity and conduit situation. So the puller is
controlled by over-braking in C>1. In the actual
environment, with a slower staring time response, the

Integral action puller increasingly loads previous puller. With a
S+slower stopping time response, there is a greater fear

M- GAS) of the cable damage from a loose cable. In addition.
- icable rigidity and the actual environment (conduit

Proport friction, pulling force, etc) are different for every
installation. So, In the trial test in an actual
environment, we set parameters K., K2, K3, K4, T the
vest value for control system smoothing.

_< 2.2 Detection method
Fig .7 Block diagram An automatic control puller detects the vertical

force of the cable tension. T by using a tension sensor
and controls the pulling speed to maintain the mark

The relationship between input and output is shown in value set.
Eq. [12] from Fig. 7. Fig. 8 shows the relationship between T and detection

from the tension sensor Fv
G (S)G3(S)R(s) +G3(S)G,(S)D(S)

Y(S)= [12] Fv, Detection from
[ 1 + H(S) (G, (S)G3(S)+G2 (S)G3(S)) I tension sensor

T Tension
O, 0 2  Installation angle of

G,(S)=K,/S H(S) =1 G2(S) 4K2  -7 [13] the tension sensor
G3(S)=K3 A(IMTS) G4(s) =K4

Fý

When Eq. [12] is rearranged by substituting Eq. [13]
and cu. , C is defined by Eq. [15] and [16]. the. .02

result is shown as Eq. [14].
T
Tension sensor

Y(S)= R(s)+ D(s) [14]

s÷2+'oJ + &o, 2 s2 +2rco, + wc 2
Duct wal I

(K2 Ka/r) 115]
i" =1/2 [-(1K, K3)/rl [16] Fig. 8 Reactive force of the tension sensor
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Fv is shown as follows. The distance of the duct to the puller varies with
Fv = T (sinO, +Sin 02 ) (19] every installation. So the puller sets the angle of the

tension sensor 0, as a fixed unit, the other 02
Fig. 9 shows the relationship between T and Fv in the varies with every installation. In addition the puller
tension sensor experiment, must set 0 2 larger than 01 because the control

detection my be influenced if 02 changes.
SI , -However the larger 0, is, the more difficult it to set

- Computation 'A the cable within the allowble cable bending radius and
Pulli-rope- the less smoothly the cable will pass. Therefore,

-. *-'-Cable A .. trial tests in actual environment use 0j. In addition.
-- U---CahleR.. . •.-"the puller uses a bellmuse for the tension sensor

"- setting so that 01 doesn't change with every cableS,," •""_..•installat ion.
... n_ .- ... . installation. 2.4 Cancel volume setting

" ------- - ------ -.. "-------- The control equipment of the autmatic control puller
cancels the output volts Vv in proportion to Fv by
canceling volts V, set in response to F,..
Fig 10 shows the cancel block in the control equipment.

SControl equipment ............................

T, T r l'rkvalue
T (N) Comparis Speed

Tc :Cable tension ICancelumeans lmeansl- controlt-
T, :Rope tension i, menJe ansI

Fig. 9 Relationship between T and F Lseso'r

In Fig. 9, Fv is nearly proportional to T in all
components. Pulling rope detection closely corresponds Fig. 10 Cancel block
to the computation. However, every cable detection is
larger than the computation by Fw,, Fw2 since the Fig. 11 shows relationship between Vv and V,.
cabie rigidity, though the Fv-to-T ratio is closely
corresponded. So, Fv is shown in Fig. 9, Eq. [19] as
follows. 5;

f s r Acceleration
Fv= T (sin01i +sin 0 2 ) + F., (n=l,2Z,3...) (20] __ hrk value

Therefore, an automatic control puller employs Fv-Fw, Deceleration
by subtracting Fv form F., as the mark value for every
cable installation so that the puller can make T ACableB Cancel volts
constant value. The pulling rope is connected and *8 VC (mV)
pulled with the cable. So, the set value can not be -
changed. In Fig. 9, when the puller controls pulling
speed to maintain pulling tension Tc, the puller d3Acceleration
requires rope tension T, in case of the pulling rope.[_. Mrk value
The pulling force of the previous puller increases
according to each component weight (ex. cable) and Deceleration
tension (ex. T, ) and the puller is installed at proper
manhole span so that the cable pulling force is within Cable A
allowable cable pulling force. If the rope pulling
force exceeds the cable pulling force, the puller must Time (sec)
be installed in a different manhole. Fig. 11
Therefore, T, is set because the rope pulling force my Relationship between output volts and cancel volts
exceed the cable pulling force.
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The puller continually controls pulling speed to 3 Coping with accident
maintain the mark value. For instance, for Vv excess To cope with a situation when the cable slips on the
of the mark value, the puller accelerates the pulling belt or completely off of it, an automatic control
speed and for Vv less than the mark value, the puller puller detects the difference between the motor
reduces the pulling speed. On the other hand, if Vv rotation speed and the sensor output speed. If the
drops below the threshold level, the puller unit exceeds the proper value, the puller automatically
automatically stops pulling. If Vv rises over the stops pulling. When the previous puller stops, the
threshold level, the puller automatically starts puller begin to overload, but an autmatic control unit
pulling. Therefore, the V, setting is important for automatically stops pulling if detects overload.
control.
When the puller controls V. not less than the required
volts of Fw,, then the following is true.

" Cable tension T increases, and the cable pulling 3.4 Outline of the automatic control puller
force of the previous puller increases. An outline of the automatic control puller is shown

" There is little cable loosening when stopping, and in Fig. 12 and its specifications are shown in Table 2.
the danger of cable damage is reduced.

"* V,. increaes according to an increasing T, and
the control characteristic doesn' t depend on Vc.

When the puller controls V, not more than the required Ct equint
volts of F.,,, the puller can't control the pulling
speed to maintain the mark value and just stop pulling
Therefore, in trial tests in an actual environment set
the mark value and cancel volts V, vest value with
respect to the above.

3. S1Th1i.AL DESIGN Cable driverorC/Servo
mt Tension sensor

3.1 Reliability' s progress of crawler t r - T \ Inffi

An automatic control puller mist be able to pull the
pulling rope (outer diameter, 8mm) and MIT s standard
optical fiber cable (outer diameter 12m-40m). To
grip these effectively, the puller has two belts whose
sectional form is flat. Because the belts has no slits, 1
there is little change of friction force between the
belts and able and continuously grip the cable. In Fig. 12 Outline of the automatic control puller
addition, the core of the belt is made of Arsaid fibers
to prolong its durability.
As a result. the automatic control puller can
consistently pull a cable, whether the cable is wet or
not.

3.2 Crawler Auto-adjusting mechanism
When installing cable, the puller must adjust the

gripping pressure of every component, optical fiber
cable, pulling rope, etc, based on the diameter. An
automatic control puller has an auto-adjusting mechanism
that employs disc springs with a reactive force that is
almost constant within a given range, irrespective of
displacement changes. Therefore, there is no
adjustment of gripping pressure during cable pulling.
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Table. 2 The automatic control puller in the intermediate
Automatic control puller specification manhole, P2, is tested for synchronizing pulling speed,

in which the automatic control puller in the first
Headings Ability Note manhole, Pi, is started and has a varying pulling

speed. and is then stopped. Fig. 14 shows the P2 pulling
Pulling force 0 -2kN Enables operator to ajust speed change when P, has a varying pulling speed.

Automatc stop at maxima

Pulling speed O--W'min Adjusts automatically
.-------- Chart direction

Applicable 8-56m Enables any diameter
cable diameter difference of less than

40ram to pass automatically 20m/a

Power source AC IOOV r

Weight(Unit) 60kg Can be divided into
4 pieces

Others Stops automatically, displays messages,
and checks unusual pulling.
Permits an unlimited number of
synchronized units

4. TMAIL TEST Area (b) Area (a.

An automatic control puller was used in actual
environment and was tested for synchronizing pulling Fig. 14 P2 pulling speed change
speed. The basic configuration and puller layout is
shown in Fig. 13.

In Fig. 14, (1) shows output of the tension sensor
detection and (© shows the pulling speed. In area(a,

64m 150m lOOm 58m 1Om when the sensor detection was over the mark value
0 0 2 70 because of the P, pulling speed change (15m/min -

20m/min), P2 adjusted the sensor detection to the mark
102M value accelerating from 15m/min to 20m/min. In area (b)

0 , when the sensor detection was under the mark value
PI:Automatic control puller in 0 because of the P, pulling speed change (20m/min n'

92m the lead-off pulling manhole IW/min), P2 adjusted the sensor detection to the mark
(the first) 68m value, decelerating from 15m/min to 20m/rin.

P2:Automatic control puller in It was also confirmed that P2 controlled the pulling
the intermediate manhole speed to synchronize better when P, ws just starting

P3:Cable feeder and stopping.

Fig. la Field test configuration
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4. CONCUSSION

An effective pulling method using a distributed
cable pulling system has been discussed for the
development of long-distance optical fiber cable
instal lation.

To do this, an automatic control puller has been
developed, which detects loading tension on the cable by
using sensors and automatically controls the pulling Shuichi Genno
speed to detect and retain the proper tension in the Shuichi Genno is the Senior Manager of the Outside Plant
installing of the optical fiber cable. Also, field Engineering Systems Development Project Group in the
trial results confirm that the puller can realize NTT Telecoummunication Field Research and Development
control of synchronized pulling speed in this way, and Center. He graduated from the Electronics of
as a result number of synchronized units, that may be Engineering, Fukui University in 1976. He is presently
operated in manholes becomes unlimited, engaged in development of optical fiber installation

In conclusion, long-distance optical fiber system and submarine technology.
installation using this puller reduce man-hours and
makes the construction of digital networks, much more
efficient.
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CABLE INSTALLATION BY HYDRODYNAMIC DRAG:

THEORY AND PRACTICE

D.L. Waiters', MJ. Parry', CJ.W. Thomson- & D.F. Han'ison

* BNR Europe Ltd. London Road, Harlow, Essex, England
+ NT Integrated Networks, Chester Hall Lane, Basildon, Essex, England

An analysis of the forces on a cable experiencing liquid drag technique to install a significant part of their optical
in a mini-duct or pipeline has been carried out. This has communicinfiastrucre.
shown that the use of hydrodynamic drag should enable cables
to be installed rapidly in lengths of the order of 20km in a It is only a small step to extend the concept of hydrodynamic
single operation. This is possible even with relatively low installation to the insertion of cables into working pipelines,
pressures (-10 Bar) and moderate flows (-O.8m/s). This utsing the normal operational flow to provide the installing
theory has been confirmed, both by trials and actual force. Northern Telecom Integrated Networks has had such
installation, for cable lengths up to 16kin. a product for several years 4 and has now gained considerable

practical experience in carrying out these installations.
A pipeline cable installation technique based on these

principles has been patented and used over a number of years, This paper describes the theory behind these techniques, and
utilising magnetic sensors, eptical monitoring, and proven presents the results of practical trials and installations. The
cable and mechanical technology, field results have enabled some unknown paramieters in the

theoretical model to be determined. and have highlighted the
effectiveness of continuous monitoring of the cable during
installations into pipelines.

Because of the high costs associated with the jointing of FORCES ON THE CABLE
optical cables, it is often economical to install cable links in
as long continuous lengths as possible. For duct installation, Installation by Front-End Force Alone
the factors that limit this instaUlable length are usually related
to the force required to install the cable, rather than to drum Any duct can be considered as a series of straight sections
sizes or weights. A number of novel installation techniques separated by bends. By using the usual formulae for friction
which do not depend solely on front-end force have therefore and capstan effects and extending to the limit, the pulling
been proposed over the past decade2, and some of these force Fp in Newtons required to install a cable of length L km
systems are now commercially available. In practice, can be shown to be:
however, installable lengths are still generally limited to a
maximum of less than 2km. except where some form of Fv
tandemised blowing is used. *its

Within BNR and NT Europe (formerly STL and STC), the (1)
concept of installing a cable into a duct using hydrodynamic
drag has been investigated and developed over a number of where W is the cable weight in Nikm. 4 the averag 'bend
years. There are several advantages in using water, as frequency' in radianslkmn and pA and ps are the coefficients of
opposed to air, to 'blow' a cable into a mini-duct, as described friction in straight sections and bends respectively. The
in detail in the next section. This technique was patented in equation ignores gradients and any additional cable/duct
1986 and used by STC for installation of communications reaction due to cable flexural stiffness or set. This latter
cable into ducts in pan of the round-London water ring main. approximation is generally valid for ducts with a diameter
During 1992, a short installation test-bed and demonstrator much larger than the cable. For installation into mini-ducts,
was set up at BNR Harlow, and BNR acted a consultants to the cable flexural reactions can result in an even greater force
a cable supplier to the Hungarian PmT, who ae using this being required than that predicted by equation (1).
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It can be amo from the equation that the necessary pulling Anue.medon fig Mini-DANO
fore Increases exponentially with length so that. even with
low friction, the installable length rapidly limits at a point When the duct and cable diameters are comparable and the
beyond which the required pulling force becomes cable speed is low compared to the fluid speed, the pressure
impracticably high. Inserting practical values into equation (1) drop due to combined drag on cable and duct can be deduced
for long-distance routes, we obtain the expected maximum from equations (2) and (3), and these can be combined to give
figure for L of 1 to 2 km. In local area or access networks, the total positive force F, per unit length of the cable:
shorter links are generally required, but in these cases the
bend frequency # is correspondingly larger. so that front-end
force is again usually insufficient for installation of the Fr, A lI ddd4
optimum length. At

Fluid Drai on Cable (4)

From classical fluid mechanics, the fluid drag force FD per where do is the duct diameter.
unit length on a cable with diameter d4 is

At first sight it may seem odd that the force on the cable can
be increased by increasing the duct diameter. However, it

FD - 0.5 11 C, p vI d must be remembered that this applies for a given pressure
gradient, and the installing pump power is the pressure

(2) delivered multiplied by the volume flow rate. Since this
volume flow is proportional to the square of do, the power

where p is the fluid density and v the net fluid speed with needed for installation increases more rapidly with dt than the
respect to the cable (i.e. the fluid speed minus the cable installing force delivered. It is consequently advantageous to
speed)- keep dD as small as possible, subject to acceptable cable/duct

reaction.
The drag coefficient, C, is a slowly varyi minction of the
appropriate Reynolds number Re, which is 'n a function Resisting Force per Unit Lenfth
of dimensions, speed and fluid properties. i4r-nulae for C.
have been used for many years to predict the drag on cables Cable movement is opposed by frictional force FF, which is
moving in the sea, and the same formulae have, from direct simply the cable weight in the fluid multiplied by the
measurement of drag forces and pressure drops, been found to cable/duct friction coefficient. This can be written as
be applicable to the case of fluid drag on a cable in a duct.
For the dimensions and flows encountered in practice, CF is of
the order of 0.01. Fp - E, d Ap g iI/4

Force Due to Pressure Gradient (5)

In addition to the fluid drag force, there will be a 'pressure Where &p is the cable-fluid density difference, g the
force' Fp per unit length on the cable given by acceleration due to gravity and p the cable/duct friction

coefficient.
F- UdI,14 Net Installina Force

AV
The resultant force on the cable F., is the algebraic sum of

(3) the forces described in equations (3), (4) and (5).

Where dp/dl is the pressure gradient in the duct with the cable
present. For cable installation into mini-ducts, Fp is of Frr - FD ÷ P,-F,

comparable magnitude to F0 . When the duct diameter is
much larger than that of the cable, as for pipeline cable (6)
installation, FD is considerably larger and F, can generally be
ignored. The cable can be installed if Fm- is always positive, i.e. the

sum of the installing forces per unit length exceeds the
resisting force.
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For the case of a mini-duct, we use equations (4) and (5) to application, this is done by a drogue at the front end of the
show that installation can take place provided: cable (see Fig. 5) which applies a force T, where,

A> Ap g P dJd TD - kp ;4

(10)
(7)

and where k is a constant for a given duct. Direct

For the use of a pipeline cable, where equation (2) dominates measurements have shown TD to be roughly equivalent to the
the positive force, we obtain force on 1 km of cable.

Cable Strain and Elonzation
V2 > d• apS

2 p C, Equations (2) to (10) can be used to predict the tension

distribution throughout the cable for any installation scenario,
(8) taking gradients into account where necessary. Dividing this

by the cable tensile stiffness E gives the corresponding strain,

Equations (7) and (8) give us the criteria for installability in and integrating this strain along the cable gives the total cable
terms of pressure gradient and flow speed respectively. The elongation Ellor. For ducts or pipelines with low friction
key parameter in each case is Ap, the cable/fluid density and/or negligible bends we obtain an expression for the total
difference: if this can be made small enough, then quite elongation of a cable of length L of
moderate pressures (-lOBar) and normal pipeline flow speeds
(-0.8 m/s) will enable cables to be installed in very long TD L F J.L2

(>20km) lengths. r L E1i.
E 2E

This is the main advantage of using liquid, rather than
pneumatic, drag to install a cable, since it is relatively easy to (11)
manufacture an optical cable with a density close to that of
water. For ducts or pipelines with significant bends and high friction

at these bends, the elongation becomes
Effect of Bends

Provided that the bend radius is not so small as to induce Emr = TD Fwrr + F L
cable/duct flexural reaction effects, the tension in the cable Ej&* E(p) 2  Epi

will be reduced by a bend according to the familiar capstan
effect formula:- (12)

Where * is, as before, the bend frequency in radians per unit
Ti = ToO& length.

(9)

where To and T, are the cable tensions before and after the HYDRAULIC DUCT TRIALS
bend respectively, ps is the cable/duct friction coefficient at
the bend and 0 the bend angle in radians. The effect of bends To investigate the installation parameters associated with the
is therefore to reduce tension build-up in the cable, but hydraulic installation of cables into mini-ducts, a 300m trial
provided the net force per unit length is positive (equation 6) was set up on site at BNR, Harlow.
bends will not, in themselves, prevent cable installation.

Trial Confiluration

Front-End Force
Two 150m lengths of 20mm OD polyethylene duct, butt

Although hydrodynamic installation relies primarily on a net jointed using an external clamp, to maintain a smooth bore,
positive force acting equally along the whole length of the were used for this trial. Attached to the input end of the duct

cable, it is essential that pipeline cables (or cables in any was an injection head, fed with water from a storage tank, via

application where the duct diameter is large) are tensioned and a pump and flow transducer. Two pressure ganges were also
centralised by a significant front-end force, to avoid 'looping' installed to measure the water pressure at the pump and at the

in the duct and to facilitate capture after deployment. In our injection head.
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The duct was laid as a loop directly on to the ground. At the To remove the cable from the duct, it was originally intended
far end of the loop, the duct swept through a 1800 bend with to continue the installation until all of the cable had passed
a bend radius of 6 m. The duct then returned, sweeping completely through the duct. However, after ten metres of
through a second 1800 bend of radius 3m before finishing cable had emerged from the end of the duct, further
above the water supply tank. This arrangement allowed the installation became impossible, due to the front end of the
water to be recycled during the trials. Fig. 1 shows a cable 'stalling', causing the cable in the duct to form a
schematic representation of the test layout. sinusoidal wave. The reaction of the cable against the duct

wall substantially increased the friction, preventing further
The cable used for this trial was an 8mm OD, all dielectric, installation of the cable. The application of a front end force
optical fibre cable, with a GRP strength member. This cable to the cable, as it emerged from the end of the duct,
was chosen because its density of 1.03 gcm"3, minimised the straightened the cable, allowing it to pass all of the way
density difference between water and the cable (equation 7). through the duct. A similar effect to this was seen during a

field trial. In that case, the cable had an aramid strength
The cable enters the injection head via a PTFE gland, with an member, and was not as rigid as the cable with a GRP
8.1mm clearance bore. This prevents excess leakage of water strength member. During production of this cable, a
from the head. permanent set had been introduced. This set forced the cable

against the duct walls, producing a flex reaction which rapidly
Preliminary Trials stopped the installation. In this case, it was not possible to

apply a front end force, and the cable could only be installed
Before any installations were carried out, the cable entry gland after it had been removed from the duct, and the permanent
was blocked and the pump switched on. The initial pressure set removed.
on both gauges was 3.8 bar (60 psi) at a flow rate of 21 litres
per minute. Installation of the cable then proceeded. Initially, Installation Parameters
the back pressure began to push the cable back out of the
duct, rather than pull it in. However, by applying a gentle In order to understand more fully the installation process,
force, the cable was easily pushed into the duct. After 30m further trials have been carried out, with the following
of cable had been installed, the back pressure no longer parameters being recorded as a function of installed length:
pushed the cable backwards, and it became much easier to
install. The installation was then continued and no increase Supply Pressure
in installation force was needed even when the front of the Head Pressure
cable negotiated the first bend. At 250m the flow was Flow Rate
stopped and it was not possible to move the cable either in or Installation Load at Zero Flow
out by hand. The flow was then switched back on, and the Installation Load at Half Flow
installation continued to completion. The whole operation Installation Load at Full Flow
took less than ten minutes. Pull-out Load at Zero Flow

Pull-out load at Full Flow

6m
3m WOWr Tank sp,• mm

Figure 1
Schematic Diauram of Hydraulic Installation Test Layout
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Half flow measurements were carried out, by opening the
bypass valve. During these trials, the cable was removed
from the duct either by reversing the water flow, or by
blowing the line out with compressed air, which also removed
all of the water from the duct. In both cases, the cable was
recovered from the duct by fluid drag. No external force was
required, as in this case there was no back pressure at the
head to overcome.

m ~FULL /

Figs. 2 to 4 show these results graphically against installed sL a//

length for installation load, flow rate and pull-out load /
respectively. These results show that with no flow it is
possible to install approximately 100m of cable. T-is would 10

be considerably less for standard telecoms cables, that do not
have the high stiffness to weight ratio as the cable used for e .
these trials. is m - M m ,s I 2i a ti

ktnas Laigt (in)

Fiarm 4
SPull-Out Load vs Installed Lenrth

At half flow, the cable is easily installed up to tG st bead.
However, at this point the flexual reaction becomes Agnificant

zERo HALF and there is insufficient flow to keep the front end of the
FLOW FLOW cable moving. This stalls the front end of the cable, forcing

Sthe rest of the cable into a sinusoidal wave. Increasing to full
-"flow oveomes this problem, and the cable easily negotiates

FULLFLW . .both bends in the system.
i a is 160 I I in , m am no Fig. 3 showing flow rate vs installed length suggests that

Installed Laegt (M) provided the flow rate in the system can be kept above 5-7

litres per minute, the cable can be installed in lengths
approaching 10 kin. Below this flow rate, installation will

Fix= 2 stop as the cable negotiates the next bend in the system. This
Installation Load vs Installed Lenith figure also shows that flow rate decreases with installed

length, this being due to the increase in resistance to flow
caused by the increasing length of cable in the duct.

Measurements of the pull-out load at zero flow, and against
a• full flow (Fig. 4) gives an indication of the installation force

provided by the water flow.

Further Develonments
\ -- ,_FULLUFLOW

In all of the early work carried out, the cables were fed
manually into the duct, resulting in a typical installation time
of 8 minutes for 300 m of cable (37.5 m/min). Further work

FFLOW has now been carried out, using a high speed caterpillar hauler
to feed the cable into the duct. Using this system it is

o,_possible for a single operator to install 300 mn of cable in 5-6
6 a i 16 in61 , A si c gm M , minutes (50-60 m/min).

hiamdla Laqi (M)

Row Rate vs Installed Li-rth
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PRACTICAL PIPELMIE CABLE INSTALLATION Depoyment Method

overview Before the cable is passed through the transfer unit, a housing
containing a series of magnets and a drogue is fitted to the

Installation of pipeline cables has now been carried out front of the cable. The purpose of the magnets is to assist in
commercially for more than 5 years. locating the front end of the cable, whilst the drogue is

needed to centralise the front of the cable in the line and to
Pipeline cable installation is defined in three phases; provide some front-end force. With the gate valve shut the
Deployment, Installation, and Capture. Each phase can be cable is then threaded through the transfer unit and seal valve.
considered separately as each has a developed, tried and tested An access port located in the body of the seal valve is opened
procedure. In view of the special nature of the installation to assist in the threading operation and to allow the drogue to
phase this is covered in the next section after the description be folded in order that it may drop smoothly into the line.
of the deployment and capture. When this operation is complete the access port is closed and

the gate valve opened
Deployment Eauipment

The cable is then driven into the line to a point directly
The basic components of the system consist of: beneath a magnetic detection probe located forward of the line

access position in the direction of flow. By observation of the
A transfer unit which is used to feed the fibre optic cable into magnetic signature, verification that the drogue is inflated can
the line. The forces developed by this transfer unit are just be obtained. From this point on until the capture point is
sufficient to overcome the back pressure of the fluid in the reached the cable is designated to be in the installation phase,
line. and is continuously monitored optically.

The seal valve, this is the interface between the fluid and the Canture Eauioment
atmosphere. It contains both static and dynamic seals within
a steel casing as well as a chamber to contain the drogue prior The capture equipment consists of a transfer unit, seal valve
to its deployment. and gate valve, as for deployment. For capture, a special type

of lance assembly is bolted on to the top of the seal valve.
A gate valve, which is provided for safety. Its purpose is to The lance consists of a drive tube onto which a pressure tube
seal the fluid in the line in the event of a catastrophic failure and pneumatic cylinder are fitted. Within the pressure tube,
of the system. In all the years the installation technique has a pneumatically-operated rod is located with a capture snare
been employed, operation of these valves has never been bolted on its end. A schematic is shown in Fig. 6.
required. A schematic of this equipment is shown in Fig. 5.

FO cabie

Transfer unit Pnec•nat~c
Magnet tracking" lance assemb~y

proe Sat a~eLance subpom
Post Tate M atMgnet~Gate vaw "probe

SDrection of flow
Lance *s anchote" Drag, "padwreo
withln arle tee untd icaptour o pos4,Pn)

Cable termnnaton ready tfo caueae

Fioure 5 Figure
Deployment method - Start of Deolovment Pixeline Cables Capture Technique
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~anftr Method Typical deployment speeds are around 0.2 m/s. An increase
in speed will reduce the force on the cable, because this

On its arrival, the cable is detected by a magnetic tracking decreases the relatively velocity of the fluid over the cable.
probe, and is then positioned with the drogue immediately When the original speed is resumed, the force should increase
under the line of capture lance. The lance tube complete with again. If the results are unsatisfactory a slowing of the
snare rod is driven into the line by the transfer unit. When in deployment speed is required to increase the force and ensure
position the snare rod is extended from the lance tube by the safety of the cuble.
means of the pneumatic assembly. The magnetic tracking
probe will indicate by means of a change to the magnetic Elongation Measurement
signature that the snare has reached the drogue. When this
change is observed the snare is retracted together with the The simplest method relies entirely on measuring the change
drogue into the pressure tube. in length of a fibre in the cable, caused by the net positive

forces. An optical signal reflected from the front end of the
The whole assembly can then be retracted from the line by cable can be used to measure the change in cable length, with
means of the transfer unit until the end of the cable is above an accuracy of 5 mm.
a dynamic seal contained within the seal valve. The dynamic
seal is closed by means of a hydraulic pump and then the By correlating the strain measured with the length deployed,
transfer unit, lance, drogue and magnetic housing are an indication is given of the force acting on the cable. From
removed from the cable. Static seals are then fitted into the this information a safe speed of deployment can be
seal valve and the amount of cable that is required to reach determined.
the terminal equipment can be pulled down from the
deployment end. As the system relies on the fluid forces stretching the cable,

the start of any deployment gives negligible results.
Typically, lkm must be deployed before the system can be
relied upon. The individual pipeline and flow rates will
determine the responses actually seen.

MONITORING OPTIONS FOR PIPELINE CABLES
Simple theory suggests the general trend of the strain should

The nature of pipeline deployments requires real-time be a quadratic curve (equation (11)). In practice this is
monitoring of the cable, to ensure that the forces acting on the modified by temperature, pressure and topographical effects,
cable are sufficient to install the cable through the pipeline at such as hills and bends, and the actual elongation corresponds
all times, more to equation (12).

Three methods of monitoring the installation have been External Monitoring
developed. The types of pipeline and cable requirements will
determine the most suitable method to be employed. At predetermined locations the end of the cable can be

identified using an external detector. Either a small radio
Video Camera transmitter is housed in the termination, or magnets as

described in the last section. With a probe in position over
A video camera can be placed at the front of the cable. The the pipe the cable can be tracked as it passes through the line.
progress of the deployment can then be monitored, together
with the condition of the pipe. This requires the cable to have
power lines for the camera, and optical fibre to carry the video
information.

FIELD INSTALLATION RESULTS
Loadcell Monitor

For long-length cable installation into pipelines, the
The front-end force TD can be monitored by a loadcell at the monitoring methods adopted were the elongation
front of the cable. The cable must have electrical wires to measurement, combined with intermittent external magnetic
power the loadcell and relay the information. This is an monitoring. While the video camera and loadcell techniques
effective method which can accurately determine the force and provide a great deal of information, they are not generally
hence speed of the cable (equation 10). economically practical for the all-dielectric cables installed

and captured through glands as described here.
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SMA Connectors

Sh Shf- d 'Cf Fg P

FCMPC mnctoCS

Firum 7
Frequency Domain Absolute Optical Length Measuring Set

A simple and reliable method has been developed for silvering
the ends of the fibres and then terminating the cable with no
increase in diameter. A single fibre can then be continuously
monitored through optical rotary joints and a Y-coupler, using

a frequency-domain absolute optical length measuring set
shown schematically in Fig. 7.

This technique measures the total cable elongation throughout
installation, and it has proved to be an extremely effective
method of setting the maximum safe cable deployment speed,
and of detecting instantly any problems, such as drogue
collapse or interruption of flow.

These field measurements have shown that cable elongation
generally obeys equation 11 (high friction) rather than the To ot day

low-friction equation 10, and also that friction coefficient is
variable from one pipeline to another. This means that it is
not possible from a knowledge of topography, flow speed etc., Eiwr8
accurately to predict cable elongation prior to installation. Real Time Elongation Displav for 14kmn Installation

However, regularly varying the cable input speed during
installation produces well-defined changes in measured
elongation, and these indicate if the cable is experiencing a
strong positive installing force. Figure 8 is an example of
such a real-time trace. Drogue collapse or flow changes
produce instant responses on the elongation display, which
enable corrective action to be taken before cable damage __

occurs. An example of this is given in Fig. 9.

This system has proved to be an extremely valuable tool for .
the installation of pipeline cables. The elongations measured
have confirmed the basic theory outlined earlier, for the
deployment of up to 16 km of cable in a continuous length.

Trne Innn past 22 00)

Exnded Trace Showing Detected Fault
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CONCLUSION

Practical installations of optical cables into working pipelines,
and installation trials into mini-ducts, have confirmed the
theoretical prediction that cable lengths of the order of 20km
can be installed in a single continuous operation by utilising
liquid drag. The installation of such long lengths is possible
because the cable can be manufactured so as to be close to David L Walters
neutral buoyancy in water, thereby drastically reducing its BNR Europe Ltd
weight and frictional reaction. London Road

Harlow
In practice, pipeline cables have been installed in lengths up Essex
to 16km, which is the longest length which has so far been CM17 9NA
required. Procedures and techniques for such installations are
now routine and mature.

David L. Walters was born in Merthyr Tydfil, South Wales.
An optical monitoring method has been developed to measure He graduated in Physics from Cambridge University in 1971,
fibre elongation change during installation, and this has proved and since this has worked on a number of different aspects of
to be a very effective technique for instant detection of any cable transmission systems. In 1977 he joined the Cable
problems and for optimising installation speed. Group at STL, Now BNR Europe, and worked on design and

measurement of optical and electrical cables for a wide range
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS of applications. He is now Manager of the Cable Mechanics

and Installation Department.
The authors thank the managements of NT Integrated
Networks, BNR Europe, and the system customers for their
support, and permission to publish this paper.
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MASS FUSION SPLICING PARAMETERS FOR OPTICAL FIBER RIBBONS

M.Morooka H.Kawasaki I.Suzuki M.Yoshinuma

Optical System R&D Dpt. Fujikura Ltd.
1440, Mutsuzaki, Sakura-shi, Chiba-ken, 285, JAPAN

ABSTRACT 2.1. Mass hetin
In mass fusion splicing, each fiber pair must receive

Mass fusion splicing requires multiple fibers to be equal and correct discharge power for low splice loss.
joined together in one electrical discharge. This That condition is achieved by placing the electrodes at
discharge power must be consistent for each fiber pair. higher positions than the fibers, as shown in Fig. 1.
A mass fusion splicer has the capability to splice as A mass fusion splicer has the capability to splice a
many as 12 fiber pairs. Because of the various various number of fiber pairs. It is difficult to maintain
numbers of fiber pairs, from 1 to 12, it is a challenge to the equal and correct discharge power to each fiber pair
maintain the correct discharge power to each fiber pair for different fiber counts. Even with each fiber pair
for different fiber counts. receiving a different discharge power, all fiber pair must

Large splice losses will occur if the balance between be spliced at the same time. The relationship between
electrical power, the distance between the fibers(end discharge power and splice loss in mass fusion splicing
face gap), and the determined amount of travel(Stuffing must be made clear.
amount) between each fiber pair is altered or disturbed. Discharge

Relationships between splice losses and parameters
are clarified. We confirm that ARC TEST is an effective
method to measure the discharge power on a fiber pair, Electrod
and the optimum discharge power is clarified. Fig.1 Electrodes position

1. INTRODUCTION 2.2. End face oap variance
The jacket of fibers is removed and the fibers are cut

Fusion splicing has become a common practice for before splicing, but some fiber end face position
joining optical fibers with low loss. Many papers and variance always exists. This creates a fiber end face
journals are concerned with obtaining this low loss. gap variance when the fibers are put to the splicer and
Some of the factors accepted world-wide as moved together just before discharge, as shown in
determining loss are: core eccentricity, cleaved angle . Fig.2.(1). The fibers are then stuffed for a certain length
and initial axis offset.') 2) We have learned in single that is Gap maximum plus 50 gm during discharge. If
fiber pair splicing of several key factors that determine the fiber end face gap variance is large, one fiber pair is
splice loss.3) Recently, with the demand and popularity spliced with a large end face gap, and another fiber pair
of splicers for multiple fiber pairs, or ribbon fiber, we are is spliced with a large overlap. Each fiber pair is spliced
forced to identify additional factors that determine splice with different end face gap and overlap, shown in
loss in ribbon fiber. Fig.2.(2), and sometimes this leads to a large splice

loss.

2. PROBLEMS WITH MASS FUSION SPLICING Gap Fiber

Mass fusion splicing requires many fibers to be
spliced at the same ,ime in one electrical discharge. (1) Gap variance
There are two charac(edstic problems that don't exist in ___[_ = Gap max. - Gap min.
single fiber pair splicing. Because these two problems
occur at the same time in mass fusion splicing, the
analysis is complicated. For that reason, we studied r area
these problems through comparison with single fiber Fiber stuffing amount
pair splicing.4) (2) - - Gap max. + 50., m

MM - Large Gap + Small Overlap
70-i___ = Small Gap + Large Overlap

Fig.2 End face gap variance
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3. MEASURING DISCHARGE POWER

Fiber end faces are melted for a short time by the
discharge before the fibers are stuffed. The fibers are
then moved forward and spliced. Melting conditions of
the fiber end face depend on the strength of the 500
discharge power, which we consider to be a factor that
determines splice loss. But, change of the electrode :X
conditions, such as wear of electrodes and sticking of 300
melting silica, influence the discharge route and
discharge power. If the electrode offset or distance is
different, the discharge power that the fiber receives is
changed. Until now, we have used electric current to " 100
compare the discharge power, but this method isn't I
adequate because it is impossible to measure the 0power that a fiber receives. 02 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Discharge tim (second)

We propose a new method "ARC TEST" to measure Fig.4 ARC TEST results for a single fiber pair with
the discharge power that a fiber receives. This method various electric currents.
involves measuring the melting amount of fibers that
are melted by discharge without stuffing movement.
This is accomplished by measuring the retreat amount
of the fibers, as shown in Fig.3. This procedure is the
same as splicing, except no stuffing movement is done.

Fig.4 shows ARC TEST results for a single fiber pair * Single fiber
with various electric currents. Melting amount increases 5o A 12 fibers max.
and the rate of increase goes down as discharge time E3 12 fibers min.
increases. Measuring the difference of discharge power 2400

for various electric currents is possible. 3W
Fig.5.(1).(2) show ARC TEST results for a single 521:

fiber and 12 fibers. The electric current of 12 fibers is 200
larger than that of a single fiber, so that the melting
amounts of each are same at 20 second. The increase "-P 1
of melting amount has a large difference, especially
also at less than 1 second. There is a flat line before the 0
big increase, and the big increase of 12 fibers is later 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

than for a single fiber. Discharge tim (second)
It is difficult to measure the melting amount correctly (1). o - 20 seconds

after a short time discharge. ARC TEST needs an
adequately long discharge time, and we use a 20 o .

second discharge time in this paper. 40 .

(i) 1 ..20
IS12

Discharge I .... . .. ..

Discharge without 0 177

(i)stuffing fibers 0 200 400 600 800 1000
Discharge time (second)

Mamuringthe fib (2). 0- 1000 msec-- re.tMeatasriongth Fig.5 ARC TEST results for a single fiber and 12

:)d Lf- (A+B)fies

A B

Fig. 3 ARC TEST
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4. PREFUSION TIME

Fig.6 shows the relationship between prefusion time 0.5 45bmg@
and splice loss for a single fiber. A short prefusion time 0.4

(150 msec) is possible to splice at low loss with a wider
area of discharge than other prefusion times. Large loss 0. 3
occurs with a long prefusion time (450 msec) as 0.2
compared with a 150 msec prefusion time. The end 0
face is more heated than necessary with a long 10. 1
prefusion time. The prefusion energy from discharge
must be adequate, and is important parameter for a 0
single fiber splicing. 0 100 200 300 4W 5W0 6OW 7W0

Fig.7.(1).(2) show the relationship between profusion Iblting mt(pm/20sc)
time and splice loss for 12 fibers. Comparing these Fig.6 The relationship between prefusion time and
graphs there is not big difference. In this experiment, splice loss for a single fiber. (Stuffing speed 450 Izm)
the prefusion times are 150 msec and 450 msec, but
there is no difference in melting amount(Fig.5).

There is a difference between 150 msec and 450 0.5
msec for single fiber, in spite of melting amounts being
the same(Fig.5). We can't ignore this parameter 0.4
completely, but influence of prefusion time of mass I
splicing is very small when compared with single fiber 0.3
splicing. 0.0 2

5. STUFFING SPEED 8

Fig. 8 shows the relationship between stuffing speed , , ,
and splice loss for a single fiber. It is possible to splice 0
at any speed, providing various levels of the discharge
power. The result at each speed is different. Strong Melting akmunt(jt/20sec)
discharge is suitable for high speed and weaker (1). Prefusion time is 150 msec.
discharge is suitable for slow speed. Time fiber 0.5
exposed to discharge is expressed as

Time = prefusion + gap / speed 0. 4
* 0 .3 . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . .

Where prefusion time is 150 msec, and gap is normally 0.3

about 20 gm. The retreat amount of the fibers during . 0.2
prefusion time is so small that it is neglected. The . . .•
moving time of a fiber for 20 gim is shown in Table.1. If -
we consider the moving time as prefusion time, this 0 l. , .
graph coincides with that in Fig.6. We conclude that a 0 100 200 300 400 50 60 700
change of stuffing speed changes the prefusion time for Uhlting maunt(ya/20sec)
single fiber splicing. The same reasoning can be (2). Prefusion time is 450 rnsec.
applied to mass fusion splicing. Fig.7 The relationship between prefusion time and

In mass splicing, the end face gap variance leads to splice loss for 12 fibers. (Stuffing speed 450 nm)
differences in moving times. If there is a 30 gim
variance, the time difference is 1.5 times of 20 gim
moving time in Table.1. But, the influence of prefusion
time for mass splicing is very small, leading us to 0.5 A. ......................... o 20o/s"
believe that the influence of stuffing speed for mass 0.4 .... . ............................. X 4sojz w/s
splicing is also very small.

Table. 1The moving time for 20 pim
Stuffing speed Moving time for 20 gm 0.2

(gim/second) (msec) 0. 1
200 100
450 44 0
700 29 0 100 2No 300 4W 5W0 OW 7002 Iketing mount(pf/20wo)

Fig.8 The relationship between stuffing speed and
splice loss for a single fiber. (Prefusion time 1 50msec)
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6. END FACE GAP VARIANCE

6.1 Measurement
We use a common 12 ribbon fiber in this study, and

measure end face gap variance, as shown in Fig.9. 80,% 2o0,m
Since the adhesion force of bundled fiber is smaller overlap -- -M
than that of ribbon fiber, the maximum variance is a little
bigger than ribbon fiber. The variance for less than 12 Gap 4 ;An. tber
fibers is smaller than 12 fibers. The fiber end face gap Gap me,.,.,,
variance always exists, and that size is less than 30 gm G
in normal mass fusion splicing.

6-2 StIJy Fig.10 Gap and overlap of the fibers with 30Irm
A fusion splicer stuffs the fibers by the gap maximum variance.

plus 50 gm during discharge. 50 ;Lm is a constant
number for any number of fibers. If there is a 30 gm end
face gap variance, the largest gap is 50 gim, and the
largest overlap is 80 gm, as shown in Fig.10. These
fibers are spliced at the same time. Further, the 0.5
discharge power of each fiber in ribbon is different. go#.

Fig. 11 shows the relationship between the end face 0.oo4

gap and splice loss for a single fiber. It is possible to o0.3
consider a arge gap as an increase of prefusion, and 0
the fiber of a large gap as being more heated than the o
fiber of a small gap. a 0. 1

Fig.12 shows the relationship between overlap and
splice loss for a single fiber. For the case of excessive 0
overlap, the fibers are not melted enough and hit each 0 100 2W0 300 400 500
other in solid state. This requires a strong discharge to Melting inosmt(om/20Oec)
splice for a large overlap than for a normal overlap. If
we apply these results directly to mass fusion splicing, Fig. 11 The relationship between the end face gap
with a large end face gap variance, the range of and splice loss for a single fiber.
suitable discharge power is very small.

U Ribbon 0.5 g8 W2 0.4o ° 01o 0

5 BOnde 4t 0.3iAverage 

loisdle for 0.2 snefr
3 8
2 7101
I \ ,*-X- -

0 0_ _ 0 .

0 2 46 810 1214 161IS20 22 2426 0 100 20 M 40 W0 0

Fiber end face gap varlmnce(pin) BelIt:i ng amomt (Pmf2Osec)

Fig.9 Histogram of the end face gap variance for 12 Fig.12 The relationship between overlap and splice
fibers. loss for a single fiber.
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Fig.13.(1) shows the splice loss for a large gap
variance (more than 40 gm) for 12 fibers at 150 msec
prefusion. Prefusion time is the same as for the single Through research and experimentation, we have
fiber experiment. The difference between the gap found a clear relationship between splice loss and
minimum and gap of each fiber is shown. 0-20 gm is certain parameters in mass fusion splicing. The
considered to be a large overlap state and 40- gim is a following conclusions are based on this research:
csrtalarge gapovtatewhenfbersare spced. Eend 4- te isap 1) It takes a longer discharge time for fibers melted inlarge gap state when fibers are spliced. Even if the gap mass fusion splicing than single fiber. However, the
is large, splice loss for a strong discharge is very low, influence of prefusion time is not as large for mass
because prefusion time doesn't significantly influence fusion splicing.
the splice loss in mass fusion splicing. Conversely, for a 2Thinfluencd
weak discharge , there is a correlation to the single fiber 2) The influence of stuffing speed is small for mass

casefusion splicing.
case, 3) It is possible to perform mass fusion splicing even if

Fig.13.(2) shows the splice loss for a large gap there is a large end face gap variance, just the same
variance (more than 40 grm) for 12 fibers at 1000 msec as the single fiber case.
prefusion. Large gap fiber has a large loss for strong 4) ARC TEST is an effective method to measure the
discharge, and large overlap fiber has a large loss for discharge power, and optimum discharge power was
weak discharge. This is the same as the single fiber found to be where the melting amount is 300 - 500
case. gm/20sec for mass fusion splicing.

End face gap variance is not so much a problem as
we first thought. However, melting amount should be
300 - 500 gm/20sec to obtain a good splice.

The difference between the gap
minimum and gap of each fiber

1 0 0-20#p

20.8 .x 20-40.

0. A . . . . z 40-y -
0.6 0

•.0.2 x . ..0..
40 X-, x

0 100 200 300 400 500 600
Melting asount(g m/2Osec)

(1). Prefusion time is 150 msec.

0i
0

0 ,08 X

0.6 0

0................
00 0

0.2

0
0 100 200 300 400 500 600

Melting mount(u m/20sec)

(2). Prefusion time is 1000 resec.

Fig. 13 The splice loss for a large gap variance (more
than 40)rm) for 12 fibers.
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PROTECTION AND RELIABILITY OF SINGLE-FIBER AND RIBBON-FIBER
FUSION SPLICES

Enrico Serafini

SIRTI S.p.A., Cables and Optical Technologies Division
Via Vida 19,20127 Milano, Italy

ABSTRACT The reliability of fusion splicing depends on
the reliability of the single steps of the splicing

The installation of high fiber count cables, procedure such as fiber preparation (coating stripping.
mainly used in the local loop, forces the use of high fiber cleaning and cleaving), fiber positioning in the
density and high reliability splicing technology. This splicer, welding process and protection application.
paper describes a technique to effectively and reliably In this paper, a new splice protection technique
protect and reinforce fusion splices in the field. The will be presented and its reliability will be analysed. It
developed splice protection consists in a plastic sleeve is applicable to single-fiber splices or to ribbon-fiber
filled with an UV curable resin. Such solution allows splices.
to keep the protection size very small and is suitable All the tests reported in this paper have been
for field installation on single-fiber and multiple-fiber performed on single-mode fibers made by OVD
fusion splices. The developed splice protections have technology and coated by means of a double layer of
been succesfully submitted to a complete set of acrylate material or ribboned together by means of an
optical, mechanical, environmental and reliability additional common extruded coating.
tests. In particular no degradation of splice tensile
strength was observed after 2000 hours aging at 80'C 2. FUSION SPLICE PROTECTION
and 90% RH, rather a strength increase of about 50%/.
was seen. The splice protection makes two basic

functions; it increases the splice tensile strength and it
seals the bare splice from the external environment in

1,INTRODUCTION order to assure long-term reliability. Several
techniques have been developed to protect fusion

A recent market survey [1) has established that splices; one of the most common is based on heat-
more than 90% of optical fibers installed worldwide shrinkable plastic tubes reinforced by metallic or
in 1992 have been fusion spliced. Assuming 10 dielectric strength members, These splice protections
million kilometers of fiber installed and an average generally show the following drawbacks:
cable length of 2+3 km we get a number of fusion
splices and consequently of splice protectors a) non symmetric cross-section;
implemented last year (mainly in the transport b) non homogeneous materials employed;
network) in the range of 3-4 million. c) excessive weight and size;

The improvement of fiber geometrical d) need of a splice holder into the organizer;
tolerances like outside diameter and core cladding e) low packaging density into the organizer.
concentricity has permitted high quality low loss
fusion splicing by passively aligning fibers before While points a) and b) may affect the splice
welding, reliability and its thermal behaviour the last three

The development of low-cost, "V-groove" points become crucial when subscriber loop is
passively aligning fusion splicers will probably push considered where high fiber count cables are used.
fusion splicing technology in the distribution network. In order to overcome the above drawbacks a
In this case, the number of fusion splices will strongly new splice protection has been designed and
increase provided that the reliability of the fusion developed with the following characteristics:
technology will meet the stringent requirements of the
subscriber loop harsh environment, a') no splice loss degradation due to protection

application;
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b') high packaging density; The protective sleeve is easily applied on
c') small size (comparable to unspliced fibers) and splices. Before making the splice, the sleeve is

radial simmetricity; inserted on a fiber or a ribbon. After fusion, the sleeve
d') no need to be fixed to the organizer and full is slid on the bare section of the splice and filled with

exploitation of the organizer length and width; adhesive.
e') good short-term mechanical protection in terms of The adhesive is injected into the sleeve by

tensile, crushing, torsion and bending strength; means of a specific tool consisting in a syringe where
f) excellent thermal stability; the needle has been replaced by 2 small rubber blocks
g!) high long-term reliability in terms of no strength which are pressed against the protective sleeve to be

degradation after aging, high fatigue parameter n, filled thus forcing the adhesive to flow into the sleeve
compatibility with cable filling compounds; without coming out.

h') easy and fast mounting procedures.
3. TENSILE STRENGTH

All the above targets have been reached by
means of a splice protection consisting in a plastic In principle the increase of tensile strength due
capillary tube filled with an ultra-violet (UV) curable to the protective sleeve is the result of two
resin. Such solution allows to keep the size of the contributions: a purely elastic effect which depends
protection very small and it is suitable for field on size, shape and materials of the protective structure
installation. and a fatigue effect.

Splice organizers can accomodate several (12
or more) splices protected in this way without 3.1 Elastic effect
necessity of fastening because of their light weight.
Thanks to their flexibility, the splices can also be The calculation of splice reinforcement is done
placed along the short side of the organizer. The by assuming a pure tension stress according to Saint
adhesive used to fill the tube as well as to seal the Venant's principle [2]. In Figure 2 the loading
bare splice from the environment is an UV curable configuration is shown for a single-fiber splice.
soft acrylate with a low Young's modulus after curing.

The adhesive takes about 30 to 60 seconds to
cure. The developed protective sleeves shematically Loading cell Loading cell
shown in Figure 1 have the following nominal x
dimensions (mm): LJ

single-fiber 4-fibers ribbon
length 15+30 (*) 30
ID 0.38 1.40 x 0.60
OD 0.51 2.15 x 1.20

(.) depending on splicer type

2.15wn

0__ " .1 nul 1.40 n 2ll

___ 0.3Sl•ll3:lee

Figure 1 - Schematic of splice protection sleeve Figure 2 - Schematic of splice loading configuration
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The following assumptions have been done: In Table I the typical geometrical and elastic
parameters of the 3 zones characterizing the protected

I. at x = 0 pure tension stress state: the load is splice are reported.
applied far from the cross-section of our interest
and the end effects are not important (the sleeve is cross-section Young's modulus
sufficiently long); mm 2  N/mm 2

2. perfect adhesion among the different materials of Single I. Fiber 0,0123 7,5 x 104
the protection (no slippage), at least in the range of Fiber 2. Adhesive 0,1011 5,9 x 102

strains that induce splice failure; Splice 3. Sleeve 0,0909 1,4 x 103

3. multiple-fiber splices are considered failed when 4-Fiber 1. Fiber 0,0491 7,5 x 104
the first fiber breaks. Before failure the stress is Ribbon 2. Adhesive 0,7909 5,9 x 102

uniformly distributed among the N fibers. Splice 3. Sleeve 1,7400 1,4 x 103

Equilibrium equation Table I - Geometrical and elastic constants of the

P = P1 + P2 + P3 = a, A, + 02 A2 + 03 A3  (1) splice materials.

The calculated reinforcement factors for single-
Compatibility equations fiber and 4-fibers ribbon splices are 1.20 and 1.79
F- = F2 = &3= 0  (2) respectively.

Hook's law 3.2 Fatigue effect
am = Ea •l (3')
21 = El (3") theThe tensile strength of a fusion splice depends

on the size of cracks on its surface. When a tensile
03 = E3 S3  (3") load is applied to the splice these cracks grow

decreasing the inert splice strength. The inert strength
Substituting equations (2) and (3) into (1) we is defined as the strength corresponding to the crack

fina: distribution before loading, i.e., assuming that flaws
ai = P E /(El A, + E2 A2 + E3 A3) i = 1, 2, 3 (4) do not grow during the tensile test. The presence of

the adhesive on the splice allows to decrease the
Let a. and Pr the generic splice failure stress speed of crack growth inducing an improvement of

and load respectively. In order to calculate the splice strength even ignoring the elastic effect of the
reinforcement we have to compare the bare splice protection. The splice strength increase due to the
strength to the protected splice strength. In both cases protection can be evaluated as follows.
the failure stress is the same while the failure load is The splice cumulative percentage of failure is
different. given by equation [3]

Bare splice F (a) = I - exp [(k/ko)b (8)
Pr

Or = - (5) in which

Ak = on+lI[(n + 1) 6]

Protected splice b = m/(n - 2)
ko =[oyo Bl/(n-2)]m/b

Or = oa = El P/(E1 A, + E2 A2 + E3 A3) (6) B = 2/[AY 2 (n - 2) Kicn' 2I
a breaking stress

Thus the reinforcement factor, defined as the 6 stress rate
ratio between the protected splice breaking load and A, n empirical stress-corrosion parameters in the
the bare splice breaking load is: relationship da/dt = AK1n

KIc critical stress intensity factor

P' El Al + E2 A2 + E3 A3  Y factor depending on the shape of the crack
(7) m, a0 parameter of the inert strength Weibull

Pr El A, distribution
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With a little algebra we find: TENSILE STRENGTH [NJ
1 5 10 30 50

a={(n+1),6ko[ln(,---)] 1)} /(10'1) (9) 2
_F 99

Knowing A and n in the 2 cases of bare and 0 .U
protected splices and assuming that all the other so 5 0 %12 0
parameters remain constant we find: 3

A ( 30 -3
20 (~A)A a=a (A,,n)-(A 2,n2) (10) 10%L. IN

0 10 .. 50%-24. -2
5 , -33.3 Experimental results C

-4

In Figures 3 and 4 the Weibull plots of tensile 1
strength of protected and bare single-fiber and 4- -5
fibers ribbon splices respectively, are shown. 500 1000 3000 7000

TENSILE STRENGTH [g]
TENSILE STRENGTH [NJ

1 5 1 0 20 Figure 4 - Weibull plots of tensile strength of:
2 (A) ribbon-fiber protected splices

99 (B) ribbon-fiber bare splices

90

50 0 4. CRUSHING STRENGTH

30 - Figure 5 shows the results of the crushing test
20 ) performed on protected splices. The splices have been

10 10=4.M . -2 crushed for their full length, i.e. 15 nun for single-o 10 gO%=17.3N fiber splices and 30 mnm for ribbon splices. Since
5 -3 multiple protections have a rectangular cross-sectionC

/,it(A) •they have been crushed along the short side and the
1o•%•= SN -4 .,m long side getting similar results.
SO%- 9.6N -

1 90%-1&4N
............... I i 5

100 500 1000 3000

TENSILE STRENGTH [g] 1,0

S- f i
Figure 3 - Weibull plots of tensile strength of: 0,8 $ioh i

(A) single-fiber protected splices
(B) bare splices 4 - Men;

0.6 spaces

The optical power has been monitored during 3 I!
the test to know the actual strength of the splice. In u 0,4 //
fact the maximum strength reached during the test 3'
might be higheT than the breaking load of the fiber 0'

The median strength increase due to protection,

experimentally found has been 28% for single-fiber 0
splices and 100% for ribbon splices. In the former 0 20 40 60 80 100
case, as seen in section 3.2, the reinforcement factor
due to elastic effect has been calculated to be 20% CP0QI..A (kg)
giving an extra 8% of reinforcement due to fatigue
effect. For ribbon splices the same figures are 79%
due to elastic effecr and 2 1% due to fatigue effect. Figure 5 - Crushing strength of protected splices
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5. BENDING STRENGTH The dynamic fatigue test is preferable to the

static one because it is much less time consuming

One of the design specifications for this new even if many times the two tests give different values
protection was lightness and flexibility in order to of the stress-corrosion parameter n.
entirely exploit the space of the organizer and to avoid In Figure 7 the dynamic fatigue parameter n,
handling failures during installation. This test is more calculated from equation (12) is shown as a function
critical for multiple protections because of their of the failure probability for single-fiber splices and
rectangular cross-section. ribborn splices respectively.

Figure 6 reports the results of the bending test
on ribbon splices bent in a plane normal to the long 60
side of the cross section. The results are reported in
terms of percentage of splices failed at a certain 50
bending radius. .. OT.C. . .

Splices have been considered failed if they 40S_
showed a permanent loss after the test. Ribbon splices z 30
may be bent with a bending raý "is of 25 mm withouh ..... j...
failure. 20 "-- . seMcs

100 10

80 O0 102 R 405060 70 80 90

,. FAILUR PROSADILITY (II)

Figure 7 - Stress-corrosion factor of protected splices

40

20
7. THERMA L CYCLING

5 10 15 20 25 30 Since the materials surrounding the bare splice
BENDING RADIUS (mm) have elastic moduli much lower than that of glass they

apply a low constraint to the fiber during thermal

Figure 6 - Bending test on ribbon splices cycling. The calculated thermal stresses [61 on the
splices are reported in Table 3 using the material
constants at ambient temperature of Table 2.

6. DYNAMIC FATIGUE Poisson's Expansion
ratio coefficient

From the empirical relationship between the 1. Fiber_0,17 5c-1

crack growth velocity and the applied stress already 2. Fiber 0,17 5,0- 105
mentioned in section 3.2, it is possible to demonstrate 2. Adhesive 0,35 9,5 • 105 j
that there is a linear relationship between the 3. Sleeve 0,35 7,0-10.
logarithm of time to failure t and the logarithm of
applied static stress o [4], that is Table 2 - Material constants of fiber, buffer andsleeve.

In t/ n In m + C NmrmAT 'AT

If the applied stress uniformly increases with N/mm2 °C N/mmz °C

time, it can be demonstrated the following Single-fiber - 0,01 0,98
relationship between the logarithm of breaking stress splice ,,

a and the jogarithm of stress rate 5 [5] 4-fibers ribbon - 0,01 0,61
1 splice I _ _ _.I

In y -j In + + D (12) Table 3 - Radial and axial stresses on fiber per TC.
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If AT is 60'C the axial stress or on the fiber for It has been demonstrated [7] that aging
the single-fiber splice becomes 58,8 MPa which can smooths the rough surface of an intentionally abraded
be regarded as a safe value. In fact this figure is low strength optical fiber. The splicing area, which is
conservative considering that Young's moduli of a low strength piece of fiber, has probably deep flaws
plastic materials decrease as temperature increases and peaks due to abrasion and fusion process. Aging
lowering the actual axial stress on the glass. might round or fill or smooth the bottom of flaws or

Five cascated single-fiber and ribbon-fiber the top of peaks explaining the strength increase. In
splices have been thermal cycled from -40°C to order to confirm this trend and to see the limit of
+80'C. The insertion loss was monitored and strength increase a 3000 hours aging test is in
measured every 30 minutes. The variation of the progress.
splice loss versus time and temperature is shown in TENSILE STRENGTH [N]
Figure 8. Over the full range of temperatures no 2 STRENG0 H30N 5

excess loss was observed. 2
99 1DOO h

90 - 1SINGLE-I9BER
s70c - *U UNAGED * 0

8. AGING ws 50 -2= ,

030 - *An aging test has been performed on protected 20 -
single-fiber and multiple-fiber splices. The former if 12

h v 1e kept -o 1r 'ehave been kept for 1000 hours at 801C and relative 0humidity of 90%; ribbon splices have been aged for • 9 ioooi!/i' -3

1000 and 2000 hours at the same temperature and UNAGM /" MWsSOt
relative humidity. No strength degradation has been 1

observed; rather a progressive strength increase can be -5
observed as shown in Figure 9 which reports the 200 500 1000 3000 ?000

results of the aging test. TENSILE STRENGTH [g]
Figure 9 - Weibull plots of tensile strength of aged

protected splices

.1

Single-fiber splice

0
r 

fir

0

4-fibers ribbon splice

-.1
L~ 79

WI 59
30

-19

-30S-5o0 1 e 3e 4 0 S

8 10 29 39 49 59 6 790 a9 90 19O

T I ME (Hours)

Figure 8 - Thermal cycling of protected splices
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9. CONCLUSIONS

A technique to reliably protect and reinforce Enrico Serafini
single-fiber and multiple-fiber fusion splices has been
presented. This splice protection technique has the
following main merits: Cables and Optical

Technologies Division

small size, light weight and high flexibility - --- SIRTI S.p.A.

allowing high packaging density and no need of -21Via Vida, 19

fixing into the organizer; 20127 Milano-ITALY
easy and quick to install in the field;
very high thermal stability;
adequate mechanical strength;
no aging degradation of tensile strength. Enrico Serafmi was born in 1956. He received the Dr.

Ing. degree from Politecnico of Milan in 1982. He
A complete testing programme has been joined SIRTI in 1984 as research engineer in the field

reported which demonstrated the effectiveness and the of optical fiber cables measurement and jointing
reliability of this splice protection method. This techniques. He is now responsible for Cables and
technique has been adopted by the Italian operating Optical Technologies R&D Division. He is Special
companies since some years and it has been used on a Rapporteur for question on passive optical
I irge scale in the Italian fiber optic telecommunication components of COM VI of TSS (former CCITT) and
networks. he is member of IEEE.
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16-Fiber Optical Connector
Jun Yamakawa, Hiroyuki Yamada, Takashi Shigematsu,

Hiroyuki Yanagase, Ken Kanai

THE FURUKAWA ELECTRIC CO.,LTD.
6,YAWATA-KAIGANDORI,ICHIHARA,CHIBA 290 JAPAN

ABSTRACT Recently, multiple-fiber optical con-

For the ISDN era coming, the optical nectors have been noticed. We have also
connector, especially multiple-fiber opti- long been working to develop plastic mul-
cal connector, is considered one of the tiple-fiber connectors such as 4 or 8-
key components in the optical fiber net-
works. fiber optical connectors.

We succeeded in developing the small- This paper presents a structure of a
size optical connector for 16-fiber ribbon
utilizing the high precision plastic mold- newly developed 16-fiber optical connector
ing technique. for a 16-fiber ribbon, and its initial

We improved the number of fibers per characteristics.
connector by means of reduction the dis-
tance between the fiber holes in compari-
son with that of conventional optical con-
nectors. So the fiber density per unit ar- 2. STRUCTURE OF THE 16-FIBER
ea(-Imml) of newly developed connector is
higher than that of conventional connec- OPTICAL CONNECTOR
tors. The newly developed high-density op-
tical connector makei it possible to re-
duce the number of optical connectors and This connector is designed for a 16-
cable-to-cable connecting time. fiber ribbon that consists small diameter

By investigating the conventional coated fibers.1131" Figure I shows the
multiple-fiber connector manufacturing
process, average connecting loss of 0.2dB newly developed 16-fiber optical connector.
for 16-fiber optical connector was
achieved.

!. INTROUUC1'ION Fiber ribbon

In accordance with diversification of
the optical fiber telecommunication net-
works, the introductions of high-density Ferrule
and high-count optical cables composed of
single-mode 16-fiber ribbons are expected.Gudpn
In this case, the important point to note Guide pin
is the increase of cable-to-cable connect-
ing time because of the increase of the
number of the fibers. Therefore an easy
and collective connecting technique to Clamp spring
join optical fiber ribbons is required.

For reasons mentioned above, it is Figure 1 The structure of 16-fiber
considerably necessary to develop 16-fiber optical connector
optical connectors with the following
properties.

It is similar in structure to that of con-
(l)simple connecting structure ventional multiple-fiber connector.'"' 1 4

(reconnecting possible) It consists of a pair of plastic 16-fiber
(2)small-size plugs, two guide pins and a clamp spring
(3)1cw-connecting-loss to hold the connector closed. As can be
(4)long term stability seen in Figure 2, the 16-fiber plug con-
(5)low cost sists of a plastic ferrule, a rubber boot
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Fiber ribbon
Binding pin

Rubber boot

Guideholesoptical connector

Figure 2 The 16-fiber plug Figure 3 The structure of stacked
80-fiber optical connector

to protect the fibers. and a 16-fiber rib- 3. MANUFACTURING PROCESS
bon. The plastic ferrule has 16 boles for
insertion of the fibers and two holes for The manufacturing process of this
the guide pins. connector is shown in Figure 4.

The ferrule is desisned as follows.
Two guide pin hoels are an each side of
the fiber holes, positioned symmetrically
in relation to their center lines, and the M~olding the ferrules

caster of the fiber holes is on the same
level with the cemtor of the guide pin
holes. ."

This ferrule has the fiber helos in a FMeasuring ferrule dimensions
straight-line at the same pitch as the fi-
ber pitch of the ribbong to attach the fi-I
ber ribbon easily &ad without causing Atcigtefbrr~~
beading sitre*s. Is this report, the dis-Atahgtefir-bon
teast* boest,* Te l.fiber hole* is shorter
them theat1 of eesmtoosel eonseetors(-O.26
"Il. bosese,. of 19-fiher ribbons that coan- jPolishing the mating faces

lsot of 004404 fob*#* *boat diaeter. is a-
best 111m as so. #***It.ll the tog connec-
to* t o%* -~e i*sgg owe seat aralm)Fiber ribbon
2s about 1 t sm. *"Boot a comvestiemei
l-1110* toie* 0* 6 &ad sheiet 1.7 times a-
giaiest a 41.s..e -faber coumecter's Rubber boot
respeeavesio 11he foodo, via pitch is Ferrule
largest .eoi iliutm that of conventional
61-foiber csimesetr. Ihertfere the 16-fiber
optocal temmeveto is slightly larger than
conenwtional 3-fober commeeter. The con-
oetter site is ahout II4L)wlI(3)w2.6(2)mm.

besides all this. this Il-fiber opti-
cal connector tan form the stacked multi- Figure 4 The manufacturing process
plo-fiber optical connector using theof1-ieopcacnetr
binding im.'' bifigure 3 shows theof 8-ie opca cnetr
structure of the 0S-fiber optical connec-
tor(IlS-fiber optical connector x 5). 3-1. Molding the ferrule

The ferrule is manufactured by the
high precision transfer molding technique.
(We have already studied in detail about
this technique in conventional multiple-
fiber connector.)
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To make the high-precision ferrule,
we used the high-precision V-groove in the n : 4x16
die, that is to say, a number of high-pro- 1 0 Ave.: -0.1 x m
cision pins of prescribed sizes are fixed 1 0 - : 0. 25 m
in two-large and 16-small V-grooves.

In addition to this, to realize the
dimensional accuracy of the submicron
order or better in the ferrule, it is in- 5
portant to consider molding materials. We
used a thermally cured epoxy resin with
very low mold shrinkage suitable for this 0 "
use. -- 1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0

3-2. Measuring the ferrule dimensions X-Position error (a m)

After molding process, to confirm the
quality of the ferrule, the position er- n : 4x16
rors of the fiber holes relative to the Ave.: 0.3 i m
guide pin holes on the mating face are 1 0 a : 0.21P m
measured by means of noncontact multiple A

edge measurement using a high resolution
CCD camera. Its repeatability is O.1p m. 5 '

ML.
3-3. Attaching the fiber-ribbon

The fiber ribbon removed end coatings
is inserted in the ferrule through the - .0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1 .0
rubber boot, and fixed with epoxy adhesive.

V-Position error (pmn)

3-4. Polishing the mating face Figure 5 Histogram of the position errors
of the fiber holes

Then the mating face of the ferrule

is polished to a flat surface and lapped
to minimize the return of the light.

(I)A wavelength is 1.31 m (LED).
(2)A reflective index matching oil is

applied to the mating face of the
4. INITIAL CHARACTERISTICS connectors.

(3)The value is the average of three
4-1. Position errors of the fiber holes times reconnection.

Figure 5 shows the result of the po- The total average value is 0.19dB in
sition errors of the fiber holes relative normal connection and 0.20dB in inverse
to the guide pin holes. The error is ana- connection.
lyzed both X-axis and Y-axis. We obtained Very low-connecting-loss optical con-
the good position errors of the fiber nector comparing with the convevntional
holes, the errors of X-axis and Y-axis are multiple-fiber connector has been achieved.
within ± iA m.

4-3. Reconnection
4-2. Connecting loss

Figure 7 shows the results of the re-
The normal and inverse connecting connecting test at 100 times.

performance with the master plug is shown We obtained the good reconnecting ch-
in Figure 6. The master plug is selected aracteristics, the fluctuation compared
from the same manufacturing lot. The meas- with the initial connecting loss is within
urement condition is as follows. ± 0.2dB.
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reflective attenuation of 48.6dB and mini-
8 0:2x6 mum value of 36.ldB.

7 0- Ave.: 0. 19dB

6 0- a :0.078dB 50

0 5 0- 24x16
V 40 ................................ .... n

cz 40- Ave.: 48.6dB
S 3 0 - 30 ................................ ..... 2.52dB

2 0-

1 0 2 0 . ................................. .........
1 0 L.L..10 20 ......................

0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 I0 ................

Normal connecting loss (dB) 0 ,,
36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56

6 0 Reflective attenuation (dB)
n :12x16

5 0 Ave.: 0.20dB Figure 8 Histogram of the return-loss

•,0 o :0.093dBg40-

330-
204-5. Heat cycle test

1 01 Figure 9 shows the result of the
SI Fheat-cycle test. The test condition is as

0 ... . . .follows.0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9

Inverse connecting loss (dB) (l)temperature variation : -40-+70'C
(2)term : Tdays (4cycles / day)

Figure 6 Histogram of the normal and
inverse connecting loss with We obtained the good heat-cycle char-

the master plug acteristics, the fluctuation compared with

the initial connecting loss is ± 0.2dB.

•1.0 :
.. ............. ...... ...... ...- ...... :...... :....... ...... :.......

- s.-... ............ ...

€.. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . :. .......... . . ....... ........ . 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

S. ............. .. .............. ...... ....... .. .. ....... :...... { . . ...............................................................
" O . 5 ~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~...... :...... C .. . l.. .:. . . :. . .i. . . a. . i. . . . . = e 2 . ...............................................................0 . .. ........ .... ..... ..... .. .. ... .. .. ..

V.....1•...... .......... ...... ...........................................l

S. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. ... .. . . .. i ... . ... .. ... . ..... .. .. . . . . .. .

€• . . .:. . . . .... . .. ... : ..... .!............... ........ - 0 .- . .......... ..... .. ...... ...... ...o

0 . .. ... ... .. . . ,. -0 .3 . ...............................................................
0 5 0 1 0 0 , -0.4 -. ........ ................................. .................... .

Reconnecting times 0 M 23•~t~$0222222222

Ilnitial connecting loss Cycle number

F igu re 7 Th e repea tab il ity o f conn ec t ing F g r h e e t b l t f c n e t n
l o s s d u r i n g t h e r e c o n n e c t i n gl o s d r n t h b e -c l e e ttest at 100 timeslosdrnthha-yleet

4-4. Return-loss

Figure 8 shows the results of the re-
turn-loss measurement.

We obtained the good return-loss
characteristics. with the average value of
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5. CONCLUSION

We succeeded in developing the small- Jun Yaakawa
size optical connector for I6-fiber ribbon
utilizing the high precision plastic mold- The Furukawa Electric
ing technique.C.

To begin with, the simple connecting
structure, high density and small-size 6.Yawata-kaigandori.
optical connector has been achieved. Then. Ichihara. Chiba. 290.
this optical connector proved to have ex- Japan
tremely low-connecting-loss characteris-
tics, with the initial connecting loss of Jun Yanakawa was born in Hokkaido. Japan.
about 0.2dB. Finally, this optical connec- in 1965. He received the B.E. degree in
tor has superior initial characteristics applied electronic engineering from
in reconnecting test and heat-cycle test. University of Electro Communications.

With the optical fiber communication Tokyo. Japan, in 1989.
systems to subscriber networks growing, it He jointed The Furukawa Electric Company.
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connecting-loss and higher reliability. R&D on optical component. Nr.Yamakawa is a
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development of optical connector to meet Information and Communication Engineers of
those demands. Japan.
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LOW-LOSS MOLDED PLASTIC 16-FIBER SINGLE-MODE CONNECTOR

D. 0. Harris, D. L. Dean, Jr., J. R. Merriken, and 0. 1. Szentesi

SERCOR CORPORATION
489 Siecor Park, Hickory, North Carolina 28603 USA.

ABSTRACT CONNECTOR STRUCTURE

We have developed a molded plastic 16-fiber The structure of the 16-fiber ribbon connector is
single-mode connector for optical ribbons with shown in Figure 1; this is an extension of the MT-
180 pm fiber pitch; we have also developed a figure connector technologyS,4. The 16-fiber connector pair
of merit which relates connector ferrule geometry to consists of two molded plastic ferrules, two guide
average insertion loss. Connectors assembled from pins for alignment, and a spring fastener.
ferrules with good figures of merit have average The ferrules are rectangular parallelepipeds
insertion loss of 0.19 dB at 1300 nm. Average measuring 6.0rmm x 8.0rmm x 2.5 mm. Each ferrule
connector reflectance is -49.0 dB at 1300 nm, while has 16 fiber holes and two guide pin holes; nominal
standard deviations of insertion loss change for fiber and guide pin hole diameters are 127 lpm and
durability and temperature cycling tests are 0.12 dB 700 sim, respectively. The pitch of the fiber holes
and 0.05 dB at 1300 nm, respectively, must match that of the ribbon, which is 180 pim for

the current application. The two guide pin holes lie
on the same axis as the fiber holes, equidistant from
the nominal center of the fiber hole cluster. Figure 2

INTRODUCTION summarizes the hole identification scheme and the
coordinate axis construction used in determining

Components are cvrrently being developed for hole position.
the optical subscriber loop in Japan.' Realization of A connector is assembled by fixing the fiber in
this network depends on the development of a 4000- the holes with epoxy, then polishing the endface to a
fiber cable which contains 250 16-fiber single-mode smooth flat finish that is perpendicular to the fiber
ribbons.2 In order to allow network reconfiguration axes. Connector pair alignment is achieved by
and to keep installation time to a minimum, the inserting common guide pins into the two guide pincande toll keepnsalontime ton aoth eholes; the connection is held in place by the springcable will be pre-connectorized on both ends. We

have developed a 16-fiber ribbon connector for this
pre-connectorized cable application.

In this paper, we first describe the structure of Ribbon Connector
the 16-fiber connector. Next, we examine connector Spring Fastener
ferrule geometry, which includes development of a
figure of merit that relates ferrule geometry to
expected insertion loss. Results of critical
geometrical measurements on prototypical ferrules 1 a Ribbon
are also presented. Following the discussion of Guide Pin
ferrule geometry, we report the results of insertion Ribbon Connector Plug
loss tests on connectors assembled from ferrules with
good figures of merit; test results for connector
reflectance, durability, and performance during
temperature cycling are also reported. Figure 1. 16-fiber ribbon connector pair.
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AY loss (dB) = -I0logiO0exp(.4J}=4.343 d2-f

[ where d is lateral offset between the two cores and 0a

is the mode field radius.
Performance of a ribbon connector is typically

Figure 2. Ribbon connector endface nomenclature, quantified by the average insertion loss across all
fiber positions for matings to a reference connector.
If lateral misalignment is the primary contributor to

fastener which applies pressure along the fiber axes. insertion loss, then the average loss for a given

Index matching material is used between the two ribbon connector mated to a perfect reference is

connectors to reduce reflections. written as

- 4.343 1 16
FERRULE GEOMETRY IOSSR ! x- 2 + 2 •_7 Toi=l +Y (2)

Critical elements of ferrule geometry include
fiber and guide pin hole diameter, distance between where xi2 and yi2 are the respective x- and y-axis
guide pin holes, and fiber hole position. offsets for the ithi fiber core of the connector under

Since lateral misalignment between fiber pairs test. Equation (2) is identical to equation (1), except
can be a dominant cause of insertion loss, guide pin the square of lateral offset for a single pair of fiber

hole diameters must be maintained to approximately cores has been replaced with the mean-square offset
one micron of nominal to ensure proper fit between from nominal position of 16 fiber cores.
the hole and the pin; if the hole is too large, clearance Assuming fiber core positions coincide with
between the hole wall and pin can introduce fiber hole centers, we may let xi 2 and yi 2 represent
excessive variability in the lateral alignment fiber hole offsets. Accordingly, mean-square fiber

mechanism. Distance between guide pin holes must hole offset can be used as a geometrical figure of

also be maintained to within a few microns to ensure merit for selecting ferrules; we write the figure of
mateability among the ferrules. merit explicitly as

Fiber hole diameter and position both influence
lateral fiber alignment. The hole center must M = 2 2

typically be located to within a micron of nominal 16Yi=1 (3)

position to enable sufficient fiber pair alignment, and

hole diameters must be controlled to within a In field applic-i-ons, average insertion loss is

micron of nominal to maintain reasonably good also a common performance indicator; however,
fiber-to-hole concentricity, connectors are not paired with perfect mates in the

Although all of the geometrical characteristics field. For normal matings, where f, of one connector

mentioned above play important roles in lateral fiber is paired with fl of the other, f2 with f2, etc., the

alignment, accurate and precise fiber hole position is general expression for average loss due to lateral
the most difficult to achieve in practice. The misalignment is

difficulty arises because, in order to meet the hole
position requirement, the mold must be machined to E =; 4.343 1 16 2 2
submicron tolerances over a distance of several - 16 1 "

millimeters. (4a)

Geometrical Figure of Merit where the superscripts (1) and (2) refer to the two

Insertion loss due to lateral misalignment for a connectors. Inverse matings, where f, is paired with

joint between two identical single-mode fibers is f6, f2 with f15, etc., are also important in evaluating
given bys connector performance, because low inverse losses

guarantee good connector symmetry along the x-axis.
Average insertion loss for inverse matings is given
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by

if-theory(0.4
. . ..s = . . . "

!~ ~ T6 ':(X-2dX( +"-J 0', Y7 ...3-- .nr~ ... i......o..... . .......i.,..
J 1i=1\ 0.3 in.-verse• .. Hm'

(4b) ....... - ...---,---.•..-..-.'-.•---.-----.'•'---.-. .....

Note that, for matings against a perfect reference
connector, equations (4a) and (4b) are both equivalent
to equation (2). 01

Terms in equations (4a) and (4b) can be ....... ...... .......

expanded to show that, under the assumption fiber 0. 2 04 0 08 10 12
core position coincides with fiber hole center, average MD1

0+M'
2

0 (UUm2)

field loss due to lateral misalignment is represented
by Figure 3. Average insertion loss at 1300 nm versus

-sN= 4.343 [ ,M , M(2) I I" f l (u((2) _ )2)). figure of merit sum.

(5a)
of positive and negative correction terms as well as a

for normal matings and typical disparity in M between two mated connectors.
Figure 3 shows results of experimental work

S4 . M(a) +M(2) 1 6 comparing figure of merit sums to average connector
= 4.3-4 x + ,(2) XXi(I)X(2) () ( insertion loss at 1300 nm. In the plot, average

+ 8Y 7 Y17 insertion loss for normal and inverse matings of
(Sb) eight connector pairs are plotted; each data point

represents the average of losses for each of 16 fiber
for inverse matings. Equations (5a) and (5b) state that pairs in a connection, which, in turn, are based on
average insertion loss for both normal and inverse averages of three repeated matings. The graph also
matings is proportional to the sum of the figures of contains the theoretical insertion loss baseline
merit for the two connectors plus some correction calculated from equation (6), and least squares fit
terms. lines for the actual normal and inverse losses. Both

From equations (5a) and (5b), we find that the fit lines have approximately the same slope as
average insertion loss of connectors in a population predicted by theory, demonstrating that insertion loss
will tend to fluctuate about the line does, on average, increase linearly according to

equation (6). The fit lines, however, are biased by
about 0.1 dB with respect to the theoretical line; the

loss = -- x {M(1) observed bias is most likely due to other insertion
0' (6) loss contributors such as angular misalignment and

fiber hole-to-core eccentricity.
provided lateral misalignment is dominant, EIxi2 ) >> From the fit lines in Figure 3, we estimate that
E2fxi}, and Elyi 2) >> E2(yi), where EM is the expected the figure of merit sum for two connectors must be
value operation. This follows the fact that M is < 0.6 IL m2 to achieve a target average insertion loss
dependent on square offset, while the correction ! 0.2 dB. In order to ensure that no pair of field
terms, although second order, are the products of connectors will have figure of merit sums exceeding
statistically independent offsets. In effect, the average 0.6 gm2, we elect to use only ferrules having
connector losses are proportional to the sum of the M < 0.3 p m 2 .

connector figures of merit on average if standard
deviations for fiber hole offsets are much greater Fiber Hole Offset
than the expected absolute offsets for the connector Figures 4 (a) and 4 (b) summarize the respective
population. In practice, "much greater than" is x- and y-axis offsets versus fiber hole for 306
usually reduced to "on the order of" due the balance prototype ferrules with M < 0.3 g m 2 ; coordinate axes
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2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Insertion Loss

Given the insertion loss versus geometrical
S..................................o.... ..................... o ,Q r 9.. 0 figure of m erit data, one would expect low insertion

, .0 %0o.0'd .. loss from connectors assembled with ferrules having
0 .................. M s 0.3 g m2. Figure 5 contains histograms of

d P 0insertion loss for individual fiber pairs of 50 such

-1 -..................... 3 ................................. . connectors m ated to a reference connector; here, the
-- o--+3s reported loss is the average of three matings for each
-- o--3-3s fiber pair. In Figure 5 (a), we see that insertion loss

21 .3 .4 . . . . .0 .for normal matings averages 0.19 dB, while Figure
Xd1 2 e3 N '5 '6 X7 '8  5 (b) shows an average loss of 0.17 dB for inverse

(ieo matings (recall that a normal mating joins f, to fl, f2
(a) to f2, etc., while an inverse mating joins f, to fi f2 to

f15, etc.). For both normal and inverse matings, the

2 • maximum insertion loss is less than 1.2 dB.

A400
- p............ ........ ba . 0I

0- 

0

- -o-- y+3s 300- N =800

--o- -•'-3s avg. = 0.19 dB

-2 1.. . . .. I . . . .. . . .. . std. = 0.15 dB
Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 A6 Y7 Y'8 Y9Y1&'iIYI2Y12V14Y15Y16 200

dimension

(b) 100

Figure 4. Fiber hole offset from nominal position
along (a) the x-axis and (b) y-axis for 306 ribbon o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

connector ferrules. insertion loss (dB)

(a)

and hole identification conventions follow those of
Figure 2. Absolute uniaxial offset averages are less
than 0.5 lim, with "3-sigma" variabilities averaging
about ±0.5 pm along the x-axis and ±0.7 gm along the 3 N = 800
y-axis. avg. = 0.17dB

std. =0.14 dB

CONNECTOR PERFORMANCE 200

100

Prototypical connectors assembled from ferrules
having M 5 0.3 gm 2 were subjected to various 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

performance tests. These tests include insertion loss inri0o2 lo0 0 (d1)

and reflectance measurements for matings to a

reference connector, and insertion loss change for (b)

typical connector pairs in durability and temperature
cycling tests. All performance tests were conducted at Figure 5. Insertion loss at 1300 nm for (a) normal
an optical wavelength of 1300 nm. and (b) inverse matings.
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Reflectance 3
More and more, reflectance is becoming an 25

important attribute for optical fiber joints, especially avg. = -0.02 dB
for applications like the subscriber loop where video 20 std. 12 dB
and other high data rate services might be offered. "

Figure 6 contains a histogram of room temperature 15,

reflectance for five 16-fiber connectors mated against 10
the reference connector. Average reflectance is
-49.0 dB, with a worst-case less than -46.0 dB. This 5,

reflectance will not be maintained over a broad
temperature range, however, due to the temperature -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3

dependence of the index matching material. inbrion loss change (d0)

Theoretical predictions indicate that the worst-case
reflectance over a temperature range of -40'C to 700C Figure 7. Insertion loss change at 1300 nm after 100
would be about -35 dB, occurring at the temperature
extremes.

1.0- 2---2
Durability 3.--- 3

Since a primary advantage of connectors is the 0....................................4----5

flexibility to reconfigure optical fiber ioints, 0. ... 6

connector durability over repeated matings is cr.tical. 0.6 . --..- 7
Five connector pairs were selected and tested for -@. 8

durability by mating each pair 100 times and 0.4 .... ---.-.. 10
monitoring insertion loss. 11

Figure 7 contains the histogram of loss change 0 12--c -13
from initial-to-final matings for each of the 80 fiber _ 14
pairs. Average change was -0.02 dB, with a standard 0.o 0 10 20 30 40 5o 16 70 80 9o 10o Ee 15
deviation of 0.12 dB; maximum and minimum mating 16

values were 0.29 dB and -0.30 dB, respectively. Note
that about 80% of the insertion loss changes fall Figure 8. Insertion loss change at 1300 nm for typical
within a range of ±0.15 dB. connector pair during durability test.

A plot detailing insertion loss change for a

typical connector pair during the durability test is
provided in Figure 8. Insertion loss for the initial
mating is less than or equal to 0.3 dB for all fiber
pairs. For intermediate matings, the insertion losses
increase to as high as 0.6 dB in a few instances. The

-4.N =80 increase in loss is reversible, as is evidenced by losses
=M1.1 dB for the final mating, all of which are again below

0.3 dB. Combining results from Figures 7 and 8
suggests that some of the larger initial-to-final loss
changes are due to natural alignment mechanism

variability instead of irreversible damage to the
connector.

-45 46 -47 -48 -49 -W -51 -52 -53 -R -55 Temperature Cycling

reflectance (dB) Connectors are often exposed to harsh

environments, so good performance over a broad

Figure 6. Reflectance at 1300 temperature range is important. To test
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environmental performance, three prototypical figure of merit M which relates connector ferrule
connector pairs were subjected to 10 six-hour geometry to expected insertion loss. Connectors
temperature cycles, where the temperature ranged assembled with ferrules having M ! 0.3 .m2

from -40'C to +70*C. Insertion loss was measured produced insertion loss averaging 0.19 dB for normal
before (initial), during, and after (final) the tests for matings and 0.17 dB for inverse matings; average
each of the 48 fiber pairs. connector reflectance was -49.0 dB. We also observed

Figure 9 shows the histogram of initial-to-final an average insertion loss change after 100 repeated
insertion loss change for the 48 fibers pairs. Average matings of -0.02 dB with a standard deviation of
change was +0.01 dB with a standard deviation of 0.12 dB, and an average insertion loss change due to
0.05 dB; the maximum loss change was 0.14 dB, while temperature cycling of +0.01 dB with a standard
the minimum change was only -0.08 dB. Insertion deviation of 0.05 dB.
loss change for a typical fiber during the test is shown Overall, performance of the 16-fiber ribbon
in Figure 10. connector is excellent. Test results compare favorably

with many other single and multiple fiber connector
CONCLUSION technologies, indicating that this particular connector

is suitable for a broad range of fiber-optic
We have described a low-loss 16-fiber single- communication applications.

mode ribbon connector and developed a geometrical
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HIGH FIBER COUNT OPTICAL CONNECTORS

Y. KIKUCHI, Y. NOMURA, H. HIRAO and H. YOKOSUKA

OPrO-ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, FUJIKURA LTD.

1440, MUTSUZAKI, SAKURA-SHI, CHIBA, 285, JAPAN

Abstract 2. Design criteria

High-fiber-count optical connectors have For connectors used to pre-connectorized
become important components in subscriber cables in subscriber network, the following
cable networks for FTTH, because they can requirements should be taken into account.
reduce the connection time for high-count fiber
cables. 1) High fiber count and compact design.

In this paper, we describe the development 2) Rapid joining capability.
of 16-fiber connector with the mean connection 3) Mid span access capability.
loss of less than 0.2 dB using a high precision 4) Low insertion loss.
plastic molding technique. Next, we describe a 5) Low cost
push-on/pull-off 80-fiber connector composed of
five 16-fiber connectors. As the reply to above requirements, MT

connectors for 4- or 8-fiber ribbon have been
already developed and in commercial use.

1. Introduction Typical insertion loss of the connector is 0.35 dB
on an average. The ferrule of MT connector is

The use of optical fiber cables has quickly produced by using precision plastic molding
broadened into subscriber network. High-fiber- technique. Thus higher accuracy and lower costs
count cables using multi fiber ribbons, are expected by the progress in the
mechanically transferable (MT) connectors[I] manufacturing technology.
and techniques for their connection are being
used in subscriber networks, in order to shorten In designing the 16-fiber connector with low
the construction period.[2][31 Recently, a 4000- connection loss, the following should be insured
fiber pre-connectorized cable has been studied against increasing fibers.
to construct future FTTH (Fiber To The Home)
network.(4] Therefore, a high-count fiber l)Ferrule size should be same as that of
connector with a low connection loss becomes to MT connector, considering the size of
the key component for the system. In single pre-connectorized cable ends.
mode fiber connection, it is necessary for fibers 2)Allowable tolerance between fiber and
to align within I pim to achieve low losses. Thus ferrule hole should be insured to facilitate
it is of great important to have a highly accurate connector assembly
production technique for the fabrication of 3)Reliability should be insured for practically
components. use period.

In this paper, we present a 16-fiber
connector with low connection loss using a high We have refined existing MT connector
precision plastic molding technique. Then we manufacturing technology : high-precision plastic
present a push-on/pull-off 80- fiber connector ferrule molding technique based on ultra-
composed of five 16-fiber connector. precision machining and highly accurate

measurements for die components. Then we
have developed 16-fiber and 80-fiber unit
connectors with low connection loss.
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3. 16-fiber connector To keep compact design as that of MT connector,
the fiber hole pitch is made as small as 200 ptm

3.1 Connector Structure or less so as to match the fibers. And the shape
of the plug is designed to meet the requircments

The structure of a 16-fiber connector is for a stack type 80-fiber connector.
shown in Fig. 1. The basic structure of this The fiber assemble process of 16-fiber
connector is similar to that of a conventional MT connectoris also similar to that for conventional
connector. A pair of plugs are aligned by two MT connectors; 125 pjm fibers stripped of their
guide pins and are held by the clamp spring, coatings are inserted into the fiber holes and

fixed with epoxy adhesive. Finally the endface of
the ferrules is polished to mirror finish.

16-fiber ribbon . 3.2 Low-loss connection

Ferr ule ,One of the most important requirement for
optical fiber connectors is low-loss connection.
The splicing loss components are transverse
offset, angular tilt and end separation t51
Generally, transverse offset is the most serious
factor. However, achieving lower loss of less

Guide pin _than 0.2 dB, angular misalignment should be
taken into account. The offset causes the loss
as[ I].

Guide-hole
GuideholeL= -10 log (exp -(d/(o) 2) (1)

Clamp spring
where L= connection loss (dB)

d= transverse offset

Fig.1 16-fiber connector (o= mold field radius

For standard single-mode fibers, a transverse
Boot offset of I or 2 gim causes a connection loss of

0.19 dB or 0.77 dB
Ferrule In the case of MT connectors, it is known

that other deviations than the position deviation
of fiber hole center in the ferrule occur atrandom independently in a limited area and that

16-fiber ribbon a centering effect Ti is to be produced. The mean
transverse offset is expressed as[I]

0-,
d= dF + 11 (do 2 + dc 2 + dd 2 )112  (2)

Fiber guide groove where dF= position deviation of fiber hole

S Frcenter
Guide-holes Fiber holes do= deviation by clearance between

Fig.2 16-fiber connector plug structure fiber and fiber hole
dc= core eccentricity in fibers
dd= deviation by clearance between

Fig. 2 shows the structure of the 16-fiber guide pin and guide hole.
connector plug. It is composed of two
components: a plastic ferrule designed to Namely, to realize low-loss connection using
position the optical fibers accurately, and a MT connectors, it is most important to minimize
rubber boot designed to relax the bending force the position deviation of fiber hole center.
applied to the fibers. Secondly, it is important to decrease the
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deviation by clearance between fiber and fiber
hole and that by clearance between guide pin
and pin hole.

In order to realize a 16-fiber connector with Guide-hole Fiber hole
a mean connection loss of less than 0.2 dB, it is | ,necessary to decrease the position deviation of l 0000OOOO 0000OOOOOOO

fiber hole center to less than I gim, taking into
account the existing tolerance for fiber
parameters, and so on. In addition, it is
important that the tolerance for the outside
diameter of the guide pins be less than 1 j/m. (a) Endfaeeof 16-fiber connector ferrule

The precision molding technique for ferrules, Guide-hole mold pin
which is the most important factor in reducing Fiber hole mold pin
the connection loss of the 16-fiber connector,
will be described in the next section.

3.3 Precision molding d ou v

The 16-fiber connector is fabricated by
transfer molding as shown in Fig. 3. The fiber L.. x-direction
holes and guide pin holes, whose dimensions are
most important in the ferrule, are formed with (b) Structure of multi-V-grooved mold
core pins placed in the V-grooves formed ahead
of them as shown in Fig. 4. Therefore, Fig.4 Principle of precision mold
enhancing the machining accuracy of V-grooves
is the prerequisite to the fabrication and yield
improvement of precision ferrules because the
accuracy of the V-groove mold directly affects To suppress the position deviation of fiber
the dimensional accuracy of the ferrule. hole center in the ferrule to a mean value of

about 0.5 ga m, it is necessary that the
dimensional accuracy of the V-grooves be higher

Upper die than that value. To realize this, we optimized
the V-groove grinding conditions by use of a
high- precision grinding machine and established
a precision measuring technique for measuring
the shape of V-groove with an accuracy within
0.1 lim. The deviations of molding pin centers
from the design value when the fiber hole and

Guide-hole guide hole molding pins are placed in the V-
mold grooves are reduced within 0.2 gim.

Fig. 5 shows the measuring set-up for tilt
Fiber hole angle of fiber holes. a pair of ferrules inserted

mold pin the fiber ribbons are set on the stage, then

transverse offsets between a pair of fiber ends
facing each other are measured. Using this
method, we reduce a tilt angle within 0.10 on an
average. Outer diameters of the molding pins
are evaluated by a contact micrometry technique

Lower die with a repetitive accuracy of ± 0.1 gim.

V-Groove Cavity

Fig.3. Structure of precision mold
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z 3.4 Characteristics of 16-fiber
Connector

A 16-fiber connector was assembled, using a
X 16-fiber ribbon in which the core eccentricity in

a fiber is less than 0.3 1 m and the clearance
Objective between fiber and fiber hole in the ferrule less

than 1 gm. The connection losses of the 16-fiber
Y connector, measured with a master plug, are

given in Fig.7. Measurements were taken at a
wavelength of 1.3 gm, with refractive index

matching oil. The mean connection loss was 0.19
dB with a standard deviation of 0.13 dB. These
are almost half as the value for conventional MT
connectors.

Table 1 shows the results of the reliability
tests including repeatability test test,

Plug temperature cycling test, high/low temperature
gauge Fer ule tests. The connector characteristics obtained in

Guide-pin (fiber) all test items were equivalent to those of

conventional MT connectors.
Fig.5 Measuring set-up for tilt angle of fiber hole

in MT ferrule
180
160 ave=0.19dB

For the molding of MT connectors, it is1 std=0.13dB
necessary to use a molding resin having a low n140 =0pludB
shrinkage, dimensional stability under varying >, 120
environments, high mechanical strength for • 100
repetitive connection, and high fluidity enabling 80
low-pressure molding. We succeeded in
enhancing the dimensional accuracy of the 16- 60

fiber connector ferrule by using the silica filled 40
thermosetting epoxy resin. 20

Fig.6 shows the histogram of the eccentricity 0 . ...
error of fiber holes in 16- fiber ferrules. The 0 0. 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
position deviation of fiber hole center in the Connection loss (dB)
connectors is about 0.4 lam on the average. Fig.7 Histogram of connection loss of 16-fiber connector

8( Table I Reliability test results of
7A ave=0.40 pm 16-fiber connector

>, 6 std=0.21 u m
S ln=400 Testing Item Condition Results

4% Temperature From -40 to 60"C <0.2dB
3% cycling 4 cycles/day"L 2( -

1(A High 8011.100H <0. ldB

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 temperature

Eccentricity error of fiber hole (p m) Low -40'C ,OO00H0. ldB
Fig.6 Histogram of eccentricity error of fiver hole temperature

Repeatability 100 times <0.2dB
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4. 80-fiber unit connector 4.2 Characteristics

4.1 Structure The connection loss histogram of the stack
type 80-fiber connector is shown in Fig. 10. The

Fig.8 and Fig.9 show the structure of a stack mean connection loss is 0.23 dB and the excess
type 80-fiber connector. This connector is loss by single- block connection less than 0.1 dB.
designed to be able to be attached and detached The results from the evaluation of the optical
by the push-on and pull-off operation, characteristics are summarized in Table 2.
respectively, by means of a housing in which
16-fiber connectors are stacked on one another 60
so that they can be connected as a single block. 50 avo.=O.23dB
In addition, to ensure low-loss connection, we std.=0.16dB
elaborated a structural design such that the " 40 n=160
characteristics of the individual connectors can '-
be exhibited as they are. Specifically, each r= 30
connector is pressed from behind at a constant T
pressure by means of a spring and aligned by 20
the guide pins attached to each ferrule.

10

0
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Connection loss (dB)

Fig. 10 Connection loss of 80-fiber connector
Table 2 Optical properties of developed

80-fiber connector
Item 

Result

Connection loss 0.23dB: average

°J Housinqg Return loss >SOdB : with index
matching gel

Fig.8 80-fiber unit connector

(16-fiber connectorX5) Repeatability <0.2dB : 100 times

5. Conclusion
Adaptor

A high-count fiber connector for 16-fiber
ribbons with a fiber pitch less than 200 gm has
been developed. The mean connection loss was
less than 0.2 dB, so the performance of this new
connector is equivalent to that of conventional
MT connectors.

S 6-fiber ribbon Moreover, a push-on, pull-off type 80-fiber
connector in which five 16-fiber connectors are
stacked on one another has been developed. The
connector has the capability of connecting high
count fibers in a single motion with a increase in
the connection loss of 0.1 dB compared to 16-

Fig.9 Structure of Housing fiber connector. Therefore, it has become
possible to make connections at lower losses and
drastically reduce the connection time.
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DEVELOPMENT OF 16-FIBER CONNECTORS FOR HIGH-SPEED
LOW-LOSS CABLE CONNECTION
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Abstract 16-fiber ribbon
As a primary step of the development of co -ectc- guide-ph

high-count low-loss optical fiber connector, two
types of 16-fiber connectors were successfully
manufactured. 16-fiber ferrule

One Is made of thermoset epoxy resin
containing silica filler and the other is composed
of V grooved silicon chip coverd with thermoset
epoxy resin.

Low connector loss of less than 0.2dB has
been achieved in both type of the connectors.

We manufactured the proto-type model of the
stacked 80-fiber connectors utilizing the Po . lamp
developed 16-fiber connectors.

Fig.1 Structure of 16-Fiber Connector

1. Introduction
For construction of optical subscriber cable The causes of loss generation for fiber

network, high-speed cable connection techniques connection are classified Into three main factors.
for high-count high-density preconnectorized such as fiber core offset, tilt of fiber axis, and
cables is required. It is reported that 100 minutes fiber endface separation (Fig.2). For example, the
conectlon time for 4000 fibers is possible with fiber core offset which generates 0.2dB
utilizing 80-fiber connectors, based on the connection loss is 1.0 ui m theoretically, and
assumption of 2 minutes connection time for each 0.8 degree of fiber tilt and 32 IA m of fiber
connector [1]. In order to realize a low loss endface separation are correspond to 0.2dB
80-fiber connector, two connector types were connection loss individually. As far as Mr type
considered. One Is one body connector with a connector concerned, it Is easy to controll the
80-flber ferrule and the other Is stacked type tilt of fiber axis within 0.3 °, and there is little
connector with five 16-fiber connectors. As a fiber endface separation because endfaces of
primary step for the 80-fiber connector, the ferrules are pressed against each other.
development of a 16-fiber connector was Therefore fiber core offset Is dominant factor of
conducted. connector loss generation.

In this paper, the design concept and the
manufacturing process of the low-loss 16-fiber
connector and the properties of the proto-type
model of stacked 80-fiber connector are ( c
discussed. (I) Fi Core Ohe

2. Development of 16-fiber Connector
2.1 Design of 16-Fiber Connector (2) FRtW Tik 4

The design concept of conventional MT
connector, 4- or 8-fiber connector, was applied to
the 16-fiber connector [2]. As shown In Fig.l, the
developed 16-fiber connector consists of a pair of (3) t Sepwation
ferrules, two guldepins and a metal clamp. Each
ferrule has 16 fiber positioning holes between two
pin guiding holes. Fig.2 Three Main Causes of Connector loss
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Fig.S shows the definition of the fiber offset In order to achieve this required precision of
for wT type connector. The core eccentricity the 16-fiber connector, we tried to manufacture
error, R is defined as the distance between the iwo different types of connector structure. One is
ideal position and the actual fiber core position made of thermoset epoxy resin by transfer molding
in ferrule. As shown in Fig.3, total core technology (AP-connector, Fig.5(a)), and the other
eccentricity error is considered as the sum of is c3mposed of V-grooved silicon chip coverd with
three offset factors, R, 1R2 and R3. The distance thermoset epoxy resin (SIV-connector, Flg.5(b)).
between the designed position and the actual
position for the fiber positioning hole is defined
as the ferrule eccentricity error. Ri. R2 is the
clearance between the fiber and the fiber .6-fber ribbon

positionning hole, and R3 is the difference epoxy resin

between the center of the fiber and that of the
fiber core. Under the assumption that these all
three factors have a normal distribution, we can
calculate the core eccentricity error distribution silicon
statistically. Using the measured standard g- d pinol
deviation of R2 and R3, we calculated the required epoxy resin

distribution of R, which corrspond to average (a) AP-Connector (b) SiV-connector
connector loss of 0.2dB. As shown in Fig.4, the Fig.5 Two Types of 16-Fiber Connectors
required average ferrule eccentricity error to
achieve 0.2dB connector loss proved to be within
0.7 M m.

2.2 AP-connector
As the material for the 16-fiber connector,

enough mechanical strength for connecting and
0 ..... 0 a.... reconnecting repeatedly is required. Moreover,

the dimensional stability of the connector
_ R material Is essential to guarantee the long timeA-• _ t mu reliability of the connector performances.The

R b6 N thermoset epoxy resin containing silica filler was

R nm T selected as the candidate of the ferrule material
because of its small thermal expansion

~fr co-efficience. enough mechanical strength and
good dimensional stability.

posm As shown in Fig.6, the manufacture process of
mtransfer molding system Is very simple. The

Ri hnIM'der m: ouw, sI thermoset epoxy resin Is supplied Into the metal
o, ,mp,-, 0. • h mold, and cured in sevral minutes at about 200 *C.

Fi.3 Definition of Eccenricity Error (a) Producing Metal Mold (b) Molding

Upper Metol Mold
Epoxy Resin /j

"Avg.= 0.74 insert Pins "--"

Aý Insert Pins'

Precise V-Groove -5e

0.0 . 0 1.4 0 .8 I I-Cc) AP-Ferrule
0.0 0.4 0.8 1 .6 2.0

Eccentricity Error [pm) j <D

Fig.4 Distribution of ferrule eccentricity
error for 0.2dB Fig.6 Manufacturing Process of AP-Connector
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In order to achieve the 0.7 ja m of the
average ferrule eccentricity error for (a) Grinding
AP-connector, the precision of the V-groove In
the metal mold must be within 0.5 u m In
consideration of the dimensional change In
molding process, such as shrinkage of material
due to the curing. By optimizing the grinding
condition, such as temperature control and (b) Molding V-gronved Silicon Wafer
selection of grinding wheel, we could reduce the
average V-grooves' precision to 0.4 gi m. Fig.7 Meal old
shows the typical distribution of the V-grooves
offset.

Fig.8 shows the ferrule eccentricity error V-grooved Silicon Chip
distribution of AP-connector ferrules molded with (c) SiV-connector Ferrule
this metal mold. The average ferrule eccentricity
error of within 0.7 ju m connector ferrule was
attained.

7 Fig.9 Manufacturing Process of SiV-Connector
6 Avg 0.41 technology was also applied. Flg.9 shows the

5I manufacturing process of SiV-connector ferrules.
4 The precisely V-grooved silicon chip (Fig.9a) is

E Inserted Into metal mold (Fig.9b), thermoset epoxy
= 3 IThe precisely V-grooved silicon chip (Fig.9a) Is

2 Inserted Into metal mold (Fig.9b), thermoset epoxy
resin Is supplied arround the silicon chip and
hardened by curing process. SIV-connector has a

0 Jadvantage that it is not necessary to consider the
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 dimensionl change compared with AP-connector.

eccentricity error [urn] Fig.10 shows the typical eccentricity error
distribution of SIV-connector ferrules.

Fig.7 V-grooves offset Distribution for Metal mold

160

160 140 N 640

140 N 640 120 Avg 0.63
120 Avg 0.68 100 Std 0.46

100. Std 0.52 E 80.0

E 80 Z 60

Z 60 40

40 20

20 0
0,0 0.20.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.00

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.60.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 eccentricity error (um]

eccentricity error [ um] Fig.10 Distribution of Siv-Ferrules'eccentricity error
Fig.8 Distribution of AP-Feruule Eccentricity error

2.3 SIV-connector 2.4 Connector Loss of 16-Fiber Connector
Silicon is the material which is comparatively We manufactured two types of 16-fiber

easy to be grinded precisely. We had achieved the connectors, AP- and SIV-connector. Fig.11 and
precision of within 0.5 pi m in the direction of Fig.12 show the typical distribution of the
both pitch and depth at silicon V-grooved connector loss against the master connector for
connector with utilizing diamond grinding wheel AP-connector and Sly-connector respectively. As
[4]. For the purpose of protecting a brittle a result, an average connector loss of less than
silicon V-grooved chip, we came to an Idea to 0.2dB was attained for both types of connectors,
cover the silicon with epoxy resin. In order to 0.186dB for AP-connector and 0.175dB for
realize this structure, transfer molding SIV-connector.
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Fig.11 AP-connector loss distribution
Light Source L_--_ Y-stage

Lawe
160Interferometerl 6'6

160 .

140 N 640 Fig.1 3 System block diagram of fiber core position
120 Avg 0.175 measurement system

lO Std 0.101
.0
E 80

Z 60 for each, and the repeatability (standard

40 deviation) of 0.04 u m was obtained.
With the new core eccentricity error

20 measurement equipment, It is possible to calculate
0 -0. 0 0 0 preciously how the core eccentricity error of the

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 ferrule affects to connector loss. Fig.14 shows

Connector Loss [dB] the relation between the actualy measured
connector loss and the estimated loss calculated
from the measured core eccentricity error, based
on the assumption that connector loss is caused
by fiber core offset only. The result has so far

2.5 Measurement of Core Eccentricity Error good corelation In the high connector loss area.
As the means of the evaluation of the but poor corelation in the area where the core

performance for the 16-fiber connector, we eccentricity error Is small. The result Indicate
introduced a new measurement method. It Is very
useful to know the actual fiber position In the
connector ferrule so as to understand the 1.0
relation between the core eccentricity error and
connector loss. In the new measurement system, 0.8
which block diagram is shown in Fig.13, the fiber
core Is recognized to detect radiated light from
connector endface. The measured connector is 0.6 •
fixed on the X- and Y-stages, of which positons OA*
are measured with the laser interferometer. The %00.4
radiated light from the core Is conducted by fiber
Itself from the opposite side of the measured 0.2 ,
connector, and observed by CCD camera through
the microscope fixed on the Z-stage. This stage is 0.0
used for focusing the microscope on the core 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
surface automaticaly. The fiber core position in Estimated loss [dB]
the ferrule Is calculated by the computer based Fig.14 Relation between estimated loss
on the positions of the X- and Y-stages. As the from fiber core eccentricity error
evaluation of this measurment machine, we and measured loss
measured samples of 16-fiber connectors ten times
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that other factors besides fiber core offset are Fig.16 shows the connector loss distribution
still significant in the low connector loss area. of the stacked 80-fiber connectors, which consist
The factors are now under investigation to reduce of 16-fiber connectors of 0.19dB average
the connector loss further more. connector loss. We could realize the low loss

80-fiber connectors of 0.22dB. Slight loss
3. Application to the stacked connector increase due to stacked process was observed

A trial product of stacked 80-tiber connector because floating condition had not been optimized
using the developed 16-fiber connectors is yet. Further investigation to reduce the loss
manufactured (Fig.15) . We designed the stacked increase due to stacked structure is needed.
80-fiber connector, considering mainly two items,
one is housing structure which enable to engage
five pairs of 16-fiber connectors by one action, 4. Conclusions
and the other Is floating mechanism of the housing As a primary step to realize a low-loss
so as to be free from any outside force after 80-fiber connector, we have developed two types
finishing the connecting action. As the first step of low-loss 16-fiber connectors, SIV-connector
of connecting operation, five 16-fiber connectors of lo- connector s, r iredonectul
are packed Into the housing which have four pin and AP-connector. The required ferrule
guiding hole. Then a pair of the housings is eccentricity error for 0.2dB connector loss wascombnedby ourhouingguie pns.The calculated at 0.7 j# m, and low connector loss
combining byfof u housings makes pismoThe aless than 0.2dB was attained for both types of the

16-fiber connectors. In order to understand the
automatic engagement of five pairs of 16-fiber relation between the dimension of the connector
connectors. The size of the proto-type model is13(W x 0(H x 0(L mm, ad cossseclon and connector loss, we have developed new
13(W) x 20(H) x 30(L) mm3, and cross-section measurement method, fiber core position
area Is only 3.3mm 2/fiber. measurement method.

Overmore, using the developed low-loss
16-fiber connectors, we manufactured proto-type
model of the stacked type 80-fiber connector with
0.22dB average connector loss.
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Filter-Embedded Optical Connector and

Fan-out Cord with High-backreflection

H.Hosoya, K.Asano, M.Akiyama, H.Yokosuka

Opto-Electronics Laboratory, Fujikura Ltd.
1440 Mutsuzaki, Sakura, Chiba, 285 Japan

Optical fiber operations support systems serve to of interference of these lights, an optical filter,
maintain optical fiber lines. One of the most essential which allows the 1.3 g±m light to pass and blocks
functions of the system is to detect an optical fiber line the 1.55 lim light, is required to be provided just
fault by OTDR measurement. Another important in front of the transmission equipment. Further, it
function is to distinguish between a line fault and one has lately been required to add another function to
in the transmission equipment. the optical filter. In order to meet this

We have developed an optical filter that has two requirement, a new optical filter has been
functions. One is to separate a transmission signal developed and put to practical application. In this
from a test signal. The other is to confirm that the line paper, we will introduce the structure and
is fault free before the filter in front of the characteristics of this new filter.
transmission equipment since there is higher
reflection here than the Fresnel reflection in OTDR
light. Initially a filter chip was embedded at a right
angle to the optical axis in order to reflect the test 2. Optical Filter with Reflection Function
signal. However the transmission signal was also
reflected because of the small little loss of the filter chip One of the important functions of the
in the transmission wavelength region. Therefore the optical fiber operations support system is to locate
filter chip was slanted to decrease the reflection, faults. When the fiber line is faulty, this function

There are two types of optical filters with high- can be achieved usually by the introduction of
backreflection; a filter-embedded optical connector and OTDR measurement. However, it is important but
a filter-embedded branch element of a fan-out cord. very difficult to discriminate between the faults of
The filters are easily connected to a single-mode optical the fiber line and those of the transmission
fiber. They are very convenient accessories and have equipment for the following reason. Namely, in
been put to practical use. the vicinity of the extreme end of the fiber line,

short lengths of cable are connected by a number
of fusion splices and connectors, so sufficient

1. Introduction resolution is impossible to obtain even by highly
efficient OTDR measurement and the interface

Numerous proposals on various systems between the fiber line and the transmission
and forms of fiber optic subscriber networks, aimed equipment cannot be identified.
at implementing a Fiber-to-the Home (FTrH) One method proposed to satisfy the above-
system, have been made, contributing to the mentioned requirement is to provide a reflection
gradual implementation of the FTTH system. In point at the line end to ensure fault
this respect, the importance of an operations discrimination by OTDR measurement. 3) This
support system, which serves to maintain and system is shown in Fig. 1. Observing the line end
operate a huge network efficiently to enhance its for the presence or absence of the reflection point
reliability, has been pointed out in various fields. enables fault discrimination. If the presence of the
Actually, a system intended chiefly for network reflection point is confirmed by this observation,
monitoring and testing1),2) was lately developed the fiber line is not faulty. If not, the fiber line is
and put to practical application, and started faulty.
operation. In the optical fiber operations support For distinction from the Fresr'el reflection
system, various tests have to be performed with due to a fiber break, a return loss of about 10 dB
the fiber lines kept in communication service and, for the OTDR light is required at the reflection
therefore, the transmitted light and test light are point. On the other hand, for the transmitted
to be set at different wavelengths. Usually the light, it is better that there be no harmful
wa,,elength of the transmitted light is 1.3 gm and reflection at the reflection point. These
that of the test light 1.55 gm. For the prevention contradictory functions are attainable by use of an
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OTDR Waveform Optical Fibers

Frese R o Optical Filter Chip

Reflection of Filter

Ilit
C'

Distance Substrate

Coupler Splice Connector Fig.2 Sutracture of Optical Filter

finish of the end face of the fiber in the slit has
not been a particularly important problem. With
the optical filter with reflection function, however,
the return loss spectrum varies largely if the

OTDR Broke Fiber Filter surface finish in the slit is coarse, therefore,
various considerations are needed to prevent this
variation. As a result of investigating the grinding

Fig.1 Optical Filter with Reflection Function conditions, and so on, a very fine mirror finish as
shown in Fig. 3 was attained. Consequently, it has
become possible to obtain a return loss just equal

optical filter that allows the transmitted light to to the theoretical value.
pass and reflects the OTDR light. In general, To realize a high reflection of the OTDR
multilayer dielectric film type filters have virtually light, it is only required to insert the optical filter
no absorption loss. Therefore, when the chip nearly at right angles to the optical axis of
transmission loss is high, the quantity of light just the optical fiber. However, if the filter chip has
equal to that loss is reflected. In case the some loss in the pass region of 1.3 g~m, the
wavelength of the transmitted light is 1.3 gIm and wavelength of the transmitted light, it may be
that of the OTDR light 1.55 g.m, an optical filter, assumed that nearly the whole quantity of light
which allows the 1.3 gim light to pass and blocks equal to that loss is reflected because the
the 1.55 grm light, is to be used. absorption loss is virtually equal to zero. For

example, a loss of 0.1 dB is equivalent to a re: irn
loss of 16 dB. Taking into account the effect of

3. Filter Embedding Method

The idea of the optical filter with reflection
function was realized using a fiber type
component, taking into account the ease of
connection with the optical fiber line. 4) The fiber
type component has the advantage of being easy to
connect with the optical fiber, or the fiber line,
low in insertion loss and small in size. The basic
structure of the optical filter is as follows. Namely,
a slit is formed in the fiber line, and a thin filter
chip is embedded in this slit and fixed with an
optical adhesive resin (see Fig. 2). The slit was cut
using a high-speed blade with a grinding fluid.
The slit width was about 40 grm and the thickness
of the optical filter chip about 30 grm. In the case
of conventional optical filters, the major
characteristic being insertion loss only, the surface Fig.3 Mirror Finish of end face of Fiber
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reflection on the transmission equipment, the shown in Fig. "5. The filter chip is installed in the
return loss has to be reduced to not more than 25 branching part of a fan-out cord. In this case, one
dB for ordinary optical connectors. In order to each filter is used for high count fiber ribbons.
realize the two contradictory characteristics: Needless to say, there is no limitation on the type
attenuation of reflection in this pass region, and of connectors attached to both ends.
addition of the function of high reflection at 1.55
gam, it is necessary that the actual optical filter
chip be fixed at a small angle of inclination to the
optical axis. To obtain the desired characteristics, 5. Optical Characteristics
the slit is formed at a small angle of 2 to 30 to
the plane orthogonal to the optical axis. This section describes the optical

characteristics of the filter-embedded connector. The
connector used was the SC type, and the optical
filter chip was the so-called SWPF type that allows

4. Structure of Filter Embedded Connector and the 1.3 v.m light to pass and blocks the 1.55 g.m
Fan-out Cord light. The insertion loss histogram is given in Fig.

6. A pig-tail cord having a connector at one end
The extreme ends of the fiber lines are was measured using the master connector method.

connected by connectors to the transmission The insertion loss at 1.3 gim was within the limits
equipment in almost all cases. Therefore, the filter of about 0.4dB to 0.9 dB. The major factors
with reflection function has to be embedded in the contributing to the variation in insertion loss
connector. The structure of the filter-embedded include the variation in connection loss of the
connector developed by us is shown in Fig. 4. A connector, the variation in transmission loss of
fiber holding pipe is incorporated in the rear end the optical filter chip and the variation in cutting
of a ferrule. A slit is formed there and an optical width of the slit. At 1.55 gim, an insertion loss of
filter chip is inserted into the slit. Both the more than 55 dB was obtained in all
external form and size of this connector are quite
the same as those of ordinary connectors.
Applicable filter-embedded connectors include 50
various types such as SC, FC and DS.5) s

In addition to the filter-embedded 40 AVG=0.65dBSTD=0.09dB I
connector, a filter-embedded fan-out cord was
developed. The structure of this fan-out cord is 30

E
z 20

Optical Fiber Cord SC Connector
Housing Optical Filter Chip 10

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

Insertion Loss (dB)

a) at 1.3jim

100

Pipe Ferrule 80

} 60
Fig.4 Structure of Filter-Embedded Optical Connector 6

z 40

Filter 20

0 ~0 -

Multi Connector Branching Part 55 56 57 58 59 60
Single Connectors Insertion Loss (dB)

b) at 1.55Mm

Fig.5 Structure of Fan-Out Cord with Reflection Function Fig.6. Insertion Loss Histogram at 1.3 & 1.55,um
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measurements. The insertion loss spectrum is 20 AVG=25.5dB
shown in Fig. 7. In the vicinity of 1.3 lim, there STD=1.87dB
is a variation in transmission loss of the optical 15 D 8
filter chip, and this variation is exhibited as it is.

An example of the return loss spectrum is E 10
given in Fig.8. The measured value includes a z
return loss of about 30 dB for the SC connector.
At 1.3 ;Im, there is a variation in transmission
loss of the optical filter chip, so there is also a
corresponding variation in return loss. On the
other hand, at 1.55 jim, there is a transmission 22 24 26 28 30 32
loss of more than 55 dB, and the reflection at this Return Loss (dB)
wavelength is nearly total even if there is some a) at 1.3jim
variation in transmission loss. Therefore, the
return loss spectrum is nearly flat. The histogram 20
of the minimum return loss 1.31 ± 20 jIm and AVG=7.04dB
that of the maximum return loss 1.55 ± 40 lim 15 STD=0.96dB
are given in Fig. 9. The major factors contributing
to the variation in return loss at 1.3 pim include
the variation in transmission loss of the optical E 10
filter chip and the variation in reflection of the z
polished end face the SC connector. The factor 5
contributing to the variation in return loss at 1.55
gim is the angular deviation of the optical filter 0

chip in almost all cases. 5 6 7 8 9 10
Fig. 10 shows how the return losses at 1.3 Return Loss (dB)

and 1.55 pim vary when temperature is made to b) at 1.55jim
vary. Any of these losses exhibit a very stable
value. In addition, the results of various reliability Fig.9 Return Loss Histogram
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2.0- tests are given in Table 1.
1.0-____________________ 41 An example of the characteristics of the

0-0* _____________________ filter-embedded fan-out cord is gives in Table 2. A
4mrconnector is attached to one end of this cord

1.0 and 2MPO 6) connectors to the other. The optical
~ 2.0 a)Rtr osa 3mfilter characteristics of this cord are basically the

0 same as those of the SC connector type. The four
r_ fibers exhibit nearly the same values of insertionS2.0-

loss and return loss.S1.0~

0.0-
-1.0
-2.0 b) Return Loss at 1 .55pm 6. Conclusion

So far, we have described the structure and
~60 characteristics of the optical filters with reflection
S40 function which are very useful for the optical fiber
S20 operations support system. With the progress in

0 optical fibers, subscriber networks, and so on,
E ____________________ further varying functions and forms will be

20 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 required of such optical assemblies.
Time (hr)

c) Temperature References

Fig.10 TmpertureCyclng Tst )H.Takasugi, N.Tomita, T.Uenoya & Y.Yokoo;
Fig.10 Tmpertur Cycing estIWCS,pp623-629,1990

2)H.Matsumoto, Y.Yokoo, K.Sato & T.Uenoya;

Table 1. Reliability Test Results of Filter Embedded Connector IWCS,pp787-792,1991
__________ _________3)N.Tomita, K.Sato & I.akamura ;NTT

Items Test Conditions Results;Residual Loss RE`VIEW,vol.3,No.1,pp97-l04,l99l
__________ _________4)H.Hosoya, K.Asano, M.Ohsawa & H.Yokosuka;

Heat Cycling -10 to 500c less than 0.1dB IWCS~ppl794-1795,1990
Test 1lO0cycles 5)Y.Ando, S.Iwano, R.Nagase, K.Kanayama & E.Sugita
Heat and 70 0c, 90% less than 0. 1dB ; NTT REVIEW,vol.3,No.3,1991
Humidity Test RH 1 00h 6)S.Nagasawa,Y.Yokoyama,F.Ashiya & T.Satake;
High-Temperature 7000,00h less than 0. 1dB ECOC'91,MoBl-7,1991
Test _______

Low-Temperature -200c,lO0h less than 0.1dB
Test

Vibration Test 1.5mm,10-55Hz less than 0. 1dB3 directions __________

Impact Test 50G, 11 ms less than 0. 1dcB

Table 2. Example of Optical Characteristics of Filter Embedded
Fan-Out Cord

Fiber Insertion Insertion Return Return
No. Loss Loss Loss Loss

at I .3g~m at 1 .55gm at 1.3pm at 1.55pm
1 1.26dB 58.8dB 27.3dB 8.9dB
2 1.18dB 58.9dB 27.0dB 8.2dB

=3 1.33dB3 58.5dB 27.0dB 9.0dB
1 4 1.28dB 58.7dB 30.6dB 8.4dB
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FIBER MOTION IN CERAMIC-FERRULE OPTICAL CONNECTORS

L. A. Reith, I. A. Frantz, LM. Plitz*, and W. W. Wood

Bellcore, Morristown, NJ.
*Bellcore, Red Bank, N.J.

ABSTRACT ferrules. We have identified several that are particularly
important.

The ability of fibers in optical connectors to maintain physical o Materials Selection. The choice of the femule
contact over their lifetime is critical to achieving low material is important, but the epoxy is even more significant,
reflectances and thus to connector reliability. Virtually all since epoxy properties can vary so widely.
ceramic-ferrule connectors today have radiussed endfaces to o Dimensional Tolerances. The relative diameters of
assure good contact. Extreme care is taken to maintain tight the fiber and the clearance hole in the ferrule control the
tolerances on the protrusion or undercut of the polished fiber thickness of the epoxy interfacial layer.
relative to the ferrule, as well as on the concentricity of the o Assembly Process Controls. These should assure
pohished ferrule endface curvature. This ensures that the cleanliness, accommodate the limited pot life of the epoxy,
fibers at the connector endfaces achieve physical contact and control of the time and temperature of the epoxy cure
when mated under typical spring loading forces of cycle.
approximately two pounds (900 gmf). However, recent work o Concentricity. Good fiber-to-fiber contact requires
has shown that fibers can permanently withdraw into the that the curvature of the polished endface be concentric with
ferrule during aging at high temperatures, resulting in loss of the fiber and that both be concentric with the ferrule outer
physical contact. We are engaged in a test program to identify diameter.
factors contributing to fiber withdrawal and to determine the o Fiber Loading Force. This is applied by the loading
amount of withdrawal in hand-assembled and commercially springs and shared between the fiber and the surrounding area
available ceramic-ferrule connectors as functions of load and of the ferrule endface that is in contact.
temperature. o Service Environment. Temperature and humidity,

both of which vary over time, can affect the connector serviceI. INTRODUCTION life.

A critical factor in optical connector reliability is the ability to Table . lists some of these parameters, colun two shows

maintain low reflectance over the service lifetime. Virtually all their expected ranges over the lifetime of a mated connector.
ceranic-ferrule connectors on the market today achieve low and column three shows the test values we used in our
reflectances by radiussing the ferrule endface and spring- experiment
loading the ferrule to ensure good physical contact between
the fiber ends. Tight tolerances are placed on the protrusion TABLE 1. Parameters for Preliminary Tests Using Hand-
or undercut of the polished fiber with respect to the ferrule Assembled Ferrules
endface and on the concentricity of the polished endface with
respect to the fiber position in the ferrule. In conjunction with A R ANGE T= VAWIS
spring loading forces of approximately two pounds (900 TEMPYATRE 4 TO 75 'C 25"'C.6'C

gnt), this ensures that the fibers achieve good physical OADDMJFORCE OTO2 .O (907 o) O.5 I;N. I .I.5 IS

contact. Recent work, however, has shown that fibers ca ePoxY 5 KNOWN 2
withdraw permanently into the ceramic ferrule during high 'uaiwi nMATER.IA zMco14A; AUMN•A• z3RNTowA
temperature aging under load. I Fibers subjected to loading FERRULE 05 TO 2 V= 0.5 p=
forces similar in magnitude to the spring loading forces were CLARANCE_

pushed back into the ferrule by as much as several microns. rTD YEARS DAYS

Although connector plugs in which such pushback occurs will
maintain fiber physical contact as long as they remain in the In our experiments, we used commercially available SC
same mated pairing, reconfigured pairings may not achieve connectors (push-pull latching mechanism) with
physical contact, leading to unacceptable performance ferrules from 4 differnt vendors, as well as hand-assembled

degradation. zirconia femues Fibers were epoxied into the hand-
assembled ferrules using two difl0 ,t epoxies and varying

Many parameters can affect the motion of fibers in connector cure schedules, The fibers in both the comnectors and fmules
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were then subjected to various known loads and elevated ferrules. A ferrule with a fiber epoxied in place is clamped
temperatures, and the results were compared. In the case of into the base of the fixture. A ceramic sleeve slips over the
the hand-assembled ferrules, the amount of fiber motion in ferrule and a zirconia indentor with the same diameter as the
the ferrule could be correlated to the curing conditions. ferrule slides into the top half of the sleeve. The sleeve has a

clearance of 2-3 pm around the ferrule and the indentor,
Our work has two goals: (i) to determine the critical providing accurate alignment while still giving an easy,
parameters that affect fiber motion and thereby define means nonbinding fit. We used a zirconia indentor with a conical end
of minimizng that motion; and (ii) to design a test procedure truncated at a diameter of 85-95 pm. This ensures that the
and criterion for Bellcore's generic requirements that, if indentor contacts only the surface of the fiber in the ferrule,
passed, will ensure that fiber motion will not result in field thereby applying the full loading force to the fiber. The load is
failures. We describe the test fixturing and test procedures in applied through a protective cap over the zirconia indentor
Section II. In Section III we show test results, and in Section and is controlled by positioning a known weight at a desired
IV we discuss the results and give our conclusions, location along a lever arm. The weight can be completely

removed by raising the lever arm with a release screw. The
II. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND PROCEDURE section of the base that clamps the ferrule can be removed

from the assembly so that ferrules can be measured using
Two types of test arrangements were used. In the first case, either a surface profilometer or an interferometer.
either connector plugs or ferrules could be mounted in a
removable baseplate and inserted in a fixture designed to In a typical test procedure, the connectors or the hand-
place a known, variable load on the fiber alone. The fixture assembled ferrules were measured before going on test.
could then be placed in an oven for high temperature aging. Connector plugs were measured using an interferometric
The test samples were removed from the chamber at intervals technique that was reproducible to ± 0.05 pm.2 Ferrules were
and the change in fiber position with respect to the ceramic measured using a contact scanning profilometer that was
ferrule was measured. Fiber position was measured in the accurate to ± 0.02 pm. After the original fiber position was
connector plugs using an interferometric technique, and in measured, the connector plugs (or ferrules) were placed in
hand-assembled ferrules using a contact scanning the fixture and the load was applied. At various intervals, the
profilometer. In the second test arrangement, hand-assembled fixtures were removed and cooled to room temperature, at
ferrules were mounted in the contact scanning profilometer which time the weights were removed. Next, the connector
using a fixture containing a heater unit. In this case, no load plugs (ferrule assemblies) were removed and scanned with the
was applied - the temperature of the ferrules was varied and interferometer (profilometer). The fixtures were then re-
the motion of the fiber measured as a function of assembled and placed back into the oven with the weights re-
temperature. applied to the fibers.

A. TESTING UNDER LOAD B. TESTING UNDER NO LOAD
The test fixture illustrated in Figure I is designed to apply Fiber withdrawal can occur also under no-load conditions due
known loading forces to the fiber only, in either to the differing coefficients of thermal expansion (CTEs) of
commercially-available connector plugs or hand-assembled the glass, the ceramic ferrule, and the epoxy. This withdrawal

was measured with the contact scanning profilometer using
FIS the fixture shown in Figure 2. A fiber is bonded into a ferrule

C;;3 •using one of the test epoxies cured under a controlled time-

r -LA ----- temperature cycle, and the assembly is inserted into the
, LC cylindrical aluminum sample holder. A small amount of

t thermal grease ensures good thermal contact between the
"holder and the ferrule, while a thermocouple held in contact

F,' with the ferrule provides an accurate measurement of the
FC sample temperature. The sample holder also conducts heat to/S LI the sample assembly from the circumferential electric

AS] wirewound resistance heater, which is powered from a
variable-output dc power supply; a voltage-temperature
calibration curve was determined to allow the test

KU F: FitterfFAe temperature to be regulated by the power supply setting. The
I .. Iriento (Conic RoMip thermal mass of the sample holder helps stabilize the

C: Load Tra,• COP temperature of the sample. An insulating support pad limits
W: Loedln W01911

LA: LOW L.everArm the heat flow into the profilometer base, and a draft shieldP: L~ Arm PWIt Poita

RS. Low Arm lm.crew (not shown) around the test fixture interrupts the air currents
FIB Remowottl 11110
FC: F (w a 0 that would otherwise carry the heat upward into the sensitive
LP: Lo PIM electronics of the profilometer mechanism
AS) AGmm t~y m4"

FIGURE 1 FIBER LOADING TEST FIXTURE
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Ile typical test procedure started by inserting the ferrule -c..•• .wassembly into the fixture and mounting the fixture in the "V 25 0oC CW,,•- "04

profilometer. The first scan then measured the initial fiber ------ __ ...

position at 25°C. The appropriate voltage was applied to the 0.0
heater to increase the temperature by a 100C increment as

rapidly as possibole, after which the fixture/fierrule was allowed 65 OC
to equilibrate for 10 minutes and was scanned again. This n .procedure was repeated up to 105b and then back down to CO4

25eC, using the same temperature increments and LL -0.2

equilibration times throughout. -0.2

111. RESULTS I I
A. COMMERCIAL CONNECTORS UNDER LOAD 100 200
Four single-mode, SC-connectorized jumper cables from each TIME (hr)
of four different manufacturers were used in this test. One (b)
end of each jumper cable was mounted in the test fixture
under either 0, 0.5 lbf(227 gmf), 1.0 lbf(454 gmf), or 1.5 lbf Figure 3. Fiber motion for connector plugs from Supple #2 as a
(680 gmf) of loading force. The other four ends of the jumper function of time.
cables were paired and connected using a standard sleeve. (a) plugs under known loads mad (b) mated plugs.

The initial part of the experiment was conducted under spring-loading force on the connector ferrule is known to be
ambient condition& After the weights were removed, the approximately 2 lbf (907 gmf)3 , the amount of motion for
mated connector plugs were also disconnected and the fiber mated connector plugs implies that the effective loading force
positions were remeasured after 12 hr, 20 hr, 36 hr, 66 hr, a fiber seesin a mated connector is actually less than 0.5 lbf
and 132 hr. After this last measurement, the fixtures were
placed in the oven at 65 TC. They were removed from the This result is more clearly illustrated in Figure 4. In this
oven and disassembled and the fiber positions were figure, the total cumulative fiber motion is plotted for each
remeasured after 4 hr, 8 hr, 12 hr, 18 hr, 24 hr, 36 hr, 48 hr, loading force for Supplier I and Supplier 2. The data for
and 72 hr. Figure 3(a) shows the net fiber motion in microns, Suppliers 3 and 4 fall between these extremes. The plotted
under known loads, as a flnction of total test time for the lines each represent a least-squares linear fit to the data. The
four connector plugs from Supplier 2. Similarly, Figure 3(b) crosses represent the motion of the fibers in mated connector
shows the net fiber motion in microns for the mated sleeves, which have been plotted so as to fail on the fitted
connector plugs from this supplier. Note the change in scales line. In no case, for any of the four mamufacturers, did the
from (a) to (b). In all cases, most of the fiber motion occurs measured motions intersect the lines at loads greater than 0.5
during the first 24 hr on test. Also note that, although the Ibf
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eccentric polishing for each plug will compensate and
decrease the gap. These contributions to the total gap may be
calculated from

0.0 Ax = x1
21/(2RI) + x2

2 /(2R2 ) - (xI + x2 )2 /[2 (R! + R7)],
2 (2)

Ay = y1
2 /(2R,) + y2

2/(2R 2) - (y, - y2)2 /[2 (RI + R2)],

0: where R is the radius of curvature of an individual connector
M -1.0 ier 2 plug and the subscripts I and 2 identify the respective plugs.
uj
U. Using this formula we can calculate the gap for different

connector pairs for the four different manufacturers. In Figure
5, the measured reflectance after load testing is plotted as a
_function of the calculated gap. These results bear out earlier

-2.0 'data, showing that the spring-loading force must deform each

0.0 1.0 2.0 ferrule endface by approximately 0.25 pm to achieve physical

LOADING WEIGHT (IbM) 0- I

Figure 4. Cumulalive fiber motion as a function of loading
force for Suppliers I and 2, respectively. The El gE
+ symbols represent the moion of fibers in mated L,[]
connector plugs under the same environmental •, -20
conditions.

The loss and reflectance performance of mated connector -40 -RFECACED
plugs for each of the four manufacturers was measured both M REFLECTANCE DATA

before and after the loading tests using a concatenation I Suppw I
technique.4 Before the loading tests, all fiber cores made Ix -60 -- Suppw 2

contact, resulting in reflectances less than -40 dB. After the Suppleer 3

loading tests, those connector plugs loaded in the test fixture
had been pushed back into the ferrules so far that they would L S_

not always make physical contact. Although the fibers in the -80 - I
mated plugs also had been pushed back into the ferrules, the
resulting motions were small enough that no loss of physical 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0
contact resulted in my of these cases. CALCULATED FIBER-FIBER GAP (lwn)

The gap between any pair of fiber cores without spring Figure 5. Reflectance performance after aging for connectors
loading (single-point contact) depends not only on the from each supplier plotted as a function of the

protrusion/undercut of the two fibers relative to the ceramic, calculated gap, given by Eq. (1).

but also on the radius of curvature of the ferrule endfaces and contact. 2 This is only a rough measure, but these data show it
the eccentricity of the endface polish. We assume that the to be a reasonable rule-of-thumb value.
fiber and ferrule are polished to the same radius of curvature.
We estimate the gap at the fiber cores due to polishing B. HAND-ASSEMBLED FERRULES UNDER NO LOAD
eccentricity for zero insertion force using the formula, Ferules were hand-assembled using two different epoxies,

following as carefully as possible the kit instructions for hand-
Total Gap = Ax+Ay, (!) assembled connectors. The epoxies were hand-mixed in bi-

packs and were injected into the funneled back ends of the
where Ax and Ay are the contributions to the total gap taken ferrules using a syringe. Short lengths of fiber were stripped
along orthogonal directions in a plane parallel to the femule and were cleaned with alcohol before being coated with
endfaces. Assume we look at each connector endface head- epoxy and inserted into the epoxy-filled ferrules The epoxies
on. We choose the y-direction to be parallel to the key on the were then cured with varying cure schedules in an attempt to
connector plug housing; if the connectors are both generate complete cures with different glass transition
eccentrically polished in this direction, the eccentricities add temperatures, Tg.
to create a larger gap when the connectors are mated. In the
x-direction, sice the axes are flipped with respect to one After the ferrules had cooled, the fibers were cleaved and
another when the connection is made, the gaps due to polished at both ends of the ferrule using a hand-held
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polishing tooL Coarse and fine polishing was done to get a As described in Section II, the ferrules were inserted in the

smooth finish of the fiber surface. The fibers were flush with heater test fixture under the contact profilometer, and the

the ceramic to within I pm on the front surface, and 7 pm on fiber motion relative to the ceramic ferrule endface was

the back surface, but this was not one of our major concerns, measured as a function of temperature. Figure 6 shows data

After the polishing was completed, a contact profilometer for a ferrule/fiber assembly using epoxy I with the cure

was used to measure the initial protrusion or undercut of the schedule recommended by. the connector manufacturer ( 15

glass relative to the ceramic. The ferrules used had flat min at 100 'C). Figure 6(a) represents the first

endfaces to facilitate this measurement. The profilometer heating/cooling cycle to 105 'C and back to 25 °C. The

calibration was checked on a weekly basis during the amount of fiber motion relative to the initial position is

experiment and was found to be repeatable to ±0.02 Prm. The plotted; the open symbols denote increasing temperature and

scan width (across the ferrule) was not critical in these the filled symbols denote decreasing temperature. Although

experiments, so we elected to ignore a difficult-to-resolve there is some scatter in the data, it is clear that the fiber

scaling error of about 20%.

When the ferrules were assembled, tiny droplets (roughly 1 -i

mm3) of the epoxies were put down on Teflon sheets and .

cured with the ferrules. The cured droplets were then ,, * ,

analyzed to determine the Tg and extent of cure.

Approximately 2-5 mg of cured droplets were examined on a E
Perkin Elmer DSC IV Differential Scanning Calorimeter. Z

Each sample was heated at 10 C/min from -50 °C to 150 0 Z

0C. All transitions were recorded. Ile sample was then cooled PO

at 10 OC/min and rerun to record a second heating scan.

Changes in the Tg and curing peaks (if any) were noted. 0W -0.2 -

We noted during the course of these measurements that U.

predictions of cure level and T based on measurements from

epoxy films were unreliable. LIstead of filly cured samples

with varying Tg's, the samples had varying cure levels, and -0.3 ' I
uniformly higher T 's after the first DSC scan. It is likely that,

although the small' droplets closely simulate the cure in a 20 40 60 80 100 120

ferrule, they can still yield different Tg's and extent of cure, TEMPERATURE (-C)

particularly since the amount of exposed surface area is so

different for each case. Table 2 describes the results of the (a)

analysis for different cure schedules. 0.0- :, I I I,

TABLE 2. Epoxy Samples Cured for Fiber/Ferrule
Movement Study

.: -0.1
SAMPLE T PEAK AH COMMENT

(1T) TEMP {cal/-g)

EPOXY I _______

Raw Resin 117 90 _U -0.2
2nd Scan 89 __

15 inun QI00C 52 127 5 5% Undercured
2ndScan 120

15 min @80°C Sample too tacky,
not analyzed -0.3

45min@80
0 C 60 104 14 16% Undercured2nd Scan 122 

20140 60 80 100 120
90 mrin @65*C 58 103 is 20% Undercured 20 40 60 80 100 120

2nd Scan 126 
TEMPERATURE (C)

EPOXY 2

Raw Resin 108 61 (b)

2nd Scan 45 Figure 6. Fiber withdrawal as a function of temperature for epoxy

1Omin @1O
0 °C 70 1 with no load - 100 C, 15 min cure.

2nd Scan 79. 1 (a) first cyde and (b) seoW cycle.
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withdrawal increases slowly with temperature throughout the
temperature range. During cooling, the amount of withdrawal 0.0 0
decreases, and the fiber returns to its initial position, within 0
experimental error. Figure 6(b) represents the second
heating/cooling cycle, and no further change occurs. The
dependence of the fiber withdrawal on temperature is M -0.1
constant.

Although Table 2 indicates that Tg was 52 *C for the first
DSC scan, there was no indication of a low Tg in the fiber
withdrawal measurement. We believe that the epoxy cured in -0.2 *m
the ferrule was more completely cured, and therefore had U.
already reached a higher Tg, comparable to the second DSC C @6
scan.

Figure 7 again shows data for a ferrule/fiber assembly using -0.3 1 I I I I
epoxy 1, now with a lower temperature cure (15 min at 80 0

C). In this instance the epoxy was clearly undercured and 20 40 60 80 100 120

noticeably tacky to the touch. Figure 7(a) represents the TEMPERATURE (-C)

amount of fiber motion during the first temperature cycle, (a)
while Figure 7(b) represents the second cycle. During the first
temperature cycle, there is now a large amount of fiber 0.0- I I I I
withdrawal, as the epoxy completes its cure; during the
second cycle, the amount of fiber motion is comparable to a
typical fully cured sample. In this case, the sample could not
be analyzed in the DSC.

Figure 8 shows data for a fernle/fiber assembly using epoxy
1 with an even lower temperature, longer duration cure (90
min at 65 *C). In this case, the DSC measurement suggests
that this epoxy was again undercured. The fiber did have a wU -0.2 *
small amount of permanent withdrawal after the first cycle, LO

but this was a small effect. As above, Figure 8(a) represents
motion during the first cycle and Figure 8(b) during the
second cycle, respectively. Data for an 80 *C, 45 min cure,
not shown here, were simil to the data shown in Figure 8. -0.3 - I , -

The data obtained for epoxy 1, as shown in Table 2, indicate 20 40 60 80 100 120
that lower temperature, longer duration cures did not result in TEMPERATURE (-C)
lower values of Tg, but only in the possibility of undercured (b)
samples. In all cases, our first temperature cycle (roughly
equivalent to the first DSC scan) resulted in a full cure of the Figur 7. Fb witdw as a ftion of temperaure for epoxy
epoxy and a high Tg, above 100 *C. Alter funl cure, and 1 with no load - 80 "C, 15 min cure.

below T., the fiber motion was on the order of I x 10-4 pim/ (a) frst cyle and (b) second cyce.
C.

of about 80 °C. DSC scans of the droplet samples showed
Figure 9 shows a different behavior for epoxy 2. In this case that the T. in this case, unlike the T* for epoxy I cured at
the epoxy was cured at 100 *C for 10 min. This was 100 °C for 15 min, was stable and did not increase upon a
recommended by the connector manufacturer in the field- repeat scan. In this case temperature cycling of the ferrule
installable kit. DSC analysis of the cured epoxy, shown in assembly resulted in a small amount of withdrawal,
Table 2, indicated that it was fully cured but had a lower Tg comparable to epoxy 1, out to about 85 *C. At higher
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Figure 8. Fiber withdrawal as a function of temnpervaure for eaxeyIwith no oad - 65 °C, go rain cure. Figure 9. Fiber withdrawal as a function of temperature for epoxy
(a)firstcyleand(b)secndcye.2 with no load - 100*C, 10 min.
(a) first cycle and (b) s=of~ld cycle. (a) first cycle aid (b) second cycle.

temperatures, commencing just above the Tg, the fiber began load at ambient and at 65 0C. The ferrules used in this test
to withdraw at a much higher rate. There was also a small were part of the same sample batches used in the no-load
amount of permanent fiber withdrawal after the first cycle, temperature cycling tests. Figure 10 shows the results of

these measurements.
C. HAND-ASSEMBLED FERRULES UNDER LOAD
In our final series of experiments we measured the fiber The feirule samples were first mounted in the test fixture with
pushback into hand-assembled fiber/ferrules under 0.5 lbf 0.5 lbf load for 24 hrs. The amount of motion occurring

during this time period is shown by the hatched bars. There is
no apparent correlation of the amount of fiber pushback to
either the epoxy cure schedule or the type of epoxy.
Realistically speaking, we would expect to see some
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FM AmiNwit for 24 hr of fiber motion in artificially loaded connector plugs could be

• 66 °C for 36 hr unacceptably large, resulting in later loss of physical contact

when the plugs were mated, the amount of fiber motion in
-1.5 Epoxy 2 connector plugs mated in the standard way was much less. In

CUoxy order to obtain an equivalent amount of motion, a loadingEpoxy 1 110 min

('c •force of less than 0.5 lbf (227 gmf) was sufficient in all cases.15 rain

Epoxy I
E10c We conclude that the ceramic ferrule, by sharing an

.z -1.0 15mn E Ix--1increasing proportion of the spring loading force as the fiber

0 90 minp is pushed into the ferrule, limits the total amount of fiber
pushback. Obviously, both the ferrule endface geometry and

Epoxy 1 the epoxy characteristics affect the total fiber motion. In the

got8b.cohtericl-. Knext stage of our investigations, we plan to consider the

nexperimentally.

Based on the above results, we did a similar series of
experiments with hand-assembled fiber/fernules using two

0.0 -different epoxies and a variety of cure schedules, using only
one, more realistic, loading force of 0.5 lbf (227 gmf). As in

Figure 10. Fiber pushback in ceramic ferrules with 0.5 lbf the earlier tests with connector plugs, the fiber/ferrules were
(227 gmn) load using different epoxies and epoxy first loaded under ambient conditions, and then the
cure schedules, temperature was increased to 65 'C. However, unlike the

earlier tests, dhe fiber was loaded for only approximately 24
correlation. The fact that we do not implies that other aspects hr at ambient and 36 hr at 65 'C. This was based on the

results shown in Figure 3, which indicate that virtually all the

At higher temperatures, where epoxy creep starts to fiber motion occurs during the first 24 hr of loading.

dominate, we begin to see a trend in the data. In Figure 10, The results for the hand-assembled fiber/ferrules are shown in
the additional motion of the fiber after approximately 36 hrs Figure 10. the hand- ep 2,bwhenrured at 100 iC
at 65 'C is shown by the open bars. In general, we see that Figure 10. Both epoxy I and epoxy 2, when cured at 100 'C

at 6 0Cis hownby he penbars Ingenralwe ee hat for 15 or 10 rain, respectively, had essentially full cures.

epoxy I has less motion than epoxy 2, even though epoxy 2 Hor epo x 2 had sifctly greater fibermt.
However, epoxy 2 had significantly greater fiber motion.

was fully cured. Epoxy I, when virtually filly cured - 15 mim Epoxy 2 had a lower Tg than epoxy i, close to the operating
at 100 TC - typically had less fiber pushback than the range we were using in these experiments. Hence, t is not

extremely undercured sample - 80 0C for 15 min - as surprising that epoxy 2 showed more fiber motion under load

expected. However, epoxy i, when cured at 80 0C for 45 at the higher temperature. We are pursuing independent
min, had a similar level of cure as the 65 0C, 90 min sample, investigations of the physical properties of the epoxies to

yet the 65 'C cure experienced more fiber pushback. More confirm the cause of the different behavior. Epoxy 2 was also

data and analysis will be required to confirm and understand more viscous than epoxy 1, which resulted in more air

this phenomenon. bubbles being trapped during the mixing process. It was
noted for both epoxies that there were occasional bubbles

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS locked into the epoxy at the rear of the ferrule, where there
was a wide funnel for the epoxy to fill. However, epoxy 2 had

In this series of experiments we have looked at several greater numbers of bubbles, sometimes close to the f .er.
different aspects of fiber motion in ceramic ferrules. First, we These could cause high stresses to develop, resulting in fiber
measured the amount of fiber pushback with respect to the fracture. 5

ceramic ferrule in commercially available connector plugs
under loads ranging from 0 to 1.5 ibf (680 gmf), under The other cure schedules for epoxy I resulted in incomplete

ambient conditions and at 65 'C. The loading forces were cures, as given in Table 2. Both the 80 'C, 45 min cure and

chosen based on measurements of spring-loading forces of the 65 'C, 90 min cure samples were slightly undercured.
connector plugs, typically on the order of 2 lbf (900 gmin, This was only apparent by DSC analysis of similarly cured
and the load was applied to the fiber only. The epoxy droplets. Although the 65 0C cure samples showed
environmental conditions were picked to be stressful, but yet more motion, with only one data point it is impossible to say
realistic for actual field situations; we do not consider these whether this is significant. The 80 'C, 15 min cure sample
to be accelerated tests. We compared the amount of was grossly undercured, and this clearly resulted in more fiber
pushback in the artificially loaded plugs to that of connectors motion. In this case, the epoxy was noticeably tacky during
that were mated with standard coupling sleeves, and exposed the polishing process.
to the same environmental conditions. Although the amount
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Our final series of experiments consisted of thermally cycling 5. M. Kinney, "Optical Fiber Stress in a Biconic Connector",
hand-assembled fiber/ferrules with no load, and measuring Proc. 7th Biennial Conf. on Failure Prevention and Reliability,
fiber withdrawal as a finction of temperature. The Boston, MA, DE-Vol. 9, Sept., 1987, pp. 75-79.
temperature was cycled twice from room temperature up to
105 TC and back. The results generally correlated to the cure 6. W.W. Wood, G.D. Kiss, L.A. Reith, E.M. Vogel, and
level and Tg of the epoxy. As long as the epoxy was fully H.H. Yuce, "Reliability of Interconnection Devices", Proc.
cured, there appeared to be no permanent, significant fiber 9th Annual NFOEC, San Antonio, TX, Book 3, June, 1993.
withdrawal, although there was a temporary withdrawal, due pp. 209-221.
to CTE mismatch, over the temperature range. As long as the
temperature was below the Tg of the epoxy, this motion was
limited to 0. 1 pm. However, temporary withdrawal as high as Le.li. A. Reith received a BA degree
0.2 pm was possible for an epoxy with a Tg of about 80 TC. from New York Universit in 1975, the

M.Phil. degree from the City UniversityThe lower the Tg, the larger the expected withdrawal. In the of New York in 1979, and the Ph.D.

case of a highly undercured epoxy, there was a large amount degree from The University of Texas at
(0.2 pm) of permanent withdrawal. Austin in 1981, all in physics. In 1961

she joined AT&T Bell Laboratories as a

Finally, we conclude that the amount of motion for the hand- Member of Technical Staff. In 1984
she subsequently joined Bellcore,assembled fiber/ferrules was often unacceptably large. Even where she is presenfly a member of

in our "controlled" laboratory environment, we have had the Fiber Distribution and Reliability
difficulty reproducing processes reliably, and we are still Research group in Morristown, N.J.
finding unexpected effects and unanticipated results. This Her research at Bellcore currently
points out the importance and difficulty of controlling includes reliability issues related to optical splices and connectors.

assembly process conditions, which would be exacerbated in RoW A. Frantz is a Distinguished

a field environment. In these experiments, commercially- Member of Technical Staff in the Fiber
available factory-assembled product performed satisfactorily Distribution and Reliability Research
when connected in standard mating sleeves. However, Group at Bellcore. He holds BS and
failures have been observed in other laboratory experiments, MEng degrees from Cornell University
where connectors have been cycled to higher temperatures.6  and received his PhD at Brown

University. He spent eleven years atWork will continue in this area. Bell Laboratories, working principally
on applications problems of dielectric
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Deepmet of a Non-Blckig Opte-Mec Switch

Y.Hayashi H.Naidu Y.Nomura ILYokruka

Fujikura Ltd. Opto-Eiectrounic Lab.
Chiba Japan

Abstract
exhibiting a large matrix in a compact size is required.

A non-blocking opto-mechanical switch has been Also, as far as the cost factor is concerned, a switch that is
developed. This switch is assembled using cassettes flexible enough to meet the changing number of fibers is
which can be increased or decreased when necessary. desirable. For these requirements, various
Each cassette has a built-in ferrule moving mechanism. non-blocking mechanical switches have been developed
In this switch, any free input side ferrule can be on previously (2) (3) .
automatically connected or disconnected to any output side In this paper, a completely non-blocking fully automatic
ferrule without having to break other connections in the switch using a cassette type unit that can be increased
process. The switch was designed such that it is possible according to demand is described.
to change the matrix size by increasing or decreasing
cassettes. The maximum matrix size is 100 X 100.
An average insertion loss of 0.64 dB was obtained. 2. Desiren of the switch

2.1 Principle of switchina

1. Introduction Figure I shows a principle of the non-blocking switching
configuration. Each ferrule on the A-side can move in
the x-direction of the matrix and those on the B-side in

The use of optical fibers in subscriber networks has the y-direction. Non-blocking switching is accomplished
increased tremendously these past few years. It has by connecting the ferrules on each side at a unique matrix
become necessary to find efficient ways of installing and position for each ferrule conbination.
maintaining these networks. In particular, efforts at
reducing the workload of construction require automatic
switching capability.

Generally, an optical fiber switch should exhibit low losses,
enviromental stability, self latching and a fast switching
time. An opto-mechanical switch can satisfy all of these Aj
stated conditions except that of a fast switching time. At
present, it is advantageous to pursue a mechanical
switching approach for practical use in subscriber
networks.

A-side
In Japan, an operations system aimed at maintaining optical
fiber networks and switching of lines has been introduced.

The opto-mechanical switch is being used in this Ferrte
system '') However, as this switch is being used for
selecting certain fibers only, it is not necessary for it to be B-side

completely non-blocking. In subscriber networks, since _ 8j
it is necessary to be able to connect any given input fiber Figure 1 Princple of swilcn
to any output fiber, a completely non-blocking switch
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2.2 Structure 2.2.2 Cassette structure
Figure 3 shows the structure of the cassette. A cassette

2.2.1 Basic confinuration consists of a switch-plate and a container. The
Figure 2 shows the basic conf'guration of the switch-plate is composed of a slider in which a ferrule
non-blocking switch. This non-blocking switch consists and a fiber are built, a rail which guides the movement of
of two groups of cassette arrays and actuators. The the slider, a wire which is attached to the slider, four
groups are arranged to face each other at right angles. pulleys which guide the wire and give tension to the wire,
Each cassette has a ferrule terminated fiber. A ferrule a hook shaped part, and finally a fiber terminated ferrule.
can be moved in the longitudinal direction of the cassette. The container consists of a base part and a cover. The
The actuator selects a cassette, moves the ferrule on the switch-plate is located between the base and the cover
A-side in the x-direction and on the B-side in the and can be moved in the z-direction by a guide of the
y-direction, and joins the ferrules at a crosspoint. The container. Each container is fixed to the machine frame.
movement range of the fiber terminated ferrule is within The switch-plate is pulled in the z-direction by
the cassette such that switching is accomplished without tension springs suspended between a container and a
interference between the fiber and another fiber. It is switch-plate. The switch machine frame has grooves for
possible to install or remove a cassette because a cassette a cassette, so that the cassette can be easily installed and
forms a unit which includes a ferrule, a fiber and the positioned precisely.
movement mechanism. This means that, it is possible to
change the matrix size.

Figusee3 Cossetl structuBoe

slde.• Anli- ens°ee"xdta erruleonn

ssd ide(ob errlonteBsdinFgr4) Thuh

slde Fwichhstefrurle• withethe alignmetu sleev a

aFepr.Threuulsels avaataerehee aprFerrulere connect the ferrultes eonf the sliders hAv zina

positioig ferrol iha imtr of OS5 mm. h cocion burct is h

proided by a comrrueso hesion sping locaed betwee theo

slider wh and the ferrule. wt h lgmetsev a

Figure 2 Basic configuration of the switch
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Rod 2.3 Switlcing procedure
A-side B-side
Spr A-sFe.,ise The switching of the A-side and the B-side is

Fiber Sprin Ferrule Fiber automatically performed at the same time and by the same
/ procedure except for the distance moved by the actuator

and the slider. The switching procedure in the A-side is
described by the following.

sleeve S(1) The switch-plate-hand selects a cassette by moving
Alignmentin the y-direction. The switch-plate-hand pulls the

Figure 4 Slider structure switch-plate in the z-direction, releasing the existing
ferrule connecton
(2) The wire-hand grips the wire and moves the wire in

2.23 Actuator structure the x-direction, so that the slider to which the wire is
Fig2.3 Acs stut structure oattached is moved in the opposite direction of the

Figure 5 shows the structure of the actuator. The wire-hand. The slider is stopped at the end of the rail
actuator consists of a wire-hand and a by a protrusion. Subsequently the wire-hand senses the
switch-plate-hand. The wire-hand is composed of a increase in the wire tension and stops. Thus, the origin
wire gripping mechanismeand a wire pulling mechanism. of the slider is determined.
The switch-plate-hand selects a cassette by moving in (3) The wire-hand moves the slider to the
the y-diretion on the A-side and in the x-direction on position, where the B-side cassette is located, and
the B-side and pulls the switch-plate in the h-direction releases the wire.
outward from the container by hooking the hook shaped (4) The switch-plate-hand moves in the z-direction.
part. The wire-hand grips a wire on the opposite side of The switch-plate is pulled into the container by tension
the cassette rail. The wire-hand pulls and moves the wire springs suspended between the switch-plate and the
in the x-direction on the A-side, and then the slider is container.
moved in the opposite direction of the wire-hand.

The same procedure as the A-side is carried out on the
B-side. Thus the femrles are connected.

3. Performance

3.1 Features of the developed switch

z IL YActually, 10 cassettes are installed in the center of the
z Switch-plate-hand each side. A small 1OxlO matrix was fabricated in the

center of a 100 X 100 matrix. Table 1 shows the size of
Wire-hand the switch. The switch size is 650w X 450D X 460". The

ferrule-pitch is 3 mm. The cassette is thin because no
actuators or sensors are contained within the cassette.

S3.2 Positionin error

The allowable slider positioning error in the movement
direction is estimated to be 0.5 mm of the mechanical
dearance and taper of the sliders and the ferrule-ends.

Figure 5 Actuator structure The fluctuation magnitude of stationary positions on the
sliders was measured 5 times for 10 combinations of
cassettes with a digital vernier scale. The results are
shown in Table 2. The maximnum fluctuation was 0.07
mm. The averge fluctuatim was 0.04 mm.
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3.3 Swihi s Table 1 She Of the switch

The switching speed is dependent on the initial position of Matrix size 100 x 100
the switch and the required cassette position. The Dimensions 650wx450Dx460" an
switching time was measured with the machine starting Ferrule-pitch 3 ma
from the origin, finishing the switching and returning to
the origin. Table 3 shows the switching time. The
shortest switching time was 52 seconds for the cassettes
which were nearest to the origin. The longest switching
time was 88 seconds for the cassettes which were furthest Table 2 Positioning error
from the origin. The switching time for the cassettes in
the center of the matrix was 72 seconds. Maximum 0.07 ma

Average 0.04 ma

3.4 Insertion loss

This switch has three connections at the input and output
sides and the ferrules for switching. Therefore, the Table 3 Switching time
insertion loss of this switch is the sum of the losses of
these three connections. Minimum 52 seconds
Conventional zirconia ferrules are used for the input and Maximum 88 seconds
output sides of the switch. 10/125 om single mode fiber For the center
was used in this switch. Figure 7 shows the insertion cassettes 72 seconds
loss measurement setup. A 1.3 Om wavelength LED
light source was used. The histogram of insertion losses
of 100 combinations of cassettes for a 10 X 10 matrix is
shown in Figure 8. The average insertion loss was 0.64 Ferruie-joiri Cassette
dB. \_-riB.Opli .d Oplicol

PLED 

% 

IZI

3.5 Loss fluctuationlight Power

Table 4 shows the loss fluctuation of five repeated
switchings. A maximum loss fluctuation of 0.12 dB was
obtained. The average loss fluctuation was 0.02 dB. 100•x0o switch

Table 4 Loss fluctuation Figure 7 Loss measurement selup

Maximum 0.12 dB
Average 0.02 dB

4. Conclusions : N "100

20- ------,-'Ave 0.64
A non-blocking opto-mechanical switch has been Max .... - In -. 2

developed. The switch is assembled using cassettes - - - 0.2

which can be increased or decreased when necessary. u. -- ... .......

The maximum matrix size is 100x 100 where 100 --- ---
cassettes each are used for both input and output sides.
The ferrule-pitch was 3 mm. The average insertion loss 010.2 .0.610.60 1.21
was 0.64 dB. Isrrtion loss (dB)

Figure-8 kImerlion Loss
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PERFORMANCE OF CURRENT LOCAL CABLE DESIGNS IN HIGH BIT RATE APPLICATIONS

G. D. Maltz, Ch. Chojetzki, J. Schulte, G. Verdenhalven, K. Verlande

Kabelmetal Electro GmbH
Postfach 260
30002 Hannover, Germany

Hlisito9xY...QPairs andQu~ads,.,
Copper cables from current production

and deployed in different countries for The development of telephone cables in
local telephone applications are also the world has gone into two different
widely used for high bit rate directions in the last 100 years. While
transmission. Future use may include bit the U.S.A. has adopted the pair as the
rates in excess of 2 Mbit/s. Cable predominantly used cable element, many
performance varies significantly with European countries use the star quad as
cable design and manufacturing techniques the smallest cable component. The debate
practiced in different countries, of the relative advantages and disad-
Measurement results are supplied on a wide vantages of both technologies is almost as
range of cable designs using either old as the telephone cable itself. The
twisted pair or quad construction. overhead line of one single conductor with
Different national cable specifications return ground gave way to paired
and standards are reviewed. Evaluation symmetrical circuits for overhead line
methods of automated cable measurements installations as well as for buried or
are compared to the practical needs in the aerial cable applications (Fig.l). The
planning and operation of public local Pupin loading of cables called for an
networks. It is shown that a number of additional telephone line which rendered
different aspects of design and possible the phantom circuit. This
manufacturing processes are influencing signaled the introduction of the
the high-frequency crosstalk performance Dieselhorst-Martin quad (DM quad). The DM
of conventional distribution cables. quad is a two-pair stranded element, of

which each pair has a different lay
length.22 This construction offered
particular advantages during loading of

Backgronid,. the phantom circuit. It was not until the
1920s, when carrier frequency utilization

Fiber optic cables are without doubt of the cables became possible and Pupin
the best solution for very high bit rate loading was abandoned, that the star quad
and long-distance transmission. However, gained acceptance. The star quad offered
expensive optoelectronic components as distinctive commercial advantages.12.t4
well as the already existing copper cable
plant hinder the rapid deployment of
fiber optic technology in local short- Pai
distance applications. New approaches in a)
FITL (Fiber in the Loop) installations
also make use of copper distribution
cables. Advances in digital technology
have opened doors for the transmission of ( WI-Quad

high bit rates "in the last mile" over b)
existing copper twisted pair or quad
cables if HDSL techniques, like CAP or
2BlQ are used to reduce noise problems,
such as crosstalk. In some cases CStar-Quad
specially-designed symmetrical or coaxial
copper cables must be installed in-house.
Nevertheless, the knowledge of crosstalk-
generating mechanisms in symmetrical 75 0 Coaxial Cable
copper cables is an important factor in d)
transmission system evaluation.

Fig. 1 Stranding elements
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A simple calculation confirms that
under given conditions of conductor a) for themunemutua oapactance:
number, size and mutual capacitance (i.e.:
same attenuation and range) in the local
network the paired cable has a 23% larger
diameter and its material consurption is
54.7% higher than that of a quad cable
(Fig. 2a). Under the given conditions of
same cable diameter, the mutual
capacitance of the quadded cable is 14.4%
lower. Its attenuation in the voice
frequency range is therefore 8% lower than U '• n/'n mit.ap.
that of its paired equivalent. Only in the 123 N 100 S cable 0.D.
I MHz range is the attenuation nearly the I6.7 S 10 X
same due to the proximity effect of eddy 10p70tn
currents (Figs. 2b and 3).'

Theoretically, the star quad offers
total decoupling of both circuits of the b) for the m e cable diameter-
quad with respect to each other because
the e lectro -magnetic fields, as a result
of geometry, are orthogonally oriented.
However, practice quickly revealed
considerable side-to-side capacitance
unbalances caused by geometrical or
electrical imperfections. However, it did
not take long for the cablemakers to
master the side-to-side coupling. As a 100 65.6 mint. eV.
result, the star quad found wide 100 X 2.3 X at. at 80ms
acceptance in long-distance networks for
operation up to 552 kHz, especially in 10 3 .0 3 e. a i Uk
Germany.

Fig. 2 Comparison between pairs and
One of our in-plant investigations more quads

than 20 years ago confirmed that analog
carrier frequency operation with system
V 300, i.e. up to 1.3 MHz, is possible
with these cables. However, this called 100
for special balancing of the residual
coupling of the line. In order to
compensate for the effect of the side-to- Par

side far-end crosstalk in the quad it was E
necessary to introduce additional-. Quad
systematic splice crossings between the 00
circuits of the quad.','" Fig. 4
illustrates the relationship of these • 10 -

complex interactions. It is remarkable,
that the invention of the SZ stranding -

technique in the late 1960s theoretically
renders unnecessary these splice crossings
because the continuous change of the
direction of lay has the same effect.

The introduction of star quad cabling 1
in Germany called for the adaptation of 0.1 1 10 100 1000 10000
the cable machinery to this new situation.
During the following 70 years the Frequency [kHz]
technology was improved to the point where
we now dispose of high-precision, highly Fig. 3a Attenuation of pairs and quads
efficient machines. In spite of wide- (for a given cable diameter)
spread diverging opinions the electrical
characteristics of local star quad cables
fabricated with this machinery are
matching or exceeding those of paired
cables in nearly all voice and high
frequency applications, as we shall
demonstrate below.
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Economical Impact of Local Networks.30
Fig. 5 shows the density of the

25 telephone networks (main lines, called
- "access lines" in the U.S.A.) per 100

20 inhabitants in different countries since
the start of this century.$ Both world

S1wars and the economic crisis of 1930 are
15 noticeable in the curves. For example, the
101 average annual growth over the past ten

Syears was 20.1% in Turkey, 3.8% in

5 Germany, 2.7% in the U.S.A. and only 2.0%
in Sweden. This shows that the industrial
countries are nearly but not entirely -

0 saturated. 1 7

.5

0.1 1 10 100 1000 10000
100 SwedenFrequency [kHz)

Fig. 3b Difference of attenuation between
pairs and quads for a given cable U.S.A.
O.D. (referenced to attenuation
of quads) 10"
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Fig. 6 Shipments (millions km) of local
copper cable in Germany (Telekom)
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High conductor counts in the cable,
If we add up the yearly order quanti- manufacture and installation needs, made

ties of the German PTT (Fig. 6) it becomes necessary the replacement of the
possible to estimate that the installed concentric stranding by unit construction.
local telephone network in Germany covers
about 320 million conductor-kilometers. Of The dimension of the bundle units is
particular interest is the rapid rise of not uniform throughout the world. In
order quantities in 1991/92 resulting from Germany 5 quads (i.e.: 20 conductors) make
the retrofitting requirements in the up a unit, whereas in some countries 10
reunited Eastern Germany. The fixed pairs are stranded into a unit. In the
value of the worldwide installed copper U.S.A. 12, 13 or 25 pairs make up a unit.
cable telephone network is estimated at Based on optimum stranding geometry, the
several hundred billion Dollars. French use 1+6 or 4+10 stranding elements

in 2 layers as units, whereby 7 or 14
Little is known about the estimated quads are operational (Fig. 7). We do not

life time of the telephone network in know of any units in excess of 28 pairs.
other countries. As to Germany, the They would cause problems with respect to
introduction of the plastic-insulated color identification of the single
cable technology in the 1960s with its conductors. In Germany, as a derivative of
related high quality requirements enables the previously mentioned paper cabling
us to forecast an expected life time for technique using imprinted paper with
these cables much in excess of 30 years. bandmark identification, the four

insulated conductors of a quad are
It is now clear that it is possible to individually ring-marked according to VDE

upgrade cable networks that have been specifications. The five quads of the
installed more than 20 years ago through basic unit are identified by the five
the use of improved digital electronics at basic colors: red, green, grey, yellow and
2 Mbit/s rate, for example, without any white. This permits easy identification of
problem. This shows that high frequency individual conductors in a unit even after
crosstalk limitation via new cable all conductors of a unit are mixed during
specifications is generally an additional, the installation.
although not always, mandatory requirement
for new copper cable installations. It is
of course possible to find different
situations depending on the condition of
the network and the line technique
implemented by different countries.~'
Whatever the case may be, the existing
copper network is a worldwide economic Pairs
factor that cannot be ignored and which 12P 13P lop
must be utilized, maintained and also
extended in the future by the cost-
conscious network operator.

c.a~ble...€on stxwcti~on.•

As previously mentioned, the 1960s
saw the rapid transformation of the
concentric, layer-stranded, paper-insulated
cable construction into polyethylene- A, B, C, D, E,
insulated, unit-stranded cables. This
evolution was almost worldwide, whereby it
is insignificant whether or not it was
started from paper-pulp insulated or Quads
paper-tape wrapped conductors. Solid
polyethylene insulation for 0.4 mm (No. 26 14Q
AWG) conductors was replaced by foam- and
foam-skin insulation, especially for
heavier conductors. It is to be noted that
pair stranding exhibits higher mutual
capacitance in the cable than the star
quad. This results in increased
attenuation for paired cables.' As to the
material, the attenuation of paper-
insulated cables shows a steep increase at F, K
higher frequencies. Therefore, the use of
this type of cable in the MHz-range is not
recommended. Fig. 7 Different designs of tested cables
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=aij _..chnueA Length-QlL..Ay Finally, the quality and efficiency of
Desiga,. the stranding process also depends on the

lay length design which, in turn,
Btranding.-_lemen.. Pairs are manufactured basically affects the crosstalk. As a
on a pair twister, in double twisting rule-of-thumb we assume that a lay length
machines without back twisting or with the reduction by one-half improves the
SZ strander. Star quads can also be crosstalk by about 6db. 9,4,10,11.16

fabricated on double-lay machines with or
without back twisting, on conventional C~b ParAmters-
quad stranders or with the economical SZ
stranding technique. The following parameters are measured

in paired cables: conductor resistance,
Unit ..Bundle., Stranding elements form the resistance unbalance, capacitance,
unit bundle by being stranded into one or capacitance unbalance between pairs and to
two layers using conventional techniques ground, crosstalk attenuation, dielectric
or with different SZ stranding methods, strength, insulation and mechanical

properties. In addition, in quad cables
1ain..Bun•dle. Several unit bundles or parts it is necessary to distinguish crosstalk
thereof are stranded into a main bundle. within the quad and between quads.
In 100-pair cables the main bundle also
serves as the cable core. This is the
cable type on which we based our
comparative measurements for this paper.

It is possible to combine two or three a Continuous production

stranding operations. In modern SZ a Large core reels (630 m flange diameter)
stranding this applies to the stranding
element and the unit bundle (Fig. 8) .20 a material savings (3...4 %, no core-mains)

Other modern stranding techniques also a Combined conductor and unit stranding process
combine some operations. It is therefore
possible to achieve a controllable, high o Very high number of twists per minute
and uniform quality standard in a High production speed (max. 200 amin.)
continuous production without manual
intervention or disruptive steps. In a Very large unit production lengths (up to 50 km)

addition, the man/machine relationship a Reduced manpower (50 %)
(i.e.: number of operators per machine or
combined operation) is a significant a Up to 25 stranding elements, pairs or quads.
factor in countries where wages are high.
Some aspects of SZ cabling gained from
our experience with the process are
listed in Table I. The SZ strander is Table 1 Features and advantages of SZ

illustreted in Fig. 9. cabling

insulated conductor SZ-quad SZ-unit

Ssz

Fig. 8 Combined SZ-stranding
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Fig. 9 SZ Strander in Kabelmetal's Stadthagen plant

Crosstalk attenuation values between
two quads are identified by a9 through a) NEXT = zo lo -i [d]
a12, whereby a9 represents the crosstalk al
between circuit 1 of quad 1 and circuit 1
of quad 2, etc. up to a12 which relates to ......- 0
crosstalk between circuit 2 of quad 1 and
circuit 2 of quad 2. For the capacitance
unbalance to ground we distinguish
El.. .E3, or unbalance to shield Eal... Ea3. U ...

For high-frequency applications, the
crosstalk attenuation near-end (NEXT) and
far-end 'I'XT) measurements which are
defined in Fig. 10, are important. 2 Other
significant factors are: the characteris-
tic impedance and its longitudinal uni-
formity over the length of the cable and b) FM 20 log US [M]
the attenuation unbalance, i.e.: the ratio U4
in db of the balanced voltage to the D2Z
voltage between center tab and ground.
There is also the attenuation constant
which is determined by the geometry as
well as by the material properties ot the
cable. The distribution of the crosstalk
over the length of the cable can be U
determined, if required, with pulsed ...
crosstalk test equipment i-, the time
domain.19 Fig. 10 Definition of crosstalk
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PCMAnppications, In the course of our 100% testing we
evaluated the following parameters for

The carrier frequency technique the unit bundle, for other selected groups
previously mentioned is controlled by of conductors and for the complete cable:
systems which transmit up to 120 or even
300 voice channels over a symmetrical 4- maximum value max
wire circuit. This analog technique
requires about 60 dB signal-to-noise minimum value min
ratio. This is a significant, distinct
difference from the PCM technique which arithmetical average x (or mean)
can be satisfied with signal-to-noise
ratios of less than 6 dB, depending on standard deviation s
the coding and the particular system. On
the other hand, the PCM technique has the difference x - s
singular disadvantage in that it requires
a relatively large frequency range to individual power sum IPS
accommodate the PCM signal. The
conventional PCM technique requires 8 MHz worst power sum WPS
bandwidth for the transmission of 120
voice channels. In guneral, symmetrical mean power sum MPS
cables are used only up to 2 MHz, that is
for PCM 30, resp. 1.5 MHz for 24 channels root mean square rms
of the Tl system. Multiple step codes
which serve to limit the required We learned that the mean power sum and
bandwidth have been implemented more worst pair power sum are the most
recently. Another technique consists of important values. The arithmetical mean of
subdividing the required frequency band, crosstalk attenuation, for example,
after filtering, into several circuits, depends strongly on the performance of the
All of these measures result in a measuring equipment: the better the
substantial reduction of the required equipment the higher this value! In our
bandwidth and serve to improve the signal- investigations we measured different
to-noise ratio which is particularly cables with the same equipment. Therefore,
critical at high frequencies, because the results of the arithmetical mean value
crosstalk attenuation of a multicore cable x are well suited for a comparison of our
decreases with frequency. 5 ,7,10,2 1  different cable designs and manufacturing

processes employed.
The examination of crosstalk is an

important measure in determining the According to our observations, the
suitability of a cable in a PCM system. In above-mentioned REA- and ICEA-
the course of our comparative measurements Specifications are the most stringent
on local cables we took it for granted specifications known for local cables.
that far-end crosstalk is not critical in Until now some PTTs do not specify high-
most applications. Instead, we frequency requirements for local cables.
concentrated our efforts to the In PCM applications they select a small
measurement of near-end crosstalk (NEXT). number of circuits out of the cross-
Furthermore, we conducted our measurements section of the cable. Therefore, 100%
using five discrete sine wave frequencies connection to PCM systems of all
instead of PCM-pulses, well understanding conductors in the cable is not planned in
that the noise power within the full the network. Our own experience gained
frequency range of the digital signal is from turnkey projects conducted in
the deciding factor for PCM applications, recently acquired areas of the former East
This power is mainly responsible for the Germany, as well as with the OPAL and FITL
bit error rate (BER) in the discriminator programs confirmed that, as a rule, there
stage of the PCM receiver. In random is no local subscriber area requiring 100%
sampling we swept the NEXT over the 20 service at 2 Mbit/s. Normally not more
kHz to 15 MHz frequency range These than 10% of conductors of a cable are
curves of NEXT vs. frequency show many needed for high frequency applications. It
maxima and minima. However, our may well be that this figure will
measurements on five discrete frequencies slightly increase in the future.
are sufficiently representative of the
noise power of the full range. The Measureen.t..T.e~hni•que,
crosstalk attenuation measurement
corresponding to the individual sinewave In our experiments we used an automated
frequency was thus evaluated according to test equipment capable of covering the
particular models. Specifications strictly voice and high frequency ranges up to 10
used in this connection were: REA PE-89, MHz. A recent improvement of the equipment
7CFR1755.890 and ICEA Publication S-84- enabled us to connect 2x200 conductors in
608-1988. one operation.
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Fig. 11 Automatic cable test equipment type REKAMAT IV in Kabelmetal's Stadthagen plant

Frequency NEXT, FEXT, Accuracy:
range: Meas. range:

1 kHz to I MHz I... 87 dB ±0.3 dB
87.. .107 dB ±0.8 dB

107.. .120 dB ±2 dB

I MHz to 3.15 MHz I... 87 dB ±0.3 dB
87.. .107 dB ±0.8 dB

107... 110 dB ±2 dB

3.15 MHz.. .10 MHz with shielded characteristic
4mpedance termination:

NEXT between different segments to 6.3 MHz >110 dB
to 10 MHZ >100 dB

NEXT within same segment to 6.3 MHz > 105 dB
to 10 MHz > 100 dB

Table 2: Attenuation and crosstalk measurements using

Automatic Cable Test Equipment type REKAMAT IV
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Cables with 100 Pairs, conductor size 0.4 mm (# 26 AWG)

cable twisting stranding unit stranding cable
type of cores of pairs of units

A cont. with 25 p/unit; cont. 1x25 p-unit
oscillator 12 p/subu., +6 subunits

13 p/subu.
B

C SZ comb. SZ comb.

D cont. random 10 Pairs cont. 3 + 7 units
stranding

E

Table 3: Design and Processing of Measured Pair-Cables

Cables with quads, conductor size 0.4 mm (#26 AWG)

cable stranding stranding unit stranding cable

type of cores of quads of units

F cont. cont. 4+10 quads cont. 4 units

K SZ comb. SZ comb. 5 quads cont. 3+7 units

(designed for voice frequency applications mainly)

Table 4: Design and Processing of Measured Quad-Cables
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This size of the connection frame This holds especially true for the
enabled us to conduct evaluations which we frequency range up to 200 kHz which
could not accomplish through multiple corresponds to the frequencies used in the
connections with smaller frames. Since a ISDN basic line transmission. This is of
full description of the properties of a major importance for local copper distri-
cable design or cable manufacturing bution networks.
techniques can be gathered only through a
large series of individual measurements,
we conducted 100% testing. The measuring
accuracy of the equipment is very high.
Some information is given in Table 2. For 100
voice frequencies a measurement resolu-
tion of 1 pF is provided with an accuracy A

of 0.5% of RDG +2 pF for mutualE --- C ,
capacitance and 2% of RDG +2 pF for
capacitance unbalance. Measurement fre-m -------- K
quencies of 800 or 1000 Hz or 127 Hz are
provided. Measurement procedure, print-out 10.
of protocols and evaluation of results
can be programmed to special requirements
and called up by the operator. A photo-
graph of the equipment is shown in Fig.
11.

Measurements.
0.1 1 10 100 1000 10000

We used a total of ten 100-pair cables Frequency (kHz)
for our measurements. Most cables were
pulled from current production in
different countries. Some were experi- Fig. 12 Attenuation of cables A, C and K
mental cables with optimized properties.
Others were designed especially for high-
frequency applications. The paired cables
under consideration are listed in Table 3
and some of the quad cables in Table 4.
Each of these cables features 4,950
crosstalk combinations, as all symmetrical
circuits are measured against each other. 30
Considering that there are ten cables and ____

five frequencies we arrive at 247,500 25 A-K

individual NEXT-measurements that had to
be conducted for this paper. In addition, 20
we also measured the cables at voice
frequencies. The equipment used enabled us 15
to perform this in one single frame - -\
connection. Altogether we gathered about • 10
one-half million individual test data. \

The large volume of test data was -5
evaluated and reduced for presentation in 0.1 1 10 100 1000 10000
Figs. 12 through 15. The main results are: Frque (kec zI

1. The theoretical considerations (Fig. 3)
have been confirmed through our measure- Fig. 13 Attenuation difference: A-K, C-K
ments (Figs. 12 and 13). Paired cables
show significantly higher mutual capa-
citance than quad cables. In addition,
some customer specifications for paired 2. The insulation thickness of the
cables (cable A) call for even higher conductors in cable A is so small that the
values than we measured on cable C. Cable technological limits of foamed polyethy-
C was manufactured from cores of the same lene extrusion may be reached. If a fur-
diameter as are used in quad cable K. ther reduction of the wall thickness will
Therefore, the attenuation differences be demanded, the risk of short-circuits
between paired cables and quad cables are during installation may dramatically in-
significantly high (Fig. 13). crease. In some countries only solid

polyethylene insulation is specified.
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Mean Power Sum Worst Pair Power Sum

-1- ICA
65 REA 65 =A IA

REA
cableo IFbe

55 cal K 55

S45 r45

2 35 2 Z35

25 25 4

100 1000 10000 100 1000 10000

log f [kHz) log f [kHz]

Fig. 14a Crosstalk of cables with quads Fig. 14b Crosstalk of cables with quads
(mean power sum) (worst pair power sum)

3. The crosstalk behavior of the quad From our experience we conclude that
cables is shown in Fig. 14. Cable K is general improvements are possible. These
designed and manufactured for low frequen- will be nearly independent of the type of
cy applications and does not completely manufacturing machinery used. Cable F is
meet the REA and ICEA specifications for specifically designed and manufactured to
MPS and WPS. Separate evaluations, exclud- high frequency crosstalk specifications.
ing some crosstalk combinations, e.g.: The REA and ICEA specifications are fully
side-to-side combinations of the same met, including the side-to-side in-quad
quad, showed sufficiently improved combinations ! This confirms that star
results. This approach is intended to quads can be equal or superior in
simulate less than 100% utilization of the perforiance to pairs through tne use of
cable for PCM. care in design and manufacture.

Mean Power Sum " EA 1/ Worst Pair Power Sum"EAEA
65 0cablA 65

cal- cable A

-55 55

S45 45

Z35 2 35

25 25
100 1000 10000 100 1000 10000

log f [kHz) log f [kHz]

Fig. 15a Crosstalk of cables with pairs Fig. 15b Crosstalk of cables with pairs
(mean power sum) (worst pair power sum)
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TRANSMISSION PERFORMANCE OF QUADDED WIRE AND CABLE
FOR Ti AND HIGH SPEED DATA SERVICES

J.- H. walling°, P.G.V. Maddali", P. Kish* and D. KerCier°

Northern Telecom Canada Limited Telesector Resources Group
Transmission and Components of NYNEX

Cable Group Technology Outside Plant Technology
Selection

Abstra PERCZPTION ... Quadded cables are perceived
as inferior to twisted pair cables in

The maximum reach of five different quadded transmission performance.
cable types has been determined for Ti
(primary rate ISDN), 10BASE-T Ethernet and This perception, although generally untrue,
4 & 16 Nbits/sec Token Ring applications, persists in North America and may be

attributed to some bad experiences
The quads were made using three different following divestiture when some inferior
manufacturing processes. The results designed quadded cables appeared on the
indicate that : market.
- suitably designed quads are equivalent

to twisted pairs. REALITY ... Quads have inherently a high
- croastalk problems with quads are due to crosstalk isolation.

design and manufacturing deficiencies.
- not all quads are created equal. In a symmetrical quad both pairs are
- better performance is feasible, geometrically perpendicular to each other.
- performance assessments based upon The electromagnetic fields emanating from

single point crosstalk measurements are the disturbing pair relative to the
not sufficient and can suggest disturbed pair are orthogonal to each other.
misleading conclusions. Swept frequency This yields an effective crosstalk
measure-ments in the bandwidth of isolation.
interest should be given preference.

The lack of proper controls in the design
and manufacturing processes can lead to pair

|ntrodutIon to pair unbalance due to asymmetry of the
quad structure. Unbalance is, for the most

Quadded cables have a long history and are part, a distributed parameter. For stranded
widely used for telecommunications and parallel quads, the unbalance may add up
throughout the world. Quadded cables are uniformly over the length of the wire and
smaller and tend to be more cost attractive can lead to crosstalk problems aczumulating
than comparable twisted-pair cables. In the with distance.
early years of telephony, quadded cables
provided a means to enhance capacity by 50% Northern Telecom uses a patented oscillating
through the use of phantom circuits. In process in the manufacture of quads to
today's world of high speed communications, ensure that the unbalance changes in sign
the manufacturing of quadded cables has and is, therefore, randomly distributed over
evolved to a high level of sophistication in the length of the wire. Thus the accumulated
some countries. In fact, performances unbalance is minimized.
similar to data grade twisted pairs can be
achieved, and may even be exceeded. For Within the industry, the idea has been
example, data grade quadded cables are promoted that higher capacitance unbalance
manufactured in France that meet or exceed pair to pair values impair high speed data
EIA/TIA Category 5 transmission require- transmission, or certain digital access
ments. applications.

In North America, the use of outside plant It has been postulated that when quads are
quadded exchange cables was phased out used for Digital Subscriber Loop (DSL), High
approximately 45 years ago. Today they are Speed Digital Subscriber Loop (HDSL) and
principally used for residential drop and Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN)
station wiring applications, primary rate applications, then substan-

tially shorter service lengths will be
required or one pair within the quad has to
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be left idle because of crosstalk due to To demonstrate this, we selected five
high pair to pair capacitance unbalance - a quadded cable designs which were produced
measurement which is applicable at voice using three distinctly different manu-
frequencies. facturing processes.

Within the performance specification for the These quads were extensively tested using
outside plant cables, we could not establish different configurations, to establish the
any correlation between crosstalk (NEXT @ degree of their suitability for high grade
772 kHz) and the capacitance unbalance pair data transmission.
to pair at 1 kHz for quadded cables that
were manufactured using Northern Telecom's We established, furthermore, the maximum
oscillating process. This is shown for 675 attainable reach for T1, and also for
tested wires convincingly in Fig. 1. These different LAN frequencies, and subsequently
results provide further evidence to suppqrt tried to link these results to the basic
the random addition of unbalance for these electrical characteristics of the population
cables. of wires investigated.

The performance achieved for the different
80 designs were investigated with respect to

the basic design parameters like insulation
75 material, insulation wall thickness, flamma-

70 -- . -- bility rating, etc.

- 65
60 Descriopton of the Wire Designs

- 0 Investlaated

E-55

Z 5With one exception, all the selected quads
50- LOINhave 22 AWG conductors.

45 iThe description of the wire designs are
given in Table I. The flammability listings40I L lare also shown, as they have a major impact

35 1 L _upon the electrical performance.

0 100 200
Jacket Insul. Insul. UL

Capacitance Unbalance Pair to PairpFIk ] Wire Dia. Wall Mat.

(mil) (mil) - Mat.

Fig. I : Capacitance unbalance pair to pair as a 1 - 10.0 HDPE CMX

function of NEXT for quads (Aerial 2 132 7.0 FRPP MPR
service Wire) 3 114 6.5 FRPP MPR

Nevertheless, measurement of capacitance 4 143 9.5 FRPE CM
unbalance pair to pair still serves as a 5 126 7.5 PP CMX
powerful control tool for monitoring the
performance and the consistency of
manufacturing processes. Table I construction of wires investigated

Subsequent results will also show that it is The quads 1 1; #2 and 1 3 were made using

not possible to rationalize the reach Northern Telecom's patented process. Wire

attainable for high speed data applications 1 1 is Northern Telecom's NT-2ADW Aerial

based solely on unbalance and/or single Service Wire.

frequency crosstalk measurements. Crosstalk
measurements need to be performed over a Wires 1 2 and # 3 are Northern Telecom's NT-

range of frequencies in the bandwidth of C3 Station Wires. They have a dual UL-

interest in order to make an accurate listing, i.e. CMX-Outdoor/MPR, and are only

assessment. differentiated by their gauge size. The
wire 1 3 is the only wire that has 24 AWGconductors.

Incidentally, these wires are also UL -
Rationale classified to Level III.

The objective of this paper is to Wires # 4 and 1 5 were purchased. These
demonstrate that the performance of wires are also station wires. Wire 1 4 is
correctly designed and manufactured quads is a stranded quad with 3.8 inch lay. Wire I
fully equivalent to twisted pairs. 5 is a parallel quad, i.e. the conductors

are not stranded, but laid up parallel.
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Hence forward only the wire numbers are used

to refer to these quads.

90

Measurements and Methodoloay 80

Eleotrical Performance Characterization 0
70

Table II summarizes wire resistance, 60
resistance unbalance, mutual capacitance and 1-
capacitance unbalance pair to pair for the 50
different wires. Reported are averages,
minimum and maximum values of eaCh lot of 40
wires. These measurements were made on a
DCM test set. 30

CR CRU Mut.Cap CUPP 20 --
Wire (Ohm/mi ] %] (nF/mile] lpF/kft] 0.1 1 10 100

82.71 .17 81.02 6.0 Frequency IMHZI

1 82.82 .26 81.80 19.5
82.99 .46 82.68 37.0 Fig. 2 NEXT versus frequency for wire # 1

83.60 .25 98.60 1.0
2 84.36 .34 99.45 23.6 II

84.97 .41 99.73 52.0 140

135.0 .02 91.40 4.0 -- 20
3 136.6 .08 92.28 20.3

r138.6 .10 93.55 55.0 10

84.32 .09 79.79 79

4 84.75 .36 83.52 200 02

85.08 .95 85.89 492 60

87.59 .18 82.47 11.0 40
5 87.82 1 .39 1 82.98 67.7

""L 88.20 .65 83.77 201 2

Table II : conductor resistance, mutual o

capacitance and capacitive unbalance 0.1 1 10 100

The frequency domain measurements, i.e. the Frequency IMHzI
characterization of the wires subject to
sinusoidal signals, was carried out with an Fig. 3 : Attenuation versus frequency for wire 1 1
HP-network analyzer, in conjunction with an
S-parameter test set. All these measurements
were made in the frequency range from .1 to
20 MHz. For each scan 401 points were 130 r-
recorded. For the crosstalk measurements, a I Ifil I i fll!
linear regression has been calculated over 125 1 ill
the entire population of measurements after fill
a log-frequency transformation. The line ! 10
obtained has then to be shifted parallel 0
into the lowest point of all measurements, -- H Hl
thus yielding the lower envelope of the e 115 -

measurements. The regression line obtained - I .'Il
has also been used to calculate the 110 1 Hill
attenuation to crosstalk ratio (ACR) for E .
each wire. The Category 3 requirements 105 - IT.. ..
according to draft EIA/TIA SP-2840 .
(ANSI/EIA/TIA-568A revision) [1] for Near 100 ---
End Crosstalk and Attenuation have been also
plotted (marked with an arrow). 0.1 1 10 ¶00

Frequency 1 MHz I

The results are compiled in Fig. 2 to Fig. 16
for the five wires. Fig. 4 : Impedance versus frequency for wire 0 1
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Fig. 13 :Impedance versus frequency for wire # 4 Fig. 16 :Impedance versus frequency for wire 0 5
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TI - Carrier Reach Measurements Each measurement was carried out at slightly

over 109 Bits. At a bit rate of 1.544
xethod Nbits/sec this corresponds to a monitoring

To measure the reach for T1 signals subject time of 11 minutes per measured point.

to a near end disturber, the wires of The BPV rate is dependent upon the pulse
several cartons were connected in series pattern used. Therefore, seven different
such that the entire wire formed a ring. (see pulse patterns were used consecutively. The
Fig. 17) BPV rate for each one was determined as

well. Their average has been used for the
reach assessment. Thus the total number of
bits transmitted was in excess of 7.10'9.

. The pulse patterns used for this purpose
were 1:1 ; 1:7 , 3:24 ; a quasi-random
signal source and three different random
3sipal sources with (2÷.5 - 1) ; (2 * - 1) and

35(2 - 1) repetitive bit patterns.

The BPV also depends upon the power input at
the disturber side. The disturbing power
input h3e been, therefore, kept constant for

6 all measurements.

The logarithm of the BPV rate is inversely
proportional to the power of the signal. We
have, therefore, a linear relationship
between the logarithm of the BPV and the

ONEXT IN EXT inverse of the wire length.

This hyperbolic dependency is shown for one
set of measurements in Fig. 18.

Opened Between Cartons for Measurement

This relationship has been used to determine
the acceptance limit of

Fig. 17 Schematic setup for measuring the reach BPV • BER
at TI carrier frequency.

The station was connected at each splice for a T1 system out of a transformed linear
point and the bipolar violation rate was regression.
measured (BPV). This was done in both
directions, so that for each wire the BPV
rate for the inside and outside end was
determined. This takes into account the Length [feet I
difference of measured NEXT, i.e. INEXT and 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000
ONEXT and their respective impacts upon the 1.OOE-11
available attenuation to crosstalk margin
(ACR). 1 .OOE-09

The reach for T1 signals is based upon the
occurring bit error rate (BER) performance. I.OOE-07
However, to accelerate the measurements, by
using readily available equipment, the BPV -- .E-05
rate has been used instead. >1E

There is a very good correlation between BER a1 .E-03
anq BPV when the latter is in the order of "-
10 or less. However, below this limit a 1.00E-01
frequent cancellation of BPV's occurs, which
yields too favourable BER values. To avoid
this, the measurements below a BPV rate of Fig.18 : Bipolar violation rate as a function of

10'2 have been ignored for the reach the wire length (wire # 2)
regression.

The wire of at least two cartons was used as
an 'attenuator', i.e. it was placed in the
centre of the measured loop. This wire was
gradually shortened to progressively
decrease the BPV rate .
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Table III shows the results which correspond Wire Reach NEXT Atten. atto the graph in Fig. 18. No. [ft] [dB] Reach [dB]

1 8177 53.2 36.96
Length a P V Att. A2 6317 49.2 34.93

No. tft l EdB] 3 6166 55.6 2 .55
6700 2.81 e-11 27.59 4 4869 46.6 22.54

2 6815 9.81 e-l0 27.82 5 7024 46.0 34.56
3 6890 1.46 e-07 28.28
4 7034 6.21 e-06 28.48 Table IV : Reach for Ti carrier, NEXT and
5 7084 2.49 e-05 28.51 signal attenuation at reach

6 7192 7.93 e-04 28.86 The single point NEXT measurements at the
7 7220 9.61 e-04 29.25 power frequency of the T1 carrier and its
8 7400 2.07 e-03 29.75 first three harmonics yielded for wire 1 1
9 7546 7.73 e-03 30.26 the scatter of results in Fig. 19. It shows

10 7715 1.78 e-02 30.81 that the use of point measurements for
crosstalk assessment and its impact on11 7874 3.81 e-02 31.16 transmission properties is not necessarily

12 8038 7.21 e-02 31.63 adequate, if the minimum performance
13 8167 8.63 e-02 31.84 requirements of the wire are met or
14 8202 1.00 e-01 32.02 exceeded. The reporting of the crosstalk
15 8366 1.31 e-01 32.35 results at the harmonics of the Nyquist

16 8530 1.51 e-01 32.74 frequency is, therefore, omitted here.

17 8694 1.61 e-01 32.64 The above illustrates the questionable use
18 8858 1.70 e-01 33.20 of such measurements and the drawback to
19 9022 1.99 e-01 33.68 this method versus swept frequency crosstalk
20 9186 2.11 e-01 34.14 measurements described above.

21 9350 2.16 e-01 34.39
22 9514 2.35 e-01 34.81
23 9678 2.59 e-01 35.14
24 9843 3.36 e-01 35.55 65

Table III : BPV as a function of the length of 60
the wire. (wire # 2) I

Additionally, each carton used, has been - 55 1 • 772 kHz
measured -or the basic electrical parameters |
and also for the NEXT at the Nyquist 50 _1544kHz

frequency and its first three harmonics. It A A 3088kHz
was thought that these measurements might be w
correlated to the reach as suggested in [2] 45 * 6176kHz
based upon the assumption of a "smooth" A
crosstalk model. 0e

40
Results

The final results are compiled in Table IV.
As the amount of individual measurements was 8100 8200 8300 8400 8500
massive, only the final calculated results TI-CarrierReach IftI
are reported.

Furthermore, only the lowest reach values of Fig. 19 : NEXT Vs Ti - carrier reach for
each wire are listed. In this table the different frequencies
single point 772 kHz crosstalk values and
the reach corresponding signal attenuation Each of the cartons used, was measured on
are also compiled. the HP-network analyzer, in conjunction with

an S-parameter test set, to determine its
NEXT, input impedance and attenuation.
These measurements allow a comprehensive
interpretation of the results obtained.
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Pulse Mask Xeasuremonts Results

Method Only the shorter reach of the wire tested
with both pulse patterns is reported in the

Pulse mask testing was performed using result table. (see Table V)
a T-BERD-209. All the measurements carried
out used DS1 (1.544 Mbit/sec) only. As an indication, in Fig. 20 a pulse mask

failure is shown which necessitated a
Pulse mask failures occur with either very reduction of the length of approximately 12%
short or too long wires. in order to obtain a pass.

Only an upper limit requirement for the
length is specified. The reference length
for the pulse mask test is 655 feet (200 m) - -TE 3S JUL
for 22 AWG wire and 450 feet (137 m) for 24. PULSE 2D " 3164U3S
AWG wires. These length are normally ........ RISC TI - 34 NSrequired in the central offices for cross- W FALLERS00 . 0 x

connect wires. I (: u oo

a,°' " TI ", 'Noo minimumoOO legh rqieet re /
specified.

However, the interest here was only to --------
determine the upper limit of the wire
length, passing the pulse mask test. -0.5 L.........--

This seems to become more and more -ISO 6 150 300 450 600
important, as inside wires are increasingly TIME ("SEC)
used also for multiplexer interconnections. I

Fig.20 Failing AINSI pulse mask test due to
The pulse mask test were carried out with too long wire
two different pulse patterns, a 1 out of
seven and a 3 out of 24 pattern. Both For the same wire the passing pulse mask is
patterns yielded essentially the same shown in Fig. 21.
results.

The measurements started at a length 10 %
higher than the specified length. The pulse ........ ... 23;2:1
mask testing was performed, and upon failure PU "
the wire has been shortened gradually. The Time TrNE * 124 NO
rate of length reduction was arbitrary * , a , , o0
judged by the apparent degree of pulse mask NJ (ANSI PAS
failure. O.S..

Care has been given to ensure that the worst
pair and also the signal direction, yielding -----------------------------
the worst result, was monitored.

The pulse mask testing time for each result I.
has been limited to 5 minutes. In case of -0..,

a pass, the second wire pair was tested as -1so o tso 3oo 40o Go0
well. Then both pairs have been tested in Tim[ ePNcC)
reversed direction before accepting a pulse
mask reach value. Fig.21 : Pulse mask test at maximum reach

T1 - Pulse %ofASWire No. Mask Reach % of ANSI The Reach at LAN Freggoncies
[m] Reac Requirement

1 205 (672) 102.60S 2 189 (620) 94.66
2 130 (427) 94.89 To measure the reach at LAN frequencies,3 130 (427) 94.89 i.e. at the bit rates of 4 Mbits/s; 104 178 (584) 89.16 Mbits/s and 16 Mbits/s, a LAN was set up
5 192 (630) 96.18 with both Ethernet and IBM-Token Ring cards

installed. An active hub was used as a
Tahle V Ti pulse mask compliant reach, concentrator. To determine the reach for

The percentage of ANSI require- the different wires, the traffic between hub
ment for croos-connect wire is and server was sent over the wire under
also indicated, investigation (see Fig. 22)
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This effect was used to determine the reach comparison between the utilization of an
of the wires. A large file of randomly active hub versus a passive hub was made.
assembled information was loaded into the As the results were very close, the active
buffer of the LAN - server. The file has hub was given preference. This avoided the

need to change the patchcords during the
switch from Ethernet to Token Ring.

The IBM-Token Ring uses a card-internal
assessment of the token error rate. If the

SERVER line is too long, i.e. if the token errors
in the loop are too high, the card design
does not recognize the existence of a valid
link. This is best described by a step
function, i.e. below a critical length the
link is recognized, beyond this length the
token ring card does not acknowledge the
link.

PATCH
However, this is not a sharp edged step

PANEL function, but it is more an S-shaped
function, in which the token error rate
increases with increasing wire length. This
Sresults in increasing transmission times for

£ a given amount of tokens.

HUB ] The 10 Mb-.t/sec Ethernet system is more
forgiving to errors, however, only at the
expense of a substantial increase of

/ ... transmission time. The transmission time
over the wire length for the Ethernet shows

WORK a flatter S-shape than for the token ring.
"The procedure to evaluate the reach was,

STATIONS however, equivalent to the one used for the
IBM token ring.

Both, the Ethernet and the IBM token ring
use Manchester or differential Manchester

•j1AL PATCHCOPD coding respectively on a bi-directional
link.

WIRE CAT.5
To evaluate the worst case crosstalk
condition, the data traffic of the lines of
the INN station to the hub and the server to

Fig.22 Schematics of the LAN with the patch the hub were crossed in opposing directions
panel to connect the wire under test. to obtain worst case near end crosstalk

conditions.
then been read several times over by the LAN
station. The time to read out the file for However, very similar values resulted from
a predetermined number of cycles was clocked the measurement of data transfer times and
within the LAN station. Care was taken to error occurrences than those obtained by
ensure that the entire information trans- using the wire for only the bi-directional
ferred was stored in the buffer. As a zero link, where the 'Transmit-' and 'Receive-'
reference transfer time the time, consumed lines are naturally affecting each other as
by the shortest jumper possible between LAN mutual near end crosstalk disturbers.
server and active hub was used.

Therefore the reach measurements were
Acceptable is a link over a certain reach limited to a bi-directional link only.
only, if the transmission time is very close
to the reference time using the jumper. Results

The information transmission time increaseswith the error occurrence. To monitor this, The results are reported in Table VI.
a 'thNeManerr ' softwarnce. pk wani is, Indicated is also the NEXT value of the wirea 'LAN-Manager' software package was w i h h s b e s d - c n e t d a hadditionally used. which has been used - connected at the

corresponding end - to determine the reach.
The wires in this case were removed from the

Only if token and framing error occurrence Reelex cartons, but were freely suspended in
were zero was the reach declared acceptable. air with a wire to wire distance of

approximately I inch. The attenuation which
Incidentally, for these measurements, a corresponds to the reach is indicated and
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the corresponding ACR value is derived. Note: This demonstrates the inconclusiveness of
single point crosetalk meaurements I

Wire I Reach [NEXT I Att. ACR - a very 'rough' attenuation trace
No. m] [~j [B] .[d~j(see Fig. 3 and Fig. 12 for bothNo. m d dB] dB pairs), yielding serious signal

Token Ring at 4 Mbits/sec reflection problems.
1 422 44.9 17.0 27.9 - an unacceptable impedance character-
2 372 46.4 17.3 29.1 istic (Fig.4 versus Fig.13).
3 313 43.0 16.4 26.6 - widely spread mutual capacitance
4 419 32.9 16.1 16.8 variation (see Table II).
5 416 35.0 17.0 18.05 416 35.0 1b7ts/sec The crosstalk regression over the entireEthernet at 10 Mbits/sec 1population of wire 1 4 was redone, omitting
1 224 53.7 15.9 37.8 the two series of measurements yielding the
2 200 40.9 16.3 24.6 very low crosstalk values. This resulted in
3 181 45.1 16.4 28.7 two lower envelopes which are nearly
4 233 33.8 15.4 18.4 parallel. It should be mentioned, however,
5 248 31.4 17.4 14 that for acceptance testing purposes the
Token Ring at 16 Mbits/sec lower of both curves should prevail.
1 204 57.5 20.5 37.0 The Table I indicates that wire 1 5, having
2 187 35.7 20.3 15.4 a slightly heavier polypropylene insulation,
3 168 35.8 20.0 15.8 would be expected to have a lower
4 187 30.7 17.7 13.0 attenuation. This shows up in the T1
5 189 33.3 19.7 13.6 carrier reach comparison (see Table IV).

However, the absolute difference of
Table VI : Reach for Ethernet and Token Ring, attenuation and also in reach is smaller

including NEXT, attenuation over than expected. This can be attributed to
the reach and ACR. poor crosstalk performance only. The

asymptotic value of the impedance at high
Incidentally, these results compare very frequencies of wire #5 over wire 1 2 is
favourable to those obtained by M. Plasse et expected.(see Fig. 7 versus Fig. 16)
al [3]

The pulse mask reach measurement, indicates
that the attenuation is predominant for the

Discussion of Results pulse mask performance. But the impedance
regularity is also important.

Ti-Carrier Reach and Pulse Mask The very rough and irregular traces of the
Table I lists the basic design dimensions, impedance for wire # 4 and wire 1 5 yield
All wires have been crush-extruded. The evidently transmission problems (see Fig. 13
insulating material of wire # 1 and wire I and Fig.16).
4 are basically the same except that wire #
4 contains some flame retardant, in order to Wire # 3 is an example of a balanced design,
pass the CM requirement. which is well positioned versus its 22 AWG

counterpart (wire 1 2). It can be seen that
This should, however, have only a minor wires # 2 & 1 3 comfortably meet the UL-
impact on the resulting SIC and, therefore, level III requirements.
also on the electrical performances of these
wires. In fact the performances should be From this comparison it follows that
comparable to wire 1 1, as the insulation suitably designed quads combined with a
thickness is nearly the same. However, the controlled manufacturing process, may, in
T1 carrier reach for wire # 4 is only fact, exhibit a performance that matches
slightly over half that of the wire 1 1. very well the transmission characteristics

of outside plant exchange cables.
The repeater distance for Ti is 6000 feet
for exchange cables. This length, Our study, furthermore, indicates very
obtainable with equalizing and regenerative clearly that point measured crosstalk is, at
repeaters, has, therefore, been used as a least for quads, insufficient, and that the
minimum performance requirement for the frequency domain measurement should be given
wires. Therefore, wire 1 4 is not preference.
acceptable.

Several reasons for this failure were Reach at LAN Frecuenoies
identified :

- very poor crosstalk performance Table VI shows reach values for the
close to the required frequency different wire length at LAN frequencies.
range (see Fig. 2 versus Fig.11). Only one carton could be measured for the

reach determination. The crosstalk,
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Fig. 22 : Attenuation to Crosstalk Ratio at 4 Kbits/sec

attenuation and ACR values have been in Fig. 22; Fig. 23 and Fig. 24. These
interpolated from the values for the graphs show that the required attenuation to
specific carton tested. These values are crosstalk ratios (ACR) for the corresponding
referred to in the Table VI. However, they frequencies would probably not be met in the
give an incomplete picture, as they do not worst case by those wires which have either
cover the behaviour expected in the worst a stranded or a parallel quad construction.
case for a statistical population of wires. This is consistent with the fact that they

do not meet the Category 3 requirements, and
This was the reason for determining the this by a relatively large margin.
lower envelopes for crosstalk and for
calculating the attenuation for the maximum Quads manufactured using the oscillating
reach (see Table VI). From these values the process as exhibited by designs # 2 and # 3,
attenuation to crosstalk ratio (ACR) for the have nearly identical ACR values over the
reach length can be derived. These values entire frequency range under worst case
are plotted, for the LAN frequencies used, condition.

0 ........

...0 ...... ....... Wire #

40 ------- Wire # 2

Wire # 3
30 S• • •--Wire # 4

20 Wire # 4
cc1 Wire 05

0.1 1 10 100

Frequency ( MHz I

Fig. 23 Attenuation to Crosstalk Ratio at 10 Nbits/seo
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Fig. 24 : Attenuation to Crosstalk Ratio at 16 Mbits/sec

Summary and Conclusion Reference

Our results show that quads can be designed [1] EIA/TIA SP-2840 Draft. commercial
and consistently manufactured to meet not Building Telecommunications
only the requirements for the outside plant Standard.
exchange loop, but also at more demanding
data grade transmission rates. [2] N.R. Aaron : PC Transmission in the

Exchange Plant.
A correlation between capacitance unbalance BSTJ 41(1962)Jan. p. 109-151
pair to pair at 1 kHz and NEXT at the
Nyquist frequency of the Tl carrier , i.e. [3] Plasse, M. et al : High Performance
772 kHz, could not be confirmed, if the Twisted-Pair Cable for LAN Systems.
basic performance requirements are met. IWCS Proceedings 38(1989), p.27-35

The reach results indicate, that length
limitations for Digital Subscriber Loop
(DSL); High Speed Digital Subscriber Loop ApDendJ
(HDSL) and Integrated Services Digital
Network (ISDN) primary rate applications are Neasuring mauipment Used
unfounded when using suitable quads. In
fact, the service length can be extended to 1. DCM - Test - Set and Fanning Fixtures
the full repeater distance of 6000 feet, and 2. HP - 3577A Network Analyzer
in some cases even beyond this length. 3. HP - 35677A S-Parameter Test Set

4. Compaq 486-SX used as ServerOur results clearly demonstrate that single 5. IBM Token Ring Adapter Cards
frequency measurements of crosstalk are not 6. Ethernet Adapter Cards
suitable and should be replaced with swept 7. Compaq 286 as Lan Stations
frequency measurements within the 8. Cabletron Systems Active Hub
corresponding bandwidth of interest. (equipped both for Ethernet and Token

Ring, i.e. TR-MIM24A and TT-KIM 24)
Quadded designs have been shown to be fully 9. Northern Telecom Passive Hub
equivalent to twisted pair designs. 10. Telecommunications Corporation's

(TCC) T-BERD 209 T1 Transmission
our results indicate, furthermore, that Analyzer
higher performances are also achievable. 11. Cross-Connect Patch Panel
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TMP IMPLEMENTATION: CAN THE PROGRAM SURVIVE
COST CUTTING AND DOWN SIZING?

D. W. HOLLEY

AT&T Network Cable Systems
Phoenix, Arizona

ABSTRACT investigation of TPM, that TPM is based on
five pillars, which are as follows:

Our maintenance department had histori- 1. Improving equipment performance
cally been a highly reactive breakdown 2. Involving operators in maintenance
maintenance organization. Little or no tasks
attention was paid to planned maintenance. 3. Improving maintenance efficiency and
However, with increased competition and effectiveness
the understanding that every dollar saved 4. Provide training to increase skill
in maintenance cost would go to the bottom levels
line, the maintenance department made the 5. And initiating a system of maintenance
decision to implement a Total Productive prevention and early equipment
Maintenance (TPM) program. management

This paper presents a look at how a main- Based on our research and a customer
tenance department struggling with budget focused strategy which demanded proactive
cuts, layoffs and a breakdown maintenance initiatives rather than reactive responses
philosophy managed to implement a success- to equipment failures the decision was
ful TPM program. This paper will explain made to implement a TPM program.
how a seven-step strategy has (at the two
and a half year point of a five-year TPM Expert opinion states that TPM is not just
program) increased the effectiveness of a maintenance department program but a
equipment and tradespeople, while helping company wide approach to improving manu-
the company's bottom line. Results such facturing effectiveness. Going into the
as effectiveness of tradespeople and level program the TPM team found that most of
of planned work will be presented together the problems that stood in the way of a
with other significant measurements. successful program were in maintenance.

Some of the problems the TPM team had to
INTRODUCTION overcome are listed below:

- an aging work force
In the late 1980's the Phoenix Works began - layoffs
to feel competitive pressures from other - resistance to change
telephone cable manufacturers. It was - too many area specialists in a declining
apparent that reductions in operating ex- work force
oenses would have to be made in order to - union resistance
stay competitive. The maintenance depart- - tight budgets
ment was faced with all the problems - no computerized maintenance management
associated with doing more work with less system
people. A department that was essentially - little or no planned maintenance
operating in a 95% breakdown mode suddenly - no maintenance planners
had to find a way of not only maintaining - a disorganized and costly maintenance
equipment in a predictive manner, but also parts storeroom.
at a much lower cost.

Based on this knowledge the decision was
In late 1989, an intensive study of the made to focus the TPM efforts mainly on
concepts of TPM was done to see if this the maintenance department for the first
type of program could help our maintenance two and a half years of the program. The
department. What we found was that TPM reason for this departure from the stand-
is a plantwide process that includes all ard TPM implementation process was that
employees from top management to workers the TPM team believed the maintenance
on the shop floor. TPM seeks to maximize department was the best place to use our
overall equipment effectiveness, involve limited resources.
operators in daily maintenance and pro-
motes team work at all levels of the
organization. We also discovered in our
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After identifying the problem, the TPM ance department was able to maintain pre-
team put together a TPM strategy to vious service levels and even improve ser-
address these problems. Shown in figure vice in some areas. Figure 3 shows a
1 are the seven elements of the TPM steady increase in planned work and trades
strategy that were developed, effectiveness from 1990 to the middle of

1993.
CENTRALIZED MAINTENANCE

Better Craft Communications
Traditionally the maintenance department
had been organized into an "area" main- The second benefit was to promote direct
tenance configuration. This organiza- communication between the tradespeople,
tional structure consisted of eighteen rather than the supervisors trying to
maintenance shops spread around the collect equipment information and pass it
facility. This type of organizational on to the next shift's supervisor. In
structure could only succeed with large area maintenance the tradespeople were
numbers of area specialists. However, with left out of the communication loop. The
mandated reductions in the maintenance centralized shops located the tradespeople
budget and a dramatic reduction in main- together which brought them back into the
tenance personnel and supervisors, as communications loop. This resulted in a
shown in figure 2, some other way of pro- much smoother and more efficient transfer
viding service needed to be found. of vital equipment information. A side
The TPM team solution was to reduce the note to this was that, the tradespeople
number of shops from eighteen to two cen- had been out of the communication loop for
trally located maintenance shops. After so long that training in communication
some study the TPM team found that the techniques was needed to help them communi-
facility benefited in five ways with this cate responsibly with each other.
type of organizational structure.

Faster Response Time
Consolidation of Resources

When the maintenance department moved from
By consolidating both the tradespeople, area maintenance to centralized mainten-
maintenance parts and the maintenance ance, the TPM team was initially afraid
repair equipment in just two locations, that this would increase response times.
rather than eighteen small shops, the But what they found was that in the old
reduced number of maintenance supervisors area maintenance structure, once the first
could manage their expanded maintenance or second maintenance call in an area was
responsibilities more efficiently. Also answered, the preceding calls had to wait
this meant that even with a 30% reduction until there was a tradesperson available.
in manpower, due to layoffs, the mainten- Tradespeople from other area shops were

TPM STRATEGY

"* CENTRALIZED MAINTENANCE

"* MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

"* MATERIAL MANAGEMENT

"* PROJECT PLANNERS

"* TRAINING

"* OPERATOR BASED MAINTENANCE

"• MAINTENANCE MEASUREMENTS

FIGURE 1
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PHOENIX WORKS MAINTENANCE
REDUCTION IN TRADES AND BUDGET
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not able to help because of lack of know- COMPUTERIZED MAINTENANCE
ledge and training in the area that needed MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
the extra help. In fact, when supervisors
got desperate and moved tradespeople to The TPM team realized early on that the
areas with numerous calls the tradespeople maintenance department would need some way
resented having to leave their own areas to collect, track and use data to their
to help in another area. In the central advantage. The TPM team found that the
shop structure that third and fourth call only practical way of doing this was with
could now be answered. Tradespeople were a computerized maintenance management
trained to work not in just one area but system (CMMS). After researching over
in several areas. What we lost in area thirty programs, a UNIX based program was
trades specialist expertise we more than selected for the job. After the program
made up for in faster response times and was installed the TPM team made one of the
less overall downtime, toughest decisions that any TPM team would

ever have to make. It was decided that
Reduced Floor Parts Inventory the system would not be reserved just for

a few planners, supervisors, or engineers
As all the area shops were emptied of but for everyone who could benefit from
their parts it was found that there were the system. This meant that over six hun-
many duplications of machine parts in the dred people would have to be trained. The
area shops. In fact after the central TPM's teams rationale behind this was that
shops were stocked with high use items TPM is not just a maintenance program but
from the area shops, over $900,000.00 a plantwide program of improvements and
worth of other parts were returned to the that a maintenance management system would
maintenance parts storeroom in the first be a good way to get everyone involved.
year of the TPM program. Some of the benefits of this strategy are

as follows:
Replaces Idle Time with Plann'ý Work

Operator/Tradespeople Driven Data
The TPM team found that the ai mainten-
ance structure had created what t.he TPM The CMMS has proved to be very helpful to
team came to call "Institutional Idle the machhine operators. Instead of writ-
Time". With eighteen area shops the ing a call on a call sheet and turning a
supervisors had a very difficult time light on, they can now write a work order
keeping the tradespeople busy when they and input several levels of data on the
did not have any calls. The tradespeople work order. They can contribute their
would only be busy when they were on a years of experience and knowledge about
call and idle when they were not on a equipment problems by using CMMS failure
call. This had gone on for so many years causes codes that they helped create.
that this wasteful practice had, to the They also were able to explain their prob-
horror of the TPM team, become institu- lems in more detail by using the addition-
tionalized in the minds of the trades- al description option included in the CMMS
people. package. These features gave them a sense

of control and ownership they had never
The TPM team chose to address this problem had before. This had the added benefit of
in two ways. The first was to move the encouraging the operators to learn more
tradespeople into the central shops and about their equipment.
provide them with meaningful planned work
and not just fill in work. The second was The tradespeople could also contribute
to communicate openly with the trades- their knowledge and expertise to the CMMS
people that their operating customers data base. At the shop level they could
could not produce quality products effi- get printed work orders, log on and off
ciently on poorly maintained equipment and work orders, transfer work orders to other
that the old maintenance structure could trades, carryover work orders, input re-
not meet the goal of increasing equipment pair data, input labor hours, add addi-
performance. Furthermore, if their cus- tional descriptions, check equipment
tomers' needs were not met the result of history, and extract parts information.
this would be lost business and more lay-
offs. The important outcome of this is Real Time History
that tradespeople are busy with planned
work when not answering calls. This has Now for the first time the operators and
had a positive effect on response time, the maintenance people could get real time
equipment performance, repair times and machine history. With a little training,
downtime. an operator or maintenance person could

go to the nearest terminal and find out
maintenance history on a particular
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machine with just a few key strokes. An recurring problems and search out solu-
operator could check history before writ- tions. The CMMS system gave everyone a
ing a work order to see what work had been chance at participating in activities that
done on his or her machine. This informa- improved equipment performance, reliabili-
tion helped the operator decide what in- ty and maintainability.
formation to include on their work orders.
The tradesperson could, by checking his- An example of people using data to identi-
tory, get a good idea of what parts and fy and correct a problem happened in our
tools to take to the job. And if the poly jacketing area. A poly jacketing
operator's information was thorough enough team identified a particular troublesome
have a reasonable idea of what might be problem with corrugators that were causing
wrong with the machine before he leaves considerable downtime and scrap. A main-
the shop. tenance team took up the challenge of

solving the corrugator problem. By using
Component Level the CMMS data they were able to identify

which components in the corrugator were
One of the goals of the TPM team was to failing and how often. This then lead the
make it easy for the operators to input maintenance team to a practical solution.
data, down to component level. The TPM The solution to this problem is now saving
team realized, that since we already knew over $100,000.00 a year in parts, labor,
the run times of machines from hour meters and scrap. This is only one of many ex-
on the machines, the next logical step was amples of the CMMS data being used to
getting the operators and the tradespeople correct equipment problems.
to input component data. The TPM team was
able to do this by creating a set of Preventive and Predictive Maintenance
windows inside the CMMS. Once the opera- Routines
tor chooses a component from the window he
or she is given another window with all The CMMS has helped the maintenance de-
the possible failures for that particular partment go from almost no preventive
component. After the operator makes the maintenance (pm) routines to over three
choices the work order is sent to the thousand routines in the CMMS system. The
correct trade. The trades part in this is system is able to print pm routines based
to correct the operator's component data, on the amount of time a piece of equipment
if necessary. The windows feature drama- runs or on a calendar basis, weeks,
tically increased the amount of data for months, etc. The CMMS system is also able
failure analysis and gave the maintenance to track the progress of the pm's and re-
department a much clearer picture of port what percent of pm work is
equipment failures. Some of the benefits backlogged.
of using the CMMS to gather component data
are listed below: Predictive maintenance routines have been
- involves the operators in the repair of added to the CMMS system which include

their equipment oil analysis, thermal scanning of electri-
- gives the operators a sense of ownership cal connections and the use of special

of their equipment instruments to detect air leaks. This
- helps the operators learn diagnostic combination of preventive and predictive

skills maintenance has helped us to reverse the
- makes it possible to identify and pre- deterioration of equipment and extend its

vent recurring equipment failures useful life.
- makes it possible to create pm routines

to extend the useful life of equipment MATERIAL MANAGEMENT
- makes it possible to create predictive

maintenance routines that anticipate The third strategy the TPM team undertook
failures was to replace the old and out dated

- helps production and trades teams maintenance parts storeroom manual records
develop permanent fixes rather than system. This sytem produced many mistakes
band-aid approaches and was slow to respond to maintenance

requests for timely ordering, stocking and
Data is Available to Everyone delivery of parts.

Before the TPM program there was little or On Line with CMMS
no equipment data available. Now equip-
ment and maintenance data is available to Once the CMMS was loaded with the store-
anyone who wants it. Operators, trades- room information we were able to improve
people, engineers, quality of work life the storeroom operation almost immediate-
teams, quality improvement teams, and ly. Instead of taking nine days to order
yield improvement teams can retrieve data a part, from the time it got down to
easily and quickly. With the data the minimum levels with the old system, we now
different teams are able to identify get an order out the same day the part
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reaches its minimum level. The system Remote Service and Parts Searches from
also has helped us identify thousands of Remote Locations
dollars worth of obsolete and duplicate
parts. The TPM team recognized that to have the

tradesperson leave the job site to go to
Parts Usage Tracking and Vendor the storeroom to get parts only increased
Partnerships repair times. So the team set up a system

whereby the tradesperson called in the
We can now track the parts usage data so order for parts and they were then deliv-
well, that we have been able to lower the ered to the job site by the storeroom
maximum levels on over fifty percent of attendant. The attendant is also required
the parts in the maintenance parts store- to wear a pager so that he or she is
room. With the CMMS we could now track available at all times to answer parts
parts usage by business unit all the way requests. Another benefit of the CMMS
to component level on the equipment. was that instead of the tradespeople
This allowed us to see where the shop floor coming all the way to the storeroom to get
was being hurt the most in terms of parts parts information, they can now access
usage and unexpected breakdowns. With parts information from terminals in their
this information the project planners or shops or terminals on the shop floor, thus
one of the teams could investigate why eliminating unnecessary trips away from
there was a high use rate. Once the the job.
reason was known a plan of action could be
formulated to solve the problem. Some of PROJECT PLANNERS
the problems found by analyzing parts
usage data are listed below: Before the TPM program there was little or
- improper installation no job planning. What planning was done
- poor quality parts was done by maintenance supervisors. But
- improper set up procedure due to the demands on their time planning
- machine speed exceeding parts tolerance was not done very well. It was decided by
- improper lubrication or no lubrication the TPM team to create a job description
- improper adjustments of parts of project planner. This was completed

and five maintenance people were chosen as
The TPM team set up vendor partnerships project planners. These five planners
with local suppliers; whereby, the vendors were initially given one hundred and
stock machine parts in their storerooms twenty hours of training. Some of the
which allows us to lower the inventory in areas they received training in were as
our maintenance parts storeroom. These follows:
items have proved to be a gr-al help in - planning projects
lowering our machine parts storeroom - failure analysis
investment as seen in figure 4. - communications

MAINTENANCE PARTS
STOREROOM INVESTMENT
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M $4 3.8
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- technical writing - more reliable equipment producing less
- word processing downtime and scrap
- using the CMMS
- presentation skills At the two and a half year point of the
- time management TPM program the TPM team is now shifting

its focus to operator based maintenance.
The planners have proved to be very good A representative from the company and
at planning both small and large projects. union have been chosen to head up the team
They have been able to save considerable that will implement this part of the TPM
time and money. Large jobs that took four program. The team has chosen the pilot
or more weeks to complete, have now been area, and has scheduled initial cleaning
cut to as little as five days or less. of the equipment. Identification of tasks
The planner's ability to use the CMMS data to be transferred to operator has begun.
to identify where the real equipment prob- A maintenance skills training program for
lems are, plan the jobs and put them into operators is being developed. The opera-
our schedule has helped the maintenance tor based maintenance part of the TPM is
organization to do more work with less projected to take two and a half years to
resources than ever before. implement throughout the facility.

TRAINING MAINTENANCE MEASUREMENTS

The TPM team put a high priority on The TPM team knew that for the TPM program
training from the beginning of the TPM to be successful it was important find
program. Some of the areas of training meaningful ways to measure the pr, _m,
offered by the maintenance department in besides the usual financial metricb of
conjunction with the resident training labor and material costs.
organization are listed below:
- CMMS training Planned to Unplanned Work
- team building skills
- technical training on electronic The first metric they chose was planned to

drive systems unplanned maintenance. Planned work is
- communication skills training classified as work that is planned by a
- understanding TPM and the TPM strategy project planner. Planned work can be
- cross training preventive or predictive maintenance,
- learning how to document successful scheduled repair or shop work. Scheduled

equipment improvements repair work is planned work that is done
- failure analysis training on the shop floor. Our machine condition

program is an example of this type of
Ta.2 training is an ongoing everyday work. Shop work is planned work that is
Drocess and has proven worth the expense done in one of the two maintenance shops
Sa•,i. effort. and is usually refurbishing of parts and

spare equipment. Unplanned work is simp-
OPERATOR BASED MAINTENANCE ly any work originating from the operator

of a machine that is scheduled to run on
The TPh team felt from the start that that day and is down because of a mainten-
operator based maintenance was the one ance problem.
strategy that would produce the most re-
sults. But due to the pressing need to Maintenance Effectiveness
get the maintenance organization to a
higher level of performance, it was de- Maintenance effectiveness is simply a
cided to put aside this part of the TPM calculation of trades hours in the facili-
strategy until the TPM team could devote ty minus training, personal time or safety
more of its time and resources to it. The instructions divided into the amount of
TPM team believes that some of the advant- time the tradesperson spends on either
ages of implementing a program of operator planned or unplanned work. A figure of
based maintenance in our facility are as 75% is considered excellent.
follows:
- 20% less downtime Maintenance Downtime
- 30% reduction in routine maintenance

calls Maintenance downtime is the time that the
- faster repair times machine was available minus the amount of
- elimination of sources of contamination time the machine was down for unplanned
- less backlogged pm work maintenance. Before TPM, figures of well
- a greater sense of ownership by the above 10% downtime were not uncommon, but

operators since TPM most downtime figures are well
- makes it possible to accelerate machine below 10%.

conditioning programs
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Maintenance Response Time in the way we implemented our TPM
program?" Given the resources available

Maintenance response time is the result of and the results to this point in the pro-
operating departments wanting some type of gram, our answer to that question would
measurement of how fast maintenancE was have to be yes. Have there been any
able to respond to their equipment break- disappointments in our program? Yes, we
downs. Maintenance response time is the have had to delay activation of some of
amount of time between when the work order our pm's and we have had to delay some
is written by the operator and sent to the very important machine conditioning work.
maintenance shop and the time it takes the Both of these items are vital to the
tradesperson to log on to the work order, success of this facility but are delayed
This metric is reported to the operating due to a lack of available maintenance
departments monthly. resources (labor and material). Has this

caused the TPM team and the maintenance
Parts Usage department to give up and say, "this is

the best we can do"? No, we are continu-
Parts usage is tracked monthly by depart- ing to work hard with the resources we
ment and individual machine. Any sudden have to reach our goals.
rise in parts usage is investigated by the
project planners and storeroom personnel There are some lessons to be learned from
with recommendations being sent to the our experiences with TPM. The first is,
maintenance supervisors for action. always remember that the most important

goal of TPM is to increase equipment
Repair Time performance. The second lesson is,

maintenance cannot afford to isolate
Repair time is tracked by job type, trade itself from production. The "go it alone"
type and machine type. Planners use this approach of the past has no place in a TPM
information to estimate time and cost of program. And from our view point, the
future planned work. most important lesson is, if you wait

until you have the resources and every-
CONCLUSIONS one's support, you will probably never get

a TPM program off the ground. Our advice
The results of our TPM program at the AT&T is, don't wait, get started now with the
Phoenix Works cable manufacturing facility resources you have.
have been very encouraging. The TPM pro-
gram has made it possible for the trades- REFERENCES
people to learn team building skills,
improve communication skills and learn Nakajima, Seiichi (ed.). Introduction to
failure analysis skills. In the first two Total Productive Maintenance (1988). Pro-
and a half years oi a five year TPM pro- ductivity Press, Cambridge, Mass.
gram, the maintenance department has
increased preventive and predictive main- Wireman, Terry, (1991). Total Productive
tenance (planned work) from 5% in 1989 to Maintenance: an American Approach. New
35% in 1993. Equipment that has been York: Industrial Press, Inc.
included in the TPM program has had in-
creases of 20% to 30% in efficiency. The DAVID W. HOLLEY
effectiveness of the tradespeople has AT&T Network Cable
increased from 36% in 1989 to 68% in 1993. Systems
These improvements were obtained at the Phoenix, AZ
same time the maintenance budget was
substantially cut and with a corresponding
35% reduction in tradespeople and a 50%
reduction in maintenance supervisors.

The TPM team has concluded ti-s planned
work figure is as high as it will get with
our present resources. To increase the
planned work number any higher will depend
on the success of the operator based David W. Holley is a Maintenance Super-
maintenance program. Given how much is visor at the AT&T Phoenix Works Cable
riding on this one strategy, the TPM team facility in Phoenix, AZ. Mr. Holley has
is spending a lot of time and energy on degrees in Electronic Technology and
this part of the TPM project. Business. He also has a Masters degree in
What should be obvious to anyone who is Management. He has been with AT&T forWhatshold b obiousto nyon wh istwenty three years. His present assign-
familiar to TPM is that we did not imple- ment is TPM supervisor.
ment our TPM program by the book. The
question has to be asked, "Were we correct
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ASSURING THE OVERALL PERFORMANCE
OF COPPER CABLING SYSTEMS

Ned A. Sigmon

AMP Incorporated
Winston-Salem, N. C.

ABSTRACT incorporating new specifications for these
higher performance components, and net-

While a great deal of emphasis has been working standards committees have adopted
placed in recent years on improving the the new specifications as a basis for
transmission characteristics of com- higher speed networks.
munications cabling components (cables
and connecting hardware), the bottom The latest development in the evolutionary
line is the overall or end-to-end per- process is a shift in emphasis from com-
formance of install runs. Networking ponent specifications to overall or end-
standards, for example, will typically to-end performance specifications for com-
specify minimum channel performance plete cabling systems. A draft revision
where most if not all of the channel is of the EIA/TIA 568 Standard 2 contains
the cabling link between a transmitter guidelines for estimating the attenuation
and receiver. and year end crosstalk of a horizontal

cabling link. A proposed ISO/IEC cabling
This paper examines the alternative of standard 3 takes the bolder step of actu-
cabling system or link performance, the ally specifying end-to-end performance for
relationships between link performance both the horizontal and backbone links.
and component specifications, and the
current status of link performance
specifications. THE ISSUE OF LINK PERFORMANCE

Why Do We Need Link Performance?
INTRODUCTION The arguments for link performance can be

boiled down to two:
The Continuing Evolution
of Communications Wiring 1. Local area network standards require

it.
Communications wiring has changed a great
deal over the past eight to 10 years, 2. Customers are demanding it.
evolving from an environment of separate
telephone and data wiring systems and Local area networks have been the driving
proprietary data wiring configurations force behind the development of higher
to generic, structured cabling systems performance copper cabling. The 10BASE-T
that integrate telephone, data, and standard was the first to define the
potentially even other building communi- characteristics for what is now known as
cations such as control, safety, etc. A Category 3 unshielded twisted pair (UTP).
major factor in this evolution has been IEEE 802.5 created the need for Category 4
the development of the EIA/TIA 568 to support 16 Mbps Token Ring, and 100
Standard for Commercial Building Tele- Mbps TP-PMD (FDDI over copper) require-
communications Wiringl and a migration ments led to Category 5.
toward international standardization of
communications cabling. In all of these applications, the

transmitter-to-receiver channel has been
During this same period, the data com- defined in terms of maintaining a certain
munications needs to the desktop have minimum signal-to-house ratio. The cabl-
jumped from a few kilobits pLr second ing system equivalent to the signal-to-
to over a hundred megabits per second, noise ratio is the combination of attenu-
with no end yet in sight. To meet the ation and near end crosstalk (NEXT) that,
needs of these higher speed applications, depending on which standard you read, is
the manufacturers of copper cabling have called the attenuation-to-crosstalk ratio
developed new cables and connecting (ACR), or the NEXT-to-insertion loss ratio
hardware of increasingly higher tans- (NIR). Return loss and balance are other
mission performance capabilities. The cabling system parameters that can affect
EIA/TIA working group has responded by signal and noise levels, but up to now,
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these have been assumed to have less
impact on network performance then the
ACT/NIR.

&s high performance copper cabling be-
comes more prevalent, there is a growing
realization that component specifica-
tions alone will not necessarily assure
an adequate level of link performance.
The care and techniques used in instal-
ling the cabling system are equally OUTLET PATCH PANEL
important. Run lengths, connector ter- 00U0A
minations, and cable management are but DISTRIBUTON CABLE 0oo
a few of the factors that can affect 90 METERS r-
installed performance. A poorly con- PATCH L2
trolled installation can negate the CABLE CABLE L
advantages of using higher performance LP
components. EQUIP L30

The purchasers of high performance -ALE =

systems currently have no reference for
what to expect from a properly installed STATION NETWORK HUB
system, and, until recently, no way to
accurately measure installed performance L + L2 + L3 = 10 METERS
to the levels and bandwidths needed to
verify the system. In effect, they are
at the mercy of the cabling system
designers and installers.

To make the situation worse, most of the
high performance cabling being installed Figure 1: Link model used in EIA/TIA
today is not actually being used for the guideline example
higher data rate applications. It may
be years before users upgrade their net-
works and learn that they have a problem.
Purchasers are therefore beginning to
demand guarantees that the installed
system will provide the performance to Link ACR/NIR, dB
support future needs and will maintain 60
that performance over the expected life
of the cabling system.

The Status of Link Performance 50 . -

Specifications
The next revision of the EIA/TIA 568
Standard, estimated to be available around 40
mid-1994, will include guidelines for
estimating the attenuation and NEXT loss
for Category 3, 4, and 5 UTP links using
the component specifications. As cur- 30 .. I
rently proposed, these guidelines will be
in an informative annex that is techni- .
cally not part of the standard, although 20 Category'4.
customers may miss that distinction in
applying the specifications. STPPA

The EIA/TIA guidelines provide an example 10 ..... ". •
calculation using the link model shown
in Figure 1. The worst-case ACR or NIR . .. Category 3.
values predicted from this model are
shown in Figures 2 and 3, which show 0
slightly different values between the 10 100 300
outlet and wiring closet ends of the Frequency MHz
system. This results from the different
numbers of connecting hardware components Figure 2: ACR/NIR at the work station end of
at each end and the assumptions used incalculating NEXT loss. a horizontal cabling link, as

predicted by EIA/TIA guidelines
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for 150 ohm STP cabling (upgraded in per-
Unk ACR/NIR, dB formance to STP-A), but presumably the

60 same criteria would apply. The resulting
ACR/NIR values for STP links are also
shown in Figures 2 and 3.

50 A proposed ISO/IEC standard divides the
horizontal links into four classes desig-
nated A through D, specifying maximum

40 .attenuation and minimum NEXT loss for
each. For Class D, the ISO/IEC standard
additionally specifies ACR values that
override the individual attenuation or

30 . NEXT loss specifications with a more
demanding requirement. The purpose is to

*--* provide the engineering option of using
20 . . . shorter links of lower performance

Category04. components.
* * STA The link model used by the ISO/IEC

10 . standard is shown in Figure 4. The
ACR/NIR specifications for Class C and D
links are shown in Figure 5.

0 :Category 3 Category 5
1 10 100 300

Frequency, MHz

Figure 3: ACR/NIR at the wiring closet end
of a horizontal cabling link, as
predicted by EIA/TIA guidelines

Overall attenuation can readily be
calculated by summing the component
attenuations, but NEXT loss is more dif-
ficult due to phase shifts between com-ponent contributions and the effects of
coAbnes lnth Tb ins aned in the OfEeyt ATHcable lengths. The link NEXT in the OUTLET PATCH PANEL
EIA/TIA guidelines is based on two key r~ ITIUINCBE 0000
assumptions: DITRB0IO00BL

1. Unless the link is very short, only DO EQUIp L2

the NEXT from components near the CABLECBL
end of interest will be significant. LE

2. In the worst case, the NEXT contri- NETWORK HUB

butions of these components will in
phase with each other and can be L ---
combined as a voltage summation. STAON

Logically, the second assumption may seem L1+L2 10METERS
overly conservative since one would not
expect the NEXTs to be in phase. However,
the initial data available to the EIA/TIA
working group has been more closely
approximated by voltage summation than by
less conservative models. Voltage summa-
tion produces the following formula: Figure 4: Link model used for

ISO/IEC specifications
Total NEXT Loss (dB) =

-20 Log 1 0 (10-N1/20 + 1 0 -N2/20 +

where NI, N2, etc. are the NEXT losses in
dB of the cable and connecting hardware.

The 568 revision provides no guidelines
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Link ACR/NIR, dB Unk ACR/NIR, dB

60 60

50 50

440 . Category 4

Category 5:
".30. SP-A

30

20202 .. . . . . : : : + 0 . . . .:2o . . .. .... . . . . ... .Class:CX '-

10.................................... ..................... ............
1 0 ...... : .... : ....... :+ :: + .; , . : : . .- .-.... r: : : : + :

Class: C.
Class D0 :::

0. 1 10 100
1 10 100 300

Frequency, MHz
Frequency, MHz

Figure 6: Comparing EIATIA guidelines and
Figure 5: ISO/IEC specifications for link ACR/NIR ISO/IEC specifications to 16 Mbps

token ring/passive hub requirements
The ISO/IEC model differs from the example
model in the EIA/TIA guidelines in that Figure 7 compares the ACR requirements of
drop or equipment cables are not included the proposed X3T9.5 standard for 100 Mbps
and only half of the cross-connect in the TP-PMD to the EIA/TIA guidelines and the
wiring closet is considered as part of ISO/IEC link specifications.
the link. This theoretically should pro-
duce better results than the EIA/TIA Link ACR/NIR, dB
example, but in comparing the two, that 60
does not seem to be the case.

Since the link Classes can apply to 120
and 150 ohm cabling, as well as 100 ohm 50..
UTP, the ISO/IEC standard avoids a cor-
relation between link Class and component
Category. However, Classes C and D
roughly correspond to the EIA/TIA Cate- . • :. STP-A
gory 3 and 5 systems as a comparison of
Figures 2 and 4 will indicate.

3 0 . . . . . : : . : :" :•
Comparing the Proposed Specifications 9>).
to Network Requirements
Since the main purpose of link perfor-
mance is to assure conformance to network 20
standards, the proposed guidelines or
specifications should at least provide an
adequate margin to the requirements of 10 ..... .
known standards. Figure 6 shows the NIR
requirements of a 16 Mbps token ring
using a passive concentrator, as defined
in the draft IEEE 802.5 standard. 4  0.
These requirements are compared to the 1 10 100
NIRs computed from EIA/TIA guidelines or Frequency, MHz
ISO/IEC link specifications. Although
the NIR would also include other factors
such as concentrator attenuation, a Figure7: Comparing EIA/'rAGuidelines
Category 5 or Class D link specification and ISO/IEC Specifications to
should leave plenty of margin. 100 Mbps TP-PMD Requirements
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The TP-PMD requirements fall very close Looking at the same system from the
to the Category 5 or Class D expectations, closet end, Figure 9 shows that some of
which is not totally unexpected since the the NEXT peaks actually exceed the guide-
TP-PMD requirements have been based on line estimates. Per this interpretation
the expectations of the EIA/TIA UTP of the data, the guidelines are not
guidelines. However, the margins allowed conservative. The ACR/NIR may still
by the TP-PMD requirements are only a meet the requirements of the network
few dB. standards, but only if attenuation is

less than maximum.
Comparing the Proposed Link Specifications
to Current Capabilities
If network standards and network hardware NEXT Loss, dB
are being designed around proposed guide- 100
lines or specifications with minimal PatchCableLength::
margins, then it is vital that the speci- 90: M:3M--M
fications conservatively represent the 90 M

capabilities of actual installations. (Equip:Cable = 3M)
NEXT voltage summation was assumed to be 80 .......

an adequately, if not overly, conservative
approach, but more recent data casts doubt 70
on this assumption. To illustrate,
Figure 8 shows the NEXT of a system con- 60 ........
structed to the model of the EIA/TIA
guideline example, using commercially 50 ............
available Category 5 cables and connect- -•'.,A
ing hardware and measured from the outlet 40
end. The data demonstrates the peaks and es
nulls that are typical of such measure- ....... ..
ments and that make accurate interpretat-
ion somewhat difficult. Taking the peaks
as the worst-case NEXT, the system per- 20
formance passes the EIA/TIA guideline
estimates, but only barely. 10

0
1 10 100

NEXT Loss, dB Frequency, MHz
100 Drop Cab!e Length: Frqunc,::

90. ..... Figure 9: NEXT loss of a typical Category 590 .... 1 .... " i lM S --M ! :3 M :
cabling link, measured from the
wiring closet end

These measurements were made under
relatively controlled laboratory condi-

60 .. tions using precision network analyzers.
In reality, link performance will be

50" judged against field measurements made
under less controlled conditions using

40 .less precise instrumentation. This will
Os .undoubtedly introduce additional

variability.

Where Do We Go From Here?
Link performance is a complex issue that,
as this is being written, needs further

10 "study before firm specifications can be
defined. In recognition of this need,

0 a TIA task group has been formed to
1 10 100 reevaluate the current guidelines, as

Frequency, MHz well as the test procedures and the test
instrument specifications for verifying

Figure 8: NEXT loss of a typical Category 5 link performance.

cabling link, measured from the In the meantime, link performance is here
outlet end to stay whether we like it or not. If

improved field instruments and link
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performance guidelines are available, Ned Sigmon is Technical Marketing Manager
customers will use them to evaluate their for the Communication Products Division
installations and will demand guarantees of AMP Inc., located in Winston-Salem,
of link performance or capabilities. In North Carolina. AMP's Communication
response, the manufacturers of communi- Products Division manufactures cabling
cations cabling must start to "think systems for building communications and
link," looking at component design from power, as well as I/O connectors for
the standpoint of maximizing installed communications equipment.
performance and minimizing installation
variables. In his current position, Ned is respon-

sible for the technical performance of
premise wiring products and the technical
support of sales engineering and customer
applications. Prior to this position, he
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ABSTRAC

This paper describes a practical approach towards business in the European community. It is a quality
implementation of a CIM based quality system from the system whose fundamental requirement is to document

time an enquiry is received from the customer till the every action, process and operation of a company's

cables are manufactured and shipped. A customized manufacturing operations and make changes in the

software developed and implemented on a PC based LAN documents as required for quality improvement purposes
integrates the various shopfloor activities and provides a etc. thru documented control forms developed for the

common data base for key personnel in the purpose. The ISO certification provides a certain degree
Sales/Marketing, Technical, Research & Development, of confidence in the customer's minds that the company
Material planning and logistic control, Production (supplier) has adopted a well documented quality system
shopfloor and Quality Control departments besides in it's operation and the products are expected to be of
providing direct access to Management and Corporate high quality. However, it does not necessarily mean that

Quality Auditor (Quality Assurance department). The an ISO certified supplier would always supply a

system provides instant traceability of finished cable guaranteed quality product. Infact it is no more sufficient
measurements (final inspection) with the in-process for a manufacturer in this competitive world market that
measurements on it's sub-components and hence provides it's products pass the final acceptance tests but the whole
the basis to employ statistical tools in order to determine organization involved in the manufacturing must assure

process capability and performance to improve product that all production processes are under strict control, the
design criteria. All efforts have been directed to improve ultimate goal to be met, being the optimized production

the processes involved in the manufacture of the product and material consumption, reduced scrap and just-in time
rather to concentrate alone on the quality improvement of delivery concept. In this paper efforts have been made to

the product. Thus the objective of Quality at its best has achieve this goal and objective by developing and
been greatly achieved in the form of optimized production implementing a customized software which provides

and material consumption and reduced scrap etc. information on measurements at various production stages
to key personnel directly involved with the production
processes. The semi-finished product manufacturing at

Ssensitive machines and processes which directly influence

the quality of the finished cable are monitored thru
The present race among the manufacturers to have early vigorous measurement of physical dimensions as well as

accredition to the International Standard Organization using computerized test sets to measure electrical
(ISO 9000 series or equivalent) has necessitated to allocate parameters. These information are entered in the PCs
enormous resources in order to achieve this objective. ISO located at the work stations on the production shop floor
certification has virtually become a requirement for doing and connected to the plant manufacturing system in a local
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area network. Thus a complete traceability of an accepted procedure and set statistical controls to prevent variation

(or rejected) finished product to the in-process in quality and prevent re-occurrence of non-conformance.
measurements on it's components at various production
stages is instantly available. The well traceable data of Companies and businesses of the remaining decade and
measurements at WIP stages and final inspection provides 21st Century are going to be competitive. The challenge
on one hand the necessary input to the statistical tools of the present day is to respond faster to market demands,
employed in order to determine process capability and most competitively with high degree of reliable products
performance where as on the other hand, it provides early which are consistent in quality every time. This sets a

detection of defect(s) to be prevented from further rigid frame work for the management of a manufacturing
processing. The production shop floor feed back unit to optimize product design, apply stringent process
information and statistical analyses carried out by the and quality controls based on quick and accurate
system software, enhanced the capability of the production production feedback system using an efficient information
environment to achieve better performance of the data base and thus reduce waste, increase operational
manufacturing processes resulting in quality products, efficiencies and produce the product repetitively with the
optimal cable design, material consumption and reduced same degree of quality at reduced costs.

scrap.

The concept of Total Quality Management, quality circle,

TOTAL OUALITY MANAGEMENT (MM quality control and product improvement is to satisfy the

CONCEPTS changing needs and requirements of the customer.
Application of productivity improvements techniques are

The term, TQM was first introduced by the U.S. Naval essential, however, not at the cost of sacrificing quality.

Air Systems Command to describe it's Japanese - style As the proverbial quote - quality is produced not

management approach to quality improvement [1]. Since inspected; each employee and vendor at its own level must

then, Total Quality Management has taken on many be trained to give only quality output (product). Total

meanings. It is a multi-dimensional product attribute productivity and efficiency should therefore be determined

relating all the processes and a seties of systematic on the basis of "Quality Production" in qualitative forms

documented actions by virtue of which the product was and must not be weighed against the quantity produced.

produced to the best of customer's satisfaction. It is a As the Japanese manufacturers call it KAIZEN, no

management approach to long-term success through product is ever perfect or good enough. One has to

customer's satisfaction based an the participation of all continually strive for perfecting / improving the product
members of an organization in improving processes, in terms of quality. New ideas should be given chance
products, services and above all, the culture they work in. even if they fail to achieve objectives sometimes.

Under the new understanding of quality culture, the Motivation of staff members is essential so they feel part

survival of companies over the long term period depend of the total quality concept being introduced and

only on strategic planning in quality. The management implemented in the company. Regular communication and

must expect user acceptable quality from every employee timely announcement will keep every employee of the
of the organization. Customer's satisfaction is what need organization aware of the plans and operations and keep

to be addressed as over all goal for each employee of a them motivated on the achievement to target objectives

company i.e. accountant, financial analysts, production, and long terms plans. TQM concepts benefit all

engineering, sales and marketing and of course the organization members and society. The methods for

vendors. The only way to make consistently user implementing this approach are found in the teachings of

acceptable quality product is to build quality at every such quality leaders as W. Edwards Deming, Philip B.
stage / line of the production process and at the support Crosby, Kaorn Ishikawa and J.M. Juran.

departments giving the necessary information for
producing the product. One has to study each part, every
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CtUST(UER'S
A customer's desire would be to promptly receive ENOUIRY

manufacturer's response with respect to the key questions
of his enquiry. These are; CA tiOTE

OR NOT

"o Full compliance with specs. (Quality)

"o Delivery (Commitment) QUOTATION

"o Price (Competitive) PRCE / DELIVERY WR

A cable manufacturer's desire would be to respond to

customer at it's earliest, quoting best price, minimum FLON OF

delivery period and full compliance with the specification MIW FACTLIINGI PLAN.

requirements. Upon receipt of an enquiry, the first INFORATIOTEST, DELIVER

decision is to determine if the product(s) can be quoted. In

the process, sales, technical/design engineering and

planning departments are involved to prepare technical TRACEABILITY OF

offer / compliance, prices and delivery schedule of the MANUFACTURING

cables requested. In case an order is placed, the cables DATA AND DOUMENTS

have to be manufactured according to the agreed

(contract) technical specification / design and quality test Fig. 1 An Efficient System
requirements. These actions are carried out starting from

the design engineering to planning, process engineering,

production, quality control, raw material as well as in- THE TM SYTM

process and finished goods inspection until the cables are

transferred to shipping department or customer. Various Actions are generated in a cable manufacturing industry

information and documents are thus needed to complete after either receiving customer's enquiry (tender) asking

the customer order. for prices, delivery period and technical compliance to

specifications or an order whereby the cables are to be

Fig. 1 summarizes the above activities and terms it an manufactured according to the agreed technical

efficient system if an enquiry is responded within the specifications. The TQM software developed, integrates

stipulated time frame requested by a customer where as all the actions generated by the departments involved from

for the ordered cables, the traceability of manufacturing customer's initial contact to customer's receiving the

data and documents is maintained and retrievable at any cables after placing the order. Fig. 3 shows TQM

stage and time. Such an efficient system has implicitly software implemented in a multi-user environment on PC

built-in quality system, which are translated into a Total based Novell local area network accessible by various

Quality Manufacturing Program as shown in Fig. 2. In departments of a typical telephone cable manufacturing

this program, customer's specification requirements are plant. It consists of a main module which generates the

defined, production / machine capabilities are determined, cable design (including materials weights, dimensional

cable design / construction is made and translated into a data of each component and machine routing etc.) and a

manufacturing document, process methods and machine number of sub-modules pertaining to each department.

routing etc. are defined and finally a production schedule The basic elements of the entire system and it's function

is chalked out. On the other hand, the customer's test have been described in reference [2]. It is a product code

requirements, test frequencies, values, limits are specified and menu driven system offering multiple options and

and merged into the total quality manufacturing program. features to select from.
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THE PRACTICAL APPROACH

S TOTAL - QUALI TY II

MANUFACTURING PROGRAM The conventional methods of implementing TQM
concepts as briefly described above have been vigorously

INSPECTION PLMi pursued by majority of companies. The interpretation of
- MEUIREMNTS the term "TOTAL QUALITY" beyond the quality of the

VALUIES. LIMITS

product alone has been well understood by the industry.
I SCS.. REQUIREMEN [TEST PRO ISO 9000 has provided adequate basis for actions taken in

TS-T ,F0AS SCIS the manufacture of a product and requires that such

pooiam DESIG TES :71100. LIMITS
,,.,S T-ST arnS actions should be taken under written and approved
MANUFACTURING procedures. Thus massive documentation and control

MI ,ags. ,•,, - LOCATION OF INSPECTION procedures are required to be written for each action in
CAIRTO - order to apply for ISO (or equivalent) certification. These

IMA,,N. FLO,, • quality documentation are basically divided into three
SINF01ATI01 F LU levels. The Level 1 explains the supplier's management

policy to clearly define and document its objectives for,
MUITY and commitment to, quality. The Level 2 documentation

describes the procedures and in the Level 3, work0OING CIRCLE instructions and test methods etc. are written. In the
changing environment of global competition in the market

EEL place on the basis of quality and cost competitiveness, the

FIG. 2. Total Dality Nkufacturing ProVr management's quality policy of a company in one

continent may not be different than the other in another

Fig. 4 shows the TQM software department wise menu continent. Similarly the various procedures, operator's

of some key reports. Master enquiry and product lists can manuals, work instructions, raw material specifications,

be seen on each PC by all departments. The master test methods, inspection plans etc. may also exist in one

enquiry list which gives the latest update on the form (format) or the other. However, concerted efforts
customer's enquiry e.g. cable types, quantity per type and are needed to implement these procedures and methods on
size and status (whether pending or responded) can be the production floor, keep traceability and cross-reference
instantly retrieved. Similarly Master Product file gives the of various information, instructions and documents.
listing of total products of the company and is up-dated as
new cable types and sizes are offered to different With the availability of present day enhanced capability
customer's specifications. Any information related to the computers and softwares, it is possible to computerize
product (Price, material weights, material costs, to which each action a person takes in a manufacturing company.
orders (customers) it was produced, production and Even the Quality manuals, operator's manuals which are
quality data etc.) can be retrieved by simply pushing few text information can be stored in the computer, the
buttons (menu driven actions) on the key board. It is selected parts and sections of which can be retrieved as
interesting to note that the information can be tracked required by a user using easy access keys. In other words,
backwards from the finished delivered product to cable once the basic structure of the system is built and the
final inspection, in-process inspections, various stages of database developed, one may get all the information from
production, customer's order, quotation and enquiry stage the PC next to his/her desk by a simple push of button(s)
or vice versa. Thus full traceability of manufacturing data on the key board. One may not refer to files (hard copies
and cross-reference of various information / documents is of reports) to find the status of cable rejects on a certain
maintained. It is therefore may not be necessary to keep order or any other information related to a product from
hard copies of these information / reports since they are the stage of receiving an enquiry, then order and until it is
readily available and retrievable from the system. shipped to the customer. This means that it is possible to
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Fig. 3 Local Area Network

avoid writing procedures and instructions for each action undergo a severe quality control and inspection. The raw

and keep record of these actions each time they are materials are inspected and tested according to the well

executed in addition to track (manually) any changes / established standards (ASTM, BS, IEC etc.) the reference

variations resulting out of these actions which may of which are generally given in the raw material

become cumbersome to maintain as the time passes. The specifications which are also the basis of buying the raw

whole operations of the manufacturing plant can rather be materials from the suppliers. The in-process tests and

expressed in a couple of flow charts and for each function inspections on the semi-finished products at various

of the flow chart, a versatile software can be written in a production stages are extremely important to;

modular plug-in modules to make available the desired

information on finger tips. Fig. 5 shows a typical flow i) detect non-conformance/defects at an early

chart of important operations in a telephone cable plant. stage of production.

The system developed and implemented on a PC based ii) ensure compliance, that the product would

LAN provides a common data base for key personnel meet customer's specification requirements

involved in the manufacturing process. The system when finished.

generates all the needed manufacturing documents, keep

traceability of production data and quality measurements, iii) maintain statistics of quality measurements

uses the feed back information to improve on the cable to ensure consistence in the process

design criteria and thus provides a perfect and practical parameters and detect abnormalities in the

environment for Total Quality Management. production processes.

O iv) improve product design, reduce raw

materials consumption

The raw materials used in the telecommunication cables

and it's production at various manufacturing stages
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Fig.4 TOM Department-Wise Menu System

To achieve these objectives, data entry/retreval stations product list with the characteristic for which the statistics

(P.Cs) have been connected in the Tele-Cable LAN and is desired. A list of production work orders along with

placed at work centres (tandem wire drawing and measured values will appear against which the product

insulation, group twinning, unit/assembly lines and final was produced at different times during the year (the

inspection / acceptance tests area). The automatic test system is set to display only last six months data). This is

equipment with 25 pairs connecting frame at group shown in Fig. 7 where product no. 10008 (2400 x 2 x
twinning stage, 100 pairs frame at unit making line (drum 0.4) has been selected. This product was produced in 20

twisters) and a number of connecting frames and test work orders during a six months period. Each work order

systems for LF/HF tests as well as HV and insulation represent a production batch of a certain number of reels

resistance measurements in the final inspection area, all for the same size and cable type, however the number of

are connected in the LAN as shown in Fig. 6. Production reels in a batch depends upon the customer's order. The

data and Q.C. measurements are entered in the PCs at TQM softwares then offer multiple choices to select the

each stage as the production of cables continues. The sample size (data of certain no. of reels) in each work

TQM software implemented on the production shop floor order and the total no. of work orders to carry out the

is extremely user friendly and integrated into the total statistical analyses on the selected quality parameters /

system from customer's enquiry to shipment of the characteristics. In addition, the system offers complete

finished cables. Thus if quality data/statistics on any traceability of a finished cable parameter to the single

product is desired, simply select it from the master insulated wire produced on a certain tandem insulation
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Fig. S FloP Chart of typical Manufacturing actions after rlcept of custolnr enqulry/order.

line showing the test results (summary of key data) 97 types of defects are envisaged as listed in table 1.
besides, the information on raw materials (material grade Again select a defect code from the TQM menu and it will

& it's supplier's name and physical laboratory test list all the reel nos., W.O. nos. and the cable types / sizes

results). For example, the average mutual capacitance of a which had this defect. The data can be plotted in different

finished cable can be traced to the conductor and insulated graphical Presentations for quick analyses of the problem.
wire diameter used in that cable. The information are of

vital importance to know if the measured average mutual SPC I SO( APPLICATION

capacitance of the cable in the final inspection exceeds the
specification requirement. The complete quality inspection of each and every product

and its sub-components in any industry is not possible. In

The system also generates Non-Conformance and Hold the telecommunication cable industry, there are several
tags. For this purpose, all probable defects expected in manufacturing and process variables which must be

telephone cable manufacturing have been codified. In total monitored continuously and controlled in order to result in
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Fig. 6: Production / Q.C. measurements / Data entry stations

the finished cable product that guarantees the stipulated control chart is very useful in examining the abnormalities
design and meet or exceed the specification requirements. in the process since it shows changes in the mean value
Among these, tandem wire drawing - insulation and and dispersion of the process at the same time.
pairing / group - twinning are highly sensitive processes.
The key manufacturing variables which influence directly The TQM software application of the X-R control chart to
the finished cable electrical characteristics are conductor the "Average Mutual Capacitance" of the finished cable
and insulated wire diameters, eccentricity and insulation (product no. 100008, 2400 x 2 x 0.4) is shown in Fig. 8.
defects (pin-holes) in the insulation extrusion process The measured capacitance values of a sample size 5 (5
affecting the d.c. resistance, resistance/capacitance reels in each work order taken from 20 samples) executed
unbalances, attenuation and average mutual capacitance. in different times is shown in Fig. 7. The mutual
In the pairing / group twinning process, the twist lay, capacitance of 100 pairs (one unit) in each layer of the
consistent similarity of lays, un-even tension on wires, 2400 pair cable is measured and the selection of the units
inter-axial spacing have bearing on the resistance / is made so, that all the units are tested in turn for the reels
capacitance un-balances. The statistical analyses of the in a production batch comprising a work order. From Fig.
key parameters are therefore essential to evaluate the 8, it can be seen that although the production is
quality of a measured characteristic and determine process controlled, R & R charts do show some fluctuation but
capability and stability. The statistical tools used for are within the control limits. Generally, a change in the
evaluating the quality of a measured parameter is X-R mean for the production process will result in an
control chart. The X-R control chart shows both the mean abnormality appearing on the R control chart. However, a
value A, and the range R, usually drawn on the same change in the dispersion of the production process would
sheet (paper) with X chart at the top and R chart at the result in abnormality appearing on both the X and R
bottom. The Y ccntrol chi.rt mainly shows any changes in control charts. As the dispersion of the production
the mean value of the process while the R portion of the processes increases, the points on the R control chart will
chart shows the dispersion of the process. The X-R also increase with Y control chart showing greater spread.
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D. Code Description of Defects D. Code Desciption of Defects
ANN. CU. Wire R.L.W.P.

001 CU Wire Dia. < Specs. 050 Water Seepage Through Insulation.
002 CU Wire Elong. < Specs. 051 Water Seepage Through Core.

003 CU Wire Tensile < Specs. 052 J Water Seepage under Mylar.
004 CU Wire Surface Oxidized/Tarnished. 053 Water Seepage under APL.
005 CU Wire Resistance > Specs. SWELLABLE TAPE

POLYETHYLENE 054 FSwellable Ta Swellabilit < Sps.
006 Ins. Wire Dia. < Required. ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS
007 Ins. Shrinkage > Min. Required. ELEC RiCaL PARAMETERS
008 M. F. 1. Not to specs. 055 Resistance U/B> Max. Spified.
009 PE Ins. Comp. With PJ Failure 056 Mutual Cap. Ave. > Specs.

010 PE Density not to specs. 057 Mutual Cap. IND. > Specs.

011 PE Elong. < Specs. 058 Pair to Pair Cap. U/B between Ad./Units > Spec.

012 PE Carbon Cont. not to specs. 059 Pair to Earth Car. U/B > Specs.

013 PE JKT Elong. < Specs. 060 Pair to Pair Cap. U/B. within S/Unit > Specs.
014 PE JKT T. Strength < Specs. 061 HVT Failure Cond. to Cond.

015 Ins. R.T. < Min. Required. 062 HVT Failure Cond. to Shield.

016 Ins. T. Strength < Specs. 063 Open Wire.

017 Ins. Adhesion to Cond. failure. 064 Short between Conductors.

018 Ins. Res. to Compression failure. 065 Attenuation > Specs,

019 Ins. Eccentricity > Specs. 066 X-Talk Power sums EI-Fext < Specs.

020 Ins. Elong. < Specs. 067 X-Talk IND. P/S Next < Specs.
068 X-Talk I1% Worst Pair Next < Specs.

021 Tub. Ins. Phy. Tst/ Fail. after aging.
022 Capilllary between Ins. & Conductor. MISCELLANEOUS
023 Co-Axial Cap. > Specs. 069 Bad Lagging of Reel.

BINDER AND ID TAPES 070 Bad winding.

024 [ Bin Tape Phy. Tst. fialure. 071 Over filled Reel.

025 I. D. Tape Phy. Test failure. 072 Improper Reel size.
073 Weak Reel.

FILLING COMPOUNDS 074 Non Stantard Length.
026 P. Jelly TOT. Acid Val. > Max. 075 Cable 0. D > Specs.
027 P. Jelly Drop Point < Min. Required. 076 Min. /Max. Cable Dia. Ratiao > Specs.
028 P. Jelly Flash Point < Min. Required. 077 Missing Print of Outer Jacket.

029 P. Jelly Integrity Test fialure. 078 Outer Jacket R.T. > Specs.
030 P. Jelly D.F. > Specs. 079 Inner Jacket R.T. > Specs.
031 P. Jelly DI. Elec. constant > Specs. 080 Mix-up Wire of diff. Types.
032 P. Jelly Volume Resistivity < Specs. 081 Mix-up Wire of diff. Sizes.
033 P. Jelly Corrsv. Components failure. 082 LDPE used instead of HDPE.
034 Wrapping Tape T. Strength < Specs. 083 HDPE used instead of LDPE.

035 Wrapping Tape Elongation < Min. Specs. 084 Length Not Accor. to W.O.
036 Wrapping Tape Thickness < Specs. 085 See NCR.

AL. FOIL (APL) 086 Non Standard Insulation Colour.

037 APL Thickness < Specs. 087 Open PE Jacket.

038 APL - PE Coating < Specs. 088 Without ID. Tape.

039 APL Overe Lap < Spces. 089 Core Dia. < Norm. Specified.

040 APL Elongation < Min. Required. 090 Deformed Insulation in cable core.

041 APL T. Strength < Specs. 091 Spark Tes Failure.

042 APL Peel Strength with PE JKT < Min. 092 Steel Tape. Gap > Specs.

043 APL Over Lap Seal Strength < Required 093 PE Jacket Surface defects (Lumps, Ridges, Loose).

044 PE Adhesion to APL < Min. Required. 094 Wrong Binders Sequence / Colours.

045 APL Resistance > Spec. 095 Wrong Sequence of S/Units.

STEEL TAPE 096 Wrong Sequence of Unit in Cable Core.
097 Cable Over All Diameter > 90mm.

046 J Steel Tape Elongation < Min. Required.
047 Steel Tape Tensile Strength < Min. Required. Table 1. Cable Defect Codes.

048 Steel Tape Zince Coating WT. < Min. Specs.

049 Steel Tape Zince Coating not uniform.
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(A) MASTER PRODUCT LXST

Co mTER N. PRUCT CODE / SIZE STD REMARKS

160001 PINRAL 300X2X .40Q Y CES, MAT-10:

0oooo2 PINRAL 600X2X0.40 Y CES. MAT-1011
Selected:

1 000081 PINRAL 2400X2XQ,40 Y I CES, MAT-t01l
SKLECT PARAWITER

100113 PENRAL 10) ENO.NO-04219

2. l14SU.1111 DIA.

1OOl 14 PENRAL 20 3.01 SISTCC N ENQ.NO-042293

4.REISE TA¥C[ 111O11

6. TUAL CAPACIT. .00 IE I.0.. - 20
Si~~..DAT, . :AP-1~

(8) DATA SHEET

DIVISION : TELECABLE DEPT: TECH./.C. DATE: OCT. 4. 1993
CABLE DESCRIPTION PINIRAL 2412X1.41 PRODUCT NO : IM8
PARAMETER :NTUAL CAPACITANCE REF.SPEC NO. : SAJI PTT (MAT-l6l!)
PERIOD APR - SEP 1993 MD. OF REELS :1
MD. OF MEASULENTS : IN U OF SGW : 2 SAMLE SIZE :5

S.GUI W.O.NO. REEL I REEL Z REEL 3 REEL 4 REEL S x

81. ¥-957 43.550 44.390 44.250 44.500 44.160 44.170 0.9500

02. M-962 43. 786 44. 070 43.930 43.820 43.930 43. 906 0.2900

03. U-964 44.431 43.69" 43.520 43.820 43.840 43.820 0.51t0

04. U-965 43.920 43.840 43.630 43.850 43.570 43.762 0.3500

05. M-967 44.250 44.180 44.090 44.090 44.490 44.202 0.4100

06. M-969 44.210 43.810 43.700 43.720 43.440 43.776 0.7700

07. 0-975 44.190 44.230 43.870 44.629 44.140 44.210 0.7500

08. M-976 43.930 44.020 43.870 44.250 43.950 44.004 0. 388

09. M-977 43.400 43.550 43.740 43.040 43.590 43.624 0.4400

1. M-978 43.810 43.770 43.99" 44.320 43.960 43.970 0.5500

It. M-979 44.030 43.890 43.818 43.820 43.544 43.818 0.49¥0

12. M-980 44.188 44.250 43.480 44.120 44.280 44.062 C.8090

13. M-1098 43.680 43.540 43.140 43.730 43.710 43.560 0.5900

14. M-1099 43.820 43.330 43.490 43.730 43,490 43.572 0.4900

15. M-11 " 43.790 43.910 44.550 44.630 43.760 44.128 0.8700

16. ¥-1101 43.400 43.460 43.810 43.530 43.950 43.630 0.5500

17. ¥-182 44.280 43.45 43.4"0 43.500 43.560 43.656 0. 830

1.8 W-1103 43.360 43.860 43.570 44.010 44.030 43.766 0.6700

19. 0-1104 44.380 43.630 44.150 43.480 43.850 43.898 0.9000

20. M-1136 44.020 43.440 43.530 43.810 43.800 43.736 0.5830

TOTALOS : 43.863 R 0.60a5

FIG. 7. Selection of a Product for Statistical Analyses.

The X & R control charts are very useful to indicate the defined as process capability index (Cp) or process

process mean and process variability. This example shows capability ratio (PRC).

that the output of the production process mean and

standard deviation are in control. Since the specification Permissible Process Spread ULS - LSL
limits are outside the upper and lower natural tolerance Cp ------------------------- ------- ----- > 1.0
(6 6") as a result, there will be virtually no non-conform- Measured Process Spread 6 6'

ing length produced. The process will therefore be termed

as capable of producing 100% of the product meeting the where USL = Upper specification limit

specification requirement. In statistical language, this is LSL = Lower specification limit

0" = Standard deviation
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Fig. 8. X-R Control Chart for Mutual Capacitance

The value of 1.0 for Cp indicates that the process is just spread with the specification allowance (in the example of

capable, however in order that a characteristic meets the 2400 x 2 x 0.4 cable, USL = 46 & LSL = 42).

specification requirements with virtually no rejects, the However, the attribute on process mean is not considered

Cp value should be equal to or greater than 1.33. The which represents the process stability and performance.
process capability index cp relates the actual process Therefore, another indicator Cpk is defined as a measure
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of process performance; Sample Size A2 D3 D4 d2

2 (Ms - •2 1.880 .0 3.268 1.128
Cpk = Cp (I-K) where K = -........... 3 1.023 .0 2.574 1.693

USL - LSL 4 .729 .0 2.282 2.059
5 .577 .0 2.115 2.326

K represents the deviation of the process mean from mid 6 .483 .0 2.004 2.534
7 .419 .076 1.924 2.704

point (Ms) of the specification limits. .1 . 1 2

The Cp and Cpk values for the mutual capacitance - - I ....

parameter of 2400 x 2 x 0.4 cable are computed as ..... I -
follows; Formulae for computing control limits.

For Averages For Ranges
USL - LSL

Cp =-------------- X-UCL X + (A2xR) RUCL D4i

6 XLCL =-(A2xh) RLCL= D3

Where
Table - 2. Factors for Computing Control Umits. 14]

USL = 46.0

LSL = 42.0

d2 = 2.326 for sub-group sample size(5) Both values of Cp & Cpk are greater than 1.33 showing

as per table 2. excellent performance and stability of the production
processes. If several production lots for key product

R = 0.6085 as per Fig. 7 parameters (conductor diameter, insulated wire diameter

and finished cable average mutual capacitance) displayed

R 0.6085 such good values of Cp & Cpk, one can confidently

-6 ------- --------- 0.2616 improve the product design to reduce material

d2 2.3260 consumption.

46- 42 This is demonstrated in Fig. 9 where the cable is re-

Cp =- --- = 2.55 designed for nominal average mutual capacitance of 45

6 x 0.2616 nF/Km. The process variability should remain within the
control limits where as the process mean value is expected

2(Ms - X) to fall below the nominal average value (45 nF/Km) of the

Cpk = Cp(1-k); K = ------------ specification. This means shifting both specification and

USL - LSL process mean values closer to the upper specification limit
(USL) thereby reducing the insulation wall thicknesses

2 (44 - 43.863) and hence the consumption of rest of the materials.

k =.......------------. =0.0685

46 - 42

Cpk = 2.55 (1-0.0685) = 2.38
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Fig. 9. X" Control Chart for Mutual Capacitance of re-designed cable.

CONCLUSION

In order to achieve the objectives of Total Quality [3] "A new Approach to Total Quality Assurance in

Management, a practical approach has been described by Telephone Cable Plants"

developing a complete TQM software. This approach, E. Esposito, G. More, 39th IWCS,

which has been implemented on a PC based LAN, Reno, Nevada 1990

computerizes each and every action a person takes to
manufacture a product from the stage of receiving an 14] "Guide to Qulaity Control"

enquiry till it is produced and shipped to the customer. K. Ishikawa, 1988

The system has reduced the number of procedures,

generates several manufacturing documents, keep

traceability of production data and quality measurements, M. Javed Khan received his

uses statistical tools to improve on the cable design, BS degree from the

production operations and thus provides a perfect University of Pehawar,

environment for Total Quality Management. Pakistan in 1974 and
M.A.Sc. degree from the

REFERENCES University of Windsor,
Ontario, Canada in 1980,

[1] "The Quality Glossary" both in electrical engineering.

Quality Progress, February 1992. He worked with Phillips Cables (Brockville, Ontario) as
Cable Design Engineer before joing Saudi Cable

[2] "Interactive Manufacturing & Costing System Company late in 1982. He is presently responsible for

(I MACS) for Multi-pair Telecommunication Design Engineering and Quality Cotrol Departments of

cables" Telecommunication (Metallic and Optical Fibre) Cable

M.J. Khan, 41st IWCS, Reno, Nevada 1992. Plants at Saudi Cable Company.
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ADVANCED TWISTED PAIR CABLE DESIGNS: FIELD TRIAL VALIDATIONS

William Reichert & Kevin St. Cyr - Champlain Cable Corp., Colchester, VT

Champlain Cable Corporation, Colchester, Vermont

Abstrac The emergence of the Anixter "level" program
significantly and successfully defined twisted pair

Reliability and performance of advanced twisted pair cable designs. This structured wiring solution

cable systems is critical for their ultimate use in local established a listing of cabling options for each

area networks (LANs). Although most cable LAN topology. Concurrent with this is the

manufacturers supply product performance data, the standardization currently underway with the

end-user needs to be satisfied that the cable system EIA/IlA 568 standard. This "categorization" of

will actually support the current and future network cables will further differentiate twisted pair designs

requirements. Typically, four unshielded twisted pair as network cables of choice.

(UTP) cables are used to connect users through a
common wire closet. Each of the major LAN High speed local area networks are typically rated

protocols requires a different category of cable. With by the network protocol and respective data rate, as

a variety of LAN protocols, combined with a diverse shown in Table 1.
copper twisted pair product offering, it is important
to understand actual field performance. This paper TABLE 1

will discuss the findings of independent field trials in
which various cable designs were validated in the LAN CABLE

major LANs. The analysis will include 4-25 pair PROTOCOL CATEGORY SPEED

designs tested at The University of New Hampshire, Ethernet 3 10 Mbits/sec
Synoptics' Token Ring Interoperability Lab, Token Ring 4 16 Mbits/sec
Chipcom, and Ungermann-Bass. FDDI/ATM 5 100+Mbits/sec

Standards

Introduction EIATIiA

Advanced copper twisted pair cable designs for data The EIAMTIA 568 standard for "Commercial
applications have been a major deterrent to "fiber to Building Telecommunications Wiring" is one of the
the desk". Although the electrical performance primary sources of premise cable performance
supplied by cable manufacturers is important, actual criteria. This standard defines a telecommunications
verification trials at OEM's and Interoperability wiring system for commercial buildings that will
Labs, for example, can provide final validation for support a multi product, multi vendor environment
these products. As LAN speed requirements increase The standard meets most current and future
to and beyond 100 Mbits/sec, twisted pair cable network requirements and its goal is to define

designs will require further application testing in cabling independent of applications. The EIA

order to validate performance. activity will actually serve to eliminate future

building rewiring costs since a structured wiring
The LAN segment is one of the fastest growing in plan will be designed and installed in the

the communications market. This is primarily due to economically favorable building design and
the necessary networking of information processing construction phase. Even though the standard
taking place in many industries. At the same time, defines both "inter" and "intra" builing wiring, this

the number of cabling options has increased, adding discussion will center around the "intra" building

confusion to an already tough decision. Several environment. Therefore, the twisted pair cabling

"industry" standards have emerged which have esvconme ore, be:

differentiated the performance of some of these types considered will be:

choices.'
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HoizonaLWiing: connecting work area outlets to Network Decisions
the telecommunications or wiring closet. Typically
this is 24 AWG, 4 UTP cable. Today's network requirements are concernedwith

the "Big Three" electrical:
BackboneJrd=. connecting wiring closets in same
building, from floor to floor or closet to closet ' Near End Crosstalk, worst pair
Typically bundled 4 UTP cables, or 25 UTP cables. • Attenuation

• Impedance

UL LAN Cable Verification Program Other electrical considerations, such as Structured
Return Loss (SRL) and Jitter are generally satisfied

This program was established to address the if the "Big Three" are satisfied. Appendix 1 lists a
important issue of independent validation of cable cross comparison of Category 3 through 5 cable
performance. It is intended to assist specifiers with properties. These three categories account for the
cabling decisions. Among the features are: a four majority of work stations up to 100 meters.
level 100 ohm cable performance program;
independent cable level performance identification; Many decisions need to be made when considering
recognition of the ETA/HA 568 standard; follow-up network transmission media. Perhaps the most
services and quality support to monitor performance; important are which cable category to select, and
and, actual data validation.! how to manage the cable plant. As shown in

Appendix 1, the three more common protocols each
Design and Agplications require a distinct cabling system. Managementof

the cable plant requires decisions and
Design considerations of some or all of the following:

The typical cable used in network applications is an ' Network Type
unshielded twisted pair, 100 ohm, 4 pair cable design. ' Space
Figure 1 illustrates a typical twisted pair cable design. • Frequency At Which The Network Operates
The design considers the three main electrical • Length of Nodes
requirements of: characteristic impedance, • Number of Nodes
attenuation, and near end crosstalk (NEXT). Each of . Connecting Devices
these requirements is defined by the categories which • Future Needs
they address. (Appendix I lists the electrical ' Shielding Requirements
requirements for Category 3, 4, and 5 cable.) The ' Industry Standards
intent is to design cables which will operate over the ' Systems Life Cycle
frequency range to be utilized in the network
application. While it is not necessary to get into a long

discussion on each of these issues, it is important to
understand the interactions of these variables so as

Figure 1 to maximize the cabling system chosen and obtain
successful electrical performance.

Applications

The applications to follow are from actual field
evaluations. They were selected due to their
applicability of UTP designs, as well as the unique
performance results which were obtained.

Category3: A 4 pair UTP was trialed and tested in
the Token Ring Interoperability Lab at Synoptics,
Sunnyvale, CA. The cable was installed to support
144 stations, at each of six discrete cable lengths.
Each run was characterized for NEXT, attenuation,
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and impedance in accordance with ASTM D 4566-90 To assist in the problem isolation, a controlled
methodology over the frequency range of 1 KHz - Category 5 cable test was performed utilizing the
20.5 MHz, which is the range of frequency excitation same Category 4 connectivity hardware. Based on
in 16 MB/sec Token Ring. EIA/TIA Category 4 these results it was determined to be a hardware
connectivity was used. Following is a brief summary problem. Further, the problem was caused by the
of Synoptics' findings at 16 MHz: termination technique to the jack. There was found

to be a substantial difference in NEXT based on
termination technique.

Cable: CHAMPLAIN CMP3-244 pair

Cable runs: 50 ft. 310 ft.
INITIAL TERMINATION TESTING

Impedance: 100 ohms +/- I ohms 100 ohms +/- I ohm

Cable: CHAMPLAIN CHAMPLAIN
Average NEXT- 3420 dB 31.56 dB CMP4-24-4 pair CMPS-24-4 pair

Average 3.38 d,'i100 ft. 3.24 dB/100 ft. Con.ectlvlty. Category 4 Category 4
Attenuation:

Cable Rums: 62.5 meters 61.9 meters

In all cases, the recorded characteristics exceed the Antenuation:
manufacturer's published numbers. Even though the (16 MHz) 5.7 dB/100 meters 52dB/100 meters
NXT data is below Category 4 specifications, it is
shown that this high erformance Category 3 cable NEXT.16 MHz
exceeds its design parameters and does support a (€ond 1236) >45 dB >45 dB
passive 16 MB Token Ring environment. (cond. 3645) 41.5 dB 44.9 dB

-a-eg.ga4: At Chipcom Corporation, Southborough, 10 MHz
MA, a new facility was being wired for a 10BaseT (cond. 1236) >45 dB >45 dB
and future Token Ring network installation. One (cond. 3645) 41.9 dB 43 dB

Category 4 cable and one Category 5 cable was RETERMINATION TESTING
pulled and terminated at each workstation.
Approximately 370 workstations were connected Cable: CHAMPLAIN CHAMPLAIN
using Category 4 connectivity hardware. A variety of CMP4-24-4 pair CMP5-24-4 pair
Category 4 patch cords and drop cables were also
used. The maximum system length was not more Connectivity Category 4 Category 5

than 85 meters (80 meters+3 meter office+2 meter
patch). Initially, there were no problems as the
system was up on a l0BaseT network. As Token Attenuatiou:
Ring nodes were connected, certain stations failed to (16 MHz) 5.6 dB/100 meters 5.1 dB100 meters
go "in ring." Further investigation indicated that
these issues were connectivity related, and not due to NEXT.
the cable. This is mentioned since a valuable lesson 16 MHz

(cond. 1236) >45 dB > 45 dB
of termination was learned through this installation. (cond. 3645) 43.3 dB > 45 dB
It is extremely important to maintain the twisting of
the pairs up to the termination jack. Crosstalk 10 MHz
problems will occur if this is not properly done. (cond. 1236) >45 dB > 45 dB
In fact, the testing indicated that at 16 MHz one (cond. 3645) 42.5 dB > 45 dB
isolated drop performed at 4.5 dB below expected
results. Out of 6 to 8 drops tested, a NEXT range of Conclusions drawn from Chipcom testing on
33 dB to 39 dB was experienced at 16 MHz, well Champlain cabling indicate that their Token Ring
under the Category 4 (38 dB) and Category 5 (44dB) product is stable on a good Category 4 cable plant.
specifications. Even so, the results they achieved convinced them

to utilize Category 5 UTP for future cabling needs
to avoid network issues and increase the future
upgradability.
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haz 31& 5:A third validation was performed at should not effect the other pairs in the cable'."
the University of New Hampshire Interoperability Ungermann-Bass' work, in conjunction with
Lab. The objective wasto determine interoperability Category 5, 25 pair cable and connector

of six different "hubs" with four different adapter manufacturers, was aimed at maximizingcsstalk
"cards" in a 16 MB Token Ring environment. The performance of the cable/connector system.
following table summarizes the findings. Through modifications of "pin-outs" in 50 pin

connectors, they were able to maximize crosstalk
CHAMPLAIN CHAMPLAIN performance by:
Catemrv 3. 100 meters Cateorv 5. 100 meters

A. Maintaining pairs' twists all the way to the
DCARD connectors' contacts;

Hub 1 2 3 4 1 B. Displacing transmitters and receivers at

A P p p p P p P p opposite ends of the connector.
B F F P F P P P P
C P F P F P P P P Both A and B have resulted in a better 25-pair
D F F P F P P P P system with greatly improved crosstalk. Finally, the

F P F P P P P P P Ungermann-Bass developments are compliant with
EIA/TIA 568-A draft proposal as of this writing.

F= Fail P= Pass
Conclusions

Results on Category 3 (minimum specification) High performance unshielded twisted pair cables,
cabling were not surprising. Hub "A" was which meet various electrical performance
interoperable with all cards. Card "3" was "categories", successfully support the network
interoperable with all hubs. However, several applications for which they were designed.
failures are an indication of the risk in running
baseline Category 3 cable in a 16 MB Token Ring FurthervalidationsbyOEMs, Interoperability Labs,
Network. and end users has also proven the following:

Not surprisingly, however, was the fact that all "hub" 1. High performance Category 3 (3+) cable,
and "card" combinations passed interoperability trials with improved crosstalk, supports passive 16
using Category 5 UTP cable. MB Token Ring LANs.

Category 5. 25 Pair 2. Maintaining pair "twists" is critical in
termination of UTP cable systems in order

High performance 25 pair cables have been used in to avoid excessive crosstalk.
network applications as

3. Interoperability of hubs and adapter cards
"* file server to concentrator connections was "universal" in a trial using Category 5
"• wire closet to modular furniture UTP cable in a 16 MB Token Ring LAN.
"• wire closet to wire closet (backbone)

4. A 25 pair Category 5 cable system has been
Ungermann-Bass has worked closely with cable and proven for backbone applications utilizing
connector manufacturers to develop a Category 5 high performance cable, a redesigned
compliant cable system per EIA 568. This includes connector and "tight" pair twists to the
complying with the latest near end crosstalk connector which meets Power Sum Near
specification, Power Sum NEXT. This is a more End Crosstalk requirements.
demanding method of measuring crosstalk in
multiple pair cables than the Worst Pair NEXT
method. "With this tighter tolerance measurement,
the effects of higher frequency signals and
uncorrelated disturbing energies, which could
interfere with neighboring pairs using the backbone,
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APPENDIX 1

Categorv 3 Cam Cl r
Frequency

(maximum) 16 MHz 20 MHz 100 MHz

Impedance 100 ohms 100 ohms 100 ohms

Near End Crosstalk, Worst Pair
1 MHz 41 dB 56 dB 62 dB

16 MHz 23 dB 38 dB 44 dB

100 M Hz ....................- 32 dB

Attenuation
1 MHz 2.6 dB/100M 2.1 dB/100M 2.1 dB/100M

16 MHz 13.1 dB/100M 8.9 dB/100M 8.2 dB/IOOM

100 MHz ------------ 22 dB/100M

Cable Design
# of Pairs 2-25 2-25 2-25

AWG 24 24 24

O.D. (4 Pair) 0.145" 0.145" 0.150"

System Flexibility Moderate High High

Network Support Ethernet Token Ring FDDI

K'IWclO2
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LOCAL LOOP EVOLUTION - EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

Gary L. Sparks

GTE Telephone Operations, Irving, Texas

The following text links and provides narrative explanation of the following presentation
material. The text format relates to individual presentation subjects as denoted in their
headers.

ABSTRACT
The intent of this analysis is to assess the impact of emerging technologies
on existing local loop deployment plans with respect to potential reductions
in copper twisted pair deployment. The analysis assesses deployment rates
based on the on-going provisioning of basic telephony services.

DIRECTION: The Direction section:
- presents GTE's perspective relative to continued copper deployment.

defines technology substitution and electronic augmentation procedures as
means of curtailing continued copper twisted pair deployment.

- identifies 4 Emerging Technologies for assessment of their potential impact
to reduce copper deployment.

ASSESSMENT ASSUMPTIONS: The Assessment Assumptions section
describes the analysis as being based upon POTS provisioning, GTE's expected
5 Year capital expenditure levels, distinction between feeder and distribution
facilities, and expected cost parity between copper twisted pair deployment with
Fiber-To-The-Curb (FTTC) and Rural-Fiber-In-The-Loop (RFITL).

Presented are two graphs depicting (life cycle (Net Present Value/NPV) and first
cost) expected cost trends for copper twisted pair extended from a Digital Loop
Carrier (DLC) and FTTC. Three FTTC trends lines are presented, most likely (the
middle), optimistic (the lower), and pessimistic (the top). These represent a range
based upon learning curve levels and economies of scale efficiency expectations.

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES - FIBER-TO-MAJOR-BUSINESSES (FTMB): This
presents the first Emerging Technology as a means of reducing copper
deployment by extending fiber (up to 1 miles) to major business (over 500
customers at a site). Although this had minimal impact on copper deployment, it
was felt to be strategically important to increase the Quality, Functionality, &
Timeliness of service to major businesses.
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EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES - DIGITAL SUBSCRIBER CARRIER (DSC): DSC
overlays existing copper twisted pairs to provide additional voice grade services.
Its primary application is for 2nd line services, however it can be used for adjacent
property services. DSC relieves existing copper facilities, negates additional
copper cable reinforcement, does so cost effectively. It results in capital savings
and reduced copper deployment.

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES - DIGITAL SUBSCRIBER CARRIER (DSC): DSC
overlays existing copper twisted pairs to provide additional voice grade services.
Its primary application is for 2nd line services, however it can be used for adjacent
property services. DSC relieves existing copper facilities, negates additional
copper cable reinforcement, does so cost effectively. It results in capital savings
and reduced copper deployment.

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES - FIBER-TO-THE-CURB (FTTC): As FTTC
achieves cost parity with traditional copper paired cable, its deployment will
become the norm. Full 100% deployment of FT1C will take several years as many
housing developments have already been set up for copper cabling. FTTC will
start with new housing developments or in distribution rehabilitation projects.

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES - RURAL-FIBER-IN-THE-LOOP (RFITL): RFITL
is basically FTTC technology adapted to rural applications by extending the
operating distances. RFITL can provide a cost effective means of providing
Upgrades, Analog Carrier Replacement, or means of providing isolated growth in
rural environments where cabling requirements are extensive.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS - COPPER CABLE ASSESSMENT: This set of
graphs defines the expected reductions in copper deployment for each of the
Emerging Technology applications (from original budget levels) in terms of Capital
Dollars, Pair Miles, and Sheath Miles.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS - FIBER CABLE ASSESSMENT: This set of graphs
depicts the expected increases in fiber deployment over current expected levels
for InterOffice trunking (IOF) and Customer Access Facilities (CAF - local loop).
The analysis defines the increases in terms of Capital Dollars, Fiber Miles, and
Fiber Sheath Miles.

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS - BUDGETARY IMPACT: The Copper reductions
and the Fiber increases only illustrate the facility medium changes. This bar chart
illustrates the overall budgetary impact of the assessment. The left bar (for a given
year) represents the expected expenditures for copper cable, support structures,
and fiber cable. The right bar represents the potential incremental changes in
expenditures levels from the assessment of the Emerging Technologies.

As illustrated in the bar chart, the overall expenditure levels remain relatively
constant. However, by 1997 there exist a significant potential for shifts in "what"
is deployed, copper can be reduced significantly, support structures reduced a
little, fiber increased significantly, and significant electronics added for DSC, FTTC,
& RFITL.
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CONCLUSIONS: The conclusion of this analysis is that Copper
Twisted Pair deployment can be significantly reduced over the next 5 years by
deploying fiber based solution and electronically augmenting existing copper
twisted pairs.

DIRECTION

COPPER (twisted pair) TECHNOLOGY DOES NOT OFFER
THE LONG TERM INFRASTRUCTURE TO MEET
EXPANDING CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS IN A TIMELY
COST EFFECTIVE MANNER.

EMERGING TECHNOLOGY APPLICATION IN THE LOCAL LOOP

WILL ALLOW:

- SUBSTITUTION OF FIBER & ELECTRONICS FOR COPPER.
- DEFERRAL OF COPPER RELIEF AUGMENTATION.

EMER-GING TECHNOLOGIES EVALUATED:
- Fiber-To-Major-Businesses (FTMB)
- Digital Subscriber Carrier (DSC)
- Fiber-To-The-Curb (FTTC)
- Rural-Fiber-In-The-Loop (RFITL)

ASSESSMENT ASSUMPTIONS

"* BASED ON POTS PROVISIONING

"* BASED ON CURRENT 5 YEAR STRATEGIC PLAN WITH COPPER
DEPLOYMENT

"* FEEDER & DISTRIBUTION ANALYZED SEPARATELY

"* BASED ON FIBER-TO-THE-CURB ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
- Economic (Life Cycle & First Cost) Parity With Copper

Starting in 1993/94

* RURAL-FIPER-IN-THE-LOOP ASSUMED COST PARITY
- Subsequent Analysis Indicates Potential RFITL Cost

Advantages
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ASSESSMENT ASSUMPTIONS
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EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

FIBER-TO-MAJOR-BUSINESSES (FTMB)

DESCRIPTION:
EXTEND FIBER TO MAJOR BUSINESS CUSTOMERS IN

CABLE ROUTES WHERE FIBER EXISTS AND TRANSFER
SERVICES TO FIBER BASED DLC.

APPLICATION:
"* START EXTENSIONS IN 1992 (Existing Fiber Routes)

"• FREES UP EXISTING COPPER PAIRS FOR REALLOCATION

"* QUALITY EFFECTS
- Increased bandwidth and functionality

- Increased flexibility for capacity

- Improved quality and reliability

- Improved response time to customer needs

"* STRATEGIC IN NATURE; OVERALL IMPACT ON COPPER
DEPLOYMENT IS MINIMAL.

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

DIGITAL SUBSCRIBER CARRIER (DSC)
Electronically derived second line (on existing copper pair)

HOLDING STRATEGY RANGE: 14-18 Kft.

reiieve/:ugment existing facilities ISDN format (quality & reliability)
-avoid additional copper placement No Analog Cxr.

awaiting Fiber based replacement No Single BridgeTap - 2Kft.

Primary Application

OSC Location 2nd Lines

OSC Location
adjacent services

COPPER CA&L Cc
Central Office "
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EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES
FIBER -IN -THE -LOOP

Typical FTTC Application(s)
New Subdivision or
Existing Area Rehab

HOT
-New Subdivisions

- Existing Area Rehabs
- Starting in 1993/94
- Positions for Expanded

Capacity/Capability

COPPER DROP ------
Central Office FIBER OPTIC CABLE

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES

RURAL - FIBER - IN - THE - LOOP (RFITL)
FTTC Adapted for Rural Applications - provide Upgrades

(distances extended) - repi. analog CXR
Fiber Extended Out Into The Network - Isolated growth
Integrated Feeder & Distribution Pian/Prov. - RT/NGDLC Potential Replacement

of small Central Office

*HomeTown

* (fural) LEEN

Capt., cable

Coop., 0'.9-
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ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

COPPER CABLE ASSESSMENT

Millions (Capital $'s)

Original Capital S'a

FT TC

52%
REDUCTION

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

-Orig. Capital $'ao DSC Effects A Power Cabling

FTTC Effects - RFITL Effects

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

COPPER CABLE ASSESSMENT COPPER CABLE ASSESSMENT
(Pair Miles) (Sheath Miles)

MII~lanal Thousand (

1993 1094 1006 1096 1097 1903 1004 1006 11911 117

- Oft Capitl 1'a O DOC affeol - FTTC Effoote rw. CapItasI 0 Doe Iftco•t -4- MiSy .

RFIL Iffofe Fh Prib . g mPmlrL 0 69411 .1 6 b paw aet "
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ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

FIBER CABLE ASSESSMENT

Millions (Capital $Vs)

i CAF

IOF

1993 1994 1995 1996 1991

~IOF -CAF 8 FTTC )(RFITL

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
FIBER CABLE ASSESSMENT FIBER CABLE ASSESSMENT

Thoumand (Fiber Miles) (Sheath Miles)

VITTo

1903 f904 i* 1996 13 1997 1903 1994 1905 1996 1997

1OF -- CAF -- FTTC - FITL #OF CAF -4-- rrTC -RFtTL
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CONCLUSIONS

" THE CURRENT STRATEGIC PLAN HAS A DECLINING

RATE OF COPPER DEPLOYMENT.

" THE COPPER DEPLOYMENT RATE CAN BE DRAMATICALLY

REDUCED BY:

45% IN TERMS OF PAIR MILES

33% IN TERMS OF SHEATH MILES

52% IN TERMS OF GROSS ADDITIONS FOR COPPER

WITH NO SIGNIFICANT CHANGE TO TOTAL CAPITAL.

"* EXPENDITURES WILL SHIFT FROM COPPER TO
FIBER AND ASSOCIATED ELECTRONICS.

"* FUNDAMENTAL STRATEGY TO AGGRESSIVELY REDUCE

COPPER DEPLOYMENT

" CONTINUE WORK ON OAM&P ISSUES FOR EFFECTIVE

OPERATIONS.

- OSS
- WORKFORCE

* TRAINING

* TOOLS

" REEVALUATE CURRENT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES DRIVING
NEAR TERM COPPER INTENSIVE EXPENDITURES. THESE
NEED TO BE REVIEWED FROM A FIBER-BASED TECHNOLOGY

SUBSTITUTION PERSPECTIVE.

Gary L. Sparks, Staff Manager
Network Planning

GTE Telephone Operations
Irving, Texas
Gary has 21 years of experience in Outside Plant Engineering

- Construction and Network Planning; working in GTE's

Indiana, California, and Texas operations in both Staff

and Line positions; graduate of Purdue University - BSIM.
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To Make The Economical Deployment of Subscriber Networks

Takuya Nakayama, Hiroaki Okabayashi, Eiji Kondo*, and Satoshi Matsuhashi

NTT Telecommunication Field Systems R&D Center

Tsukuba, lbaraki, 305, Japan
*NTT Customer Systems Development Department

Chiba, Chiba, 261, Japan

Abstract splice underground cable, and aerial splicing closures.

Both underground and aerial cables are low-count

To deploy optical fiber subscriber networks more optical fiber cable with small diameter, containing only 4
economically, particularly for distant, isolated individual or 8 fibers. We have also developed a splicing technique
subscribers who need very few fibers, we have for branching off several cables from an established

developed a new type of small, lightweight cable and high-count subscriber optical fiber cable.

closure. To facilitate the integration of this cable into
existing systems, we needed an efficient way to branch
off a new cable from an established optical fiber cable. 2. Underground System
Thus, we also developed an improved splicing
technique. This paper describes the new cable, closure 2.1 Low-Count Ootical Fiber Cable with Small
and related technologies. Diameter

The existing optical fiber cable with water blocking
(WB) has the same structure for 8 fibers or 100 fibers,

1. Introduction making it cost-efficient and suitable for long-distance
applications. However, we have examined a new optical

NIT i,, making progress toward a fully digital fiber cable containing only 4 or 8 fibers for low-density

network by installing optical fiber loops to serve long-distance applications, since demand has been
subscribers in large cities. These loops consist of cables increasing in rural areas. Our new cable is smaller in
containing up to 1000 fibers. As the ISDN service area diameter and lighter than existing cable, and it can be
expands, however, there are an increasing number of laid through the conduit using only one-eighth the

subscribers in rural areas who require only a few fibers. tractive force necessary previously. This reduction in the
Coping with these two opposite types of e-mand pulling force means that the connector-equipped end of
efficiently requires minimizing the financial outla, 'or the cable be miniaturized so that it can be laid through
materials and construction. Naturally, too, tu the conduit. We have now made and tested cable that is

accommod:ite subscribers quickly, it is necessary to pre-connectorized at both ends. This new cable is

simplify the installation procedures for easier, quicker economical in terms of both material and network
deployment To meet those requirements, we have construction costs.
designed a new outdoor system to provide optical
services in rural areas where only a few fibers are 2.1.1 Cable Structure

required, and have developed the materials accessary to The physical features of the new cable are
produce it. compared with those of the conventional cable in Fig. I

This system consists of a new underground cable, and Table 1.The new cable has 57% the diameter and 2
aerial self-supporting cable, underground closure to 9% the weight of the conventional cable.
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Table 2 New Cable Test Results
Cable Sheath

Water-Blocking Tape Test New Cable

Heat Cycle: -30 - +60'C Change in loss
< 0.1 (dB/km)

Crush Change in loss
(Pressure: 1960N/10cm) < 0.1 (dB/km)

Central Member Repeated Bending Change in loss
Slotted Rod \ (Bend Radius: 86 mm)

4-Fiber Ribbon (Bend Number of Times: 10) < 0.1 (dB/km)

8-Fiber Conventional Change in loss
Water-Blocking Cable 8-Fiber Cable Tensile < 0.1 (dB/km)

(Pulling Force: 245 N) Change in Strain
< 0.2 (M)Fig. I Cross-Sectional Structures of 

Cag nlsNew and Conventional Cables Dynamic Squeezing < 0.1 (dBkm)

(Pulling Force: 245 N) Change in Strain

< 0.2 M•

Table I Features of and Old Cables

Characteristic New Cable Old Cable Cable Pre-Connectorized Fiber Chamber

Outer Diameter 8.6 15 25 mm•np .4L 21 L

(mm) z- B: =[)

Weight (g/m) 0.06 0.21 X

Number of Protector Pulling Eye Nut

4-Fiber Ribbons 4,8 8 100

Fig. 2 Structure of Pulling End

2.1.2 Characteristics of New Cable and protected against the 2 x 103 N tensile. Thus, we
Table 2 shows the characteristics of the low-count, have designed the new cable with small diameter and

small-diameter optical fiber cable. Heat cycle testing light weight, thereby reducing the tensile to about

from -30 to +60)C indicates that the new cable has 2.5 X 102 N. Because it requires less protection, the pre-

almost the same properties as the conventional cable. connectorized pulling end can be miniaturized.
The optical loss due to mechanical stress (crush, repeated Consequently, we were able to produce a cable that is
bending, tensile, dynamic squeezing) is also the same, pre-connectorized at both ends and can be installed

and the strain under tensile and dynamic squeezing is through the conduits. Figure 2 shows the structure of the
confirmcd to be the same as well. Trial laying of the new pulling end.

cable shows good optical loss properties and operating
efficiency. 2.2 Subscriber O otical Fiber Cable Closure

We have developed a new optical fiber cable

2.1.3 Structure of Pulling End with ore-connectorized closure to accommodate the new cable. At present, the
Fiber same closure is used to splice 8 fibers or 200 fibers. We

For long-distance installation, the current standard developed a smaller, lighter one tailored to accomodate

cable has been designed to withstand about 2 X 103 N only 4- or 8-fiber WB cables.

tractive force. So we cannot affix conr.ctors to the
fibers at the pulling end, because the pulling end is 2.2.1 Closure Structure
bigger than the conduits when it is pre-connectorized A photograph of the new optical fiber closure is
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shown in Fig. 3. This closure consists of a water-proof long, about 1 kin, so mid-span entry into an established
case, the frame in the case, and the trays to store the cable that has no closure is becoming more common.
fibers. A conventional closure can be installed with six Obviously, with in-service fibers in these established
cables for a capacity of 200 fibers. The new closure is cables,the bending loss arising from mid-span entry must

simpler and cheaper for direct connections. The tray is be low enough that it does not interrupt signals. We
the same as in the conventional closure and can store have therefore developed an improved splicing
and protect up to 5 4-fiber ribbons, technique for these cables.

In the near future, as subscriber number multiply,
2.2.2 Characteristics of The New Closure many new cables will have to be installed in one closure.

As seen from Table 3, which compares the But the existing closure can accommodate only 4 branch
conventional and the new closures, the new closure has cables. So we have developed a new closure with triple
67% the weight and 51% the volume of the the branch cable capacity of the old one.
conventional closure.

F7 • 2.3.1 A Mid-Span-Entry
A photograph of the splicing of the mid-span-entry

is shown in Fig. 4. There are three special items for the- closure used in mid-span entry. The first is a fiber storage
sheet which can store and protect up to 40 fibers. Inside,

it has a sheet of polyethylene bubbles to protect the
fibers from outside pressure. The second item is a slotted

rod cap which protect fibers from the slotted rod's

:2 cutting section. Finally, the fiber protector protects fibers
• : from being damaged by the closure itself or from bending

Fig. 3 New Closure during assembly or disassembly of a closure.

2.3.2 Mid-Span Entry Procedure and Resulting OpticalTable 3 Comparison Between New Ls
and Old Closure The steps of the mid-span entry procedure are

Characteristic New Old shown in Table 4, and the optical bending loss arising
Closure Closure from each operation is shown Fig. 5. These results

Outer Diameter 150 210 indicate no practical problem for less than 1 dB.
(mm)

Closure ...... ........ 6...............Weight (kg) 6.6 10

Length (mm) 685 685

Height (mm) 28 90
Closure ...........................................
Frame Width (mm) 90 180

Lengh (mm) 1570 570

2.3 Branch Snlicing Technioue 4
To deploy the new cable, we have to branch off a

new cable from an established one, in a procedure called Fig. 4 Splicing of Mid-Span-Entry
mid-span entry. However, the splicing span is relatively
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2.3.3 Multiple Branch Splicing Technique
We have developed an adapter which is installed in

an existing closure to make it possible to deploy up to
12 new cables (see Fig. 7). The adapter (see Fig. 8)

consists simply of an airtight seal and a clamp for fixing
the cables.

Table 4 Mid-Span Entry Operation

Process

(1) Peel the cable sheath from established cable.

(2) Cut and fix the central member. Fig. 7 Adapter on Closure and
(3) Wrap the fibers in storage sheet. (see Fig. 6) Branched New Cable

(4) Cut the slotted rod.

(5) Put on the slotted rod cap. Cable

(6) Splice the established fibers and the new branch fibers.

(7) Store the fibers and put on the fiber protecter.

(8) A.semble the closure.

1.5
at 1.3 11 m Allowable Max.Optical Lss Air-Tight Seal Clamp

1.0 rr

o IMAX.
.-1 0.5 AV.

!YMIN. Fig. 8 Adapter

S0.0 0 0-

"-0.5 I
1 2 3 4 3. Above-Ground System

1. Peel the cable sheath from established cable
2. Cut and fix the central membe.
3. Wrap the fibers in storage sheet As with the underground cable, the new type of
4. Cut the slotted rod aerial cable is also narrower and lighter than

Fig. 5 Optical Loss conventional cable, and is more efficient to install. This!- new cable also has only 4 or 8 fibers.

3.1 Low-Count Optical Fiber Cable with Small

Diameter
Figure 9 and Table 5 show the structures of the

new cable and the conventional cable. The new cable
has 13% the weight of the conventional cable, and

4 involves lower material and installation costs.
Table 6 shows the characteristics of new cable. In

terms of the properties listed, the new cable is nearly

identical to the conventional cable. Laying tests with the

new cable reveal good optical loss and operating
Fig. 6 Wrapping the Fibers in Storage Sheet efficiency.
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3.2 Aerial Optical Fiber Closure 3.2.1 Aerial Closure I
A new aerial closure was needed to accommodate Aerial closure I's structure is shown in Fig. 10. This

the new cable; hence we have developed the aerial closure can store 8 fibers and be fixed on a pole. It is

closure, in 2 types ( I 11) to adjust to different cases, used mainly for underground cable and aerial cable
Both are small, lightweight, easy to assembl, and cost- splicings.
efficient. Table 7 shows their characteristics in
comparison with those of the conventional aerial

closure.
Table 5 New and Old Aerial Cable Features

Characteristic New Cable Old Cable

Outer Diameter 7 x 4 15
Messenge Wire (mm)

(g/m) 0.07 0.55
Cable Sheath Number of 4,8 8~100

4-Fiber Ribbons

ort Table 6 New Aerial Cable Test Results
4-Fiber Ribbon

Test Neiw Cable

Heat Cycle: -30 - +60'C Change in loss
< 0.1 (dB/km)

8-Fiber Conventional Crush Change in loss
Aerial Cable Aerial Cable (Pressure: 1960N/10cm) < 0.1 (dB/km)

Fig. 9 Cross-Sectional Structures of Repnted Bending Change in loss

New Cable and Conventional Cable (Bend Number of Times: 10) < 1 (dBm)

Change in loss
<0.1 (dB/km)Tensile-- - - - - - - - - --

(Pulling Force: 1900 N) Change in Strain

0 < 0.2 (%)
S- Change in loss

Dynamic Squeezing < 0.1 (dB/km)

(Pulling Force: 490 N) Change in Strain
< 0.2 (%)

Table 7 Features of New and Old
Aerial Closures

New New Old
Characteristic Closure I Closurell Closure

0 Length (mm) 140 160 690

Width (mm) 40 40 110

Height (mam) 210 120 160
Fig. 10 New Aerial Closure Type I Height (kg) 0.37 0 1.7

Weight (kg) 0.37 0.4 1.7

Max. Number of 8 8 100
4-Fiber Ribbons
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3.2.2 Aerial Closure I4 Conclusins
Subscriber networks mainly employ aerial optical

fiber cable which is pre-connectorized at both ends, but We have developed new ways to make the
the rest of the cable is coiled where the messenger wire deployment of optical networks more economical: a

is hung. (see Fig. 11) So we have developed a second low-count optical fiber cable with small diameter, the

type of aerial type 11 to solve the problem of this extra optical closures to accommodate the cable, and a

cable,to use the cable effectively, and to improve the branch-splicing technique. Thanks to these, we have

installation procedure. It can also store 8 fibers, be hung streamlined the installation procedure and reduced the
(n messenger wire between poles, and be used to associated costs and time required to deploy optical
directly connect new aerial cables. The structure of aerial subscriber networks. We also introduced simpler branch

closure H's is shown in Fig. 12, and it is shown hung on splicing and multiple branch splicing to cope with the

the messenger wire in Fig. 13. This configuration, with increasing number of subscribers.

the closure on the messenger wire rather than fixed to a

pole, means that the wind will have a stronger effect on
the system, we therefore conductcd vibration tests (see
Table 8), and determined that the new setup will not
adversely affect service.

7g

.-- Fig.12 New Aerial Closure Type I1

Fxtra Cable

New Aerial Closure IH
Fig. I1 Extra Cable Position Pole

Fig. 13 New Closure Hi, Hanqinq

Table 8 Vibration Test Results

Change in Strain: Change in Loss,
Position on (%) i (dBM "-e.. Messenger Wir Fiber Condslon
Messenger Wire wiren......C.n.

Max. Residue Max. Residue Closure. etc

2.9.5 Hz

Midway _20mm 0 0 < 0.1 0 No Good

-+-21 mm -
M d a ..................................... .......... .

/4 of pole-to- 2.3z 0 0 < 0.1 0 No Good

pole distance 45 mm
I Wr&CbeypsuPoe ings19
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NETWORK COMPONENTS AND CABLES FOR EFFECTIVE
FIBER HANDLING OF STAR TOPOLOGY IN FTTH FIELD

TRIAL IN BALLERUP, COPENHAGEN
Hans Olofsson, Johan Meyer*

Telecom Cables Division, Ericsson Cables AB, Hudiksvall, Sweden
*Application Lab Fiber Access, Ericsson Telecom AB, Stockholm, Sweden

ABSTRACT the second in summer 1994. Each phase in-
volves approximately 25 subscribers.

When building a Fiber-To-The-Home, FTTH,
system using a fiber rich topology such as a full General
star, it is essential to use network components The network topology is based on a full star con-
capable of handling a large number of fibers. An cept. There are two services provided in the field
all ribbon concept has a great potential to solve trial, interactive services delivered on a 2 Mb/s
some of the fiber handling problems related to basis and distributive service i.e. analog CATV.
fiber rich topologies. It is important to keep the
ribbon format as extensively as possible. In the Central office Remote Node Customers
field trial, ribbon is used from circuit boards to Ballerup Premises

the customers premises. Termination of cable
and fiber should be prefabricated to a great ex- equiP.
tent, cutting cost for installation and yet ensur-
ing high transmission performance. Connectors POTS DIAmuX

with a push-pull mechanism are used consistent- NU
ly for easy handling and compact design. There
is one flexible point in the network, the optical Future ISDN connection

distribution frame, ODF, where all individual fi- Figure 1: Survey of the field trial
bers can be accessed for measuring purposes,
adding, deleting or upgrading services etc. Interactive Services

The interactive system uses a remote multiplex-
er, a DIAmuX, located in a Remote Node (RN).
The DIAmuX is connected to existing Ericsson

INTRODUCTION AXE PSTN switching equipment which prcvide
all the subscribers with POTS, (Plain Old Tele-

This paper describes the system aspects and the phony Service). ISDN-BA will be provided later
technical realization of the Ericsson part of a on. Other accesses are also possible such as
Fiber-To-The-Home field trial in Ballerup, computer interfaces etc. within the system con-
Copenhagen, Denmark. The field trial is man- cept as long as the accumulated bitrate to each
aged by the telecommunications administration ONU is less than 2 Mb/s.
of Copenhagen, KTAS. Ericsson delivers equip-
ment which will serve 50 customers in two phas-
es; the first to be finished in autumn 1993 and
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The DIAmuX concept is designed as an open more than 5 hours stand-by including one half
system using 2 Mb/s PCM highways towards its hour active use of POTS.
internal switch. This makes the system very Up to eight circuit boards of different access
flexible. types can be installed of which at least one is

The optical framework is a bidirectional point- used for a 2 Mb/s connection to the switch. The
to-point link. boards used in this trial are for optical 2 Mb/s in-

ONU terfacing, POTS (and later on ISDN-BA) and
c 2CATV. The ONU contains a fiber organizer for

> fanout and termination of fiber ribbon it also
2- 1houses couplers etc.
1300nm __

... Operation & Maintenance

A full star network configuration offers a
straightforward operation & maintenance,

Figure 2: Telephony, optical Jramework O&M, system. The system uses the standard
O&M for DIAmuX, DIAX OM. However there

CATV are several additions for handling the optical

The CATV-system will receive its signals from systerrl

the Danish national CATV-system, DOCAT, in The O&M system for interactive and CATV ser-
an electrical AM-VSB-format. The electrical vices is integrated. Laser power down e.g. is one
signal, with a bandwidth of 47 - 862 MHz, will of the additions which handles the output power
modulate three highly linear lasers in the 1300 level from the CATV transmitter. In case of ca-
nm window. The laser transmitters are located in ble break there will be an immediate decrease of
the Ballerup Central Office, 3 km firom RN. output power to an inherent secure optical out-
Each laser will feed an 1: 16 splitter. The splitters put power level.
are placed in ODF-boxes at the same remote NETWORK COMPONENTS
node as the DIAmuX. The CATV-system is de-
signed to have a potential to feed 64 subscribers.

Ribbon cables and mass splicing techniques will

arhelp cutting costs and minimizing size. The useBallerup ODF rack at iONU

C.O. remote node . of preassembled fiber and cable terminating
AM-VSB components that simplify use of ribbon technol-

iogy are evaluated. The aim has been to prove the
1300 nm LLJ feasibility of an all ribbon concept from circuit

boards all the way to the customers premises
with one flexible point at the RN where physical

Figure 3: U TV, optical fr-amnework access to single fibers is possible. The network
configuration is shown in figure 4. Two copper
pairs for each subscriber is provided by KTAS

Optical Network Unit and they are spliced to the subscriber cable at the

At the customer's premises there is an Optical DP. One pair can be used for POTS in case of
Network Unit (ONU) containing optical trans- failure of the FF'rH system.
ceivers for 2 Mb/s and O/E converters for
CATV along with local powering and backup
batteries. The batteries are dimensioned for
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cally an angle polish MT connector with a push-

Indoor network Outdoor network pull mechanism and a special housing. The
Remote Node housing is fixed to the edge of the board allow-

ing for easy access. The layout of the circuit
D board can be seen in the photograph in figure 5.

MDF 20 p copper cable IP

CATVi 32 FIBER LO UBSCRIBER
RC OD CABLES

DIAMuX CABLE

customer Customer
mu im Premises Premises

Customer

Premises

Figi'ure 4: Network configuration

Fiber Optic Cabinet Interconnect

Quad Optical Transceiver. The main part of
the field trial is built using quad optical trans-
ceiver cards, i.e. a circuit board with four bidi-
rectional 2 Mb/s systems. The board is equipped
with a fiber organizer, 140 x 90 mm, where four
2:1 couplers and all fibersplicing is organized.
Each coupler is fusion spliced to a laser and a
PIN diode. The fusion splices are protected by Figure 5: Quad Optical Transceiver

means of recoating. The recoating is made with The active full star topology gives us a high
an Ericsson FER 1000. The fusion splice is put power budget, which allows us to have generous
in a mould filled with an UV curable polymer. system margin for couplers and insertion losses
The p)olymer is cured with the built in UV lamp, from connectors etc., i.e. loss is no major design
now the splice is coated with a layer of cured problem. Due to the use of couplers the return
polymer having the same diameter as the prima- loss should be higher than 25 dB. When using
ry coated fibers. Using recoating means that fi- standard MT-connectors a high return loss is
ber looping in the cassette will be simplified achieved by means of index matching gel. We
since there is basically no limitation on the num- want to avoid using index matching gel in com-
ber of splices that can be handled and no restric- bination with electronic equipment since the gel
*ion on where splices can be put. This makes often contains silicone and the silicone can con-
fiber storage and handling on circuit boards taminate electric connectors and relays and thus
more efficient compared to using protection causing malfunction. Since the MPO connector
sleeves, is angle-polished, very high return loss is

The output from the board is made by splicing achieved without gel, higher than 50 dB, making

the four couplers to a 4-fiber ribbon fitted with the total design very robust.

an MPO connector. The MPO connector is basi-
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Rack Cable. The rack cable from the DIA-
muX cabinet is a slotted core ribbon cable, basi-
cally the same construction as the ribbon cable
in figure 8 except for the copper pair. The cable
is terminated from factory in an ODF box with
SC connectors. In the cabinet the cable is termi-
nated with a cable fanout shown in figure 9.

An alternative method used in the first part of
the field trial is to terminate the rack cable in fi-
ber organizer cassettes. The cassettes are mount-
ed directly on the cabinet wall with a special
fixture including a cable stranding facility.
Since the termination is protected by the cabinet
no extra protection is needed. This is a low cost
termination which can be assembled at factory Figure 6: 77he ODF Box
with tailored lengths on rack cable and pigtails
or appropriate pigtails can be spliced to the rack In the trial all connectors are SC type which is a
cable on site. single fiber connector with push-pull mecha-

nism which allows more compact ODF design
Optical Distribution Frame than traditional FC/PC connectors. Insertion

loss for the connector is less than 0.5 dB (typi-
In the network there is a need for a flexible point cally less than 0.2 dB) and minimum return loss

where single fibers can be accessed for monitor- is 40 dB. These values are stipulated by the ana-
ing and where services can be added, deleted or logue CATV system
upgraded. At this point fibers from the outside
plant are terminated and here cross connection is The box can also be used for housing passive
possible. The solution is an Optical Distribution components, like done in the field trial, where
Frame, ODF. three 1:16 splitters are put in one ODF box giv-

ing us 48 outputs on 1,5 u height, as shown inThe basic building block is a box which takes figure 7.

care of ribbon fan-out and cable termination.

The box is designed for 19 inch rack mount. The
front is exchangeable allowing for different
types and number of connectors. It has a tray for
fiber and splice organization, underneath the
tray there is room for fiber or ribbon storage. If
a couple of meters of fiber or ribbon is stored in
the ODF box, the tray can be pulled out of the
guides and put in a more convenient position
when working.

Figure 7: The CA TV Splitter Unit
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This is the maximum number of standard SC ted with SC-connectors to allow compact ODF
connectors that can be handled in one ODF box. construction. High performance termination is
The splitters are protected by fiber organizer guaranteed through factory prefabrication and
cassettes put on the bottom of the box and there control.
is room for yet another splitter in the box result-
ing in a total of 64 outputs. To handle 64 outputs
in one ODF box we have to change connector
type. The easiest way would be to remove the Fanout Cover
push-pull mechanism from the SC connector, _ _ _-__,
making connector access possible only with a
special tool. If this is not regarded as a big dis- Pulling Eye
advantage, connector density could be doubled.

The cables from the outside plant are terminated Figure 9: Cable fanout

in separate ODF boxes for most convenient The cable is drawn in buried plastic pipes to the
management. It could be built more compact al- distribution point, DP. The cable fan-out is fitted
lowing termination of two cables in each box, to the ODF, where it, like in the field trial, can
again this means that we would need different be put into an ODF-box or it may be mounted di-
types of connectors. rectly in the rack.

Outside Plant Distribution Point. At the distribution
point, close to the customers premises, one 4-fi-

Primary Cable. The network is built using ber ribbon and two copper pairs are spliced to
32 fiber cables (eight 4-fiber ribbons) as primary each subscriber. The joint closure has been mod-
network. It is a slotted core design, which is well ified to handle both fiber and copper splices for
documented and already installed in many net- eight customers.
works. It has a water swelling tape for water
blocking and a non halogen flame-retardant
polyethylene sheath which makes the cable suit-
able for outdoor as well as indoor installations.

Outer sheath

Slotted core
0--4-fiber ribbon

Central strength member
Insulated copper wire

12.5 mm

Figure 8: Cross section of the 32 fiber slotted
core cable

The cable is fitted with a factory made fanout
which contains no splices and thus will not con-
tribute to any loss. The individual pigtails are fit- Figure 10: Joint Closure
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Subscriber Termination

The ribbons are fusion spliced with a ribbon The cable is stripped, the ribbon tube is cut and
splicer in order to optimize installation time and anchored to the fiber organizer in the ONU and
fiber handling. The splices are protected and the a couple of meters of ribbon is split to get access
ribbons are put into a fiber organizer. The orga- to the individual primary coated fibers. The ter-
nizer is designed to store all kinds of fibers in- mination is made by fusion splicing pigtails and
cluding ribbons with up to 12 fibers. In the field preconnected 2:1 couplers to individual fibers.
trial only one organizer is needed since it can Fibers not used are stored in the organizer for
handle the eight splices made at each DP. possible future use. The organizer is the same

The standard configured closure can house eight type used in the joint closure.

organizers and it can be fitted with different CONCLUSION
types of cable inlets, for cables with various di-
ameters, thus forming a modular system for ca- The presented network components in this field
ble termination and distribution. The joint trial supports an active full star deployment built
closure, made of stainless steel, is watertight and with ribbon cables from the circuit boards to the
pressure resistant which makes it suitable for a customers premises. This strategy allows for a
buried installation such as in Ballerup. future unlimited upgradeability.

Subscriber cable. The subscriber cable con- Fiber ribbon cable technology will be tried out
tains one tube with a loose 4-fiber ribbon, two both as rack cable and subscriber cable. The fi-
copper pairs and a small amount of aramid yam ber ribbon cable has a high potential to solve
to increase tensile strength. It is water blocked some of the fiber handling problems accompa-
and has a non halogen, flame retardant sheath nying a full star deployment. Using dedicated
which allows for an uninterrupted installation components and prefabricated terminations
from the DP to ONU. gives opportunities to build compact systems

The main issues when constructing the subscrib- with reduced installation costs.
er cable was to make it flexible, lightweight and The concept of the field trial could be seen as an
thin. The intention is to use it for very short important step towards integration between tele-
drops only, therefore a low pulling force can be phony and CATV in the subscriber loop. Access
accepted. In the field trial a length of approxi- to point-to-point links entail possible upgradea-
mately 100 meters has been successfully in- bility to bidirectional, dual-wavelength high-
stalled. Tensile tests show no increased speed links for B-ISDN and related services.
attenuation for cable loads up to 600 N.

Frohm, Hansen & Madero: The DIAmuX System
4.9 mm Series - Flexibility in the Network. Ericsson Re-

view 70 (1993):1, pp. 30 - 40.

7.6 mm

Figure 11: Subscriber cable

Crush tests using plates of 100 mm diameter and
a rod of 25 mm diameter show no increased at-
tenuation for loads up to 5 kN.
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FIRST LARGE SCALE FITL INSTALLATION: EXPERIENCE FROM OPAL '93

W. Wenski, H. Dominik, W. Liese, H. Sch6nfeld

Kabelmetal Electro GmbH
Postfach 260

30002 Hannover, Germany

Summary.... The German re-unification and the
requirement to rebuild the complete

The described FITL (Fiber in the telecom network of the former East Germany
Loop) networks which are installed within from 700,000 to 7 million access lines in
the scope of the OPAL '93 program of the only 7 years, also made it necessary to
German Telekom, are already now cost- redirect and speed up the OPAL program.
competitive with copper networks. We have Development of optical access lines thus
developed a novel modular network concept became a part of the restructuring
using passive optical networks (PON) for program. However, FITL costs had to meet
distributive services (DS), such as TV, the cost of copper in all proposed
and an active optical network (AON) networks before planning could begin.
structure for interactive services (IS),
such as POTS and ISDN. This concept This new OPAL program started with
provides flexibility and economics and the announcement by DBPT Telekom to
meets the specific demands of all areas provide, as the first operator in the
considered. The execution of the project world, integrated interactive and distri-
on a turnkey basis reduced the time from butive services in an optical access
contract signing to commissioning of network. This network will cover up to 1.2
networks for 24,000 lines in December 1993 million subscribers by 1995, 200,000 of
to less than one year. which will be connected in OPAL'93.5,6

The large scale of this program has
stimulated mass production of components
to a point where the construction of

I.ITL...in._ruany•..The..AL.Irggram .... networks can now be achieved economically,
at prices equivalent to the cost of

Fiber optic networks in Germany copper, as we shall show further below.
started in 1978 with the first pilot and
operating trials. Today the long distance Alcatel Kabelmetal and Alcatel SEL
traffic runs on a fiber optic backbone. were awarded a share of 24,000 subscribers
Local area networks (LANs) in business of the OPAL'93 program on a turnkey basis.
centers are nearly exclusively based on The following describes the experience
fiber technology. There is now only one gained from the construction and
link missing for an all- fiber network: commissioning of these first FITL net-
the last mile of the access loop from the works, which have been installed.(Fig. 1).
Central Office (CO) to the customer.

German Telekom addressed the future
services in this last mile in the BIGFON
program (1983 - 1986) using analog
transmission technology.'

A new approach was taken by the OPAL
program starting in 1990, with selected
pilot projects totalling a few thousand
subscribers. The ultimate goal of OPAL
(Optical Access Line) is FTTH, fiber to
the home, where the terminal of each
customer is reached by an individual
fiber.2,3

More programs have been announced
worldwide with different services. In the Fig.l: Start of FITL in Germany: Instal-
U.S.A. alone some 300 CATV projects, lation of the first combined flexpoint /
involving fiber, are known. 4 curb in Ouedlinburg (June 1993).
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Targets of QPAL*93. Three regions encompassing a total of
9,300 lines from regions designated as

The network is to be constructed with urban, residential and rural are reviewed
a full set of options for future services below. They illustrate the differences in
and possible conversion to a later PON - demand to be covered by our network
FTTH structure, recognizing that FTTH in concept.
today's technology is not economically
feasible. 7 Strategies for cost reduction Area 1: Urban (Berlin): The surveyed
include fiber sharing and equipment section of Berlin is characterized by
sharing. This leads to transmission net- buildings with 4 to 5 stories, containing
works, where data are multiplexed for the up to 20 apartments. The backyards of the
transport on one common optical fiber. The city blocks carry a high proportion of
data are delivered to a point close to the small industry. Public services and some
customer's terminal, ending either at the larger industrial units generate high
curb (FTTC), a maximum of 200 m from the demand for business lines.
customer or at the building / block (FTTB)
where they are demuxed. The final leg from The relative low density of building
the curb or basement to the subscriber's and dwelling units in area I ( Table 1) is
terminal utilizes conventional copper due to the presence of industrial zones
installations, using PABXs. This is typical for an urban

setting containing a mixture of residen-
The networks for IS (POTS, ISDN and tial and business zones. In addition, a

leased lines > 2 Mbit/s) and DS (CATV) are larger area is reserved here for the
operated separately but use the same Olympic Games 2000 for which the demand is
infrastructure, e.g. the CO and the cable not yet specified.
plant. They use different fibers in the
same cable. Area 2: Residential (Quedlinburg):

This surveyed area is characterized by
The networks are planned for a large prefabricated concrete buildings,

potential radius of 10 to 20 km around one each with up to 60 apartments. Business
Central Office. subscribers are lacking here.

Demands in Selected Regions. Area 3: Rural (Limbach-Oberfrohna):
The area of Limbach - Oberfrohna can be

Network costs, component availability subdivided into two parts, each consisting
and the mandate to provide services to of a rather dispersed mixture of small,
average, not hand-picked urban, residen- owner-occupied houses or buildings with up
tial and rural areas required a network to 5 apartments. The demand for business
solution with far higher flexibility than lines is generated by small industry and a
pure-breed passive optical networks with single industrial zone.
FTTH, FTTB or FTTC solutions. The elec-
tronic equipment in remote branches of Intuitively, it is felt that the num-
the distribution network and not the ber of dwelling units per square kilometer
relatively low cost of the cable, should be highest in urban regions, fol-
presents the challenge for developing low- lowed by residential and rural areas.
cost networks. This becomes evident if we
review networks in the different area
types.

area 1 area 2 area 3

urban residential rural

buildings per sq. km 210 815 413

dwelling units per sq. km 2000 10400 1038

dwelling units per bldg. 10 39 3

residential lines 2173 1975 3188

business lines 1015 76 904

ratio: resid./bus. lines 2.1 26 3.5

Table 1 Main characteristics of the surveyed urban, residential and rural areas.
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This survey demonstrates that adminis- Interactive services are transmitted
trative boundaries, such as city limits at 147 Mbit/s. The data enter the
or zoning regions, are not sufficient to distribution point via fiber in the main
indicate -even roughly- the character of cable. Here the OLU (optical line unit),
an area. It is clear from Table 1, that an active electronic unit, performs
the demand for business, residential lines mux/demux operations and electro-optical
and the structure expressed in dwelling conversions. It transmits the digital
units per square kilometer vary widely signals as optical 2x2 Mbit/s data streams
with the regions considered: the on a single fiber to one dedicated "dumb"
variations are, in fact, exceeding a ONU close to the customer (Fig. 3). We
factor of ten! Similarly, the demand call this active distribution point the
within a given area also shows large "flexpoint", for it provides enhanced
variations. This requires close adaptation flexibility in network planning.
of the network modules (flexpoints, curbs,
ONUs etc.) to the local requirements of a
region.

FTTF: A New Modular Network Concept.

As a result of our findings, our i m
solution is therefore based on a few
network modules using modular components.
These are implemented throughout the
combined passive/active optical network
with FTTC and FTTB elements at the U TO
customer's end. Modularity and network CoNU
architecture permit growth into B-ISBN and ATV
FTTH solutions in accordance with demand. DSINPONT-

Distributive services are transmitted ONU cm
as optical analog signals in the frequency
range from 47 to 606 MHz at 1550 nm using
optical amplifiers at the CO. The signals
leave the CO from the optical distribution
frame (ODF). Fiber optic splitters in the Fig.3: FTTF: Active optical network struc-
distribution points with splitting ratios ture (AON) for interactive services (IS)
1:8 to 1:32 distribute the signal to
optical network units (ONU) in curbs
(FTTC) or in the buildings (FTTB) (Fig.2). It is appropriate to name this
For the curb solution a miniature local solution FTTF, fiber to the flexpoint,
coaxial distribution network serves since the mux/demux electronics at the
neighboring subscribers through HF split- customers' end are concentrated here
ters. For FTTB, a standard interface for instead of in curbs (FTTC) or in buildings
intra-building distribution is provided. (FTTB). This interpretation is consistent

with the previously introduced acronyms.
0 What seems technically complicated

El performs a miracle of flexibility in
w ow e practical network planning. Four OLUs in a

" Uflexpoint can serve a maximum of 64 ONUs

in buildings or curbs. With a maximum
00 capacity of 64 POTS per ONU up to 4,096

dwelling units can be reached from a
single flexpoint.

UP TO
CO620 NU The ONU capacity for FTTC and FTTB is

PASSVE identical. Two ONU sizes providing 32 or
T 64 POTS (corresponding to 16 or 32 ISDN

V.n-R~S 64-kbit ports) offer a modular selection
0M for improved equipment utilization. All

ONUs permit a mixture of digital and

" E]Oanalog services.

Fig. 2: Passive optical network (PON)
for distributive services
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Planning Ruies.

The selection of FTTB or FTTC depends For the cable plant design the loss
on the local density of buildings and budget, the dispersion and the number of
dwelling units in the areas considered. lines served (including a safety factor of
Buildings with less than 10 dwelling units 1.2 for future expansion) as well as the
are served from a Curb-ONU. Buildings with list of approved cables and equipment are
more than 10 dwellings are served from a key design elements. Highlights of the
FTTB-ONU. For high dwelling counts in one planning rules are summarized in Table 2.
building two ONUs are placed back to back.

distribution point, half size

main distribution distribution max. ONUs
cable point cable

20..100 fibers 20..100 fibers connected to
10 fibers/tube 10 fibers/tube distrib. point

fibers for active: passive: fibers for IS DS

IS pare IS-OLU splitter is DS spare dark

4 2 2 2 1 * 1:32 1 1 2 1 32 31
2 4 2 2 .2 * 1:16 1 1 2 1 32 30

distribution point, full size
main distribution distribution max. ONUs
cable point cable

20.. 100 fibers 20..100 fibers connected to

10 fibers/tube 10 fibers/tube distrib. point

fibers for active: passive: fibers for IS DS

is DS sre 4S-OLU 3splitter

8 4 2 4 2 * 1:32 1 1 2 1 64 62
8 8 2 4 14 *1:16 1 _ 64 60

drop max.
ONU cable lines

Type 4 or 6 fibers
2 fibers/tube (POTs)*

single fibers for

ONU IS I DS isparel dark

1 1 2 0 64
double fibers for

ONU IS DS spare dark

2 1 2 1 128

• one ISDN-line uses the capacity
of two analog POTs

Table 2 Sizing of the network by design rules: Fiber count in main and distribution
network and capacity of the distribution points and ONUs.
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Powering Concept..

Since there are only few flexpoints
in the network they are treated as part of -- •NMM
the curb powering concept. Each flexpoint - -oP
requires 200 W, each curb 100 W and the ..... AVSI O
transmission loss is budgeted as 100 W.
Curbs and flexpoints are remotely powered
from a central master curb with 115 VDC in
separate power cables. Trenches or ducts
are shared with the FO telecom cables. Rogow

Only in exceptional circumstances are the"
flexpoints powered directly from the 220

VAC grid. Fig. 4 illustrates the powering
of a flexpoint and four curbs from one
master curb. Compared to direct powering
from 220 VAC our concept reduces the costs --.
for power installations by 10 to 20 %. All
active points include a four-hour battery
back-up.

C.ble Pl.ant. Fig. 4 Powering concept

The principal technical data for the
networks of Table 1 are summarized in
Tables 3 and 4.

area 1 area 2 area 3
urban resident. rural

total lines: 3188 2051 4092

flexpoints: 7 2 3

FTTC-ONU (curbs): 55 2 89

FTTB-ONUS: 119 57 35

ONUs per flexpoint: 25 30 41

lines per FTTC-ONU: 24 12 36

lines per FTTB-ONU: 18 38 16

Table 3 Principal network characteristics: number of
network modules (f lexpoints, FTTC-ONUs (curbs), FTTB-ONUs)

and their average utilization.

cable type area 1 area 2 area 3

FO main & distrib. cables 58 17 124

FO drop cables 13 3 12

total fiber 655 204 1320

copper pairs 130 3 928

remote power feed cable 6 1 12

total FO/line 0.205 0.100 0.325

total copper/line 0.040 0.001 0.230

total power cable/line 0.002 0.001 0.003

Table 4 Total cable, fiber and copper pair lengths
installed and ratios per subscriber line (in km).
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The load of the flexpoints, and ONUs Table 5 shows a comparison of the
reflects the local structure of the area average distances between CO, distribution
and is a measure for the efficiency of point and the ONUs close to the
equipment sharing. Reviewing the equipment subscribers.
capacities, Table 2 shows, that the
utilization degree for ONUs is above 60% If we compare the fiber volume and
and that of the flexpoints between 60 and copper-pair volume required per subscriber
70%. A required reserve of 20% for future in Table 4 with the length of the cable
expansion has been included in these plant, Table 5, it becomes obvious that
numbers, the concept of cable and equipment sharing

has reduced the installed cable lengths to
In the flexpoints the sharing of some a bare minimum with FTTF.

expensive components is greater by a
factor of ten when compared to standard FTTF-Network Components.
ONUs. This reduces the cost. Furthermore,
FTTF permits a cost trade-off between the The FITL installations on the
electronics and the cable plant. Table 4 subscriber premises for FTTB are
summarizes the cable content of the illustrated in Figs. 5a and b. Instal-
networks. lations for the curb area with FTTC are

shown in Figs. 6a and b.

average length area 1 area 2 area 3

CO to distrib. point
main cable 1.320 1.435 1.710

flexpt. to FTTB-ONU
distrib. cable 0.340 0.275 0.785

flexpt. to FTTC-ONU
(curb) distrib. cable 0.460 0.325 0.790

Table 5: Average cable lengths in the three project areas (in km)

V OPAL 93

KABELMETALCAERW 
t-

FTTF - •fWORK TO TE BUI.DNG

C04TrRAL I ~
COPR FO 911.1a

oos lol -~r-! VAIL OUflMl

DISTREUMIN POW.J

IS - FLXPOIT DSIUTTS CATV-m

~OPTICAL

MAN~~~~~ & DSaF & II aND

Fig. 5a Cable plant and active components for a FTTF-network to the building (FTTB)
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Oil| I FTTB

71

Fig. 5b Installation in the building: OF Fig. bb Installation in a cur-b (Fq'l('-
and copper inside, outside cable termin- ONU) with power base for back-up power.
at ion and FTTB-ONU.

v OPAL 93

WII•I I

KABELMETAL FTTF - NETWORK TO THE CURB

FO CO COR
PONT

FO SPUCE

BULI.DNKG

CURB

DS - NTERCONNE[CTON
U TERMJN BLOCKS WALL CATV

OUTLET TERMNx

200m ---- C II
REMOTE POWER CONECING
FEIENG CABIF I BOX

FO ROPCAMCOPP5 NETWOR

DISIRIBUl1ON FOCAMl COAXIA CA4V NETWORZK
AND BRANtiNG CLOSURE

Fig. 6a Cable Pl ant and active componentts for FI"TF-network to the curb (FTTC).
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Cabile., Main and distribution FO cables of Optical.- Spli.tt.rOs,. The splitters are
stranded loose tube design range in fiber needed in the Co in conjunction with the
count from 20 to 100 fibers. Tubes with 10 optical amplifiers and in the distribution
fibers each form the base unit of these points of the DS network. Modules from

cables. biconically-tapered fused fiber couplers
and integrated planar monolithic couplers

Drop cables with a fiber count of 4 have both been installed to compare their
to 10 fibers use tubes with 2 fibers. All performance. Fused couplers developed and
cables are manufactured according to the manufactured by us show very good loss

specs of DBPT. performance. The integrated couplers have
some appeal due to their wavelength-

The distribution copper network in independent transmission properties. Pig-
curb areas consists of conventional quad tailed splitter modules are arranged in a
stranded cable with 0.4 mm PE-insulated stack of modified splice trays. A maximum
conductors (#26 AWG) and up to 50 pairs. of 5 trays is required for a 32- port
The TV distribution in curb areas employs coupler module. These rugged moedules can
conventional coaxial cables, type 1 nKX be accommodated in standard hardware and
(2.2/8.3). need no special handling. Starting in 1994

the use of integrated coupler modules will
For FTTC/FTTB networks, stranded increase in installations calling for a

loose tube cables have proven to be a good high splitting ratio.
choice. Ribbon cables will be advantageous
only if much higher fiber counts are Cable splices. Standard therr -astic clo-
needed and if substantially more fiber sures are used for all FO ca.les. Future
needs to be spliced, such as in pure FTTH FO splices may also benefit from heat-
networks. shrinkable closures. Copper splices use

standard heat-shrinkable and thermoplastic
The modular arrangement of current closures.

standard cables is based on tubes with 10
or 2 fibers. Since ONUs will require 4 Fiber Optic Connectors. The operation of
fibers each this is rather inflexible and the DS analog transmission system with
leads to some dark or even superfluous fiber optic amplifiers requires high
fibers in the network. Cables based on return loss (> 50 dB) at the connectors
tubes with 4 and 12 fibers will provide a and at the dead coupler output ports. A
better fit. connector type was selected which is

compatible with the already introduced DIN
Main cables are laid in ducts and connector. Mated arnd unmated it exceeds

branched if more than one flexpoint or the very high return loss specifications.
splitter pGint is to be served. Distribu-
tion cables are direct-buried. They feed For future applications new connec-
several branching closures that are linked tors with improved material and processing
together alongside the cable route. Up to costs are envisioned. Higher packing
4 drop cables with 4 or 6 fibers from each density and push-pull mating are useful
branching point serve one or two ONUs. features.

Power requirements for curbs and flex- Distribution Frame. In the CO, standard
points at the customers' end will call for type 7R fiber optic distribution frames,
hybrid power/FO cables in the future. In (ODF) accommodating up to 60 connectors,
curb areas, to avoid later civil works, it are used. Wherever possible, the PE-
makes sense to supply copper pairs with jacketed outdoor cables are terminated
dark fibers in a hybrid telecom directly in the ODF. Alternately, the
copper/fiber cable now. These composite cables are terminated in a distribution
cables will become more important in closure, from where the ODF is connected
future FITL applications, through installation cables. Future con-

nector technology should lead to improved
Since the cable cost represents a distribution frames with higher packing

small part (approximately 5%) of the total densities.
net.iork cost, including the complete
network transmission electronics, when Cabinets. Cabinets for distribution points
compared to the civil works costs (flexpoints and splitters) and curbs are
(approximately 35 %) and the labor- identical and - when needed - equipped
intensive installation, future cable plant with an additional power base. The cabinet
optimization must focus on improving these is the well-proven type KVz 83 MXs which
relatively large cost elements. is currently used for coaxial TV

distribution in Germany.
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Panel on Subscribers' Premises,_ On the
subscribers' premises the cable is termin-
ated inside of modified paneled cabinets, area i area 2 area 3
The terminating hardware provides for the materials 32 % 44 % 35 %
interconnection between ONU and building
wiring as well as for a termination point installation 37 % 18 % 28 %
for the FO cable and connectorized
pigtails. In curb-served areas the sub- bldg. cabling 31 % 38 % 37 %
scriber connection is built using con-
ventional copper technology.

Cable Plant Costs. Table 6 Cost distribution in FITL
networks in three selected regions,

Meaningful comparisons between copper excluding civil works.

and FO network costs require a well-
defined common base.A For our purposes the Network costs from urban, residential
comparison takes only current services and rural settings were averaged to yield
into account, that is: TV, POTS and ISDN.
It does not include future potential one figure for the average cost per
services. Cost elements of the cable plant
included in this review are: civil works, Data for copper networks are taken
material, installation, documentation, from our projects within the Turnkey '91 -
startup, project management and, in '93 program. These also served to build up
addition for FITL: active equipment and the telecom infrastructure in comparable
training. regions in the Eastern parts of Germany.

The total cost of the installed FITL Table 7 compiles the cost of copper
cable plant, excluding the electronics, is and FITL networks in Eastern Germany for
affected by a few cost elements, of which 1993 (converted to U.S. $ at the 1.7 DM =
the civil works portion by itself $ 1.00 exchange rate). The important re-
contributes 25 - 70 % to the total cost in sult is that FITL meets copper costs!
the surveyed three regions. This is a very
significant portion (Fig. 7). The larger cost variation for

randomly chosen copper networks is
influenced by the fact, that a) the

% optical networks were pre-selected for
their suitability to optical conversion,
b) the copper base comprises a more than

S................................................ tenfold larger number of subscribers and
c) there is no trade-off possible between

1 - cable plant and electronics in copper
networks.

.. .... Cost per connected dwelling

unit ($ US / unit)

network: min: avg.: max.:

2 copper 880 1690 2590
50 %) (100 %) (150 %)

Areal Area2 Area3 fiber optic 1680 1780 1920

Materials E Installation [0Building Cabling 0 Civil Workw (100 4) (105 %) (115 %)

Fig. 7 Relative cost comparison in Table 7 Cost of copper and FITL networks
the three selected areas. Cost of cable based on our FTTF concept in Eastern
plant (excluding electronics). Germany in 1993.

Copper and FTTH - FITL networks are
planned on a one customer-one line basis.

The large variations in the cost con- This does not hold for any other FITL
tributions between the three regions are concept, including our FTTF. In addition,
reduced if civil works are excluded (Table a critical success factor for cost in
6). This emphasizes the key position of these concepts is the degree of equipment
civil works for further cost planning. and fiber sharing.
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Network line demand has to be matched Finally, the increased demand of these
with the capacities of network modules, FITL networks on engineering during the
such as cables, flex-points or ONUs. planning and execution phases has
High modularity of cable plant and elec- benefitted from our experience in several
tronic components provide the flexibility large-scale turnkey projects in Germany
for high utilization of the components. and overseas.
Thus, matching becomes more critical in
FITL networks than in copper networks. Further improvements can be achieved
Therefore, FITL networks currently require by introducing cables based on tubes with
more precise engineering. 4 and 12 fibers, by adopting the planar

technology for couplers with a large
As shown, FITL networks can now number of gates, by a further expansion of

compete with copper on a cost basis while, the AON - FTTF concept, by larger selec-
in addition, offering the supplementary tion of ONU-capacities and by intelligent
benefits of FO networks: planning leading to a reduction of civil

works.
a) potential extension of the served

area around the CO to approximately Since we demonstrated that today's
20 km radius and more; FTTF access network is already economical,

b) higher capacity for IS; further cost advantage over copper will
c) 2 Mbit/s leased lines; result from larger areas to be served from
d) more DS channels, higher quality and one CO.

larger range to be served without
amplifiers in the field; Acknowledgements.

e) better O&M features.
The authors wish to express their

The positive results of our FTTF gratitude to Mr D. Stein and Mr. H.
concept encourages further introduction of Hofheimer of Cable Consultants Corpo-
modified AON electronics for even higher ration, Larchmont NY, for their comments
flexibility and extended range. These and valuable assistance in the preparation
features are important, if FITL is placed of this paper. We also like to thank Dr.
into an environment with existing, still Chahabadi from KE Communications Elek-
operating copper networks during the tronik, Hannover, for numerous stimulating
introductory phase of FITL. It will also discussions. Last but not least we like to
enable introduction of FITL in widely thank our partners at Deutsche Bundespost
dispersed residences, such as in rural Telekom for their close cooperation in
settings. this challenging project.

Conclusions.
List of Acronyms used in this Paper.

We have developed a new concept for a
cost-optimized approach to FITL networks. AON = Active Optical Network
Our concept provides for greater planning CO = Central Office
flexibility with a targeted equipment DBPT = Deutsche Bundespost Telekom
utilization of 80% which also reduces the (German telecom carrier)
cost for rural areas. All necessary DS = Distribution Service
equipment has been developed and the FO = Fiber Optic
system is now installed in the field. FITL = Fiber in the Loop
These FITL networks can already today FTTB = Fiber to the Building
compete with copper on an installed FTTC = Fiber to the Curb
network cost basis. FTTH = Fiber to the Home

FTTF = Fiber to the Flexpoint
Several key factors were instrumental Flexpoint = Distribution Point with Active

in the success of this project. Previous IS-Components
OPAL pilot projects resulted in initial IS = Interactive Service
concepts and pre-specification equipment. ISDN = Integrated Services Digital
Mass production of the components and the Network
need to restructure the telecommunications LAN = Local. Area Network
network of the re-united Germany made it ODF = Optical Distribution Frame
possible for these components to be 0 & M - Operation and Management
available today. The necessity to fit OLU = Optical Line Unit
network technology closely not only to the (in flexpoint)
regional, but also to local requirements ONU = Optical Network Unit
(e. g. the size of city blocks) led to (in curb/building)
FTTB, FTTC and FTTF as network modules and OPAL - Optical Access Line
to a concept that deviates from PON. In PABX - Private Access Branch Exchange
addition, an economical solution for PON = Passive Optical Network
powering of the network has been POTS - Plain Old Telephone Service
developed. OLT - Optical Line Termination(in CO)
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Wireless LANs Complement Wired LANs With Flexible,
Mobile Network Solutions

Alex Alavi

Altair Product Operations
Wireless Data Group

Motorola, Inc.
Schaumburg, Illinois

Abstract

Wireless LANs are new, fast-growing Associates Inc., roughly 40 percent of workers - 48
technologies that complement or extend the million people - do part of their job away from the
capabilities of wired LANs. The two major forces office. Their need to perform functions such as
driving the growth of wireless LANs are the accessing information, sending electronic mail, and
increasing need for greater worker mobility and updating calendars has made portable computers the
networking flexibility. Other reasons for installing fastest-growing segment in the industry. According
wireless LANs include overcoming physical to Dataquest, the market for notebook computers
architectural impediments, temporary installations, alone will grow to six million units by 1994.
and disaster recovery. Motorola produces wireless Connected to a wireless modem, these notebook
LANs that are uniquely based on the 18 GHz computers become powerful tools for receiving E-
technology. Other transmission approaches include mail or accessing corporate information resources on
spread spectrum radio frequencies and infrared, the move.
Wireless LAN technology provides the wire and
cable industry with a growing opportunity to better Today, according to a McLaughlin and
serve changing user needs. Associates studies, there are about 200,000 users of

two-way wireless data systems. These studies
forecasts explosive growth for this market with the
number of users of one and two-way wireless data

lntroductiolnl mushrooming to 20 to 26 million worldwide by the
end of the decade. BIS Strategic Decisions expectsWireless data communications is emerging as the wireless data market to reach $12 billion by

one of the most important strategic technologies of 2000.
the 1990's. Virtually every major computer
manufacturer is exploring ways to apply the According to BYTE Magazine, within three
capabilities and promise of this technology to their years wireless data communications will be as
product lines in the hope of seizing a substantial user commonplace as wired data communications are
base. Recognizing the explosive growth of portable today. The Yankee Group is equally optimistic about
computers, which are largely responsible for the increased demand for untethered
wireless computing's potential, the computer industry communications, stating that "the wireless data user
is poised for the next wave of mobile computing. In market will quadruple over the next five years,
the words of Motorola Chairman and CEO, George driven by the demands of a new generation of mobile
Fisher, the stage is set for "the wireless decade - professionals and the availability of better tools for
where you'll have access to all the information you migrating current applications to the wireless/mobile
need any time, anywhere, in the palm of your hand." environment. Hence, industry observers predict that

The world is entering a new era of mass sales of wireless LANs will grow from ten million
wiles wdaa c nisetrions. anew erason, ms t dollars in 1990 to total revenues ranging from $150wireless data communications. One reason, in the to $600 million by 1995. These estimates vary

U.S., is that the workforce is increasingly on the widely, but all of them indicate that there will be
move. According to studies by McLaughlin and significant growth in sales of wireless LANs in
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coming years. - Sending and receiving E-mail and messages

One of the major forces driving the growth of anywhere any time

wireless LANs is the need for mobile workers to - Groupware and informal meetings at which
access information while on the move. Another workgroups create, share and distribute results
significant force fueling this growth is the need for e Distribution, retrieval and printing of files
network flexibility to facilitate the concept of
"LAN-on-demand" -- the ability to quickly and easily * Accessing information and database services
set up and relocate LANs to support emerging virtual * Sharing printers and other peripherals
workgroups. This paper examines these forces in Users of these wireless mobile applications include
more depth, discusses other factors spurring the executives and managers in business and industry,
development of wireless LANs, and analyzes and professionals such as consultants, accountants,
important wireless LAN user issues. lawyers, real estate brokers, financial planners, and

hospital and medical personnel.

Forces Driving Wireless LAN Growth Handheld computers equipped with bar code
readers and radio frequency data collection systems

Workforce Mobility have also been deployed in businesses and industries
such as retail, wholesale distribution, transportation,

Although the wireless data applications are at utilities, and manufacturing for several years. These
their early stage of development, the emergence of devices are typically used in distribution centers and
compact and portable computers such as laptop, warehouses for receiving, shipping, just-in-time
notebook, palmtop, pen based, Personal Intelligent inventory control, and storage and retrieval of
Communicators (PICs) and Personal Digital goods. They are also used for fleet management in
Assistants (PDAs), along with the wireless the airline, car rental, trucking and railroad
connectivity as the enabling technology, is giving rise industries. These systems were initially designed to
to a new breed of wireless mobile applications, handle a single application and hence interfaced to a
When wireless connectivity is added to portable specific host computer over the radio network. In
computers, it offers executives and professionals a recent years, vendors targeting this market segment
powerful tool to access information resources any have developed new LAN-based products to enable
time and anywhere. the workers to access a broader range of information

residing on servers and host computers connected toMany leading PC manufacturers have the LAN-based enterprise network.

announced plans to develop portable computers with

a PCMCIA compatible card slot that enables memory Network Flexibility
and peripheral devices developed to this standard to
be added to their computers. The PCMCIA Networking has become the centerpiece of
(Personal Computer Memory Card International information systems strategy as companies look for
Association), is a group of over 300 companies who ways to become more competitive, improve
have developed standards for memory cards and productivity and increase efficiency to maximize
peripherals such as modems and adapters for return on investment. A recent Gallop interview of
portable computers. Motorola and other vendors in 250 executives from Fortune 1000 companies
concert with computer manufacturers are developing indicated that networking is the most challenging
one-way and two-way PCMCIA wireless modem issue facing these managers in the 90's.
cards for use in both in-building and out-of-buildingapplications. In the last few years, LAN technologies and

emerging WAN (Wide Area Network) technologies

It is estimated that more than 70 percent of the have become the most important part of enterprise
11 million portable computers projected for the networking strategies. The Network World 500
marketplace by 1996 will have slots for PCMCIA study conducted in 1993 by IDC, based on interviews
cards with wireless communications capabilities, with 500 networking executives from some of the
These wireless enabled computers will be used for a largest companies in the U.S., revealed that 95% of
wide range of mobile applications to optimize time the respondents expected that LANs would be critical
spent out of office and increase workers' to enterprise networking strategies by 1996.
productivity. Many of these applications are now in Another study by the Yankee Group in 1992, called
the process of being developed and include: Managing the Enterprise LAN, reported that
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companies in the Fortune 1000 with annual revenues • More than 60 percent of the cost of moving a
greater than $1 billion planned to more than double wired LAN is in the labor
their mean number of LANs by 1997, while firms
with annual revenues of less than $1 billion had the As a result of these compelling reasons,
even more ambitious plan of tripling their LANs in industry experts project a significant growth for
the same time period. wireless LANs, ranging from $150 to $600 million

within the next few years. This growth is primarily
Meanwhile, the number of business PCs fueled by increasing demand for LAN connectivity

installed worldwide will nearly double from 45 and flexibility of wireless technology offering LAN-
million in 1991 to 90 million in 1995, according to on-demand for easy and rapid installation, as well as
IDC. During this same time, the number of PCs relocation of the network. Another major factor
connected to LANs will triple from 15 million to 45 contributing to this growth is the emerging mobile
million. In the U.S., Network World 500 computing applications driven by portable computers
respondents estimated that in 1990 only 28.1% of and enabling wireless technology.
their installed PCs were connected to LANs. By
1992, the percent of LAN-connected PCs increased The Yankee Group recently polled more than
to 63.2%, and by 1996 Network World 500 200 communications managers of Fortune 1000
managers expect that nearly 90% of PCs will connect corporations. Nearly half of the 102 respondents,
to a LAN. These estimates of PC LAN connectivity which represented all major industries and ranged in
are generally higher than overall industry averages, annual revenues from $500 million to more than $10
reflecting the leading-edge nature of these billion, said they planned to implement wireless
organizations. IDC estimates that by year end 1996 LANs over the next five years with 33 percent
about 69% of business PCs in the U.S. will be planning to install them within the next two years.
network-connected, up from 28% in 1991. One of the predominant reasons that the managers

were making these wireless LAN plans was the costs
Furthermore, the number of portable of installations, moves, adds and changes associated

computers will nearly triple from about 4 million in with wired LANs.
1993 to II million in 1996, according to Dream IT.
Dataquest forecasts that 57 percent of the PCs Installations, moves, adds, changes
shipped will be portable by 1995, with handheld and
pen-based systems alone accounting for 31.7 percent According to a study by Frost and Sullivan, $5
of the market. Although portables will dominate the billion of America's LAN budget of $12.2 billion in
PC market in 1995 in terms of growth, they are not 1990 was spent on installations, moves, adds and
expected to dominate from the standpoint of LAN changes. Labor and material costs for installation of
connectivity. Dataquest projects that only 43 percent a LAN node can range from $200 to $1,000 for
of portable computers will be connected via a LAN copper wire. Installation costs are even higher for
by 1995, as opposed to 75% of the desktop and coax and optical fiber.
deskside installed base. Moves, adds and changes cost about $500 or

A recent Yankee Group research revealed the more per LAN node, according to the Yankee
following facts about the state of traditional wired Group. These costg can rise substantially in
LANs: metropolitan areas and based on building

construction, insulation and age. Moreover, a study
"• An average of three weeks is required to plan by Forrester Research found that 20 percent of firms

and execute a 30-node wired LAN move have to trash half of all their horizontal wiring every
three years due to moves, adds and changes. Some

" Over 70% of problems in twisted-pair LANs are firms attempt to minimize this waste of wire by
attributable to the wiring before the deploying structured distribution or wiring systems.
implementation of hubs and structured wiring, But Forrester adds that this does not solve the
35% afterwards problem because moves, adds and changes regularly

"wipe out the best-laid structured wiring plans.*It costs $500 or more per node to move an

Ethernet Unshielded Twisted Pair (UTP) LAN - Costs due to moves, adds and changes mount
much higher in metropolitan areas with high rapidly because of the great mobility of today's
labor rates and for fiber-based LANs information workers. According to the Yankee

Group, the average company moves 20% of its
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employees annually; KPMG Peat Marwick places this Other Reasons For Wireless LANs
percentage even higher at about 50 percent.

In addition to worker mobility and networking
But these hard costs due to moves, adds and flexibility, there are a number of other reasons why

changes are not the end of the story. There are wireless LANs are installed.
additional soft costs due to lost time. The Yankee
Group points out that it requires an average of three Physical Building Problems
weeks to plan and execute a 30-node LAN move.
The group estimates that loss productivity resulting Wireless LANs are particularly suitable to
from 2% network down time, caused by changes to overcome physical building problems which make
the network during moves and changes, is costing the installation of wired LANs uneconomical or even
Fortune 1000 companies about $1,000 to $1,500 per impractical. This may be the case, for example, in
employee annually. older or historic buildings which are not prewired or

up to current building codes, or in those buildings
On the other hand, wireless LANs significantly with asbestos. In other cases, buildings may simply

reduce the high cost and lost time resulting from have run out of duct space or have full cable troughs.
installations, moves, adds and changes associated with Physical building problems can be expected to
wired LANs. For instance, a few live examples of become more and more prevalent as facilities that are
wireless applications include: adaptable to wired LANs are increasingly used up

with continuing LAN growth.
"The City of Mission Viejo, California installed a

Motorola Altairs wireless LAN taking less than Industrial Environment
five minutes per node. According to Joe
Potocny, information system specialist, the The wireless LANs are ideal solutions for
Altair system saved the city $12,000 to $14,000 industrial and factory sites with high ceilings and
of down time expenses in just two months, concrete floors where cabling creates safety hazards

and where the operations need more flexibility to
" Germany's Deutsche Messe Gesellschaft AG respond to changes in the business conditions.

took less than half an hour per floor to equip an
eight-story building with an Altair wireless The Altair wireless LAN from Motorola is
LAN system. A comparable wired LAN would particularly suitable for factory applications since its
have taken a week to a week-and-a-half to install 18 GHz frequency operates far above factory
per floor, generated electromagnetic interference.

" John Brown Company, a large engineering firm, Temporary Installations
closed a remote Chicago suburban office on a
Friday afternoon and moved to their downtown Wireless LANs are often used in temporary
offices. Their Altair network was up and installations where permanent wiring would be time
running on Monday morning at 8:00 am. The consuming and expensive. For example, wireless
total effort to disassemble, move, and reinstall a LANs can be used to support temporary work groups
thirty-five node Altair wireless network took at a training session or exhibits at trade shows,
about six hours. conventions and other events. Wireless LANs can

also be used on a temporary basis while wired LANs
Hard and soft costs due to installations and are being installed or changed, or wired LAN

future moves, adds and changes are usually not problems are being resolved. Other uses are in
considered in LAN acquisitions because they are facilities with short-term leases or in dynamic
either treated as routine monthly expenses or not organizations.
even quantified. Yet these life cycle costs can often
times exceed the costs of LAN acquisitions. As life Disaster Recovery
cycle costing is increasingly used to determine the
true costs of LANs, it is anticipated that wireless Disaster recovery is another very important
LANs will demonstrate paybacks justifying their reason for using wireless LANs. One way to provide
installation in more and more applications. disaster recovery capabilities is to maintain on-site,

redundant wireless LANs or bridges which can be
quickly brought up in place of wired LANs to
support mission-critical applications that cannot
afford network downtime. Another way is to
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speedily install wireless LANs at an off-site facility signals at 18 GHz easily pass through drywall and
for relocated workgroups and organizations, in other types of office separators, they drop off
response to disasters that render wired LANs sharply beyond the coverage area due to the low
inoperative. The speed and flexibility with which power (25 mW nominal peak) used by the Altair
wireless LANs can be implemented make them an modules. This makes it possible to reuse frequencies
ideal solution for disaster recovery applications, and serve an unlimited nur..'ar of devices simply by

installing additional microcells in other coverage
areas.

Key Issues For Wireless LAN Technologies Most spread spectrum wireless LANs provide
a maximum throughput of only I Mbps or less.

Motorola is one of a number of manufacturers Exceptions are NCR WaveLAN which specifies 2
which have introduced wireless LAN technologies. Mbps and Windata which reports throughput of 5.7
Others include California Microwave, InfraLAN, Mbps. Spread spectrum technology typically
NCR, O'Neill Communications, Photonics, Proxim, employs either direct-sequencing or frequency-
Telesystems and Windata. There are three major hopping communications methods. Frequencies can
wireless LAN technologies: 18 GHz radio frequency be reused outside of coverage areas to support
used by the Motorola's Altair products, spread additional devices. However, performance within
spectrum radio, and infrared light wave. Spread coverage areas, which range from 200 to 800 ft., is
spectrum radio products use 902 to 928 MHz, 2.445 limited to the throughputs mentioned above,
to 2.485 GHz and 5.725 to 5.85 GHz. The infrared regardless of which communications method is used.
based products operate at wavelengths of This is primarily due to the modulation technique
approximately 870 nanometers. used to make radio communications more secure. In

spread spectrum, the radio signals are typically
Following is a discussion of the key issues and spread over the entire available frequency to reduce

typical user concerns related to wireless LAN potential interference and make unauthorized access
technologies, more difficult.

Performance As a result, spread spectrum technology may
Performance is one of the key criteria in be more appropriate for peer-to-peer applications
purchase meceisionefor wireless LAy. Aith h n involving portable devices, low-density applications,

purchase decision for wireless LANs. Although or in warehousing and retail applications that may
there are many business applications that can sustain use low-speed terminals spread over a large area.
low speeds, the multi-platform nature of LAN
applications demand throughputs comparable to Infrared products employ diffused or line-of-
traditional wired LANs. This is particularly sight transmission methods. The diffused method of
important to maintain transparency among a transmission allows transmitters and receivers to aim
multitude of network applications regardless of the at a common point, usually the ceiling in a room, for
medium. The Yankee Group's recent study revealed communication. Products based on this method are
that almost 90% of the respondents believe that being added to some portable computers for peer-to-
wireless LANs need to perform at the traditional peer applications at 230 Kbps or less. Products using
LAN speeds of more than 2.0 Mbps. line-of-sight transmission are capable of delivering

higher speeds. In this method, a cluster of nearby
The Altair Plus II wireless LAN from terminals, usually less than eight, are wired to an

Motorola provides maximum throughput of 5.7 Infrared transceiver which sends and receives data in
Mbps per microcell through the unique use of the 18- the form of an infrared beam to and from another
GHz microwave portion of the electromagnetic transceiver which supports a few more terminals.
spectrum. Each microcell can use any one of ten The distance between these transceivers is typically
potential frequencies in the U.S. and six to 20 limited to 80 feet. Additional workgroup or
frequencies in other countries, terminals must be wired to these networks making

By deploying multiple microcells operating at this approach limited to smaller groups.

non-overlapping frequencies (figure 1), network Reliability
managers can increase the performance of an Altair
wireless network in increments of 5.7 Mbps per Wireless LANs, by definition, substantially
microcell, and build virtually unlimited coverage reduce the LAN cable and provide fewer connections
area without sacrificing performance. Although the to the backbone. This in turn can contribute to lower
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network failure and offer higher availability. As and below. Racks of very expensive equipment, and
depicted in figure 2, the Altair wireless LAN, for a large conspicuous dish antenna would probably be
example, has only one point of contact with the required. The Altair products employ an intelligent
backbone for up to 50 users per microcell or six sector antenna to deal with the multipath aspects
workgroup, versus multiple connections for a wired of the radio waves. This antenna system consists of
LAN with a bus topology. According to a study by six 60-degree directional antennas and related
the Yankee Group, more than 70 percent of the circuitry used for both data transmission and
problems in twisted-pair LANs are attributable to reception. As a result, there are up to 36 possible
wiring before the implementation of hubs and antenna and data path combinations that can be used
structured wiring and 35 percent after the by transmitting and receiving modules at any one
implementation. time. During normal operation, the system

Interference-Free Communications automatically scans through all of the potential paths
dozens of times per second, to identify which

There are two primary causes of interference combination provides the best signal in terms of
for wireless networks. The first is other radio quality and strength.
devices operating on the same frequency or Because of this dynamic antenna selection
frequencies. The other is electromagnetic noise scheme unique to the Altair products, only bits and
generated by such things as motors and equipment pieces of the entire data transmission would likely be
used in manufacturing environments, received at any given location. The system can

The FCC allocated bandwidth at 18 GHz in continually change transmission paths, making it
1990 specifically for low power wireless LANs. The necessary to change positions several times per
Altair Plus II wireless LAN uses the 18 GHz portion second to intercept a complete data transmission.
of the electromagnetic spectrum which is licensed by Furthermore, any bits and pieces that are intercepted
the FCC. Users don't need to deal directly with the would be meaningless because the data is scrambled
government or wait for government approval to within a unique frame structure. In addition,
install a wireless LAN since Motorola has acquired restrictions may be programmed into Control
licenses throughout the U.S. Altair products are Modules to limit access to selected User Modules and
shipped and delivered ready for immediate their connected devices.
installation typically in less than a week. Most An inherent limitation of Infrared systems is
importantly, FCC licensing prc vides users with a
legal right to interference-free wireless LAN that the signals are normally confined to a room.
communications. This unique characteristic of the 18 This limitation is an advantage for applications thatGHz makes Altair systems ideal for achieving require a high level of security. The spread
interference-free communications in factory spectrum technology enables vendors to developaiitionsre whe-free comma nichn-eateds inoecay products with a high level of immunity toreach 4 GHz. eavesdropping. While commercially availableencryption software can be used over the Altair

Spread spectrum wireless LANs provide network, some vendors of spread spectrum products
reliable communications as long as there are no other offer encryption as an option.
licensed radio frequency products or spread
spectrum systems that operate within their coverage Ease of Installation and Use
area and in the same frequency range. Most wireless LANs are relatively easy to

Infrared technology is not susceptible to install and configure. Systems with built-in PC
electromagnetic interference, and hence, if installed boards provide an additional advantage by
properly, it will deliver interference free eliminating the need for external module or docking
communications. station. However, this approach limits users to a

specific platform and requires that additional
Security software drivers be installed in the host machine to

support various operating systems and protocols.
The Altair products provide several levels of

security. Operation at 18 GHz eliminates The Altair system is designed to be "plug-and-
susceptibility to monitoring by conventional radio play". The User Module connects directly to the
receivers and scanners which operate around 2 GHz Ethernet port of one to eight PCs, workstations and

peripherals, using Ethernet cabling or twisted pair,
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eliminating the need for user programming to install physicians, and engineers from academia and
or move modules to new locations. The Control government agencies, as well as 12 scientists from
Module connects directly to an Ethernet port of a industry. The IEEE/ANSI safety standard specifies a
server or the network backbone. power density limit in the 18 GHz band of 10

mW/cm 2 . The nominal average power density of
Compatibility Altair Plus II wireless LAN modules is less than

0.002 mW/cm 2 or 5,000 times less than the limitThe LAN environment typically consists of established by the IEEE/ANSI safety standard.

multi-protocol and multi-vendor products that must

be supported by wireless systems. Altair Plus II and Network Management
Altair VistaPoint'T wireless networking products are
fully compatible with the IEEE 802.3 standard It is critical for wireless LANs to be managed
Ethernet-connected devices. This means that in the same way as wired LANs to assure reliable
protocols or network operating systems that run over operations. All Altair Plus H modules, for example,
Ethernet can also run over Altair, including are equipped with Simple Network Management
protocols such as TCP/IP and network operating Protocol (SNMP) standard MIB II agent software.
systems such as Novell Netware, Microsoft LAN The modules also include MIB extensions which
Manager and Banyan VINES. In addition, Altair make it possible to monitor and control the Altair
directly supports multiple LAN cabling schemes such wireless network, as well as wired LANs using a
as 10BASE2, IOBASE5 and 1OBASE-T. single management station.

Standards Wireless Bridges

The IEEE is currently working on the Several vendors offer wireless bridges for
development of standards for wireless LANs through interconnecting LANs. Altair VistaPoint, for
its 802.11 Standards Committee. The preliminary example, provides a high-speed reliable system for
specifications are reportedly scheduled for release interconnecting Ethernet LANs between and within
later this year. When these standards eventually buildings at distances up to 3,900 ft. (1.2 km) in the
become final, they will help to further spur the U.S. and 6,900 ft. (2.1 km) in most other countries.
growth of wireless LANs. Based on Altair wireless LAN technology, the Altair

VistaPoint system consists of a Main and a Remote
These standards are critical to the success of Module which communicate with each other via line-

mobile applications where portable computers with of-sight at a maximum throughput of 5.3 Mbps using
wireless connectivity from different vendors may be secure, interference-free 18 GHz licensed
used for peer-to-peer and ad hoc communications. frequencies. The Altair VistaPoint system is
On the other hand, Ethernet is the predominant designed for quick and easy installation. The system
standard for wired LAN communications. So, for provides a cost-effective way to:
those applications where wireless LANs are used to
complement or extend wired LANs, the wireless • Interconnect LANs between buildings separated
systems must comply with the wired standards as by rights-of-way such as highways and railroads
they establish the common denominator for or natural obstacles such as rivers
communications and interoperability among wire andwireless systems. ° Avoid the costs and delays of digging trenches

and installing cables
Safety S Establish a back-up link in case of disaster

Extensive research over the last 40 years
shows that the low-power electromagnetic energy to • Tie LANs on separate floors together in a leased
which users of the Altair Plus II wireless LAN are building
exposed is far below exposure levels specified as safe
by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Eliminate recurring monthly charges associated
Engineers (IEEE) and the American National with telephone facilities or the delays involved
Standards Institute (ANSI). The basis of the current in obtaining licenses for conventional
standard of the IEEE, which was subsequently microwave communications
adopted by ANSI, was established after evaluating
more than 10,000 studies, articles and reports over
seven years of work by more than 100 scientists,
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While wire remains the dominant medium for
LAN connectivity, wireless LANs are emerging as an
integral part of the information systems networking
strategy. They are being deployed in a broad range
of applications from tactical to strategic. This is
primarily being fueled by the growing demand for
LAN connectivity, diversity of applications and

architectural environments, and the growing user
demand for greater workforce mobility and Alex Alavi is responsible for directing
networking flexibility. worldwide product and marketing plans, market

research, as well as public relations and advertisingFor instance, wireless LANs and bridges are for the Altair wireless in-building network products.

being deployed in many companies as a redundant

connectivity solution, or for rapid relocation of Prior to joining Motorola, Alavi held positions
workforces and networks for disaster recovery, in product development, marketing, and management
They are also being deployed in industrial and of voice and data communication products. He was a
manufacturing plants to automate operations and product manager for Central Office and PABX
integrate isolated islands of machinery and resources systems at GTE Communication Systems
with corporate information resources to implement Corporation, and a senior marketing manager at
"Just-In-Time" operations, and hence improve Itron, a mobile computer equipment manufacturer.
productivity and efficiency. Wireless LANs are also
offering significant flexibility to dynamic Alavi earned a B.S. in Electrical Engineering
organizations that need greater worker and mission from Marquette University in Milwaukee. Wisconsin.
mobility. In addition, intelligent buildings are being
planned with wireless connectivity in mind.

Wireless LAN6 today complement and extend
the capabilities of wired networks to offer optimum
networking flexibility to users in networking. The
wire and cable industry is in a position to benefit
from this technology, as it has from the propagation
of other technologies, to expand its services and
better serve changing customer requirements.

Motorola, Altair, Altair Plus II and Altair VistaPoint are
trademarks of Motorola, Inc.
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Characteristics of Carbon-Coated Optical Fibers
and Structural Analysis of the Carbon Film

Haruhiko AIKAWA, Motonori NAKAMURA, Hiroki ISHIKAWA,
Isamu FUJITA and Toshio DANZUKA

Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.
1, Taya-cho, Sakae-ku, Yokohama 244, Japan

I. ABSTRACT high failure strength and relatively simplified manufacturing

methods. t 1.2)3) Carbon-coated optical fibers, which have

In order to study the hermetic characteristics of carbon- excellent hermeticity. can prevent strength degradation caused

coated optical fibers, several types of experimental carbon- by the presence of H20 on the fiber surface and can also
coated fibers were manufactured and their hermeticity against prevent loss increases caused by hydrogen diffusion into the

hydrogen were investigated. Their characteristic constants fiber. The study of the hydrogen permeability in the carbon

with hydrogen permeation in the carbon layer were obtained coating film is important when discussing the coating's
by using accelerated hydrogen testing methods. Using the hermeticity. primarily because the size of a H2 molecule is

experimental results, hydrogen-induced loss increases were smaller than that of a H20 molecule. The property of

predicted after a long-term. To investigate the causes of hermetic coatings is expected to be dependent on the coating

different characteristics against hydrogen, structural analyses materials and the structure of the coating film. Thus, it is

were performed by using SEM, AFM and AES. As a result, important to pay attention to the actual structure of the carbon

variations regarding the surface morphology and the chemical film.

state were observed. In this study, we manufactured several carbon-coated

optical fibers which have varying characteristics regarding
2. Introduction hydrogen resistance, and studied the hydrogen permeability

with each of them. Additionally. we analyzed microstructure

The appearance of hermetically coated optical fibers have of the coating layer which would cause characteristic

enabled silica-based optical fibers to greatly improve their differences. In this paper, we describe the details of these

long-term reliability. It is known that the adsorption of experimental results.

moisture onto the surface of the silica glass promotes
mechanical fatigue of the glass and that the entrance of 3. Experimental

hydrogen into the fiber core region increases the transmission
loss. Since the hermetic coating layer oni an optical fiber can Germanium-doped silica core single mode fibers were

effectively prevent the diffusion of water and hydrogen to used in this study. They were coated with a thin film of

glass. it gives silica optical fibers the ability to withstand pyrolytic carbon by the chemical vapor deposition (CVD)

severe environments such as at the bottom of the sea. method during the drawing process. Figure I shows a

Hermetic coating films consist of metals, ceramics, carbon or schematic diagram of the carbon .oating equipment. The

similar materials, and are coated onto the surface of glass reactor for coating the carbon is situated beneath the drawing

fibers. Of the sheathed fibers, carbon-coated optical fibers furnace, and the raw material gas such as hydrocarbon is

have been widely noticed and studied mainly because they introduced here. The silica fiber which is heated in the

have significant advantages, such as excellent hermeticity, furnace and drawn to a diameter of 125I.m is then
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immediately fed into the reactor and coated with a carbon film hydrogen testing methods were utilized. The tests were

measuring approximately 0.03 to 0.05gm in thickness, performed using hydrogen at a pressure of l0atm. The test

Following that, the fiber is also coated with a UV-cured temperature was alternated between 1001C and 1401C. After

the hydrogen treatment, attenuation spectra and absorption
acrylate resin, obtaining a finished diameter of 250gm. A

losses at 1.24gim caused by hydrogen molecules were
typical cross-sectional view of a carbon-coated fiber is shown

in Figure 2. measured.

Additionally, we attempted to observe and analyze the

structure of the carbon filn using SEM(Scanning Electron

Microscope), AFM(Atomic Force Microscope) and

drawing AES(Auger Electron Spectroscopy).
furnace

reactor 4. Results and Discussion

4-1. Hydrogen Permeability in the Carbon Laver
film thickness
measuring instrument

bobbin Table I shows loss increases at 1.24gm after hydrogen

i• o-die treatment (Aai .24) which was performed using a hydrogen

UV partial pressure of l0atm and a temperature of 100)C for 50

hours with fibers A, B, C and D. These results are expressed

as values divided by saturated loss increases(Acto). Fiber D

exhibited an excellent stability against hydrogen diffusion,

Fig. 1 Optical fiber carbon coating equipment while fiber A had minimal hydrogen resistance. However,

the fatigue parameter(n-value) which was obtained by the

UV resin (0.250) dynamic fatigue tests was more than I(X) in all of the fibers.

a *To investigate and compare the fibers' properties in moreScarbon film detail, we tried to predict the long-terni loss increas•es at 1.24

clad(O03-O.0525) m with fiber BC and D. If an optical fiber is exposed to
clad (0.125•) hydrogen using a hydrogen partial pressure of PH2 latml, a

core temperature of T IKI and a time of t Ihours], the loss

increases (Am.24) can be expressed by equation(l), asFig.2 Typical structure of a carbon-

coated optical fiber described by Lemaire et al.4).5)

By alternating the manufacturing conditions, four kinds of AA . 4 (tT) [I -explt)1 -Aa-.T.PH,

carbon-coated optical fibers(A, B, C and D) were obtained. I I
In order to investigate their hydrogen permeability, accelerated Aa1j.24(t,T) _ I

Aa_(T).PH2 - T-

Table 1 Loss increases at 1.24gm after hydrogen treatment

Fiber Fiber Fiber Fiber
A B C D

AOi.24/(Aao'PH2)*i 1 3.4x 102 3.1 X 10.- 6.3X 104

n-value*2 > 100

* I After H2 I(X)%, M0atm, I(X)C, 50hrs treatment
* 2 Obtained by dynamic fatigue tests
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where Tf is the characteristics time constant and ti is the lag- and D are shown in Figure 5. If the fibers are exposed to

time. tf is a function of temperature and given by hydrogen of latm at lOV for 20 years, Aou.24 of fiber C and
equation(2).

= AE (D are estimated to be 0.065dB/km and 0.(X)l5dB/km.

tf = Aex - .RT (2) respectively.

where AE is an activation energy, A is a frequency factor and

R is the gas constant.

We applied this model to our carbon-coated fibers. The

dependence of loss increases at 1.24pLm upon time and 0.5

temperature was investigated to obtain the characteristic 120"CS0.3 ... --! t-'•- •1401C

constants with each of fibers B, C and D. 0 .3

Figure 3 shows the loss increases at 1.24pim for each fiber

a f t e r h y d r o g e n t r e a t m e n t . T h e h o r i z o n t a l a x i s r e p r e s e n t s t h e . . ... .... . . . .. . ..

elapsed time while the vertical axis represents the left side of < 0.0

the equation(l). Figure 4 shows the Arrhenius plots of t 0 100 200 300 400
time (hr)

which was calculated from a reciprocal of the slope shown in " 0.5
Figure 3. By calculating A and AE in eq.(2) from these -4 .'.C

R 0.4- 10
results, we can estimate the hydrogen loss increases at various 8 140 C

temperatures and time periods. Table 2 shows the F- 0.2 Fiber C
0o.2 .-.....

characteristic constants ot each fiber. The fibers, which 1
exhibited strong resistance to hydrogen permeation, tended to

have a high activation energy. The prediction of loss increases < 0.0.

0 100 200 300 400
at 1.24pm after 20 years in the various conditions for fibers C time (hr)

10 6 1 t -- L .

8 0.03 140C............ ....... : ....... .... . ........... • . ....... • ........ ... CS .0

Fiber B .............. .... ...........---...-- Fiber D
0.02 . .

105 FiberD .......... .. .0.01

-- --• ------ t------- ..... ......

0 100 200 300 400
S 10 4 ..... ............ ... tim e (hr)

t. Fig.3 Hydrogen peak height at 1.24pm

divided by equilibrium value

against time... .. .................. a a n t t m

.. Table 2 Characteristic constants for prepared carbon-coated fibersS....... ......... ... ........ i........ .... ...... I ........ :.. ... ......... :.........i ,
12Fiber Fiber Fiber

2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 B C D

AE (kcal/mol) 10.5 18.3 21.11 000/T(1 /K)

Fig.4 Permeation time constants for hydrogen A (hrs) 1.4x 103 2.4x 10.- 7.4x 10.8
in carbon against inverse temperature
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0.5 Fiber BFbeD
0.4- --- 20'C' CabnCro

0.0 Silica
0 1 2 3 4 5

PH2 (atm) 

C 0

0.05.-__________ _ Silica

0~* .04 . ............ ..... ........................

co 0 .0 3 i. .......... ....... .. . ....
0.0 ...... -0 Fiber D

0.00...... 1 ig.6 SEN I cross-sectlional photographs of carbon-coated fibers

0 1 2 3 4 5
PH2 (atm)

Fig.5 Estimation of hydrogen loss increasesFieA

at 1.24arin after 20%ears

4-2. Stnictural anal%,.i s of the carlbon flilli

'When discussing the reliability. of carbon-coated fibers. it
is important to clear " lhat differences in such characteristics
depend on. Since the hydro-gen penneabilitv is expected to he

greatly dependent onl the coating's thickness. the carbon filmi

thickness was first examined by SEM.FieB

Figure 6 shows the SEM images of the cross-section for

fibers B and D. llowever. rio variations were observed
regardinrg the filmn thickness. Thus, the hydrogen diffusion in
the carbon layer would be controlled b\ the structure of thre
carbon filmn itself. Thereupon, we tried analpiing the

mricrostnrcture of the carbon las er.
The surface of the carbon laver wa,.s so smnooth that

variations in the surface morphologyv could not be discoveredFieC

by SEM observations. We then attempted to observe [the

surfaces using AFNM. Figuire 7 showks tile AFM imiages of the
carbon surfaces. The observation area selected w-as 500rim

s(Iuare.
The surface of fiber A. s h ichI had no h\ dro-izc

herrneticitv, exhibited a steel) anrd ruIgged nitt(rp hology. In
comparison with this, the surface of fiber C s'%as flatter and
smoother. The aVeraeeC heig1ht arid Nite Of the roughness Vig.7 AFNI images of the carbon surface
estimated byi AFM are shrowmn in 'lable 3.
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(A) (B) (C)

Fig.8 Schematic diagram of a model explaining H2 permeating

Table 3 The average size of the roughness

obtaineed by AFM observations 10
Fiber Fiber Fiber 9

A B C 8C
to 7

Height -5nm -3nim -2nm W

Diameter -50nm -80nm -100nm .2 5
"U 4
cm

The results could be explained in the following. We show L 2 S:

a schematic diagram of a model to explain H2 permeation in 1

figure S. Concerning diffusion in solids, the boundary 0

diffusion rate is generally higher than the volume diffusion 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

rate. Therefore, if the boundary area is large, hydrogen sputtering time (mi)

diffusion will be induced because of diffusion channel 10

increases. And it is expected that molecules will easily diffuse 9: C8C
when a lot of valleys between grains constructing the structure - 7

of a coating layer are deep. Accordingly, it can be thought CL 6

that if the surfaces are rough such as fiber A, hydrogen can 5
, 4

easily diffuse in the direction of the film thickness, but the 4 3
smooth surfaces such as fiber C, are hard to permeate. 2 S i
However, a great deal more information regarding inner 1

morphology is furthermore needed to conclude these views. 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Then we studied the inner structure of the carbon layer. In sputtering time (min)

the AES analysis, the chemical state of carbon film was Fig.9 Peak intensity distribution of carbon and silicon
in the direction of the thickness of the carbon layer

investigated in the direction of the film thickness. by AES

The detected intensity profiles of C(carbon) and Si(silicon)

for fibers B and C are shown in Figure 9. The horizontal axis 10 .
9represents the value corresponding to a distance from the 8-----'

surface. In comparison with both figures, minor variation can 7

be observed regarding a composition change near the 6 ib

interface. It can be observed that the composition near the 4
interface of fiber C gradually changes as compared with that 3 sur .... 1

of fiber B. This result could suggest that fiber B had a 1

relatively clear interface and fiber C had a boundary layer 0240 250 260 270 280 290 300
formed by interdiffusion between the carbon and silica layer. kinetic energy (eV)

Thereupon, we investigated the state of a carbon-atomic

kinetic energy both at the surface and the interface. Figure 10 Fig.10 AES spectra of the carbon layer of Fiber C
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Hermetic Product Performance:

Ensuring the Uniformity of the Carbon Layer

M.R. Tuzzolo, A.E. Allegretto, E.H. Urruti

Corning Incorporated Wilmington, NC and Corning, NY

ASSTRACT optical cable systems. Standard polymer
coatings are incapable of preventing

Carbon coated hermetic fiber developed by optical loss due to hydrogen ingress and
Corning for applications in adverse cannot totally prevent long term strength
environments such as submarine optical degradation, due to water, both of which
cable systems, possesses critical are present in these environments.
attributes of fatigue and hydrogen Therefore, an additional hermetic barrier,
resistance. The enhanced fatigue such as amorphous carbon, is needed.
performance (n > 100) is achieved through Amorphous carbon coating is typically
water exclusion by the carbon layer. Since deposited via chemical vapor deposition
the molecular diameter of water (- 3 A) is (CVD) during the fiber draw process. Since
greater than that of hydrogen (0.74 A), it is necessary to guarantee consistent
product evaluation focused on hydrogen layer deposition throughout the fiber
resistance. This approach represents a length, to provide sufficient resistance to
more stringent test of the hermetic layer's permeation of both water and hydrogen an
effectiveness. A relationship between on-line method of ensuring carbon layer
carbon layer thickness, hydrogen resistance integrity is needed during manufacture.
and fatigue susceptibility will be shown
for Corning's hermetic fiber using a Research indicates that a "ribbon" model is
variety of on-line and off-line surrogate an appropriate representation of amorphous
measurement techniques. carbon'. The intertwining of ribbon layers

gives the structure narrow interstices and
Additionally, a direct correlation between provide a "maze-like" path for molecular
carbon layer thickness and hydrogen induced diffusion. No optical technique can detect
attenuation after exposure to accelerated a torturous path diffusional mechanism.
aging conditions of 21 days at 11 Therefore, functional testing must consist
atmospheres pure hydrogen and 85*C. of actual hydrogen permeation resistance
Results under these test conditions for measurement, which is a destructive test.
over 500 samples, from more than 2 years of To ensure consistent performance of the
manufacturing experience, have shown an hermetic layer, hydrogen performance must
average 1240 nm (the first harmonic of the be correlated, through exhaustive testing,
fundamental hydrogen vibration) induced to a parameter that can be measured "on-
attenuation increase of 0.00 dB/km and a line" during manufacturing.
standard deviation of 0.01 dB/km. This
corresponds to a predicted 0.00 dB/km Typically, the layer thickness is used as a
induced attenuation in the 1310 and 1550 ram measure of the hermetic coating's hydrogen
operating windows over an expected 30-year and fatigue resistance. A number of
life cycle', methods for measuring the thickness of the

hermetic coating exist. Devices that
utilize the electrical' and o,-ical'-''

techniques have previously been described.
Evidence of the correlation of these

BACKGROUND measurements to functional performance is
needed.

With the increased deployment of optical
fiber transmission systems optical cable is For hermetic fiber manufactured by Corning
being installed in areas of harsh Incorporated, a direct relationship has
environmental conditions, such as submarine been shown between carbon layer thickness

and fiber linear electrical resistance
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(0/cm). In addition, fiber resistance has To relate resistance to hydrogen and

been correlated to both hydrogen and fatigue performance, fiber was drawn at

fatigue performance. Electrical resistance various nominal linear resistances. The

has been measured using an on-line, non- fiber was subsequently tested for both

contact electrical device and verified with hydrogen permeation and fatigue resistance.

a contact electrical resistance Based on work previously reported', hydrogen

measurement. Both techniques measure permeation resistance is determined by

overall carbon content. An optical device, exposure to 11 atmospheres of 100%

which measures thickness at points of hydrogen, at 85*C for 21 days, and

transmission, has shown excellent measuring the attenuation increase at 1240

correlation with the electrical nm. Dynamic fatigue resistance was

measurement, determined using FOTP-76 (0.5m gauge

length, 0.025, 0.25, 2.5, & 25.0%/min.

This paper will demonstrate the overall strain rates, 100% relative humidity).

consistency of Corning's hermetic layer, Values in excess of 200 were assigned a

using both total carbon detection and point value of 200. Figure 2 is a plot of linear

measurements, each of which have been resistance versus both attenuation increase

verified with extensive hydrogen test data. at 1240 nm due to hydrogen permeation and

The consistent carbon layer ensures the the fatigue constant (n) . For Corning

critical attribute performance of Corning's hermetic fiber, attenuation increase due to

hermetic fiber product. hydrogen is essentially zero until fiber

resistance reaches approximately 21.9 k[/cm

Carbon Layer Measurement (at an approximate layer thickness of 250

A). Fatigue resistance is maintained until

The electrical properties of amorphous the linear resistance is 25 k(W/cm (=200 A)

carbon allow a direct resistance Corning controls the fiber resistance to

measurement via metallic contact to the ensure specified performance.

carbon and an ohm-meter. Transmission

Electron Microsccpy ITEM) has been used to I
define a relationship between coating ,•....•
thickness and linear fiber resistance.

Figure 1 is a graph showing the inverse

proportionality of resistance with measured I

layer thickness. N'

s i 0 I I 4 .

Figure 2 - Correlation of Hydrogen and

Fatigue Resistance vs. Linear Resistance

for Corning Hermetic Fiber

Iso Sooo 000 ,o; 1o40 .oo A disadvantage of the contact electrical

I -- measurement is that it penetrates the

Figure 1 - Inverse resistance versus acrylate coating to reach the carbon layer
and hence, is destructive. A method of

thickness, verifying that the proper carbon thickness

Equation 1 defines the empirical is deposited during fiber manufacture has

relationship of resistance to carbon been developed, which uses a non-contact
coating thickness. device for on-line measurement of coating

electrical properties. An electrical

parameter ("Q") of an energized inductive

R (coil is measured as the carbon coated fiber

is drawn through it. "Q" is a figure of
merit used to describe an RLC circuit at

where R = fiber resistance (ki/cm) resonance. The electrically conductive

P carbon layer resistivity layer causes loading of the inductive coil
carbn land results in changes in Q. Dynamic

(D( -cm) fluctuations in the hermetic coating

T - carbon layer thickness (A) thickness will change the Q of the coil.
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Values of Q have been correlated to fiber
with carbon coatings of known linear X.W6.d

resistance (i.e., thickness). Additional
product quality assurance is obtained by j

verifying the on-line measurement using the
contact electrical device.

Both the contact and non-contact electrical Figure 3 - Correlation of the non-contact
devices described above measure the total electrical device to the optical device.
carbon deposited on the fiber. An on-line
optical technique has also been developed The optical device has an additional
that uses point transmission measurements, advantage. It has a 2 view system that can
A laser impinges on the fiber and results detect azimuthal thickness differences.
in a reflected and refracted light ray The device has also been used to relate
producing a fine structure (fringes) that fiber xy position in the CVD reaction
is analyzed in the spatial frequency vessel to uniformity of coating deposition.
domain. The refracted beam penetrates Figure 4 is a plot of the ratio of the two
through the hermetic layer and is views during fiber draw where the fiber
attenuated, changing the contrast, or position was purposely misaligned and then
signal strength of the fine structure. By realigned. Misalignment causes
monitoring the signal strength, the circumferential thickness differences in
hermetic layer thickness is measured. In carbon deposition. The total amount of
order to account for laser power drift and carbon deposited, as measured by electrical
spatial power fluctuations, a ratio of the techniques, may have a layer of sufficient
signal strength to the DC component of the thickness. A misaligned fiber, however,
laser power, both linearly related to the may have a sufficient barrier on one side
intensity of the laser radiation, is of the fiber, while being deficient in
obtained. Equation 2 describes the carbon on anotner side of the fiber.
relationship of the measured ratio to Corning's hermetic fiber radial thickness
carbon layer thickness, uniformity is assured using this technique

to ensure the necessary fiber alignment.
signal strength

Ratio --------------- keff e-
2

AT (2) 2

DC power ,_ _ _ _

where T= hermetic layer thickness (A) 7
A = attenuation factor for the _| _.....................

hermetic layer (A-
1 ) ,

keff= proportionality constant Figure 4 - Optical device, ratio of two

relating attenuation to Ratio views: effect of fiber position on coating
radial thickness uniformity.

To ensure equivalent response to
fluctuationsuivnt laerstknses the Additional analysis of the carbon layer wasfluctuations in layer thickness, the cnutduigSann unlnconducted using Scanning Tunneling
optical technique was compared to the non-contact electrical technique using both Microscopy ($Th) . Figure 5 shows a typical

conacteletrial echiqu usng othSTM generated surface plot. The average
devices on the draw tower at the same time.
Figure 3 is a plot of both types of surface roughness measured is 0.92 nm. The

measurements taken during an experimental measurement provides added evidence that no
severe oscillations in hermetic coatingdraw run when the hermetic layer wasthcnseitwchoudrae

allowed to vary over a broad range of thickness exist, which could create

thicknesses. The two devices show localized regions for hydrogen and/or water

excellent correlation over the entire permeation.

range.
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z Bon-r t, J.Y., Brehm, C. , Rousseau., .C.,

Saaqra n, ;.M., Roussy, G., Ayache, j., 'New

Charaterizatior Techniques for HerTetic Carbon

Coated Fibers", 1OOC-ECOC '91, VIth European

Conference on Optical Communication ECOC '91, 8th
Tnternationa: Conference on integrated Optics and

Optical F>bre Conmrunication IOOC '9', pp. 37-40,

3 Brenr , C., Rousseau, ;.C.,

Agra.,n, -M.., Ro..ssyo G., Ayache, J.., "New
"aac:ace,,at~o: 7echn'aues for Her-etic Carbon
2
-. a-eo F- ':u', VIOC-iCCOC '91, 17tn E.rcpear

2r~ore-ce n- ý.o: ica. Ccr unicat-on ECOC '9., 8Rth
Figure 5 STM micrograph of amorphous :nternat • rionference on Integrateo Optics and

carbon layer. "pt ical F.ore Coomrnication :OOC 491, pp. 37-4^-

As stated before, both linear resistance O DeVza, S., US Patent No. 4, 929, 837, May 29,

(electrical) and optically attenuated 1990.
signal measurements are only surrogate s Shreve., .W., Orcel, C., -A Methiod tc Inspect

measures for the hydrogen performance of ermetic z- ,S on Optical F:bers", Ar-y MICOM

hermetic fiber. True performance is pp-' y '. I::-:0 - . i'-21, May, '992.

measured by the lack of attenuation : u.• *. .. sitnqa .. :., :S Pa er: No. 4,

increase that would otherwise occur due to •3, 343, Nov. 2 :993.
the presence of hydrogen in the fiber. For K uIsoDLy. .i .. , :!S Pa:tC No. ,142, 228,

over 500 measurements and 2 years of " 9. 27. VI92.

manufacture, the average increase in
attenuation at 1240 nm is 0.00 with a

standard deviation of 0.01.

Summary

For Corning hermetic fiber, surrogate
testing for assurance of product critical
attribute performance has been developed
through correlation to hydrogen test
results. Consistency of the carbon layer
has been shown by correlating electrical
(total carbon) measurement to optical
(point) measurements. Additional assurance
for circumferential uniformity of the
coating is obtained by maintaining prcper
fiber position during hermetic layer

deposition. STM measurements show that
surface roughness is minimal and indicates
no oscillations of layer thickness that
might allow areas for hydrogen and/or water
penetration. Finally, extensive hydrogen
testing has proven the performance of
Corning hermetic fiber with an average
attenuation increase at 1240 nm of 0.0
dB/km at accelerated aging conditions,
corresponding to a predicted 0.00 dB/km
induced attenuation in the 1310 nm and 1550

nm operating windows over an expected 30
year lifetime.

I .1., Clasera•, C.S.. , " .. , :-. ,,
;.q., Abbott, U.S., •?'oz',- -F ,

ChractristiOs Of 1'r-et .~A. .7 ,1 ,• 0: 'o

o:":(,", Op'ca. and Ua' .- i.,:' .. ., , .2 -

23;, 1'90.
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STUDY OF MICROBENDING LOSS IN THIN COATED
FIBERS AND FIBER RIBBONS

K.Kobayashi, J.Baldauf, N.Okada, K.Ishida,
S.Araki, and M.Miyamoto

Opto-Electronics Laboratory Fujikura Ltd.
1440 Mutsuzaki, Sakura-shi, Chiba-ken 285 Japan

Abstract fiber bending sp.-ctrum by the fiber environment
We investigated the microbending loss of and the mechanical characteristics of dual coated

thin coated fibers and fiber ribbons. First, we fibers. We then measured the microbending loss
determined a relationship between the induced induced by drum-winding of prototype thin
fiber bending spectrum by the fiber environment coated fibers with a diameter from 160am to
and the mechanical characteristics of dual coated 250.tm and fiber ribbons to determine whether
fibers. From this relationship, a coating design the theoretically determined mechanical
parameter which is proportional to the parameter can be used to design low
microbending loss was determined. Then, we microbending loss thin coated fibers.
measured the microbending loss induced by
drum-winding of prototype thin coated fibers 2. Microbending theory
with diameters from 160jtm to 200gtm and fiber 2-1. Induced optical fiber powerribbons. bending spectrum by the fiber

We verified that the measured microbending Environment
loss and our theoretically determined coating
design parameter have a linear relationship. For dual coated fiber systems, the bending
From this, we have concluded that the of the fiber due to external forces is governed by
mechanical design parameter can be used to two differential equations [2].
design low microbending loss fibers. Hf a4O(z) + Ks(O(z)-w(z)) = 0

1. Introduction az4 (1)
H 4w,(z) + D0(w'(z) - v(z)) = 0

To realize FTTH on a full scale, cables _ z4 (2)
which contain several thousand fibers would be
required Ill. Reducing the coating diameter of Where O(z) is the deformation of the fiber
the optical fibers and the size of the fiber ribbons axis, Hf is the stiffness of the glass fiber, Ks is the
is the most effective method for realizing small buffer spring constant, w(z) is the deformation
diameter cables with such high fiber density. of the secondary coating inner surface, HO is the
However, reducing the coating diameter worsens stiffness of the secondary coating, DO is the
the fiber's resistance to microbending caused by lateral rigidity of the secondary coating, w'(z) is
lateral forces. Therefore, clarifying the the deformation of the secondary coating axis,
microbending performance of thin coated fibers and v(z) is the deformation of the fiber
and ribbons has become of great interest for environment.
d"'igning high fiber density optical cables.

Using equations (1) and (2) and modifying
In this paper, we studied the microbending Gloge's analysis [21, [31, the relationship between

loss of thin coated fibers and fiber ribbons. We the fiber bending spectrum, OZbend(k), and the
calculated a relationship between the induced mechanical characteristics of the coating can be

expressed as a mechanical parameter, Cmech [2].
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Obend(k) Cmechf _0 optical fiber on the drum under constant
HI' , backtension. The drum diameter is 380mmo andi-h_ its surface was wrapped with sand paper. The

2g-1 same drum is used for all tests. The lateral
1D125-0.25 pressure induced on the fiber is given by (7).

-O.25HO 8 (3)
fo -- Tension

Where a, Ip are parameters dependent on the Drum Radius (7)
drum surface, and fo is the lateral pressure on the
fiber. The value gx = 3 is adopted as a typical The optical loss of the fiber is then
value of IL [2], [31, [4]. Therefore, the measured over the range of 1.3gim to 1.6gim.
mechanical parameter is given as (4). The loss of the fiber in a loose coil is also

Crnech -measured. The microbending loss is the
difference in loss between the fiber wound on theD8375H8~62  (4) drum and the loosely coiled fiber. (8)

Using this formula, optimum mechanical designs
for dual coated fibers can be determined. o 0microba(dB/km) = c&,rum(dB/km) - afr,,(dB/km) (8)

2-2. Optical loss due to fiber axis Fig.2 shows the typical measured loss
bending spectrum of a thin coated fiber. The open circles

indicate the loss when wound on the drum and
The microbending loss in a single mode solid ones indicate the loss of the loose coil.

fiber has been theoretically determined by
Petermann [51. 3-1. Thin coated fibers

(X = I (konlo)02) 2 (bend(kc) 3-1-1. Samples
4

-2 We made prototype thin dual coated fibers
k0n1 O 1  (5) with diameters from 1601tm to 200gm. These

fibers are made with various dimensions which
Where a is the microbending loss, kc is the result in different mechanical parameters
coupling wavenumber between the LPoi and LPii (Cmech). Table I shows the dimensions of the
modes, woi and 0)02 are the first and second optical fibers. To determine the mechanical
Petermann modified spot sizes, clbed is the parameter of the coating, we calculated the Ks
power bending spectrum of the fiber, ko is the and DO using the FEM with a model as shown in
free space wavenumber of the light, and ni is the Fig.3, and HO from Formula (9).
refractive index of the core. Therefore, the
bending spectrum of the glass fiber axis can be H0 = 1'-E2(r4 - r4)
determined from the measured microbending 4(9)
loss by (6).

3-1-2. Results

I (k0nlo)02 )2  Fig.4,5,6 show the relationship between the
4 (6) normalized measured loss and the diameter of the

secondary coating, diameter of the primary
3. Experiment coating under fixed secondary diameter, Young's

modulus of the primary and secondary coating,
To estimate the microbendin respectively. From these figures, it is apparent

characteristics, we adopted the drum windin•: :-A that a smaller diameter of the secondary coating,
shown in Fig.l. The microbending loss of Ow a higher Young's modulus of the primary
tested fibers was determined by winding each coating, and a lower Young's modulus of the

secondary coating result in a larger loss increase.
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20

~15

10

380imm bobbin 5 5

Fig. 1 Illustration of the bobbin winding test
~50 160 170 180 190 200 210

-'0 Loosely Codled fiber Secondary Diameter (pan)

0.81 Fig.4 Measured excess loss at I.55g.m
E of the thin coated fibers as a

:B .6. function of the secondary
diameter

-0.4.

...... ...... ...... 16

m m.b b i ....... I- ....... .... -..._......•.
CUi

16

1.25 13 135 14 145 15 155 16 1.65212
"Wavelength (gim)

Fig.2 Typical measured loss spectrum of 8
thin coated fiber aN

Table I Coating structure of the thin
coated fibers 4 5 5 6 6 7 7

Secondary Primary Secondary Ym Primary Ym Primary Diameter (;Lm)
"SNo diameter diameter (relative (relative

(AiM) 4jim) value) value) Fig.5 Measured excess loss at 1.55jim
S0. 145 2 1 of the 1.80..m thin coated fibers
2 .... 10 1 as a function of the primary
-1 200 70 21

6 18 70 2 1

~ ~ ~ L- -O Secondary Ym=2
190~1 16 4 Secondary Ym=30. ....... --------

* I

z00 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5
Primary Young's Modulus (relative value)

Fig.6 Measured excess loss at 1F.55 m dm

of the h80pm thin coated fibers
Fig.3 Dual coated fiber model for as a function of the primary

FEM analysis Young's modulus
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Fig.7 shows the relationship between the 20 - - -. - •
fiber bending spectrum calculated from formula
(6) and the mechanical parameter, Cmech. Since
the relationship between them is linear, it is i= 15 I

E
apparent that the mechanical parameter, Cmech,
can be used to design low microbending loss thin 10 o
coated fiber.

3-2. Thin coated fiber ribbons
3-2-1. Samples 'Ile

00 20 40 60 80 100 12014

We then tried to estimate microbending Mechanica paramter (Cmech)

characteristics of fiber ribbon. We made

prototype thin coated fiber ribbons with the thin Fig.7 Measured excess loss at 1.55g1m
coated fibers. To achieve a single layer ribbon of the thin coated fibers as the
winding on the drum and simplify the models for function of a mechanical
this experiment, four fiber ribbons were used.
We calculated the Ks and DO from the FEM with parameter, Cmech
a model as shown in Fig.8. Table 2 shows the
dimensions of the ribbon fibers.

3-2-2. Results

The measured microbending loss of the
fiber ribbons are shown in Fig.9, 10 and 11. In
these figures, the vertical line indicates an
average normalized microbending loss of the
four fibers in a ribbon.

From these figures, it is apparent that a
smaller diameter of the secondary coating in the
ribbon, a higher Young's modulus of the
primary coating in the ribbon and a thinner
ribbon result in a larger loss increase. Fig.8 Fiber ribbon model for FEM analysis

Fig.12 shows the relationship between the
fiber bending spectrum calculated from formula
(6) and the mechanical parameter, Cmech. Fig. 12
shows a linear relationship between them just as
for the thin coated fibers. Therefore, it is shown Table 2 Coating structure of the
that the mechanical parameter, Cmech, can also thin coated 4 - fiber ribbons
be used to design low microbending loss thin Secon- Primary Ribbon Secon- Primary
coated fiber ribbon. S.No dary diameter thickness dary YM YM

diametet (pi m) (mm) (relative (relative
As described above, reduction of t ) 4alue) 0.20ue)

microbending loss in fiber ribbon will be 2 10 160 1.22 2 1
obtained by having a small Cmech; that is large 1 2o0 1 170 0M2 2 1
D and H, and small K.. In order to achieve a 4 1o 160 0-25 2 1

5 10 160 0.30
small Cmech with a fixed size of fiber ribbon, 6 180 160 0.22 2 0.4
newly developed high Young's modulus Ji7 1 .1801 1oW_ 0.22.1 2 2
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20 secondary and low Young's modulus primary
should be used and the primary diameter should

' 15" .. ...... ......... be made thicker. However, these items can cause
degradation in mechanical strength and loss
characteristics, so the design of structure of the"- . 10 .. . .. . . ... "."............ .. ................. .... ...... .... .. .......... ie h u d b o e w t a e

~~10fiber should be done with care.

S5 -..-... -............ 4. Other general characteristics of
16-fiber ribbons

0 . I. . . . . . I. . . . . . I

150 160 170 180 190 200 210 We then made prototype 16-fiber ribbons
Secondary Diameter (gIm) with thin coated fibers with low Young's

Fig.9 Measured excess loss at 1.551gm modulus primary 'a' or 'b' and high Young's

of the 4-fiber ribbons with thin modulus secondary 'c' or d and investigated the

coated fibers as a function of the general characteristics. The coating materials
and dimensions of the ribbon structure which isseonr dshown in Fig.13 are given in the table 3.

20 .... -- r-i -v.... .. .. ......... !.....

W iFirst, we performed a metal plate lateral
S 15 ............................................................... ... ............. .................. pressure test. Fig.14 show s an illustration of th e

test. It can be seen from the lateral pressure test
results in Fig. 15 that loss increases at 100kg wereS..........~~~~~~.... , ....... ....... ... ................. .................... '................... e u t n F g 1 h t l s n r a e t 1 0 g w r
Sscarcely observed in either of the ribbons.

0>

-5 ................... . "..................... .................... ................... N ext w e investigated the loss stability of the
fiber ribbons at high and low temperatures. The
fiber ribbons were 500m long in a loose coil.

____ _ LThe temperature was changed cyclically in the
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

Primary Young's Modulus (relative value) range of -400C to +60'C. Fig. 16 shows that the
loss changes in all fibers of ribbon A were less

Fig.10 Measured excess loss at 1.55pam than 0.02dB/km from -40 0C to +60 0 C, while in
of the 4-fiber ribbons with thin ribbon B, a loss increase of about 0.2dB/km at
coated fibers as a function of the low temperature was observed. These results
primary Yong's modulus indicate that the coating materials b and d can be

15 . a bad influence on the loss stability of fiber
ribbon. Therefore, the selection of coatings for
thin coated fiber ribbons requires careful

consideration.

5. Conclusion
O>

.. 5 .............. ................. ............. ................. ... .............. .. .W e studied the m icrobending loss of thin> coated fibers and fiber ribbons. We verified that

the measured microbending loss and the

o ..'. theoretically determined mechanical design
0.2 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.28 0.3 0.32 parameter have a linear relationship. Therefore,

Ribbon thickness (mm) this parameter can be used to design low
Fig. 11 Measured excess loss at 1.55jim microbending loss fibers and fiber ribbons.

of the 4-fiber ribbons with
1801am thin coated fibers as a
function of the ribbon thickness
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Fig. 12 Measured excess loss at 1 .55ptm Fig. 15 The loss increase of the fiber
of the 4-fiber ribbons as a ribbons due to the metal plate test

function of the mechanical
parameter, Cmech

Table 3 Coating structure of the .0.4 .- R ibbonB .............. ......................................I

prototype 16-fiber ribbons

_______ ____ '~ 0.1

to -.-
...... 0 ......... ".. ......... .............. ....... ..............

M a terial . ... ............ .............

Secondary YM(relative value) *3 3
____ diameter(tam) 18 18 -0.1

Ribbon Thickness(mm) 1 -40 -20 0 20 40 60

Temperature (°C)

Fig. 16 The loss stability of the fiber
ribbons at high and low

Ribbon coating temperature

parametcoated fibe

Fig.13 16-fiber ribbon

16-fiberibbon

Fig.14 Illustration of the metaluplate test
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A ZERO-STRESS AGING RELATIONSHIP FOR OPTICAL FIBER

James J. Cam

Coming Incorporated
Center for Fiber-Optic Testing

103 Canada Road
Painted Post, New York 14870

Absta •lAa~mcaw

Recent experimental studies at Coming's Center for Tes.ti I
Fiber-Optic Testing have demonstrated and
characterized the zero-stress aging effect on A single optical fiber product type was chosen for
commercially available acrylate-coated optical testing; one sample of commercially available
fiber. This work has led to the discovery of an SMF-28TM fiber. It is a 125-micrometer diameter
analytical, exponential decay function that relates pure silica clad glass, with a 250-micrometer dual-
fiber strength to aging time for a given set of layer, acrylate coating. This fiber type has
conditions. Data collected thus far on fiber aged in historically demonstrated very consistent overall
water at 85"C, 65"C, and 45"C indicate a strong performance in laboratory mechanical tests and in a
dependence on temperature. The exponential broad range of in-service field deployment
relationship and sensitivity to temperature imply conditions.
that fibers directly exposed to water, at temperatures
expected under normal conditions of use, retain a
high percentage of strength even after long periods
of time. Continuous lengths of fiber, sufficient to conduct an

individual strength test were each wrapped on (low
Introductio expansion Pyrex) glass spools. Nominal combined

stresses due to wrap tension and bending were

In the general sense aging (or ageing) is any change estimated at 5 to 7 kpsi. One spool of fiber
over time, more specifically a gradual change of designated as the control or day-O specimen from
observed or measured qualities within a defined the group was maintained at room temperature and
interval of time. Zero-stress or stress-free aging of humidity.
optical fiber refers to a measured strength change
over time in a mechanically stress-free deployment. AgingConditioU
It was the absence of stress that had distinguished
aging from fatigue. More recently however, surface A large stainless steel container filled with
roughening or pitting has been advanced as a deionized water was used for each test set of
convincing cause for zero-stress aging. Most samples. Bath temperatures were allowed to
investigators to date have exposed optical fiber stabilize before sample immnersions and
samples to temperature controlled humidity or water subsequently controlled to +/- 2'C. Sample spools
bath environments. As a consequence of particular were actually immersed in a reverse time sequence
environments, glass compositions and test to allow retrieval of all samples for testing at the
techniques, aged specimens exhibit varying rates of same time. Bath pH was not controlled nor was any
strength changes as a function of exposure times. form of water agitation or stirring used. Except for
Strength changes are usually defined relative to an occasional replenishment of evaporated water, the
initial or day-zero measurement for a sample not in bath remained undisturbed throughout the aging
the aging environment. Qualitatively, environments period.
drier and cooler than the initial conditions lead to
increases in measured strength, whereas wetter, Aging temperatures at 85"C, 65"C, 45"C and 25"C
warmer conditions result in strength losses with (data unavailable for this report) were arbitrarily
time. selected but intended to clearly portray temperature

dependence. Aging times were limited to five
predetermined intervals, (including day-0) different
for each temperature and meant to capture salient
features of trend.
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Stren Tsts Data .Analysi

Aged samples for a specific temperature were The smooth data trends in figures 1 and 2 suggested
retrieved simultaneously and, with the control, an exponential decay. And in fact, the data conform
immediately placed in a stabilized preconditioning exceedingly well to an exponential function of the
chamber at room temperature, 100% relative form,
humidity for 12 to 15 hours.

1/2
A sixteen-station rotating capstan tensile test device S (t) = So e"ctt (I)
was employed for all post aging strength
measurements. Testing was performed in S(t) - aged strength
accordance with TIA Fiber Optic Test Procedure 28 S i strength(FOTP-28). S *iiilsrnt

a - aging parameter

Results t - aging time

Meaurments Data Taking the logarithm of equation (1), one obtains a
linear relation for logarithm strength versus square

Measurement results, shown below for 85*C, 65"C root time, equation (2). Then the slope of a linear
and 45"C are graphed in figures 1, 2, and 3 regression on the transformed data is the aging
respectively. Observe that variability increases as parameter a. Magnitudes of the aging parameters
temperature decreases. This is presumably due to for 85"C, 65"C and 45"C data are 0.093,0.047 and
weakening effects of the aging mechanism and a 0.004.
need to have extended measurement intervals,
particularly at the 45°C temperature. In S = -(ttt/2 + In So. (2)

a85C Figures 4, 5 and 6 are graphs of data from figures 1.
Aging Data at 82 and 3, plotted as logarithm (percent) strength

versus square root time. The strong linearity, in

Aging Time (days) Strength (%) figures 4 and 5 especially, implies the validity of
equation (1) as an analytic relationship describing

0 100 zero-stress aging behavior.

0.25 96
1.0 91 Further Analysis
4.0 83

16.0 69 The opportunity was taken to explore a
substantiation of the proposed zero-stress aging

Aging Data at 65*C model expressed in equation (I), with data from
four previously published studies. In all cases a, the

0 100 aging parameter for a specific data set, is the

1.0 98 magnitude of the slope of a linear regression on log
9.0 86 strength as a function of square root time. And r is
95.0 86 the associated regression correlation coefficient.

25.0 82

49.0 72

Aging Data at 45°C In a 1988 paper by Matthewson and KurkjianI
entitled "Environmental Effects on the Static

0 100 Fatigue of Silica Optical Fiber," one section of the
36.0 99 discussion described results of a zero-stress aging

100.0 92 test. The sample was "a UV-curable epoxy acrylate
144.0 93 coated silica fiber, immersed in 100"C distilled
324.0 95 water under zero stress." Data interpolated from

their graph is given below; a equals 0. 176 with an r
of 1.00.
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Aging Time (days) Strength (%) 60"C

0.7 88 Aging Time (days) Strength (% strain)
3.5 74

11.6 56 30 3.7
60 3.0

120 2.4

Caz 210 2.0

Haslov et. al.2 reported aging results in the 1992 40"C

International Wire & Cable Symposium
Proceedings for their dual UV-acrylate fiber 30 4.9

samples stored in "glass vessels filled with 60 4.4

deionized water buffered to a pH value of 7." 120 4.1

Although no aging (strength degradation) had yet 210 3.8

occurred at 65°C, data interpolated from their
graphs for 95"C and 80"C are tabulated below. 20"C

Aging parameters (o's) equal 0.119 and 0.039 with
r-values of 0.97 and 0.98 respectively. 210 5.7

285 5.5

951C 480 5.3

Aging Time (days) Strength (%) Ca4

0 100 At the 1990 Optical Fiber Communication
9 73 Conference (OFC) a postdeadline paper, prepared

44 42 by three Bellcore researchers, 4 described results
175 32 from a fiber aging study. Samples were aged in
210 17 80"C deionized water, then removed at intervals of
290 11 1 day, 1 week and 3 months. Sample surfaces were

examined with a Scanning Tunneling Microscope
800C (STM) and inert strength measurements were

conducted using a two-point bending apparatus.
0 100 STM photographs displayed a roughening of fiber
9 96 surfaces with increased aging time. Furthermore,

44 82 increased median roughness depths, a, were
90 77 consistent with decreased median strengths, S, in

175 59 keeping with the Griffith relationship. That is, the
290 54 product of break stress and square root flaw depth is

a constant, C.

C=12 c=s-a.

Willem Griffioen3 also presented stress-free aging 0 < S < theoretical strength
graphs in the 1992 International Wire & Cable 0 < a < fiber diameter
Symposium Proceedings for what was described as
"standard fiber A" at 20"C, 30"C, 40"C, 50"C and The thrust of the Bellcore work was to establish
60C. Samples "were placed in water...[withl a pH- direct evidence for a cause-and-effect relationship
value of about 7." Data interpolated from the 60"C, between aging induced strength loss in optical fiber
40'C and 20*C graphs are shown below with and surface roughening. But relationships of
respective a-values of 0.068, 0.027 and 0.009 and strength loss or roughening depth to aging time
correlation coefficients of 0.99,0.98 and 0.98. were not examined. A later publication by Robinson

and Yuce$ included 9-month measurements; the
table below is actual data as published.
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Aging Time Strength Flaw Depth C also possibilities of threshold conditions, for

(days) (GPa) (nm) (MPa.m) example a temperature below which the aging
mechanism would not occur. And some very
preliminary test measurements have suggested

0 14.2 5.4 04 strength losses associated with aging could be
1 11.7 6.6 0.95 delayed for various lengths of time.
7 10.3 8.0 0.93

91 6.7 19.0 0.93 When surface roughness or pit depth is used to
274 4.3 50.4 0.96 express flaw depth in the Griffith relationship. a

substitution into the aging equation yields pit depth
Again, the Bellcore aging data is very well as a function of time, in equation (4). This
described by equation (1) with an aging parameter formulation may offer a theoretical direction to
(a) equal to 0.068 (r = 0.99). Perhaps as important pursue for modeling the aging mechanism itself.
as the zero-stress aging data is an apparent
confirmation of the Griffith relationship on the Acknowledgme
nanometer scale of roughness or pit depth. Because
C is (nearly) constant, equation (3) can be The author wishes to acknowledge Dan Hill for his
substituted into equation (1) and solved for pit depth dilligent and resourceful testing efforts, as well as
as a function of aging time. Lori O'Dell and Jeff Smith for data analysis and

a = ao e2at (4) graphs.References
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REDUCED CORROSIVE AND LOWER SMOKE FLAME RETARDANT W&C FORMULATIONS

Dr. Ronald L Markezich and Mr. David G. Achbacher

Occidental Chemical Corporation, Grand Island, New York

ABSTRACT MATERIALS AND PROCEDURES

Flame retardant wire and cable formulations with greatly Materials

reduced smoke and corrosivity properties have been developed.
This has been accomplished using traditional halogenated flame The ethylene vinyl acetate copolymer (EVA) used in these

retardants with a unique combination of filler and inorganic evaluations was obtained from commercial sources and

salts. Smoke levels on combustion are greatly reduced and less contained 9% vinyl acetate and had a melt index of 3.2. The

acid gases are produced. The physical and other properties of chlorinated flame (CFR) used in this work is available from
these materials are maintained when compared to traditional Occidental Chemical. It is the DieI-Alder diaduct of
tmesretmaterdalystrema d whexachlorocylopentadiene and 1,5-cyclooctadiene. Theflame retardant systems.

magnesium hydroxide used was from the Solem Division of

Using mixtures of a thermally stable chlorinated flame J.M. Huber Corporation and has been modified for ease of

retardant with inorganic salts, such as, magnesium hydroxide dispersion. The talc used was from Cyprus Industrial Minerals

allows the antimony oxide level to be reduced and yet still and is zinc stearate treated.

maintain high oxygen indexes and physical properties. The FR-
EVA wire and cable formulations using this combination of The experimental samples were mixed on a two roll mill to
flame retardants give less smoke when burned in the NBS obtain homogeneous samples. Compounded samples were

produces less acid gas sheeted and granulated prior to molding. Molding was
accomplished by standard techniques.

INTRODUCTION Testing

Millions of pounds of polyolefins and polyolefin copolymers O= Th
containing halogenated additives have been produced over a

number of years to meet the high standards of the wire and minimum concentration of oxygen, expressed as volume

cable industry. Formulators are now faced with the additional percent, in a mixture of oxygen and nitrogen that will just

task of how to provide the same critical performance in support flaming combustion.

combustion properties while providing reduced smoke and Smoke Generation: Testing was performed in a NBS Smoke
corrosivity during combustion. chamber according to ASTM E-662. The samples, 3 by 3 inch

Progress is continually being made to introduce compositions by 0.085 inch thick were exposed to radiant heat plus propane

with reduced smoke generation by methods, such as substituting microburners (flaming combustion). Smoke evolution was

aluminum trihydrate for halogen additives"1). Technology has continually recorded during the test period. Results are

also been developed which allows the continued use of the reported as specific optical density, Ds.

traditionally accepted halogenated additives and achieve lower
smoke(2"3). While this technology lowers the smoke during Cone Calorimeter: Testing of materials was conducted by

combustion, the corrosivity of the gases is probably effected Underwriters Laboratories Inc@, Northbrook, Illinois, in

very little, general accordance with the procedure specified in the
proposed ASTM DO.21.4. The sample size was 6 inch by 6 inch

We have now developed a method by using a combination of by 1/4 inch thick. The tests were conducted in the horizontal

a halogenated flame retardant and magnesium hydroxide to orientation and the radiant flux of the cone heater was set at 50

flame retard wire and cable material which results in lower kW/m. The initial exhaust mass flow was 30 g/s.

smoke and also lower corrosivity.
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kW/m. The initial exhaust mass flow was 30 g/s. Table I
FR-EVA W&C FORMULATIONS

Corrosivily: The gases from the cone calorimeter were tested Weight Sb 1 j 2 3 4 5for corrosivity using a corrosion target Model No. 030788- - - -

SO.35-8061 (nominal 45,000 angstrom span) from Rohrback EVA 47.9 47.9 47.9 47.9 47.9
Cosasco. A CK-3 corrosometer from Rohrback Cosasco was 5
employed to measure the corrosion of the probes.

Sb203 5 1_5 5 5 __ 5

RESULTS MgOH 0 5 10 15 20

Table I gives some typical talc filled FR-W&C formulations Tak 20 20 20 20 20
using CFR as the flame retardant in combination with Agerite Resin D 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4
magnesium hydroxide. The total flame retardant level is
constant at 25% with 5% Sb 20 3. Figure 1 shows a graph of the Luperox 500R 07 0.7 - 07 0.7 0.7
% MgOH versus oxygen index. There is a synergistic effect Res-lt=
between the chlorinated flame retardant and magnesium .
hydroxide which gives the highest 0.1. with 20% CFR and 5% 0.1. (%) 28.1 28.75 28.41 27.42 27.25
MgOH. Tensile

% Elongation 350 320 300 190 140
Some additional FR-EVA W&C formulations are shown in - --- 140

Table 2 in which 0.1% ferric oxide has been added. Ferric Table 2
oxide when used in combination with CFR and zinc stearate Table 2FR-EVA W&C FORMULATION
treated talc has been shown to increase the oxygen index 1 to
1.5% and also lower the NBS smoke values(4). Figure 2 shows
a graph of formulation 3 where the CFR is decreased from 25 Weight % 1 23
to 5% and the MgOH is increased from 0 to 20%. There also
appears to be a synergistic effect with the max 0.1. with 8% EVA 47.8 51.8 52.8
MgOH and 17% CFR. CFR 25 to 5 25 to 5 25 to 5

The use of alumina trihydrate, instead of magnesium hydroxide, Sb203  5 1 0
in these talc filled EVA W&C formulations does not show the MgOH 0 to 20 0 to 20 0 to 20
same synergist effect as MgOH does (shown in Figure 3).

Talc 20 20 20
Table 3 shows FR-EVA formulations that have been tested that Ferric Oxide 0.1 0.1 0.1
do not contain talc. The oxygen indexes of these formulations
are shown in Figure 4. There is a maximum oxygen index when Agerite Resin D 1.4 1.4 1.4
the mixture contains 5 to 10% MgOH with 5% Sb 20 3. Luperox 50OR 0.7 0.7 0.7

The NBS smoke generation data for some of the FR-EVA
formulation is shown in Table 4. As can be seen the mixed Table 3
CFR/MgOH (15:10) formulation gives the lowest smoke values. FR-EVA W%C FORMULATION

(No Tak)
Table 5 lists the formulations that were tested in the cone
calorimeter, and the results are listed in Table 6. The Weight 1% 1 2
corrosion values of Samples 2 to 4 are listed in Table 7. The -
use of the mixed CFR/MgOH gives a four to five fold decrease EVA 67.9 62.9
in corrosion values.

CFR 30to 5 30to5

Sb 20 3  0 5

MgOH 0 to 25 0 to 25

Agerite Resin D 1.4 1.4

Luperox 50OR 0.7 0.7
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Table 4 Table 6
SMOKE GENERATION OF RESULTS OF THE CONE CALOMETER

FR-EVA 20% TALC FILLED FORMATIONS (Heat Flux so kw/m2)
(E-662) (Flaming Mode)

1 2 3 4
_________1_ 12 1 3

Time to Ignition 122 87 99 95
CFR 25 15 15 (See)

Sb 20 3  5 5 0 Max Heat Release Rate 308 130 180 120

MgOH 10 10 (kw/m2) I
HRR Ave. 180 Sec After 246 117 145 160

Results Ignition (kw/m 2
)

_Dm Total Heat Released 1523 1178 1284 1282(Kj)
1.5 Min 4 1 7

Wt. Loss (%) 50.6 54.4 47.2 44.4
4 Min 247 108 213

Average Heat of 30.1 21.7 27.2 28.8
Max 416 276 301 Combustion
Time to Max (Min) 1 9.8 1 10.2 1 8.8 (K- )

Average Specific Extin. 0.376 0.755 0.705 0.789

Coefficient (M2/g)
Table $

FORMULATIONS TESTED IN THE CONE CALORIMETER
(Weight %)

Table 7
~1 2 [3 j4 CORROSION VALUES W&C FORMULATIONS

EVA 42.3 47.8 47.8 51.8

CFR --- 25 15 15 2 3 4

Sb2O 3  --- 5 5 1 Metal Loss End of 6577 1733 1673

Talc --- 20 20 20 60 Min Exp. (angs)

MgOH 54 ... 10 10 Metal Loss 24 Hour 9840 2077 2235
Exposure

Luperox 50OR 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.4 (angs)

Agerite Resin D --- 0.7 0.7 0.7

Ferric Oxide --- 0.1 0.1 0.1 Figure 1
Ca Stearate 0.9 --- .... Oxygen Index of FR-EVA/20% TaIc/5% Sb 2Q3

25% CFR Minus % MgOHVinyl Silane 1.3 ... ... ... 26.

26.7 -

28.5

S28.3

- 28.1

~27.9

S27.7

27.5

27.3 -

27.1 I
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

% UAOH
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Figure 2 Figure 4
Oxygen Index of FR-EVA/20% Talc/0.1% Fe 2Q3  Oxygen Index of FR-EVA

25% CFR Minus % MgOH 30% CFR Minus % MgOH

30 2

2r i~'23
26 -

25- 
62

24 2

23 1 LII I I I _L_20 _I

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28

% MgOH % MgOH
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TESTING OF CORROSIVITY OF SMOKE FROM CABLE PYROLYSIS

Goran Malhammar and Carl-Gustaf Ekroth

* Ericsson Telecom AB, S-126 25 Stockholm
** Ericsson Cables AB, S-824 82 Hudiksvall

ABSTRACT Is there any correlation between results
from measurements according to IEC 754-2

Measurements of pH and conductivity are or DIN 57472-813 and corrosivity
sometimes used to set limits for the measured by a more direct method?
corrosive properties of gases from cable
fires. In this work such measurements Should the measurements be made on the
(DIN 57472-813) are compared to more polymeric materials separately as is
direct corrosion measurements of stated in the standards or on pieces of
pyrolysis gases on copper. Four telecom a cable? The last question is raised
cables and the insulation materials in because it is known from literature,
them were investigated separately and that the presence of metal ca? influence
the materials were also measured the smoke production by fire
together with the metals aluminium and
tinned copper. The results show, that To investigate further some cables from
pH, conductivity and corrosion of copper our production were chosen and their
were affected by the presence of polymeric materials with and without the
aluminum in the case of PVC and of PAl2. presence of different metals in the
For PVC the corrosion decreased and for cable were investigated with one of the
PAl2 the corrosion increased in the above mentioned methods and also with a
presence of aluminium. An important direct method of resistance measurement
conclusion to be drawn from this work of a copper conducter exposed to
is, that product tests rather than pyrolysis gases.
material tests should be used to predict
the corrosive properties of cables.

INTRODUCTION pH and conductivity measurements

Some customers demand cables whith Those measurements were made according

minimized production of corrosive gases to DIN 57472-813. Figure 1 gives an idea

by a possible fire. As a measure of the of the principle.The values used for the

degree of corrosivity they specify most important parameters were:

certain limits according to IEC 754-2 or Temperature in oven: 8001C
DIN 57472-813. In those standards Air stream: 10 1/h
measuremerts of pH value and Volume of deionized water: 170 ml
conductiv'ty of pyrolysis gases of
polymeric materials are described. Those It must be noticed that results of DIN
values give only an indirect measure of 57472-813 can not be compared withthe72corrosivitytofethempolymeric
the corrosivity of the polymeric results from IEC 754-2, mainly depending
materials used in the cables so the on the fact that the latter uses a
following questions are raised. volume of 1 liter deionized water

instead of 0.17 liter.

A~,, I* :_----a

- ow ft""w owe "ftFig.l. IEC 754-2
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Direct corrosion measurements The other design (type 2) was made with
a sputtering technique and was only 0.5

The direct corrosion measurements were Am (5000 A) high and with a width and an
made in a 6 dm glass vessel equipped insulation distance of 75 Am. The mainwith a 20 mm sealed silica tube which difference in use is the sensitivity. In
could be heated in a high temperature type 1 we have around 2000 A corrosion

oven (see figure 2). 1 gram of polymeric for every ohm change in resistance. The

material was pyrolyzed at each rime at corresponding figure for type 2 is

950"C for 15 minutes. That amount of around 4 A. Probes of that type are now

polymer yields much more water than commercially available and t e7r 4 use is

corresponding to 100 % humidity. The described in the literature . By
temperature in the glass vessel, which calculating the amount of corrosion it

was found to be about 23°C, and the was assumed that it was evenly

humidity were measured continuously. The distributed over the surface of the

measuring object was placed at the copper pattern.

bottom of the glass vessel and connected Materials used
to a data logger with wires through a
rubber bung. In some runs a fun was
placed in the glas vessel to agitate the Cables Four cables used in
smoke and the gases evolved in order to telephone exchanges were chosen for the
distribute them evenly, investigation.

ENOX-FR A halogen free flame retardant
cable meeting a flame propagation test
in accordance with IEC 332-3, category C
and with weakly acidic gases in
accordance with IEC 754-2 (pH • 3.5 and

2 conductivity 4 100 gS/cm).

Conductor: Tinned solid copper wire,
SSdiameter=0.4 mm.

Insulation: Polyamide 12, flame
retardant (PAl2 FR), free from halogen
and phosphorous, oxygen index ; 30 (ASTM

Fig.2. Device for direct corrosion D2863), wall thickness=0.l mm.

measurements. Sheath: A halogen free, flame retardant
ethylene plastic compound (E/VAC)

The corrosion measurements were made by oxygen index ýi 35.
following the change in resistance of a ENAFO-FR A halogen free flame retardant,
copper pattern on a printed circuit screened Aale fee flame
board for about three hours after the 15 screened cable meeting a flame
minutes pyrolysis. Two different circuit propagation test in accordance with IEC
boards were used. In one design (type 1) 332-3, category A and C and with weakly
a "tripple track pattern" was made with acidic gases in accordance with IEC
three parallel patterns, each 300 Am 754-2 (pH ýo 3.5 and conductivity 4 100
broad and with an insulation distance of MS/cm).
300 Am. The height of the pattern was 5 Conductor: Tinned solid copper wire,
Am. The design can be seen in figure 3. diameter=0.4 mm.

Insulation: Polyamide 12, flame
retardant (PAl2 FR), free from halogen
and phosphorous, oxygen index ; 30 (ASTM
D2863), wall thickness=0.1 mm.

A Wrapping: PET-foil.

Screen: The HF screen consists of a
+ laminated aluminium foil with aluminium

143 mson both sides, longitudinally applied.
The LF screen consists of a braid of
tinned copper wires, optical coverage

Fig.3. Design of a printed circuit board more than 60 %.

for direct corrosion measurements. Sheath: A halogen free, flame retardant
ethylene plastic compound (E/VAC)
oxygen index >. 35.
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ENKX A switch board cable meeting flame oM 57472413: p14

propagating test in accordance with IEC
332-1. MOX-M

84AFO-4M%

Conductor: Tinned solid copper wire, ENAM
diameter=0.4 mm.

ENAC ml

Insulation: Polyamide 12 (PAl2). EAC M2
PA12

PA12 F
Sheath: Plasticized polyvinylchloride Pvc I
compound (PVC) with a Cl content of
about 25 % and with flame retardant PA12÷FAI

additive (Sb 2 0 3 ), oxygen index > 28 PVC÷ I 2 .3 . .. ... . . ... .

(ASTM 2863). 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 tH

ENAFK A screened, switchboard cable Fig.4. PH values according to DIN
meeting at least flame propagation test 57472-813 for different cable and
IEC 332-1. material combinations.

Conductor: Tinned solid copper wire,
diameter=0.4 mm. The conductivity values are very low for

E/VAC materials and also for the cables
Insulation: Polyamide 12 (PAl2). without PVC. The PAl2 materials give

medium values and the PVC materials
Screen: The HF screen consists of a including the cables with PVC show very
laminated aluminium foil with aluminium high values (figure 5).
on both sides, longitudinally applied.
The LF screen consists of a braid of DI 57472a13:c c lndevuymInlmmmucm
tinned copper wires, optical coverage
more than 60 %.WX-O

ENAFO-F

Sheath:A plastiziced PVC with Cl content micX

of about 25 % and with flame retardant MAF M

additive (Sb 2 0 3 ), oxygen index > 28
(ASTM 2863). EAC02

PA12
Polymers 1 gram of each of the PA,2 F

following polymeric materials were used pc
in the investigation. T

PA12 FR÷A

PVC PV+AlP÷i

PA12 0 2M 4W 6000 60 10000 12=

PAl2 FR (flame retarded PAl2)
E/VAC no 1 (E/VAC copolymer with flame
retardant) Fig.5. Conductivity values (in MS/cm)
E/VAC no 2 (E/VAC copolymer with flame according to DIN 57472-813 for different
retardant) cable and material combinations.

In addition to these materials they were
further investigated together with Corrosion measurements
tinned copper and with aluminium foil
(the amount of metal was calculated from The change of resistance (for type 1
the cable design). probe) as a function of time after 15

minutes of pyrolysis was followed over
24 hours for three PVC samples. The

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS result is shown in figure 6. 80 % of the
change occured in the first 3 hours,

PH and conductivity hence that time, measured from the start
of the pyrolysis, is used in this report

Figure 4 shows the results of pH to get the increase in resistance from
measurements according to DIN 57472-813. which the thickness of the corrosion (in
As expected the PVC materials with and A) is calculated.
without the presence of metal as well as
the cables containing PVC give very low
pH values. The E/VAC materials are
slightly acidic and the PAl2 materials
as well as the cables without PVC (but
with PAl2) are slighly basic.
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(Q) Only a few measurements were made with
30 probes of type 2 because of difficulties

in manufacturing them but those few
28 •results supporting those from type 1.

Consequently in most cases in this
26 report results from type 1 probes are

24 given.

22 By stirring the gases with a fan a much
lower value of corrosion was achieved.

20 The method was tried on PVC with and
without the presence of aluminium. The

181 relative magnitude between the two
different samples was kept constant. The

16 results indicate that rather heavy
0 10 20 (h 30 corrosive gases are evolved, which

usually flow to the low position of the
Fig.6. Resistance (probe of type 1) as a probe in the vessel. With a fan the
function of time for three PVC samples. corrosion level will be lower for all

samples but by using probes of type 2
that will probably not be a problem
because of the much higher sensitivity

Fig 7 gives the corrosion results (probe of that probe.
of type 1) for the polymeric materials
and two of them include aluminium. With The most interesting result from this
tinned copper present the results were investigation is the fact that the
practically the same as without tinned presence of a metal can change the
copper for all polymers. With aluminium corrosion dramatically (by a factor of
present together with the E/VAC polymers more than 3) as shown in figure 8. One
there was a very small change in can speculate about the underlying
resistance compared to the polymer chemistry. In the case of PVC and
alone. By pyrolysing pieces of cables no aluminium the HCl is probably partly
reliable results could be reached for consumed by reacting with aluminium
the PVC containing cables. It was forming chlorides but no analysis is
observed that soot particles were formed made to try to confirm that and the
which were deposited on the circuit results of the conductivity measurements
board giving spot corrosion and in some gave a slightly lower pH value for PVC
cases even caused breakage of the with aluminium compared to that without.
cupper pattern. Moreover, it could be In the case of PAl2 it is more difficult
seen by observation, that substantial to find a possible chemical reactions
corrosion had occured. A lesson from which give more corrosive products with
this is that the gases from pyrolysis aluminium present. A GC-MS investigation
should be filtered before reaching the were made to analyse the organic
measuring probe. The cables not products formed by pyrolysing PA12-FR
containing PVC gave very little with and without the presence of
corrosion. aluminium (compare with ref. 1). Small

differences were found but the
investigation must be made more
comprehensive before any conclusions can
be drawn.

£JVAC f.1,j- ujg20000o

ENAC wt2

PAI 1

PA 2 FOR1oo P6. of

materials.F.8. f Pue 2f aluWi Ao the

0 S00 100 00 100 20000 200 1, V

Fig.?. Corrosion (in A) for different
materials. Fig.8. Influence of aluminium on the

corrosion (in A).
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-wmd a %MA 4*=eo
The question raised in the beginning of 20M

the paper, if there is any correlation
between measurements of pH or 10

conductivity and direct corrosivity
measurements can now be addressed. In ,0
figure 9 the corrosion is plotted as a i
function of the deviation of pH from 7.
That type of plotting is more relevant
than to plot it directly against pH •C.N
which can also be seen from the •÷*
literature . The presence of aluminium PA12 R
gives small changes in pH in an
unpredicted direction. In the PVC case 0
the addition of aluminium gives an 0 am 40 am a000 o 120M0
increase in the deviation from pH 7 at
the same time as the corrosivity is Fig.10. Corrosion (in A) as a function
diminishing. In the PAl2 case there is a of conductivity (in pS/cm).
decrease in the deviation from PH 7 at
the same time as the corrosion is CONCLUSIONS
increasing. There seem to be no logical
connection between pH of a water The following conclusions can be drawn
solution of the pyrolysis gases and the from this paper.
corrosion with the presence of
aluminium. Measurements according to IEC 754-2 or

DIN 57472-813 do not give any reliable
conclusion about corrosion of pyrolysis

Corwroon afunamofn dcwa•nmmpPH7 gases from cables.

i=m The presence of aluminium together with
to= PVC and PAl2 affects the corrosion from
14M the pyrolysis gases.
12M Corrosion measurments of pyrolysis gases
1000 from polymers in a cable give no
am reliable results when aluminium is
am V÷ included in the cable design. Preferably
40 J product tests should be used.
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ULTRAVIOLET AND OXIDATIVE THERMAL DEGRADATION STUDIES
ON FLAME RETARDANT CABLE SHEATHING COMPOUNDS

Sitaram Rampalli

Andrew Corporation, Orland Park, Illinois, USA.

ABSTRACT Majort of halogen-free cable sheathing materials exhibit

This paper describes in detail, the effects of ulta- excellent fire resistance, very low levels of smoke, toxicity,

violet and oxidative thermal aging on flame retar- and corrosivity. However, the long-term performance of

dart cable sheathing compounds. &perimental these materials under a variety of service conditions is not

work on five different commercially available com- very well documented. There are several reasons for this

pounds was carried out. The course of ultraviolet lack of information on the long term behavior of non-

and thermal degradation was followed by DSC, halogenated materials. One of the main reasons for this

HPOIT, and Tensile Property measurements. In lack of information is that, the chemistry of nonhalogenated
all the cases it was found that the flame retardant flame retardant polymers is a new phenomenon. The

compounds are highly susceptible to oxidation technology utilizes various hydrated metal oxides such as

caused by UV and heat aging. Arrhenius models aluminum trihydrate, magnesium hydroxide, either singly or

were developed to extrapolate the stability of these in combination, elemental phosphorous, phosphates, bo-

materials to room temperature. A speciallyformu- ron and nitrogen compounds, metal complexes and various

lated additive package consisting of a combination other organometallic compounds' to transform the ordinary
of light stabilizers was found to provide adequate polymers into non-halogenated or zerohalogen flame retar-

UV and Oxidative Thermal stability. dant polymers. Because of several such possible combi-
nations to achieve the desired flame retardancy, low

smoke, and low toxicity, these materials behave very much

INTRODUCTION differently under actual service conditions when compared

Demand for flame retardant polymers is on the rise during to unfilled neat polymers.
the past 10-15 years. This increase in the usage has been

the result of various catastrophic fires and the resulting It is a common belief that flame retardant cables are in-
loss of human life and property damage. During 1970s tended for indoor use only and hence it is sufficient for the

and 1980s, Polyvinyl Chloride, Chlorinated Polyethylene, sheathing compounds to exhibit adequate fire, smoke, and

Chloroprene were used extensively on cables for sheath- toxicity without much regard for other performance charac-
ing applications. Even though, all these materials provide tedstics. However, In reality this is not true. Even though,
adequate fire retardancy to the cables, they also generate almost all the cables are for indoor use, there are several
large quantities of smoke, and toxic fumes in the event of a situations wherein the cable is installed in a hostile environ-
fire. Further, it was also observed that the presence of ment. One type of cable known as leaky or radiating coax-
halogens increases the corrosivity of the fire gases, there- lal cable, In particular, is very often installed In subway

by causing extensive damage to the expensive electronic tunnels, high rise buildings and mines2 for two-way radio
equipment In the vicinity of the cables. To combat this communications. For cables Installed in such locations,

problem several polymeric compositions commonly known there is a strong possibility that they can be periodically ex-
as "nonhalogenated", "halogen free", or "zero halogen" posed to an intense electric arc, which is a powerful source

flame retardant compounds came into existence. Many of of heat and ultraviolet radiation. Often times the leaky
these compounds are now commercially available to the coaxial cables are extended from inside of the buildings
cable manufacturer. and tunnels and are connected to another point source an-
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tenna for voice or data communications. Sometimes,

cables may encounter hot hydrocarbon exhaust gases TABLE I
from the passing vehicles In the tunnels. Other possible
sources of sheathing degradation are: thermal, thermooxi- DESCRIPTION OF THE MATERIALS USED IN
dative, reactions with fuel oils and other chemicals on THIS STUDY
cables installed in the engine rooms of ships, ultraviolet
degradation during the storage of the cables to name a MATERIAL DESCRIPTION
few.

A Low Density Polyethylene
Polymer degradation can occur in several ways"'. The four Copolymer.
most important categories of polymer stability that one
should consider while estimating the lifetime of a sheath- B Non-Halogenated FR
ing compound are: Polyethylene Copolymer

1. Ultraviolet Light Stability with Aluminum Salts.

2. Oxidative Thermal Stability
3. Chemical Resistance C Non-Halogenated FR

4. Environmental Stress Crack Resistance Polyethylene Copolymer
with Magnesium Salts.

The present work addresses the first two aspects, namely,
the ultraviolet light stability and oxidative thermal stability of D Halogenated LDPE with

some important commercially available flame retardant organic bromine and metal

cable sheathing compounds. Systematic aging studies on oxides.

the materials under a variety of exposure conditions were
carried out. The course of polymer degradation was fol- E FR Polyether not based

lowed by a detailed examination of their thermal profiles on hydrated metal oxides.

generated by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), by
measuring residual high pressure oxidative induction times, F Similar to material B, plus

and by tensile property measurements. UV stabilizer.

EXPERIMENTAL G Same as material F, with

2.5 phr of carbon black.
MATERIALS

A generic description of the materials selected for the cur- then cut Into dumbbell shapes according to the procedure
rent study is given In Table I. All the materials used in this described in ASTM D 6386.
study are commercially available from various manufactur-
ers. Due to the proprietary nature of these formulations, METHODS
the materials were assigned code names such as Material
A, Material B etc., Typical properties of the materials in- Aging Studies
vestigated are listed in the Table II. All the information giv-
en In the Table 11 was taken directly from the data supplied Ultraviolet Aging: Ultraviolet aging on the materials
by the manufacturers. The natural grade resins were was carried out in a QUV test apparatus according to the
compounded with 2.5 phr of carbon black on a laboratory procedure described in the ASTM G 53 standard7 . The
two roll mill. The only compound that was used in its natu- equipment was manufactured by Q-Panel Co., Cleveland,
ral form is the one designated as 'Material G. After milling, Ohio. UV-B fluorescent lamps were used throughout this
the stock was molded Into 9" x 9" x 0.05" plaques on a work. UV-B lamps have a ultraviolet radiation in wave-
Wabash compression molding press. The plaques were lengths between 280 nm and 315 nm. The UV exposure
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TABLE II

PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS FLAME RETARDANT COMPOUNDS1

MATERIALS

PROPERTY A2  B C D E FIG

Elongation, % 700 150 180 200 475 200

Tensile Strength 2,100 2,175 2,200 1,300 2,200 1,670
(psi)

LOI, % 17 35 39 26 31 33

Smoke Index NA 50 11 NA NA NA

Temperature NA 270 350 NA NA 255
Index, "C

Toxicity Index NA 1.5 1.5 NA 1.2 NA

Flame Spread Fail Pass Pass Pass Pass Pass

VW-1 I IEC 332-1

Flame Spread Fail Pass Pass Fail NA NA
IEEE 383 /
IEC 332-3

1) Information as supplied by the manufacturer.
2) This is a non-flame retardant compound

NA Information is Not Available.

studies were performed at 50"C, 60"C, and 70'C tempera- sample specimens were withdrawn from the oven at preset
tures. The condensation temperature was kept at 50"C in time intervals, cooled in a desiccator and stored in clean
all the experiments. The typical experimental cycle is as plastic bags.
follows: 6 h of UV followed by 4 h of condensation. Sam-
ples were withdrawn from the UV chamber at preset time
intervals, bolted dry with a tissue and sealed in clean plas- ANALYSIS AND CHARACTERIZATION
tic bags until they are ready for further analysis. UV aging
experiments were terminated at the end of six weeks (1008 The course and extent of degradation resulting from the
h). ultraviolet and oven aging were followed by measuring the

changes in the thermal and tensile properties of the
Oven Aging: Air oven aging experiments were con- materials.
ducted in standard laboratory ovens manufactured by Blue
M. A constant air flow of 100 ml/min Into the ovens was Difrental Scanning Calorimetiy (DSC): Thermal
maintained through out the aging experiments. Thermo- Analyst 2000 equipped with 2910 DSC Module manufac-
couples were placed at different locations in each of the tured by TA Instruments was used for performing the thVr-
ovens used to record accurately the inside temperature. mal analysis. Differential Scanning Calorimetry was used
Dumbbell shaped specimens were suspended in the ovens to follow the changes In the material during the aging ex-
from one end by using a thin stainless steel wire. The ag- periments. Nitrogen purge gas at the rate of 50 ml/min was
Ing studies were carried out at 70"C, 90"C, and 105'C and used for running all the DSC experiments.
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Oxidaive Induction Trime Evaluation: Oxidative In- 1. Constant Volume
duction times for all the materials under study before and 2. Static Constant Pressure

after aging experiments were evaluated by using differen- 3. Dynamic Constant Pressure

tial scanning calorimetry. The normal practice for the de-

termination of OIT Is according to the procedure described Constant volume technique involves setting the pressure,

in the ASTM 8. However, in the recent times another tech- closing the cell at ambient temperature and starting the ex-

nique known as High Pressure Differential Scanning Calo- periment. The pressure may rise during the experiment as

drmetry (HPDSC) Is gaining more popularity for the the temperature increases. Because of this, the exact

determination of oxidative induction time of polymeric pressure may be unknown.

materials 14 . It was argued that, In the conventional meth-

od the volatilization of the stabilizers and other additives in Static constant pressure involves setting the target pres-

the polymer complicates the thermal and chemical reaction sure with an auxiliary regulator and allowing the excess

rates, due to the high temperatures that are used during pressure created during heating to vent. This technique

the test. It was also found that there has been a lack of ensures that the system is at constant pressure during the

correlation between the OIT values determined by using course of the entire experiment.

the standard technique and the aging experiments which

are typically performed at much lower temperatures. Fur- Dynamic constant pressure involves a gas flow under pres-

ther, it was found out that the thermal stability of a given sure through the cell during the experiment. This is a pre-

material in the real life can not be predicted based on the ferred method if there are off-gas products formed during

OIT information obtained from the standard technique". the experiment.

One of the ways to overcome the limitations of the conven- Static constant pressure technique was used in all the High

tional OIT test method Is to run the test by using a combi- Pressure Oxidative Induction (HPOIT) work described in

nation of pressure and temperature. There are two distinct this paper. Ultra high purity, extra dry grade oxygen at

advantages in using very high pressures in oxidation 5.17 MPa (750 psi) was used for the evaluation of HPOIT.

experiments:
Tensile Property Measurements: Tensile elongation

1. The high pressure reduces the volatility of and tensile strength measurements on the UV and oven

the various additives by elevating their aged dumbbell specimens were performed according to

boiling point, the procedure described in the ASTM D 638. Instron Mod-

el 4206 Universal Testing Machine with Automated Series

2. The high pressure increases the concentrat- IX Data Acquisition Control and Analysis software was

Ion of the reacting oxidizing gas. This used for evaluating the tensile elongation and tensile

makes it possible to employ lower test tem- strength.

peratures or provides significantiy shorter

test times at equivalent temperature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To run t-:-. experiments under the modified conditions of

pressure and temperature, a high pressure DSC cell made ULTRA VIOLET AGING STUDIES
by TA instruments was used. It is basically a standard

DSC call surrounded by a canister rated for high pressure Differental Scanning Calorimetr. The change in

work (upto 1000 psi). The usual range of pressures used the DSC profiles for nearly all the materials undergoing

In PDSC work Is between 3.45-5.51 MPa (500-800 psi). ultraviolet exposure at various temperatures are presented

There are three modes of operation one can use to con- In Figures 1 through 7. For Material A, which is a stan-

duct OIT experiments under high pressures". dard low density polyethylene (Fig. 1), the shape of the

DSC curves Is more or less well defined and in agreement
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with the work done by several other researchers in the higher temperatures the material must have undergone a

field'. At 50"C, for 6 weeks under UV exposure, there is significant amount of crosslinking reaction. In fact, the ten-

virtually no difference in the DSC profiles, thus Indicating sile property measurements showed that the tensile

no significant changes in the material. However, at 70°C, strength has increased by almost 18% indicating some

there is a well defined shoulder around 95°C but the melt- type of crosslinking associated with ultraviolet aging.

ing temperature remained steady and did not show any

shift. The broad shoulder was found be due to secondary For Material C (Fig. 3) which Is also a halogen-free flame

crystallization that is taking place in the material17. This retardant composition based on magnesium salts, the

secondary crystallization was the result of carbonyl group change in DSC profiles at 50'C are less dramatic, suggest-

formation during the degradation process""•. ing virtually no change is taking place under ultraviolet radi-

ation. At 70'C, the changes are rather complex. Even

The situation is totally different with the other materials though, the main melting peak at 120'C did not shift, there

tested. The DSC profiles are much more complex and were some significant transformations that took place be-

complicated. Figure 2 shows the DSC profiles of the Mate- low 120"C. These are reflected in the two characteristic

rial B, which is a non-halogenatd flame retardant com- endotherms present at 60'C and at 95"C.

pound based on ATH technology. This material showed

very significant changes at the end of 6 weeks of aging at Most of the flame retardant compositions (especially the

50"C. At 60"C, (curve 3) after 1 week of aging, the profile nonhalogen type) are blended with several polymeric and

looked very similar to the one at 50"C for 6 weeks. Howev- non-polymeric additives. It is quite possible, during aging,

er, at 70"C (curve 4) the melting curve has shifted towards many of the polymeric additives must have undergone a

higher temperature. It is quite possible that there must be rapid degradation and/or crosslinking reactions producing a

a reasonable amount of carbonyl group formation due to variety of low molecular weight species. These species

degradation at 50'C. As the UV exposure temperature is tend to 'reorganize' or 'recrystallize' into distinct phases

increased to 70"C, the melting peak became sharper, and melting at specific temperature.

shifted towards the high temperature. It appears that, at

4

/3

2

1. Unaged

2. At 50*C for 6 Weeks

3. At 60*C for 3 Weeks

4. At 70*C for 6 Weeks

'I

35 5b 7A 9b 115 135

Temperature (°C)

Figure 1. Change in DSC Profiles in UV Aging for Material A
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1. Unaged

2. At 50*C for 6 Weeks

A 3. At 60*C for I Week

4. At 70*C for 6 Weeks4
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Temperature MC)

Figure 2. Change in IDSC Profiles in UV Aging for Material B
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Figure 3. Change in DSC Profiles in UV Aging for Material C
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No attempt was made either to study the course of carbo- Material E, which is a nonhalogenated polyurethane com-

nyl group formation using infrared spectroscopy or to iso- pound the DSC profiles (Fig. 5) showed no significant

late the gel fraction by solvent extraction technique. changes with aging. Only at 70"C after 6 weeks of aging

time the material exhibited a shoulder around 98"C. This

The amount of useful Information one can extract from a does not mean that this material did not undergo any deg-

thermogram alone depends on the amount of the back- radation under UV radiation. On the contrary, this material

ground information that is available on the material under exhibited a very rapid and sudden degradation only after

evaluation. Unfortunately, almost all the flame retardant about 4 days of exposure in UV at 70"C (see under the dis-

compositions are regarded as highly proprietary and hence cussion on tensile properties). It appears that in the case

none of the vendors are willing to disclose the composition of Material E, the UV aging did not generate substantial

of the material(s). quantities of carbonyl and hydroperoxide groups leading to

the secondary crystallization as in the case of polyolefin

For Material D, (Fig 4) the profiles are very similar to Mate- based compounds.

rial A, because this is basically a low density polyethylene

with brominated additives. Like Material A, in the case of For materials F and G, (Fig 6 & 7) the effects of UV radi-

Material D, there is no shift in the melting peak with aging ation are rather less severe at 50"C due to the presence of

time and temperature. As expected there is a noticeable an efficient stabilizer system. Even at 60"C the changes in

shoulder at 70°C after 6 weeks of aging time. Comparing the material are not significant. However, at 70"C, after

this with material A, one would be tempted to conclude that one week, there is an appreciable change in the material

both these materials have identical UV stabilities. However, which is reflected in the endotherm at approximately

OIT and tensile studies have indicated that this material is 100"C.

highly susceptible to UV and thermooxidative degradation

as discussed in the following sections. Examination of the One important conclusion that can be drawn from the

DSC profile alone will not yield a conclusive evidence above DSC profiles is that, all the flame retardant com-

about the degradation of a particular material. pounds are highly susceptible to structural modifications

N 3
A i

^ \\ Iii

LLI

! 1. Unaged

V 2. At 50*C for 6 Weeks

3. At 60°C for' 3 Weeks

4. At 70*C for' 6 Weeks

35 55 7b 9b 1 1,5 135

Temperature (*C)

Figure 4. Change in DSC Profiles in UV Aging for Material D
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1. Unaged

2. At 50*C For 6 Weeks

A 3. At 60°C For 6 Weeks

4. At 70*C for 6 Weeks

3

v

35 5b 7h 9b 115 135
Temperature (C)

Figure 5. Change in DSC Profiles in UV Aging for Material E
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Figure 6. Change in DSC Profiles in UV Aging for Material F
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Figure 7. Change in DSC Profiles in UV Aging for Material G

(crosslinking, degradation etc.) within a short duration of As expected the results showed a continuous decrease in

UV exposure. These changes in the material behavior the OIT both with aging time and temperature. However,

are further reflected in their oxidative induction times and at 50"C materials A, F and G showed only a minimal reduc-

tensile properties as discussed below. tion in the OIT, whereas the other materials exhibited a

fairly large drop in the OIT values. This trend continued as

High Pressure Oxidative Induction Time: The the temperature is Increased to 60'C. Finally at 70"C, the

HPOIT values for all the unaged materials are presented in drop in OIT is very rapid even for materials A, F, and G.

Table Ill. Each material has a characteristic OIT value.

This is due to the nature, type, and concentration of the

stabilizer package that is incorporated into the base mated-

al. Based on this Information alone, it should not be as- TABLE III
sumed that Material A is less stable than Material B and so

on. A more realistic way to predict the long term stability or HIGH PRESSURE OXIDATIVE INDUCTION
durability of the materials is to evaluate the change in the TIME (HPOIT) FOR VARIOUS MATERIALS
HPOIT as a function of some type of aging or degradation

process.
MATERIAL HPOIT AT 180'C (min)

Residual Thermal Stability. Figures 8, 9, & 10 show A 20.76

the percent decrease In the high pressure oxidative induc- B 41.21

tion time plotted against the aging time. The percent de- C 200

crease in the induction time Is defined as follows:
D 42.11

Percent Decrease in OIT = [OT]I Xl U ........ (1) E

F &G 436.86
where: [01T]i and [OrIt are the Initial and after an aging

time 't' OIT values. For material E the HPOIT Is not meaningful.
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The slopes of the plots shown in figures 8, 9. & 10 are cal- TABLE IV
culated using the initial straight line regions of the each of

the curves. It is assumed that these slopes are nearly FREQUENCY FACTOR OF MATERIALS
equal to the rate constants for the degradation of the mate-

rials under study. The calculated rate constants are

plotted against the reciprocal of the absolute temperature. MATERIAL FREQUENCY FACTOR

Assuming an Anrhenlus model: A (min-)

A 3.90x 105

k = A exp(-E/RT) .............. (2)

B 5.51 x 106

where A is the frequency factor and R and T are the gas C 3.33 x IV0

constants and temperature respectively. D 1.53 x 101

F&G 5.15x 105

Using the above equation one can calculate E, the activa-

tion energy for the polymer degradation. Since, most of

the materials under investigation are blended with several tor values for materials A, F, & G is much smaller when

components, it is rather inaccurate to assign a definite val- compared to the rest of the materials. Under ordinary

ue for the energy of activation for the main chain scission conditions, the rate determining step for the oxidation of

based on the current observation. Instead, the frequency the polymer is the initiation step by the radical from the hy-

factor (A) was analyzed. Frequency factor is a relative droperoxide decomposition. If the reactive collisions are

measure of the frequency of reactive collisions in a given more, it can be assumed that the radical formation is much

systemr°. The values of A based on the calculations are faster resulting in higher rates of degradation. It is there-

presented In Table IV. It is evident that the frequency fac- fore important to counter this by adding adequate amounts

I I I I I I I I I I
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Figure 8. Percent Decrease in Figure 9. Percent Decrease in
OIT vs Aging Time at 50 0 C OIT vs Aging rime at 60 0 C
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of suitable free radical scavengers and other light stabiliz- 60

era Into the flame retardant compound. Since the flame A ..- "

retardant formulation consists of several components, it is .E. +

difficult to find a single light stabilizer to provide adequate 50 --4- B [..- +-

UV protection. By virtue of its complex composition, a / .

flame retardant compound may need more than one type . C .

of UV stabilizer (uv absorbers, quenchers, light screens 0 40 /
.S _-E3.

etc.,) to counter the effects of UV radiation. A detailed .

study to understand the mechanism of degradation should 30 - & aG
be the first step towards optimizing a suitable UV package.

S20 ."

Tensile Properties: The elongation and tensile 20 i

strength on the UV aged specimens are determined at

regular Intervals of time. The results are tabulated in the 10 " "

form of percent change in elongation and tensile strength

from the original unaged values and are shown in Table V. .. ,

It Is clear from the table, with the increase in aging time 0__

and temperatures all the materials showed a continuous

decrease In elongation. However, the changes in the ten- 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

sile strength are rather unpredictable. For some materials, Aging Time (Weeks)

the TS first Increased, then dropped and increased again. Figure 10. Percent Decrease in

On the other hand, for some materials the TS either in- OIT vs Aging Time at 70 0 C

creased or decreased continuously. This type of behavior

Is also reflected In the DSC profiles (figures 1 thru 7) as

discussed In the previous section. No elaborate work was 10000

done to fully understand the variations in the tensile C Material A

strength of these materials. X Material B

El Material C

Anthenlus models were developed based on the informa- + Material D

tion on the changes in the elongation properties of the me-

terials under study. For materials B, C, D, & E a drop in

the elongation by 50% from the original value and for me- x
terials A, F, & G a 10% drop were taken as the end points. ' 1000

The 10% drop In elongation for materials A, F, & G was X

chosen because of the time constraints on the experimen-

tel evaluations, since these materials are much more sta- ....

ble than the rest.

Figures 11 & 12 show the Arrhenlus plots for all the materi-

als under study. The end point values are extrapolated to

20'C to determine how these materials behave at this 100

temperature. The results are shown in Table VI. It is dear 33 3 34 34.5 35 35.5 36

once again that, materials A, F, & G are far more resistant

towards UV radiation when compared to the rest of the ma- 1/kT

terials. However, caution should be exercised in using the Figure 11. Arrhenius Model

extrapolated values, since this Information was derived for UV Aged Materials
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TABLE V

VARIATION OF TENSILE PROPERTIES OF THE MATERIALS DURING
UV AGING

PERCENT CHANGE

MATERIAL AGING COMMENTS

TIME 500C 60"C 70°C

_(WEEKS) E TS E TS E TS

A 1 0.80 2.30 1.75 2.76 3.60 4.36 TS has Increased

2 2.31 3.12 4.00 3.38 8.30 6.15
4 3.50 3.75 7.55 5.15 14.50 7.63

6 8.00 4.01 10.30 6.37 18.00 10.23

B 1 31 2.31 33 2.46 35 11.42 TS at 60' and 70"C
2 40 4.33 42 6.00 48.5 3.74 has increased first.
4 51 5.32 54 8.50 53.5 10.57 then dropped.

6 52 5.41 56 11.50 55.0 17.33

C 1 1.30 5.00 33.83 1.83 38.52 13.60 TS has increased

2 8.53 6.33 39.15 7.00 46.70 14.38 with aging time &
4 22.72 8.15 48.63 12.90 55.00 15.00 temperature.
6 41.46 9.00 55.00 14.15 67.53 19.02

D 1 32.70 3.36 40.15 5.00 46.57 16.14 TS has increased at
2 48.32 4.20 51.67 7.69 53.75 21.15 all aging irnms &
4 52.00 7.55 55.30 13.60 57.91 26.73 temperatures.

6 56.84 9.34 58.40 15.43 59.21 29.67

E 1 1.23 1.24 2.20 6.00 38.00 45.66 TS decreased at all
2 12.00 28.18 19.60 30.60 93.10 50.51 aging conditions.

4 20.35 33.50 35.47 35.90 93.35 53.10
6 25.00 35.11 42.26 45.66 93.66 57.61

F 1 0.50 1.67 1.45 2.35 3.31 3.87 TS first decreased
2 1.34 2.45 3.77 2.55 8.00 5.50 and then showed an
4 3.45 3.50 10.32 3.76 15.17 2.67 increase.

6 5.50 4.00 15.90 5.10 17.00 6.00

based on the accelerated testing under controlled contains carbon black in addition to the UV stabilizer pack-
conditions. Nevertheless, the Information obtained Is high- age. This proves that in the case of flame retardant com-
ly useful In comparing the relative stabilities of different pounds, simple addition of carbon black Is not going to
materials, enhance their UV stability, unlike non-flame retardant poly-

mers. It is therefore extremely important to incorporate a
One important conclusion is that the matedgls F & G be- highly effective stabilizer package into the formulation In
haved almost Identical under UV exposure conditions. The order to provide adequate ultraviolet stability to the flame
only difference between them is that material F Is the natu- retardant compounds.
ral resin with UV stabilizer package, whereas, material G
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' '1' OXIDATIVE THERMAL AGING STUDIES

C> Material E Differential Scanning Calorimetry:. Figure 13

* Materials F & G shows the DSC profiles of the oven aged materials in an
oxidative atmosphere. The magnitude of changes in oven

aging are rather small when compared to the aging in ultra-
violet radiation. At 70"C after 12 weeks of aging time, the

0~""C changes are not very significant (compare with the DSC

o 1000o. profiles under UV aging conditions). The oxidation of the
0 --... materials was also found to be more gradual and less dra-

S- -- matic with aging time when compared to aging under ultra-
-- .violet conditions. At 90'C, after 6 weeks, the DSC profiles

on the materials started showing signs of rapid changes as

"reflected in their the endothermic peaks, indicating crystal-
"lization (Figure 14), degradation, and perhaps some de-

gree of crosslinking. These changes became more and
100 more significant as the aging time is increased to 12 weeks

(Figure 15). Finally it can be seen that after 12 weeks of
33 33.5 34 34.5 35 35.5 36 aging at 105'C (Figure 16), the materials exhibited more

1/kT and more profound changes.

Figure 12. Arrhenius Model
for UV Aged Materials Comparison of the DSC profiles from the UV and oven

aged samples has revealed that the specific temperatures

where the endothermic peaks appear are different for the

TABLE VI same material, even though, the general trend remained
the same. In all the cases the endotherms have shifted

EXTRAPOLATION OF THE ARRHENIUS toward the higher temperature. The area of the endother-

MODEL mic peaks formed after the oxidation is larger than the
peaks in the unaged samples suggesting enhanced crys-

MATERIAL END POINT TIME TO REACH tallinity with the increase in oxidation temperature and time.

CRITERIA THE END POINT Table VII shows the percent change in crystallinity of the

(% DROP IN C 20-C materials after 12 weeks of oven aging at various tempera-
tures. It appears that the crystallinity has increased initiallyfor all the materials after 12 weeks of exposure at 70"C. It

A 10 7,980 then dropped as the temperature is increased to 90"C and

B 50 2,184 to 105"C. This is attributed to the breaking of the chains

C 50 7,056 in the amorphous phase and subsequent recrystallization

D 50 1,000 by an annealing process. As the autooxidation proceeds
during the aging, this process is disrupted and the crystal-
linity decreases. All the flame retardant compounds in the

F & G 10 9,000 present study have very low levels of crystallinity. This is

due to the high filler loading and the use of copolymers as
the base materials. This makes them more susceptible to
oxidative degradation when compared to the unfilled poly-
mers. Further, a vast majority of these fillers are either in-
organic salts or organometallic compounds. Consequently,
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70°C for 12 Weeks

35 5b 7 95 115 135 155 175 195

Temperature (C)

Figure 13. Change in the DSC Profiles for Oven Aged Materials

----------------------- - - ----- - - - - -

A .. -- * .. _ ..
0

/A

90*C for 6 weeks

35 5h 76 9", 11 135
Temperature (OC)

Figure 14. Change in the DSC Profiles for Oven Aged Materials
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90%C for 12 Weeks
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Figure 15. Change in the DSC Profiles for Oven Aged Materials

105*C for 12 Weeks

B

E

EE

V

35 5b 75 9b 115 135 155 175 195
Temperature (00

Figure 16. Change In the DSC Profiles for Oven Aged Materials
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TABLE VII

CHANGE IN CRYSTALLINITY DURING OVEN AGING FOR VARIOUS
MATERIALS

TEMPERATURE 70 90 105
(C)

TIME (HOURS) 2000 2000 2000

A 27.58 4 34.61 SAMPLE SAMPLE
MELTED MELTED

CHANGE IN B 4.794 7.57 4.794 3.16 4.794 6.26
CRYSTALLINITY C 2.594 6.02 2.594 4.00 2.594 3.04

(%)
D 16.56 4 23.17 SAMPLE SAMPLE

MELTED MELTED

E 1.77 4 2.38 1.774 3.26 1.774 0.62

F&G 4.884 3.96 4.884 2.55 4.884 4.25

these fillers exert a strong catalytic effect on the oxidation Residual Thermal Stability: The residual thermal
of the polymer matrix. The fundamental chemical reac- stability of the different materials was evaluated In terms of
tion Involving the free radical formation is the reaction be- their oxidative Induction time as outlined in the section un-
tween the metal ion and the hydroperoxides to produce the der ultraviolet aging studies.
free radicals' thus:

Table VIII shows the percent drop in the oxidative induction
ROOH + M* -- RO. + H0 + M" time values for various materials after six weeks of oven
ROOH + M*÷ " RO. + H* + M" aging in an oxidative atmosphere. These values were cal-

culated using the equation (1). It is clear from the data,
The overall reaction of these two consecutive reactions is that there Is no dramatic drop In the thermal stability of the
the bimolecular decomposition of hydroperoxide as shown materials during the first six weeks of oven aging. Further,
below: the drop in OIT Is not very much noticeable when the tem-

perature was increased from 70"C to 90"C. However, at
2ROOH -- RO. + R0 2. + H20 105"C, all the materials started showing significant drop in

the induction time. This Is a contrast to the OIT values ob-
The above reactions clearly demonstrate the role of metal tained under ultraviolet exposure conditions, where the
ions In the formation of free radicals and subsequent deg- drop was much more rapid with temperature. In the case
radation of the polymer molecule. A similar type of reac- of thermal oxidation, the overall oxygen absorption and the
tion can be envisioned with trivalent metal ions such as formation of the end products are more or less autocatalyt-
aluminum or chromium. In addition to the metallic salts, Ic. In the case of the materials In the present study, it ap-
processing aids can also enhance the degradation of pears that the hydroperoxide formation and the
polymers. subsequent generation of free radicals for the Initiation of

the chain scission is taking place after 6 weeks of aging at
The effect of oven aging on the flame retardant coin- 901C.
pounds was further studied by analyzing their residual oxi-
dative Induction time as discussed in the next section.
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TABLE VIII

CHANGE IN THE OXIDATION INDUCTION TIME OF THE MATERIALS
AFTER OVEN AGING FOR 6 WEEKS

MATERIAL AGING TEMPERATURE DECREASE IN OIT (%)
('C)

A 70 2.93
90 6.40
105 Sample Melted

B 70 0.50

90 1.65
105 22.54

C 70 1.00

90 1.57
105 10.00

D 70 0.95
90 11.25
105 Sample Melted

E

F&G 70 0.35

90 1.40
105 12.67

For Material E the OIT values are not meaningful.

aged materials showed more gradual decrease than the
The oven aging was continued upto a maximum of 16 UV aged samples.
weeks. However, after 8 weeks the induction time dropped

very rapidly. Materials A and D softened and deformed af- In studies involving the oxidation of single, unfilled polymer

ter 8 weeks at 90'C and within a couple of weeks of expo- systems, It is possible to derive a correlation between the
sure at 105"C. oxidative induction time and the tensile properties. Howev-

er, when dealing with the flame retardant compositions in-
Tensile Properties: The elongation and the tensile volving a combination of several additives, it is extremely
strengths of the materials were measured at various time difficult to find such a correlation. In spite of this limitation,
intervals during the oven aging. These values are tabu- the present study indicated some correlation between oxi-

lated in Table IX. It is evident from the table that the ten- dative induction time and tensile properties.
sile properties of the materials (except for Material D) did
not show a dramatic drop during the 6 weeks of aging at The present study has revealed several important aspects
70"C. As the temperature is raised to 90"C, materials B, of ultraviolet and oxidative thermal degradation involving

C, and D started showing noticeable degradation In tensile the flame retardant cable sheathing compounds. However,
elongation. Materials E. F, and G did not show very signifi- further work is needed to understand more about the
cant change in tensile properties. At 105"C, after 6 weeks mechanistic aspects of the degradation Involving the flame
of aging time all the materials exhibited substantial change retardant compounds. One study that warrants immediate

in the tensile elongation. The tensile strength of the oven attention is the determination of molecular weight and mo-
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lecular weight distribution of the oxidized polymer. It has CONCLUSIONS
been established that the molecular weight measurements

on the aged samples is the most sensitive indicator of oxi- The following important conclusions can be drawn from the

dative degradation, especially during the induction time21 . above study on the ultraviolet and oxidative thermal degra-

dation of flame retardant cable sheathing compounds:
As mentioned previously, all these materials are highly pro-

prietary in nature and hence the nature of the base poly- 1. All the flame retardant compounds selected for this

mer(s) (homopolymer, copolymer, block polymer, or a study showed a high degree of degradation under

blend of several polymers etc.,) as well as the amount and ultraviolet exposure conditicns than in oxidative

the type of the stabilizer(s) in these materials is unknown. oven aging.

It is highly probable that the presence ot stabilizers and

fillers in the polymer matrix influences the induction time 2. Dtgradation was found be a linear function of tern-

and hence the course of thermooxidative and ultraviolet perature and time of exposure in the initial stages

degradation. It is therefore very important to select suitable both under UV and thermooxidative conditions of

stabilizers and other additives while formulating a flame aging.

retardant compound for a high level of ultraviolet and oxi-

dative thermal stability.

TABLE IX

CHANGE IN THE TENSILE PROPERTIES OF THE MATERIALS AFTER
OVEN AGING FOR 6 WEEKS

MATERIAL TEMPERATURE ELONGATION TENSILE STRENGTH

(°C) (%) PSI

INITIAL FINAL INITIAL FINAL

A 70 695 663 2316 2248

90 695 546 2316 2057

105 - - - -

B 70 130 120 2030 1957

90 130 93 2030 2245

105 130 70 2030 2005

C 70 154 123 1582 1985

90 154 90 1582 1868

105 154 62 1582 1809

D 70 143 65.5 1412 1629

90 143 39.0 1412 1803

105- - - -

E 70 730 476 2019 1284

90 730 450 2019 1249
105 730 50 2019 807

F&G 70 224 181 1797 1825

90 224 150 1797 1860

105 224 120 1797 1780

Sample softened and deformed at 105"C
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A Study on Fire-retardant Optical Cable,II

H. Kanzaki S. Shimizu A. Otake

The Furukawa Electric Co., Ltd.

6, Yawata-kaigandori, Ichihara, Chiba, Japan

ABSTRACT diameter was 43 mm.
The characteristics of fire retardant In this study, while keeping the

optical cable were investigated, cable core temperature approximately below
While keeping the cable core 400'C, on the basis of the same concept,

temperature approximately below 400°C 1) the structure of using non-flammable
under the heat condition that the heat insulating material that hardly

temperature reaches to 840°C for 30 generates gas even at high temperature,
minutes, on the basis of the concept of and,
suppressing temperature rise of the cable 2) the structure of smaller cable diameter
core by making use of heat insulation and were studied.
heat absorption action, the cable

structures of using heat insulating
materials such as ceramic fiber yarn and 2. Cable design
flame-retardant plastic tape were tested. Cross sectional structure of cable is

It has proved that a practical fire shown in Fig.l.
retardant optical cable with outer
diameter of 31 mm can be realized by using 2.1 Cable core
flame retardant tape as insulator. As the optical fiber, the 50/125

graded-index optical fiber was used
because it is advantageous for short

1. Introduction distance communication.
The fire retardant cable used in a The optical unit was in heat

safety and security facility is required resisting coated structure that three

to maintain its function for a certain silicon resin coated fibers were stranded
time after beginning of a fire. and jacketed with PFA (poly

Previously it was reported that the tetrafluoroethylene-perfluoroalkylvinyl

characteristics of fire retardant optical ether copolymer).
cable on the basis of the concept of To protect the optical fiber from

suppressing temperature rise of the cable mechanical stress of cable constituent
core by making use of heat insulation and material, an optical unit was inserted
heat absorption action'. Some kinds of into the slotted core made of aluminum
paper excellent in heat resistance were alloy, and the structure was covered with

used as insulator, and during heating test aluminum alloy tube with outer diameter of
that temperature reached to 840"C for 30 6 mm. The aluminum alloy resists up to
minutes, the cable core temperature was 400°C.
kept under 420°C. Paper, however,
releases smoke and flammable gas along 2.2 heat absorption layer
with the progress of decomposition by As the heat absorbing material,
heat. Accordingly, steel corrugated tube polyethylene (PE) containing 83 wt.% of
was provided to suppress combustion of magnesium hydroxide (Mg(OH)2) was used,

paper and gas was entrapped at the same considering onset of endothermic reaction
time. This structure was considerably relatively at low temperature, low price,
large in the outside diameter as compared and ease of processing, and it was
with an ordinary cable for the extra extruded to cover the cable core to outer

provisions of heat absorption layer and diameter of 13 mm.
heat insulation layer, and the outside
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2.3 Heat insulation layer
Cables were compared by winding

alumina-silica ceramic fiber yarn, or

LAP SHEATH special flame retardant plastic tape, on
the heat absorption layer.

WRAPPING TAPE Ceramics are heat insulating
materials with an excellent heat

BEAT INSULATION LAYER resistance, but are not flexible in bulk
state. To endow with flexibility,

accordingly, they were formed into fibers
H-EAT ABSORBING LAYER and a multiplicity of yarns were wound for

the convenience of fabricating the cable.

CABLE CORE However, it is easy to fabricating
cable because the thick insulating layer

can be easily formed by wrapping the thick
flame retardant plastic tape. It was

made by mixing EVA (Ethylene vinyl

ALUMINUM SLOTTED CORE alcohol) and EP rubber and endothermic
reaction material.

ALUMINUM SHEATH
2.4 Cable sheath

OPTICAL UNIT The cable sheath was a LAP (laminated
aluminum polyethylene) sheath in order to
reduce the cable weight and outer

Fig.l Structure of fire retardant optical cable diameter.

Table I Heating test condition and results

I tern Value

1) Test sample

Sample cable Length 1.3 a

weight load 2 times own weight of sample cable

2) Optical transmission test

Optical fiber 50/125 graded-index fiber
3-core loop

Measuring wavelength 1.3 its

- I INSERTING DIRECTION

GAS BURNER SAMPLE CABLE
I0-i

PEARLITE BOARD

Fig.2 Heating test method
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In the test sample, ordinary The samples were heated for 30

polyethylene was used in order to evaluate minutes according to the heating curves
the effect of internal structure, but it shown in Fig.4 and 5. In 30 minutes
is thought that the fire retardation will after starting heating, the temperature in
be much enhanced by using flame retardant the heating furnace reaches 840*C.

polyethylene.

4. Test results and discussion
3. Test method Cable core temperature and optical

3.1 Cable structure loss change are shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5.
Two optical units were mounted, and

thermocouples were put in two slots of the 4.1 Temperature in cable core
aluminum slotted core in order to measure I) Cable type A

the cable center temperature. The temperature first rose up slowly,
Two types of cables differing in and then sharply from 10 minutes after

insulating layer were tested. start of heating. In about 19 minutes to
The insulating layer thickness of 30 minutes, the temperature was

type A was 11 mm by determining the maintained around 400*C by endothermic
optimum thickness by numerical calculation reaction of magnesium hydroxide.
from the thermal conductivity and other The maximum temperature during the
properties of the ceramic yarn. The test was 406*C. It was thought that the
cable outside diameter was 43mm. soundness of the cable core be maintained

In type B, since numerical cal- because the cable core temperature was
culation of the insulating effect of the maintained almost at the resisting
flame retardant tape was difficult, the temperature (400') of aluminum alloy.
insulating layer was tested in three

thickness types, b-I: 6 mm, b-2: 7.5 mm 2) Cable type B
and b-3: 12 mm, and the optimum thickness The temperature rise pattern was
was determined. The cable outside similar to that in Fig.4, expect that

diameter was respectively 31, 33 and 43 the temperature rise speed was dull around
mm. 200'C. This is because of the

endothermic material contained in the
3.2 Test apparatus and test conditions flame retardant tape.

The test conditions are summarized in In the case of sample b-l, the
Table 1 and the test apparatus is shown in endothermic reaction of magnesium
Fig.2. A cable sample of 1.3 m in length hydroxide terminated about 4 minutes
was horizontally and straightly fixed on a before end of combustion test, and the
vertical pearlite plate. A weight two temperature began to rise gradually and
times the own weight of cable sample was reached to 461"C at the end of test.
suspended in the middle part of the In sample b-2, the test finished
sample. before the end of endothermic reaction of

As shown in Fig.3, loss change were magnesium hydroxide, and in sample b-3,
measured at wavelength of 1.3 um by the initiating temperature of endothermic
jointing three fibers in one optical unit reaction of magnesium hydroxide was
in a loop. reached only at the end of test.

LED DUM(Y FIBER

X 1.3 CO ATED FIBER $SAPLE CABLE

POWER RECORDER

Fig.3 Transmission loss measuring system HEER
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The test ending temperatures were 393 due to effects of the weight and heat.
and 374"C, respectively. As a result of disassembly and

Sample b-i presented a temperature investigation of cables, the following
profile similar to that of cable type A, findings were obtained.
which suggests the heat insulating effect
is similar. In cable type A, there was no change

in appearance in the ceramic fiber yarn
4.2 Optical fiber loss of insulating material.

As shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5, no In cable type B, the flame retardant
optical fiber breakage was found tape was partly burnt and the inside was
regardless of the type or thickness of carbonized.
insulating layer. The loss changes were The heat absorbing material was de-
within 0.02 dB per an optical unit. hydrated, and was calcined.

No abnormality was noted in the4.3 Appearance changes appearance of the aluminum alloy of
The LAP sheath was burnt in about 15 cable core.

minutes after start of test. The PFA jacket of optical unit was
After the combustion test, cable melted, but the silicon coating was not

type A retained almost a straight shape, changed in appearance and presented
while cable type B was bent 10 to 29 mm a sound look.

800 HEATING CURVE

600O

400
-0.3

-0.2200 
2,)0 10---• , , , ,

0
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

HEATING TIME (MIN.)

Fig.4 Test results of type A

800 HEATING CURVE

S60 0 --
-b-2

S400 -.
-0. 01=

-- 0.2
200 1

- I~0 o
0 '

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

HEATING TIME (MIN.)

Fig.5 Yest results of type B
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5. Conclusion engaged in development of optical cables.

Above results were summarized as lie is now a staff engineer of optical
following: fiber transmission research section, and
1) The silicon coated optical fiber was is a member of The Institute of
found to retain the soundness in Electronics, Information and Communication
appearance by suppressing the cable core Engineers of Japan.
temperature around 4000 C in the fire

resisting Lest condition.
2) The slotted core was kept nearly at the
same heat resisting temperature (400"C) as Shigeo SHIMIZU

the aluminum alloy, and the soundness is
regarded to be maintained. The Furukawa Electric

3) The flame retardant tape used in the Co., Ltd.
test exhibits an equal heat resisting 6-1,2-chome,Marunouchi,
effect by a smaller thickness than the Chiyoda-ku,Tokyo,100,
ceramic fiber yarn, so that it is Japan

effective for reducing the cable diameter.
4) In both types, in the heating test up Mr. Shimizu has received the B.S. degree
to 840'C in 30 minutes, loss changes of in engineering from Nagoya University in

optical fibers were hardly observed. 1980. lie joined The Furukawa Electric
Thus, excellent results were Co., Ltd. in 1981 and has been engaged in

exhibited. In particular, in the cable development of optical fibers and cables.

using flame retardant tape as insulator, HIe is now a staff engineer of optical
when the thickness of the flame retardant fiber transmission research section, and

tape layer is 6 mnm, the cable outside is a member of The Institute of
diameter is 31 mm, and the diameter could Electronics, Information and Communication
be reduced without deterioration of fire Engineers of Japan.

retardant properties.
It was concluded that a practical

fire retardant optical cable can be
realized by the designed based on the

concept of making use of heat resisting Akihiro OTAKE
and absorbing actions.

The Furukawa Electric

Co., Ltd.
Reference 6,Yawata-kaigandori,

1) S. Shimizu, K. Nakata, S. Ikegami, Ichihara,Chiba,290,Japan

K. Omae and S. Sentsui #

A study on fire-retardant optical cable. Mr. Otake graduated from Tohoku
IWCS, 1990 University and joined The Furukawa

Electric Co., Ltd. in 1974. Ile has been
engaged in research and development of

optical fiber cables and those

accessories.
Hle is now a manager of optical fiber

transmission research section.
Hideaki KANZAKI

The Furukawa Electric
Co., Ltd.
6,Yawata-kaigandori,
Ichihara,Chiba,290,Japan

Mr. Kanzaki graduated from Kurayoshi
Technical school and joined The Furukawa
Electric Co., Ltd. in 1969. lie has been
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XALOGNM VERSUS UU-EILOG= M&TERIALS
1FM T3LCOIENr-CATIOUWIRE]3 & CABLE. . .

WEAT ARE TEN PROS AND CONS?

Charles A. Glwe

Gary Corp.
Leominster, Massachusetts

Abstract UTP's use a wide range of materials
with the predominate thermoplastic

"If you can measure it, you can tell materials being polyethylene,
something about it". . . Lord Kelvin. polypropylene, fluoropolymers and

polyvinyl chloride. The halogenated
Herein lies the dilemma of the materials are especially effective when

debate over the use of halogen versus fire retardancy is required, and
non-halogen materials in cables. This chlorine, bromine and
paper addresses the impact of the debate fluorine are the predominately used
on twisted pair cables used for premise materials.
wiring for local area network cables.
To assume the use of non-halogenated Chart #1
materials in cables is better versus
halogen or vice versa should not be the
issue. . . rather the debate should be
waged over performance specifications IN WIRE & CABLE MATERIALS
that measure the pros and cons of each
material. This paper attempts to TO ENHANCE FIRE RETARDANCY
objectively balance the issue with a
review of fire hazard assessment, ELEMENT POLYMER
physical performance, processability and
electrical performance. Chlorine PVC

CPE
ECTFE*

Groups such as the Polyolefins Fire Fluorine FEP
Performance Council, a unit of the PVDF
Society of Plastics Industry, Inc. has Bromine AddftivetoPEand-PP
undertaken broad ranging studies on
corrosivity and round robin testing on a
range of halogenated materials versus *Contains both Fluorine and Chlorine
non-halogenated. These types of studies In today's market, the non-flame
move toward the goal of devel'ping a retardant materials such as
performance standard which cha icterize polyethylene, polypropylene and urethane
materials. All interest groups 'ust are flame retarded with non-halouenated
take part in this debate from tht systems via materials compounding such
materials suppliers of fluoropolymers to as antimony trioxides, hydrated alumina,
polyvinyl chloride to polyolefins. In molybdate, magnesium or phosphate
addition, the wire and cable industry complexes or with halo:enated systems
must also play an active role in this via chlorine, bromine or fluorine.
debate so that the issues of physical
properties, electrical performance and Chart #2
processability become an integral part MATERIALS SELECTION
of the evolution of materials standards
and performance. AND FLAME RETARDANCY

Unshielded twisted pair cables
fherein after referred to as UTP's) used
n telecommunication and data YES

transmission applications are
extensively used within commercial
buildings as a network for voice and
data communications from floor-to-floor
within vertical, horizontal and plenum
air spaces. The materials used on these
cables may act as a medium for flame
propagation within a building.
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In the U.S. and Canada, a very Chart #5
stringent set of standards exist for
flame retardancy for communication and PLENUM CABLE RAW MATERIAL
data communications cables. The plenum UAE,19
cable test U.L. 9l0/CSA FT-6 and riser UAE,19
cable test U.L. 1666 are much more
severe than the predominately used COPPER AND FIBER OPTIC CABLES (M LBS.)
International fire test IEC 332-3 which
is similar to the IEEE 383/U.L. 1581 V &oeu Tp FEP CTI
test. Poy lly

J W aaa - jasm ftumo I J -suami Ackoin
Chart #3 &8~ £Buiso suars £B~ite

U..L. / CSA CABLE FLAME Z25 S.57 4=1 %370 10.8710 Z30 1.100 2 IM
DESIGNATION FIRE TEST ENERGY be:50 TM1371 Tita,=

PlenumOf '
CMP/MPP` U..L.910 300,000 1% 41% 1 X 10CSA FT-6 BTU/MR

Horizontal Total Lbs.(M) Consumed 1992: 33,780

CRMR Riser 5700Date F-, &o-y Prepareid by Sake, Pbly-w
CMR MPR U.L 166

Vertical BTU/HR

CMG IMPG FT-4 70,000 To assess the pros and cons of
Horizontal BTU/HR materials selection for UTP premi Be

lknorAqgo 211 cables, the following criteria should be
used:

CM/MP IEEE 1581 70,000Horizontal B3TU/HR A. Fire Hazard Assessment
________ si'umANgIaeO B. Physical Characteristics

C. Processability, and
Correspondingly, the efficiency of a D. Electrical Properties

materials fire retardancy must be
evaluated against this broader Fire hazard assessment involves four
definition of flame retardancy. basic principals which requires

Char #4irEE383performance measurement:
PARAMETER 4111 1581) FT-4 IEC 332-3 1.- Fire Retardancy and Propagation

Burnr Agle 1 12. Smoke Generation Characteristics
BurnmHrizAntale 0~ 20" 0 3. Corrosivity

.. 1 . . .. .... . .... Bsedon4. Toxicity
Cable Spacing ... ....... Volume

Enclosure Not Nt ix Chart #6
Size Specified Specified Meter FIRE HAZARD ASSESSMENT

2.4min B9 1-5- / 5 2.5,m
Propagation From Bottom1.FR EADNYLSOEGN A7 N

Of Tray Prom Burner 98' 1.FIEREADACY2 SOE EERASTION

M25 erak -.40 Peak
Smoke MeterssMPterum

Squared Squared
Generation Per Second Per Second None

--- Rker
IUt. Proposalt 9 Motors .150 Motors Plenumt

So.,ered Onr Squared On, FT-4
120~ C ht 20 m.1_te Test *U.1- 1

*U.L- 1581

The most stringent fire and Smoke -V-
retardancy requirement pertains to
plenum cable. Plenum cable materials
usage have grown 18% to 20% annually in 3. CORROSIVITY 4. TOXICITY
the last two years with explosive growth
from the PVC and Polymer alloy type
products such as Smokeguard.

6Cone Corrosimettr *unii. or Pittsburg

C-Net *International and

Military Standards
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In an effort to compare halogen
materials versus non-halogen materials,
a review of each area is required.

1. Fire Retardancy and Propagation In the hierarchy of flame test for
wire and cable, the results compare PVC,

A fundamental test for ignitability a low halogen with less than 14% halogen
of materials is the oxygen index test or content and a zero halogen material.
ASTM D-2863. The VW1 test was performed on a 24

The test expresses in percent the awg unjackted sample with a greater than
minimum concentration of oxygen that 26 oxygen index passing with PVC
will support flaming combustion. The insulation and a greater than 35 oxygen
test is a well established method to index required to pass with zero halogen
characterize materials of the same materials. These results were
family, but erroneous conclusions can be demonstrated on each subsequent
drawn if varying material i.e. (PVC's or test which were increasingly severe.
polyolefins) are subjected to full scale
flame cable testing. In the 70,000 BTU flame test, the

PVC material required a greater than 29
The following provides a hierarchy oxygen index while the zero halogen

of flame retardancy from least to most material required an oxygen index of
severe: greater than 40.

Chart #7 SUMMARY OF THE FAME TTROCES
TW, i roctd- S I .S eT~M Chart 19

SPFC 4 PAIR 24 AWG.
,.pph: .... 15 P-• longerJACKET/INSULATION OF SAME MATERIAL
p-h...h 70,000 BTU FLAME TEST U.L 1581

applicattod s or drop which ng
ia .on with r"th

r bumn which- icotton on the

ever i longeir. floor

UL . A 70.000 Btu Ir Cables ar-e ..
i58i fl-tt .v pple. bintiered -ad >X301.

for 20 mueutes charred at 22,0.. - -

to cahles on a 8 feet eveLverircal nryv3 .. .. . . • ... . .

UL A 512.OO BtStu I Cablest stnot
l666 frames app.ied n pt ,z,.e ame 25

for 30 mnutes j :ohetopo tfhi
to cable in a 12 foot hrgh Pvc Low Halogen Zero Halogen
rest chamber compartment.

CLI A 300.000 81. i1 Flame tranel
910 r..,,apped ecdubf•s. This test closely approximates the

forr20i..•i 'predominate test performed
tortotabia ,p optcaldent internationally (IEC 332-3) which is
mod•e atel tit-d. 0.5 used in the European wire and cable
drah 3.A-e,,,- moke market. This fire test methodology

optical•deay would seem to be the highest feasible
fire retardancy level for a zero halogen
unshielded twisted pair cable based on

The variability of materials versus presently available materials.
oxygen index versus the VW1 test is Noteworthy, this test is the predominate
depicted in Chart #8. benchmark fire test for zero halogen

materials.

The more severe fire tests such asCOMPARISON OF the riser cable test or the plenum cable
HALOGEN, LOW HALOGEN, test, using the same material as

insulation and jacket in a four pair
AND NON-HALOGEN MATERIALS cable construction with zero halogen

materials performed poorly. All samples
Oxygen Index as a measurement varies failed. The low halogen cable passed

the riser test only with an oxygen index
dramatically by material: i.e. of greater than 37. The PVC based

MATERIAL OXYGEN INDEX VW1 PASSPAIL products with an oxygen index greater
than 32 passed the riser and the PVC

PVC >26 Pass polymer alloy types with an oxygen index
greater than 48 passed the most severe

Low Halogen >30 Pass U.L. 910 plenum cable test.
Less than 14%

Zero Halogen >35 Variability in Pass/Fail
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market. This exemplifies the need to
Chart #10 4 PAIR 24 AWG. place performance standards on materials

to optimize the development of improved
JACKET/INSULATION properties.

527,000 BTU RISER CABLE TEST SMOXE TET

4_ Chart #12 SMALL S

71 MATERI/AL- ,.LS S

*~~~ PA ... 1kS ALL FILAiED"
PiS3~ LLFAIEDTEST WMEROD "S SMOKE CRAMMRE C ONE CALORIMETER ARAPAREO

' P4SS i >37 0.1. SAMPLES ASTM s 62 C"2 SMOKE TEST
232O~ASTR DO-2114 ASTR 4100

30 SAMPLE SIZE SMALL SMALL SMALL

W.3") W. 3")

25 AREA EMXOSED 66 -I I] 0' W4 IN

PVC Low Halogen Zero Halogen VARIABLE VARIABLE lIN

MEASURE ULIGH OrnCAL GRAVDIETRIC

Chart #11 MEBO OBSU•, ATMo•
4 PAIR 24 AWG. _ _ ______ HEAT FLX BRE

JACKET/INSULATION TESTS

300,000 BTU PLENUM CABLE TEST mi scCAE
WIRE & CABLE

65

TEST METHOD LL 910 U.L 1066 I.L ISO) &
- T STEDIEROTT.6 RISER TEST FT-4 TESTSALL FAILED ALL FAILED VERTICAL TRAY

45 >480.1. SA6WPLES SAMPLES SAMPLE SIZE CABLES 0. CABLES IN CABLES I.jHORIZONTAL TRAY VERTICAL TRAY VERTICAL TRAY_2YWiDE 2I D 12 WIDE
35

MEASURE UGHT UGHT UGH"
_OBSCURATION OSSCURATION OBSCURA7IO•

_________________________________________ lAEJ300.0 BR TIR 52R TUIMS 70.000 MTINR

SMOKEGUARD Low Halogen Zero Halogen EAET EINSUR DAo T FLAM TEST F ST
TYPE POLYMER

ALLOY
A OU.L. 1685 IS A STANDARD DEVELOPED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE RISER CABLE.

FT4 AND U L 1581 VERTICAL TRAY TESTS THAT MEASURE SMOKE RELEASE RATE

2. Smoke Generation Characteristics AM UGoN .OSCURATON.t0 DESIGNATIONFOR APPLICABLE PDCXTS FOR1 "3 NEC

Smoke is the airborne product
evolved when materials such as plastics The NBS smoke chamber ASTM 662 best
decompose by heat or burning. Smoke as characterizes materials in a flaming and
defined here obscures visibility thus non-flaming mode. Chart #13 provides a
impeding the escape of people who may range of randomly selected materials
be trapped within a fire situation or tested in the NBS chamber from
inhibit the efforts of fire fighters to polyethylene to PVC to Douglas Fir.
rescue and suppress the fire. The
predominant test methods evaluate smoke
generation and can be broken into two Chart #13

AAJL• 662 •'B8l SMOkO Cbauber

categories: the small scale materials Typic, Vales Won-Flaog 
5 

lini
test and the full scale wire and cable
tests. Historically, the plenum cable Zero Halogen Materials so to 100 50 to 100
test has measured smoke generation via Low Halogen Materials o00 to 150 100 to 150
light obscuration and most recently, Specialty PVC Alloys ISO to 200 150 to 200
Underwriters Laboratories has set up Smokeguard Type Products

limited smoke test methodologies
inconjunction with the riser, FT-4 and sampled Polyethylene Ranqe 250 to 750 2n0 to s9o
U.L. 1581 vertical tray tests. These
limited smoke or "LS" tests are a Sampled PVC Range 170 to 350 280 to 740
definitive step toward performance Douglas Fir 380 to 438 110 to 156
standards for smoke generation in
assessing materials in an overall fire
hazard assessment.

Non-halogen material and the Today non-halogen materials, low
Nonlogen matehalogen materials and even modified low

fluoro~olymer materials have
historically been very low in smoke smoke PVC's perform relatively similar
generation while some of the traditional in the NBS smoke chamber test. Full
PVC materials performed poorly scale fire testing to exceed the "LS"
Tremendous strides have been made in PVC limited smoke test and the U.L. 910
materials which have been pushed by the Steiner Tunnel test can be passed by all
more stringent smoke generation of these materials.
requirements within the wire and cable
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3. Ct chart 115

Increasing attention is being given CONE CORROSION TEST
to the measurement of corrosivity when

comparing materials. The numerous test GAS SAMPLING SYSTEM
methods characterize the corrosive
aspect of gases in fires which in the
real world situation would effect the FWPr.10scu
survivability of computer hardware and c- / . m

telecommunications equipment. Many of , - AmiWd

the corrosivity standards are in the mass

formative stages with emphasis being
placed on the test methodologies I

reproducibility and accuracy to depict -20 k e q . FR NNk-
corrosion in a full scale fire scenario. LOWG fi wMg

Unfortunately, no one test satisfies all
criteria. A wealth of comparative
material data exists from the CNET test CoC*mw

method (Centre National d'Etudes et de
Telecommunications) which captures the
combustion gases and exposes a 170,000
angstrom printed copper circuit board. As a part of a more full scale cable
The resistance is measured and defined test and similar to the work being done
in terms of a percentage corrosivity on the "LS" limited smoke requirement,
factor which is the difference between U.L. has set up an Ad Hoc Committee to
initial and final resistance referenced apply the cone corrosimeter test
to a standard board of 8 ohms apparatus to the plenum, riser, FT-4 and
resistance. This test and all corrosion U.L. 1581 tray cable tests. Initially,
target tests have a high degree of the objective would be round robin
variability but the chart that follows materials testing on commonly available
provides a ranking of materials based on materials used in cables to include UTP
the CNET test results. cables. The test would provide a

performance benchmark for corrosivity
Chart #14 C Test Results and move the total performance standard

forward in its attempt to list "LC" or
s of low corrosion cables. The cone

Eslogea(ted nateridls Corrymhvnt)y corrosimeter would collect the gases

CPE (chlorinated Polyethylene) 10.9 from the plenum, riser, FT-4 or U.L.

Low Halogen 4.5 1581 test and develop a pass/fail
(chlorine Fire Retardant System) standard for corrosion as well as for

PVC - Wire and Cable Grade 14.2 flame spread and smoke. This test

PVC - Smoke suppressed 11.7 methodology promotes an overall fire
hazard assessment which fosters a

pVC -Low Acid Gas Generation 8.8

PVDF 12.9 performance specification.

PTFE 14.1I
Chart #16

M o UNDERWRITERS LABORATORY

PEa-oqeoated MaterialS Corr0.ivity AD HOC COMMITTEE

Pt~ o.0 oUSING THE CONE CORROSINIETER

yIlon 0.6 FOR CABI.E TESTING

EVA/ATM 0.6

LOPE 3.•5 I FIRE RETARDANCY TEST:

The CNET test should be used as a L. Vb,fl .jTLa-
benchmark only and clearly does not . t. is Ve.k Tr..

fully correlate to the real fire

environment in which the variability of
heat, condensed water vapor and oxygen
play an important role.

Effort3 are underway to employ the
cone corrosimeter inconjunction with

full scale wire and cable tests. 2. SMOKE (;ENEATION CORROSIVITY
U.1 1605 Ad HI. Pr.poW.

The cone corrosimeter test uses a i.e CMRLS (1,.,wdS-A., T L.Us I-

combustion chamber and exposes a copper iCMR.L-L.LC.

circuit target. For example, a 45,000

angstrom probe can be exposed to a range
of heat fluxes up to 100 KW/m 2 • CABLEASSINGALL ASPIM[ OFT TRIASIGL[

The resistance to change is measured and

the corrosion is defined in terms of E'•
metal loss in angstroms. (NR--LS'-LC'
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4. Toxicity 2. For a Four Pair Cable with Jacket

Biological toxicity provides the Linear density of insulation (g/m) =
final benchmark. The University of 8 x linear density of single
Pittsburgh test was utilized by the insulated conductor
State of New York Building Code
#15/11201 to register all wire and cable Core diameter over twisted pairs
materials. The study provides one of (mils) = 5(D+t)
the most extensive research projects
that ranks materials toxicity. Clearly, Linear density of jacket (gm)
the results of the study do little to (core diameter) tjp
separate halogen materials from
non-halogen materials. To the surprise LC 5 0 (meters) = 1500 LC5 0
of many researchers, all materials (grams)/(jacket linear aensity +
commonly used in wire and cable grouped insulation linear density)
relatively close together. In the
University of Pittsburgh test, (Calculations and formula from the
combustion toxicity test animals are paper: "Using Combustion Toxicity Data
exposed to the fumes generated by in Cable Selection" by Stanley Kaufman,
materials heated in an oven. The LC50 Rosalind Anderson, et al, IWCS
value is the concentration of material Proceedings, November, 1988.)
which causes 50% mortality of the test
animals i.e. (lethal concentration or Assuming that the following
dose). The unit is LC5 0 in grams and halogenated cables were produced in a
correspondingly the lower the value, the UTP four pair CMR cable or a four pair
more toxic the material. CMP cable, the following data appearing

in Chart 117 would result.
Based upon the NEMA (National

Electrical Manufacturers Association) Chart #17
classification groupings, five single LCMEE)FOURPAMCABS
material categories were developed with T
the following results: SPECIFIC INS JIM INS JIMT. METE VALUE

MATERIAL GRAVITY MILS) CMILS) -D MST) N____ MEAN

Mean LC5 0  C 135/140 6 20 3000 0 139 17

Value CMR

Fluoroplastics 8.9 grams 4LLFLUOROPLASTIC 173/219 6 9 2300 400 109 a

Polyolefins 9.9 grams CNMP I
PVC 17.6 grams ZERO HALOGEN 1./50 8 30. 1500 130 2 35

Hydrocarbon Rubber 18.4 grams _m I I
Chlorinated Rubber 22.7 grams WALL THICKNESS ADJSTED BASED ON PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND

THE REQUIREMENTS OF U L 4U FOR CABLE WALL THICKNESS

It is important not to take these
results out of context. By themselves
this data is unsatisfactory for choosing
safer cable materials. As long as Therefore, to exceed the LC5 0 value
carbon backboned organic polymers are in meters of a PVC CMR type cable,
used, carbon monoxide remains one of the several factors come into play:
most toxic substances for human
biological toxicity whether it be 1. The LC50 value in grams, and
synthetic material such as plastic or 2. The physical characteristics of
naturally found materials such as the material which effect the wall
wood. thickness per U.L. 444 requirements.

This data can be extrapolated to Appropriately, physical properties
assess the LC 5 0 value in meters which effect the fire hazard equation.
would be most relevant to wire and cable Relative to toxicity, all material group
and to a comparison of halogenated very closely together especially when
cables versus non-halogenated cables you calculate the LC5 value in meters
relative to toxicity of a four pair UTP based on increased wahl thickness
cable. In an effort to transform LC 5 0  required for zero halogen materials.
grams into LC 5 0 values in meters, the The followinq chart provides the tensile
following calculation must be made: characteristics for materials used in

communications wire.
1. Insulation Calculation

Linear Density (g/m) =
1500 n p [(D/2+t) 2 -(D/2) 2 ]

where:
D = Conductor Diameter (mils)
t = Insulation Thickness (mils)
p = Density (g/cm

LC5 0 (meters) =
LC5 0 (grams)/Linear Density
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Chart #18 HALOGEN & NON-HLOGEN
m TENSILE STRENGTH Chart #20 PROCESSING SPEEDS

24 AWG INSULATION AND JACKE MATIRIAAA PROESIRG JACEEDS

RISER OR PLENUM

n MwAJ. LOW
34AWG sm rN. LOW HALOGEN
JACUET PVC p E HI HALOGEALON

HALOGEN

FLOIROPOLYMER
PYD,

PVC

iW SMIOKEGUARD
TYPE POLYMER

ALLOY

I.IMLSUFIE

Probably the most difficult
challenge facing the cable design
engineer is the issue of electrical
performance of UTP local area network

It is clear that halogenated cables. Increasingly demandingmaterials have superior physical specifications have evolved with the
characteristics. Correspondingly, a advent of the category program.
customer would seemingly use less
material (thicknesses in mils) both as
the insulation and jacket. Chart #21

As most cable manufacturers know,
materials development is half the battle & Pair • -while processability of materials on a P
range of extrusion equipment is very Level Program" 2 UL s . . M
important. A four pair UTP cable Oa. IBM TIN32"
requires a special balance of materials. T%
An insulation grade must process over 24 3 . 108 ...,T
awg wire in thin wall (6-8 mils) u A.SES, To
applications at high speeds of 4,000 to 3
5,000 feet per minute without cone ý&- A•.EM- e Dft CE S-40-576 

9 O (15mbreaks or spark failures. Jacket grades LAN TIATRa1;ballow for a somewhat wider window and •'y4 T~- RAV
for a four pair UTP cable, jacket .

processing speeds should be 500 to 600 s E"~ ow7feet per minute. There are clear :0 TiAd,, CoZS4(,5

differences between halogen, low halogen caswvsand zero halogen materials with respect ' M -
to processing thin wall products as
insulations. Commercially available
highly filled zero halogen materials are
extremely difficult to process in this Chart #22

Chart fig MAXIMUM ATTENUATION (dB/305 m)
PROCESSING SPEEDS OF VARIOUS MATERIALS ATTENUATION (db)

U4 AWr I6O•ATION 70

- -0 
..-

-o -

i ,CL il _

4'- 48 1 10 16 20 5ý 0

FREQUENCY (MHz)
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The key material performance Chart #25
requirement necessary to meet the NON-HALOGENATEDA LOW HALOGENATED MATERIALS
attenuation, impedance and crosstalk _ _ _ _

requirements of the category program is ...
dielectric constant. In addition, the
demands for category 5 cables which run
at frequencies from 20 mhz to 100 mhz
require low dissipation factors from ... | ALoCZN

materials.

Zero halogen materials compounded
with flame retardants significantly
deteriorate both the dissipation factor
as well as the dielectric constant. I,,

Chart #23

FOR CATGEGORY 5 CABLE

Dielectric Constant and Dissipation Factor
Are Critical...

I mhz Oxygen Index

FEP 2.1 90 U U.

Smokeguard Ins. SRPVC 2.6- 2.8 35 DIIICTUJCoWA

PE 2.2 19

PP 2.3___- 19

ECTFE 2.6 60 Conclusion:

Smokeguard Jacket 3.3 50PVDF 9.0 60 Against these performance standards,FRPE 2.8-3.2 26-30 the objective of zero halogen unshielded
FE Halo-2.83 32-30 twisted pair cables may be unrealistic
LoW Halogen 2.4 -2.8 32-35 and more importantly unwarranted.
ZeroHal°oen _ 3.3-3.6 ____Clearly the objective of both the

materials suppliers and the wire and

FEP (fluorinated ethylene propylene) cable industry should be toward safer
optimally provides the best electrical cables which are tested to performance
performance as well as fire retardancy standards. The ideal UTP local area
for category 5 four pair UTP cables. network cable would be a plenum rated,
Based on the efficiencies of this low smoke, halogen free, category 5
halogenated material as well as the electrical rated product with excellent
efficiencies of Smokeguard type polymer processability. This remains a noble
alloys and semi-rigid PVC for category 3 target, but much can be accomplished by
cables, it is difficult to find challenging performance standards.
alternate materials that are not
halogenated. A non-halogen materials It is clearly debatable whether the
electrical characteristics and fire issue of corrosivity or toxicity
performance are antagonistic properties. distinguish organic based polymers from
Charts #24 and #25 provides a review of one another and secondly whether the
electrical properties expressed in test methods which require furtherdielectric constant and oxygen index, validation are in the interest ofimproved cable performance and

public safety.
Chart #24 HALGENATED MATERIALS

V•n vuAs V.1
TO MMF TO MýT! TO NUT

C*UGOMVS 5 ~ e .00.___

-Recommended Perform~ane Requirements for

rEP Low smoke, Low Corrowivity, Low Toxicity
_Inulation and Jacket Compound

for ueiheolded Twist*e Pair Cables
CommuntionS Cables

Me x. Physical Properties

* ECrTE PVDF Tensile Strength, psi 1400 UL. Revision Reqd.
•, l - to U.L. 444

M i------ " Elongation (M) 100 U.L. Revision Reqd.
Air Aging. to U.L. 444

- Air Aging

- ., 7 days at 100
0
C 75 60

0
C Rated per

Tensile - Minimum S U.L. 444
__of Unagd Sample

a Elongation - Miniou s 60 60
0

C Rated per
• of Unaged Sample U.L. 444

Cold Bend -17 ±2 U.L. 444

DIEIACTRIC COESTAKT
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11. Fire Rnearti Aasessment VVV-1 FLAME TEST
A. Eirlit eadnC

Plenum CMP U.L. 910

Riser CPIR U.L. 1666 Woe snoutd noi convoey flame

Geneal Prpos CRC P14to the flag or born for moreGenralPupos CG F-4Indicator thtan I mirnute after 5 Maime
ILSE 383 CM U.L. 1581 Flag applications Of 15 secondso each

8. Smoke Suporestsant Charalcteristics or the time unitl flamring Ceases
(whiclhever is longer), betwveert

Plenlum CMP -LS As per fJ.L. 910 applicationts
requiremenrt 

Tecr utNT;a
Riser C?0S LS Apply U.L. 1685 testTrectomstNTne

methodology cto
i nconjunction withCon
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CORROSION AND CORROSION CONTROL OF THE COMMUNICATION CABLE PLANT

George Schick

Bell Communications Research

Morristown, NJ

current will flow. It has been shown statistically thattjring manufacturing
Abstract 100 defects are created per I million conductor feet . If the conductor.

connected to the more positive (ground) side of the CO battery, was not

The largest part of the telecommunication cable plant is made of cables also connected to the shield; corrosion due to the small leakage currents
with copper conductors. Corrosion of the cable plant is primarily caused by would render the conductor discontinuous in a matter of days. By being
man-made dc currents. With the change from lead sheathed to polyethylene connected to the shield, the current is distributed on a larger metal surface
jacketed cable, the majority of corrosion problems transferred from the area (orders of magnitude) than what is exposed by the insulation defect,
cables to the manholes. In areas where man-made currents don't get on the thus the conductor is preserved.
cable plant, corrosion can be caused by specific corrosive chemicals,galvanic effects, sulfate-reducing bacteria, and stress-corrosion cracking. In the not too distant past the outer sheath of telecommunication cables
Corrosio offecthe sulfatelreducmuniacatrion pant is controld b matria. were made of lead. One of the important properties of lead is its resistance
Corrosion of the telecommunication plant is controlled by: material to corrosion in natural environments. Man-made stray dc currents (dc
selection, stress relieving heat treatment, air pressurization or filling electrified rail transport systems, mining and welding operations, cathodic
compound in the cable core and in closures, jacketing. coating, insulating protection rectifiers of "foreign" plants) caused most of the lead sheathed

cable corrosion. The telephone companies protect their plant against these

stray dc currents with low resistance drainage bonds (a path that allows the
current to return to its origin without causing corrosion), cathodic protection

Introduction (applied current that counteracts corrosion currents), and insulating joints
(gaps in the cable shields limiting the pick-up of dc stray currents).

Telephone companies in the United States invested billions of dollars to The newer, polyethylene jacketed, telecommunication cables have either
establish a far and wide reaching, reliable, and easily accessible aluminum or aluminum and steel shields under the outer jacket. Most of
telecommunication network. Although the new cable plants use, significant thesenshieldslarenfurtherspeetected dagainst corrosion bycaebitumstou
lengths of optical fiber cables; approximately 94 percent of the these shields are further protected against corrosion by a bituminous

telecommunication plant still relies on cables with copper conductor pairs. flooding compound. The polyethylene outer jacket protects against both

In addition almost half of the newly installed cables are still copper. The pick-up and discharge of stray dc currents, thus die cable itself does not

cables represent the most extensive part of the telecommunication plant, but corrode. However, manhole hardware in the underground plant, and buried

engineers in general and corrosion specialists in particular have to take into plant support hardware, ground rings around Controlled Environment

consideration the various support hardware, closures, grounding, and Vaults (CEVs), and huts, and guy anchors of the aerial plant can pick up

electrical protection systems. The common aspect of all the above stray dc currents. The metallic shield in the cable can transmit these

telecommunication plant components is that all of them have metallic currents to the next manhole, or9CEy or hut, or guy anchor where it can
components or are made entirely of metals. This article describes the leave the plant and cause corrosion ). This means that corrosion, caused

various types of corrosion affecting the telecommunication plant and the by man-made currents, does not disappear with lead sheathed cables, but
transfers to manhole and buried plant hardware, ground rings, and guyvarious built-in or applied control measures taken to prevent or minimize anchors. Thus, our efforts concerning corrosion control are transferred

failures. from the lead sheathed cable to other bare metallic components of the
Effects of man-made currents and their control telecommunication plant. The mitigative measures with insulating joints.

A basic tenet of corrosion is that the rate of metal loss is directly low resistance drainage bonds, and cathodic protection are also applicable

proportional to the current that leaves the corroding metal per unit surface to these other segments of the plant.

area to enter the surrounding environment (electrolyte). The most common Effects of the environment and their control
environments where corrosion, due to man-made currents, take place are The underground plant consists of ducts and manholes. Flooded
wet soil and water. manholes are the locations where most of the corrosion problems arise in
Some of the most basic telecommunication plant designs address concerns today's telecommunication cable plant. These waters can be contaminated
about corrosion. Cables and splice closures are constructed to exclude by sea water. deicing salts, industrial effluents, fertilizers, and some
moisture ingress into the cable core. This first line of defense is microbiological species (e.g., desulfovibrio-desulfuricans). All these
supplemented with air pressurization (mainly in toll cables) or with filling environments can cause corrosion of bare metallic hardware in the
compounds. Both of these means are capable to keep moisture out of the manhole.
cable core. However, as a last line of defense against disastrous failure, one
member of each wire pair is connected together with the cable shield Galvanic corrosion In the manhole
(ground) to the positive side of the central office (CO) battery (tip), and theothe meberof ach irepai isconncte tothe-48 oltsid ofthe About 20 years ago apparatus cases were made of a galvanized cast iron
other member of each wire pair is connected to the -48 volt side of the base and a galvanized sheet steel cover. The cover was painted and secured
battery (ring). The reason for this powering scheme is that if, in spite of all to the base with a stainless steel clamp. Since galvanized steel is
the precautions. water enters the cable core, and small wire insulation considerably more anodic than stainless steel the cases can form a galvanic
defects expose bare copper on oppositely energized wires, small leakage corrosion cell. Where the paint on the cover becomes damaged eic
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galvanic corrosion cell perforates the underlying galvanized steel. A study side effect of SRB is that the galvanic relationship between copper and steel
was conducted in simulated manhole water to evaluate the effect of is reversed, and the copper or tin-coated copper bonding ribbon becomes
anode/cathode surface area ratio on the corrosion rate of the galvanized the corroding anode. Both galvanized steel support hardware and copper or
steel. The results of this study are plotted in Figure 1. 2Considering that tin-coated copper bonding ribbon can fail in manholes with large SRB
0.001 inch of zinc can be removed by 1.69 micro amp/cn2 in one year, and colonies (Figure 4). The solution to this problem is a spray application of
0.001 inch steel can be removed by 2.19 micro amp/cm in one year, the an oxid)jng agent (NaOCI) that temporarily removes the live SRB
low anode/cathode surface area ratios can lead to relatively rapid colonies
perforation. The solution to this problem was the removal of the organic The buried plant is also exposed to widely varying soil conditions. The
coating, and cathodic protection with either 0.020 inch of flae-sprayed corrosivity of the soil depends on its resistivity (low resistivity soils are

more corrosive), pH [ranges between 2.3 (acidic) and 9.5 (alkaline) in the
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Figure I Galvanic Corrosion Between Hot Dip Galvanized Steel and
Type 304 Stainless steel in a solution Containing 266 mg/liter

CI" and 70 mg/liter SO4"

Stress-corrosion cracking In manholes

Ammonium compound from fertilizers seeped into manholes and caused
stress-corrosion cracking of coaxial cable terminals made of cartridge brass
(70% copper, 30% zinc). The cracked brass terminal is shown in Figure 2.
Figure 3 contains two photomicrographs illustrating the stressed and
cracked brass structure. The short term solution to this problem was the
application of a heat-shrinkable, cross linked, irradiated, adhesive lined, -.
"wrap around" sleeve to isolate the metal from the environment. The long
term solution was to use red brass (85% copper, 15% zinc) instead of
cartridge brass and a heat treatment (annealing) to relieve the
manufacturing stresses.

Microblologlcally Induced corrosion In manholes

A large number of manholes in various locations in the continental USA
contain stagnant water, and the resulting quasi anaerobic conditions Figure 2 Stress-corrosion cracked cartridge brass coaxial cable terminal
promote the proliferation of sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB). An unusual
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mounted on the side of a house. The tin coated brass cage failed by stress-
corrosion cracking. In order to avoid such failurI2 a stress-corrosion
cracking study was conducted in Mattsson's solution(-). Figures 9 and 10
show the test results of coated and non-coated protector cages and caps,
respectively. Based on this study, a 24-hour test was established in
Mattsson's solution. The tests indicate that yellow brass with or without
solder or nickel coating is not acceptable.

Figure 7 Copper tail wire near the failure point 4X)

A B C 0

Figure 8 Gas tube protection parts
(A) gas tube. (B) fusible pellet, (C) tins coated brass cage

Figure 6 Failed copper tail wires of an aerial clamp (stress-corrosion cracked). (D) brass cap
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Figure 9 Stress corrosion cracking of coated protector cages and caps in
pH = 7.2 Mattsson's solution
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Figure 10 Stress corrosion cracking of non-coated protector cages and caps
in pH = 7.2 Mattsson's solution

Summary

The telecommunication plant is made mainly of cables with copper
conductors. Man-made dc currents are the main cause of underground and
buried plant corrosion. The corrosive nature of the environment also
contributes to the corrosion of the telecommunication cable plant.
Aggressive salts. such as chlorides, acidic or alkaline soils, industrial AUTHOR

effluents, some components of fertilizers, and certain microbiological
species are contributors to the corrosion of the underground and buried
plants. Corrosion of the aerial plant is caused by atmospheric pollutants.
e.g., acid rain, and wind borne salt solution droplets at sea coastal areas.

The control of telecommunication cable plant starts at the manufacturing
process by material selection, stress relieving heat treatment, coating and
jacketing. The "in place" plant can be protected by insulating joints, low
resistance drainage bonds, cathodic protection and chemical additives.
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LABORATORY TEST AnD FIELD TRIAL DATA OF COPPER

CABLE PROTECTED WITH WATER ABSORBENT THIXOTROPIC GEL

Lawrence E. Davis

WaterGuard Cable Products, Inc.
Houston, Texas

The traditional approach to prevent water
ingress into cable is exclusion by mass
through the use of a grease or hot melt
hydrophobic material. The use of a

Abstract compound which may attract water, such as
ATG, to prevent ingress is at first
glance contradictory. The use of

A field trial of twisted pair cables hydrophilic material with water blocking
filled with the ATG was undertaken to properties, however, does have some
evaluate in-service use of the new historic precedence.
technology. Illinois Bell installed ATG
filled cable into the Crystal Lake Cables formed using paper or pulp
development in the Chicago area. The insulated wire block water flow by the
cables were installed approximately two swelling of the insulation when they are
years ago in a high water table area. exposed to water. The paper or pulp
The cables and associated ATG filled insulation would block the water flow and
splices are currently functioning without localize cable damage until the cable
any reported problems; measurements could be dried. However, the cellulose
indicate no change in electrical material would wick moisture and continue
properties. to wet pulp and paper insulation. Wet

pulp and paper insulation are not
effective insulation, and they can cause
transmission problems.

Powdered absorbent material has also been
applied to plastic insulated cores. A

Introduction distributed powder would swell in contact
with water and prevent further water

Absorbent thixotropic gel (ATG) filling ingress by forming a block. Unfortu-
compound is a recent innovation in nately, maintenance of a uniform
providing a barrier to water penetration distribution of powder in the cable core
and migration into telecommunications was problematic. Superabsorbent
cable. Several cable manufacturers have materials impregnated or incased in a
produced and evaluated copper cables fibrous material or tape are also being
containing ATG. All of the cables comply used to block water flow between cable
with the electrical specifications and layers, but tapes or impregnated cords do
demonstrate the ability to prevent water not block water from the core of a
ingress at significantly higher watsr twisted pair cable. The use of
head pressure than required in current superabsorbents with fibrous material may
specifications. Simulated water head lead to wicking of moisture into the
pressures of up to 50 feet have been cable.
maintained on two feet of cable for over
a year. However, there was no field ATG, used with plastic insulation,
experience which cable users could employ prevents the moisture wicking problems
as a cable performance benchmark, observed with tapes. The water absorbent
Illinois Bell, in conjunction with Essex polymer is dispersed in a hydrophobic
and Superior Cable, undertook the task of material and is released from the matrix
establishing a field trial for cables when water contacts the gel. The
filled with an ATG which absorbs and superabsorber then gels the water
encapsulates water attempting to creating a dam which stops water flow.
penetrate the cable. The hydrophobic matrix sets up a barrier

to wicking thereby preventing moisture
migration.
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The Rural Electrification In discussing the fundamental
Administration's (REA) water immersion compatibility problem between filling
test was conducted by a cable producer on compound - insulation interaction, Koksul
a 25 pair, 24 gauge ATG filled cable and Tonyali stated that "The sorption-
a ETPR filled cable. Three pairs in each disorption process may generate changes
cable were monitored for capacitance in the polymer morphology and
change. A hole was cut through the reorganization of the crystalline
sheath to expose the core along every structure. Such changes may create
foot of cable, and the cable was placed defects or channels which enhance the
under a three foot head of water except stabilizer migration and ultimate
for the ends. The data in Table I shows cracking of the insulation." He further
that the ATG material does not undergo stated that one solution to prevent
capacitance change due to absorption of cracking in polyolefin insulation is:
water. The capacitance change observed "The elimination of the aggressive
is within measurement error. If ATG component of the filling compound which
compound wicked moisture into the cable, swells or plasticize the polymer.n
a significant capacitance change would (Reference 3, 6, 7).
have been observed.

ATG products have been formulated to
The field trial is intended to test the address foam skin compatibility issues by
validity of the ATG technology and to having oxidation stability levels above
determine craft sensitivity to the industry specification, by selecting base
material. As part of the field trial, oil with higher molecular weight than the
splices were protected using ATG oil in ETPR and PEPJ, and by cold
encapsulant materials. Using ATG filling. The type of oil selected also
materials to fill the cable and to affects compatibility with polyethylene.
protect the splices ensures compatibility
within the system. Compatibility of ETPR Typical oxidative induction time (OIT)
and Petrolatum Jelly Polyethylene (PEPJ) criteria for filling compound is (in
compounds with foam skin insulation is a Bellcore Technical Reference TR-NWT-
current concern. Several International 000421) 10 minutes when tested at 190 0C
Wire and Cable Symposium sessions over in copper pans. Absorbent Thixotropic
the last six years have been devoted to Gel OIT is run at 220 0 C in aluminum pans.
the subject. Chemical reaction rates such as oxidation

are expected to double for every 10 0 C
In 1988 when premature failure of foam rise in temperature (OIT reduced by one-
skin insulation was recognized, Bellcore half). Therefore, tests conducted at
published the following statement; 220 0 C would be expected to occur eight
"Improved cable formulations may improve times faster than tests conducted at
these lifetimes by changing the resin, 1900C. Typical OIT values for ATG
the stabilizers and/or filling compounds. material when run at 220*C are greater
These formulations are complex mixtures than 60 minutes (Table II). Therefore,
and, therefore, compatibility between ATG filler is many times more resistant
components needs to be considered early to oxidative degradation than the
in the design process to avoid criteria requires.
deleterious interactions and seek
advantageous synergies." (Reference 4). Hot melt materials will immediately begin
I totally agree with the above statement. to degrade polyethylene insulation when
The industry has concentrated on they are applied. The hotter the
increasing stabilizer content to obtain material and longer the core is
improvement in foam skin life expectancy. maintained at an elevated temperature,
While increasing stabilizer content does the greater the polyethylene degradation.
improve foam skin performance, it does Degradation occurs in the form of
not address the fundamental compatibility leaching of antioxidants from the
issue. It is generally recognized that insulation and from the migration of the
the most significant reduction of oil into the insulation which affects the
stabilizers in the insulation results morphology of the insulation. Since ATG
from the aging of the insulation in material is applied cold, there is less
filling compound; this extraction results tendency for ATG material to affect the
in the need to increase stabilizer insulation.
levels. Increased levels of stabilizer
tend to mask the fundamental The type of oil used to make a filling
compatibility issue which should be compound also affects compatibility. A
addressed when designing the cable. general rule of chemistry is that like

materials dissolve like materials.
Thecloser two compounds are in molecular
structure the greater the solubility of
the combination. Polyethylene is a
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saturated straight chain hydrocarbon. (preaging not included). There were no
The paraffinic oil contained in PEPJ and cracks exhibited by the foam skin
ETPR compounds is also a saturated insulation. Compatibility of ATG with
straight chain hydrocarbon. Therefore, foam skin insulation was clearly
the free oil in these compounds has an demonstrated.
affinity to swell and plasticize the wire
insulation. The ATG compound is Several IWCS papers such as those
formulated with a ring structured oil presented by Witco Corporation, Alvin C.
which has less tendency to solvate the Levy and Associates, and others, have
polyethylene. demonstrated deleterious effects on

insulation from oil contained in PEPJ and
The size of the solvating molecule also particularly ETPR. The oil caused
affects the ability of the free oil to changeR in the polyolefin insulation
plasticize the insulation. viscosity is morphology thereby resulting in reduced
an indirect measure of molecular weight. strength, swelling, OIT reduction, and
The higher the viscosity of the base mutual capacitance changes between wires.
compound the less migration of oil into Capacitance change is an easy way to
the polyethylene. Large oil molecules evaluate the degree to which the oil in
cannot migrate into the polyethylene as filling compounds attacks insulation
readily as the smaller oil molecules in particularly foam skin. Capacitance
ETPR. change measurements show that the ATG

material is more compatible with foam
ATG and 80 0 C drip ETPR were subjected to skin insulation than ETPR (Reference 13).
the Siecor oil separation procedure at This again demonstrates increased
80°C. (Reference 8). The ATG compound compatibility of ATG compound with foam
exhibited an oil separation of 4 percent skin insulation over ETPR material.
as compared to ETPR performance of 50
percent. Both samples were taken from a Field Trial
quart sample of material. The cooling
rate for the ETPR sample may have Cables supplied by Essex Group and
affected the oil separation Superior Cable were installed into the
characteristics of the hot melt material, Crystal Lake development in the Chicago
but the test illustrates the difference area by Illinois Bell. The cable types
in the ability of the lighter oil in ETPR employed in the field trial were AFMW 100
to migrate. pair 24 gauge and AFMW 200 pair 24 gauge

cables filled with ATG filling compound.
ATG materials use thixotropic agents to Several underground splices were
bind oil into a gel matrix, and they do constructed using ATG splicing compound
not depend exclusively on synthetic during the installation of the cable.
microcrystalline wax and rubber to Most of the cable access points, however,
prevent oil migration. Therefore, as the were located in pedestals.
temperature increases, less oil is free
to migrate into insulation. Since the The Crystal Lake development is located
thixotropic property of ATG allows aables in what was considered a wetlands area.
to be filled cold, there is no .nitial The installation of the cable began in
heat soak to begin migration of oil into May 1991, but construction was halted due
insulation such as occurs with hot melts. to concern over proper drainage. After
The high viscosity, the high molecular the cable was placed in the ground and
weight, and the structure of the oil cut for termination the courts ordered a
component in ATG material all reduce halt to construction until the project
migration of oil into insulation. The developer satisfied water drainage
result of the reduced tendency of ATG to concerns. A delay of six months was
migrate into polyethylene prevents ATG incurred and the cables were left
compounds from imparting additional relatively unprotected during this
stress to the insulation as opposed to period. Due to the interruption in
the ETPR class of compounds. Lower construction, Illinois Bell field service
stress levels within the insulation mean personnel expected some pairs to exhibit
reduced cracking. trouble, but they were pleasantly

surprised when the ATG filled cables did
In May 1991, Superior Cable began a not show any signs of water damage as a
pedestal aging test on a sample of ATG result of the construction delay.
filled cable submitted to the Illinois
Bell field trial in accordance with the At the time of installation, the
Bellcore TR-NWT-000421 in effect at the locations of the cables were placed in
beginning of the test. A 70*C two-week the maintenance trouble system and
preaging was conducted prior to placing flagged so that any problems associated
the cables in the pedestal. The pedestal with the ATG cables would be reported.
test was terminated after 365 days Most recently, WaterGuard requested
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Illinois Bell to check the records in REFERENCES
August 1993. No service interruptions
have occurred. In addition, Essex
selected 2 pairs from each of the four 1. Y. Gau, E. D. Nelson, K. D. Dye,
binder groups of a 100 pair cable for "Evaluation of Antioxidant
periodic testing. Pairs 24, 25, 49, 50, Uniformty in Plthylene
74, 75 and 99 were reserved for testing Uniformity in Polyethylene

and pair 100 was used as the return pair Insulation." Proceedings of the

required for conductor resistance and 41st IWCS, 298-303 (1992)
shield resistance measurements. The
field test measurements were made 2. Koksal Tonyali, "Investigation of

following the Essex Field Test Procedure Factors Affecting Long Term s eat

EP 201, and temperature corrections were Sins." Proedin oftel1ti

made by measuring the ground temperature Resins." Proceedings of the 41st.

at twenty inch depths and the ambient IWCS, 304-309 (1992)

temperature. 3. K. D. Dye, V. J. Kuck, F. C.
to monitor was Schilling, M. G. Chan, L. D. Loan,

The cable Essex selected tomntrws"Analysis of Stabilizer

installed in January 1992 and the initial Cnnatis o e iniCbl

field data was measured March 19, 1992. Concentrations In Polyolefin Cable

The test pairs measured were found to be Materials. Proceedings of the

close to expected values for installed 38th. IWCS, 98-103 (1989)

cable. The test results are shown in 4. T. N. Bower, E. P. Hjorth, R. J.
Figure I. Essex originally planned to Miner, 0. S. Gebizlioglu, "Stability
measure the test pairs every six months
to monitor any change but was unable to of Polyethylene Insulations in the

Field and Laboratory." Proceedingsdo so because of high water in the area of the 37th. IWCS, 490-499 (1988)

each time Essex attempted to remeasure

the cable. A second measurement was made
August 27, 1993. Pairs 74 and 75 had 5. G. D. Brown, L. E. Davis,

been placed in service and could not be "Evaluation of Material for Improved

measured. The data indicated no change Life Expectancy of Foam Skin

in the electrical parameters of the Insulation." Proceedings of the

cable. Differences in the reading were 36th. IWCS, 734-743 (1987)

attributed to measurement error and
temperature6. G. D. Brown, "Performance of DPE

Insulation Antioxidants in Filled

Field personnel found the ATG filled Telephone Cable Applications."

cable easy to work with, and the filling Proceedings of the 36th. IWCS, 337-

compound was readily removed from hands 343 (1987)

and tools without the need of solvents.
The splicers found the ATG encapsulant as 7. L. E. Davis, "A Global Test Method

easy to work with as the ATG filling for Long Term Stability of Solid and
easympoun, wr wthey had no ATmlaints Foam Skin Insulation." Proceedingscompound, and they had no complaints of the 36th. IWCS, 475-482 (1987)

concerning the use of the encapsulant or

the ATG encapsulant splice filling
procedure. 8. M. C. Light, Jr., "An Oil Separation

Test to Predict Elevated Temperature
CONCLUSION Drip Performance of Optical Cable

ATG material is designed to have improved Buffer Tube Filling Compound."

compatibility with polyolefin insulation Proceedings of the 37th. IWCS, 459-

for hot melt compounds. 464 (1988)

ATG filled cables and splices have been 9. A. W. Stratton, T. J. Roessing, J.

in operation in the field trial for over D. Burkhard, "A Comparative

20 months with no reported problems and Stability Study Related to the

no measurable change in electrical Performance of PEPJ And ETPR Filling
nrop ieasu l cCompound." Proceedings of the 36th.
properties. IWCS, 322-326 (1987)
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TABLE I

CABLE CAPACITANCE STABILITY

WATER IMMERSION AT AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

(25 pair, solid insulation, 24 gauge)

(avg. of 3 pairs)

DAYS WATER WATERGUARD
TEMPERATURE FILLED

(0 C) CABLE

% CHANGE

1 25 0.36
9 27 0.08

17 27 0.16
27 27 0.16
69 24 -0.4
87 21 -0.52

121 16 -0.76
218 14 -1.13
335 25 0.16

TABLE II
OIT OF ATG

SAMPLE MINUTES SAMPLE MINUTES

1 95 5 65

2 60 6 102

3 71 7 77

4 63 8 117

TEST PARAMETERS: 2200C ALUMINUM PAN

CRITERIA: 10 MINUTES AT 190°C PREOXIDIZED
COPPER PAN
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FIGURE I

Schematic of Essex's Cable run Selected
For Field Measurements

Start Finish
Test End Test end

#1107 #1070 #1064 #1024 #1010 #1002 #986

!L 1530 feet-

x: Pedestal 0: Buried Splice

Summary of Field Test Results

Test Requirement Result Result
3/19/92 8/25/93

D.C. Resistance 140 Avg. 144 Max. 142.6 Avg. 143.2 Max. 142.1 Avg. 142.5 Max.
(Ohm/Mile)

D.C. Resistance 5% between any pair Average 0.4 Average 0.6
Unbalance Average of all pairs Max. Individual 0.9 Max. 0.8
(% Variance) 1.5%

Mutual Capacitance Average 83 ± 4 Average 84.9 Average 84.6
(nF/mile at 1 Khz) Max. Individual 92 Max. 85.7 Max. 85.5

Pair-to-ground Max. Average 175 Average 42 Average 40
(pF/Kft) Max. Individual 800 Max. Individual 76 Max. 88

Attenulation Max. Average 5.6 5.09 5.23
(dB/Kft)
at 772 Khz

Insulation Resistance a 1.0 Min. Individual 53 Min. Individual 29
(gigohm - mile)

Temperature 37 0 F 730F
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CORROSION TESTS FOR SHIELDING MTERIALS

IN COPPER CABLE

Gardner Haynes and Robert Baboian

Texas Instruments Incorporated
Attleboro, MA 02703

The corrosion behavior of shielding materials in to monitor galvanic effects between dissimilar
buried telephone cables has been studied metals. The members of the galvanic couple are
extensively. A wide range of corrosion tests has maintained at zero potential difference with an
been used. This paper reviews the various operational amplifier and the galvani• current
corrosion tests, discusses the applicability of between them is monitored (Figure 1).ý This
these tests and highlights the relevance of technique provides an instantaneous measurement of
existing data. Problems and pitfalls with the the galvanic current in the corroding system.
various techniques are pointed out and a hierarchy Although it is useful for determining galvaic
of corrosion tests is presented. It is concluded interactions, results from short term tests may not
that the more rapid testing techniques provide necessarily predict long term behavior. Often the
useful information on corrosion mechanisms and that galvanic current may decrease with increased
long term in-situ tests provide the most reliable exposure time due to film buildup, however, in
data. cases where galvanically induced localized

corrosion can occur the gurrent may increase with
IntrnductLon increased exposure time.' In some cases reversal

of the anodic and cathodic members can occur. This
The object of an accelerated test is to cause test has been used by Schick to demonstrate that
degradation or failure in a shorter time period inhibitors in petroleum jelly can decrease galvanic
than under natural conditions without changing the corrosion between steel and aluminum in cables but
failure mechanisms. This can be accomplished using he cautions that leaching of inhibitors over time
electrochemical techniques, simple immersion tests, will affect the results." This technique has been
and simulated soil burial tests. Soil burial tests used to show that steel causes galvanic corrosion
where the specimens are buried in the actual soil of coated (flooded) aluminum in certain
environment are quite valuable. In general, the environmepts and that plastic coated aluminum was
ability of the test to predict actual service superior. However, they compared total galvanic
performance increases with the length and corrosion currents rather than current densities
complexity of the test. The most reliable which may give a distorted view of corrosion
predictor of performance is, of course, field mechanisms and neglected the long term degradation
service testing and experience, which can occur with organic coatings (leading to

an induction period during which electrochemical
Often, however, the need to evaluate new materials methods can give misleading results).
or constructions dictates that accelerated
corrosion tests be used. The most rapid methods The polarization resistance technique has been used
for making predictions invojve the use of to measure the instantaneous corrosion rate of
electrochemical techniques.± Zero resistance metals. The current density necessary to polarize
ammeter, polarization resistance, constant the metal a few millivolts from its open circuit
potential, potentiodynamic polarization, and AC potential is measured and converted to a corrosion
impedance measurements have been applied to the rate. The technique requires a working electrode
prediction of corrosion behavior of cable shielding (metal of interest), a counter electrode and a
materials. Immersion studies, simulated soil reference electrode. Since it measures the
burial in the laboratory and actual soil burial instantaneous corrosion rate, it is more useful for
tests have been used when more time is available, in-situ corrosion monitoring rather than long term
Often results from these accelerated tests have prediction. It has been widely used for corrosion
been confirmed in field service trials, monitoring in the chemical process industry. This
The purpose of this paper is to critically review technique has been used for cable shielding
these corrosion tests as well as the data generated materials and predicted that plastic coated
by them. The benefits and limitations of the aluminum would last 400 years while coppe• would
techniques are highlighted, last only 2.9 years in a sandy loam soil. Actual

NBS-REA soil burial tests, however, have shown that
Electrochemical Tests copper is acceptable and that coated aluminum

undergoes severe corrosion in this soil. This
Although electrochemical measurements can be made example illustrates the danger of extrapolating
in soils, electrochemical techniques have only been results from short term laboratory tests to long
used in the laboratory to evaluate materials for term service performance.
copper cable. These techniques require discrete
electrodes (so that current flow between them can Constant (controlled) potential tests have been
be measured) and a supporting electrolyte, used to conduct mechanistic studies for cable
Ideally, the measurements are made in the actual shielding materials. The potential of the metal
electrolyte (solution) from the soil, however, versus a refezence electrole is held at a fixed
synthetic solutions to simulate known soil value with a potentiostat.• This allows the
compositions have also been used. investigator to control the oxidizing or reducing

power of the environment and simulate effects such
The zero resistance ammeter technique has been used as stray currents, galvanic couples, aeration, etc.
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This technique was used to confirm the potentials to represent real world environments. Most of the
at which hydrogen is produced on cable shielding tests for shielding materials have used actual
materials (Table I).7 solutions from soils or synthetic solutions of the

electrolyte from NBS-REA test soils.
Potentiodynamic polarization measurements have been
used to evaluate mechanisms of corrosion of cable Simple immersion testing has the drawback that it
shielding materials. In this technique the current does not produce some of the corrosion mechanisms
density of the metal (anodic or cathodic) versus-a that occur on buried cable. The fact that
reference electrode is measured over a wide range specimens are continuously immersed and have ample
of potentials.' The resulting curve can be used to access to oxygen in the solution obscures
predict the mechanisms of corrosion at any differential aeration effects. Solution mobility
particular potentials. Computer controlled also allows reactants or corrosion products to
instruments are available for making these diffuse to or from the specimen surface so that
measurements (Figure 2). The technique is useful concentration effects which occur in the static
for predicting the behavior of passive metals, soil electrolyte are not reproduced. A
evaluating galvanic effects, determining the rate modification of this procedure (soil beaker test)
of cathodic reactions such as hydrogen reduction consists of burying the specimens in a washed sand
and measuring the corrosion rate. Potentiodynamic in tall beakers and adding solutions with
polarization curves have been used to demonstrate controlled chloride and sulfate concentrations that
that copper galvanically protects type 430 are equivalent to those found in most soils. 1 0

stainless steel from pitting and crevice corrosion Specimens can be retrieved periodically and
and causes galvanically accelerated corrosion of metallographic analysis can be used to determine
aluminum in soil water extracts. 8  In the same the degree of corrosion.
study the mechanism of differential aeration
corrosion of aluminum was described with Soil Burial Tests
measurements in aerated and deaerated soil water
extracts. These mechanisms of corrosion have been The National Bureau of Standards (now NIST) and the
confirmed in soil burial tests. More recently they Rural Electrification Administration (REA)
have determined that oxygen reduction is the investigated the corrosion resistance of shielding
principle cathodic reaction on copper and type 430 materials through extensive burial tests. 1 1 -1 8

stainless steel and hydrogen reduction predominates These studies included over 100 different shielding
on aluminum i9 soils using potentiodynamic materials and employed electrically isolated
polarization.- Anodic polarization measurements lengths of cable which had damage sites (windows
have been used to show that copper and type 430 and rings to simulate rodent, lighting, or other
stainless steel were more corrosion resistant han forms of damage) in the jacket as well as similar
aluminum or steel in synthetic soil solutions. lengths of cable which were galvanically coupled to
Although his predictions correlate well with data copper strips (Figure 3). The tests were conducted
from soil burial tests they were based solely on at established NBS test sites whose soil
the pitting potentials and neglected uniform characteristics ranged from relatively benign to
corrosion. In acid soils or soils with readily very corrosive. Earth resistivity was as low as 55
reducible species, this methodology may not ohm-centimeters and as high as 30,000 ohm-
correctly predict corrosion resistance. centimeters while soil pH ranged from 4.0 to 8.8.

Specimens were retrieved and evaluated yearly for
The AC impedance technique has been used to measure up to 6 years. These studies provide a valuable
corrosion rates in high resistivity electrolytes source of information on the comparative corrosion
and degradation of organic coatings. A small AC resistance of various cable shielding materials.
potential is applied to the test specimen and the Results have been widely referenced and have often
resulting AC current is measured as a function of been used to judge the applicability of more rapid
frequency. 1  The instantaneous corrosion rate is test methods.
then calculated from the polarization resistance at
an appropriate frequency in the spectra. This The NBS-REA studies showed that corrosion behavior
technique also allows the measurement of the is strongly dependent on materials, design, and
impedance and capacitance of organic coatings on soil environment. For example bare aluminum and
metals. This serves as a measure of initial bare steel were severely corroded in most soils
quality of the coating and degradation of the while stainless steels were corrosion resistant.
coating in service results in changes in these Copper was susceptible in acid and sulfide
values. AC impedance requires a three electrode containing soils but corrosion resistant in others.
system and computer controlled instrumentation. Organic coatings provided increased corrosion
All of the properties measured by AC impedance are resistance when they were not damaged. Copper clad
instantaneous values so that the technique is stainless steel had excellent corrosion resistance
useful for mechanistic studies but should not be in all soils while copper clad steel had good
used for long term predictions. It has been corrosion resistance.
extensively used in coatings research since it
allows the properties of the coating to be followed Another study evaluated the corrosion of sheet
as a function of exposure time to real world metal panel• in burial tests for up to 10 years in
environments. This technique was used to compare four soils.'9'2 0  The earth resistivity ranged from
electrglytic chrome coated steel to plastic coated 24 to 29000 ohm-cm while the pH ranged from 3.4 to
steel. It was concluded that corrosion 7.3. The purpose of these tests was to compare the
performance of the coated steel with defects was performance of metal panels to actual shields of
superior to bare steel and that undercutting of the the same materials in cables. The results, which
coating does not occur. These results conflict were in agreement with the NBS-REA studies, showed
with those from the NBS-REA soil burial tests where that aluminum, steel, and copper corrode in one or
undercutting was observed in certain environments, more of the soils while copper clad steel has good

corrosion resistance in all of the soils.
Immersion Tests

Field Service Tests
The corrosion behavior of shielding materials has
also been evaluated in laboratory immersion tests. Service experience and field service tests are the
Guidelines for conducting these tests are given in most reliable predictor of actual performance.
ASTM G31-72, Standard Practice for Laboratory They include exposure in the actual environment as
Immersion Corrosion Testing of Metals. A critical well as the effects of operating conditions on the
factor is selection of an appropriate electrolyte cable. operation of a cable desi . for long
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periods of time in a particular environment can be Field service tests and experience are the most
used to judge the performance of that design in reliable methods for determining the performance of
similar environments, cable shielding materials. Successful operation of

a cable for many years in an environment insures
A major field service test program was conducted that the cable will be satisfactory in similar
jointly by REA, Horry Telephone Cooperative, Dow, environments.
and Texas Instruments to determine the effects of
alternating cygrent on corrosion of cable shielding References
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A OUTPUT

\ELEC .CTROD 2

Figure I - Schematic Diagram Showing the Use of an Figure 2 - Computer Controlled Instruments for

operational Amplifier as a Zero Making Potentiodynamic Polarization

Resistance Ammeter Measurements.

EXPOSED VINYL TAPE

INSULATION _ __/'

I-X 6- X 0.9005" COPPER

Figure 3 - Schematic Diagram of Cable Specimen
with Shielding Coupled to Copper.

Table I

Potential at Which Hydrogen Was
Collected in Constant Potential Tests

(Volts vs. SCE)

Alloy pH
2 4 6

Al -0.65 -1.30 -1.30 -1.30
Steel -0.70 -1.20 -1.20 -1.20
Cu -0.70 -1.30 -1.30 -1.30
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CORROSION IN SUBMARINE SYSTEMS AND TEST METHODS FOR
EVALUATION OF LONG TERM PERFORMANCE

C.J Brown. G.McGurk, F.C Walsh* and B.D. Barker*

STC Submarine Systems Ltd, West Bay Road, Western Docks, Southampton, S09 4YZ

* Department of Chemistry, University of Portsmouth, White Swan Road, Portsmouth,
P01 2DT.

ABSTRACT

In order to identify cost effective methods for corrosion e"
protection of future submerged cable systems, this paper aims
to review the types of corrosion mechanisms and identify
suitable strategies for effective protection. The merits of
alternative protection systems have been considered together
with a description of possible test methods to verify their
performance over a 25 year design life. These test methods ----- Zn + 2e-
include full-scale immersion tests in simulated sea water 4OH-
environments together with laboratory tests using standard Zn r J
electrochemical and non-destructive techniques. /7

O242 +4e--

Electrolyte

1. INTRODUCTION
A corrosion process may be described as the degradation of a Figure 1. A corrosion cell showing the essiential components

metal due to a chemical reaction with its environment. In a for a corrosion current to flow, A=Anode,

marine environment the process is generally electrochemical in C=Cathode.
nature, where the metal acts as an electrode and the sea water 1.2. The anode
as an electrolyte. The process can be very complex and may
involve several chemical reactions; only the basic mechanisms The anodic process results in the corrosion of the metal. The
will be discussed in this paper. More detailed information may anodic reaction may involve the loss of electrons to form a
be obtained from the relevant literature1-3. ation:

cation:

1.1 The Corrosion Cell M-ne -- M"+ (1)

The process of corrosion can be better understood by
considering a corrosion cell shown in Figure 1. This cell or it may involve the formation of a hydrated metal or oxide
represents a specific example of a galvanic cell. Two metals (in layer:
this case copper and zinc) are in electrical contact with one
another and immersed in an electrolyte. The process involves M + nH20 - M(OH), + he- + nH+ (2)
the corrosion (oxidation) of the zinc electrode which acts as an
anode, and the protection of the copper electrode which acts as 1.3. The Cathode
a cathode. This is an electrochemical reaction in which the
transfer of electrons has taken place. The corrosion cell Anodic metal dissolution will only be possible if a
demonstrates the five major components which must be present corresponding cathodic reaction is available. In neutral or
for a corrosion process to occur: alkaline solutions such as sea water, the predominant cathodic

reaction is the reduction of dissolved oxygen:
"* an anode site, i.e. the metal
"* a cathode site, another metal 02 +2H 20 +4e- 7 40H- (3)
* a cathodic (reduction) reaction and cathodic reactant to be

reduced at the cathode site However, local conditions may result in the reduction of water:
* electronic contact between the electrodes.
• an electrolyte to give ionic contact between the electrodes 2H 20 + 2e- - H2 + 20H- (4)

to complete the cell.
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1.4. The ElectrolvtE 1.6 The Marine Environment

The ability to conduct electricity is due to the presence of ions Submerged cable systems experience a range of sea water
in solution. The high salt concentration (35 parts per thousand) environments. In one cable system, the marine environment
of sea water gives it a low resistivity and it is consequently a may include a combination of:
good electrolyte. There are many factors which influence the • shallow coastal waters
corrosive nature of sea water which will be discussed in section * polluted (industrial, organic) river estuaries
1.6. • large tidal zones or bottom currents

• buried/partially buried cable en sea bed
1.5. Cell Reactions a deep ocean.

Corrosion rates can vary greatly between different
The cell reaction involves oxidation at the anode and reduction environments. The composition of open seas and oceans are
at the cathode. An electronic contact must exist between the fairly constant with regard to their major constituents. The salt
electrodes for the transfer of electrons to occur from the anode, content is usually in the range of 33-37 parts per thousand. The
e.g. equation (1), to the cathode where they are consumed, e.g. parameters affecting the corrosion rates of metals tend to be the
equation (3). concentrations of minor constituents, e.g. dissolved gases and

temperature. The effect of depth on the dissolved oxygen (DO)
Although the anodic and cathodic sites may be entirely separate concentration, temperature and salinity (total salt content) for
as shown in Figure 1, they generally occur locally on a the Pacific Ocean4 is shown in Figure 3. The dissolved oxygen
heterogeneous metal surface (Figure 2). The discrete anodes concentration is a very important factor in the corrosion of
and cathodes forming individual micro cells can arise from metals. As many corrosion reactions are controlled by the rate
several sources: of diffusion of oxygen (equation (3)), any change in its
* Differences in structure. Differences in the metal phase concentration will affect the corrosion rate. The variation in
may be present due to local heat treatment such as welding. dissolved oxygen not only depends on temperature and salinity
Orientation and position of grain boundaries and the distribution but also on biological factors and the movement of water.
of a second constituent may produce anodic and cathodic sites. Photosynthesis which occurs only in the upper depths will
* Differences in stress. Any localised areas that become increase the dissolved oxygen level. At lower depths biological
stressed will tend to be anodic and corrode. The stresses may oxidation can reduce the dissolved oxygen level. An increase in
be internal due to heat treatment or, external as in those water velocity will increase the supply of oxygen for the
introduced by the straining of components. corrosion process.
a Differences in electrolyte composition. Variations in

local ionic conductivity (salt content) and oxygen content can uSu
cause anode and cathode areas to form. Differential aeration
can be a major cause of corrosion. An area of metal in a low 1000
oxygen content electrolyte will become anodic to an area in a
higher oxygen content. 2000o / 500
• Differences in temperature. The potential exhibited by temperatur
a metal is dependent on the temperature. Differences in 3000
temperature across a structure can result in potential differences30 sainity 1000 ,
and consequently corrosion cells being set up.

S4000 -

These differences may only play a part in the overall corrosion
process which involves a very complex reaction sequence. The 5000 2500
main corrosion types relevant to the marine environment will be
discussed in section 2. 6000 200

7000 i 2 3 4 5 6
Dissolved Oxygen? cmi dm-1

0 2 4 6 8 to 12 14 16 18 20
Temperature / o(

6.4 68 72 76 80 84
pH

310 33 4 33 8 34 2 146 3V 0
Salinity / ppt

Figure 2 A schematic of a corroding metal. The anodic (A)
and cathodic (C) sites are usually macroscopic and
arise due to differences in e.g.stress levels, Figure 3 Variation in temperature, dissolved oxygen, salinity
temperature. Imperfections such as grainboundaries and pH for sea water as a function of depth.4

and dislocations are usually anodic.
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The temperature of the oceans can drop from over 20'C at the • Stress Corrosion Cracking is a corrosion phenomenon
surface to near freezing point at the deep ocean floor, and from the mechanism of which is still not fully understood. It will only
-2oC at the poles to 340C at the equator. The very low occur when a continuous tensile load is applied to a surface in a

temperatures encountered at the ocean bottom should corrosive environment. The load can be the result of internal
substantially decrease the corrosion rates of all metals, stress, e.g. resulting from cold working, welding or heat
However, localised 'hot spots' can be present and may be treatment. The combination of stress loading and corrosion
difficult to predict. The ocean water at lower depths cannot be causes a crack growth into the bulk metal. Stress corrosion
assumed to be still; local and general currents are present and cracking results in the brittle failure of the metal with no plastic
can be comparable to surface tidal currents. Corrosion rates deformation occurring before failure. The stresses involved are
generally decrease with increasing depth due to the decrease in generally at levels which on their own would not give rise to

temperature. As a very rough guide, a 100C drop in concern, i.e. below the yield or proof stress.

temperature will result in a halving of the corrosion rate, a Intergranular Corrosion can occur at the grain

however, this does not take into account any change in boundaries of a metal. Under cý.azn conditions the grain

dissolved oxygen (oxygen concentration increases with a boundaries can become very reactive resulting in active

decrease in temperature). Marine fouling and its associated dissolution of the boundaries which, in severe cases, can result

corrosion can also be expected to decrease with increasing in the complete failure of the metal.

depth. The variation in dissolved oxygen can have several • Selective Phase Corrosion can occur in certain alloys. A

effects on the corrosion rates. The effects on long line common example is the graphitization of cast iron where the

submerged cables will be discussed in the following section. ferrite becomes anodic and dissolves out leaving the graphite in
place.

2. TYPES OF CORROSION 
mwR

Corrosion can be divided into two main groups, those i 1
associated primarily with the metal and those associated with ZLJ2J ,,i

the environment.

2.1 Corrosion Types Associated With The Metal a ,".

2.1.1 General Corrosion Figure 4. Types of corrosion. (a) General, uniform attack.

(b) Pitting. (c) Galvanic corrosion. (d) Stress
General or uniform corrosion is normally associated with corrosion cracking. (e) Intergranular corrosion.
random anode and cathode zones on a 'single' metal surface. (f) Selective phase corrosion, e.g. graphiti7ation
When general corrosion rates are very low they do not
represent a problem to the integrity of the system. 2.2 Corrosion Tynes Associated With The Environment

2.1.2 Localised Corrosion Within a submerged cable system, specific environments can be

Of much more concern are situations when corrosion is limited identified which may be detrimental to its corrosion

to smaller sites, i.e. it is localised. Figure 4 shows a number of performance. Figure 5 illustrates several of these which are

localised corrosion types that can occur in the marine described below.

environment: a Differential Aeration of a metal's surface will result in a

a Pitting Corrosion usually occurs with metals that have an corrosion cell. The metal surface in a high oxygen
concentration environment will be cathodic to an area of metal

oxide coating. The presence of an aggressive species, e.g. Cl-, in a low oxygen environment which will then prefrentially

prevents the complete formation of the oxide layer thus enabling corrode. This can occur for example, when a cable is only

pits to develop as the underlying m etal will be anodic to the cor ro e . Theslcwnconcentrationampl oywen a c he s eabed

coating. Pitting can occur where there is a weakness in the partially buried. The low concentration of oxygen in the seabed

coatnge~g ata gainboudar, ipurty r scon phse.relative to the flowing sea water above it may result in
coating, e.g. at a grain boundary, impurity or second phase. corrosion at the buried interface. It is the size of the
* Bimetallic Corrosion or galvanic corrosion occurs when concentration difference that is important. A change in oxygen

two dissimilar metals with different potentials are in electrical concentration from Ie.n to 1.0 ppm would not cause a problem,

contact in the same environment. The metal with the most whereas a change from 10.0 to 0.2 ppm could cause a failure.

negative corrosion potential will corrode at a faster rate than As discussed in section 1.6 the oxygen concentration of the

when it was uncoupled. Conversely, the metal with the most oe sea ieseatith d. T the cause of
posiivecorosio poental ill orrde t aslowr crroion open seas varies greatly with depth. This has been the cause of

positive corrosion potential will corrode at a slower corrosion reported 'long line' corrosion effects of deep sea mooring lines,

rate than in the uncoupled state. In general, large differences in whereby accelerated corrosion has been observed at various

corrosion potentials, high cathode/anode area ratios and highly depths with less corrosion in between. A differential aeration

conducting solutions will result in severe corrosion of the base cell will also be created by differences in water velocity

metal. resulting in a different supply of oxygen to each area.
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of sulphur reducing bacteria (SRB) is that the bacteria acts as a
cathodic depolariser. When no oxygen is present the cathodic
reaction is the evolution of hydrogen which is adsorbed on the
metal surface and can prevent corrosion. The bacteria remove
the cathodically produced hydrogen for use in their metabolic

Sea water cycle enabling corrosion to continue.
• Stray Current Corrosion can occur when a DC electric
current passes from a metal to earth. The source of the current

Partially buried armoured cable can be from the structure itself, i.e. an earth return in a power
(a) system. It may also result from induced currents from an

crevice external source. In the case of cable systems, location near to
crevice weld other sub-sea structures or installations which have cathodic

protection systems (discussed later in section 3.3) in operation
may result in stray current corrosion. Of particular importance
to long lay cable systems is the effect of Magnetohydro-
dynamics (MHDI A conducting body of fluid moving through

"It\ bolt the earths magnetic field will generate a potential perpendicular

to the direction of motion. If a cable lies at right angles to the
(b) (c) fluid flow, as in a channel, then current loops between the cable
Figure 5. Types of localised corrosion associated with the and earth points can be set up. This effect has apparently been

environment. (a) Differential aeration corrosion. sufficient to contribute towards the failure of a sub-sea repeater
Crevice corrosion at a (b) loose rivet and (c) poorly unit in the Straits of Florida 5. The mechanism for failure was
dressed weld. the breakdown of the protective oxide coating due to the

• Crevice Corrosion can be a severe form of localised potential developed by the stray current, resulting in severe
corrosion. It can occur, as the name suggests, when a small pitting corrosion.
crevice is introduced at the metal surface such as at a bolt head,
washer or lap joint. The mechanism for this type of corrosion is 3. CORROSION PREVENTION AND CONTROL
complicated. It initially involves the setting up of a differential
aeration cell, whereby the metal within the crevice is in an In a medium such as sea water, the complete prevention of
environment with a low concentration of cathodic reactant i.e. corrosion is unlikely. Its effect, however, can be greatly
oxygen, and is therefore anodic to the metal outside the crevice. minimised by a combination of careful design, material selection
Active dissolution of the metal within the crevice therefore procedures, the application of protective coatings and/or

occurs, which results in the build up of positive ions (i.e. Fe2+) cathodic protection systems.
within the crevice. The build up of positive ions is balanced by 3.1 Design Considerations
the migration/diffusion of CI- ions into the crevice, which
results in the formation of metal chlorides. These chlorides are If the Design Engineer is fully aware of the possible
unstable and will undergo hydrolysis to form metal hydroxide consequences of corrosion within the system, then relatively
and H+. It is the presence of a high concentration of hydrogen simple but effective measures can be taken to eliminate potential
ions which can cause a rapid increase in the anodic dissolution problems. In terms of the geometry of the component(s) to be
of the metal within the crevice. The pH of sea water is around ised in a sea water environment, the main type of corrosion to
8.1 but in a crevice this can fall to as low as 2.0. be aware of is crevice corrosion. Figure 6 gives an example of
* Erosion Corrosion is the combination of corrosion with poor and improved designs with regard to crevice corrosion.
physical removal of the metal due to mechanical action of the Small contact angles, loose fitting bolts/rivets and poorly
environment, such as flowing sea water with suspended solids, dressed welds can all create potential areas for crevice
Sand can easily remove loosely adhered oxide films corrosion. Crevices can also provide key points for biofouling
* Microbial Corrosion can be further defined into two (microbial corrosion). Other factors which should be
types. Fouling in shallow waters by macro-organisms such as considered are the distribution of local stresses and the
shellfish, algae and weed can be the indirect cause of corrosion. positioning of earth points in powered systems.
Their presence can result in increased corrosion due to
differential aeration and the prevention of metal oxides from
forming complete protective films. Micro-organisms such as
bacteria can be the direct cause of corrosion. One of the most
important bacteria of this type is Desulfovibrio des7lfuricans, a
sulphur reducing bacteria which proliferates in oxygen free
environments. The type of environments in which this bacteria
may be present and of concern to cable laying operations would
be the mud bottom of polluted harbours, inshore and coastal
waters. The accepted mechanism of corrosion in the presence
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TPlatinum
Noble or cathodic Gold

Graphite
Poor Improved Good Titanium

Silver
Tal W. d S Hastelloy

________________ I_ _ 18-8 Mo stainless steel (passive)
u 18-8 stainless steel (passive)

(b) Chromium stainless steel 11-3-% Cr (passive)
Inconel (passive) (80 Ni, 13 Cr, 7 Fe)

Figure6. (a) Small or sharp joint angles can create potential Nickel (passive)
areas for crevice corrosion. (b) Tack welds should Monel (70 Ni, 30 Cu)
be avoided. Cupronickels (60-90 Cu, 40-10 Ni)

Bronzes (Cu-Sn)

3.2 Material Selection Copper
Brasses
Inconel (active)

The corrosion resistance of a material is only one factor in the Nickel (active)
overall selection procedure (Figure 7). With the ever increasing Tin
rumber of alloys available, careful selection is essential to avoid Lead
a number of corrosion mechanisms. Ni-Resist (high Ni cast iron)

Chromium stainless steel. 13% Cr (active)
PriceCast iron

MehnclCorrosion Steel or iron
Aluminum (commercially pure)

I RActive or anodic Zinc

MATERIAL I1$ Magnesium or magnesium alloys

Table 1. Galvanic series of some metals and alloys in sea
Appearance water.

Figure 7. Factors effecting the choice of an engineering bolt
material. After Pludek 7 n a

As discussed in section 2.1.2, bimetallic or galvanic corrosion is Washer
possible when two different metals are in electrical contact.
The effect of coupling two dissimilar metals can, to some
degree, be predicted by consulting a galvanic series (Table 1). Insulating
The series lists the potentials of the metals/alloys in a given Sleeve
environment, in this case flowing sea water. The further apart
the two metals are in the series, the greater the chance of
corrosion. However, it is important to realise that a galvanic
series does not give any information on the possible rates of
corrosion. The series also does not take into account changes
in the environment such as flow conditions and temperature. Figure 8. Avoidance of galvanic corrosion by fully insulating
The relative positions of the metals within the series may, the bolted components.
therefore, change and its use in predicting corrosion should only
form , rt of a selection and testing procedure. It is rare that a The importance of the environment on material selection cannot
systen. can be constructed from one material so it is therefore be stressed too highly. The application of a material regarded
essential that preventative measures are taken to avoid severe safe in one environment may prove damaging in another. For
galvanic corrosion. Insulation of the metals, i.e. to prevent instance, stainless steels owe their corrosion resistance to their
electronic contact, is the obvious choice, but the insulation must ability to form passive oxide films. However, the application of
be complete. When bolting two metals together, not only several types of these alloys, in many marine environments, is
should insulating washers be used, but the thread should also be limited due to their susceptibility to pitting and crevice
insulated with a sleeve (Figure 8). It is important that the corrosion in chloride containing waters. In general, alloys that
method of insulation does not compromise the mechanical owe their corrosion resistance to the formation of protective
integrity of the joint since failure of the insulation during service oxide layers, should be selected with care when considered for
would result in coupling of the metals. It is also not sufficient low oxygen/high chloride environments such as buried sea bed
to rely on protective organic coatings to provide insulation as and stagnant waters
their integrity over a design lifetime can never be guaranteed. If
insulation is not practical then the ratio of cathode/anode area
should be as small as possible.
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3.3 Protective Coatina For a long design life a combination of a metallic coating and a
multilayer paint system will provide the best protection possible.

The criterion for an effective and economical coating includes: An example of such a system would be the galvanising of a base
"• greater resistance to the environment than the base material steel component, followed by an etch primer, then a two pack
"* compatibility with the base material (-- 300 prm) epoxy coating, with each layer containing
"* effective application to the geometry of the component. micaceous iron oxide which acts as a good physical barrier.
Protective coatings come under two main categories, metallic or
organic/inorganic paint coatings. There are many types of Cathodic protection is the method by which the potential of a
coating which fall into each category whose description is metal is lowered to such an extent that it becomes completely
outside the scope of this paper. Only coatings which have seen cathodic in nature. The current required for this to occur can
considerable use in marine environments will be discussed. be supplied either by a DC power source (an Impressed Current

System), or by using sacrificial anodes such as zinc or
3.3.1 Metallic Coatings aluminium. Each system has unique advantages and

disadvantages in their applications to submerged cable
Metallic coatings can either be anodic or cathodic to the systems 1,8. Sacrificial anodes are simple to install and require
underlying base metal. Anodic coatings such as zinc and no external power source. However, sufficient anode material
aluminium on iron will protect the base metal at cracks or must be present to avoid costly replacement. For an
discontinuities in the coating. Cathodic coatings such as copper uninterrupted design life of 25 years they may therefore not be
on steel should be avoiaed in marine environments, since any practical. Impressed current systems require a continuous
crack in the coating will result in severe pitting corrosion of the power supply which may not be available. Cathodic protection
base metal. Metallic coatings can be applied to a substrate by a systems can be used to supply additional protection over that of
variety of techniques, i.e. hot dipped, spray, diffusion and a paint system which cannot be guaranteed to provide 100%
electrolytic deposition. details of which can be found in the protection. In fact the combination of the two systems will
relevant literature8-1. Each technique has its own merits (i.e. substantially reduce the current requirement for the cathodic
coating thickness, cost and ease of application) and may be protection.
suited to only one component of the system. For example,
armour wires for cables are readily galvanised (hot dip zinc
coating) to provide a long lasting and effective coating. 4. CORROSION TESTING
However, due to the process temperature (= 460°C) involved,
this technique is not suited to components that are sensitive to Corrosion testing of materials and assembled components is
thermal stresses. Apart from zinc, aluminium is the most widely essential if the quality of the system is not to be compromised
used metallic coating for steel in marine environments. As with with regard to its performance and expected lifetime.
zinc its physical properties allow it to be applied using a number
of techniques to suit the substrate requirements. All metallic 4,1 Corrosion Testing
coatings require specific surface preparations which may include
cleaning (solvent or alkali degrease), pickling (removal of mill Corrosion testing can be carried out at several levels depending
scale) or blast cleaning. If a metallic coating is to be used then on such factors as the time and money available, information
the designer must take both the surface preparation and required and the testing facilities available. As discussed by
application techniques into account. For large marine F.P.Ijsseling tI the corrosion testing may also be classified by
structures, an aluminium-zinc spray coating offers very the purpose of the test, e.g.:
effective corrosion protection. 0 tests to obtain data on the corrosion behaviour of systems

under practical conditions
3.3.2 Organic/Inorganic Coating Systems 0 tests aiming to provide insight into the corrosion mechanism

of the system
Inorganic coating systems applicable to marine environments 0 standardised tests, used to determine whether a material
include the use of vitreous enamel and metal conversion performs within previously agreed conditions
coatings such as the anodising of aluminium. Organic coatings * comparative tests for ranking/screening purposes to assist in
consist of a primer, undercoat and top coat. Primers can also material selection.
have a high inorganic content such as zinc primer which will act Classifying testing by the type of facility, one can highlight the
as an anodic coating to steel. There are a number of organic experiments that can be carried out and the relevance of the
coating systems which are effective in the marine environment, results obtained:
including epoxy, chlorinated rubbers, polyesters and various 0 Laboratory bench testing can be used for the screening
polyvinyls. The paint should normally have a resistance in and initial selection of materials. All standard electrochemical
excess of 108 ohms for it to offer good protection. Hence the and corrosion techniques (discussed in a later section) can be
protection provided by the coating is directly related to the applied to allow rapid determination and continuous monitoring
coating thickness. As with metallic coatings, the surface of free corrosion potentials, possible galvanic couples and
preparation prior to coating is of great importance. Inadequate corrosion kinetics. Important electrolyte parameters such as
preparation will result in poor adhesion of the coating and its temperature, oxygen content and salinity can also be carefully
early failure, controlled in the laboratory environment, thus providing the
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possibility of accelerated, testing. The disadvantage of purely I I

laboratory testing is that the test conditions rarely simulate Equ.Jon: Icof= K. 1

those observed in practice. Small material samples may be
different in composition and surface finish giving rise to i MP
different results from bulk service materials. However, I R

laboratory testing will provide comparative information and

possible insight into the susceptibility of a material to a
particular corrosion mechanism. FcoE
0 Pilot scale testing should simulate more closely the
corrosion environment expected during service. It should allow
the testing of coupon samples of the metal as well as fully
assembled components and sections. Although operating on a
larger scale, several parameters should be under control, or at
least monitored. When using a closed loop test circuit, the
electrolyte composition can be controlled as well as the Figure 9. Experimental determination (a plot of current vs
temperature and flow rate. Environmental conditions which can potential) of the corrosion current, ICOR using the
be simulated on a pilot test scale include buried cable sections, Linear Polarization Resistance technique.
the effects of biological activity, and erosion mechanisms. The
size of the facility would require greater capital investment and * Physical techniques include weight loss measurements
the testing period would obviously be of a longer duration. The which are used to determine corrosion rates of metal samples
results obtained should give an indication of the overall system during pilot and field testing. In laboratory experiments, using
performance. closed systems, the analysis of the electrolyte can also give
0 Field testing represents the only method by which true information regarding the active metal dissolution, especially
corrosion data for the system can be obtained. However, it is important when dealing with alloys.
seldom 12 undertaken with regard to cable systems due to the . Surfrec techniques include optical and scanning electron
expense involved in cab!e !aying/retrieval and the time requ'red microscopy used to determine the surface shape and texture,
for testing (> 6 months). Since remote sensing equipment is coating thickness and porosity. Very specialised techniques
also very expensive, continuous monitoring of the system is include X-ray diffraction which looks at phase composition and
unlikely, although if used it would represent a powerful tool for Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy which gives a semi-
the investigation of corrosion. quantitative elemental analysis.

4.2 Corrosion Measurement Techniques 5. CONCLUSION

Measurement techniques used in corrosion studies can be This paper has reviewed the fundamental aspects and types of
divided into those involving electrochemical, physical or surface corrosion mechanisms involved in the marine environment of
analysis methods 3. submerged cable systems. Protection methods including
* Electrochemical tec..niques form the basis of any inorganic/organic coatings, and cathodic protection systems
corrosion study. The measurement of the corrosion potential, have been considered. For a deep water submerged cable
Eco, and its variation with time will give an indication to the system, the most cost effective protection system would involve
overall condition of the metal. Galvanic couples are monitored a metallic coating with a suitably thick organic coating which
using a zero resistance ammeter (ZRA). This device allows the would provide additional protection especially during laying
measurement of the galvanic current flowing between the operations.
electrodes without the result being affected by the internal
resistance of the meter. Linear polarisation resistance (LPR) The importance of both material selection and corrosion testing
measurements (Figure 9) can lead to values for the corrosion has been discussed. A wide variety of techniques should be
current, 1. for a given metal. The techniques mentioned above used in ascertaining the corrosion performance of materials and
can all be used in the laboratory and in the field to obtain real components, with the test data being applied in the light of
corrosion data. Other more sophisticated techniques such as operational experience.
AC impedance, the determination of exchange current densities
and transfer coefficients by current vs potential measurements13
are based in the laboratory.
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MECHANICAL LIFETIME OF OPTICAL FIBERS

W. Griffiren

PT'r Research
P.O. Box 421, 2260 AK Leidschendam, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT Care should be taken when using the power law because it is
less conservative for extrapolation to longer (life)times.

A simple lifetime model for optical fibers remained after a In Fig. 1 an example is shown where the power law (straight
COST-218 study of 12 models, based on the power law. It is line a)) does not fit the data (COST 218 round robin)6. The
shown that this law can be used without extrapolation er- exponential law (line b)), drawn here in an attempt to fit
rors. A model is presented for sharp and blunt weak flaws, fatigue knees in water from3 , however, fits the round robin
also in harsh and wet environments, including zero stress even worse (convex instead of concave).
aging. Lifetime calculations are compared for different
environments using a practical example. 7

1 INTRODUCTION 6f
6. (GPa)

Recently there have been huge investments in optical cables A
installed in trunk networks. In the future the investments j
are expected to increase dramatically, as optical fiber is
introduced into access networks. Optical transmission per- 4
formance can, largely, be evaluated immediately after in- bstallation. Because of the time dependent nature of fiber
strength, mechanical performance is difficult to assess at 3 00
an early stage. Current mechanical lifetime estimations of 0optical fibers in service are based upon the assumption
that stress corrosion is the failure mechanism. This mecha- a
nism is often described by the power law.' In practice
other effects such as crack blunting2, zero stress aging3

and fatigue knees3 occur. Detailed understanding of these
effects is necessary for manufacturers to optimize optical
fibers. Telecom operators are interested more in the extent
to which these effects may occur in their (future) in- 1 102 10' 106 108

stalled fibers, without causing premature fracture. In this to (s)
paper an overview of lifetime models is presented, starting
with a framework which remained after a study in the Euro- Figure 1 Stress a. against time t. (log-scale) for failure
pean COST-218 (WG1) project of 12 existing models for ambi- due to stress corrosion. Lines a) (power law) and b)
ent environments, and developed further for harsh and wet (exponential law) are dram to fit the COST-218 round robin
environments. The different effects are treated worst case. (different symbols)6 at 200C, 50% RFH and double mandrel

experiments (circles)3 in water of 30°C respectively.2 POWER LAW OR EXPONENTIAL LAW
An increase in n-value for longer measuring times, such

Stress corrosion can be described by the exponential law, as in the COST 218 round robin, is caused by crack blunting
based on chemical reaction kinetics, which has a physically according to many investigators. 2 At low stresses, when
reasonable basis: 4  crack growth from stress corrosion is small, blunting domi-

ar+bK nates while for high stresses the opposite is true. When
K= = Maid (1) extrapolating measurements to service conditions it shouldJvo exp KJ 1) be noted that the important effects occur at the crack tip,

with dafdt the speed at which a crack with size a grows, v0  i.e. the stress at the crack tip and its related speed of
a scale constant, R the gas constant (8.31 J/K), T the tem- crack growth shall be considered, and not the applied
perature, E0 the zero-stress activation energy, K, the stress or its related time to fracture. In this view it is
stress intensity factor (catastrophic failure when the important to realize that weak flaws that give failure in
critical factor K,. of 8x10-4 GPamlr is reached), Y a geo- service are much larger than flaws from the high strength
metrical factor (1.24 for semi-elliptical cracks), a the mode. From the power law the following expression for K1,
applied stress and b a value, usually assumed constant.5  which is a measure for the stress at the crack tip and also

A simpler description, keeping mathematics tractable, is for the speed of crack growth, can be derived:7
an empirical fit of data with the power law:' -1

] AKIn (2) K, = KI, I + (l4 (3)

with A a scale constant and n the corrosion susceptibility.
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with B a constant related to A via B = 2/(AYr(n-2)K,,"-2), The physics of bond rupture, assisted by environmental
o. the applied stress and t. the time to failure under this aggressors, should be the same for stress corrosion, blunt-
stress. From (3) it is clear that different cracks show ing and aging, if only one type of chemical reaction oc-
equal stress intensity, as a function of the normalized curs. The effect of stress is simply lowering of the pot-
time t/t., for equal oa2ta. Hence it follows that, in order ential well of the bound state of a ring connection in the
to have the same crack tip stress during testing and ser- fused silica. This means that all effects should be de-
vice, o, 2ta should be the same for different cracks. In scribed by the same law. The exponential law has a part
service the stress o. is much lower (well below the proof which describes zero stress aging (the term with E.). Equa-
test level) than with testing. Hence fatigue testing on tion (1) is solved for zero stress conditions and for
intrinsic flaws should be performed in much shorter times static loads applied on pristine fibers9, bearing in mind
(a few weeks) than the service lifetime (30 years) of weak that the sharp crack assumption (Griffith)'0 of the calcu-
flaws, when the same stress at crack tip and crack speed lated stress concentration around a crack (Inglis)"i is no
are required.' In7 it is shown that the power law is not longer valid. From this solution it became clear that zero
necessary to obtain the condition of equal o.2t., stress aging and fatigue knees cannot be related using the

The following can be concluded. When measurements are exponential law. Hence it was concluded that the anomalous
performed on the high strength mode, stress corrosion may effects in water cannot be described by crack growth on a
be distorted by other effects such as crack blunting. Be- simple sharp crack geometry with only one kind of aggressor
cause of that the exponential law may give even worse fits that reaches all corners of the crack, as in Fig. 2 d). A
than the empirical power law. Most measurements are per- blunt pit with a sharp crack was suggested, like in Fig. 2
formed within a time at which stress corrosion has the same c). 9 Here large (and small) aggressors may etch the pit,
magnitude as for the weak flaws during service. Hence no while only small aggressors (like water), may participate
extrapolation in time is needed for lifetime models and to the stress corrosion in the sharp crack.
there is no objection to fitting the data with an empirical In the blunt pit model it is assumed that etching and
power law, including effects other than stress corrosion. stress corrosion processes work independently of each other
Hence the power law is a good tool (mathematically (worst case). Etching (non uniform) causes roughening of
tractable) for lifetime models. Short measurements give the the surface (pits), without the occurrence of sharp cracks
lowest n-values and are hence worst case. Care should be (this is also how an aged fiber surface looks like under a
taken that n-values are not collected from extremely long STM)3 . It is assumed that sharp cracks are much smaller
measurements. The situation is different in the case of than the pits, which is not in conflict with reality' 2, and
blunt weak flaws (Section 4) where measuring times of a few "see" a uniform stress op -, which is the concentrated
weeks are also worst case. stress at the bottom of the pit. Assume that the pits grow

with constant speed. From this a stress amplification fac-
3 BLUNT PIT MODEL tor fit follows as a function of time t:9

In the description of stress corrosion of optical fibers,
e.g. by the power law', it is assumed that the cracks are fl, = Cpi,'v7 + 1 (4)
sharp. Such ,a crack is shown schematically in Fig. 2 a). In
the case of stress corrosion bond rupture always occurs at with Cot a constant. At the same time a crack grows at the
the crack tip.' The crack growth is hence I-dimensional (not bottom of this tip (Fig 2 c)) under stress corrosion, for
necessarily a straight path) and the size of the crack tip which the power law can be used. The exponential law can be
remains the same as that of a ring in the micro-structure used to fit zero stress strength decrease data at different
of the fused silica. 8 When the crack grows slowly, blunting temperatures (here C-,,=Yv 0o/Cpexp(-IEo(2R7)) with C, a
may occur as is illustrated in Fig. 2 b). Blunting is often constant) 9. With this the zero stress aging data from3 re-
observed as an increase in n-value for long measuring times suit in an explanation of the knees in static fatigue ex-
(previously discussed) or, sometimes, as an increase in periments in9. The blunt pit model also helps to understand
strength after aging in water. 9 A blunt pit may also grow that abraded fibers can increase in strength when stored in
in pristine fibers under zero stress conditions due to ran- water under zero stress (aging and blunting), while fatigue
dom etching of the environment, a process called zero knees occur under stress (aging and stress corrosion).' 3

stress aging. 3 When stress corrosion occurs in such a blunt
pit, the crack may look like the one in Fig. 2 c), due to 4 LIFETIME MODEL
the I-dimensional character of stress corrosion. For stress
corrosion, blunting and aging, aggressors are needed to In the recent past 12 lifetime models existed, which were
rupture bonds in the fused silica. A small aggressor like only applicable to ambient service environments. In a COST-
water fits easily in sharp cracks, as in Fig. 2 d), and is 218 study these models were condensed to a simple framework
a major cause of stress corrosion. When cracks are blunt of one basic model, with an alternative for on-line proof
larger aggressors may participate, see Fig. 2 e). testing.' 4 Later this framework was developed further for

harsh (e.g. splice boxes and aerial cables)' 5 and wet (e.g.

G metal free cables)' 2 environments. All studied and devel-
oped models make use of the empirical power law (2). This
is, as discussed previously, a good fit function of the
measured results (high strength mode) and does not cause
errors when extrapolating to service times (weak flaws). It
is assumed that the stress corrosion is the same for the
high strength mode (measurements) and the weak flaws

(a) Vb) (c) (d) (e) (determine service lifetime). This is justified in Section
2 and by experiments on abraded fibers.16.' 7

Figure 2 Different crack shapes: a) sharp, b) blunt, c) The other assumption in the derivation of the presented

blunt pit with sharp crack, d) sharp with small aggressor lifetime model frameworks is a Weibull distribution for the

and e) blunt with large aggressor. initial inert-strength S, distribution:
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both for ambient environment when G= I and/or equal corro-
LN(S,) = -in(I-F(St)) - L0 (1om (5) sion parameters. These models are equivalent to the

S l( "dynamic test" model for sharp flaws without aging." When

in which N is the cumulative number of flaws per unit of very low failure probability is required during service the
length causing fracture at S;, F the failure probability alternative models for proof testing on-line give very

for a length L, m the Wetbull parameter, representing (too) low allowable surface stress on the fiber.

sharpness of the distribution, and L0, So scale constants. 5 TEST METHODS

4.1 Basic model 5.1 Weak flaw distributin
Existing lifetime models all assume sharp weak flaws. The 5. Wa a wu ditha tino
"sharp" basic model, which can be used th ambient and harsh It is assumed that no zero stress aging occurs during the

service environment (as long as zero stress aging does not tests to obtain information about the weak flaw distribu-

occur), follows from (2) and (5):14.15 tion. This assumption is justified because the described
oc)test methods can be performed in relatively short times.

r _m -2 f - np Dynamic fatigue testing on long lengths of fiber can be
f n 2•-2 - n

2  • used to bring the weak flaw distribution into picture. Dur-
LoB=tp* _L0  /B S-1 I - ing this testing a stress at is applied to the fiber. With

I.pa J [TL / J P.Ptp J J - 0 (6) (2) and (5) follows:' 2

p BSIn dnP+

where f=(n4 -2)/(np-2), the index p refers to (proof) test - + opntp (10)
and the index a to service. The product BaSonp°

2 can be St,2  (n+l)O(
obtained from weak flaw test methods at proof test environ-
ment (Section 5.1) and the quotient B,1Bpf from fatigue This is the expression for blunt weak flaws. The expression
test at respectively service and proof test environment for sharp weak flaws is obtained by substituting Sro=S0 .'4

(Section 5.2). For ambient service environment the indices The term on the left hand side can be substituted directly
p and a can be taken equal and (6) takes a simpler form, into the "sharp" respectively "blunt" basic models (6) and
like the framework that remained after the COST-218 study (7) and alternative models (8) and (9). The sharp variant
of existing models.' 4  of this model is described in19 20.

When weak flaws are blunt a slightly different model is The values ado and m of the weak-flaw distribution, nec-
found with (2) and (5).12 Blunt weak flaws are worst case essary for this model, can be measured by dynamic fatigue
for zero stress aging. With the time dependent stress am- testing on long lengths of fiber, with (2) and (5):
plification f,- (4), that was assumed in the blunt pit
model, it follows:12 ln(L-F(Od)) = - I-d md,n n ,n 'F (d) L (. (1 l)

LSo Vn} nwith md=m(n+l)/(n-
2

) for sharpl
4 and md=m(n+l)/n for

ci =O -F) - (7) blunt' 2 weak flaws. The parameters oa and m can hence beCF.2o Jp ( obtained as the straight part of the (extrinsic part of
the) Weibull plot of dynamic-fatigue measurements (see Fig.

re-n+21 itn+ 1] 3). Note that for high strength levels the intrinsic flaw

with: G = 2 pi -1 --- "/ distribution will come into picture, indicated by the dot-

(fpt,-l) 2 [n+2 n+l ted line in Fig. 3. A fit which includes the truncated partof the distribution is also possible.'5

Here Sib is the inert strength at the (pristine) bottom of

the weak flaw. With G= I the "blunt" basic model without
zero stress aging is obtained. In principle also a model Zo(nh-)
with zero stress aging and stress corrosion parameters that
differ from those during (proof) tests can be developed
(combination of (6) and (7)).

4.2 Alternative for proof testing on-line
When proof testing is performed on-line the environment is
not "seen" by the optical fiber.14 Therefore the proof test -og(LNp)

time t is not defined in the presented basic models. This
problem can be overcome by taking the limit of t to zero 06 sP
as a worst case. The basic models then transorm into
"sharp" respectively "blunt" alternative models: 0

np2 f

rna"I '1mBs- 21 nB) j Lol,(,) -a 1 (8) LogOp -tog S

Figure 3 Distribution of dynamic strengths od compared
- n with that of inert strengths S. immediately after proof

L(o B (9) test. The dotted line is the onset ofthe intrinsic mode.

o T (Si -2 iNTTJ Repeated screen testing at different levels a, during

Here again the first model (8) can be used for harsh envi- time t, of long lengths of optical fiber, and measuring the
ronment without, the second (9) with zero stress aging, and corresponding failure numbers LN(o), is another method to
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find the weak-flaw distribution. The derivation of the 6 NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
screen-test-based lifetime model is analogous to the dy-
namic-testing one. With (2) and (5) it follows: The lifetime models will be illustrated with a numerical

example like that in14. A fiber is considered which is
BSO 1 + (1.2 proof tested with a level Op of 0.5 GPa during a time t of

- (O,12, 1 s. The weak flaw distribution is characterized with a
Si 2  Weibull parameter m of 2 (m=4 as worst case for Mitsunaga2 j
with again S,=SO for sharp weak flaws. The expression on and a failure NP during proof test of 0.02 km-1. The stress
the left hand side can also be substituted into (6), (7), corrosion parameters are a B-value of 4x10-' GPa2s and an
(8) and (9). The sharp variant of this model is described n-value of 20.3 The intrinsic inert strength Sb is 16
in2 d ( GPa. 3 With this information So-values of 8.43 and 10.9 GPa

The straight part of the Weii'll plot (not close to the follow for sharp and blunt weak flaws respectively' 2 (these
proof test level) of log(LN(oei) against log(se) can he values are not measured but follow among others from the

assumption that N is 0.02 km-'). The effect of temperature
expressed as: and humidity on corrosion parameters is published in'". The

L s zero stress aging parameters are a CP of 5x10-, mnr 2, an E0
LN(o,) = (13) of 131.5 UJ and a vo of 9.1x105 mis, while the gas constant

0- K% R is 8.31 J/K (from data of inert strength decrease after

with m,=mn/(n-2) for sharp14 and m,=m for blunt' 2 weak aging from3, using9). In Table I allowable service stresses
flaws. The parameters f1,0 and m can hence be obtained. When are shown for different environments, assuming sharp weak
screen testing is done with the same fiber repeatedly, the flaws (using (6),(8) and (14)) for ambient environment and
failure number N(o,) should be taken cumulatively. Also using the same ratios between allowable stresses as in' 5

here a fit including the truncated part of the distribution for the other environments. In Table 2 the allowable
can be made. stresses are shown for sharp (using (6),(8) and (14)) and

The proof test can also be used as a testing method. In blunt (using (7),(9) and (15)) flaws, without and with zero
that case only one point of the Weibull plot of the weak stress aging. For comparison also the results of the
flaw distribution is obtained. The rest of the plot follows Haslov/Jensen23 model are shown.12
with a (worst case) estimation of the m-value (slope in the
Weibull plot). The proof test can only be used as input for Table 1 Allowable stress o, in GPa for required failure
the basic models' 4, which transform to simpler formulas of probability F of ) / 0.001%. Sharp weak flaws are assumed
the Mitsunaga22 type. With (2) and (5) it is found, for for ambient envi;onment. The allowable stresses for the
sharp and blunt weak flaws respectively: other environments are obtained assuming the same ratios

between alluwable stresses as in'5 .

n n"- Environment Basic model Mitsunaga Alternative
fBt= I---7- - - 1] y n.o (14) 50%RH,20*C 0.21 / 0.14 0.19 / 0.13 0.13 / 0.006

gpfta a R ]70%RH,20-C 0.20 / 0.13 0.18 / 0.12 0.12 / 0.006
90%RH,20*C 0.19 / 0.13 0.18 / 0.12 0.12 / 0.006

i n - 96%RH,20*C 0.19 / 0.13 0.18 / 0.12 0.12 / 0.006
01 = ___ I.|[ - 1 lap (15) 70%RH,40°C 0.18 / 0.12 0.17 / 0.11 0.11 / 0.005

j( 1t.J TV- p
Table 2 Allowable stress a. in GPa for required failure

5.2 Corrosion parameters probability F of I / 0.001 %.
In order to estimate lifetimes for environments during ser- Flaws Basic Model Mitsunaga Alternative
vice which differ from those during (proof) tests (e.g.
including filling compound, in aerial cables, in splice sharp 0.21 / 0.14 0.19 / 0.13 0.13 / 0.006
enclosures or even in water), formulas (6), (8) or (14) blunt 0.22 /0.14 0.20 /0.13 0.13 /0.004
must be used in their full form, i.e. including the differ- blunt + aging 0.10 /0.06 0.09 /0.06 0.06 / 0.002
ent B-values. In this Section measurements, to be performed Haslov/Jensen 0.15 / 0.01 0.13 / 0.008 0.09 / 0.003
in proof test and service environment, are proposed in
order to obtain information about the relation between the It becomes dear that there is not much difference be-
different B-values. The measurements need not be performed tween the basic and Mitsunaga model. The alternative modelon the weak flaw distribution. In fact it is proposed to tentebscadMtuaamdl h lentv oe
measure the intrinsic distribution, because also n-values gives lower allowable stresses, especially for low requiredmust be measured. The tests may be performed in a static or failure probability. There is also not much difference fordynamic way. First the unknown term with B-values in the sharp and blunt weak flaws. Humidity and temperature havementioe way.Form st cane eliminatedry writig B s inthe some effect, but not as large as might be expected at firstmentioned formulas can be eliminated by writing:15 sight, observing the corrosion measurements.' 5 When zero
B. _ . _ ~stress aging occurs the allowable stress levels drop by

(16) more than a factor 2 in this numerical example.
BP f (BSonp2) f VWhen the blunt pit model is used, together with the worst

case assumption of blunt weak flaws, the situation of Fig.
with S,0 the Weibull scale constant for the initial inert 4 may occur. In'2 it is shown that in the treated numerical
intrinsic strength distribution. The left and right hand example the size of the weak flaw can be of the order of I
side are exactly the same in this equation (at the right Am, the "aging pit" at the bottom of the order of 10 nun and
hand side nominator and denominator are multiplied by the sharp stress corrosion flaw a few nm's. This is a worst
SnO%- 2). The n-values and the products BS.•n2 , in both case situation that is not proved, but also not in conflict
environments, can be found with standard techniques.15  with observations. i2
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RELIABILITY TESTING OF FIBER OPTIC LOOSE BUFFER TUBES

JORGEN EICKHOLT

Huls AG, D-45764 Marl, Germany

ABSTRACT

With the more frequent installation of
fiber optic cables in environments of
higher temperature and humidity condi-
tions, the long term reliability require-
ments for cable components have become
more stringent. Test results must prove
that Polybutylene-terephthalate (PBT)
used in loose tube fiber optic cables
will function adequately for the life- stcnW
time of a cable. Reliability testing
involves aging the materials under more Figure 1: Elongation at break after aging
severe conditions than would be normally
encountered in the field, in order to Because of the extremely high standard
observe a loss of performance in a deviations, the values of elongation at
shorter time. A new test method to break are not a reliable indicator of the
determine degradation of thermoplastic effect of degradation. Thus, values can-
polyester loose buffer tubes has been not be used with confidence.
developed. This test method is based on
bending by compression and reflects Futhermore an optical fiber can never be
embrittlement much better than the often exposed to a strain higher than 2% other-
used tensile test. wise the fiber will break. There is no

benefit in the fact that some fiber optic
loose buffer tubes can be stretched to

INTRODUCTION a considerable extent. Fiber optic cables
should be designed to accommodate stresses

Hydrolysis is known as the primary cause to a degree well below the modulus of
of degradation for thermoplastic poly- elasticity (this is by definition the
esters at elevated temperature. It is ratio of the applied stress to the strain
very important to have the knowledge of in the region in which strain is linearly
the degradation mechanism of a material proportional to stress). Buffer tubes in
and also which properties one should a cable may only be moved for repair of
choose to assess the extent of degradation. damage during the service life of a cable

or by loadings in aerial cables. In all
The change of tensile characteristics is cases the tubes will be subjected mainly
often being used in customer specifica- to bending. The outer fiber strain of a
tions. While elongation at break might bended buffer tube is less than 10% before
be suitable as part of process control kinking occurs. Huls has developed a test
data, it is not an appropriate methods to method which is based on bending by com-
predict the length of time to a buffer pression. This test reflects embrittle-
tube failure. In a study on aged loose ment more precisely than tensile tests
buffer tubes, the elongation at break and simulates the actual loadings in the
ranged from 10% to more than 300%. field. This test has the following advan-

tages:
- very simple
- reproducible results

- low standard deviation
- independent of wall thickness
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1: compressive sirems

2 2 - zero streeS

\\ \
Figure 2: Stresses in a bended fiber optic tube

Figure 4: Skeleton sketch

Several results from this test were used
to estimate the correlation between Under load the tube will bend, so that the
breakage and solution viscosity, tube is subject to tensile and compressive

stresses as indicated in figure 2. The
It can be seen, that breakage occurs when fixture for holding the test tube should
the solution viscosity has reached its be designed in a manner that the tube
critical limit of 65± 5 cm/g. At this might bend in all directions without any
critical solution viscosity the material further loading. This can be achieved by
loses its mechanical integrity. The graph using a tool as indicated in figure 5.
clearly points out the difference between
a standard PBTA and a hydrolysis resis-
tant PBTB.

CoARILATIOM 61TIWIN SMAKAGI AND UOLUTION Wa9ONT

N------------------------ "" -o If

S- 141
1IN L

- 140!U

0 10 10 so 40 so io SO c
(S) Tail (DAV)

Both ends of a buffer tube test sample may .rt•

be mounted in a tool which is clamped in
the jiws of a tensile testing machine
which exerts a constant rate of movement. Figure 5: Tool sketch
One jaw is fixed and the other is movable.
The movable jaw may move at a rate of The minimum length of the J.est sample
50 mm/mmn towards the fixed jaw (see depends on the outside diameter of the
figure 4). tube and should be 85 mm for tubes up to

2.5 mm outside diameter. The length of
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bigger tubes should be calculated by using mentioned depends the lifetime of a PBT
the following equation: buffer tube mainly on the viscosity number

of carboxylic end-groups. Only by knowing

L> 10oo. bT+d- /4 these numbers of the virgin material one
can calculate a lifetime of a PBT buffer
tube at any given temperature and humidity

D = outside diameter of tube condition.

d = Inside diameter of tube CONCLUSION

,= length The new test method reflects embrittlement

of PBT fiber optic tubes much better than

Example: the often used tensile test. It has been
proven that breakage occurs when the

Fiber optictube D - 5mm, d - 3mm solution viscosity has reached its critical
limit. Besides analytical test methods,
the described test method is the easiest

5.03 way to determine degradation after aging.

L.> 100 ' t+_3'_F/4 =100 - - 145.6
4

The minimum length of the test tube should

be, therefore, 150 mm.

OTHER TEST METHODS

In addition to mechanical tests each resin
was examined for its resistance to hydro-
lysis by an analytical method. Since
properties of PBT fiber optic tubes are so
dependent on solution viscosity (J) and
the carboxylic endgroup concentration
(CEC), these are the most important mea-
surements for properly understanding the
degradation mechanism of the polymer. JArgen Eickholt is a member of the
These tests require very little sample technical service and marketing staff
compared to mechanical tests and can be for engineering plastics at H5ls AG,
conducted on granules, as well as on sam- for en Gering p is a t H espon-ples taken from finished parts. The sam- Marl, West Germany. His current respon-
ples taenee fom b intaitswhihe pts. i ram- sibilities include the world wide technical
ple need not be intact, which is important service and marketing of materials for
when actually failed field samples need to fiber optic jacketing and technical support
be evaluated. Conditioning prior to to the research and development group
testing is not necessary. within H5ls AG.

The melt flow rate (MFR) is not a funda-
mental property. The rheological charac- ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
teristics of polymer melts depend on a
number of variables. Moisture in PBT not The author would like to thank Mr. Detlef
only affects reproducibility of MFR mea- The andhor would liae o h fr thei
surement but degradation is accelerated by Argast and Mr. J~rgen Bialluch for their
moisture at the high temperatures used in contributions.
drying and in testing. It takes a rela-
tively short time to reach the maximum REFERENCES
flow of 50 g/1O min., recommended by the
ASTM for PBT. Beyond this point, non- 1Neveaux, Jr. P.E., IWCS Proceedings 1991
newtonian flow is expected and the is, Jr. R., IWCS Proceedings 199
viscosity-molecularlweight relationship Parris, Donals R., IWCS Proceedings 1989
becomes non-linear. 2Schler, R. unpublished Hils report
Besides the above mentioned test methods
to determine hydrolytical decomposition of
PBT, it is also possible to calculate a
lifetime of a buffer tube. As already
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PREFORM MANUFACTURING BY FCVD (FURNACE C.V.D.) USING
VERY LARGE AND PRECISELY BORED SYNTHETIC SILICA INGOTS

G. LE NOANE - I. HARDY - R GROSSO - D. LE DROUMAGUET

CNET-LAB/OCM - 22300 LANNION - FRANCE

As a part of this program, all
I- Abstract synthetic preform manufacturing using

very large and precisely bored synthetic
The application of optical fiber in the future silica ingots has very attractive

subscriber cable network requires certainly drastic potentialities to achieve low cost fibers and
evolutions of most of the optical components : fibers,
cables, passive and active components . So a large to improve all the geometrical
technological program is essential to built up the characteristics leading to cheap integrated
F.T.T.H (fiber to the home) network . In term of
preform technologies, fiber manufacturers are under passive components.
pressure to reduce their costs and to improve some In a first time, we have investigated a
parameters, like geometrical characteristics. As a part of two steps manufacturing process composed
this program, we propose a direct deposition inside very
thick and precisely bored silica ingots, using a new of a Surface Plasma C.V.D. (SPCVD) for
manufacturing deposition process and collapsing : the the deposition inside thick tubes and a RF
F.C.V.D. (Furnace Chemical Vapor Deposition). Up to furnace heating for the collapsing of large
now, results of 120 km preform's capacity with an
increased production rate and very precise geometrical preforms [1] . Unfortunatly we met some
characteristics are achieved, and other steps are in difficulties to control essential parameters,
progress to get higher preform capacities without major as refractive index and geometrical
capital investments, characteristics, along the axis of the

preform . Nevertheless, the success of the
very efficient collapsing furnace, gives us

II-Introduction the way to develop a more efficient
process achieving etching and polishing,

The application of optical fiber in the cladding and core deposition and
future subscriber cable network, F.T.T.H, collapsing in the same machine . The
requires certainly drastic evolutions of FCVD (Furnace CVD) is a one step
most of the optical components : fibers, process using an horizontal furnace . The
cables, active and passive components . high and well-controlled temperature
New technologies and a better adaptation obtained, allows us to use very large and
of performances and specifications to the precisely bored ingots.
requirements of the local network are
probably promising ways to achieve this
challenge.
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Considering the above statement, this content, gives the opportunity to reduce the

paper describes the potentialities of very ratio b/a leading to a CVD glass volume

large and precisely bored synthetic silica fraction of 4% . The result is a reduction

ingots, and the method of manufacturing of the deposited glass part of the fiber

large preforms by direct deposition into without damaging the high optical quality

thick tubes . As an illustration, results of of the fiber.
1.2 meter length, OD x ID : 58 x 33 mm Concurrently, recent progress on

tube are presented, leading to a single mass production of high purity low cost

mode preform of about 120 kms with very synthetic silica for the substrate (volume

precise geometrical characteristics and an fraction of 96%), converge to reduce the
increased production rate . global cost of the fiber

OPI ICAtt Y AC1 V

OPTICAL CLADDING PCA IV
AND CORE PART

e 99% y 99%9 5%

HI - Techno/economical objectives : the o20% 5.% 2

FCYD conceptl
The introduction of the fiber in the b a 6 bl a 2-3

local cable network needs an evolution of
established fiber manufacturing in terms of CD C.ADDING

reduced cost, higher preform capacities .. -wa , I....% -%

and better geometrical characteristics for

cheap integrated passive components. Fig. I Conventional and low b/a
Sc fiber structures

III - 2 Large C.S.A. tube provides higher

II - I Synthetic silica allows reduced preform capacity
dpsited pa

With a reduced deposited part, by the
In the figure 1, the conventional use of a synthetic silica tube substrate, the

single mode fiber and the all synthetic preform capacity is related to the maximal
CVD concept are illustrated . As well deposited thickness and to the maximal
known, the major part of the optical signal length . By keeping the same deposited
propagates in a very central part of the section of CVD (or more) as conventional
fiber [2] . The big problem is the CVD in a natural silica tube, several
additional OH loss provided by the OH technologies like hybrid process [3] or
contamination from the substrate tube to overcladding techniques [4] are developped
the optical part of the fiber . In the to achieve these large preforms.
conventional CVD process, the substrate The efficiency of FCVD autorizes a
tube used is a natural silica tube, with direct deposition into thick tubes, and so,
typically 200 ppm OH content, and thus a the preform capacity is related to the
cladding to core ratio (b/a) of six is maximum tube thickness and internal
commonly required . The use of a diameter . Table 1 illustrates the role of a
synthetic silica tube, typically I ppm OH high CSA tube compared with a
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conventional thin tube (ie OD x ID = 30
x 25 mm) without or with overcladding

techniques . A thick tube is mechanically
stable, and combined with a strong and
homogeneous heating, larger inner
diameter can be used, (up to now >
40mm) providing higher facilities to
increase the reactant flow and the total
deposit section In the same way, a thick
tube collapses faster and in a more stable
way than a thin one [5] [6] and enhances
the total rate manufacturing without
significant damage on the geometry.

Tube dimensions Deposited Section Preform Capacity
OD x ID (mm) (mm 2) km/m

30x25 V=9 18
30 x 25 40,75* 85
60 x 30 87,5 180
78x40 145,5 300

• With overcladding technique ; by keeping the same deposited section as
conventional CVD in a natural silica tube, b/a =6.

Tab. I- Role of a high C.S.A tube on the preform capacity

III - 3 Thick tubes lead to more precise
geometrical caracteristics

At the same time, the use of thick
tubes opens the door to a new approach of
very precise geometrical characteristics .
Even with commercial stretched tubes, the
increase of the cross section aera,
independently of the deposition process,
improves the final accuracy of the preform
and the fiber (Tab. 2).
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Outer x inner Accuracy on tube Resulting accuracy
diameter tube (mm) diameters (mm) on preform

diameter (mm)
Stretched tube 30 x 25 ± 0.5 ± 0.1

60x30 ± 0.5 + 0.02
Grinded tube 60 x 30 ± 0.02 < ± 0.001

Tab. 2 - Influence of the substrate tube dimensions and geometry on the final
accuracy of the preform and the fiber.

In another way the homogeneous and
strong heat transfer of the FCVD process IV - FCVD : principle and apparatus.

is able to fuse thick layers, (for instance -
100 pm thickness) without significant The FCVD process is based on the

vaporization of the outside of the preform capacity of an i. rizontal graphite induction

Likewise, during collapsing, the furnace, first to heat chemical reactants to

vaporization of the outside part of the the high temperature of CVD inside a

preform is reduced drastically, typically rotating thick tube, and then to fuse the

one per cent against thirty to thirty five per deposited material to a transparent glassy

cent for a burner collapsing of large CVD film.

preforms (before overcladding step) and so The thick walled tube is mounted in a

the collapsing preserves in a better way the glass lathe (fig. 2) with an horizontal

homogeneity of the final outside diameter. motion .While rotating, the tube traverses

The following step is to obtain through the fixed induction furnace

nominal and precise outside and inside operating within the range 10 - 30

diameters and excellent concentricity for kilohertz . The other equipements, like

the substrate tube . The ability of large injection of reactants inside the deposition

ingots or thick tubes to be drilled and / or tube and evacuation of waste powder, are

grinded with an accuracy of plus or minus similar to conventional CVD equipements.

two hundredth millimiters, represents a The stationary hot zone extents axially

basic improvement to achieve very precise over six to seven centimeters, depending

and cheap optical fibers, leading to lower on the deposition tube dimensions.

connections cost [7] (Tab.2) . For the various steps of the process a
good efficiency is obtained by adjusting the
translation lathe rate and the furnace
temperature . So the successive steps of
the process : polishing and cleaning,
cladding and core deposition, collapsing,
are manufactured continuously on the same
apparatus.
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; ,It is clear that, in such process,
"I I I larger inner diameters provide us higher

RISSUF ,,facilities to increase the deposition rate and
to fuse thicker deposited layers (Tab. 3)
So we have experimented several tube

-_ _ .. .-. ,..diameters OD x ID 45 x 25, 48 x25,
U" M-110 58 x 30, 58 x 33 mm and several
-5Si t I'MVI lengths: 500, 800 and 1200 mm.

As an example, starting with a
substrate tube of 58 x 33 mm diameters

:OAF601.1= I(5 StAtt-WSootoS F.IN!
SF,0 DIPOSIFFFF and a 1200 mm length, and after a

polishing and cleaning step in-situ, seven
Fig. 2 Schematic of the furnace deposition layers of co-doped cladding and two layers

and collapsing set-up. of core are deposited . The tube is then
The main feature of the FCVD collapsed to a preform rod of 48 mm

process is a low, but very homogeneous diameter . The mean deposition rate is
and strong heat transfer . According to 0.75 g/mn for the cladding and 0.27 g/mn
that, tube thickness of twelve to twenty for the core . The collapsing is performed
millimeters for instance, can be used, with in two passes at 25 g/mn . The total
a moving speed of about three centimeters manufacturing time is 13 hours leading, at
per minute . This is to be compared to a this stage of the process, to a useful length
classical MCVD burner moving speed of preform around 800 - 850 mm (120 km).
twelve centimeters per minute, with two or Attenuation results are presented in
three millimeters CVD thin tubes . The fig 3 with 0.22 dB/km at 1.55 pm and
result for a same deposition rate, is a
quarter of layers for the same total deposit 0.41 dB/km at 1.3 pm . Starting with a
section. precise tube, excellent core and cladding

V- Main result concentricity and circularity are got with
an uniform diameter . Fig. 4 shows that

Matched-clad single mode preforms we can pull precise fiber with an outside

with Ge doped core and Ge/F co-doped diameter of 125 pm, with a standart

cladding have been prepared from deviation of 0.25 pm, and a core-cladding

synthetic silica tubes and with b/a ratio concentricity below 0.1 pm

between 2.8 and 3.5.

Inner diameter tube Mean deposition cladding Cladding deposited section
(mm) rate (g/mn) (mm 2)

25 0.4 57
33 0.75 71
43 a-l 134

Tab. 3 - Inner diameter tube influence on deposition rate and deposited section
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In other respects, attenuation results
for two different fibers are presented in

2 
Fig 5, prepared with the same b/a ratio but

DB/KM two kinds of cladding material . We have

observed that attenuation results obtained

with a pure silica cladding are slightly

higher (factor c of 0.05 dB/km) than co-

doped cladding fibers and are difficult to

optimize by the fiber drawing conditions

.5 (temperature and tension) . So we have

demonstrated the heating transfer

0 potentiality of the FCVD process by the

. deposition of a pure silica cladding but, the
NM. low attenuation needs, for such b/a ratio, a

Fig. 3 Spectral attenuation versus -4 . NC-SM fiber Ge/F co-doped cladding deposition (0.22

b/a 3.3, prepared with a synthetic silica dB/km at 1.55 pm, 0,36 dB/km at 1,3 pm,
tube OD x ID 58 x 33 mm and L = 1200 -m

h/a = 3,3)

2

DB/KH
b)

Ja) 6e/F codoped cladding-b/a73.2
S 0.22 dB/km at 1.55 PM

b)pure silica cladding-b/ar3.2
0.27 dB/km at 1.5S lm

I M

124.5 125 125.5 Nt.

FIG.4 Fiber pulling diameter FIG.5 spectral attenuation versus -4
distribution
Average : 124.96 pm
0-: 0.25 Pr, Fig. 6 gives also some results of

attenuation versus the b/a ratio, showing
that a very low attenuation can be obtained

even with a b/a of 2.8.
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AaB/km is a strong and homogeneous heat transfer,
allowing the direct deposition into thick
walled tubes The result is the

_ 2 -_-___- manufacturing of large prefoinms with an
increased production rate, especially for
the collapsing.

o 1 Excellent attenuation have been got,
even with a cladding to core ratio of three.
As we have shown, the use of high

b ia precision large ingots, enhances the final
2 2 8 'fiber geometry in term of cladding to core

2 3 2 2 8 concentricity and high precision diameter.
FIG.6 : Additional loss at 1.31 Pm Up to now, FCVD should be an

versus b/a ratio
attractive process to achieve preform

UI- Conclusion capacities over 300 km/m by increasing
the inner diameter tube, and thus reducing

A new preform manufacturing using the cost of fiber production and
very large and precisely bored or stretched connection.
synthetic silica tubes has been successfully
experimented . The main feature of FCVD
is a strong and homogeneous heat transfer,
allowing the direct deposition into thick References
walled tubes . The result is the
manufacturing of large preforms with an [1] D. PAVY, C. LE SERGENT and al.
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KEYFACTORS TO DETERMINE THE OPTIMUM BALANCE BETWEEN CENTRAL AND
PERIPHERAL REINFORCEMENT OF DIELECTRIC OPTICAL FIBER CABLES

Th. Bijker, J.J. Bensink

AKZO ARAMID FIBERS, Arnhem, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT ARAKID VERSUS FRP AS TENSILE STRENGTH
MNEBER.

Optical Fiber Cable producers are more Twaron aramid yarns are used in various
than ever forced to design cables with an OFC cable designs as protection against
optimal mechanical performance and linear, radial and flexural loads during
reliability at the lowest possible costs. production, installation and operation of

the Optical Fiber Cable. Twaron aramid is
A market survey and study have been made specified, because it combines the
into the price/performance of materials following properties:
that are commonly used as strength member
in dielectric Optical Fiber Cables. - High tensile modulus

- Low density
In this paper the price/performance of - Good dielectric behaviour
aramid yarn as peripheral strength member - High breaking strength
is compared with resin impregnated glass - High flexibility
rod (FRP) as central strength member for - Good dimensional stability
the reinforcement of "loose tube" and - Very low creep rate
"slotted core" cables. - Corrosion resistance

- Good chemical resistance and stability
Analysis shows that optimal results can - Good thermal insulating properties
be achieved if small-diameter FRP rods - High heat resistance
are used in combination with a peripheral - Flame-resistant, self-extinguishing
reinforcement of aramid yarn. - Good vibration-damping behaviour

TYPICAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES:
INTRODUCTION Glass-eooxv rod (FRP)I

Loose tube and slotted core constructions
of dielectric Optical Fiber Cables are Tensile modulus (GPa) : 45 - 55
generally reinforced with a central Specific gravity (g/cm3): 2.1 - 2.3
strength member of glass-epoxy, glass-
polyester or glass-vinyl-ester rod(FRP). Para-aramid yarn
An additional peripheral reinforcement of
aramid yarns is often applied. Tensile modulus (GPa) : 85 - 110

Specific gravity (g/cm3): 1.44 - 1.45
For cable designers and producers it is
important to know the price/performance Looking at the typical physical
differences between designs that only properties of FRP and aramid yarns it can
contain a central strength member and be calculated that aramid yarn provides 2
constructions that use a combination of to almost 3.5 times more tensile modulus
both central and peripheral reinforcement, per unit of weight than FRP.

For obvious reasons a rigid central As far as costs are concerned, a survey
strength member is necessary to provide of current world market prices shows that
the cable with sufficient compression aramid yarns offer 2 to 3 times more
strength. modulus than FRP rod at the same costs.
Reinforcement of the cable to resist
pulling forces can either be provided by
using a thicker central rod or, In Fig. 1 the (normalized) costs per unit
alternatively, a peripheral layer of of modulus of both high and intermediate
aramid yarn in combination with a thin modulus aramid yarn are compared with
FRP rod. those of FRP rods of various diameters.
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Fig. 4 Relative Costs Fig. 2 shows that a 2.0 -m FRP rod has a
Twaron versus FRP as Tensile Strength Member modulus of approx. 150 kN.

In combination with 45,000 dtex of high
COST INDEX ($/km) modulus yarn (Twaron Hm) or,alternatively

120 55,000 dtex of intermediate modulus yarn
(FRP Diometer, r nm) (Twaron IM) this will result in a cable

S(4.0) with the required modulus of 480 KN.
100

Accordingly, from Figs. 3 and 4 the total
weight and cost index of reinforcement

(3.5)s0 per kilometre of cable are found.

(,) The results can be summarized as follows;
60

(2,5)

40 -(2,0) , ,Smar

F.A.S.E. 0.5% at 2400 N ITotal weighit I Cost indexi
20 Solutions; (kg/km) j ($/ku)

j"3.5 = FRP.
0no peripheral reinforcement 1 22 81

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 1 o

CABLE MODULUS (kN) 1 2.5 mm FRP,
FRP TWARON HM AVERAGE TWARON IM 30,000 dtex Twaror HM 1055 14 75

2.0 m FRP.
45.000 dtex Twaron MIN 1055 11.5 70

Solution 2; FRP 2.5 mm with peripheral
reinforcement 2.0 u FRP,

55.000 dtex Twaron IN 1111 12.5 1 65
Fig. 2 shows that a 2.5 mm rod has a
modulus of approx. 250 kN. 1.5 m FRP.
The balance of approx. 230 kN can be 65.000 dtex Twaron IN 1111 10 1 60 1
provided with a peripheral layer of
30,000 dtex high modulus aramid yarn
(Twaron HM),resulting in the required
total modulus of approx. 480 kN. ADDITIONAL ADVANTAGES OF PERIPHERAL

REINFORCEMENT WITH ARAMID
From Fig. 3 the weight can be calculated:
3 kg yarn plus 11 kg FRP amounts to 14 kg Besides lower costs and weight,
per km in total. experience in the field has shown that a

cable design with a peripheral layer of
The cost index follows from Fig. 4: aramid yarns offers the following
FRP (approx. 50) plus yarn (approx. 25), additional advantages;
in total approx. 75.

- Protection

Solution 3; FRP 2.0 mm with peripheral The peripheral aramid armour offers the
reinforcement cable better protection against damageduring installation, cutting, heat and

LOOSE TUBE FRP 2.0 mm fire exposure, and is often found to
" - .increase the crushing resistance.

E CExtra protection against water
......... o....... penetration can be provided by using

SMaramid "waterblocking yarns", which may
eliminate the need for swelling tapes.

- Reliability

In the same way as demonstrated above the The presence of aramid yarn compensates
calculations can be made for 1.5 and 2 mm for weak spots in the central strength
FRP rods in combination with either high member, e.g. at sections where the FRP
modulus (Twaron HK 1055) or intermediate is spliced or could fail/break during
modulus yarn (Twaron IM 1111). handling.
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Fig. 1 Price/Performance Fig. 2 Modulus
Twa'on versus F'RP as Tensile Strength Member

Twaron versus FRP as Tensile Strength Member

COST FACTOR (S/kN.km) YARNCOUNT(dtex) FRP DIA(mm)
3 120.000 4.5

100.000 . . . . . . .
2.5 . ! 3,5

S°o.ooo*.....~
80.000 - 3

2 
3

60.000 .. - -. , ...... 2.5.
6 .0 ..................... ....... ..------" ---- -....... -..... . 2 .

40.000 : , .

---------------- 1,5

1--- ------------ --- 20.000

255 3 3 4 , 00 100 200 300 400 500 600 708,5

1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5
FRP DIAMETER MODULUS (kN)

FRP TWARON HM AVERAGE TWARON IM
FRP TWARON HM AVERAGE TWARON IM -- -. t,-- *.-. -.-

(Bosed on Worldmarketprices Q1.1993)
Fig. 2 shows that with a 3.5 mm FRP
rod the required modulus of 480 kN can

As shown in Fig. 1, the cost advantage just be obtained, without additional
depends on the type of aramid yarn and peripheral reinforcement.
FRP diameter used.

From Figs. 3 and Fig. 4 (see next page)
CABLE CALCULATIONS the weight (approx. 22 kg) and cost index

(approx. 81) per km of reinforcement can
On the basis of graphs 2, 3 and 4 quick be found.
calculations and comparisons can be made
of the costs and weights of cable designs Fig. 3 Weight
that meet the same "force at specified Twaron versus FRP as Tensile Strength Member
elongation" (FASE) requirement by using
different combinations of FRP, with or WEIGHT (kg/km)
without peripheral layers of aramid yarn. 30

Example:
4.0)

Cable specification: 25
maximum cable elongation 0.5% at 2400 N.

(FRP Diameter, mm) (3,5)
From this specification it can be 20
calculated that the cable should have a
modulus of 480 kN.

15 (3O
Solution 1: FRP 3.5 m, no peripheral
reinforcement 1 25

210

5

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700
CABLE MODULUS (kN)

SLOTTED CORE/ CT E FRP TWARON HM AVERAGE IWARON IM
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Experience has shown that during Thomas Bijker
installation in ducts and pulling of a AKZO Fibers
cable with peripheral reinforcement, P.O. Box 9300
less failures occur. If the full 6800 SB Arnhem
pulling force is only applied to the The Netherlands
central strength member, too high shear
forces between jacket and center of the
cable may be created, causing damage.

- Installation benefits

Cables that contain thin FRP rods with
a peripheral aramid layer have a lower
weight (5-10% on total cable weight),
smaller diameter and are more flexible, Thomas Bijker was born in 1959 and
which facilitates installation received his degree in Chemical
considerably, especially in narrow Engineering at the Institute of Advanced
ducts and ducts with many curves. Technology in Amsterdam in 1983.

In 1986 he joined AKZO Engineering
This results in lower pulling forces , Plastics as Technical Account Manager.
while longer pulls can be made with Since 1989 he is working as Sales Manager
less risk of damage. responsible for the sales of aramid

fibers in the field of Optical Fiber
- Production benefits Cables and Ropes.

If peripheral reinforcement is present,
splices in the central strength member
are less critical and can be allowed,
which minimizes FRP waste in production.

If aramid yarns are used, the amount of Jack J. Bensink
reinforcing material can exactly be P.O. Box 9300
tailored to meet the required tensile 6800 SB Arnhe9
specifications through the number of T80 Nethem
yarns, yarn count and yarn modulus
chosen.
Furthermore, the size of the FRP rod
can be standardized to one diameter
which suits the entire range of cables
produced.

COLMLUSIONS

From the above analysis it is clear that Jack J. Bensink was born in 1960 and
to minimize the costs and weight of received his bachelor degree in
reinforcing materials in both slotted Mechanical Engineering at the Institute
core and loose tube configurations, the of Technology in Arnhem in 1985. From
diameter of the central strength member 1985 to 1992 he worked in several
should be kept as small as possible and functions at AKZO's Industrial Fibers
should only be based on the required Institute and the business unit Aramid
compression strength. Fibers in Arnhem. Since June 1992 he has

worked as Technical Account Manager for
In practice, an FRP diameter of 1.5 to 2 Optical Fiber Cables.
m has been found sufficient to meet the
general requirements.
In addition, a peripheral layer of aramid
yarns can be added to exactly tailor the
cable to the required pulling force/FASE
specifications.

This concept results in a more flexible
and better protected cable compared with
designs that use a large- diameter FRP
rod without peripheral reinforcement.
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APPLICATION OF SOLVENT TO THE CURE DEGREE MEASUREMENT OF

UV CURABLE OPTICAL FIBER COATING

Naoya INOUE, Toshinori SEKI, Takeo SHIONO, Hiroshi MATSUURA

Showa Electric Wire & Cable Co., Ltd.

Abobset

It has become known, when a UV-curable resin for We studied physical and chemical characteristics of
optical fiber coating is immersed in an organic solvent UV-curable resins in various ways, and found that the
such as methylethyl ketone (MEK), the rate of swelling, or

the level of deterioration of stress, in swelling to cure level of coating can be easily judged by immersing in

saturation is affected by the cure degree of the resin. It organic solvent and observing changes in stress which
has also become known that the phenomenon depends occur in the swelling process. It has also been found that

the time required for analysis is adjustable by selectingalso on the kind and temperature of solvent. hc ovn oue

When a colored optical fiber is immersed in a solvent, which solvent to use.

the UV-curable resin coat swells, breaks to pieces and The phenomenon has been utilized in the process of

curls as its stress deteriorates to below a certain level, and UV-curable optical fiber coating. The method thus

finally peels from the fiber glass. ," i found, in addition, developed allows a quick determination of the cure level of

that the time before peel- - depei - on the amount of coating, and thus will contribute to achieving a stable cure

ultraviolet light irradiated ie optical fiber. level in the coating and curing process.

It has become evident it this phenomenon can be
utilized as a means of determining the level of curing of
the coating and curing process for UV-curable resin 2 Bade f Ud" M
coated optical fibers. 2.1 Experimental

1I. lub n UV-curable resins for optical fibers shown in Table 1

For ultraviolet (UV)-curable optical fiber coating, it is were subjected to curing by ultraviolet irradiation and

desirable to develop a method which would allow quick they were made into sheet samples. In curing, 50 to 1000

determination of the cure degree of resin after coating and mJ/cm 2 of ultraviolet light was irradiated in the air using
curing. Methods which use expensive instruments such a 120-W high-pressure mercury lamp.

as differential thtrmal analyzer1) and infrared Sheet samples were immersed in a number of

spectrometer 2 ) for measurement of double bonds solvents as shown in Table 2 and the degree of swelling,

remaining in UV-curable resin have been attempted. Young's modulus, etc. was measured.
Such methods, however, require a high level of skills, and The degree of curing was determined from the weight

are not yet easy to use, for operators, in the coating and reduction observed after extraction for 12 hours in MEK at

curing process. 80°C and vacuum drying.

Table. 1 Charasteristic of UV resin.
UV resin Young's modulus tensile strengh elongation

cured polyurethane N/mm2) fN/mm 2 ) (2)
I acrylates 890 1 5 1 6

Table.2 Characteristic of solvent.
solvent MW density boiling vapor pressre solubility chemical

_(a/cm
3 ) point(°C) (mmHg) parameter structure

toluene 92.1 0.87 110.6 22.2 8.9 C6HSCH3
MEK 72.1 0.8 79.6 71.2 9.0 CH COC2Hi
cdoroform 119.4 1.49 61.2 159.6 9.2 CHCI3
acetone 58.1 0.79 56.2 184.8 9.7 CH3COCH3
n-butanol 74.1 0.81 117.7 4.4 11.4 C4H9OH
ethanol 46.1 0.79 78.3 45.0 12.9 C2H OH
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Fig.l(b) Retained Young's modulus decreased
with immersion time for different organic
solvents at 25 "C. deterioration in strength which depends on solvent,

corresponds to the degree of swelling of UV-curable resin
which, also depends on the solvent.

2.2 Results and Discussion Effects of solvent temperature
Effects of solvent When samples irradiated to 1000 mJ/cm 2 are

When samples irradiated to 1000 mJ/cm2 are immersed in MEK at 10, 25 and 45°C, Young's modulus
immersed in various solvents, the resin coating swells deteriorates at a faster rate when the solvent temperature

with time as shown in Fig. 1 (a). Young's modulus is higher as shown in Fig. 3.

deteriorates during the time as shown in Fig. I (b) The sorption rate in Fick-type diffusion sorption is

indicating an inverse relationship between Young's expressed by the following equation:

m odulu s and sw ellin g. m u am rM (t) =4(- X) /2I'2 X1--
When the residual Young's modulus after immersion t= 4 A l/+ 2 (-l)- i erfc (1)

for 5 minutes is checked against the solubility parameter M(-o) P n-(
(SP) value of the solvent, Young's modulus deteriorates at where M(t) is the sorption of solvent at time t, M(.) is the
the fastest rate at the SP value around 9 to 10 as shown in equilibrium sorption, DO is the diffusion coefficient and I
Fig. 2. Considering that the SP value of the UV-curable is the film thickness, and the equation is expressed, for
resin is in the order of 9 to 10, it can be said that the small t, as follows 3 ):
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Table.3 Gel fraction.
"MT __jt/ 2 (2 UV Irradiation mJ/cm2  50 200 1000
M(o) X t Gel fraction M 1 87 1 90 1 94
When the residual Young's modulus obtained from

Fig. 3 is plotted against tl/2 in reference to Eq. (2), a linear
relationship as shown in Fig. 4 is obtained, indicating that
deterioration in Young's modulus corresponds to the rate
of diffusion and sorption of the solvent in the UV-curable characteristic as shown in Fig. 5.
resin. I)df

The temperature dependence of the apparent sorption k = 4(PO). I.M(.-) (3)
rate constant (change in residual Young's modulus The activation energy of diffusion of MEK into the UV-
deterioration), k, given in Eq. (3) exhibits a linear curable resin obtained from the figure was 22.9 kcal/mol.
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The degrees of curing at irradiation of 50, 200 and 1000 2

mJ/cm 2 are as shown in Table 3. When such sheet
samples are immersed in MEK, Young's modulus C 18
deteriorates faster in less well-cured samples as shown in .2
Fig. 6. A linear relationship shown in Fig. 7 is obtained 16
when the time of immersion in solvent before reaching o
90% residual Young's modulus is plotted against the
degree of curing. This indicates that the degree of curing S 14
of UV-curable resin on sheet can be estimated by
immersing in a solvent and checking the deterioration of 12
the Young's modulus. 12

10"
9a.a 9i.0 92.0 93.0

3. Application to Optical Fiber
The phenomenon observed using sheet, samples was

applied to optical fibers. Gel fraction
When a white single mode fiber of 10 cm long is

immersed in MEK, the solvent diffuses into the resin F19.10 Stress deterioration time on the gel
coating. The resin coating is severed due to stress fraction of the UV coat of colored fiber at 25-C.
deterioration and curls, and it peels off from the glass
after a certain time as shown in Fig. 8.

The time of peeling of resin coating depends on the SP
value of the solvent as shown in Fig. 9, and peeling occurs
in a shorter time for fibers with less cured resin coating
as shown in Fig. 10. 4. References

1) M. Chiba, T. Hoshino, 0. Shimizu, and M. Hanai,
It is therefore possible, when applying this method to Proc. 39th lWCS, 690 (1990).

optical fiber fabrication, to simply check the state of curing 2) A. Mizutani, D. Saito, S. Endo, and N. Yoshida,
by immersing the optical fiber in MEK or other solvent Proc. 41st IWCS, 249 (1992).
and measuring the time to peeling. This method may be 3) A. Kishimoto, 'Polymer & Water" The Society of
useful in process control. Polymer Science, Japan (1972).
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NEW DIRECTIONS IN FIBER OPTIC
SPLICE STORAGE
Wesley W. Jones and Gary S. Cobb

AT&T Bell Laboratories Norcross, Georgia

Abstract cause increased splice attenuation. In the most extreme
situation, movement of splices within the splice tray may

The design of a splice organizer module composed of cause fibers to break. The design of the splice tray should
flexible foam and rigid plastic and its advantages for also function to insulate the splices from vibration as
holding many of the common fiber optic splices is de- much as possible. Closures and the splices they contain
scribed. A formed insert of elastomeric foam is used to are exposed to vibration from a number of sources; for
hold a multiple number of splices. The geometry of the example assembly with air wrenches, proximity to heavy
design in combination with the resiliency and confor- vehicular traffic, or exposure to high winds in aerial
inability of the foam material allows the insert to accom- plant. There is always the possibility with mechanical
modate most of the non-polish mechanical splices now splices that, if they are not well secured, vibration can
available as well as fusion splices having heat shrink adversely affect the optical loss at the splice. Another
sleeves. The foam insert is surrounded by a molded rigid consideration is, that even though the splices must be
plastic holder to provide containment and prevent the securely fastened in position, they must also be held
foam from being distorted excessively. The multiple gently, without deforming the splice themselves. Any
splice modules can be attached to a splice tray to provide deformation of the splice devices could also cause in-
a complete system for housing the splices, storing the creased signal attenuation.
fiber slack, and controlling the bend radius of the fiber.
The use of this new splice storage technology in a The ways in which splices have been secured in splice
number of different applications is described. trays are very diverse. Magnetic strips have been used to

hold sleeved fusion splices. Additionally molded plastic
fingers, formed metal tabs. and molded rubber strips
have all been used in various ingenious configurations

Background to secure splices in the past. All of these designs and
methods had one limiting attribute. They each were

Typically when fiber optic splices are housed in splice designed to function properly with only one or two
closures or splicing cabinets, splice trays are used to different splice devices. In the 1980's when the predomi-
house the splices and to store the excess fiber slack. nant splices in use were the sleeved fusion splice and the
These splice trays (sometimes called splice organizers) rotary/mechanical splice, it was relatively easy for the
may be made of metal or plastic and have been con- splice tray designer to accommodate a customer's choice
structed in many configurations. The primary purpose of of splicing device. As the number of different fiber optic
the splice tray is to securely hold the completed fiber splices commercially available has increased, it has be-
splices, i.e. to prevent the splices from moving about as come more difficult to design new trays (or tray inserts)
the closure is assembled and placed. Closures are often foreach closure to hold each new splice. There have been
roughly handled, for instance being dropped into splic- attempts to design details into splice trays to accommo-
ing pits or being struck by tools or other objects. Regard- date more than one type of splice, however the rapid
less of the external forces on the closure, the splice tray proliferation of different splices has limited the effec-
must prevent the splices from moving. For if the splices tiveness of this approach. What was needed was a
shift position, the allowable minimum bend radius in the method of providing a splice tray with more universality
optical fibers may be exceeded which will increase the or adaptability to different splice geometries.
probability of fiber failure due to static fatigue and may
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Figure I. 2600LG/SCI Closure.

the redesign efforts were directed at increasing the splice
Development Project capacity (and splice density) within each tray.

In the late summer of 1990, it was decided to increase A new splicing technology, the non-polish mechanical
the splice capacity of the 2600LG/SCI Fiber Optic splice, was also being employed in cable splicing more
Splice Closure. A schematic drawing of the closure is and more frequently. Commercial examples of this type
shown in Figure I. This butt splice closure was capable of splice are shown in Figure 2. Because the fiber ends
of holding 6 splice trays each housing 24 individual do not have to be polished before splicing, these new
splices for a total splice capacity of 144 splices. Cable splicing devices had definite cost and installation time
manufacturers at that time were working on increasing advantages. Obviously any new splice tray design would
the fiber capacities of their cables, so a development have to accommodate non-polish mechanical splices.
project was started to see if the splice capacity of the
closure could also be increased. Redesigning the closure The following design criteria wvere established for the
cover and end plates would be very expensive and there splice tray redesign project to increase the splice capacity
was no room to add additional splice trays. Therefore, of the closure. These specific design requirements were
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Figure 2. Non-polish Mechanical Splices.

in addition to the normal general requirements for any 7. The redesigned splice tray should organize splices in
fiber optic splice tray. multiples of 6 to conform to the most common cable

constructions.
1. Increase the splice capacity of the splice tray from 24
to 36 individual splices. (This would increase the capac- 8. The redesigned splice tray should be easy to use.
ity of the closure for individual splices from 144 to 216.)

2. Make no changes in the outside dimensions or shape Desin
of the splice tray so that it would be functional with the
existing trays. Examination of the target commercial splices for this

application revealed a wide diversity of shapes. How-
3. The redesigned splice tray should accommodate fu- ever, the non-polish mechanical splices have similar
sion splices with heat shrink sleeves and all common dimensions in length and width. Sleeved fusion splices
non-polish mechanical splices, are typically much smaller in diameter and longer in

length. Because of the size similarity of the mechanical
4. The redesigned splice tray should allow the different splices, an initial design concept was developed to hold
types of splices to be mixed within a tray. them in flexible nests with separate details being utilized

to retain the fusion splices. (see figure 3) The splice
5. The redesigned splice tray should hold the splices organizers were designed to hold 6 splices each for
securely and withstand vibration per EIA FOTP- 11, modularity. By spacing the 6-splice organizers properly
condition 1. in the splice tray, room would be left for fiber pass-

through channels between the organizers. These pass-
6. The redesigned splice tray must accommodate loops throughs would be utilized to route fiber and to store
of fiber of varying diameters in order to dress and store loops of fiber slack.
the excess fiber slack.
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Figure 3. Foam Splice Organizer.

Prototypes

Prototype samples of the 6-splice organizer module were
constructed in thermoplastic rubber compounds for
evaluation. The samples worked well when the dimen-
sions were adjusted for any particular mechanical splice,
but did not satisfactorily meet design requirements #3
and #4. Rubber materials, even when molded with some
degree of "foaming", are essentially incompressible.
Therefore, when a splice is inserted into its nest, it bulges
out the restraining side walls slightly. When the next
splice is put in the adjacent nest, it distorts the rubber part Figure 4. Slie Holder Showing Distorted Side Wals.
more and the effect is cumulative. As additional splices What is needed is a material that, in addition to being
are added, the side walls are bulged out or displaced flexible, is also compressible. It must also be resilient
further. (see figure 4) Careful control of dimensional across a wide temperature range, be chemically resistant,
tolerances can overcome this problem for any given and possess low compression set properties. After a
splice, but the dimensional differences of the various period of material development and evaluation, a suit-
splices make rubber an unsuitable material for a univer- able elastomeric cellular material was chosen.
sal splice organizer.
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designed to enclose and contain the foam insert. (sec

FOAM INSERT 
figure 5)

An additional feature of the holder is the inclusion of
horizontal fingers or tabs molded to the side walls.
When two organizers are located adjacent to one another,
these tabs form a serpentine passageway to the fiber
pass-through channel under them. The organizers are
supplied with double sided adhesive tape on the bottom
to facilitate attachment to the splice tray. From I to 6 of
the organizers can be installed in each 36-splice tray.
The design of the organizer/splice tray and the use of a
compliant cellular material to hold fiber connecting de-

RIGID PLASTIC HOLDER vices is covered under U. S. Patent No. 5.185.845.

Further Applications

The 6-splice organizers have recently been incorporated
into a new splice tray for the 2500LG Fiber Optic Clo-
sure. This closure was originally designed as a low fiber
count splice or drop closure and was limited to 24 splices.

TAB3S j(see figure 6) Because of its popularity due to its compact
design and low cost, users requested that its splice ca-
pacity be increased. The closure was redesigned with a
new splice tray and splice cassettes, each equipped with
3 of the 6-splice foam organizers. (see figure 7) By
stacking 2 of the splice cassettes in the splice tray. the
splice capacity of the closure has been increased from 24
to 54 splices. Depending on cable type, a third cassette
can be added raising the maximum storage capacity to
72 splices.

The foam organizer modules have also been used in
modified form in two other applications, a restoration

DOUBLE-SIDED ADHESIVE closure for quick repair of cable cuts and an optical

Figure 6. 2500LG Closure Splice Tray.

Figure 5. Splice Organizer Components.

Final Design

Testing of prototype organizers made from various foam
or cellular materials disclosed one more problem to be
solved. The softness and flexibility of the foam which
allowed it to conform to the shape and dimensions of
various splices also allowed it to distort in an undesirable
manner. When loaded with splices, the side walls of two
adjacent 6-splice foam organizers would bulge out
blocking the pass-through channel between them. To
correct this problem, a thin rigid plastic holder was
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Figure 7. Splice Cassette With Foam Splice Organizer.

network unit for fiber to the curb. Consideration is also receiving a Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineer-
being given to molding restraining walls into splice trays ing degree from the University of Florida. He has held
to hold the foam splice inserts. These restraining walls various engineering positions within AT&T Network
would serve the same function as the plastic holder and Systems, primarily in the area of the design. develop-
would simplify assembly of the splice tray. ment. and manufacture of copper and fiber optic splice

closures.
The modularity and ability of the 6-splice organizers to
hold most of the individual fiber optic splices currently
in use makes them ideal for many other applications in
closures, terminals, cabinets, fiber optic shelves. etc.
Because of the versatility of the foam organizer technol- !
ogy. this approach to fiber optic splice storage is ex-
pected to see increasing use in the future. Gary S. Cobb

AT&T Bell Laboratories
Norcross. Georgia

Gary S. Cobb is a Distin-
guished Member of Tech-
nical Staff in the Fiber

Wesley W. Jones Optic Apparatus Develop-
AT&T Bell Laboratories ment Department at AT&T Bell Laboratories. Mr. Cobb
Norcross. Georgia joined Bell Laboratories in 1963 where he worked in the

Ocean Cable and Underwater Sound area for 13 years.
Wesley W. Jones is a For the past 10 years. Mr. Cobb has been active in the
Member of Technical design and development of copper and fiber optic splice
Staff in the Fiber Optic closures. Mr. Cobb received his BSME degree from
Apparatus Development Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University and

Department at AT&T Bell Laboratories - Norcross. a MSME degree from the University of Maryland.
Georgia. Mr. Jones joined Western Electric in 1970 after
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A SUBMARINE FIBER OPTIC SPLICE CLOSURE
FOR INTERMEDIATE WATER DEPTHS

G.S. Cobb, W.H. Bensel, H.O. Lindstrom, P.M. Thomas

AT&T Bell Laboratories 2000 Northeast Expressway Norcross, Georgia 30071

Abstract end. This scenario would most likely preclude the use of
a cable ship due te the relatively shallow water.

A fiber optic splice closure has been designed for use in A second opportunity or consideration was the increas-
intermediate water depths. The 2800LG Submarine Clo- ing cost of acquiring land right-of-way in many parts of
sure is constructed using beryllium-copper for its exter- the world. Additionally, for many planned routes, the
nal members. Sealing is provided with redundant 0-ring shortest distance was over water. Thus, water crossings
type seals between, a) cable sheath and cable gland, b) and water routes began to receive serious consideration
between the cable gland and the bottom closure cover. as alternatives to traditional routing.
A single 0-ring seal is used between cover halves.
Reliability is further enhanced by displacing the air A further consideration was that transmission systems
within the closure with cable filling compound which in and fiber designs were evolving that permitted longer
turn is pressurized by the filling compound in the sus- lengths of cable without regenerators. thus promoting
pended cable. The result is zero pressure differential more water routes. As more cable was placed in more
across the seals. Closure sealing system tests indicate a water routes, the greater the chance for cable breaks to
working depth of 300 meters (1000 feet). Tensile occur. There existed only one repair option and that was
strength across the splice joint is accomplished with a to replace the entire cable. If a splice closure was avail-
C-Submarine Sled. Single and double externally ar- able, then an additional option would be to repair the
mored cables having high density polyethylene sheaths cable depending on the economics of the two options.
can be accommodated. Splice storage capacity is 144 for
fusion splices and 108 for tunable mechanical splices. It was against this background that the design and devel-
Several actual installations are described. opment of a submarine fiber optic splice closure was

begun. The following sections will discuss the original
design criteria, the design details, the closure's develop-
ment testing results, and field installation experience. To
take advantage of an increasing market, testing was later

Introduction conducted at deeper water depths and these results are
discussed. A final section covers future directions of

In the late 1980's, several opportunities appeared which submarine closures.
indicated the need for a new submarine fiber optic splice
closure. First, planning was proceeding for the initial
transatlantic fiber optic cable system (TAT-8). A deep Initial Design Criteria
water splice closure was designed to join the numerous
lengths of unarmored deep water cable both in the fac- Water Depth
tory and on board ship. These closures were extremely
reliable, quite complex, can take up to 18 hours to install Fiber optic splice closures preceding the submarine clo-
(including splices) and required specialized injection sure and subsequent to its introduction were typically
molding equipment found only on ocean cable laying designed for 3-meter water depths which was the depth
ships and cable factories. What was not available was a of water usually found in manholes. On the other ex-
highly reliable, inexpensive, and quickly installable treme. ocean cable splice closures were designed for
splice closure that could be used to repair the armored water depths exceeding 6000 meters. Thus, "intermedi-
cable if there were an accident when landing the shore ate" falls somewhere between 3 and 6000 meters. Work-
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Working Depth 100 meters Splice Type
Water Environment Fresh and Salt Typically, very low loss splices would be required for
Design Life 25 Years these long length systems. Thus fusion and the tunable
Cable Design Single or Double Armored, mechanical rotary splice would be accommodated.

72 fibers, 10 to 15 mm OD
Splice Type Fusion and Tunable Temperature Range

Mechanical Rotary
Temperature Range 00C to 300C The applicable working temperature range was estab-
Ass'bly Environment Work Barge, Cable Ship, lished at 00 C to 30'C. This would account for water

Shore bottom conditions and expected air temperature ex-
Weight 200kg tremes during assembly. Storage temperature could
Deployment Sling or by transmission range from -20'C to 60*C.

cable
Assembly Time 12 hours maximum Assembly Environment
Reenter & Reusable Yes

Typically the closure would be assembled on a work
barge. This would be a worst case situation. Assembly

Figure 1. Initial Design Requirements was also envision on a cable ship and on shore.

ing with internal and external customers, 100 meters Weight

(330 feet) was considered a realistic requirement for the Total weight would be limited to 200 kg (440 lbs.) to
majority of the then envisioned applications, reduce deployment difficulties when working on a barge.

Water Environment Deployment

Both salt and fresh water uses of the closure were con- A sling or similar rigging would be the preferred method
sidered necessary. In both environments, the closure of lowering the closure to the bottom. The closure would
would be buried most likely by "jetting" so the final not be deployed over sheaves, but could be lowered by
resting place would be in bottom material surrounded by the transmission cable especially in deeper water depths,
either fresh or salt water. thus exerting a high degree of tensile loading.

Design Life Assembly Time

Design life was established at 25 years. This was consid- Recognizing the high expense of water operations and
ered reasonable from a materials view and also from a the possibility of rapidly changing weather conditions.
changing technology view. It was also the input from the the maximum closure assembly time was set at 12 hours.
SL Undersea Cable Development Group.

Cable Design Reentry

The closure would be required to accommodate either The closure must be reenterable and reusable.

single or double armored cable having a high density
polyethylene jacket with an outer diameter range of 10 Design
mm to 15 mm.

Design Concept
Fiber Count

In order to fulfill the primary objective of the splice
Fiber counts up to 72 were initially considered. This has closure, i.e. toprotect the exposed fibers and splices from
subsequently been increased, depending on the splice the environment for the expected service life of the cable,
type to 1 44 fibers (see Design Enhancements section). a conceptual closure design was first established. The
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design concept was to provide a closure system that
would function in harmony with the filled cable core of Mpw resswe
the armored terrestrial cable. By utilizing a filled closure Hosin
design, the splice compartment would achieve pressure
equilibrium with the surrounding water via the filled Orgazer
cable core. In this way a "dual" sealing system is pro- Tray Cover
vided for the enclosed splices, an O-ring sealing system I
between the closure and the cable and a filling compound Troy
"seal" between the splices and the closure. Therefore.
even under the worst-case condition of an O-ring seal
failure, the splice compartment would not be allowed to
flood with water. This design concept differed from
existing closure designs used in either terrestrial or un- o-Rn
dersea applications in that the splicing cavity was pre-
viously an "air space". Grip P-esswe

PBlat Glrip Housing

Traditionally, the tensile strength of the splice joint was Plte Bloki Asebly

bridged across the splice by the splice closure members Screw
and was typically on the order 50 to 100 kg. Use of I
externally armored cable creates very large placing Figure 2. Exploded View of Closure.
loads. The C-Submarine Sled was selected to terminate
the external armor and to bridge the splice leaving the the process of selecting materials that would not degrade
"internal" closure to serve simply as a pressure vessel, over time.

Materials Selection Physical Design

With the conceptual design established, the design effort In the physical design of the splice closure, attention was
was focused on the selection of materials far compatibil- given to using existing hardware where possible in order
ity with the environment and with the enclosed appara- to minimize development cost. Splice trays. cable grips.
tus. Established materials technology in undersea and bonding hardware from a current production closure
apparatus housings. dating back to the early 1960's with were incorporated within the beryllium copper pressure
the TAT-3 transoceanic cable installation, was utilized vessel. The C-Submarine Sled was used for armor ter-
in the selection of the external splice closure housing. mination. The sled is a hot-dip galvanized steel structure
Beryllium copper was the material of choice for long that was originally designed for termination of the armor
term exposure to salt water. There are presently several wires over lead sheath copper cable used for river cross-
thousand of these housings in service. ings.

The first choice for a closure filling compound was the Since the closure would be expected to operate at pres-
compound used in the core of the fiber optic cable. By sures up to 10.5 kgf/cm2 (150 psi) and be re-enterable.
using the same compound as contained in the cable, an O-ring sealing system was selected. Dual O-ring seals
compatibility studies with the fibers and cable would not were used between the cable and the pressure vessel to
be required. However, there was no experience to draw provide an extra level of protection at the most "difficult"
on concerning the exposure of tunable mechanical sealing surface i.e.. the HDPE cable jacket. At the met-
splices to filling compound. Therefore, a test program al-to-metal sealing surfaces, surface finishes and toler-
was established to study the effects of filling compound ances as recommended by the O-ring manufacturer were
on splice loss at the design temperature and pressure used.
extremes.

The pressure vessel was designed to fit within the C-Sub-
The O-ring materials were selected for compatibility marine Sled with adequate clearance for the installation
with fresh and salt water and filling compounds. Again, of plastic spacers between the pressure vessel and sled.
existing technology in O-ring sealing systems simplified In this way, the air space between the two could be filled

with an encapsulant that would provide additional me-
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PERFORMANCE OF TUNABLE MECHANICAL SPLICES
in FILING COMPOUND
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Figure 3. C-Submarine Sled. Figure 4. Splice Loss Test Results.

chanical shock protection for the splices and protection used standard index match material. The closure was
from possible galvanic action between the dissimilar then placed in the pressure vessel. The test setup was
metals. The completed assembly weighs approximately placed in an envirnomental chamber and subjected to a
200 kg (440 lbs.); 35 kg for the 2800LG, 118 kg for the range of temperatures and pressures while monitoring
C-Submarine Sled, 37 kg for encapsulant and 4 kg for the splice loss. Splice loss results are given in Figure 4.
cable filling compound. No significant change in loss was noted between tests at

1 to 10 kgf/cm2( ( to 10 atmospheres) of pressure.
Development Testing

Seal Tests The cable-to-closure seals were tested in
Test Facilities conjunction with the splice loss tests. The sealing system

design was incorporated into the pressure vessel end-
As previously discussed, the design working depth was plate. The O-ring seals showed no sign of leakage
set at 100 m (330 feet). At this depth the water pressure throughout the splice loss test program.
is about 10.5 kgf/cm (150 psi). These pressures were
well above what was available in the closure develop- The beryllium copper pressure vessel was also tested for
ment laboratory. To fill this need, a 17.5 kgf/cm2 (250 seal integrity. Seven pressure vessels were tested by
psi) pressure vessel was designed and constructed. The installing a continuous length of cable through the clo-
vessel was designed per the ASME Boiler Pressure sure and applying an internal pressure of 10.3 kgf/cm 2.
Vessel Code for a 17.5 kgf/cm2 (250 psi) facility. This None of the seven closures showed any sign of leaks. All
specification would provide very high design margins. O-rings were heat aged before testing to allow the seal
The high safety margins coupled with the use of water, material modulus to degrade.
not air, as the main medium, provided a very safe test
environment. Low Temperature Use of Cable Filling Compound As

previously discussed, the submarine closure is post filled
Test Results with approximately 4 kg of the cable filling compound

to provide a pressure balanced sealing system. After
Splice Loss Test A test program was implemented to completion of fiber splicing and testing, the closure is
study the effects of filling compound, under pressure, on sealed and the filling compound is injected through one
the tunable mechanical splice which employs an index of the two tapped holes in the top of the housing using a
matching gel between the fiber ends to minimize inser- conventional grease-type cartridge injection gun. The
tion loss. Twelve mechanical splices were placed in cable filling compound and injection system must be
filling compound within a closure. Two of the twelve usable at temperatures near freezing for barge installa-
splices were assembled using cable filling compound as tions.
the index match material while the remaining ten splices
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plans and also consider the high cost of future fiber
Temp. & Time TYP•A •placement in intermediate water depths. These consid-

erations have resulted in an increase in fiber cable counts
27 0C after Easy to Pump using Pumpable using two being placed and therefore the need for a higher splice
0 hours ratchet with one hands on rachet storage capacity.

hand
To address this need, the submarine closure was modi-

I 00C after Easy to pump using Extremely difficult fled to accept two additional splice organizers increasing
24 hours ratchet with one to pump with two the splice capacity from 72 to 108 tunable mechanical

hand hands, not practical splices and from 96 to 144 fusion splices. These addi-
tional two organizers increased the stacked height of the

-I°C after Easy to pump using splice organizers by approximately 19 mm. To compen-
5 hours ratchet with one sate, the height of the cable gripping hardware and the

hand organizer standoffs (see Figure 2) were reduced propor-
tionally. Any subsequent increases in splice storage ca-

-70C after Can be pumped with pacity beyond the six organizers will require a change to

5 hours minor difficulty the closure housing components.

Figure S. Cold Temperature Performance. Increased Water Depth

Following the initial closure development, the cable The initial design requirement was intended for closure

filling compound was changed to reduce excessive oil placement in 100 m water depths (9.5 kgf/cm2 external

migration from the cable structure (herein called Type A pressure). Future installations have been identified that

or B). An injection experiment was performed to ascer- will be in depths to 275 meters (900 feet). To evaluate
tain if the new Type B material offered any advantage in the submarine closure performance at these greater

cold temperature usage. Test results has shown that the depths, a test plan was developed and an outside lab,

Type A filling compound was usable down to -7°C with Southwest Research Institute (SRI) was contracted to

the cartridge injection gun. In comparison, the Type B perform the tests. SRI had available the necessary high

compound was marginal at I 0C. Therefore the Type A pressure test facilities and expertise in hydrostatic pres-

filling compound remained the material of choice for this sure testing. This avoided the cost and time delay asso-

application. Figure 5 summarizes these results. ciated with constructing a new, limited use test facility.
Two submarine closures were assembled with two high
density polyethylene jacketed fiber optic cables having

Design Enhancements diameters of 10.6 and 12.7 mm. The closure assemblies
(without filling compound) were heat aged for 30 hours

Following the original design and development cycle, at 60'C to allow the O-ring seal material modulus to
customers indicated a need for an increase in splice degrade to that level representative of the material life-
storage capacity from 72 to 96 tunable mechanical time expectancy.
splices and application for water depths greater than 100
meters. This section will focus on these two enhance- The closures were then placed in a vessel containing
ments along with a study conducted using different water and pressurized to 35 kgf/cm2 (500 psi) for 30
filling compounds. days. Water temperature was maintained between 2°C

and 4°C. Internal moisture sensors monitored any
Increased Splice Storage Capacity changes in relative humidity to detect any moisture

migration into the closure. After 30 days, no changes in
The initial submarine closure design was equipped with relative humidity occurred and the hydrostatic pressure
typical splice organizers that store 18 tunable mechanical was increased by approximately 7 kgf/cm 2/hr. to deter-
or 24 fusion splices per tray and could accommodate four mine at what pressure the closure would fail. After 50
trays for a total splice storage capacity of 72 tunable minutes at 175 kgf/cm2 (2500 psi), the 10.6mm fiber
mechanical splices or 96 fusion splices. The ever in- optic cable collapsed and permitted water to pass under
creasing need for high capacity transmission routes has the O-rings. The 12.7 mm cable exhibited minor defor-
caused customers to reevaluate their long range growth mation and no water entered the closure.
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The combination of accelerated heat aging of the closure splice assembly was loaded onto the vessel for transport
sealing system and the sustained external hydrostatic to Long Island Sound. The average depth of Long Island
pressure of 35 kgf/cm2 (500 psi) for 30 days at a low Sound is in the range of 27 to 30 meters. The cable was
temperature demonstrates a highly reliable sealing sys- plowed into the Sound up to the location where the
tem. The failure pressure at 175 kgf/cm 2 (2500 psi) is closure would enter the water. The closure was sup-
equivalent to a 1677 meters (5500 feet) water depth ported by a rope as it went into the water even though
indicating a substantial design margin by a factor of five the tensile strength of the cable was sufficient to hold the
for service to 300 meters. 200 kg of the closure and the weight of the suspended

cable. A diver was used during the placing of the closure
Testing has not been conducted at this time concerning because the chute in the plow was not large enough to
the effects of this increased pressure on the loss perform- pass the complete closure. When the closure reached the
ance of index matching gels. Thus only fusion splicing plow, the plow was opened. the cable was removed from
is recommended when water depths exceed 100 meters. the plow, the closure placed on the bottom, the cable

reinserted into the plow, and the plow was closed. Slack
cable was placed at the site so that when the closure was

Field Installation Experience "jetted" into the bottom of the Sound. the cable would
not exert tension on the closure.

The submarine fiber optic splice closure has been used

in two underwater cable projects. The first occasion was After the closure was placed and the plowing resumed,
an engineering placement that required more cable than the cable was tested to confirm the successful placement
could be manufactured in one length. The second occa- of the closure. All fibers tested good.
sion was a "repair" of a planned cable installation. Both
situations were located in intermediate depth water. Santee River Project, South Carolina

Long Island Sound Project The Southern Bell Santee River installation was a repair

of an originally engineered wire armored fiber optic
The AT&T Long Island Sound Project crossing used the cable installation. Before the installation started, how-
submarine closureto join twopiecesof 16.75 km (55,000 ever, it was determined that the Santee River had been
feet) of single wire armored fiber optic cable. The route dredged and the width of the river at the point of place-
was between Long Island and Connectict.rTescal ment was now wider than was first anticipated. The
used in the wire armored cable was a standard terrestrial armored cable was in position to be placed. but, was now

cable with a sheath construction that contained an inner too short for the span. A second cable was ordered and

armor made up of a copper-steel laminated layer and a brought to the site for splicing and placing. The splicing

14 strand wire layer. The outside armor was constructed was performed at a work-center prior to loading the reel

of layers of jute and a layer of stainless steel wire coated on th e ac arge. te tw o les we reed
withhig denitypolythyene lasic.on the placing barge. The two cables were spliced and

with high density polyethylene plastic. the completed submarine splice closure was secured to
the existing reel with the original cable and the new

The plowing method was selected for the placement of cable.

the armored cable in the bottom of Long Island Sound.

The cable payout from the ship to the plow required that The placement of the cable on the bottom of the Santee
the cable be held in a drum at the manufacturing location River involved two steps. The first step was to place the
for loading directly into a similar drum on the ship. The entire length of the cable and then secondly, "jet" the
armor manufacturer placed the two lengths of the cable cable into the bottom of the river. The "jetting" process
in a drum such that the two ends would be accessible was performed by a diver removing the soil from beneath
outside the drum for splicing. Following splicing, the the cable and closure and allowing the cable and closure
closure assembly was completed. The assembly of the to settle into the trench created. The sediment will return
complete closure combination, submarine closure and to the bottom and cover the cable and closure. The
C-Submarine Sled, should be considered a two-person placement was successful again with the lowering of the
operation. The total assembly time, including the fusion closure to the floor of the river being partially controlled
splicing, took 20 hours. The assembly time for the clo- with a rope.
sure was well within the 12 hours requirement. After the
cable and splice were tested, the complete cable and
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testing, and evaluation of fiber optic closure sealing
Future Directions systems.

What began as a repair closure, is now being used for
initial installations. As the need for cable right-of-way • • Phillip M. Thomas is a
has risen, the requirements placed on companies asking d'" " Member of Technical
for the rights-of-way have been changed by the granting N Staff in the Fiber Optic
authorities. These changes involve the cost, depth-of- , • I Cable Design Group at
plant, position-of-plant. maintenance responsibilities, as AT&T Bell Laboratories.
well as restrictions on future growth. Therefore, land Norcross, Georgia. He
placement has become increasingly difficult. This leaves ly joined AT&T in 1982 af-
communication companies looking for new avenues in > ter receiving his BMET
obtaining a location for their cable. We now believe degree from Southern
splices and thus closures will be designed into future Technical Institute. He re-
water crossing routes with increasing frequency. The ceived his BSME degree
trend will also be to position the splices at ever increasing from the Georgia Institute
water depths and as this occurs there will eventually be of Technology and is cur-
a need to use the closure on non-armored cable. rently pursuing a Master's degree. Mr. Thomas is pres-

ently involved in the design and development of fiber
optic cable for outside plant applications. His past re-

Gary S. Cobb is a Distin- sponsibilities included the design and development of
guished Member of Tech- fiber optic cable interconnection apparatus. closures, and
nical Staff in the Fiber cable termination hardware.
Optic Apparatus Devel-
opment Department at
SAT&T Bell Laboratories. Harry 0. Lindstrom, Jr.
Mr. Cobb joined Bell ,is a Distinguished Mem-
Laboratories in 1963 5' ber of the Technical Staff
where he worked in the in the Project Engineering
Ocean Cable and Under- and International Opera-
water Sound area for 13 tions Department. Mr.
years. For the past 10 Lindstrom joined Bell
years, Mr. Cobb has been Laboratories in 1957

active in the design and development of copper and fiber where he worked for 14
optic splice closures. Mr. Cobb received his BSME years in the design and de-
degree from Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State velopment of missile
University and a MSME degree from the University of guidance systems. For the
Maryland. last 13 years. Mr.Lind-

strom has been active in the areas of Standards develop-
ment for their installation and protection of fiber optic

William H. Bensel is a cable and apparatus. field testing and prove-in of fiber
member of the Fiber Optic optic cable, consulting on the planning and installation
Apparatus Development of Outside Plant systems both international and domes-
Department at AT&T Bell tic, and quality improvement procedures for cable prod-
Laboratories in Norcross, ucts. Mr. Lindstrom received his BEE degree from
Georgia. He joined Bell Auburn University and a MSEE degree from Duke Uni-
Laboratories in 1969 after versity.
receiving an Associate
Degree in Electrical Engi-
neering from Baltimore
Junior College. Since
1980. he has been en-
gaged in the development,
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MONITORING ACCELERATED AGING OF POLYESTER

BUFFER TUBES IN FIBER OPTIC CABLES

Osman S. Gebizlioglu and Irene M. Plitz

Bellcore
331 Newman Springs Rd.

Red Bank, New Jersey 07701

polymer molecular weight drops and the tube
ABSTRACT fractures into small fragments. The degradation of

buffer/core tubes destroys an important
Poly (Butylene Terephthalate), PBT, the environmental barrier for the protection of optical

most commonly used buffer tube material, degrades fibers. In this report, we present a method to assess
in hot and moist media and becomes brittle. We tedgaainrt ntetniemcaia

showed that elongation-at-break, an ultimate tensile the degradation rate in the tensile mechanical

property, is very sensitive to tube degradation. For properties of polyester buffer tubes. We use the
accuratekinetics of degradation of the mechanical properties
auradte modifievea s ient of elogatn-at-rea, wet , to estimate the lifetime of polyester tubes in fiberused a modified version of an ASTM test method, otctlcmuiain als

ASTM 348, Standard Test Method for Rigid Tubes optic telecommunications cables.

Used for Electrical Insulation. Based on 10%
elongation-at-break as an end-of-life criterion, we
estimated a tube lifetime of ten years at 40"C / 60% BUFFER TUBE ANALYSIS
RH for currently used PBT materials and twenty
one years for a new generation of hydrolytically Buffer/core tubes must remain robust
stabilized PBT's entering the telecommunications throughout the entire service life of a fiber optic
network. cable. They must withstand handling and

installation stresses, and retain their ductility in the
service environment. From a field performance

INTRODUCTION standpoint, a mechanical property test is the most
appropriate method of monitoring buffer/core tube

All three common optical cable designs use degradation. The Bellcore document TR-NWT-
plastic tubes to protect optical fibers from the 000020, Generic Requirements for Optical Fiber

outside environment. In the loose tube design, six and Optical Fiber Cable, Issue 5, December

to twelve fibers are enclosed in a polyester buffer 1992(1), uses elongation-at-yield to compare
tube. Six to eighteen buffer tubes may then be buffer/core tubes before and after 30-day aging at
arranged around a cable central strength member. 85 *C / 85% RH (Relative Humidity) with a
In the ribbon and the fiber bundle designs, one or proposal to replace it with elongation-at-break.
more -oncentric tubes (core tubes) contain the fiber Hydrolytic degradation results in the reduction of
ribbons and fiber bundles, respectively. For both PBT molecular weight. Elongation-at-yield does
buffer and core tubes, cable manufacturers not correlate with this molecular breakdown( 2).
commonly use polybutylene terephthalate (PBT) for We propose that elongation-at-break be used
its favorable processing and mechanical properties. instead of elongation-at-yield to monitcr polyester
This material, however, is very sensitive to molecular degradation We could measure this
humidity and degrades catastrophically in hot and ultimate tensile property by one of three ASTM
humid media The degradation reaction occurs standard test methods( 3-5): I) ASTM 638(3) is

when water molecules attack the ester linkages of suitable for test bars of rectangular cross section.
the polymer. With recurrent water attack, the 2) ASTM 348(4) is applicable to rigid tube samples
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having a gauge section of reduced diameter. 3) For
rigid, reinforced tubes and pipes, ASTM 2105(5) is FIrotV.iew

an alternative to ASTM 348. We chose ASTM
348 to evaluate the extent of degradation after screws
accelerated aging of buffer tubes. This test method
requires tubes with large aspect ratio (sample
length-to-width or diameter ratio) to assure
homogeneous deformation (uniform strain and Botom
stress throughout the test volume). Since 3-mm and
6-mm diameters are more common for loose Tub Insert

buffer/core tubes, we adopted a minimum aspect
ratio of 25. A key condition of this method is that Figure lb. Grip Adapter for Ttibe Samples
each test specimen have a central gaugc section of 1.0. Buffer tube samples, either cut to their test
reduced wall thickness. The straight mid-portion of length and machined before or after aging, were
this section has one-fifth the specimen length and kept in the aging chamber for up to 90 days.
sixty percent of the nominal wall thickness. At
each end of this section, a curved shoulder region
joins the gauge section to the outside diameter, Buffer Tube Lifetime Estimation
schematically shown in Figure Ia. The radius of
curvature in the shoulder segment depends on the Polyesters, in general, and PBT, in particular,
tube wall thickness(4). For a 1/4-mm thick tube are industrially important materials. Their lifetime,
wall, a radius of curvature of about 2 3/4 " (70 mm) therefore, has attracted considerable attention( 6-
gives a smooth transition region. We specified a 10). In a humid environment, these materials
strain rate (machine cross-head speed divided by undergo hydrolysis as shown below for PBT
gauge section length) of 0.4 min-1 (6.7 x 10-3 sec-
1). This rate is higher than the test speed specified [ -O-(CH2)4-O-CO-(Ph)-CO-]m + H20
in ASTM 348 to reduce the time of testing.
However, the test rate should be low enough to -O-(CH2)4-O-CO-(Ph)-CO-Im-p-O-(CH2)4-OH
produce a broad range of elongation-at-break +

values for comparing aged samples. Special HO.CO.(Ph).CO.[_O.(CH2)4.O.CO.(Ph).CO_]
tensile grip adapters, schematically shown in Figure p
I b, are used to hold the tube samples by pneumatic The subscripts m and p are integer numbers and are
grips. called the degree of polymerization. This

expression indicates that PBT reacts with a
molecule of water and splits into an alcohol

Sample Aning Procedure (containing the OH group at its end) and an acid
(containing -COOH group at the end). As long as

We varied aging temperature from 85°C to water is available, the hydrolysis reaction continues
100*C and fractional relative humidity from 0.7 to to produce alcohols and acids of decreasing

molecular weight.70 mm
1' L ' I'll The rate and conditions of this hydrolysis

- 10.1 reaction were studied(6-1 0) earlier for predicting
D -------------- .... - ----PBT lifetime. Gardner and Martin( 6) used the

tg, (gauge section wall thickness) =-Otf following empirically developed relationship

*(nomlnal wall between half-life (days), temperature T(°K) and
L thickness) relative humidity (RH):

L/D 25
S!n t /2=A _ B !n(RH)- C

Figure Ia. Machined Tube Cross-Section 1/ 2
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By curve-fitting PBT hydrolysis data to this hydrolysis and use it for PBT lifetime prediction in
expression, they estimated a 18-28 Kcal mole-1  a typical telecommunications service environment.
activation energy of hydrolysis.
Kelleher, Wentz and Falcone( 7 ) developed an For the hydrolysis reaction (a bi-molecular,
empirical expression for PBT lifetime, t (hours), non-elementary reaction) shown above, we write
based on melt flow index (MFR). the following rate expression for PBT depletion:

l._1 1 d[ PBT] = k [PBTl tnH 2 0(,,).
kt =a {MFR1 "6 - MFR3"6) dt (I)

This relationship gave an activation energy of 25 where [PBT], k, and [H20] refer to PBT
Kcal mole.- 1  concentration at time t, reaction rate constant, and
Borman( 8) based his analysis on the reaction water concentration, respectively. The exponent n
kinetics of the PBT hydrolysis and related half-life, denotes the order of the hydrolysis reaction with
tl/2, to temperature, T(*K), and water vapor partial respect to water. To determine the amount of PBT
pressure, Pwv (mm Hg) as shown in the following left at time t, we rearrange this expression as
equation. follows:

log1 11  A+B o d[PBTJ -~ d
1/2 = f PH 2 0 [PBT] -kHi 2°It (2)

This expression, when fitted to hydrolysis data on a Integrating over time t from 0 to tL(lifetime), we
broad set of PBT materials, gave an activation obtain the expression below for tL
energy of 18-20 Kcal mole-1.
Kishore and Sankaralingam( 9) generalized all
earlier PBT lifetime prediction attempts in the [PBTJ
following equation: -In L -k[H20] L

[PBT]o 2 L (3)

E HR
= (I - a) A exp(- .ý) In B Similarly to Bonnan's analysis( 8 ), we use Henry's

law( 1 1) to replace water vapor concentration,

In this expression, E, R and HR refer to the [H201, with partial pressure, Pwv

activation energy, universal gas constant and
relative humidity, respectively. By curve-fitting this (
equation to PBT hydrolysis data from the published [0H201 _
literature, they obtained an activation energy of 24- K, Henry's law constant, depends on both pressure
29 Kcal mole- 1. Finally, Parris(0) used PBT and temperature. From the definition of relative
hydrolysis data obtained from buffer tube aging humidity, HR,
experiments in 60-100°C liquid water to predict
PBT lifetime. Since all of these attempts involved HR = (5)
PBT materials of different molecular weights and R (5
each made specific assumptions such as
temperature-independent Henry's law constant(8), where P* is the equilibrium vapor pressure of water
they are not easily applicable to a generalized at temperature T. Both Henry's law constant K and
analysis of PBT lifetime. Moreover, the reported P* are temperature-dependent( 12).
activation energies fall in too broad a range to be AH
useful for PBT lifetime prediction. In the next In K= R-T (6)
section, we present a general model of PBT
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P= exp[ - A +B] (7) (load divided by the original sample cross-sectional

area in the gauge section) is plotted against

engineering strain (change in length divided by
The constants A = 5.207xI0 3 and B = 13.995 in initial gauge length). Neither engineering stress nor
Eq.7 were determined by linear regression analysis engineering strain in the elastic deformation region
of P*(in atmospheres)-T data(1 2) for the (the initial part of the stress-strain curve where
temperature range from 273"K to 373°K. A third stress is linearly proportional to strain) are
constant for which temperature dependence has to corrected for the specimen effective gauge length.
be accounted for is k, the hydrolysis reaction rate Since the actual gauge length is always shorter than
constant. the effective gauge length, corrected proportional

limit (the end of the elastic deformation region) is
smaller than the proportional limit shown in the

k = 0o exp(--RP (8) figure. Thus, the total strain (proportional limit plus
plastic strain) shown in the plot is an overestimate

KP* and of the corrected total strain. The maximum stress,
Sub8,restitu tingefo , ko fm weqatrios 6, te about 52 MPa (MegaPascals) or 7542 psi (Ibs in.- 2)and 8, respectively, into Eq.3, we arrive at the i hsfgr apn ob h il tes

follwin exresson or BT lfetme:in this figure happens to be the yield stress.
Following the yield point, stress drops to a plateau

stress also known as drawing stress or flow stress.
IntL=C-13 .9 9 5xn-nxlnHR+ The flow stress is followed by a narrow region

[5.207 x 103 (AHxn-AE) 1 (9) where stress rises with strain (strain-hardening
n-2R ItR region). This region is terminated when the test

sample breaks. The breaking stress for all PBT
buffer tubes tested was lower than their yield stress.

In this equation, tLis in hours and T is in *K. In The tensile stress-strain plot of Figure 2 shows a
the following section, we evaluate four constants C, total strain of about 3.5 or elongation-at-break of
n, AH, and AE by multiple regression analysis of 350 percent. This value of elongation-at-break
Eq.9 with tL-T-HR data. compares well with the elongation-at-break (350-

450 percent) of PBT tensile bars tested in
accordance with ASTM 638.(13)

Figures 3 and 4 present mean stresses and
RESULTS and DISCUSSION strains for a set of five PBT buffer tubes aged at 85

'C / 85% RH (Relative Humidity).. In Figures 3a

Figure 2 shows a tensile stress-strain curve and 3b, mean yield stress and mean yield strain
of a PBT buffer tube of 2.6 mm (0.1 ") nominal exhibit small changes with aging time, respectively.
outer diameter. In this figure, engineering stress In Figures 4a and 4b, mean breaking stress and

breaking strain are plotted against aging time,
so ,respectively. The mean breaking stress shows no
so SO-~•.I 7S

40 " so / -•

Engineerifg StraIn ___. . . .__'_. . . ._____.. . . . . . .__ ,

0 1S 30 45 60
Figure 2. Unaged PBT Buffer Tube in Tension Aging Tkne (Do,) Figure 3a
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0.2s uii. 10% elongation-at-break, serve as an end-of-life

0.20 oo € c-' criterion. The plot of Figure 4b shows a mean
breaking strain of 2.4 for 30-day aging at 85°C /

0 0.15 85% RH. Taking into account the standard error
0.10bar shown in this plot for 30-day aging, we propose

j0.10 that a mean breaking strain lower than 1.2 (120 %
u 0.o5 elongation-at-break) be considered unacceptable in

screening buffer/core tube materials for hydrolytic
0.00 . -...i g .. 465 . 6. .. o stability. For 45-day aging, the mean breaking

TAgingmTne (Days) strain drops to about 0.64 (64 % elongation-at-
Figure 3b. break). In this case, we similarly propose that a

mean breaking strain greater than 0.3 (30 %
75 02,.,, elongation-at-break) be considered acceptable.

S(•.7asc--) Thus, the 45-day aging treatment allows us to
formulate a less restrictive requirement for

45 including other potentially useful buffer/core tube
F •materials that exhibit lower initial breaking strain
I than PBT materials tested in this investigation.

15

00 . . . . . .. . . . .... . . . Lifetime Estimates
Aging Time (DayO)

Figure 4a. Having developed a method to monitor
polyester buffer tube degradation and established

0&2 II.Amin. an end-of-life criterion of 10% elongation-at-break,(0.00? us..-')

4 we can now estimate tube lifetime by using Eq.9
with the PBT buffer tube aging data. The buffer
tube lifetime tL refers to aging time for which

2 elongation-at-break is about 10%. Tables I and 1I
present tL-T-HR data for two different sets of PBT

1 buffer tubes.
____ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___Table I0 . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. . ..

is 30 45 GO Aging Data for PBT Buffer Tube Set I
Aging Time (Days)

Figure 4b. Temp. (°C) HR Time, Days

significant change in 45-day aging. The mean 70 1.0 78
breaking strain or elongation-at-break, however, 85 1.0 20
exhibits a dramatic drop, after a small initial rise, 100 1.0 5
with aging time. Beyond two-day aging, breaking 85 0.7 30
strain drops from about 3.5 strain units to 0.1 in 48 85 0.85 23
days. Since a breaking strain of 0.1 (10% 85 1.0 20
elongation-at-break) is comparable to the yield Table 11
strain shown in Figure 3b, we conclude that the Aging Data for PBT Buffer Tube Set 1
PBT tube samples tested lost their ductility in about AT 16
48 days at 85°C / 85% RH aging. For satisfactory 70 1.0 162
field handling and installation performance, buffer 85 1.0 40
tubes must retain some ductility after accelerated 100 1.0 II
aging. Therefore, breaking strain of aged buffer 85 0.7 62
tubes must remain larger than their yield strain. 85 0.85 48
We propose that a breaking strain of 0.1 units, or 85 1.0 40
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In Table III, we present a summary of the results of
multiple regression analysis of aging data shown in
Tables I and II with the expression for buffer tube
lifetime tL given in Eq. 9.

Table III 6,

Set C n IA
KaH/m Kcallgm- A

mole mole- $0% 40-10.65 1.14 10.0 22.87 ;0

LI -7.94 1.23 10.0 22.37 400

In this table, n is the order of the hydrolysis
reaction with respect to water concentration. The VIP
two n values shown suggest that the hydrolysis
reaction is first order with respect to water. AH
accounts for the temperature dependence of K,
Henry's law constant. This term is an input(] 1) to Figure 5a. PBT Buffer Tube Estimated Lifetime
the regression analysis The activation energy of
hydrolysis, AE, falls in the same range as those of
earlier investigations(5- 9 ).

By using the parameters of Table III, we
computed lifetimes over the temperature range from
25 0C to 50°C and relative humidity range from 0.1
to 0.6. Figures 5a and 5b present these results in a
3-D plot of lifetime, tL , against temperature, T, and 4" 1!

fractional relative humidity, HR. From Figure Ia,

one reads a lifetime of about 10.3 years at 40°C and 1 -%
60% relative humidity (HR = 0.6). For the same 01 00
conditions, Figure 5b gives a lifetime of 20.5 years 000
for hydrolytically stabilized PBT buffer tube ,,
materials. Our lifetime estimates should be
considered as underestimates since temperatures
shown in these figures are below the glass
transition temperature, (Tg = 55-65°C) of PBT. & 1 , 4

SUMMARY and CONCLUSIONS Figure 5b. Hydrolytically Stabilized PBT Lifetime
thickness. From our aging experiments, we defined

The polyester buffer tubes degrade in warm 10% elongation-at-break as the end-of-useful life of
and moist media, and become brittle. We showed PBT buffer tubes since, at this elongation, they
that elongation-at-break, an ultimate tensile would have lost all their ductility. Based on this
property, correlated with the tube degradation. For definition of end-of-life, we estimated a tube
elongation-at-break measurements, we .sed a lifetime of ten and a half years at 40 0C / 60% RH
modified version of ASTM 348, Standard Test for PBT buffer tubes currently used in the
Method for Rigid Tubes Used for Electrical telecommunications network and about twenty one
Insulation. The modified test procedure required years for a new generation of hydrolytically
tube specimens with a gauge section of reduced stabilized polyester buffer tube materials.
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STEEL TUBE ARMOURED FIBER OPTIC CABLE DESIGN

Dieter Lachmann, Thomas ROdder

NOKIA KABEL GmbH

Piccoloministr. 2

51063 KOMI

Federal Republic of Germany

1. Abstract
The "Steel Tube Armoured Fiber Optic Cable" design

A new design has been developed for fiber-optic cables. based upon the hermetically sealed, laser-welded central
It is economical in production and offers excellent steel tube, contains up to 16 optical fibers. The steel tube
performance. Compared with the plastic loose tubes and is embedded in the cable sheath together with a diametral
moisture barrier sheaths, used normally in cable pair of unstranded steel strength members. Fig. 1 shows
construction, this new "Steel Tube Armoured Fiber Optic the new cable design.
Cable is extremely compact. It accommodates up to 16
fibers with a diameter of 8.5 mm and weighs 90 kg/km.

By using multiple-function cable elements, the new design
allows the packing density to be more than doubled. It
also halves the number of different materials used in I
cable construction and yet gives the same performance 2
as conventionally designed cables.

3
Tests were conducted to compare the optical, thermal and
mechanical characteristics of plastic and steel tube 4
designs. The new cable design produced excellent
results, enhanced by the use of longitudinally applied 0!00 5

strength members. Aging tests have also been carried w 6
out. Standard tools, splice cassettes and cable closures W
were used to demonstrate the ease and efficiency with
which the new cable design can be installed.

2. Introduction

Cables are conventionally designed with a central core
tube. They consist i.e. Ill of a plastic tube enclosed in a
swelling tape and an additional moisture barrier sheath. Fig. 1 : Steel Tube Armoured Fiber Optic Cable
Two unstranded steel tension members are embedded in
the cable sheath. Corrugated steel tape is used to ensure 1: optical fibers
a long life span and adequate mechanical behaviour. Our
new cable design is based upon a stainless and laser- 2: filling compound
welded steel tube which is hermetically closed. This
makes it possible to eliminate the corrugated steel tape in 3: stainless steel tube
the cable sheath.

4: identification yam
Optical fiber aerial cables using stainless steel tubes have
shown excellent resistanceagainstextremeenvWonmentar 5: pair of steel strength members
conditions, such as water permeation, mechanical and
thermal stresses /2/. With our new design these 6: cable sheath
advantages can also be utilized for buried, duct end
indoor applications.
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3. Techno/economical obiectives - longitudinal pulling
- radial compression

In the past, most development work on fiber optic cable - bending, kinking and torsion
designs has focused on increasingly economical cable - contraction and elongation by
structures. The cables have been down-sized, the number temperature
of cable materials has been reduced and expensive - water penetration and water permeation
materials avoided. Because of large quantities of cable - rodent attacks
required for trunk and overlay networks, development
activities tended to concentrate on high and medium fiber A few years ago, optical fiber cables were designed with
count cables. a single function for every cable element i.e. a cable
The emphasis now is switching to low fibre count cables sheath consisted of an aluminium tape against water
for fiber to tMe curb (FTTC) or fiber to the home (FTTH) permeation and additional armouring against rodent
applications. Combining adequate cable performance with attacks or for higher mechanical strength. Nowadays
a low fiber count in an optimized economic cable design multiple function materials are available, e.g. a corrugated
has proved impossible up to now. steel tape combines three functions:
If the fiber number exceeds 16, it is useful to have a
stranded loose tube design. This design allows clear fiber - it increases mechanical strength
identification together with suitable and safe handling of - prevents water permeation
the fiber bundles during splicing and laying into closures. - protects against rodents

For a lower fiber count, the fibers need not be split off into Our new cable design achieves similar effects. The
different bundles. Using a suitable fiber colour code, it is combination of steel tube and steel strength members
possible to identify up to 16 optical fibers within one within the cable sheath eliminates the need for steel tape,
central loose tube. Compared with the stranded loose meating glue and rovings. Furthermore a separate core
tube design, packing density i.e. number of fibers per wrapping is no longer necessary, because the adhesion
cross section increases significantly. between the steel tube and the sheath material leads to

mechanical and watertight coupling. A useful additional
In our new "Steel Tube Armoured Fiber Optic Cable" we advantage is the cut-resistance of the tube itself. Adding
have dramatically increased packing density. the number of all different cable elements of the three

mentioned designs together shows how the use of
Table 1 shows diameter, weight and packing density of materials can be be reduced.
three different 12-fiber cable designs for direct buried
resp. aerial applications: Table 2 Consumption of different cable elements

Table 1 cable type:
type of stranded central steel

design application OD weight fibers material tube tube tube
mm kg / km mm2

coloured fibers x x x
ssnded buried 14.0 160 0.08 filling compound x x x

loose tubes x x x
central buried 12.4 156 0.10 central strength x
plastic I /l member
tube aerial 10.0 90 0.15 core filling x

/41 core wrapping x x
binding yams x

steel tube buried/ 8.5 90 0.21 identification and x x x
armoured aerial measuring material

rovings x
To guarantee the functioning of the optical fibers, layer of meiting glue x
standard outdoor cables are designed to resist different steel tape x x
external influences during and after installation, like: sheath material x x x

unstranded strength x x
members

Total 12 8 6

Additionally the cost-intensive stranding process is
avoided.
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4. Comparative cable testina 5. Cable testina

A detailed testing program has been carried out to 5.1 Tensile test acc. to IEC 794-1-El

compare the performance of the new "Steel Tube
Armoured Fiber Optic Cable" with the above-mentioned Fig. 2 shows the relationship between the tensile load,

standard outdoor cables. cable elongation and optical fiber elongation for the new

The test conditions comply with those generally cable design.

considered for direct buried or duct installations. It can be seen that, up to 2kN, fiber elongation is neglible.
At maximum pulling force of 3kN, the fiber elongation

4.1 Crush test acc. to IEC 794-1-E3 does not exceed 0.1%.
Tensile tests on several cables of the same type showed

Forall three cable designs, negligible mechanical damage elastic and complete reversible cable behaviour.

occured up to a load of 5000 N per 100 mm. Attenuation
changes are measurable at :

_> 6 kN for stranded loose tube o
> 7 kN for central plastic tube AM (%)

_ 10 kN for steel tube design 0.s

4.2 Impact test acc. to IEC 794-1-E4 02

All three cable designs withstand an impact energy of 50
Nm with a hammer radius of 300 mm without any O01
attenuation change. The maximum impact energies, at
which tolerable mechanical damage occurs, 0.0
are identical for the different cable
designs :

0.0o0 IM. 2.D 100
stranded loose tube 20 Nm oe
central plastic tube 20 Nm
steel tube design 20 Nm

Fig. 2 : Tensile performance

4.3 Repeated bend acc. to IEC 794-1-E6

During the repeated bend test, the cable was bent 30 5.2 Temperature cyclina acc. IEC 794-1-Fl

cycles around a radius of ten times the cable diameter
with a load of 10 kg. No attenuation changes occured and The steel elements in the new cable construction give the

no mechanical damage was observed. The new cable cable a thermal expansion coefficient almost equivalent to

design is competitive with standard cable designs. that of steel (10*10-6/K). This is the reason for its excellent
attenuation behaviour during temperature cycling. For a

4.4 Torsion acc. to IEC 794-1-E7 12-fiber steel tube armoured cable, the following test
results at 1550 nm are measurable:

All three cable designs have been torsioned with 30
cycles * 180 degrees per meter and a load of 10 kg. -20 °C to +60 deg. Celsius: *0.05 dB/km

No attenuation changes and no mechanical damage -40 °C to +80 deg. Celsius : -0.1 dBlkm

occured. All measured attenuation variations were fully reversible.

4.5 Kink test acc. to IEC 794-1-EIO

No kinking occurs on any of the three cable designs at a 5.3 Water Penetration acc.to lEC 794-1-F5
radius of five times the cable diameter. No attenuation
changes and no mechanical damage occured. Im and 3m-samples showed no water penetration after

72 hours.
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5.4 Flexing acc. to IEC 794-1-E8 6. Splices and closures

During the flexing test the cable was bent 30 cycles Although cables may be constructed with different designs
around a radius of ten times the cable diameter with a to produce excellent results in all mechanical tests, it is
load of 10 kg. No attenuation changes occured and no not easy to combine good design with good handling. The
mechanical damage could be observed, main objectives for handling performance are:

The unstranded strength members had no negative - simple and safe installation
influence on flexing the cable. - low cost of materials and equipment

- safe handling of fibers
5.5 Bending under tension - no duplication

During the "bending under tension test", the cable is The "Steel Tube Armoured Fiber Optic Cable" design
pulled through a 180 degree curvature with a maximum offers additional handling advantages during cable
pulling force of 3000 N. No attenuation changes occured jointing. The worst case for removing the cable sheath will
and no mechanical damage could be observed. be the use of a simple and low-cost knife. To prevent the

central tube resp. fiber from injury by using a knife, cable
5.6 Pulling the cable with sockina design should be resistant enough but easy to peel. In

this respect, the steel armoured cable shows excellent
The new cable type was pulled to a maximum force of cut-through resistance. The hot-melt adhesive-free design
3000 N for several times with a dwell time of 5 minutes. allows easy removal of the cable sheath. Sheath designs
For coupling the pulling force into the cable, a standard using rip-cords were also successfully tested.
socking without any preparation of the cable ends was
used. The excellent friction between the sheath material Although it is possible to cut the steel tube by using a file,
and the steel elements shows that relative movement a special tool shown in figure 3 was designed for this
between the different cable elements is neglible. purpose.

5.7 Electrical resistance in a waterbath

The new cable design withstands a voltage of 20kV/DC
for 2 minutes between the contacted steel elements and
a surrounding waterbath. The isolation resistance exceeds
50 GOHM at 500V/DC.

5.8 Aging test acc.to Bellcore TR-NWT-000020

This aging test -was carried out to investigate the influence
of any hydrogen generation of the new cable design on
fiber attenuation. The cable was exposed to 85°C * 2*C
temperature for 120 hours after completion of a
temperature cycling test. The hermetically welded steel
tube showed excellent results and no attenuation changes
occured at the wavelengths 1240 nm, 1300 nm and 1550
nm.

5.9 Drip test acc. to Bellcore TR-NWT-000020

Cable samples were exposed to a temperature of 80°C
for 24 hours. No filling compound dripped out of the steel Fig. 3: Cutting tool for removing the steel tube from the
tube armoured fiber optic cable. fibers

During the investigations on jointing of the new cable
design, standard closures and splice cassettes have been
used. In the closures, the cables have to be clamped and
their metallic elements have to have electrical contact if
necessary.
Dielectric insulation of all metallic elements is possible
together with heat shrinkable tubing.
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With the given adhesion of all cable elements, the steel 131 D. Lawrence and P. Bark, "Recent developments
tube armoured cable ends are safe and easy to fix. In this in mini-unit cable", IWCS, 1983, pp. 301-305.
configuration the pulling force can reach more than
1OO0N. The reserve fiber loops from cable to cassette are 141 P.D. Patel and A.J. Panuska, "Lightweight fiber
protected in a soft loose buffer tube. optic cable", IWCS, 1991, pp. 158-165.
Fig. 4 shows a complete installed cable closure sample.
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A Study on Reverse Lay Stranding Loose Tube Cable
Containing Ribbon Fibers.
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Sakura-shi, Chiba-ken, 285 Japan

ABSTRACT In this paper, loose ribbon cable with SZ
stranding is analyzed to find the optimal stranding

In order to construct Fiber-to-the-Home (FITH) parameter for having minimum fiber strain due to
lines in the future, it will be necessary to use high- cable bending. Trial cables were fabricated to
count optical fiber cables. In this study, we confirm the performance of the cables under
attempted to attain shorter fusion splicing time diferent of mechanical and environmental
and easier of mid-span access by using a reverse- conditions.
stranded structure. This is a structure in which
loose tubes with encased ribbons are reverse CABLE STRUCTURE
stranded at fixed intervals. The optimum structure
of this cable was investigated theoretically to Ribbon cable structures are divided into two
obtain good transmission characteristics. We categories. One is the slotted rod structure in
found that the fiber strain analysis was very which ribbons are stacked tightly. The other is the
important for the reverse-stranded structure, loose tube structure in which ribbons are stacked
especially when the cable is bent. Based on the and twisted loosely in tubes.
analysis, a trial cable was manufactured and tested. We investigated the loose tube structure as
By the test results, it is verified that the trial cable shown in Fig.1. Six loose tubes which have six 12-
shows good performance of mechanical and fiber ribbons are used. The 12-fiber ribbon is
environmental condition, suitable for high count and high density cable

structure and the reduction of the splicing time.
INTRODUCTION

In recent years, applications of optical fiber

cables are expanding from trunk line to local loop 12-fiber nbbon
in telecommunication networks. In local networks,
cables which are accessible at any point along the
cable where a user is located are desirable. Ease
of mid-span access is considered to be a key of 12-fiber
local cable in FITH applications, ribbon

Another factor in FTTH applications is high- Loose tube
count cables in single-star fiber networks which (SZ-stranding)
enable any home user to have broad-band service. Central

We have developed 432-fiber loose ribbon cable member
with reverse lay stranding. In this cable, all buffer
tubes containing ribbons can be easily taken out
without pulling cable because tubes are stranded
reversely. Each tube has six ribbons. Using 12-
fiber ribbons, the total fiber count amounts to 432 Sheath
fiber for the case of 6 tubes. The 12-fiber ribbon
is adopted to increase fiber count and packing
density and is in the form of 12 single fibers each
with 250urn outer diameter, arranged side by side Fig. 1 Cross section of 12-fiber ribbon and
and cured with a UV resin[l, the nealy developed ribbon loose tube cable
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The ribbon fibers are stacked and twisted and the reverse lay stranding coordinates. The
then inserted into a tube in one process. Ribbon longitudinal direction of the cable is taken as the z-
twisting is needed to reduce the fiber strain due to axis and the plane perpendicular to the longitudinal
tube bending or stranding. Each tube is filled with direction as x-y plane. In the figure, al, * and Ptb
jelly compounds. are the pitch circle radius, the stranding angle and

Six loose tubes are reversely stranded at fixed the reverse lay length of the tubes. The values, a2,
intervals around a central member in order to 0 and Prb are the pitch circle radius, the twisting
obtain easy mid span access. In mid-span angle, and the twisting pitch of the stacked ribbon
branching using closures, a section of the cable fibers. The value, f, is the reverse angle. Using
sheath as long as the size of closure is removed, these parameters, a fiber coordinate (x,y,z) are
The tubes are easily taken out of the removed span given as equations (1)[3],[41,[5].
because of its reversely stranded structure. x=a2cos O+ajcos p

The interstice among tube units are filled with y=a2sin 0+alsin 4p
flooding compounds. The entire circumference of y 1 sin (
the tube units is wrapped with a tape and aramid zP•0 li~r2al I,
yarn as a supplementary tension member. 2nc | 2P1t)j

THEORETICAL CABLE DESIGN We considered the state of the cable when bent with
a bending radius,R, on the plane at an angle of a

The reverse lay stranding loose tube cable is with x axis as shown in Fig.3. Then, fiber
designed to achieve not only good transmission coordinates (x,y,z) are given in equation (2).
characteristics but also easy mid span access. The
parameters to determine the cable structure are x=a2cos 0+ajcos qi+Acos a
shown in Fig.2. In order to get the easy mid span y=a2sin O+aisin -p+Asin a (2)
access, the reverse lay length of the tubes is the z=(R-alcos (a-i)-a2cos (c-0elsin •
most important parameter. Therefore, the twisting
pitch of stacked ribbon fibers and the clearance in a A=R-{R-alcos (a-(pya2cos {oE-0)}cos
tube will be the critical parameters for good
transmission characteristicsl1, because these -alcos (a-f)-a2cos (C-B)
factors influence the strain of the ribbon fibers,
especially when the cable is bent or wound on a To derive an amount of fiber strain, we calculated
reel. the fiber length at each state. From linear

To mathematically deal with the investigation of integration of equation (1) and (2), the length of
these parameters, it is necessary to first define the the ribbon in the straight Ls,and bent cable Lb, can
coordinates for reverse lay stranding. Fig.2 shows be calculated by the equation (3).

AY
Ptb.,,

Fig.2 The coordinates for SZ-stranding A
ai : the circle radius of tube
a2: the circle radius of twisting lamination

ribbons
0 : the twist angle of tube

S:the twisting angle of lam ination ribbons Fig.3 the state of the cable when bent on the plane
Ptb: the reverse lay length at an angle of a with x axis
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90f 3)Clearance in a tubel I
L=f Jd dyO' z dO From the results in Fig.4, the strain of the

dO dO dO ribbon fiber is large. However, the actual strain
will be reduced because of its loose structure.

The strain of the fibers along the cable when bent Therefore, the clearance in the tubes is a very
was caused by the length difference between fibers important parameter, because the fiber moves
when the cable is straight and bent. Therefore, an radially towards the cable center to cancel the fiber
amount of the strain of the fibers along the cablethe
when bent is derived as the equation (4). clearance in tubes is calculated assuming that only

pitch circle radius al changes by the value of
clearance to cancel the strain. The results of this

%)= LbhLsxl 00  (4) calculation are shown in Fig.5. The clearance
should be determined taking into account the

The three important parameters mentioned above transmission characteristics and longterm
are determined as follows, reliability.

1)Reverse lay length of the tubes
In order to get the easy mid span access 0.6

anywhere, the reverse lay length of the tubes is
expected tube smaller than the si e of closure.
Considering the length of the closures, we
determined that the reverse lay length was 350mm.

0.4
2)Twisting pitch of stacked ribbon fibers

The fiber strain when the cable is bent depends
on the ratio of the twisting ribbon pitch (Prb) to the tf
reverse lay stranding tube pitch (Ptb) , as shown in 0.2
Fig.4. In this calculation, Ptb=350mm,al= 6mm,
and a2---0.75mm were used.

The strain of the fiber, 8, has a minimum value
at Prb/Ptb = 0.6, and a maximum value at 0.5 1 2 3
Prb/Ptb=l. The value of 8 increases monotonously Clearance(mm)
when Prb/Ptb exceeds 2. Based on these results,
Prb was determined to 200mm. Fig.5 The dependence of the fiber strain on

the clearance in a tube

0.8

EXPERIMENTS

Twisting pitch effectS0.7 -
First, we fabricated trial cables with differentribbon twisting pitches and investigated cable

CD performance by doing several tests. The

parameters of trial cables are shown in table 1.
The cabling process is composed of the ribbon

process, tubing process, stranding process, and
sheathing process. In the tubing process, ribbons

0.5 1 2 are twisted helically in a tube. A loss change was
not observed after the tubing process for all tubes

Pro/Pth in table 2. In the stranding process, tubes are
stranded reversely around a central member and

Fig.4 The dependence of the fiber strain on wound on reels with the diameter of 1000mm.
the ratio (Prb/Ptb).
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A loss increase was observed in No.2 and No.3 1.4
cable when cables were wound on reels. The 1/
maximum loss increase of each cable is plotted as a N=72
function of the ratio of the ribbon twisting pitch, [155,mPrb, and the reverse lay length of the tubes, Ptb,
and is shown in Fig.6. From Fig.6, it is found that
the transmission loss is large when Ptb/Prb=2 and 0.8
3. In the case of the Ptb/Prb=0. 6 , no loss increase 0
was observed. This agrees well with the theoretical
results discussed above.

These three cables were subjected to bending
tests, tensile load tests, and flexing tests. Loss
changes were measured during these tests. These
cables did not show noticeable loss change under 0.2
these tests. This seems to indicate that the loose 0.5
structure absorbs the strain due to bending or

tensing by changes of the fiber positions in the Prb /Ptb
tubes. Fig.6 The maximum loss increase of each cable

are plotted as a function of Prb / Ptb.
Table.1 Cable parameters of the trial cables temperature cycling. The performance of this cable

Cable No. Prb (mm) Ptb (nun) was investigated under several mechanical test and
environmental tests.

1 200 350 a) Optical Attenuation Change in Cable
2 700 350 Manufacturing Process

The change in optical attenuation in the cable

S 1000 350 manufacturing process of the trial cable is given in
3 _ 1000 350 Fig.7. In the fabrication processes no loss change

was observed.

Table.2 The attenuation changes b) Temperature Cycling Test
after tubing process To predict the long-term reliability of optical

The twisting pitch The attenuation attenuation for the cables, we subjected a trial cable

of ribbon in the changes after to a heat cycle test. The temperature cycle pattern

tube tubing process for this test and the obtained results are given in
fig.8. During the test, the attenuation change was

200 _90.05dB/kmn less than 0.1 dB/km at both wavelengths.

700 •90.05dB/km c) Mechanical test
The mechanical tests consist of tensile strength

1000 •0.05dB/km of cable, cable twist, cable cyclic flexing, and
compressive strength. During these tests, the
change of transmission loss was below 0.01dB. The

Performance of trial cable with reverse stranding conditions and results of the mechanical tests are
summarized and shown in table 4.

Based on the theoretical study and preliminary In the tensile load test, the load on the cable was
experimental study, we designed the final cabling increased gradually up to 4400N. During the test,
parameters and fabricated a trial cable. the attenuation increase was below 0.01dB, and
Dimensional parameters are shown in table 3. The there was no evidence of cracking or slitting on the
reverse lay length is selected to be 350mm from cable after the test.
the viewpoint of the allowable length of removing In the cyclic flexing test, we tested the trial cable
sheath for closure. The ribbon twisting pitch is changing azimuthal angle from the reversing point
designed to be around 200mam considering fiber of tubes. There was no attenuation increase for the
strain under such conditions as bending, twisting, cable in any flexing direction.
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In the compression test, the finished cable was Table.4 Mechanical test results
subjected to a load of 440N/cm. After the load was
removed from the cable, there was no residual Cable
attenuation in the cable. Test item Condition Performance

Tensile Load During the testTable.3 Dimensional parameters Tensile 50m / 3000N < 0.01dB

Item Dimension (mm)

Reverse 350 Twist 10 cycles of During the test
lay length ± 1800 < 0.01dB
Ribbon
twisting Ditch 200 25 cycles of 1800

Cyclic flexes During the test
Flexing Sheave Dia. • 0.01 dB

0.5 =600mm

E 4 Compressiveload During the test
04 1. 3 1 Wro_ Copesompesv load5N/cm

0.4 .im 100mm • 0.01dB
Compressive Plates

S 0.3-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

S.55n.m. To cancel the strain on the bent cable, twisted
ribbon are generally used. In the case of loose tube
ribbon cable with reverse lay stranding of the

tubes, the twisting pitch of the ribbons in tubes, the
0.1r reverse lay length and the clearance in the tube are

important factors in achieving stable transmission
Fiber Ribbon Tube Stranding Sheath characteristics.

Considering these factors, 432-fiber ribbon loose
Fig. 7 Attenuation change in Cable Manufacturing cable with reverse-stranding that has the smallest

Process fiber strain when bent was manufactured. Further,
the trial cable had stable characteristics in
mechanical and environment tests.

.9 0.1 --------* ---- '"" ' "- - " , F,. • !£

S •[1] Y. Kurosawa, H.Sawano, M.Miyamoto,
S 00N.Sato, "Development of ribbon loose tube cable

E for optical subscriber loop", 41 st IWCS, 1992.
[2] T.Fuchigami, Y. Katsuyama, M.Kawase,
"Optimum clearance design for a loose optical

-0.1 ....- 40 fiber cable based on suppression of fiber strain",
_ Journal of Lightwave Technology,vol.LT-3,No. 1

2 4 6 8 [3] T. S.Swiecicki, "Unit core cable structure for
optical communication systems" Wire Industry,

Fig.8 Result of heat cycling test for the trial cable September 1979.
[41 Y.Katsuyama, H.Kobayashi, Y.Mitsunaga,
K.Harada, Y.Ishida, "Bending property and

CSION allowable bending radius for unit-type optical
cable", Trans. 1EICE Japan, vol.J-66B, no.2,1983.

Stranding methods were studied in order to [51 R. Yamauchi, K.Inada, H.Ishihara, "Residual

achieve good performance for optical fiber stress of fibers in tape-type optical cable and their
subscriber cable. reduction", Trans .IEICE Japan, vol.63-B, no.8
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MICROBEND LOSS OF COLORED OPTICAL FIBERS

MEASURED OVER EXTENDED TEMPERATURE RANGE

Zygmunt Pasturczyk & Costas Saravanos

Optical Cable Plant, Northern Telecom Canada Ltd.

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, CANADA

ABSTRACT resembling a typical fiber reel, was made of pure
silica to match the thermal expansion coefficient

The measurements of microbend loss of colored of the optical fiber. The fiber on the drum was
and uncolored fibers performed over the placed inside a temperature chamber and
temperature range of +800C to -40 0C indicated subjected to slow temperature cycling between
differences in performance which were linked to +80 0C and -400C. This range corresponds to the
fiber design as well as specific parameters of fiber operating temperature range specified for optical
coating and coloring ink materials. The thermal cables. The fiber attenuation was measured by
stability of these materials was identified as a key unidirectional OTDR. The OTDR pigtail was
parameter. The requirements for coloring and spliced to one end of the test fiber, while the other
coating materials have been established based on end was cleaved to produce good end reflection.
trends observed in the test results. Several fibers on separate drums were tested

simultaneously by splicing them together to form a
single length. A new OTDR trace was acquired

INTRODUCTION each time the temperature changed by one
degree. The traces were processed by aIn modern cable designs, the microbend loss of computer to extract the attenuation of all fibers.

optical fibers is usually negligible at room The temperature in the chamber and the
temperatures. As the temperature decreases, the corresponding attenuations were recorded and
fiber attenuation is known to increase. The subsequently plotted.
shrinkage of the cable structure combined with the
stiffening of the fiber coating subjects the glass The repeatability of this test method was verified
fiber to compound bending resulting in increased by comparing plots of attenuation versus
attenuation. It is important for the cable temperature measured twice on two different glass
manufacturer to know the microbend sensitivity of drums using the same piece of fiber. It was
the optical fiber as a function of temperature in assumed that the fiber does not undergo any
order to be able to predict optical cable changes between the first and the second tests
performance over the critical low temperature (e.g. due to thermal aging). To verify this
range. Highly over-designed cables can assumption two lengths of fiber, taken from the
accommodate microbend sensitive fibers, same reel, were tested in parallel and the results
however, it is more economical to minimize the compared. The maximum discrepancy observed
fiber's microbend sensitivity at the fiber level by was 0.05 dB/km.
careful optimization of all its parameters. This
paper investigates the effects of different coating TEST RESULTS
and coloring materials and various fiber designs
on microbending loss over a wide temperature
range. Microbend Loss of Uncolored Fiber

The typical response of fiber attenuation to the
TEST METHOD temperature change is shown in Figure 1. As the

temperature increases above room temperature,
Fiber sensitivity to microbending was measured by the attenuation remains constant. To the
a modified basket weave method [1]. A long length contrary, as the temperature decreases, the
of fiber, usually 2.5 km, was wound under tension attenuation starts increasing due to microbending.
onto a glass drum. A basket weave winding pitch Most coatings protect fiber from microbending
of 2mm was selected to reflect the worst case very well at room temperature where they remain
fiber arrangement inside the tube. The drum, soft and flexible. Low temperature causes the
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coating to harden and transfer external stresses
directly to the glass fiber instead of absorbing
them through elastic deformation. The thermal E
stability of the coating material is the most 0.6,

significant parameter directly affecting the fiber 2- 0.5 590hour
microbending performance. The importance of 1 '.2"
testing microbending performance over the wide a
temperature range can be realized by comparing : 0.3
the behavior of fibers i and 2, as shown in Figure 1. ..2................

p0.1
40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20

0.6 -- - Fiber I Temperatum [deg C]

~.0.5 \ Fiber 2
0C S.OA Figure 2. The effect of two different temperature

c 0.3 change rates on the test results.
* 0.2

0.1 Microbend Loss of Colored Fiber
-40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20

Temperature [dog C Several colors were applied to fibers 1 and 2
discussed previously. Both UV and thermally
curable inks were used. The key parameters of

Figure 1. Fiber attenuation at 1550 nm versus the coloring process were varied. The results of
temperature. microbend testing of fibers colored with UV

curable inks are summarized in Figure 3.

At room temperature fiber 1 offers slightly better
performance than fiber 2. At -400C, fiber 2 looks
much better than fiber 1, making it a better choice
for cabling. The direct correspondence between 0.9 -- - - Fiber I
optical fiber loss inside the cable and microbend ".colored - Fiber 2
loss measured on the glass drum has been C 0.7
demonstrated elsewhere (2]. 0.5 ]-..clear "

Hysteresis of Microbend Loss 0 0.3 1rd ............
_= cle~C ar .. . .".. . . .

A different aspect of thermal stability of the olr0.1
coating material is shown in Figure 2. The two -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20
plots of fiber attenuation versus temperature
correspond to the same fiber. The differences Temperature [dog C]
between solid curve and dashed curve are due to
different cooling/heating rates. The hysteresis
loop visible in dashed curve indicates that Figure 3. Effect of fiber coloring using UV curable
attenuation changes are lagging temperature inks on fiber attenuation.
changes. Obviously the temperature changes (i.e.
I 0Clmin) were too fast for that particular coating
material. The results are difficult to relate to real Since no significant differences in performance
conditions in the field. The solid curve was could be linked to specific colors the results of all
produced by slowing down the. cooling/heating colored fibers were averaged. In general the
rate from 60 °Clmin to 5°Clhour. The hysteresis coloring increases the microbend sensitivity of all
loop was reduced to a single line representing fibers with fiber I being more sensitive to coloring
actual microbend performance in the field. All than fiber 2. This can be linked with the high
results shown in this paper as a single line were inherent microbend sensitivity of fiber 1
acquired using a sufficiently slow temperature determined prior to coloring.
change rate.
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In addition to a uniform layer of coloring ink In addition the thermal inks demonstrated a
discussed in previous section, non uniform dramatic jump in microbending loss after passing
coloring was applied to fibers I to simulate poor them through +800 C temperature cycle. This
coloring conditions. As shown in Figure 4, effect, not observed on UV curable inks, can be
irregular coloring further increases the microbend explained as follows. At hot temperatures thermal
loss. The results indicate that good control of the inks soften and bond adjacent fibers together. In
coloring process will result in superior the next cold cycle bonded fibers show an
microbending performance of the fiber. increased microbending sensitivity. Fiber bonding

by thermal inks has been a well known problem in
optical cables over the past years.

E 1 .7  CONCLUSIONS

2.1.3 ' ".i~rregular
The microbend loss increase observable only at"0, low temperature has been linked to thermal

"% ""o stability of the coating material. The fiber

performance tested only at room temperature is0.5. insufficient to predict low temperature
unolo_ performance. The microbend loss of coloredI 0.1 fibers is higher than that of uncolored ones and its

-40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 magnitude depends on the coloring process

Temperature [deg C] parameters. A uniform layer of ink gives better
results than a non uniform one. Fibers colored
with UV curable inks result in moderate increase

Figure 4. The effect of non uniform layer of UV of microbend loss. The increment observed in

curable ink on fiber attenuation. fibers colored with thermal inks was the most
pronounced one, especially after heating the fiber
to +80 0C.

The UV curable inks are compared with thermal
inks in Figure 5. Different thermal colors REFERENCES
performed similarly and are represented by one
line obtained by averaging. As one can see [1] A. Tomita, P.F. Glodis, 0. Kalish, P. Kaiser,
thermal inks increase the fiber's microbending "Characterization of the bend sensitivity of
loss to the greater extent comparing with the UV single-mode fibers using the basket-weave
curable inks. test", Tech. Digest - Symposium on Optical

Fiber Measurements 1982, Boulder CO, NBS
SIP 641, pp. 89-92, 1982.

E 5 [2] Z. Pasturczyk, C. Saravanos, "Fiber
-"..Thermal" microbending test method capable of- 4 predicting microbend loss in optical cables",

.C 3 Tech. Digest - Symposium on Optical Fiber

Measurements 1992, Boulder CO, NIST SIP
c2 ,,• l 839, pp. 37-40, 1992.

1 [3] P.A. Sutton, J.L.L Roberts, A.T. Summers, A.
UVink

V 0 Phoenix, D. Rees, "Development of a non-
-40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 destructive test for microbend loss

mechanisms in cabled fiber", International
Temperature [dog C] Wire & Cable Symposium Proceedings 1989,

Atlanta GA, pp. 450-455, 1989.

Figure 5. Comparison of UV curable inks with [4] Y. Katsuyama, Y. Mitsunaga, C. Tanaka, T.
thermal inks. Thermal' and Thermal" Waki, Y. Ishida, "Optical loss stability of a
show the dependence before and after fiber cable under lateral force and optimum
+80*C cycle respectively, design of the coated fiber structure", Appl.

Opt., vol. 21, pp. 1337-1341, 1982.
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Effect of Curing Temperature and Thermal History on Mechanical

Properties of UV Curable Polyurethane Acrylate for Optical Fiber Coatings

Zen Komiya, Yuji Takasugi, Takashi Ukachi, and George Paternackt

Tokyo Research Laboratory, Japan Synthetic Rubber Co. Ltd. and DSM Desotech Inc.t

Abstract modulus1 . Therefore, high modulus hard coatings are of
Some coatings found to form a higher Young's importance to obtain maximum protection for optical fibers.

modulus film when they were cured at higher temperature or during the development of hard coatings, we have
higher UV dose. The degrees of cure or crosslink densities found several coatings that show a relationship between
measured by gel fraction or E' were found to be comparatively Young's moduli and curing conditions such as temperature and
high. The film cured at lower temperatures showed a higher UV dose. In our previous paper, we presented some of the
Young's modulus after annealing at appropriate temperature. examples studied on our draw tower2. As the draw rate is
Photo-differential scanning calorimetry (photo-DSC) was increased, without changing the cooling distance, the surface

employed to cure samples monitoring temperature and the temperature of fiber is higher where the coating is applied.

samples obtained by photo-DSC or conventional curing For coatings in which the Young's modulus is highly

method were evaluated by thermal mechanical analysis dependent on the temperature of cure, the performance of the
(TMA). The relationship between maximum temperatures re.;ultant optical fiber can vary depending upon the draw rate.

during curing and mechanical properties of coatings measured We found that the Young's modulus of a particular coating

by TMA was established. It is proposed that when the varied from 80 to kg/mm2 in the temperature range of 40 to

maximum temperature during curing exceeds the glass 80"C. therefore, we believe it is desirable to develop new

transition temperature, the changes in the modulus are due to a coatings whose properties are less sensitive to the curing

phase transition taking place during curing. conditions.

Introduction Experiments

Rapid growth of optical fiber telecommunication Materials: Three secondary coatings, H-0, H-1, and H-2 were

network- has prompted intensive research on the materials employed for this study. H-I and H-2 are the same coatings

used to coat and cable optical fibers. Glass optical fibers used studied in the previous paper 2 .

in telecommunications require coatings to protect the fiber Preparation of films: Each coatings was drawn down on a

from physical damage and surface scratches. UV curable clean glass plate using a 250 gim thickness film applicator.

polyurethane acrylates are widely used for optical fibers The films were cured by passing the coated glass plate under a

because of their well-balanced mechanical properties and good metal-halide lamp (80W/cm) in air. The cure dose was varied

chemical and weathering resistance. - addition to these from 100 mJ/cm 2 to 1000 mJ/cm 2 by adjusting the conveyer

features, photocurable resins cure rapidly u :ch enables high speed. Cured films were conditioned for 24 hours at 23'C, 50

productvity of optical fibers. % RH.

Conventionally, two layers of coating are applied to Photo-DSC curing: A photo-DSC system was employed

glass fibers. One of which is a soft inner (primary) coating using the DuPont 910 differential scanning calorimeter and the

and the other is a hard outer (secondary) coating. The hard 990 thermal analyzer with an ORC HMW-724S spot UV light

coating protects the glass fiber from external mechanical source. The cure dose was varied by adjusting exposure time.

damage. On the other hand, the soft coating buffers the fiber The intensity of the light was kept at 5.2 mW/cm2. Thus, for

from external deformation. It has already been reported that example, the exposure time for 1000 mJ/cm 2 dose was

hard coatings having a high Young's modulus provide better controlled to 194 sec. Approximately 30 - 40 mg of coatings

microbending protection than hard coatings having a low were placed in the DSC cell and conditioned to the desired
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temperature under a nitrogen stream (70 ml/min). The amount form crosslinks, the crosslink density of H-0 was calculated to
of heat generated by polymerization and the temperature be 3.54 x 1020 cM- 3. The calculated values wee found to be

change of the sample were monitored by the DSC thermal very close to the theoretical value even though using EO as a

analyzer. measure of crosslink density is based on rubber chemistry.

Evaluation of the samples: Young's moduli of films were Crosslinked rubber typically has much lower crosslink
measured by a standard method using films of ca. 200 gtm densities than those of UV curable optical fiber coatings. The
thickness. (The moduli were defined by 2.5 %-secant good agreement between the calculated value and theoretical

modulus.) Gel fractions were measured by the extractable value indicates that the conversion of crosslinkable monomers

content of cured films using refluxing (12 hours) methyl ethyl is very high and most of the crosslinks act effectively to keep
ketone (MEK). Dynamic mechanical response was measured the modulus high at elevated temperature. A film cured with
from the same films using TOYO Baldwin's Rheovibron 100 mi/cm2 of UV light and post heated to 100"C resulted in

DDV-I1I-EA in the temperature range of 20 - 180 "C at a rate the Young's modulus increasing to 164 kg/mm 2 from an initial

of 2"C/min and frequency of 35 Hz. Glass transition value of 114 kg/mm2 . The results are shown in Table 11 and
temperatures (Tgs) were reported as the maximum of tan 8. Figure 2. When the same film was heated at 50"C, the

Thermal mechanical analysis (TMA) was carried out using a Young's modulus was not affected even after 72 hours of
Rigaku TMA thermoflex in penetration mode. TMA heating. (The temperature dependency post heating effect and

measurements were made by placing cured samples in a quartz independence of the Tg values obtained by tan 8 maximum

cell in contact with a quartz needle having an I g load. The peak show that cured film properties are influenced differently

sample was heated from 25 'C to 150 "C at a rate of 5 "C/min. when curing takes place.) Since the values of gel fraction and
The movement of the needle was detected as a function of crosslink density indicate that the extent of crosslinking were

temperature. the same regardless of the amount of UV dose, we believe that

the temperature during curing plays an important role in final
Result and discussion film modulus. We have already found that the surface

We determined that the Young's modulus of coating H- temperature to which coatings are applied on an optical fiber
0 was highly dependent on the curing conditions, especially draw tower influences the physical properties of resultant

the amount of UV dose. When coating H-0 was cured under cured coating 2.
100, 300, 500, 1000 mJ/cm 2 of UV dose, the Young's modulus To maintain better control of curing conditions, we

varied dramatically as shown in Table I. The gel fractions of carried out photo-DSC curing experiments. Temperature

these films showed little variation, and the Tgs determined by change during curing was monitored and the physical
tan 8 maximum were independent of the Young's moduli. a properties of the resultant cured samples were evaluated by

typical pattern of the dynamic mechanical analysis is presented TMA. The results are summarized in Table III. The amount

in Figure 1. of heat generated during the polymerization was found to be

Crosslink densities were calculated using Eo values at independent of the temperature during curing. It is interesting
I 10"C (Tg + 40C)3. The crosslink density, which is to note that the increases in temperature over the starting

considered to represent the amount of chemical crosslinks per temperature were essentially the same. The consistency in the
unit volume, was also independent of UV dose. By assuming temperature increase during curing at different initial

all of the crosslinkable multifunctional acrylates reacted to temperatures shows the cure rates are not affected by

Table I. Physical properties of H-0 cured by various UV doses.

UV dose Young's modulus Gel Tg by tan 8 max crosslink density')

(mJ/cm 2) (kg/mm 2) (5) (C) (cm-3)

100 110 96 77 3.4 x 1020

300 106 95

500 129 96 73 2.5 x 1020

1000 144 98 73 3.0 x 1020

1) Calculated from the Eo values at Tg + 40"C (see text).
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temperatures in the range of 30 - 80"C. TMA measurements

% " show a dependency on the curing temperature. As mentioned
0 , * in the experimental section, TMA was carried out in the

% penetration mode. A schematic description of the TMA

I instrument is shown in Figure 3, and a typical TMA chart is

* ,presented in Figure 4. Upon heating, a sample starts

%. e- 4nding. At te softening point, the quartz needle suddenly• • '... tank
p-ecreatcs into the sample, the sample resumes expansion as

•'. , , *the temn•r, ore is continually increased.
* '7 , -oftening points of the samples cured at 30'c are

generilly lower than other samples cured at 50 or 80'C.

* Among those samples cured at 30"C, one prepared under the

E 0 lowest UV dose exhibited the lowest softening temperature

""*•--..- havc low Young's moduli. Unfortunately, we can't measure

the Young's modulus of a film cured in a small DSC cell.
However, the film having a low Young's modulus cured at 100

mJ/cm2 also showed a lower softening temperature compared

to that of the film cured at 1000 mJ/cm 2 (see Table III). One

of the most significant differences between the samples cured

at 30"C and those cured above 50'C is the maximum
0 50 100 150 200 (C) temperature reached during curing. Temperatures of the

temp. samples cured at 30"C reached 55"C, which is below the Tg of

H-0. Samples cured at 50 and 80'C reached 76"C (Tg of H-0)Figure 1. Dynamic mechanical analysis of H-0.

Table 11. Change in Young's modulus of the film of H-0 of heatings at 100"C

time (min.) 0 10 30 60 120 240 600

Young's modulus (kg/mm 2) 114 110 115 120 136 149 164

Table IM. Photo-DSC curing of H-0 and softening point

170 of resultant samples by TMA.

0 Start temp. UV dose Tmaxl) AT Softening temp.
160 ('C) (mJ/cm 2) (*C) (*C) (C)

S150 0 30 100 56 26 45

500 55 25 53
140 1000 56 26 51

0

50 100 76 26 56

*" 120 0 500 77 27 56
0 1000 76 26 59

110
80 100 101 25 58

100 [ 5 ,

0 200 400 600 800 500 105 25 56

time (min) 1000 105 25 61
film cured by 100 - 38

Figure 2. Effect of annealing at 1OO'C on Young's UV conveyer 1000 - 43
modulus of cured film of H-0.
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and as high as 105"C. It is our belief that hydrogen bond ambient temperature. Compared to photo-DSC equipment,

formation is facilitated when the maximum temperature during films irradiated on glass plates receive more heat emitted from

curing exceeds the Tg of the cured film. However, when the more powerful UV lamps used. It is probable that the

curing occurs below the Tg, hydrogen bonding (e.g., urethan maximum temperature of the film cured at 1000 mJ/cm 2

moieties, acrylate carbonyls and ether oxygen) is restricted exceeded 77"C resulting in the film having a higher tensile

because of limited bond mobility, when coatings were cured modulus (see Table I). On the other hand, films cast on a glass

on a glass plate, the temperature just before the irradiation was plate and cured with a lower amount of UV (shorter exposure

time) receive less heat. Thus, we can conclude that films

sample needle having a low Young's modulus must have been cured at

load (1g) temperatures lower than the Tg of the cured film.

Based on the above results, we carried out the same

heater investigation on coatings H-I and H-2, which we studied in a
previous paper using our fiber draw tower2. According to the

Vprevious results, the Young's modulus of H-I was highly

electrical ditector dependent on the surface temperature to which the coating was

applied, coating H-2 was independent of the surface
Figure 3. Schematic description of TMA system. temperature. The results of photo-DSC curing and TMA

measurements of the resultant samples are summarized in

Table IV. Generally, the maximum temperature H-I reached,

- - cured at different temperatures, during curing was

approximately 10'C lower than that of H-2. this is because the

Expansion cure rate of H-I is slower than H-2 as seen from the heat

generation patterns obtained by photo-DSC. Since all of the

quantities of generated heat are almost the same regardless of

curing temperature, the amount of polymerization is estimated

to be the same. However, the TMA behavior of H- I was quite

different from H-0 and H-2. the samples of H- I cured at 30 or

50"C showed dual softening points. On the other hand, H-I

cured at 80'C and all the samples of H-0 and H-2 exhibited a

single softening point. Typical TMA charts are depicted in

Figure 5.
In a previous paper, we showed that when coating H-1

30 60 - 120 -was applied to a glass fiber surface at a temperature higher
30 60Q 90 20than 50"c, the cured coating had a high Young's modulus (200
temp. (*C) kg/mm 2). When the coating was applied to a glass fiber

Figure 4. A typical TMA chart. The sample was H-0 surface of lower temperature, it exhibited a lower Young's
cured at 50"C with 100 mJ/cm 2 dose. modulus (80 kg/mm 2). In sharp contrast, coating H-2 did not

Table IV. Photo-DSC curing of H,.1 and H-2 and softening point of resultant samples.

H-1 H-2

start temp. ) TmIX AT softening temp. Tmai AT softening temp.

CC) (c) CC) ('C) (c) CC) ('C)

30 50 20 40 73 59 29 61

50 73 23 40 63 82 32 78

80 105 25 - 84 111 31 86

1) UV dose was 300 mJ/cm 2.
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properties of the resultant coatings. We used photo-DSC to

cure coatings monitoring temperature and evaluated the

resultant samples using TMA. We found that when the

Expansion H-i maximum temperature reached during curing and the glass
"transition temperature had close relationship. Namely, when
the temperature doesn't exceed the glass transition temperature

of the coating, the Young's modulus of coating can be less
S-than that is expected when it is cured at high temperature. We

speculate that this phenomena are based on how the hydrogen

H-2 bonding develops during curing. We pointed out that the
------- curing temperature can be vary dramatically depending on the

draw rate of optical fiber and cooling distance. Therefore it is

30 60 90 120 veiy important to pay attention to the performance of coatings

temp. (*C) cured at various temperatures.

Figure 5. TMA traces of H-1 (cured at 50°C)
and H-2 (cured at 300C). References
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A NON-RIGID PRE-TERMINATED CLOSURE SYSTEM
FOR FIBER-IN-THE-LOOP (FITL)

Robert G. Sember and James A. Aberson

Raychem Corporation, Telecom Division, Fuquay-Varina, North Carolina

AISIRACT

A fiber optic splice closure system has been designed for Until now, the PreTerm approach has been denied to
factory pre-terminatioi. To accomplish this, a novel, fiber applications because storage of fiber slack, unlike
slack-freefusionspliceorganizerandanassemblymethod copper, requires trays with 3-inch or greater widths to
for taut-sheath cable splices have been developed and meet minimum-allowable fiber-bending radii. Conse-
enclosed within a proven, durable wrap-around heat- quently, the closures needed have been too large to be
shrinkable sleeve. This combination creates a very small wound onto reasonably sized cable reels and too large to
diameter, completely sealed, reelable cable splice clo- be installed through 3-inch or smaller ducts.
sure that can be wound in-line with its interconnected
cables onto reels that are 30 inches or more in diameter. Second, with traditional ONU/pedestal installations for
The completed closure is less than 1.8 inches in diam- FITL, every distribution cable is loopedentirely through
eter. Also, with its factory pre-termination, this ap- each ONU along its length. With this architecture,
proach eliminates the high costs for equipment, training, damage to any pedestal potentially wipes out the entire
and labor; the variable quality encountered in wide- network from that point on. However, if distribution
spread field installation of splices and closures; and the cables can be joined to ONUs with factory-installed
ONU/pedestal exposure of distribution cables. drops (stubs), looping of downstream fibers is elimi-

nated and destruction of a "pre-terminated" pedestal
will affect only the fibers feeding the damaged pedestal.1.0 BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION In this poster paper, a simple innovative way to address

This work was undertaken in response to customer these customer issues is disclosed to show that fiber
needs. First, since current regulatory practices require PreTerm [2] is now possible and that it can contribute to
that Fiber-In-The-Loop (FITL) applications achieve cost making FITL a reality.
parity with alternative copper-based approaches, tele-
communications companies are anxious to explore and 2.0 TECHNICAL APPROACH
apply the concepts for fiber optics that have created large
cost savings for copper pre-terminated closures. For The approach followed to meet customer needs for cost
copper, savings follow directly from being able to limit effective F iTL builds on the techniques and materials
expensive equipment and trained personnel to a few successfully u sed in buried-copperinstallations. Devel-
controlled locations where Raychem's PreTerm' prod- opment of analogous closure system for fiber-optic
uct and assembly-line techniques [ 1 ] can beused to mass PreTerm applications is discussed and illustrated below.
produce cable splices that are permanently sealed and
wound in-line onto standard reels for field placement in
buried and underground locations.
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2.1 Product Concept / Requirements 2.3 Fiber Gu.de
The finished PreTerm closure' souter diameter, as shown

The customers' major requirements for a finished pre- iniFigu re 9, islest 2es Thismeston
terminated fiber-optic closure are: in Figure 9, is less than 2 inches. This milestone is

accomplished by longitudinally removing all fiber slack

"* must be designed for lowest cost along the length of the closure rather than keeping it in
"* must connect drop cables with 1 to 4 fibers to traditional 3-inch-diameter loops.

the distribution cable To accomplish this, an in-line taut-sheath fiber/splice
"* must be completely sealed for buried and un- organizer has been developed that will accommodate

derground installations either central-core or loose-tube cable designs. This
"* must allow in-line take-up onto and payout device, whose installation is depicted in figures 3 and 4,

from a 36-inch reel cove, the ins s dowict in the 3naldc4,
"• must retain the axial-pull performance of the covers the fiber-access window cut into the central-core

cable orloose-buffer tube and holds the completed fiber splices.
"* must be capable of being pulled through a 3-inch-

diameter duct Using commercial tools, a window is openedin the cable
"* must prevent water intrusion and migration due unit and the desired fiber, transmitting a visible light

to damaged cable jacket source for added convenience, is located and retrieved
"* must maintain cable current-carrying capacity with a spudger/dental pick. Sufficient length of window

is cut so that 9 inches of fiber is pulled out (Figure 3).
One product which satisfies all these criteria is a heat- With this length, one splice and two re-splice opportuni-
shrinkable, non-rigid, taut-sheath, slack-free closure for ties are possible.
splicing fiber drop cables to a distribution cable in a
factory environment. After installation, this compact After the distribution fibers are free (Figure 3), the
closure and its connected cables can be factory-wound window is wrapped with adhesive-backed foam, the
in-line onto a standard cable reel for later deployment in
field locations. Figure 1 shows a factory assembly line organizer/guide's lower half is snapped over the foam
in operation to make reels of preterminated cables. This and tie wraps are secured (Figure 4).
procedure provides a completely sealed closure system The upper half of the guide retains the fusion splices
for FITL. made between the distribution and the drop fibers (see

Users of this approach will (1) lower closure costs, (2) Figure 6). If the drop has multiple fibers, mass fusion
reduce labor costs, (3) improve quality (all splices and splicing is preferred because splicing will be faster and
seals are factory certified prior to shipment), (4) mini- maintaining equal lengths between fibers, which is es-
mize capital (only one multi-fiber fusion-splicing ma- sential for slackless storage, will be simpler.
chine and operator are needed for a factory versus
multiple machines, crews and vehicles needed for the The drop cable is kept free so that it can be positioned
field) and (5) respond faster to customer service re- close to the fusion machine and minimize the amount of
quests. fiber needed from the main cable for splicing. The

quality of every spliceis verifiable with OTDR measure-
2.2 Strength Member Reconstruction ments made along the drop-cable before it is attached to

For cable types which are deployed by gripping the the distribution cable and cut to its final length.

strength members, the cable's pullout strength is re-
stored at the sheath-entry location by securing the inter-
rupted strength members with heat-shrink sleeves. Fig-
ure 2 illustrates the method for preparing, organizing and
folding back the cable's strength members prior to the
application of the closure sleeve. As the wrap-around
sleeve is heat shrunk (Figure 9), its adhesive bonds it to
the cable's strength members on both ends and re-
establishes the tensile strength of the unopened cable.
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2.4 Slack Removal. Drop-Cable Bonding and 2.7 Reeling In and Out
Main-Cable Shield Bonding

Since the fiber/splice organizer and its surrounding
The drop cable may be electrically connected to the sleeve are small and flexible, the finished closure may be
distribution cable by a strap as shown in Figure 5. wound onto, stored, shipped and pulled off of 30-inch
Typically, this operation occurs after the drop-fiber diameter reels for buried and underground field installa-
splices have been made and verified for loss. Then, the tions.
drop cable is moved back to the position shown and
attached to the distribution cable. In this movement, all 2.8 Factory Installation
slack is taken out of the fibers. Finally, for cables with
metallic shields, electrical continuity is restored across Factory splicing, testing and torch installation of the
the taut-sheath interruption by using a bond wire that sleeve in a quality controlled environment ensures that
connects the main cable's shields as illustrated in Figure 6. the assembled cable/closure system meets all require-

ments before the reel goes to the field.
2.5 Heat-Shrink Moisture Block

Factory installation of fiber PreThrm will reduce the
Figure 7 depicts the two adhesive rings that melt high costs associated with equipping all field crews with
during shrinking of the closure sleeve to form a seal equivalent field splicing and testing tools and associated
between the cable's core/buffer tube(s) and its jacket. vehicies. Multiple PreTerminstallations will require the
This seal, called a moisture block, prevents water appropxiate number of PreTerm closure kits, as well as a
from entering the closure through the cable's core and one-time investment in the following: (1) mini- or palm-
reaching fibers and splices. Potentially, water can get top mass-fusion splice machine (1-4 fibers), (2) appro-
into the cable core if the outer jacket is pierced and priate splicing accessories, (3) buffer tube access tool,
immersed sufficiently deep to force migration. (4) dental pick, (5) visible light source (optional),(6)

OTDR and (7) gas torch. An added step, not used in this

2.6 SuperSleeveTm Technology work, would be pre-mounting fiber optic connectors
onto the ONU ends of the drop cables to eliminate

Over 10million heat-shrunk sleeves utilizing Raychem's altogether the need for any field splicing.
SuperSleeveTM material are currently protecting copper
splices. SuperSleeve combines proven heat-shrinktech- 3.0 PRIMARY CONCLUSION OR RESULT
nology with a durable composite laminate composed of
several layers of specially blended polymers and adhe- A fiber optic cable splice closure system has been
sives. The heat-shrink sleeve recovers to a predeter- specifically designed for factory pre-termination. To
mined shape when heated by a torch or oven. Moisture accomplish this, a novel, slack-free fusion splice fiber
blocking and outer-closure sealing is performed in ONE organizer and assembly method for taut-sheath cable
step by simply shrinking the sleeve and hot melt mois- splices have been developed and enclosed within a
ture block simultaneously. proven, durable wrap-around heat-shrinkable sleeve.

A variable circumference liner, rugged heat-shrink sleeve, This combination creates a very small diameter (less
and adhesive coating protect the internal components than 1.8 inches), completely sealed, non-rigid cable
from all water intrusion. The liner illustrated in Figure splice closure that can be wound in-line with connected
8 and the foam dam shown in Figure 7 (adjacent to the cables onto reels that are 30 inches or more in diameter
adhesive rings) insulate the fibers and splices from the and can be pulled through ducts and bores that are 2
melting adhesives used to seal the closure system. The inches or more in diameter. Due to its factory pre-
completed heat-shrink closure, illustrated in Figure 9, termination, this approach eliminates both the high costs
provides maximum protection during rigorous field de- for equipment, training, and labor and the variable
ployment and adverse lifetime-environmental condi- quality that go with widespread field installation of
tions. splices and closures.
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Thus, for low investment, a few well-controlled factory, 6.0 BIOGRAPHIES
shop, or garage locations can be established where, in
assembly-line conditions, fiber distribution and drop
cables can be reliably spliced together, ruggedly sealed
for direct-buried and underground environments, and
finally, compactly reeled together in-line for future field
placement. This system brings fiber PreTerm [2] (analo-
gous to copper PreTerm [1]) and its significant cost
savings into practice now.
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may caroamise the low smoke, zero halogen
interior cables.

As a generic class of materials, the low Fnidce,
zero halogen, fire retardant cable compunrds have T latter case is clearly undesirable since the
been available to the wire and cable preties of the internal wiring shld not be
manufacturing irndustry for over a whilst curised, but it is essential that the zero
primarily designed for internal use, there are halogen, low oe cables have sufficient
increasing requirements for information regarding stability to withstand the rigours of external
the performmnce of such materials tdors. exposure
paper esents the first systmatic study using
an aoclerated weathering tester of the 2.0 APPA, US A MEMEW
perfcrmnce of a number of ommercially available
zero halogen, low smake, fire retardant 2.1 tuw
com unds, and using both UVA and UB exposure
ptocols. The paper also presents the results 1he augaratus used in this w3rk wes a + cabinet
of accelerated weathering on the properties of 1 usn; both VA 2 and we tubes.
the commercially available materials which have
been specifically stabilised against the effects 2.2
of UV radiation. The performance of these
ctimised formulations aproach those of the TESTM UI L 1 - WVA oue
idustry standard black I and black PVC Eqxpure Cycle : laps on 24 hours per day

materials. lamps off 0 hours per day
cabinet temperature during 60C
WVA exposure

1.0 ooridensation cycle none
Total exposure time 1008 hours

Since their introduction in the early 1980's, the
usage of theroplastic, low m•ke, zero halogen, b exposure protocol was selected since it had
fire retardant cable omzpounds has steadily bee previously reported that it gave good
increased as specifiers arcnad the wrld have correlation with the Frendh SEAP apparatus 9
sought to iprovet the perfor•ance of cables in The spectral distribution of the lamp used in
fire. Initially, suhd zero halogen, low woke, this procedure give a close matc to the UV
fire retardant cables were used solely for indoor spectrum of natural sunlight 7.
applications, althoh in recent years there have
been increasing enquiries for materials with TEpsr CycOL 2 - UB hrp 1oure
ixprowed UV stability. The reasons for thee sCycle lamps on 8 hours per 12 hours
empuiries appear to relate to the installation of cabe off 4 hoCrs per 2 urs
cables into a given system. Uab e m

Once a design engineer or specifier has decided comnsation cycle 4 hours Whilst lamps
to install low smoke, zero halogen, fire cff
retardant cables in an indoor e, then cabinet t cyerabze dun; 40*C
it is otmon to find that the services hih n ation cycle
to be installed (either power Total expoure time 1008 hours
teleccu•'midcation) must be conected to supplies
external to the building. the decision mist the This exposure protocol was selected as one which
be taken either to terminate the interior cables was in omoen usage in the industry. The las
outdoors; or bring into the building, cables used provide a spectrum with a higjher contest of
lprimarily designed for use outdoors and which shorter wavelervth UV radiation than found in
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UN TENIE B.CONA1-N NEN HARDESS
001i" IN STA6U JnJ 9ENGTH 1% N Th 111 1U,01 0

8M0 NATURAL 17.6 140 40 5561AI4OARD GRAOE NTURA. NOtE50 AU•.I 65 5

STANWARD GRADE NATURAL tNI 89W NATUnAL UN2 IsmAe 176 11 5
SM LBLAK CABLACK 174.6 140 39 so

STANDARD GRADE NATURAL UV2 8M8 BLACK 0^% BSLACK + IN 14.03 ISO 41 54

8900 BLACK 2.5% BLACK 16.18 146 86 56

STANDARD GRADE BLACK 0.8% BLACK(STANDARD) S00 NATURAL 14.02 1N 85 54

S800 NATURAL UVI 18.41 8 35 52

STANDARD GRADE BLACK 0.8% BLACK + UVI 80 NATURAL UV 2 138 240 38 51

S500 BLACK 0.% BLACK 14.96 206 84 54
STANDARD GRADE BLACK 2.5% BLACK S500 BLACK 0.8% BLACK + IN 14.48 206 84 52

Figure 1 9800 BLACK 2.^ BLACK 1528 104 2 58

SUMMARY OF MATERIAL SELECTION SNTUR 15.65 176 80 54
S5 NAlrTURAIL UN 14.82 182 8 5,3

S850 NATURAL. UN2 14.67 252 87 s5

natural sunlligt 7. "te method is ASIX S860 BLACK o.8% sLACK 1548 16n 39 55

S550 BLACK 0.8% BLACK + IN 14.52 220 39 53
G53:1989 and the conditions listed above. S 2.AC BLACK 15.04 168 55

S88 NATURAL 15.77 144 40 53

2.3 S9M NAWNAUAL IN 1 14.50 172 40 51

S880 NATURAL IN2 13.01 2W6 38 48

The standard coamercially available grades S330 BLACK 0.6% BLACK 1.48 164 39 58
a were used as received without any S330 BLACK 0.6% BLACK + IN I&72 1116 40 SI

prtetei.Teaprmna.cmons Sm3 BLACK 2.5% BLACK 16.40 154 87 52

were pra pre usng covetina LPE BLACK 2.5% BLACK 15.67 660 17 47S • uig c ~ o• Pvc BLACK 14.06 526 26 89

laboratory mixing and pelletisixq~ V BAK 4G 2 63

equipment. For Tensile and Elornation Figure 2
e.ls, specimens we takn E PROPERTIES PRIOR TO EXPOSURE

ed sheaths. oen Index and
Hardness Determination were perforimd on protection to all of the prts of the same

several plaques. generic class.

3.0
3.2 Om• in EmLiA

Ibe results prior to exposue are presented in

Figure 2. For the purposes of this study, the Figures 7,8,9 and 10 present the results of
change in properties upon UV irradiation have changes in elongation following UvA or uVB
been evaluated (ie no dhange=l00% retention of esure of compound S300 and its various
properties). stabilised variants along with those of LOPE and

PV. Agin the standard natural prout displays
3.1 Chngs in 1 StxUjjl the poorest results followed by those of the

natural compouid stabilised with UVl. Th
Figuur 3 a igue 4 show the darnes in tensile standard black cumproud (ie 0.8%w/v carbon black)
stegh of comz~ur $300 and its various give soues iuprovumimt and the standard black

stabilised variants, with exposure to UVA anindWE contaes inq Uv i ehow alaost the sack

radiation respectively. Figures 5 and 6 show op[-oriKcn, taius dshowte-atlros the

similar data for i)PE and PVC. 7he appiarently ineffectieness of tWh in blan t th

worse results obtained from the UVA exposures are

ascribed to the greater intensity and overall UV .he best results were obtained from compounds
dose obtained from exposure protocol 1. The containing the higher level of carbon black (ie
standard natural grade provides the poorest 2.5%w/w) or from the natural ormpouud stabilised
results in both exposure protocols, followed by with UV2.
the natural grade stabilised with UIV1. 3nhe
remaining cxmpou3ds do not provide mu.hI
dis•crmminatin between individual variants. All I a of the experimts oxkmted in this
of the latter materials show eellent retentic st , the iex:erients we vintu
of tensile strength, similar to those of IFE and un Bd throucgotn the esltsr period- Fiury
PMC. 11 shams a typical result for compound S500 9.

The results for compounds S330, S500, and 5550 3 C2i In Erem
are similar to those obtained for xmptund S300,and lead to the me conmclusn Ii, thusand ~ ~ ~ ledt h am uins1,tu gin, in all of the current work, it wa foun
demonstrating that the UVl, UV2 and carbon black tha a the alrtno marb it ange f n
stabilisation systethat thre we no rable in
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that of the WVB protocol. The Authors believe that 7. Q.U.V. Product Literature, Bulletin L-816,
this is due to the increased intensity and total QFan Co. 1
dose acieved drn the WA eqposure.

8. Grades S300, $500, S550, and S330 frt= the
4.3.3 MOIEON range available fr Lidsay &
Neither of the two exposire protocols bad any Willi Ltd.
measurable effect on the retention of either
oxygen index or Share D hardness. 9. Wire Industry, January 1993, p35.

Deve.lqiments in fire retardant ccopounds, J
5.0 Preston, D N Sawyer, Dr J A Taylor.

1. Q.U.V. Accelerated Weathering Tester 10. (i) BS6234 : 1987 - polyethylene
available from: insulation and sheath of electric

The Q-Panel Ompany cables.
26200 First St (ii) BS6746 : 1990 - PVC insulation and
Cleveland sheath of electric cables.
hdio 44145 11. In the interest of brevity, not all of the

Sdata gerated in this study has bee
Tae : (216) 835 8700 repbc in full detail. The Authors would
Fax : (216) 835 8738 be pleased to suply full details of all of

the data upon request ( ontact: Marketing2. W•A 340 tubes; spectrnn 400riu - 315mn; pekDqit, Lindsay & Willam Ltd, Columrhine
emission at 340rim; peak iraiaa of 0.75 Dpida iln tClmissi at 34rmn e ir aSt. ,aduester Ml. 21H, TX: tel (+44) 61 320
W/m2/nm at 340uin 3636, UK fax (+44) 61 335 0104).

3. WVB 313 tubes; spectrum 360rn - 280run; peak
adJssiuon at 313rm; peak irradiazu of 0.70
W/rn/rn at 313ro

4. Procesing Coditiau were taken from the
published tedhnical data on
ompaunds published by Lindsay and Williams Dudley Sawye joined Linday
Ltd. & Williams Ltd in January

1991 to work on the
5. BS6469 : 1992 - c test methods for develmt of row

insulating and sheathing materials of zero-halogen, flame-retardant
electric cables, Part 1, Section 1.1. CtZMrion oMaarh for the

electrical cable iruktry. He
6. (i) BS2782 : Part 1, thod 141/IV/B :Sc (Hans) in

1986 - methods of testing plastics - Mon,-, te ad he has
determination of f1ability by extensive eperi of the
Oxyen Inwx. cable indutry having

(ii) ASMR D2240-86, standard test method previaouly go 21 years with BIC (Cables fra
for ruber property - iuameter 1969 - 1990, progressing frau Assistant Ounist
hardnam. Test type D/15. in the Wire and General Cables Division to Senior

Meaterals TiweCabl oist.
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Multlcomponent Quantltatlve Detefrnhatlon of Two Antloxddants In E1PR Cable Fling

and the Correk~x•of Antloxidant Concentra'ons to the OxIiatinn ( .

W. J. Thalman, A. Debska, A. Eckard, J. A. Weaver

WIltco Caoeorallon. Petroleum specalolt Group. 100 Bor D",ve. Odlrid, NJ 07436

ABSTRACT concentration gradient and distribution that exists between
antioxidants AO, and AO, due to their separation in the
cable flllerlcable insulation system. This effect may avoided

An FTIR method has been developed to determine the if the concentration gradient is minimized through the use of
presence and to quantify the concentration of two a binary antioxidant system in the cable filling compound.
antioxidants in Extended Thermoplastic Rubber (ETPR) A quantitative FTIR method which readily determines the
Cable Filling Compounds. The antioxidants are AO, presence and concentration of each antioxidant in the cable
(t Ml s,5-di-tert-butyl-4hydroxyhydrocinnamate)) filling material is proving to be a valuable tool in studying
andAO2(tetrakis[methylene(3,5-di-tert-butyl-4-hydroxyhydro the performance of a cable filling compound containing a
cinnamate)]methane). This method will monitor the binary antioxidant system.
presence and quantify the individual concentrations of AO,
and AO2 individually or as a binary antioxidant system. The
method that was developed is based on multicomponent PROCEDURE
quantitative factor analysis, using a partial least squares
(PLS-1) technique. The experiment was designed and the FTIR Sample Preparation. Instrument Settinas and
calibration samples prepared according to statistically Analytical Software
acceptable methods. FTIR spectra of all calibration Cable filler sample preparation for analysis by FTIR as well
samples were collected and a calibration was developed as the FTIR instrument settings have already been
according to the PLS-1 algorithm. published'. The analytical software used for the calculation

of the PLS-1 algorithm is a standard, well known scientific
To gain an understanding of the performance of a binary 2
antioxidant system in an ETPR cable filling compound, the applications software package.
oxidative stabilities of prepared samples were measured. CIT Samole Preparation and Instrument Settinas
Using Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), the The DSC instrument settings and modified ASTM D3895-80
Oxidation Induction Time (OIT) was measured and
correlated to the two antioxidant concentrations. Surface procedure have prviously been published.
and contour plots were developed and trends were
observed. DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

Theory
The Partial Least Squares (PLS) method for performing
quantitative analysis has been applied to spectroscopic data
gathered from the FTIR analysis of cable filling compounds
containing the two specified antioxidants. PLS is a spectral

INTRODUCTION decomposition technique that creates a simplified
representation of the data based on the average spectrum

A concern to the cable industry is the premature of the calibration spectra. Instead of being limited to a
degradation of cable insulation under conditions of single unknown, a properly calibrated PLS analysis will
accelerated aging in the laboratory. A scenario voiced by accurately predict the quantities of multiple components of
the cable industry suggests that the antioxidant contained interest by analyzing an appropriate region of the spectrum
in the cable insulation migrates out of the insulation and into of the unknown multicomponent sample. In an analogous
the cable filer causing insulation failure. A difficulty in fashion, the technique of using linear regression to
testing this hypothesis is that current quantitative methods determine the concentration of a single pure component is
cannot fully differentiate between the two similar done by correlating he wa of a siMe spectroscopic peak
antioxidants (AO, and AO2 ) that make up this cable to known concentration calibration standards in order to
insulation/cable filler system. A more precise determination dateminean unknown concentration. In PLS this is done
of each of these antioxidents may allow the optimization of by making calibration standards reflect the compmos of
Cable Filer performance for this system. al the unknowns and by having them span the same

expected range of conentrations and compositioin as the
The presence of any migntin effects in the cable unknowns. The spectra of the standards am measured,
fillericble insulatio systemn may be due in part to the and a PLS calibration set of equations ae generated.
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The equations are then used to predict the concentration
of the calibrated components in each unknown sample. found for the hydroxyl functional group for these two

antioxidants. This condition of peak overlap disallows thestraightforwrd use of a single peak area to correlate to
Calibration Standards antioxidant concentration. The Partial Least Squares
To produce an adequate set of calibration standards which technique solves this dilemma by associating several
contain the necessary mixtures that span the range of regions of the spectrum to the unknown, rather than the
concentrations and also to avoid any inadvertent calibration area from a single peak.
mixtures where the concentrations of the components are
collinear, an experimental design software applications Accuracy Of The PLS Analysis
package was used to aid in the selection of the mixtures for To determine the accuracy of the PLS calibration equations
the cable filler calibration standards 3. produced from analysis of the standards, a series of

prepared samples were made. These samples contained
various concentrations of either or both antioxidants AO,

Spectral Regions Used For PLS Analysis and AO 2 in the range of 0.0 to 1.2 weight% AO, and 0.0 to
To simplify the spectral decomposition process, the entire 0.6 weight% AO 2 in Cable Filler base material. These
spectrum is normally not selected for PLS analysis. Only prepared samples ware analyzed via the PLS method using
selected regions having spectral information corresponding two spectral regions for correlation and 5 factors (loading
to the components of interest are used. The antioxidants vectors) to model the data. The average difference
AO, and AC 2 both have carbonyl and hydroxyl functional between the known antioxidant concentrations and the
groups, and AOC also has the additional feature of having a concentrations predicted by this PLS model is 0.012
thio group. FTIR analysis of the pure antioxidants weight% for predicting AO 1 and 0.006 weight% for predicting
suggested two regions of obvious correlation: 3700 to 3550 AO 2 in the range studied. Statistical analysis of the data
cmI' and 1800 to 1560 cm-'. Both these selected regions gathered from the prepared samples, indicate the predictive
were used for the PLS analysis; all other regions were powers of this calibration have a correlation coefficient of
ignored. Part of the second region selected is examined in 0.999. The confidence that a value predicted by this
Figure 1. This figure shows a spectral overlay of the calibration truly corresponds to the actual concentration is
carbonyl region of three samples. The peak at 1747.4 cm" given by an F-value close to 13,000. Based on the number
is the spectrum of a sample containing 0.6 weight% AOC in of degrees of freedom, there is a greater than 99%
ETPR cable filler. The peak at 1743.6 cm" is the spectrum probability that the calibration accurately represents the
of a sample containing 0.6 weight% AO, in ETPR cable data.
filler. And, the peak at 1744.5 cm- is the spectrum of a
sample containing both 0.6 weight% AO, and 0.6 weight% Figure 2 shows the 99% confidence limits bounding the
AC 2 in ETPR cable filler. Ift can be seen from Figure 1 that regression line representing the Actual vs Predicted values
the sample containing both antioxidants appears as a of the concentration of AOC in cable filler base material
single, overlapping peak. The carbonyl functional group containing both AOC and AO2. This graph demonstrates
from AOC and AC 2 both appear in the same region of the how well the PLS calibration predicts the true antioxidant
spectrum. The same condition of peak overlap can be concentrations of an unknown sample. The center line is

Overlay ot RR Spectra of Carborn Peaks from EW 99% Confidence Uimits For Antioxidant
Cable Filler Containing AO and/or A02 Anfltioxlants AOI as PredIcted by PLS Model
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the data regression line, and the two curves bounding that is a better representation than individual data points
regression line are the confidence limits. Based on this because it allows conclusions to be more generally
data, there is a 99% assurance that the actual concentration applicable since the surface tends to smooth out individual
of antioxidant is within the two confidence curves and that variations of data. The surface displayed in Figure 3 assists
the calibration is less than 1% in error for predicting the true in identifying trends in the relationship between the binary
value of an unknown. Since the 99% confidence limits for antioxidant system and cable filler performance. From this
the intercept bound zero, and the 99% confidence limits for surface model, other more informative plots can be
the slope bound 1, the PLS calibration does not seem to produced. It should be noted that the surface is drawn
have any slope or zero-intercept bias. A similar beyond the data points, so that the area greater than 1.2
representation was made for AO,, with a similar correlation weight% AO, is beyond the data set and represents an
for the actual to predicted values, extrapolation of the surface function. The use of data from

the extrapolated section of the surface function may not
Antioxidant Concentrations vs OIT yield valid information. Looking at the surface plot of Figure
The optimization of a cable filling compound to minimize the 3, one can see portions of the contour lines lying under the
concentration gradients and redistribution of antioxidants in surface between the two antioxidant axes. A better
the cable insulation/cable filler system, necessitates the representation of the contour lines are given in the plot
determination of the performance of the binary antioxidant shown in Figure 4. This plot shows the trend for cable filler
cable filling compound. To this end, a correlation of the performance, based on OIT, for a given AO, and/or AO,
two antioxidant concentrations to the performance of the
cable filler material, as determined by its oxidation induction Contour Plot of the o,-doto Stobl,,y

time, was developed. From this data, a model was of o Ant~ondat 5"em n

developed that gave predictions of the OIT from the binary 2 Cable Fi,,.6g Compound

antioxidant concentrations, and was comparable to the -- - - - -- --

experimental error of the data. The data was modeled to a
quadratic function for mixtures 3'4, and had a correlation 6
coefficient of 0.981. The model had an F-ratio of 195 which
is a greater than a 99% probability that the model accurately S 44

represents the data. The model passed all of the tests for 01T= ,0 7,o

a statistically valid representation of the data 3. , o00 3
,; 2 2

Figure 3 is a quadratic surface plot and data points of the o
two antioxidant concentrations, AOC and AO 2 vs. the
oxidation induction time. It can be seen that the quadratic 0 o 0
surface closely conforms to the data points (the small
circles on the surface plot in Figure 3). The surface model 2. . . . _

Figure 4 Mt~o.dooI61 o (.gl•)

Surface Plot of the Oxidative Stability

of a Binary Antioxidant System in
ETPR Cable Filling Compound concentration. Please note that the boarders of the contour

map are not zero. For the contour line corresponding to an
OIT of 25 minutes, AOC alone, at a concentration of
approximately 0.28 weight% in ETPR cable filler gives a
performance equivalent to AC 2 alone, at a concentration of

200 approximately 0.42 weight%. Various combinations of theo. two antioxidants can be determined along the contour lines.
'5 This demonstrates that for the same resulting OIT, AO, is

. 150 a more effective antioxidant at concentrations up to
Sapproximately 0.7 weight%. A companson cannot be

! 0  
extended to higher levels because the concentration effectsfor antioxidant A02 were not studied above 0.6 weight%.

so 5Analysis of the data at the limits of the study indicate thatthe effectiveness of the individual antioxidants, AO, and
"AC2, in a binary system may vary with concentration and
proportion. Further study is warranted.

CONCLUSIONS
÷. -" ,An FTIR spectroscopic method has been developed that

b. / .•-• directly quantifies the individual antioxidant concentrations
SC .. of a binary antioxidant system in ETPR cable filling"compound. This is achieved through the use of a partial

Figiure 3 least squares technique based on multicomponent
quantitative factor analysis.
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The repeatability and accuracy of this PLS method is
satisfactory for the concentration of AO, in the range of 0.0
to 1.2 weight%. and the concentration of AC 2 in the range
of 0.0 to 0.6 weight%.

The binary antioxidant concentrations have been correlated
to the Oxidation Induction Time (O") of the cable filler.
From this data, surface and contour plots were developed
that compare the effectiveness of the antioxidants AO, and
AO 2 to the cable filler's performance.

FUTURE WORK
Future work will utilize this PLS-FTIR technique to focus on
migration of antioxidants into and out of filling compounds
and the effects of various antioxidant combinations on the
performance of the cable filling compound as reflected by
OIT measurement.
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EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENTAL AGING
ON OPTICAL FIBER COLOR CODINGS

James R. Petisce, Michael D. Kinard, Shahab Siddiqui, and Carl Taylor

AT&T Bell Laboratories Norcross, Georgia 30071

Abstract

Optical fibers are identified from one another in a cabled
assembly by the use of a color coding layer on the coated
optical fiber. Color codings must conform to color stand- 7"

ards listed in the Telecommunications Industry Associa-I
tion (TIA) Standard 598. Today's evolving
telecommunications and CATV applications for optical
fibers are demanding higher performance in color reten-
tion properties of optical fiber color codings. These
demands prompted us to develop the use of electronic
colorimeters to quantitatively measure changes in color
codings after exposure to simulated oxidative and hydro-
lytic environments expected to be encountered in the
above-ground outside plant.

Background

As shown in a Munsell color standard chart from EIA
Standard 598 (Figure 1), a color is clearly defined within
ranges about a center or centroid value. Figure 1.

The CIELAB tristimulus coordinate system was used to and minimum values for each color coordinate were
quantitatively characterize the acceptable limits of each obtained.
color. In !his coordinate system, the L value represents
the mathematical approximation of the non-linear black- Experimental
white response of the human eye. A perfect white has an
L value of 100, while a perfect black has a value of zero. The hydrolytic stability of two color coding systems, #1
The quantities "a" and "b", called opponent coordinates, and #2, was evaluated by measuring their color on fiber
define the degree of yellowness (positive b), redness after 35 day exposure to 95°C/95% relative humidity in
(positive a), greenness (negative a), and blueness (nega- a controlled environmental chamber. The coating sys-
tive b). The opponent type coordinates are both zero for tems on sample fibers under color coding systems # I and
the neutral colors of white, black, and gray. As the #2 were different. CIELAB color coordinates were
absolute value of the "a" or "b" value rises, the color measured in-situ using a Minolta CR 241 Chroma Meter.
becomes more intense. A C illuminant and 2 degree viewing angle were used in

all measurements. The colorimeter was calibrated using
The L, "a", and "b" values for all color chip standards for a Minolta white reference standard. Four measure-
a specified color were measured using a Macbeth ments, at 90 degree intervals, around the fiber were taken
1500/Plus Color Measuring System. A C illuminant and for each color coded fiber. Color coordinates are re-
2 degree viewing angle were used in all measurements. ported as averages.
The colorimeter was calibrated using a Macbeth white
reference standard. Centroid ("nominal"), maximum, The hydrolytic stability of selected colors from develop-
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mental color coding system #3 was evaluated on color As shown in Figure 4, the Color System #1 blue color
coded fibers after exposure to 95°C/95% relative humid- coded fiber has a "b" value after aging which is much
ity for 10, 30, and 40 days. The oxidative stability of greater than the maximum allowable level; whereas, the
selected colors from developmental color coding system Color System #2 blue color coded fiber has a "b" value
#3 was evaluated on color coded fibers after exposure to after aging which is slightly above the the maximum
125 C in a forced air oven for 10, 30, and 40 days. allowable value.
CIELAB color coordinates were measured on aged and
unaged color coded fibers using the Minolta colorimeter These colorimeter data suggest that Color System #1
as described above, blue is fading (higher "b" value) and will appear greener

(lower "a" value) than Color System #2 blue. Visual
Evaluation of aqua and rose color coded fibers from examination of these hydrolytically aged blue color
color coding systems #1, #2, and #3 was not performed coded fibers was consistent with the colorimeter data.
because EIA standards for these colors are currently (Contribution to color change due to possible fiber coat-
being redefined. ing discoloration is not addressed in this study).2 Since

the colorimeter data were consistent with visual exami-
Results and Discussion nation of these fibers, we extended this evaluation to the

remaining nine colors (Table 1).
1. Color Coordinates ofAged Fibers

Graphical analysis of color coordinates measured in-situ
on aged fibers affords a rapid method to interpret these ,
data for each color. As an example, analysis of the blue

color coded fibers is presented. 8.0
e~oColo Sy00em 61

4.0

As shown in Figure 2, the blue color coded fibers from 2.0 I&•n,= ANOWOl Ssm2

Color Systems #1 and #2 after 35 days at 950C/95% 0.0

relative humidity have L values which are within the -2.0

allowable color space. .0 f 4P6*ffW
-.0
*6.0

In contrast, the Color System #1 blue color coded fiber ., U,1,OIA.Wb.
has an "a" value after aging which is below the minimum -,2.0

allowable value; whereas, the Color System #2 blue .14.0 0 ,o ,0 • 3 4,

0 5 to i 0 M 30X 40
color coded fiber has an "a" value after aging which is AQkV r-, der

within allowable color space (Figure 3).
Figure 3.
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Figure 2. Figure 4.
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Table I Specifically, colorimeter sensitivity to detect minor
Effect of Hydrolytic Aging changes in color coordinates after brief exposure to

35 days 95"C/95% accelerated aging conditions could be a useful develop-
ment tool to evaluate the environmental stability of

L a b Visual Color candidate color codings.
Blue #1 ok low high green
Blue #2 ok ok high light blue The color coordinates of dual coated optical fibers color

coded with developmental Color System #3 were meas-
Orange #1 ok low ok rust ured in-situ with the Minolta colorimeter after 95"C/95%
Orange #2 ok ok high orange RH exposure. The L and '"b" color coordinates of the

yellow color coded fiber measured after 10, 30, and 40
Green #1 ok ok high lime green day exposure times are presented in Figures 5 and 6,
Green #2 high ok ok green respectively.

Brown #1 ok ok high dark rust The 10 day exposed sample displays lower L and "b"
Brown #2 ok low ok brown values than the unaged sample which indicates that the

yellow color is beginning to darken and become less
Slate #1 low ok high darker yellow after hydrolytic exposure. Data on the 30 and 40
Slate #2 ok ok ok slate

White #1 low ok high hazel
W h i t e # 2 l o w o k o k w h i t e M e_ _ _ _ _ o f _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __4 1

8.0

Red #1 ok low high red S, NN
Red #2 ok ok ok maroon ,3`

* 70.0Black #1 ok ok high black .,.••=••

Black #2 ok ok ok black -

Yellow #1 low ok ok mustard 560
Yellow #2 low ok high yellow 54.0

•00.

0 5 to I5 20 25 30 3W 40 46

Violet #1 ok low high darker A T-,fy

Violet #2 ok ok ok violet
Figure S.

Presentation of colorimeter data for all ten colors and YL w15. V

corresponding aged color coded fiber samples will be 95 0t5O R"

included in the poster presentation. This will allow the 50.0 -
reader to compare colorimeter data of aged color coded 54.0 - ,in, A
fibers to aged fiber samples. This comparison will dem- 32.0

500
onstrate the utility of colorimetry data in measuring color 4&0 Non,, Sp ,
differences between color coded fibers. 46.0

>" 44.0 .

2. Evaluation of Developmental Color Codings 42.0

40.0

380 Mommum Alowat¶Ie

The consistency between colorimeter data and visual *0

examination of aged color coded fibers prompted us to 0 ,
explore the possibility of colorimeter use in color coding 5 s 2 0 30 35 0

development. Aqg r-. Ca

Figure 6.
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day exposed samples indicate a continuation of this
trend. The "a"value after aging was comparable to the E ,fe o

90.0

unaged "a" value. 1.0 MuAl, b
98.0

84.0

Visual examination of the 10 day aged Color System #3 2.0o NolnaI speacab0.

yellow fiber show very little color change, but changes 0
.2 76.0

can be detected in the 30 and 40 day aged samples. _ ,4.0
7 4.0

= 2.0 Mininmum Allowable

70.0

Table II 6o0
Effect of 95 C/95% RH Aging 60

600
0 5 0 is 20 25 30 35 40 45

COLORIMETER VISUAL A g ig A rn•, •lays

10 day 40 day 10 day 40 day

Yellow darker darker NC darker Figure 7.

fade fade fade

Orange darker darker NC darker [ C1

58.0

Violet darker darker fade darker 54.0 • ,,m~ Allowable

fade fade fade 5o2.

48.0 Nominal Specalicabon

NC = no change 4,.0

42.0
40.0

38.0 Mrninioum Afowalle

Similar analysis of aged violet and orange color coded 350

fibers was performed (Table II). 34.0
32.0

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

As shown in Table II, color changes in fibers aged at AgongrTB, days

95'C/95% RH for 10 days are detectable by colorimetry,
but not by visual examination. More importantly, the Figure8.
trends in color change as detected by colorimetry after
10 day aging were observed visually after 40 day aging. This will demonstrate the utility of colorimetric meas-

urements in predicting visual color changes after accel-
The color coordinates were also measured in-situ after erated hydrolytic or oxidative aging conditions.
125'C exposure. The L and "b" color coordinates of the
yellow color coded fibers measured after 10, 30, and 40
day exposure times are presented in Figures 7 and 8, Conclusions
respectively.

Visual examination of color coded fibers after environ-
These data show that after only 10 days at 125°C the mental aging for short times does not provide sufficient
yellow coded fibers are beginning to become darker and sensitivity to predict gross color changes which do in-
the yellow color is fading. Visual examination of the 10 deed occur after installation in the above-ground, outside
day aged sample could not detect this change. Similarly, plant. Utilization of electronic colorimeters affords sen-
colorimetric analysis of the violet color coded fiber after sitivity necessary to detect minor changes in color cod-
125 0C exposure for 10 days detected changes which ings after accelerated aging. Electronic colorimetery
were not detectable visually, used as an analytical tool to measure minor changes in

color coordinates of optical fiber color codings has :a-
Presentation of colorimeter data for all aged Color Sys- abled us to predict the color retention capabilities of
tem #3 samples and corresponding aged color coded several color coding formulations after accelerated ag-
fiber samples will be included in the poster presentation. ing.
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DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRONIC WIRE HARNESS WITH
LAMINATED FLEXIBLE FLAT CABLE

T.Yamamoto, T.Ohnuma, T.Enardi, H.Yoshinaga, H.Kcmatsuda, C.Tracey

Fujikura Ltd.

ABSTRACT CCNSTRL•TICN

Laminated flexible flat cable is ccmposed
In order to meet the various requirements of flat conductors and thin plastic tapes. The

for wiring in electronic equipment, such as conductors are tin plated copper wire or
video tape recorders, we were obliged to carry phospher bronze wire. These are laid parallel
out wiring using harnesses consisting of and laminated with thin plastic tapes. The
individual cables in the past. We have material of the insulation tape is composed of
investigated and developed a laminated flat polyester film with thermoset or thermoplastic
cable that is composed of thin flat conductors adhesive and polyvinyl chloride tape.
and plastic tapes. We have also developed Electrical and mechanical characteristics of
variations of this cable so as to meet our the cables are greatly influenced by the above
customer's requirements. By investigating these mentioned combination. So the ccmbination mist
new cable variations, it has been recognized be chosen according to the condition of the
that these types of cables have advantages over wiring. Fig.1 shows the structure of laminated
conventional wiring harnesses and allow flexible flat cable.
electronic equipment manufacturers to be more
innovative in their designs. ~4

Recently, as electronic equipment has
rapidly developed, the wiring of such equipment
has had to become smaller in size, be capable
of greater density, have higher performance and
reliability. Furthermore, the cost of wiring Conductor Insulation Reinforcing tape
systems for such equipment must be reduced
because ot price competition.

Previously, internal wiring of equipment Fig. 1 Structure of flexible flat cable
was carried out using wiring harnesses
consisting of individual cables. These
harnesses required a significant amount of time
to terminate to connectors, as each cable had VARIATIONS
to be terminated individually. Also, these High density type
harnesses were considered to be somewhat This type of cable has a fine pitch
difficult to terminate. In such wiring, a few (min.0.5mn space between conductors) which gives
defects occurred which were usually caused by a high wire density for applicatirn in small
manual wiring. Therefore, the development of a sized circuits. This type already has confirmed
new wiring system which covers all functions of reliability of termination r j.,onnectors and can
conventional wiring harnesses and also be used for mass terminatiý ns while saving space
additional functions required to connect and weight.
automatically without a operator's skill is
highly desirable. High flexibility tyM

In order to meet these requirements and This type of cable is a combination using
expectations, we have taken the laminated 0.02mm (min.) ti' Lck conductor with thin special
flexible flat cable which was limited to use plastic tapes which gives excellent flexibility.
for jumper wiring and developed variations of It can be applied to a moving and/or bending
it to create a new wiring harness. part such as a printer head.
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High ratim tv
By using special insulation tapes, a higher

voltage and temperature type of cable can be
constructed. - 0-

Sx 200*Amz
Fi 

2z. 
20

Fig.2 shows the structure of shielded type =3
cable. It has a 10pm thickness shielding metal o.

foil which has a coating layer of special 10

adhesives around the flexible flat cable. The
shielding metal foil will be longitudinally -A 00 10 20 30 40

connected to a ground conductor/conductors with Thickness of Shielding (1,m)

very low resistance.
Fig.3 The relation between thickness of

copper foil and shielding effectiveness

Shield-

IEIFInsulation-

-Signal Wire- . I 0 I I I
.. ,--non-shielded type

1 j--Ground Wire-> . -0

E -

Fig.2 Structure of shielded type -w -

SJshielded type

We have studied the relationship between z - - /
the thickness of shielding metal foil and
shielding effectiveness. We adopted the - ro0nd P5
absorbing clamp method test for measuring this 6 1-1.1 1
relationship. Fig.3 shows a result of this test. - i01
It is found that there is no difference in 50 bOO

shielding effectiveness for the thickness of the Frequency f (MHz)

foil if its thickness is more than 10pm. Fig.4 Shielding effectiveness of shielded
Fig.4 shows the shielding effectiveness of flexible flat cable using 9pm copper

shielded flexible flat cable using a 9pum copper shield tape
foil, compared with non-shielded type. It has a
good shielding effectiveness for radiation noise
in all frequency ranges, especially in the high
frequency range.

Fig.5 shows that because of the lower 100 x non-shielded type
ground impedance and good balance between the , Shielded type
signal lines and ground line/lines, the ____

crosstalk characteristic of this type of cable -
are superior to non-shielded type. Fig.6 shows 60

the test set-up for a measurement of pulse
crosstalk. 2 0 .

Although the shielding foil and ground
conductor/conductors contact each other with a 20
low impedance, the impedance between the ground 0.
conductor/conductors and the earth ground must
be low too. The crosstalk depends on the total
ground impedance of the shielding system. Sgnal W,,e A C )

-3 M 1_J IZ 3 C= L

Pos't-on of Conductor

Fig.5 Pulse crosstalk of shielded flexible
flat cable
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Fig.7 shows the relation between the
crosstalk and the ground impedance of shielding This type of cable consists of two piecesfoil. The crosstalk increases when the ground of flexible flat cables, differing in length andiipedance increases froml 0 to 100 ohm. It can be number of conductors, which are parallel andsupposed that there are some cases in which the combined at one end of cables with a reinforcingcrosstalk becomes worse because of a lead wire's tape. This type can reduce the time forinductance, such as when the shielding foil is insertion and branched wiring. This is a veryconnected to the earth ground by using a lead important property for wiring harnesses.
wire. It is also not be expected that a cable
with metal foil without grounding has good Mixed conductor tvoecrosstalk characteristics. Table 1 shows the Different sizes of conductors may be usedmethod of grounding and the amount of crosstalk, in a cable. For example, signal wire may beThrough the development of this type of combined with power wire.
cable, we has solved problems concerning
shielding which have caused problem in previous Double faced tvPeflat type cables. This type of cable can be This type of cable consists of two piecesconsidered suitable as a shielded nultiple of flexible flat cables, facing each other andcable. combined together at one side, which have double

faced contacts. By using a special connector,
the number of connectors, the time to insert
into the connectors, the space may be reduced.

She SignalWi

P r i Pulse Generator 15 0 0tVII 1
R RI Vr FR R 0 0"Fa 10 - 6 ............................-- ...----

,,"O'ty of Crosstalk without Shield

0'ty of Crosstalk = Crosstalk Voltage (Vr) X 100 (%f >,Input Voltage(VI) ,
V= Vojtage of Crosstalk (Far End)
R, =Termination Resistance (50Q) C0  100 200 300R2 = Ground Impedance 

Ground Impedance (Q)

Fig.6 The test set-up for measurement of Fig.7 Relation between crosstalk and ground
crosstalk impedance

Ground

Connect a shield Connect a shielded
Non - shield tape to ground with type to ground with a

a 3cm long lead ground connector
Q'ty of wire
Crosstalk 9.5 4.2 2.3
(1)

Table 1 Method of grounding and crosstalk
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Fig.8 shows the one of example of complex
type cable, which is combined sane kinds of By choosing combinations of the above
above mentioned cable variations. variations to meet customers' requirements, this

cable system has been applied not only to a
sirrple application such as a jaurrper wire, but
also to a composite one, such as a wire harness.

This cable can also be inserted into a
connector easily. We have developed equipment

S, DIFFERENCE DIRECTION

FOLDED which performs automatic insertion, eliminating
the conventional manual way of wiring and
contributing to reducing costs and increasing
reliability.

.. 'In Japan, one major electronics company has
FERRIT successfully developed automatic wiring for

their equipment. It depends on the use of this
cable and the development of the insertion

Fig.8 Caoplex type cable machines(robots) for wiring. Apart from the
successful application to electronic equipment,
the superiority of this cable has also made it
feasible for use in cars , where high
flexibility and reliability are required.

DimensiosRernc
This cable is about 50% thinner and about (1] "Electro-magnetic shielding effectiveness of

75% lighter than the previous one. the SHIELD FWJICAPD",K.Tanihira et al., 1989
Fujikura Technical review

Teminatin
In combination with the special connectors,

it is possible to terminate whole wires in one
action with high reliability and productivity.

Bending characteristics
The structure adopting thinner conductors

ccmbined with special insulation tapes brings
advantageous bending characteristics. This
property is inportant for applications where the
cable moves, such as for a printer head. Fig.9
shows the bending characteristics of this cable.

Test conditions: Under l.P.C. method, stroke 50mm
speed 60 cycles/mmn. (cycle recprocation)

_1 1 1 1~ i1 . 1,: 1::: I 1111 1 111 I1 im l
0.4 i N ilf Il ll IIIIlI I II I

10- • :l: 1 , \I_1W: + III'0' I I Ei1i1
S. ",,IliIl I I IIE M l

O: 0-3 -- ; \ -Q::I:": Illl I JIMIll

0.2 l~kl ",,lllll",.. thick ccn,•utor,I
0. 1 1Tf HNI-ill I I IIli

I I .... . HIMl" •''- I11

No. of enig yc

0. ;; thic cond.. .... . . ...

• 0.- : :: rl'HIL- thick conduct~or

, ,,tot , m 10 10...

No. of bending cycles

Fig. 9 Bending characteristics
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NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION AND FAILURE ANALYSIS
OF MECHANICAL SPLICES

T. Wei and B.T. Devlin

GTE Laboratories Incorporated, 40 Sylvan Road, Waltham, MA 02254, USA

ABRACT SPUCE ASSEMBLY

Mechanical splices for optical fiber are being deployed Recent studies have shown that the reliability of splices
in restoration and fiber-in-the-loop installations. To was strongly affected by the assembly process.1- 7 To
ensure that mechanical splices are cost-effective, they understand how mechanical splices could fail during
have to be easy-to-use and reliable. However, installation, a field trial was set up to prepare a large
understanding reliability of mechanical splices is not an quantity of specimens and test them individually. All
simple task due to the complexity and diversity in failed splices were then analyzed to elucidate how
different products. Postmortem analysis is effective in failures occurred during assembly.
providing information about failure mechanisms and
essential to understanding the splice reliability. In all, over 360 specimens were assembled from six

products and tested in the field trial. These mechanical
Failures of mechanical splices during installation were splices were prepared by a team of six craftspersons to
analyzed using nondestructive x-ray imaging and minimize the influence by a single operator. All
conventional analytical techniques. These operators followed the same instructions provided by
complementary techniques allow the identification of the vendors. Each splice was individually tested using
failure mechanisms in a number of splice products. either an optical time domain reflectometer or a splice-
Separation between two fiber ends, misplacement of loss test set. Subsequently, specimens that failed to
fiber, and breakage of fiber or parts of the splice have meet the splice-loss specification were subjected to
been identified as the main causes of failures. These postmortem analyses.
failures are mostly related to deficiencies in the designs
or practices of different splice prnxucts. ANALYSIS OF FIELD FAILUZRES

All failed splices were subjected to nondestructive
evaluation (NDE)3,,8, 9 and conventional analytical

Rq=DUCTI. 0N techniques 3,4,10° 12 to identify and understand the
common failure mechanisms for mechanical splices

A variety of mechanical splice products have recently during assembly.
entered the market place, aiming at restoration and
fiber-in-the-loop (FITL) applications. These new NDE was first applied to each failed specimen since it
mechanical splices have some common features that has the advantage of preserving the sample integrity
make them more appealing to end users: low cost, ease and requires no preparation work. In particular x-ray
of use, no adhesive, and no need for monitoring, imaging has been demonstrated to be an effective NDE
However, because of the diversity and sometimes technique for analyzing mechanical splices because it
complexity in their designs, it becomes more difficult to provides magnified real-time or film images capable of
comprehend the reliability issues in each product and showing internal defects with high resolution. 5,',
assess how mechanical splices will facilitate fiber
deployment. Besides x-ray imaging, optical and scanning electron

microscopic (SEM) examinations have also been
This study investigates failure mechanisms in six conducted to verify the cause of failure.3,4,1 0 -12 These
mechanical splice products by analyzing splice failures conventional techniques require, in general,
occurred during installation. It offers a unique disassembly of each specimen to expose internal parts.
opportunity to explore if any common failure Extreme care should be taken to assure the integrity of
mechanisms exist among different designs and suggest all parts during dismembering of the specimen.
how they can be eliminated during deployment. Examinations performed on these parts include

fractographic analysis of the fiber fracture surface,
inspection of individual parts of the splice, and cleave
angle measurement of the fiber end face.
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One particularly useful way to determine what had
happened to fibers inside each splice is to examine their
imprints on the alignment or retention parts. Since
silica fiber has a higher hardness than that of the
surrounding materials, its imprint can often lead to
definitive information about the fiber location before its
removal.

FAIUREM ANISM

Several common failure mechanisms were identified
from x-ray images taken on failed splices that showed a
high loss or no transmission. These included separation
of two fiber ends, misplacement of fiber, and breakage
of fiber or parts of the splice. These observations not . !
only reconfirmed the insertion-loss data from the field
trial, but also ponted out some of the deficiencies in the
designs, manufacture, and practices of some mechanical
splices.

Fiber Separation

The separation of two fiber ends was a common
problem for all types of mechanical splices since it is
difficult to know if two fiber pieces are in contact.
Several factors have contributed to the existence of a
gap between two fiber ends: the presence of too much
index-matching gel, a bad cleaved end, or the resistance
against fiber movement in the alignment parts.

Figure 1. X-ray images of different mechanical splices
The nondestructive x-ray imaging technique has been showing increasing amounts of fiber separation
demonstrated to be an effective tool for observing the between two fiber ends. Fiber separation is manifested
fiber separation. 5,9 Figure 1 presents three x-ray as the "dark color" gap between the "light color"fiber
images of increasing fiber separations for different images.
mechanical splices, shown as "dark color" gaps between
"light color" images of fibers. In most cases the index
matching gel alleviated the gap problem and allowed
low-loss splices to be made (see the top image, Figure
1). Too large a gap however resulted in a high
insertion loss (see the middle image, Figure 1) or, even A
worse, no transmission (see the bottom image, Figur.1). .. .. . .

Another useful technique to verify the fiber locations is
to examine the fiber imprints on the alignment parts
after removing the fiber pieces from a splice. Figure 2
presents an optici.l micrograph of the alignment part, L
showing a gap between the imprints of two pieces of
fiber.

Figure 2. Scanning electron micrograph of an
Fiber Misplacement alignment piece showing the gap between two

fiber imprints left behind after fiber pieces were
Misguiding of fiber will result in fiber misplacement removed.
inside the splice and no transmission. Misplacement of
fiber is difficult to detect without a monitoring device
since the operator cannot visually locate the fiber Misplacement of fiber occurred in at least two ways.
during assembly. Verifying the occurrence of fiber The first was the result of too much slack between
misplacement generally requires postmortem analyses alignment pieces so fiber may not be guided to its
based on the x-ray imaging technique or examinations proper position during insertion, as illustrated in Figure
of the fiber imprints. This problem is generally resulted 3. The x-ray image of a mechanical splice (see the top
from deficiencies in the designs of mechanical splices, image, Figure 3) shows that one fiber piece (the "light

color" image at the right) was not in the alignment
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groove after assembly. The scanning electron preparation steps prior to splicing. Recent studies have
micrograph (see the bottom photograph, Figure 3) of demonstrated that coating stripping and fiber cleaning
an alignment part showing, from the fiber imprint, that unavoidably degrade the fiber strength.",204 Severe
one piece of fiber on the left was not in its proper degradation can lead to fiber fractures during
position. installation or service.

Breakage also happened to internal parts of a splice
without being detected during assembly. This resulted
in the loss of alignment or retention of fiber pieces, and
therefore high insertion loss or no transmission.

Figure 3. Top: x-ray image of a mechanical splice showing
that the right piece of fiber was not in the alignment
groove; Bottom: scanning electron micrograph of an
alignment part for a different splice showing the
misplacement of the left piece of fiber from the fiber
imprints.

The second way fiber can be misplaced was related to Figure 4. Top: x-ray image of a splice showing the light

the irregular finish of the guiding part that interferes image of the right piece of fiber and the missing left piece of

with the insertion of fiber during assembrly, as fiber; Bottom: scanning electron micrograph showing the

illustrated in Figure 4. The x-ray image (see the top irregular finish of the guiding section as a fiber piece
image, Figure 4) shows that only one piece of fiber was entering the alignment groove.

in the alignment groove and the left piece was missing.
Subsequent examination by SEM (see the bottom
micrograph, Figure 4) indicated that a piece of fiber CONCLUSION
could have difficulty climbing up the ledges in the
guiding section prior to entering the alignment groove. Both nondestructive x-ray imaging and conventional

analytical techniques have been successfully used for
Breakage of Fiber or Parts in a Splice postmortem analyses of mechanical splices. These

complementary techniques offered valuable
Splice failures also occurred if there was breakage of information about some common failure mechanisms
fiber or splice parts. When pushing a fiber into the in a number of splice designs. Improvements of the
alignment parts, excessive abrasion or friction could designs and installation practices should make current
cause the fiber fracture. This risk was exacerbated by mechanical splice products more reliable and cost-
damage to the fiber surface introduced during the fiber effective in FITL and restoration applications.
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THERMAL STRIPPABILITY OF 4- AND 12-FIBER RIBBONS

John W. Botelho

Corning Incorporated, Coming, NY 14831

Abstract Modulus: Young's Modulus. Measured by tensile testing
films. Values reported are "Secant Modulus" at 2.5%

The selection of coatings applied to optical fibers contrib- strain.
utes significantly in determining the thermal strippability
performance of ribbon subunits. This paper details a Adhesion: Measured by peel testing (180 degree) films
study that investigated the effect of the outer primary of inner primary coatings on a flat glass plate. This test
modulus, adhesion to glass of the inner primary, as well represents a coatings adhesion to glass properties.
as the diameter ratio of the inner to outer primary coat- Testing done at 50% RH.
ings to thermal strippability. Thermal strippability perfor-
mance was determined three ways: (1) strip force, the Cleanliness Rating: A rating scale used to determine the
force required to remove all fiber coatings in one pass, cleanliness of the glass fiber post stripping. Done with
(2) post strip fiber cleanliness, a rating of residual debris, the unaided eye (no magnification).
and (3) tube-off rating, a measure to the degree which
the fiber coatings remain intact (i.e., a tube). Both 4- 5.0 = Incomplete strip, fibers will not wipe clean
fiber encapsulated and 12-fiber "edge-bonded" ribbons with an alcohol wipe.
were studied, with a construction as shown in Figure 1. 4.0 = Heavy Residual Debris. 3+ alcohol wipes

required to clean fibers.
3.0 . Moderate Residual Debris.
2.0 = Slight Residual Debris.

Figure 1 1.0 . No Visible Residual Debris.

12-Fiber Ribbon Tube-Off Rating: A rating done with the unaided eye
used to determine the remains of the fiber (& ribbon)
coatings after stripping.

I I I IT I I II O.260r , W

1 m 5.0 = No Tube-Off, Total Disintegration (crumbs)
4.0 = Incomplete Tube, Partial Crumbing
3.0 = Complete Tube, Moderate Distortion
2.0 = Complete Tube, Slight Distortion
1.0 = Complete Tube, No Distortion

4-Fiber Ribbon
Data Acquisition Rate: The frequency at which the com-
puter queries the load cell (#/sec).

With the potential for the increased use of optical fiber
I ribbons in high fiber count cables, and to achieve the

benefits of mass connectorization, it is important for a
Strip Force: The peak force required to remove all fiber fiber manufacturer to understand the fiber coating at-
and ribbon coatings from the glass fibers as measured in tributes affecting ribbon performance. One of the most
grams. fundamental of all fiber coating requirements is that the

coating not only protect the glass from its designed
environment, but that it also be removed easily and leave
the glass fiber free from any residual debris.
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For single fibers, the strip force test method is well de- The same ribbon materials, ink and matrix, as well as the
fined by industry standard procedures, for example TIN same ribbon making process were used to produce all
FOTP-1 781. To date no such procedure exists for fiber experimental ribbons. Evaluation of each experimental
ribbons, although one was proposed by Mills 2. This ribbon was based on a sample of 5 strips.
paper is intended to show how various fiber coating
attributes can affect ribbon strip performance, as defined Resuls
by strip force (peak), fiber cleanliness, and tube-off rat-
ing. Also included is a brief section on the affect of data Figures 3, 4, and 5 show the effect of inner to outer
acquisition rate and its effect on reported strip force. primary coating diameters as studied on 4-fiber ribbons.

As the inner primary diameter is reduced with a constant
Exedrimental Setup (245 micron) outer primary diameter, ribbon strip cleanli-

ness is improved while neither tube-off rating nor strip
Shown in Figure 2 is a schematic representation of the force appear grossly affected. In the limited range stud-
ribbon strip force tester. As reported by Mills 2, ribbon ied, outer primary modulus appeared to have no effect.
strip force can be affected by strip speed, strip length,
and by strip tool temperature. In an effort to evaluate the Figure 3
effect of fiber coatings, all strip conditions were held
constant, as shown in Table 1. 5

4
Figure 2 Cleanliness 3

Ribbon Strip Force Tester Rating 2

1

F - Compumotor 0 1530 Mpa

190 580 Mpa

205 2Outer Pnmary

Inner Primary Diameter Modulus

(Am)
Osedal (outer primary - 245 LAm)

•"Slide

Ribbon

Test Figure 4
Ribbon

Dietol Clamp 5UIiI 0
r Sngt i 4

S Hot Stripper Tube-Off Rating 2

D�Tmon d Cell

Ms0o 1530 k"

Blade~19 Ga Woeiros~s

Inner Primary Diameter Moduius

(outer Primary -245 lun )

Figure 5Table 1 oo

Strip Length 25 mm 30

St rip Speed 8.5 mm/second 
stipFr• 3700- 'OgrmTool Temperature 100 degrees (grams) 34

Dwell Time 5 seconds 3

Tool Type Fujikura Hot Jacket Stripper,34D
Model HJS-01 ISO Is • i a

Blade Gap 150 Microns 05 225• oue Priar

Data Acquisition Rate 200 Hz Wwm Primary Dlemeleru.

(Oue i y-2 m )
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As shown in Figures 6, 7, and 8, adhesion to glass prop- The role of outer primary modulus with a constant adhe-
erties of the inner primary play a major role in both 4-fiber sion inner primary is shown in Figures 9, 10, and 11. It is
and 12-fiber ribbon strip performance. Ribbon strip force clear in 4-fiber ribbons that the outer primary modulus
appears to increase with the increase in inner primary does not affect ribbon strip performance.
adhesion for both 4- and 12-fiber ribbons. In the range of
adhesions under study, both cleanliness rating and tube- Figure 9
off rating appear unaffected in the 4-fiber ribbon, while in
the 12-fiber ribbon incomplete stripping was realized with5
highest inner primary adhesion.

CleanlineC 3

Figure 6 Rati 2.
~1, 1 ISM 130

cleanliness 3 5 80 4-Fiber

Rating Outer Primary Modulus (Mpa) 270

0 Figure 10

18 12-Fier s.

08 280 4-

374

Adhesion (grams) 225

~260O2

1,

Figure 7 o0
1530

5. 1301

4 Outer Primry Modulus (Mpa) 270

3.
Tube-Off Rating 2

0 Figure 11

6000

- 150 grams A d , oc18 (Y 132Ora,

25 4 -Fibear; 320
37 53O00.

Adhestion (grams) 225 832500.

J •oo, •"-"(length stripped, tool temperature, etc.) will influence the
1 '"'1,•__-•=, , apparent strip results. Figure 12 shows a typica, ribbon

S 2ooo.strip force versus distance trace. Peak strip force is the
S 1osoo -..- measure most typically reported. If the data acquisition

o . . . , , ,rate is sufficiently slow, the true peak ribbon strip forceFu lo 10 200 willbemissedasshown in Figures3and14. It must
r 10 (gr') also be noted that as the ribbon pulling speed (strip
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speed) is Increased, the data acquisition rate must also It is important to understand the variables affecting rib-
be increased. bon strip testing and to establish a standardized test and

rating system. Ribbon strip force alone does not indicate
Figure 12 true product functionality, strip cleanliness and tube-off

Typical Strip Force Trace rating must also be considered. Data aquisition rate
5000 used in collecting strip force data is an important test

variable, too low and the true peak force will be missed.
4000
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PERFORMANCE OF IMPROVED
AIR BLOWN FIBER SYSTEM

H. Sano, S. Takaoka, S. Tanaka, N. Suzuki, T. Kumakura

Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.
Yokohama, Japan

ABSTRACT 1. INTRODUCTION

To improve the capability and The application of optical
applicability of blown fiber system, transmission technology to local and
we have developed a new easy and public communication networks is well
simple blown fiber technique called underway. It is often difficult to
transfer blowing technique, in predict the future increase in
which a six fiber optical unit is information traffic or expected scale
air-blown transferred from a carrier of the optical fiber networks.
tube to a pre-installed tube without The Air Blown Fiber system is a
using a conventional sophisticated new optical fiber installation
blowing head. We will discuss the technique, that was proposed by
practical advantages and theoretical British Telecommunications PLC in
study of this blowing behavior 1983(ref.1), in which an optical fiber
including the results of a 500 m unit unit is blown into pre-installed empty
transfer blowing. tube networks by compressed air.

As for the conventional blown Figure I depicts the concept of the
fiber technology, by improving the Air Blown Fiber system; Figure 2
blowing equipment, we achieved the shows the cross section of a typical
longest one-shot blowing distance optical fiber unit. The optical fiber
of 2000 m by only one blowing head. unit is blown into the tube (or
We confirmed its temperature connected tubes) by blowing head,
dependence of long distance blowing together with compressed air fed from
ability in wide temperature range from the compressor, and is drawn through
-20 to 60 (C. the tube network by blowing force as

the viscous drag force of the air.

Tube • Optical fiber
ptica unit supply reel drier compressorNylon

fiber Optical fiber uni
unit Blowing Expanded Rip

Tube polyethylene cord
connectorTub, cable

, •.• __4[-••,lTube

Blowing Optical•Qheadopia
controller fiber

liau 1-T . Cnantiticti of Ajir• uiovM ibeLr ]ynt- PIalLu 2. Oli•a1 fb imt
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For the installation process, the Pre-installed Optical •
blown fiber system has the following tube bfiber unit r e

merits: Air
1) A continuous splice free .... supply

optical fiber installation Air flow

dramatically reduces the number Car-er tube
of optical fiber splices. Tube ct ritu

2) With adding, re-routing, Pre-installed

removing, and replacing tub:,ablebl
optical fiber units, the A uM-, 1 1 1e Air supply
first investment can be (Air cylinder)
reduced, and the network
flexibility is supported. raure r b aoatuco

3) Reliable installation is

achieved by distributed blowing
force over the entire length of as the conventional Air Blown Fiber
the optical fiber unit. system as shown figure I. However, a

For the merits, Air Blown Fiber conventional optical fiber unit is
system is become to be mainly applied pre-inserted in a carrier tube in a
to two fields. One is inter-building manufacturers' factories, and this
local area networks (ref.2), that carrier tube and a gas supply (such as
requires relatively short blowing compressed air cylinder ) are
distance and economical and easy transported to the installation field.
operation. Another is long distance In the field, one end of the carrier
transmission use such as communication tube is connected with the pre-
networks of rail way companies (ref.3) installed tube cable, another end is
and so on, that requires much longer connected with the gas supply, then,
blowing length to reduce joints of by the drag force of air, the optical
optical fibers. fiber unit is blown from the carrier

The purpose of this study is to tube to the pre-installed tube
improve the Air Blown Fiber technique network. In this system, an optical
to extend its applications. For this fiber unit is transferred from inside
purpose, we have developed easy and of one tube to another, therefore we
simple blown fiber system, called call it as transfer blowing technique.
transfer blowing technique, and have This transfer blowing technique
extended blowing distance in various has the following advantages:
environmental conditions with 1) Fast installation and cost
developed equipment for the reduction for less quantity of
conventional Air Blown Fiber system. equipment in the installation

fields.
2) High reliability of the field

2.TRANSFER BLOWING TECNIOUE operation, because the optical
fiber unit is always protected

_1)CONCEPT by tubes, the carrier tube and
Air Blown Fiber system is very the pre-installed tubes in

flexible optical networking system, transportation and
but optical fiber network demand that installation.
lies scattered in time and spaces 3) Easy and errorless
requires much easier and simpler installation because of the
optical fiber installation system. easy operation of tube

Figure 3 shows the system connecting and gas supplying

construction of transfer blowing without using the sophisticated
technique. In this system, tube blowing head in the Air Blown
cables are pre-installed and jointed Fiber system.
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(2)BLOWING THEORY Optical Tube
We have reported a theoretical fiber unit connection

study of blowing fiber process for the Carrier Pre-installed
conventional Air Blown Fiber system in A

1990 (ref.4). By using improved Tail,, Head
calculation process of previous study,
we estimated blowing behavior in Inlet Blown Outlet

transfer blowing with calculating distance

blowing force against position on the
optical fiber unit.

The calculation is performed for
the blowing model shown in figure 4 for f rblovinaould
by the following process :

l)Dividing the route into four
portions, of which is the first CALCULATION RESULT I Figure 5(a)
from the carrier tube inlet to shows calculated blowing force
the tail of the optical fiber distribution in transfer blowing of a
unit, the second from the tail simple condition model at blown
to the tube connection, the distance of 0,125,250,375 and 500 m,
third from the tube connection when both of the carrier tube and the
to the head of the optical pre-installed tube have the same
fiber unit, and the forth from dimension of 500 m length and 6 mm
the head to the pre-installed inner diameter. The optical fiber
tube outlet. unit has 500 m length and 2 mm

2) Calculating air pressure at diameter, and air pressure at the
the boundary of the portions carrier tube inlet is 9.8 kg/sq.cm.
under the condition of known Figure 5(b) indicates calculated air
pressure at the carrier tube pressure distribution in this model.
inlet and the pre-installed The first characteristic of the
tube outlet, and known flow calculated results is that the blowing
resistance of the tubes force in figure 5(a) is larger at
including the optical fiber nearer position from the head of the
unit. optical fiber unit, corresponding with

3) Calculating pressure drop in the gradient of air pressure shown in
the second and the third figure 5(b). It means the minimum
portions of the route, and blowing force is located at the tail
blowing force[F] on the of the optical fiber unit. This is
optical fiber unit by veiy similar as the result for the
following equation : conventional Air Blown Fiber system
F(l)=(7r.dl.d2/4).(-dP/dl) described in our previous paper

(ref.2). The second characteristic is

Where dl, d2, and dP/dl more important one that the blowing
indicate the tube inner force is increasing in the transfer
diameter, the optical fiber blowing at all position of the optical
outer diameter, and pressure fiber unit with increasing the blown
drop at the position of the length. It means that success of the
optical fiber unit (ref.1). installation can be promised at the

4)Evaluating the blowing force beginning.
comparing with insertion
resistance caused by friction
between the tube and the
optical fiber unit at every
position of the optical fiber
unit.
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S Blown distance; - 10 m blown
"0,125,250,375,500m - 250 m blown

..................490 m blown
4 U 4

0 0

2 '4 2

0 --

00 200 400 600 830 1000 0 200 400 600 800 1000

Position from tube inlet (m) Position from tube inlet (m)

(a) Blowing force distribution (a) From tube of 4.smm In
E to tube of 6.Qms TD

8 10 m blown
0) 5 - .------ 250 m blown i

.----......... 490 m blown!
6 W 4w

U
4 03

M Blown distance;5 2 /
'4 0,125,250,375,500.

$0I
• 0 20C 400 600 800 1000 M

Position from tube inlet (m) 0 2 400 600 , 00 1
0 200 400 600 800 1000

(b) Pressure distribution Position from tube inlet (m)
liau~e 5. Rivina fore & nreeuure (b) From tube of 6. nms IDdiLtr MMtions in blowing tube in transfer to tuba of 4- -mm ID
bloLin,..( Air pressureo9.Skg/sq.cm

hour. £.Bflowing fore in transfer hjowi-t-

CALCULATION RESULT 2 Figure 6(a) (te v lesuure,9.kg/4q. )
shows calculated blowing force
distribution on the optical fiber unit CALCULATION RESULT 3 Figure 6 (b)
at the blown distance of 10, 250, and shows the calculation result, when the
490 m, when the 500 m optical fiber transfer blowing direction is reversed
unit transfer from 4.5 mm inner in the previous calculation 2, from
diameter carrier tube to 6.0 mm inner 6.0 mm inner diameter carrier tube to
diameter pre-installed tube. On the 4.5 mm inner diameter pre-installed
optical fiber unit in the carrier tube. The blowing force distribution
tube, blowing force is much larger shown in figure 6(b) is obviously
than in the pre-installed tube, different from the figure 6(a) of
because of larger pressure drop CALCULATION RESULT 2. The blowing
brought by air flow force is less than 0.5 g/m at the
resistance in smaller clearance entire optical fiber unit in the
between the tube and the optical fiber carrier tube, and problems such as
unit. This condition enlarges blowing blowing speed fall can be forecasted.
force at the tail of the optical fiber
unit, where the blowing force is the (3 )EX2ERIMENAL RESULTS & DISCUSSIC ;S
minimum in CALCULATION RESULT 1. The experiments were performed in
There is a possibility that supports the above calculation conditions.
better blowing performance than Cross section of tubes and an optical
transfer blowing between the same fiber unit used for the experiments
inner diameter tubes. are shown in figure 7 and table 1.
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500
2. omm

4_m 4 nt 00
6. Omm U0

U I300

SmaIf I Jn .a 200

Ij~aure 7.Tubes and otical fiber unit 100

0

Table Bw Tnbe 0 5. 101

Exp.No. Carrier Pre-installed Blowing time (mi.)

I Standard Standard Figure .Balowina reslts in rransfer blovina
2 Small ID Standard between the m, innr diameter tubes

3 Standard Small ID Air Vreusurep9.Skg/aq. cma500 f• ""

SResult Of -xp.1 "S400 .1.

For all experiments, the (D

conventional 6 fiber optical fiber r. - a .•

unit was used. In the table 1 , 300(
"Small ID", and "Standard" mean a tube . 4 i, (b)
of small inner diameter of 4.5 mm 200
coiled in 1 m diameter, and a tube of 0 41,(a) From tube of 4.5mm ID
standard inner diameter of 6.0 mm • 100 to tube of 6.0rmm ID
coiled in 1 m diameter, respectively. (b) From tube of 6.0mm ID

to tube of 4.5mm ID

EXPERIM I Transfer blowing between 0 20 40 60

the same inner diameter (6.0 mm) Blowing time (min.)
standard tubes of 500 m length was F a 9.rlomi. in tranrfer bloyino
performed with evaluating blown etween different i-n-r dia--ter tbe-
distance against blowing time, and the ( Air pressure;9.Skg/@q. cm
result is shown in figure 8.

First, we can understand that a Blowing speed in this case didn't
500 m optical fiber unit was able to decrease and it required 12 minutes to
be installed by transfer blowing in 11 install a 500 m optical fiber unit, as
minutes. This blowing distance of 500 similar as EXPERIMENT 1. Smaller
m is long enough for applications of clearance between the tube and the
inter-building networks, and can cover optical fiber unit in the carrier tube
large part of campus networks. causes larger friction between them,

In this figure, the increment of and it is considered that enlarged
blowing speed was observed, and this blowing force estimated in CALCULATION
behavior demonstrates the increment of 1 compensates for the friction force.
blowing force expressed in the above This result brought us a smaller
CALCULATION 1 in transfer blowing package of a carrier tube for
between the same inner diameter tubes. practical application with using a
In this case, the reliable blowing smaller diameter tube that has 56 % of
forecasted was confirmed. cross section of the standard tube.

ERIMENT 2 The curve (a) in Figure PERIMENT 3 Transfer blowing result
9 shows transfer blowing results from from the standard inner diameter tube
the small inner diameter tube to the to the smaller inner diameter tube is
standard one. shown as curve (b) in figure 9.
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As the forecast in CALCULATION 3, in the figure 1. Used tubes were 6
blowing speed decreased in transfer mm of inner diameter and wound with
blowing, and it took over one hour to 1000 mm diameter, and total tube
install a 500 m optical fiber unit. length was changed from 1000 m up to

2000 m in testing. Pressure of used
From the above discussions and compressed airs were 7 kg/sq.cm for

results, we confirmed that the 1000 m blowing, and 9 kg/sq.cm for
transfer blowing technique has good 1500 m and 2000 m blowings.
blowing performance and it can be Figure 10 shows the test result
applicable to practical applications, which reveals the blowing distance
This easy and simple optical fiber against accumulated blowing time. A
installation method will widely extend 1000 m and a 1500 m optical fiber unit
the application field of blown fiber installations were achieved in 21
system. minutes and 46 minutes, respectively.

We also confirmed to install a
continuous 2000 m optical fiber unit

3.Lona Distance Blowina successfully in 84 minutes, and the
average blowing speed was 23.8

-CQNCE m/minutes. These results are good
The Air Blown Fiber system is enough for the practical application.

expected to be introduced to the This technique was realized by
outdoor transmission line such as the improving the blowing head, which gave
railway for the merit of reduced high torque and stable dragging force
optical splice points, which requires to the optical fiber unit.
long continuous optical fiber
installation. Then, request of the (2)Temperature Performance
long distance blowing of an optical Besides the above, we evaluated
fiber unit with the minimum operation the temperature performance of this
arises. We have therefore developed technique in order to confirm the
the long distance one-shot blowing outdoor field applicability. In
technique by improving the following experiments, same equipments
conventional blowing head. were used, but the tube was settled in

the temperature chamber of which
(2)Blowing Characteristics temperature was changed from -20"C to

This technique was evaluated by +60'C.
using the Air Blown Fiber system shown

-10 -20
2000 T-20 + 0 +60

o P=.gkg/Sq.Cm
M 150 - ----- L.=2000m,

P9g9sg/sqqccmSL:-000m, 0/ 1000- /
V P=7kg/sq.cm

0 0

.HH

500i i * I I0

0 20 40 60 80 0 20 40 60
Blowing time (min.) Blowing time (min.)

hour.TI 10. ReunltE of lana d ~�il-a blowing IIa 11.TntrB A-.a. of 1500 -
Jiane. blovina (Air premsure,9 kg/sq.cs)
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Figure Ii shows the temperature We have already introduced this

stability of blowing performance of a technique to the practical field,

1500 m optical fiber unit with using 1300 m continuous blowing installation

air of 9 kg/sq.cm. In this wide in Hokkaido and 1500 m blowing in
temperature range from -20"C to +60'C, Tokyo area.
blowing installation of 1500 m optical
fiber units were successfully
accomplished. The lower blowing speed 4.CONCLUSION
at +60"C was caused by larger friction
between the soften surface of the both The concept and good blowing

optical fiber unit and tube. The performance of the transfer blowing
lower blowing speed at the -20"C was technique were described. We are

caused by the larger stiffness of the preparing to apply the transfer

optical fiber unit. blowing technique to inter-building
By these results, stable and campus networks.

capability of long distance blowing in The long distance blowing
this wide temperature range was technology was confirmed to have

confirmed. reliable performance in installation
process and after installation, and

Attenuation changes by the the results demonstrated that the
blowing installations in this wide technology is very effective in

temperature range were measured as outdoor optical network construction.
shown in table 2. The maximum Requirement of optical network is

attenuation change in the increasing dramatically from small
installations at the various local area networks to large scale
temperatures was within 0.02 dB/km at transmission infrastructure. We

both 1310 nm and 1550 nm. These introduced two new generation blown

results mean that this long distance fiber technologies, and are expecting
blowing technique is very reliable to these new effective technologies
install the optical fiber unit in wide support wide extension of optical
temperature range. transmission world.

Figure 12 shows the temperature
dependence of attenuation of optical
fibers in a 2000 m optical fiber unit
installed in a tube. During three
temperature cycles between -30 and
+70 0C, the maximum attenuation
deviation was less than 0.03 dB/km at
1310 nm and 1550 nm. Then, the N=i8
attenuation stability of the installed
optical fibers were confirmed. 0.40 X=1310M

Table 2. Att ,enution iibas in blovin a• 'il 0.30

in vide Iserature ra--e (-20 - 60 *C) -5

Temperature -- 0.20 "
of tube(*C) Init. -20 -10 +20 +50 +60

Avg. 0.36 0.36 0.35 0.35 0.36 0.35 1 0 .10 . . . .

1310 nl Max. 0.37 0.37 0.36 0.36 0.37 0.36 Init;30 +70 -30 +70 -30 +70 +20

X- Avg. 0.22 0.22 0.21 0.21 0.22 0.21 Temperature (C)

1550 nm Max. 0.23 0.23 0.22 0.22 0.23 0.22 f ar.amratr in a bm NUnc. ouf

- 0- -2 - teutono ie.inabonu
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Effect of waterproofing compound on the performance of optical fiber ribbon

Ting-Chung Chang, Jye-Meei Hsiao, Whei-Jen Chen, Daw-Ming Fann, K-y Chen, Y-c Lin

OSP, Telecommunication Labs, MOC, TAIWAN, ROC

Abstract The use of ribbon-type structure has the advantages of
compact design, well-fiber-organization, easy assembly

The effect of a waterproofing jelly compound on into cable, and high counts possibility. However,

the performance of a optical ribbon is evaluated using problems have been complained by the user during

the tensile strength, strip force, and macrobending tests. field-try-deployment, such as the abnormal high

The tensile strength test demonstrates that three types attenuation of certain fiber within a ribbon, geometry

of break can occur among the ribbon. They are (1) distortion of ribbon, difficulty of stri4 -ing and separating

simultaneous break; (2) sequential break; (3) defective the adjacent fibers, unexpected breaks of certain fiber

break. Jelly aging results in more weight of defective within an intact ribbon, and uncontrollable attenuation

breaks and a decrease of the ribbon tensile strength. fluctuated with temperatures and sensitive to the ways

The strip force test show that two types of stripping of organizing the excess ribbon inside a splice closure.

mechanisms can appear on the ribbon stripping, which These complains suggest that the performance of the

depends on the extent of the adhesion force between fiber in a ribbon is not as good as that inside the loose

the glass and coating and is a way to evaluate the tube of a conventional cable even though they are

protective ability to the fiber. Jelly aging results in a basically the same fibers. Apparently, the

significant decrease of strip force and adhesion. The characteristics of the individual fiber is strongly related

macrobending test can examine the individual fiber to the status of its mother-ribbon, and the less

attenuation of a bended ribbon, and evaluate the satisfaction of fiber performance in a ribbon cable

relational attenuation when the mother-ribbon is subject maybe results from the abnormal effects that the

to environmental stress. Jelly aging results more mother ribbon has experienced. Though the ribbon can

additional loss by comparing to the unaged ribbon. At be subject to lateral force test, twist test, 90 degree

I 00oC, the jelly is disastrous to ribbon, single peel test, and scrubbing test to ensure its

mechanical performance[4], we still feel strongly that

there is a need for additional test method to address
Introduction the individual fiber performance and its long term

reliability, specially, when the mother-ribbon is subject

To extend the fiber to the subscriber loop, either to environmental stress influence such as the water-

high-count fibers or high speed transmission is needed proofing jelly immersion effect that has been found

to build loop. To meet the high-count loop demand, disastrous to fiber coating [5]. In this study, we use (1)

multifiber linking as a ribbon is implemented into the tensile strength test of ribbon to elucidate the ribbon

manufacture of optical cable specially designed for the fracture characteristics, failure strength, and

subscriber loop. In such cables, fibers are physically demonstrate that hidden broken fiber can exist inside

linked throuh q matrix coating to form a ribbon which an intact ribbon , (2) strip force test to examine the

are submerged in a waterproofing jelly compound or property of the ribbon coating, (3) macrobending test to

wrapped by water-blocking tapes to insulate examine the individual fiber attenuation of a bended

themselves from the attack of moiture or water[l, 2, 31. ribbon, and demonstrate that the same bend may lead
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to different extent of induced losses among the sample datum was taken from the median of 10 tested
constituted fibers. Furthermore, these methods are specimens.

used to evaluate jelly effect on the change of ribbon
performance by looking at the change of break Macrobending Loss:
strength, the change of strip force, and the change of
induced macrobending losses. The attenuation of each sample (ca. 1000 m) was

measured in a commercial spectrum meter scanned
Experimental from 1000 nm to 1600 nm using cut-back method. First,

the ends of a loosely winding sample (diameter=300

Materials: mm) was coupled to the input and output of a spectrum

The fibre ribbon is an edge-bonded type. It is meter and the power output (PO) was measured.

constituted from 12 single mode fibers (125 g m) coated Second, taking the middle part of the testing fiber
with dual coatings to a diameter of 250 g m. The without disturbing the input and output coupling and
waterproof compound is a thixotropic jelly composed of winding the fiber on the outside of a glass mandrel
mineral oil and Si0 2 , and is commercial available. (diameter=30 mm) for 0 to 40 turns. The power reading

was then taken as (Pi) according to each specified

Aging : mandrel diameter and number of turns. Finally, cut the

A 12-fiber ribbon was cut to numbers of samples fiber back to a length of 2 m and reconnect it to the
at a length of ca. 1000 m and were loosely wound as detecting position. Obtain a short-length power (Pf) as
circles (diameter =300 mm) that placed in containers the reference. Attenuation (Ai) of each bend condition
with the ends of ribbons leaving outside the containers, was then calculated as: Ai = 10 log (Pf/Pi) i= 0, 1, 2,
The samples were divided into two groups. One group

was aged at 50, 70, and 100°C in air, and the other was
aged in jelly compound at 50, 70, 100C. Sample of Result and Discussion

ribbons were removed from aging at period of time and
the change of tensile strength, strip force and bending Fracture characteristics of ribbon
loss were measured.

The tensile characteristics of ribbons were studied

Tensile Strength : in different strain rates. It appears that the maximum

Minimum of 20 specimens for each sample were breaking strength is indifferent to the strain rates within
measure in a Universal Testing Machine using a gage the testing range. The maximum break strength of a
length of 500 mm and a strain rate of 20 mm/min under ribbon usually equal to the sum of the strength of all
a laboratory ambient environment of 23 0C and relative constituted fibers provided that the matrix coating
humidity of 60%. applies equal stress on all the individual fibers.

However, by carefully examining the tensile-stress-

Strip Force strain profile, It was observed that, in some cases, a

Minimum of 10 specimens of each sample were minor break that corresponding to the break of one
measured in a customized stripping tensile testing particular fiber can occur below the peak breaks (the
machine mounted with a commercial 12-fiber stripping maximum break) of a ribbon. It was also observed that
tool. The tool was pre-heat for 12 seconds using a DC multiple breaks (corresponding to multiple fiber breaks)
power supply in a current output of 2.5 ampere to reach following the peak breaks can be distinguished. In

the temperature of 105 + 5°C before stripping. The short, three types of fracture mode can be

gage length is 100mm and stripping length is 15 mm characterized : They are (1) simultaneous breaks as
with a stripping rate of 150 mm/min. Strip force were shown in Figure 1-a, where all the individual fibers

collected through out the stripping process. Each bre;a i' the maximum point instantly; (2) sequential
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break as shown in Figure 1-b, where, after the shown in Figure 4, the heat-aged sample shows a little

maximum break point, the fibers starts breaking in drop of strength but the jelly aged sample gives more

observable sequential manner; (3) defective break as drop. In addition, after 5-month of aging in 100°C, the

shown in Figure 1-c where a minor break occurs below ribbon has become sticky and sometime looks swelling.

the maximum break. In the mode-type 3, a defective Also, handling and separating become extremely

break that corresponding to the break of certain fiber difficulty. During separating, bare fiber instead of the

may have occurred while the ribbon remains showing supposed color coded fiber was always obtained since

reasonable strength sufficient to pass the proof test. the inner primary coating always comes out and stick

This may lead to an incorrect ribbon proof test since with the matrix coating. Apparently, the adhesion of

the ribbon has passed but, actually, a fiber has failed primary coating has completely disappeared and the

and undetected. We have found that in a typical group coating can be peel off sometimes just simply by bare

of test, it shows that simultaneous breaks occupy a fingers. Finally, a grouping of the break types for this

weight of 72 %, accompanied by 20 % of sequential jelly-aged ribbons has shown that simultaneous breaks

breaks and 8 % of defective break. The truth of the occupy a weight of 26 %, accompanied by 32 % of

exist of such 8% defective breaks may account why sequential breaks and 42 % of defective break. The

there is always having complain about unexpected defective breaks have significantly increased and the

breaks of certain fiber within an intact ribbon in ribbon ribbon is no longer considered as reliable.

cables. In addition, by apply a load of high stress but Figure 5 shows the infrared absorptions of matrix

below the breaks such as the proof test on a ribbon coatings that aged at 1 00oC for 4 weeks, 2 month, and

may cause an unrecoverable geometry distortion of 4 month. As the aging time increases, the absorption

ribbon as shown in Figure 2. Such permanent at 805 cm- 1 decrease. This is an indication of the

deterioration will give the constituted fibers differ degradation of coating and the degree of degradation

amount of stress that cause some of the fiber showing can be followed by monitoring this peak.

an abnormal attenuation provided that such ribbon

have passed the proof test and manufactured into the Strip Force

cables. As a result, proof test of ribbon has to be done

in a careful manner and additional examination of Figure 6 shows the strip force profiles of the jelly-

ribbon is required. aged and unaged ribbons. The unaged and 70 0 C-jelly-

aged ribbons show similar profiles with a sharp rise of
Tensile strength of ribbon aged in Jelly strip force followed by a fluctuation of forces and end

suddenly. On the other hand, the 1000 C-jelly- aged
Figure 3 shows the Weibull plot of the tensile ribbon shows a complete different profile with a

strength of fiber ribbon aged in jelly for 5 month at 50, moderate rise of force followed by smooth and gradual

70, and 100°C along with the unaged original. The drop of force to the end. The difference of the

failure strength is defined as the tensile load that maximum force and stripping profile shown on Figure 6

corresponding to the first break wherever occurred. In that can be grouped into two categories indicates two

Fig. 3, all three jelly aged ribbon show decreases of completely different stripping mechanisms have

strength with a trend of higher aging temperature experienced by the ribbons. In Category (1) as

showing more drop of strength. for example, at 100°C, represented by the un-aged ribbon, the stripping start

the median ribbon strength dropped by 37% of the with severing the strip part from the main part by the

original strength. This is consistent with a previous tool blade, in the meantime, the strip part is squeezed

study showing improper jelly may have penetrated the by the tool blade and, due to the strong adhesion, the

coating and causes the deterioration of coating to result coating of the strip part begins to buckle, twist, partially

in a drop of fiber strength [5]. The drop of strength is crack, and finally rupture to shreds. In such a process,

not a heat effect or measure condition effect since, as the squeezing and bulking will give a sharp rise of strip
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force followed by the cracking and rupture that reflect a Macrobending Loss
drop of the strip force. Since the squeezing-cracking
occurs instantly, and actually is progressed Figure 9 showed the macrobending attenuation
alternatively until the strip part is completely stripped spectra of the #1, #6, and #12 fiber in an unaged
off, as a result, the profile of such stripping will show a ribbon. The macrobending is induced by winding the
riseldrop type of fluctuation of forces. More evidences ribbon over a glass mandrel of 3 mm diameter for 0 to
that support this mechanism can be seen when 40 turns. More turns results more loss at wavelength
carefully examining the stripped ribbon and the stripped beyond 1500 mm and is shown as a typical
matrix coating debris. As shown in Figure 7, the macrobending loss. Both edge fibers of the ribbon (#1
stripped bare fibers always contain debris of coating and #12) show higher losses than the inner fiber (#6)
and the strip matrix coating is totally broken to pieces. since the edge fiber were endured more stress when
This indicates that strong adhesion between the the bending is imposed. Also, by placing the #1 fiber in
coating and glass remain effective. In Category (2), as the left hand side or right hand side during winding the
represented by the 100oC-jelly- aged ribbon, the ribbon will yield different induced loss. As showing
stripping is more like a sliding behavior. Initially, the following, left hand side gives more stress.
rise of strip force is proportional to the friction
resistance force until the force overcome the maximum Placing position Induced loss at 1550 nm
static friction force to transcends to dynamic friction Left 0.477 dB at 40 turns
forces, and the strip force decreases smoothly and Right 0.365 dB at 40 turns
gradually to zero as the matrix coating comes off. More
evidences are seen in Figure 8 as the stripped-off
matrix coating remains intact without any rupture (just This demonstrates that certain fiber within a ribbon may
like coming out with whole piece) and the stripped bare show an unexpected high attenuation if the ribbon is
fibers are shining clean without any debris on it. The distorted or bended.
sliding mechanism reflects the adhesion between glass
and coating is ineffective and the strip force is lower. Macrobending loss of aged ribbon

Figure 10 show fibers of #1, #6, and #12 attenuation
spectra from the ribbon that jelly-aged at 1000C for 5

Strip forces of aged ribbons mcnth. Effect of jelly, especially under the combination

of heat can result more induced losses. All three fibers
The strip forces of aged ribbon are listed in table 1. show additional losses by comparing to the unaged one.

The strip force show no substantial change on those This means that, under the same bending condition,
ribbons aged at 50 and 70°C by heat or jelly. But for the aged ribbon will be more sensitive to bending. the
the ribbon aged at 100 °C , the heat aging gives an result is consistent with a previous study [?] that the
progressive increase of forces as the aging time heat and jelly aging fibers become much vulnerable to
increases while the jelly aging gives initially rise of strip macrobending because of the thermal aging can induce
force within 2 month of aging and is followed by a the post-curing of buffer coating and the entering jelly
significant drop thereafter. This drop of strip force are can soften the dual coating. The result is a
consistent with the tensile strength observations and compromising effect that always induce an additional
stripping profile discussed above. All the evidences loss. The effect is more apparent for ribbons since the
indicate that, under such aging condition, the coating jelly effect major softening the primary coating only
has deteriorated and the adhesion has disappeared to (cause a drop of strip force) while the secondary and
result in ineffective protection on the fiber. Also, the matrix coating ribbon may have been hardened by the
ribbon is difficulty to handle and splicing, heat effect (Figure 8 shows the stripped-off coating is

intact). The final effect will be a harder matrix coating
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exerting on the fibers and less buffering that result in
more induced loss when the bending imposed. The
fiber is more restricted by the matrix coating, and is no
longer as free as that inside a loose tube in a
conventional cable. The matrix coating should be
considered as a disadvantage material when the free
motion of fiber inside a cable is more important.

Conclusion

The tensile strength test of ribbon can elucidate
the ribbon fracture characteristics, failure strength, and
uncover the ribbon with hidden low strength fiber. The
strip force test can examine the property of the ribbon
coatings to evaluate the adhesion and protective ability
to the fiber. The macrobending test can examine the
individual fiber attenuation of a bended ribbon, and
evaluate the relational attenuation when the mother
ribbon is subject to environmental stress. Furthermore,
these methods are used to evaluate jelly effect on the
change of ribbon performance by looking at the
change of break strength, the change of strip force,
and the change of induced macrobending losses. At
100 0C, the jelly is disastrous to ribbon that tested in
this study.
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TABLE I STRIP FORCES OF AGED RIBBONS

aging STRIP FORCE (gram)

condition UNAGED I WEEKS 2 WEEKS 4 WEEKS 2 MONTHS 4 MONTHS

50C-jelly 1250 1152 1224 1327 1436 1180

70°C-jelly 1250 1231 1290 1357 1525 1230

100°C-jelly 1250 1271 1278 1380 743 560

50°C-heat 1250 1156 1213 1318

70°C-heat 1250 1231 1256 1301

1 00lC-heat 1250 1365 1321 1511
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IMPROVED AUTOMATIC OTDR MEASUREMENT OF FIBER-RIBBONS
OR FIBER BUNDLES USING RIBBON HANDLING TECHNIQUES.

J. Piffaretti and B. Jenzer

CABLOPTIC S.A., CH - 2016 Cortaillod, Switzerland

2. Sytem prereguisites

Abstract 2.1 Cornhe aliomet and

Fast and reliable automatic OTDR measurements of
optical fiber-ribbons or temporarily ribonized fiber Automatic OTDR measurement sequences may be
bundles can be performed using an experimental carried out either by means of sealed I-N fiber-
alignment and switching device, switches with the addition of N manual connection

systems, or by some dedicated device combining the
A short description of the apparatus is given, functions of switching and alignment (see fig. 1).
Tentative specifications and test-performances are
presented. In the first case, each fiber to be measured must be

manually connected beforehand to a corresponding
fiber from the switch. In the other case, the fibers
are only loaded onto the multi-functional device

1. Introduction where all necessary connections are performed later
without additional handling. Less time and manual

Numerous checks of the optical fiber performances, skill are needed in the latter case.
account for a sizeable part of the cable manufac-
turing costs. This charge is becoming increasingly Other advantages of function-combining systems
heavy as the fiber count in telecom. cables keeps are: maximum flexibility (any kind of 125 pm fiber,
going up. singlemode or multi-mode, can be measured), low

return losses (the use of index-matching fluid is
Something has to be done to compensate the possible), easy recovery from bad connections which
inflation of the fiber count by reducing as much as can be automatically repeated or pointed out.
possible the time spent by operators in fiber-, OTDR
- and data-handling. Both categories of systems may be equally perturbed

by connection problems at the levels of the measuredThe amount of fiber handling can be greatly reduced fiber cleaves.
by adopting standard fiber-ribbon preparation
techniques, even for fiber-bundles temporarily
ribonized. The OTDR - and data-handling times are
best reduced by automating the measurement
process by mean of PC connections. The idle periods
of the OTDR are also optimally reduced by this
means.

This rationalising scheme cannot be achieved
without an opto-mechanical interface, remotely
operable, used to connect in sequence all fibers in a
series of ribbons to the OTDR pig-tail. The
principles of the operation we have chosen for these
devices, their main features and test-performances
are described in this paper. C,__a__ _ DO_

Fig. 1: Automatic measurement set-up with a com-
bined switching and alignment unit.
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2.2 Adlhu euduss Uber abinment The distance of the fiber cleave from the front face
of the ribbon-holder is reproducible within 10

No core alignment is performed before collectively microns for any definite cleaving tool.
splicing fiber-ribbons or mounting them into multi-
fiber connectors. In both applications, fibers are A key element in the routine is the standard ribbon-
aligned with respect to their reference-surface holder where ribbons can be easily but accurately
(diameter of 125 l.m) in V-groove arrays. The inserted. This holder is used as a handling support
connection-losses obtained are nonetheless satisfac- throughout the process which saves a lot of handling
tory with averages claimed below 0.3 dB. Such time.
results are compatible with the needs of OTDR
measurements which are self-referenced anyway. Full compatibility of our alignment systems with theabove routine was considered very important.
For the sake of simplicity and economy, V-groove

ajustmentless alignment method was chosen for our
developments. 3. Realisation of an experimental alignment

device

2.3 Ful compatibility with ribbon-preparation 3.1 Basis of realisation
tools and techniques

At least one device satisfying all the above prere-
Stripping and cleaving of fiber-ribbons containing quisites is currently available [21, [3]. Automatic
currently up to 12 fibers can be performed as measurements of single-mode fiber ribbons
quickly as that of single fibers thanks to standard performed with this apparatus are more than 95%
tools, now widely distributed, successful (with connection-losses below I dB).

Most higher losses can be brought back into this
The normal fiber-ribbon preparation line is acceptance range by mere realignment (automatic)
recalled in fig. 2. Only a short length o0 Ae fiber or reloading (manual) without need for a new ribbon
remains after cleaving, which keeps the defor- preparation. Such an operation-record can be consi-
mations arising from hot-stripping, electro-static dered very good but it still leaves room for further
forces or capillary attraction under control. improvements.

With this goal in mind, experiments were conducted
on a standard Multiple Alignment System (see
fig. 3) whose superstructure was modified for this

L. Inse in a s hoder purpose. Potential sources of alignment disturbance
were investigated and analysed (see section 4.3).

Possible evolutions of the ribbon-loading system and
measuring sliding arm are outlined in the next

P. i•0m striping wW dtnng sections.

a Fiber dving

4. Fiber poslilttong

Fig. 3: Superstructure of a standard Multiple
Fig. 2: Ribbon preparation and positioning. Alignment System.
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3.2 Ribbon loadin 3.4 Mastering alimment disturbances

Fiber-nibbons prepared as shown in fig. 2 / step 3 Disturbances of several kinds can bias V-groove
are next loaed manually onto the alignment system alignments. Fortunately, most of them are mastered
(see fig. 2 / step 4). Two equivalent loading devices merely by concentrating the transverse alignment
have been tested extensively, both making this pressures as close as possible to the fiber tips.
operation simple and reliable. Extended contacts between fibers and grooves must

be avoided.
In a version already widely in use, the ribbon-
holders are mounted on hinged su pports which are Dust particles of small diameter, most common in a
then swung down introducing all the fibers into the normal atmosphere [41, may induce misalignments
corresponding alignment grooves [2]. In a simpler much larger than their own size if they get stuck
version, the ribbon-holders are guided down sloped between fiber and groove. The disturbance can be
ramps with the same final outcome (see fig. 4). especially pronounced if the insertion occurs far

from the cleaves within an extended contact area
between fiber and groove (see fig. 5a). This is

3.3 Mechanical switching motions however unlikely if the alignment pressure is
produced by bending and is located at the fiber tip.The test-signals from the OTDR pin-tail (or dummy-

fiber) are injected by butt-end alignment into any Angled cleaves are occasional sources of
fiber loaded on the system without manual handling, misalignment. Fibers abutted, even under moderate
The necessary motions are carried out by a sliding axial pressure, may slide aside if one of them has an
arm supporting the OTDR fiber. The mobile fiber angled cleave. This bias is induced by the
points downward under a fixed angle close to that of component of the abutting force tangential to the
the loaded ribbons, cleave (see fig. 5b). It is cancelled only if the

transverse alignment forces are applied on the fiber
The sliding arm can move sideways to automatically tips.
face any alignment groove in the system. It then
moves downward until the fiber tip touches the If one of the fibers to be aligned is initially angled
groove and continues until it becomes tangential to with respect to the alignment axis and rotates later
it. Finally it is brought forward until optical contact into alignment by flexing; it was observed that it can
with the opposite fiber is reached. Both vertical and act as a lever on the other fiber. Misalignment
horizontal motions can be combined in a single results from this mechanism but can be prevented by
diagonal motion (see fig. 4). adjusting the point of contact between the leveredfiber and the groove at its exact tip (see fig. 5c).
All motions take place alon$ ball slides by step-

motor actuators. The magnitude of each displa- All these troubles are avoided if the alignment layout
cement is fixed and does not need frequent is optimal.
adjustments.

a) dust

fiber fib fber
taqeacy dftVS teqesey

I I

I

X \\ "b) anwled deaves

i I

0) tevertgeI I

I I

Fig. 4: Alignment layout Fig. 5: Sources of alignment disturbance
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4. and Ina of thea)

4.1 Technical spedfications

The above perequisites and new notions led to the_'Ii
realisation of an experimental alignment and
switching device with the following tentative S

specifications:
.44

O.gperation modes: GPIB (IEEE 488) or manual
Alignment: mechanical (see section 3.1 ) ,
Types of fibers: singlemodes or multi-modes
Types of ribbons: currently 2-to 12-fiber ribbons 6_

Fiber spacing: currently 0.250 mmi
Switching time: 1 second
Alignment losses: see section 4.2. '1
Reproducibility: see section 4.2. -
Stability: better than ± 0.05 dB.

Ribbon-holders for 2, 4, 8, 10 and 12-fiber ribbons .
(or ribonized fiber-bundles) are compatible with thesame sloped ramp loading system. The 12-groove

array is used for all kinds of ribbons of 0.250 mm
pitch. -- A-

4.2 Test perfomances 10 hours /div

Tests were performed with ribbons containing 4, 8, b)
10 (ribonized fiber-bundle) and 12 fibers. b) .__
Reproducible low-loss alignments were obtained for U-i
all kinds of ribbons without having to readjust the _ ___

alignment layout. The same cleaving tool was used
exclusively to keep the fiber-lengths constant. '___
Alignment appears very robust. Dust induces no "___

noticeable disturbance even after several days
without V-groove cleaning. Self-cleaning of the
system by fiber-friction along the alignment grooves
seems very effective.

Loss-increases due to angled cleaves were never...
observed, except when large abutting pressures -. ,:
between fibers were produced for test purposes.

As a final test, cyclic measurements were performed
on a 12 fiber ribbon at 2 wavelengths for several .:__
days. The anti-dust cover of the alignment-system
was removed on purpose during this test to increase
its significance. A total of 8520 alignments and
switchings were performed, without repeating
contact in the case of a miss. '

The unidirectional splice-losses observed by theOTDR for the 12 fibers are plotted as a time 10 houis/div

function in fig. 6a (1300 nm) and fig. 6b (1550 nm).
One single value only is off-scale. No degradation
appears over the measurement period of four days. Fig. 6: Reproducibilities of the OTDR splice-losses

of a 12 - fiber ribbon at 1300 nm (top) and
1550 nm (bottom). 8520 ali nments were
performed over a four day peniod.
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Splies-losses histograms of 3 fibers from the same
data are superposed in fig. 7 (1300 nm measure-
ments). The standard variation of any of these ' T
hiktograms is close to 0.04 dB. FMý ý00.7I

Negative mean-values of the splice-losses appearing b
in fig. 7 are explained by spot-size differences
between the dummy-fiber and the measured fibers.

5. Conclusions r 20

This development has derived much benefit from
years of practical experience gathered in service with ' ,0
different alignment systems.

The confirmed advantages of the experimental 0
device are its high tolerance of dust and its good loss 4.6 s 44 4 .1 6 01 0.

reproducibility, both derived from optimal align- _,______________,_,_

eient layout. Less cleaning of the alignment grooves
should be required with such a system owing to the
robustness of its alignments and to the self cleaning Fig. 7: Splice-loss histograms of 3 fibers, fro- -he
action of its operation. same data as Fig. 5 (top), 1300 nm.
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HIGH DURABILITY COUPLERS

Satoshi Endo, Takashi Ide, Tomoyuki Hattori, Thomas Morrison. and Toshiyuki Wakinosono

Sumitomo Electric Industries. Ltd.
1, Taya-cho, Sakae-ka, Yokohama, 244, Japan

ABSTRA" COLPLER RELIABLITY ASSURANCE

This report describes research and testing methods Couplers are made from fused elongated optical
and computer modeling techniques used for the fibers. Fiber preparation procedures leading up to
development of high durability optical fiber couplers fusion and elongation cause crack generation on the
with good vibration resistance characteristics and glass surface. Most of these cracks disappear after
good optical performance stability under adverse elongation making the elongated fiber breaking
thermal conditions. Further, it describes a quality strength comparable with that of original coated
assurance tensile test screening method for fiber; however, as shown on the elongated fiber
elongated optical fibers to assure a minimum 20 year Weibul plot, there is a low strength region. Thus,
coupler performance lifecycle. First, the fiber some cracks remain which may allow for fiber
tensile test screening method for long term coupler breakage in the presence of stress.
quality assurance is outlined. Next, the computer An effective on-line quality assurance
aided engineering methods and experimentation used screening method (see Figil) has been established to
to develop couplers with good vibration resistance is assure minimum 20 year endurance life cycles for
outlined. Finally, the experimentation which led to optical fiber couplers. Coupler fused taper glass
the establishment of design parameters for couplers regions are subjected to tensile testing. This proof
with good thermal stability is outlined. These testing is an effective method for eliminating
methods are general in nature and apply to couplers defectsI). From tensile testing results and normalized
of all types including: wideband, wavelength division proof stress calculations, theoretical failure
multiplexing, and splitter couplers. probability calculations 2 )can be performed to assure

minimum established coupler life cycles. The graphs
below (see Fig#2 & Fig13) show Weibul strength
curves for stripped, standard coated, and elongated
fibers and theoretical failure probability calculations

INTRODUCTION from tensile testing.

With an increase in the diversity and number of Coated fiber Fiber Clam FiberClamp CostedFiber
coupler applications and the demand for improved Gl s
coupler optical performance under adverse
conditions comes the need for the development of
high durability couplers with good vibration
resistance and good thermal stability. Special
applications such as the automotive and aerospace
industries require couplers to have minimum critical
frequencies and maintain minimum insertion loss
values and minimum changes in insertion loss values ma
within stringent temperature ranges. Coupler
operating environments are different for different
applications, but usually within temperature ranges
of -20"C-+60'° and are subjected to vibrations below
1000 liz. This temperature range and minimum
critical frequency were used for testing purposes and
to establish coupler design criterion.

Fig# I SCREENING METHOD
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COUPL.ER RELIABLITY ASSURANCE (Continued)
all ActL.-i Fi er

Actual Fiber Profile Cross-SeciF n

- Prfile Computer Model

* ~~Computer Model Fiber CPassSeclo

7-& ellipse

$t

Low Strength Region " t

Fig#5 ACTUAL AND MODEL FIBER GEOMETRIES
Wo too lo

BREAKING STRENGTt. :kgf•.n j

Fig#2 WEIBUL PLOT OF BREAKING STRENGTH

FOR STRIPPED AND ELONGATED FIBER

(guage length for original and stripped fiber 300rmm,
elongating length 6 mm) Coupler vibration resistance is a function of the fiber

tension during and after molding (joining of the
i0.,1 fused taper glass portion to substrate) and the fused

taper portion length. As shown in the computer
g5- model diagram, elliptical cross-sections were used for

a 10141.004.M0.11 representative fiber cross-sectional geometries. The
,- 'necked down fiber geometry was represented by

stacking constant thickness elliptical discs of
10-1• different heights and widths. Longitudinal vibrations
10 are represented by movement of the fiber along the

long (major) axis of the ellipse and axial vibrations
10, are represented by movement of the fiber along the

NORMAsIZEDPROOFoSTRESS short (minor) axis of the ellipse. Computer generated
data for both vibration planes showed that, in

Fig#3 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PROOF general, couplers are more sensitive to longitudinal
STRESS AND FAILURE PROBABILITY vibrations. Theoretical graphs for coupler minimum
(tp=1 sec)

F=I- ep I-Np (OP) It1-. 100,,l/tPla2 -t111 critical frequencies as functions of taper lengths and
molding tensions were generated for different

Np(op) f-iwe awb. L•st W fa• minimum fused fiber portion cross-sectional

ae.equ.mvaieV,4d me diameters (see Figs6 & FigI7) . These generalized
op.prod mgraphs represent the superposition of all worst case

VIBRATION RESISTANT COUPLERS data points at different molding conditions. Results
showed that coupler vibration resistance is improved

Computer aided engineering techniques were used to by reducing taper lengths and increasing fiber
model the first mode of vibration for coupler fused tension during molding. From the computer model
taper glass portions to aid in the optimization of the data, it was shown that a minimum 25 gram fiber
design of couplers with critical frequencies above tension during molding is required to assure
1000 Hz. Diagrams of the actual coupler structure and manufacturing of couplers with minimum 1000 liz
the representative geometries used for computer critical frequencies for all taper lengths. Further, it
modeling are shown in Figs4 and Figs5. was shown that the minimum fused portion cross-

MOLDING PROCESS sectional diameter in the range from 10 - 30 microns
does not greatly influence coupler vibration

Couled ' 5 bstrate Coated fiber characteristics.

AXIAL VIBRATION

4s000 ,

F cross section • 2MlOGO

0
0 20 40 60

gloss Fiber profile Tper LeI (-)

Figs6 CRITICAL FREQUENCY VERSUS TAPER LFNGTI!

FIG*4 ACTIAL COUPLER STRUCTUrRI- FOR DIFFERENT MINIMUM DIAMETERS ANT) MOIDING
TENSIONS (THEORY)
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VIBRATION RESISTANT COITLERS tContinmd) Since these inherent material thermal expansion
LONGITUDINAL VIBRATION differences cannot be avoided, it is necessary to

68W select the fihe- tension during molding (see molding
sEo process diagram I~igD4) which forms couplers least
4M00 , affected b% material thermal expansion differences

3000. in order to optimize coupler optical performance
1000 -,thermal stability Research data shows that standard

,M coupler samples made with low molding fiber
0 10 20 30 40 50 4,..6 .0ý tensions experience much higher insertion loss

Taper Length (mm) fluctuations during temperature cycling than
couplers manufactured with higher molding fiberIigI7 CRITIC'AL FREQ( *EN(Y VVERSI'S TAPER L-NGTH tensions. The graphs below (see Iig#9 & H-ig1iO)FOR DII:IERENT MINIMUM I)IAMET-RS AND MOLDING show the coupler optical poecr (ILEID) thermal

TENSIONS (TI[EORY) stability for samples made at 3 gram molding fiber

tensions and samples at 25 gram molding fiberEXPLRAIFNI.V, MODlEl\NI) RESU(LTS tensions %hen subjected to -20C--+6o-C temperature
cycling.

FUSION o/E CONVERTER OSCILLOSCOPE~~~SPLITTER • •'

LDJ

SCREEN •*

VIBRATION TABLE u'S'C

0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 15.00 60.000

Time (hour)
-IFig#9 CHANGE IN POWER VERSUS TIME DI*RING IIMAT

C(TYCLIN(G (-20°C-.•0+6C) FOR S XMPI.I IOIDDI) AT 3
____ _G GRAM I'BER TENSION

R I - -' 1NIIA¾(,;AT CRM 5i-R(' 1-Iqp.j 'y - ... .7

Fig#8 ('()tlI.ER VIBRAT"ION TST :S

0 j • . L - • . .. . . . --. _

Nine coupler samples were made with different taper
lengths and molding tensions and subjected to forced U
vibrations in order to measure critical frequencies
and draw a comparison between theoretical and 0.00 10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00 10.00 60.00
actual data. As shown above (see FigI8), coupler Time (hour)
stability is represented by a straight line oscilloscope Figl/I (I IAN(E. IN PO\VlER \'IRS'SiTIMI-I)1 RIN(i IIl:AT
screen image. Critical frequencies arc easily CY('CIING (-20C -+60'(C) FOR SAMPIL- MOII)H AT 25
determined by determining which frequencies cause
wavy screen images. Theoretical and experimental GRAM IlIIERTENSION
data points showed good correlation. Data differences
may have resulted from the difference in actual and
model geometries. It can be seen from the graphs that the fiber tension

at which the coupler is molded affects the amount of
TIJIERMALLY STABL IO'Pl:R -)TVIIPMEN- power change for the same amount of change due to

inherent induced fiber tension change during
Couplers arc assembled using components made from temperature c)cling. These graphs show that in
several different materials having different thermal changing the fiber molding tensions for wideband
expansion coefficients. The inherent thermal coupler samples from 3 grams to 25 grams, the power
expansion coefficient of the fused taper glass portion fluctuation was reduced from 0.32 dH to 0.06 dtt for
is lower than the coefficient of the adhesive used to heat cycling conditions from -20"C--+O(AC. This
secure the fiber to a substrate to form the coupler concept applies to different coupler types (Hiig9lI)
assembly. This thermal expansion difference induces but is most clearly represented by the graphs
stresses in the fiber during temperature cycling constructed for wideband couplers (1-ig#12)
causing fiber tension changes which lead to optical
performance instability.
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NEW WIDE BANDWIDTH MICROWAVE LEAKY COAXIAL CABLES

K. Watanabe, J. Baldauf, M. Miyamoto, Y. Suzuki, and K. Ogawa

Opto-Electronics Laboratory, Fujikura, Ltd.
1440 Mutsuzaki, Sakura-shi, Chiba-ken 285 Japan

provide and ae useful where a received electric field with
litle variation is desired.

Personal communications services and mobile
communications ae experiencing rapid growth. In order to The growth of new communication services will
realize universal broadcast coverage for these services, increase the number of frequency bands in use and lead to a
transmitting inside of buildings, tunnels, and other need for wider frequency band communications capability.
structures which block standard broadcast waves is To insure affordable and universal coverage of these
necessary. The growth of new communication services services, wide bandwidth LCX cables which can be used at
will also increase the number of frequency bands in use and microwave frequencies will be needed. In addition to
lead to a need for wider frequency band communications meeting the electrical and radiating system design
capability. To insure affordable and universal coverage of requirements, these cables must also have good mechanical
these services, wide bandwidth LCX cables which can be characteristics such as durability in a high vibration
used at microwave frequencies will be needed. In this envwiroment.
report, the design and testing of wide bandwidth
microwave LCX cables which meet the design In this report, the design and testing of wide
requirements of future communications systems are bandwidth microwave LCX cables is discussed. We will
discussed. Test results will show that system requirements discuss the system requirements, how an LCX cable
have been met. functions, and the design and testing of the cables. The aest

results show that system requirements have been met.

UysIllsren

Personal communications services and mobile A. Qft
communications are experiencing rapid growth. In order to
realize universal broadcast coverage for thes services, LCX cables are usually installed along the wall of a
transmitting inside of buildings, tunnels, and other tunnel or along a roadway. As the signal travels down the
structures which block standard broadcast waves is cableW the leakage of power and ohmc losses in the cable
necessary. There are various ways to broadcast inside reduce the power of the signal. The power reeived by a
these stuctures. One method, which hs been used for standard dipole antenna properly aligned and 1.5 meters
transmitting inside tunnels, is to send and receive signals from the cable is given by (1).
with leaky coaxial (LCX) cables. LCX cables are coaxial
cables which have holes or slots cut into the outer
conductor (Figure 1). P,(dBm) - PtdBm) - 4(dB) - a(dB/m) • I(m)

Where Pr is the received power, Pt is the transmitted
power, L4 is the coupling loss, a is the cable attenuation,
and I is the length of cable from the transmitter to die
receiving antenna. From (1), it is apparent that as the
distance form the munsmitter becomes larger, the received
power can be maintained at a constant level by decreasing
the coupling loss of the cable. Thereore, we designed

Sim cables with coupling losses of 80 dB, 70 dB, and 60 dB
which can be cascaded in decreasing order of coupling loss
to maintain a relatively stable received power level.

Figure 1. LCX cable: Coaxial cable body with periodic In order to ensure reliable coverage using LCX cables
slot in the outer conductor which radiate power, for tunnel communications, the cables must satisfy certain

electrical and mechanical m ents. The cable aeThese holes or dots allow power from a signal which is desianed transmit at four bauenc bands: 250 MHz,
nlying inside the cable to leak or radiate to a receiving . 900 b i!z, ind I30 'in. drw i. Tb1

mima. These cables can be installed in tunnels or
biildlngs and piigrages to provide broadcast
cove•a which convenio antenna transmissions cannot
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helkica rappent member
f-Wqy Band f "tLhz) inner

Band 1 250 -285 conductor

Band 2 330-470

Band 3 800-9970 sheath sheath "Ab

Band 4 1420-1530

Table I. Broadcasts bands for LCX cable.

To function well in all four bands, the radiation oter
characteristics of the cables should meet system conductor
requirements from 250 - 1530 MHz. The coupling loss of
the cable should have low variation along the length of the
cable over the entire frequency range. The characteristic 2b
impedance of the cables should be 50 ohms, and the bo3 x b + Ab/2
voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) of the cables should
be less than 1.5 within the four frequency bands given in
Table 1. Figure 2. Basic structure of the LCX cable.

The inner conductor and the outer conductor ae separated
by a helical support member which also strengthens the

B. Cablekichanical c i'f cable against lateral pressure. The outer conductor of the
cable is aluminum, and the inner conductor is copper,

Since the cables will be installed in tunnels and other which reduces the ohmic losses in the cable. The
harsh environments, the mechanical characteristics of the characteristic impedance of the cable is given by (2).
cables are very important. The cables should be able to
withstand strong vibrations and should bend to a 1.2 meter Zo =(2
radius without the cable materials cracking, breaking or (2)
being otherwise adversely affected. Two tests aLe
performed on the cables to determine its mechanical Where L is the inductanc per length and C is the
characteristics: a bending test and a vibration test. The test capacitance per length of the cable. The inductance of the
conditions are given in Table 2. cable can be calculated by (3) [1].

L ES [n,,Ia + I q 1
Test Test conditions L -• [lnfbja) + b,41 4f (3)

Cable length used: 5 meters Where p0 is the magnetic permeability, bt,, is the average
Bending Bending dimeter 1.2 metr outer conductor radius, a is the inner conductor radius, f is
Test Rthe frequency, O. is the conductivity of the inner

conductor, aow is the conductivity of the outer conductor,

Bending angle: and q is a factor related to the corrugation of the outerBendig anle: 80°conductor.

SThe capacitance is calculated by (4).
Vibration Vibration Amplitude: ± 2.5 mm

Test C 2. P
Vibration Frequency: 30Hz In(b.va) (4)

Cable length: 1 meter section
with fixed ends Where % is the equivalent dielectric constant of the space

between the inner and outer conductors, including the effect
Table 2. Conditions for the mechanical tests. of the support member, inner sheath, and the corrugation of

the outer conductor.
111. Basic LCX theory an dean By properly choosing the radii of the inner and outer

A Base cable ttu conductors while taking into account the effect of die
support member and sheath inside the outer conductor, an
impedance of 50 ohms can be achieved.

The basic structure of the LCX cable is essentially the
same as a coaxial cable as shown in Figure 2.

The radiation of the leaky coaxial cable cones from
the holes in the outer conductor of the cable which am cut
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in a perinodic pattern. These holes act like antennas in an For the systems being considered, only the E,
antenna array. Since the cable is very long, the antenna
array is considered to be infinite to simplify the analysis of directed radiation will be considerf The Ecb modes (m=-
the cable. The radiation from the LC cable can be 2,.4,-6,...) will affect the VSWR of the cable, but will only

considered as the vector sum of the contributions from all slightly affect the radiated power so long as the slot angles

of the slots in the cable. The relative phase of the tae radiation of the slots (varying ac) and the subpitch of
contribution frown each slot is affected by both the angle ofthraiioofhests(ryna.adte upc f
crnaribution frm teaoslotin affethed bt bonththe angle'e othe slot pattern, x, some of the higher modes (m=-3,-5,-7,-
radiation and the position of the slot on the cable. The 9,...) can be eliminated. The cable design eliminates
change in phase of the signal as it propagates down the modes such that among the E# modes, only the first (m= -
change (ingphe o. t1) radiates over the system bandwidth. This ensures that
cable (Figure 3). the variation of the radiation along the length of the cable is

low.
radiation phase term kosin~z

In order for the cable to only radiate the (m=-l) mode over
the range of 250 - 1530 MHz, it can be seen that at :zast
two modes (m=-3, -5) must be eliminated. Actually, due to
the VSWR system requirements, at least three modes (m= -

X 3, - 5, -7) must be eliminated for the cable to function well.

The power which is radiated by the cable is related to
the size of the slots and their angle with respect to the axis

"0 0 0 0 0 of the cable. Studies have shown that the relative strength

a a -a-a2 W of the radiated electric field from a slot is given by (7)[ 1).

bi b2  bi b2  Pitch E-1 2 Sir(2t (7)e-JP . i i(2zO

Where I is the length of the slot, and y is the tilt angle of the
cable propagation phase termi = slot. By varying the length and the angle of the slots, the

coupling loss can be controlled. Also, to achieve the
otal phase change = (- Pv + k0 sin0 ) Z different coefficients in (5), slots with different angles are

Figure 3. Radiation from the slots in an LCX cable. The used in each pitch length.

radiated fields are the vector sum of the contributions of all
of the slots. Since an alternating slot pattern like that
shown in Figure I is used, the E4 coefficients, am, alternate In order to ensure that the VSWR is small over the
as at, -at, at ... broadcast bands, care must be taken to design the radiation

mode resonances of the cable to fall outside of these bands.
The sum of the slot contributions for the two principle For the E4 modes, this has already been achieved by
radiming polarizations is given by (5). designing the slot pattern such that only the m= -1 mode

1propagates over the utilized bandwidth. The E, modes,
Et= (• aneJ'" (-P,€4,6in 0) ) (1 - however, produce VSWR peaks for the m = -2,-4,-6....

modes. These VSWR peaks occur at the frequencies where
the modes change from leaky (exponential decay in the

e42 (-,+, a) + eR (-&a+W .) = radial direction) to propagating (8).

( fm _ in O)X M300 MHZ
0m0 1 - ei' (.AOW)-jx (Sa) P(meters) (1 + (8)

M-i The pitch of the slots should be chosen such that fm does
F, = (I baej (-O,ý,ksn 8) X not fall inside of the broadcast bands for m=-2, -4, etc.m-0 I - CA. (-•, ) (5b)

Where P is the pitch of the slots, x is the subpitch, ko is thee Y 1 ICn g

free space wave number of the radiation, and 9 is the The radiation characteristics of the cable were tested
radiation angle as defined in Figure 3. The contributions of by measuring the power radiated from the cable along a line
(5) are relatively small unless the denominator of the 1.5 meters above the cable while it is lying in a straight line
second term is zero. This results in the propagating on a concrete platform. This power measurement was
conditions for the E* directed and E. directed modes (6). performed using a wire pulled cart on a rail upon which

was mounted a dipole antenna. The dipole was connected
E (-P + kosinO) - x(2n+1) - mx to a receiver tuned to the test frequency. A 50 meter long(2 (6a) section of cable was connected to a signal generator at the

test frequency, and the cart with the dipole antenna travelled

E (-PV + kosinG) - 2nx - mx 1.5 meters above the cable, measuring the radiated power.
S2 (6b)
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This measured power was compared to the power d.msmmd a 100k"

measuned at the input of the cable to obtain the variation of s "
e coupling loss along the cableo . .... ............ ......................... ............

The coupling loss is measured at 250MHz, 450 '7 . ..............................
MHz. 900 MHz. and 1M0 MHz. These frequencies
correspond to the four frequency bands given in Table 1. -..

Figure 6 shows an example of the measured coupling loss .,
at these frequency bands. From this figure, it can be seen
that the variation of the coupling loss along the length of the .o . . . . . • .........
cable is 10 dB or less in these four frequency bands. :

0 10 20 30 40 50

(d)
so ..... .. r.......... .. .... ..... ....t ... ......

17 .............. .. .... ......... Figure 6. Variation of the measured coupling loss as a
function of the distance along the cable: the frequencies
ame, (a) 250 MHz, (b) 450 MHz, (c) 900 MHz, (d) 1500

S ............. •........... ............- .............. i ............. M H z.

so ........................ :. .......................... ............. As the frequency changes, so does the coupling loss.
__: __ :Figure 7 shows the average measured coupling loss for a

56 -L cable as function of fmquency.60 10 20 30 40 so

position(m) 7

(a)= 6

67

b.mesnud m 460MtZ

Is 66
S... ..................... ........................... .... .......

1976 ............. ............. ...................
170 .................. 4060I W 201W10

so ............ .-..................................................... Figure 7. The measured average coupling loss as a

SC - -: _ _ function of thfrequency.
0 10 20 30 40 so

The VSWR of the cable is measured using a network
analyzer over the frequency range of 200 - 2000 MHz.
Figure 8 shows the maximum VSWR in the four frequency

(b) bands given in Table 1.

.mniWOumd aN 00MHZ

1.4
SO . ....... ."............ •............. .............. :...............

,7 0 ........... ......... ........

% , o , ........ . ..1.2

10c0Uof(m) 3
25-335 330-470 N0O-97i0 1430-1540

(c) P .,,o- 7 S ,.d OAm

Figure 8. Maximum VSWR in the four frequency bands
given in Table 1.
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The mecthnical teats on the cable slowed that the
cable can withstand vibrntes well, and that when bent aD a
1.2 muter radius, the mechanical characteristics of the cable
do not change significantly. This indicates that the cable
meets the system's mechanical requirements.

Wide band L-CX cables which function well up to V
microwave frequencies have been successfully designed
and tested. These cables ae well suited for ensuring
tunnels and other structures which block conventional

broadcasts. The system requirements of a low variation of
coupling loss, a VSWR of 1.5 or less over the operating
frequencies, and a sufficiently low coupling loss over the John Baldauf was born in Tennessee in 1965. He
range of 250 - 1530 MHz have been met. These received a B.S. degree in electrical engineering from Virginia
requirements have been met by carefully choosing the Polytechnic Institute in 1987. He received M.S. and Ph.D.
pattern of slots from which the cable power radiates. In degmes in electrical engineering from the University of
addition, the mechanical tests showed that the cables awe Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in 1989 and 1991. Since
suitable for high vibration environments and meets the joining Fujikura, Ltd. in 1991, he has worked on the
bending radius requirements. development of optical fiber cables and leaky coaxial cables.
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"*A device for making connection to MDF terminating blocks and pair Identification

system without Interrupting data services on copper cables*

Shuji Asakawa, Koji Ishikawa, Takafumi Sakaguchi*, Satoshi Matsuhashi

NTT Telecommunication Field Systems R&D Center
*NTT Customer Systems Development Department

Abstract CATS with the accessing device is very practical,
reducing the man power needed to operate the CATS

An accessing device that connects hundreds of System by two-thirds.
pairs at once at the MDF (main distribution frame) is
described. This accessing device and a pair
identification system that does not interrupt data 2. Accesslna Device
services, such as the ISDN 2B+D service, are
developed for copper cables. The system adopts as a 2.1 Accesslna Data Circuits In use
remote control to reduce the cost of operation.

Pairs of conductors in copper cables are
1. Introduction connected to switches or exchanges at terminating

blocks at the MDF. Tone signals for pair identification
How would you deal with the following situation? are sent through these blocks during the pair

During very important data transmission from Japan and identification done prior to cable transfer splicing. Here
suddenly your data transmission is interrupted by the connecting the OU of the pair identification system must
telephone company performing pair identification on the be connected to the pairs to accessing the services.
copper cable carrying your data communication. The accessing is not a problem when the lines are not
Normally, pair identification interferes with data services in use. When data communication in progress on these
and can generate many communication errors. Most of lines, they should be handled carefully . When data
the many data communication lines that now exist are circuits are accessed to send tone signals with a probe
used in business as productive lines. Telephone of the OU of the pair identification system, data errors
companies understand that they should not cause any may occur. The electrical capacitance of a probe should
data errors through pair identification on copper cables, be such that there is no effect on data communication.
and provide better service 24 hours a day. Users expect The capacitance also the contact method is considered.
continuous error free data telecommunication, so pair For example, the clips used to connect to terminals from
identification should be done without any interruption of the OU at the MDF usually generate some noise, which
data services. To meet this demand, the CATS System ( produces data errors. Inserting probes into the test slits
Cable Transfer Splicing System ) was developed*l).*2) . of terminal blocks is another method, but it unavoidably
This system identifies pairs in a cable without produces communication errors in data circuits.
interrupting any data service on copper cables. This Moreover, the devices for connection to the terminal
system is thus very Important for both telephone blocks must be connected to terminals one by one,
company and user in assuring high reliability and quality which is very inefficient.
in data telecommunication services. Photo 1 shows a typical terminal block used in

It is also essential that accessing to telephone and Japan. Although a new type of terminal block was
data circuits, needed for sending pair Identification tone introduced years ago, this type of terminal blocks is still
signals, be performed with no interruption to data common at MDFs all over Japan. Thus, access to data
services. To accomplish this, new accessing and circuits thorough these old types of blocks must be
scanning device for hundreds of telecommunication managed without any problem. Figure 1 shows an
lines at terminating blocks at the MDF were developed, example of disconnection caused when a probe for
They are designed not to generate any communication sending tone signals is inserted to a test slit of the
errors in data services. Moreover, for high efficiency and terminal block to access a circuit. The disconnection
lower operation cost, the system OUs (office units) are time is only about 1 millisecond, but it is enough to
modified so that they can be controlled remotely field cause errors in data communication. This accessing
sites where the pair Identification is done. This new method cannot be used for reliable pair identification.
remote controlled
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The new type of accessing device has two
- -. 7 ~.• ifeatures. First the device was the probe shown in figure
. -4 2 for very stable contact with the terminals.

.01 The probe has a spring inside to press the probe
to the terminal with a certain force. When the force is
chosen properly, the contact resistance at the terminals
is low. The head of the probe is also important here,
and its shape is one of the keys in reducing the contact

- resistance. The second feature is that, the capacitance
of the cord is as low as possible so that effects of bridge

- tapped circuits on the data circuit are minimum so as to
allow the accessing of data services in use.
Transmission error caused by making contact is
eliminated by these two techniques. Table 1 shows the
result of access with this probe. Not only in analog data
transmission, but also in digital data transmission
including ISDN 2B+D on copper cables, the probe can

Photo 1 Typical terminal block access without causing errors.
25V

disconnection
Table 1 Accessing result

Circuits accessing result (errors)

volt 0 telephone no noise

9600b/s analog data (QAM) no error

3.2k - 64kb/s digital data no error

ISDN 2B+D data no error

.25v *All circuits are tested as cable distances in 7dB loss
1 msec 2msec 3msec 4msec 5msec

- •-- a time

Fig. 1 Disconnection in a terminal block
The probe is electrically very reliable for data

communication, but connecting terminals one by one to
2.2 Accessing Device for Data Circuits send tone signals, is inefficient. Contact must be made

to many telecommunication circuits on terminal blocks
There are two essential points for an accessing at once for better efficiency. Photo 2 shows the new

device to prevent introduction of noise to data probing device. The head of the device has as many
communication services. spring probes as there are terminals on the terminating
a) good electrical characteristics of the connection blocks. The probes have the same arrangement as the
between terminal and probe (mainly contact resistance) terminals. There are multiple types of accessing device.
b) electrical capacitance of the cord between the probe The device in photo 2 is for 75 terminals and this device
and the pair identification OU is connected to a terminal block as shown in photo 1.

S() spring terminal

probe body prove head

Fig. 2 Contact probe for terminals
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Fig. 3 CATS system in pair identification
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However, the system still needs a person at each
work site. Therefore, three persons are required in
cable splicing, in which pair identification is
unavoidable. To economize pair identification work,
remote controlled OU is adopted.

This new-version CATS is shown in figure 3 (c).•&•ll••Connections for accessing the pairs to be identified are

......... . made with the accessing devices and chosen with
remote controlled scanning units. Thus in this version,
there is no need for workers to operate OUs without
preparing them at the MDF, making more efficient. The
CATS controlling office units such as scanners and OU
are based on MODEM communication through RS-

Photo 2 Access device head 232C interfaces. Remote controlling is not limited to any
distance for pair identification. Operating the system in
telephone offices for pair identification is almost

The accessing devices make possible to access completely eliminated and the work-force is reduced
hundreds of data circuits at terminating blocks at the one-third of that required by the previous system.
MDF very efficiently, while sending tone signals for pair
identification without interrupting services.

5. conclusion
3. Pair Identification without Interrupting Data

Services Pair identification on copper cables should be
performed without interrupting data services. This can

3.1 CATS System provide better data circuits to users for reliable services
in which there is no disconnection or data errors in data

The CATS (CAble Transfer Splicing) System communication at all. It also provides many benefits to
allows pair identification and cable splicing with no the telephone company, allowing cable splicing and
interruption to data services, including 9600b/s analog pair identification at any time. In this respect, pair
modem communication, 64kb/s digital communication identification and accessing devices must be designed
and ISDN 2B+D. The main features of the pair so as not to have any effect on data circuits. For this
identification mechanism in CATS are listed below, purpose, the remote-controlled CATS system is
a) very low level tone signals for pair identification (less introduced in this paper. The system functions without
than -60dBm) do not interfere with data transmission interrupting data services such as ISDN provided over
b) lock-in amplifier *2) is used to detect low level tone copper cables and without causing data communication
signals with high sensitivity errors. Telephone companies can use this technology
c) CPU in the FU (Field Unit) of the system classifies to provide better data communication services to users
service types of circuits and uses appropriate receiving and survive in the competitive telecommunication
circuits to detect tone signals business. Apparently data communication lines with
d) two conductors of a pair are identified at once computers will continue to increase in the future, and

Figure 3 (a) illustrates this system. The basic this technology should contribute much.
system has OU which is used at the MDF room to send The OU of the CATS system can now be
tone signals and FUs which are used at the pair controlled remotely from the fields, so the telephone
identification site in the field. As an interface between company can economize on manpower in pair
the OU and terminal blocks on the MDF, the accessing identification.
device discussed above and scanning units are used to The accessing and pair identification method
send tone signals efficiently. Figure 3 (b) shows this described in this paper is very useful in the preservation
system. of copper cables, which still remain as the infrastructure

of the telecommunication for most users. Economizing
pair identification for cable splicing with CATS

4. remote-controlled CATS System technology, it could be a positive way and provide a
firm bridge between copper cable and optical fiber.

As described above, the new CATS has been
improved in the point of accessing services at terminal
blocks. Hundreds of data communication lines can be
connected with the new accessing device and scanners.
In the new version, not only pair identification but also
accessing to data circuits in use, can be performed
without any interruption to data services.
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"Improved Cure Test Techniques for Controlling

Wire and Cable Compound Consistency"

Joseph A Jerdonek

Monsanto Company

ABSTRACT The oscillating disk curemeter typically
monitors the consistency of rubber compounds

Many curemeters can test wire and cable used for wire and cable applications.
compounds to evaluate processing. A Higher test temperatures reduce testing time
curemeter's sensitivity to compound changes and increase testing throughput.
and its signal-to-noise rat-- demonstrates Sensitivity to compound differences is
the potential usefulness of that curemeter normally reduced at higher testing
for control testing. temperatures. The rotor in the die cavity

of the oscillating disk rheometer causes
This poster compares a MDR rotorless significant thermal lag, temperature
curemeter to a traditional R 100 oscillating variability, and longer cure times than
disc curemeter when testing a EPDM wire and constant temperature cures.
cable compound. The rotorless curemeter
showed 1.4 to 15 times greater sensitivity Rotorless curemeters have minimal thermal
than the R 100 curemeter when testing at lag and more uniform sample temperature as
350 0 F. The MDR at 390OF had sensitivity compared to oscillating disc curemeters.
better than or comparable to the R 100 at Other improvements in the MDR curemeter die
350 0 F. design reduce test variation or noise to

improve the quality of information.
The test results show the productivity
advantages of the MDR versus the R 100 With minimal thermal lag, the rotorless
curemeter. For example, the EPDM control rheometer can reduce testing time and
compound has a recommended MDR test time at increase testing throughput as compared to
350OF of 3 minutes versus 12 minutes for the the oscillating disc rheometer.
R 100 at 350 0 F.

An experiment with wire and cable compounds
examines the effect of curemeter testing
conditions on sensitivity to compound

INTRODUCTION differences. It compares the oscillating
disc curemeter with the rotorless curemeter.

Curemeters measure the batch-to-batch Testing conditions such as temperature and
consistency of wire and cable compounds. degree of oscillation arc are compared for

The type of instrument and the test s3nsitivity.
conditions can affect the quality of
information. With improved cure testing MAIN BODY
information, more consistent production Testing
processing is possible. The comparative testing for curemeter type

A number of curemeter variables can effect and conditions used a Nordel 2722 EPDM
the quality of cure testing information. A compound. This polymer is widely used in
higher strain or angle of oscillation medium to high voltage cable insulations.
generally increases the torque or magnitude A designed experiment for published compound
of the signal. If the strain is excessive, (DuPont Bulletin ER-340.1) has th3 9
slippage can occur between the rubber sample variations shown in Table 1. The design
and die surfaces. Slippage generally examines the effects of changes in clay,
increases the variability or magnitude of exanes and effects of onges ilay
noise in a test. Other variable that can silane, and paraffinic oil on processability
affect the quality of cure testing are die and cure characteristics.
design, temperature uniformity, and
measurement precision.
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1 ST PASS

MATERIAL Control 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9

Nordel 2722 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Polyethylene Homopolymer 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
Zinc Oxide 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
Red Lead (TRD-90) 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
Flectol H 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
Paraffin Wax 4.0 3.0 6.0 3.0 5.0 3.0 5.0 4.0 5.0 3.0
Translink 37 Clay 60.0 80.0 40.0 40.0 80.0 80.0 40.0 60.0 80.0 40.0
Sunpar 2280 Paraffinic Oil 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 5.0 0.0 10.0

TOTAL 180.5 199.5 161.5 159.5 211.5 209.5 171.5 185.5 201.5 169.5

SP. GRAV. 1.19 1.24 1.13 1.10 125 1.22 1.11 1.18 1.27 1.08

2ND PASS

1ST PASS BASE 180.51 199.51 161.51 159.51 211.51 209.51 171.5] 185.5 201.51 19.5]
Dicup R 2.8 2.6 2.6 2.61 2.61 2.61 2.61 2.61 2.6 2.6
Silane A-172/50% Wax 2.0 4.0 0.01 4.01 0.0] 4.01 0.0] 2.01 0.01 4.A

TOTAL 185.1 206.1 164.1 166.1 214.1 216.1 174.1 190.1 204.1 176.1
SP. GRAV. 1.18 1.23 1.13 1.09 1.24 121 1.11 1.17 1.27 1.08

Table 1

The experiment used an upside down mixing Control Compound Results
procedure. Filler, minor solids, and the Rheooraphs: Figures 1 through 4 show
EPDM on top were put into a BR banbury in the control compound rheographs for the MDR
the first stage. A sweep down @ 225OF and @ 0.50 arc and the R 100 @ 50 arc. The
dump @ 275 0 F followed. The second stage faster temperature recovery of the MDR
added the peroxide/Silane and then dumped rotorless curemeter results in shorter cure
below 225 0 F. The batches were milled into times. Shorter cure times make shorter test
sheets below 225 0 F and refrigerated until times possible.
testing began.

Increasing the testing temperature also
reduces cure times and makes shorter test

The curemeter types and test conditions are times possible. For example, a 10-12 minute
as follows: test time at 350OF can decrease to 3-4

minutes at 390 0 F.
Curemeter Test Degree Test
Type Temperature of Arc Time The arc of 10 reduces the torque level of

the R 100 approximately 50% as compared to
MDR 2000 350°F 0.5 12 min the R 100 @ 50 of arc.
(rotorless) 390OF 0.5 6 min

The maximum torque of the MDR @ 0.5 0
R 100 350OF 5 12 min oscillation arc is approximately one tenth
(oscillating 390OF 5 6 min of the maximum torque of the R 100 @ 5 0
disc) arc. But the MDR has ten times greater

resolution for torque values. And the noise
350OF 1 12 min or variation in the torque from a curemeter
390°F 1 6 min test is as important as the magnitude of the

torque or signal for control testing. The
One sample of each compound from the control MDR 2000 also reports loss modulus (S")
through 9 was tested for each curemeter type which is not available on the R 100
and condition. Two replicate tests followed curemeter.
in the same sequence. A total of three
samples per compound for each curemeter type Effect of Compound Changes
and condition were tested in the same time Higher clay levels increased M,, MN, and
period. decreased scorch safety and cure times. Oil

addition decreased ML, MH, and increased
scorch safety and cure times.
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Figure 2-MDR 2000 @ 3500 F Figure 4-MDR 2000 @ 390° F
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Curemeter Results: Signal/Noise Ratio EPDM Cable Compound

Sensitivity: Detecting compound MDRW@.Sdeg5 m R 1000degmw
differences that can affect product quality
requires good sensitivity in a curemeter 350F 300F 350F 320F
test. A more sensitive test can prevent Da P
scrap or rework. ML 90.5 80.6 24.2 5.1

MH 1".6 102.4 104.9 33.2
t 54.8 28.3 3.9 14.7Sensitivity is the signal-to-noise ratio of 3 65.2 1.3 4 20.9

the curemeter test. A higher value for the SL 64.5 66
signal-to-noise ratio improves the S@MH 42.2 28.2
capability of a curemeter test to detect Tand ML 19.3 7.8
compound differences. The signal is the Tan d@MH 47.6 33.5
difference between the maximum and minimum tio 159.2 10.8 16 14.8
of the test result averages (x) for all os 287.7 12.4 18 16.4
compound variations. The noise is the SO 31.3 9 13.9 164
pooled standard deviation (Sp) of the
replications of tests for each compound.
The sensitivity follows from: MDR@0.5degren R100bldegme

350F 390F 350F 390F
Data PtSensitivity = (Max x - Min x)/Sp ML 90.5 80.8 4.7 8

MH 14, 102.4 91 108.5
54 .8 42.3 30 16.3

Table 2 shows a typical sensitivity t2 88.2 18.3 3S 18.4
calculation for M, results from the MDR S@ML 84.5 68
rotorless curemeter. S@MH 42.2 28.2

Tn d @ML 19.3 7.8
Table 3 shows the sensitivity results for Tan d @MH 47.6 33&5
MDR and R 100 curemeter conditions. When tlO 15•2 10.8 15.8 8.9
testing at 350 0 F, the MDR rotorless t50 287.7 12.4 15.5 3.2
curemeter had 1.4 to 15 times higher W 313 a 47 0.2

sensitivity than the R 100. The MDR showed
approximately equal or higher sensitivity
values for all data points and test Table 3
conditions than the R 100.

New loss modulus information (S"/Tan delta) A second analysis of the curemeter results
from-the MDR also showed potentially useful used ECHIP software for significance
sensitivity values, testing. Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 show how

well the MDR rotorless curemeter and the R
Curemeter sensitivity generally decreases as 100 curemeter detected filler, oil, and
testing temperature increases. This was not silane changes in the EPDM compounds.
statistically shown for R 100 scorch (tsx)
and cure times (tx). These exceptions are The MDR detected the changes in clay for all
believed to result from a combination of the data points except t10 and t50 at 3500 F. The
slower recovery of the R 100 and the fast R 100 detected the changes in clay only for
cure times of the compounds. ML and ts2 at 350 0 F. For oil, the MDR again

exceeded the detection level of the
R 100. Neither instrument could detect
changes in silane at the levels used in the

m 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 1 0 experiment.
MI 55.40 11.144 11.4 9.450 9.250 4.1" 11.6m0 55.70 L.IN 12.1H

W 151101 11.20 11.244 9.15 9.44 4.610 10.490 51.940 6.950 12.244
I 5 IS.M 11.40 11. 9.4 0 9.3 5 9 .30 50.120 15.70 6.0 12.2

0 1$.71447 I5.207 11.513 9.4633M2 9.36%"7 6.773333 10.51 15.68333 6.67U7 12.24
S" 0.063125 0.16 2 0.0592 0.0"547 0.9 4 0.45290L 0.0242 0 .07O4 0.0642 0.014142

W #A IS.OM•3

61 60 6.77"33
N84N0 9.6

$0 IA .S
1/0 544.42324

Table 2
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Modern Wire and Cable Fac Automation:An Integrated S;ioluv£on

Gregory E. Smith

Comm/Scope, Inc.
Claremont, NC 28610

Abstract automation. In CIM, all com-
puters including the

With the need for sharing corporate mainframe
and communicating data among computer, departmental mini
the different areas of manu- computers, individual
facturing, users are requir- personal computers, and con-
ing a more efficient method trollers on the factory
of obtaining this data. floor are tied together by
This paper provides an over- a communication network.
view of an implementation This allows for the free
of an integrated automated flow of information between
factory control system with- various departments such as
in a cable manufacturing marketing, production,
facility. The paper will engineering, shipping, and
discuss such issues as corporate planning.
traceability, network archi-
tecture, and data analysis.
A brief discussion of
computer integrated manufac-
turing (CIM) is also given.
By using programmable logic 4
controllers to handle the
necessary line controls and 3
a workstation to act as the
operator interface in
concert with a company wide 2 SUPV.
LAN, a very effective system
can be produced. PLC

Background Figure 1: CIN Levels

Computer integrated
manufacturing (CIM) is a A pyramid is often used
system, that links all to illustrate the four
aspects of a manufacturing distinct levels of CIM (Fig-
facility together through ure 1). Level 1 represents
the use of computers. CIM the manufacturing process
is often mistaken for facto- control. Here, various
ry automation, in which com- control devices monitor the
munication may be limited, different tasks that make
In reality, however, CIM up the entire process. It
goes far beyond factory is placed at the base
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because it has the largest items such as line speed,
number of communicating diameters, pressures and
devices, other process indications.

A method of reporting this
Level 2 represents process information back to the line

management and supervision, operator as well as sending
It gathers information from this data to the upper
all the Level 1 devices in levels is needed.
order to evaluate the
process. One of its functions I 0lementation
includes sending information
back down to Level 1 in In order to accomplish
order to make adjustments this task, a solution has
in the process. It can also been developed that reports
send data up to the higher the Level 1 information to
levels. Level 2 is the the line operator in a real
beginning of a transition time manner. It allows the
from a real-time environment operator to obtain the
into a transactional information needed in a
environment, quick and concise manner so

as to reduce any decision
Levels 3 and 4, plant man- making process. At the same

agement and corporate time, this information is
management respectively, sent to a central database
make up the transactional where it can be retrieved
environment. They represent by engineers, or sent to a
traditional business activi- scheduling system for track-
ties such as production ing purposes.
scheduling, sales, marketing
and maintenance scheduling. A key factor in the design
In CIM, they rely on the of this system is that it
information they receive operates in an 'open system'
from Level 2 in order to environment. This allows it
make accurate decisions. to take advantage of several

important standards that
One of the major problems are supported in industry.

with many CIM systems is Some of these standards
the lack of a smooth transi- include the Unix operating
tion from the real-time system, MIT X-Windows, IEEE
environment into the 802.3 network, and the
transactional environment, structured query language
This problem represents a (SQL) for relative database
restriction in the flow of operations. This use of
manufacturing data into the accepted industrial
accurate and timely informa- standards help to protect
tion needed by plant and this system against
corporate management. premature obsolescence of

technology. These standards
In a manufacturing facili- also make it possible for

ty such as a cable plant, different vendor's products
this transition can prove to work together, allowing
to be very critical, the exporting of data to
Programmable logic other applications on the
controllers (PLCs) are used network. These applications
at the Level 1 stage to mon- may be some form of special-
itor data from the production ized analysis or an MRP
lines. This data includes tracking system.
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Architecture operator in one quick
glance. Also any alarm

The basic architecture conditions will also be
for this control system is indicated on this screen.
easily illustrated. A PLC The second screen is an
is installed at each example of some of the
manufacturing line to statistical data available
control the process. This to the operator. It shows
PLC is controlling such an X-bar chart for diameter
variables as temperature, data that has been sampled
line speeds, pressures and at five seconds intervals
other process variables. At over an hour period. By sam-
the same time, it acquires pling the data at a higher,
data from non-control param- real time rate, the operator
eters such as capacitance, is able to track changes
sparker faults and eccentrc- occurring in the product
ity. A workstation is also over time.
installed at each line to
act as the operator interfa- I:

ce. This workstation is con- 4 -
nected via a RS232 cable to __

the PLC. Through a series Cam
of unsolicited interrupts, LINE Ma04 PaOOUCTION ORTR

the PLC sends information NE............. TI.......

to the workstation on the .. ....... m ...
different parameters being ...MT.......... ..
monitored. The software run- .

ning on the workstation col- 0 L3,

lects this data, and reports
it to the operator. These
reports can either be in Figure 2: Overview
the form of graphs and Screen
charts or by updating
variables. This software is 006/93 Avwg (XBW Chnt 11:24:12
user configurable. which Average C4l thmvwe 164

allows for program changes 3 --

to made easily as the 3

process is enhanced. By
using a centralized operator 3 25

interface, the need for hav- -j
ing a distrbuted array of i"

control displays along the 3,0

manufacturing line is 3405,,,............

eliminated.~~~I 1S 4 7 f01 6192 52 31 34 37 40 43 46 43 S2 6 fteliminated. -

Figures 2 and 3 give exam- Figure 3: X-bar Diameter
ples of the information Chart
available to the operator
from the monitoring softwar- By operating in an UNIX
e. The first screen is an environment, the workstations
example of an overview of are true multi-tasking
the manufacturing line. Such machines. In this manner
information as diameter val- they can constantly update
ues, line speed, pressures, data to and from the PLC,
as well as footage data is while at the same time
readily available to the displaying information and

statistics for the operator
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to run the manufacturing as the manufacturing
line. process. By having this area

automated, time and labor
These workstations are is greatly reduced. It is

networked to a central serv- equally valuable for the
er over an ethernet cable reduction in testing errors.
(Figure 4). As information Testing of products is done
is collected on each reel by using an array of various
of cable run, a file is sent electrical and optical test
to the server to be read instruments that are
into the database. This file controlled from UNIX
consists of information per- workstations. After a reel
taining to the reel such as has been connected to the
product code, material test set,the inspector will
information, footage enter information associated
information, diameter with the reel being tested
statistics, as well as into the workstation. The
temperature setpoints, workstation then, through a
control chart setpoints, series of program steps,
along with a date and time will cause the test set to
stamp. By saving this infor- perform a variety of
mation, an historical record electrical or optical
can be kept of when a cable measurements on the reel of
is made. This is very useful cable. These measurements
in tracking schedules and may be such parameters as
orders, as well as creating attenuation, structural
a log of how a product was return loss, nearend
manufactured over time. crosstalk, impedance and

capacitance. The tested data
is then saved into a file
along with a header contain-
ing the reel information.

F--i This information is then
-- ~ sent over the network to

the central database where
it is logged along with oth-
er test data. In this

ji-- manner, the information can
be analyzed for consistency
in production along with

Ji-- compliance to the accepted
.. -specifications.

Conclusion
Figure 4: Process

Network The idea behind computer
integrated manufacturing is
simply as an environment

Eial Testiang for data, an environment
which allows the user to

The next area where an learn more about a process,
integrated communication an environment which must
environment proves to be change easily so as to bene-
beneficial is in final fit from the new knowledge
inspection and testing. The obtained. An automated
testing of the finished factory control system,
product is just as important integrating all aspects of
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manufacturing from process
to quality control to corpo-
rate planning has proven to
be very beneficial. By
combining the use of
programmable logic
controllers (PLCs) with
workstations operating on
an 'open systems' platform,
a system has been designed
that provides the operator
and engineer with the criti-
cal information needed to
demonstrate a statistically
controlled process. At the
same time, this information
is saved into a database
for historical analysis of
the processes and equipment. Gregory E. Smith
Integration is not the goal
of CIM. Knowledge is. Knowl- Comm/Scope, Inc.
edge in the hands of those Claremont, NC 28610
who can make a difference
is the only way that automa- Greg received his B.S. degree
tion will lead to profit in Physics from Middle
improvement. Tennessee State University and

his M.S. degree in Electrical
Engineering from Virginia
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ADDRESSING CURRENT AND FUTURE GLOBAL REQUIREMENTS FOR
ENVIRONMENTALLY SEALED TELECOMMUNICATIONS TERMINAL SYSTEMS

Jim Pinyan, Mike Grice, Dan Swan

Raychem Corporation, Fuquay-Varina, North Carolina

Abstract
Requirements for telecommunications service wire connec- Independents are faced with a need to provide staff sup-
tions are presented from a global perspective with insight as port for distribution terminals at a time when they want
to the effects of future deployment of fiber optics in the dis- to focus support on new technologies. The compromise
tribution system of the outside plant. Critical in the discus- seems to be an attitude that they will provide one more
sion is the system architecture which is employed in the out- round of support to approve a terminal technology that
side plant, the extremes in operating environment, and the will meet both today's POTS needs, and be suitable for
broad range of applicable service wires. their evolving needs.

A novel universal insulation displacement technology is pre- What features are needed to service the current and
sented which, when coupled with gel sealing technology, e atuesar need ed te rviceth c urren and
provides the necessary level of performance for meeting evolving needs? First, a terminal connection should be
stringent industry requirements for environmental sealing as universal in its ability to connect to different service
and electrical stability. Integrated electrical surge protection wires as a binding post, and do it without having to strip
is described which allows this system to be used as a plat- the service wire. What most of us think of as a normal
form to address all service wire connection applications, tuning fork style IDC connection cannot handle the vari-

ety of service wires present. Unlike a binding post, how-
An overview of various applications is presented, supporting ever, the terminal connection should also be environ-
the conclusion that a universal solution for service wire con- mentally protected to provide an electrically stable con-
nections has been achieved. nection. This reduces POTS service affecting troubles

and provides a system capable of higher bandwidth
Slapplications. In addition, as electronics work their way

Distribution terminals are in the process of seeing the into the outside plant, the need to provide serviceable
last evolutionary step for some time, maybe forever. The electrical protection and to keep hands out of the elec-
focus on fiber technology has changed the way operat- tronics arises. A terminal design should be economically
ing companies re-focus on new technologies and new adapted to provide electrical protection with the same
services, stable performance as for the connection. Finally, a

design which accomplishes the previous requirements
Some companies are pushing technology advances to should be versatile enough to see its way into a variety
economically deploy fiber systems for multiple services, of outside plant applications.
including video. Others are driven to provide services
first, and let technology follow. The most recent trend is
toward quick deployment of Coax/Copper (translate: Service wire (often referred to as 'drop wire' in the
Video/POTS) networks which offer an interim (maybe United States) is used as the final link between high
even long term) means of providing video services, capacity distribution cable and the subscriber. It must

therefore be terminated in discrete increments depend-
Whether focused on fiber, coax, or combinations of the ing on the equivalent pair count of the distribution cable
two, operating companies are currently having difficulty and the number of subscribers at each end destination.
spending time and effort on copper plant However, it is Historically, terminal blocks with pre-connectorized
hard to ignore that in almost all likely system architec- cable stubs have been spliced to the distribution cable
tures, a distribution terminal for service wire termination and have, for the most part, not incorporated electrical
will remain part of the system. Both RBOCs and surge protection to protect the installed cable. This
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Figure 1

contrasts with the subscriber interface connection Many countries outside the United States use site termi-
(which in the U.S. is located outside and is referred to as nation in lieu of preonnetorized cable stubs. In thisu
the Network Interface Device, or NID) and includes applications, the teriinal is used to connect the service
electrical protection to isolate the station equipment and, wire directly to the distribution cable in an integrated
thus, the subscriber from bodily harm. A pictorial of ser- splice compartment.
vice wire connection outside plant network is included in
Figure 1. Subscriber Connection

TisBu servic l w m st be subscriber connection is carpied out by a station
protector or Network Interface Device generally located

Terminal blocks can be located in many places in the on thrance terof the subscriber's dwelling. Iuis unit
outside plant. Aerial applications include pole mounted connects the service wire to the inside house wire and is
and strand mounted terminals. These aerial applications also used as a location for testing of the circuit by the
require the use of serv pare spic ch can withstand subscriber or the telephone company technician.
heavy abrasion and tensile loading. Buried applications Electrical surge protection is always present in these

include pedestal mounted terminals and hand hole ter- devices in the United States. Electronic devices may be
minals. Buried service wire must be resistant to moisture added for maintenance or multiplexing of circuits. Large
penetration and abrasion as well as rodent attack. All of dwellings requiring multiple line service employ build-
these terminal blocks are in housings which shield them ing entrance termninals which can be located just outside
from harsh mechanical abuse but not necessarily envi- the dwelling or in a basement
ronmental abuse such as insects, airborne contaminants,
salt fog, condensation, etc. They are generally spiiced to The vast array of needs for connecting the subscriber
the distribution cable in a separate splice closure except with the distribution loop have generated a wide variety
for the strand mount terminal, which may incorporate an of service wires used in the outside plant and a family of
internal splice chamber. products to termninate: these service wires at each end.
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created by inserting larger wires into contact slots small
Proliferation into several products is possible because of enough for finer gauge wires. As shown in Figure 3, the
the flexibility of the electrical connection. This connec- IIDC will deflect both inner and primary springs to
tion is made using an IDC type design called the make the connection with the larger gauge.
Inverted Insulation Displacement Connector (IIDC).
The design was driven by two key needs: Cutting Ed

Seconda1. Must terminate all wire and re-terminate with gauge Sping Primarychange. j~pning 1•
2. Must perform in harsh outdoor environments. Strain Relief--

In order to terminate the wires used in the outside plant
of the telephone companies, a system was needed that Figure 3 IIDC Illustrating Heavy Insulated Conductor
would prevent the wire from destroying the contact or Connection
the contact from destroying the wire. At first, we
attempted to find a correlation between the outer diame- In the case of smaller gauge termination, only the sec-
ter of a wire and the true size of the metal conductor. By ondary springs are used ,allowing for the proper amount
using this correlation, two independent slots could be of contact pressure to prevent wire damage.
designed to limit the amount of displacement required
by one contact. This is referred to as the two-hole In addition to the connection requirements, the IIDC
method. The two holes can either be two external holes must be able to penetrate the insulation of all service
or one external hole with a second in-line hole. The in- wires in an outside environment In some areas, the ter-
line design would limit the depth of insertion based on minal could be used to terminate drops in temperatures
the outer diameter of the wire. as low as -200 C. Under these conditions, the PVC insu-

lation, common in the F-drop, becomes very hard; mak-
ing damage to IDC systems more likely. A design solu-
tion to satisfy the functional needs under these extreme
conditions was developed through the use of finite ele-
ment analysis. As shown in Figure 3, the IIDC accom-
modates the force associated with heavily insulated
drops by providing an aggressive internal cutting edge
and strengthening ribs along the primary springs. These
design features allow for multiple re-entries with F-drop
and protect the integrity of the contact
The current design currently meets or exceeds the indus-

Two hole external Two hole in-line try standards. Some standards are a requirement for

stress relaxation and thermal cycling, both of which

Figure 2 Hole Limiter Concepts require a change in contact resistance to be less than two
milliohms. The stress relaxation exposes terminated

After studying the different types of wire, we found connections to 11 8°C for a period of thirty (30) days.

wires whose outer diameters were small, yet contained a The temperature cycling includes:

sufficiently large inner core to damage standard IDCs. • 1000 cycles of-40'C to 60'C - [twelve cycles / day]
This discovery made the two-hole in-line concept unat- without gauge change
tractive. The in-line concept also required that the small- - 200 cycles of -40*C to 60°C - [twelve cycles / day]
est of the wires be completely inserted past one contact with gauge change
to the next to ensure a good connection. The external - 300 cycles of 4.4*C to 60'C - [two cycles/ day] in
two-hole concept was rejected due to the sensitivity of 95% relative humidity
misapplication by the end-user, its unreliability, and the
fact that it is not a true universal contact Temperature extremes are just one example of the harsh

conditions the IDC must function in. The contact must
The IHDC eliminates the need for service wire identifica- also resist corrosive effects and be insulated from the
tion through the combination of high strength alloys and other connections. This sealing is accomplished through
a unique bi-spring interaction to reduce the stresses the use of Gelguardrm sealant.
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Figure #4 Environ, ,tntal Effects on Transmission Balance

Environmental Sealing

The need to seal copper connections in the outside plant During environmental simulation testing, the blocks
is well known to the construction and maintenance were conditioned prior to salt fog exposure. The blocks
departments of telephone operating companies, were subjected to 50 thermal cycles (-40 degrees C to 60
Environmental sealing of terminal blocks and the advan- degrees C, 3 cycles/day) and were then re-entered five
tages of Gelguard71A Sealant as a sealant material have times with service wire. This pre-conditioning is very
been discussed by DeBruycker et. al. in the thirty-eighth important in predicting the performance of a product in
IWCS proceedings. Environmental effects on transmis- the outside plant over a twenty-year life.
sion performance have now been correlated relative to
commonly measured parameters such as insulation
resistance. As electronics migrate to the distribution terminal loca-

tion via Fiber to the Curb, multiplexing systems for cop-
The need for good quality of a telephone circuit has per relief, and devices provided for enhanced services,
been driven by customers and their tolerance to audible the need arises to protect these devices from lightening
noise. Data transmission is less tolerant to high frequen- and power line induced surges. Existing protected termi-
cy static and popping in that vital information may be nal designs were large, complex, expensive to manufac-
lost. A measure of the quality of a telephone circuit is ture, and difficult to environmentally seal.
Balance which is measured in dB mc and is derived as Environmental sealing is an important consideration for
follows: the typical U.S. application of gas tubes with vent safe

air gap back-up devices. These devices are extremely
sensitive to humidity (and other contaminants which

The acceptable minimum level of balance is 60 dB rnc. affect dielectric properties).
If balance drops belc w this level, there is physical trou-

The solution to this emerging need for protection was toble on the circuit which can cause problems for voice or
data communications. The insulation resistance which integrate the surge protector into the basic design of the
corresponds to this level of balance is approximately service wire connector. A cross section of the newly
lxl06 . Figure 4 shows a comparison of terminal sys- designed system is shown in Figure 4.
terns exposed to a salt fog environment. A well sealed
system can provide a circuit which exceeds this mini-
mum level of balance whereas systems which have no
environmental sealing or which are not adequately
sealed can not.
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Figure 5 Service Wire Connector with Integrated
Electrical Protection

This compact design utilizes the same molded base for
unprotected as well as protected applications. A protect- a
ed unit contains a ground strip bus and protected mod-
ules. This system is flexible and may be upgraded in the Jim Pinyan is the Continuation Engineering Manager in

field simply by changing modules. The advantage of Raychem's Transmission Electronics Group and was the
having the protector device in the driver module is that Project Development Manager responsible for the work

the protector is environmentally sealed and this is the presented here. He holds B.S. and M.S. degrees in

only component filled with Gelguardu' sealant. Mechanical Engineering from North Carolina State
University, and has worked for Raychem for six years.

This design offers the advantage of balanced electrical A.
protection by employing a three element gas discharge
tube. This ensures that both tip and ring are simultane-
ously grounded during a surge on either line. The physi-
cal design ensures that the protector is in the circuit
when the service wire is connected and that removal of
the protector requires that the service wire be discon-
nected.

Conclusions

The emerging technologies for communications in the Michael E. Grice has been in the Telecom Division of
distribution loop will not immediately displace the Raychem for five years. Mr. Grice received his
embedded copper twisted pair network. The need for a Bachelor's degree in Mechanical Engineering from
new service wire connection system which meets the North Carolina State University.
needs of the copper network and also functions with
these emerging technologies has been addressed. The M
product which meets these needs employs universal
insulation displacement connectors for reliable electrical
connections, GelguardTm sealant for environmental
sealing, and integrated electrical protection to isolate-
electronics. It can be configured for distribution terminal
applications as well as subscriber network interface
devices.
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COST-EFFECTIVE CABLES FOR LAN- AND FTTH-APPLICATIONS

Brigitta Behr, Peter Brehm, Frank Brode, Michael Emmerich, Hans-Ulrich Muller

KWO Kabel GmbH
Berlin, Germany

Member of the BICC Group

Abstract 2. Cable Constructions

This paper describes new cost effective cables for For the inhouse installation the customer needs
LAN- and FTTH-applications offering economical cables with different designs depending on the
and good installation features. The manufacture of proposed use.
these cables is possible with a minimum of For data transmissions over longer distances
production steps, reducing the manufacturing inside of a building, e.g. between different floors,
costs- low cost distribution cables with up to 10 fibres are
The characteristical properties of these cables are necessary.
presented and their suitability for application in the For the branching to the single "communication
subscriber network shown. stations" easy handled break-out cables are

prefered. These cables typically have 2 - 8 optical
fibres.

1. Introduction

Prognoses of the development of the fibre optics 2.1. Distribution Cable
market [1] show a significant growth of the LAN
and FTTH-cable segment in the next years. Fig.1 shows two versions of distribution cables.
The rapid increase of optical fibre cables in the The manufacturing process is very simple and
subscriber network market depends on the can be carried out in a single step.
competitive pricing for the cables, its installation The flat tensile strength members enable a non
and the transmission system. problematic branching of these cables. The tubes
In this article new cable types for the inhouse of the cables can contain multimode as well as
installation are presented. These cables are single mode fibres, tight buffered fibres, ribbons,
designed to give: copper or other cable elements.

* reduced manufacturing costs by reducing the
number of production processes

a simple and quick installation by using a newbc tSIUR6 t1.-lgt • *...

"break out" technology. S

The cable design must be regarded in connection oI~L c -,

with the network configuration. Present thinking
suggests, that a passive network based on optical 7-
fibre cables with maximum of 10 fibres is the tretardant PVM .,
prefered version [21.

Fig. 1 Distribution Cable Constructions
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Because the cable elements are not stranded 0nue Loss" la/IMA)___
during the production process it was necessary to
optimize the relation between the tensile-strain 01
behaviour of the strength member and the
overlength of the fibres in the tubes to guarantee I.~
their stress free storage up to the maximum 05
allowed tensile force in the full operational
temperature range. Investigations showed, that a -

fibre tension could only be observed for tensile[
forces larger than 1500 N (Fig. 2).

-60 -20 0 so 40 W0 8 0
Extension 1%] _________ Temperature I CI0,2F--

-+Fig. 3 Induced Losses in Dependence on the
o~i4 Temperature

Tonsl. orceIN)The cable is made with a low cost version of a low

w Mechanical Properties
Tensle orceINIThe max. tensile force is 1500 N The induced

CGAbl -911a o Vlbqaf losses at this force are less than 0.05 dB/km. The
dependence of the induced losses from the tensile

Fig.2 Extension of the Cable and the Optical Fibre strength is shown in Fig. 4.
during Tensile strength Performance of a
Distribution Cable

Induced Losses 1dB/kml

Typical attributes of these cables are: 0

Optical Fibres 01

Dimensions: 62,5/125 p.m
Attenuation/Bandwidth: FODl quality 0

Operational Properties ~
Maximum loss increase at 1300 nm in the
temperature range from -10 OC to +700C
Aa(l300nm) < 0,05 dB/km. 0 1100 Moo *c 2ooW 2100

Tensile Force INI

Fig. 3 shows the loss dependence on the Fig 4 Loss Increase of a Distribution Cable during
temperature. Tensile Strength Performance

The cable shows only a little sensitivity against
crush. At 700 N/cm the reversible loss increase is
0 15 dB.
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2.2 Break Out Cable The slots in the cable construction are designed so
that easy branching of the single cable elements is

In the Fig.5 are shown two types of break out cable possible without a loss in its mechanical
consisting of four and eight single fibre cables. performance.
These cables can be made in one production step
less than normal break out cables.

3. Economical Aspects

Central strength member The manufacturing process of the distribution

cables is very cost effective. The whole cable can

*. @:'V@:. be made in one step only The comparison or the
standard production time for a distnbution cable

IN cables and the new one, shows a time reduction of two
.. ................-. thirds. Additionally the costs for the set up can

also be reduced.
As stated earlier the break out cables can be

Flame retardent PVC-compound made with one production step less than normal
break out cables. But the greatest advantage of
these cables is the easier handling during the

Fig. 5 Break Out Cable Constructions installation because of the cable design concept
that enables a single mini cable to be connected

The second advantage of this cable is the direct without removing the sheath. If it is necessary the
use of the single fibre cables without removing the mini cable can be subsequently replaced in the
cable sheath. This enables a cost effective break out cable.
installation technology, The installation behaviour of the presented cable
The single fibre cables contain a strength member constructions were tested in different inhouse
and can be connected with optical plugs. projects for computer networks. The connection of
If the strength member is not necessary it is also the cables were made with commercially available
possible to produce cables with single tight enclosures.
buffered fibres. In this case higher count cables The installation was more cost effective and less
can be offered. The optical properties of this cable time consuming.
type are the same as the characteristics of the
distribution cable.
The operational and mechanical properties of this 6. Summary
cable are:

The cables presented in this article show good
"* In the temperature range - 25 °C to 70°C no optical and mechanical properties. Because of

excess loss could be measured. their lower production and installation costs these
cables are an effective solution especially for the

"* Up to the allowed tensile force of 2500 N no LAN applications.
loss increase could be observed,

" The cable construction shows a good resistance 4. References
against mechanical damages such as crush,
impact and torsion [11 Markt & Technik Nr. 9 Feb. 93
The crush test with 1000 Nlcm shows a
reversible loss increase of only 0,03 dB. [2] LWL-Verkabelungskonzept for Daten-
After 100 impacts with 5 Nm there were no netzwerke (unpublished results), KWO 1993
excess loss measured.
A torsion load with 25 turns over a length of 1 m
shows a reversible induced loss of 0,05 dB
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Development of a Jointing/Repair Facility for High Reliability Submarine Cables

S.C. Beech R. Maxted

STC Submarine Systems Limited, Southampton

ABSTRACT To reduce the incurred installation cost, the philosophy
for unrepeatered cable system deployment has been changed

To take advantage of short-haul unrepeatered cable from the use of dedicated cable-laying ships to the use of

opportunitics the concept of modular marine installation has .vessels of convenience'[11 . Furthermore, a cable specifically
been developed. This is a significant change from the use of for unrepeatered systems has been developed[ 2] which
dedicated cable-laying ships to the use of 'vessels of minimises metal content as it is not subject to the same current

convenience' that are converted for cable-laying with the carrying requirement as that of a repeatered system. The

provision of separate, transferable units. In many physical size of the cable is also reduced as the maximum sea-
circumstances this approach has large cost-savings against bed depth between landing points that can be spanned by an

conventional installation techniques. unrepeatered cable (currently 300km) will not exceed 4kn,
As part of this approach a modular unit has been approximately half that of maximum design depth for
Asvelopedo partoftis appontroahamdu unviro et h een repeatered cables, and so the strength required for laying and

developed to provide a controlled environment for the recovery is reduced. The reduced cable diameter permits the

manufacture of system joints at the dockside or on board the cable to be coiled within a volume that can be fitted into a
vessel. The nature of optical submarine cables requires that at standard freight container in mini-creels or on drums. The

all times the quality of the joint must be maintained for the cable can then be shipped to the nearest freight terminal at the

system to perform throughout its projected life span. To cable-laying ground and then transferred to the dockside for

achieve this all the necessary equipment has been incorporated ably ing assembly thin transferred to the cable-
into container units to provide a self-contained work area for assembly. Following assembly it is transferred to the cable-

useint ceontaieregunits tod provieatc sel ntaned wlaying vessel hence saving the charter costs of ship loading

use in remote regions and in climatic extremes. and transit.

This paper describes the design considerations,
implementation and performance of the jointing/repair unit.

BACKGROUND

Historically a large proportion of the total unrepeatered
submarine system purchase price covers the costs of
installation which is carried out by ships, constructed
specifically for cable-laying. As these ships are specialised, the
corresponding daily charter rate required to cover their costs
is high. The number of charter days required for cable
installation is therefore not only for deployment but also for
cable loading and transit to and from the cable-laying ground.
Thus the total system cost may be greatly increased.

This conventional method of installation has meant that PRate Vessel u•dergoing convgrsion

the submarine fibre optic cable system is fully assembled on
the site of cable manufacture where it is tested both optically To improve the efficiency of con, ersion a complete

and electrically before it is transferred to the dedicated cable- suite of containerised equipment has been developed. The

-laying ship. This can cause logistic problems at the containerised units are organised into five groups to cover all

manufacturing site because entire systems need to be stored eventualities. These are:

with other cable systems awaiting shipment. This is
compounded by the increasing number of short-haul systems, I) Ship manoeuvrability. The vessel used must be
especially for unrepeatered applicationsd highly manoeuvrable so that it can closely follow a pre-
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determined route in difficult sea conditions. To achieve this, areas such as fish trawling grounds, the outer two layers are
items such as bow thrusters are installed, replaced with galvanised steel wires in various combinations

to provide armoured cable types.
2) Cable handling. The marine cable must be

deployed in a controlled manner from the vessel. These considerations necessitate a more sophisticated
Containerised are the cable engines, bow sheaths, etc., which joint, with a more involved manufacturing process, requiring a
are necessary to control the deployment, number of purpose made jigs and fixtures. The opposite is

true for the design of land cable joints where the emphasis is
3) Cable prolection. The most cost-effective means on the ease of assembly and less on maintaining the cable

of cable protection in high risk areas, such as fish trawling strength. Should faults occur in land cable joints they can be
grounds, is by direct burial using a submersible plough. This is repaired relatively quickly and cheaply. Marine failures
deployed from the cable-laying vessel and pulled over the however are lengthy and very costly to repair. The principal
sea-bed, burying the cable into the sea-bed up to a metre design requirements are therefore for lifetime reliability, ease
depth. For this a lightweight plough[3 ] and associated lifting of assembly and minimal optical loss whilst maintaining the
'A' frame for deployment is made available, tensile strength performance of the cable.

4) People As the crew compliment of a converted This report details how the jointing/repair facility has
vessel is greatly increased, extra provision is made to the been constructed to fit within the overall philosophy of the use
accommodation, office facilities, etc.. of 'vessels of convenience'.

5) Cable assembly. During system installation
consideration must be given to the need for unplanned Klngwir,
jointing, as result of bad weather, and for the completion of
planned joints such as final system linkage at sea. For this a
jointing/repair facility is necessary. Flores

Of these groups the jointing/repair facility performs a
central role not only on the cable-laying vessel but also during Mild steel 'C' section
the initial assembly of the system at the dockside. Here the
facility has to function independently in remote areas, in
varied climatic conditions and allow a team of jointers to Strmngth weer
work in an environment which is conducive to the joints being
manufactured to the same high standard achievable at the site
of cable manufacture. Cooper' tubs

The jointing requirements for marine cables are ITsulation
fundamentally different from land cable jointing because the
cable is to be deployed, and remain operational, at 4 km Corrugated steel tape
depths. Hence resistance to water pressure (42 Mpa at full Sheath

system depth), tensile strength to support its own suspended
weight during deployment and recovery, and cable handling e

resistance must be considered.

The basic unrepeatered cable!41 is shown in FIGURE 1.
The functional elements of the cable are the twelve optical
fibres, currently being uprated to 48 fibresl 5 1, encapsulated in FIGURE I UNREPEATERED MARINE CABLE
a protective elastomeric buffering material, which is
surrounded by a butted steel 'C' tube. This acts as the DESIGN CONSIDERATIN
pressure-resisting medium for cable deployment to 4 km sea
depth. Around this a single layer of helically wound wires is There are several requirements which the jointing unit
stranded to provided the tensile strength required for 4 km must fulfil:-
deployment. All these elements are sealed within a
continuously welded copper tube, forming a barrier against l)Self-contained The system assembly is to be
hydrogen and water ingress over the service life of the cable. completed in an area, typically a dock side, which is not likely
Covering the copper is a high-density polyethylene layer to provide the necessary facilities. This requires that the
which allows the metallic components of the cable to be used jointing unit must be totally self-sufficient. Thus it must have
for fault location in the event of damage. The remaining two its own power supplies, carry sufficient spares and hold
layers provide light armouring to give protection against detailed technical information on equipment maintenance and
abrasion, cable handling, etc. To provide greater protection, in repair.
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2)Working environment To ensure that the reliability 4)Maintenace Due to the possible remoteness of the

of a completed joint is maintained, the assembly area must be cable system assembly and whilst on board the cable vessel the

isolated from the outside environment. Thus the working equipment used needs to be of a simple and robust design

space must not only be shielded from weather but also kept which do not require sophisticated repair. The equipment

clean on the dockside and at sea on the cable-laying vessel, should also, ideally, be of universally understood design

The unit must also be fully secure while it is being transported principles. Spares, if required, should be available at the

to the assembly site by sea or road. nearest local distributor. Where this is unlikely spares should
be carried in the jointing container.

The environment within the container also needs to be
controlled so that the jointers can work in some comfort. CONTAINER LAYOUT

Hence lighting, temperature, humidity, fume extraction,
working space and ease of tool access need to be considered. Container size The shell of the jointing unit has been

taken from a 30 ft container. This size was chosen, even

The size of the working space will be in conflict with the though it falls between the two standard lengths, because a
requirement for storage space and this must be managed so 20ft container was considered too small to provide the desired

that all the necessary jointing equipment, spares, power and volume for storage whilst a 40 ft container would take up too
supplies can be contained, much of the limited deck space available on the cable-laying

vessel. This size is not a problem for road transport but for

3)Transportation The methods of transportation most container ships the 30 ft container needs to be placed on a

likely to be available are the use of a container ship to the 40 ft rack. The rack is essentially a flat bed with end supports
nearest terminal and then by road to the system assembly site. to allow stacking.
The most common container sizes are 20 ft and 40 ft. The
maximum weight that can be carried in a 40 ft container is 38 Joint access It can be seen from FIGURE 2 that major

tonnes. The containers are designed to be stacked up to a modifications have been made to the container zonstruction.
maximum of nine high. and so the unit must have sufficient The largest of these is the provision of a flap, providing an

strength to support this potential load. opening along three-quarters of the container length. This is
to permit the joint once assembled to be passed from within
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the jointing area to the cable storage area, which is generally a are situated on a stand-alone trailer. When the container is in
pre-fabricated cable creel. Around the edge of the opening is a use the trailer is situated outside the unit and the connection is
sealing rubber gasket. The seal is broken for flap opening by made through an inlet in the container wall next to the rear
use of a vertically mounted standard container door-locking double doors. The electrical distribution board is also located
mechanism. here, inside the container.

Cable access In addition to the large flap two smaller During transportation the trailer is stored within the
access holes are provided in the bottom corners of the flap jointing container. Behind the rear double doors ramps are
window. These allow unjointed cable ends to be brought provided for access and loading is assisted by a cable winch
within the container whilst the flap is closed. The holes are assembled across the centre of the container.
brushed lined to keep out draughts and water. They also have
covering hatches to seal holes during container transportation With the generators mounted on a manoeuvrable trailer
and adverse weather on the cable-laying vessel, they can be used after the cable system has been assembled

and the jointing container has been transferred to the cable-
laying vessel. Whilst the container is on board, the vessel's

& •power supply can be used through an additional transformer,
supplied as part of the container inventory. This transformer
can also be used during system assembly if a nearby mains
supply is available. The trailer, now available for other jointing
activities, can be towed along the coast-line to the cable
landing point, or points in the case of festoon systems, where
it can provide the power supply for beach joint manufacture.

Temperature and humidity control Within the
container the temperature and humidity is controlled with an
air conditioning unit. The compressor unit is recessed into the
corner of the container opposite the rear double doors
allowing the unit to be mounted outside, but still maintaining

Plate 2 View of thejointing container the rectangular shape of the container. The compressor is
externally fitted, not only to reduce the generated sound levels

Jointing frame On the inside of the container, just within the container, but also to dissipate the generated heat.
below the joint access flap seal, runs a rectangular steel The compressor feeds two slim width conditioning units fitted
section fixed to the container wall. From this steel section four along the rear wall.
triangular legs are supported. The legs are capable of being
positioned anywhere along the length of the rectangular tube The air conditioning is configured with two compressor
to accommodate various pieces of jointing equipment. units so that failure of one does not affect the other. The

conditioning units are also capable of generating heat if
The method of tooling interchange is continuous from required.

cable end preparation, the fitting of a table top for fibre
splicing and up to the addition of cable stands for the Additional cooling of the container is provided by the
application of heat-shrinkable cross-linked polymer sleeves erection of a canopy over the container, this alone can reduce
which are applied using a propane flame torch. This layer the temperature within the container by 5"C.
seals the joint from water ingress.

Fume extraction An air extractor is located between
With the interchanging of jointing rigs and tools on theFuextaioAnirxrcorslctdbtwnWointhng thamewointhern poftjntingly hazaris mandooln on tthe two air-conditioning units. An overhead hood is connected

jointing framework the potentially hazardous manoeuvring of and this is positioned over the jointing frame during the fibre
exposed fibres in a confined space is avoided. In this way a buffering, stripping and heatshrinking operations. Although a

lightweight joint, that is without external armouring layers, small risk, fumes can be outgassed if the materials are
can be assembled entirely on the framework.smlrikfuecabeotsedfth mtrasae

excessively heated and in such a small area as the container

Joints in armoured cable are conducted on the frame up these fumes would potentially be hazardous.

to the point of joint closure when it is transferred to separate Health and safety Although the potential risks within
jointing stands. This prevents the transfer of a tar compound, the container are small, fire extinguishers and first aid kits are
used to inhibit corrosion of the armouring wires, onto the provided.
jointing surfaces.

Tool and documentation storage A small area, inside
Power supply Two power supplies are provided for, the container next to the air-conditioning compressor, is the

110 Volt 125 Amp generator and a diesel driven 140 psi partitioned mini-office. It is here that the jointing hand tools,
110olt 1e aequipment spares and the jointing and equipment
Hydrovane documentation are stored. The documentation is held in
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drawers built underneath a table top, which provides for a The second and third jointing modules have been

desktop. The hand tools and equipment spares are held in a constructed with minor modifications to the fixtures and

large tool box secured in the space below the air compressor. fittings. In particular, attention was made to the rust-proofing

Each tool is given a precise location in the foam lined drawers of equipment against humidity experienced in Thailand as the

so that the tool inventory can be quickly checked and any destination of the third container is to an inter-island system in

missing tools identified. the Mariana Islands north of New Guinea with similar climatic
conditions. The second jointing container has been

Container lining The floor and lower half of the incorporated onto a convened trailer for the Thailand system
container walls are lined with varnished marine plywood which will remain on standby as a repair facility.
enabling the surfaces to be kept clean. Should boards become
damaged they can be easily replaced. Fitted into the boards CONLUSION

are cargo strap rings for lashing down equipment during
transit. Lashing points are also integrated into the wall A containerised jointing environment has been

reinforcement struts. The lashing points also provide fixing successfully developed for use both on the dock-side and as a

points for shelving which is invaluable for keeping tools and modular component of the 'vessel of convenience' philosophy.
documents to hand during the jointing operation. It has been successfully commissioned in the Gulf of Thailand

where the conditions have been climatically and
Storage The entire jointing inventory can be stored geographically harsh.

within the container and is easily unloaded on site.

PERFORMANCE REERENCS. E

To date three jointing containers have been A.J. Macleod
manufactured. "Unrepeatered Systems"

The first of the containers has been used during the Proc. of Suboptic 1993, p 249-253

recent installation of a festoon system in the Gulf of [21 C.J. Rochester et al.

Thailand[ 6]. The cable was transported to a dockside on "Cable Design for Unrepeatered Single Span

drums where it was transferred from the drums to temporary Systems" Proc. of the IWCS 1990, p. 29-35

cable storage creels and then assembled using the jointing [3] J.S. Merrett et al.
container. After system test the cable was transferred to the a "Cable Protection: A Cost Effective Small
converted oil platform service vessel "Ibis". The Plough for Unrepeatered Domestic Systems"
modularsation of "Ibis" was completed when the jointing Proc. of Suboptic 1993, p 127-130
container was transferred on-board following the system 141 Beech S.C. et al.
assembly on the dockside. The 100 km of cable was then "New repeatered cable design testing,
successfully installed in ten coastal loops around the Gulf of methodology and results"
Thailand. Proc. of the IWCS, 1992, p 349-354

[51 I.M. Boardman
"High Fibre Density Cable Systems for the
Unrepeatered Market"
Proc. of Suboptic 1993 p 309-312

[61 D.R. Dean
"A Novel means of adding an Underwater
Communications Network - Build, Transfer,
Operate (BTO)"
Proc. of Suboptic. 1993, p 463-465
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PMD CHARACTERIZATION OF PRODUCTION CABLES
FOR CRITICAL LIGHTWAVE SYSTEMS

A. F. Judy, W. T. Greene and J. B. Haber

AT&T Bell Laboratories
2000 Northeast Expressway, Norcross GA 30071

domain appears the easiest to implement because of the
ABSTRACT ready availability of tunable, wideband optical sources and

detectors. The PMD measurement then consists of
We report recent results in measuring the polarization detecting changes in transmitted polarization with a change
mode dispersion (PMD) of production fibers and cables. in wavelength. We will compare two methods for
Beginning with a review of measurement principles, we detecting the polarization change which we designate as
compare two test methods on a sample of fibers and find the polarization state analyzer (PSA) and fixed-polarizer
agreement within the expected uncertainty. Using one of (FP) methods.
these methods we present results on production
dispersion-shifted fiber showing low PMD levels that are TUNABLE FIBER i h
stable when cabled. Further testing on conventional POLARIZED D "POLARIMETERj

single-mode fiber cables shows no measurable PMD SOURCE, 0
increase upon installation. Finally, temperature cycling of Figure la. PSA Method
a variety of fibers and cables shows stable PMD at high
temperatures but, for some fiber types, a small PMD
increase at low temperatures. BROAOBANDn FIBER OPTICAL

POLRIZED --- -I I SPECTRUMPOLAIE AALYZERSOURCE -- , , POLARIZER
INTRODUCTION

TUNABLE FIBER POWER
PMD is becoming an important parameter to specify for POLARIZED METER
optical fiber cables. If excessive, it can affect a wide range SOURCE P

of transmission systems including ASK digital, III analog-
video [21 and coherent I'] systems. Characterizing PMD Figure lb. FP Methods
can be difficult because random mode-mixing converts it
into a stochastic parameter which varies randomly with PSA Measurement Method
wavelength, temperature and cable orientation. Thus,
unlike chromatic dispersion, PMD has no deterministic The PSA method (Figure Ia) measures the actual output
wavelength dependence and no fixed zero-dispersion polarization state, for example using Stokes parameters,
wavelength. Also it cannot be reliably derived by and derives PMD as a function of wavelength, PMD(X).]51

secondary parameters, such as fiber ovality.[4I It is an accurate but somewhat costly method, due to the
Consequently its characterization requires broadband expense of the required polarimeter. Its ability to measure
testing and statistical evaluation. In this paper we compare the exact PMD at each wavelength is often less
measurement methods and present the PMD values of advantageous then one would expect. The reason is
production fibers and their variations with temperature, PMD(.) usually depends on extrinsic parameters such as
cabling and cable installation. the fiber's orientation, temperature, and cabling matrix.

Thus PMDO() can change dramatically and randomly with
MEASUREMENT METHODS small environmental perturbations and can only be

characterized statistically. Fortunately, in the case of a
PMD is the length-normalized group delay difference long fiber with random mode-coupling, PMD (;.) should
between a fiber's two principle polarization modes. Like have a wavelength independent, Maxwellian probability
any dispersion term, it can be measured in either the time distribution. 161 Since a Maxwellian is determined by a
or wavelength (frequency) domains. The wavelength single parameter, only its mean need be determined. Other
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parameters can be derived from it, for example the "- Tt-A
standard deviation (a) is 0.428 times the mean. We will 0 Fp =.5'V z (2)

demonstrate that the mean PMD (<PMD>) is a robustparameter, varying relatively little with wavelength and We note from eqjuations (1) and (2) that if the
environmental changes. measurement span Af is the same for both methods, theirUsvimng the s. PSAmehonefundamental uncertainty is comparable. The reason is Afmeasuring PMD(t ) over a range, m o to o with equal limits the number of independent samples of PMD (X) inimeasurint X or ad c alculatingeX, the aeg: withboth methods. This conclusion is not even strongly
increments of 8 , and calculating the average: dependent on the PMD being Maxwellian distributed.

8X k2 When we simulate shorter fibers with weak mode-coupling
<PMD >pSA =- PMD(•). the numeric coefficients in both equations decrease, but

X2--I kA I their ratio remains comparable. Thus, the inherent

There is a fundamental uncertainty in this calculation uncertainty of <PMD > is best improved by widening the
caused by the finite wavelength range. Since the sum is wavelength span rather than using a different detection
effectively an average of a finite number N of independent technique.
samples from a Maxwellian distribution, the estimated Finally, we note that two other error sources can limit
mean will have an uncertainty of the FP's accuracy. First, noist or trace ambiguity may
oM..u/iN_=.428<PMD>/iNi_. As shown in Ref. (6), if cause errors in counting M. Second, K may be larger than
8X is small N depends on the autocorrelation of PMD(f) 0.82 if a fiber has weak mode-coupling. Neither effect
and is proportional to <AT> Af where <AT> is the mean would limit the PSA's accuracy.
group delay difference (i.e. <PMD >;L-), Af is the
frequency span (c/X-c/•X2), and c is the light velocity. Experimental Comparison of PSA and FP Methods
Thus the uncertainty in <PMD >pSA is:

We compared the two measurement methods on fifteen
0 YPSA = .4AJ-' . (1) 71-km spools of dispersion shifted fiber. The long lengths,

•AfL jplus the fact that each spool comprises at least three
Here the coefficient 0.4 is estimated by Monte-Carlo spliced fibers, should assure random mode-coupling. For
computer simulation of long fibers with random mode- both the PSA and FP methods we used a tunable laser to
coupling. Also, we are assuming <AT> increases with the sweep between 1480 and 1565 nm. The PSA method used
square-root of length. a HP8509 for determining PMD(X) while the FP method

used a fixed, linear polarizer and a HP8153A power meter.
FP Measurement Method When K is set to one, we observed (Figure 2) that, as

expected, the <PMD >psA was always smaller than
The FP method provides a simpler means of estimating <PMD >Fp. The value of K can be estimated from the
<PMD >. It uses a fixed, linear polarizer at the fiber's ratio. This is 0.86 (with a 95% confidence interval of ±
output (Figure Ib) and measures the detected power versus .04) which is not different, at this significance level, from
wavelength.U1 As the wavelength is swept, the power will the theoretical K of 0.82. Also, we note that computer
oscillate with each maximum to minimum variation simulations of randomly coupled waveplates show the
indicating a n phase shift between the two polarization ratio of the two measurements will have a a similar to
states. One can estimate Figure 2.

' AvgO 0.861

<PMD >Fp=K M Af, So- 0.074
1-t -= 0.860

where M is the number of cycles (twice the number of a. 0.960
cc Min -0.690extrema) between X, and X2. The parameter K (K<I) N ca. N- 15

accounts for some power fluctuations not being caused by
group delay differences when mode-coupling occurs. In Z
the case of strong, random mode-coupling, numeric
simulations show K=0.82."8 1 If the polarization modes are D F7
not coupled at all, then K=I.

Similar to the PSA method, the value of <PMD >Fp 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1
will have a random error caused by the finite wavelength PSA/FP
range that limits the number of independent samples in the Figure 2. PMD Ratio of PSA and FP Methods
average. Computer simulations show this to be:
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PMD MEASUREMENTS ON PRODUCTION
FIBER AND CABLES spooled fibers with a wavelength span of 1200 to 1600 nm.

Because of factory testing logistics, the finished cables
In the past year we have measured a variety of production were measured on a different PMD set with a wavelength
fibers and cables using the FP measurement method. We span of 1525 to 1575 rnm. The results (Figures 4 and 5)
report here recent results on the PMD statistics of show no average change from spools to cables. Note that
dispersion shifted fibers, plus the evaluation of cabling the variation observed for individual fibers agrees with that
effects, temperature variations, and installation effects on expected from Equation (2). That is, the a of the 20-kmn
dispersion-shifted and conventional fiber optic cables. spools, 5-kmn and 10-kmn cables should be 0.01 ,0.03 and

0.04 ps/ nkm, respectively. So the o of the change will be
Statistics for Dispersion Shifted Fiber the root-sum-square of the spool's a and the cable's a

which corresponds closely to the ; of 0.039 ps/ ,4km
Optically amplified undersea cable systems present the shown in Figure 5.
most stringent PMD requirements for optical fibers. Not
only do the amplifiers allow PMD effects to accumulate
over the entire system length, but they also require ,°
dispersion-shifted (DS) fiber whose larger internal glass 5 C4"

stress generally leads to higher PMD than conventional
single-mode fibers. So the ability to make low PMD, DS 8
fiber is essential for state-of-the-art manufacturers. ,0 6 . F0.OA ,o

We have recently measured 113 71-km spools of 0

MCVD DS fibers using a wavelength span from 1510 to w, 6 0 oSC

1610 nm. The spools were wound under low tension to 0 R: 02

minimize extraneous mode-mixing which might artificially 0 N- 9o
reduce PMD. The results (Figure 3) show a mean level of 0

0.08 ps/fkm. This would introduce only 8 ps of PMD in a 0.0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30

10,000 km system, meeting the requirements of a 5 Gbit/s 20-km SPOOL PMD (ps/root-km)

digital transmission system. Figure 4. Cable PMD versus Spool PMD

Coupling Factor Avg: 0.08
- k 0.82 SD: 0.03 'a AVG. -0 0029

Mod: 0.08 So- 003g
Max: 0.16 0 MEO=- O.00

w Min : 0.03 nc N. sO

#Pts: 113

Z z 0

0.0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25

PMD (ps/root-km) -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3

Figure 3. PMD Distribution of DELTA PMD (ps/root-km)

Dispersion Shifted Fiber Figure 5. PMD Change from Spool to Cable

PMD Stability from Spools to Cables PMD Variations with Temperature

For some fibers and some winding conditions, the PMD of As described above, temperature variations will usually
a spooled fiber may change when cabled. If the spool is perturb the extrinsic stresses on a cabled fiber and cause
wound tightly the PMD may increase as the packaging PMD(X) to vary randomly over its Maxwellian probability
induced mode-coupling is eliminated. If wound loosely, distribution. Whether this also changes <PMD> must be
the PMD may decrease if the cable introduces mode- determined experimentally. Using a wavelength span from
coupling. To evaluate this we measured forty-five 20-kmn 1200 to 1600 mm, we recently measured the <PMD>
spooled fibers, then cabled them into two central-tube versus temperature on three different sets of cabled fibers:
cables, one 5-kmn and one 10-km. We measured the
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Cable Type Fiber Type depressed-clad, conventional fibers almost doubled from

Central tube Depressed Clad 0.04 to 0.07 ps/4km at -400 C, and the matched-clad fibers

Central tube Dispersion Shifted tripled (from 0.03 to 0.10). The matched-clad data

Loose tube Matched Clad includes fibers made with both OVD and VAD processes,
both of which showed the same temperature behavior. For

The results (Figures 6-8) show that the <PMD > stability the last set only, we measured at temperatures between
depends on the fiber type. The DS fiber showed no -40'C and 20*C and detected a continuous PMD increase
measurable temperature dependence. The mean of the beginning at about 5*C.

These are, we believe, the first reported results of an
increase in PMD at low temperature. The effect is small

S 00and should not be system affecting. Further testing is6 AVG 0.07 0.07 0.07 007 0.0t 0.07 047

MED 006 047 OS 0.06 006 006 006 required to determine if the low temperature increase is
CW FW.(k)- 082 inherent to the fibers or is caused by the cable structure.

6 LOOPED FIBERS

0 Installation Effects

"; AFinally, it is necessary to characterize the stability of PMD
0. ~with cable installation. We studied this by measuring

thirteen cables before and after installation in an aerial
C! W ,J#A CATV system. The cables, containing different counts of

+23 -40 +55 +23 -40 +55 +23 "C current production, MCVD depressed-clad, conventional
single-mode fiber, were initially measured in the factory in

Figure 6. Temperature Cycle Results for the 1.3-1am window. They were then installed and spliced
Dispersion Shifted Fiber in Central Tube Cable into 40 fiber paths ranging in length between 5.5 and 19.7

km. Several months later, the PMD of the completed paths
was measured, this time in the 1.5-rim window because of

MED 0.03 006 0.03 0.04 07 003 0.04 the test instrument's greater dynamic range. For each path,
ED 0.00 0 07 0.03 0.03 0 06 003 0.03

Co" Facor (k) - 0.82we calculated the root-sum-square of the factory data and
48 LOOPED FIBERS compared it to the measured path. It is seen (Figure 9) that

the statistics of the two are the same. Thus there is no
C measurable change with installation or with wavelength.

o sNote that the mean in both cases is an extremely low 0.03
0 ps/km.

WT&JA&AFJ
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Figure 7. Temperature Cycle Results for
Depressed Clad Fiber in Central Tube Cable •".°Avg: 0.03 Avg: 0.03

SMed: 0.03 Med: 0.03
00

• AVG 0.06 0.03 0.10 0.03 0.03 0.10 0.03 003 0.06 0.04 0
MED 0.05 002 0.10 0.02 002 0.10 002 0.03 0.00 0.04 2 T

COL.pin Faclow (k) - 0.62L_
06 LOOPED FIBERS

"o ! •Factory Predicted Field Measured

Figure 9. Factory Predicted and Field
41 5ý Measured PMD for 40 Paths(• ~AF.YJAE.,/wrr
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Figure 8. Temperature Cycle Results for
Matched Clad Fiber in Loose Tube Cable
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RELATION BETWEEN POLARIZATION MODE DISPERSION

AND FIBER CORE OVALITY IN LONG DSF

K. Kashihara, S. Aoyagi, H. Nakamura and 0. Aso

The Furukawa Electric Co., Ltd.
6, Yawata - Kaigandori, Ichihara, Chiba 290 Japan

However in this theory, it is assumed that the propagation
Abstract constant change due to optical fiber birefringence is independent

from longitudinal distance and treated as usual function. If this

Relation between the fiber core ovality and polarization mode assumption is plausible and if core ovality can be approximately

dispersion ( PM) ) of long dispersion-shifted fiber ( DSF ) is represented as core ellipticity, PMD should be proportional to the

studied experimentally for slightly oval core fiber ( ovality <3 fiber core ovality because the following relation has been
). We confirmed that PMD is proportional to the core ovalityauthor:
According to our result and recent report', we guess that the

homogeneous propagation constant distribution of the optical
fiber is violated during the optical fiber production process. a core ovality.

However most recently, Judy and his collaborators found that

cabled fiber PMD is poorly related to the fiber core ovality and
1 .Introduction estimated the correlation coefficient between the PMD and fiber

core ovality to be 0.l '.
Polarization mode dispersion is one of the most important In this paper, we will study the relation between the PMD and

characteristics for designing the ultra long and high bit rate the fiber core ovality of the uncabled DSF by making use of a
amplified undersea communication system. In 1970s' many frequency domain PMD measurement method: the wavelength

authors have studied the relation between the origins of scanning method"u.
birefringence and group delay difference for short single-mode
optical fiber( in the case of negligible mode-coupling ), e.g.,

ovality ( ellipticity ) of fiber core, stress, twist and so ol?.
Recently Poole deve:oped a statistical treatment of polarization

dispersioff by making use of the first-order approximation

schema" and coupled mode equation. In this paper, he showed 2. Experiment

the square root length dependence of expected PMD value for

long fiber ( extensive mode coupling limit ) as (a) PMD Measurement Setup

~iya(AP)In this experiment, PMD is measured using the wavelength

)( (1) scanning methodu". Configuration of the experimental setup is
shown in Figure 1. Tungsten lamp was used as white light

In equation (,), Aw is the propagation constant difference of the source and all optical fibers under test were wound onto a

two principal states of polarization, o is the angular frequency 280mm diameter drum at 20gf tension. Length of DSF: z are in

of light andh is definedas shown below region of 5kn < z < 35 km.

h = du (K" (u) K (z -u ))exp[ iAul]

where sc is the coupling constant and treated as a probability

function in order to describe the random-mode coupling.Thus
1/h represents a mean coupling length.
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(b) Fiber Core Ovality Measurement Setup

i In order to measure the fiber core ovality, the FE - SEM( Field
Optical Emission Scanning Electron Microscope ) system was used in
Spectrum this study. Resolving power of this system is shown 20 nm.

Fiber Under Tt Analyzer Magnification of this microscope was corrected using the 1.0gim

Incident Output and 0.51gm pitch diffraction grating respectively. Thus, the
Polarizer Analyzer accuracy of this microscope was achieved as +-3%. Cross

section of the optical fibers were etched by 25% HF included
Figure 1 Experimental setup for wavelength scanning solution. After these procedures, cross section of optical fibers

PMD measurement method. were observed with 5000 times magnification.
The above fiber core ovality measurements were supported by

It is assumed that the wavelength dependence of optical fiber TORAY Research Center Co., LXd'.
birefringence is negligible ( first order approximation"'4 is adopted
). Typical wave form including N numbers of amplitude cycles in
a finite wavelength span is shown in Figure 2 (N = 3).

w
3O 3. Results and Discussions
0

The experimental result is shown in Figure 3. All DSFs under
measurement are made by VAD method and their average

diameter is 125 g.m. Figure 3 indicates the dependence of fiber
core ovality on PMD for 8 DSFs. It is shown that PMD is

A I X 2 3 4 proportional to the ovality. Because of the effect of other
WAVELENGTH birefringence, PMD is not equal to zero when the ovality is zero.

Correlation coefficient is calcurated to be 0.81.

Figure 2 Typical waveform measured by the optical
spectrum analyzer( N = 3).

0.25

From the output waveform, PMD value Ar is calculated using 0.2 .

the width of each cycleý as
. .. . .... ......... ............ .. .. ........... . .• ........... . .......

Eo ., .... ...... .. . .. .. i ... .... .............. .
C i (=1,2 N) (3)

0 .0 . - .............. ................ ................. ....0...........

From the above assumption, the averaged PMD value in the . S
waveengh doain0.0- .wavelength domain 0.0 05 10 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

N OVAMrY (%)

N (4) Figure 3. Ovality dependence of PMD for fiber on a 280mm

drum with linear least squares fit. Correlation

is equivalent to the averaged value of N times measurement in the coefficient is 0.81.

case of the time domain method'. Hence the statistical

characteristics come from random mode coupling are averaged
over in finite wavelength scaR'.
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Combining this result and the recent Judy et. al.'s result", it References
could be considered that Poole's assumption of the statistical
PMD theory seems is violated. In the case of fiber ovality, the [1] A. F Judy, J. B. Haber, W. B. Gardner, W. T. Greene, A.
above opinion suggests that the shape of DSF strand is changed J. Ritger and K. L. Walker,
randomly by some external force during the cable production "PMD Characterization of Production Cables for Evolving
process. Lightwave Systems,"
Furthermore recent experiments7' indicate the PMD change for OFC-93, PD20 -• ( 1993 ) 83.

each step during the cable production. From these results, it
seems apparent that the PMD change due to external force occurs J. J. Refi, T. E. Darcie, A. F Judy and C. D. Poole,
randomly. " Polarization Mode Dispersion and Its Effect on Optical
However, Emig and his corroborators' recent report(" indicates Transmission",

that even the lkm short cabled single-mode fiber conserves the NCTA Technical Papers, (1993) 116.
proportional relation between the PMD and fiber core ovality. So
it is necessary to confirm whether the proportional relation is [21 see e.g., S. C. Rashreigh,
really violated or not in the process of cable production. " Origins and Control of Polarization Effects in Single-Mode
Thus from the above discussions, it is necessary to know Fibers. ",

whether the propagation constant change the constant value for IEEE J. Lightwave Technol., LT - I ( 1983 ) and references
the random probability function and to know when it changes, if there in.
it occurs, during the cable production process. We consider that
this problem is important to study the PMD effect on the future [3] C. D. Poole,
communication system. "Statistical Treatment of Polarization Dispersion in Single-ModeFiber ",

Opt. Lett. 13 ( 1988 ) 687.

[4] C. D. Poole and R. E. Wagner,
"Phenomenological Approach to Polarization Dispersion in Long
Single-Mode Fibers ",

4. Conclusions Electron. Lett. 22 ( 1988 ) 1029.

In this study, we confirmed that the PMD is proportional to the [5] Y. Namihira and J. Maeda,
core ovality for long uncabled DSF. Comparing our result with " Comparison of Various Polarization Mode Dispersion
other reports, we pointed out the importance of PMD change ( Measurement Methods in Optical Fibres ",

propagation constant change ) due to the process of optical fiber Electron. Lett., 28 (1992 ) 2265.
cable production.
We will study the above PMD change precisely in order to make Y" Namihira and J. Maeda,
the optical transmission lines more reliably. " Polarization Mode Measurements in Optical Fibers"

Symp. Optical Fiber Measurement, invited paper, NIST
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POLARISATION MODE DISPERSION MEASUREMENTS AND RELEVANT
THEORETICAL EVALUATIONS ON OPTICAL FIBRE RIBBON CABLES

0. Carones, F. Donazzi, R. Gaspari0 A. Ginocchio

PIRELLI CAVI S.p.A. - DIVISIONE ITALIA - MILANO, ITALY

Abstract correlations between the strain and stresses
of optical fibre ribbons and the consequent

The foreseen use of optical fibre ribbon ca- PMD values, a numerical analysis of the stress
bles in long distance links requires an accu- f:eld in variously loaded ribbons has been performed
rate analysis of the Polarisat ion Mode Disper- by means of the Finite Elements Method (FEN).
sion (PMD) phenomenon in order to establish The theoretical results have been compared to
if it is the limiting factor of transmission the PMD measures on ribbon specimens subjected,
capability. We have compared the P4D measure- on a dedicated equipment (the "expandable bobbin"),
ments and the theoretical mechanical stresses to the selected loads.
due to ribbon to ribbon contact and/or contact
between the ribbon and the cable structure. Theoretical background
This comparison shows the correlations trend
between PMD values and mechanical stresses. The theoretical study main task is to identify
The theoretical development of the PMD pheno- the relevant parameters affecting the Polarisation
menon due to mechanical stresses is revisited. Mode Dispersion (PMD) in optical fibres. At
The conclusions highlight how the optical fi- the present study level, the theoretical results
bre ribbon cable can be utilised both in the are mainly qualitative and not directly used
distribution network or in high speed long to quantify the PMD values.
distance links. In order to study the PMD in single mode optical

fibres, it is wrth recalling that single mode
optical fibres must actually be considered two-mode
ones since the fibre presents tw possible degnerate

Introduction modes that, in an ideal fibre, have the same
propagation constants. However any real single

In view of the increasing transmission rates mode fibre presents geometric, dielectric imperfections
in the optical systems, it is essential to and strains that are due to bending, twisting
characterise the optical cables with regard or lateral contact as well as temperature changes.
to the Polarisation Mode Dispersion (PMD). In All the above phenomena cause birefringence,
fact it is necessary to guarantee that the PMD fl r2tMf
is not a limiting factor of the system capabi-
lity in terms of bit-rate. 5s
Worldwide the most commonly used optical ca- 4s
bles are of loose designs; in such cables the 3s
optical fibres are not stressed and the PMD 2s
is negligible, due only to the design fibre Is
bending. dielectric strength member
The increasing utilisation of optical fibres
in the distribution network and the necessity slotted core
for more compact cable designs with a greater
number of fibres has led to the development / 4o.f. ribbon
of optical fibre ribbon cables. The type of innerplastiaclet
cables here considered, currently used in the

Italian distribution network, is composed of E
a central corewith five rectangular helicoi- E. aramidicyars

dal slots. Into each slot a stack of five 4-

fibre ribbons is cabled. The core is then corg-e steelt
taped and plastic sheathed (see Fig. 1). In
such cables thermo-mechanical stresses on the u
ribbons are caused by mutual ribbon contact, outer Dlastic Jacket
or contact with the core slot by thermal cyc-
ling. These non uniform stresses may give rise 10 |
to an increase in PMD. In Pirelli Cavi it has
been carried out, on ribbon cables, a P4D mea- Fig. 1: 100-fibre slotted core ribbon cable.
surement programme. To identify the possible
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i.e. a difference in the phase velocities of
the two orthogonally polarised normal modes. 85• f-j
Therefore the fibre becomes a real two-mode n13 (4)
medium and may exhibit mode dispersion. The
present work deals with the birefringence and it is:
consequent PMD caused by the mechanical stres-
ses and geometrical deformations of the ribbon 6B u -- 2 3 6i (5)
fibre core.The birefringence is therefore ge- nh
nerated by:

- ribbon to ribbon contact, and/or contact or, since ni n,:
between the ribbons and the core slots;

- ribbon bending; tBb -2 6n (6)
- fibre core ellipticity, due to the above

mechanical deformations.

In addition to that, when the core is ellipti- From (1) and (6) finally it is derived:
cal, the twisting of the fibre generates an
additional rate of birefringence 6n1 - - (7)

Birefrinaence evaluation

In order to evaluate the overall mechanical The birefringence, if the z axis is assumed
birefringence of the fibres into a ribbon the coincident with the fibre axis can be evaluated
single effects are separately evaluated and as:
then superposed. 60 - k.-ky i k ( 2.-bný) (8)
The mechanical deformation of a crystal is
related to its optical behaviour bymeajs of
the tensorial elasto-optical relation . where:
The components of the relative dielectric per-
meability tensor are related to the refractive k is the wave number 2%c/l;
indexes of a crystal; when a strain field is n, and n are the refractive indexes associated
applied to the crystal, the variation of the with ?he twoorthogonal principal polarisation
permeability tensor coefficients are given by directions.
(in tensorial form):

Bj = pj, ej (1) Birefringence due to bending

The birefringence caused by bending is due to
with: the stresses acting into the normal section

of the fibre and generated by the bending itself.
B=8 2"' (2) The stress along the axis of the fibre, that

•n is considered parallel to the z axis of thestrain censor, do not affect the birefringence
of the two orthogonally polarised normal modes.

and where: Neglecting the very small strains in the binormal
ni is the i-direction refractive index; direction the value of the fibre birefringence
Pii is the crystal elasto-optical tensor; is given by:
e is the strain tensor.

For an isotropic material, liki the fused si- & k zi; (pu-po,) (1+v) (9)

lica, the tensor is given by

P1 P1 P1 0 0 0 with:

P12 P1. P12 0 0 0 v is the Poisson's ratio;

P12 P12 P11 0 0 0 r is the fibre fused silica radius;

P' a 0 0 0p4 0 0 (3) R is the bending radius.

0 0 0 0 0 Birefringence due to side Pressure

0 0 0 0 0 p4 As in the case of the bending, also in the event
that a side pressure is applied, the birefringence
due to side pressure is caused by the normal
section strains and stresses.

p11 of the fused silica is equal to 0.121; 4
P12 of the fused silica is equal to 0.270; A formu la similar to that of the bending applies;
P44 is equal to (pl 1 - p12)/2. the birefringence expressed in terms of the

stresses along the normal (x axis) and binormal
From: (y axis) of the bent fibre is:
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bob +V) by:

a6€= 2Gr-
n,.

where:
E is the Young's modulus of the fused silica;
* is the Poisson's ratio; where:
* is the normal direction stress; G is the shear modulus of the fused silica;
0y is the binormal direction stress. r is the photoelastic constant;

Birefrinsence due to core ellipticity is the twist angle per unit length.

When a fibre with elliptical core is twisted
On a weakly guiding fibre, with very small theoverall effect can be sunmrisedasa combinaticn
ellipticity and very small difference between of the ellipticijy birefringence and core twisting
the core and cladding refractivi index, the birefringence . Therefore it is given by:
birefringence can be expressed as:

A e2 (2A)l No. It+ ÷(vE+÷(2) •--a3 .2),1 (- (17)

+ Uv(~~" '11 Polarisation Mode Dispersrion as a function of
IJ 1 (U) 0(I) the birefringence

The magnitude of the P14 depends on the derivative
where: of the birefringence.
* is tpe cor? ellipticity, given by: Since the propagation constants are expressed

vr[ (a -b )/a ]; by:
a is the core semimajor axis;
b is the core semiminor axis; k, (18)
A is the relative refractive index difference C

(pn-n 2 )/n,;
n, is the core refractive index; being:
n2 is the cladding refractive index; c the vacuum light speed.
V is the normalised frequency: The PMD per fibre unit length is:

U and W are given by: I I

U - a 4/]• Jt2 - 1 (13) where the derivation with respect toe is indicated
by the prime. The second term indicates the
dispersion of the medium and, since in weakly
guiding silica fibres in near infra-red it is:

* - a R -k na (14) [n(20)

nois the unperturbed refractive index.
For a first order evaluatiop the PMD per unit

For the frequency used in the tests the above length can be approximated with:
formula is approximated 6 with:

2 (21)

Ap'. * 2 (2A) 2 (15)
8 a

It has been demonstrated that the PMD for
The fast axis of the birefringence is parallel long fibres is correlated to that of short fibres
to the minor axis of the elliptical core. by a Maxwellian distribution:

Birefrinitence due to twistins of a fibre with P(&T,z) _ 2 _2 e (1 -8T2 . (22)an elliptical core 2q2 )

The twisting of a perfectly round fibre, i.e.
of a fibre with round core produces birefrin-
gence of identical amount and sign on both the where q2 is the variance.
linearly polarised modes, i.e. generates opti- By applying such a distribution the PMD for
cal activity without PHD. The birefringenc very long fibres is given by:
generated by twisting such a fibre is given
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point of view the evolution of polarisation,

-=FiTZ(23) due to a variation in frequency (wavelength)
of the input signal, can be represented as atrajectory of a point P on the Poicar6 sphere
(see Fig. 2).

where L is the correlation length, i.e. the The DOD 8x is then given by
length where, if a single linearly polarised
mode is injected into the fibre, half of its
power has been transferred to the orthogonal 2z At 2x (25)

mode. For a number l 0of fibres joined together
a similar formula applies: where #is the angle between the Stokes vectors

at A1 and A,.
X= 4 _8  - (24) All the measures were carried out using a temperature

tunable DFB laser source. The tuning range was
1314÷1315 nm in 0.5 nm (- 58 G(z) steps, correspordirg
to a temperature variation between 18" and 32"C.

Stresses and strains evaluation

In order to evaluate the PMD due to mechanical
stresses and strains operating on a four fi- S3
bres ribbon, a numerical evaluation has been
applied by using the Finite Element Method. /
Half a ribbon (to take advantage of the stress
field symmetry) has been discretised into a ..
plane mesh made up with triangular elements.
Distributed loads where applied accordingly /\

to the test loading conditions.
The pressure and curvature taken into account
in the evaluation where therefore identical ------- ---/7
to those applied to the ribbon when it has
been tested on the "expandable bobbin".
The "expandable bobbin is a piece of equipment S
used to test the performance§Iof optical ele- S2
ments (fibres and ribbons)
This apparatus is basically composed by a me-
tallic drum, with several sectors, whose ra- /V.
dial expansion can be monitored and controlled
by a personal computer. The specimen to be
tested is wound on the drum and the optical N

behaviour is monitored by means of dedicated S1
instruments.
In the set-up used in the present experiments
the sectors were provided with a metallic he-
lical slot with contiguous pitch.
Into the slot a stack of five ribbons is wound
with controlled pull tension so that the side Fig. 2: Evolution of the State of
pressure among the elements is known. Polarisation on the Poincar6 sphere due
The stresses and strains of the silica core to a variation in wavelength.
of the fibres can therefore be evaluated.
By expanding the drum the side pressure acting
on the ribbons can be varied, and by applying With this experimental set-up the maximum DGD,
the above formulae the PMD can be calculated that can be measured into a 180 degrees arc
and compared to the measured values, on the Poincard sphere, turns out to be 5.6

ps. The minimm measurable DGD, i.e. the instrumental
PED measurement uncertainty, is less than 0.05 ps.

Since a temperature controlled DFB laser, due
The PMD of the ribbon fibres has been measured to its small tunability, does not allow statisti~js
using a commercial bench (HP SS09B Lightwave of DOD to be obtained with sufficient accuracy

Polarisat ion Analyser). The measuring techni- measurements on each fibre were repeated at
que is based on a frequency domain method, different time (at least 5 times per fibre).
i.e. on the evolution of the states of polari- In any case the measuring and data acquisition
sation (SOPs) of the output signal as a fun- time, for a single fibre, was about 2minutes,
ction of the light source wavelength. a valuewell belowthe threshold time (20min,
The PMD can be seen as the Differential Group over which f luctuations of the SOP, for a fixed
Delay (DGD) 8r between the principal SOPs ', ixput signal, generally fall outside the coneephxg
and it is calculated by us.lng the Jones-matrix experimental error bar of the measuring set-up ).
eingenanalysis technique .From a geometrical The same equipment was then used to measure
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the PND performances of a 100 optical fibre All fibre attenuation in the cable where previously
(SNR type) ribbon cable, 3. 1 Km long, in which measured (07M ta 1550 tn): no attenuation increases
all ribbons were spliced together, according were detected, except those due to the above
to their position in the slots, to form an mentioned slices.viously measured (OTDRat 1550
optical length of 15.5 Km for each fibre (see nm): no attenuation increases were detected,
Fig. 3). This fibre concatenation was adopted except those due to the above mentioned splices.In
so as to have a better measurement accuracy order to check the uncertainty of this experimental
and, on the other hand, to have the possibil- set-up, a short time stability test was initially
ity of measuring all ribbon fibres in function performed on all fibres by measuring, for a
of their position in slot. fixed wavelength input signal, the residual
Since fluctuations in temperature strongly fluctuations in PMD values: each fibre was measured
affect PMD values , the cable, wound on its 5 times in 20 minutes, waiting 5 minutes between
drum (2 m diameter), was kept at constant tem two consecutive measures.Fig. 4 shows the time

behaviour of the worst and the best found case,
Lf=f3100m that is fibres (ls,f3) and (4s,fl) (Fig. 1)

respect ively.
input Part of these fluctuations can be due to:
signal slot#1 - stress micro-fluctuations in the cable;

-- _ _ _ _ • - micro-variations in temperature,probably in
those parts of the cable lengths which were

slot#2 not temperature conditioned (i.e. the input
S-and output heads);
S- 3inperfections in the fibre joints to the polarisstiun

analyzer (FC connectors were used).

slot#4 C It can be noticed, however, that the measured
- DGDs always fall below0.05 ps; this value can

_s__ _ _ _ _therefore be assumed as an estimate of the experinental
sll- uncertainty.

output
signal Analysis of the results

Fig. 3: Ribbon splicing sequence for cables
PMD measurements. The formulae derived in the Theoretical Background

cannot take into account the intrinsic birefringence
of the unstressed fibre due to dielectric inperfections

perature (T=18"C) for all the time required of the core and/or intrinsic ellipticity of
to perform all measures. the core itself.

Besides, for what concerns the comparison between
the expandable bobbin measuremants and the theoretical

0.05 results, it is necessary to disregard the twisting
fiber (1s,f3) effect since, on the bobbin drum, the coils

a are wound with very short lay length and the

* fiber (4s,fl) twisting is negligible.
0.04 * The theoretical results are moreover correlated

to some constants that, for the tested fibres,
are not completely known:
- the elasto-optical tensor components of doped

_0 0.03 silica;
- the fibre correlation length L,;
- the doped silica photoelastic constant r.

0.02 In order to better understand the correlations
between PMD values and the strain field, it
has been therefore preferred to compare the
normalised theoretical andexperimental results.

0.01 When calculating the 1W) as a function of birefringence,
it has been taken into account the contributions- of bending, side pressure and strain induced

A ellipticity.

0 5 10 15 20 25 In the case of the ribbon stack wound on the
TIME (min) bobbin, the birefringence due to bending (Eq.

9) is nearly identical for any fibre into the

stack since the radiuses oI curvature of the
fibres differs only by 10" terms.

Fig. 4 : PMD stability measurement.
The FEM analysis provides also the silica strain
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field. The fibres core deformations and elli- FEM stress field indicates that, for the bottom
pticities are then easily derived from the ribbon, this stress field is, into the silica,
calculated strain values, roughly an hydrostatic one. In such an instance
The analysis of the theoretical results obtai- the "side pressure" birefringence is minimal,
ned, within the above considerations, for a being minimal the difference between the a
stack of 5 ribbons stressed as on the "expan- and oa stresses; thus the corresponding PMII
dable bobbin" drum, indicates that the theore- reaches a minimum. The DGD of the top ribbon
tical PMD is lower for the underlying ribbons (5s in Fig. 6) does not exactly follow the linear
while, for the top ribbon, the PMD is maximum trend, but the similarity is, on the whole,
(see Fig. 5). satisfactory.

For what concerns the absolute PMD values, between
measured and calculated data there is one order
of magnitude of difference if the formulas are
directly applied to the cables case.
This, as already mentioned, can be explained
by the unknown multiplying coefficients used
in the theoretical evaluation.
The value of the correlation length L, and those
of the other unknown constants have a relevant
effect on the calculated PM4 values; for instance
if we consider that, for ribbon fibres, L can

Sbe considerably larger than the normally creAited
values, even the above mentioned difference
can be explained.

Effect of PMD on the transmission length
Is 2s 3s 4s Ss

ribbon positioninslot It is possible to say, from the PMD values obtained
from cables, that even in the worst case, the

Fig. 5:Normalised theoretical PMD values P14) is not a limiting factor of a system supplied
for a ribbon stack. with optical fibres ribbons.

In fact the permissible bit-rate for an optical
link (being PMD the only limiting factor) is

The same trend has been obtained when measu- roughly given by:
ring the PMD on the corresponding stack wound
on the "expandable bobbin"; the PMD measure- B 1 (26)
ment obtained on cables confirms such a beha- 4D 0,fL
viour ( Fig. 6).In fact the analysis of the

where:

1.2 B is the bit rate (bit s );

D is the link PMD (s Km
L is the link length (Km).

1
Considering a future very high bit-rate of 10
Gbit/s, fromEq. 26 it is possible to estimate

0.8 the maximum optical link length when the only
limiting factor is the PMD.
In the worst case of our experimental results
(0.22 ps Km_ ), said length turns out to be

00.6 over 10000 Km.
0 For connections of shorter length and lower
o bit-rate, as in the case of distribution netwrk,

0.4 the above considerations apply a fortiori.

, Conclusions

0.2 A theoretical model of the opto-mechanical PhD
behaviour in optical fibres has been discussed.
The model has then been applied to evaluate

0 the theoretical behaviour of optical fibre ribbons

Is 2s 3 4s 5 subjected to selected load conditions.
The theoretical results, obtained by means of

ribbon position in slot a FEM analysis of the strain/stress field into
the fibres silica cores, have been compared

Fig. 6: PMD measured values on a 15.5 Km to the measured experimental results.
length of a 100-fibre ribbon cable. A first order comparison shows a correlation
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between the theoretical computed results and G 0. Carones
the experimental ones. Pirelli Cavi -Divisione
To conclude, from the experimental and theor- Italia
etical results, it is possible to establish Milano, ITALY
that, for optical fibre ribbon cables, the PMD
is not the limiting factor for what concerns
the cable capability, even for very long dis-
tance links.
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EXTRINSIC STRESS EFFECTS ON POLARIZATION MODE

DISPERSION IN OPTICAL FIBER CABLES

Scott Grindstaff, Joseph Hill, Omid Daneshvar

AT&T Fitel Company
P.O. Box 486

Carrollton, Georgia 30117

Abstract by mechanisms which are intrinsic to the
fiber itself. The fiber's geometrical

Polarization mode dispersion (PMD) of irregularities and stresses, whether intrinsic
standard non-dispersion shifted single mode or extrinsic, set up a condition known as
fibers at various stages of cable birefringence in the fiber. Due to
manufacturing is investigated. Also, the birefringence slight changes occur between
effects of external factors which may be the effective refractive index of the two
present during the service life of the cable orthogonal polarization modes which
are simulated and analyzed. We report that propagate through a single mode fiber. If
general correlations exist between the fiber's the propagation delay between the two
intrinsic PMD and the effects of external modes is coupled with the effects of laser
stresses due to temperature and chirp and polarization dependent devices, in
macrobending. The fiber's reaction to these extreme cases, can cause increased bit-error
external stresses are found to be quite rates in digital systems and higher order
different for various levels of intrinsic distortion effects in analog
PMD. However, for recently published communications."'r'
PMD levels, the average PMD changes are
found to be small during the service life of Two basic theories exist which are used to
the cable. Also, the test results show that at explain the PMD behavior in conventional
very low intrinsic birefringence levels, the single mode fibers. The two theories are
external factors can become the dominant very different in that they apply to fibers
cause of PMD. with different levels of intrinsic

birefringence, and predict very opposite
Background reactions to external bending and stresses.

The first theory involves externally induced
As analog video communication has become birefringence due to bending of the fiber.
the de-facto standard for lightwave common Many theoretical models have been
antenna TV (CATV) transport systems, developed which demonstrate that the fiber's
polarization mode dispersion (PMD) is bending birefringence (Bb), and thus induced
gaining more attention as one of the possible PMD, is inversely proportional to the square
limitations to communication bandwidth. of the fiber's bending radius (r) as shown in
PMD is present to some extent in all single the following equation:' 31
mode fibers. This dispersive phenomenon
can be the result of extrinsic stresses caused Bb = 0.25n3(pj, -p12)(1 +14)(b/r)2 (1)
by the fiber's surrounding environment, or
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where n is the refractive index of the core, Experiment
pl and P12 are strain-optic coefficients, IA is
Poisson's ratio for silica glass, b is fiber's Measurement Method
outer radius, and r is the bend radius. It has
been shown"" that, for fibers a few meters in PMD tests were performed using the
length, the induced PMD due to bending can wavelength scanning method.
be approximated by:

Bb (2) 1 sin
PMDb

where C is the speed of light. This
relationship implies that PMD increases Figure 1. PMD Test Configuration.
dramatically as the fiber experiences smaller
bending radii. This effect is currently used The measurement equipment (Figure 1)
in many fiber sensor applications. consisted of a 1310 nm edge en,' .ig LED
However, it is suspected that for long length with a -3 dB spectral width of 70 nm. The
fibers, the linear length relationship of PMD light was then passed through a linear
to length suggested by equations I and 2 polarizer before being coupled into the
will no longer be valid. This is due to the single mode test fiber. At the output end of
increased occurrence of coupling between the test fiber the light is passed through a
the polarization modes. second polarizer and then coupled to the

input of an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA).
The second theory deals with the effects of The OSA is used to measure the periodicity
random external disturbances on fibers (n) of the polarization dependent output

which have some low level of intrinsic p ow versus awavelength. pEquationu3pis
birerinenc. Tis heor coclues hatpower versus wavelength. Equation 3 is

birefringence. This theory concludes that used to calculate the average PMD between
Random extrinsic stresses along the length the two wavelengths X, and X2. For all of
of the fiber result in increased coupling the tests a mode coupling factor (k) of 1 was
among the polarization modes. This used.
increased random mode coupling interacts
with the fiber's intrinsic birefringence and knXIX 2  (3)
serves to decrease the fiber's PMD.(1][61  PMD (X 2-X()C

Experiments were performed on both cabled A broad spectral width source was selected
and uncabled fibers to investigate the to achieve a higher resolution measurement.
influence of the fiber's environment on The source provided a measurement
PMD. In particular, we investigated the spectrum of 400 nm, which provides a time
effects of the cabling process and service delay measurement ability down to
life testing of the cabled fibers. One of the approximately 0.03 picoseconds. This
goals of our testing was to establish measurement method is currently under
experimentally the level of birefringence consideration by the Telecommunications
where these two theories converge for Industries Association (TIA) as a standard
cabled fibers so that the correct theoretical test method for low birefringent single mode
model could be applied, fibers.!
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Length Dependency A square root function was fit through the
measured data and the correlation factor

Many papers have demonstrated that PMD determined. When the variability due to
does not scale linearly with length. Instead, measurement repeatability and the handling
PMD tends to increase with the square root effects of removing fiber was considered,
of fiber length."[' Tests were performed to we found the square root dependency to
determine if the square root length length to be valid for fibers on a shipping
dependence could still be used for fibers spool.
wound on a shipping spool in order to make
normalized comparisons throughout the Cabling
various cabling processes. To determine the effects of the cabling

To verify this relationship, we measured the process on PMD, a cable was manufactured
PMD of two fibers which were wound on with various fiber types. For the
162 mm diameter shipping spools under 50 experiment, 48 fibers were selected from
grams of tension. Both fibers were initially four fiber manufacturers representing
25 km in length, and were then cut and MCVD, OVD, and VAD manufacturing
remeasured at approximately 5 km intervals, methods. The fibers were selected to
The results are shown in Figure 2. represent a range of PMD levels. The

experimental cable was a 48 fiber, loose
0.6 .. .. .tube cable having 12 fibers per buffer tube,
0.5 corr=0.871 and a length of 1.5 km. The buffer tubes

h 0.4 theoretical omeasured were stranded around a strength member
using the reverse oscillating lay (ROL)
method. Since the theoretical bending strain

S0.2 ""applied to the fiber is lowest just after the
0.1 - buffering process, the PMD measurement at

0.0 . . ... buffering is considered to more closely
0 6 12 18 24 30 represent the fiber's intrinsic state of

birefringence and was, therefore, used as the
reference point for comparing the various

0.4 = ] levels of PMD.
corr = 0.868

- ~0.3 theoretical 0 measured

For the test, the PMD of each fiber was
10.2 measured on the shipping spool, after
C" 0.1 buffering, and after stranding. After

reviewing the test data it was evident that,
0.0 ' although the changes were small, the fibers

0 6 12 18 24 30 exhibited very different responses when
Cut Length (Ian) subjected to the various degrees of stress

associated with cabling. It appears that the
direction of change is dependent upon the

Figure 2. Theoretical vs. Measured birefringence level of the fiber. This
Length Dependency. dependency on intrinsic birefringence is

demonstrated in Figure 3 which shows the
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different behavior observed after removing pslVkm, the fibers in the other group all
the fibers from the shipping spools and had PMD values below this level.
placing them into a buffer tube. The fibers
above the 450 reference line exhibited For the final part of the cabling process the
higher PMD on the shipping spool, whereas buffer tubes are stranded around a strength
the fibers below the reference line exhibited member. The bending strain on the fiber
the opposite effect. The behavioral slightly increases after this process due to
transition region appears to be between the the helical bending of the buffer tube. After
buffering PMD levels of 0.10 psA/km to this process we noticed no change in the
0.20 psA/km. median PMD values, but a slight change in

the distribution occurs as denoted by the box
.o .. plots in Figure 4. From bottom to top the

Z0.9 B-v-,.-=. -,- horizontal lines of each box represent the
S0.8

06minimum data point, the 10, 25, 50, 75, and
06. !90 percentiles, and the maximum value.

0.4 1.2

"0.3 buffered PMD > = 0.1 ps/sqrt km

0.1 , . 0.8

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.6

Buffer0d PMD (ps/sqn in) 0.4

Figure 3. PMD Change from Spooled to 0.2 . _
Buffered States.

0.0

Fibers with PM D less than approximately -0.2 ..... .l . b... er..ab .

0.10 ps//km after buffering demonstrate a

significant decrease in PMD after being 0.4 ...

removed from the higher bending strain buffere PMD <0.1 pssqrt km

associated with the shipping spools. This 0.3 { T_

data is consistent with the theory of induced 0.2 _

birefringence due to strain. However, the .- -

fibers with higher levels of intrinsic 0.1 - - _

birefringence typically increase in PMD
during the transition from shipping spool to 0.0

buffer tube. The data for these higher -0.1
birefringent fibers seems to exhibit behavior 0pool buffer cable

consistent with the theory of decreased PMD
due to increased random mode coupling. It
is apparent that, in general, both theoretical Figure 4. PMD Change During Cabling
responses to bending strain are applicable to
the cabling process. Therefore, based on The fact that the median PMD levels did not
the fibers' different responses to strain, the change significantly from buffering to the
data was segregated into two groups for stranding process, despite the increase in
further analysis. One group consisted of bending strain, is probably due to the fact
fibers with buffering PMD greater than 0. 10 that the actual bending strains associated
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with these processes are more random in ,.0 M >- 0.1 s

nature than would exist on a spool. For 0.8 1
example, the interaction among the fibers in 0

0.7each buffer tube, the fiber-to-tube length
ratio, and the cyclical effects of the ROL o.5
stranding process are all combined to 0.3

constitute the resultant stresses on the fiber. 0 .2

These stresses deviate slightly from fiber to 0.2 - . "
f0ber. .0-

+25 -40 +70 -40 +70 +85 -40 +70 -40

Service Life Tests TenptMr (degee Celsius)

Figure 5. Cabled Fiber Response to
To determine the effects of service life Temperature Cycling and Accelerated
testing on PMD, the trial cable was wound Aging for Fibers Above 0. 10 ps/Vkm at
on a reel with a 71 cm drum diameter and 250 C.
placed in an environmental test chamber. 0.5
The cable was cycled between its extreme 0.0o< M•M < 0.,o1,Ps/,qlam

operating temperatures of -40'C and 0.4

+70 0C. The PMD of each fiber was .

measured at the extreme temperatures and o.
compared to room temperature 0.2

measurements. In addition, the cable was
put through accelerated aging to determine 0.1

the variation in PMD that could be expected 0.0 -

during the service life of the cable. For this +2 -40 +7 40 +70 +85 40 +70 -40
test the environmental chamber was held at Tqet,(die•eClsis)

+85"C for 7 days. After aging, the cable Figure 6. Cabled Fiber Response to
was again cycled between temperature Temperature Cycling and Accelerated
extremes for measurement comparisons. Aging for Fibers Between 0.05 and 0.10

ps/A/km at 25°C.
For analysis purposes the fibers were 0.2 . . ...... .. .
segregated into three groups based on their < 0 0.05 ssq,

room temperature PMD levels. Figures 5,
6, and 7 show box plots of the cable's PMD r
distribution at each temperature. 01

111
The data indicates that with extraneous .. 1, -i.
sources of sudden change such as wind and \. "
vibration not present, the effects of 0.0 U - 7- - +L0 _85 I 4 , 70 _.
temperature cycling on PMD are fairly + aq-o +e (-,o +s Celsius)

repeatable. In addition, when we examine
the data in more detail, changes in PMD Figure 7. Cabled Fiber Response to
once again appear to be dependent upon the Temperature Cycling and Accelerated
intrinsic level of birefringence within the Aging for Fibers below 0.05 ps/Vkm at

25 *C.
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fiber with higher birefringent fibers significant increases in PMD over the
exhibiting more sensitivity to changes in lifetime of the cable.
their environment. For room temperature
PMD levels > 0.05 ps/V'km the median PMD versus uniform bending strain

value of PMD generally decreases at -40°C
where the stresses on the cabled fiber is
typically greater, and increases with higher The cabled fiber experiments apparently

temperatures as the fiber experiences a more confirmed the existence of two distinctly

relaxed state. When analyzing the very low different reactions of PMD to bending

birefringent fibers we see that they have strain. However, the calculated bending

very little response to large temperature strain in buffered and stranded states are

changes. Based on recently published typically based on an average theoretical

production data, today's conventional single strain calculation. Since the effective cabled

mode fibers typically have PMD levels bending strain is probably somewhat more

below 0.05 ps/Vkm."'8 This low level of random in nature than would be indicated by

birefringence would indicate a fairly stable the calculated values, an attempt was made

PMD response throughout the operating to verify the results of our test by measuring

temperatures of the cable. fibers under more uniform bending
conditions.

The behavior of the fibers during
temperature cycling agrees with that seen For the experiment, four fibers were

during the cabling process in that a slight selected which would provide a range of

behavioral change in PMD versus strain PMD levels. The fibers were wound under

seems to occur at levels below 0.10 50 grams of tension onto various size spools

psA/km. For service life testing, the ranging from 89 mm to 220 mm in

behavioral change in PMD occurred at a diameter. The PMD level of each fiber was

slightly lower value (0.05 ps/vkm) than for measured on each spool to determine its

the cabling process. This means that only response to bending strain. The four fibers

the very low birefringent fibers experience were then manufactured into a loose tube
increased birefringence induced by external cable of the same design used in the

stresses. It is felt that this is due to the previous experiment. The fibers' PMD at
much lower levels of applied stress during the buffering stage was then used to

temperature cycling as opposed to the approximate their intrinsic PMD level.
cabling process. 0.7

0.6-
0 bufered PMD, 0 I

The +85"C measurements were made after 50.5 A

aging the cable for 7 days at that o0.4 -

temperature. Typically the results of this b o.3 b 4-d P,. o, 0..

test cause some small amounts of shrinkage 0.2 •

in the various components of the cable. The 0.1 .

test data seems to indicate only a slight 0 .

increase in the median values for very low 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.16

birefringent fibers possibly due to the Bending Strain (%)

residual external stresses. The Figure 8. PMD vs. Bending Strain for
environmental test results indicate no Fibers Wound at Various Diameters.
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As shown in Figure 8, the test data verifies Based on the low levels of PMD recently
the results found in the previous cabling published for cabled single mode fibersts",
experiment. Three of the experimental the service life tests indicate that the typical
fibers exhibited a general increase in PMD fiber would experience only small changes
with increased bending strain, and were all in PMD with temperature. With the average
less than 0.10 psh/km after being placed cabled PMD values being 0.04 pslVkm or
into a buffer tube. The fourth fiber less, our test data indicates the majority of
experienced decreased PMD with increasing fibers would remain well below 0.1 ps/Vkm
strain, and had a post buffering PMD level throughout the operating temperature range
greater than 0.10 psA/km. However, the of the cable. Additionally, the accelerated
levels of PMD found in the buffered and aging test indicated no significant increase in
stranded states do not compare well with PMD levels over the lifetime of the cable.
those on the various size spools, although
the theoretical bending strains are in a
comparable range. This difference is mostly
due to the more uniform strain associated References

with the spools as opposed to the cabling
process.
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PMD REDUCTION OF OPTICAL FIBER CABLES FOR TRANSOCEANIC
OPTICAL AMPLIFIER SUBMARINE CABLE SYSTEMS

Y. NAMIHIRAM), T. KAWAZAWA(), and N. NORIMATSU(*)

(*) KDD R&D Laboratories, 2-1-15, Ohara, Kamifukuoka, Saitama 356, Japan

(**) KDD CO. LTD., 2-3.2, Nishishinjuku, Shinjuku-Ku, Tokyo 163-03, Japan

ABSTRACT [9]. The PMD in the long-length optical fiber cables is
complicated by the random polarization mode coupling that
results from small variations in the birefringence along the fiber

This paper presents the development of two fully automated lnt.I h lr-ogadhg i aetascai

PMD (polarization mode dispersion) measurement systems, an
transmission systems using optical amplifiers, the PMD has

interferometric method for short-length fibers and cables, and a
turned out to be one of the more important parameters to degradefixed analyzer method for long-length product cabled fibers. the BER (bit error rate) characteristics.

Using the two kinds of the newly developed fully automatedth E(bterrae)crceisc.
Usin th tw kids o th nely eveopedfuly atomtedTherefore, it is very important : (1) to reduce of the PMD of

PMD measurement systems, the PMD reduction process of ~ the long-length cabled fibers, (2) to measure the PMD values

cabled fibers for transoceanic optical amplifier submarine cable accuratelyn dt o eal uate th m ag ude of PMD varais

systemsaccurately, and (3) to evaluate the magnitude of PMD variations
of the cabled fibers due to being placed on under seafloor

The PMD increase of the cabled fibers resulted mainly from environmental conditions.
the intrinsic core ovality of the bare fibers. A low-PMD of less To make highly accurate PMD measurement in the low-PMD
than 0. 1 ps/4 n_ has been successfully achieved in 33 km-long cabled fibers, we have already developed [10],[ 11] four kinds of

cabled fibers. The PMD variations of these cabled fibers were PMD measurement methods such as : (1) interferometric method
found to be less than 0.01 ps/k~k' under the 8000 m deep sea

unvronmenales cotions0.0 n[ 101-[12], (2) fixed analyzer (wavelength scanning) method
environmental conditions. [ 101,[ 11],[ 13], (3) Poincare sphere method [ 101,[ 11 ] and (4)

SOP method [ 10],[ 11 , 131. However, in this paper we focus

our attention on the two kinds of the newly developed fully
automated PMD measurement systems [14] such as the

In the conventional single-mode optical fibers (SMFs), there intomedric methodefor shoten s a ca a n the

exists a modal birefringence due to external stress [ 1]-[4], ixed aer method for long-length prsduct cabled

geometrical core deformation (elliptical core) [41,[5] and thermal fixed.ana thod or th pMd uc t cabled
stressfibers.Using the two kinds of the PMD measurement systems,
s(6,7 withe PMD reduction process of the cabled fibers for transoceanic
(PMD).opiaapliesu arncaesyes speetd

Especially, in the high bit rate ultra-long haul optical fiber optical amplifier submarine cable systems is presented.
The relationship between the PMD of the coated fibers and

amplifier systems, where the chromatic dispersion effects innscPDothbaeferndheelinhpbtwn

become very small by tuning the signal wavelength near the zero- itiscPDo h aefbradterltosi ewe
bispesiome wveslength, by tical tu lsebrening te s l wth e PMD variation and polarization mode coupling are also described.
dispersion wavelength, optical pulse broadening due to the PMD

can become a major impairment if no effort is made to keep it 2. PMD MEASUREMENT METHODS FOR
within practical limits. Therefore, it is very important to measure OPTICAL FIBERS AND CABLES

accurately the PMD of the active EDFAs, the fiber optic devices

and the long optical fibers and cables. 2. 1 Interferometric PMD Method

So far, the fading in lightwave transmission analog systems Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the highly accurate and fully

has been demonstrated [8] in a 1.7 Gbit/s IM-DD system using automated interferometric PMD measurement system [14], and

highly birefringence dispersion shifted fibers (DSFs) in which the photograph is shown in Fig.2. In the fully automated

PMD was induced from the random polarization mode coupling interferometric PMD measurement system, the optical path is
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modulated by actuating a corner cube with a piezoelectric Curn LD

transducer (PZT) at several tens Hz sinusoidal AC modulation Drlvt PoaLOe V Pgatter(

instead of using an optical chopper to locate and identify the d ()(1

interference point in a short time [1014[121. The principle of the.....4......
measurement is based on the Michelson interferometer [15). The V-- Dier Sae32 Pline

interferenced output optical powers (visibility curves) can be
obtained if the group-delay difference (or PMD r) between the ulr P11'f

two orthogonal polarized waves is within the coherence time of I
Corner

the optical source. Cube Analyzer

The averaged PMD r is given by [1014[12]; or I PDs

Fig. I Block diagram of fully automated interferometric PMD
c=2d/ c (1) measurement system

where, 2d and c are the optical path length (=n 2d ; twice the Table I Specification of interferometric PMI) measurement

moving path length of the optical delay line, d) and the light system
velocity in free space, respectively. The measurement accuracy Optica S~rc LEI SI.A - SI'l) FDFA

enuter WiSCleugth. Xa 1561 urn J-1565 un 1599 unm 540..7

and dynamic range are strongly depending on the optical Spectral wm~ih.A - 89 rn J -8 fLu, -n53 unm - 22 unm

sources. The specifications of the fully automated tUtbreuce Time -O.045r P, 0.114 tts -0.040 ps - 0.351 ps

interferometric PMD measuring equipment is shown in Table 1. OcluFipt I'.srjjt Snrd-I i~ -9dn I ~n -lrn
1. ut I~p 'e Filr Sstem -Otu - -40dtlu, - -40dl~m - -30 dtlm

The examples of the interferometric PMD measurement of the 1) ' uamic Range - 300 dB 41 - 40dB; Z. 0dB
Ntesoirerenut Re-lut,,i,, - 0.0W02 ýps- 0..02 p, - 0.002 ps - .002 P,

polarization maintaining fiber [16] (PMF, L=-0.85 m) and the rlrzeiicuo&nJ(-.~s O.IO () hO.05,ps) f- .3 s

dispersion shifted fiber (DSF, L=- 16 kin) are shown in Figs.3- - Seamirereneu Time 7 minuutes

(a) and (b), respectively. In Fig.3, it is found that there is great
difference between the two visibility curves of the PMF and the .0(a) PMF

DSF. Many interference points in the visibility pattern of the Lr 0.a 1.291 ps

DSF are interpreted as a results of the random polarization mode

couplings [91,[ 14] along the fiber length. A comparison of the
S 

0.5

interferometric PMD method [10]-[121 with the fixed analyzer

method [10],[ 111 is shown in Table 2. From Table 2, it was

found that in the case of the strong random polarization mode
coupling, the PMD value obtained from the peak to peak power7------f s

definition was smaller than that of other PMD methods. 0.0 -3 1.5 0 1.5 3

The definition of the PMD for the interferometric PMND PMD -r fps]

method is shown in Fig.3 (b). In Fig.3 (b), the definition of 10 ()S
(#1) is a half of the peak to peak powers of two visibility curves L ;1I6km (0)PAPA0W

7- o GaussianO3p
.E Distribution Curve - { ee

.~0.5 i-C

Measured AO 2 1 W)'kýe)

-3.0 -1.5 0.0 1.5 3.0

PMI) tr(ps)
Fig.3 Example of interferometric PMD measurement results

Fig.2 Photograph of fully automated interferometric PMD (a) Polarization maintaining fiber (PMF (L-= 0.85 in))

measurement system (b) Dispersion shifted fiber (DSF (L=_ 16 km))
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(slow and fast birefringent waves) [101.[ 12]. The definition of Table 2 Comparison of interferometric PMD method with fixed
(#2) represents standard deviation (STD) of Gaussian fitting of analyzer PMD method
the two visibility curves [ 14],[171. Meanwhile, the definition of _________________

(#)idctsahalf of FWFIM (Full Width Half Maximum, PMD Interferometric Method Fixed
(#3) indiate aasin Gusa Analyzer
50) f ausanditrbtin f w *~*Mesrement , pa Gt5St GUSfl Method

50)o asindsrbto ftovisibility curves 1141,118]. Method (5Th) (82) (50%)i83) 0.8- O4)

From Table 2, it was confirmed that the definition of (#I) can be PMF 1.9 ps 1I3p .42 ps 1.296 ps

used in the case of the birefringence fiber optic devices such as (LOJ. ( ...59s) (1122 ps/)(le Won 0Is.1

PMFs. However, in the case of long optical fibers having the Hdl (0.014 ps/Ant) (0.042 psPhkm) O.S s-m (0.055 In mI

DSF 0.2191 'p 0691p 0.704 111 0.697p ps

random polarization mode coupling, the PMD definitions of (#2) 15 akGnd 5 069p
(ýll (0.074psýTm)) 10.151 ps/"

5
-) (0.178 pJs'vkm( (0.175 p*s~i--)

and/or (#3) are more appropriate for the PMD measurements than CSF' 1 . S P-5 047p_ 0,4691psI4i 0,6 0a

that of (#1) [141. However, a further study as for PMD 1_1414111 (002 psm)(.0p'-

definitions for the interferometric PMD method will be needed. (-2 do (0.007ps/4 ) (0.059ps1rm) (o.w0709S/4Ei) (0.071ps/N'5Wi(
CSF 3 0.074ps 0.825 ps 1.089 Ps 0.981 ps 9

(LlaISOkný (0.0116pPiS&T) (0.07Sps/k-m) (0.0119W5/Tn) (0.0oSps/sE)
2.2 Fixed Analyzer PMD Measurement Method

PMF: polarization Maintaining Fiber, k Polarization Mode Coupling Factor

Fig. 4 shows a block diagram of the fully automated fixed 5SMF: 1.31 p~m Standard Single Mode Fiber (ITIJ-T G. 652 Fiber)
DSF: 1.55 gm Dispersion Shifted Fiber (I1TU-T G'.653 Fiber)

analyzer (wavelength scanning) PMD measurement system CSF: 1.55 Am Cutoff Shifted Fiber (ITU-T G.W54 Fiber)

[ 10],[ 1]1 using optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) , and the
photograph is shown in Fig.5. The measurement accuracy and

dynamic range are depending on the optical sources. The Nlaruiiaiofl Conirolicr FtIT

specifications of the fully automated fixed analyzer PMDI SP 1% -a - Otia
mesrmn ytmis shown in Table 3.IL)

The examples of the PMID measurement of the PMF (L
0.85 mn) and the DSF (L =-100 kin) are shown in Fig.6-(a) and Mt I Stepping Motorx3 M1]

(b), respectively. In the conventional fixed analyzer method, the P: Parnir,r
A Analyzer

interval of the peak to peak powers is equivalent to a phase Q : Quarte %asrplat

difference of 2nt (one beat length). However, in this paper, in %I Motr
order to avoid measuring error and to improve measuring Fig.4 Block diagram of fully automated fixed analyzer PMD
accuracy, a newly fixed analyzer PMD measuring algorithm was maueetsse
used. In Fig.6, two curves represent the case of the fixed
analyzer angle of 0 degree and 90 degree, respectively.
Accordingly, the interval of the valley (peak) power of the curve
of 0 degree (X i) to the valley (peak) power of 90 degree (X2 ) is
equivalent to a phase difference of nt (a half beat length). . 5;

The averaged PMD Tr is expressed as;

#A

T-= k/{2c nj ~jXi + 1Xi /(Xi +I- Xi] (2)

where, k (1) I, i (= 1,2,3 ... n-1, n), and c represent the
polarization mode coupling factor, the numbers from peak at Xi

to the peak at Xi +1 , and the light velocity in the free space,

respectively. Here, the odd number ( i =1,3,5, ...) and the even
number (i = 2, 4, 6,...) represent the case of the fixed analyzer
angle of 0 degree and 90 degree, respectively.

The PMD of the PMF (Fig.6-a) shows almost periodic curve,
meanwhile the curve of the DSF (Fig.6-b) indicates somewhat Fg5 Poorp fflyatmtdfxdaaye M
irregular peniods because of the random polarization mode Fg5 Poorp fflyatmtdfxdaaye M

measurement system
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Table 3 Specification of fixed analyzer PMD measurement

system 0.7L 50 km (DSF) El Cable
[- Unit

Optical Source LED SLA SLD EDFA 0.6U Fiber

Center Wavelength, Is Int - 1561 1565 1589 -1544 . 0.5 Fixed

Spectral Width, X inmI -89 -83 -53 300.4 Analyzer

Coherence Time fps) - 0.045 - 0.114 -0.040 -0.351 Me.ho

Output Power of Light Source fdBmn 1 -18 -19 - -10 -3

Dynamic Range [dB 40 40 50 -60 0.2

Measurement Resolution [psi - 0.05 - 0.08 ~ 0.08 0.10.

Measurement Time - 2.5 minutes 0.A

RBYWGP RBYWGP RYWG P RBYWGP
Cabte A Catt 11 Ca kiC C sb De

+g 0 (a) PMF (0.85m) i t=l.286[ps)i Uibe Uaf B Usk., C9 [s D9 cj [ ~

:S +3 .. ..... (1.513[ps/m]) Fig.7 Histogram of PMD variation in the cable fabricating
S" - process (Before PMD reduction)- VV VTv

-10 ... ..

Xt)Q X2 ~
-17 vc ,

S+0

13 W toi Ps
o S (100k.S•, CSF (l°km) (0.061ps/'kml)~ F.....

0 "-
2 5s00 1520 1540 1560 1580 1600

Wavelength X [nm]w

Fig.6 Example of fixed analyzer PMD measurement results

(a) Polarization maintaining fiber (PMF (L=-0.85 m))

(b) Dispersion shifted fiber IDSF (L-, 100 kin))
* Fig.8 Lightweight optical submarine cable structure

coupling. The other PMD measurements results are summarized

in Table 2 114].

I ,•- S F,0

3. PMD MEASUREMENTS IN OPTICAL FIBER -(S

SUBMARINE CABLES

The PMD measurement in the 50 km long cable fabricating

process is shown in Fig.7. The PMD was measured using the • - 2--0 20 4. -

fixed analyzer (wavelength scanning) method [ 101,111],[ 13].
(b) ~ Fa*flt.

In Fig.7, A, B, C and D refer to the three fiber makers and one F.. 'i ,D-

cable maker, respectively.

Fig.8 shows the cross sectional view of the transoceanic I.

lightweight (LW) optical fiber submarine cable structure. The

cable consists of an optical fiber unit with six (6) or four (4) -" 4* -0 4"

DSFs, a water pressure resistance layer composed of a three •'m,, "--I

divided steel pipe, high-tensile steel strands, a copper tube, and a (mtC -

layer of polyethylene insulation with an external polyethylene 
FA- /1

jacket ( 19]. In the LW cable, the three kinds of Fibers (DSFs)

A, B and C of the VAD fabricating method were used, and these

refractive index profiles are shown in Fig.9 (a), (b) and (c), -4 ,.4 .20 0, ...
respectively. In Fig.7, the Cables-A, B and C consist of the '"w"

Fig.9 Refractive index profiles of (a) Fiber A, (b) Fiber B and

Fibers A, B and C, and the Units A, B and C, respectively. (c) Fiber C
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However, the Unit D consists of the Fiber C. In addition, all 4. INSTRINSIC PMD OF OPTICAL BARE

Cables A, B and C were fabricated by the same cable maker D. FIBERS

From Fig.7, the following results were confirmed;

(1) In case of the Cable A, the PMD increased rapidly in the In order to determine the intrinsic PMD, measurements of the

cable fabricating process. PMD before and after the coating removal were carried out on

(2) In case of the Cable B, the PMD violently varied in the loosely coiled - 300 m long each of the VAD Fibers A, B and

cable fabricating p C. The loosely coiled DSFs were soaked in concentrated

(3) In case of the Cable C, the PMD was almost unchanged in sulfuric acid (H2SO4) to completly remove the fiber coating as

the cable fabricating process. shown in Fig. 11 [20]. Then the intrinsic PMD was measured

(4) In case of the Unit D, the PMD was almost unchanged in the using the interferometric method [101-[12], and the

cable fabricating process, which indicates the same behavior measurements of the PMD before and after fiber coating removal

as the Cable C. are shown in Fig.12. From Fig. 12, it was found that the PMD

Fig.10 shows the PMD variation of the Cables A, B and C. of the Fiber A was significantly increased after the fiber coating

The Fig.10 measurement is the same as in Fig.7, but described removal. The intrinsic PMD of the bare Fiber A is larger than

from a different viewpoint. From Fig.7 and Fig. 10, it is found that of the coated Fiber A.

that after cabling process, the PMD of Cable A is much higher Figs. 13 - 15, shows the interferometric visibility pattern of

than that of the Cable B and Cable C. the Fibers A, B and C, respectively. In Figs. 13 - 15, (a) and

In Fig.7, in the case of the Cable C and Unit D, the Fiber C (b) indicate the PMD measurements in the case of before and

is the same, but the Unit is different. However, the PMD of the after fiber coating removal.

Cable C and the Unit D show almost the same behavior. Especially in Fiber A, it was observed from Fig. 13 (b) that

Therefore, it is conjectured that the PMD increase is mainly due random polarization mode coupling occured. However, the

to the fiber core ovality. The effects of the fiber fabricating polarization mode coupling was not observed in the Fiber B and

process, external stress and other factors [21] on the PMD Fiber C.

increase is considered to be very small. Then, the PMD variation

is mainly due to the intrinsic PMD of bare fibers. coated Polyetylene

(a) Cable A L 3 ofl km

0.4 Fixed Analyxer nerfomtiX
Method PMD

0.Measurement • System

&2

G Loosely Coiled
Fibe- Ua LW-CnIe Bare Fiber H2SO4

(b) Cable L ss.,k ---- k Fig. 11 Experimental set up for measuring the intrinsic PMD of
04 FiXed Anlyzer .- bare fiber

S0.5 •coasted Fib., L =-300 m
oa (400 plato

M0.4 0 Br Fiber Fiber A

Fiber Unit LW,.Cable (5 m*)/

*7

OA(c) Cable c L ý SQ.6 km A0.3- Interferometric

-- Fixed Analyzer 
Metho

Io Method w0.

I 0.3 

0.- 
p

A0.1

0.0 r F Fiber B

0,0 Fiber Unit LW.Cable B(2fo0 e Afte

Cabling Process M'Sod

Fig. lO PMD variation in the cable fabricating process(a) Cable A, (b) Cable B, (c) Cable C Fig.12 PMD of coated fibers and intrinsic PMD of bare fibers
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(a) Fiber C Before (1204)
(a) Fiber A Before (HSO4) (DSF) Coated Fiber

.75 (DSF) Coated Fiber 75(400 PM)

0.063 PI. m interferometric

S0 .5 L -a30 0 m rn- 0 .5 - M eth o d

"Interferometric
Method

./.25 -

0 , .200 .100 0 100 o0
-200 .100 0 100 20

1.0

., After (H2.S04) (b) Fiber C After Ii SO4)

(b) Fiber A Bare Fiber (DSF) Bare Fiber
( S ) ; , 2 0 p rn o ) . •B r i e

".75- (DSF) (2-50 pnnO) t E 0.048 ps (250/amo)
S-• 0.420 ps "i [ Polarization 0. /

I Interferometric
L ooe0 L 30 in

0.5 00 /Coupling IMethod
.25

0
0 .200 -100 0 100 200
-200 -100 0 100 200 Optical Delay Length [pm.

Optical Delay Length fI/n)

Fig. 13 Interferometric PMD measurements in (a) coated fiber A Fig. 15 Interferometric PMD measurements in (a) coated fiber C

and (b) intrinsic PMD in bare fiber A and (b) intrinsic PMD in bare fiber C

Comparing Fig. 10 (a) with Fig. 16, it was found that the PMD of
.0 (iCable A was drastically reduced by minimizing the fiber core

(a) Fiber B Before (H.2SO4( vlt 21
.75 (DSF) Coated Fiber ovality [20].

- 0,0067 ps (400 am0 Fig. 17 shows the interferometric visibility pattern of the

a. 0.5 ,nterferoretric Cable A after the cable fabricating process. It was found from
Method Fig.17 that there was almost no polarization mode coupling in

.25 the Cable A after cabling process. The low PMD cable of 0.042

o 0 pslkm has been succesfully achieved.
-200 -100 0 100 200 The PMD of the product - 33 km long transoceanic optical

1.0 submarine cables was measured during the cable fabricating
Ib) Fiber B After ut.'SOv

o (DSF) Bare Fiber process such as fibers, fiber units, and cables by the fully
.7 -=0.0t2 ps •251iiin0automated fixed analyzer measurement system i101,[111. The

" ".5 3O L.5t00 n lInterrerometric PMD variation of the Cables A, B and C in the cable fabricating
> Mto process is shown in Figs.18 (a), (b) and (c), respectively.

.25'_ With optimal fabricating conditions of the bare fibers, a low-

0 1 PMD of less than 0.1 ps/'lkm has been successfully achieved in
-200 -10 0 1OB 200 - 33 km long transoceanic optical fiber submarine cables.

Optical Delay Length turnl

Fig.14 lnterferometric PMD measurements in (a) coated fiber B 0.5

and (b) intrinsic PMD in bare fiber B Cable A L =-2.50 km
0.4 toterferometric

Method R

5. PMD REDUCTON IN OPTICAL SUBMARINE 03 --S• W

CABLES 0 0.2

a.

Therefore, we have developed the PMD reduction cable from 0. 1

the point of view of the fiber core ovality. 0.o Unit copper LW-Cak

Fig. 16 shows the PMD variation measurement using Cabling Process

interferometric method 1101 - 1121 in the cable fabricating process Fig. 16 PMD variation of 2.5 km long cable A in the cable

of the first trial PMD reduction a short 2.5 km LW Cable A. fabricating process (First PMD reduction)
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to LW-Cable A Blue (B) Ocean Simulaler

L.- 2.42 km 0.042 Interferometric
(ps;Nkm) PMD ..... ..

-- I • • Measure ent ,

".5 System

200 i

4.' Fig. 19 Experimental set up for PMD variation of optical fiber-0.60 0.6

PMD [ps] submarine cable under deep sea environmental

Fig. 17 Interferometric PMD measurement in Cable A conditions

0.5
ta) Cable A U. - 34.5 k Cabke. La0skm

FixedA ly r 007 TAna3lzC 1 UpS!Method - R - FD.o-to-S0. --- W 5 0J
S_4 0 O007Ps( kin

- 0W 0.05 oe r

Slaterterometrie
Medtod

-iber Unit Copper LW-Cable .0
Cabling Proces 0 200 400 o00 to0

Pressure [atesl
035

(b) Cable B L m34.S km ka) Pressure
•4 Fixed Analyzer - R

Method -0 - 00_

0. - a Cable k L 013 k.

tetomet"k
0.2 

0.07 .Method

- ~ a~ Gainn'.2-02• PiOt 0.00.1 4 0.06- F .5 t" ps,km

0.0 1.0 600 Unit Copper LW-Cabie 0. -

Cabling Process Up

03 0.0D, D-
(c) Cable C L =- 31.0 km 10 20 40

Temperature T I C]'s Flood Analyzer
Method --- R (b) Temperature

SY
- W

6. Cable A L= 0.8 km Ioterferometric
a.t~ 0.07. T o3p Method

0.01 I 0 P o . --- P- Up._ 0"06| ---0- Dra

Fiber Unki Copper LW-Cable 06-
CawlIng Pro" 0.007ps/-akm

Fig. 18 PMD variation of - 33 km long cable in the cable 4600

fabricating process (Second PMD reduction) .. 3.0

(a) Cable A, (b) Cable B, and (c) Cable C Tension F [Ito

(c) Tension
6. PMD EVALUATION TEST UNDER DEEP SEA 0.0 Cable A 0

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 0." 0 00•pi.

Fig. 19 shows the PMD variation measurement system for the 0.04

transoceanic optical fiber submarine cable characteristics under 0.02
8000 m deep sea environmental conditions using a 200 m-long 0

ocean simulator [19] and highly accurate fully automated -

interferometric measuriement system [ 101-[ 12],141. The PMD . .......... -

stability was within 0.002 ps [141. 0 0 • o _

The test LW cable is a pan of the - 33 km-long transoceanic . b0 , Is r .
Time (lourl

optical fiber submarine Cable A, and it is composed of four (4) (d) Composite stress states

DSFs. These fibers were looped back in the termination, and the

total fiber length was around 0.8 km. Fig.20 PMD variation under deep sea environmental conditions
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ABSTRACT utilized which allows one to achieve
extremely fast rates of
polymerization, i.e., cure response.

Coatings are applied to optical fibers Due to this phenomenon, other benefits
to preserve fiber strength and to have been observed, eg., reduced
prevent microbending induced optical hydrogen generation and increased
loss. The primary coating, which thermal stability.
contacts the glass fiber, is a low Tg
material that acts as a buffer to Vinyl ethers polymerize by a cationic
prevent microbending. The secondary mechanism. The kinetics of this
coating, or outer coating, is a high chemistry are greatly influenced by
modulus material that provides the temperature of the system. As the
mechanical protection. 1  Commercial temperature of the system increases,
coating systems are based on ultra- the rate of polymerization also
violet curable acrylate materials, increases. 3 This phenomenon translates
During the early stages of optical into an increase in cure response,
fiber development acrylate chemistry i.e., a lower dose to achieve optimal
was well suited for this application, film properties. In summary, the line
But with the advent of faster draw speeds on commercial draw towers can
tower line speed requirements, the be increased.
acrylate based coating formulations
are limited. We previously reported This paper discusses new developments
the use of vinyl ether based in the use of vinyl ether based
formulations as coating systems for coatings as applied to their use with
optical fibers. 2 This paper discusses optical fibers. Due to the difference
new developments in the use of vinyl in the vinyl ether reactive group
ethers as optical fiber coatings. Of through which polymerization and
particular interest is the observed crosslinking occurs, certain
thermal dependence on cure rate for advantages are observed. Vinyl ether
vinyl ether based formulations. groups possess inherently low steric

hindrance, and hence exhibit a high
degree flexibility and rotational

INTRODUCTION freedom. As a result, polymerization
or crosslinking through these
functional groups imparts certain

Recent advances have been made with unique advantages to cured systems.
vinyl ether based optical fiber Among these are low modulus at -40T.
coatings. New materials have been In addition to very low temperature
developed that improve physical properties, one observes very high
properties and cure rate response. In cure response.
addition to new material structures, a
temperature related phenomena has been
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A summary of data will be given for with an Alltech molecular sieve
coatings based on this new technology, column.
These data will include viscosity,
thermomechanical, hydrogen generation Onset of Oxidation - Thermal
and cure response. gravimetric analysis was performed

using a Perkin-Elmer TGS-2. The test
was conducted in air with a delta T is

EXPERIMENTAL 10'C/min.

Viscosity - The viscosity verses
Materials - The monomers and oligomers temperature profiles for both primary
used in this study were vinyl ether and secondary formulations was
functionalized ester and urethane evaluated using a Brookfield
materials. A comprehensive discussion Viscometer model LDT with a Thermocell
of these materials can be found in the attachment.
literature. 4,5 The photoinitiators and
additives used in this study are
commercially available materials.
Formulation A is the secondary THERMAL EFFECTS ON TENSILE PROPERTIES
formulation that was reported in the
IWCS'92 conference proceedings.
Formulations B and C are improved We have previously reported the fast
secondary and primary formulations. cure response of vinyl ether based

coatings. This characteristic is
Radiation Curing - All films were further enhanced by increasing the
cured by using either a RPC model QC- temperature of the coating when it is
1202 ultraviolet processor (H bulbs by cured.
Aetek) or a Fusion System MC-6N Figure 1 shows modulus verses dose at
conveyor with a P300 power supply (H room temperature (270C) for
bulbs by Fusion). The films were Formulations A and B. Figure 2 shows
cured under a nitrogen atmosphere to modulus verses dose at elevated
simulate production conditions. temperature (609C) for Formulations A

and B. The data from Figure 1 clearly
Tensile Testing - For film properties, indicates that the secondary coating
all formulations were coated onto formulations achieve optimum
glass plates. The cured films were properties with low dose. Figure 2
cut into 0.5 inch wide by 3.0 inch shows the advantageous affect elevated
long strips. These strips were temperature has on achieving optimal
removed from the glass plates as free properties for vinyl ether based
films. Tensile properties were coating formulations. Similar effects
measured using an Instron apparatus are seen with vinyl ether based
Model 4502 or a Thwing-Albert primary coatings.
Intellect 500 apparatus. The modulus
was measured at 1% elongation Figure 3 shows the modulus vs dose of
according to ASTM D882. Formulation B at 80T. As can be

observe from this data, the cure dose
Tg Determination - The Tg of films required for optimal modulus has been
were determined by Dynamic Mechanical further reduced. The dose requirement
Thermal Analysis using a Rheometrics is between 0.025 and 0.050 J/cm2 . As
Solids Analyzer RSA II. The strain one would expect, there is a linear
rate was 0.003. response between dose and temperature

to achieve full cure. This phenomenon
Hydrogen Generation - Film samples offers some very exciting
were sealed in septa vials in an air possibilities for UV curable vinyl
atmosphere. The samples were heated ether coatings.
at 100T for 24 hours. The vials head
space was sampled and evaluated on a
Hewlett Packard Gas Chromatograph,
Model 5890 Series II using a TCD
detector. The test was run at 35T
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF COATINGS at which we can cure the vinyl ether
coatings, the viscosities of the two
formulations must remain at

Typical properties for vinyl ether appropriate levels. The data given
based coating systems are given in the below in Table 3 shows the viscosity
following discussion. Tensile verses temperature for Formulations B
properties, glass transition, and C.
viscosity, water absorption and
extractables will be discussed.

Table 3

TENSILE PROPERTIES Viscosity (cps)

Temperature (O) Primary Secondary
The tensile properties of vinyl ether
based primary(C) and secondary(B) 40 8250 5250
formulations are shown in Table 1. 45 6000 3850
The data indicate that these
formulations are comparable to 50 4200 2500
commercial acrylate based coating
formulations 60 2200 1100

Table 1 70 1320 520

Primary Secondary

Modulus (MPa) 1.5 970 WATER ABSORPTION AND EXTRACTABLES

Break Strength (MPA) 1.0 45 The water absorption data below in
Table 4 indicate that vinyl ether

Elongation (%) 100 14 based coating formulations are not
susceptible to water uptake. This is

The films were cured at 0.20 J/cm2 and to be expected considering the
60cC. The samples were tested at 50% chemistry of these systems. The fact
RH and 25cC. that vinyl ether coatings have very

low water absorption is important
since the brittle fatigue failure of

MECHANICAL ANALYSIS glass is accelerated by the presence
of moisture.

The ether linkage in vinyl ether based Table 4

coatings allows one to achieve primary
coating with very low Tg' s without Coating Type Water Absorption Extractables
sacrificing the cure speed. The data
in Table 2 shows the low Tg's of Primary(C) 0.75% 0.95%
Formulation B and C that can be Secondary(B) 1.10o 1.10o

obtained.

Table 2
Glass Trans. Temp. (R) Primary Secondary ENVIRONMENTAL STABILITY

(by DMTA)

Start of Transition -35 50 HUMIDITY EFFECTS

Tan Delta Max -20 73 As previously reported, the tensile
modulus of a coating is strongly
affected by the moisture content, for

VISCOSITY both vinyl ether and acrylate
secondary coatings. Recent advances in

Due to the increase in the temperature the secondary formulation have made
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this phenomenon less of an issue. ONSET OF OXIDATION AND WEIGHT LOSS
Table 5 below shows the change in film
modulus as a function of relative The onset of oxidation and weight loss
humidity for Formulations B and C. at 125T are given below in Table 7.
For both coating types, modulus values These results are comparable to what
remained within acceptable limits over can be obtained with commercial
the entire range of humidity coating systems.
evaluated. Figure 5 compares an
improved secondary formulation (B)
with one previously reported (A) Table 7

Property Primary Secondary

Table 5 Onset of Oxidation 2600C 2759

Tensile Properties Ms. Relative Humidity (TGA a 5 C/min, air)
(cured at 250 mj/cmy and 60b) Weight Loss 0 125R

Coating Rel.Hum Modulus (t by weight)
Type (W at 25t) (MPa) 1 day 3.4 3.4

Primary 0 2.51 7 days 5.5 4.9

Primary 53 1.47 11 days 6.5 5.8

Primary 95 1.51

Secondary 0 1213 FIBER COATING STUDY

Secondary 55 1048
We have obtained samples of optical

Secondary 95 648 fiber coated with our vinyl ether
based formulations. The coating
adhesion was evaluated using the fiber

HYDROGEN GENERATION coating pullout test. The tensile
strength of the fiber was also

The production of hydrogen gas by the determined. The data is given in
protective coatings is detrimental to Table 8 below. The results show that
the performance of optical fibers. our coating systems performs well on
The hydrogen gas can diffuse through fiber.
the coatings and chemically react with
the glass fiber, causing signal loss.
Samples of primary and secondary Table 8
formulations were tested for hydrogen
generation. The results are given Fiber Pullout Test 95V R.H. Ambient (33t)
below in Table 6. We have (Per IOTP-i05)
successfully reduced hydrogen
generation to below 1.0 ul/gram of FR930401 1.6 lb 1.6 lb

coating. The results also indicate
that the amount of hydrogen gas Fiber Strength Break Strength Elongation
produced is dose dependent. As the
dose requirements decrease, the amount FR930401 13.8 lb 11.7V
of hydrogen gas produced decreases.

Table 6 CONCLUSIONS

Hydrogen Generation (uL/g) Primary Secondary
(24 hrs at 100ct) We have made significant improvements

with many of the coating properties of
cured 0 50mj/cm2/60O 0.35 0.66 our vinyl ether based optical fiber

cured 0 100mj/cm2/60• 2.00 1.65 formulations.
The increased cure response with

cured 0 200mj/on 2/RT 7.30 3.34 increasing temperature is of
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particular interest. This phenomenon
allows the coatings to reach optimal
film properties at extremely low
doses. This, in turn, gives us the
ability to achieve lower levels of
hydrogen generation. The most
important result of this thermal
affect is that these low dose
requirements translate into faster
line speeds.
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Figure 3

Modulus vs Dose
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BLENDS BASED ON THERMOTROPIC LIQUID CRYSTALLINE
POLYMERS (TLCP) AS PRIMARY COATING OF OPTICAL FIBERS
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ABSTRACT
Blends of a liquid crystalline copolymer with thermo- overcome this problem, by the inclusion of the fibrillate
plastic flexible polymers have been considered as se- structure in an isotropic matrix.
cond layer of the primary coating of optical fibers. This The work of Isayev and Swaminathan 3 shows how such
class of materials presents outstanding properties a case can be obtained even at large TLCP percentage.
which suggest applications in harsh environments. In this work, blends of up 70c, of Hydroxybenzoic
Compression type die- have been adopted for the melt acid-Hydroxynaphthoic acid (HBA-HNA) 73-27 in
application. The self-centering forces arising in this polyetherimmide (PEI) or in a silicone-polyimide co-
type of applicators avoid any damage to the fiber due to polymer (silicone PI) have been considered.
contact in the nipple. The process parameters and the The above mentioned thermoplastic blends have low
die geometries have been studied to reduce the tensile viscosity and low shrinkage on cooling, which have al-
stress on the fiber during drawing. High drawing speeds lowed relatively easy melt processing directly as prima-
have been experienced. Surface quality has been stu- ry coating on-line with the fiber drawing.
died and the relevant process and material parameters The work is divided into three main sections dealing
have been analyzed. with the materials, with the application process of the
Good performances of the blend-coated fibers have blends on the optical fibers, and with the final properties
been obtained of the blend-coated fibers.

2. THE MATERIALS
A classical double layer structure has been considered.Tests without the first layer have been also performed.

The properties of TLCP's are quite interesting. They Standard UV-curing acrylates have been used as first
have high chemical resistance, good hydrolytic stabil- layer in this preliminary experimental analysis which
ity, high thermal stability and inherent flame resistance, was mainly intended to state the applicability of TLCP
and, depending on the degree of molecular orientation, blends in primary coating.
very high modulus and small or even negative thermal Three blends have been considered as second layer, see
expansion coefficient. These features suggested their table I.
application in cable manufacturing",2, but make them
also suitable for primary coating of optical fibers for
special applications (e.g. high temperature, corrosive Blend Composition
environments) and even large scale applications where I TLCP 70% + PEI 30 %
harsh environments can be encountered (e.g. LAN and 2 TLCP 70% + Silicone PI 30 _
However, the poor transverse properties, due to the 3 TLCP 50% + Silicone P1 50 %
highly fibrillate structure of TLCP's, are a critical item
in thir. layers for primary coating. Blending of TLCP's
with flexible technopolymers has been considered to
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The blends have been prepared in a twin screw extruder
at 330 °C.
Some properties of the TLCP and PEI have been re- f ua
ported in table II, and compared to standard values of-furnace
acryilic resins.
The viscosity of the blends is strongly non-newtonian
and little higher than that of the base TLCP4. It can be
easily controlled by changing melt temperature, and at acrylate applicator

high shear rates (above 104 sec-') it is comparable to the V i mp
newtonian viscosity of standard acrylic resins (2-10 UV lamp

Pas).

screw extruder

Property TLCP PEI Acrylate T and P gauge

longi- trans-
tudinal verse

shrinkage .002+ .003+ 0.007+ 0.05-.07- Figure 1 - Drawing tower layout.
on process
thermal -5 75 56 100-200
expansion Die type Inner diameter (Rtm) angle
coefficient A 350 7 0
(106/OC) B 340-360 120

max water 0.02 1.25 1-2
absorption(%) Table Ill - Die Sizes and Geometries.

+ Mould shrinkage on cooling (m/m)
* Shrinkage on curing (m3/Kg/m 3/Kg)

Table II - Material Properties.

-Inner diameter

3. THE PROCESS Figure 2 - Die geometry (schematic).

3.1 EQUIPMENT
Both of them are pressure type as usually used to apply

A single screw extruder by Gimac has been mounted on acrylic resins. This fact gives the advantage of the fiber
a drawing tower, as in fig. L. self-centering, avoiding any scratch on the soft primary
Pressure and melt temperature are measured just before or on the glass itself, due to the contact with the nipple.
the cross-head. This is essential for a good fiber manufacturing.
Two types of cross--head dies has been considered, see Avoiding the elongational flow occurring in the tube
fig.2 and table III. type die 2. less extreme performances are obtained, but
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also more isotropic and stable properties. der to reduce the tensional force on the fiber. Quantita-
tive relationships have been obtained experimentally

3.2 PROCESS PARAMETERS for the die A. The tensional forces on the fiber vs pres-
sure at different melt temperatures and drawing speed

As said before, the tensional force on the glass fiber is are reported in fig.3. As can be seen, the tensional forces
of great concern in the application, can be maintained at low values by a suitable control of
To better understand how to optimize the process, the the process parameters.
die has been modellized5 as a tube of length Land inner
radius R. Inside, a fluid of viscosity TI undergoes a pres-
sure gradient AP and the drag force due to a fiber of ra-
dius kR (k<1) running at a speed V.
In terms of the adimensional parameter

w = JP R2 
230-

te e f 4 LV (1)

the complete flow can be expressed in an analytic form 190-
as superposition of the pressure driven flow and of the
drag flow. The stress at the die wall is

L, [-L -= W n+ k2 (2) 150

110-
The stress on the fiber is 0 100

Tf)=7'q-KI[ - W( 2k + Ir-i)] (3) Pressure (bar)R = k Ink Ik-

+ V--0.5 m/s, T=340 °C, without 1st layer
The volumetric throughput is * V--0.5 m/s, T=340 0C, 200 girn diameter Ist layerT V=0.5 m/s, T=330 °C, 200 In diameter IIt layer

rR2V XA V=1.0 m/s, T=340 °C, 200 trm diameter Ist layerQ= -•RVx (4)

2 Figure 3 - Tensional Force vs Pressure in die A with

I k 2k2+ I- 2 I- 221 blend 3.
Ink I +"Ink

and the radius of the coated fiber is

Rcoated = R k2 + QR2V (5) The final diameters of the coated fiber vs pressure are
reported in fig.4, again for the die A.

The complex geometry of the die can be taken into ac- Surface finishing has been another problem in the blend
count with an effective length L and an effective radius application. In fig.5 and 6 the SEM photograph of two
R rather than with the actual size5. samples of blend-coated fiber are reported. The esti-
The non-Newtonian behavior of the blends modifies mated stress at the wall in the die during process is about
the quantitative results but not the qualitative trends. In 5 and 15 MPa respectively. The sample in fig.6, ob-
particular from eqn.(3) it comes out that it is necessary tained at the higher stress, has a better finishing, both in
to reduce the viscosity il, the speed V and the effective terms of waviness and fibrils at the surface, but still not
length L and to increase the pressure gradient AP in or- optimized.
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Diameter (ptm)

450

425-

400-

375

350-

325-

3003
0 100

Pressure (bar) Figure 5 - SEM photograph of a blend-coated fiber
with a stress at the wall of about 5 MPa.

+ V=0.5 mis, T=340 0C, without I8t layer
V---0.5 m/s, T=340 °C, 200 pin diameter Ist layer

* V=0.5 m/s, T=330 °C, 200 pin diameter Ist layer
A V=I.0 m/s, T=340 °C, 200 pm diameter Ist layer

Figure 4 - Fiber Diameter vs Pressure in die A with
blend 3.

Blend 2 was the worst in term of fibrils at the surface,
probably because the silicon-PI is not as able as PEI to
include the TLCP in large percentage. Therefore only
blend I and 3 have been furtherly considered.
It is known that TLCP can show flow instabilities at low Figure 6 - SEM photograph of a blend-coated fiber
stress6, and a critical value of the stress at the wall of with a stress at the wall of about 15 MPa.
about 100 MPa at 340 0C is reported for a TLCP similar
to the one used in this work. This critical value is ex-
pected to be lower in a blend. Nonetheless, stresses at However increasing the pressure could cause flow out
the wall higher than those obtained for the samples of from the nipple, which has to be avoided.
fig.5 and 6 seemed necessary to achieve a good surface Moreover, increasing the viscosity (i.e. decreasing the
finishing. As can be easily obtained from eqn.2, this can temperature) or the drawing speed will produce an in-
be achieved by changing the process parameters, i.e. in- tolerable increase of the tensional forces on the fiber
creasing the viscosity, the drawing speed and the pres- (see fig.3 and eqn.3).
sure or by changing the geometry, i.e. the effective To avoid these occurrences, a different die (die B) has
length and the effective diameter of the die. been adopted. This die, essentially, has effective length
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and diameter lower than those of die A. The results of Added loss (dB/Km)
the following section all refer to experiments with die
B, with the process parameters in the range reported in 0.10
table IV. + Blend I

0.05 Blend3

Parameter Range Unit 
0.05 A

T melt 330-350 °C + A

+* A
Pressure 10-30 bar 0.00-- AM i- A + 4A

V draw 11-7 m/s

Table IV - Process Parameters used with die B. -0.0 . .... .

-50 0 50 100

High drawing speeds have been experienced, but the Temperature (°C)
small extruder available for the experimentation has not
allowed to span a significant pressure range. Asamatter
of fact, the surface finishing, while satisfactory, was not
yet comparable to acrylic coated fibers. Figure 7- Added Losses vs Temperature at 1550 un for

blend I and 3.

4. FIBERS CHARACTERIZATION

Several Km's of fibers have been continuously pro-
duced and coated with blend 1 and blend 3. The sample Added loss upon changes of the moisture (R.H.) are
made with blend I present slightly better performances, none or limited to few hundreth of dB/Km's, and com-
while blend 3 is easier processable, allowing a greater pletely reversible, depending on the acrylate used as
efficiency of the extruder. Therefore higher drawing first layer.
speed and pressure have been experienced with blend To better understand these features, measurements of
3. the expansion of samples embedded in 100% R.H. have

In table IV the main results have been summarized for been carried out with a TMA7.The longitudinal dimen-
both blends. sional changes of both blends are < 0.1%, with respect
The added loss vs temperature measured with an OTDR to about 1% for a standard acrylic resin.
for fibers coated with blend 1 and 3 are shown in fig.7. Thus, considering both the hygroelastic behavior and
The samples are covered with a soft acrylate with low the thermal behavior (tab.1I), the thermoplastic blends
Tg as first layer. The added losses are small both for result far more stable than acrylic resins. Therefore the
blend 1 and blend 3. small, but not zero, added losses found in the thermal

Property Range Units and moisture cycling should arise from the lateral pres-
sure exerted by the first acrylic layer which would ex-

Inner diameter 200 ILm pand between the constrain of the glass and of the outer

Outer diameter 300-320 lum blend coating. Further work on the optimal choice for

Tensile Modulus 10-20 GPa the first layer of the coating is necessary.
The mechanical behaviour of the blend-coated fibers

_Atte.5%ustrain has been also analyzed. In fig.8 a typical force-strain
Attenuation @ 1550 nim 0.2-0.4 dBfKm curve is reported. It is evident the breaking of the coat-

Strippability force < 250 g ing at strain larger than about 3%, which is the typical
elongation to break of the TLCP and of blends based on

Table IV - Fiber Properties obtained with die B. it.
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Force (N) negligible added losses vs temperature and relative hu-

100 ...... T... -- midity. These preliminary results suggest how to opti-mize the process and the choice of the materials in view
S...... 4 ..... . ..... .. .... -- -4 of applications in harsh environments.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Standard step index optical fibers for telecommunica-
tions have been primary coated with a first soft layer
and a second hard layer of about 50 jum thickness, made
with TLCP's based blends. Good performances of the
blend-coated fibers have been obtained, namely stan-
dard attenuation (e.g. about 0.2 dB/Km at 1550 rim) and
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Liquid crystal polymer coated fibers with
thermally stable delay time characteristics

A.Sano, A.Mogi, K.Suzuki and M.Miyamoto

Fujikura Ltd. Opto-electronics Laboratory
1440 Mutsuzaki Sakura Chiba 285 Japan

ABSTRACT negative thermal expansion in selective mold
conditions. This method has been used in some
applications. In this report, another approach

LCP coated fiber with a low thermal expansion is introduced to achieve repeatability and
coefficient has been realized. The mechanisms controllability of the thermal expansion
of stability of the thermal expansion coefficient coefficient of LCP coated fiber. The
are discussed in relation to the comonomer in molecular structure of LCP is controlled by
polymerization, extrusion conditions and heat means of the selection of a comonomer for
treatment.The thermal characteristics of the copolymerization. The crystal structure is also
fabricated LCP coated fibers were examined. controlled by means of the limitation of
LCP fibers without delay time changes have molding parameters such as draw down ratio,
been realized by cancelling the thermal draft ratio, R.T.,etc.
coefficient of the optical fiber without the LCP
coating. The delay time change was reduced to
0.lps/kmPC or less for the range of 00C to
30°C. The thermal characteristics of the cabled
fiber are demonstrated. The performance of
transmission loss and fiber strain showed
sufficient stability for the normal range of STRUCrURE OF C COATD FIBER
temperatures.

Fig. 1 shows the structure of an LCP coated
fiber. It has a silicone-coated optical fiber,
0.4 mm in diameter, at its center and an LCP
coating as its outermost layer. Silicone is used

IRODUCTION because of adhesion to LCP resin.Table 1
shows the parameters of the optical fiber. The
diameter of the LCP coating was made

In the case of synchronized networks such as a variable, i.e., it was made to vary with the

phase array antenna system or synchronous kind of LCP and molding conditions.

computer control system, the delay time of the
transmission lines must be kept constant for
synchronization. In general, the
environmental temperature is controlled to
achieve this since the transmission lines have a
nonzero thermal expansion coefficient. This
becomes costly as the line becomes longer.
Since LCP materials have a negative thermal
expansion coefficient, they may be used to
construct zero thermal expansion transmission
lines. LCP coated fiber with a zero thermal
expansion coefficient has been fabricated and Fig. 1 Structure of LCP Coated Fiber
studied. It was reported that LCP have a
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Table. I
Kind I SM Fiber MFD 9.5m (2) Thermal Delay Time Change

I I
Fibe125pm Cut -off Wavelength i m The measuring device is shown in Fig. 3. TheOiber Damer I signal from the synthesizer is converted by the
OpDical fiber 1 0.4 mm LCP coating Diameterl Variable E/O converter, passes through

the fiber in the test tank and enters the O/E
converter where the signal is converted again
to an electric signal. This signal, along with
with the reference signal from the generator,

Thermal properties of LCP fibers were goes to the vector voltmeter, where the phase
investigated precisely by following difference between the two signals is
equipments. measured. From the phase difference,the

delay time change is calculated by the
following equation.

(1) Thermal Expansion Coefficient

Fig. 2 shows the principle of measuring
thermal expansion coefficient. The measuring Ae
method uses a piece of quartz glass as Ar
reference sample and measures the thermal 2 if L
expansion of a fiber sample by detecting its
longitudinal elongation by a differential
transformer. Use of a horizontal dilatometer
minimizes the effect of gravity, and the
adoption of differential detection permits
cancellation of the thermal expansion of the A r : Delay Time Change
probe, which has been a problem in the past. A 9 : Phase Change
As a result, it has become possible to measure f Synthesizer frequency
the thermal expansion coefficient of the
optical fiber with high accuracy of the order L :Fiber Length
of 10-7.

Transmission Loss was measured by OTDR at
1.55 jmn wavelength.

Gas cntroler
Fig.2 Device for Measuring S nllizer ector Voltmeter

Thermal Expansion Coefficient
Fig.3 Device for Measuring

Delay Time Change
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There are many kinds of LCPs containing ISM- )

various composites. We prepared three kinds
of LCPs with different comonomers and
coated them on silicone coated fibers with an
outer diameter of 0.4mm. The fabricated LCP
fibers were investigated for Young's modulus,
thermal expansion coefficient, and delay time. 2 3 4 5(i°.
The Young's modulus of the three LCP fibers _ _ _ _1

are not dependent on the kinds of Mwennl Expansion Coefrocient
comonomers but seems affected by the kind of TDene elansion Co angen
reinforcing material added to the base LCP. Fig.5 Dependence of Delay Time Change on
From the viewpoint of the extrusion process, Thermal Expansion Coefficient
the fusion point of LCPs is important. The
LCP having the highest fusion point was
difficult to mold. Figure 4 shows the relation
between the fusion point and the thermal
expansion coefficient in three LCPs with
different comonomers (sample AB, and C). It CO N TIRMIL COANS MN
is noted that the fusion point and thermal
expansion coefficient are greatly affected by
the kind of comonomers. Sample A has low
fusion point and small thermal expansion Thermal characteristics of LCP is considered
coefficient and is good for the control of to be affected by molding conditions. Using a
thermal expansion coefficient by molding low fusion point, low thermal expansion LCP,
conditions. Next, the two samples found able some samples were prepared with varying
to be molded were measured for delay time resin temperatures, Draw Down Ratios
change. Fig. 5 shows the relation between (DDRs), draft ratios, and fiber back tensions.
thermal expansion coefficient and delay time They were then measured for temperature
change. The delay time change varies greatly dependence of transmission loss, thermal
as a liner function of the thermal expansion expansion coefficient and delay time change.
coefficient.

(d0/km))

Sample A: HBA+HNA
Sample B: HBA+PET -10'c30 - Sample C: HBA+TPA+BP +0.10
SB: Sample C aPET

= 20 - +0.05-

110
Sample B 0 0U1 I

Sample -0.05
12 24 36 49 60 72 84 (How)

-0o V I I Time
250 300 350 C)

Fusion point Fig.6 Temperature Dependence of
Transmission Loss by LCP coated FiberFig.4 Thermal Expansion Coefficient by

LCP comonomer type
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Higher DDR Condition

MENTAL RESULTS

a) Transmission Loss
Fig. 6 shows the temperature dependence of
transmission loss. All of the trial samples, ,..1 Wtdad Condition (SampieA)
prepared with varying resin

temperatures, DDRs, draft ratios and fiber 4

back tensions, exhibited no change in 0

transmission loss. 0
0 a a I a i

b) Resin Temperature - -Higher Draft Ratio Condition
The value of thermal expansion becomes
smaller with lower resin temperature, but this
results in considerable degradation in
moldability. ",_,___,____

c) DDR and Draft Ratio -50 0 50 100 150 200

Fig. 7 shows the temperature dependence of Temperature
thermal expansion coefficient. The LCP Fig.7 Thermal Expansion Behavior of
coated samples exhibit a negative ," F Teal LCP coated Fiber
expansion coefficient at normal w ag
temperatures. The contraction that .. qecific
to crystalline polymer materials occurs in the
"-" direction, so it can be seen that they are (Ps/kim)
different from ordinal polymer materials. 5
Moreover, this is not a simple phenomenon of 4t cycle
orientation relaxation because a certain level _ I
of repeatability is obtainable during repeated 0
heat cycles. Furthermore, the change in draft I3rd cycle
ratio exerts a greater influence than th 2nd cycle "

change in DDR. .5 - 1st cycle
I I I I I I I

d) Repeatability 0 10 20 30 VC)
Fig. 8 shows the temperature dependence of Fig.8 Temperature Dependence of
delay time change. The delay time change Delay Time Change
varies greatly with initial temperature rise but
begins to stabilize at the 2nd cycle.

From these results, it has been found that the
thermal expansion coefficient can be
controlled to some extent through the control
of the molding conditions. PLICATION FOR CABLE
A low delay time change of less than
O.lps1AmC has been obtained within the
normal range of temperature. We obtained LCP coated fiber having a

controlled thermal expansion coefficient.
However, the thermal expansion coefficient of
cabled fiber is influenced by other cable
components with different thermal expansion.
In particular, the total thermal expansion
coefficient of cable is dominated by the
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dermal characteristic of the tension member.
On the other hand, LCP has a high Young's
modulus and, is expected to be usable as a Table.2
central member for cables. The possibility of Kind i MRD
controlling cable elongation was investigated, M
as well as the control of thermal expansion of Fiber Diameter 125p mn Cut -off Wavelength 1.25 rn
the LCP coated fiber. Opical fiber

Diameter 1 0.4 mm LCP coating Diameterd 0.8 mm

CABLE STRUCTURE

Using a 1.6 mm single steel wire, 2.0 mmO
single-stranded support fibers of G-FRP and IN-PROCESS VARIATON IN TRANSMISSION LOSS
K-FRP, and a single-stranded LCP coated
fiber, each as a central member, 5-slot spacers
about 6 mm in outside diameter were made The variation in transmission loss produced in
and used for this experiment. LCP coated each process of cabling and that was caused by
fibers were stranded around the central the change in environmental temperature were
member, and the stranded assembly was measured by the OTDR method at a
wrapped with a tape and sheathed with wavelength of 1.55pm. There was no clear
polyethylene. The final outer diameter of the difference due to the kind of central member,
obtained cable was about 10 mm. and the variation in transmission loss was

within the limits of measuring error.

IN-PROCESS VARIATIONHERMAL
EXPANSION CONEFFICIENT

The thermal expansion measuring device
shown in Fig.2 was used for measuring the
expansion at the end of each process. In
addition, the thermal expansion at end of the

Fig.9 Cross Section Structure of repeated heat cycle was also measured to
Optical Fiber Cable ensure the reliability of measurement

It was confirmed that both the aramid FRP
type and the LCP type exhibit a negative
thermal expansion coefficient at the initial
stages of cabling, that is, in sheath process, but
the former exhibits a positive thermal
expansion coefficient at the end of the heat

L Ecycle. Furthermore, the steel wire type and
the G-FRP type already exhibit a greater

pof difference in thermal expansion than the LCP
Table 2 shows the structure and parameters coated fiber at the initial stages of cabling.
the LCP coated fiber. Therefore, when designing cables, it is

necessary to investigate the design with due
consideration for the working environment.
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Cables using the LCP coated fiber as a central
member were confirmed to exhibit thermal
expansion coefficient stability with good
repeatability compared with the steel wire, G-
FRP and K-FRP types. The LCP coated fiber REERENCES
is expected in be useful in many new
applications, not only for use in the control of
cable length but for other uses as well. [1]WJJacksonJr.,H.F.kuhfussJ.Polym.Sci.Po

lym.Chem.Ed,14,2043(1976)

[2]L.G.Cohen and J.W.Fleming,"Effect of
j (10)C' r Fiber 0 Spacer...Cable temperature on transmission in lightguides",

Gcawl Mmbe, I I -.. BSTJ. Vol. 58, (1979) pp. 945-951
SSteel wire I[
S e0 WieK- [3]E.F.Andersen,"Differential propagation

0 LCP delay in optical multifiber cables",Electron
• I Left. Vol. 16 No. 10, (1980) pp. 389-391.

•......I ...... "---o----O [4]L.A.Bergman, S.T.Eng, and A.RJhonston
"Temperature
stability of transit time delay for a single

Optical Fiber Stranding Heat Cycle 1 mode fiber in a loose tube cable", Electron
LCP Fiber Sheath Heat Cycle 2 Left. Vol. 19 No.21,(1983) pp. 865-866.

Fig.10 In-process Variation in Thermal [5]R.Kashyap, S.Homung,M.H.Reeveand
Expansion Coefficient S.A.Cassidy, 'Temperature desensitisation of

delay in optical fibers for sensor
applications", Electron Left. Vol. 19 No.24,
(1983) pp. 1039-1040

CON.CLUSON [6]S.Yamakawa, Y.Shuto,
F.Yamamoto,Proc.9th European Conference
on Optical Communication (ECOC), p.227

The low delay time change of less than 0.1 (1983)
ps/kmn/C has been obtained by coating the
optical fibers with liquid crystal polymer. The [7]Y.Shuto, Y.Takeuchi, F.Yamamoto,
negative thermal coefficient of LCP was Trans.IEICE, E70, 14 (1987)
controlled by the introduction of an
appropriate comonomer and optimizing the [8]G.F.LutesL.E.Primas,"State of the art
molding conditions such as resin temperature, fiber optics for reference frequency
DDR, and draft ratio. The obtained LCP distribution over short distances", in
coated fiber showed stable thermal stability Proc.20th PITI(1988)
and repeatability for heat cycles of normal
temperature range. The performance of delay
time change in cables with LCP fibers was
also evaluated applying different materials for
the central tension member. The LCP material
has also been applied as a tension member for
a slotted rod cable. This cable structure has
shown the lowest thermal expansion
coefficient. The LCP coated fibers and cables
are promising as control cables with thermally
stable delay time in some synchronous
systems.
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COATING DESIGN OF THIN COATED FIBER FOR
ULTRA-HIGH-COUNT OPTICAL FIBER CABLE

Kamwnasa Oism. Watawu KA75uRAsHim Taftsu KAKUfA.
Yauo MATSwDA, and Sh*genr TANAKA

SUMIrOMO ELEC IC INDUSTRIES. LTD.
YOKOHAMA. JAPAN

Abstract - Thin coated optical fibers for the ultra-
high-count optical fiber cable were fabricated and manufacturing processes of the cable and optical
their mechanical and optical characteristics were eval-
uated. performance against microbending 1-1. In order
Concerning mechanical characteristics, a new meth- to reduce the thickness of the coating layers,

od has been developed to evaluate the abrasion resis-
tance of the coating layers. It was clarified that the therefore, it is necessary to clarify the optimum
mechanical durability of the coated optical fiber main- coating design that does not reduce the mechan-
ly depends on the thickness and Young's modulus of ical and optical characteristics. However the
secondary coating layer. Especially, the minimum
thickness of secondary coating layer proved to be about relationship between the coating design and the
a half of the roughness that the coated optical fiber characteristics of thin coated optical fiber has
might encounter during the fabrication process in
order to maintain the mechanical strength. not been clarified completely.

We also investigated the optical characteristic against Therefore, we have investigated the charac-
microbending. It was concluded that thickening of
layer and decrease of Young's modulus of primary teristics of thin coated optical fibers from the
coating are advantageous in improving the microbend- view point of the coating design.
ing characteristics of the thin coated optical fiber.

1. INTRODUCTION 2. COATED OPTICAL FIBER

On the basis of the FTTH (Fiber-To-The-Home) In order to protect from abrasion damage

conception 11) expressed by NTT in Japan, the and to maintain optical properties, optical glass
ultra-high-count and pre-connectiorized optical fiber is generally coated with polymer layers.

fiber cable, which has more than 1000-fibers To investigate the optimum coating structure
in the almost same diameter as the conventional of fibers for the ultra-high-count optical cable,

high-count optical fiber cable, is recently dis- we prepared several optical fibers with two-

cussed (21. To realize the cable with high optical layer coatings of UV curable urethan acrylate

fiber density, it is essential to develop the thin resin. The optical glass fiber is a norr al single-

coated optical fiber, the multi-count fiber ribbon, mode type with a diameter of 125pm. The

and the modified cable construction. However, thicknesses and Young's moduli of the primary

the coating structure of optical fibers is closely and secondary coating layers are shown in Table

related to the mechanical and optical character- 1. The mechanical durability and the optical

istics. Thinning of the coating layers may cause characteristics against microbending for these

deterioration of the fiber strength during the fibers were evaluated.
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Ualt 1 Structure of thin coated optical fibers Table 2 Abrasive particle size of sandpaper

prn- coatng Iva, / sndWy CO-ung fltyr grade of sandpaper average diameter of particle
fiber coating dianeter Youngs nodulus coaUng thickness (#) -)

samle No. (kmi (1.g/ijn2 ) (inn 320 40

1 150/180 0.07/170 12.5/15.0 400 30

2 160/180 0.07/170 17.5/10.0 600 20
3 170/180 0,071170 22.5/5.0 800 14
4 1501190 0.07/170 12.5/20.0

5 160/190 0.07/170 17.5/15.0
6 150/200 0.07/170 12.5/25.0

7 160/200 0.07/170 17.5120.0

8 170/200 0.07/170 22.5/15.0

9 180/220 0.07/170 27.5/20.0 tension: 1 OOg
10 180/240 0.07/170 27.5/30.0 fb 4

11 150/180 0.07/60 12.5/15.0

12 I15so80 0.07/70 12.5/15.0 roller
13 1501180 0.07/150 12.5/15.0

14 150/180 0.06170 12.5/15.0 supply reel take up reel
15 150/180 0.13/170 12.5/15.0

16 180/240 0.13/60 27.5/30.0 Figure 1 Abrasion Resistance Test

long time for evaluation. Moreover, it is very
3. .MVECAICAL DURABILITY difficult to discriminate between the original

flaw and the secondary flaw in screening test.
Generally, it is considered that the strength For quantitative investigation of the abrasion

of fibers is mainly determined by original flaws resistance for the coating layers, therefore, a
existed on the optical glass fiber, or secondary new evaluation method (Abrasion Resistance

flaws induced on the surface of the optical glass Test) was developed.

fiber by damages of the coating layers. Especially
for fibers with thin coating layer, the major
factor of strength is expected to be the secondary 3-1 ABRASION RESISTANCE mr
flaws. If the coating layer of the optical fiber
is too thin to protect the glass surface from a Using a fiber rewinding machine, first, thin
foreign matter, the strength of the fiber is seri- coated optical fibers shown in Table 1 were
ously degraded. To improve the mechanical uniformly abraded by passing through a roller
strength of thin coated optical fiber, therefore, wrapped with sandpapers of several grades with
it is necessary to clarify the optimum coating a tension of 1Og, as shown in Figure 1. In

structure and material that minimize the reduc- Table 2, average diameter of abrasive particles
tion of durability of the coating layers against a on the sandpapers is listed (according to Japanese

foreign matter (abrasive particle). Industrial Standard). The diameter of the roller
To assure strength of optical fiber, weak points is 11mm. Next, the tensile strength of the original

in the optical fiber are usually eliminated by and abraded fibers was measured at gage length

loading a tension for the entire length. This of 300mm with 100mm/min of strain rate.

test is called the screening test. However screen- A parameter expressing the abrasion resis-
ing test requires long length of test fibers and tance, Rs, was defined by equation (1).
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RS = SA / SO -------------------------- -(1) 60

Where SA and So represent the average failure s0 fbr break fiber strenth
strength of abraded fiber and original fiber during winding

respectively. This test requires short length 40 00

fiber and less time and removes the influence 30 o 0A

of original flaws. No deterioration
"Z 20 X h D 0 00

3-2 ABRASION RESISTANCE FACTOR
S0S0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

The followings are the factors which seem to Thickness of secondary coating layer (jim)

effect abrasion resistance of coating layers:
1° thickness of total coating layers, Figure 2 Dependence of the thickness of

secondary coating layer and abrasive
2* thickness of primary coating layer, particle size on average failure strength
30 thickness of secondary coating layer,
40 mechanical properties of primary coating

layer, particle which causes the break of fiber is ex-50 mechanical properties of secondary coating pressed by the equation (2).

layer,

60 abrasive particle size, and
70 stress pressed by abrasive particles. D, (2)

In this paper, we discuss these factors except To maintain the mechanical strength of coated
for 7%. In mechanical properties of primary(4°) optical fiber, it is estimated that the thickness
and secondary(5°) coating layer, we took notice of secondary coating layer should be more than
of Young's modulus. a half of the roughness (size of abrasive particle)

which the coated optical fiber might encounter

during the manufacturing processes of the cable.
3-3 DEPENDENCE OF COATING STRUCTURE We must know the size DA of particle in the

actual manufacturing environment to determine
The relation between the thickness of the coat- the minimum thickness T, of secondary coating

ing layers and abrasion resistance was investi- layer for thin coated optical fiber.
gated. As a result, it was clarified that the
abrasion resistance of the coating layers mainly
depends on the thickness of secondary coating 3-4 DEPENDENCE OF COATING MATERIAL
layer (Ts), as shown in Figure 2. Circle means
that R, is almost 100% and triangle is under The relation between the Young's modulus of
98%. Cross means fiber break during winding, coating layers and abrasion resistance was in-

We also found the critical thickness of second- vestigated. Figure 3 shows Young's modulus of
ary coating layer is closely related to the diame- secondary coating layer also influences the abra-
ter of abrasive particle (DA), and the size D, of sion resistance of thin coated optical fiber.
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Figue 3 Dependencce of Young's modulus of
secondary coating layer and abrasive
particle size on average failure strength

It is well known that microbending loss de-

pends on the parameters of fiber. Therefore,

in the actual experiment, it is rather difficult to
compare the detected loss increase of individual

To maintain the mechanical strength, Young's fiber with different parameters of fiber. To

modulus of the secondary coating layer should overcome this problem, we introduced presumed

be surely higher than conventional secondary microbending loss (PML) method (.

coating material. By fitting the measured data to microbending

We must also evaluate other subjects which formula, we get the correlation length Lc and

effect on abrasion resistance such as elongation average bending radius R. These parameters

in mechanical properties of coating layers. are assumed to be inherent to the bending con-
dition and not to be influenced by parameters
of fiber. Therefore the effect of parameters of

4. OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS AGAINST fiber on the increase of induced loss is compen-

MICROBENDING sated. Substituting Lc and R again into the
equation presuming standard fiber whose mode-

4-1 EVALUATION METHOD field-diameter is 9.5 pm and effective cut-off
wavelength is 1.25pm, we get presumed mi-

To investigate the optical characteristics crobending loss (PML).

against microbending, Long Span Winding Test
(Figure 4) was applied (". The fiber was wound

in one layer with a tension of 100g on a reel 4-3 DMPENDENCE OF COATING STRUCTURE

wrapped with a sandpaper of #1000 (according

to Japanese Industrial Standard). The relation between the thickness of the coat-

Chromatic loss spectrum was measured before ing layers and PML was investigated. Figure 5

and after winding test and we got a increase of shows the experimental result. The microbend-

loss by subtraction of these values. ing characteristic of the thin coated optical fibers
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Figure 6 Dependence of thickness of primary Figure S Dependence of the Young's modulus
coating layer and correlation length Lc of primary coating layer and PML

proved to mainly depend on the thickness of 4- D- PI3ND3 NCE Or COATING MATRIAL

primary coating layer. Thinning of primary
coating layer results in a larger loss increase. The relation between Young's modulus of the
Also, correlation length Lc has dependence on coating layers and PML was investigated. Figure
the thickness of primary coating layer (Figure 8 shows the experimental result and indicates
6). the PML of thin coated optical fiber is almost

On the contrary, the influence of thickness of proportional to the Young's modulus of primary
the secondary coating layer on microbending coating layer. Lower Young's modulus of primary
characteristics is very little (Figure 7). coating layer results in a smaller loss increase.
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5. CONCLUSION ~im m

To realize the ultra-high-count optical fiber Smto Eectrtc

cable, thin coated optical fiber with excellent Industries. Ltd

mechanical and optical characteristics is indis- 1, Thya-cho, Sakae-ku

pensable. For this reason, we have investigated Yokohama, Japan

the optimum coating structure and material for
the thin coated optical fiber. Kazumasa Oishi received his M.S. degree in Geochemis-

First, a new method (Abrasion Resistance Test) try from Tsukuba University in 1991. He joined Sumit-

has been developed to evaluate the abrasion omo Electric Industries, Ltd. in 1991, and has been
engaged in research and development of optical fiber

resistance of the thin coating layers. Using this and cables. He is a member of Transmission Media

method, it was clarified that the mechanical Department in Yokohama Research Laboratories.

durability of the coated optical fiber depends

on thickness and Young's modulus of secondary Watam KaTURMEIMA

coating layer. To conclude for mechanical dura- Sumitomo Eketr

bility of thin coated optical fiber, thicker sec- Industries. Lt&.

ondary coating with higher Young's modulus is

favorable. 1. Thya-cho. Sakae-ku
Next, using Long Span Winding Test, it was Yokohama. Japan

clarified that optical performance against mi-

crobending of the coated optical fiber depends Wataru Katsurashima graduated from Tokyo University
on thickness and Young's modulus of primary in 1987. He joined Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.

in 1987, and has been engaged in research and devel-
coating layer. To conclude for optical properties opment of optical fiber and cables. He is a member of

of thin coated optical fiber, thicker primary coat- Communication Department in Yokohama Research
Laboratories and a member of Institute of Electronics

ing with lower Young's modulus is favorable, and Communication Engineers of Japan.
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DEVELOPMENT AND CHARACTERIZATION OF
NOVEL UV-CURABLE OPTICAL FIBER COATINGS

Chander P. Chawla and Erwin S. Poldacid

DSM Doeotech Inc.
1122 St. Charles Street, Elgin, IL 60120

A~hB A use~ of viriyl ether - rnaleae technology in developing
potentially tower toxicity UV curable optical fiber

UV curable scryla s%%tms have been musd dungoth last decade for One coligs These coatings are free of acrylate
protection of optia fiber for ftlecommun~oloatoe Thes systems wre cured by a monomers. A small amount of high molecular weight
free radical meachanism and have the advantage of rapi cwe speed mid excelent (W cyaecmoeti nlddt mrv hcomnposfte properties. The radismamincr windusy has been e%'ahaail a wnwber cyaeC nn sInlddt mrv h
of alfteratv aydwns which hiave perlormormc propeidse equivalem V acrywe cure speed of the system. This should niot affect the
"Ownem but do nothawethef potenu iatoxiclty/snswulatin. or fte wrivve Potential toxicity of these coatings due to the high MW

chefho~ IsWnoOw ase rilamwhi amcured by a catioic
poi~~r-lzatin pro-ea- These isys-m teA tio slgcntlficandy ag thei Of the acrylate oligomner.
mechnica properftes altar vire due t Past wue plinoens. kjithe alternativ
chemistky is the fftreerdi"a ccpoyezatýonfc vinyl ethe ad maleste
components. Both of these Componmen are d~ffcul fo homopolyriner free
radicll. Wtny et~ and malaie components form an ejismaftig copolyme &Wd EXPERIMENA
can giv a wide range of prcpuftie. In Othi paper we describ the use CmodfiewdW
vinY ethe - matleats technology In developing potentlay lwow W~toxUit Iuamble
optica fiber coatngrs. These coatIg compoosiftins conisin a very uameN amaWoun Fimataidr
a high molecular weigh acrylate compocnent The cue speeds of these systems
were found to be equivalenft to the conventional acrlatse eyeams The wvchela l otnswr rw ono la 3c 0c
properides of thes systems were also comparable to th ose ath scorylate systemgswrsdan.on ncea 3 mx 0c
In geners. mwdost On i properties requireti for opftio fter coatin we iirs icAwfr glass plates using a Pacific Scientifc Automatic
-cyb*wWat rfe *W- mciodlfred vin0 Ow-asate coaftis. nohe0 Drawdown Apparatus. Eiter a 75 or a 150 micrometer

behvW f tan oa* wa alo d~d.It asconcluded that lower toxicity
vkq4 ~4 bseetbad compositions wZdto uewhA as op fie odW Bird Film Applicator was used. These films were then

cured at an appropriate dose using -D- arid/or -H
lamps in a Fusion Cuuing Unit (Model K523/2). The
dose was measured by an International Light Inc. *Light
Bug" IL 390.

INTRODUCTION
Film Aging

UV curable acrylate systems have been used during the
last decade, for the protection of telecomrmunicatin The elevated temperature aging at 125-C was conducted
optical fiber. These systems are cured by a free radical using convection ovens. The hydrolytic aging was
mechanism and have the advantage of rapid cure speed carried out in an electric pressure stemn sterilizer
and excellent composite properties. The radiation cure (120*C/100%RH). The O-UV aging was conducted insa
industry has been evaluating a number of aiternative chamber under ambient temperature and humidity, with
systems which have properties similar to acrylate 2 UVB lamps, 6 inches away from the samples.
systems, but have the potential for reduced toxicity and
sensitization. One of the alternative chemistries explored Peak Water AbsrtIon MnW Percent Extractables
consists of vinyl ether based systems, which are
photopolymeulzed by a cationic mechanism'. These These were measured by a dynamic water sensitivity test
systems tend to significantly change their mechanical method' under ambient laboratory conditions in glass
properties due to a post cure phenomenon. Another bottles.
alternative chemistry Is the free radical photo-
copolymerization of vinyl ether and maleate Umnmik Mechbnical oAna COs1MA
comrponients23. Each of these components do not
undergo efficent free radical homnopolymerlzation. A Rheomebtrs Solids Analyzer RSA 11 was used to run
However, vinyl ether and maleate functional components the dynamic mechtanical analysis on the aged and
readily form an alternating copolymer which can provide Wnaged Samples. The sample dimension were 12 mm
a wide range of properties. The cure speed of these X 23 mm. The frequency was set at 1.0 radiani/second.
systems can be enhanced by the addition of acrylate Before starting a sweep, the sample was preheated to
functional components. In this paper we describe the 8(iC for a minimum of five minutes in a dry nitrogen
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atmosphere of the rheometer's environmental chamber, Adhesion
to remove any water that may be present, which could
act as a plasticizer. Nominal 75 micrometer films were cured on cleaned,

polished glass plates. These films were aged at
Weight Chanae Measurements 23"C/50%RH for seven days, at which time a 180

degree peel test was run on part of the sample using an
Free films (3X3 cm) were used for weight change Instron (model TrD) to determine the 50% RH adhesion
measurements. They were preconditioned at 60'C for (2.54 cm wide specimen; strain rate=25.4cm/minute).
one hour before aging, cooled in the desiccator for 15 The films were additionally aged at 95%RH for one day
minutes, and weighed. After aging at 1250C, or under and the peel test was run on the remaining samples to
O-UV light, the samples were postconditioned in the determine the 95%RH adhesion.
desiccator for 15 minutes before reweighing to
determine the weight loss. Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (COE)

s The COE was measured using a DuPont 934
Thermomechanical Analyzer. The sample was

Viscosity measurement was conducted using a cryogenically cooled using liquid nitrogen and then
Brookfield viscometer with spindle #15 at 50 rpm, at heated at a rate of 5°C/minute to about 800C. An
250C. expansion probe was used with a 2 gram load. The

nitrogen flow rate was 5OmL/minute.
RefractiveIn

Coefficient of Friction (CaF
Refractive Index was measured using an Abbe-3L
refractometer. The COF was determined on an Instron (model TTD)

using a three point contact sled weighing -100 grams,
Tensile Prooerties with a 25.4 cm/ minute strain rate.

Tensile properties were measured using an Instron Photocalorimetry Studies
model #4201 at 23C/50%RH. The sample dimensions
were 5.08 cm X 1.27 cm and the strain rate was Photocalonmetry studies were conducted using the
50%/minute. Perkin Elmer DSC 7, with a DPA 7 accessory attached.

A 450 watt Xenon lamp was used as the light source.
Hydrogen Generation

Hydrogen generation was measured using the Key-Med RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Exhaled Hydrogen Monitor. About 4-6 grams of sample
was placed in a 120 MI bottl, flushed with argon, and Photocalorimetry Studies on Monomer Systems
then sealed. The sample was heated at 800C for 24
hours, cooled to room temperature, and the hydrogen Figures 1 and 2 show the photopolymerization
concentration measured. exotherms of a maleate (diethyl maleate or DEM) and a

vinyl ether (triethylene glycol divinyl ether or DVE-3)
Oxidation Induction Temoerature (pm monomer, respectively, in an air atmosphere at 50"3C.

Both of these contain two percent of a photoinitiator
OIT was determined using a DuPont 912 Differential used for free radical polymerization. The rate of
Scanning Calorimeter. A sample was heated in an polymerization, as expected, was extremely slow for
oxygen environment from 90(C to 3000C at a heating both vinyl ether and maleate components since these
rate of 10"C/minute. monomers do not homopolymerze free radically.

Figure 3 shows the photopolymerization exotherm (in air)
Thermogravimetric (TGC) Weight Loss of a 1:1 equivalent mixture of the same two monomers

in the presence of two percent of the same free radical
The weight loss was measured using a DuPont 951 TG photoinitiator at 50C(. The mixture of these two
Analyzer. A known weight of the sample was heated monomers, as expected, polymerized rapidly.
isothermally at 200C, for 40 minutes.The air flow rate Figure 4 shows the photopolymerization exotherms for
was 70 mL/minute. a monofunctional acrylate monomer (cyclohexyl acrylate)
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and for a mixture of the same acrylate monomer and fiber performance. Both inner and outer primary
DVE-3 (in a nitrogen atmosphere) at 50.C. The acrylate coatings were thermo-oxidatively stable as shown by
monomer polymerized at a reasonable rate. The oxidation induction temperatures and thermogravimetrc
photopolymerization of the mixture proceeded at a fast weight losses. Hydrogen generation was higher for both
rate since the acrylate monomer could also inner (coating 2) and outer primary (coating 4) coatings
copolymerize with the vinyl ether monomer, compared to the acrylate coatings. The peak water
Figure 5 shows some photopolymerization exotherms for absorption values of coatings 2 and 4 were comparable
mixtures of vinyl ether, maleate, and acrylate monomers to the acrylate coatings. The percent extractable content
(vinyl ether equivalents = maleate + acrylate equivalents) for inner primary coating 2 was higher than desired. The
using one percent of a free radical type photoinitiator at balanced COE values of outer primary coating 4 above
30"C. The three samples vary in the type of vinyl ether and below the coating's T, may be advantageous in
monomer used. Samples with phenoxy ethyl vinyl ether minimizing microbending losses during temperature
(PEVE) and tetrahydrofurfuryl vinyl ether (THFVE) gave cycling. The COF values of the two outer primary
faster rates of polymerization compared to the sample coatings are quite similar.
with propenyl ether of propylene carbonate (PEPC). The
photopolymerization, in general, proceeded at a fast rate Environmental Stability of Vinyl Ether-Maleate-Acrylate
since both acrylate and maleate components Oligomer Based Coatinas
copolymerize with the vinyl ether component.

Tables III and IV show some aging data on inner primary
Comparison of Acrylate Coating Properties with the coating 2 and outer primary coating 4. On aging at
Acrylate Oliaomer Modified Vinyl Ether-Maleate Coatings 125*C for one week, the equilibrium modulus (Eo) for the

inner primary coating 2 remained unchanged. This
Tables I and II show the property comparison of acrylate means that the crosslink density has not changed and
inner (coating 1) and outer (coating 3) primary coatings the polymer is not undergoing any degradation either
with acrylate oligomer modified vinyl ether-maleate inner through chain scission or additional crosslinking. There
(coating 2) and outer (coating 4) coatings. were some increases in the T, measures of

E'= 1000MPa, E' = IOOMPa and tan 6 peak, possibly due
Liouid Coating Prooerties: It is possible to to loss of some volatile, uncrosslinked materials. After

prepare acrylate oligomer modified vinyl ether-maleate 3 weeks aging at 1250C, outer primary coating 4 shows
coatings with viscosities suitable for processing (-3000- minor changes in the position of the tan 6 peak and the
11000 mPa.s). The refractive index and viscosity can be equilibrium modulus. The weight loss after eight weeks
optimized by varying the coating composition. @ 125', is only 5.7%, which is very comparable to the

acrylate coatings.

Cured Film Properties: One of the required

properties of UV curable optical fiber coatings is the Aging at 1200C/100%RH, for up to two weeks, leads to
rapid development of ultimate mechanical properties as some increase in the tan 6 peak value and a decrease
a function of cure dose. Inner primary coating 2 of the equilibrium modulus of inner primary coating 2.
developed 95% of its ultimate modulus at 0.2 J/cm2  Under these conditions, the tan 6 peak did not change
(Figure 6) which is faster than coating I as well as other for the outer primary coating 4, however the equilibrium
commercial acrylate coating systems. The cure speeds modulus dropped. The drop in modulus may be due to
of the two outer primary coatings were essentially the hydrolysis which results in chain scission. The
same. The tensile strength, elongation, and tensile hydrolysis resistance of these coatings can be improved
modulus properties for acrylate oligomer modified vinyl through an optimal oligomer/monomer selection. A
ether-maleate inner and outer primary coatings were number of acrylate coatings studied in the past have
comparable to those of the acrylate oligomer coatings, shown poorer performance under these conditions. It
The dynamic mechanical analysis curves for the inner should also be pointed out that there are several acrylate
primary coating 2 and outer primary coating 4 are shown coatings in commerce, which perform better under these
in Figures 7 and 8 respectively. A wide range of glass aging conditions.
transition temperatures are achievable through the
proper choice of monomer and oligomer combinations. The weight loss of outer primary coating 4 under Q-UV
These properties were again comparable to the acrylate light for eight weeks was 2.4%, which again is very low.
coatings. The inner primary coating 2 '*Ad excellent
retention of adhesion in a wet environment. Maintaining
constant adhesion in diverse environments is critical for
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CONCiLUSIONiS Table 11. Property Comparison of Acrylate and
Acrylate Oligomer Modified Vinyl Ether-

This study demonstrates that, it is possible to prepare Maleate Outer Primary Coatings
free radically curable (using UV light) Optical fiber of Ppet OurPimy3 OtrPiay4
coatings tha do not contain acrylate monomers. Many CsigPoet ue rmr ue rmr
of the properties and aging behavior of the acrylate Loi otn
oligomer modified vinyl ether-maisate coatings are sost'as5003,4
similar to the existing acrylate coatings. There are a fe VIcoty I~~ .0 ,4
properties (e.g. hydrogen generation and percent Refractive Index 1.51 1.47
extractable for the inner primary coating) which require
optimization. The toxicity testing of these type of Cured Film
coatings is under investigation. Tensile Properties

Tensile 26 30
Strength.MPa

Table 1. Property Comparison of Acrylate and Elongation,% 16 11
Acrylate Ollgomer Modified Vinyl Ether- Modulus,MPa 690 760
Maleate Innsir Primary Coatings Cure Speed(Oose 1.5 1.1

Coating Property Inner Primary I Inner Primary 2 @95%Modulus),J/cm2'

LiouidCatiiz Dynamic Mechanical
Properties 31 29

Viscosity,mPa.s 10,000 4,450 E'= 1 O0OMPa.*C

Refractive Index 1.49 1.47 E,=1 ooMPa.*C 62 59

Cue imTan 6 Peak,*C 59 56.5

Tensile Properties E0,MPa 36 34
Tensile 4.1 3.2 COF Film to 0.4 0.9
Strength,MPa Stainless Steel
Elongation,% 200 220 Water Sensitivity

Modulus,MPa 2.6 2.55 Peak Water 3.5 2.2

Cure Speed(Dose 1.0 0.2 Asrto,

@95%Modulus) J/CM2 Extractables(3w 0.5 1.5
k soak),%

Dynamic Mechanical
Properties -11.5 -7 COE X 1 O',cmlcm *C

E'- =1000MPa,*C Below T. 210 < 100

E'- 100MPa.*C 13 7 Above T, 910 170

Tan 6 Peak,*C 24.3 12.5 OIT,*C 210 263

E0.MPa 2.0 2.8 TG Weight Loss,% 4.2 3.4

Adhesion,g.force H eeainp/ . .@50% RH 540 390 H eeainp~ . .
@95% RH 215 290

Water Sensitivity
Peak Water 2.7 0.8
Absorption,%

Extractables 3.5 5.1
(3wk soak).%

COE X 10",cmlcm *C
Below T. 90 <100

Above T. 260 590

OIT,-C 202 252

TG Weight Loss,% NA 4.6

H2 Generationpl.M/g 0.3 1.7
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Table Il. Stability of Acrylate ou1gouw MOW Vinyl E01-M411 inner Priwy

Pretreatment E'=1000MPa,*C Er=100MPa,*C Tan J P*@IkC .MPS
Control -7 7 12.5 2.8
lwk 0 1259C -3 13.5 24.5 2.7

lwk @ 120C/100%RH -6 11 26.5 0.8
2wk @ 1201C/100%RH -7.5 6 16.5 0.8

Table IV Environmental blitof A lat Oflgomer Modified Vinyl

Pretreatment E'=100OMPa,*C E'=100MPa,*C Tan 6 PeakC E•MPa

Control 29 59 56.5 34

lwk @125°C 41 70 66 41

2wk @125°C 39.5 69 60 37

3wk @125°C 40 69 68 37
lwk@120°C/100%RH 32 54 56.5 17
2wk @1200C/100%RH 32 53.5 56 14

Pretreatment j Weight Loea,%

8 weeks at 125(C 16.8
8 weeks under O-UV light 2.4

At

f T~

t I

Figure 1 Photopolymerization exotherm of diethyl Figure 2 Photopolymerization exotherm of OVE-3.
maleate (OEM).
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Figure 3 Photopolymerization exotherm of a 1:1 mixture Figure 5 Photopolymerization exotherms of a mixture of

of DE-3and EM.maleate, acrylate, and vinyl other monomers
of DE-3and EM.(vinyl ether equivalents = acrylate + maleate

equivalents): with (a)PEPC, (b)PEVE, and

(c)THFVE.

t L

Ir 1 3

a

Do• (loml•/*')

Figure 4 Photopolymerization exotherms of (m e Figure 6 Dose versus modulus for the acrylate oligomer

cyclhol acrylate and (b) a 1:1 mixture of modified vinyl ethe lter primary

DVE-3 and cyclohexyl acrylate, coating 2.
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DESIGNING AN OPTICAL FIBER DUAL COATING SYSTEM FOR LOOSE
TUBE AND RIBBON CABLE LONG LINE AND LOCAL LOOP APPLICATIONS

Rober J. Overton Claude Lam
Adolphe R. Lopez Alcatel Alsthom Recherche
Alcatel Telecommunications Cable Marcoussis, France
Romnoke, Virginia

Henri-Marc Michaud Ronald G. Sommer
Alcatel Fibrms Optiques KABEL RHEYDT AG
Bezons, France Geoncbengladbeh Grmany

ABSTRAC access. Wasp sprays ae routinely used on entering a pedestal for
work, and optical fibers are exposed to the petroleum-based carrier

A new optical fiber dual coating system is introduced. The new solvents and to the chemical poisons themselves. Temperature and
coatings have been developed from the principles of correlating humidity extremes will also be encountered in climates such as found
individual material properties with the resulting on-fiber performance in the West and subtropical South in the United State. The danger is
in a number of handling and environmental issues. By this method, that the eflhtiveness of optical fiber coatings as protection in these
the new coatings have been tailored to meet the demands of loose-tube environments can be severely diminished through oxidative or
as well as ribw cable designs, exceding the requirements for hydrolyic degradation mehanmsms2, 3 . A substantial percentage of
handting and reliability in both. fiber optic cables will find installation in the vicinity of steam lines,

where there are risks to the coatings from thermal damage, alone and
in combination with high humidity, to say nothing of direct steam
impingement4 .

Besides the necessity to weather adverse conditions, fiber optic
coatings must now be enormously versatile in packaging possibilities
as well. Coatings are challenged by the rising popularity of ribbon
structures for optical fibers, where the need to strip (usually with a
heat stripping tool) coating and ribbon matrix cleanly in a single
motion can require different characteristics of the coatings than does
mechanically stripping a aingle fiber. For a coating system to be
accepted in ribbon in the worldwide marketplace, it must succeed in
meeting the wide variety of testing required in Europe and other
regions where ribboned fiber is well-cestblished. The odds are that

flflIDIJQL ribbon structures as well as loose tube cables will be utilized in FIT
installations, and the fiber manufacturer's production economies

Optical fiber has now largely replaced copper conductors in long line demand a coating system that is able to perform in both applications.
telecommunications cable and is widely used for data transmission as
well. The next step is largmeale introduction into local loop This paper introduces a New Coating System which meets the
telephone and cable TV service, and this is expected in the relatively challenges for versatility and reliability extant in today's applications.
near future. Fiber networks will allow unpreeented quality and The authors present some of the methodology behind the coating
economy in video delivery and will bring similar benefits for the home development and performance results in testing to meet the
in voice and data communications. These fiber-in-the-loop (FITL) specifications of both North American and European markets. The
applications are now made economically feasible through innovative data is sometimes compared to the previous system used in Alcate's
couplers, splitters, and - splicing techniques along with improved North American unit as well as to several other commercially used
control of fiber geometriesl. coating systems in the market today.

Along with improvements in fiber geometric precision and in coupling sTRWABnLrrY
technology, &ployment of F17L in addition to the already established
applications of fier optM- demands bete performance from the other
material components m such systems in protection against For splicing and termminations, the coatings must be removed from
environmental hazards. Optical fiber coatings, in partiular, will have optical fiber ends, an operation currently done with mechanical
to be versatile in resistam to dangers which are much more cmmon stripping tools in the cue of single fibers or with heated tipping
in FitL applications than in the comparatively hemeic conditions in apparati fur opening ribbon structures. Strippability is a sujecfively
long distance cables, whe fiber exposre points am far fewer and judge attribute ofa dual coating system, although ther is a pocedure
mor sheltered A vastly lare ainI of pliO pe fiber kilometer specilfed in the Bellcore requirenmet document TR-NTW.0-00O to
with Fit strengthens the demand fur eY aw reliable Mechanical quantify strip force. In general, a cras•hperson wants the coaings to
stripping as well as increasing the risk of accidental exposures to remove cleanly with a sngle pmof tie stripping tool while tolerating
common solvents such as acetone and propanol, which can damage the a few stray coating crumbsm lef behind if these can be removed with a
ability of the coativn4s to offe- protwction. The more frequent exposure single wipe of a towelette. It is thought that the strippability is
of fibers to very low tempertures will continue to test the ability of influenced by
coiting system to buft against microbending-induced added loss.
Neighborhood pdswaisre ant snled, and insec•s and animals hmve
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I. the adhesio of the primary to the glass A "Strippebility" judgmt was made sed on r a mrpt m er
of expert crafteople whowas gives the fbers in blind test in which

2. the coefficients of expansion (CTE's) of the coatings the Miller tool was used. The participants looked for ease and
smoothness of the stripping movement and for a minimum of cnrnbs

3. the modulus, ultimate mechanical properties and toughness of left to be wiped off. The New System stripped smoothly with one pass
the coatings and required little additional work to clean off cnmbs. The other two

systems usually took two or more passes with the tool before the
The configuration of the coating apparatus also must play a part, but craflspersoa stopped to wipe the fiber, and the crumbs were more
that will not be considered here. The contributions from the factors persisently adhered to the fiber.
listed above have not to date been thoroughly modeled, but the
development technique followed here led to tailoring the secondary While the strip force itself does not differ radically among the three
coating to have a relatively high glass transition temperature (so that it coating systems, the perceived strippability is quite different. A larger
exhibits a glassy behavior in the mechanical stripping operation), a coefficient of expansion of the primary (relative to the secondary)
high degree of toughness but low ultimate elongation. The primary reduces the mechanical adhesion of the coatings after the coatings cool
coating is designed with a decreased level of mechanical adhesion to following the cure process and eases mechanical stripping.
the glass (through a deliberate choice of cure shrinkage allowed and
properly combining the primary and secondary coating CTE's) and a Strimint Ribbon Structures
very low glass transition temperature so that it behaves as a soft rubber There are no standard procedures at present to define ribboned fiber
during the stripping exercise. strippability, but heated stripping tools are commonly in use in the

industry. A heated tool was used to compare strippability of colored
The coefficient of thermal expansion is important because of the state fibers with several of the coating systems, packaged in 12-fiber, edge-
of stress that results in the coatings after the cure process. Consider bonded ribbon structures all with the same matrix material. The tool
the case in which the primary coating is applied and cured prior to the was designed to remove ribbon matrix and fiber coatings in one pass.
application of the secondary coating. The effect of an expansion It was heated to 1050 C, and the ribbon end was placed in the tool for 5
coefficient differential has been weli-treated in the past5 ,6 and will not seconds before accomplishing the stripping. The goal was complete
be re-derived in detail here. It is sufficient to observe that and clean removal of ribbon matrix and fiber coatings in a single pass.

Table IIl lists the results for several coating systems examined
a) the coatings are at an elevated temperature as the secondary is (including a Commercial B system available in ribbon structures).
cured,

TABLE II. FIBER OPTIC COATINGS AND HEAT
b) due to the difference between temperature at cure and room STRIPPABILITY OF EDGE-BONDED RIBBON STRUCTURES.
temperature, there will be a radial stress exerted by the coatings,
acting on the surface of the glass, and COATING SYSTEM RANK COMMENTS

c) the magnitude and direction of the stress will be dependent on the
New System 1-2 clean, complete

ratio a-y , where a is the thermal expansion coefficient. Tables I strip in one pass

and 11 show the ratios for the rubbery regions and the stripping Commercial B 1-2 clean, complete
performance for the New System, the previous coating system and strip in one pass
another widely used commercial system (Commercial A).

Commercial A 3smeared residue
after first pass,

TABLE L EXPANSION COEFFICIENT RATIOS AND STRIP several passes
FORCE OF SEVERAL COATING SYSTEMS required plus

wiping

SYSTEM apy STRIP FORCE, I Previous System 4 difficult to strip,
a.-,.' smeared residue

New System 0.87 1.00 requiring several
passes and wiping
to remove

Previous System 0.39 0.90
Commercial A and the Previous system both have primaries with very
high adhesion to glass achieved through both chemical and

Commercial A System 0.29 0.75 mechanical effects. The new primary coating relies on a careful
balance of sufficient adhesion to glass to preclude delamination under
handling or environmental exposure while maintaining excellent heat

per EIA/IA 45-178 strippability properties. For both the New system and the Commerci
B system, the matrix and coatings come off as a unit, leaving clean,
bare fiber ready for splicing.

TABLE IL MECHANICAL STRIPPABILITY OF THE
COATING SYSTEMS

SYSTEM STRIPPABILITY
New System Excellent
Previous System Fair
Commercial A Fair
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Matsof idaMi FIGURE 4. Strip force before and after exposure to petroleum-based
Fibers with the New System were aged in a number Of aggressive wasp spray.
environment, comprising

"* 850 C185% RH -30 days
"* 850 C dry -30days .
"* 850C water - 30 days
"* exposure to wasp spray per TR-NTW-000020 I

and the strip force was followed with aging/exposur. The results are
shown in Figures 1 through 4, along with the results on three 04
commercial fibers utilizing coating systems A and B already-
introduced, and Commercial C. In each case strip force is essentially afe
unchanged by the aging or by exposure to wasp spray. New Co---- COM COMM

system A B ..

FIGURE 1. Strip force with time in aging at 850C/85% RH.L

1.4 - -- Exposure to common solvents is a hazard which will be encounterd
1-2'~.--. _ more and more frequently as fiber is deployed in the local loop

Ne sy" environment due to the higher number of splices and terminations.
* The New System along with Commercial A, B and C fibers were

- -- Ca~msm. A immersed for seven days in acetone, in 2-propanol. and insa 30 percent
0.6 - Comm. 1B ammonia solution, examining the strip force at intervals in the test

Comes. CFigures 5 through 7 show the results. Commercial A and
Comm C Comrca C coated fibers completely lost their coatings eariy in the

0.2 - exposure to acetone and 2-propanol while the New System and
Commercial B fiber maintain in-specification strip force.

0-

0 1 3 10 20 30 FIGURE 5. Strip force with time immersed in acetone.
days qagit me 115CA15% RH

1.4

FIGURE 2. Strip force with time in aging at 850C dry. 1.2
I. ~New systems

O.0 S- Commo. A

d ~ New System Z0.4 Comm-~- ~ *-~ . C

0.6.- Comm. 0

0.4 -4 Comm. C 03

0.2 day g Umstwe
note: The Commercial A and Commercial C coatings sponttaneously

0 -delaminated from the glass.
0 1 3 to 20 30

days se. 5as i 9C dry FIGURE 6. Strip force with time immersed in 2-Propan-ol.

FIGURE 3. Strip force with time aging in 950C water. .
1.2

1.4 T N -- ~ ~ew Sys"e

INew systeam ~ :----C.i~~i>0. Comm.. B omA-

0.1Cm.A0.4 -. Com. C

0.0 ~Comm. 3 .0

0.4 Com~m. C

6.2 3

- days acsia5 'M 2-0 1as

* I 3 10 20 30

40,5 MO U MC 1,11f note: The Commercial A and Commercial C coatings spontaneously
delanunated from the glass.
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FIGURE 7. Striphr with time immersed In 30% ammonia. or ef insaitae Io r tam at 400 C.

iA

.2 FIGURE 8. Mowitr cnu of tensik smoap ad lose moduluh E' and

New -- . E , for the New primay coating.

OL (U - Comm. A 25v. - 25C

0.6 -- Comm. B

0.4 -Cm.Cr

t--
0 ---- --- ,-

0 3 7

doys fig is l30%auuomme

X

LOW TEMPERATURE ATTENUATION
-2 0 2 4 6 8 is 12 14 16 Is

In the more extreme climates of the North, optical fiber will be us m fedn• q cy ,mdae

exposed to very low temperatures during the winter months.
Especially inside cable, an individual fiber may be subjected to lateral
forcs due to thermal shrinkage of the coatings7 and to point stresses FIGURE 9. Master curve of tensile storme and loss modulus, V and
from crossovers and bumps inside jackets. These forces can result in E", for the Commercial A and C primary coating.
microbending-induced added loss if the primary coating fails to buffer
the fiber adequately, e.g. if the primary becomes too stiff to absorb the
stress through deformation and instead transfers the stress through to sp wt- -5C

the fiber. To aid in our understanding of the relationship between the
prunmy coating mechanical properties and microbending-induced loss as 4--
at low temperaturm t mechanical characteristics of several primary ,r

coatings, including the New primary, were investigated via dynamic ; K

mechanical spectrometry and thermal mechanical analysis. . -

i7,
A Rheometrics Solids Analyzer was utilized to determine the storage ,
and loss components, B' and E" respectively, of the dynamic tensile -- _

modulus, E, isothermatly through a range of oscillatory frequencies
from 0. 1 to 100 radians/second. Typically, these "frequency sweeps' - - -
were obtained at each of a number of temperatures from about 400C 4 - a 2 4 6 4 1@ 12 14 16 Is

down to -600C. changing the temperature in 5 to 10°C increments IoU ( frtqmy.

between measurements. The primary coatings were cured at 1.0
J/cm2 in a film thickness of approximately 250 microns. Rectangular
strips of about 5 mm width were cut from each material for the
measurments. Care was taken to maintain a small, static strain in the FIGURE 10. Tensile stress relaxation modulus E(t) vs time for the
samples at each temperature, such that the samples remained in New pinmary coating and the Commercial A and C primary coating
tension as the dynamic strain oscillated about the static strain level. The temperature is references to -400 C.

The frequency sweeps for each material were shifted on the frequency
axis, applying the principles of time-temperature superposition8, to u.

form smooth curves (usually termed "mast curves") of E' and E" vs "
reduced frequency. Master curves are shown in Figure 8 for the New * Cs... A mod C Prkiry
System primary coating and in Figure 9 for the primary coating used r t'o I ___-___

in botht the Commercial A and C systems, where the reference 9.___
temperature is 250 C for each curve. -

The dynamic modulus may be conivaed to stress relaxation vs time at % ! - - -,-

any temperature within the bounds of experimentation by first shifing a ,_
the master curve to the temperature of interest via the temperature 7.5 . .
dependent frequency shift factors, then calculating the transformation
via the following relation9, 7 -. - ..

-.1 -5 0 5 to I$s 2

E(t)= E'(tv)-0.40E"(O.40i)+0.014E"(IO0m) (I) Isd 00

where w is the dynamic oscillatory frequency. Figure 10 shows E(t)
with time at 40 0 C for this example of the two primary coatings. The To relate this infonation to on-fiber data, we employed a fiber
data quantifies how the stre, in each coating decreases with time peckaging technique sometimn refertr to as "bsketweave" wind.
under a constant strain such as might be caused by a point load on the on a quartz spool. Appmximatdy two kilometers each of fibr with
fiber. Note that a tess induced by a strain in the New primary the New System and with Commercial A were wound on a spool under
relaxes to near th equilibrium (rubbery) modulus within about 30 50 grams tension with the traverse, or lay. set to 1.0cm per turn on the
hourm, while similar relaxation in the other material requires several spool. This intmiduoes many crosenis in the fibers which act a
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point loads on the coatings, creating a very microbend-aggressive Table IV gives measurements of the moisture permeability of several
configuration. Coated fibers were chosen for the winding such that the secondary coatings, including that used by the Commercial A system.
mode field diameters were similar along with the coating thicknesses. (The Commercial B and C secondaries are proprietary and unavailable
The loss was measured at room temperature, and then the fibers were for film testing.)
cycled in a temperature chamber in 100 C increments down to -600C,
holding the temperature at each increment for 24 hours and measuring TABLE IV. WATER VAPOR PERMEABILITY MEASURED
the attenuation in the fibers. Figure 11 shows the added loss relative ON FILMS OF SECONDARY COATING
to the room temperature, after-basketweave measurement at each low
temperature for the two coating systems. The benefit of a primary COATING COEFFICIENT P*
coating which relaxes rapidly at low temperature is obvious. New Secondary 0.0170

Previous Secondary 0.0290
FIGURE 11. Low temperature attenuation at 1550 nm for fibers with Comm. A Secondary 0.0330
the New System and with the Commercial A system wound on a
quartz spool in a basketweave configuration. *The coefficient is lower for lower permeability, and is given in units

of metric perm-centimeter.

1.2 -

1- New cotp Note that the New System secondary is the least permeable to
- •moisture. Based on the results to date, the New System is the most

Cromnert-' A protective against beat and humidity induced fatigue. These results

.o carry over into dynamic strength tests, where 30 day, 85°C185% RH

0.6 aging of fiber coated with the New System typically results in a 5 to 10
- _ _ _-percent increase in median strength over unaged fiber while

Mo.4 - maintaining a passing value for the Weibull slope parameter, mn
..... _- --- _ ..... / ...... Tables V and VI give typical 0.5 meter dynamic strength test results

0.2 for the New System, Commercial A, Commercial B and Commercial

0 ~C fiber, before and after the aging.

20 -20 -30 -40 -50 -60

hesperstie desnm Cebinu TABLE V. TYPICAL WEIBULL MEDIAN STRENGTH (A)
BEFORE AGING AND (B) A"IER AGING AT 8&"CmS% RH

RELIABILITY COATINGS (A) KPSI (B) KPSI
New System 675 725

Heat and Humidity Effects Commercial A 690 590

The deleterious effects of environments of high humidity and/or Commercial B 625 620

temperature can impact both optical fiber lifetime and handling Commercial C 690 600

characteristics. (The effects on strippability have already been
discussed.) Such environments are found in the Southwest and TABLE VL WEIULL SLOPE PARAMETER, m, (A) BEFORE
Southeast geographical extremes in the U.S., and in underground AGING AND (B) AFTER AGING AT 85"C/S5% RH
installations in cities where, for instance, the fiber might be in
proximity to leaky steam pipes. Here, lifetime is examined via static COATINGS (A) m (B) m
fatigue test in two-point bending, per the EIA/TIA 455-97 procedure, New System 140 45
in an environment of 850 C085% relative humidity. Precision bore Comnercial A 142 10
silica tubes, ranging in size from 0.1574 inch to 0.2457 inch in inside Commercial B 76 19
diameter, were used to achieve stresses from 1.81 GPa to 2.89 GPa. Commercial C 144 23
For every coating system examined, at least three sets of 20 fiber
specimens were tested at each stress level. The results are given in LOOSE TUBE CABLE PERFORMANCE
Figure 12 for the New Coatings, the previous coatings, and
Commercial A and Commercial B fiber. The New System has passed the Bellcore cable qualification lest
FIGURE 12. Static fatigue stress corrosion factors for the New System program in several loose tube cable designs including armored and

and several commercial systems. The fiber environment is 85 0 C/85% nonh-lmored onstructions using the full range of olors for the fi:er.

relative humidity. To highlight the test results:

0 on average, zero added loss at 1310 or 1550 nm on cabling

35f___ a on the second temperature cycle to -400C. the average added loss

eg•/ ••mvim ' , 5C/55%1ii at 1550 un was 0.01 dB/Iun with a maximum loss of 0.05 dB/km

25 " on the second temperature cycle to 400 C after 168 hours at 850 C.
*-val 20the average added loss at 1550 tun was 0.04 dB/km with a

-, smaximum loss of 0.08 dB/km

s! * in the cable freeze test, the average loss of power was 0.01 dB at
1550 nm with a maximum loss of power orO.05 dB

0 . after 30 days in filling gels at 850 C and 85% RH. the fiber strip

SI I force exhibits negligible change from the unaged performance
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SRMMM s 6P. c. P. Bousek D. J. BIM, C. M. G. Jgadmn T.
The Now system hu undergoe .exeive teting for fiber ribbon P. hM. Mewsuwon, Poomw E Sarlsn"Vmd

tseetgSc Vol. 29, no. 17, pp 1172 - 1176, 1989.
applicatio, prticulaily in the European market when demands on 7S. T. Shine, IEEE Potonics Technology Letters,
coating performance can be especially rigorous. At ois writing, some Vol. 4, No. 7, pp746-748, July 1992.
of the testing is incomplete, but in these the ribbon structures made
with the New System ar so far performing well where most other fr exampile, J. D. Ferdy, p2190systms ~ed arl on.]•]• L~l~gNglk3rd edition, p 271! (1910,
Systems filld early o. Wiley & Sons, New York).

Tests performed in three different Europea units agee with the K. Ninomiya, . D. Ferry, J19r9al of Cdidd.1

stppaility reults reported above, in that in both ena sul t Science, Vol. 14, p 36,1959.

edge-bonded ribbon structures beat stripping a ribbon results in the

clean removal of the desired portion of coating/vik/matrix as a unit
leaving the fiber ends dean and bare for splicing.

Fiber breakout is excellent, with no transfer of color (noting that only
UV.cuable inks have been used to date).

In temperature cycling tests from +85 0C to -600rC the niaximum loss
occurred at -600C with added loss of 0.012 dB4rm at 1310 am and
0.018 dBtkm at 1550 nm. In the 21 da), 20 0 C water sink test, the
maximum loss at 1310 am was at 9 days with 0.03 dB/km added loss
for one fiber, and at 1550 am the fibers exhibited "added" IoS of less
than zero with one fiber showing 0.01 df/km addedA lo at 22 days.

In the 60 0C water sink test, approximately 300 hours of the required
670 hours are complete as of this writing. The requirement under
consideration presently is that no fiber exhibit 1.0 dB/km added loss
during the test Several commercial systems included in the test have
already failed. The New System with two different inking systems are
currently showing a maximum added loss of 0.23 dB/km with one ink
and 0.1 dB/km with the other ink system.

SUMMARY Bob J. Overton is a Senior Principal Scientist in the Fiber
Development Group at Alatel Telecommunications Cable in
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challenges in the world's markets and environments, of fiber optics materials science and processing and has a number of

publications on fiber optic materials and processes in journals andAlcatel remains committed to continuing product improvement. The symposia proccediW•

authors are maintaining a program to increase the understanding of
the coating material properties/performance relationships. As better
models are developed to describe the immensely complex interactions Adolphe R. Lopez is a Visiting Scientist with the Akatel
of the fiber and its two coatings, still further improvements in the Telecommunications Cable Fiber Development Group in Roanoke,
coating systems are expected. VA. He received a Ph. D. in Materials Chemistry from the University

of Rennes in 1991, where he focused on specialty glasmes for optical
ID. B. Keck, PhotopLns SpecSa, pp 93-94, January, fibers and novel methods for firicating very high purity glass. Sic
1993. then he has worked in materials development at Alcatel Alsthom
2D. A. Simoff, M. G. Chan, J. T. Chapin, B. J. Recherche in Marcoussis, France, and in coatings development in the
Overton, Pblymer Engioering andScience, Vol. U. S. His work has been published in Annals of Chemistry: Maerli
29, 1177, 1989. Science the proceedings of the "High Temperature Material Properties
3 D. S. Szum, C. P. Chawin, T. E. Bishop, K. P. Symposium", and the proceedings ofthe SPIE Optical Fiber materials
Murray, 1. M. Zimmerman, PraceenA of the and Devices Symposium.
3th Imaeldond Wire and Cable Symposium, p
703, 1990.
4N. E. Hanrdick, Ill, K. Kathiresan, J. G. Hartley,

cmnp of the 41Wt Inkteatkmal Wire and
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Development of a 100-fiber submarine cable

Nobuyuki YOSHIZAWA and Tadatoshi TANIFUJI

NTT Telecommunication Field Systems R&D Center
Tokai-Mura, Naka-Gun, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan

Abstract
NTT has developed a 100-fiber submarine Hiah-input powcr cable

cable. This is the first submarine cable with 100 Mber cable
a fiber ribbon and " air-core " structure. The Fr-uoul fier .an.

fiber ribbons are packed into slots arranged Sc 48fbncra fbe

helically on a polyethylene rod which is 3 DSF fibercable

installed in stranded steel wires covered with a Z. g

pressure resistant copper pipe. A new .. t fusi on scic

absorbent tape prevents water from Hi h-stirenglhfusionspli
penetrating in the cable. Experimental results First sca trial

revealed its excellent watertightness. The ProIotvypcablc
compact structure facilitates fibre 1980 1990 2000
identification and fiber splicing and reduces
cost. A sea trial was conducted at a depth of
3000m and confirmed that the overall Fig.l Recent cable development at NTT
performance was excellent.

technology and core aligning fusion splice
technologyf7l were developed and the cable unit

1. Introduction length increased to more than 40km. In 1986,
NTT has been developing original submarine a dispersion shifted fiber for 1.55 Am

optical fiber cables and related technologies wavelength usage was used in cables
since the 70s as shown in Fig.1, and research on extending the non-repeatered transmission
prototype submarine cable using graded index span to 120km[8]. The expansion of optical
fiber began in 1977[11[2). In March 1980, sea networks created a need for the development of
trials were first conducted on burying armored multi-fiber submarine cables. In 1989, a 48-
cable at Takehara, Hiroshima. The structure of fiber cable using coated-fibers 0.25mm in
the shallow sea cable composed of Si-Ny coated diameter was developedl9l.
fibers, a single copper pipe, and torque- The recent development of carbon-coated
balanced two-layered armorl3l. In 1982, we fibers (CCF) has greatly improved the long-
developed our first commercial cable with term reliability of mechanical and
single-mode fibers and a strong pressure- transmission characteristics, and we have
resistant structure of tension wires improved on their initial strength for
sandwiched between inner and outer copper practical application[101ll11. The development
pipes. Water was prevented from penetrating of Er-doped fiber amplifiers has extended the
the cable by jointing boxes{41 connected to the transmission distance of cables and has
cable every 5 kms. The coated fiber diameter promoted a need for a non-repeatered system.
was 0.9mm. A deep sea cable for use at The system is flexible, economical , as well as

depths of up to 8000m15) and which is itself highly-reliable. The expansion of optical
watertight was developed in 198516]. A fiber networks also required submarine cables to

coated with UV curable resins and 0.4mm in be compatible with land cables in the number

diameter and a watertight optical unit were of fibers. Consequently, we developed a 100-

developed. A high-strength fusion splice fiber cable[121.
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2. Fundamental design 8
1. Cable disassembling

The cross section of the newly developed
100-fiber cable is shown in Fig.2. Five 4-fiber 2. Wire caulking3. Fiber splicing
ribbons are packed tightly into slots 6 -4 Fiber soliing
arranged helically on a polyethylene rod. This 4. Fiber housing
is the first submarine cable which uses ribbon 4 5. Testing
fibers. Also, this is the first "air-core" type 6. Molding

submarine cable in the world. A sea water - 4 7. Final testing
absorbent tape is arranged around the slots to 8. Assembling
prevent water from penetrating in the cable. A._
slight strain is intentionally retained in the
fiber during the cabling process to prevent 2

fiber slippage during laying and recovery. The
cable structure is very simple and is basically
different from the conventional cable structure. 0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total
4-fiber ribbon Process

(A)

Absorbent t60

Compound - 50Strength mem ber. - -" - - - 7
Outer pipe/
Sheath "

(O.D. 22mm) E40

Fig.2 Cross-section of a 100-fiber cable. .- '
g 20
n20".2 -/.

The new structure satisfies many // •X"
requirements, resulting from the increase in

the number of fibers used in cables. Since
ocean weather conditions can quickly change, 0
the repair of submarine optical fiber cables 0 100 200 300

must be performed within 24 hours. Splicing Number of fibers
a 100-fiber cable one fiber at a time, however,
is simply too time consuming. Figure 3(A) (B)
shows a typical histogram of cable repair time
on cable ship. Cable jointing procedure after
cable recovery is an 8-step process. A 6-fiber
cable takes 8 hours to repair. Figure 3(B) shows Fig.3 Time histogram of cable jointing.
calculated fusion splicing time versus number
of fibers. It takes about 10 minutes for fusion
splicing of a conventional mono-fiber. For a 4-
fiber ribbon, it is about 16 minutes. Calculated
results indicate the possibility of 300-fiber
splices within 20 hours for a 4-fiber ribbon.
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Adhsve

Cable Unit assembly Optical unit Coated fiber Psed-ribbon

(A) 48-fiber cable

Absorbent tape

Cable Slotted-rod Fiber ribbon
(B) 100-fiber cable

Fig.4 Cable disassembling process.

Figure 4 shows the disassembling process of a
cable. In a conventional 48-fiber cable, all
fibers are coated with uv-curable resins in 48-fiber cable
order to form a watertight optical unit.
Separating fiber from the optical unit is very 1: Unit I

delicate process, requiring skill and patience. 3: Unit 33:Unit 3I
Unintentional fiber breakage means starting 4: Unit 4
over. For practical purposes, 48 is the 5: Unit assembling

maximum number of fiber for this type of 6: Covoernipe
structure. In a 100-fiber cable, however, fibers 7: Peset

are much easier to separate and require less ,'4
technical skills. This is possible because of the " < 100-fiber cable
air-core " structure which has proven itself in 1 Fiber ribbon
land cables. The "air-core" structure can
prevent strain increase caused by cable slotted rod
bending. Because of these merits, we decided to 3: Copper pipe
use a 4-fiber ribbon and " air-core " structure
in a submarine cable. In order to reduce mass- 4: Pesheath
fusion splice loss, we are developing compact
mass axis alignment splicing equipment using
micro roboticsf13]. Figure 5 shows a Fig.5 Cabling process
comparison of the cabling process of a
conventional 48-fiberl9] cable and the 100-
fiber cable. The new cable structure is simple in a one-step process. This significantly
and economical. Assembling four 12-fiber reduces the cost. The compact structure also
optical units in the 48-fiber cable is a five-step makes it easier to identify fibers, and it may
process. The 25 4-fiber ribbons of the 100- make it possible to increase the number of
fiber cable, however, are packed into the slots fibers in the future.
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3. Cable characteristics 2"

The structure using ribbon fibers and a slotted Sea water
rod was originally designed for land cables. To
adopt this structure for submarine cables, we
had to cope with many requirements that are New tape

particular for submarine cables. The
requirements include mechanical strength, C-l
optical loss stability, water-tightness, and high Convetionaltape
reliability. Figure 6 shows the relationship
between load applied to the outer pipe and its .
ellipticity. We applied lateral load to the outer
pipe without a polyethylene sheath, and without
a slotted rod, the applied load deforms the
wire array and the shell effect decreases.
The dash-doted line shows the calculated 0
copper pipe deformation ignoring the shell 0 100 200 300 400
effect of the stranded wires. The solid dots Time (sec)
show measured values with a slotted rod. The
experimental results confirm that the structure
is sufficiently strong. The slotted rod helps Fig.7 Water absorption characteristics of
maintain the wire assembly array and thus its absorbent tape for submarine cable.

rigidity. The slotted rod also prevents the outer
pipe from buckling under hydraulic pressure.
The maximum application depth of the 100- 100
fiber cable is 3000 m. Figure 7 shows the Time=90 hours 7
characteristics of the water absorbent tape
developed for the 100-fiber cable. Drops of sea E 7

water applied on the 0.3 mm thick absorbent
tape and its height change versus time were
measured. The volume quickly expands and
shuts off the water path in the cable. The water 50
blocking abilities of the cable were measured.

8 /L=0.47 IPT

/ Without a slotted rod (cal.) 7

50... 6 0 Ut
0 100 200 300 400 500

1/Hydraulic pressure P (atm.)
Z/"k 4

/ Fig.8 Relationship between hydraulic- /
t a pressure and length of water run.i•/ With a slotted rod

2 /
Figure 8 shows the relationship between
hydraulic pressure and length of water run in a

00 2 cable. Hydraulic pressure using artificial sea
4 6 8 10 water was suddenly applied to one end of a

Load (kgf/mm) 100m cable , and we measured the time it
took for the sea water to come out the other

Fig.6 Relationship between lateral load and end of the cable. After 90 hours, however, we
pipe ellipticity. observed no water. We disassembled the cable
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and measured the length of water run in the 0.8% even for 1% proof strain, because of its
cable. In spite of the "air-core" structure, high n-value of 150. Low-proof strain CCFs are
length of water run was 68 m at a pressure of less expensive than conventional high-proof
400 atms, The value is smaller than that of a strain fibers, despite the added cost of
conventional deep-sea cable(61. Assuming carbon-coating.
that the length of water run L is in proportion Table I summarizes main features of the
to the square root of the hydraulic pressure P 100-fiber cable. Cable diameter and weight
and time T , we obtain L=0.47v?1. Length of are nearly the same as those of a coventional
water run for two weeks at a depth of 3000m is deep-sea cable[91119l.
calculated at only 150 m. The absorbent tape
also works as a dryer. When a submarine cable
is laid on the sea bottom, cable temperature 40
decreases and the humidity in the cable's air
turns to dew. In this case, the absorbent
powder captures the humidity and dew in the
cable, keeping the fibers dry. Figure 9 30"

shows the relationship between relative C:Q

humidity and the increase in saturation weight 251C
of absorbent tape. Temperature dependence of -_
the absorbent tape is low. Assuming the weight 20 2

increase of absorbent tape during cable .=

manufacturing at 2 5oc is 10% relative
0 -o

humidity in the cable at the sea bottom of 5 oC 5 5C
becomes about 43%. This dry condition helps
maintain the long term reliability of the fiber.

The use of carbon coating on silica fiber can 0
greatly improve fiber reliability by preventing 0 20 40 60 80

both mechanical fatigue and hydrogen induced Relative humidity (%)
loss increasell411151 In the early stages of
development, we found that surface roughness Fig. 9 Humidity absorption characteristics of
of carbon-coated fiber (CCF) has a certain absorbent tape.
relationship with its initial strength. We
proposed and demonstrated for the first time in
this field that a scanning tunneling microscope 2.0 Time 20years
(STM) can be used to measure the
roughness[10]. This fact indicated a way to
improve the strength. As a result, we 1.5- 2% proof
developed a CCF whose initial strength is as
large as that of non-hermetic fibers which also E-
has a high n-value ( fatigue resistance 1.0 %proof
parameter) and maintains resistance to ...................
hydrogen-induced optical loss. We have already Carbon-c
carried out a field test on CCFII61 and decided C oated fiber
to apply them practically to 100-fiber 0.5 onventionalf
submarine cable. The required proof strain is

derived from a proof theoryll71 and takes into 0 _ __I ____--__

account the residual fiber strain after cable 0
laying[18I. Figure 10 shows the calculated 0 20 50 100 150 200 250
relationship between allowable strain over a Fatigue parameter n
20-year period and n-value for cases with proof
strain levels of 1% and 2%. For a conventional Fig.10 Required proof strain for conventional
fiber with n=20, the allowable strain is 0.5% for fiber and carbon-coated fiber.
2% proof strain. In contrast, the value is about
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-33 . . .. . .. . .. . .. ., .. . . .... g ....

-- #3-1

E -34
on # 5-3"
S # 1-3

Table Outline of 100-fiber cable -35 - #2-L

Number of fiber Less than 120 -36
.# #4-1

Fiber type 4-fiber ribbon -37
0 Fiber loop length=l 1.09km

System type Non-repeatered 3ho 38 -Water depth=3000m

Application depth 3000 m VU Laying Holding Recovering

Break tension 10000kg 1 U -I 1-
Allowable loa %0 k' .a o .. . . . . . . . . . . . ..... ... ..........

Allowable load 100 kg/cm 8:00 9:00 10:00 11:000 12:00 13:00 14:0(' 15:00 16:00

Cable weight lkg/m in air Time
0.5kg/m in water

Cable diameter 22.5 mm Fig 11. Optical loss change during sea trial.

Watertightness Excellent

AC signal supply Possible 10.0
Fiber loop length=l 1.09km

Water depth=3000ni

00

4. Sea trial results
A sea laying and recovery test was performed Laying Holding Recovering

on 5500 m of a prototype 100-fiber cable using 1 -.- --
the Kuroshio-maru cable ship. The test was -10.0
performed in the area of Bousou-oki having an 8:00 9:00 10:00 11:00 12:00 13:00 14:00 15:00 16:00

average ocean depth of 3000 m. Two pieces of Time
the cable were connected at a joint box, and
fibers were spliced at an end box and formed Fig.12 Fiber length change during sea trial.
11000 m of loop configurations. Pay-out was
performed from the bow of the ship using a
drum engine , and laying proceeded at two
knots. The ship was then brought to a stop for 2 was measured by the pulse-phase method and
hours followed by cable recovery at about two the results include the effect of temperature
knots. The maximum cable tension during change. Since the vertical axis in the figure
recovery was less than 3 tons. The optical loss indicates the change in length of a fiber loop,
change of 6 loops during the sea trial are shown cable elongation should be taken as half of
in Fig. 11. Measured fibers were single-mode these values. The length change showed good
for 1.3-micron usage and the light-source agreement with the cable tension change. The
wavelength was 1.3-micron. In respect to cable resaidual elongation before cable laying and
laying, a maximun increase of 30 mdB occurred after recovery is about I m. Converting this
for the I l000m of loop. Converting these value to residual strain, we obtained 0.02%
figures to km, we obtained a maximum because pay-outed cable length was 5000 m.
increase of less than 3 mdB/km, which is small, The results indicate that all ribbon fibers in the
verifying that the cable is stable. The loss slotted rod are tightly held, and no slippage
returned to the initial value after cable occurs between the ribbon fibers and the
recovery. The fiber length change during the slotted rod during laying and recovery. Figure
sea trial is shown in Fig. 12. The length change 13 shows the wavelength dependence of
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optical-loss measured in the cable ship. Three
lines in the figure indicate the characteristics Acknowled4e
before laying, during holding, and after
recovery, respectively. Measured differences The authors would like to thank Dr. M.
are within the level of measuring accuracy. Kawase for his valuable advice and suggestions.
This fact indicates that no change occurred in The authors also thank the staff members of
the bending radius of the fibers along the the NTT Submarine Cable Engineering Center
5000 m of cable during the sea trial, for their support during the sea trial.

All these results indicate the stable
transmission characteristics of the newly
developed "air-core" submarine cable.
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Lodp d rio I 500ps/im dispersion

Long-haul optically amplified systems require tight control of the fibre dsese
chromatic dispersion. Why this is, and how it can be achieved practically, .

are examined in this paper. Experimental results are presented on the I
variation of fibre chromatic dispersion due to environmental effects. These I/show that the effect of temperature in particular needs to be taken into i! i / ! /L ,
account in planning the dispersion management of the system. Experience is

reported on the chromatic dispersion measurement limitations encountered in /
building a 6300 km test bed. "

0 500 1000 1500 2000 250D 3000

BACKGROUNDtiI Pes

In conventional repeatered systems any degradation in the optical signal is
effectively removed by the re-timing that occurs in every regenerator. This Figure I - Simulated effect of 1500 ps/nm of chromatic
is not the case for optically amplified systems where imperfections in the dispersion on an ideal 5 Gbitls data stream
transmitted optical signal accumulate along the whole length of the system.
The designer of an optically amplified system has to control a number of
parameters simultaneously, these include: THFFECTOFCHROMATic i

Maintaining an adequate signal level This section will consider the mechanisms by which fibre dispersion and
Ensuring the noise accumulation is within specified limits at
Ensuring that the signal bits do not interfere with each other non-linearity can affect the overall system performance. It is assumed that

the Systems are not Solitonic and that they will be operated in the 1550 rn
The fiLst two of these effects arise because of the fibre loss and amplifier window. This Offers the lowest fibre loss and allows erbium doped fibre
noise, further details of their control can be found in the literature [1],[2]. amplification,

This paper will concentrate upon the third effect, how in a practical system Chromatic digrzioni
the design can ensure that the inter symbol interference (ISI) is small. It will
consider the main causes of ISI. namely fibre chromatic dispersion and non- In an optical fibre different wavelengths travel at differing velocities. The
linearity and discuss how these need to be controlled in a practical system
using dispersion management schemes. The effects of polarisation mode optical signal inevitably contains a range of wavelengths and this results in a
dispersion will not be considered as these are the result of a stochastic broadening of the optical pulses causing ISI. Figure I shows the effect ofprocess which cannot be equalised. chromatic dispersion on a data stream, the pulses are seen to have beenbroadened by the dispersion such that there is significant interference

An important consideration in these schemes is the additional contribution to between them.

dispersion arising from environmental effects on the fibre characteristics. In order to minimise the effects of chromatic dispersion the system should be
To provide this additional information in the management scheme, operated with the signal wavelength at the zero dispersion wavelengtho ofTo povie tis aditona infrmaionin te mnagmentschme, the fibre. It has been shown, however, [3] that if eveiy fibre was to have

measurements have been carried out on the effects of pressure, temperature, exac t his d ern zeo, herg spectral brodenng fithe signadestrain and bending on the fibre chromatic dispersion characteristics. The exactly this dispersion zero, then large spectral broadening of the signal due
results of these measurements and their impact on dispersion management to fibre non-linearity would occur. Fortunately, to reduce the effects of pulse
are discussed in this papere broadening, it is only necessary to ensure that the average dispersion over the

entire system is zero. One way of achieving this is to use a mixture of DSF
(dispersion shifted fibre) and NDSF (non dispersion shifted fibre). The DSF
is chosen to have a slightly negative dispersion at thtn signal wavelength and
is used for the majority of the system, its dispersion is compensated for by
short lengths of NDSF fibre which have a very large positive dispersion per
unit length. This technique will be described in more detail in following
sections.
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The distortion caused by chromatic dispersion is proportional to the
bandwidth of the signal itself. By the choice of suitable transmitter full non linear
technology this will approach the spectral width of the modulating signal
which, for a 5 Gbitls system is approximately 0.04 nm. Chromatic dispersion noiseless (SPM

by itself does not broaden the signal spectrum it only changes the relative only)

phase delay between the different components. linear + noise

Fibre non-linearift

The spectral width of the transmitted signal is so narrow that if chromatic
dispersion was the only effect then this could be relatively easily overcome. 1552.00 1558.00 1564.00

This is demonstrated by the fact that commercially available systems wavelength (nm)
operating at 2.5 Gbit/s are available that can tolerate up to 1500 ps/nm
dispersion on NDSF fibre. A second effect however that must be taken into
account on long-haul optically amplified systems is that of the spectral Figure 2 - Simulated spectral broadening of a 6000krn system

broadening of the signal caused by the tmre non-linearity, with 45kmi repeater spacing and average X-X. = 2 nm

The refractive index n(t) of glass can be written as
Phase matching in fibres

n(t) = no + n2 .l(t) Although fibre non-linearity will always lead to signal spectral broadening

where no and n2 are the linear and non-linear parts respectively and I(t) is the due to SPM and four wave mixing, these processes can be made less efficientweeoan n2 ar h ieradnnlna at epcieyadlt ste by the choice of a suitable dispersion management scheme.

optical intensity at time t. The greater the intensity the greater the refractive
index and the slower the light travels. Additional frequency components are Efficient build-up of non-linear products occurs when there is a fixed phase
generated as inter modulation products. This mechanism is variously known relationship between spectral components over a significant length of fibre.

as self phase modulation or four wave mixing dependant upon the Fortunately dispersion can reduce this. Consider a sharply rising pulse edge

components involved. launched into the fibre. Initially, the large rate of change of intensity will

give rise to sizeable spectral broadening. However, as the pulse propagates
Self phase modulation (SPM) is the broadening of the signal optical spectrum through the fibre, dispersion acts to slow the pulse edges and hence reducesby the non-linearity. As the light intensity rises during the beginning of the this effect. Note; if the signal is always at exactly the ?'.0 of the fibre this will

pulse it undergoes an increasing phase shift since n(t) increases and it travels t ee te ifh signaltis alayit exat te avoftef h
slower. The rate of change of phase is equivalent to frequency therefore,
during the rising and falling edges of the pulse, new frequencies are
generated. PRACTICAL SYSTEM DESIGN

Four wave mixing is the inter modulation between the amplifier noise and The fundamental mechanisms that affect the inter symbol interference were
the signal or between the noise components themselves. It is deleterious in discussed in the previous section. The ways in which these affect a practical

that it is a mechanism that sucks power from the signal and converts it into system design will now be covered and an example given of a possible
noise. method of managing the system dispersion.

The fibre non-linearities can cause large spectral broadening of the signal on S ni the fibre chromatc dispersion
very long systems as shown in figure 2. In order to be able to identify the S.b o

received signal all of these wavelengths must travel at approximately the On current regenerative systems operating at up to 2.5 Gbivs a loose
same velocity. Thus the effect of fibre non-linearity is to significantly dispersion zero specification of approximately 1535 nm to 1560 nm is all that

tighten the required dispersion specification. is necessary. This is wide enough to make routine production measurements

The effects of fibre non-linearity can be reduced by decreasing the optical of dispersion unnecessary.

intensity I(t). This intensity is related to the power in the fibre P(t) by Long-haul optically amplified systems will require very much tighter

specification of each fibre dispersion zero in order that the average value

comes out very close to zero. This requirement must be met whilst allowing

I(t) -as much of the production fibre as possible to be used in order to reduce
costs. It must also be met over the range of environmental conditions that the
system will see during its life.

where A., is the effective area of the fibre. This will become a key fibre

parameter in future systems as an increase in A. will allow more power to As discussed in the section on chromatic dispersion the use of slightly

be launched into the fibre for the same non-linearity. This in turn will lead to negative dispersion fibre with short sections of high positive dispersion

greater repeater spacing. NDSF allows a system to operate with close to zero chromatic dispersion

whilst avoiding severe pulse broadening problems. Typically the NDSF
cable will comprise less than 1% of the total. This allows some relaxation of
the DSF specification as the exact length of NDSF can be selected to
"equalise" the actual dispersion measured on the manufactured DSF cable.
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E.•VIRONMENTAL EFECTS

Lengt (kmn)

S• - i '• <i !"- 'Measurements of environmental effects on primary coated dispersion shifted

.3- ' - fibres have been carried out to identify the dominant influences on systembandwidth in the installed submarine cables.

Investigations have been carried out on the effects of temperature, pressure,
strain and bend radius on the fibre dispersion as described below. AllNrsection measurements of dispersion were made using an EG&G CD3 chromatic

average slope propetIornal to diprinkit.difference in signal and naxumain dispersion
dispersion zero wavelength

Tempgrature : The fibre under test was wound under low tension on to
Figure 3 - Cumulative dispersion of a managed system a glass bobbin and placed in an oven. Measurements of the dispersion

characteristic were taken in steps of 20° from -20' to 80°C and then back
again to -20°. At each temperature 2 hours elapsed before the measurement

Although the dispersion of individual fibres can be allowed to vary by was taken in order to allow the fibre to reach thermal equilibrium.
several nanometres the average dispersion needs to be controlled to better Pressur: For these measurements the glass bobbin was placed in a
than I nm. The control of average limits over a batch of fibres rather than high pressure water tank used for oceanic simulations of cable performance.
hard go / no-go limits on every fibre represents a major change from current The pressure was increased in steps of 1000 psi (6.89 MPa) from
practice. It impacts upon the fibre procurement specification and on the atmospheric pressure to 12,000 psi corresponding to an ocean depth of 8 km.
control systems necessary within the cable factory to cater for possible
reallocation of cable sections during manufacture. Sgtaini : To measure the strain dependence a fibre was passed several

times over the end pulleys of a long cable straining test apparatus. This
consisted o" 'ixed pulley and a moveable pulley some 150 metres distant.

Practical dispersion management using NDSF ,_,alisers The moveaL - pulley is attached to a winch and is used to strain the fibre by

The cumulative dispersion obtained using the chromatic dispersion a controllable amount.

management scheme discussed for a long-haul optically amplified system is Bnd Radiu : The fibre was initially wound on to a drum with a
shown in figure 3. The slope of the cumulative dispersion is proportional to bend radius of 155 mm and the dispersion characteristic measured. The fibre
the average offset of the DSF cabled fibre A, and the signal wavelength, was then off-wound onto successively smaller drums always at the same

winding tension of 1OOg. Between each smaller radius winding, the fibreIf the cumulative dispersion is allowed to become too large then the rising was rewound onto the original drum to check for induced changes in its
and falling edges of the pulses become very slow and significantly interfere original dispersion.
with each other. Self phase modulation therefore spreads not only the high
frequency energy in the pulse edges which carry no information, but also the Relta
lower frequencies which do. This means that the ideal manufacturing It was observed in all the investigations that there were no measurable
situation of performing all the equalisation at the ends of the system may not changes in the dispersion slope over the wavelength range of interest
be possible and intermediate NDSF fibre equalisers are required along the (1530-1560 nm) and no hysteresis was observed in the dispersion
route. characteristics. The effects on the dispersion characteristic may then be

summarised by referring to the wavelength of minimum dispersion as aWhere intermediate NDSF equalisers are used then these will comp function of the environmental measurand. For the temperature, pressure and
several kilometres of fibre. By adding an additional constraint, that all fibres strain measurements, a straight line characteristic was obtained and the
within the multi-fibre cable require the same degree of equalisation, then this results are summarised in table I below.
could be provided by manufacturing "equalising" cable which is cut to the
required length during system assembly.

Measurand Measurement Slope
Allowance for measurement inaccuracy on incomlng fibre lRangeibre k a Temperature -20° to +80° C 0.030 nm/C

Pressure 0 - 80 MPa 0.0076 nm/ MPaLong-haul optically amplified systems are among the first application of
fibre optics that require chromatic dispersion to be measured to a high degree
of accuracy. Dispersion zero differences of up to 2 nm have been reported
on a round robin fibre measured by a number of laboratories. 14], An Table I - Environmental effects on dispersion zero
internal study by STC and BNR(E) has shown that whilst this variability can
be reduced to around 0.5 nm it will still be significant.

In order to ensure that the fibre dispersion zero wavelength does not
approach that of the signal the average k must be specified to be longer by
the measurement uncertainty than would otherwise be required.
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It must be noted that these results were obtained on uncabled fibre. For a SUMMARY
cabled fibre, the design of the cable can mask the effects of strain and
pressure and these results probably indicate a worst case. The effects of Long-haul optically amplified systems require accurate control of the fibre
temperature however are unlikely to be affected by cable design so chromatic dispersion. Although the majority of the cable for these systems

allowance for this can be made at an early stage in system design without will utilise dispersion shifted fibre, short lengths of unshifted "equalising "
recourse to further measurements on the cabled fibre. sections may also be required to set the dispersion zero of the overall system

accurately. Environmental effects, particularly that of the temperature change
The effect of the bend radius on chromatic dispersion shows a change of when the system is laid, need to be taken into account in order to achieve the
0.05 ps/nm/km corresponding to a shift in zero dispersion of about 0.6 nm desired dispersion profile with length.
for a bend radius of 40 mm. This is unlikely to have any noticeable impact
on system design since only short lengths of fibre are wound on small radii
reels in the repeaters. However, theoretical studies of the effect on bend for ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
increasing index difference shows that for an index difterence of 0.030 and
a core diameter of 3.0 gm , the shift in zero dispersion wavelength is a few The authors would like to acknowledge the contributions of D. Butler and V.
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The Design and Manufacture of Fiber and Cable for Undersea Optical
Amplifier Systems
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Abstract control dispersion accumulation. and utilize gain from

in comrast to the regenerators of existing transoceanic fiber crbium doped tiber amplifiers to balance optical attenuation
optic cable systems, the next generation of systems will introduced by the cabled fiber and components in the

utilize optical amplifiers to realize all optical transmission. transmission path. The use of optical amplifiers also

These new systems present challenging performance improves system reliability by eliminating bit-rate specific

objectives, derived from analytical simulation and testhed high speed electronics from the undersea planL

experimentation, regarding the management of chromatic Optical amplifier systems resemble coaxial systems since
dispersion, polarization mode dispersion, optical attenuation, they: provide signal amplification at regular intervals along
and non-linear effects over the length of a cost-effective and the system length but only transmit and detect the signals at
robust long-haul undersea link. The combined requirements the terminals; and require occasional equalization along the
of performance, cost, and reliability necessitate state-of-the- transmission path to maintain optimal performance. But
art manufacturing, as well as measurement techniques and unlike earlier lower capacity coaxial systems, optical
section assembly algorithms. In addition, extensive amplifier systems provide digital transmission at multi-
characterization and qualification of cabled fibers with gigabit transmission rates.
respect to environmental effects, such as temperature,
pressure, and tension, ensures the transmission performance The advantages of amplifier systems over previous
of installed AT&T SL2000 optical amplifier systems. architectures (including the elimination of bit-rate specific

high speed electronics from the undersea plant) offset the
additional system complexity of managing system

Background performance over multiple optical parameters.

The projected growth of international telecommunication Optical Performance and Measurement
volume through the next century has created a market for Amplifier-based, undersea cable systems, designed to
very high capacity undersea transrmission systems. The transmit signals over distances of thousands of kilometers,
technological revolution of all optical transmission require cabled fibers that have been optimized for four
employing optical amplifiers provides the capability of transmission parameters: (I) chromatic dispersion, (2)
using digital optical pulses by combining the best polarization mode dispersion, (3) non-linearity, and (4) loss.
characteristics of previous regenerated optical and amplified Each of these parameters will be discussed below.
coaxial systems. Chromatic Dispersion
At the highest level, an undersea optical amplifier system can
be subdivided into shore equipment (transmission In the case of chromatic dispersion, it is essential that the
lasers/detectors, power feed and system monitoring average zero dispersion wavelength of each of the fiber
equipment, terminals to interface with the terrestrial network, transmission paths be aligned with the narrow-band (I to 2
etc.) and oidersea equipment (mechanical pressure vessels, nm) gain peak that results when hundreds of amplifiers are
optical amplifiers, cables and joints, etc.). cascaded in an iterative cable-repeater chain extending over

the full system length, which for a transoceanic systems can
Optical amplifier systems are similar to optical regenerated be as long as 9,000 kin. Precise control of the average in-situ
systems in that digital optical pulses are transmitted between zero dispersion wavelength requires the imposition of
terminal stations, often thousands of kilometers apart, using demanding fiber manufacturing tolerances and record
cabled optical fibers. Unlike optical regenerative systems, keeping, as well as an ability to periodically interpose short
optical amplifier systems use: dispersion shifted fibers and special cabled fiber segments aimed at precisely adjusting
operate at the system minimum dispersion wavelength to the accumulated dispersion to its prescribed value. In
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practice, we use cables containing dispersion shifted fibers of fiber paths with mode coupling, however, arc difficult to

having average zero dispersion wavelengths of about 1,561 characterize and represent since they arc statistical in nature;

nm for most of the cable path; at intervals of hundreds of from a system transmission point of view, the statistical

kilometers, dispersion compensating cable segments, nature of the PMD parameter contributes to performance

containing fibers having average zero dispersion wavelengths variability, a variability that is not easy to accurately capture

of 1,310 nnm, are introduced with the objective of achieving without long time system operation.

an average composite zero dispersion wavelength of 1,558.5 The PMD's of fibers have been characterized by a variety of
nm at the projected deep sea operating temperature of 3Y C. techniques, including the Stokes parameter, Fiber Fabry-
The achievement of the desired chromatic dispersion Perot (FFP), and wavelength scanning methodologies. The
properties at ocean bottom temperatures requires that we Stokes parameter method has been used to obtain the
apply a correction to room temperature fiber statistical PMD distribution of a long fiber, which is
characterizations to rcflect the known sensitivity of zero Maxwellian,
dispersion wavelength to changes in temperature. 2T2

Measurements of chromatic dispersion with high accuracy P(r)> 3-xpl -( 2o

are carried out with modified commercial test sets, which
provide multi-wavelength group delay data. From this data, where P (r) ,r, and a 2 are the probability function, PMD, and

zero dispersion wavelength and dispersion slope are variance, respectively. Both the o" of the PMD distribution
extracted. Key features in AT&T's measurement of zero and the mean PMD value are important parameters to predict

dispersion wavelength include: use of a modulated tunable the system performance. The wavelength scanning method

laser encompassing a wide range of wavelengths above and has been used when only the average value of PMD is

below the zero dispersion wavelength of the fiber being required. The FFP technique has been used to measure the
measured, inclusion of a wave meter in the test PMD of a short fiber without significant mode coupling.

instrumentation to establish the precise operating wavelength This technique gives us PMD values that do not depend on

of the laser source, and the use of precisely calibrated long fiber configurations, such as winding conditions, bobbin

length fiber reference standards of known zero dispersion sizes, and other effects that introduce coupling between the
wavelength at the fiber and cable manufacturing facilities. eigen modes.

Polarization Mode Dispersion (PMD) In our development program, we have measured PMD of
fibers on bobbins; on long straight paths without having been

Fibers with perfect circular symmetry can propagate two cabled; in partial and finished cables; in cables that were
orhogonal LiEms modcs over a given distance with identical subject to seabottom pressures; and in cables, before and
transit times. Practical fibers, however, have cores that are after long term viscoelastic relaxation. Our current cabled
slightly elliptical and contain stress in the optical guiding fibers have been found to have extremely low PMD's,

region of the fibers. These imperfections break the

degeneracy of the orthomodes, giving rise to birefringent typical of that shown in Table 1.

effects that result in the differences in group delays of the Non-lincarity
two modes referred to as PMD. The fact that a signal can be The refractive index profiles of silica-based media are most
carried by two modes having different transit times can lead often represented by simple numerical values corresponding
to serious system impairment, where the amount of to the core and cladding regions of the fiber. This
impairment is related to bit rate, system length, PMD representation is usually adequate for describing first order

characteristics of the fiber path, as well as interaction with propagation i , whul h corisesclwbig lev
othe imairentssuc asfibr no-liearty.propagation behavior, which comprises low signal level

other impairments such as fiber non-linearity, transmission over propagation distances that are not too long.

Practical fiber guiding systems are subject to distributed However, in the case of amplifier based systems, thousands
coupling between the propagating modes, causing an of kilometers in length, it is not sufficient to use the simple
exchange of energy between the modes; this coupling, or index of refraction representation. The refractive index of
exchange of energy between modes, is due to a combination fiber in the long system is affected by the optical power level
of factors, some of which are intrinsic to the as-manufactured of the transmission signal. Although the change of refractive
fiber and some of which are imposed by external factors such index is small, the cumulative effect over a long optical path
as loading on a bobbin, cabling effects, etc. This coupling can contribute to system performance degradation, due to
between modes can he beneficial from a system operating changes in the optical spectrum and the signal pulse shape.
point of view, since the end-to-end dispersive effects are As a measure o1 this nion-linear cffect, n 2/Acff has been used,
lessened in the presence of coupling. The beneficial effects where the following definitions apply:
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n(,P) = no (w) n 2Typical Cabled Fiber Perlormance Summary
A,1 " Table I contains a summary of the typical optical

2Xf E2(r)rdr performance values associated with cabled SL dispersion
Aff 4 shifted fibers. As can be observed, all parameters haveJE(r) rd, values consistent with demanding long system performance.

where no is the power independent part of the refractive Fiber Design and Manufacture
index and co is the optical frequency in radians. Generally
speaking, a large effective area is desirable for long amplifier In order to realize thes e aggressive optical properties,
based systems using the Non Return to Zero (NRZ) signal antion be dioed to c stag th des and
format. The challenge is to achieve this high effective area in manufactull of the siher. Synthetic quartzy preforns are
dispersion shifted fibers, while simultaneously achieving the carefully processed for uniformity of thickness,
target zero dispersion wavelength and acceptable concentricity, and ovality. The fiber is drawn to give long
tiasmission performance in bends. lengths of high strength (1.4 GPa) fiber to meet the existing

requirements for system reliability. The fiber is then coated
The non-linear properties of dispersion shifted fibers have with two layers of acrylate coating and subjected to rigorous
been inferred and verified by a variety of different testing and measurements to ensure that all of the fiber
techniques, including: self phase modulation measurements properties meet the requirements for ocean cable product.
on sample lengths of 200 to 500 m using a mode locked
1319 nm YAG laser (scaled to the signal band wavelength of This fiber has also been optimiied for the special
1,558.5 nm); measurements of refractive index profiles, requirements of the system. The zero dispersion wavelength
coupled with calculations relating to electric field has been moved to a wavelength where the fiber zero
distributions; long fiber (10 kin) Raman gain measurements dispersion wavclength and the spectral gain peak of the
of fibers excited with very high power optical sources, etc. amplifiers complement each other. The distribution of the
Reasonable consistency was found with the various zero dispersion wavelength around the target wavelength is
techniques. We find typical values for n2 and Aff to be closely controlled in manufacture, producing fibers having a
2.6xl0-2Om 2/Wand 50 pJm

2 , respectively, narrow range around the median.
In an optical amplifier system, any light that is generated in

Ta udcCiar _,_o 1 -__ma m- the fiber by effects other than the primary laser transmission
cmiia S~ugisa i:i • oJuiaw~o• process will also be amplified. One source of such light

- ceto • ~generation is by nonlinear effects caused by high power
me& nm Dhmie, (rdaam u) 84 _• m densities in the fiber core. SL2000 fibers have been designed

Wsc __- > - 0M' -- to have slightly higher mode field diameters than those found
__-__o-__l-/_' in other dispersion shifted fibers while still meeting theAwp, __ .. 1.561 m requirement for low bend sensitivity. This makes the
iFD (iiami.) e-<-0• -_•... - "effective area" ot the fiber core larger, which reduces the
Lam in wde bb eaviromen 0.21 dB*km power density, and minimizes the effects of nonlinear power

ad I-i, .. . .. . _ > k . . . generation.

_ACW0 N5 ___ < 0.01 dBA- One very important parameter to control in the SL2000 fiber
is the Polarization Mode Dispersion. Several fiber properties

Table 1 (core ovality, etc.) can cause the PMD to be large. At
Los.s AT&T, SL2000 fibers are manufactured using special

feedback controls to ensure low ovality of the fiber core.
The loss of dispersion shifted fibers tends to be s. ,ewhat Other processing techniques are used to reduce the PMD still
higher than that of conventional fibers due to inc. "tsed further. The SL2000 liber made in this way has PMD less
Rayleigh scattering resulting from higher levels of GeO2  than 0.1 psNkm when manufactured and after cabling, and
dopant incorporated in the fiber core. When in an as-drawn has set a new world class level for low PMD in cabled fiber.
and unspliced state, average losses typically range from 0.20 Once the design criteria, such as minimizing the nonlinear
to 0.21 dB/km. With cabling, and associated splicing and OeffectminimizingttheaMsucandscontrolling thetargetefo
jointing, we have found that we can expect installed losses of effect, minimizing the PMD, and controlling the target for
0.21 dB/km. Loss measurements are carried out with the zero dispersion wavelength are known, the fiber design is
standard cutback measuring techniques. fixed, and production started. The fiber that is produced is
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then selected for cabling using very sophisticated select The UFS is the lightguidc core of SL2000 cables. In SL2000
routines to retrieve the fiber from dhe existing inventory. UFS manufacturc, up to 6 fiber pairs arc embedded in an
These routines must balance the distribution in /cro clastomer around a central kingwirc. This tight buffer design
dispersion wavelength, the PMD, and any differences in ensures that fiber propcrties. arc consistent from the time of
attenuation between fibers in a given group of fibers going manufacture throughout the system life.
into a cable. The attenuations must be matched so that there Power Conductor
is minimal variation in attenuation between fibers in a group.
"Running averages" are compiled and monitored to assure Sutanded strength members, waterblocking material, and
that the final design requirements on attenuation and continuously welded copper sheath arc then applied around
dispersion will meet the completed system requiremenL the UFS to form the composite conductor. This conductor

provides the power path for the amplifiers during systemFinally, the firasn are assembled into groups or sets,. operation and a fault locating path for system repair. The
Individual as-drawn and proof tested fiber lengths are spliced stranded strength members form an internal cage which
togeiher to make up a long length of fiber, usually about 70 provides a protective pressure vessel around the fibers tokm. Several long lengths of fiber having matched minimize environmental effects on the fiber optical

attenuation and zero dispersion wavelength are then grouped parameters. The welded copper sheath forms a hermetic seal

together to form a "set". Each fiber in the set may then be prevent T ue penetratione insoeth f s a fibers

color coded aid in fiber identification during splicing and during normal peratinn.

cable assembly. This set is then shipped to the cable factory

for processing into the final cable. KW

Cable Design, Processing, and Qualification 10iE MBWW

The undersea cable includes fibers and an electrical Pc*i.Muid Iaw 1.88 ni buui SulW b
conductor to provide both the transmission and power paths 2.97 -Lay Ln, i . 231 - 6.A
for the amplifier system. Cables are designed to isolate the BNOWN*1 ~ i~~a4~
fibers and electrical conductor from the ocean environment Wa,-MOd'Jng Clcumbi Ak
and to provide a range of levels of mechanical protection S•w S • s Wres: 1.76 mm Ogaer

*SWhs 1.36 nunOgndeifrom known and unexpected hazards. The cable Lano -r 231 wlOA
manufacturing process must reliably maintain the optical .VA mom Ot. 9.47 nn
performance of the fibers at minimum cost.

The degree to which cables must be protected varies with me
depth of water, since shallow continental shelves are kAoS2
significantly more hazardous than deep abyssal plains. Deep "o" 21o
water cables have no additional protection external to the
electrical insulation and provide a robust, cost effective
solution for the majority of most systems. c" Pepi
ProtectenArmored cables consist of a "transmission core" MnMu TCableTolrSo 1071e/
and externally applied armor (typically tapes or wires). MaiumOwperaWVrTensieStno 81 14
Different levels of protection can be provided by varying the We~t i S 83,kNAm
armor thickness and material, or using multiple layers of C"a i ea CWate m 4.3 It-Knot4
armor. MouS 22.4 km

Cables for SL2000 systems draw upon AT&T's proven SL Deep Water Cable (DW)
design technology and world class manufacturing processes. Figure I
SL cable is manufactured in four processing steps: (1) Unit Insulation
Fiber Structure (UFS), (2) composite power conductor, (3)
polyethylene insulation, and (4) armor/protection The conductor is then passed through an extrusion line where
application. The modular nature of all SL2000 cable a medium density polyethylene insulation layer is applied
processes allows for flexibility in cable manufacture, with a thin adhesive interfacial layer to complete SL Deep
UFS Water (DW) cable manufacture. DW cable (see Figure 1) is

typically used in deep ocean areas such as abyssal plains and
constitutes most of the cable used in a transoceanic system.
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Protection Application

When required, SL Deep Water cable can be converted into
SL Special Applications (SPA) cable by applying a
longitudinal steel tape and high density polyethylene jacket
over the insulation. SL-SPA is often used in areas with more
aggressive ocean bottom conditions (continental slopes, etc.).
areas with known or suspected bottom hazards, and at
locations of planned cable handling such as initial/final joint
and interconnection points.

SL armored cables utilize layers of armor wires over the SL
deep water cable to provide additional protection as required Li.wW Amos ces .WA)
for each system. These cables are used in areas with higher
risk of external aggression (trawlers, rock outcroppings,
etc.). SL armored cables include: Light Wire Armor (LWA) -

one layer of armor wires; Single Armor (SA) - one layer of

heavier armor wires; Double Armor (DA) - two layers of

armor wires; Rock Armor (RA) - a second layer of heavy
wires applied at a short lay length over SL-LWA cable; and
custom cable types to meet special system needs. Sketches of SnqI-,uIeme i (tA

common SL cables are shown in Figure 2.

Characterization, Qualilication, and Verification Testing

Prototypes and final design and production samples are
tested to ensure that SL cables will meet system performance
requirements after installation. Mechanical and optical tests
range from simple elongation tests of armor wires to
combined temperature/pressure/tension testing of finished
cables to simulate ocean deployment and recovery DolmO-Anmfd C (DA)

conditions. Tests are performed on completed cable as well Figure 2
as constituent materials and partially processed cable.

requirements. These tcsts typically involve a few tests
Cable pr e charaterization tests allow us to evaluate selected to monitor critical or process/material sensitive
mechanical robustness and variations in the optical parameters. In addition, sea trials are performed as necessary
parameters of PMD, loss, and chromatic dispersion as a to verify performance and deployment/handling/repair
function of environmental stresses (such as tension, bending, assumptions.
torsion, temperature, pressure, radiation, chemical exposure,
etc.). Since the final design may change slightly from Section Assembly
development prototypes, characterization tests involve a Section assembly is the final stage of cable processing prior
wide range of different stresses but generally are generally to system assembly. This process configures the inventory of
limited in suress combinations and test duration. manufactured cable sub-sections to meet the requirements

Qualification involves validation of the final cable design for the cable repeater sections. Optical amplifier technology
and materials and therefore, qualification tests concentrate on requires an enhanced functionality for this process over that
prOving compliac to functional requirements and of regenerative systems.
spparoing specific customer requirements in RFQs. For regenerative systems, the requirements for the section
Qualification tests include extensive cyclic load tests and assembly process arc, in order of priority:
combined stress tests (reverse bend/tension,
flexWeAemperatzue, tension/temperatuw/pressure, etc.). I. Achievement of the bulk loss requirements for eachfiber path in each individual section;
Verification tests are performed periodically on cable

product to verify continued conformance to product 2. Maximum utilization of the cable inventory cleared for
system ulsc;
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3. Achievement of the nominal section length. (This acceptable for others.
requirement has a lower priority because it is not During construction of the sections, consideration must becritical to system performance, and the repeater to given to the losses of individual section fiber paths as well as
cable cost ratio shows that it is beneficial to lower the the loss of each fiber path over the system length.
nominal section length to utilize higher-loss cable, at
the expense of an additional repeater.) Given the possibility of loss variation between paths, the

section assembly process must periodically makeIn regenerative systems, these requirements can be realized adjustments to the loss of onc or more fiber paths to achievethrough the consturction of individual sections in a the requirements over the system length. The adjustmentssequential manner. During the construction, achieving the wl emd hog h neto fpandslc oss

section's bulk loss target is the single design considcration. will be made through the insertion of planned splice losses.
The propertes of the sections already built or to be built After cables have been %elected for repeater sections, theyneed not be considered. are joined together using cable-to-cable joints. To minimize
The requirements for section assembly in an optically development cxpense and maximize reliability, SL2000

amplified system, listed below, are more complex: (Items I systems utilize the same proven Type I1 joints used in
to 5 have equal priority) current SL560 systems.

I. Achievement of the bulk loss requirements for each System Assembly
fiber path in each individual section; System assembly is the integration of assembled cable2. Achievement of the bulk loss requirements for each sections to repeaters to form a continuous system segment.
fiber path over the entire system; The Type I I coupling hardware used to connect SL2000cables to repeaters is similar to the cable-to-cable joints used

3. Achievement of an average system section length in section assembly with the exception that a pigtailabove a specified minimum level; termination is substituted for one of the cable terminations.
4. Achievement of the required map of chromatic The pigtail providcs a protected path for the fibers and

dispersion along the system length; insulated electrical path from the splice box to the repeater
body.

5. Achievement of an average polarization mode
dispersion (PMD) for each fiber path in the system Chromatic dispersion management, which started during
below a specified maximum level; fiber manufacture, continues through system assembly to

ensure the needed dispersion configuration, or "map", in the6. Maximum utilization of the cable inventory cleared for finished system. To accomplish the needed map, periodicsystem use. (This requirement has a lower priority for adjustments are made to bring the cumulative chromaticamplified systems because average section length and dispersion to the specified window. These adjustmentsPMD are critical to system performance and therefore involve the periodic insertion of cabled non-dispersion
inventories which adversely affect these averages may shifted (low zero dispersion wavelength) fiber into selected
not be used. repeater spans.

These requirements are achieved by a number of sub- Conclusion
processes executed during the section assembly phase:
screening and binning of the incoming inventory; Undersea optical amplified systems place tight requirements
construction of the sections; and adjustment of certain on a number of transmission performance parameters andtransmission parameters. require a detailed understanding of the environmental effects

on those parameters. AT&T SL2000 systems provide aScreening is necessary to achieve the average system PMD reliable and cost-effcctivc infegfation of proven design
and section length requirements (the latter requirement is, in technology, state-of-the-art manufacturing methods and neweffect, a requirement regarding the average attenuation, in testing and assembly processes to rcalize the perfo
dB/km, of the system). Both of these properties are intrinsic advantages of the next generation in long-haul undersea
to the cable and cannot be altered by their configuration. links.

Binning of the inventory ensures the maximum utilization of
the inventory. The average attenuation requirements are
more severe for long-distance, high-capacity systems. Thus,
cables which are screened-out for these systems may be
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EXPENDABLE MINIATURE FIBER OPTIC CABLE FOR UNDERWATER COMMUNICATIONS

Jack Rosko Gerry Loehfelm Kenneth Cotton

Berk-Tek, Inc.
Fuquay-Varina, North Carolina

Exposed to ocean floor environmint for an

ABSTRACT operational life time of 30 days

* Hockle resistant
As new Fiber Optic Systems have developed for underwater
applications, a need was demonstrated for an Expendable Geometry and jacket material compatibie
Miniatue Fiber Optic Cable Intedink (EMFOC). The with pack adhesives.
application demaded tha a length of 20 Kim be manufctured
in on extremely small size to optimize the handling and pay- * Specific gravity of 1.48
out requirements. Additionally the cable must be able to
withstand high underwater pressures and exhibit very low TESVIWAL PROCEDURE
attenuation (<.45 dB/Km).

This paper addresses the evolution of e den The development of this cable started in 1989. The final

prosinstpe address th manuactuaion iatue desiwated design was a 0.033' X 0.079' rectangular cable, with a crs
proesgstepstaken tomanufacture aMinitre Underwater sectional arms of 0.0026 IN2 , using one disperso shifted
Fibe Optic Cable. Pressure, temperature dependence, tensile, singie-mode fiber, between two parallel 0.011' steel wires.
cut-thru, hckling and kinking test results are reviewed. A semirigid PVC was employed as the jacketing material.

INTRODUCTION

As the communications link for unmanned undersea vehicles -n -
(UV) becomes more demanding both the United States Navy ___

and Commercial Companies have turned to Fiber Optic Cables
to fulfill their requirements. Advanced UV's are being used
for search, recovery, salvage, inspection and observation
missions. The heavy coaxial communication cables are being
replaced by Fiber Optic Cables with a fraction of the weight
and vastly increased bandwidth. This paper reviews the
development of a low loss, long length, Expendable Miniature EMFOC
Fiber Optic Cable.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
Fig. I

Fig I shows the cross-section area of the EMOFC. The
The scope of this project was to develop a Miniature, One optical fiber used is a commercial grade 100kpsi, dispersion
Fiber, Single-Mode, Fiber Optic Cable that would met the shifted, single-mode, having a 250 um UV - cured Acrylate
following requiremets coating. The strength member used is a specially coad

0.011' steel wire. Asolidextrnuded jacket of a semirigid PVC
Simple, reliable, low cost design provided the protection from mechanical elements such as

Loss: <0.45 Db/Km a 1300NM & <0.30 a ion, cut through and kinking.

dB/Km 0 1550 NM a.) HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE TESTING

a Operating Temp. range: -40" to +70" C Reference Standard: EIA-455-102

W Weight: 2.3 Lbs/Kft A one kilometer length of cable was wound around a mandrel

a Cross Sci3and pressue tested to 10,000 PSIG. A diagram of the teat
Sectional Ar 0.0030 IN2  set-up is shown in Figure 2. The cable armple was cycled

twice, with the first cycle having an overnight soak at 10,000
Working tensile strenth: 42 Lbs at 0.7% PSIG. The sample was measured with an OTDR and

strain measurements were recorded at 1,000 PSIG intervals during
both pressurization and depressurization. Ther was no

a Max working depth: 23,000 ft (10,000 signfica•t transmission loss observed during this test. Tes

a LA)gth: = 20,000 meters results are shown in Figiue 3.
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USI YR~AIIC PRESSURErES/ SET-UP[ ~ l.•

0*

The transmission loss observed during the test showed a slight
increase in attenuation at the temperature extremes. An

Fig. 2 increase of approximately 0.05 dB/Km at 1300 NM and 0.02
dB/Km at 1S50 NM was observed.

c.) KINK TEST

,','+" .,"".,Reference Standard: EIA-455-88

The kink test was designed to simulate the hazards posed by
various physical sea floor obstacles. The test meames the
optical loss as a function of the load applied to the cable when

"_ _ _ _it is bent around an edge. A 1550 NM power meter was used
to measure the optical loss. The kink fixture consists of a

• plate with a 0.75" radius edge and a cable clamp located. 1.2
. .* , ,, inches away from the cable edge. Please see Figure 5. One

end of the sample is wrapped around a mandrel and clamped.
The other end is clamped to the te•t fixture with the cable
going over the test edge. Figure 6 shows the test results.

b.) TEMPERATURE TESTING

Reference Standard: EIA-455-52

The cable specimen used in this test was one kilometer in
len& h. The purpose of this test was to simulate storage and
transportation temperatures as well as sea floor temperatures ,4 W It. a. ,
to which the cable might be exposed. The sample was
temperature cycled between -40 * and + 70" C. A stabilized
power meter was used in conjunction with a Macintosh PCPC
11 for automatic cycling and recording of data. The test
results are shown below in Figure 4.

Fig. 5
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The cut test resuits indicate that the cable starts to experience
The test results indicate that dhe cable starts to experience additional transmission loss at approximately six to seven
additional transmission loss at approximately a one pound pounds of load.
load.

e.) TENSILE TEST
d.) CUT TEST

Reference Standard: EIA-455-33
Again this mechanical teat was performed to simulate the
hazards that the cable might be exposed to on the sea floor. .'iroximately 800 meters of cable were tensioned during this
The cut test used a 0.007" radius cutter fixed in an Inatron test. The attenuation was mneasred for a baseline reading.
Tensile Tester. See Figure 7. A 1550 NM power meter was The cable wss then tensioned to its working load. At the
used to measure the optical loss. The test results are shown working design load of 42 Lbs, no attenuation increase wass
in Figure 8. noted. See Figure 9 for the test setup.

INS TREIN

L AND ilL _.[...

POWER METER -- _____ .- T Afr 0 TITR

Fig. 7
Fig. 9

The cable was also tasted with a short gage sample on an
"Instron tensile tester. Figure 10 shows the results of this test.
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MANUFACTURING

. .. .. . . The key to manufacturing this Miniature Underwater Fiber
,•6.. Optic Cable was in the tooling design. Early deasigns

Fig. 10 encountered problems with poor performance in the pressure
testing. Mjor improvements in this area centered around

As can be seen from the tensile test results the cable is at changes to the tooling designs. Solid extrusion was essential
approximately 0.70% strain at the design working load of 42 to the final cable designs excellent pressure performance.
Lbs. There was no additional power loss observed during this
test. A major factor in the coilability of this cable was the

uniformity of the dimensions. The cable is manufactured to
f.) HOCKUNG TEST a tolerance of +1- 0.001" over a 20 kilometer length.

Currently the cable is in production in lengths exceeding 20
Hackling occurs when a cable is twisted, allowed to go slack kilometers.
such that a loop forms and then retensioned. With a sufficient
number of twists the loop in the cable will not "POP" out but CONCLUSIONS
continually decrease in size until the cable kinks. The
hockling test was designed to measure the number of twists in The test results of this Fiber Optic Cable have clearly
a given length of cable required to make the cable hockle, indicated that a Long-Length Expendable Miniature Fiber optic
The test set-up shown in Figure 1I consists of two drill chucks Cable can be produced meeting the severe requirements of
to hold the ends of the cable. One end of the cable is attached underwater applications.
to a fixed post and the other on a sliding bracket which moved
in line with the post. The chuck on the sliding bracket had a Through design, process and material experimentation this
handle to allow the cable sample to be twisted in either cable has exceeded the required specifications for size,
direction. Each sample was twisted once, allowed to go slack handling characteristics and loss for the Fiber Optic Cable
and retensioned. This was repeated with successively more Interlink.
twists until a hackle formed. A tension meter was attached to
the sliding chuck to measure the tension required to pull the Future activities will include further research of materials as
cable into a hockle. Samples were tested in each twist well as process modifications to firmly establish manufacturing
direction, clockwise and counterclockwise, conditions.

The hockle test results for this cable were 10 twists at 3 Lbs.
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INVESTIGATION OF CABLE BEHAVIOUR IN WATER
DURING LAYING OF FIBEROPTIC SUBMARINE CABLES.

Svend Hopland

Norwegian Telecom

Technology Department, Cable Division, Oslo, NORWAY

information about the behaviour of our fiberoptic submarine

ABSTRACT: cables in water. Both steady state and transient cable
behaviour is investigated.

We have investigated the behaviour of our submarine cables

in water by studying the shape of towed cable lengths. The
shape of the cables are calculated based on position readings 2. CABLE CHARACTERISTICS
of hydroacoustic transponders attached to the submerged
cables. We have found that a straight line configuration is a Our standard submarine cable constructions are light armoured
good approximation to steady state towing. Our heavy (LA) with one layer of armour, or heavy armoured (HA) with
armoured cables are more stable than our light armoured two layers of armour. The cables have outer sheaths consisting
cables. We have determined experimentally the hydrodynamic of high density polyethylene with a smooth outer surface. The
constants. Finally, we have studied transient towed cable cable parameters are shown in Table 1.
geometries when the ship's speed is "abruptly" changed.

1. INTRODUCTION Cable Weight in Outer Outer
type air/sea diameter sheath

Norwegian Telecom is installing a substantial amount of (kg/m) (mm)
fiberoptic submarine cables along the Norwegian coast as parts
of our junction and trunk network. The bottom topography LLA 1.08/0.67 22.5 HDPE
along our cable routes is generally very rugged with LA 1.64/I.08 26.4 HDPE
underwater mountain formations, sharp and high ridges, leads
and troughs. Optimal cable routes are selected based on HAl 2.70/1.81 33.2 HDPE

detailed topography maps provided by a comprehensive HA2 3.10/2.05 36.0 HDPE
multibeam echosounder survey, and uphill and downhill slopes
of 30-60 degrees may often be encountered. We have earlier
presented a concept for installation of fiberoptic submarine Table 1: Fiberoptic submarine cable parameters.
cables in such terrain '. The LLA cable has an extra light armour, and is only installed

During laying of our submarine cables, little or no real time in fresh water (lakes), while LA, HAI and HA2 are used for

information is available about the actual shape of the curve sea water installations.

formed by the cable length submerged in water. According to
theory, a straight line configuration should be valid during 3. CABLE TOWING EXPERIMENT
steady state cable laying. However, the validity of this
assumption has not been experimentally investigated in detail According to cable laying theory, stationary or steady state
on cable lengths of practical interest. Moreover, during laying, Accoyment conditins areob taion teady state
the cable ship may for some reason increase or decrease its deploment conditions are obtained when the cable ship issped, ndthestedystae cndtio wil husbetemporarily sailing at constant horizontal speed, the cable pay out rate is
speed, and the steady state condition will thus be te ric constant, and the bottom tension of the cable is zero 2. In this
violated. For laying of light and vulnerable fiberoptic case the cable will form a straight line configuration from the
submarine cables in rugged terrain, the margins to failure are cable ship down to the sea bottom. The angle of the cable

small, and a well controlled laying method ' and detailed with the horizontal (laying angle ax) is then given by the
information of the cable behaviour in water, is necessary. As hydrodynamic constant of the cable (H) and the horizontal
a result, we have investigated the behaviour of our cables velocity of the cable ship (V), as shown later in Equation (I)
during typical installation conditions. Here, we present the of Ch. 4.1.3.
results of a towed cable experiment giving valuable
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Only the normal drag force acting on the cable will determine of the same length as in our practical laying situations. The
the laying angle a. Also, the tangential water resistance (skin transponder spacing was 75-100 meters giving a satisfactory
friction ) is negligible for our cable types at normal laying resolution of the towed cable geometry. All towing were
speeds. We can therefore investigate cable behaviour in programmed to take place along straight lines. Two modes
water during cable laying by studying the behaviour of towed of towing were applied: Steady state towing and variable
cable lengths. Specifically, at steady state towing the speed towing.
hydrodynamic constants can be experimentally determined.

During steady state towing the ship speed was kept constant
at different speeds ranging from zero knots to 3.5 knots; thus

3.1 Equipment well exceeding our typical laying speed range of 1.5-2.0
knots.

In the towing experiments, small size and low weight
cylindrical hydroacoustic transponders were attached to the In the variable speed towing mode the velocity of the ship
cable. Mechanical and electrical data for the mini transponders was changed "abruptly" from a high value of steady state
are shown in Table 2. The cable length interval between two towing to a low value and vice versa.
neighbouring transponders was typically 75-100 meters, and
four transponders were used simultaneously on each towed
cable. The far end transponder was attached 25 meters from 4. RESULTS
the cable end in order to avoid end effects.

Generally during towing, we found all transponder positions
On board the ship, a hydroacoustic transducer unit collected to be very close to the vertical plane defined by the straight
positional data from the submerged transponders once every horizontal line followed by the ship. Thus, the coordinates of
five seconds and the position of each transponder relative to interest were the transponder depth and the transponder
the ship was accordingly calculated with high accuracy. layback behind the ship.
During towing, the transponder positions are continously
monitored, and the actual shape of the towed cable length can During the towing experiments, the ship's speed log showed
be calculated. higher or lower values than those measured by the DGPS

navigator, thus suggesting that some surface current was
Comparing transponder sizes and weights and spacing with present; the value of which was observed to vary within the
the cable parameters given in Table 1, we may assume that range 0-0.8 knots. However, this surface current did not affect
the transponders do not affect the towed cable geometries, the towed cable geometries, as shown later in Ch. 4. 1.

Trans- Length Diam. Weight Range Accu-
ponder (mm) (mm) air/sea (in) racy In this towing mode each cable was allowed to stabilize for

(kg) (m) 15-20 min. at each towing speed in order to obtain stationary

A 262 68 1.6/0.6 600 ± 2 towing conditions. Then followed a 10-15 min. logging period

_ 314 1 j8 12.1/0.911000 1±of transponder positions.
B 314 68 2.1/0.9 1000 + 2

Table 2: Data for mini transponders A and B. 4.1.1 Straight line approximation

In Fig. I and Fig. 2 are shown towed cable geometries for
The towing ship used differential GPS navigation equipment, light armoured cable (LA) and heavy armoured cable (HA2),
which monitored accurately the ship' s position, velocity and respectively, at different steady state towing velocities. A
course. The ship's horizontal speed was calculated as the representative logging period of approximately 4 minutes,
average velocity based on time and positions readings during including four consecutive geometries with a time spacing of
the last 60 seconds; updating values every 1.0 seconds. 75 seconds, is shown at each towing velocity.
Velocity readings from the ship' s speed log was also noted,

We note that both the LA cable and the HA2 cable are very
nearly in vertical positions when the ground speed (DGPS-

3.2 Towing procedures speed) is zero. This shows that the surface current has no
noticeable influence on the towed cable geometries. It also

The towing was performed in a typical Norwegian fjord at a shows that there are no major sea currents in the water column
sea depth of approximately 500 meters. The towed cable in the fjord trial area that affects the cable geometries
lengths were typically 300-600 meters in order to maintain significantly.
safe distance between the far end transponder and the sea
bottom. Also, in this case the lengths of the towed cables are
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LIGHT ARMOURED CABLE (LA) From Fig. I and Fig. 2, it can be seen that the towed cable
geometries in general are close to straight lines at the
different constant towing speeds.

0- Transponder However, some minor buckling or curved cable geometries
4 tol, 4 positio have been observed. In these cases, the cable geometry near-50 V ve 3.02 k-os the ship was often not representative for the total towed
Vu 3.2 knots geometry.

-100 There was evidence that our heavy armoured cables (HAl and
4 .dn., 4 " HA2) are more stable and less prone to buckling/ curved
S - 10 ks geometries than our light armoured cables (LLA and LA).

-150 &1.knt

Obviously, during steady towing, small variations in towing
velocity are inevitable due to factors such as varying surface

-200 Vcurrents and winds. Variable towing speed may easily cause

V win - 0oknotssmall movements or buckling of the cables, as will be
-54 ., 4 •itis Vm -0.9 knob visualized later in Ch. 4.2. Local variations in sea currents in-250 av- 0.05 ko the water column may also have had some influence on the

m- 0 cable geometry.

-300 In conclusion, we have here shown that a straight line cable
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 configuration at steady state is a good approximation for our

Layback (m) cables at typical installation conditions.

Figure 1: Towed cable geometries for LA cable at different
steady state velocities. 4.1.2 Towed cable length dependence

We have checked if the towed cable length has any influence

HEAVY ARMOURED CABLE (HA2) on the steady state cable geometry. For the LA cable, we
Depth (m) payed out 300 m additionally cable length in steps of 100 m

while keeping the towing velocity constant. The results are0 * Transponders shown in Fig. 3.

4 win, 4po4 s We observe that, independent of the towed length, cable
50-Vv -3 knos geometry remains a straight line with approximately the sameV odei - 3.5 kinots

V on -3A kao, angle with the horizontal. With reference to typical variations
of geometries observed at steady state (see Ch. 4.1.1), we may

-100 nconclude that cable geometry and angle ox is not affected by
the different towed cable lengths used in this investigation.

-150 - ' 4 .1., 3 positos"L V ave - 03 Ikno
Va m 2-M.-knot 4.1.3 Hydrodynamic constants

-200 " -. k"
-200According to our observations, we can conclude that each

4 4 W,,..,
4 poons steady state towing condition can, with good approximation,

-0 k*j V eve 0-oS knob be characterized with an average straight line cable geometry-250 1 -W , V ad 0.3 no
I \ V-,-.9 knots with angle ax with the horizontal, and its corresponding

average towing velocity (V.).
-300 - - - 1 -• ---- • From theory, the angle ox at steady state towing is given by

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 Equation (I):
Layback (m)

Figure 2: Towed cable geometries for HA2 cable at different (I) T V+ 2 V
steady state velocities. where H is the hydrodynamic constant of the cable, and V is

the towing velocity.
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LIGHT ARMOURED CABLE (LA) We have measured the angle a and the corresponding average

Depth (i) speed V. for our cables and curve fitted the data to Eq. (1)

Depth__(m)_by the least square method. The results are shown in Fig. 4.

0 " V = 2.0 knots

300 m cable The hydrodynamic constants determined for our cables are

-50 0 V = 1.9 knots listed in Table 3.
400 m cable

-100 V = 2.1 knots
500 m cable

V = 1.8 knots Cable Hydrodynamic constant
-150 . 600 m cable type

_____ Radian-knots Degree-knots

-200- LLA 0.93 53.3

- Transponders LA 1.20 68.8-250 •

HAI 1.55 88.6

-300 HA2 1.67 95.7

-350 Table 3: Experimentally determined hydrodynamic constants.

-400 -

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550 These values are lower than those predicted theoretically by
Layback (m) ref. 2 for smooth cables. We note, however, that the predicted

values are valid only at high towing speed values (cos a= 1),
Figure 3: Towed LA cable geometry at constant towing whereas in our calculations we have used the range of towing

velocity and different towed cable lengths. speed values relevant for our fiberoptic cables (low, medium
and high speeds).

It is important to include low and medium speed values, since
cos alpha a practical laying situation may occasionally require low laying

1.00 - speeds. The hydrodynamic constants determined by this
- method describe relevant steady state laying conditions for our

0.90 cables, and are used for determining the laying angles during
- " ~laying '

0.80 /

0.70 4.2 Variable speed towing mode

0.60 'In this towing mode the ship's speed was changed as quickly

0.50 /as possible from one steady state velocity to another, within
our laying speed range, in order to study the transient cable

0.40 - //Acale H .9 behaviour. Transponder positions were logged throughout the
/ LLA cable: H -0.93 period.

0.30 /- LA cable: H = 1.20 Readings of the ship's speed log were used to measure the

0 / HAI cable: H = 1.55 time used for a speed change. Typically, the towing speed had
0.20 // HA2 cable: H = 1.67 reached its new value within 45-60 seconds.

0.10 -A cable H 16

Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the transient LA and HAl cable0.00 -• -V y- -T -7'I'1•- configurations, respectively, when the ship's speed is increased

0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 rapidly. The time slot between each shown cable geometry is

V (knots) 60 seconds.

Figure 4: Experimental and theoretical variation of angle a
with towing speed V for LLA, LA. HAl and
HA2 cables.
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LIGHT ARMOURED CABLE (LA) We note that the cable geometry close to the ship changes
Depth (m) after a short time.Here, the cable soon reaches the straight lineconfiguration corresponding to the new steady state condition.
-0 After that, an increasingly longer cable length reaches the new

Transponders straight line configuration. We find that the length of cable

-50 reaching its final configuration increases roughly proport-
ionally with time.

-100 For an LA cable length of 360 m, the transition time is
measured to approximately 420 seconds. For an HA1 cable
length of 300 meters, the transition time is measured to

-ISO 
approximately 360 seconds.

-200 In Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 are shown the transient LA and HAl
, cable geometries, respectively, when the ship's speed is

00 decreased rapidly. The time slot between each shown cable-250 /60 seconds geometry is 60 seconds.
interval

V 0. between
-300 geometres LIGHT ARMOURED CABLE (LA)- V =2.5 knots

-350 1-Depth (in)

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 0T
Layback (m) Transponders

-50 -50 • V = 2.4 knots
Figure 5: Transient LA cable geometries when towing velocity \

is increased "abruptly". -100 0.9knots

HEAVY ARMOURED CABLE (HA1) -IS0
Depth (m) -200

0 
0

"I°
. Transponders

-250 -
'5 

, 60 seconds
-300 interval-10O0 between

, -geom etries-350-5-

-ISO 0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350
o Layback (m)

-200 Figure 7: Transient LA cable geometries when towing

/ 60 seconds velocity is decreased "abruptly".
-250 V = 1.I knots \,' o interval

between Here, the curvature of the cable is more uniformly distributed
3, geometries along the cable length and the transition proceed more slowly.

V 2.4 knots The total transition times for the LA cable and the HAl cable
has been measured to be approximately 540 seconds and 480

-350 1-.... -T-r''. .T-T-r1 1. seconds, respectively.
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350

Layback (m2 ) In ref. 3, the time necessary for the cable to settle when thelaying speed is decreased, is approximately given as:

Figure 6: Transient HAl cable geometries when towing (2) T - hIUvelocity is increased "abruptly".
, where h is the water depth and U is the vertical sinking rate
or hydrodynamic constant for the cable.
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HEAVY ARMOURED CABLE (HA1) whole towed cable length. Evidence have shown that our
heavy armoured cables are more stable than our light armouredDepth (m) cables. Surface currents have not affected towed cable

0 1 geometries. The length of towed cable has not affected cable
Transponders geometry or towing angle at steady state. We have determined

the hydrodynamic constants for our cables by curve fitting data
-so- of towing angle versus towing speed in the speed range

relevant for laying of our cables. When the towing speed is
-100 2.knots "abruptly" changed, the cable geometry is altered in a

characteristic manner. Specifically, the cable geometry near
the ship's bow is easily affected by speed changes. The

-150 I transition times for our cables are measured and compared
with a simple theoretical model. In summary, this study has

-200 * given relevant and important information about the behaviourof our cables in sea water.

-250 * 60 seconds
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Figure 8: Transient HAI cable geometries when towing

velocity is decreased "abruptly".
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PLOUGH - TOWING ANALYSIS IN SUBMARINE CABLE LAYING

J. Fang and J. A. Witz

Department of Mechanical Engineering, University College London,

London, U.K.

Abstract Figure 1 illustrates the towing operation of sea
plough. The basic principle is to tow theA numerical solution to the steady state plough from the stern of the lay vessel. In

governing equation for plough towing is parallel, cable is paid out from the stem, passed
developed. This analysis takes into account the through the plough and buried in the trench
effect of ship forward speed, and can handle dug by the plough. Typical rates of advance
multiple-element tow lines. For a range of soil are around 0.5 m/s (1 knot). The bottom angle
resistances which the plough might encounter, of the tow wire needs to be kept below
the length of tow wire and the layback of the approximately 15 degrees in order not to
plough relative to ship are obtained to satisfy destabilise the plough. The tow wire bottom
the maximum tow wire angle requirement at tension depends on the encountered soil
the plough. These two parameters are then conditions. The cable tension at the plough also
used to calculate the configuration of the cable, needs to be low in order to ensure that the cable
meeting criteria such as cable tension and angle remains buried after the plough. Typical cable
at the plough, length of cable on the seabed and bottom tensions are around 0.5 tonnes with a
the cable touch-down point ahead of the limiting maximum value of around 2 tonnes.
plough. Guide tubes have to be employed if Some tension is often required in order to
any of these criteria cannot be satisfied. suppress any tendency the cable has to form

loops at the plough. In the ideal situation the
cable is maintained in suspension between the
lay vessel and the plough. In relatively shallow

1 Introduction water and for light cables this is feasible. Often
this is not the case and guide tubes are

There is an increasing demand to lay and bury deployed in order to guide the cable down the
marine cables in deeper waters in order to tow wire catenary. These guide tubes consist of
avoid damage from fishing boards or dragging intermittent rings separated by spacers running
anchors. In the recent past 200 m was once down the complete length of the tow wire.
regarded as the maximum water depth for Deployment of guide tubes adds significant
burial of marine cables. These days this is no costs to an already expensive operation and
longer the case and cables are now being buried therefore there is a need for a reliable computer
in water depths exceeding 500m. Some industry based planning and operations tool to establish
observers foresee the need to bury cables in whether or not it is necessary to use guide
water depths beyond 1000m. These water tubes.
depths present significant operational This paper is concerned with presenting a
challenges. In order to support these operations numerical solution to the static catenary
reliable analysis methods are needed to predict nu a tion to the maric catethe operational parameters in the planning equations of the tow wire and the marine cable
stages, owhich includes the fluid drag force. Thus, thisstages. analysis takes into account the effect of ship
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forward speed, and can handle multiple-
f , VT Yr d(2)element tow lines. For the range of soil Dr=C d(

resistances which the plough might encounter,
the length of the tow wire and the layback of with Cf = 0.055 /(NR )0.14 was found to give good
the plough relative to ship are obtained to agreement with the experimental data, as is
satisfy the maximum tow wire angle shown by Zajacl. Here DT is the skin friction or
requirement at the plough. These two tangential drag force per unit length; and NR is
parameters are then used to calculate the the Reynolds number defined as NR = V.L/v,
configuration of the cable, meeting criteria such where v is the kinematic viscosity of water;
as cable tension and angle at the plough, length VT
of cable on the seabed and the cable touch- is the relative velocity of the water with respect
down point ahead of the plough. Guide tubes to a tow line element given by VT = V cos 0.

have to be employed if any of these criteria
cannot be satisfied. This numerical solution has Summing the forces acting on the tow line
been used in burial operations and agreement element shown in Figure 2 in the tangential and
between predictions and field measurements normal directions, dividing by As and sending
are shown to be good. As to zero, gives:

T-dO +DN -wcosO=0 (3)
2 Theoretical analysis ds

2.1 Tow line analysis dT -wsin0=0 (4)
ds

Governing equation: Starting at the
plough let s be the arc length along the where w is the weight per unit length of the tow
stationary configuration. We define s to be line element in the fluid medium under
positive in the direction away from the plough, consideration i.e. air or water.
We let 0 be the angle between the positive s
direction and the direction of the ship velocity, Numerical solution: Equations (3) and
as indicated in Figure 1. (4) form a set of first order ordinary differential

equations. It is an initial value problem with
Figure 2 shows the forces acting on an element known values of tension and angle at the
of tow line, with tension at the point s being plough i.e. T = To and 0 = 00 at s = 0.
denoted by T. The normal drag force per unit
length DN is given by: The basis of the solution method is described as

follows. The infinitesimal term ds in equations
DN = CD-½pV2dsinO~sinO( (3) and (4) is replaced by a finite incrementalarc length As . The equations are then

multiplied by this finite step As. This gives
where p is the mass density of water; d is the algebraic formulae for the changes in the
diameter; V is th the ship spee anthenmodulus functions T and 0 when the independent
ensures that the drag force maintains the variable s is incremental by one stepsize As. In
correct direction for all 0. the limit of making the stepsize very small, a

ais good approximation to the underlying
The drag coefficient CD in equation (1) differential equations is achieved.
essentially constant for the range of velocities
encountered here. However, the corresponding The detailed steps used in the iterative solution
coefficient for a skin friction force associated of equations (3) and (4) are described as
with Vc the component of flow along the tow follows.
line, is not constant. For the tow line of smooth
exterior, the expression: (1) Select a stepsize As.
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(2) For a tow line element of length As, the Multiple-element tow line: As shown in

first estimates of the tension and angle in Figure 1, a typical tow line is comprised of four

the middle of this element are given by components with different physical properties:

the known values of tension and angle at a bridle, a joint, the tow wire in water and the

one of its two ends: tow wire above the mean water level.

T=TT, and e=0o The calculation method outlined in the
previous section is applied to each of the three

(3) Calculate the increments in tension and components of the tow line assembly which are

angle between the two ends of this submerged in water. Since the tension and

element, by rearranging equations (3) and inclination angle at lower end of the bridle are

(4): known, its configuration and the tension and
angle at the upper end of the bridle can be

AT = (wsin0 + DT) As obtained by using the solution method. By the

and A0 = (wcosO - DN) As/T condition of continuity at the node adjoining
the bridle and the joint, these tension and angle
values are passed on to the lower end of the

(4) The values of tension and angle in the joint. Similarly, the configuration, end tensions
middle of the element are then updated: and end angles are determined for the joint and

the part of the tow wire submerged in water.T=T•+AT/2 and 6=Gi+A0/2

The configuration of the tow wire in the air
(5) Repeat steps (3) and (4) until the from the mean water level to the stern sheave is

differences in AT and AO from two calculated by the elastic catenary formulae,
consecutive iteration cycle'ý are withir a Peyrot and Goulois2 :
preset tolerance level. Il he solution is thein
obtained. h = L -+ 1 F4 + T) (

(6) The tension and an ., at the other end of I2EAw
the element are now xiven by

T,- 1T AT and 0 () - AO 2Ev w

and the horiz.ontal and vertical distances +- (I., -F 2 +F1
2 log.l) T4 ) (7)

betv.,cen the two ends arte: L = \L I T' - 1  (

Ax:AAscosO and Av , 'inO where 1 .'i=-"-x',J F2 =T sinO,;
t31 =z - F 4 = - F2+ vL.;

(7) Rep. t sttps (2) to (6) until the whole F3 = T co:s0 F4 =T1 sine/
length of a tow line is ster- -: tnrough.

In the above ýLjuation. '. e weight per unit
This solution mco!h,,a is simple and efficient, length; EA , the axial stwit: s; L and L are the
although it is not as robust as some of the more unstretch(r o and stretchtd h gths; H and V are
sophisticated numerical methods available, the ho*,a(ntal and vertic.a' , istances between
However, since T and 0 are very smooth the two, ends; Ti and Tare t tensions, and OA
functions of arc length s owing to the nature of and 0 are the angles to hoi ontal at catenary
the problem, no real difficulties are presented end, i and j respectively. 1 and F 3 are the
with the above calculation method and it is 1-ori7(oial components, aiv F2 and F4 are the
therefore considered adequate. vertical components of T Ad Ti respectively.

ii. .,par- weter 'ro' illosý ated in Figure 3.
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The total layback of plough relative to vessel is Third, a part of the cable will rest on the seabed.
then obtained along with tow wire top tension, An iterative method is developed to determine
top angle and the required tow wire length. If the length of cable on the seabed. The aim of
fluid drag is not an issue then the above elastic the iteration is to meet the continuity in tension
catenary formulae can also be used for the tow for the whole cable, taking into account of the
wire in the water. seabed friction force. Again, the elastic

catenary formulae previously described is used
2.2 Cable analysis to model the suspended cable lengths adjacent

to the plough and to the vessel. With a very
There are a number of requirements placed on large layback, the amount of cable on the
the cable bottom tension and angle in order to seabed can be unacceptably long. In this case,
prevent possible damage to the cable. The guide tubes have to be used.
cable bottom angle needs to be horizontal or
negative so that it does not interfere with the 2.3 Plough towing with guide tubes
tow line. The bottom tension is usually kept
between 0.5 to 2.0 tonnes to prevent it from The guide tubes are assembled on board the
throwing loops in front of plough under low vessel and added on to the tow wire as the
tension or from causing deburial problems water gets deeper. They are supported by the
under high tension. tow wire and extend from the bridle to the

vessel. The cable runs through the guide tubes
A cable may take any one of the three and it will not touch the seabed or throw loops
configurations shown in Figure 1, depending if a certain amount of tension is maintained.
on the layback of the plough relative to the
vessel for a given water depth. As the layback A simplified analysis is adopted where the
is increased, the cable bottom angle will go fluid drag force is neglected, and the elastic
from the horizontal to a negative inclination catenary formulae are used with the weight per
until it touches the seabed. As the layback is unit length being the combined weight of the
further increased, the length of cable resting on tow wire, guide tubes and cable. As the
seabed is also increased. A step by step routine advance speed is around a maximum of 0.5m/s
is developed to determine the cable (1 knot) in ploughing operations, this omission
configuration. of drag force will introduce an error of 1% at

most. This error level is considered acceptable
First, the cable bottom angle is taken as zero. bearing in mind the measurement noise
Then the bottom tension is varied to match the induced by the vessel's motions in waves.
layback set by the tow line, using the elastic
catenary formulae described previously. If the
layback is matched and the bottom tension is 3 Examples and discussions
within the bands set by the operator, then the
configuration is found to be the first case 3.1 Ploughing without guide tubes
labelled A in Figure 1. Otherwise, one proceeds
to the next stage. The configuration of a cable, as mentioned in

the foregoing, is a function of the following
Second, the cable bottom tension takes the parameters: tow wire bottom tension, tow wire
required value, and the bottom angle is varied bottom angle, water depth and the type of cable
to match the layback from the tow line analysis. being laid. The effects of these parameters are
If the layback is matched while the bottom examined in the following examples. The
angle is within the required bands and the cable properties of the components in a tow line and
is off the seabed, the cable takes configuration B two example cables used here are listed in
in Figure 1. Otherwise, one proceeds to the Table 1.
next stage.
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Water depth* A reference case is chosen Cable self-weight: A much heavier cable
as a basis for comparison in which the light is used for comparison with the light cable to
cable is laid under a tow wire bottom tension of examine the influence of the cable self-weight
10 tonnes, and tow wire bottom angle of 10 on the cable configurations. The results with
degrees to the horizontal. A drag coefficient CD the heavy cable are shown in Table 5. Since the
of 1.0 is used in the analysis. The analysis tow wire bottom tension and angle are
results are shown in Table 2 for the water unchanged compared with the reference case,
depths ranging from 20 -n to 500 m. As can be the layback of the plough relative to the vessel
seen in Table 2, in shallow waters the top remain the same. A heavier cable, when
tension of the cable can be controlled such that suspended, generates higher tensions at the two
the cable bottom angle prior to the plough is ends. Therefore, a larger amount of cable rests
horizontal whilst its bottom tension is less than on the seabed so that its self-weight is
the set upper limit of I tonne. As the water supported by the seabed and the maximum
depth increases, the cable bottom tension can bottom tension requirement is satisfied. For the
no longer be kept horizontal without exceeding same reason, the heavy cable will touch the
the bottom tension limit of 1 tonne. The bottom seabed at a shallower water depth.
angle is then negative and the cable sags but is
still clear of the sea bed. As the water depth
increases further, the sag point touches the 3.2 Comparison with field meas, _.nent
seabed and the length of cable on the seabed
increases with the water depth. Measurements of tow wire top tension, plough

layback and total tow wire catenary length
Tow wire bottom tension: When a have been made in a number of burial

harder soil is encountered, the towing tension is operations. The range of measured tow wire
increased. Shown in Table 3 are the results for catenary lengths against water depth is plotted
a bottom tension of 20 tonnes, while the values in Figure 4. Also shown in the same figure are
of the other parameters remain the sante as in the predicted catenary lengths with a tow wire
the reference case. It is obvious that under bottom tension of 5 tonnes and a bottom angle
higher towing tensions, the layback of the of 15 degrees. The agreement between the
plough relative to the vessel is larger. As a analysis and the measurements is considered to
result, the cable touches the seabed at a be good.
shallower water depth, and a longer length of
cable rests on the seabed for the same water 3.3 Ploughing with guide tubes
depth. In some circumstances, a combination of

Tow wire bottom angle: The effect of an unfavourable parameters may put the cable

increased tow wire bottom angle of 15 degrees under risk of being damaged. For instance, it
is studied. The rest of the parameters are the can be seen in Table 5 that the heavy cable will
same as those in the reference case. The have a very large amount of cable on the seabed

sameas tosein te rferece ase.The in water depths exceeding 500 m, which is
analysis results are shown in Table 4. It is seen underabe. th edirb c is

by comparing Table 4 with Table 2, that an undesirable. Another undesirable condition is

increase in the bottom tow wire angle reduces tce t the plough In th caes guide

the layback of the plough relative to the vessel.

Cc~nsequently, this increase in the tow wire tubes have to be used. The relevant data of an

bottom angle results in the cable touching the example guide tube is listed in Table 1, and the

seabed at a larger water depth and there is a analysis results are given in Table 6. Note that

shorter length of cable on the seabed for the the length of a guide tube section is I in.

same water depth.
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4 Conclusions

A numerical solution to the static catenary
equation incorporating the fluid drag force and
its implementation on desktop computer
provides a useful and economical package for
both planning and field operation of ploughing.
Agreement between predictions and field
measurements are shown to be good.

The water depth, tow wire bottom tension and
bottom angle, and the cable self-weight are
important parameters in ploughing. The
requirements on cable bottom tension and
angle can be easily achieved for light cables,
low towing tensions, high tow line angles and
in shallow water depths. At the other extreme,
one must resort to the use of guide tubes for
heavy cables, high towing tensions (i.e. hard
soils), or in very deep water.
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Table 1. Data of components of a tow line, cables and guide tubes

Diameter Weight per unit Weight per unit Axial
length in air length in water stiffness

(mm) (kg/m) (kg/m) (MN)
Bridle 50.9 - 9.9 200.0
Joint 100.0 - 125.0 770.0

Tow wire 36.0 5.9 4.85 100.0
Light cable 38.1 2.9 1.75 63.2

Heavy cable 55.5 9.3 6.8 90.0
Guide tubes - 4.31 3.75

Table 2. Ploughing without guide tubes, towing tension: 10 ton, towing angle: 10 dog, light cable

TOW WIRE CABLE
BOTTOM TENSION: 10.0 TON BOTTOM TENSION (MAXIMUM): 1.0 TON
BOTTOM ANGLE: 10.0 DEG

WATER LAYBACK CATENARY TOP TOP BOTTOM PLOUGH LENGTH SHIP TOP TOP CATENARY BOTTOM
DEPTH LENGTH TENSION ANGLE ANGLE LAyBACK ON LAYBACK TENSION ANGLE LENGTH TENSION

SEABED
(M) (M) (m) (ton) (dag) (deg) (a) (a) (M) (ton) (dog) (M) (ton)

20.0 104.9 101.8 10.13 13.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.49 24.2 107.9 0.45
50.0 218.2 219.1 10.27 16.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.91 26.5 226.2 0.82

100.0 368.7 377.8 10.51 20.4 -3.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.18 32.4 388.7 1.00
200.0 600.5 630.3 11.00 26.3 -4.8 47.7 70.5 482.2 1.41 41.9 653.8 1.00
300.0 784.7 840.0 11.49 30.7 -4.8 47.7 139.5 597.6 1.64 47.7 877.6 1.00
400.0 941.7 1026.1 11.97 34.3 -4.8 47.7 197.6 696.5 1.86 51.8 1078.9 1.00
500.0 1080.4 1197.1 12.46 37.3 -4.8 47.7 248.1 784.6 2.08 55.0 1265.5 1.00

Table 3. Ploughing without guide tubes, towing tension: 20 ton, towing angle: 10 deg, light cable

TOW WIRE CABLE
BOTTOM TENSION: 20.0 TON BOTTOM TENSION (MAXIMUM): 1.0 TON
BOTTOM ANGLE: 10.0 DEG

WATER LAYBACK CATENARY TOP TOP BOTTOM PLOUGH LENGTH SHIP TOP TOP CATENARY BOTTOM
DEPTH LENGTH TENSION ANGLE ANGLE LAyBACK ON LAYBACK TENSION ANGLE LENGTH TENSION

SEABED
(a) (a) (a) (ton) (deg) (deg) (a) (M) (M) (ton) (dog) (a) (ton)

20.0 113.3 110.1 20.12 11.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.56 22.6 116.1 0.52
50.0 246.6 246.8 20.27 13.6 -0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.10 24.1 253.9 1.00

100.0 434.9 441.6 20.51 16.2 -4.8 47.7 42.3 344.9 1.22 32.2 455.0 1.00
200.0 739.5 762.2 21.00 20.2 -4.8 47.7 187.7 504.0 1.51 40.5 790.8 1.00
300.0 989.4 1031.5 21.49 23.4 -4.8 47.7 307.2 634.5 1.77 45.8 1077.8 1.00
400.0 1206.1 1270.2 21.97 26.1 -4.8 47.7 409.3 749.2 2.03 49.5 1335.6 1.00
500.0 1399.8 1488.1 22.46 28.5 -4.8 47.7 499.0 853.1 2.28 52.4 1573.4 1.00
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Table 4. Ploughing without guide tubes, towing tension: 10 ton, towing angle: 15 deg, light cable

TOW WIRE CABLE
BOTTOM TENSION: 10.0 TON BOTTOM TENSION (MAXIMUM): 1.0 TON
BOTTOM ANGLE: 15.0 DEG

WATER LATBACK CATENARY TOP TOP BOTTOM PLOUGH LENGTH SHIP TOP TOP CATENARY BOTTOM
DEPTH LENGTH TENSION ANGLE ANGLE LAYBACK ON LAYBACK TENSION ANGLE LENGTH TENSION

SEABED
(m) (m) (m) (ton) (deg) (deg) ( m) ( m) (m) (ton) (deg) (m) (ton)

20.0 74.7 72.6 10.13 17.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.27 32.7 78.9 0.23
50.0 163.6 166.4 10.28 19.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.56 33.9 174.1 0.47

100.0 290.4 302.7 10.52 23.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.93 36.5 313.0 0.75
200.0 496.9 532.3 11.01 28.4 -2.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.36 42.7 551.0 1.00
300.0 666.9 729.5 11.49 32.5 -4.8 47.7 43.7 575.4 1.57 48.9 762.7 1.00
400.0 814.1 907.5 11.98 35.9 -4.8 47.7 96.5 669.9 1.78 53.0 955.6 1.00
500.0 945.5 1072.6 12.46 38.7 -4.8 47.7 143.6 754.2 2.00 56.2 1136.2 1.00

Table 5. Ploughing without guide tubes, towing tension: 10 ton, towing angle: 10 deg, heavy cable

TOW WIRE CABLE
BOTTOM TENSION: 10.0 TON BOTTOM TENSION (MAXIMUM): 1.0 TON
BOTTOM ANGLE: 10.0 DEG

WATER LAYBACK CATENARY TOP TOP BOTTOM PLOUGH LENGTH SHIP TOP TOP CATENARY BOTTOM
DEPTH LENGTH TENSION ANGLE ANGLE LAYBACK ON LAYBACK TENSION ANGLE LENGTH TENSION

SEABED
(m) (m) (m) (ton) (deg) (deg) (m) (a) (W) (ton) (dog) (a) (ton)S.......................................................................................................
20.0 104.9 101.8 10.13 13.4 -9.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.16 31.6 109.4 1.00
50.0 218.2 219.1 10.27 16.4 -9.5 24.1 61.0 133.1 1.55 40.8 231.9 1.00

100.0 368.7 377.8 10.51 20.4 -9.5 24.1 143.6 201.0 2.14 48.3 401.1 1.00
200.0 600.5 630.3 11.00 26.3 -9.5 24.1 265.9 310.5 3.20 55.7 676.8 1.00
300.0 784.7 840.0 11.49 30.7 -9.5 24.1 358.5 402.2 4.16 59.9 910.5 1.00
400.0 941.7 1026.1 11.97 34.3 -9.5 24.1 434.5 483.1 5.07 62.8 1120.7 1.00
500.0 1080.4 1197.1 12.46 37.3 -9.5 24.1 499.6 556.7 5.95 65.0 1315.4 1.00

Table 6. Ploughing with guide tubes, towing tension: 10 ton,
towing angle: 10 deg, light cable

TONWIRE BOTTOM TENSION: 10.0 TON
TOWWIRE BOTTOM ANGLE: 10.0 DEG
CABLE BOTTOM TENSION: 1.0 TON

WATER LAYBACK CATENARY TON WIRE TOP CABLE TOP NUIBER OF
DEPTH LENGTH TENSION ANGLE TENSION GUIDETUBES

(m) (m) (a) (ton) (dog) (ton)

20.0 94.6 91.8 10.2 16.0 1.04 92
50.0 184.7 186.6 10.6 21.1 1.09 187

100.0 296.5 309.0 11.1 27.2 1.18 310
200.0 460.1 500.7 12.1 35.6 1.36 501
300.0 585.6 661.1 13.1 41.5 1.53 662
400.0 690.1 805.6 14.2 46.0 1.71 806
500.0 780.7 940.3 15.2 49.6 1.88 941
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DEVELOPMENT OF FIBER SPLICING METHOD FOR OPTICAL SUBMARINE CABLE

Tatsuya Shimobachi, Shigeru Suzuki, Hidemitsu Hisata
Yuzo Tokumaru*, Toru Yanagi*, Ken Kashima*

Ocean Cable Co., Ltd.

*Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.

1. ABSTRACT 1)A compact equipment and simple process
which is applicable to jointing work

We developed an optical fiber splicing method necessary in a manhole.
which provides a aumple mechanism, efficient 2)A safe method which does not use any
splicing procedure and high reliability for land injurious chemicals.
installation. 3)The failure probability of 10-5 or less per
The advantage of this new splicing method is splicing for 25 years.

as follows, This paper reports on the theory of the
1) It is possible to splice optical fibers, proof developed method and the processes of its
test and reinforce the spliced portion using practical use.
this fusion splicer.
2) It is ible to remove the coating of 3. THEORY
fibers witout injurious chemicals.
3) As the anti-twisting mechanism is equipped The thermal strain arising from a
with the fusion splicer, it is possible to obtain temperature change and mechanical strain
high reliability fiber spliced portion for which are caused by twisting, bending and
m1nimizing the residual strain of twisting and tension strain while the handlin of optical
bending during fiber splicing operation. fiber splicing operation are applied to the

From the a 0ve-mentioned advantages, the spliced portion. ()
long reliability is guaranteed for 25 years with The theory of reliability for optical fiber
the newly developed fiber splicing method. spliced portion of the land joint is shown as
This allows the splicing time to be reduced to follows.
1/4 as compared to the conventional optical
fiber splicing method for the submarine cable
systems.

2. INTRODUCTION

Lately, the installation of the optical
submarine cable systems has been quickly
advanced in communication networks of the
information-oriented age and thus there hasT
been a strong demand for enhancing efficient
fiber splicing operations depending on the P 0
number of fiber splicing points increase.
Since the optical submarine cables are used

for long-distance transmission, low loss and high
reliability are required at their spliced rl l 80
portions.
Currently, it can be said that the technology

for high reliability fiber splicing methods has
almost been established (1) , but all the Figure 3.1
methods are adopted to use the injurios Model of Composite Stress Applied to
chemicals at the primary coating removal opticae Fiber
procedure or the restoring of surface scratch of
the optical fiber after splicing operation.
However, it is difficult to apply such methods

in restricted circumstance such as manholes.
Therefore, we targeted the following items of In this case, the value al and value v2 of

development as a new optical fiber slicing the maximum main stress are expressed by
method: the following equation (1):
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where,
T: Twisting moment(=G - -J, 0 = Twisting

angle (RAD/mm))
M: Bending moment (= EI/R, R = Radius of

curvature)
S,. =_.._ (ab+a0) _± / (Ab+uO)'+4r12  Z: Coefficient of bent cross section

u2 -22 A: Cross sectional area
rA: Maximum twisting force of T (=T/Zp)
Zp:Coefficient of twisted cross section(= Z/2)
oh: Bending stress at outer edge of M (=M/Z)
Ao:Vertical stress of lateral cross section of P• [ ( Z ' 1 (-P/A)

- M+-- + +--- z ;+T2 Diameter of optical fiber

Z 2 A E: Young's modulus of glass

G: Twisting rigidity( E/2(1- +))
V: Poisson's ratio of glass
J: Polar moment of interior of aria of glass

(= Ad4/32)
I: Moment of interior of area (= ird 4/64)

16 +M d 2  P: Tension (= E + 4E -A 2/4)

Erd3LK s/ \ 8

Then E is the thermal strain corresponding to
the temperature change of thermal shrink
tube used to reinforce the spliced portion. This
e is calculated with follows equation () and
the material specifications of thermal shrink
tube listed in Table 3.1 (1)

Therefore, the maximum principal strain
applied to the optical fiber is expressed by
equation (9):

AI-EIaI +A2.E2.cr2+A3.E3-a3

A1-E1 +A2.E2+A3-E3

Table 3.1
Emax = (al + v a2)2/E ................. Q Material Specifications of Thermal Shrink

Optical fiber EVA(i=2) Steel wire
(i=1) (6=3)

Cross section Ai 0.0123mm2 1.037mm 2  1.767mm2

Y o u n g ' a 7300kg/mm' 5kg/mm2 200modulus Ki kWMm2

Coeflcient of 2X10-5
linear 5.5X107(PC) 2XI04M(C)
expansion .i
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The temperature change AT is assumed as 4. SPLICING METHOD AND EQUIPMENT
40°C (20oC - 60*C), above c is calculated as
follows, The development of the new splicing

= 7.77 X 10-4 method is targeted at minimizing bending,
twisting and tension of the optical fiber.

On the other hand, the failure probability F Figure 4.1 shows the process flow of the
of the spliced portion when the value emax of fiber splicing method.
the maximum principal strain is applied to
the spliced portion can be obtained from
equation G) (2).

F=1-EXP[-NpXm/(n-2)X(emax/kp)nXts/tp] (D Removal of coating

where, F Cleaning of optical fibe
Np: Failure probability by proof test.
m: Weibull distribution parameter Cn Fat Clet _ eaing of optical fibernc Fatigue coefficient
Emax:App -ied load strain I
Ep: Proof strain Optical fiber setting to fusion
ts: Load time splicer
tp: Proof time

Figure 3.2 shows the failure probability F Fiber splicing
VS proof strain Ep depending on applied load I
strain Emax, where Np=0.5, m=4, a=21, Transfer of spliced portion to heater
ts=7.88X 108 (25 years), tp=l d=0.125 mm, using the anti-twisting mechanism
E=7300 and Y=0.17. I
For example, in order to achieve the failure

probability of 10-5 for spliced portion more Screening test
than 25 years, it is required to minimize [
cmax with less than 0.0012 when F-p is Reinforcement of thermal shrink
5 X 10-3. F-o-eeto hraF~~

AppidI ea S trainUa nt -0.0s•.01 
1\Akd law st. , ... 0x$ End of optical fiber slicing I

\Applied L..d Stn.1 -,.'0.014

Figure 4.1 Splicing Process Flow

Sol •The fiber splicing method has the following
features:

4.1 Method of Removal for ODtical Fiber
Coating

The coating of the optical fiber is removed
by the heating remover without using
injurious chemicals.

I.,

1 2 $ 4 S 4 1 9

pra dW.M. (.p) (XtOS)

Figure 3.2
Failure Probability VS Proof Strain
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4.2 Method of Cleaving of Optical Fiber

The optical fiber cleaving length is 3m
which is the minimum value of naked optical
fiber required for discharge this fusion
splicing.
This cleaving length provides higher

accuracy of axial alignment of the optical
fiber core and lower splicing loss. In this
process, the fiber cutter is designed so that it Figure 4.2 Outer View of Fusion Splicer
does not come into direct contact with the with Anti-Twisting Mechanism
naked fiber and cause damage, thus providing
higher splicing strength. Anti-Twisting Lufi~nSplice Point

4.3 Versatility of Optical Fiber Clamp of Tbenza] Sbr-nk Tub.
Fusion Splicer

The fusion splicer is a core monitor type of
fusion splicer modified to clamp the coating of A:Splice part

the optical fiber in the V groove and allows B:TranTered Tube

alignment of the fiber core automatically. C:HeatingPeit

Consequently, this prevents damage of the c
naked optical fiber and provides higher Heater

splicing strength. For installation versatility, Upper View of a Device
the V groove was improved to cover some
types of diameters. Figure 4.3 Operation of Anti-TwistingMechanism

4.4 Equipping of Anti-Twisting Mechanism

The fusion splicer is equipped the anti-
twisting mechanism for preventing twisting of
the fiber spliced portion. Consequently, after 32mm Shrin Tube
fiber splicing operation, it is possible to 13 6 13

transfer the fiber spliced portion to the heater
with holding the both ends of fiber using
anti-twisting mechanism.
The processes which are fiber splicing, proof EVA SUS01-5

test and reinforcement can be done with a
single fusion splicer. Furthermore the load Figure 4.4 Dimensions of Thermal Shrink
cell which is equipped with the fusion splicer Tube
can record the applied proof value.

Device improvement and process 5. EXPERIMENT
simplification provide a fiber splicing time of
about 5 minutes. This is about a quarter of 5.1 Checking Twist-Preventing Effects at
our conventional fiber splicing time. The Spliced Portion

The splicing length of 6mm allows the
Thermal shrink tube to be reduced to 32mm The following are two possible causes of
which is approximately a half of the twisting at the spliced portion: We measured
conventional length of 60mm(3)(4). the twisting angle of the spliced portion
Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 show the outer view with following two possible causes.

of the fusion splicer with the anti-twisting
mechanism, the operation of the anti-twistin
mechanism and the dimensions of the thermal
shrink tube, respectively.
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01 When holding the optical fiber spliced The splicing loss characteristics of fibers of
portion in the anti-twisting mechanism 00.4nmn and other similar diameters are
after splicing operation. roximately equal to or better than those

SWhile the end of the above operation until pIotted in Figure 5.1.
the transfer to the heater. For the coating clamping method, attention

As a result of our experiment of n = 10, 1 should be paid to the dispersion of the
was 10 degrees/100mm (span of anti-twisting coating diameter and the elastic deformation
mechanism) at maximum and ( was zero of the coating when fixing is performed in
degree. Therefore, maximum twisting angle is the V groove. For this method with a short
calculated with 0.175 RAD /100 mm. cleaving length of 3mm, improving the V

groove and allowing proper discharge
5.2 Checking Bend-Preventing Effects at The conditions provides 0.13dB of an error

Spliced Portion between the actual loss and the estimated
loss, 0.09dB on the average and 0.3dB at

We measured 10 spliced samples of optical maximum.
fiber in a thermal shrink tube with a
microscope and a Video Micro Analyzer. 5.4 Splicing Loss Variation
Measurements showed that a bend per spliced
prtion of 6mm long was at most 0.01mm. We prepared the 30 samples which are

herefore radius of curvature becomes R=450 spliced and reinforced sequentially. Then the
mm. samples are applied to the test for 125 heat

cycles (-20*C to +60°C/4 hrs/cycle) and for
5.3 Splicing Loss high temperature and humidity (60 0C,

95%RH) for 900 hours. The results of the
The estimated loss of the optical fiber is measured loss variation during testing are

image-processed and displayed by the fusion shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. The loss
splicer. Figure 5.1 shows an example of the variation in each test was smaller than
splicing loss characteristics of the optical fiber 0.01dB per splice.
with the two different diameters of 00.25mm 016
and 00.6mm. 0 14

01
0 08 ", . x-- '.

> 006 "x- ..Xo.x_ x.x x

0 02

1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 WI 90 1003110 12U 1 5

cyd.
0-20t x+60W

Figure 5.2
Loss Variation in Heat Cycle Test

06

-05 n=
04~ 7 =0.09 0

a=O.07 009
max 0.30 008 n=30

03 min O.01 00
-"006

J 02 005
01 004 .---S• ~ ~~~ ~~002 -- " ", .-----

J q "•" 001 •°

0 0
0 02 04 06 -001

Actual o1a (dB) 24 72 144 216288 360432504 576,648 720 N'2 ba4 "il

Figure 5.1 Figure 5.3
Splicing Loss Characteristics of Optical Fiber Loss variation in High Temperature and

with Diameters of #0.25mm and #0.6mm Humidity Test
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5.5.1 S trength . f optic a fer 5.5.3 Yield in 0.5% proof test5.. trenlrtth of optical fiber splicing

We applied a 0.5% proof test to about 600
Figure 5.4 shows an example of the spliced portion and found that the yield

distribution characteristics of tensile strength efficiency was more than 99%.
before and after reinforcing the thermal
shrink tube at the optical fiber spliced portion 5.5.4 Strength after environmental test
after a 0.5% proof test. at the spliced portion
The strength distribution after splicing shows

a gradient of 2kg at the maximum and 600g We applied a heat cycle test and a high
at the minimum, but after the thermal shrink temperature and humidity test as an
tube reinforcement, the low strength accelerated deterioration test to the
distribution (below lkg) shows a tendency for reinforced fiber spliced portion to measure
the strength to approximately double, the tensile strength.

Figure 5.6 shows the tensile strength
9 distribution before and after the heat cycle

goq 0 Weore Refor•.e.t 08 test under the condition of twisted 4;r per
V 0 Atr Rmforceunt 1000mm on both sides of the spliced and

• ({ reinforced portion, and Figure 5.7 shows the
0 tensile strength distribution before and after

00 0 the high temperature and humidity test
0 0 under the same twisted condition.
0 0

-90

010203 05 2 3 AferTet

failure aut•& OW) 
10

10 00

Figure 5.4 00

Distribution Characteristic of Tensile
Strength Before and After Reinforcing
Thermal Shrink Tube at The Spliced Portion

5.5.2 Measurement of fatigue coefficient n at 02 03 05 1 2 3 4 5 6

the spliced portion Faig. e •hgl

Figure 5.6
We performed a dynamic fatigue test of Tensile Strength Before and After Heat

n=20 under the strain rate conditions of Cycle Test by Twisting
2.5%min"', 25%min"I and 250%min"' to
measure the value n at the spliced portion in
this method.

Figure 5.5 shows the results of the
measurements. We obtained approximately
22 as value ni. go o0,mT. 0

S50 After Test

50 i20

10 1/0

Si*1

05

S 01
0o0203 05 I 2 3 4 5• 6

02 J (e

0 1 Figure 5.7
1 2 5 10 20 5 5oo Tensile Strength Before and After High

tsni, Rat.e min) Temperature and Humidity Test by

Figure 5.5 Twisting
Dynamic Fatigue Test
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The maximum twist which is generated 6. CONCLUSION
with the optical fiber winding bobbin is Taking the special environments of optical
21r/2m. Assuming that this twist propagate to fiber submarine cable system into
the spliced and reinforced portion, we consideration, we have developed the new
performed a heat cycle test with the spliced splicing method which is simplified
and reinforced portion wound around the real mehanis o peionad
fiber winding bobbin. mechanism, guaranteed safe operation and

Figure 5.8 shows the tensile strength efficiency, theoretically and experimentally.
distribution before and after the heat cycle We have got the result using this mehod
test, and Figure 5.9 shows the tensile that the maximum principal strain Emax is;
strength distribution before and after the emax = 0.00102
high temperature and humidity test. On the other hand failure probability F for

Although the distribution is slight~y more than 25 years is calculated equation I
dispersed, the strength deterioration was not at Section 3.
recognized before and after each testing. No Np = 0.5
twisting stress propagate to any fiber spliced (In the experiment, the yield on a 0.5%
portion even when applied from outside for a proof level is more than 99% but in this
long time, and the initial strength was calculation, a yield of 50% was used
maintained, strictly).

We confirmed the long-term reliability of m - 4
the spliced and reinforced portion with the n = 22
thermal shrink tube. Ep = 0.005

ts - 7.88 X 10- sec. (25 years)
tp = 1 sec.

99

o-- 0 Before Test C Then failure probability is calculated by
OAfter Tet substituting above parameter and •max =

50- T0.00102. Consequently, F is calculated with
"20 an order of 10-7.
0 o This new fiber slicing method proved to
5 - have high reliability for a long term.
2 0 Basing of above result, this new method

was put into practical use and has been
applied to the installation of our optical
Submarine cable systems.
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LOW FIRE HAZARD CABLES - THE EUROPEAN EXPERIENCE

J Richard Barker, D Elizabeth M Ness

BICC Cables (NA) Indianapolis IN, BICC Energy Cables (UK) Prescot UK

Abstract

This paper highlights the growth of Low Fire The evolution of the cable fire propagation test to
Hazard cables in the European marketplace. include smoke emission, rate of heat release, and
It examines three differing applications for Low measurement of effluent as in UL 1202 reflects the
Fire Hazard cables; The Channel Tunnel, European maturing of fire testing of cables to encompass all
Rolling Stock, and Fire Survival cables in potentially hazardous aspects of fire.
Germany. The associated advances in both cable
design and material technology needed to meet As fire testing has developed, so in response have
these new customer requirements are discussed. market needs. Consequently the European cable

engineer has had to develop both materials and
The possible future developments in fire testing cable designs to meet ever more exacting customer
are discussed, where the testing of complete requirements.
systems, as opposed to materials or single cables,
is gaining recognition world wide. This paper examines three different cable

applications, and reviews the developments in
In this paper, particular emphasis is given to the technology required to meet advanced reduced fire
German DIN 4102 Pt.121 Fire test as being an hazard specifications.
example of the future of fire testing for
electrotechnical systems.

2.0 Low Smoke and Fume Jacket Materials

1.0 Introduction In the early 1980's London Underground banned
the use of halogenated materials for cables. The

Reduced fire hazard cables are still a growing first zero halogen cables had poor mechanical and
part of the European cable manufacturers' physical properties: tensile strength less than 700
portfolio. psi, tear strength less than 20 lb/in, and very

poor resistance to water.
The ubiquitous "electrical fault" is often given as
the cause of many fires (e.g. UK Home office Using statistical experimental techniques,
survey) and major disasters lead to tightening of formulations have been developed which surpass
regulatinns on a broad front. even the established PVC jacketing materials in

mechanical and physical properties.
The loss of HMS Sheffield during the Falklands
conflict led to a review of all cable specifications Each candidate component of the new low smoke
by the UK Ministry of Defence (Navy). Similarly, and fume (LSF) jackets are subjected to rigorous
the aftermath of the Kings Cross transit fire examination alone and in combination with each
caused transit authorities world wide to review other.
and tighten cable specifications.

This total mapping has allowed selection of an
The initial impetus came in the early 1970's from optimum formulation for each customer application.
loss of the La Spezia power station in Italy where
power cables utilizing traditional PVC compounds A conservative estimate for the total number of
caused transmission of the fire throughout the possible combinations from Table I that can be
structure. This event led to CESI (Centro examined is several million. However, the use of
Elettrotecnico Sperimentale Italiano) developing the statistical methods reduces experimental trials to
vertical ladder propagation test for cables which less than 100 and maximizes the information that
has now developed into IEC 332-3 , IEEE 383 , CSA can be gained.
FT44 and the proposed IEEE 1202 range of
propagation test.
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VARIABLE NAME CATEGORIZED VARIABLE CONTINUOUS VARIABLE

Homopolymer Melt Index / Mooney Viscosity
POLYMER Copolymer/Terpolymer Copolymer Content

Polymer Blend Blend Ratio

Chemical Type Particle Size
FILLER Morphology Concentration

Ionic Purity

FILLER TREATMENT Chemical Type Concentration

Chemical type
STABILIZER Lone Concentration

Synergistic

APPLICATION Thermoplastic
Thermoset Degree of x-linking

Peroxide Type Concentration
CURE SYSTEM Co-agent Type

E-Beam Dosage
Promoter

Flame Retardants
SPECIAL ADDITIVES Hydrophobicity Promoters Concentration

Process Aids
Light Stabilizers

Table I: Experimental Variables

PROPERTY CONSIDERATION

COST Price vs Performance

RHEOLOGY Viscosity
Temperature
Melt Fracture

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES Tensile Strength
Elongation
Tear
Abrasion Etc.

HEAT AGEING Retained Physical Property
Temperature
Time

FLUID RESISTANCE Retained Physical Property
Swell/Uptake
Temperature
Time

COLD TEMPERATURE PERFORMANCE Brittleness Temperature
Cold Bend
Impact

FIRE PROPERTIES LOI & Temperature Index
Smoke Emission
Small Scale Fire Performance (VW-1)
Large Scale Fire Performance (IEEE 383)

AESTHETICS Smoothness/Coefficient of Friction
Strippability
Color
Printability

Table II: Experimental Responses
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One of the most onerous applications for the new Table III shows properties of the developed LSF
generation of LSF jackets was the UK/France jacket in comparison with a reduced propagation
Channel Tunnel (Figures Two & Three). Enhanced PVC jacket.
moisture and salt spray resistance were essential,
and, as the cables are unarmored, the jacket has This type of enhanced LSF formulation has also
to be exceptionally tough. been used in new power station constructions and
The cable was specially designed to pass Category is approved by London Underground, as well as
A of the IEC 332-3 propagation test, which is the surpassing the requirements of the British
most severe at a loading on the ladder of 7 Standard for Low Smoke and Fume Armored Cables,
litres/metre non-metallic cable volume. BS6724 .

PROPERTY REDUCED NEW ENHANCED LSF UNITS

PROPAGATION PVC

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Tensile Strength at Break > 12.5 > 13 MPa
>1775 >1850 psi

Tear Resistance 8 11 N/mm
45 63 Lb/in

Elongation at Break > 150 145

REACTION TO MOISTURE

Water vapor permeation rate 3.2 1.3 g/m 2 /24hr
(1mm thick plaque)

7 days, 700C in water, lmm 2.1 1.2
plaque % water uptake

REACTION TO FIRE Armored Unarmored

IEC 332-3 Cat A Propagation Pass Pass

IEC 103411 Smoke Emission
Channel Tunnel requirements Fail Pass

Table III: Properties of Enhanced Low Smoke and Fume (LSF) Jacket

3.0 The Channel Tunnel Rolling Stock Cables and Through-Train applications required enhanced
levels of toughness, flexibility, temperature range,

The main market needs in Mass Transit revolve thermal ageing, fluid/acid/alkali resistance,
around the efficient movement of a large number reduced fire propagation and low smoke and fume.
of people through confined spaces in safety and
comfort. In addition, the modern mass transit These cables also must contain zero halogen
system will be high technology, often employing content.
air conditioning with forced air circulation.

Variations of the Channel Tunnel (TransManche
Many trains and trams are designed to move both Link, TML ) specifications can be found across
in the open and in tunnels. Thus, all the key Europe, (the closest are the French standards)
safety features of the highest technology low fire but as yet this remains the most challenging
hazard cables are needed. specification.

For the Channel Tunnel, cable for both Shuttle Table IV shows the advance in cable specification.
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PROPERTY FORMER REQUIREMENTS NEW REQUIREMENTS FOR THE
CHANNEL TUNNEL

Service Life Unspecified Up to 100,000 hours
at Operating
Temperature

Fluid Resistance ASTM No. 2 Oil ASTM No.2 Oil
ASTM No.3 Oil
Ester Based Oils
(e.g. Midel)

Flame Retardancy IEC 332-1 (single cable) IEC 332-1 8 (Single Cable)
IEC 332-3 (Large Scale cable
bunch)
NF C 32 070 - bunched cables.

NBS Smoke Chamber (ASTM
E662 I )

Smoke Emission None IEC 1034 (3m Cube)

IEC 754-112

Fire Effluent Tests IEC 754-213

NF C 20 45414

Table IV: Advances in Mass Transit Rolling Stock Cable Specifications.

4.0 Fire Survival in Germany products must also meqt the complete zero halogen
specification VDE 0266 .

Fire survival cables, one example being the well
known mineral insulated, copper clad products are Typically, to meet the lowest E30 rating, fire
widely used for systems which must operate protection tapes are utilized. To meet E90
during and after fire. The IEC test for continued requirements, a much more robust construction is
operation (IEC 331) exposes a single cable to a essential, requiring special insulation and several
flame of specified temperature (650 C) and protective tape layers.
measures time to electrical failure. Three hours is To gain qualification, the test must be carried out
the maximum test time. with each make of cable accessory. Cables are

marked with their test certificate numbers, and
The British Standard, BS 63871d extends this must be sold as a system.
concept to temperatures up to 950 C and includes
the effects of impact and water spray. The test itself costs in the region of $10,000, with

the additional cost of ancillary equipment, and
The German authorities have taken a further step, manpower for the time required to construct the
and insist that all fire survival cables systems are test enclosure (approximately one full week).
tested as an entity according to DIN 4102 Pt.12,
therefore cables are tested with a nominated make This new generation of fire survival cables will be
of accessories; ladders, trays, ceiling holders and specified in all essential circuits (fire alarm,
ceiling clips, smoke/heat extraction, emergency lighting, etc) by
Cables are installed into the test room as they the German Liinder through State Building
would be in a real installation, including cleats Regulations.
and bends. The test room is built around the
cables for each test. When installed, the cables 5.0 Summary
are energized at rated voltage, and continuity
monitored throughout the test. The cables are These three recent advances in reduced fire
exposed to gas flames, and the temperature of test hazard cable technology for the Channel Tunnel,
chanber rises according to the ISO curve to reach European Rolling Stock and the German Fire
1000 C after 90 minutes (Figure One). Survival cables are typical of the ever advancing

European customer requirements.
Survival ratings are for 30, 60 and 90 minutes for
at least two identical samples. In practice, only the The move to testing complete cable systems in
30 and 90 minute ratings are user specified: E30, Germany has been echoed in Au.ralia, with a
E90. similar testing regime (AS 3013 ) and must
To pass the test, cables must be designed with represent the future need to test representative
fire survival as the prime objective, although the electrotechnical systems in realistic fire scenarios.
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Figure 3 Installation of Zero Halogen Cable in the UK/France Channel Tunnel
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CONE CORROSIMETER TESTING OF FIRE RETARDANT AND OTHER

POLYMERIC MATERIALS FOR WIRE AND CABLE APPUCATIONS

Diana S. Malin

Quantum Chemical Corporation, USI Division

hASTRAC All of the experiments were performed at the Underwriters Laboratory

In the past, materials have been specified into applications requiring at Northbrook, Illinois under the direction of Dr. Pravirray Gandhi.
flame retardant properties, based on the chemical composition of the
product, not necessarily based on the material's fire performance in
the application. 2.0 MATERIALS EVALUATED

The Polyolefins Fre Performance Council of the Society of the Plastics Table I lists the 23 polymeric materials evaluated in the PFPC Cone
Industry, Inc., studied 23 different, commercially available materials Corrosimeter study'. These resins and compounds represent d broad
using the Cone Corrosimeter as proposed by ASTM D 0921.04. sampling of polymeric materials that are used in wire and cable
Combustion property data on each material was collected, includingignition time, heat release rate, total heat released, heat of combustion, jackeing and insulation applications. They are all commercially

and smoke. available.

In this paper, the results for the various materials tested are reported The study included polymeric materials that retard flame spread by
and compared. These data indicate that the perceived advantages several means. Samples 1 - 8 composed of hydrated mineral fillers
and disadvantages of specfic materials are not always confirmed from compounded with polyolefin resins or resin blends. They retard flame
the results of Cone Corrosimeter testing. These results confirm the spread by the endothermic release of water-of-hydration.
need for specifications to be based on performance and not on
material composition. Sample 9 is an intumescent polypropylene compound containing a

The results also indicate that all material combustion properties phosphorus flame retardant additive. This material retards flame
relevant to the specific application should be considered when evaluat- spread by formation of a char barrier. Its flaming characteristics are
ing the potential hazard of a material in a fire situation. different from most of the others studied.

SThem are two types of halogenated flame retardant materials included.
Samples lOand 11 contain halogenated additives. Samples 12.16

The Polyolefins Fire Performance Council (PFPC), an operating unit of have halogen chemically bonded to the polymer backbones. Bromi-
the Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc. (SPI), has published data nated and chlorinated materials deter flame spread by halogen radical
comparing four test methods on 23 materials for determination of release and subsequent formation of flame poisoning radicals. They
smoke conolivit1.6• act in the vapor phase to extinguish flame, often through the synergis-

ic action of the halogenated species with antimony oxide.
One of the methods evaluated In these studies was FRre Response Fluoropolymers are halogenated materials that have a very high
Standard for Determining the Cors Effect of Combusdon Products imiting oxygen index and retard flame spread by resisting ignition.
Using a Cone Corrosimeter-, proposed by ASTM D 0921.04. In this
method, a Cone Calorimeter as descrbed in ASTM E 1354, "Standard Included are three high temperature thermoplastic materials. Sample
Tes Method for Heat and Visible Smoke Relee Rates for Materis 17 is a polymer alloy containing a phosphorus flame retardant additive.
and Products Using an "OynConsumpton Calormer, with the Sample 18 is an unfilled Polyetherimide (PEI) resin. Sample 19 is a
addition of a gas sampling system, is used to determine corrosivity. PE/siloxane copolymer that resists flame spread by the formation of a
During the tests, data relating to the combustion properties of the char barrier. Samples 18 and 19 are also difficult to ignite and retard
materials were generated, in addition to corrosion measurements. The flame spread by resisting ignition.
purpose of fthi work was to examine the available combustion data
generated by the Cone Uorrosimeter of the test materials. Samples 20,21 and 22, three unfilled base resins from differant

suppliers are included to compare filled versus unfilled rrans.
The polymeric materiab evaluated included several different wire and
cable coating materials, incuding polyolefins with mineral fillers, Rnally, Sample 23, Douglas fir, was included as a standard as it is
polyolns with halogen flame rMtdants, halogenated polymers, high widely used as a control in flame testing of materials for the building
temperature thrmoplastcs, intumescent polypropylene, polyolefin industry.
base resins, nylon bae resin, and a Douglas fir reference material.
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3.0 EXPERIMENTAL Some materials, such as compounds with mineral fillers, do not lose
100% of their mass when burned. The Cone Corrosimeter method is

3.1 APPARATUS run until the sample loses 70% of its total combustible mass, or one
hour, whichever is a shorter time.

The Cone Calorimeter, as described in ASTM E 1354-90, was devel-
oped by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). In order to determine the 70% mass loss, prior to conducting the
The test was designed to measure the response of a material to corrosion tests, two mass loss determination tests were conducted on
controlled levels of radiant heat with or without a spark ignition source. each material to establish the total mass loss at the designated heat
The test provides combustion data such as ignitability, heat release, flux. From an average of this data, 70% mass loss of each material is
mass loss, and smoke release of specimens under a range of heat flux calculated. These mass loss determination tests are run using the
conditions. The Cone Calorimeter also has the capability of measuring same procedure as the corrosion determinations, but without corrosion
the CO and CO, content of combustion gases. gas sampling.

A Cone Corrosimeter, as described in proposed method ASTM D For each corrosion determination test, the following procedure was

09.21.04, is a Cone Calorimeter with a gas sampling apparatus. The followed.
gas sampling apparatus enables the Cone Corrosimeter to measure
the corrosivity of the test material's combustion products, in addition to After setting the exhaust flow rate, the heat flux and load cell

combustion data. The gas sampling apparatus removes a portion of were calibrated. The initial mass of the specimen was re-

the gases from the exhaust stream, which could effect the results of corded. The specimen was mounted in the specimen holder,

the combustion data measurements of heat and smoke release. The backed with aluminum foil and topped with a grid to prevent

gas sampling apparatus would not be expected to effect the measure- spark igniter fouling with samples that intumesce. The speci-

ment of ignitability of fte spcimen. men was placed on the load cell and exposed to radiant heat
at the chosen heat flux. A spark igniter was used to ignite

Figure 1 shows the Cone Corrosimeter apparatus. The apparatus combustible vapors released by the specimen under the heat

consists of a conical heater, a temperature controller, an exhaust flux. The time until ignition was recorded.
system, a load cell, a specimen holder, an ignition circuit, a smoke
obscuration measuring system, a gas sampling system and a corro- After ignition, the sample was allowed to burn. Heat release
sion target. rate and sample weight loss were monitored continuously

during the combustion process. The combustion gases from
The gas sampling system consists of a conical funnel, stainless steel the specimen were drawn past a laser detector which mea-
gas sampling tip, stainless steel tubing, electrical heating tape, silicone sured visible smoke generation (specific extinction cross-

rubber tubing, flowmeter, exposure chamber, target support stand and section area). CO and CO, content of the combustion gases

a pump. The exposure chamber is shown in Figure 2. was not determined for all materials, therefore the data will not
be discussed.

For corrosion testing, two targets, available from Rohrback Cosasco
Systems, were used during each test at each heat flux. Model 610 is a A portion of the combustion gases were drawn into the

double loop copper film on a glass substrate, mounted to a plastic strip corrosion gas sampling apparatus. The sampling flow was
with a copper film thickness of 2500 A. Model 030788-80.35-8061 is a stopped when the specimen lost 70% of the total mass loss
double loop copper film encapsulated in a plastic substrate with a determined previously, or 60 minutes elapsed after the start of

copper film thickness of 45,000 A. the test. The inlet and outlet lines of the exposure chamber
were sealed to allow the combustion products to react with the
target for one hour from the start of the test. The targets were

32 TEST PROCEDURE removed from the exposure chamber and placed in an envi-
ronmental chamber with a dry bulb temperature of 230C and

The Cone Corrosimeter protocol to develop corrosion data as de- 75% relative humidity. After 24 hours of conditioning in the

scribed in the proposed ASTM D 09.21.04 method was followed 4. In environmental chamber, the resistance of the corrosion target
addition to corrosion data, combustion data was also collected. ASTM was measured from which metal loss was calculated.
E 1354-90 describes the methodology behind collection of the com-
bustion data. The specimens tested were 100 x 100 x 6.3 mm molded
plaques. 3.3 RECORDED DATA

The test protocol does not specify the heat flux to be used. The The following combustion data was recorded during each of the initial

proposed ASTM D 0921.04 method suggests heat fluxes of 25 and 50 mass loss and corrosion tests: sample identification and composition,
kW/ml in the Nonmandatory Appendix. In this study, heat fluxes of 25 date, room temperature and relative humidity, specimen thickness and

and 50 kW/m2 were used to simulate two different fire scenarios, mass, radiant heat flux, corrosion target span and identification,

although bench tests cannot duplicate actual fire conditions.4 These volumetric sampling rate, time to sustained flaming, mass loss data,

heat fluxes are also suggested in the Nonmandatory Appendix of heat release, visible smoke generation and time of test start. CO and
ASTM E 1354-90. CO, content of combustion gases was determined on some of the

materials.
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For determination of corrosion potential, the following information was 4.2 SAMPLES WHICH ARE DIFFICULT TO IGNITE
collected: corrosion exposure chamber temperature, sampling time
and corrosimeter values of the targets at the start of the test, at the end Sample 14 (PVDF) pyrolyzed during the test at 50 kW/m2. As noted in
of the one hour combustion products exposure and at the end of the Table II, Sample 14 lost weight during the test, however, it did not bum
24 hours of post-exposure in the environmental chamber. in a manner similar to the other materials tested, because it is very

difficult to ignite. Since weight loss took place during the pyrolysis,
measurements of heat release, smoke and corrosion were possible.

4.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

4.1 SUMMARY OF DATA 4 J3NITIQONTIME

"Time to ignition is not affected by gas sampling. Therefore the data The measurement of ignition time gives an indication of the speed at
from all specimen tests, including the initial 70% mass loss determina- which a sample can be ignited under the conditions of this test in
tions, were analyzed for time to ignition, which the material is exposed to a spark ignition source while under a

50 kW/m2 heat flux. Ignition results are shown in Figure 3.
The gas sampling for corrosion testing removes some combustion

products from the exhaust stream, which may effect the data collected Samples 14 (PVDF) and 15 (PTFE) had the longest ignition times of all
for maximum heat release, average effective heat of combustion and the samples, confirming the difficulty in igniting these fluoropolymer
smoke generation. Therefore, the data used in the analysis of these materials.
properties were limited only to the data from the corrosion determina-
tion tests. The data collected from the initial 70% mass loss determi- As a group, the high temperature thermoplastic compounds (Samples
nations were not included in the analyses of maximum heat release, 17, 18 and 19) were not significantly different in performance than the
average effective heat of combustion and smoke generation, mineral filled polyolefin compounds.

As a group, the mineral filled polyolefin compounds (Samples 1-8) had
Several of the specimens did not ignite or were not tested at a heat flux longer ignition times than the intumescent polypropylene sample
of 25 kW/m2, therefore, only data at 50 kW/m2 was evaluated. (Sample 9).

Corrosion data discussed will be limited to the data developed using Mineral filled polyolefins compounds had a longer time to ignition than
the 45,000 A target, as many of the 2,500 A target results went off- polyolefin base resins, as shown by a comparison of Samples 1 - 8 as
scale for several of the materials'. In addition, the 45,000 A target a group with Samples 20 and 21 as a group.
resulted in the broadest diflereriation of the materials tested'.

Time to ignition of polyolefins with halogenated flame retardant addi-
For Samples 9 (Intumescent PP), 15 (PTFE), 20 (PE homopolymer) fives was not significantly different from time to ignition of polyolefin
and 21 (EVA) only time to ignition is discussed. These materials base resins, as shown by a comparison of Samples 12 and 13 as a
melted over the edges of the sample pan and dripped from the load group with Samples 20 and 21 as a group.
cell onto the bottom of the combustion chamber. When this occurred,
the mass loss determinations became invalid, as did the heat release,
visible smoke generation and corrosion results.

The time to ignition data for each test at a heat flux of 50 kW/m2 are 4.4 MAXIMUM HEAT RELEASE RATE
shown in Table II. The mass loss, maximum heat release, total heat
release, average effective heat of combustion, smoke generation and Maximum heat release rate is the peak heat release rate per unit
corrosion data for each corrosion test at a heat flux of 50 kW/m2 and sample area. The peak heat release rate is the maximum point on the
45,000 A target are shown in Table II. Data for time to ignition, heat release vs. time curve. The calculation for miaximum heat release
maximum heat release rate, specific extinction cross-section area and rate is shown in Appendix A. Maximum heat release rate results are
corrosion were statistically analyzed, using the Studentized Maximum shown in Figure 4.
Modulus Tesit This test groups the samples statistically. Results for
samples in the same group are considered statistically indistinguish- Sample 22 (Nylon) had the highest maximum heat release rate of the
able from each other, based on this data. The results of this analysis materials tested followed by Sample 17 (high temperature thermoplas-
are shown in Table IV. tic compound) and Sample 10 (crosslinked polyethylene copolymer

with chlorinated additive).
Calculations for determination of average maximum heat release rate,
average effective heat of combustion, and average specific extinction Sample 14 (PVDF) had the lowest maximum heat release rate.
cross-section area are shown in Appendix A.
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4-5 TOTAL HEAT RELEASE Sample 11 (crosslinked polyethylene copolymer with brominated
additive) did not significantly differ in corrosion performance when

Total heat release is the summation of the heat release rate over the compared with the mineral filled polyolefin compounds.
entire test time. Total heat release results are shown in Figure 5.

Samples 17 and 19, high temperature thermoplastic compounds did
Sample 10 (crosslinked polyethylene copolymer with chlorinated not significantly differ in corrosion performance when compared with
additive) had the highest total heat release of the samples tested. mineral hfiled polyolefin samples (Samples 1 - 8).
Sample 16 (PVC) had the lowest total heat release.

4,9 USE OF CONE CORROSIMETER DATA FOR HAZARD AS-
4.6 EFFECTIVE HEAT OF COMBUSTION SESSMENT

Effective heat of combustion is a calculated value indicating the heat The search for an easy way to classify materials according to their
release per unit specimen consumed during combustion. The calcula- hazard in fire situations has been ongoing for many years. Some have
tion used to determine effective heat of combustion from the Cone proposed the creation of a "hazard index* by combining the heat
Calorimeter measurements is shown in Appendix A. Effective heat of release, visible smoke, ignitability, toxicity and corrosivity to rate the
combustion data are shown in Figure 6. expected combustion behavior of a material or finished product. The

Cone Corrosimeter, when comprised of a Cone Calorimeter and gas
Samples 14 (PVDF) and 16 (PVC) had the lowest average effective sampling apparatus, can provide a measure of heat release rate,
heat of combustion under the heat flux conditions of this test. visible smoke generation, ignitability, corrosivity and CO and CO2

emissions. The information presented in Table IV shows that a
material can perform well in one combustion parameter, but not so well

4-7 SPECIFIC EXTINCTION CROSS-SECTION AREA in another.

Specific extinction cross-section area is a value derived from a mea- For example, the data developed by PFPC show that some materials,
surement of smoke obscuration taken by a laser optical system such as Sample 14, are difficult to ignite with the energy available in
located in the exhaust system. The calculation for specific extinction some fires. However, Sample 14 pyrolyzed as evidenced by the
cross-section area is shown Appendix A. Specific extinction cross- weight loss and caused corrosion of the targets. The difficulty in
section area results are shown in Figure 7. igniting these types of materials may be outweighed by the corrosive

potential of the material in certain situations, such as in electronic
Sample 17 (high temperature thermoplastic) produced the most smoke installations. However, the same material may be beneficial in some
of the materials tested. applications because it has a longer ignition time and low visible

smoke while smoldering.

The mineral filled polyolefin compounds (Samples 1 - 8) as a group

produced less smoke in this test than halogenated polyolefin com- Another aspect of hazard assessment is the specification of materials
pounds (Samples 10 - 13). for applications based solely on chemical composition. Some of the

common perceptions about performance of materials based solely on
Halogenated polyolefin compounds (Samples 10- 13) as a group composition are not borne out by the test results. For example,
produced more smoke in this test than Samples 14 (PVDF) and 16 Sample 4, a crosslinked polyethylene copolymer with brominated
(PVC). additive, performed similarly to the mineral filled polyolefin samples in

corrosivity testing. Also, the PVDF sample (Sample 14) was among
Samples 17 and 19, high temperature thermoplastic compounds, the lowest visible smoke producers because it pyrolyzed at the heat
produced more smoke in this test than the mineral filled polyolefin flux of 50 kW/m2.
compounds (Samples 1- 8).

Selection of materials should be done on the basis of application and
after considering all relevant combustion parameters.

Possible alternatives to a single "hazard index* exist. One possible
Corrosion measures the corrosive potential of combustion gases'. A alternative would be devising a hazard index for each different applica-
45,000 A probe was used for the data reported. Corrosion results are ton, welghing the various parameters according to their importance in
shown in Figure 8. the application. Another option would be rating a materials combus-

tion properties separately, similar to the National Fire Protection
Samples 16 (PVC) and 12 (halogenated polyolefin compound) pro- Association's (NFPA) health, flammability and reactivity rating system
duced the highest level of corrosion of the samples tested. for materials.' In the NFPA system, a material can be classified on a

scale of 0 - 4 for each relevant parameter. A similar system could be
The mineral filled polyolefin samples (Samples 1 -8), as a group devised for rating the combustion properties of materials.
produced lower corrosion than halogenated samples (10, 12, 13, 14,
and 16).
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4.10 DISADVANTAGES OF THE CONE CALORIMETER AND CONE The sampling method may produce significant discrepancies
CQ.BRJSMEIET from real world corrosion composite or mul-layer samples of

two or more materials. A practical case would be a cable with
a non-halogen jacket and PVC insulation.

4.10.1 Samope Holder
The deficiencies in the sampling system could be improved,

The sample holder used in the Cone Corrosimeter and Cone but not eliminated by increasing the time required for gas to
Calorimeter has limitations in design that restrict the useful- pass through the system by using a lower sampling rate and a
ness of the apparatus for testing certain materials, larger target chamber. A better system would be the use of a

syringe type sampling apparatus which would draw a gas
sample at a rate proportional to the specimen burning rate. A

Materials which become very fluid during combustion, such as third solution would be to bleed a sample stream into an
thermoplastic polyethylene or ethylene vinylacetate copoly- evacuated chamber at a rate which would approximately fill it
mers, may flow out of the sample holder and drip. The during the combustion period.
dripping is a problem because the measurement of weight
loss is affected as the material drips off the load cell. Also, in
some cases, the molten polymer can seep underneath the foil
backing and soak into the glass wool behind the foil. Material 5.0 CONCLUSIONS
which drips or seeps away is not available for combustion,
which will affect the other combustion data as well. The Cone Corrosimeter apparatus, comprised of a Cone Calorimeter

with a gas sampling apparatus, has the capability to evaluate many
Some modification of the sample holder is needed to enable different combustion properties of a material at one time.
the Cone Corrosimeter and Cone Calorimeter to be useful for
a wider range of materials. One possible modification is to Changes to the sample holder design, such as using glass or metal
place the specimen in a heat resistant glass or metal dish dish, would increase the number of materials that could be tested
designed with the same cross-sectional area as the current using te Cone Corrosimeter and Cone Calorimeter by eliminating
sample holder. Such a dish could be designed with sides that sample dripping that oocurs with the current sample holder design.
would contain molten polymer during combustion. Such a
system would also eliminate the possibility of material from Changes to the gas sampling design for corrosion testing would allow
seeping into a glass wool backing. te probe to be exposed to a representation of all of the gases evolved

during the combustion process, after the exposure chamber is closed.

4.102 Samoling Technioue for Corrosion Testing When selecting materials for an application, the selection of materials
should be based on the requirements of the specic application and

The sampling method in the proposed ASTM D 09.21.04 each material's individual combustion parameter performance. A
standard test method for measuring corrosion with a Cone single, overall "hazard index" may not provide enough information for
Corrosimeter continually withdraws a fraction of the combus- material speciftiers to select the proper material for a particular situa-
tion gases (4 Vm) and passes them through an 11.41 chamber tion.
containing the corrosion target Therefore, the time required
for gas to pass through the system is always 2.85 minutes.
The chamber is closed after 70% of the combustible specimen
weight is lost The target remains in the environment at the 6.0 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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Table I. Polymeric Materials Zvaluated

Product
H2 Comfpany Desionation Material Description PFPC No,1"5

1 BP EXP 839 XL olefin elautomer with metal hydrate filler 1

2 EXXON EX-FR-100 EVA polyolefin with ATM filler 4

3 UCC UNIGARDTMRE Polyolefin copolymer with mineral filler 10
DFDA-1736NT

4 UCC UNIGARDTHRE XL polyolefin copolymer with mineral filler 11
HFDA-1393BK

5 QUANTUM PETROTHENES XL polyolefin copolymer with ATH filler 12
XL 7403

6 QUANTUM PETROTHENES XL polyolefin copolymer with ATH filler 13
YR 19535

7 QUANTUM PETROTHENEO EVA polyolefin with mineral filler 14
YR 19543

8 UCC UCARSILO Polyolefin with mineral filler 15
FR-7920NT

9 HIMONT EXP 127-32-6 Intumescent polyprepylene 8

10 BP POLYCURETM798 XL polyethylene copolymer with chlorinated 16
additive

11 UCC UNIGARDTMHP XL polyethylene copolymer with brominated 25
HFDA-6522NT additive

12 DOW 5435-30-11 Blend of HDPE and chlorinated P9 elastomer 2

13 DOW 5348-40-1 Chlorinated PE with fillers 3

14 COMMERCIAL SAMPLE A polyvinylidene fluoride material 17

15 COMMERCIAL SAMPLE A polytetrafluoroethylene material 18

16 COMMERCIAL SAMPLE A PVC material 19

17 GEP NORYLS PX1766 Polyphenylene oxide/polystyrene blend 5

18 GEP ULTEMO 1000 Polyetherimide 6

19 GEP SILTEMOSTM1500 Polyetherimide/siloxane copolymer 7

20 UCC DGDK-3364NT Polyethylene homopolymer 21

21 QUANTUM ULTRATHENEO EVA polyolefin copolymer 23
US 631

22 NYLET PS0 Nylon 6,6 24

23 Douglas fir 22
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Table I1 - Time to Ianition for All Snecimens* Table II - Time to Ignition for All specimens*

Teats Run at Beat Flux of SOkW/ma2 Tests Run at Seat Flux of 50kW/mn2 (continuedi

SNELE TIME TO IGNITION Isecl flMM TIMN TO IGNITION (sect

IA 93 9A 24
1B 95 98 25
iC 91 9C 27
1D 86 9D 24
1E 90 9K 24
1 Average 91 9 Average 25
1 Standard Dev. 3.4 9 Standard Dev. 1.3

2A 90 10A 83
2B 87 108 82
2C 86 10C 83
2D 88 10D 61
2E 86 1OK 75
2 Average 87 10 Average 77
2 Standard Dev. 1.7 10 Standard Dev. 9.4

3A 95 11A 104
3B 125 11B 112
3C 131 1iC 89
3D 127 11D 93
3E 128 IIE 114
3 Average 121 11F 116
3 Standard Dev. 3.4 11 Average 105

11 Standard Dev. 11

4A 115 12A 51
4B 119 128 51
4C 123 12C 54
4D 122 12D 49
4E 115 12E 50
4 Average 119 12 Average 51
4 Standard Dev. 3.8 12 Standard Dev. 3.7

5A 149 13A 36
53 120 13B 31
5C 139 13C 38
5D 138 13D 38
SE 160 13E 39
5 Average 141 13 Average 36
5 Standard Dev. 15 13 Standard Dev. 8.8

6A 70 14A** 766
6B 73 14B 891
6C 70 14C 803
6D 74 14 Average 820
6E 67 14 Standard Dev. 64
6 Average 71
6 Standard Dev. 2.8

15A 227
15B 226

7A 57 15C 204
7B 62 15D 212
7C 65 15 Average 217
7D 45 iS Standard Dev. 11
7E 63
7 Average 58
7 Standard Dev. 8 16A 33

168 29
16C 33

8A 92 16D 41
88 90 16E 39
8C 86 16 Average 35
8D 91 16 Standard Dev. 4.9
88 88
8 Average 89
8 Standard Dav. 2.4

*Includes data from two initial 70% mass 1ose determinations and corrosion tests.
**Sample pyrolyzed during test.
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Tablm IZ - Timn to XumItLon for All 8naL,--s*

Tests R-- at Neat Flux of 5OltElm2 tContiedl

|IhUL TIMN TO IGNITION iUe.c SAMPLE TZIt TO IGNITIOU isec)

17A 61 20A 56

17B 58 20B 56

17C 55 20C 67

170 55 20D 61

17E 55 20 Average 60

17 Average 57 20 Standard Dev. 5.2

17 Standard Dev. 2.7

21A 49

I1A 206 218 55

I8B 176 21C 47

18c 108 21D 49

180 124 21E 56

18g 138 21 Average 51

18F 135 21 Standard Dev. 4.0

18G 134
18 Average 146
18 Standard Dev. 23 22A

22B 81
22C 114

19A 77 22D 70

19B 69 223 96

19C 66 22 Average 88

19D 80 22 Standard Dev. 17.3

19E 74
19 Average 73
19 Standard Dev. 5.7 23A 25

23B 19
23C 29
23D 27
23E 29
23 Average 26
23 Standard Dev. 4.1

*Includes data from two initial 70% mass loss determinations and corrosion tests.

Table III • Combustion and CorrosLon Data for SnecLmens Tested ror Corrosion*

Text Run at Beat Flux of 50kWam^2 wLth 45000 Angstrom Probe

AVG. SPEC.
MAX HEAT AVERAGE HEAT EXTIN.

PRETEST RELEASE TOTAL BEAT OF CROSS-SECT. CORROSION**
SAMPLE SAMPLE RATE RELEASED COMBUSTIONI AREA WEIGHT LOSS

SAW-lP WEIGUTtal WT LOSS (e) ,kW/a 21 .. kle . .J21LaL... . .AM

iC 117.39 65.0 105.0 1136.5 17.5 0.178 608
10 113.06 62.5 108.5 1107.6 17.7 0.234 450
IE 115.76 62.5 107.2 1270.1 20.3 0.209 743
1 Average 115.4 63.3 106.9 1171 18.5 0.207 600
1 Std. Dev. 2.2 1.4 1.8 87 1.6 0.028 147

2C 93.77 59.3 168.0 1350.0 22.8 0.288 428
20 91.82 55.0 151.6 1316.3 23.9 0.327 450
2E 93.06 57.5 139.6 1202.6 20.9 0.279 315
2 Average 92.9 57.3 153.1 1290 22.5 0.298 398
2 Std. Dev. 1.0 2.1 14.2 77 1.5 0.02 72.4

3C 93.62 52.5 122.0 1194.7 22.8 0.075 608
3D 93.65 55.0 113.2 1609.6 29.3 0.124 563
3E 95.32 52.5 116.8 1204.8 22.9 0.095 675
3 Average 94.2 53.3 117.3 1336 25.0 0.098 615
3 Std. Dev. 1.0 1.4 4.4 237 3.7 0.02 56

* Includes data from corrosion determinations only.
* 45000 Angstrom Probe
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Table III - Combustion and Corrosion Data for Sgecimens Tested For Corrosion*

Test Run at Heat Flux of 5OkH/m'2 with 45000 Angstrom Probe (Continued)

AVG. SPEC.
MAX NEAT AVERAGE BEAT EITIN.

PR T'ST U.LEASH TOTAL IET OF CROS-S-BCT. COORMSION* *
SAMPLE SAMPLE RATS R COMBUSTION AE WEIGNT LOSS-W • ssal (kE/a2l Ak.7 Wk/a41 A a2 JM1l

4C 89.52 53.1 123.6 1113.6 21.0 0.149 5634D 94.09 55.0 127.4 1117.9 20.3 0.278 4734E 93.36 52.5 136.9 1147.1 21.8 0.157 8104 Average 92.3 53.5 129.3 1126 21.0 0.195 6154 Std. Dev. 2.4 1.3 6.8 18.2 0.7 0.07 174

5c 92.64 63.1 298.8 1582.1 25.1 0.376 905D 92.29 63.7 253.5 1557.3 24.4 0.286 05E 93.61 62.5 332.7 1602.4 25.6 0.371 1355 Average 92.8 63.1 295.0 1581 25.0 0.344 75.05 Std. Dev. 0.7 0.6 40 22.6 0.6 0.05 69

6C 93.17 59.4 192.3 1541.5 26.0 0.225 5186D 92.56 59.4 239.7 1510.6 25.4 0.249 6536E 89.95 56.3 186.1 1505.3 26.7 0.260 765
6 Average 91.9 58.4 206.0 1519 26.0 0.245 645
6 Std. Dev. 1.7 1.8 29 19.5 0.6 0.02 124

7C 87.12 56.3 376.9 16S9.0 29.5 0.194 4737D 87.13 57.5 291.7 1464.0 25.5 0.237 4957E 91.03 55.7 215.0 1369.2 24.6 0.294 518
7 Average 88.4 56.5 294.5 1497 26.5 0.242 495
7 Std. Dev. 2.2 0.9 81 147 2.6 0.05 22

BC 86.63 51.9 110.7 1366.8 26.3 0.119 630SD 86.53 50.0 117.6 1393.9 27.9 0.063 450BE 86.55 48.1 120.6 1334.0 27.7 0.069 6088 Average 86.6 50.0 116.3 1365 27.3 0.084 5638 Std. Dev. 0.05 1.9 5.1 30.0 0.9 0.03 98

lOc 83,32 64.3 491.1 1797.2 28.0 0.874 1845
100 82.52 65.6 403.8 1836.1 28.0 0.904 148510E 82.68 64.4 497.7 18S6.1 28.8 0.912 256510 Average 82.8 64.7 464.2 1829 28.3 0.897 196510 Std. Dev. 0.4 0.7 52 30.0 0.5 0.02 550

liC 79.04 56.9 392.7 1040.6 18.3 0.830 450lID 82.69 56.8 328.1 1026.3 18.1 0.925 31511E 81.37 61.8 434.4 1174.5 19.0 0.959 540
liF 82.07 58.7 416.1 1180.7 20.1 0.940 67511 Average 81.3 58.5 392.8 1105 18.9 0.913 49511 Std. Dev. 1.6 2.3 46.4 83.0 0.9 0.05 151

12c 76.98 61.3 163.5 1509.8 24.6 1.012 4095120 75.12 60.0 182.7 1526.2 25.4 0.981 432012E 75.70 58.8 183.8 1563.9 26.6 1.030 573812 Average 75.9 60.0 176.7 1533 25.5 1.01 471812 Std, Dev. 0.9 1.2 11.4 28 1.0 0.025 891

13C 97.89 61.8 100.9 1170.8 18.9 0.633 4905130 96.40 56.3 106.3 1193.7 21.2 0.720 135013E 95.58 55.6 110.0 113S.2 20.4 0.546 18913 Average 96.6 57.9 105.7 1166 20.2 0.633 214813 Std. Dev. 1.2 3.4 4.6 29 1.2 0.087 2457

14A*** 102.14 98.2 29.7 753.1 7.7 0.196 2925148 102.97 88.8 27.6 528.6 6.0 0.050 238514C 99.54 90.0 29 567.1 6.3 0.046 204814 Average 101.5 92.3 28.9 616 6.7 0.097 245314 Std. Dev. 1.8 5.1 1.1 120 0.9 0.08 442

* Includes data from corrosion determinations only.
** 45,000 Angstrom Probe
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Table ItI - Combustion and Corrosion Data for Snecimen. Tated For srrosion'

Toot Run at Beat Flux of 50kW/m^2 with 45000 Anastrom Probe (Continued)

AVG. SPMC.
MAX BEAT AVERAGE BEAT EXTIN.

PRETEST RELEASE TOTAL NEAT OF CROSS-SzCT. CORROSION"
SAMPLE SAMPLE RATE R OE COMBUSTION AREA WEIGHT LOSS

AI9flHLn1 WT LOSSIel IkWlm^2. , klW/..T1 1^kZla .4B21 (Anal

16C 103.94 58.8 51.9 391.1 6.7 0.161 2903

160 103.03 63.7 54.0 424.5 6.7 0.152 5760

16E 103.00 61.3 55.3 412.5 6.7 0.126 6953
16 Average 103 61.3 53.7 409 6.7 0.146 5205
16 Std. Dev. 0.5 2.4 1.7 17.0 0 0.02 2081

17C 65.25 59.4 467.4 1267.3 21.3 1.298 405
17D 65.90 60.0 515.3 1295.8 21.6 1.302 405

17E 65.82 60.0 490.6 1296.1 21.6 1.322 630

17 Average 65.6 59.8 491.1 1286 21.5 1.31 480
17 Std. Dev. 0.3 0.3 23.9 16 0.2 0.01 130

18C 78.61 43.8 158.5 854.6 19.5 0.305 360
18D 78.50 35.0 98.5 594.9 17.0 0.335 248
18E 80.11 36.2 105.1 653.2 18.0 0.354 0
18 Average 79.1 38.3 121.0 701 18.2 0.33 203
18 Std. Dev. 0.9 4.8 32.9 136 1.2 0.02 184

19C 73.33 54.4 177.6 1122.3 20.6 0.926 585
19D 73.24 38.1 147.0 741.7 19.5 1.120 653
19E 73.31 53.7 167.2 1005.7 18.7 0.896 383
19 Average 73.3 48.7 164.0 957 19.6 0.981 540
19 Std. Dev. 0.05 9.2 15.5 195 0.9 0.12 140

22C 61.60 53.1 992.2 1547.9 29.2 0.209 878
22D 61.66 55.7 967.0 1562.7 28.1 0.198 878
22E 61.30 50.6 690.5 1222.0 24.2 0.181 3375
22 Average 61.5 53.1 883.2 1444 27.2 0.196 1710
22 Std. Dev. 0.2 2.5 167.0 192 2.6 0.01 1442

23B 128.00 109.4 137.0 1417.0 13.0 0.025 585
23C 106.42 86.9 180.8 1166.4 13.4 0.025 698
23D 134.00 113.8 149.7 1293.3 11.4 0.055 383
23 Average 123 103.0 155.8 1292 12.6 0.035 555
23 Std. Dev. 14.5 14.0 22.5 125 1.0 0.02 159

* Includes data from corrosion determinations only.
** 45,000 Angstrom Probe
•** Sample 14 pyrolyzed during test
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Table IV - Studentized Maximum•modulus 111

Test Rankina And Grouning of Materials

Averaae Time to Ianition (ranked in decreasina order -*i

Sample No. 14 15 16 5 3 4 11 1 8 22 2 10 19 6 20 7 17 21 12 13 16 23 9

S31 A B C C CC GG G O G G G G G
Groupings D D D D H H H H H HR H H H

ZE 3 3 E E R K K K K K K K K K
F F F P F F F J J J j j j j j

I I I I I I I I

Average Naximum Beat Release Rate (ranked in increasina order #I

"S--ple No. 14 16 13 1 8 3 18 4 2 23 19 12 6 7 5 11 10 17 22

S31 E E E E E E E E B 3 3 a B B B A
Groupings F F F F F F F F F F F F C C C

D D D D D D D

Averaae Snecific Extinction Cross Section Area (ranked in increasina order -I

Sample No. 23 8 14 3 16 4 22 1 7 6 2 18 5 13 10 11 19 12 17

81W D D D D D D D D C B B B a A
Groupings E E B a R 3 9

F F F F F F F F F
G G G G G G G

Averaae Corrosion (ranked in increasina order -1

Sample No. 5 18 2 11 17 7 19 23 a 1 3 4 6 22 10 13 14 12 16

S145 C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C C A A A
Groupings B B B

Samples within the same group are considered statistically indistinguishable.
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Figure 3. Time to Ignition Figure 6. Average Heat of Combustion
50 kWIm'2 Heat Flux 60 kWmlm2 Heat Flux
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Figure 5. Total Heat Released Figure 8. Corrosion Results
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APPENDIX A

CONE CALORIMETER CALCULATIONS

Maximum Heat Release Rate

Maximum Heat Release Rate - Peak Heat Release Rate (kWL
Sample Area (ma)

where sample area - 0.01 m2

Averaae Effective Heat of Combustion

Average Effective Heat of Combustion - Jto HRR dt

Weight Loss

where tend is the test time in seconds
and weight loss is measured in grams

Averaae SDecific Extinction Cross-Section Area
rtend

Average specl extinction cross-section area - Jt 0  (k)V dt

Weight Loss

where (k) is the extinction coefficient measured by the laser
optical system (1/m)
V is volumetric flow rate (m3/s)
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NON-HALOGEN, LOW SMOKE INSULATION FOR LOW VOLTAGE TELECOMMUNICATIONS POWER WIRE APPLICATIONS

F. F. Makan

AT&T - Power Systems, 3000 Skyline Drive, Mesquite (Dallas), Texas 75149

ABSTRACT BACKGROUND

The development of non-halogen, low smoke, low The part of the telecommunications industry
voltage DC power wires for use on cable trays involved with telephones and related products
in telecommunications central offices and other uses DC powered equipment extensively to take
applications is presented from the standpoint advantage of the high back up reliability
of a customer of an insulation manufacturer/ offered by batteries charged by rectifiers
compounder and a wire manufacturer. Primary (battery chargers). The overriding requirement
new requirements included low smoke corrosivity these wires must satisfy is to provide
and low smoke toxicity. The insulation was uninterrupted service for years and years in the
designed to exceed all the applicable require- specified environment. The most common method
ments of UL 44, UL 1581 and UL 1685 which of distributing this DC power from the power
include requirements for limited smoke (LS), source to the load equipment is via insulated
flame retardancy and high long term wet single conductor building wire. This wire is
insulation resistance. also used for wiring among the power source

equipment. Some equipment uses this wire as hook
up wire within it. Voltages range from nominal
24 to 140 volts DC. Sizes of the wire range from

INTRODUCTION 14 AWG to 750 kcmil. The wires are used in pairs
referred to as battery and return. The wire is

Electrical fires in many countries in also used for grounding and lightning protection
telecommunications facilities, on board ships, purposes. Prior to the introduction of this wire
in subways and elsewhere, seem to have given the insulation of choice was chlorosulphonated
birth to the so called non-halogen movement polyethylene with flame retardant properties but
because halogenated insulation was implicated poor cut-through resistance. The
in the effects of the fires. Besides fatalities chlorosulphonated polyethylene was introduced in
and injuries due to smoke inhalation, electronic the 1970's to supersede EPDM and SBR because of
equipment was extensively damaged by the effects its superior oxygen index (28%) and flame
of smoke. In telecommunication central office retardancy (IEEE 383 Vertical Tray Flame Test).
fires, the latter was a major effect due As with the former insulation the non-halogen
primarily to wires installed on open cable trays. wire was required to meet the requirements
Although the wires available at the time were associated with the National Electrical Code
flame retardant, additional requirements were RHH-RHW designation as reflected in UL 44 and
identified to address smoke related problems. UL 1581. Almost contemporaneously at the time of
AT&T Power Systems collaborated with Union development NEC had introduced the LS (Limited
Carbide to develop a power wire which retained Smoke) designation and subsequently UL introduced
all the desirable properties of the DC UL 1685. Higher cut-through resistance has been
distribution power wires being used at the time achieved successfully. A natural consequence of
while reducing significantly the smoke emitted this has been the wire requires greater effort to
during combustion. This development resulted in strip.
a wire which exceeds the applicable requirements.

The 1990 National Electrical Code introduced a
PURPOSE OF PAPER limited smoke designation reflected by the suffix

LS. UL stanaard 1685 was introduced to include
The purpose of this paper is to describe the the limited smoke property. The insulation uses
successful application of the first limited a polyolefin resin filled with hydrated mineral
smoke, non-halogen, crosslinked polyolefin filters to achieve the low smoke property.
insulated wire for use in power applications in
telephone central offices from a customer view- CONSTRUCTION OF WIRE
point. The paper will cover the development of
requirements and the insulation. For DC distribution, telephone central offices

most commonly use American Wire Gauge (AWG) sizes
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14, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 1/0, 2/0, 4/0, and 350 APPLICATION
kcmll, 500 kcmil and 750 kcmil.

Most power distribution from the DC power plant
Two constructions of the wire in the above to telecommunications switching and transport
referenced sizes were developed to correspond to equipment in telephone central offices is at
constructions being used at the time of nominal 48 volts DC (normally, the actual voltage
development. The difference between the two is is 52.08 volts) in the United States. The medium
in the type of stranding of the conductor for distribution is 600 V rated building wire,
provided. One construction uses Class B National Electrical Code designated as RHH-RHW.
concentric lay stranding per ASTM B 8; the other The wire is supported on cable trays, also
uses Class I rope lay stranding having bunch referred to as cable racks.
stranded members per ASTM B 172.

The distribution wires from the DC power plant to
The individual conductor strands are soft or the load equipment are almost always single
annealed, tinned or lead-alloy plated, copper conductor RHH-RHW designated building wire. These
meeting all the electrical and mechanical wires are generally large in size because the low
requirements of ASTM B 33 or ASTM B 189. distribution voltage necessitates large load

currents. The length of these conductors may
The insulation is separated from the conductor extend from a few feet to several hundred feet if,
by a helically wound polyester film separator for example, the distribution extends from the
wrapped over the conductor prior to extruding power plant in the basement of the central office
the insulation. The separator is intended to to several stories up to the load equipment.
prevent the insulation from adhering to the Several large conductors may need to be connected
conductor. in parallel to control voltage drop across them.

Even for short conductors, when voltage drop is
A single cotton braid covering is applied over very low, large conductors are preferred so that
the insulation on all wire sizes. The cotton the wire operating temperature due to conductor
braid is of the woven type as specified in UL resistance heat losses are low.
Standard 44. The cotton braid is intended to
protect the insulation from abrasion and cutting Several layers of these wires are supported in
forces, especially when chlorosulphonated open horizontal and vertical cable trays. The
polyethylene is the insulating material, wires are tied securely at frequent intervals to

the cable trays by twine. If the wire is not
On wire sizes 6 AWG and larger, a polyester covered by a cotton braid, then it is wrapped with
film is helically wrapped over the insulation strips of vulcanized fiber at the point where it
prior to applying the cotton braid covering, is tied down or where it rests on sharp edges.

This is to prevent the twine or sharp edge from
The cotton braid is saturated with a heat and cutting through the insulation. Poor cut-through
moisture resistant flame retardant compound. A susceptibility is a serious problem with
finish is applied over the saturated cotton chlorosulphonated polyethylene insulation. The
braid to obtain a uniform color (grey, red, blue new non-halogen wire, with its high cut-through
and green). resistance, presents the opportunity for

ENVIRONMENT eliminating the cotton braid cover.

At the start of the project, after considering a
The telephone central office environment is number of alternatives, it was decided that the
normally controlled and the ambient temperature program objectives were to develop an insulation
can be considered to be at a nominal 300C. The material capable of meeting or exceeding the
cable trays supporting the wire are most often following design targets:
mounted close to the ceiling thereby exposing
the outer wires to fluorescent lights, and to - Oxygen index (OI)> 28%
water in the event of accidental operation of - UL/CSA safety agency approval
water sprinklers. The lower layers of wires in - Pass UL RHH-RHW tests
a tray are subjected to the weight of the wires - Low smoke toxicity
above them. The wires rest on the rungs of the - Flame retardance
cable trays or the weight is more uniformly - Low smoke corrosiveness
distributed if the rungs are covered by solid - Non-halogenated insulation.
plate type covers. There might be areas of local
stress concentration in transition areas, for Three new areas of tests were not covered by UL
example, where trays change levels and/or for the type of insulation under consideration at
direction or where wires bend to make connections that time. A decision had to be made as to which
at equipment below the trays. The wires might be tests to use for measuring success in meeting
exposed to the heat exhausted from the equipment design objectives. The three types of tests are:
under the cable trays. There are occasions
where the wire might be used outdoors, for - Smoke density tests
example, between equipment housed temporarily in - Corrosivity tests
trucks. In this case the wires are exposed to - Toxicity tests.
the elements.
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It is acknowledged that there is much difference installers are the insulation is more difficult
of opinion among experts in the field as to which to strip and more difficult to bend in the larger
are the proper tests to assess the effects of sizes compared to chlorosulphonated polyethylene.
smoke. Availability of test facilities and
legislative requirements helped to decide on the ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
following tests:

The author thanks S. Ramachrandran of Union
- ASTM E-662 for smoke emission (Standard Test Carbide for his constructive comments in the

Method for Specific Optical Density of Smoke preparation of this paper.
Generated by Solid Materials).

- US Navy acid gas generation test for smoke REFERENCES
corrosivity.

- The University of Pittsburgh Protocol is 1. Ramachrandran, S., Jow, J., Keogh, M. J.,
required when marketing insulation in New York Nesgood, P. J., "Improved Processability in
State. The State of New York does not have any Reduced Emission Wire and Cable Materials for the
pass or fail requirements. Telecommunication Industry." Proceedings of the

- Flame retardancy is addressed by meeting the 39th International Wire and Cable Symposium,
UL1581 and IEEE 383. November, 1990.

- Vertical Tray Flame Test to permit the use on
cable trays. 2. UL44 Underwriters Laboratories Inc. Standard

- UL 44 and UL 1581 for Class XL insulation for Rubber-Insulated Wires and Cables.
provides requirements and tests for the
application described above. 3. UL1581 Underwriters Laboratories Inc.

Reference Standard for Electrical Wires, Cables
(Therefore, the wire, although a new and Flexible Cords.
development, was treated as an
enhancement of the existing design 4. UL1685 Underwriters Laboratories Inc.
of RHH-RHW). Vertical Tray Fire Propagation and Smoke Release

Test for Electrical and Optical Fiber Cables.
The following tests although not required by
UL 44 for RHH-RHW insulation were specified by Author
AT&T:

(Photo not available).
- Crushing test,
- Dielectric breakdown after glancing impact Frank Makan graduated from the University of

test, Roorkee, Roorkee, India with a degree in Bachelor
- Dielectric breakdown after scoring test. of Engineering (Electrical). He has been with
- Vertical tray flame test for sizes from 14 AWG AT&T since 1968 in various engineering

through 2 AWG. assignments which included dc power distribution,
application of power wires, systems grounding,

DEVELOPMENT lightning protection and design and development
of power systems. Currently, he is a Member of

After a development period of about two years, an the Technical Staff at Bell Laboratories in
insulation was developed which met all the AT&T-Energy Systems in the Purchased Products
requirements of UL 44 and UL 1581 and was listed Development and Engineering group.
accordingly. Concurrently, because of the
uncertainties of being able to meet each and
every requirement, a dual core insulation was
also developed. The inner core was 10 mils of
polyethylene and the outer core was
non-halogenated crosslinked polyolefin of the
same composition as the single core construction.
The dual core wire was successfully listed,
however, further development was abandoned
because this wire was more difficult to flex than
the single construction and was less economical
to manufacture because of dual or tandem
extrusion of two layers. When UL 1685 was
published, the single core non-halogen insulation
was successfully resubmitted for UL approval.

CONCLUSION

This wire has been marketed for the last two
years for use in telephone central offices and
other applications in two versions. One with
class B stranding and the other with class I
stranding. The only reported problems from
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NONTHERMAL DAMAGE ASSOCIATED WITH WIRE AND CABLE FIRES

A.Tewarson

Factory Mutual Research Corporation
Norwood, MA 02062

ABSTRACT intense fire involving PVC and other cables resulting in
extensive nonthermal property damage.

Various small-scale (Factory Mutual Research Corporation, 4) Fire at the Telephone Exchanae Building. Barcelona.
IFMRC], ASTM and DIN) and large-scale (FMRC) test Sna1973)
methods to measure corrosion due to fire products are
reviewed. An attempt has been made to combine the results A fire started in the sixth floor, spreading to seventh and
with ignition, flame spread, generation of heat and fire eighth floors. The upward fire spread involving PVC cables
products for wires and cables. A corrosion parameter has was very rapid, spreading through cable penetrations. There
been identified for use in models to assess nonthermal was extensive nonthermal property damage.
damage due to corrosion. Minimum concentration of
halogenated fire products has been identified for corrosion 5) Fire at the Zurich-Hottinoen Tekehone Exchange (1969)
damage.

There was extensive nonthermal property damage due to
Restriction of fire propagation within the ignition zone for smoke and HCI generated from PVC cable fires.
materials is one of the ways of reducing the impact of
nonthermal damage. In the paper thus pass/fall criteria of fire 6) Fire at the Teleohone Exchanoe in Canberra. Australia.
p g tests, such as CSA-FT4, ICEA, UL-1581, and UL-
910, have been correlated with the group classification of There was extensive nonthermal property damage.
cables following the Fire Propagation Index (FPI) relationship
from the FMRC cable specification standard, class No. 3972. Because of the need to evaluate the nonthermal damage

potential of fire products of wires and cables, test methods
have been developed to determine flame spread behavior of

INTRODUCTION wires and cables, generation rates ot fire products and their
corrosive nature and damagng effects of smoke'.

The damage to life and property in fires is identified as' : 1)

thermal damage due to release of heat, and 2) nonthermal The most common methods used to determine the flame
damage due to release of smoke, toxic, corrosive and odorous spread behavior of wires and cables are based on the visual
products and/or due to decomposed and un-decomposed fire deterninalton of charring or surface damage length, and/or heat
extinguishing agents.Nonthermal damage to property includes release rate and/or ignition characteristics. The smoke
corrosion, electrical malfunctions, discoloration, unpleasant generation characteristics are determined from smoke optical
odors, etc. Most industries are susceptible to nonthermal fire density. The corrosive nature of the fire products is
damage. determined by the loss of metal exposed to the products.

The metal loss is quantified either directly using a precision
There is a potential of nonthermal damage from the fire balance or by measuring change in the resistance. The
products of wires and cables due to the chemical make-up of smoke damage is determined by its color, odor, charge,
the insulation and jacket materials. For example, In the adsorbed species, and ease of removal from surfaces by
following fires involving wire and cables, there was solvents such as water.
nonthermal damage due to smoke contamination and corrosion
due to halogenated adds2: The general principles of the methods used to determine flame

spread behavior of wires and cables and the resulting
1) Fire at the Teleohone Central Office at Hinsdale. Illinois damaging effects of the fire products are discussed in this
(1988) paper.

Fire started in an electrical cable tray involving TECHNICAL BAC•GROUND
polyvinylchloride jacketed cables, damaging expensive
equipment and causing far-reaching phone outages. Ignition and flame spread

2) Fire at ft New York Telecommunication Center (1967) When a material is exposed to external heat flux, generally
Identified as an ignition source, it absorts heat at a rate

Fire started In the main frame, near the ceiling, on the first floor, dependent on the material's thickness, ignition temperature,
There was extensive nonthermal damage to electronic thermal conductivity, specific heat and density. The ignition
switching systems. temperature above ambient, thermal conductivity, specific

heat, and density are combined together and defined as the
3) Fire at the New York Telephone Exchadng (1973) Thermal Response Parameter (TRP) of the matenal3. The

higher the TRP value, the longer it takes for material to heat up
Fire started In the cable vault and spread vertically through and Ignite and slower is the spread of flame on the surface.
the cable penetrations, to the main distribution frame and The region where material is heated by internal or extemal
switching equipment In the two floors above. Large quantities heat sources resulting in ignition is defined as the ignition
of smoke and corrosive products were generated from the zone.
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All electrical wires and cables are expected to bum in the insulation/jacket material burned is defined as the chemctal
ignition zone. Beyond the ignition zone, the surface is heated heat of combustion (kJig). Mass of a product generated
by the heat flux provided by the flames of wires and cables during flame spread per unit mass of the insulationljacket
burning in the ignition zone. Over-heating of wire and cables material burned is defined as the yield of the product (gig).
and other burning materials also provide additional heat flux Each generic type of insulation/ jacket material has
beyond the ignition zone. Once the heat flux from the flame characteristic values for the chemical heat of combustion and
and other sources satisfy the TRP requirement, the flame yields of fire pro•,JCtS, such as shown in Table 1, where data
moves beyond the ignition zone. The rate of movement of the are taken from Ref. 9. The data were measured in FMRC'
flame on the surface, defined as surface flame spread rate, Flammability Apparatus (50 kW-Scale), shown in Fig. 2. This
depends on the magnitude of the heat release rate from the Apparatus is a standard test apparatus for the FMRC cable
burning wires and cables, TRP value of the material, and specification standard class no. 39728. For similar mass loss
additional heat fluxes and heat losses from the surface. For rates, the higher are the values for the chemical heat of
generalized representation of the flame spread characteristics combustion and yields of products, the higher are the chemical
of the wires and cables, chemical heat release rate and TRP heat release rates and generation rates of products.
values are combined and defined as the Fire Propagation
Index (FPI)4: 1.0

FPI 1000 x(0.40 Q5'c)if3I TAP (1) ~'I
o.s 0 UL .. .. ..

where Q',h is the chemical heat release rate per unit cable 5
tray width or circumference of the cable (kW/m), TRP is in kW-
s112/m2. Flame spreads very rapidly beyond the ignition zone 0.-
for cables for which FPI values are equal to or greater than 20, * 0,5
but relatively slowiy for cables with FPI values equal to or "0-
greater than 10 but less than 20. Flame spread decelerates or 0
there is no flame spread beyond the ignition zone for cables 9 0.4
with FPI values less than 10. ..

Numerous tests are used to assess the flame spread beyond .
the ignition zone for wires and cables. ---

Flame spread tests- small exposed surfaceb:

Examples of tests are Vertical Wire Flame test (VW-1) and 0 5 10 15 20 25
ASTM-D2863-70 Oxygen Index test. In these tests ignition Fire Propagation Index
source strength is weak.

Flame soread teats- large exRosed surfaces: Figure 1. Cable Damage Length Versus the Fire Propagation
Index for CSA-FT4, ICEA, UL-1581, and UL-910 Tests.

Examples of tests are UL-910, IEEE-1202, CSA-FT4, IEEE- Values in the Figure are Calculated from the Data Reported in
383, UL-1581, ICEA, and FMRC Class No. 3972 (large- Refs. 6 and 7. F: Failed the Test Criterion.
exposed surfaces simulated by enhanced oxygen
concentration). Table 1

Chemical Heat of Combustion and Yields of Fire Products for
Figure 1 shows a generalized correlation between pass/fail Selected Electrical Wires and Cablesa
test criteria of CSA-FT4, ICEA, UL-1581, and UL-910 tests
and group classification of cables determined from Eq. (1). For Insulation/ CHCb Yield (gi/g)
the construction of this figure, damage length and heat release jacket (kJ/g) CO 2  CO Smoke
rate measured in the CSA- FT4, ICEA, UL-1581, and UL-910 - -
and time to ignition measured in the Cone Calorimeter, as Polyhylene (PE• I oolvvinvlchloride (PVC)
reported in Refs. 6 and 7, were used. Measured flame tip 1 31.3 2.08 0.100 0.076
distance in the UL-910 test was taken as the damage length. 2 20.9 1.29 0.147 0.136
In Fig. 1, the numbers 1, 2, and 3 are the FMRC criterion of PVC-Nylon/PVC-nylon
group classification of cables8, 4 is the acceptance criterion in 1 10.2 0.63 0.084 ND
the UL-910 test7, and 5 is the acceptance criterion in the CSA- 2 9.2 0.49 0.082 0.115
FT46. PE.solvyrooylene I chlorosulfonated PE

1 29.6 1.95 0.072 ND
The data in Fig. 1 show that fluorinated cables which pass the 2 13.9 0.89 0.121 0.164
UL-910 test acceptance criterion are generally Group 1 Cross-linked Polyethylene (XLPEVXLPE
cables. Some of the cables which pass the CSA-FT4 test 1 28.3 1.78 0.114 0.120
acceptance criterion are Group 2 cables, while others are 2 12.5 0.83 0.110 0.120
Group 3 cables. There is thus a need to resolve the XLPE/Neooe
inconsistencies in the CSA-FT4 test results, possibly through 1 12.6 0.68 0.122 ND
additional pass/fall criteria of flame length/damage length less 2 10.3 0.63 0.082 0.175
than or equal to 1.5 and/or chemical heat release less than 300 Silicone/PVC
kWIm, and/or TRP greater than 300 kW-sliz/m2. 1 10.0 0.76 0.110 0.111

2 15.6 1.19 0.065 0.119
Polvtetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)/ PTFE

Generation of Heat. Smoke and Corrosive Products: 1 3.2 0.18 0.091 0.011
2 5.7 0.383 0.103 0.005

Flame spread represents mass loss of Insulation/jacket
materials as they bum and generate heat and products. For a: Data taken from Ref. 9; b:CHC-chemical heat of combustion;
each gram of insulation/jacket material burned, certain ND: not determined.
amounts of energy and products are generated. Energy
generated during flame spread per unit mass of the The yields of products generated in fires cannot excced the
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AIWIIKU siarcmvnsi, Y*I, which Is the yield when all the
fuel atoms are converted to theis dut The maximum @LS GATES LEAR
stochiornotrc yields for lecte da halgon ated malerials , some ACTATORCONTROL
of which are used as Insulation and Jacket materials, are listed
In Table Z taken from Ref. 10. The abbreviaton In thetable * PORTS - 2PAPART.

are: PE:poyethylene;PVC: polyvinylchlorlde; PVF: polyvinyl OE-PARTICULATE SAMPLING

forid aTdlarit); PVDF: p Mylylene fluoride (Kynarli); TRE-CR0MWAUEWN
TIFE: tetrafluoroeth ino efron) ET:P n F

coplyer (efel)ICTFE: ctdoro Vtrlloroethylene; ECTFE: TWO PORTS-*OP PAT

PrEand CTFE copolymer (Halarli); PFA: pertluoroalkoxy TMW30 ESIAAN
(Tflonjl); PIEP: fluorinated PE and polypropylene (Teflon"l );
PVDC: polyvnylidene chloride.THEPOT-2PARE

TWO - PRODUCT SAMPIM.:
THREE -NOT IN USE

Table 2
Maximum Stoichiometric Yields of Water, Smoke, HCI and HF

for Fluoro- and Chloropolymersa 152)."10 TELO COLATE_

Insulation/ Maximum Stoichiometric yield (g1g)
Jacket Water Smoke HF HCI

FB1UQn=1y1 3AW9LE CABLE I_______

PVF 0.59 0.52 0.44 0 AL&UIAI EXT0ENION

PVDF 0.28 0.38 0.63 0 162nwDOAS2m, LOWG

ETFE- 0.29 0.38 0.62 0 FMWARDHAES
ECTFE 0.25 0.33 0.42 0.25F A-D ET-

PFA 0 0.28 0 0
FEP 0 0.26 0 0 WA CENPAFRO;
TFE 0 0.24 0 0 ALMWCLNE
CTFE 0 0.21 0 0 ALUMA AIROXYE

PE-0 % C 1.29 0.86 0 0 LOAD M L

PE-25%CI 0.97 0.65 0 0.25 UNISTRUT STEEL FRAW-
PE-36%CI 0.83 0.55 0 0.36 - 1 _

Neoprene 0.51 0.55 0 0.41
PE-42%bCI 0.75 0.50 0 0.43
PV-8CI 0.48 0.45 0 0.49 Figure 2. The FMRC Flammability Apparatus (50 kW-Scale).
PYOC 0.19 0.25 0 0.75

a: Data from Ref. 1 0. The RC probe consists of two strips embedded in an epoxy-
fiber glass plate. One strip is coated and acts as a reference

The data in Table 2 provide Insight Into the corrosion behavior and the other non coated strip acts as a sensor. As the
of the fire products of wires and cables. Halogen acids (HF sensrstip orrdes and looses its thickness, its resistance
and HC) and water are the doiatproducts responsible for corroes.o ofe change in resistance, representing extent of

coroio. o P, o daognaid is eertdan hu o cortino the metal, is measured by the diffeirence in the
corrosionisepcd. For PE,, noP hlgnaiIseerted and Cthus no resistance between the two strips by a Corrosometer (Model
water and halogen acids are generated as there is no 40,Rhbc oac) h rb ednsrmi
hydrogen In the structure and thus corrosion from the reliable up to about half the thickness of th metal strip.
comustion products of these materials would depend on the Th ga phs corso is generally measured every minute
amount of water available in the environment and extent of for the first hour and then every hour for 24 to 48 hours. The
hydrolysis of the organo-fiuorlnated products. For ETFE, Cor31osionrate, r.. is caculated from thefolowing relationship:
ECTFE, PVF, and PVDF, and the chlorinated materials, both
water and halogen acid are generated and thus corrosion
would be expected from the combustion products of these rc = (d, - 02) / (t2 -t) (2)
matera& even If the environment Is completely dry. where row Is In Ac/min, d, is the metal thickness (Ao) at time

ti(s), d2 is the metal thicknes (AO) at time t2 (s). Corrosion
N~j ENT:rate normalized by the average fire products concentration is

NOTEHERME5ANDAMG ASSESATSENT defined as the gas phase corrosion parameter,
(AolmIn)/(g~m3)'O. Average Qir products concentration is the

The nonthermal damage In fires Is assessed In terms of produt-iotr mixtusre. tttlouerifortofr
corrosioni and smoke damage. For the assessment of poutarmxue
corrosion, two tye of techniques are used: 1) gas phase
corrosion technique, and 2) solution phase corrosion TeR ,0 ocpe rb ihamtltikeso

techiqu. Te sokedamge i ~5O55U I tems f ~5,000 Ao Is one of the most suitable probe for assessing
odor, charge, adsorbed species, and staining. corrosion due to fire products. The probe is manufactured b

vacuum deposition technique to obtain an open matrix w=t
The Gas hase CrrnenalmTcitnjqu lite resistance to In-depth diffusion of products, resulting In

rapid corrosion. It Is designed to monito short term corrosion
In this technique, a hfig sensitivty atmospheric corrosion (24 to 48 hours) for environments with smal concentrations of
probe (model Pal 0-TF50-C1 1000, Rohrback Cosasco coroie pout. The 2,500 Ao copper poeis used In the
(RCI)1.12-is or a CNET corrosion prob013,16-18 is exposed to FMC test= 'ohdlo12, In the ASTM 1505.21 .70 Radiation
gaseous fire products. Combustion/Exposure test methodl3.15 and In the ASTM
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D09.21.04 Cone Corrosometer test methodla.14. In this technique fire products are either bubbled directly into
known volumes of water or are collected in the gas phase on

The ASTM E05.21.70 and D09.21.04 test methods13 also cellulose based filter papers of known area. After the test,
use a 45,000 Ao copper probe with a metal thickness of the color, odor, and mass of the products deposited on the
90,000 Ao for highly halogenated materials. The 45,000 Ao filter papers are determined. The fire products are extracted
probe is made of thin metal toil with a compact crystalline with 100 ml of distilled water.
structure which offers resistance to in-depth product diffusion
and corrosion is slow. The probe is not as sensitive as the The solution phase corrosion is measured every hour for 24
2,500 Ao probe. This is shown by the data in Fig. 3, taken to 48 hours. In some cases, concentrations of corrosive ions
from Ref. 13. The corrosion rates were measured by the 2,500 such as chloride, bromide, and fluoride, are also determined
and 45,000 Ao probes, exposed side-by-side to same using selective ion electrodes.
environments and exposure conditions. As expected, the
corrosion rate measured by the 45,000 Ao probe is about a In the DIN 57 472 test standard, pH and conductivity of the
third the rate measured by the 2,500 Ao probe. solution are measured.

The CNET probe consists of an epoxy-fiber glass plate
embedded with about 170,000 Ao thick copper conductors. Test Apparatuses
The probe is maintained at 40oC by water circulating under
the probe. The change in the resistance of the probe is In the tests, small- to large-scale apparatuses and enclosures
recorded at the beginning and at the end of the test to are used.
determine the extent of corrosion. The extent of corrosion is
defined in terms of percent corrosivity factor, determined from The FMRC test methodsl,3-5,8,1o,12,19,20
the percent change in the resistance, normalized by the
standard board resistance of 8 ohm. The probe is used in the In the test methods, three test apparatuses and an enclosure
CNET13.16.17 and the DIN's test methods. are used to assess the nonthermal damage due to smoke and

corrosive fire products. The apparatuses used in the tests
The Solution Phase Technique are: a 50 kW-scale apparatus, shown in Fig. 2 , a 500 kW-

scale apparatus, which is very similar to the 50 kW-scale
The technique is used in the DIN13,18 test and in the FMRC apparatus, except for larger sample sizes, and a 10,000 kW-
test methodsl,10,12,19,20. In the technique used at FMRC, a mild Scale Apparatus (Fire Products Collector), shown in Fig. 4.
steel corrosion probe (model 1032-S4-G10100-0,Rohrback The enclosure used in the tests is 13.4 m long, 12.2 m wide
Cosasco) is exposed to the water solution of the fire and 6.1 m high with a volume of 997 m3 (Figure 5).
products. The probe consists of a mild steel loop attached to
an expoxy-fiber glass rod, with a built-in reference. The mild In the 50 and 500 kW-Scale Apparatus, about 0.10 m x 0.10m
steel loop acts a sensor. As the sensor loop corrodes and horizontal and 0.10m wide and 0.61 m high vertical wire and
looses its thickness, its resistance changes. The extent of cable samples inside quartz tubes are used. In the 10,000
corrosion is measured by the difference in the resistance kW-Scale apparatus and the 997 m 3 enclosure, single and
between the loop and the reference by the Corrosometer multiple cable trays are used. The general cable tray
(Model 4208, Rohrback Cosasco) and corrosion rate is dimensions are 2.4 m long, 0.46 m wide, and 80 mm deep.
determined from Eq. (2). In the 50- and 500-kW-Scale Apparatuses, air is introduced

at the bottom of the Apparatuses with oxygen concentrations2.5 ' in the range of 0 to 11% for nonflaming fires, and in the range
of 12 to 50 % for flaming fires. In the tests, samples are
exposed to external heat fluxes, applied by four infrared

/ heaters, in the range of 0 to 65 kWlm2. In the 10,000-kW
2.0 / Scale Apparatus and the 997 m3 enclosure, tests are

-/ performed under natural air flow conditions./

=/ In all three apparatuses, the fire products-air mixture is
." 4 rates, gcaptured in the sampling duct, where measurements are

1.5 -I/ made for chemical, convective, and radiative heat release
c rates ion rates of fire products, smoke characteristicsS0, / (optical transmission, electrical charges, color, odor, adsorbed

I < species, and stain), and extent of corrosion using the 2,500 Ao
o• / [ copper probes located in the sampling ducts and above the

o 1.0 - / fire as shown in Figs. 2 and 4. For solution phase corrosion,
• L / filter paper and water bubblers located In the gas analysis

0 0,01 sampling lines are used.
L.-- /"

0/ -- Only limited number of tests are performed in the 997 m3
0.5 - O.," enclosure. In the tests, filter papers, to monitor contamination

/ levels and smoke characteristics, and 2,500 Ao copper
-/ probes, to monitor corrosion, are placed at four levels about

- 0 0.30, 2.1, 4.0, and 5.8 m below the ceiling, each level having
I , I I I eight locations ( five locations, 1.5 m from each other and"0.%0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 three locations at right angles, 1.5 m away from each other).

Thus a total of 32 locations are monitored in the tests.

Corrosion Rate (A*/min)
2,500 A* Probe The AST! E05.21.70 Radiant Combustion-

Exoosure standard teat m 1thod,315

Figure 3. Average Corrosion Rates Calculated from the Data In the test, 25 x 50 mm sample contained inside a 320 mm long
Reported in Ref. 13 for RC 2,500 and 45,000 A0 Copper and 30 mm I.D. quartz tube, sealed at one end, is exposed to
Probes in the ASTM D09.21.04 Test. 25 and 50 kWIm2 of external heat flux. The fire products are
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exhausted Into a closed 200 liter chamber. Humidity is The D09.21.04 Cone Corrosometer test m~13odl3,14
Introduced by heating water In an aluminum beaker by a hot
plate Inside the chamber. Gas phase corrosion is measured Corrosion tests are performed using fire products generated
ysix RC copper 2500 Ao (and 45,000 Ao ) corrosion from 100 x 100 mm horizontal samples, exposed to external

probes. The probes are exposed for 60 minutes in the heat flux values up to 100 kW/m2. The samples are exposed
chamber with a 24 hour post exposure at 75 % relative to external heat flux until 70 % of the mass is lost. The
humidity. Sample mass loss rate and concentrations of products mixed with air are collected in a 11.2 liter exposure
various fire products in the exposure chamber are measured. chamber at a rate of 2.38 volume change per minute during the

test and sealed after the test. The corrosion is monitored byoln Can"x DOI

the RC copper 2500 A0 probe (and 45,000 A°) during the
test and oie additional hour, after which the probe is placed in
a chamber at 75 % relative humidity and 23 °C for 24 hours.

C.i -- - 3 PSd,, The CNET test method13,16,17

so I In the test, 600 mg of the sample mixed with 100 mg of
S,.piq D.Ct polyethylene are burned for 2 minute and 30 seconds in a

7.1m Plexiglas cylinder (concentration = 35 g/ m3). Water is injected
inside the chamber to achieve the desired humidity. The
sample is ignited with an electrical coil heated to 800 °C. The

7.7 On ID water cooled CNET corrosion probe, maintained at 40 °C, is
located on the floor. The probe is exposed to combustion
products during the test and one hour after the test.

0 C~rmo.sa Prob The DIN test method'13,18

In the test, samples are heated in a 0.11 m long quartz tube
2Am a by a variable-temperature annular oven that moves along the
- _ 6A tube at 10 mm/min in a direction opposite to the air flow. The

" /samples are cylindrical of equal volume or weight per unit
ISO length. The fire products are swept out of the tube by a 100

. .I/min air stream. Near the exit of the quartz tube, 75 mm x 20
Cow Troy mm x 1 mm thick sheets of iron, steel, copper, aluminum and

zinc are located for assessing the gas phase corrosion 1. The
fire product-air mixture exiting from the tube flows through a 7

__ liter glass cylinder, where a CNET corrosion probe is located
S......... ."to monitor gas phase corrosion is or is bubbled through water

traps to measure solution phase corrosion' 3.
Figure 4. The FMRC 10,000 kW-Scale Flammability
Apparatus (the Fire Products Collector). NONTHERMAL DAMAGE ASSESSMENT:

TEST RESULTS
12.2. > In fires involving halogenated materials, chloride ion

contamination levels in the range of about 5 to 900
microgram/cm2 have been measured2l. As a general rule,

F,• equipment with contamination levels below about 30O-_ microgram/cm 2 can be easily restored to service with very little
Vs.., Stool - impact on long-term reliability2l. Equipment with exposure
J-- A6-- levels from 30 to 90 microgram/rcm2 can also be restored to

13C., 1•'° //service as long as no unusual corrosion problems arise and
T-::b|. T , r• .0.3 - the environment is strictly controlled soon after the fire2l. As

the contamination level rises above 90 microgram/cm 2, the
I -- • F /Q effectiveness of cleaning dwindles and the cost of cleaning

quickly approaches the replacement cost of the equipment2l.

/ , .o. /The nonthermal damage assessment tests are performed in
_/, , small to large-scale apparatuses and enclosures to determine

contamination levels of smoke and corrosive products and the
resulting damage and effectiveness of protection.

Small-Scale Tets

tSmall-scale tests are performed to provide pertinent data for
the assessment of nonthermal damage and effectiveness of
protection. The assessments are performed through simple or
complex models. Some of the key parameters that are needed
for the models are: 1) contamination levels on surfaces in

S... L:.- . F ....... k terms of microgram/cm2, 2) smoke characteristics-optical
transmission, color, smell, adsorbed species, electrical
charges, and staining, and 3) gas and solution phase

Figure 5. The FMRC 997 m3 Nonthermal Damage Test corrosion parameters. Currently, these parameters are being
Enclosure. quantified in the small-scale tests such as in the FMRC 50-
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and 500 kW-Scale Flammability Apparatus, in the ASTM Table 4
E06.21.70 and D09.21.04, CNET and DIN test apparatuses. Gas Phase Corrosion Parameter for Various Plastics
Examples of the type of data being measured are given in Calculated from the Data Measured in the M5.21.70 Tests
Tables 3 and 4. The data show that:

Sample Description Coosion Paramete#

1) products of non-halogenated materials and fire retardants (nin)(gm)

show negligible corrosion and the values of the gas phase
corrosion parameter is equal to or less than about 0.007 1 CrosslPnked polyrolefin

(Aolmnin)/(glr), (XLPO) + metal hydrate 0.007
2 HD polyethylene (PE)

2) fire retardation of non-halogenated materials increases & Chlorinated PE flend >0.098

extent of corrosion with values of the gas phase corrosion 3 Chylvtled PE + filers >0.098

parameter between 0.011 to 0.046 (Aolmin)l(g/m3). These 4T Elilaetate (EVA) P 0.012

values are about 1/10th the values for the halogenated 5 Polyphenylene oxide/

materials, polystyrene (PS) blend 0.005

6 Pol=yetenmid 0.002
3) for halogenated materials, the gas phase corrosion 7 Polyethemidelsi oxane 0.00
parameter values are greater than 0.14 (Ao/min)/(g/m 3), 7 0h005

4) the increase in the extent of corrosion due to the presence Inturoescent

of water is not significant for materials with hydrogen atom in 9 yon + mineral fler -

the structure (Table 2 and associated discussion), 10 = o+xtmer +
mineralficopll 0.046

5) increase in the oxygen concentration in the environment 11 XLO + mineral fier 0.011

increases the extent of corrosion, 12 XLPO + ATH 0.003

13 XLPO +AT 0.007
6) the difference between the gas phase corrosion 13 XLPOE+ATH 0.007

parameters of PVC and Teflon by a factor of seven is 1 EVA PO + m al filler 0.013

probably due to the inefficiency of hydrolysis process for the 15 PO + mineralt illar 0.016

conversion of fluorocarbon products, generated from Teflon to 16 CLPE + chlorinated edditiv >0.098

HF and high water solubility of HCI generated from PVC. 18 Polytetrafluoroethylene >0.098

19 Polyvinylchloride (PVC) >0.098

The solution phase corrosion parameter values measured in 20 PVC wire >0.098

the FMRC Flammability Apparatus show that they are 21 PE homopolaf er 0.006

comparable for all the halogenated materials and are 22 Douglas fir 0.006

significantly higher than the values for the gas phase. 23 EVA P0 copolymer 0.003
24 Nylon 6,6 0.008
25 XLPE copolymer +

brominated additives 0.091

Table 3 c: from Reference 13; b: average concentration assumed to be

Corrosion Parameter in (Aolmin)I(g/m 3) for Flaming and Non- 17.0 g/rm3 based on the data reported in Ref. 15.

Flaming Fires at Various Oxygen Concentration

Polymer 02 (%) FINFa Water Corrosion Parameter

FMRC E05.21.70b Large-scale tests are performed to validate small-scale test

-_ _results and to determine distribution pattern of the products. At
FMRC, large-scale tests am performed in the 10,000 kW-

EVA 21 F no nd 0.001 Scale Flammability Apparatus (Fire Products Collector),

EVA-FRI 21 F no nd 0.021 shown in Fig. 4 and in the 997 m3 enclosure, shown in Fig. 5.
PE 21 F no nd 0.002
PE-FR1 21 F no nd 0.024
PE-FRI 21 F yes nd 0.036 The FMRC 10.0W kW-Scale Anrtius
PE-FR2 21 F no nd 0.022
PE-FR2 21 F yes nd 0.024 Tests were performed using 3 layers of PE/PVC cables in a
PE-FR2 21 F no nd 0.014 horizontal cable tray ( 2.4 m long, 0.46 m wide and 0.08 m
PE-FR2 21 F yes nd 0.016 deep); details are described in Ref. 22. The traywas locatd
PE/25 %CI 10 NW yes 0.14 nd about 3 m above the floor. Tests were performed with and
PE/36 % CI 10 NW yes 0.15 nd without coating the cables. Cables were ignited electrically.
PE/48 % CI 10 NW yes 0.19 nd Gas phase corrosion was measured at various heights
PVC 10 NW yes 0.15 nd above the cable tray, as shown In Fig. 4. In addition, heat

21 NF no nd 0.027 release rate and generation rates of fire products were also
21 F yes 0.12 0.087 measured. Figure 6 taken from Ref. 22. shows the data for the
21 F yes 1.0 nd corrosion rate at vadous heights.

TFE 0 NP yes 0.0036 nd
10 NP yes 0.011 nd Since the gas phase corrosion parameter for the cable Is
40 NP yes 0.035 nd about 1.0 (Ao/min/(gfm3),the decrease in the corrosion rate
21 F yes 0.42 nd with height is an indication of the dilution of the products by air

entrainment. The decrease in the corrosion rate due to coating
-: F: flaming, NF: non-flaming; b: 1500 minute average, data Is primarily due to decrease in the extent of fire propagation or

from Ref. 15; FR-I: red phosphorus fire retardant; FR-2: decrease in the FPI value and secondarily due to
bromine fire retardant; EVA: ethylenevinyl acetate copolymer, neutralization of HCI generated from the cable by the alkaline
PE: polyethylene.; nd: not determined. coating.
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Figure 6. Average Gas Phase Corrosion Rates at Various 0

Heights above the Ignition Source for the Non-Flaming Fires
of Coated and Un-coated Polyethylene-Polyvinylchloride No Corrosion
Cable In a Horizontal Cable Tray. Figure Taken from Ref. 22. 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

These data suggest that quantification of corrosion parameter

in small-scale tests is useful. Materials with high values of Distance from the Cable Tray (m)
corrosion parameter would require higher protection in terms of
limiting the extent of fire propagation and/or increasing the Figure 7. Chloride Ion Contamination at Various Locations for
dilution of the products with air. For cables with similar values an Average Fire Products Concentration of 3 gm/m3 Inside the
of the corrosion parameter, Group 1 cables are expected to FMRC 997 m3 Enclosure for Nonflaming Fire of Horizontal
provide better protection from nonthermal damage than the Polyethylene-Polyvinylchloride Cable Tray. Figure taken from
Group 3 cables. Ref. 22.

The FMRC 997 W Enclosure

In the tests, horizontal and vertical cable trays with three 200

layers of PE/PVC cables (cable outer diameter: about 19 mm;
linear density: 345 gmem) were used; details are described in
Ref. 22. The cable tray was 2.4 m long, 0.46 m wide and -

0.08 m deep. The cable tray was located in the center of the 1:1
0 15enclosure (about 0.30 m below the ceiling for horizontal cable 0, 15.

tray test). For vertical cable tray test, the tray was located on o o
the floor at the center of the enclosure. Electrical overheating,,.
and arcing were used for fire initiation. Chloride ion 0 S o/
contamination and corrosion were monitored at 32 locations.. 100/

In both horizontal and vertical tray fire tests, fire propagation
was limited and the tests were basically nonflaming fire tests. 001,
The average concentrations of the fire products in the
horizontal and vertical tests were 3 and 6 gm/m 3  50 Possible Permanent
respectively22.The chloride ion contaminations in U D
microran/cm2 at various locations in horizontal and vertical
cable tray fire tests,taken from Ref. 22, are shown in Fig. 7
and 8 respectively.

The data In Fig. 7 show that for an average fire products 00
concentration of 3 g/m3 in the horizontal test, the chloride ion
contamination level at all locations did not exceed 20 Distance from the Cable Tray (m)
mlcrogram/cm2. With this contamination level, equipment can
be easily restored to service with very little Impact on long- Figure 8. Chloride Ion Contamination at Various Locations for
term relebility2l. Thus 3 g/m3 may be considered as the lower an Average Fire Products Concentration of 6 gWm3 Inside the
level for the average fire products concentration for limiting FMRC 997 m3 Enclosure for Nonflaming Fire of Vertical
nontherTnal damage to equipment 22. Pyethylene-Polyvinylchlkride Cable Tray. Figure taken from

The data in Fig. 8 show that for an average fire products

concentration of 6 g/m3 in the vertical test, the chloride Ion
contamination level at all locations exceeded the 30 product diHution. Use of materials with low values of the gas
microgram/cm2. Coating of the cable, however, kept the phase corrosion parameter would have provided information
contamination level below the 30 mkN'ogrw n levwal2. on an allemnate protection means.

These results suggest the Importance of the Fire o in Since several factors need to be considered in order to
Index to limit extent of fire propagation by asness nonthermal damage, models become useful tools.
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At FMRC, the FSG model has been developed to predict The SFPE Handbook of Fire Protection Engineering (P.J.
flame spread behavior of materials Including wires and DiNenno, Ed.), National Fire Protection Association Press,
cables23-2. The ultimate objective is to use this model to Quincy, MA, 1988.
predict fire propagation and generation of smoke and corrosive
products and combine the results of smoke and corrosion 10.Tewarson, A., Chu, F., and Ziang, F.H., "Combustion of
measurements to assess nonthermal damage in various fires Halogenated Polymers" submitted to the Fourth International
involving wires and cables as well as other materials. Symposium of the Fire Safety Science, May 1994.

SUMMARY 11. Handbook of Plastics and Elastomers , Harper, C.A.
(Editor-in-Chief), McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York,

1) Halogenated materials and halogenated additives have N.Y.,1975.
higher corrosion rates than non-halogenated materials and
additives. Halogenated material with no hydrogen in the 12. Chu, F.L., 'Develoment and Application of Nonthermal
structure, however, are weakly corrosive in the gas phase. Damage Assessment Techniques", Factory Mutual Research
Corrosion in the solution phase is much faster than in the gas Corporation, Norwood, MA. Technical Report J.l. OV1JI.RC,
phase; October, 1992.

1) several small-scale tests have been developed to quantify 13. Kessel, S.L., Rogers, C.E., and Bennett, J.G., "Corrosive
extent of corrosion in the gas phase and in the solution Test Methods for Polymeric Materials Part 5- A Comparison
phase. The results expressed in terms of corrosion parameter for Four Test Methods", Eighteenth Imernational Conference
are expected to be helpful to assess nonthermal damage with on Fire Safety, Product Safety Corporation, Sunnyvale, CA,
the help of models; January, 1993.

2) Protection from nonthermal damage is possible by limiting 14. Dickinson, P.R., 'Evolving Fire Retardant Material
the extent of fire propagation and dilution of products. Issues:A Cable Manufacturer's Perspective", Fire
Reduction in the extent of fire propagation can be achieved Technology, November, 345,1992.
by reducing the Group classification of wires and cables from
3 to 2 to 1 by changes in the materials, coatings, and other 15. Grand, A.F., "Evaluation of the Corrosivity of Smoke
methods; Using A Laboratory Radiant Combustion Exposure

Apparatus', J.Fire Sciences, 10, 72, 1992.
3) Use of materials with very low values of corrosion
parameter provides an altemate means of protection from 16. Rio, P., "Presentation de ressai "Corrosivite" mis au point
nonthenmal damage. au CNET-Lab-SER/ENV Centre National d'Etudes des

TelekornmunikalIos, 1983.
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PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF LOW SMOKE/ZERO HALOGEN CABLES

Bobby C. Gentry, Tye Cent, Jerry M. Hesterlee

Southwire Company, Carrollton, Georgia

ABSTRACT FIRE RETARDING ZERO HALOGEN MATERIALS

This paper presents test results PVC is normally treated with Antimony or
comparing standard Type TC with Zero Bromine (both release toxins when burned)
Halogen Type TC. to enhance fire retardency of the PVC,

compounding the toxic potential in a
Standard Type TC utilized Type THHN/THWN fire.
PVC insulated, nylon jacketed conductors
(nine conductors of AWG 12 copper) with a The fire retarding effect of polyolefin-
PVC jacket over the assembly. Zero based reduced emission compounds is
Halogen Type TC is constructed the same brought about through the use of hydrated
except the PVC is replaced with a Non mineral fillers.
Halogen Polyolefin material for both
insulation and jacket. Up to 30% of these fillers is hydrated

water that is released in a fireThe test results show the positive situation. When exposed to flame,
influence Zero Halogen insulating and available heat is used to volatilize the
jacketing materials have on performance water of hydration, thus cooling the
properties of heat release, ignition flame and slowing decomposition. The
time, smoke obscuration, weight loss, water vapors will block the oxygen supply
corrosion, flame travel, total smoke from the fuel, and the fire may be
release, peak smoke release, CO emission extinguished or it's progress retarded.and toxicity.

PRODUCT DEVLOPMENT

INTRODUCTION Products developed to date using zero
halogen polyolefin-based insulating andConductor insulating and jacketing mate- jacketing materials are: NM-B, THHN, SIS,

rials containing halogens have been used TC (jacket only), and MC (jacket only).
for many years. The halociens found in TC, MV-90 (jacket only) and THWN are
these materials are: Chlorine, Bromine presently under development. The initial
and Fluorine. products developed are described below:

Halogens improve certain properties such
as flame, chemical and oil resistance, NM-B
but also have some negative effects.

NM-B (see Figure 1) is primarily used in
Gasses produced during combustion of residential wiring as branch circuits for
halogenated materials react with moisture outlets, switches and other loads. NM-B
to produce halogen acids; for example, meets or exceeds UL Standards 83 and 719.
Hydrogen Chloride (HCL) and Hydrogen Conductor is rated for 600 V., 60 0C.
Bromide (HBr). operation.

The most common halogenated insulating
and jacketing material for electrical
wire and cable is Polyvinyl Chloride
(PVC).

Southwire Company has worked to develop
several zero halogen polyolefin-based
insulating and jacketing materials as an
alternate to PVC.
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S ZERO HALOGEN CONDUCTO
INSUIL IiON

Figure 1
NM-B Figure 3

SIS

THH

THHN conductors (see Figure 2) are MC (Metal Clad Cable)
primarily used for power and control
circuits in commercial and industrial Type MC (see Figure 4) is used for
applications. THHN meets or exceeds UL services, feeders and branch circuits f or
Standard 83. Conductors are rated for 600 power, lighting, control and signal
V, 90 0C operation in dry locations, circuits per Article 334 of the National
Product is oil, gasoline, and abrasion Electrical Code. MC cable meets or
resistant. exceeds UL Standards 44, 83 and 1277. The

cable is rated according to the conductor
Types used in the core assembly.

ZERO HALOGEN XLP
JACKET INSULATION

BINDER TAPE \CLASS BCOMPRESSED

NYO AKET ZERO HALOGEN CONDUCTOR
INSULATION

GROUNDINGINTERLOCKEDARMOR FLLERS CONDUCTOR

Figure 2
THHN Figure 4

MC

SIS (Switchboard Wirinal MV-90 (Medium Voltage Cable)

Type SIS (see Figure 3) is used in Type MV (see Figure 5) is a single or
switchboards, panelboards and multiconductor solid dielectric insulated
distribution boards installed for the cable rated 2001 volts to 35,000 volts.
control of light and power circuits, and Type MV is used on power systems in wet
battery-charging panels supplied from or dry locations, in raceways, cable
light or power circuits. SIS meets or trays, direct buried and in messenger
exceeds UL Standard 44. Conductor is supported wiring per Article 326 of the
rated for 90C. operation. NEC.
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
TAPE
S SULATON CONDUCTOR Typical physical properties of the zero

halogen insulation and jacket materials
used in the power and control tray cable
comparison are shown in Appendix 1. This
data shows the insulation and jacket meet

•CONDUCTOR or exceed accepted industry requirements.

ZERO HALOGEN INSULATION SHIELD SHIELD
JACKET EMISSION CHARACTERISTICS

Cone calorimeter, vertical tray flame
test and the University of Pittsburgh

Figure 5 Toxicity tests were used to compare the
MV emissions characteristics of the Zero

Halogen and PVC power and control tray
cable specimens.

TC (Power and Control Tray Cable)
CONE CALORIMETER

Type TC (see Figure 6) is used for power,

lighting, control, and signal circuits. The cone calorimeter tests were conducted
In cable trays, raceways or where in accordance with ASTM E1354. Each
supported in outdoor locations by a sample was tested in a horizontal
messenger wire per Article 340 in the orientation at an external radiant flux
National Electrical Code. level of 25 KW/m 2 with a spark pilot

ignition source and an initial exhaust
mass flow rate of 30 g/s.

The data obtained included: heat release,
ignition time, smoke obscuration, weight
loss and corrosion.

Cone calorimeter results are shown in the
following figures 7, 8, 9 and 10.

ZERO HALOGEN NYLON JACKETD
JACKET EROHALOGEN

INSULATED CONDUCTORS

CONE CALORIMETER
Figure 6 9 COND.#12 AWM CONTROL CABLE

TC (STD vs RE)

This paper reviews the performance10........... ....... ........... ..
characteristics of Low Smoke/Zero Halogen 100 ......
Power and Control Tray Cable, Type TC. 6.-

TEST SPECIMENS L

Properties and performance MINUTES

characteristics were determined using Low -- c -•4- NAcR
Smoke/Zero Halogen and PVC Power and
Control Tray Cable test specimens as (A".PVCobb Wd"L 23lf)
described below: (vg. RIECWIINo 4.3maf)

AWG 12 Conductors (9)
Conductors Type THHN/THWN Figure 7
Insulation thickness .015" HEAT RELEASE
Nylon thickness .004"
Jacket thickness .045"
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CONE CALORIMETER VERTICAL TRAY FLAME TEST

9 COMM 12 AM CONTROL CABLE The UL 1685 Vertical Tray Flame test was
COROSOMETER TEST conducted on both the PVC and zero

halogen constructions. Data obtained
ANWSROMS 9housaxle) included f lame height vs. time, total

.... ... smoke release, and peak smoke release.
1S.14Results are shown in figures 11, 12 and

.. .... .. ALU SARI IN13.

1: ~TARGE SPAN
FOR

25 STD.PVC o.1g VERTICAL TRAY FLAME TEST
0 9 COND.#12 AWG CONTROL CABLE

so S01TA A D 10 "X& *m 1100 (STD vs RE)

(Pwob SWm 4600 Anhgthlck)

Figure 8
CORROS ION 4

CONE CALORIMETER 3. .. ...
9 CON.D112 AWO CONTROL CABLE 2

(STD vs RE)I.....

.m . . . .1 .4 0 2 4 06S 10 12 14 10 18 20F MINUTES
0.5 PVC CO#ID/PVC JICT I& RE COND/RE JKT

0.4 . ... .. .. . . ...

802:00 4.00 6.00 100101:06*00 16:00
MINUTES Figure 11

FLAME HEIGHT
- PVC CONDIPV XNT 4- M CON~fIN MrF

(RE cables did not slow appredsabI
smoke values)

Figure 9
SMOKE OBSCURATION VERTICAL TRAY FLAME TEST

9 COND.# 12 AWG CONTROL CABLE
CONE CALORIMETER (STO vs RE)

9 COND.#12 AWG CONTROL CABLE M
(STD vs RE) IO-e ' 1&'''"-

TIST 10. 10S72

Figure 0 100- TOT. SMK RELEAS....E ....
TOTAL. WEIGH LOSS

Inentoa ie& al ypsu roedns19 9



30

VERTICAL TRAY FLAME TEST 27.0 27M

9 COND.#12 AWO CONTROL CABLE . .
(STD vs R E) 20 ...................................

0.6- 0.51.0 4 0 .... ... ... .. . . .. ..
0.5 - 0.41 10 ... .........

0.1 ~~... -.......... '
0.410

°. - 3.__.

0.2
0.1 0.00s 0.00o 0.006 (NNW (30 MIb+2 wueil)

#37 I TEST 02 TES #3 OF=C EZIMO RAW=G

EPVC CONDI JKIT E RE CONWOjRE JXT
Figure 14

LC50 VALUES

Figure 13
PEAK SMOKE RELEASE

Carbon monoxide emission levels also
showed drastic improvement when compared
to standard cables (see figure 15). The

TOXICITY TEST reason for the lower carbon monoxide
levels is related to the type fire

The University of Pittsburgh toxicity retardant used.
test was used to evaluate toxicity of the
gasses produced during thermal 1
decomposition. The weight of material
tested which causes death of 50% of the
test animals is referred to as the LC50 0. .......... ......... . ..........
value of that material.

The severity of the toxicity is measured 0.8 .....6.... ......6.. ...
from a LC50 value of zero to one hundred,
zero representing the most toxic level.
As the (LC5) value increases, the 0.4
toxicity level decreases.

As a benchmark, wood has a LC50 value of 02..2.. .. .
70.

In this test, materials were heated at a 10 16 t .0

20 0C/minute and two levels of testing
were conducted. The first series of the MINUTES
tests were done as the protocol directed; -- PVC +ZERO 4AU)GEN
a 30 minute exposure followed by a ten
minute recovery period. The second
series extended the recovery period from
ten minutes to two weeks. See figure 14 Figure 15
for results. GAS ANALYSIS (CO%)
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Analysis of the results obtained from
testing conducted to compare the emission
characteristics of zero halogen and PVC
power and control tray cable reveals that
zero halogen insulated and jacketed
cable:

Low smoke/zero halogen power and
control tray cable meets or exceeds
accepted industry requirements.

Has a characteristic of delayed
ignition.

Emits less dense smoke and less
total smoke.

Is significantly less corrosive than
stand&rd PVC cable, based on cone
calorimeter results.

Is less toxic than PVC cable
according to LCo values from the
University of Pittsburgh toxicity
test.

Has significantly lower carbon
monoxide emission levels.

APPLICATION POSSIBILITIES

Potential applications for low smoke/zero
halogen insulated and jacketed cables
include:

* Commercial buildings.

* Computer rooms.

* Telecommunications.

High risk buildings.
(Hospitals, nursing homes,
theaters, hotels).

Industrial application.
(Control centers).

* Subways.

* Shipboard.

* High-population public assembly
areas i.e., sports arenas and
shopping malls.
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APPENDIX I

TYPICAL PROPERTIES
ZERO HALOGEN TYPE TC CABLE

INSULATION JACKET

PROPERTY TEST REQUIREMENT RESULT TEST REQUIREMENT RESULT4 _ METHOD METHOD

Limited
Oxygen ASTM ASTM
Index D2863 None 34 D2863 None 40

ASTM ASTM
Density D1505 None 1.39 D1505 None 1.48

Tensile UL Min. UL
(PSI) 1581 2000 3100 1581 N/A 2000

Elong. UL Min. UL
(Z) 1581 150 250 1581 N/A 160

Aged
Tensile UL Min. UL
Ret.-Z 1581 75 98* 1581 N/A 145*

Aged
Elong. UL Min. UL
Ret.-Z 1581 65 90* 1581 N/A 75*

Def.-Z Max. UL Max.
@121 C. UL 83 30 30 1277 50 N/A

Low No No
Temp. Cracks UL Cracks
Flex. UL 83 -25 C. Pass 1277 F-25 C. Pass

Flame All- UL Vert.
Test UL 83 Wires Pass 1277 Tray Pass

Note: N/A-Not yet available, *-7days at 121 0 C.

AUTHORS:
Bobby C. Gentry, Development Manager, Southwire (Presenter)
Jerry M. Hesterlee, A.V.P. Wire & Cable Technology, Southwire
Tye Cene, Senior Development Engineer, Southwire
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1625 nm MONITORING SYSTEM DESIGN FOR THE PREVENTIVE

MAINTENANCE OF FIBER OPTICS PLANTS

E. COTTINO, D. DELLERA, S. DE PAOLI

AET Telecomunicazioni, Laboratorio Tecnologie Ottiche
Via G. RE 47, 10146 TORINO, ITALY

ABSTRACT The advantage deriving from the use of an OTDR at a
wavelength superior to 1600 nm is bound to the greater fibres

A monitoring system of optical fiber cable plants called VDO sensitivity to stresses and bendings in such spectrum part. In

designed by AET that is able to supply all th n ry such a way it is possible to prevent the degradation of the fibre

information to evaluate the performances offered by optical On the grounds of these considerations, the choice made
bearer links is presented.OntegonsothscosdrintecocemeThe main feature of VDO system is to be fully transparent to foresees the use of an OTDR able to send a control signal at a
transmission system , In other wsrds it doesn't anter the wavelength of 1825 nm( figure 1 ). The identification of this

performances. This is obtained by the monitoring of the optical value has been carried out in order to guarantee a good
bearer at a different wavelength from the operating one by compromise between the fibre loss (too high at superior
bearerof asuitably differesignt w avlenh frog t ati5 on e bwavelengths) and the separation from the service signalmeans of a suitably designed laser working at 1625 nm.trnmteat15n.

The advantage of using a source of 1625 nm is given by the transmitted at 1550 nm.

greater fiber sensitivity to stresses and bendings occuring at this
wavelength. In this way it's possible to prevent the eventual
degradation of the fibers

1. INTRODUCTION

The present fiber optics transmission systems only foresee
controls on the quality of the signal received based on error
rates established by the CCITT, while a bearer supervision is not
provided for.
Therefore, should the system exceed such limits, it is necessary
to verify whether this is due to the transmission systems or to the L
optical bearers. That means a double research before being able
to go back to the origin of the problem. a
Such system designed by AET for the monitoring and evaluation 1IVELENGTH (nm)
of the fiber optics plants degradation is integrated in the service
support systems of the network transmission and supplies all the Fig. 1 loss wavelength trace
Information necessary to evaluate the performance conditions
offered by the optical bearer links.
It specifically allows to detect the loss variations of fibres, splices 3. FIBRE SURVEY
and optical connectors inside a plant which cause the links
deterioration and may subsequently lead to a service A special importance in the system improvement is given to the
inefficiency, measurements carried out in laboratory and on field in order to

2. PROJECT OPTIMIZATION analyze the fibres behaviour as regards loss and sensitivity to
bendings, at a wavelength different from the 'optical windows'
being used until today.

The Italian optical bearer telecommunications network is Therefore a series of spectral loss measurements have been
realized with two types of fibres: the "standard" monomode and carred out on fibres of recent and old production with a special
"dispersion shifted* monomode. The first one is particularly attention to the value of 1625 nm constituting the wavelength
suitable to work In second optical window, that is at 1300 nm, assumed in the line monitoring.
while the second is suitable for the third optical window at 1550 Picture number one shows the loss trace depending on the
nm. Therefore, it is necessary to search for a higher wavelength wavelength of a standard fibre. Note how the loss coefficient
laser source so as not to interfere with the systems working in reaches a value very close to 1550 nm in the band assigned to
the above mentioned optical windows. maintenance (1600 - 1640 nm).
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The results are shown in picture n.4

The spectral loss traces in picture n. 2 and 3 concerning
respectively SM and SM-DS fibres of recent production,
underline how, at about 1600 nm, their loss coefficient is almost
the same as their respective coefficient at 1550 nm. 50

Sr (%l
30.

S..... .... ..... ....... 1I

: . . ... I . l10
*0a . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... . ... . . .

I. .. .... .... CS.
* d IN4~ 1550 nm

Loss ldB/iKm) d
o ------------ --------I.--- ---

i .... ....... ......... .. ... ...... . ..

1250.0 100. On M 1750.0

-- *.a INS a .1 - , .aU _1 (%) (dB/KM) (dB/Km) (%)
2 6,19 0.19 3

42 O6.26 6.26 46
Fig. 2: SM loss comparison 1550/1625 nm _oo.3_ 6.3 a

so 0,212 0.321- S
3 6.22 62S

2 6.23 0.23 2
1 6.24 o.24 2

r . . .. -- :625 6.as 6

a* ... .I.......... Fig. 4: SM DS loss comparison

. ........... . ................

........... . .." .......... "4. SOURCE CHARACTERIZATION AT 1625 nm
; . . . .:. . . . :. . . . . . . .: . . . . . . . . . -:....•

The source used by the control device (OTDR) in the monitoring

. . I . .. system is a class 1 laser with an emission wavelength of 1625

nm with a tolerance of - 5/+ 10 nm.o0 Pi - • 1_-l - - ,cture n.5 shows the aser,,o,,,e spctrum.
1250.0 500.0Ohs 1750. 0

,m" .% . _- - 30 r" 7 -I ', ,-
FmAMM I..11 dam & .7 0"6

Fig. 3: SM-DS loss comparison 1550/1625 nm I :,

As a verification of the results, previously shown, loss
measurements have been canted out on a sample of 6O0 -60
dispersion shifted fibres by means of the backscattering iI
technique using an OTDR equipped with a 1627 nm wavelength _'
shifted laser source. -70 -------

1603.0OrdO n 1653.0

lpS.S g"m WPM

Fig. 5 : 1625 nm laser source spectrum
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6. BENDING SENSITIVITY To confirm the laboratory results are been performed test
measurement on field, related to several plants equipped with

Normal matched cladding type monomode fibres and step index singlemode dispersion shifted fibers.The results about this test
type show a bending sensitivity directly proportional to the are shown in the histogram of picture n. 7. is possible see that
wavelength. difference between the mean value at 1550 and 1625 nm, on an
There are different data concerning this kind of behaviour example of 1746 champs, is only 0,0022 dB.
obtained with the analysis of a great number of samples.
On plants, the bending effect could be more evident in the cable
termination racks or in the splicing closures where an uncon'ect
cabling could give origin to loss concentrated increases. The useVA
of a 1625 nm wavelength will be more selective because of the is
increase, at such wavelength, of the fibres sensitivity to the 14

micro and macrobendings. 12

Tests have shown evidence of such a phenomenon passing -10 im m n m
from 1550 to 1625 nm. a
In the following pictures 6 and 7, you can see the results of a e
bendings sensitivity tests carred out in laboratory. 4

2

d o c o Od d o 0 00-• - . " "0 00

FO PMR L= I d3)

f1 mn *1isn

10

° Fig. 7: splice loss comparison 1550/1625 nm

LM 148ri) 4

220 1ElSE
10

30 1310 wn
40

TW'rmOW(ni) so 6. OPTICAL BRANCHES
Fig. 6: SMR fiber bending sensitivity Optical branches constitute the interface point between the

monitoring system and the line allowing the separation or
recombination of the two signals (control and traffic) present inF0 Disp~m ddfed 
fibre.

An optical branch is essentially a device in which the wavelength
dependence of the optical power has been duly checked under

3 the project phase. Furthermore, this component must ensure the
least insertion loss in order not to weigh excessively on the

power budget of the transmission systems.
U 0 The WDM fusion technology is adopted to obtain the optical" ( " ) 

b ra n c h e s .

Pictures n.8 and 9 show the respective tranfer traces for 1550
0 and 1625 nm outputs concerning the traffic and control signal.

10
2O 30 

S m
1'wi ' 4W(ýa) 40 50

Fig. 7: SM DS fiber bending sensitivity
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DATE 00.26.92 TIME 14:49

MIS WOM 1550/1625 A-6 The CPM is the peripheral part of VDO system, basically
5 •consisting 

of:

..... ... an optical supervisory rack, called TMO, where plant optical
* :fibers and WDMs are terminated and optical switch is housed

r-Ifl! ... ..... ..... a supervising site, called PCT, capable to control one or more
TMOs. Functions like measurement, data processing, display,

...... . configuration, local storage and interfacing to the wearest Local

!.. ..... I. . ...... Maintenance Center (CLM) are here performed. PCT can
include operator site consisting of one PC with graphic monitor

__ Data communication network also allows to send acquired data
1250.0 1oo.ono 1750 .0 to the CNM.

Fig. 8 : output 1550 nm

DATE 06.26.92 TIME 14:43

MIS WnrM 15Rn/1625 A-B
35:1.71 : VA.- 77

.......................25 ...... ...... ...... .... i ....! ...... .. ... ... -....
......... ..... . ..................

1250.0 1500.-Oh 1750.0

Fig. 9: output 1625 nm

7. SYSTEM STRUCTURE
CPU: 1 =Z1 N. K ONTOPOW OCM•

VDO system has a three levels structure, as below described: CW:M ,,NMUA ,•,EK J=COK=
nQ4: OPFLm• NlmOWFOR RACK CON1•11M

CPM Peripheral Monitoring Center, one each peripheral site of M-OrT LW sm, iAuM

the system

- CRM Regional Maintenance Center, one each maintenance
team site Fig. 10 : System structure

- CNG National Maintenance Center
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as. a mONev

F-1-

ILI~m II

Fig. 13 : Counterdirectional test
Fig. 11: System application

UNE (60 km)
6. TESTS ON FIELD

The verifications carried out on field substantially consist in WOM
monitoring the error rate of devices with the presence in line of
the monitoring signal.
In codirectional configuration the monitoring signal may _. -., AIL
influence negatively the transmission systems, especially on
short and medium distance links; in such cases it is absolutely
necessary to equip the receiver with a special filter. Many tests -.----.-----------
have been made with transmission systems working 34, 140,
565 Mbit/s and 2.5 Gbitls. Trials consisted essentially to
evaluate receiver sensibility with monitoring. Measurements SWITCH
have been performed using optical fibers with lenghts as we
could find in optical plants. In fact from lenght depends the pulse . . . .
widening due to the chromatic dispersion. Next pictures show
test results and measuremnet configurations.

lu-a -

I. .. . . . .

a a a a a... . .Fig. 14: Booster and by-pass test

Fig. 12: Codirectional test " "
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Fig. 15: Regenerator test

Tests carried out have shown good results; the error rate of
transmission systems has not increased in a significant way by
introducing the control signal.

8. CONCLUSIONS

The progressive introduction of fibre optics lines in the
telecommunications network, has determined an increasing
interest towards those control systems which are able to
guarantee a preventive maintenance of the plant.
On this purpose, tests carried out by AET Telecomunicazioni
both in laboratory and on field have shown the importance of
using a shifted wavelength laser.
At present,the VDO system has been installed both on long
distance plants and subscriber network in Italy and tests are
being carried out.
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Increasing Productivity Of Single and Mass Optical Fiber Splicing
When Testing With One-Way OTDR

William E. Beasley

Sumitomo Electric Fiber Optics Corp.
78 Alexander Drive, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709

ABSTRACT W, is the mode field radius, MFR, for the first (upstream)

fiber and W2 is the MFR for the second (downstream) fiber.

Numerical analysis and Monte-Carlo simulations have been This apparent loss does not have an effect on the system loss

used to correlate optimization of the system power budget to budget and should not be considered as splice loss. MFD

splicing productivity in the field. This analysis has been differences do add a minimal additional loss to the splice but

accomplished through properly choosing the maximum can be typically ignored due to their small order of

allowable splice loss and utilizing knowledge about splicer magnitude. Equation 2 defines the actual loss contributed by

performance, mode field diameter (MFD) distributions, and the different MFDs. 4-5

maximum allowable splice loss. Based on these results, a
crwservative acceptance criteria for one-way OTDR (2-Ww'
measurements can be chosen to improve the productivity for CaH,, = -20. Lo8g( W + Wj J (2)

a variety of splicers, either single or mass, fusion or
mechanical. Equation 3 shows each loss contributor of the one-way

OTDR measured loss where , includes attenuation

Sdue to core to core offset, tilt, and other loss mechanisms.

With the large Single-Mode (SM) fiber base that is already Cn,•,d = [aCvpwei + amFD]a,, + aTDR (3)

installed in communications infrastructures, and the
increasing number of installations of fiber from different The most effective way of overcoming this measurement
manufacturers, it is becoming ever more difficult to evaluate error is by taking bidirectional OTDR measurements. The

the system loss budget by measuring splice losses.12  average of the splice loss measured in both directions
cancels out Cto , leaving only actual splice loss, •.

The traditional method for measuring link loss is by an end-

to-end power meter measurement. The optical time domain Bidirectional measurements, though, are not always feasible

reflectometer (OTDR), used for fault location and trouble in the field due to location and access restraints. If one-way

shooting, has also become a popular tool for evaluating OTDR measurements are to be used for splice loss

individual splice losses in striving to minimize the overall evaluation, corrections based on the MFDs of each fiber

link loss. must be used to offset the effect of %oDR.

The OTDR is a powerful tool that is often misunderstood
and misused. The basic backscattering principle of its
operation makes the OTDR very sensitive to fibers' MFD
dependent light-coupling properties. Different fibers will
intrinsically capture more or less backscattered light
resulting in varying signal levels back to the OTDR. When Traditionally, evaluations of dissimilar fiber splices with

two fibers with different MFD values are joined and one-way OTDR include a correction value based on only the

measured with an OTDR, either an apparent loss or "gainer" nominal MFD values and Equation 1. This correction value

appears at the interface. This commonly known is added to the splice loss acceptance criteria. For example,

phenomenon is an artifact of the one-way OTDR a fiber from one vendor, which comes from a MFD

measurement. The error component of measured loss is distribution of 8.8 ± 0.5 lin, is spliced to another vendor's

governed by the following equation. 3  fiber with MFD distribution of 9.3 ± 0.5 inn. Assume the

splice crew's goal is to make a splice with loss less than

=lO-i `10. (1) 0.20 dB. If the splice crew had access to only the 8.8 Wim
o,(WW ) MFD fiber for testing, they would add 0.24 dB (from
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Equation 1) to 0.20 dB to get the new acceptance criteria of Based on the MFD distributions alone, the nominal MFD
0.44 dB. From the other direction, they would add -0.24 dB value still seems to be a good choice for a correction factor.
to the maximum allowed loss and would use -0.04 dB as the However, there are other variables that we have access to
acceptance criteria. that also contribute to the splice loss, such as the loss

distribution generated by a particular type of splicer.The nominal MFD values are the root cause for problems

with one-way OTDR splice loss predictions but the Splicer Loss Distribution
distributions (assumed gaussian) make predictions
practically impossible. Even when splicing fibers of the The most obvious effect on the overall splicer performance
same type together, the distribution of MFD values about the in the field is the performance of the splicing machine or
nominal value can cause measurement errors. Currently, the splice itself. A good working single fiber splicer will
US industry specifies a ± 0.5 gm MFD distribution, produce a loss distribution with a low average and tight
Elsewhere in the world, it can vary even more. Below are standard deviation, while mass fiber splicers typically have
some of the MFD ranges for some currently available SM higher nominal losses and greater spreads. Figure 3 below
fiber. shows distributions for various splicer types. "Great".

"Good", and "Poor" splicers reflect three different general
splicer performances. A log-normal distribution is assumed

tbe1 for each curve.

fber2 0.10

f~bO3
0.08.

"Great' Splicer
ft L k -" .06

-- _ - _ _" "Good" Splicer

, . _ _ _L 0.04

8.00 8.50 9.00 9.50 10.00 10.50 11.00 "Poor" Splicer

Mode Field Diameter [microns] 0.02

Figure 1. MFD Ranges for several currently available SM
fiber types. 0.00

0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

When two fiber distributions are combined using Splice LOss [dB]

Equation 1, the resulting one-way OTDR apparent loss can Figure 3. Individual splicer performance curves.
have a distribution similar to the ones shown in Figure 2.

If we combine the probability distributions from each of the
.8to fiber contributing factors as shown in Equation 3, the resulting

one-way OTDR apparent splice loss distribution can be
plotted. In Figure 4 below, splicer performance data for a
"Great" splicer was used with 8.8 ± 0.5 pim and 9.3 ± 0.5 Jim

SMFD distributions (9.3 pim distribution fiber is downstream
S0.04 of 8.8 jim distribution fiber).
o fiber I to fiter2 fiber2 to fiberl

0110
0.02

0.08

0.00
-1.00 -0.50 0.00 0.50 1.00006 Actuad

1-Way OTDR Apparent Loss JdBj

Figure 2. aTDR probabilities. (104

In the above figure, either a positive or negative shift will 0.02

occur to the measurement depending on the direction of the
measurement. Note that even a similar fiber splice (fiber, to 0L00

fiber,) can show an erroneous added loss or gainer. 0.00 0.20 0.40 0.6O 80 1.00
Variations in the standard deviations of either fiber MFD Spice Loss (B)
distribution will shrink or stretch the curves accordingly.6  Figure 4. Actual and one-way OTDR measured splice loss.
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Becaume there is no control in picking fibers from their These curves are heavily weighted based on the performance
original MFD distributions and actual splice loss is of the splicing machine. A good working splicer will shift
nominally independent of OTDR error, the actual splice loss the resultant curve to a higher acceptance criteria in order to
and the measured loss is uncorrelated. This lack of reduce the number of good splices being thrown away.
correlation is one reason why the simple shift based on the Figure 6 below shows the total poor prediction percentage
nominal MFD values is not optimum. curves for the three different splicer performances of

Figure 3.

100.00
To explore the effect of different acceptance criteria on fiber
splicing, numerical analysiz is performed to look at each eo.OO
possible combination of splice losses and MFD values. For
each combination, the actual loss, measured one-way loss, a60. 00 ..

arbitrary acceptance criteria. 4.

The goal is to increase splicing productivity by improving 0.4 Go e

the predictability of splice losses. Productivity can be 20.00

influenced by both requiring good splices be respliced and 0.6 "Groat Sphe

accepting bad splices. Thus TotalPoor% is defined in 0.00 a ., I
Equation 4. o0.o o0o 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00

Aoceptainc Criteria IdBJ
TotalPoor% = GoodRejection% + BadAcceptance% (4)

Figure 6. Productivity Optimized acceptance criteria curves
From the analysis, plotting GoodRejection% and for various splicer types.
BadAcceptance% versus the acceptance criteria used, we see
that too low of a criteria will reject all of the good splices The mass splicers inherently have somewhat lower splice
while a high acceptance criteria will accept more bad performances than single fiber splicers simply due to the
splices, splicing of 12 fibers at a-time. The effect of 12 fiber mass

splicers can thus be modeled into the analysis through

80.00o splicer performance. The optimized criteria for "Good" and
"Poor" splicers, with the higher percentage of bad splices
(greater than 0.20 dB), approach the traditional correction

60.00 based on only the nominal MFD values. This result is
expected because the nominal shift assumes a non weighted,
50150 chance of good and bad splice losses. The "Great"

4440.00 splicer, which produces more good splices than bad ones,
TotalPoor% causes the optimum criteria to shift higher in order to accept

0.5 more of the good splices. Bad splices are not a threat as
20.00 0.54 there are fewer of them.

GoodRejection% BadAcceptence%
0 "secFor a range of fiber types and splicer performances, Table 1

0. ,, -summarizes the optimum acceptance criteria values
0.00 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.60 1.00 generated from the numerical analysis.

Acceptance Criteria [dB]

Figure 5. Percentage of poor splice loss predictions versus
splice loss acceptance criteria used for "Good" Splicer.

Because the goal in testing of splices is to minimize the
number of poorly categorized splices, an optimum
acceptance criteria value can be resolved from Figure 5 for a
particular splicer and fiber types. In the above example, an
8.8 ± 0.5 lint MFD fiber is spliced to an 9.3 ± 0.5 gIm fiber.
If the maximum allowed splice loss of 0.20 dB was used as
an acceptance criteria, 62% of the splices made would be
falsely predicted as good or bad. With the nominal shifted
criteria of 0.44 dB, 21% of the splices are falsely
categorized. Using the optimum criteria of 0.54 dB, false
decisions are reduced to 17%.
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Table 1. Productivity Optimized acceptance criteria for various splicer and fiber configurations.

Traditional
Customer Nominal Optimized Acceptance Critela [dB]

Fiber1 MFD Fiber2 MFD Specified Adjusted

bun[] Bam Maximum Acceptance
Allowed Loss Criteria (dBj "Grat" "Good" Poor

[dBE Splicer Splicer Splicr

8.8 t 0.5 9.3 t 0.6 0.20 0.44 0.66 0.54 0.44

9.3 ± 0.5 8.86 0.5 0.20 -0.04 0.12 0.06 -0.04

9.3 ± 0.5 9.3 ± 0.5 0.20 0.20 0.41 0.30 0.19

9.1 ± 0,5 9.3 ± 0.5 0.20 0.29 0.50 0.40 0.29

9.3 ±0.5 9.1 ±0.5 0.20 0.11 0.29 0.21 0.10

RLTS Total Poor Prediction % is the percentage of the 5000

To evaluate the splicing results using the newly obtained splices that were incorrectly evaluated using the one-way
acceptance criteria, Monte-Carlo simulations were OTDR and the acceptance criteria. Maximum and Average
performed. A database of fiber MFD values was set up for Actual Splice Losses reflect the splices that were categorized
each fiber type distribution and was randomly picked from as good and kept.
for each simulated splice. Below, Table 2 shows the
parameters used in obtaining all of the results from the An acceptance criteria of 0.66 dB improves the splicing
Monte-Carlo testing. productivity through a lower poor prediction rate but allows

for a few higher loss splices to get through. Breaking and
Table 2. Parameters used for Monte-Carlo simulations. resplicing a fiber several times might never pass the tighter

acceptance criteria solely due to the MFD differences of the
two fibers. Therefore, reducing the Good Splice Rejection is

MFD1 Nominal/ Sigma 8.8 / 0.167 l±n very important.
MF" 2 Nominal I Sigma 9.3 / 0.167 urn

At this point, the trade off between the user's maximum

First the "great" working splicer from Figure 3 was allowed loss and productivity becomes important. By
evaluated. The actual splice loss was randomly drawn from slightly increasing the maximum allowed splice loss, the
the diagrammed distributions and the one-way OTDR productivity can be significantly increased without greatly
measured splice loss was calculated for each splice. Then jeopardizing the actual splice losses. In Table 4 below, this
the splice was accepted or rejected based on the acceptance is accomplished because of the splicer's excellent
criteria and determined to be a good or bad splice based on a performance and the relatively few number of bad splices.
customer specified maximum allowed loss of 0.20 dB. In This productivity improvement is also evident for the poorer
order to achieve convergence, 5000 splices were made for performing splicers with only a slight increase in the
each test. maximum actual splice lo.:

Table 3. Monte-Carlo results from splicing with the "Great" splicer.

Maximum Prediction Percentages Actual Splices
Allowed Criteria Good Splice Bad Splice Total Poor % Splices Maximum Average %MAbom

Loss Rejection Acceptance Prediction Kept LosS Loss Alxiued

0.20 dB 0.20 dB 75.6% 0.1% 75.7% 15.8% 0.21 d:B 0.05 dB 0.4%

0.20 dB 0.44 dB 16.9% 2.1% 19.0% 76.5% 0.33 dB 0.08 dB 2.7%

0.20 dB 0.66 dB 0.7% 7.3% 8.0% 97.9% 0.46 dB 0.10dB 7.4%

Table 4. Effect of maximum allowed splice loss on splices made with the "Great" splicer.

Maximum Prediction Percentages Actual Splices

Allowed Criteria Good Splice Bad Splice Total Poor % Splices Maximum Average MAbove
LSpi Rejection Acceptance Prediction Kept Loss Loss 1aximm
Loss Ablowedi

0.20 dB 0.66 dB 0.7% 7.3% 8.0% 97.9% 0.46 dB 0.10dB 7.4%

0.30 dB 0.76 dB 0.3% 1.5% 1.8% 99.6% 0.47 dB 0.10dB 1.5%

0.40 dB 0.86 dB 0.0% 0.3% 0.3% 99.9% 0.47 dB 0.10 dB 0.3%
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Table 5. Effect of mass splicing on the "Good" splicer.

Prediction Percentages Actua Splices
man Criteria Good Splice Bad Splice Total Poor % Spices Maximum Average

Rejection Acceptance Prediction Kept Loss Loss MakimumAllowed_

1 fiber 0.54 dB 4.0% 13.4% 17.4% 80.9% 0.52 dB 0.13 dB 16.5%

6 fibers O04 dB 46.5% 4.2% 50.7% 29.2% 0.52 dB 0.12 dB 14.5%

12 fibers 0.54 dB 64.9% 1.1% 66.0% 7.7% 0.50 dB 0.12 d13 13.8%

Table 6. Effect of maximum allowed splice loss on 12fiber mass splices.

Maximum Prediction Percentages Actual Splices
Allowed % Abovespice Criteria Good Splice Bad Splice Total Poor % Splices Maximum Average M

Loss Rejection Acceptance Prediction Kept Loss Loss Allowed

0.2 0dB 0.54 dB 64.9% 1.1% 66.0% 7.7% 0.50 dB 0.12 d1 13.8%

0.30 dB 0.65 dB 52.5% 2.3% 54.8% 37.7% 0.57 dB 0.14 dB 6.0%

0.40 dB 0.75 dB 30.2% 1.5% 31.7% 66.1% 0.57 dB 0.15 dB 2.3%

Mass splicing techniques were simulated within the Monte-
Carlo evaluation through splicing multiple fibers at a time
before judging whether or not to accept the splice. If one Numerical optimization was used to determine an optimized
fiber in the splice did not meet the acceptance criteria, the acceptance criteria for evaluating splices with one-way
entire splice was rejected. For the results in Table 5, the OTDR measurements. This new criteria minimizes the poor
"Good" splicer distribution was used to simulate the slightly prediction rate by reducing the number of miscategorized
higher losses which might be seen with mass splicers. A splices which depend on the mode field diameter
maximum allowed splice loss of 0.20 dB was used along distributions of each fiber type being spliced, the type of
with the optimized criteria of 0.54 dB. splicer, and the customer specified maximum allowed splice

loss.
The increase in good splice rejection % comes from all of
the good splices that are thrown away due to a single high Shifting the splice loss acceptance criteria improves
loss within the same mass splice. Realistically, this poor productivity in the field with only a slight compromise of
prediction rate is offset by the actual increase in productivity the resulting maximum accepted splice loss distribution.
achieved by splicing 12 or 6 fibers at a time. Similar to the This trade-off is important for both the engineers relying on
single fiber splicing, the mass splicing benefits greatly from one-way OTDR measurements for system power budgets
an increase in the customer specified maximum allowed and for splice crews in the field breaking and resplicing
splice loss without penalty to the achieved splice losses as fibers unnecessarily. Proper choice of the maximum
shown in Table 6. allowed splice loss and the acceptance criteria can benefit

both splicing productivity and the knowledge about the
actual splice loss.

Mass splicing techniques can withstand lower prediction
performance due to the existing inherent increase in
productivity from splicing multiple fibers. Evaluation of
mass splices can also benefit from the optimized acceptance
criteria. By relaxing the maximum allowed splice loss and
using the optimized acceptance criteria, rejection of good
spliced fibers is reduced by half for 12 fiber mass splices.
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Low-coherence reflectometer using multimode lighi source and elastic

optical-fiber delay line for testing optical-fiber connectors

Masaru Kobayashi, Nobuo Kuwaki, and Koji Yoshida

NTT Technical Assistance and Support Center
Tokyo, Japan

Abstract We have developed a low-coherence reflectometer
A proposed low-coherence reflectometer for testing that does not require optical-axis adjustment. The

optical-fiber connectors can measure return losses as reflectometer changes the optical path length by
high as 90 dB. It uses an optical adjustment-free slightly stretching the optical fiber, without spatially
interferometer that includes a multimode Fabry-Perot propagating the light. The small optical path length
laser diode and an optical-fiber delay line, which change is supplemented by the unique coherency of
utilizes the elasticity in optical fiber. A protuype is the multimode light source which indicates multiple
compact and tests connectors quickly and easily, peaks.

This paper describes the layout and measurement
Introduction principle of the proposed reflectometer. A measurable

High-return-loss optical-fiber connectors are being return loss of over 90 dB is experimentally indicated.
developed for high-speed digital transmission A compact prototype that can quickly and easily test
systems, optical analog transmission systems, such as connectors is also presented.
cable television, and so on. Physical contact and
angled surface connectors have return losses of over Layout
40 and 60 dB, respectively (1), (2). Conventional The proposed reflectometer uses an optical-fiber
return-loss measurement is done by launching Michelson interferometer, composed of a multimode
continuous wave light and measuring the reflected Fabry-Perot laser diode (FP-LD), an a master
optical power by direct detection. Measurable return connector line, an optical-fiber delay line, and a PIN-
loss is therefore limited by Rayleigh backscattering in photodiode (PIN-PD), which are optically coupled
the optical fiber. The Rayleigh backscattering relative with an optical-fiber coupler (Fig. 1). The connector
power is about -70 dB/m in a conventional single- to be tested is connected to the master connector. The
mode optical fiber and is proportional to the optical FP-LD has a wavelength of 1.3 gm and output power
fiber length, so the measurable limit is under 40 dB in of about I mW. The delay-line optical fiber is
an optical-fiber cable longer than 1 km. stretched at a constant speed by a mechanical stage. A

Low-coherence reflectometry (3) is expected to reflector is connected to the end of the delay line.
enable high-return-loss measurement. It uses a low The FP-LD continuous wave output is divided in
coherent light source and a two-beam interferometer. two by the coupler; the two lights are then launched
It can measure tl.e reflectional distribution in optical into the delay line and the master connector line.
waveguides to a spatial resolution of under 100 ltm. These signal and reference lights are reflected by the
The Rayleigh backscattering relative power in this test connector surface and the reflector, and then re-
spatial resolution is under -110 dB. However, the coupled by the optical coupler and launched into the
spatial optical delay line in the interferometer makes PIN-PD. The beat signal envelope, which is generated
low-coherence reflectometry difficult to use, because by changing reference-light optical path length, is
it needs precise optical-axis adjustment. detected by a selective level meter.
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FP-LD master test (a) 1(v) =(G.D*S)(v)
connector connector G D S

C -- - - )L 1An 1ffi-ll1 -n
master connector line AV "A•0.

PIN-PD delay line V 0 V 0 V 0 V 0 v

reflector (b) yr(V=(g*d-s)(r)
y g d s

mechanical stage A l" 0 I.n AT .4+ 0 1.mE s-,'e ro,,,~,I "IIIIIZ
slective level meter ;.~f *Jj~~jz

o 0 T? 0 T 0 T

Fig. 1 Low-coherence reflectometer using multimode 2ng& c
laser diode and elastic optical-fiber delay line c

FP-LD: Fabry-Perot laser diode Fig. 2 Model of (a) optical power spectrum and (b)
PIN-PD: PIN photodiode degree of coherence of Fabry-Perot laser diode

Measurement principle a constant. Equation (4) indicates that the beat signal,
In a two-beam interferometer, the complex which is proportional to the reflection coefficient r,

amplitudes of the signal and reference lights, Esig(t) has a carrier frequency offc and that the envelope is
and Ereft), and the beat signal, 1(t), are expressed as )f-r); )(T) is a Fourier transform pair of I(v) and equals

the degree of coherence.
1(v) of the FP-LD output is described as follows,

Esig(t) =k, E(v) expj I2n(v+vc)t)dv ,and (1) using gain spectrum G(v), longitudinal mode
spectrum S(v), and the delta function series D(v) that
has intervals of longitudinal mode Av, as shown in

Erej(t) = k21  E(v) expj{2n(v+vc)(t+r)}dv, (2) Fig. 2 (a),

where = 2 lng(z -Vt) , and (3) 1(v) = (G . D * S)(v) , with (7)
c

1(t) = 2 Re[Es~g "Eref] = k3 r cos (2nfct) y(z) , (4) D(v) = Y 8(nAv), (8)
n

where Y(r) I(v) exp j(2nvr) dv, (5) where indicates a convolution, and n is an integer.

2n gV 2ngV (6) Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (5) and using the

S c (6) convolution theorem of the Fourier transformation,
we get

r is the reflection coefficient of the test surface, Vc is

the center frequency of the FP-LD output, v is the '(T) = (g * d s)(r) , with (9)
optical frequency from vc, r is the delay time between

the signal and reference light, z is the difference in g(?) t* G(v), Ag(r) AG(v) - 1,

optical fiber length between signal and reference line, s(T) 4-* S(v), As(r) AS(v) - ! , (10)
d(T)= Y, (mAr) <-*D(v) , AT Av= 1,V is the optical fiber stretching speed, ng is the group m (

refractive index of the optical fiber, E(v) and 1(v) are
the Fourier amplitude and the optical power spectrum where €0 indicates that the functions at both ends are
of the FP-LD output, c is the speed of light, and kn is Fourier transform pairs, m is an integer, AT is the
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interval of the delta function in the time domain, and 10
Ag, AG, As, and AS are the width of each function. Ai=0.85 nm
Generally, the Fourier spectrum and the coherency are • 0

nearly reciprocal to each other, as expressed in Eq. -10

(10).
As indicated in Eq. (9), the degree of coherence has a -20

multiple peaks with interval AT (Fig. 2 (b)). One peak - 0 -30
therefore can certainly be measured by stretching the
optical fiber Az for 2ngAz/c>AT, even though z is not -40

zero. The peak, Ipeak, is expressed as -501
1290 1315 1340

Ipak = k4 r ,(mAT) = k4 r s(mAr) , with (11) Wavelength (nm)
2 ng(z-Az) <_ mAr< 2nz. (12) Fig.3 Optical power spectrum of Fabry-Perot laser

c c
diode output

Since Ipeak is proportional to r, return loss F of the

test surface can be estimated by 10
S:! ]= ngAz= I.Imm

F= -20 log Ipeak + -ref (d), (13) • 0
lpeak'ref

S-10

utilizing the measured result, Ipeak,ref, for a standard0
surface that has known reflectivity Fref. In this paper, 4.

an opened optical-fiber connector surface (F = 14.7 0 -30
dB) is used as a standard surface. t -

~-4010 5 10 15 20
Light source characteristics and design

Our proposed reflectometer is based on the Delay (mm)

measurement principle described in the previous Fig.4 Degree of coherence of Fabry-Perot laser diode
section. The design parameters are the optical-fiber output
stretching length in the delay line, Az, and the
allowable difference z between the signal and considering the relation ngz < As/2.

reference line. Since the relation between AAt and Az is described
We measured the optical power spectrum and the well by Eq. (10), the stretching length of the optical

coherency of the FP-LD output with an optical fiber can be designed based on the optical power
spectrum analyzer and a bulk-type Michelson spectrum. We can thus avoid measuring the
interferometer. The optical spectrum indicates that the coherency with a Michelson interferometer, which is
wavelength interval of the longitudinal mode, AAt, is not a conventional instrument. On the other hand, it is

0.85 nm and that the bandwidth of each longitudinal difficult to estimate the coherence length from the
mode is under the 0. 1-nm measurement resolution of optical spectrum because the longitudinal bandwidth

the optical spectrum analyzer (Fig. 3). The coherency is below the measurement resolution of the optical
indicates that the peak interval, ngAz, is 1. 1 mm and spectrum analyzer. When the bandwidth is 0. 1 nm, the

that the peaks decrease 10 dB at a delay of about As/2 resolution of a conventional optical spectrum
= 12.5 mm (Fig. 4). The optical fiber must therefore analyzer, the allowable difference is estimated to be

be stretched more than 0.75 mm and the allowable about 5 mm. The measurable return loss is therefore

optical fiber length difference z must be under 9 mm, not reduced much when the allowable difference is 5
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-380
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-100
0 -120"L
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Strain (x 10 2) Number of times stretched

Fig. 5 Strain dependence of tension and insertion loss Fig. 6 Measured signal waveforms
of single mode fiber (a) with optical fiber end open: reference level

(b) in refractive index liquid ng = 1.4517
mm, which is the practically attainable precision in (c) long optical fiber: Rayleigh backscattering level
optical-fiber length adjustment. (d) no optical fiber: optical intensity noise level

We next measured the strain dependence of tension
and transmitted optical power of conventional single- standard surface; (b) the optical fiber end was
mode fiber. The tension-strain relation is linear and immersed in a refractive index liquid with ng=
Young's modulus calculated from the slope is 52.2 1.4517, which simulates measuring a test connector;
GPa (Fig. 5). The cleaved tension and strain are about (c) the long optical fiber was connected to the optical
12 N and about 2%, respectively. The transmitted coupler instead of the master connector to measure
optical power does not change. From these results and the Rayleigh backscattering level; and (d) the master
the FP-LD characteristics, an optical fiber 1 meter fiber was removed so the optical intensity noise level
long is designed to be stretched with a maximum could be measured without an interference signal.
tension of about 2 N to attain an optical path length The peak average in waveform (a) was calibrated
change of I mm under a 0. 1% strain, to - 14.7 dB. The peaks indicate reflectivity, which has

the opposite sign of the return loss. Waveform (b)
Experimental results shows that a return loss of over 60 dB can be

Signal waveforms, detectable return loss, and measured stably with a standard deviation of 0.1 dB.
measurement accuracy were measured for a cleaved Waveform (c) is the Rayleigh backscattering level and
optical-fiber surface in several refractive index is measurable reflectivity. The level is about -90 d1B
liquids, instead of for the master connector surface. and corresponds to the Rayleigh backscattering
The optical-fiber length difference was adjusted to relative power I)? calculated by
within 1 mm and the delay of the signal light to the
reference light was almost zero, so the maximum peak FR = 10 log (S a As()} (dB) (14)
in the coherency waveform could be measured. The
speed of the optical path length change was 65 jim/s with the Rayleigh scattering coefficient a = 6.9x 10-5,
and the carrier frequency of the beat signal was 100 the backscattering capture ratio S = 1.3 x 10-3 for an
Hz. The signal power was measured with a selective 1.3-1am single-mode fiber (4), and the coherence
level meter with a bandwidth of 20 Hz. length of the FP-LD output As(T) = 13 mm. Waveform

We measured the signal waveforms under four (d) shows that the optical intensity noise level is -94
conditions (Fig. 6): (a) the optical fiber end was open dB with a detection bandwidth of 20 Hz. Waveforms
so the signal level could be calibrated with the (c) and (d) indicate that, to further increase the
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0 measured

U,60 - calculated

20

1.4 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.7

Refractive index Fig. 8 Prototype of proposed low-coherence

Fig. 7 Return loss of cleaved optical-fiber surface in reflectometer
refractive index liquid 400 x 120 x 420 (w x h x d) (mm)

measurable return loss, it is necessary to use an FP- bar
LD that has a smaller coherence length and to further optical fiber
narrow the detection bandwidth. However, the small n'
coherence length requires precise adjustment of the attachment
optical fiber length. point

The measured return loss of a cleaved optical-fiber
surface in several refractive-index liquids is shown in
Fig. 7. The line is calculated using a Fresnel equation speaker disc
with a group refractive index of both the liquids ng
and the optical fiber of 1.452, 35 cm (appr.)

F= -20 log ( 1.4 52 -n .) (dB). (15) Fig. 9 Optical-fiber delay line in prototype

1.45 2+ng

wide because the beat signal frequency is high
The results correspond with calculation and results according to the optical-fiber stretching speed. It is
measured conventionally with an optical power meter possible to achieve a measurable return loss of 90 dB
with a range maximum of 50 dB. The measurement by stretching the optical fiber more smoothly and
accuracy of the proposed reflectometer is therefore narrowing the detection bandwidth. Operation is very
confirmed. easy. The reference measurement is done

automatically and the return loss is measured
Prototype immediately after connecting the test connector to the

We developed a prototype based on the above master connector.
described design (Fig. 8). The 1-m optical fiber in the
delay line is rolled to reduce space requirements (Fig. Conclusion
9). The optical fiber is attached to a speaker by a bar, We proposed and demonstrated a low-coherence
which moves back and forth at a speed of I mm/s. We reflectometer that does not require optical adjustment.
can thus measure the return loss within about 1 It uses a multimode Fabry-Perot laser diode (FP-LD)
second. The measurable return loss is 70 dB, and an elastic optical-fiber delay line. Measurement is
determined by the intensity noise of the FP-LD output done by stretching the optical fiber less than I mm;
with detection bandwidth of I kHz. The bandwidth is the stretching length is determined by the longitudinal
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mode interval of the FP-LD output. The proposed
reflectometer can measure return losses as high as 90
dB, which is the level determined by Rayleigh Nobuo Kuwaki
backscattering in the coherence length of the FP-LD
output. The prototype is very compact and measures NTT
return losses as high as 70 dB quickly and easily. Technical Assistance
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axis. The forward pattern is mode of interference
ABSTRACT fringes of varying intensity in an angular range

from 50 to 900 in the plane perpendicular to fiber
A new interferometric device has been built and is axis. Changes in fiber diameter causes both

able to measure diameter variations of close to movement of the fringes and variation in the number
0.1 gm at a high speed of approximately 100 kHz of fringes displayed in a particular angle range.
ji.e. a measurement every 170 gm at a drawing Such systems 4 can be calibrated optically, they
speed of 1000 m/min). have a good measurement repeatability of
Validation has been mode with low speed, off-line, ± 0.25 tIm, they use an electronically scanned diode
measurement of the same stripped fiber. array for fringe pattern analysis at a limited rate of
* A similar new interferometric device can be used, 1 kHz.
in static, to make a convenient absolute measurement * A new process of this forward scattering pattern
on fiber outside diameter. It can also evaluate phenomenon has been split into two separate
elliptical effects. equipments
A comparison is bein made with primary calibration - the first one is based on the analysis of interference
obtained by optomechanical technics such as contact fringe shifting in a particular scattering direction
interferometric microscopy which are advocated by angle. As it uses a photodectector array to detect
Standard Laboratories, directly the motion of one interfringe as the fiber
* These equipments allow a precise control of fiber diameter is varying, it has a very high measurement
characteristics during drawing process, therefore rate close to 100kHz. This is more and more useful
they are very useful to improve fiber drawing for on-line fiber diameter measurement as drawing
conditions and increase the quality of the end speed increases 5
product. - the second equipment, by contrast gives a very

INTRODUCTION accurate and absolute measurement of fiber diameter,
off line, by counting on a static fiber the number offringes in a wide angle range. This may be used to

* Reduced fluctuations on fiber outside diameter is frones inda w id e ang th mayibe used
needed for efficient, easy and cheap connection in process standard fibers and to calibrate laser

single-mode optical fiber. Fiber outside diameter scanning fiber shadow measuring devices 6.
measurements can be made on-line during fiber
drawing. FIBER SCATERIN PATERN FROM A SIDE-
Classical on-line measurements ore too slow for ILLUMINATED GLASS FIBER
present drawing speeds. The equipments typically
used in fiber producing units are laser scanning fiber e As the scattering angle 0 increases from incident
shadow measuring devices. These are very reliable direction in the range of 0 to 1800:
and convenient for a close-loop control on capstan - a first angular field, between 0 and 100, is related
speed during fiber drawing. In this case measurement to the scattering of incident ray by the fiber
averaging improves efficiency. Nevertheless they - a second angular field, between 100 and 800, is
show two main drawbacks : characterized by successive bright and dark fringes,
- limited measurement frequency : 4 Hz with a good the contrast is the highest for polarized light and it can
repeatability measurements close to 0.2 gm and be related to interferences as described below.
500 Hz but with not so good a repeatability. At the Various secondary rays from the same incident ray
drawing speed of 1000 m/min, frequency of 4 Hz or are shown on figure 1 : Re reflected, T, R1 and R2
500 Hz translates into a measurement at respectively refracted in the fiber. The angular deviation of these
every 4 m or every 3 cm of fiber length. rays versus value of the incident angle (X - sinus i )
- calibration is made with metallic wires which are is plotted on figure 2. When the angular deviation is
known with a limited accuracy (125 ± 0.2 gim). less than 800, only two rays are involved, Re
e Earlier studies 1 ,2,3 have shown that the ability of reflected at the fiber surface and r refracted into the
forward light scattering pattern analysis to determine fiber. As shown in figure 3, these two rays do not
the diameter of an optical fiber. The fiber is have the same incident angle i, therefore interference
illuminated by a light beam perpendicular to the fiber appears.
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If D is the fiber diameter and n the refractive index of DYNAMIC INTERFEROMETRY. FOR HIGH SPEED
the fiber, the optical path difference between the two MEASUREMENT OF FIBER DIAMETER FLUCTUATIONS
rays is :
a = D.f(n, 0) = D. (sin 0/2+ (n2 +1-2n cos 0/2)1/2) The other equipment based on the same forward

Between two scattering angles the number of scattering pattern analysis is described in figure 5. It

interference fringes is only dependent on the fiber follows the shift of one interference fringe as the fiber

refractive index and on the fiber diameter. This gives diameter is varying, this is done in a scattering

a direct measurement of the fiber diameter if the liber direction close to 70°.The optical system is such as

index is known. fringe position is not affected by fiber vibration along

For single-mode fibers the core diameter is less than its axis and involves 100 pm of fiber length. The

one tenth of the fiber outside diameter and the core- detector is a photodiode with 20 separate elements.

cladding index difference is small. Therefore core One bright interfringe illuminates A diodes. Fringe

effect is not significant. shifting is analysed in real time with a resolution ofa

On the other hand, the shifting of interference fringes, quarter of interfringe which is close to 0.1 gm.

in a given scattering direction, can be directly related Measurement speed is only limited by the signal
to fiber diameter fluctuations, without any fringe amplifier bandwidth which is close to 100 kHz. Best
counting. paper plotters are limited to 10 kHz, so it is
* Two equipments, for fiber diameter measurement, necessary to use computer and hard disk, for data

based on this scattering phenomenon have been storage and process, able to work at 1 MHz.

studied at Saint Etienne University, the first one is for This equipment has been tested on-line during fiber

high accuracy absolute measurement of fiber drawing at 450m/min, together with a classical laser

diameter in static, the second one is for high speed scanning shadow measuring device which averages

relative measurement of fiber diameter in dynamic. diameter fluctuations on a 2 m fiber length, figure 6.
Fiber diameter variations close to ± 0.4 gim are

STATIC INTERFEROMETRY. FOR CALIBRATION OF shown on few meters of fiber length, these are

FIBER DIAMETER MEASUREMENTS smoothed by the laser scanning shadow device.
More accurate comparison of fiber diameter data can

The figure 4 shows a schematic layout of the be done off-line with the equipment described on
measuring equipment. The beam of polarized He-Ne figure 7. After continuous coating stripping, the fiber
laser is ocused on the fiber which is placed at the is moved in front of fiber diameter measuring devices
center of a goniometer. Polarization and fiber axis at a speed of 20 mm per minute. Laser scanning
have the same direction. The scattering pattern is shadow measurement has then minimum spatial

focused on the photodetector which is set on a motor- Jimitation, close to 100 gm. Comparison of data is

driven rotation stage. A crossed polarizor is placed in shown in figure 8, diameter variations, recorded on a
front of the photodector to avoid saturation in the 120 mm fiber length by both equipments, are very

direction of incident ray. Measurement is made on a similar. Measurement averaging (256 per second)
fiber height of 100 gim. Power data are collected with the laser scanning shaow measuring device

every 0.010 for the determination of fringe pattern gives a smoother variation of fiber diameter.
limits and every 00030 for fringe counting. Averaging CONCLUSION
is done on 2000 sample points at 20kHz.
Measurement accuracy then would be better than New techniques based on well-known fiber
0.1 gm. First measurements have been made on a scattering phenomenon have been tested for outside
typical single-mode fiber: diameter optical fiber measurement.
- with fiber rotation on its axis, one measurement after The first device is for a static measurement of bare
each 600 rotation fiber by counting the number of interference fringe in
0 (gm) : 125.16 (00), 125.23 (600), 125.07 a wide angular range
(1200), 125.16 (1800), 125.24 (2400), 125.12 It has a high accuracy better than 0.1 gm for fiber
(3000), 125.16 (3600) diameter and can also give information on fiber
a slight ellipticity is pointed out on the fiber cross ellipticity and conicity. This can be used for
section calibration of other measuring equipments after
. with fiber translation along 1mm of its axis, one validation in comparison with optomechanical
measurement every 100 gm. interferometry measurements
0 (gm):125.16,125.16,125.16,125.16,125.16, The second device is for high speed measurement
125.16,125.16,125.16,125.16,125.16, during fiber drawing process. It is able to measure

fiber outside diameter variations close to 0.1 gm at a
This equipment is being certified by the French high speed approximately 100 kHz. Validation has
National Standard Laboratory (L.N.E.) by comparison been made with low-speed off-line measurement of
with optomechanical technics such as contact the same stripped fiber.
interferometric microscopy. Our goal is to set such These equipments allow a precise control of fiber
equipment as secondary standard maker for easy characteristics during drawing process, therefore
calibration of various fiber diameter measurement they are very useful to improve fiber drawing
devices, like laser scanning shadow type. condition and increase the quality of the end product.
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MEASURING THE ENDURANCE OF OPTICAL FIBERS

Z. Pasturczyk, M. Ruiz-Vidal & C. Saravanos
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Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, CANADA

ABSTRACT a Ioadcell which measures the fiber tension. The
scoring blade (3) mounted on the translation stage

The endurance of optical fibers has been (4) contacts the fiber at the shallow angle of 30.
determined in order to address the handling and The blade is shaped as shown in enlarged part of
workability of fibers in the field. The performance Figure 1. The blade is made of super hard
of several fiber coating types have been tungsten/cobalt alloy capable of scoring a pure
compared. Based on observed trends in these silica glass surface. The stationary vertical post
test results, a set of requirements are specified to (2) controls the angle of the fiber on the other
obtain a coating with the best possible endurance. side of the blade. This approximately 900 angle

must be consistent to achieve acceptable
measurement repeatability. The post (2) makes

INTRODUCTION this angle independent of how the fiber is placed
on the mandrel (1). The mandrel (1) rotates in the

Despite the fragile nature of glass optical fibers direction of the arrow and is used to stretch the
they are expected to survive the cabling process fiber to an initial tension of 250 grams. Upon
and, without the need for special treatment, offer reaching 250 gram tension the mandrel (1) stops
years of service in the field while subject to rotating and the translation stage (4) starts
routine handling. This wouldn't be possible moving in the direction of the arrow. The
without the protective coating applied during the movement of the scoring blade (3) along the fiber
fiber drawing process. The primary function of does not change the angle of the fiber to the
optical fiber coatings is to separate the glass loadcell. The part of the fiber between the blade
surface from external abrasive elements that and the fixed mandrel (5) is always perpendicular
could initiate extrinsic flaws, leading to to the loadcell axis to ensure accurate readings of
catastrophic failures in the field. This coating the fiber tension.
must offer protection against aging and
mechanical damage. Currently there is no reliable
test method to evaluate the coating in that TOP VIEW 4 r
respect. The test procedure described in FOTP-
66 "Abrasion resistance of optical fiber [1] is no 2 3

longer recommended by North American standards
because of poor repeatability. This paper
describes a test method to evaluate the
endurance (robustness associated with hardness,
strength, and coefficient of friction) of optical fiber . . .. .
coatings. The proposed test method reflects what
can happen to the fiber as it goes through the SIDE VIEW
cabling process or in the field during cable 2
installation or maintenance. 0 R 3 4 u
The endurance test method was applied as a
development tool in evaluation of optical fiber
coatings. Different coating materials, the effect of Figure 1. Endurance test station diagram showing
the aging process, and various coloring inks were top view, side view, and the blade detail.
investigated.

The blade sliding along the fiber increases the
TEST METHOD tension above 250 grams. The fiber tension is

continuously monitored. At some point the
The endurance test station layout is shown in pressure of the blade on the fiber is sufficiently
Figure 1. The fiber under test is stretched high so that the blade starts scraping the coating
between a fixed mandrel (5) and a rotating from the fiber. As soon as the blade touches the
mandrel (1). The fixed mandrel (5) is attached to glass surface, the fiber breaks due to the
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externally induced surface flaw. The highest material takes longer to scrape from the fiber and
tension recorded is indicative of coating demonstrate better endurance.
endurance. The numbers reported for a given The effect of the aging process on endurance was
fiber are based on the measurement of ten investigated using fibers with different coating
samples, and include the average value and materials. The aging was done in 85% humidity at
standard deviation. The repeatability of this test 850C for 30 days. The results are shown in Fig. 3.
method, estimated as a ratio of the standard
deviation to the average value, is better than 6%.

TEST RESULTS 750 S single

The endurance of several commercially available Goo
fibers, representing current industry standard, Dual Dual
dual coating, as well as its predecessor, single ! 450
coating, were measured. Dual coating employs an ..

inner layer of very soft material with a Young ' 300,
modulus around 2 MPa and an outer layer of very
hard material with a Young modulus often ISO
exceeding 1.5 GPa. The inner layer protects the
glass fiber from microbending by absorbing 0.
external stresses through elastic deformation New Aged New Aged
while the outer layer provides structural protection
against external forces. Single coatings use a
material with a Young modulus around 100 MPa,
which is a compromise between microbend Figure 3. Comparison of fiber endurance before
protection and mechanical protection. and after accelerated aging.

The endurance of the above fibers is compared in
Figure 2. As one can see, single coated fibers All coating materials show a slight improvement in
offer significantly better endurance than dual endurance due to aging. The coatings become
coated ones. The differences among various harder to scrape from the fiber for two possible
manufacturers within each group are minor, reasons: an increase in the Young's modulus of

the coating material and increased coating
adhesion to the glass fiber.

750 Single The above results were obtained using uncolored
Single fiber. The fiber in the field, where it is most likely

600 Dual to get abused, is all colored. The effect of
Dual Dual different coloring inks, and colors, on endurance

450, was studied. The results are shown in Figure 4.

U..

c 3003

150F 7502 Single Single
1 1• .00 Dual

0 Dual
o0 450, -- .

u.I

c" 3o00
Figure 2. Endurance of several fibers available

commercially. 150

0
Dual coated fibers rely on a relatively thin outer Clear Color Clear Color
layer of very hard coating as a protection against
mechanical damage. Once this layer is gone, the
blade penetrates through the inner layer of very
soft coating almost instantly. Evidently single Figure 4. Comparison of fiber endurance before
coatings with a thick layer of medium hard and after coloring.
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There was no difference in endurance from one
color to another, nor was there a difference
between different ink manufacturers. All colored Zygmunt Pasturczyk
fibers, however, performed better than uncolored Northern Telecom
ones. The improvement is due to the additional Canada Ltd.
layer of material the blade has to go through
before reaching the fiber. An interesting Optical Cable Plant

distinction was observed while testing colored Saskatoon,
fibers. As soon as the blade starts moving, it Saskatchewan,
scrapes the ink layer. In the case of uncolored CANADA
fibers the blade initially just slides along the . . 1
coating surface and does not penetrate into
coating until half way towards the fiber break
point. This difference indicates that the ink layer
is not optimized for strength; it is just there for
color identification. The layer of ink is relatively Zygmunt Pasturczyk received the M.Sc. degree in

thin (i.e. -5pm) and since it is always applied on physics from the Warsaw Technical University in

fully cured coatings it doesn't bond strongly to the 1976. In 1977, at the Warsaw Technical

substrate. As a result it doesn't take much to University, he was engaged in optical waveguides

damage the coloring ink. and integrated optics research. He joined SED
Systems in 1982, where he was involved with
optical instrumentation for upper atmosphere

CONCLUSIONS research. Since 1988 he has been a Research
Scientist with Northern Telecom Optical Cable

An improved test method for the evaluation of Plant, working initially in development of
optical fiber endurance has been proposed and installation products then moving into the area of
examined. In this method, the coated fibers are fiber drawing and focusing on improvements of
subjected to treatment representative of actual fiber coating.
field conditions. The measurement repeatability is
better than 6%.

The endurance of all dual coated fibers falls short
of the endurance of single coated fibers. The
aging process improves endurance of all coatings
tested. Fiber coloring has a similar effect. The
improvement comes from the addition of the ink
layer. There was no differentiation in Marles Ruiz-Vidal
performance among different colors. The layer of
ink is much easier to damage than the fiber PICTURE Northern Telecom
coating. Canada Ltd.

NOT Optical Cable Plant

REFERENCES Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan,

11] FOTP-66 "Abrasion resistance of optical AVAILABLE CANADA
fiber", ANSIIEIA-455-66-1990.

Marles Ruiz-Vidal joined Northern Telecom in
1983. She has worked in manufacturing aspects
of optical fiber and cable production. In 1990 she
accepted a position in fiber R&D where she is
actively involved in evaluating new fiber designs,
improvements of fiber reliability including new test
methods for reliability testing, and advancements
of fiber drawing processes.
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Northern Telecom
Canada Ltd.
Optical Cable Plant

Saskatoon,
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CANADA

Costas Saravanos graduated from the University
of Athens, Greece, with a B.Sc. degree in Physics
in 1973. He received his M.Sc degree in Solid
State Physics from the South Dakota School of
Mines and Technology and is currently
completing his Ph.D. degree in Electrical
Engineering from University of Ottawa.

Following a year with the Digital Transmission
Division of Northern Telecom, he joined the
Optical Systems Division in 1982 where he was
engaged in the fiber process optimization. Since
1985 he has been an R&D Manager responsible
for the fiber design optimization and the design
and development of optical fiberconnectors. In
1991 he became Manager of Northern Telecom's
Fiber R&D team.
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Improvement of the Support System for Subscriber Optical Fiber Cable Operations

Takeshi ISOMURA, Hideki SUZUKI, Masahito ARII, and Naoyuki ATOBE

NTT Customer Systems Development Department, 6
Nakase I-chome, Mihama- ku, Chiba-shi 261 Japan

Abstract installed in subscriber networks. With this

An improved support system for subscriber installation, however, we are facing increasing

optical-fiber cable operations and a new premises problems related to the operation and maintenance of

distribution (PD) cabinet have been developed. The fiber-cable facilities. In particular,

standard support system, which is capable of automatic * There has been an increase in the time required

remote testing without interrupting service, is too to test and maintain optical-fiber cables due to the

expensive to use in offices that do not have a large manual processes used.

number of optical fibers. The improved system is * Faults I- fiber lines are distinguished from

economical enough for wide distribution. In Japan, those in transmission equipment manually, which

NTCE have recently been liberalized. An improved is a slow process, making the system less reliable

fault identification method and simplified optical for customers.

interfaces in the PD cabinet have been developed to * Since there is no administration system for the

distinguish carriers' facilities from customers' optical-loop networks, the increase in the number

facilities. Evaluation of the new system's functions on of fibers is causing the paperwork needed to

a system prototype show excellent performance. administratively control the fibers to increase

and approach its limit.

1. Introduction A few years ago we developed the AURORA

It is expected that customers' needs for (automatic optical fiber operations support system) to

telecommunication services will grow and diversify as efficiently support testing and administration during

we move into the 21st century. Carriers must construction and maintenance of subscriber optical-

therefore develop facilities and networks that can fiber cables and transmission equipment. This system

meet these needs in a timely manner. Current has four functional units(2)(3):

transmission networks, composed mainly of metallic

cables, do not provide enough capacity to meet * An optical time domain reflectometer (OTDR)

customers' needs. Carriers are therefore developing whose waveform shows fiber losses, splice losses,

optical subscriber networks. NTT Is introducing reflection values, and fault location.

optical-fiber cables into subscriber networks In two

stages: fiber-to-the-office (FTTO) and fiber-to-the- Filter-embedded connectors (FE connectors)

home (FTTH). To Introduce optical fiber facilities which transmit 1.3lim light, but interrupt

soon, It is necessary to design optical subscriber 1.551g1 test light.

networks that can also supply current * Optical couplersinsensitive to wavelength.

telecommunication services. During the current FTTO

stage, NTT Is introducing nation-wide central * Workstations, a test controller, and fiber

terminal/remote terminal systems which provide selectors.

basic plain old telephone service and ISDN services(1). Table 1 shows the automatic remote control tests which

Already, many optical-fiber cables have been can be carried out using this system.
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Table 1 Automatic remote control teats with AURORA 2. Improved AURORA

tests wavelength(p m
2.1 Remote Access Fiber Selector

OTDRtests "Wnilan oe 1.5O The test controller and fiber selectors in the

fault, mm 1.55 standard AURORA must be located in the same centralIs e~fte~t ican w 1.55
office. This makes the system expensive and, as a

optical lossatests 1.31 result, it can only be used in offices with a large

fiber Identification 1.55 number of installed optical fibers. A remote access

AURORA was introduced in the Tokyo, Kansai, (RA) fiber selector was developed that can be installed

and Kyushu areas for commercial use in 1990 and has in our other offices and connected to the test

operated successfully. For example, testing time controller. It is optically stable as well. The

during cable construction has decreased by 75%. configuration of the optical fiber connection between

Since, it is difficult to determine the scale of the the test controller and the RA fiber selector is shown

optical-fiber networks that will ultimately be needed, in Figure 2. Testing light radiated from the test

because the demand for optical fiber is not yet clear, controller is inserted into an optical fiber via an

and since AURORA is too expensive to allow it to be optical test fiber (OTF), the RA fiber selector, and an

used in offices with a lesser nrmber of optical fibers, optical coupler. The OTF consists of two optical fibers.

we have developed a more economical AURORA system. One is used to conduct various optical tests, and the

In Japan, NTCE has recently been liberalized, other is used to measure optical connecting loss in this

Accordingly, from the viewpoints of improving system.

maintenance efficiency and service reliability, the Optical branch module

improved operation support system has been studied to

identify faults correctly and decrease repair time RAfi.ber selector

using the automatic remote testing. A new premises= a

distribution (PD) cabinet was developed which has O opti cal coswi

physical interfaces between carriers' facilities and Optical test fiber

customers' facilities. -Test control[ T
This paper describes the design and Fiber

performance evaluation of the improved AURORA and selector

the new PD cabinet. The configuration of the..
I Optical test equipmentimproved subscriber optical-fiber cable system is OpContrtI ipe

shown in Figure 1.

usomer Bulding -NTT Ofe Figure 2 Schematic View of New System
Opbcal branch mfodule

b I IThere are several difficulties, however, in

LUA, 4r 1 C Iapplying the RA fiber selector. The OTDR measures theI P I Interlace T-yp )

FE ConnctOr PhyStcal Inteface combination of back scattering waveforms transmitted
I•,sto,,•,faoims I -carrier, 1through the optical fiber and the OTF. As a result, the

inVovedFunchon I. OPM OTORMU1Ir waveform transmitted by only the optical fiber

cannot be measured. To eliminate this problem, an
- - - -- TestController optical switch is used in the RA fiber selector. This

Customer Building iRemote 0 switch engages during OTDR tests and eliminates back

1scattering light from the OTF (Figure 3). In addition,

r I the optical switch reduces the number of optical-fiberFE Cl e-io, PhyWIA- = lerace lines between the test controller and the RA fiber

DSU D9talSe0rvcUnd OPMWOpPowrMeter L S .Llght ource selector, i.e. a normal fiber selector needs eight optical
OCU 0ft Channel Uml W S WorkStatson P D: Prenief ODistttubon

Figure 1 Improved Subscriber Optical-fiber Cable System fibers, whereas an RA fiber selector needs only two.
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DS96

opt"
coupler

3: Normal fiberE . selector

Figure 5 Expansion of the System Introduction

XVOptical test fiber
-Insertion light

S...... Back scattering
lcght 3. New Functions for the Liberalization

-- .................. .. __. cu. of Digital Service Unit (DSU) and
S... .Premise Telecommunication

Facilities
Optical

c3.1 Improved Fault Identification

Conventional fault identification methods for
RA fiber
selector fiber-optics subscriber systems comprise the loop 1

and loop 2 tests used in transmission operation
optical test fiber systems and the optical-line fault identification

" YT method used in the standard AURORA. Unfortunately,

Figure 3 Fiber Selector Action for OTDR Test faults in optical devices in the office channel unit

To evaluate the optical stability of the RA fiber (OCU) and intra-building optical-fiber cables cannot
be detected by using these methods.

selector, loss fluctuation in the optical switch was

examined in a repeated switching test (up to 50,000 To ensure high service reliability and

times). The results are shown in Figure 4. Loss maintenance efficiency, we evaluated these potential

fluctuation was found to be less than ±0.12 dB and it fault identification methods: an optical-level monitor

remains consistent after repeated switching. Since test, a frame monitor test, and another loop test (Table

the RA fiber selector makes this system inexpensive, it 2). The frame monitor test was judged to be best, and

can be used in small offices. As shown In Figure 5, was the one we implemented. This method enables

more than 95% of the subscriber optical fiber cable perfect fault identification. Figure 6 shows the

plant we experimented with could be tested measurement principle for the frame monitor test.

economically by the new AURORA. Table 2 Evaluation of Potential Fault Identification Methods

0.5 hem Optica-Level Moritor Test i Frame Monitor Test Another Loop Test a
0,4 ----------------------------------------------------------------- faul id rt ili•ca tion x 0 0
0.3 ------.. ----------..... ......................................... tm o • tf

S0 .2 ...... ......... .... . . .. ... .. ..... . .... ... .... ... .... ... ...... .... faultt
".• 0.1 -: -------- ----- --- I------... t: echnical difficunlt 0 0 X

S0 o 0

_ 0 ,.... ---......................-- ---o 0 .

.J -0 4 .... .......... ... ....... .......... 1) Fault identification mnethod which mesues th optical love, with theOPM
0.4 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- in mel test confroffor.

-0.5 If I 1' ' 2) Fault idniicto metod,, wt .adsalop-ba unton to ti ,fo
20 41ý aafa.-to (SC-type) an oops the light from the OCU LO to the OCU PO. 11104 Fig 7)

Repeated switching (a I(off iinia) 0 : good
&:avera•le

figure 4 Huctualton of Connlection t[AM for x : Por

Re-a ted.Switching
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Standard Method

DSU ocuO U

Communication
light Fier selct

Fiber selector DA-SCOTD( MT-type )
New Method

F DSU OCU

Test controller 
CITE

Frame monitor unit Loop 2 SFiber seector

r identification of fauft ( MT-"ye)
boation for fte standard
system

Figure 6 Measurement Principle for Frame Monitor Test I - dentitatm of fauft (SC-type)

tocation for the new
system

The frame monitor unit mounted in the test controller OTDR monor
is capable of detecting the frame signal between the -

Figure 7 Identification of Fault Location using the Standard
OCU and the DSU through an optical coupler and fiber Method and the New Method

selectors. The loss of frame alignment, a remote-end T"3 A

alarm signal, or a CRC error is detected by the unit,

indicating that a fault has occurred between an optical *A oej s.eu inoau bm/ o

device in the OCU and an intra-building optical-fiber badNow 101180 "ON

cable, or that a DSU fault has occurred. o, .r . .s. ___ 6",

Figure 7 shows how faults are located with the :"-" V K o nim

standard method and with the new method. In the 91" - I
standard method, the loop 2 test identifies data ,V.=? e m * *fll W5 I=

w t o o mt g •igr-n Sda l W " t tiS

termination equipment (DTE) faults, the loop 1 test I

identifies electrical circuit faults in the OCU, and the n'm" nsrem 5 r griim,

optical-line fault identification method identifies DSU
faults and subscriber line faults. In the new AURORA,

the frame monitor test function identifies faults in

optical devices in the OCU and In the optical fiber. 3.2 New Premises Distribution Cabinet

Faults in subscriber fiber-optic systems can thus be To physically separate the customer

automatically identified. telecommunication facilities from the carrier
The improved fault identification function was facilities, a physical interface was needed. The

evaluated through the use of a prototype (Table 3). requirements for this physical interface were:

For each of the four tested fault locations, the correct

alarm was given for each trial. (1) provide an equal footing for all physical

interfaces,

(2) allow easy connection and disconnection of

the fibers, and

(3) not affect in-service fibers in the PD

cabinet when accessing other fibers.
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Table 4 New PD Cabinet

Since standard cabinets did not provide these ratonum Sim nuno• Of numbait

functions, we developed a new PD cabinet that did. We be ' Imml ,tn t= wam= soft

did this by improving the standard cabinet. To 8 265X33OX 80 2.0 1 1

facilitate connections compactly and economically, we

used the 2 multi-pass push on (MPO) connector (Figure 32 360X450X205 6.5 2 4

8), which Is generally used. This connector consists

of two fibers which are a telecommunication unit. 100 760X360X215 18 4 8

Since the connector is obliquely cut, it does not need a

coat of oil to prevent reflection. It can thus be 200 1455X705X205 60 4 18

connected by simply pushing it together. The 2 MPO

connectors can therefore be simultaneously and An evaluation of the loss fluctuation of the in-

easily connected and disconnected to the physical service fibers when workers accessed the other fibers
interfaces. To prevent accidental touching of the showed that there was very little loss fluctuation

carrier facilities, they are located behind an inner (Figure 10). This cabinet is expected to provide the

door. In-service fibers are therefore not affected following advantages.

when workers/customers access other fibers. In

addition, the cabinet is made of plastic to make it * A distinct physical interface between the

economical and light. Figure 9 shows an overview of carriers' facilities and the customers' facilities.

the new PD cabinet; its main characteristics are shown * Fibers can be connected and disconnected
in Table 4. without interrupting in-service fibers.

-30

•o 1.31 pim

I,)

SI .S5•am

fiber

Figure 8 2 MPO Connector -20

physical interfaces carrier side 0 16 32 48 64 80
TIME [sec]

customer side
Figure 10 Lass Fluctuation of In-service Fibers In the New Cabinet

4. Conclusion
inner door To promote the effective operation and

maintenance of optical-fiber subscriber loops, we

improved the AURORA and evaluated its performance.

"A prototype system achieved an expanded application

area for the system and improved telecommunication
connector tray services. It also made it easy to distinguish between

faults in a fiber line and faults in the transmission
Figure 9 New PD Cabinet equipment.
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The new AURORA is a cost-effective and time-

saving way to construct and maintain fiber-optical
subscriber networks; it has been available nation-

wide since April 1993.
Furthermore, to be liberalize premises

telecommunication facilities, we developed a new PD,
cabinet which is economical and compact, and
provides physical interfaces between the carriers'

facilities and the customers' facilities. This cabinet

was introduced in April 1992.
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FIBER OPTIC MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES FOR IMPROVED
PRODUCT AND SYSTEM QUALITY CONTROL

Richard G. Gravely !11, Stephen R. Stokes, Eric L. Buckland

Sumitomo Electric Fiber Optics Corp.
78 Alexander Drive, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709

ATTENUATION CALCULATION

As specifications for optical performance become Nominal fiber attenuation has typically been
more stringent, institution of fiber measurement and characterized using a least squares linear fit. This
analysis techniques that are more accurate, efficient, approach has potential for errors and inaccuracies in
and consistent is essential. This paper investigates non linear fiber OTDR signatures (See Figure 1).
fiber attenuation calculation, fiber fault
characterization, and fiber attenuation uniformity Lu.c Fibe
algorithms. In addition to product analysis,"Windows
measurement test system quality is monitored. The
result is a total integrated quality system for rapid
assessment of process, product, and test system CalIculatedK Loa

performance and improvements. A, of

Length of ArullyV Rlgoei -

INTRODUCTION

Efficient and accurate optical testing of fiber Figure 1: Attenuation Error Due to Least Squares
characteristics is necessary for rapid product
assessment and information feedback for process
control. This challenge means that current The possibility of error prompts an evaluation of
measurement techniques need improvement while attenuation calculation techniques including least
developing and evaluating new techniques to fully squares, simple two point, two point with averaged
characterize optical performance. Four algorithms to end points. and two point with least squares fitted end
compute the attenuation coefficient are examined points. Simple two point calculation of attenuation
with selection based on technical correctness, speed, coefficient is susceptible to noise even after
and simplicity. Fiber fault location and averaging the signal. The two point with averaged
characterization is essential for fiber performance end points uses a window of determined length at
evaluations. Four techniques are compared based either end of the fiber trace and calculates an
on performance characteristics including noise average value of the data points. The window length
rejection capabilities, resolution, sensitivity, and is determined by the point resolution of the machine
accuracy. Beyond these specific parameters, a and/or the length of the test fiber. Typically, a
generalized quality indicator is desirable to allow minimum of 4 and a maximum of 20 data points is
prediction of loss for internal segments and improve used for the calculation. Simple two point subtraction
information feedback through the process. Fiber is used and the result is then divided by the length
attenuation uniformity algorithms are compared and less the length of a window. Figure 2 illustrates this
evaluated. technique.
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Note that the Calculated end-to-end loss is less than Figure 4: Least Squares vs Averaged End Points
the actual loss. However, when dividing by the length
of the analysis region, the attenuation coefficient is
adjusted appropriately.

Since both methods offer virtually identical results,
The two point with least squares fitted end points the two point loss method utilizing averaged end
technique also uses a window approach. A linear fit points is chosen for its simplicity and accuracy.
is calculated and the equations are regressed to the
start and end point of the fiber. Simple two point
subtraction is used and divided by the total length of FIBER FAULT LOCATION
the fiber (See Figure 3).

Of specific importance is the ability to recognize,
L&,nc Abslocate, and characterize faults in the fiber signature.

F..,L.,. To employ a measurement system capable of
automatically assessing fiber faults offers many
advantages. Specifically, more reliable and

I consistent fault reporting and a large reduction in
V ' ooperator intervention.

o, AoIVI.S R...... -J L• A comparison of four fault location techniques is

presented in this paper. Candidates are eliminated
from consideration when failing to meet certain

Figure 3: Least Squares on End Windows requirements such as noise rejection and sensitivity
(Fitted Lines Exaggerated For Clarity) capabilities. The four techniques are: First Derivative

analysis, Second Derivative analysis, Step Function
convoluted with First Derivative, and Difference of
Gaussians convoluted with the First Derivative.

The results of these two approaches are virtually
identical (See Figure 4) with the least squares fitted For reference throughout this paper, Figure 5
end points performing slightly better on fiber contains an OTDR trace that contains several faults
signatures with severe drops at the beginning or end with a zero noise level and the resulting first and
of the fiber. However, the windows of the least second derivative.
squares fitted end points technique is dependent on
the number of data points. This can cause
calculation problems at large pulse widths.
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OTOR Trame OTDR Trace First Derivative
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75
Point Faults
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Distance (meters)

No Trace NOe Figure 6: First Derivative of Trace with 0.005 dB

o.00C Noise Level

0.004 -

0.002- Feriativ

_.0_2. __ dFirst and Second Derivative analysis of the OTDR
0 signature does not require detailed explanation as

.-these mathematical functions are straight forward.
-0.002 veav Simply, the derivative of the OTDR trace is calculated

N iand is analyzed for excursions that fall outside of an
-0.0o004j established threshold. Clarification of the Step on

First Derivative technique and Difference of
-0.006 Gaussians technique, however, is appropriate. A

Distance detailed explanation of the Step Function with First
Derivative and the Difference of Gaussians

Figure 5: Noise Free Trace and the techniques is presented.

F'rst and Second Derivative

The Step Function with First Derivative is a simple
function which is convoluted with the first derivative of

Noise rejection capability is necessary when relying the OTDR trace. Localized slope changes in the
on data received from an OTDR. Invariably, the data OTDR trace will form steps within the first derivative.
will contain some level of noise depending on The step function is applied as a filter on a point by

machine characteristics. It is precisely the lack of point basis along the first derivative array. Figure 7

noise rejection capabilities that allows us to eliminate illustrates the step function.

the Second Derivative analysis, the First Derivative,
and when combined with sensitivity performance
eliminates the Step Function with First Derivative.
Figure 6 demonstrates the resulting first derivative on
the OTDR trace contained in figure 5 with a noise
level of 0.005 dB. Note that the result would be
difficult to analyze and that the second derivative is
not shown as it simply magnifies the noise level in the
first derivative trace.
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Ste. FnctLkn T-.cb-, This technique performs exceptionally well with a
Example OTDR Fiber Trace noise free trace. However, the nature of the step as a

"... ' "build up" function becomes problematic with the
introduction of noise. Briefly, increasing and
decreasing edges of the spikes seen in Figure 7

7, (Result Trace), are results of "build up" from the
leading and trailing ends of the step. As noise is

I N" introduced, the fault spikes become indiscernible
5 - from noise spikes. To minimize the influence of

S........00 3200 -0 0 . ... . noise, the number of points in the leading and trailing
12 '- .... ,,00 4) .". edge of the step must be increased. However,

increasing the number of points reduces the

Step Function step Function: sensitivity of the step to identify faults, the fault spikes
* * 4,almost disappear due to the weighting of the

surrounding points. Therefore, there is a trade off
SApply to first dervative: between noise rejection and resolution. From

E~ For any point (p.J on the firstE For an<y experience with this function, satisfactory results are
derivative trace, difficult to obtain.

m -P m -nmfn) ... Pmtfo + - (Pm+naf

Point Resolution Matches OTDR In order to improve sensitivity, a technique using a

_ __central weighted function needs to be applied. The
:Difference of Gaussians technique is employed

offering exceptional noise rejection and high
E I sensitivity. Figure 8 illustrates the conception of the

4 V Difference of Gaussians function.

Distance

Figure 7: Step Function Fault Location Technique_: Difference of Gaussians Analysis

Gaussian Functions
2.25

2

The step function is a linear array which is used to 1.75

operate on the first derivative array. This function ,.5

also provides a smoothing effect by operating on 1.25

multiple points of the first derivative array to reduce I
noise influence. The number of points used, 2*n, will 0.75

control the amount of smoothing but must be 0."
balanced with execution speed and resolution. 0.5

While the OTDR trace slope remains constant, the 0.2,

resulting function, Pm, will be zero when the step 0

function is applied to the first derivative of the OTDR x pontin
trace. When a change in slope occurs, Pm will i- -
deviate from zero at the slope change inflection point.
From Figure 5, the maximum and minimum peaks in Gausia Functions:

the resulting step function correspond to the slope GI - =C, (esp(.r
2
I-,2w))

change inflection points of the OTDR trace. A simple G2 - G. (expi-r212q})

filter function is passed along the trace to locate the ,,e:
abrupt changes, identifying fault locations. (o, & Gif a const which se .maximum aplitde of achfuncuon, The

rati of anrip~tudes will contro the integrnd of the resultual differeicie tuncomn

WI & w2 contUol the Gaussuiat envelope width. The width wil c.ntr, ol the

agoesthm~s location ability with respect to tault shape and the spa•ial resOluuion of the
functios.
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Resulting Gaussian Diference Function: D~ fGtnssTc~m

Differes=* of Goussians
f(x) =G1-G2a

0.8

0.6 632 9-cl

0.4

1 0.2 .

-0.

20. 400 601 600 100 120 f4)= 4"SO

-0.6 -fx G1-G2 CIUassI*Fucittons:
I GI - GOl(exp(.r2/2w 1Z))

-0.8 6 6 o 6 2 0 G2 - GQ2(exP1.rZ2fw22))

X Pod~on Goi & Gn3 amcnte ants that set

" The function is applied to the discrete points of the trace or its derivative. 1 & wc3, teG sia

" Typically used in boundary desetattof. I0 ene&p w2 contrl h Gassiaieo in

"* *pw ams im uiy a In0 of the functim.

X POSMtOn

Figure 8: Conception of Difference of Gaussians E -

Disance
The width of this function controls the algorithms fault
location ability, while the negative tails influence Figure 9: Difference of Gaussians Function
noise rejection capabilities. The resultant function is
constrained such that its integral is zero. Therefore,
the function may be optimized for specific fault size
ranges and equipment noise levels. As the In practice, the function is approximated by an integer
Difference of Gaussians function is convoluted with array (See Figure 10) for computational simplicity.
the first denivative trace in a manner identical to When optimized, the Difference of Gaussian function
application of the step function as described above, offers good noise rejection and sensitivity.
the position and negative areas of the function cancel
out in regions of constant slope. When encountering ________________

an inflection point, the high magnitude of the center I
point of the Difference of Gaussians function 0.8
magnifies this inflection significantly, forming a spike. 0.6
Figure 9 demonstrates the resulting function of the0.
Difference of Gaussian when applied to the trace in 0.2
Figure 5. t _______________

-0.2

-0.6

-0.8

0 20 4 60 so lO0 120

X Position

Figure 10: Integer Array Equivalent of Difference
of Gaussians Function
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Analysis of the result is performed using a two pass For information feedback, fault size and location as
filtering technique use to identify potential fault well as the attenuation coefficient of regions between
locations. The first pass filter is determined by faults is reported. After fault location and
calculating the standard deviation of the points and identification has completed, the system performs
multiplying this by a predetermined rejection factor to further analysis in the form of the generalized quality
identify boundaries. This filter is then passed along parameter of non-uniformity.
the array of points and any data points that fall
outside of the band are recorded as potential faults.
These points are then eliminated from the function
and the standard deviation is re-calculated for the
remaining points. Again, this standard deviation is Motivation for Non-Uniformltv Parameter
multiplied by a new rejection factor to determine the
upper and lower limits for the second pass filter. The Current industry specifications refer to an end-to-end
process of potential fault location for the second pass attenuation coefficient coupled with a maximum
filter is the same as the first pass filter. allowable local point defect. Attenuation coefficient is

measured utilizing the cut-back or OTDR techniques
Initially, potential fault locations that are within a as described in FOTP 78 and FOTP 61 respectively.
specified distance, typically 150 meters, of each other Point defect measurements are defined in FOTP 59

are combined to form one fault location. The and are most accurately identified through the above
specified distance is a function of the pulse width and described technique. This assessment of fiber quality
resolution requirements. Once start and end points is an important tool towards establishing effective
have been determined for potential faults, analysis of corrective action programs for optical fiber and cable
fault size is performed. This analysis takes the quality improvements. However, a more generalized
classical approach of operating on the original OTDR measure (non-uniformity parameter) of quality
trace by fitting a line to the left of the start point and fluctuations along the fiber length is desirable to fully
to right of the point of each potential fault. The right depict product performancc.
line is regressed back to the knee location and the
vertical drop is measured. Figure 11 diagrams the As system lengths approach the supplied lengths
technique. from the cable manufacturer, internal optical

fluctuations have not been shown to have an effect
To ...... ................... on system performance, and this generalized non-

uniformity parameter has little impact. For short
length applications, small fluctuations in attenuation
coefficient (dBIKm) do not translate into significant
accumulation of power loss (dB) or detriment to the
system power budget. However, with fiber

S ,,7 manufactures drawing fiber lengths greater than 25
Kin, it is not unusual for internal segments to have
attenuation coefficients greater than or less than the

7L,._. -F... end-to-end coefficient. Therefore, as users buy
1 I • master lengths of fiber or cable and assign shorter

... F,.... -- '.... lengths to product or system, there is a need to
_ __ calculate the loss of internal segments with precision

..... ..... .. .............. W so that adverse effects on yields and cost can be
Location (m) avoided.

Figure 11: Fault Analysis

Once the size of the potential fault has been
calculated, a comparison to a specified minimum fault
loss is made to determine whether or not to classify
the anomaly as a confirmed fault. The specified
minimum fault loss value indicates to the system to
assess anomalies as faults if their resulting loss is
greater than or equal to the specified value.
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Although both the cable manufacturer and user are The "tram-track" [2] technique places control limits on
affected, the cable manufacturer absorbs the majority the backscatter trace by superimposing a line on the
of the impact created by internal variations of fiber trace with a slope equal to a defined target or the
quality. For the cable manufacturer, who is typically nominal attenuation coefficient. This line is then
supplied with long lengths of fiber, optimum utilization bordered with parallel lines of a specified distance
of fiber into the manufacture of cables with from the center line. Any actual data points existing
significantly varying lengths requires some technique outside of this border results in a failure of that
to accurately predict internal segment attenuation. product to meet the set expectation. On single
The ability to precisely assign the available fiber direction OTDR traces, this method has the potential
distribution into cable production runs effects yields, to significantly penalize fiber since the OTDR records
manufacturing costs, and ultimately the cost of captured backscattered illumination and is thus only
product to the end user. For both the fiber and cable an indirect measure of attenuation in the fiber, When
manufacturer, a generalized defect parameter has the applied to Bi-Directional OTDR traces, this method
potential to provide a useful feedback tool for can penalize good fibers which happen to have
improving both product and measurement system regions of exceptionally low attenuation that fall
quality. outside of the upper limit.

International Standards The Excess Loss technique [3] takes a different

approach. This method compares the difference
Primarily motivated by the need for a universally between the actual power throughput of internal
accepted parameter to promote fair description and segments to the expected power based on the
trade of optical fiber product, international standards nominal attenuation. Fiber non-uniformity is recorded
bodies are reviewing methods to provide a general only if the power throughput is lower than expectation
measure of internal segment quality. A number of so that penalties on superior regions are avoided.
methods continue to be discussed and are briefly Additionally, the use of this approach provides a
mentioned here for completeness, with the remaining parameter in units of absolute power (dB) as opposed
discussion devoted to the "Excess Loss" method as to a length normalized coefficient (dBIKm) which may
proposed and revised by P. Lovely, T. Hanson and D. be used in a manner more consistent with end use.
Pregibon in TIA F.O. 6.6.5.1. More specifically, this approach more accurately
Three categories of the non-uniformity definition are depicts the products effect on power budgets and
proposed: may suffice to replace point discontinuity specification

[1] Maximum internal segment coefficient. in favor of a truly generalized parameter.
[2] '"ram-track" upper and lower backscatter

control limits.
(3] Excess Loss Procedure for Calculatina Excess Loss

The maximum segment coefficient [1] approach rParameterl

involves the measurement and specification of the This technique must be applied to the combined Bi-
maximum attenuation coefficient of internal segment Directional OTDR trace so that the influence of
lengths above some minimum length, generally one unidirectional backscatter non-uniformity caused by
or two kilometers. Several versions of this method fiber geometric properties will be avoided. The
exist, however, one must measure every segment Excess Loss equation is a two parameter curve of the
length above the specified minimum length for the following form:
results to be technically correct. Depending on the
point resolution of the machine and the length of the xax(L) =ref + NIL Equation 1
fiber, measurement of every segment length can be
extremely time consuming and taxing on the system.
Not only is there an issue with computation execution
time, there is a significant discussion as to the
appropriate minimum length. As minimum length
decreases, measured results will be increasingly
equipment dependent.
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acz is the reference coefficient (dB/Km), which may Soecificatlon of Non-Uniformity
or may not be the end-to-end coefficient, N is the
non-uniformity parameter (dB), and both are The development of this specification around aL
determined by the algorithm. The Excess Loss max(L), Cref, and N is a necessary step toward
algorithm determines these values such that Eqn. 1 commercial utilization.
forms a curve that completely bounds the maximum
attenuation for all possible segment lengths while Current specification standards reference end-to-end
minimizing the error over a discrete length range. attenuation coefficient and a maximum allowable
Figure 12 shows the maximum attenuation coefficient discontinuity. Various specification methodologies
for every possible segment !angth. The discrete data utilizing the non-uniformity parameter are envisioned,
points are the actual coefficient for all segments of namely:
length Li and the solid line is the result of Equation 1.

(1] Specifying maximum internal segment
attenuation coefficient above a minimum

S...... length LO.

,max = aref + N/L; LL0.

-°" [2] Specifying aref together with a maximum
0 .. non-uniformity N.

0 .. , Specifications of the first type are related to the use
"3 0$ 7÷of stepped or sliding window attenuation

3. -' "measurement techniques for segment attenuation
S". .. specifications mentioned earlier. This specification
'3, procedure has numerous difficulties. Technically.

specification of L0 remains an issue, as obviously the
Length (Kin) value for a~max explodes rapidly as the length

decreases. Similarly, N, even for the highest quality
Figure 12: Segment Loss (Data) with fiber, has a lower bound determined by instrument

noise. This gives a false implication that internal
Nonuniformity (Solid Curve) Curve segment attenuation coefficients may be higher than

actual. This is motivation for employing pre- or post
data acquisition filtering techniques, but currently no
post data acquisition techniques are widely applied,

Note that the curve intersects a minimum of two of the especially in field situations. The last problem is the
data points, at least one of which will fall in the 1 Km use of the appropriate Caref. In general, use of such a
to 3.5 Km range, thus minimizing the error over this specification procedure requires significant re-
length range. The harmonic mean, calculated as the thinking of the usage of fiber attenuation information
reciprocal of the average of the reciprocals of the in commerce and design.
lengths in this range, allows this technique to
"anchor" the resulting curve to two of the actual data Perhaps the second method proposal is the simpler,
points. and most straightforward approach. N then becomes

a generalized replacement for the point discontinuity
This technique does not require that the maximum specification currently employed. N remains bounded
attenuation coefficient be calculated for every by measurement noise, basically in the same fashion
possible segment, a step that would be far too time a h icniut nlssdsrbdaoe h

consmin. Analgritm deeloed y Hasonand as the discontinuity analyses described above. The
undrconsuming.ran algorithmdevelop iedtby Hschoice of reference aL in equation 3 is simplified by
under consideration as an FOTP, efficiently using the end-to-end attenuation for calculations of
calculates the output values aref and N, by which the internal segment attenuation since the difference
maximum segment attenuations are completely between the two parameters eraf and OLend-end is not

significant. That is, ctref is an intermediate result
used in the computation of N. In this way internal
segments may still be approximated by a system
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designer using equation 3 and substituting aend-end
for afe. Figure 13 illustrates that the difference
between axref and uend-end is minimal for fiber
lengths ranging from 1.7 to 12 Km. 01

e~m

03S ON

o 0. Gow ON N o oile
: Fgr1550 Data (dB)

SFigure 14:1310 nm vs 1550 nm Data

0311 O O 0eM a 1 OM em3 O . 3" 0o1n 03f on OM

Alpha Nominal (dB/Km)
As can be seen the 1310 nm values tend to be higherFigure 13: Alpha Reference vs Alpha Nominal in the single direction trace. This is reasonable in
light of higher Rayleigh scattering at this wavelength,
and greater sensitivity of backscatter capture
fluctuations at this wavelength. As fiber attenuationThus, by modifying current product specification continue to approach the Rayleigh limit, minorprocedures to reference: longitudinal fluctuations may become more visible. In
any case, this wavelength dependent non-uniformityN-end-to-and (dBIKm) should provide valuable feedback to fiberN (B) manufacturing for continued glass improvement, and
to th cable manufacturer for continued processit is possible to minimize the impact on current improvement.

customs and practices, generalize the concept ofdiscontinuity or OTDR defect, and enhance the fiber Another valuable feature of this non-uniformityusers (cabler or end user) ability to predict internal technique is to evaluate instrument operation.segment or cut-length product performance. Specifically because N is lower bound by system
noise, machine performance can be compared. Asseen in figure 15, differences across machines is

Quality _Cotrol Through Non-Unlfofffliv visible.

For quality control, it is instructive to view the
wavelength dependent performance of non-
uniformity. Figure 14 shows the relationship between
non-uniformity at 1310.nm and 1550 nm for 10 fibers
of length 12 Km. For this set, 1-way OTDR values
are used, rather than the combined trace, for
illustration only.
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Conclusions
Machine 3 vs Machine 4 Excess Loss

1310 Data As the demands on today's fiber optic products
increase, the development of measurement systems

0." that offer advanced analysis techniques is imperative.
A PC based fiber optic OTDR measurement system
incorporating a revised nominal attenuation

°o coefficient, automated fault analysis techniques, and
a fiber attenuation uniformity measurement is
introduced. The analysis tools offered by this system

0, provide a means to more accurately and more reliably
4 NIdepict optical performance while minimizing operator

intervention. Investigations into data filtering
Machine ] (dB) techniques as well as fiber non-uniformity evaluations

are being pursued.

Machine 3 vs Machine 4 Excess Loss

1550 Data
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Abstract 2.1. MEK extraction test

An inquiry has been made into the compatibility of This test enables extraction of all the coating material
various filling compound and water with the UV- which is not polymerised(l). About 5 grams of cured
curable coatings of optical fibres. To study these film is weighed and extracted for 12 hours with MEK
coatings it is important to use suitable methods. FTIR (Methyl Ethyl Ketone) in a Soxhlet extractor. The gel
(Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy) is a suitable fraction percentages (%GF) are calculated by the
test for determining the degree of cure of the coatings following equation:
and TMA (Thermo Mechanical Analysis) can be use to
study the effects of the environment. These two methods 0/%GF = Weight of the sample after extraction x 100
are described in this paper and results on both free films Weight of sample before extraction (1)
and fibres itself are exposed.

The degree of cure is then obtained:

1. Introduction Degree of cure % = %GF sample X 100
%OGF fully cured coating (2)

Single mode optical fibre has become a standard in
optical communications. Most of the fibres used are We consider that a coating is fully cured when repeated
coated with two layers of UV-curable acrylate. exposure to UV light does not result in significant
These coatings must present good reliability, minimal decreases in extractable content. Two overcured
ageing effect in different environments, such as filling samples are used to insure an accurate baseline for full
compounds and water. In fact, important changes in cure. Figure 1, below, shows the degree of cure for
coating aspect on some fibres extracted from cable have inner and outer coating.
been observed.
To understand what's happened, it is important to have "

suitable methods to study fibre coatings. A search is
being made for a method of determining first the cure of
the coating and secondly the effects of environment. 0"P" don

After exposing the various methods used to study both
films and fibres, a choice of the most versatile one will
be made to study the ageing of coatings.

"". Down. g,,al
2. Tests methods used for films characterisation - " . Om,

The film preparation is as follow: each liquid coating Fig. I: Degree of cure versus UV-Dose

(outer and inner) is placed in a Teflon mould. Coatings We can note that the primary coating cure is faster than
are then cured to different levels using a fusion system the secondary coating one. This is expected because the
model 450, equipped with a D-lamp. The UV-dose is
measured using the UVIMAP apparatus. We obtain cross link density in the soft primary layer is much

smaller than in the hard one.
films that are uniformly cured as well as of uniform
thickness (about 100pm).
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To access to the degree of cure of a coating, Soxhlet The figure 3 shows the degree of cure of the outer
extraction is an economical method, but takes about one coating versus the UV-Dose.
day and is a destructive test. Therefore, it is necessary to
find a faster technique. For the inner coating, the same peak at 810cm" 1 is

used. Figure 4, shows the change in intensity of the C-H
2.2. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy peak as the material is cured. The peak used to

(lrlR) normalise any variations in sample/crystal contact, is
the 755 cm-1 peak.

The FTIR method is based on the visibility of acrylic
double bonds in the infrared spectra. During the
polymerisation the amount of acrylic groups decreases
as they react to form the polymer network.
Coatings with different degree of cure are placed on
both side of an ATR(Attenuated Total Reflectance)
KRS5 crystal. The equipment used for the tests is
Nicolet FTIR model 51OP. '-• ,
For the outer coating, the 810cm"1 peak (C-H m.. -
deformation vibration on the acrylate double bond) is -M.,U 26,MA0 .... .Aaj*W
used to follow the degree of cure of a coating. Figure 2, Fig 4: Inner coating spectra for different OV-dose
shows the change in intensity of the C-H peak as the
material is cured. To normalise any variations in the The state of cure is then calculated with the same
level of sample/crystal contact, the 830 cm"1 peak, equation used for the outer coating (equation 3), and thewhich is not affected by the curing reaction (figure 2),can be used(2), curve of degree of cure versus UV-Dose is obtained:

AbeeSega.. Domf...
so 0 2, I'.

! v .m a. (ala-li w n...

Fig. 5: Degree of cure versus UV-Dose for the inner layer.
Fig. 2: Outer coating spectra for different UV-Dose

We can note like the MEK extraction, that the primary
The state of cure is calculated as a percentage using the coating cure is faster than the secondary coating one. In
following equation: fact, to have a degree of 90% . the UV-dose for the

inner layer is 105 mJ/cm2 and for the outer one, 130
% Cure= SR(uncured) - SR(sample) x 100 (3) mJ/cm2

SR(uncured) FTIR technique, which gives not only better resolution
but also is non-destructive and fast, is preferable to the

where SR is the surface ratio of 810cm"1 peak and 830 MEK extraction method.
cm"1 peak.

2.3. Thermomechanical analysis (TMA)

TMA measures the change in dimension of a sample as
it is heated. TMA is performed with the Perkin-Elmer
TMA7 with a quartz probe for compression
measurements.
Free films are placed under the probe and heated from
500 C to 1500 C with a rate of 5°C/min.

-. - -- -- - - For the outer coating, the force applied is 2000 mNand"U "o tfor the inner one, 500 inN. We obtain curve of
Fig. 3: Degree of cure versus UV-Dose for the outer layer penetration versus temperature (figure 6). A change of
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slope occurs at the Tg which can be easily determined 3.1. FTIR
as it can be seen in figure 6.

The principle of measurement for free films exposed in
the preceding paragraph is used to study fibres.

T0.2": The sample is prepared by cutting the fibres into 36
"�"T,.W pieces of about 150 mm. These pieces are then aligned

with an apparatus elaborated in our laboratory and
transferred on a rectified steel substrate. They are
"maintained with an adhesive (figure 7).

Tempdrak- Wc

- MA -- , bA.2 Fig. 7: sample for infrared measurements

Fig. 6: TMA curves for two different outer coatings This array of 36 fibres correctly aligned is then placed

on one side of the crystal of the FTIR spectrometer. ToTg measurements of inner and outer coatings are increase the reproducibility of the measure we use a
summarised in table 1: dynamometric screwdriver. It is then possible to

determine the degree of cure of different fibres with a
UV-Dose Inner coating Outer coating good repeatability (± 1%). Figure 8 represents spectra
mj/cm2  Tg (°C) Tg (°C) obtained for different fibres.

50 17 27
95 18 51
150 18 54 o.
200 19 55
250 20 57
420 20 56

The repeatability is + 2°C

Table 1: Tg values of inner and outer coatings ," wimbw 4"

PM1 I RW 2 -MbFW 3

We can note that there are no significant variations in Fig. 8: FTIR spectra for different fibres
Tg values for the inner layer and for the outer one
excepting for the less cured coating which Tg decreases. Degree of cure, calculated with equation (3). are for
Thermal analysis can be use to verify that a coating is fibre 1: 95%, fibre 2: 90% and fibre 3: 78%.
not undercured, but it is an unsuitable method to FTIR technique is a good one to determine the degree of
precisely determine a degree of cure. cure but only measure the outer surface (about 3pm
Some measurements in dynamic mechanical analysis thick) of the coating. Therefore, by performing an
(DMA7) have been performed on the same coatings abrasion of the array of fibres (figure 7) we can see if
studied with TMA7. For experimental reasons (it is the cure is the same after removing some micrometers
difficult to study the coatings of fibres in extension of the coating.
mode) it is preferable to use the TMA7, which is The abrasion system is described in figure 9. It consists
suitable to follow glass transition changes. of putting the sample in translation under a weight and

to guide it in a groove. At each pass, the abrasive is
replaced to avoid glazing the sample. The choice of the

3. Description of tests methods used for fibres abrasive is very important, it is preferable to use a very
characterisation fine one, not to tear off the polymer.

In the preceding paragraph we have studied different
methods to characterise the cure and the physical state
of free films. A*rsg.

Two methods are suitable, the FTIR one to study the
degree of cure and TMA to follow glass transition. L * I w.,

These two techniques will be used to study the coatings Fig. 9: Abrasion system
on a fibre.
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This method allows the outer coating to be removed FTIR method is a suitable one to measure the cure of a
after some passes and to give access to the inner layer of fibre; abrasion method allows analysis of the
the fibre. The precision of the removed thickness is ± 5 polymerisation inside the materials.
Jpm.
Figure 10, shows the infrared spectra obtained for 3.2. Thermomechanical analysis
different abrasions (removed thicknesses vary from 0 p
m to 51 pm). The principle to measure thermomechanical properties

of fibres is as follows: a piece of fibre of about 10 mm
length is placed under the quartz probe of the TMA7
instrument. The sample is then heated from -50TC to
150 0C with a rate of 50C/min. The force applied is 100

o,* a.i mN. We obtain curve of penetration versus temperature
"like the one illustrated in figure 12.

Wav nmýbw (an-1)

am

Fig. 10: infrared spectra for different abrasion. L °g2

The more the sample is abraded, the more the intensity
of the 830 cm"1 peak (referred to the outer layer)
decreases and the intensity of the 755 cm"1 peak .

(related to the inner layer) increases. Tsn ( " "
The abrasion method cannot be use to determine the
degree of cure of the inner layer because infrared bands Fig. 12: typical TMA curve
used to quantify inner and outer coatings are the same
(810cm-i). After an expansion of the sample, we note two changes
On the other hand, this method can be used to verify the of slope which correspond to the glass transitions of the
good bulk-cure of the outer coating. Some experiments primary (Tgl) and the secondary (Tg2) coatings. L
have been done and show there is no significant parameter represents the dimensional variation of the
changes of the degree of cure when 15 /m of outer layer coating during the glass transition.
are removed. This test has a good repeatability on condition that
Another interest of the abrasion method, is that it can sample preparation is performed with great care.
be used to remove the coloured coating on fibres Standard deviation for the glass transitions
extracted from a cable. determination is lower than 3TC.
Figure 11, shows the spectra of a coloured fibre before
and after abrasion. The same fibres represented in figure 8 have been
Before abrasion, it is impossible to determine the degree studied with TMA7 instrument (figure 13).
of cure because the infrared bands of the colorant mask
the bands used to quantify the outer coating. After
removing about 15 pm, effects of the coloured coating
become negligible and the degree of cure can be
calculated (89% for the fibre represented in figure 11) -

pow I Pa 2 ftM2

" Fig. 13: TMA curves of different fibres

Wan mbe (*
The different parameters are listed in the table 2.

Fig. 11: spectra of a coloured fibre
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Fibre 3 Fibre 2 Fibre I Undercured coating presents after ageing in filling

T 1 (-C) 10 14 15 compounds an increase in the Tg of about 10°C, which

TS2 (0Q) I 57 58 can be explained by the presence of a large amount of

L(%) 10,2 6,8 4,9 extractable materials(3 ). In water, the Tg decreases,

I% Cure (MR) 1 78 1 90 1 95 there is an affinity between water and coating which
provokes a swelling of the coating. Correct cured

Table 2: TMA data for three different fibres coating presents also a swelling in contact with water
and hydrocarbon filling compound. On the other hand,
the silicon gel does not affect mechanical properties of

The glass transitions temperature can not be used to see

the difference of cure except for fibre 1 where we just correct cured coating.

note one transition (corresponding to the inner layer), summarised in table 4.

the second one does not appear, probably because it is

too close to the first temperature, which reveals an % of cure 88 98
undercured system (confirmed with the infrared Refere 18 9
measurements). On the other hand, the dimensional Reference Tg 18 19
parameter (L) seems to be a good parameter to compare Ageing in water Tg 20 20
the cure of different fibres. In fact, important ATg +2 + I

penetration of the probe, reveals that the coating is Ageing in A Tg 26 20

softer. &Tg +8 + I
Ageing in B Tg 28 21

ATg +10 +2

4. Ageing in different environments
Table 4: TMA results after ageing for inner coating

The actual design of optical cables requires the fibres to
be embedded in an hydrophobic gel to avoid water Inner undercured coating exhibits the same behaviour
infiltration. Jelly filled compounds actually used are as the outer undercured coating after ageing in filling
composed of silicone or hydrocarbon oil, the compounds: increase in the Tg value probably due to
jellification is obtained with pyrogenic silica treated to the extractable content. On the other hand water for
be hydrophobic. It is important to verify that both filling both undercured and correct cured coating does not
compounds and water do not affect the properties of the change the Tg value.
coatings. TMA and FTIR will be used to follow the Correct inner cured coating presents no significant
coatings properties after ageing. change after ageing in different compounds, in

comparison with the outer coating which presents
4.1. Ageing on free films swelling in hydrocarbon gel and in water.

Outer and inner resins are cured to different levels and TMA data shows that the outer layer presents a larger
their mechanical properties (TMA) are studied after affinity for water and hydrocarbon compound than the
immersion in two filling compounds, A and B which inner one and that the effects of environment vary. with
are respectively hydrocarbon and silicon products, and the cure of the coating.
in water during a few days at 230 C. The degree of cure
of these samples are calculated with FTIR method. 4.2. Ageing on fibres
Results of Tg measurements for outer coatings are
summarised in table 3: A lot of ageing tests have been done on correctly cured

fibres, results are summarised in table 5:

% of cure 67 94

Reference Tg 27 57 Ageing Tgl change Tg2 change L change

Ageing in water Tg 16 24 (0C) (0C) (%)
ATg -11 -23 water -3 -12 -1

Ageing in A Tg 37 47 A -I -13 -2
aTR +10 -10 B 0 -I 0

Ageing in B Tg 38 56
LAT +11 -51 Table 5: TMA variations after ageing

Table 3: TMA results after ageing for outer coating In contact with hydrocarbon jelly, a decrease in Tg2 and
L values has been observed. The outer layer swells in
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THE EFFECT OF AGING ON THE DISCERNIBIIHT OF THE COLOR IDENTIFICATION

OF OPTICAL FIBERS

Rolf A. Frantz* and Irene M. Plitzt

*Bellcore, Morristown, NJ; tBellcore, Red Bank, NJ

ABSTRACT Twelve colors, listed in Table 1, have been defined for coding

Optical fibers in cables are identified using standard color optical fibers. The first ten were defined by the Electronic
codes specified by the Electronic Industries and Tele- Industries Association (EIA) over thirty years ago for color

communications Industry Associations. These are intended to coding electronic components and copper wire and cable

ensure that each fiber color from any cable supplier can be insulation. EIA Standard RS-359A, "EIA Standard Colors for

easily matched to the same fiber color from any other supplier, Color Identification and Coding," gives detailed specifications

throughout the cable service life. However, the defined for these colors.[11 The last two colors were recently added to

tolerances on these standard colors are so broad that each color address the need to identify optical fibers bundled in multiples

can be visibly different among suppliers. Cable manufacturers of 12 fibers. EIA/TIA (Telecommunications Industry

choose from a variety of ink types, suppliers, and application Association) Standard EIA/TIA-598, "Color Coding of Fiber

techniques. Additional variability is added by the fiber coating Optic Cables," gives specifications for these colors.111 All colors

material (and for ribbons, the matrix material). Transparent are specified by centroid or "target" values and by allowable

inks, formulated for use with fiber-contacting devices, further tolerances about these values. The intent of these standards is to

expand the range of visual differences. Finally, all colors ensure that all manufacturers use the same colors to identify
undergo changes due to aging. This paper ewplores the fibers in their cables.

variability and discernibility of fiber colors and hGw they are Subsequent sections of this paper discuss ways of describing
affected by various aging conditions. colors and the use of color measuring instruments to address

perceptual problems that have limited previous attempts to define
INTRODUCTION allowable color changes. We examine the variability of the

initial colors of color-coded fibers and quantify the color
Color coding inks are applied to the outer surface of polymer- changes that occur during aging under various conditions. We
coated optical fibers to identify them when they are grouped present thermal stability data that correlate with the chemical
together in cables. These inks may be solvent-based and cured changes accompanying discoloration. Finally, we explore how
by heat, or they may be totally reactive and cured by exposure to large color changes can be yet still maintain the discernibility
ultraviolet (UV) light. They may be formulated to be opaque or of different colors after aging.
transparent; the latter are particularly desirable for use with
light injection/detection devices, fiber identifiers, and similar COLOR DESCRIPTION AND M tASUREMENT
fiber-contacting instruments. An ink may bond strongly to the
outer surface of the fiber coating, or it can form a separate layer Color description and measurement mix art and science. The
that may not adhere well. This bond governs how easily the ink Munsell notation used by engineers to communicate common
can be removed from the fiber, either intentionally (e.g., to specifications for color[21 was developed by the American artist
connect a fiber identifier) or unintentionally (while handling A. H. Munsell. The perceived color of an object is biased by the
fibers to separate them for individual connection or splicing), light source, as anyone who has looked at the same article of

Cable manufacturers typically buy uncolored fiber and color clothing under fluorescent light, incandescent light, and
code it as needed for ongoing cable production. The choice of the sunlight can attest. Also, the color perception of individuals
inking technology (solvent-based or UV-cured, transparent or differs; color blindness is only the most obvious of a variety of
opaque) rests with, and varies among, cable manufacturers. color perception deficiencies. Even limiting attention to the
Regardless of the technology used, however, color coding must object itself, the perceived color depends upon its surface gloss
ensure distinct identification of each fiber by its own unique and its transparency, as well as on its inherent color.
color throughout the service life of the cable. As fiber ages, not
only can the ink color change, but so can the color of the
underlying polymer coating and, in the case of ribbon fiber, the Color has three attributes: lightness-how black or white it is;
color of the ribbon matrix material (edge-bonding or hue-whether it is 'red," "yellow," "green," 'blue," etc.; and
encapsulating). This can cause problems in identifying chroma-how vivid it is. Color can thus be described in a three-
specific fibers in an older splice case or pedestal. In addition, dimensional space as shown in Figure 1. Lightness ranges
the conditions under which the fibers are seen in the field-for from black to white along the z-axis; hue and chroma locate a
example, the lighting, the background, and the possible presence color in an x-y plane. Munsell notation describes the location of
of a residual film of buffer tube gel-introduce additional biases a color in this space. Lightness has a scale of 1 (black) to 10
into the perception of each fiber color. Reports coming to Bellcore (white). Hue (the angular location in the x-y plane) is described
suggest that field personnel usually do an excellent job of as being Red, Yellow-Red, Yellow, Green-Yellow, Green, Blue-
identifying each fiber; however, small departures from the Green, Blue, Purple-Blue, Purple, or Red-Purple. Within each
norm in any of the factors affecting the perceived fiber colors hue family there are ten steps. Chroma describes how far a color
can quickly cause problems when two or more fibers cannot be is radially from the z axis; 0 chroma is neutral ("N") white,
uniquely identified by their colors, gray, or black. Munsell notation gives the hue first, followed by
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TABLE 1. EIA CENTROID COLORS FOR OPTICAL FIBER COLOR CODING

COLOR NAME ABBREVIATION MUNSELL DESCRIPTION L. C'. It COORDINATES L'. a*. b COORDINATES
Red RD 2.5R 4/12 41.22, 54.89, 16.67* 41.22, 52.59, 15.74

Orange OR 2.5YR 6/14 61.70, 79.31, 58.57- 61.70, 41.37, 67.67
Brown BR 2.5YR 3.5/6 35.98, 34.30, 50.09- 35.98, 22.01, 26.30
Yellow YL 5Y 8.5/12 86.21, 86.78, 93.200 86.21, -4.87, 86.62
Green GR 2.5G 5/12 51.58, 69.56, 155.42- 51.58, -63.26, 28.93
Blue BL 2.5PB 4/10 41.22, 40.92, 267.130 41.22, -2.06, -40.86

Violet (Purple) VI 2.5P 4/10 41.22, 45.11,310.860 41.22, 29.52, -34.11
White WH N 9/ 91.08, 0, - 91.08, 0, 0

Slate (Gray) SL N 5/ 50.94, 0, - 50.94, 0, 0
Black BK N 2/ 20.56, 0, - 20.56, 0, 0
Rose RS 1ORP 8/6 81.35, 24.62, 14.550 81.35, 23.83. 6.18
Aqua AQ 1OB 8/6 81.35, 27.22, 245.740 81.35, -11.19, -24.81

the lightness (called "value"), a slash, and the chroma. For Meter illumination/viewing geometry is usually 45*/0* or
example, 2.5R 4/12 is a Red color tending slightly toward Red- diffuse/8W. In the former, light is directed at either a 450 angle or
Purple, fairly dark (4/10 of the way from black to white), and a 00 angle to the surface, with the detector positioned at the
quite vivid (maximum chrome varies with hue, but never complementary angle to avoid specular (mirrorlike) reflection
exceeds 16). Munsell notations for the EIA centroid colors are from glossy surfaces. This can also be accomplished using
given in Table 1. Tolerances on the hue, value, and chroma diffuse illumination, in which the light comes from all angles
attributes for wire and cable products are shown in Table 2. within a white reflecting sphere and the detector is placed 80

Other notations may be used to describe this same color space. In (typically) off the vertical from the surface. All measurements
L*C*h coordinates, shown in Figure 1, L* is the lightness (on a in this paper used a 45*/0* colorimeter. Confirmation checks
scale of 0-100), C* is the chroma (again varying with hue, but were made by repeating some measurements with a diffuse/8°
rarely exceeding 100), and h is the hue angle (with red at 00, meter.
yellow at 90%, green at 180%, and blue at 2701). L*a*b* notation
uses an xyz coordinate system: L* is again lightness, while a* INITIAL COLOR VARIABILITY
and b* define the x and y axes as shown in Figure 1. Values of
a*<0 imply a green quality, while a*>0 implies red; similarly, Color coded fibers from different manufacturers can differ

b*<0 implies blue, while b*>0 implies yellow. L*C*h and significantly in their renditions of the standard colors. Table 2

L*a*b* descriptions of the EIA centroid colors are also given in summarizes the results of calorimeter measurements on
Table 1. samples of colored fiber from five suppliers. For all

measurements reported in this paper, the samples consisted of
ColorMeasurement double layers of colored fiber orthogonal to each other. A white

The accepted industry technique for assessing the colors of background was chosen because some colors were relatively

coded optical fibers is visual matching to samples of the Munsell transparent and the light reflected from the white surface back

standard centroid and tolerance colors. The use of a standard through the fibers enhanced the hue and chroma readings.
lighting soure, viewing angle, bar'- .-round or environment, Three measurement locations were selected at random over the
and color-matching swatches, together with trained observers, 1/4"-square sample area; the meter averaged three readings at

have refined this technique so that it is largely successful. each location. Meter repeatability at any one location was

Nonetheless, color matching involves subjective judgments that within 0.02 units for L*, a*, and b*. Each data point thus is the

are open to disagreements.(
3l In addition, Bellcore documents average of nine individual measurements. An advantage of the

allow no discernible changes in color during product L~a~ b (and L*C~h*) color space is that such mathematical

qualification aging tests[ 4]; any change must be too small to be averaging can be done; the Munsell averages reported in Table

determined reliably by Munsell matching. Since field 2 could only be determined by converting the L*a*b* averages

personnel identify fiber colors visually, Munsell matching reported by the colorimeter.

should be the final authority for the acceptance of color-coded
fiber. However, colorimetry offers advantages for batch-to-batch
quality control and for the measurement of color changes
during aging. Long-term comparison studies have shown that FIGURE 1. THREE-DIMENSIONAL DESCRIPTIONS OF COLOR SPACE
colorimeters accurately and reproducibly report differences Lig Value
between samples.15 1 These differences may be smaller than " 10
those perceptible by eye.

Modern colorimeters often allow the user to control the spectral
distribution of the light source and the color space in which the
data are presented, and to calibrate using color reference chips.
Available light spectra include International Commission on
Illumination (CIE) standards C and Des for daylight. By using
illuminant C for all measurements, we obtained Munssell
coordinates from the colorimeter, which enabled us to reference
the EIA/TIA standards and perform confirmation matches
against Munsell color chips. We used L*a*b* coordinates to
express color differences because of the simplicity of the
calculations. Finally, we used Munsell color chips of the
EIA/TIA centroid colors as calibration references for the meter.
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TABLE 2. VARIATIONS IN FIBER COLORS AMONG SUPPLIERS

QJDLO TOLERANCE RANGE SUPPLE I 2 SULIER -2 ULIER -A SUPPLIER

Red 1ORP-5.5R 3.5-51Ž10 0.7R 3.7/11.0 1.4R 3.9/13.1 0.1R 3.4/11.0 4.4R 2.4/7.0 6.8R 4.4/12.8

Orange 10R-5YR 5-7/Ž10 2.2YR 5.9/13.4 1.7YR 5.9/12.9 9.4R 5.8/14.3 9.5R 5.0/14.0 1.5YR 5.6/11.1

Brown 7.5R-7.5YR 2.5-4.5/4.5-8 0.2YR 3.8/7.8 2.5YR 3.2/4.5 3.9YR 3.8/3.7 4.4YR 2.3/2.4 0.2YR 3.4/6.6

Yellow 1.25Y-8.75Y _7.51_8 4.4Y 7.8/12.5 6.2Y 8.0/12.4 2.1Y 8.0/13.2 2.6Y 7.3/14.4 5.4Y 8.0/13.0

Green 9GY-5G 4 -61Ž8 2.8G 4.0/8.8 2.6G 4.7/9.8 3.2G 4.6/7.6 8.2G 3.9/9.6 0.2G 5.1/10.2

Blue 7.5B-5PB 3-5.2/_>8 1.6PB 3.3/7.6 3.2PB 3.8/10.2 4.9PB 3.6/10.2 5.7PB 2.4/10.0 1.9PB 4.2/11.1
Violet 10PB-5P 3-5.51_5.5 4.7P 4.2/5.8 3.7P 3.6/8.2 3.OP 4.5/9.4 1.8P 2.0/8.8 3.3P 3.9/6.2

White N 2!8.75/0-0.5 or I 0.3GY 8.6/0.8 6.4Y 8.6/0.9 6.6Y 9.0/0.6 4.0GY 8.5/1.0 6.4Y 8.9/1.2

Slate N 4.5-6/0-0.5 8.9B 5.6/0.4 8.2B 4.6/0.8 0.6Y 4.2/0.0 2.8G 4.2/2.2 6.7BG 4.4/0.2

Black N s2.3/0-0.5 1.2GY 1.8/0.2 N 1.8/0.0 6.1Y 1.9/0.0 4.9Y 1.7/0.2 7.6PB 1.6/0.2

Rose 7.5RP-2.5R 7-(8)14-(6) 1.9R 7.3/5.0 9.5RP 6.6/7.2 3.1R 6.9/7.4 6.6RP 5.2/12.8 3.7R 5.5/7.4

Aqua (1OB)-2.5PB 7-(8)14-(6) 8.68 7.2/4.7 8.6G 6.2/4.2 6.48 7.0/6.7 4.1B 5.2/8.3 2.5BG 6.8/6.0

The tolerance ranges in Table 2 are those allowed for wire and COLOR CHANGES DURING AGING
cable products in EIA/TIA standards 359A and 598. The
italicized numbers in parentheses for Rose and Aqua estimate The discernibility of fiber colors is adversely affected by aging.
tolerances as yet unspecified; the numbers are comparable to the The amount of discoloration depends upon time, temperature,
tolerances for other non-neutial colors. and the immediate environment (e.g., dry air, humidity, buffer

tube gel) around the fibers. The extent to which coating

The colorimeter measurements correlate to fractional Munsell discoloration shows through the ink depends upon the thickness
numbers that cannot be matched using a standard set of Munsell and opacity of the ink layer. We aged samples under a variety
color chips. However, by interpolating between standard chips, of conditions to assess the impact of these factors.
we were able to confirm the correlation for a few fibers from Color changes are reported as AEs-the linear distances betweeneach supplier. Clrcagsaerpre sAs-telna itne ewe

two colors, in this case the initial and aged colors. AE is
The bold-faced italicized numbers for various fibers indicate calculated from the differences in the orthogonal L*a*b*
attributes that lie outside the defined tolerance ranges. At least dimensions:
three colors from each manufacturer fail to meet one or more
specified tolerances; in some cases two or even all three AE = V(AL*)2 + (Aa*)2 + (Ab*)2.
attributes are outside these tolerances.

Rose and Aqua are clearly troublesome. Part of this is that they AE=1 represents the smallest change that most people can detect
are relatively new colors and manufacturers have had limited in a pastel color (Rose, Aqua); for light, bright colors (Yellow,
experience with them. In addition, Aqua has been the subject of Orange), a AE of 2-3 may be just discernible, while for dark
some controversy in its interpretation: the specification in colors (Blue, Violet), AE must be _>5 to be discernible. Large AEs
EIA/rIA-598 is a pale blue, while many people interpret the term should be viewed in the context of the tolerances and separations
"Aqua" to imply a blue-green hue. Agreement on a revised of the EIA/TIA standard colors. The tolerances in Table 2
definition of Aqua appears imminent, so this problem should be represent AEs from the centroid colors of roughly 10-12 in
eased. The variations in Rcie that are apparent in Table 2 chroma and value. AEs for hue vary, since the distance depends
suggest that it may also be desirable to further refine this color, upon the hue change (angle) and the chroma (radius); the

Even when an attribute of a color is within tolerance for all numbers generally range from 10-15, but are as small as 5

manufacturers, the colors supplied can be quite different. Of (Violet) and as large as 28 (Green). The distances between

particular concern are the hue ranges for Red and Yellow, centroid colors are typically >50, although for certain color pairs

which are both greater than four units. While differences in (Red-Brown, Slate-Black, Blue-Violet), AE is just over 30.

chroma and value are often psychologically accepted as
"brighter," "darker," or "lighter" versions of a single color,
human perception is relatively intolerant of hue differences. We measured the color changes of fibers in Table 2 after aging

All of these colored fibers are individually discernible and in 85°C dry air for a month. We also measured samples from

identifiable by name as Red, Orange, Brown, etc.; however, two suppliers after aging in cables or in buffer tubes where they

problems arise when cables from more than one manufacturer were surrounded by gel. One of these aging tests was conducted

are terminated at a common location, in the laboratory, the other at a field site near Mesa, AZ.

TABLE 3. COLOR CHANGES (AE) FOR FIBERS IN TABLE 2 AFTER AGING 1 MONTH AT 85°C The color changes due to 85°C aging

QLQAR S 1SPIER 2 SLIER 3 S IER SUP LIER 5 in air are summarized in Table 3.

Red 3.78 3.71 4.71 3.53 7.12 The most stable colors were those

Orange 13.34 5.89 17.50 34.68 18.03 from supplier 2: the color changes in

Brown 3.77 1.17 14.47 5.03 3.77 the Red, Brown, Green, Violet, Slate,

Yellow 36.92 12.57 55.51 74.92 28.03 and Black samples were
Green 6.10 4.52 17.81 32.20 20.79 verydifficult to detect by eye. At the
Green 6.10 42.65 17.8 32.20 3other extreme were the samples from
Blue 12.24 12.65 11.47 35.17 31.52 supplier 4: only the Red, Brown, and

Violet 14.30 4.67 15.08 37.70 13.92 Black samples were minimally
White 20.05 12.22 40.45 42.57 26.31 changed, while the Yellow and White
Slate 0.92 0.44 8.10 26.13 5.53 samples changed so much that they
Black 1.01 0.43 4.19 1.26 2.07 were almost impossible to identify

Rose 6.08 4.12 15.39 33.07 18.77 visually. All of the changes in the

Aqua 17.19 3.46 26.81 44.35 21.03 Rose and Aqua samples were readily
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discernible by comparison to the unaged fibers; however, except of Rose and Aqua. Not surprisingly, the AE for Yellow is large,

for supplier 4, these colors were easily identifiable after aging. while the AEs for Slate and Black are small. Even with a AE of

Supplier 4, in an effort to develop colors that facilitate the use of almost 17, the Yellow fiber was discernible as Yellow, albeit a

fiber-contacting devices, used inks that were noticeably dark, dull shade that was perceived as degraded. The large AEs

transparent compared to the other four suppliers. The colors for the Orange and Brown fibers are due in part to a loss of color

from suppliers 1, 3, and 5 lie between the extremes; the dark resulting from flaking and peeling of the ink when the samples

colors (Brown, Slate, '5lack) showed relatively small changes, were removed from the buffer tube and the excess gel was wiped

whether gauged by meter or by eye, while the lightest colors off. Although only observed with these fibers, this raises another

(Yellow, White) showed distinct color changes after aging. aspect of discernibility: inks must remain on the fibers to be

The color changes in these Yellow and White fibers are plotted effective for identification. The changes in the remaining

in Figure 2 as a function of aging time. Plots for other colors colors, while visible and measurable, did not significantly

from each supplier are similar in shape, but generally with affect their discernibility.

smaller AEs. The fibers from suppliers 1 and 2 show a slow but TABLE 5. COLOR CHANGES (AEs) FOR FIBERS AGED IN CABLE

steady increase in their discoloration ovcr time, while the fibers FOR 17 MONTHS IN MESA, AZ

from suppliers 3, 4, and 5 experience most of their color change

in the first week and are relatively stable after that time. Given

sufficient aging time, the discoloration of the former fibers may Bare 8.78

match or even exceed the discoloration of the latter fibers. This Red 4.29

emphasizes that color discernibility should only be assessed Orange 13.65

after aging under conditions and for a time period that Brown 7.05

appropriately simulate the effects and duration of the service life 16.94

of th e fibers. 
Y e en 4 .12

Green 4.12
FIGURE 2. DISCOLORATION OF SELECTED FIBERS Blue 6.13

DURING AGING Violet 3.48

White 6.64

80 Slate 2.06

70+ Black 2.83

60t
w50~ The last aging tests were done with samples from supplier 5 both

Wu 0 in air and in buffer tube gel for 14 days at 85°C. As shown in
Table 6, there were noticeable differences in the discolorations

o 30 under these conditions. The second column gives the AEs for

0 ----X---X fibers that were removed from the buffer tubes and wiped clean

20 X -- of gel. The AEs in the third column are for fibers that were

removed from the buffer tube but aged without wiping off any

0 - gel. The fourth column represents fibers aged in the gel inside

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 the buffer tube. For all colors, leaving the gel on the fibers

significantly increased the color change. Enclosing the fibers

Days at 85°C in the buffer tube resulted in even greater color changes for eight

-- * W I _0_ ------- vI 5shW 2 -ý-- SW, -- ,- 2 .wS=W 3 of the ten colors. These results suggest that the gel interacts with
Yak. WhS e% the inks and/or the coating. This is substantiated by comparison

Y-- oms(13 -*---s•NW s,- -, --U--s to the last column in Table 3: nine of the ten fibers had larger

AEs after 14 days of aging in buffer tubes than after a month of

We also removed the ink from sample fibers from each of the aging in air. We observed similar discolorations in a previous

five suppliers after aging them at 85°C for one month. Table 4 study of the interaction between fiber coatings and buffer tube

lists the resulting color changes, which are generally consistent gels(16 ] This interaction is another aspect of color stability and

with the results in Figure 2. Fibers from suppliers 1 and 2 emphasizes the need to perform aging tests under different

showed little color change in either the de-inked or colored state; conditions to represent all field service environments (cables,

fibers from supplier 4 showed large changes in both cases. The sealed closures, breathable pedestals, etc.).

large AE of the de-inked fiber from supplier 5 is apparently well

masked by many of the ink colors, as shown by the small AEs in

the last column of Table 3. TABLE 6. EFFECTS OF GEL ON COLOR CHANGES (AEs)AFTER
TWO WEEKS AGING AT 85°C

TABLE 4. COLOR CHANGES (AES) FOR DE-INKED FIBERS AGED GEL RESIDUAL AGED IN

ONE MONTH AT 850C GELL RESIUAL AGEDIN

SUPPIER A Red 5.70 10.40 23.64

1 2.05 Orange 8.18 17,66 30,67

2 3.33 Brown 8.26 24.57 16.88

3 7.95 YelIow 26.03 35.09 48.43

4 12.12 Green 13.93 23.04 41.41

5 14.05 Blue 8.20 11.63 24.93

Violet 8.19 12.69 23.85

Cables from supplier 3 were stored outdoors in Mesa, AZ. The White 22.93 26.12 38.16

color changes after 17 months of aging are summarized in Wht 226 5.06 9.08

Table 5. The "Bare" fiber data are for the bare sections of the Slate 2.26 5.06 9.08

Orange striped and Blue striped fibers used prior to the adoption Black 4.36 6.12 2.78
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LIm..hniplaa FIGURE 3. COLOR CHANGES FOR FILM SAMPLES
One difficulty with testing fibers is that, while the ink can DURING 85% RH AGING
usually be removed to measure the discoloration of the coating,
the coating cannot be removed from the ink to isolate the 12
changes in the ink alone. We have started a program of testing
that will involve films of secondary coatings, films of 1 0
secondary coatings with different inks applied, and eventually
films of inks alone. Our first test involved aging a set of films w 8
representing the ten original color codes in EIA/TIA-359A.
These films were made of a 150 jam thick layer of a standard 6

secondary coating with an approximately 5 pm thick layer of 4
UV-curable ink applied to one surface. The films were aged in
85*C dry air, in an 85*C185% RH environment, and also 2
immersed in two different buffer tube gels (polypropylene glycol ____--- ---- X_ -_ X
based and paraffin based) in closed containers in an 85*C oven. 0 '

The color changes resulting from these aging conditions are 0 1 0 20 30
summarized in Table 7. Days at 85C/85%RH

TABLE 7. COLOR CHANGES (AES) FOR FILM SAMPLES AFTER --- 0-- p ----- o --.--- Do --.--- ,,,w --- Gn
28 DAYS AT 85 OC IN VARIOUS AGING ENVIRONMENTS

PARAFFIN GLYCOL
COLn DRYIB AIR U 8EL HEL

Red 0.69 10.65 1.96 9.72 tendency to yellow. Figure 4 shows this increase in yellowness,
Orange 2.55 3.26 1.07 0.85 as measured by the change in the b* coordinate, for the White

Brown 3.18 7.88 2.91 " films aged in all four environments. Not all films were as well
behaved in demonstrating a monotonic increase over time, butYellow 4.20 9.67 3.07 6.60 the end results were generally similar. In this figure, we have

Green 2.95 2.87 4.11 12.75 plotted the actual b* coordinate of the color, rather than the
Blue 2.79 2.41 1.69 2.21 change in color as in the previous plots. The two different

Violet 3.57 4.44 1.27 2.42 starting coordinates reflect the differences between samples
White 5.12 6.61 8.62 10.10 taken from different parts of the ink/coating sheet; the fact that

such differences occur is again an argument for measuringSlate 0.84 5.15 2.26 4.41 color differences rather than absolute colors to track the aging
Black 1.31 1.06 4.97 4.61 and discoloration. The final b* values (roughly 4-6) are not

*Sample removed from aging after 14 days when AE reached 26.5. large, considering that b* exceeds 100 for the bright Yellow ink
film, but they are large enough to be perceived as a noticeableFor most colors, aging in the 85% RH environment caused dulling of the White ink due to the aging.

greater color changes than aging in dry air. Similarly, aging
in the polypropylene glycol gel usually caused greater color
changes than in the paraffin gel. The former gel took on a FIGURE 4. YELLOWING OF WHITE FILM UNDER
yellowish tint around the Brown, Yellow, and Green film VARIOUS AGING CONDITIONS
samples after the first week of aging, suggesting it was
dissolving these inks. The Brown sample, in fact, rapidly
changed color, becoming lighter (partly through loss of ink) and
tending toward an olive drab color. When it was removed from 6
aging after two weeks, its AE was over 26, and it was no longer 5
identifiable as Brown. Fibers exposed to this gel in our previous
study(s1 did not show such an effect; the reaction is apparently 4
specific to this ink formulation. All of the other samples, g
including those with AEs of 10-13, were readily identifiable as 3
their original colors after 28 days of aging in each 2
environment.
As with the fiber samples from suppliers 3-5, these films >
experienced most of their color change during the first week to 0
ten days, except when aged in the 85% RH environment. As
Figure 3 shows, this environment caused many of the colors to -1
continue to change throughout the 28-day exposure. Although not 0 5 10 15 20 25 30
all colors show the large rate of change displayed by Red and Day at 85"C
Yellow, a slow increase in AE indicates that some degradation
is continuing to occur. The differences may be due to 95-- - ssRy --- 0-Y 8-C9% PARAFFIN-- - GL-VCI
differences in the formulation of the individual ink colors, for AIR RH GEL GEL
example, the choice of pigment binder, the pigment
concentration, the "wetting power" of the ink on the coating
surface, the thickness and opacity of the final ink layer, etc. THMMAL ATARITiq• VPPrS
These results again emphasize the need to test all inks in all
service environments to fully understand the potential for color Thermal oxidative degradation is one mechanism that may
changes. cause optical fiber coatings to yellow.(71 If the ink layer is not
It is important to understand the direction of the color change as thick or opaque enough to mask this yellowing, the fiber coating
well as its magnitude. In all cases, these ink films showed a can contribute to the color changes we observed during aging.
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We monitored the oxidative stability of the coating by The data for the film samples are given in Table 10. The oxygen
measuring the onset temperature for oxidation while heating the onset temperatures for the unaged samples indicate that the
sample in a differential thermal analyzer under an oxygen thermal stability of this coating is comparable to that of the fiber
environment. Approximately 15-20 mg of fiber was heated from coatings used by suppliers I and 2. The only aged sample to show
35°C to 300°C at a rate of 10C/rmin. under a constant oxygen a visually significant color change was Brown; part of this
flow. The oxygen onset temperature was recorded as the change is due to ink removal by the gel. However, the
temperature at which oxidation began. Multiple measurements discoloration is also consistent with the large decrease in the
were reproducible to within ±1%. oxygen onset temperature, which is larger than that for any of

Table 8 presents the oxygen onset data for unaged fibers and for the fibers from suppliers I and 2.
fibers aged one month in dry air at 85°C. The data for the unaged TABLE 10. OXYGEN ONSET TEMPERATURES (-C) FOR FILMS
fibers show that suppliers 1 and 2 used fiber coatings that are
more thermally stable than the others. For the fibers from COLOR UNAGED AGED
suppliers 3-5, the oxygen onset temperatures decreased after Brown 243 227*
aging, while the coatings used by suppliers 1 and 2 retained their Yellow 239 -

higher stability. This is consistent with the results in Table 3, Violet 243 -
where the AEs for fibers from suppliers 3-5 are typically much
larger than those for suppliers 1 and 2. The largest decrease in
oxygen onset temperature occurred for the uninked fiber from Black 240 -

supplier 5. This is consistent with the large AE reported in Table After 14 days at 850C in polypropylene glycol gel.
4 for this fiber with the ink removed.

ALLOWABLE COLOR CHANGES
TABLE 8. OXYGEN ONSET TEMPERATURES (DC)FOR UNINKED, Fiber colors can and will change during the service life of a

DE-INKED, AND SELECTED COLORED FIBERS cable, but they must remain distinct and identifiable. A bright

BEFORE 1 MONTH Yellow can be allowed to age to a darker, less vivid color
SUPPLIER COLO AGING AT 850C provided that color can be easily recognized as "Yellow* when

1 Uninked 242 240 the fiber is bundled with other aged and discolored fibers. In
De-Inked - 240 practice, such identifications can be made even when the aged

Aqua 234 229 colors lie outside the EIA/TIA standard tolerance ranges.
2 De-Inked -- 238 However, it is not sufficient that two colors simply be "different"

(e.g., a light and a dark brown); each aged color must be readily
Yellow - 232 traced to its original color. This means that no aged color can
Blue 242 239 overlap into the space of another aged color. For well-separated

3 De-Inked - 1 81 colors such as Green and Blue, this is unlikely to be a problem.
Rose 182 1 69 For closely-spaced colors such as Red, Orange, and Brown,

Aqua 187 1 78 however, an overlap might occur. Thus the restriction on
allowed color changes during aging is that aged Red must

4 De-Inked - 1 67 remain visibly redder than aged Orange and aged Brown,
Violet 1 95 1 90 while aged Brown must remain darker than any aged Orange,

5 Uninked 205 189 etc.

De-Inked - 1 73 Examination of the color tolerances in EIAITIA 359A and 598
Blue 1 78 1 78 suggests that an aged, end-of-life color could be at most one
Rose 183 1 77 Munsell unit outside the tolerance limits on hue, value, or

chroma. This avoids overlaps among aged colors except for
Orange and Brown, which overlap in hue and are close in value

Table 9 summarizes the results for the fibers aged in gels. The initially. To keep these colors distinct, the value cannot get

data for supplier 3 are consistent with the AE measurements in lighter for Brown or darker for Orange than the tolerance limits

Table 5. However, the data for supplier 5 suggest either that a given in EIAITIA 359A_ Since one Munsell unit corresponds to a

different coating or inking process was used or that the color of AE of about five, the total allowable change of three to four

the ink has a significant effect, since the oxygen onset Munsell units (from the centroid to the tolerance limit and one

temperatures for these unaged samples are about 12% higher unit beyond) corresponds to a AE of about 15-20. In practice,
than for the inked uncabled samples in Table 8. The changes in colors in Tables 3-7 with AEs >20 were visually quite changed

the onset temperatures after aging show about the same extent of by aging.

degradation. The aged colors are perceived as darker, duller, and browner.
Figure 5 illustrates a cross-section of color space through the

TABLE 9. OXYGEN ONSET TEMPERATURES (-C) FOR FIBERS L'b* plane. The projections onto this plane of the allowed
AGED IN GEL tolerance ranges for Yellow, Rose, Aqua, and Brown are shown.The arrows indicate how the L* and b* coordinates of the

SUPPLIER CULR UNAGED AgGED Yellow, Rose and Aqua fibers from the five suppliers moved
3 Bare 170 172 toward Brown during one month of aging at 856C. The

Orange 181 172 transparent Yellow, Rose, and Aqua, represented by the open
Brown 182 174 symbols, all moved into the tolerance range for Brown. The
Yellow 209 - coordinates of the unaged Brown fibers, including the

transparent Brown (open cross), are shown for reference. When
5 Orange 208 190 intermixed, short lengths of the aged Yellow, Rose, and Aqua

Yellow 206 - fibers and of the various unaged Brown fibers, while
White 202 180 discernibly different, could not be readily identified as to
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FIGURE 5. COLOR CHANGES OF SELECTED FIBERS REEENCFE9

PROJECTED ON THE L'b" PLANE 1. EIA/TIA standards are available from the Electronic

Yo Industries Association, Engineering Department, 2001 Eye

Whito L Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006.
2. The Meagurement of Arnnearance, by Richard S. Hunter and
Richard W. Harold, Wiley-Interscience, New York, Second
Edition, 1987.
3. Private communications from Bellcore quality inspectors
and telephone company personnel.

4. "Generic Requirements for Optical Fiber and Optical Fiber

/Ob Cable", TR-NWT-000020, Bell Communications Research,

bYellow Morristown, NJ, Issue 5, 1992.
5. "Standard Test Method for Calculation of Color Differences
from Instrumentally Measured Color Coordinates," ASTM
Standard D-2244-89, American Society for Testing and
Materials, 1916 Race Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103, 1989.
6. "Fiber Coating Interactions with Buffer Tube Gels," by R. A.
Frantz and 1. M. Plitz, Optical Engineering, Vol. 30, No. 6, p.767, June 1991.

7. "Thermo-Oxidative Aging of a Primary Lightguide Coating
in Films and Dual-Coated Fibers," by D. A Simoff, M. G. Chan,
J. T. Chapin, and B. J. Overton, Polymer Engineering and

supplier and original color. Thus, not only the magnitude of the Science, Vol. 29, No. 17, p. 1177, September 1989.

color change, AE, but its direction should be known to ensure that
the aged color remains distinct and identifiable.

SUMMARY
The series of measurements and tests described in this paper
have shown that:

1. Colorimeters are useful tools for quantifying color Rolf A. Frantz is a Distinguished
differences and color changes. The numeric results agree with Member of Technical Staff in the Fiber
visual observations and psychological reactions to aged colors Distribution and Reliability Research
as "faded," "dull," "dark," "brownish,* and often difficult to Group at Bellcore. He holds BS and

aMEng degrees from Cornell University
distinguish from each other. and received his PhD at Brown

2. A single fiber color from different suppliers can be University. He spent eleven years at • ".

visually quite different, even within the EIAfrIA tolerances, Bell Laboratories, working principally on
and initial colors do not always meet these tolerances. applications problems of dielectric

3. Color changes can occur in coded fibers due to materials, and he continued working inthis area when he came to Bellcore in
discoloration of the ink layer, the underlying coating, or both. 1983. Since 1988, he has been

4. Color changes correlate with decreased thermal concerned with the applications and
stability of the coatings, as evidenced by the decreases in the reliability problems of fiber coatings, adhesives, coloring inks, gels, and
oxygen onset temperatures. related materials used in manurfacturing optical fibers, cables, connecdors

5. In some cases, the color change may be exacerbated and splices.

because of flaking or peeling of the ink or because of an
incompatibility with the environment-in particular, with the
buffer tube gel.

6. Aging tests should include cable, closure, and pedestal Irene M. Plitz is a Member of
environments, since the color changes that occur differ among Technical Staff in Bellcore's Plasticsand Rubber Research Group. She
these environments and all of them may be encountered in graduated from Morgan State University
service, in 1970 with a BS in chemistry and then

7. AE is a useful quantifying measure of discoloration, joined AT&T Bell Laboratories. Since
It is a vector quantity, whose components of hue, value, and becoming part of Bellcore in 1983,
chroma clarify the nature of the color change. AEs of up to 20 Irene's interests have centered around

the degradation, characterization, andfrom the centroid color may be acceptable except for Orange and reliability of polymeric materials used in
Brown. the telecommunications industry.

8. The AE allowed for any aging test depends upon the
position of the original color relative to the centroid, the
direction of the color change, and the duration and severity of
the aging.
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THE MECHANICAL PERFORMANCE OF AGED DUALCOATED FIBEES

WITH VARYING EXTENTS OF COATING CURE

Hakan H. Yuce*, Rolf A. Frantz*, Osman S. Gebizlioglut, Irene M. Plitzt, Tarja T. Volotinent

*Bellcore, Morristown, NJ, USA; tBellcore, Red Bank, NJ, USA
§Ericssbn Cable, AB, Hudiksvall, Sweden

ABSTRACT Typical coatings are comprised of two layers: a soft inner layer
that cushions the fiber against mechanical forces, and a stiffer,

Polymer coatings are applied to optical fibers to provide stronger outer layer that provides environmental protection and
protection against mechanical and environmental stresses. helps to distribute localized mechanical loads. In previous
The protection afforded by a coating depends in part upon how studies we examined the effects of different extents of cure in
well cured that coating is. Previous work on single-coated fibers single-layer coatings representative of each of these two coating
has shown that lower extents of cure can lead to reduced fiber types.11. 1U-131 The data showed that the strip force, strength, and
strength and poorer fatigue resistance. However, because the test fatigue characteristics of a fiber are degraded when such single-
fibers did not use dual-layer coatings, they were not layer protective coatings are inadequately cured.
representative of fibers typically installed in field service. In
this paper, we extend our previous work to dual-coated fibers and In the present work, we connect these avenues of investigation:
demonstrate that our earlier conclusions about the effects of the effects of different dual-layer coatings and the effects of
incomplete cure and of aging on fiber mechanical performance extent of cure on the mechanical reliability of optical fibers. To
are directly applicable. The techniques used previously to accomplish this, we have extended our previous work to dual-
measure the extent of cure of single-layer coatings are shown to coated fibers with varying extents of cure in both of the coating
be applicable to dual-layer coatings. Changes in glass surface layers. The results summarized in this paper demonstrate that
morphology during aging are shown to correlate with the dual-layer coatings experience performance degradations
degradation of both the coating and the fiber strength. similar to the single-layer coatings studied previously. The

median strength of the unaged fiber is reduced, increasing the

INTRODUCTION potential for mechanical failure during installation. Poorer
fatigue resistance heightens the susceptibility of the fiber to

Improvements in the mechanical behavior of fibers have long-term failure in service. In addition, the techniques used
resulted from reductions in the size of flaws, such as surface previously to analyze the extent of cure of single-layer coatings
abrasions and microcracks that are present in all glass fibers. are shown to be directly applicable to the more typical dual-layer
This is achieved in turn by minimizing damage to the fiber structure. Finally, analyses of the aged coating and glass
during drawing and by applying protective polymeric coatings demonstrate that the extent of the changes in the coating (e.g.,
immediately after drawing. The initial strength of a fiber is loss of residual curing and extraction of unreacted material)
determined by the size of the largest flaw present; the long-term and in the glass surface morphology correlate with the initial

strength is controlled by the slow growth of flaws in the fiber in extent of coating cure. These correlations suggest how the
the presence of stress and/or a corroding species in the deterioration of the protection afforded by the coating during
environment. This latter process is known as fatigue (static aging leads to degradation in the strength and fatigue
and dynamic) in the literature on glass and as stress corrosion resistance of the glass.

in other fields. High strength fused silica optical fibers, with
strengths on the order of 800 kpsi, are characterized by a SAMPLE PREPARATION AND AGING
unimodal Weibull parameter m (-100) in short gage lengths.
Nevertheless, these high measured strengths are less than half Three test fibers were drawn in lengths of approximately 2500in
the theoretical strength of silica glass (-2000 kpsi), which can from a standard fused silica preform. Three different sets of
only be measured in inert environments. The lower measured conditions were used to obtain varying extents of cure. The
strength of pristine fibers has been attributed to fatigue, i.e., normally-cured fiber was drawn at 200 i/min; three ultraviolet
flaw initiation and crack growth in the presence of chemical (UV) lamps were used to provide the curing dosage for the
species in the test environment. Since polymer coatings are polyurethane acrylate coating. The under-cured fiber was also
normally applied to protect the optical fiber against mechanical drawn at 200 m/min, but only one UV curing lamp was used;

damage which degrades its intrinsic strength, the presence of this coating thus received approximately 1/3 as much UV

chemical species on the fiber (glass) surface will be radiation as the coating on the normally-cured fiber. The over-

significantly affected by the properties of the coating. The cured fiber was drawn using all three UV lamps, but the

influence of different polymer coatings on the mechanical drawing speed was reduced to 100 m/min; this coating thus

characteristics of silica fibers has been extensively reported.1[- received approximately twice as much UV radiation as the
II] In particular, the water absorption and adhesion to glass of the normally-cured coating. In the remainder of this paper, we will
polymer coating were found to correlate with fiber strength and frequently refer to the under-cured, normally-cured, and over-
fatigue behavior[s1 , and the coating chemistry was found to cured fibers as a simple identification of these fibers with
correlate with aging behavior.[91 differing extents of coating cure.
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Each fiber sample was divided into four lengths, one of which EFFECTS OF EXTENT OF CURE ON COATING AGING

was tested in the unaged condition as a reference. We aged the In all cases, the under-cured coating was more affected by aging
remaining lengths of all three fibers in three environments: than the normally-cured and over-cured coatings. Figure 1

* In an 85°C "dry* oven. The temperature was controlled to shows how the Tg of each coating increased during aging in the
within ±1"C. The humidity was uncontrolled, but was typically 85 °C/85% RH environment. The increase for the under-cured
less than 30% RH throughout the aging time. coating was 2 1/2 times that of the normally-cured or over-cured

* In 85°C deionized (DI) water. The temperature was coatings. This suggests that the under-cured fiber could

controlled to withia ±0.5°C. The pH of the water was maintained experience greater changes in its strength and fatigue properties

at 7.0±0.5 using a buffering solution. due to aging than the normally-cured and over-cured fibers.

e In an 85°C/85% RH environment. The temperature was Figure 1. Effects of 85 OC/85% RH Aging on Tg
controlled to within ±10C and the humidity to within ±4% RH.
Deionized water of pH 7 was used to maintain the humidity.

All samples were aged as loose coils to provide "zero-stress" 40 T
aging conditions. Samples were removed from the aging 35
environments after one day, seven days, and 30 days of aging. 30 -

INITIAL COATING CURE 25 _ _1_ _

.5 20
To ensure that the three fiber coatings had different extents of I 15
cure, we analyzed them using several different techniques that
we evaluated previously.1 12, 131 Differential photocalorimetry 10
(DPC), evaporative rate analysis (ERA), Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and dynamic mechanical
thermal analysis (DMTA) each provide different insights into 0
the extent of cure and the effects of aging. 0 5 10 15 20 25 30

The results, shown in Table 1, confirmed that each of the Days at 85 °C/85% RH
coatings did indeed have a different extent of cure. The DPC
data show that a large residual reaction occurred in the under- Under-med --- 0- NormaNy- --- Over-cured
cured fiber, while no reaction was detected in the over-cured cured
fiber, indicating an essentially complete cure. The ERA cure
index data substantiate this result; small values of the index As we have observed in previous tests,[ 13 1 the 85 °C deionized
indicate a large absorption and retention of solvent, while large water was a more severe aging environment for all three
values indicate a tightly cross-linked coating that absorbs only coatings than the 85 *C185% RH environment, which in turn wasaminimal amount of solvent. Similarly, the PFIR data show oaigstnte85°85RHnvrmnwicinunws
that moremalamunreactedf acolate wiaspresen the undr-cdata s more severe than the 85 "C dry oven. Figure 2 shows the effects of
that more unreacted acrylate was present in the under-cured all three environments on the residual cure of the under-cured
coating than in the normally-cured coating, while none was coating. While some residual curing can still be measured in
detected in the over-cured coating. Finally, the increasing Th the coating when it is exposed to UV light after 30 days of aging
values indicate that more cross-linking occurred as the UV in a dry oven, no residual curing is observed after only one day
curing dosage was increased from under-cured to over-cured. in 85 °C deionized water. In the 85 °C/85% RH environment,

Table 1. Relative Extents of Cure of Test Fibers some residual curing occurs after seven days of aging, but this
disappears sometime before the end of the 30-day exposure. This

Under-cured Normally-cured Over-cared behavior suggests that the mechanical properties of the fibers
____Residual Fib Fiber F]ibe might experience larger changes after aging at 85 °C/85% RH

CuRe 7.5 J/g 2.1 J/g - than after dry aging, and even larger changes after aging in
Cure 850C water.

ERA Cure Index 209 454 944

FTIR Reacted Figure 2. Effect of Aging on Residual Cure Reaction inAcrylate 1.3 0.8 - Under-cured Fiber

Unsaturation

DMTA 1-Hz T. 10.2 "C 27.7 "C 27.8 "C 85*C oven

:T7 -- O----- 85*CM8%RH

The data indicate that these techniques can be extended to dual- - 6
coated fibers. The DPC test detects the heat of the residual e - -- C Wat

reaction, without identifying whether it is generated in the
inner or outer layer of the coating (or both). In the ERA test, the 4
solvent was applied to the ends of the fiber samples as well as the "3 3
sides, in order to promote its penetration into the more absorbent
inner layer. The FTIR test probes only the outer coating layer; 2

however, the differences in the measured extents of cure are 1
smaller than in the DPC and ERA tests. This suggests that the
DPC and ERA results are indicative of an incomplete cure in 0 -

both coating layers. Finally, the DMTA results suggest that 0 5 10 15 20 25 30

under-curing the coating may have a more significant effect on Days of Aging
the mechanical properties of the coating than over-curing.
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The DMTA data confirm the relative severity of the different test,[21 a length of fiber was gripped at each end and pulled in
aging environments, as shown in Table 2. Increases in Tg can tension using weights. In this test, it is usually inconvenient to
indicate either an increasing cross-link density or
densification and stiffening of the coating. A higher cross-link immerse the grips in the test environment; therefore the fiberdensity is a direct consequence of a further curing reaction. was threaded through an environmental chamber before being
Heveryisa direnscationand consequente sfa rtifening m aig son. gripped and loaded. In the two-point bending test, used for
However, densification and consequent stiffening might also studying fiber fatigue, short lengths of fiber are bent double and
result from the loss of volatile and/or soluble materials from the inserted into precision bore glass tubes.( 15] Fracture of the fibers
original coating formulation. The changes in the loss tangent is monitored acoustically. The maximum tensile stress that
(tan 8) in Table 2 are consistent with degradation (and is onitored custic e m u tenil s s
densification) of the coating, rather than with the development of occurs on the fiber surface is given by
additional cross-linking. Optical microscopy confirmed that 2
the under-cured coating had become embrittled and had begun to D-d
shrink and crack. where D is the internal diameter of the tube, E is the Young's

modulus of the silica fiber, r is its radius, and d is the total fiber

Table 2. DMTA Data for Unaged and 30-Day Aged Fibers diameter including the protective coating.

Fiber Aging Tip C Tan 8
Under-cured Unaged 10.2 1.42 MECHANICAL CHARACTERIZATION

85 °C Dry 29.3 0.14 The dynamic tensile strengths of the fibers with each of the three
85 °C/85% RH 29.1 0.14 different extents of cure fell onto a straight line when plotted on
85 *C Water 54.4 0.15 Weibull coordinate axes, as shown in Figure 3. This indicates

Normally-cured Unaged 27.7 0.12 that the failure distribution for each fiber can be approximated

85 NC Dry 32.0 0.12 by a Weibull cumulative probability distribution of the form:

85 'C/85% RH 34.0 0.13
85 "C Water 35.4 0.13 F = 1 -J2

Over-cured Unaged 27.8 0.09 where F is the cumulative probability of failure at a stress less
85 "C Dry 33.8 0.11 than or equal to a, and o50 is the median strength. The parameter

85 °C/85% RH 35.5 0.13 m is the slope of the curve in the Weibull plot and provides a
85 'C Water 35.3 0.12 measure of the breadth of the strength distribution, with large

values of m associated with narrow distributions. The relative
The data suggest that most of the changes in the coatings are due breadth of the strength distribution can be calculated from this
to the extraction (by water or water vapor) of unreacted equation as:
photoinitiator,monomer, and oligomers. The residual DPC 1 1
reaction ceases to occur, implying that either cross-linking is 090 - 010 -3.32 m- 0.152m
completed or unreacted photoinitiator and/or other reactants are 0a0
being lost; the change is more rapid in the water and RH
environments, which are more aggressive in extracting where 090, 050, and 0o0 are the 90th, 50th, and 10th percentile
material from the coating.[ 13, 141 The F'1'IR data show that some strength values, respectively.
potential reaction sites continue to exist; that further curing does
not occur can thus be attributed to a loss of initiator or other
reactant. The Tg and tan 8 changes are together consistent with
extraction and degradation, rather than cross-linking. Figure 3. Tensile Strength Distributions for Unaged Fibers

99
The fatigue resistance and strength retention of the glass are

directly related to the ability of the coating to keep contaminants
away from the glass surface. If material is extracted from the 0 Under-cured
coating, it can become more permeable, allowing water to more 0 Normally-cured
easily penetrate toward the glass surface. If the adhesion of the a Over-cured
coating to the glass is diminished, moisture can more easily
react at surface defect sites and increase the vulnerability of the °:

fiber to additional degradation. • 50

MECHANICAL TESTS 2

We conducted dynamic tensile strength experiments on each of Lr

the fibers, both as received and after aging in the various 2

environments indicated above. The tests were conducted at a " 4
strain rate of 5%/min in a laboratory ambient environment of . 10
23 "C and a relative humidity of 50%. 19 a

E
We also used an atomic force microscope (AFM) to examine the " 5
surfaces of the unaged and aged fibers. The polymer coating on
the fibers was removed before the examination by dipping the
fibers into hot (-200 "C) H2 SO4 and rinsing in deionized water.

In addition to the dynamic strength experiments, we tested the 1 .. . . .
unaged fibers in static tension and in two-point bending, using Strength, ksian 85 *C deionized water environment. In the static tension
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Table 3. Fiber Tensile Strengths after Aging in an 85 *C Dry Oven

Aging Undurcured Fiber Normally-cured Fiber Over-cured Fiber
Time O I ago- (W In (% - Co10 CJ (40 - (10

(days) (ksi) m (ksi) (ksi) m (ksi) (ksi) m (ksi)
Unaged 627 110 18 637 118 17 639 139 14

7 663 43 47 671 120 17 674 75 28
30 691 50 42 689 101 21 677 94 22

Table 4. Fiber Tensile Strengths after Aging at 85 0C/85% RH

Aging Under-cared Fiber Normally-cured Fiber Ovecuraed Fiber
Time In ao - 0o0 ft C0 - TlO f t - (i0.

(days) (ksi) m (ksi) (ksi) m (ksi) (ksi) m (ksi)
Unaged 627 110 18 637 118 17 639 13 14

1 292 7 124 322 15 65 392 10 117
7 310 7 131 299 9 9D 386 9 1N
30 282 13 65 304 11 83 1375 20 57

Table 5. Fiber Tensile Strengths after Aging in 85 *C Water (pH 7±0.5)

Aging Under-eued Fiber Normnlly-cured Fiber Overred Fiber
Time n go - (lO t I 0b-0le ft Ico - (Fo

(days) (ksi) m (ksi) (ksi) m (ksi) (ksi) m (ksi)
Unaged 627 110 18 637 118 17 639 130 14

1 310 31 31 341 33 32 368 70 16
7 258 33 24 247 42 18 263 55 15
30 82 2 118 256 40 20 258 58 14

As shown in Figure 3, the tensile strengths of the unaged fibers
fit a Weibull distribution very well. Tables 3-5 summarize the
median strengths and the breadths of the strength distributions, Table 6. AFM Roughness Height for Unaged and Aged Fibers
(ogo - 1lo), obtained for the unaged and aged fibers in the tensile FiberRoughnessHeight,___
experiments. In general, the under-cured unaged fiber was b RoughnessHeight, n
about 10 ksi weaker than the normally-cured and over-cured Unaged, all fibers -1.3
fibers and it exhibited a slightly broader strength distribution. Agedt, under-cured 33.6
For all three curing conditions, there was a slight increase in Agedt, normally-cured 17.8
strength in the dry aging environment as the aging time Agedt, over-cured 14.5
increased (Table 3). However, the median strength of all fibers
decreased with increasing aging time in the wet aging tAging condition: 1 month in deionized water at 85 *C.
environments, and the decrease was more dramatic in liquid
water than in high humidity (compare Tables 4 and 5). The
under-cured fiber experienced more severe aging, as shown in
Figure 4. The breadth of the strength distribution for the aged Figure 4. Fiber Tensile Strengths after Aging in 85 *C Deionized Water
under-cured fiber is somewhat larger than that for the other two 700 .
curing conditions and again the aging effect was more
dramatic in liquid water. These results are generally
consistent with the changes that occurred in the coatings during 500
aging in these environments. 400

These strength results are consistent with the surface o
roughnesses of these fibers as measured with the AFM. Surface 300
profiles of an unaged fiber and of fibers aged for one month in - S a
deionized water are shown in Figure 5. Note that the vertical 200
scale for the unaged fiber profile is twice as sensitive as that for

cathe aged normally-cured and over-cured fibers, and four times
as sensitive as that for the aged under-cured fiber. The under- -9
cured fiber experienced more severe aging, just as more severe oaging was seen in its coating. The roughened surface showed 100 0 Under-aured0 Normally-cured
an increase in both the amplitude and the wavelength of the A Over-cared 0
surface contours with increasing aging time, consistent with
earlier predictionslISl and findings.J17l These qualitative
observations on the relative surface roughness can be put on a so
more quantitative basis by considering the maximum values of 1 10 100
the roughness heights obtained from the AFM and given in Aging Tmes. days
Table 6.
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Figure 5. Unfiltered AFM Images of the Glass Surface of Unaged Fiber and of Fibers Aged One Month in 85 °C Deionized Water

(a) Unaged Fiber (b) Aged Under-cured Fiber

nim ri m• -

15C15011000 •'10n0
t,,• 2ooo

(c) Aged Normally-cured Fiber (d) Aged Over-cured Fiber

1000000

1500 500

The tensile static fatigue results obtained by testing unaged n. value means a decrease in the rate of crack growth. The effect

fibers with different extents of cure in an 85 'C deionized water of a change in n. on the rate of crack growth can be estimated by

environment are shown in Figure 6. If it is assumed that the considering a more general form of the equation for the time to

initial strengths of these fibers fit a Weibull distribution, and if failure in static fatigue than that used above, namely42O):

the power law dependence for the crack growth rate is assumed, . n
it can be shown 18 ) that the median time-to-failure, tf, at constant A( -c2 sn-2

stress, a, is given by: tr =
r (n-2)a,"

tf = Co-nq where K., K,, A are constants for a given glass and are

where C is a parameter independent of both a and tf, and n. is the independent of n, S is the strength, da is the applied stress, and n

static crack growth exponent. The values of n, for the different is the crack growth exponent. The ratio of the time to failure at a

fibers can be obtained by fitting this equation to the data for time stress, a, for two fibers of differing strengths, S, and differing

to failure versus applied stress, which should plot as a straight values of n is given by:
line in log-log coordinates. As seen in Figure 6, the data for (n -n

these fibers can best be fit by two straight lines. This so-called t=(K 0  1- 2 (n2  2 -n____________

knee or transition in the static fatigue data has been observed by t 2  JK, n -2 S2(n2-2)

several workers. 191 The values of n. obtained from these data
are given in Table 7. Letting the subscript 1 refer to the normally-cured fiber, the

subscript 2 refer to the under-cured fiber and the subscript 3 refer
Table 7. Values of n. Calculated from Tension Test Data to the over-cured fiber, the values of n, S, and a given in Table 8

_ __"_ Dcan be used.

Under-cured 15.2, 2.93 Table 8. Strength Parameters for Test Fibers

Normally-cured 20.8, 3.26 (1) (2) (3)
Over-cured 21.2, 4.1 Parameter Undecued Normally-cured Ovcured

n 15.2 20.8 21.2

In this table, the two values of n. listed for each fiber are for the n, 1s. 627 63721

high stress and low stress regions, respectively. Note that n,

increases with an increased extent of cure. This increase in the a, ksi 50 50 50
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Figure 6. Static Fatigue Behavior under Tensbon in 85 *C Deionized Water EE NEEE-
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over-cured fibers therefore have far better fatigue resistance and Blyler, D. Innis, and L. Shepherd, Proc. 41st Int. Wire and
life expectancy than the under-cured fiber. The relative Cable Symp. (1992), p. 239.
improvements from under-cured to normally-cured to over-
cured (32,500:50) are similar to the changes measured using 11. M. J. Matthewson, H. H. Yuce, V. V. Rondinella, P. R. Foy,
DMTA (Tg, 17.5:0.1; tan 8, 1.30:0.03). and J. R. Hamblin, OFC '93, postdeadline paper, PD21 (1993).

U 12. R. A. Frantz, I. M. Plitz, and S. R. Schmid, Proc. 40th Int.
Wire and Cable Symp. (1991), p. 134.

The mechanical characteristics of dual-coated fibers with 13. R. A. Frantz, I. M. Plitz, H. H. Yuce, and 0. Gebizlioglu,
different extents of coating cure have been compared both before Proc. 41st Int. Wire and Cable Syrnp. (1992), p. 279.
and after aging in several environments. In addition, the
effects of cure on coating behavior and aging have been 14. J. Julian and C. P. Chawla, RadTecch '92 No. Amer. UV/EB
characterized and correlated with fiber mechanical behavior. Conf. Proc. (1992), p. 315.

The lower the extent of cure, the more susceptible the coating is to 15. S. F. Cowap and S. D. Brown, Amer. Ceram. Soc. Bull., 63 [31
extraction of unreacted material and to degradation in all (1984), p. 495.
aging environments. Degradation increases permeability and
decreases adhesion to glass, both of which make the glass more 16. M. J. Matthewson and C. R. Kurkjian, J. Amer. Ceram.
vulnerable to attack by the aging environment. Soc., 71 (1988), p. 177.

The tensile strength data for the unaged fibers regardless of 17. R. S. Robinson and H. H. Yuce, J. Amer. Ceram. Soc., 74 [4]

extent of cure could be fit well by a Weibull distribution. The (1991), p. 814.
over-cured fiber had the tightest strength distribution, while the 18. F. P. Kapron and H. H. Yuce, J. Optical Engineering, 30 [61
under-cured fiber had the broadest distribution. (1991), p. 700.

The median strength of the unaged under-cured fiber was lower 19. H. C. Chandan and D. Kalish, J. Amer. Ceram. Soc., 65 [31
than that of the normally-cured and over-cured fibers. This is (1982), p. 171.
consistent with the lower crack growth exponent, n, determined
in the static fatigue tests, and with the greater susceptibility to 20. P. L. Key et al, J. Non-Cryst. Solids, 38 & 39 (1980), p. 463.
degradation of the under-cured coating.

The fiber strengths decreased with increasing aging time in wet
aging environments, and this decrease was more dramatic in
liquid water than in high humidity. The under-cured fiber
experienced more severe aging of beth the glass and the coating.

Because the under-cured fiber has a lower n value, crack growth
is faster at a given applied stress than for the normally-cured or
over-cured fibers. Fiber coatings must be fully cured to protect
the glass fiber and ensure a robust and durable fiber network.

Atomic force microscopy of the glass surface confirmed that the
surface degradation (i.e., the formation and growth of strength-
reducing flaws) correlated with both the extent of cure of the
coating and its resultant aging behavior.
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SOLVENT SWELLING OF OPTICAL FIBER COATINGS

AS A DIAGNOSTIC MEASURE OF CROSSLINKING

P. Wilizius, E. Helfand, D. Tullt, D. A. Simoff

AT&T Bell Laboratories

Murray Hill, New Jersey

ABSTRACT

2.5

The degree of cure of optical fiber coatings determines many
performance properties, but can be difficult to assess in situ.
We evaluate a solvent swelling technique as a tool for
assessing the cure state of the primary (inner) coating. The -, 2.0

Imcoating on an optical fiber that is immersed in a good solvent I-
swells as it absorbs the solvent, reaching an equilibrium value.
Measuring the unswollen and swollen dimensions of the
coatings allows us to determine the polymerization index or o 1.5
crosslink density of the polymeric network. Advantages of the •-
swelling test over mechanical in situ tests include ease of
operation and the possibility for assessing the cure state of the o
secondary coating as well as that of the primary one. 1.0

INTRODUCTION

Silica optical fibers are typically coated with two polymeric
coatings: a soft, rubbery primary (inner) coating to cushion 0.5 , I
against microbending losses, and a hard secondary (outer) 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
coating to provide abrasion resistance to the primary."1 Most DOSE FACTOR
commonly these are urethane acrylate formulations that are
applied as viscous solventless prepolymers during fiber
drawing. They are cured via free radical polymerization upon
exposure to intense UV lamps for only a fraction of a second. Figure 1. Relationship between pullout force and UVdose factor.
The completeness of cure for the primary coating is critical to
the mechanical integrity of the fiber, affecting properties such
as coating/glass adhesion'2 and fiber strength. (3 One test that
reflects the cure of the primary coating is the "pullout" test,[41

151 which measures the force necessary to pull 1 cm of glass out
of its coating. The relationship between pullout force and UV In this paper we evaluate a solvent swelling technique as an
dose is illustrated in Figure 1 for a set of fibers that we describe alternate method for assessing the cure state of the primary
in detail later. Note, we define coating. We try to establish a relationship between the degree

dose factor = (number of UV lamps)/(draw speed, m/s) of swelling that the primary coating experiences when
immersed in a good solvent and the measured values of pullout
force and in situ modulus. This swelling test is simpler and/or

While these and earlierl21 data show that pullout force increases less time-consuming than most of the tests mentioned above,

with degree of cure, the test was devised to measure adhesion and offers the possibility of measuring degree of cure for the

and can be affected by factors other than cure. A more direct secondary coating independently from that of the primary. In

diagnostic for coating cure is the in situ modulus test.[41 This principle, it is non-destructive in that the fiber can be returned

uses a similar geometry to the pullout test to measure low- to near normal after testing by allowing the solvent to

strain shear modulus of the primary coating, which is evaporate.
theoretically proportional to its crosslink density.[61 Other This study further serves to build a foundation for
methods that have been proposed for analyzing the cure of understanding swelling behavior of the coatings in various
fiber coatings include photocalorimetry, infrared spectroscopy, understandin e mig encor of as caning id or
strip force, solvent extraction, evaporation rate analyses and liquids that a fiber might encounter, such as cleaning fluids or
high pressure liquid chromatography. [7 181 [91 cable filling compounds.
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EXPERIMENTAL Table 1. List of Fibers

Fibers. # Pullout (lb/cm) Comments

Four sets totaling 26 different fibers dual-coated with UV- I 1.47 ± 0.21 draw speed 7 m/s, I UV lamp
curable coatings were studied. The same primary and 2 1.51 t 0.28 draw speed 7 m/s, 2 UV lamp
secondary coating formulations were used on all 26 fibers.
Fibers 1-9 were drawn such that the amount of UV exposure 3 2.14 t 0.21 draw speed 7 m/s, 5 UV lamp
was adjusted by controlling the draw speed and the number of 4 1.78 t 0.10 draw speed 9 m/s, 4 UV lamp
lamps as listed in Table I. Fibers 10-14 were drawn with
varying levels of UV transmission as measured through a 5 1.90 t 0.19 draw speed 8 m/s, 3 UV lamp

quartz center tube. Fibers 15-18 and 19-26 are two sets that 6 1.21 ± 0.21 draw speed 7 m/s, I UV lamp
were drawn under conditions selected to give a wide range of -

pullout values. Except for fiber 14 the pullout values had been 7 1.51 ± 0.28 draw speed 7 m/s, 2 UV lamp
measured and are listed in Table I. For fiber 14 we assume a 8 1.91 t 0.13 draw speed 8 m/s, 4 UV lamp
pullout value equal to the value of fiber 13, since they were of 9 1.90 t 0.19 draw speed 8 m/s, 3 UV lamp
similar origin. The pullout measurements were performed at
ambient temperature and humidity except for fibers 16 and 17, 10 1.46 t n.a. UV transmission 21%
which were measured at 25°C / 95% RH. For these latter 11 1.67± 0.10 UV transmission 36%
fibers, the difference in test humidity is not expected to affect
the pullout value greatly. Since the various fibers have quite 12 1.67 ± 0.10 UV transmission 5 1%
different origins we code the results in Figures 4, 5, 7 and 8 13 1.93 t 0.08 UV transmission 80%
with the following symbols: circles (fibers 1-9), triangles (10- 14 na.
14), diamonds (15-18), stars (19-26). 14 _na. see text

15 1.45± n.a.
Solvent Swelling Measurements. 16 3.18 t n.a.

The swelling measurements were performed at room 17 3.34 t n.a.
temperature on 5 cm long pieces of fiber that were immersed in 18 1.48 ± n.a.
toluene between spaced microscope slides. Prior to testing, the
fibers had been stored in the dark at room temperature and lab 19 2.71 ± 0.12
ambient humidity. Toluene was chosen because it was found 20 1.69 ± 0.06
to be a good solvent for this and other optical fiber coatings.1 21  21 3.25:t n.a.
The ends of the fiber were not allowed to be in contact with the
solvent in order to prevent delamination. The fiber was viewed 22 3.05 ± 0.18
with a Zeiss microscope equipped with a UD 16 objective. A 23 3.02 ± 0.15
Pulnix CCD camera was attached to the microscope. With a
Data Translation high resolution frame grabber board DT2851 24 2.72 ± 0.15
in a personal computer we acquired, analyzed and stored 25 3.35 t n.a.
pictures of the swelling fiber as a function of time. 26 2.72±0.18
The image processing which yielded the various dimensions of
the fiber involved a number of steps. Noise reduction was
achieved through averaging cross-sections of the fiber parallel immersion in toluene at time 0. Its average thickness increases
to the fiber axis. In a second step a one-dimensional from 25 ptm to 30 pm (209/6) and then decreases during the

Laplacianilt l was performed, followed by a search for minima remainder of the experiment to about 27 pm. This decrease

in the transformed data corresponding to the interfaces between occurs when the underlying primary coating begins to swell,
glass/primary coating, primary coating/secondary coating, stretching the secondary coating circumferentially and thinning
secondary coating/toluene. The dimensions were normalized it radially. At no point does the volume of the secondary
by using an internal calibration assuming a glass diameter of decrease, however. A plot of the volume of the secondary
125 ptm. The combination of microscope objective and CCD coating normalized to unity at time 0, as shown in Figure 3 (o),
pixel size used gave a resolution of 1. I ptm. reveals that it swells to about 1.4 times its initial value.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION The primary coating does not change during the first 200
seconds. It takes this long for the solvent to diffuse through

Figures 2a and 2b show a typical set of dimensions measured the secondary coating. After this lag time it swells radially by
on the swelling fiber #3. The various symbols denote the a factor of 1.95 for this particular fiber. This corresponds to a
secondary coating diameter (o), the primary coating diameter volume change of 2.34x, as indicated by crosses in Figure 3.
(+), the glass diameter (A), the primary coating thickness The difference in swelling between primary and secondary
(diamonds) and the secondary coating thickness (X). The coating is due to the smaller crosslink density in the primary
secondary coating begins swelling immediately after coating.
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~ From data as shown in Table 2 we calculate the ratio of the
50 primary radius in the swollen state at long times (20 minutes)

to the initial unswollen radius. This simplest measure of
swelling is plotted in Figure 5. There is an inverse relationship

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 between this ratio and the pullout value This is expected,

TIME (sec) since a large swelling ratio indicates a low crosslink density

Figure 2. Time-dependent dimensions measured on and thus a low degree of cure and low pullout value.

swelling fiber: a) secondary coating diameter (o), In the case of an isotropic, unrestricted rubber it would be
primary coating diameter (+), glass diameter (A); possible to deduce the crosslink density directly from the

b) primary coating thickness (diamonds), secondary swelling ratio. It is clear, however, that for our particular

coating thickness (X). geometry - a two layer cylindrical polymer coating on an
unswellable core - a more sophisticated data analysis is

Figures 4a and 4b show the unswollen primary and secondary required. This is the subject of the next section.

coating diameters of the various fibers. The data points are Swelling of a Cylindrical Fiber Coating.
averages over 3 to 6 fiber samples and have an uncertainty of We have combined elastic and thermodynamic theories to
typically a2ptm. produce differential equations describing the relationship

In this memo we are not interested in the time dependence of between swelling and crosslinking. These equations are
the swelling process although it contains potentially useful discussed briefly in the Appendix. A polymer gel immersed in
kinetic information. We are only going to analyze the a good solvent swells under two competing effects. The gain
dependence of the swollen radii in the equilibrium state (1--' o) in entropy of mixing favors as much solvent as possible inside
on coating properties. From data as shown in Figure 2 we the polymer network. When the polymer is diluted with
obtain the radii of the coatings normalized to the glass radius. solvent, however, it stretches the crosslinked network, which
Dimensions at t =20 minutes were assumed to represent costs elastic free energy. The balance of these two effects
equilibrium values. These values, with subscript I for primary leads to an equilibrium swollen network. This problem was
and 2 for secondary coating and a prime for the swollen state, originally solved by Flory and Rehnerill for an isotropic,
are tabulated in Table 2 together with the pullout data. unrestricted network.
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2iTable 2. Swelling Results

195 # Pullout R1  R• R'1  R' 2  NV1  N,2

S0 1 1.47 1.38 1.94 1.82 2.43 320 16

E- 190 2 1.51 1.47 1.91 1.94 2.42 190 16

185 , * " 3 2.14 1.54 1.92 2.05 2.47 150 18

0 4 1.79 1.35 1.92 1.74 2.39 200 19

180 0 0 5 1.90 1.45 1.94 1.91 2.46 180 18

o 6 1.21 1.45 1.96 1.94 2.50 250 18
U 175

7 1.51 1.48 1.94 1.95 2.45 180 16

< 170 8 1.91 1.46 1.95 1.91 2.46 150 18

9 1.90 1.44 1.94 1.90 2.44 240 16
165 , I I I ,_,__

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 10 1.46 1.48 1.98 1.95 2.48 220 14
FIBER # 11 1.67 1.52 1.98 1.96 2.48 120 18

"'270 .... I .... 12 1.67 1.51 1.98 1.96 2.47 140 15

"" 13 1.93 1.52 0.') 198 2.48 170 14
265

14 1.95 154 2.00 2.00 2.47 180 12

260 - 15 1.45 1.43 1.98 1.83 2.37 500 10

16 3.18 1.45 1.98 1.80 2.37 100 14
255_ _S17 3.34 1 43 .01 1.79 2.45 100 18

E250 0 18 1.48 1.46 1.99 1.88 2.44 180 14

z4 02 5 0 19 2.71 1.48 2.03 1.88 2.46 140 13

>. 245 0 20 1.69 1.45 2.13 1.85 2.58 170 14

r 21 3.25 1.50 2.04 1.91 2.52 100 18S240 o
Z
o 22 3.05 1.49 2.02 1.89, 2.46 120 14
W 235 I .. . ..... 23 3.02 1.55 2.08 1.92 2.46 90 10

CO 5 10 15 20 25 30

FIBER # 24 272 1.57 2.06 2.03 2.53 160 12

25 3.35 1.48 2.09 1.85 2.56 80 19

Figure 4. Unswollen coating diameters for the fibers F26 2.72 1.59 2.09 1.96 2.50 70 14

in this study:
a. Primary coatings Here the same ideas were exploited, but for the polymer

b. Secondary coatings network geometry relevant to polymer coated optical fibers.

The fibers are coded as follows: circles (fibers i-9) The assumptions made were: 1) the primary and secondary

triangles (10-14), diamonds (15-18), stars (19-26). coatings are concentric, 2) the primary coating is attached to
the glass fiber. 1 the primary and secondary coating are
connected to each other via chemical crosslinks, 4) the
solvent-polymer ni,, iction parameter X is the same for both
coatings; 5) bol *oatings are above the glass temperature.
[Note, although ih, ccondary coating is somewhat glassy at
room temperatuf be t comes rubbery during plasticization by
solvent.]

Two coupled differential equations have been derived, which
describe the swelling of the coatings as a function of radius (in
cylindrical coordinates) in the equilibrium state. The goal is to
compute the polymerization index, N*, for both the primary
and the secondary coating from the swelling data. The
polymerization index is defined as the average number of
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Figure 5. Relationship between swelling ratio of the 1.1
primary coating (R' ]/R 1) and pullout force. R1

monomers between crosslinks in the polymer network. The 2.7 ,,iI, '
equations have to be solved numerically for a given set of
parameters, i.e. initial unswollen radii of primary and 2.6h
secondary coating, X parameter, and a ratio of monomer tosolvent molecular volume, vr~

Since the system of equations contains only ratios of radii we 2.5
normalized all dimensions to the diameter of the glass fiber,
which is tightly monitored during production and remains 2.
constant during the test. The solvent-polymer interaction 2.4
parameter will be fixed at a value of X - 0.0, i.e. the tendency Ne2
to swell the polymer is driven by entropy. v, will be taken to 2.3
be 0.1. The values for X and v, should be determined 2.3 1b

experimentally for each given solvent-polymer pair. The
values chosen here are reasonable and a different set of values 2.2
would affect the results only quantitatively.

In Figure 6 we show the calculations for fiber # 2 as a 2.1 , 1,,,I1, , ,,,
representative example. R', and R' 2 are the normalized 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2
swollen radii of the primary and secondary coatings,
respectively. The polymerization index of the primary coating R'l
N, 1 is the parameter annotating the calculated lines on the
upper figure, whereas it is the polymerization index of the Figure 6. Numerically computed grids for
secondary coating Ne2 which annotates the lines on the lower determining polymerization Indices of primary (N,1 )
figure. The measured values of R', and R' 2 from the swelling and secondary (N,2) coatings. The example Is for
experiments are indicated by the cross-in-circle symbol. Note fiber #2.
that a unique set of contours for N,I and N, 2 is generated for
each fiber, depending upon the particular starting dimensions The accuracy with which NI and N, 2 can be determined is
of its coatings. Figure 6 allows us to determine the values of limited by the accuracy of R'w h This error as of the size of the
NI and N, 2 such as those compiled in the two last columns of symbol in Figure 6 and is used for the error bars in Figure 7.
Table 2.

We judge these error bars to be conservative.
The values of N, 1 are typically 15 times larger than the values
of N, 2 . This is consistent with the secondary coating being The correlation between the polymerization indices and the
more tightly crosslinked than the primary, and with the pullout values for primary and secondary coatings are shown in
equilibrium modulus of the secondary coating being -15 times Figures 7 and 8. Except for a few outlying points there is a

larger than the modulus of the primary network. strong correlation between N, 1 and the pullout values.
Qualitatively the trend is as expected. A fiber with a large
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SUMMARY
S0.10 o 0 Solvent swelling of the polymer coatings on optical fibers

Z proves to be an interesting technique for the assessment of the2 ,cure level of the polymer network. We developed techniques

S * • ,to obtain the polymerization index, which is related to the
CD 0

C, ocrosslink density, from the unswollen and swollen radii of the
0.05 coatings. There is a clear correlation between the

polymerization index of the primary coating with the pullout
o values. The index of polymerization of the secondary coating

and the pullout values are uncorrelated, as expected. At this
>• point it is not clear what the major causes of the scatter inZ

0.... 00 Figure 6 are. Possibilities are, 1) uncertainty in the
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3. 5 determination of the radii, 2) uncertainty in the pullout values,

PULLOUT (LB/CM) 3) deficiencies in the model.

Figure 8. Relationship between inverse We would like to emphasize that although we used a

polymerization index of the secondary coating sophisticated setup with CCD-camera, framegrabber, PC with
(/N,2) and pullout force. elaborate software, these are not necessary. If kinetic

information is not important, as in this study, the unswollen

and swollen radii can be obtained from photographs taken with
value of N,1 (loosely crosslinked polymer network) has a a microscope.
small pullout value and vice-versa. The straight line is a linear
fit through the data and extrapolates reasonably well to zero Perhaps the strongest argument in favor of this technique is its

pullout for infinite N, 1 (no crosslinking). The correlation ease of operation and independence of operator skills. The

between pullout values and N, 2 is virtually non-existent. This solvent swelling technique is very simple to perform and can

again is reasonable since the pullout test does not examine the be easily automated.

cure level of the secondary coating. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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is also continuous.

APPENDIX: Equations Describing the Swelling Two boundary conditions are needed. The first, arising from
the adhesion of the coatings to the glass, is that a(p 0 ) = 1.

In this Appendix we will present briefly the equations that The second, related to chemical potentials, is that h(p 2 ) = 0.
describe the equilibrium swollen state of the dual-coated fiber.
In the unswollen state the system consists of: i) a glass fiber of Dimensional analysis of the equations shows that the solutions
radius P0; ii) a primary coating with outer radius p 1; and iii) a depend only on the reduced distance variable, R - p/po. For
secondary coating of outer radius P2. Position in the coatings given R 1, R2 , Ni, and N, 2 one can solve the equations and
will be specified by the cylindrical variables (p, +, and z), extract the swollen reduced radii of the two coatings, R 1 ' and
such that z = p + z e, locates points in the unswollen R 2 '. Different pairs (R,',R2 ') are found as N, 2 is varied.system. In the swollen state the polymer at point z goes to z'. Plotting these pairs of points gives the constant N,i curves ofWe define a function a such that Figure 5. Similarly the constant N, 2 curves are determined.

I = a(p) p p +Z i..z

We have assumed that the system is constrained by the inner
glass fiber such that no deformation in the z direction occurs,
so all variables are functions of p only.

It is best to use as independent variables the coordinates, x, of
the unswollen coating. This is convenient because one knows
where points of the unswollen polymer (such as P2) are, but
where they end up is what one is trying to determine. The
concentration #p is the concentration of polymer at p', but, as
we just said, one should write +p as a function of p, i.e.,
*p(p'(p)). To simplify the notation let us introduce the
variable V(p) = #p(p'(p)).
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Toward a Zero Loss Change Outside Plant Cable

Stephen R. Stokes, Paul E. Neveux, Jr, Richard G. Gravely, Eric L. Buckland

Sumitomo Electric Fiber Optics Corp.
78 Alexander Drive, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709

Abstract

Identification and elimination of the contributors to low level optimal combination of fiber coating systems. Through careful
loss increases in fiber optic cable has become necessary to meet selection of coating materials and strict control of the solvent
today's increasingly stringent performance specifications. To inking process low level attenuation increases may be
this end, a study of intrinsic and extrinsic characteristics of the eliminated.
coating and ink system was conducted for product optimization
as aggressive steps toward a zero loss increase outside plant
cable. This paper outlines characteristics of these systems that II. OPTICAL FIBER UV ACRYLATE COATING
are shown to affect optical performance. From these results, SYSTEMS
proper selection of materials as well as strict process control is To separate the effects that UV acrylates and solvent inks have
crucial in minimization of low level loss increases. on the performance of optical fibers, the basic characteristics of

the UV acrylate layer with respect to environmental changes

I. INTRODUCTION must first be assessed. In this manner, the limitations of the UV
acrylate coated fiber can be determined, and, the additional

With the introduction of Bellcore TR-TSY-000020, Generic effects of overcoating the fiber with a solvent ink may be
Requirements for Optical Fiber and Optical Fiber Cable, Issue isolated.
5, the in-service performance requirements were reduced by
one-half as compared to the previous Issue 4. Although not A. Basic Coating Characteristics
explicitly stated, the implied objective is a zero dB attenuation
increase level throughout cable manufacturing and subsequent The standard UV acrylate optical fiber coating system is a

mechanical and environmental testing. Sources of attenuation careful balance of materials and dimensions whose performance
increases in the 0.1 dB/Km and above range can be typically is designed to resist microbending over a variety of

attributed to cable design parameters including loose tube temperatures and humidity.1  The typical telecommunications
design, rigid strength element selection, stranding or relative grade optical fiber coating system includes a relatively low

fiber-to-cable length and cable thermal expansion coefficient, modulus acrylate layer surrounded by a higher modulus outer

among others. These cable design elements have been shell. The soft inner material deforms more readily than the

optimized in our current stranded loose tube and single tube fiber and allows the fiber to remain relatively straight, inhibiting

outside plant cable designs to afford virtually zero attenuation microbending. Protecting the soft inner layer is a hard outer

increase, coating material which not only resists abrasion and cutting, but
adds a small amount of bend resistance as well. Attenuation

In any cable design, the optical fiber is the fundamental element increases will be experienced when external forces, an ill-
of signal transmission quality. An in depth investigation of the behaving ink for example, exceed the design limitations of the
role of UV acrylate coating systems and ink coating systems on coating system and fiber.
optical fibers was conducted so that proper materials could be
selected. With tightening performance requirements of fiber Further details on acrylate coating design parameters are
optic cable standards, it is imperative that sources of very low beyond the scope of this paper and are not reviewed here.
level attenuation increases be identified, evaluated and resolved However, for reference, Table I lists ranges of typical values.
so that a true zero loss change cable may be developed. In this
paper, the interactions of the UV acrylate and solvent ink fiber Table I. Typical UV Acrylate Coating Values
coating systems are studied as fundamental contributors to Innr Outer
attenuation increases of ! 0.05 dB/Km through process and Coating Diameter Diameter Modulus
environmental testing of optical fiber cables. These low level Layer pums] hpm! Ik&/mm'I
attenuation increases are typically a result of microbending and Primary 125 + 1 187 ± 20 0.1 - 1

may be caused by intrinsic coating material properties and/or by Secouda 187 20 245 ± 10 50-100
extrinsic or externally applied pressures. This paper presents
test plans and methods of analysis that offer criteria for the
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B. Effect of Temperature on Basic Performance Fbmf Attenuation Change vs. Tenrnat,,e
1560 nan: Coating "A

Given the designed coating systems, comparisons of uncabled

fiber at low temperature offer relative insight to the quality of 07-

the coating design. Intrinsically, the polymeric coating has a o0,0
higher thermal expansion coefficient than the glass. As the high o 005

modulus outer shell contracts at low temperatures, the system o00
contracts until the relative energy in the fiber is overcome by the 02 I
deformation energy in the primary coating and the fiber buckles 0
within the coating structure. The resultant optical radiant loss .00aol
is characterized by a strong temperature dependence relative to -02 7 7

25 -60 70 -60 70 -60 70 -60 70

the material parameters, and by a microbend-like, wavelength T•e--,.(tCM

independent spectral attenuation curve. Various extrinsic
deficiencies such as nonuniform adhesion of the primary Figure 2
acrylate coating to the glass, air bubbles in the coatings or
coating dimension eccentricities may also cause a characteristic
microbend-like loss structure with a relatively smooth Fiber Attenuation Change vs. Tempe~rature

temperature dependence. 150 nrm: Coating "

The high quality of current single-mode optical fibers allows oýo8S0.07 1!2 • •• ,o l-

temperature cycling to be performed across the range of -60'C 0.07 o
to +70*C. Figures 1 - 4 show the results of temperature cycling oo5
tests of three different coatings, labeled "A", "B" and "C" which 0.04

20.03
were applied to fiber of identical designs. The coated fibers 0.02

were wound into coils of approximately 1000 meters each and 0.0101

loosely placed around a large diameter acrylate tube to suspend .0

them inside of a temperature chamber. The fibers were selected .oo02

at random from commercial lots and constitute a cross section 25 -60 70 -60 70 -6 70 -60 70

of optical properties. The coils were measured for attenuation Teperatue 'jC

using an OTDR at 1310 nm and 1550 nm. The temperature Figure 3
chamber was cycled through -60'C and +70 0C while measuring
the attenuation at each temperature extreme for two cycles.
The fibers were then aged at 85 0C for 120 hours and then put
through two more -60°C/+70°C cycles. Fiber Attenuation Change vs. Temperature

IMrmn: Coating"C"

0.08
0.07

Average AtenuationChange vs. Temperature 6 1560nm 0.06 C
0.05

005 0.04I0.03•
"0.0-

002 25 -60 70 450 70 -60 70 -40 70

001 Temperature 1"Ci

0" Figure 4

25 40 70 . -10 4 10 70 40
Temeiraure Cycle Ci

Coating "A" was an early optical fiber coating which is no
Figure I longer in use. Coatings "B" and "C" are current varieties of

dual UV acrylate coatings. The attenuation increases were due
primarily to intrinsic microbending effects, i.e. those which are
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dependent on the optical fiber coating properties. The graphs desiccated for over 24 hours under a dry nitrogen purge for
illustrate two interpretations of the data, the average increase the absorption runs and soaked in a 100% RH (23°C)
and the range of individual fiber attenuation increases. While desiccator for the desorption runs. The samples were timed
coating "A" is obviously the poorest performer, the differences as they were quickly removed from the desiccator and
between coatings "B" and "C" are more subtle. However, when weighed on an analytical balance. The actual starting weight
individual fiber increases are illustrated as ranges, as shown in at time zero was obtained by extrapolation. The coils were
Figures 3 and 4, the differences are discernible indicating that allowed to come to equilibrium humidity at room
coating "C" offers better temperature stability than its temperature. Typical desorption and absorption curves are
competitors. shown in Figure 5 for Coating "B" fiber (coating "C" fibers

experienced a similar response). The sorption rates start out
C. The Effect of Humidity on Basic Performance fast, then slow as they asymptotically reach ambient moisture

Moisture dependence of the acrylate coating material modulus content.

is an important consideration since moisture is a plasticizing
agent. It is particularly important to prevent softening of the Ma. ,-.. o CoN
coating as the fiber goes through inking and c;,bling processes if f C-" W -s-
there is no humidity control. If the effect of moisture on the
coating materials is pronounced and the fiber is subjected to °
nonuniform external forces, bending losses may be experienced. ,
If the fiber attenuation is to remain unaffected, the acrylate 0'i

coating layer must maintain its physical characteristics through° "

environmental changes. Two areas of coating response, the
effect of humidity on coating modulus and moisture sorption '" .*'*"

rates of the coating materials, were investigated to verify 1 , 0. .. .. . ..
environmental stability. r.. r-

!. Moisture Concentration 
Figure 5.

All conditions (geometry, etc.) being constant, the ratio of theTo determine the effect of moisture concentration on coating mass at time, t, to the mass at infinite time is proportional to

modulus, samples of each coating type were obtained by using t sqae t o the me:o

acetone to remove the entire coating from the fiber as a "tube" the square root of the time:2

The tensile modulus was measured as a function of humidity at M, - M, cc12
constant temperature by testing the sample inside an M,.-
environmental chamber mounted on a tensilometer. The results,
given in Table 2, show a reduction in modulus for coating "A" where
of 56% whereas for coatings "B" and "C", the modulus Mi is the initial mass,
decreased by only 5% and 11%, respectively Since the change MK is the mass at any time,
in modulus is due mostly to the secondary coating, a fiber with M. is the mass at infinity.
coating "A' is more susceptible to microbending and coating
damage during processing in high humidity environments.

Molsture S~fptoof Cow" -B-~ & Cost"i "C" F~w
TABLE 2 2.5% Secant Coating Modulus vs. Humidity 100

0% RH 100% RH Percent 0 .9

Coating Modulus Modulus Change 070

Type [Kglmm'] IKgImm'I [%1 so 0. .
"A" 75.0 33.1 -56 0 0." 0oo .%

"B" 74.2 70.3 -5 0.30 .obIO
"C" 71.9 63.7 -11 02o ...

0.10 I

2. Rate of Moisture Sorption 0 10 20 30 40 50 so 70 so

To determine the rate of moisture sorption, approximately 100 sWTf..) (.me)

meter coils of "B" and "C" coated optical fiber were Figure 6.
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The results of this analysis, shown in Figure 6, reveal that the binder resin and pigment. Therefore, how the solvent ink is
moisture content has reached 90% of the saturated value within formulated will greatly determine whether or not application of
42 minutes, a relatively quick response requiring careful the ink on the fiber will cause added loss in the cable. In this
consideration of the environment during processing. Note that case, simple fiber coil experiments can screen poorly performing
the desorption and absorption curves have the same rates. inks. However, in most, if not all, of these formulations, the
This means that the rate of moisture sorption is not dependent binder resin has a relatively low temperature softening point.
on the concentration of water in the polymer. Both coating Therefore, the propensity of the ink to cause fiber to fiber or
types "B" and "C" were found to have essentially the same fiber to tube adhesion, as a result of the high temperatures seen
rate as shown in Figure 6 and in Table 2. at extrusion, must be evaluated to ensure stable conditions for

processing. Additionally, process parameters such as ink
What distinguishes coatings "B" and "C" is the total amount application, line speeds, and oven temperatures, must be
of moisture which can be absorbed into the coating. Shown determined and controlled to facilitate proper ink adhesion, ink
in Table 2 are the results of the percent weight gain and loss iyer thickness, and uniformity.
after desiccation for fiber coils of the two coatings. Three inks, designated as inks "A", "B" and "C", were selectedmaximum percent moisture was calculated as follows: Treikdsgae sik A,""ad"" eeslce

for further evaluation from a variety of candidates. UV acrylate
Max. % Moisture = 100 X (W10o% RH - Wt0 % RH)/WO% RH coating "C" was selected for inking due to its low level of
where W represents the respective weights of the fiber. moisture and temperature dependence. The optimal ink

composition was identified through results of qualification
Table 2. Sorption Rates & Max.% Moisture Content for Coils testing, including surface tack, ink adhesion, processing issues,

Coating Run Sorption Starting Calc. Max. and ultimately cabled fiber performance at low temperature
Type Type Rates (se&-) Weights % Moisture after aging.
"B" Desorption 0.0333 6.2108g 1.15%

Absorption 0.0283 6.1404 g A. Surface Tack

"C" Desorption 0.0282 6.5826 g 1.99% It is crucial that the chosen ink maintain physical characteristics
Absorption 0.0247 6.4543 g when exposed to high temperature extremes during tube

As can be seen in Table 2, coating "C" absorbs nearly twice extrusion. Surface tack, manifested as ink sticking, is

as much moisture as coating "B", although from this potentially affected by both intrinsic and extrinsic characteristics
experiment it was not possible to determine what layer such as ink components and the amount of residual solvent

(primary or secondary) was responsible for the difference. It remaining in the ink after processing. Although subjective, a
relative assessment of the potential to stick can be made. Theshould be noted, however, that, while moisture can cause is test method consists of one meter samples of each color twisted

corrosion of the glass fiber, coating "C" fiber retains its together in a bn e ad ten coiled The cois r the sugi
median tensile strength after aging at 85"C and 85% RH together in a bundle and then coiled. The coils are then hung in
much longer than coating "B" fiber. 3 While these two facts an environmental chamber where they are exposed to high
seem at odds with each other, more dominant mechanisms temperatures for 5 to 15 minutes. The samples are removedsmat os winconthol. enach oher, more dmom nt mechanisme from the chamber, uncoiled, and evaluated. The twisted bundlemay be in control. In any case, the amount of moisture should separate readily without any evidence of fiber to fiber

absorption of the individual acrylate layers m ust be exam ined sh o nl t e readi nkswithou rm edy simide rly wi thi littte orb no

before any conclusions can be reached. With additional adhesion. The three inks performed similarly with little or no

qualification testing, and careful analysis of results to determine surface tack while other ink candidates exhibited high levels of

significance levels, the optimal coating material may be selected. sticking thereby eliminating them from consideration.

B. Ink Adhesion

Ill. SOLVENT INK SYSTEMS Adequate ink adhesion is necessary from both a processing and

The acrylate coated fiber is covered with a solvent ink whose customer point of view. The ink should adhere sufficiently to
sole purpose is to provide identification of fibers in cables. It meet processing requirements and survive the rigors of cleaning
follows that a stable, coating compatible and consistent ink by craftspersons in the field. The "wipe" and boiling water
must be introduced. While there are two types of inking immersion tests were performed to ensure that the ink layer
systems available, UV and solvent, this paper focuses on the integrity was maintained throughout the cable manufacturing
latter. Evaluation of the solvent ink system is based on process and into the field. Since loss of adhesion of the ink to
performance testing of individual fibers and cabled fibers. fiber surface may cause localized bending forces that affect the
Solvent ink systems are composed primarily of carrier solvent, fiber structure, a measurement of ink adhesion was expected to
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yield some predictive ability of attenuation loss in cables. To determine whether an ink may cause a problem in process or
However, initial attempts to establish a correlation were in finished cable, the ink must be tested for worst case
inconclusive. Nonetheless, these two tests are relative situations. For example, to determine what effect moisture may
indicators of the quality of the inks and process. have in the fiber, trials were conducted where the fibers were

Adhesion can be affected by the ink selection and/or process subjected to 100% RH at room temperature for 24 hours prior

conditions. Thick ink layers or insufficient drying of the solvent to inking and subsequently tubed in production without
may allow the presence of residual solvents to decrease the ink dehumidification. Shown in Table 3 are the attenuation changesoany for fibers processed with solvent ink "C" and coating "C" underto acrylate bond. A subjective go - no go test using dry and nomlcdiosadwrtcseodtossdsrbd
alcohol soaked gauze were utilized to characterize adhesion of normal conditions and worst case conditions, as described

the ink. Any ink removal that occurs after 10 wipes was

considered poor and the severity was recorded. All three inks
performed adequately, however, as will be explained in the Table 3. Attenuation Change for Fibers Processed with Ink
cabled fiber section, the inks performed dissimilarly. "C" and Coating "C" under Normal & Worst Case

Situations

C. Ink Reliability Process Avg. Ac Max. Act
Process Condition g. (nm) (dB/km) (dB/km)

Once an ink has shown to have acceptable performance after -

inking, its reliability must be assessed to determine its long term Fiber- Normal 1310 + 0.013 + 0.02
effect on attenuation. Shown in Table 4 are the results of aging Tube 1550 +0.012 + 0.02
three fiber coils colored with ink "C" at 85°C for up to 60 days. Worst 1310 +0.015 +0.02
Attenuation was measured at 25°C (room temperature) and Case 1550 +0.010 +0.02
-40'C. As can be seen, ink "C" does not adversely affect the Tube- Normal 1310 -0.012 +0.01
attenuation of the fiber even after 60 days of aging. Note also Core 1550 -0.009 + 0.03
that there is no color dependence to the results. Worst 1310 -0.018 + 0.00

Case 1550 -0.009 +0.03
Table 4. Attenuation Change during Temperature Cycling vs. Cable: Normal 1310 0.00 + 0.01

25*C Attenuation at 1.55 Pi @ 2nd 1550 +0.02 +0.03

Temp./Days@ Blue Fiber Brown Fiber Aqua Fiber 400C 1650 -0.06 -0.03
850C085% RH (dB/km) (dB/km) (dB/km) after Worst 1310 -0.01 0.00

+250C17 0.00 0.00 -0.01 850C Case 1550 0.0 +0.03
-400C7 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 Aging 1 1650 -0.08 -0.03

+250 C/15 0.00 0.01 0.00
-400C015 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 As can be seen from the table, ink "C" is unaffected by the loose
+250C/30 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 tube extrusion process and the presence of humidity. Stranding
-40oC/30 -0.01 0.00 -0.02 the tubes into the cable core was unaffected optical
+25OC/60 -0.01 0.00 -0.01 performance. This indicates that there is little, if any, presence
-40PC/60 -0.01 0.00 -0.072 of fiber-to-fiber adhesion. The -40°C after aging temperature

cycle results support this conclusion.

D. Processine

The primary problem experienced through the tubing process is IV. CABLED FIBER
fiber-to-fiber or fiber-to-tube adhesion resulting from high Not all ink problems can be anticipated by testing fiber coils.
temperatures during extrusion. This problem may be The true test of a fiber ink is in a cable structure. Testing within
exacerbated by moisture which acts as a plasticizer for many a cable structure is more severe as fibers are grouped together
solvent inks. Severe fiber-to-fiber adhesion is typically in a jelly filled buffer tube and experience the effects of cable
identified at inspection after tubing. More subtle occurrences of component expansion at high temperatures and contraction at
fiber point sticking may only show up after tube stranding low temperature extremes. Therefore, the final acceptance test
where differential movement of the fibers in the tube may result for the fiber and ink combination must be an environmental and

accelerated aging test within the cable. The test may be
performed to Bellcore's TR-20.
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Shown in Table 4 is a comparison of the three ink types which
were applied to fibers of the same design using the same Attenation Chan"e vs. Temperture
process conditions. Twelve standard solid colors of each ink 05We.eleitith - A5
type were processed into three separate jelly filled buffer tubes. 05 n-1 oi oi

The tubes were stranded into a dielectric, ROL, plain sheath04
cable. The cable was temperature cycled through two -40'C to 003
+70'C cycles, aging at 85*C for 168 hours and two more -40*C02
to +700C cycles. As can be seen in Table 4, Ink "B" has a 001 __

problem at 1550 nmn, Ink "A" is borderline, and Ink "C" 0
performs well within specification. -001 __

Table 4. Attenuation Change as Cable: 25 *.0 70 -40 70 -40 70 -.0 70

Second -40*C after 7 Days of 8 *C Aging Temperature rci

Ink Average Ac Maximum Aa Figurie S.
Type X. (nm) (dBlkm) (dBlkm)

1310 0.0 +0.01 From the 1550 tnm results, it is evident that ink "B" falls out of
Ink A 1550 +0.03 +0.05 the selection process as it shows poor performance at low

____ 1650 -0.06 -00 temperatures. Inks "A" and "C" perform comparably when
1310 +0.03 +0.06 analyzing the average performances. Bending characteristics

Ink 155 +005 +.11are more pronounced at longer wavelengths and examination of
Ink 155 +005 +.11performance at 1650 nmn aids in differentiation between the two

_____ 1650 -0.03 +0.09 inks. Ink "C" showed significantly better low temperature
1310 0.0 40.01 performance after aging. The following graph shows the range

Ink C 1550 +0.02 +0.03 of attenuation increase at temperature extremes for ink "C".
-0.06-0.03Based on the 1550 nmn and 1650 nm data, ink "C" is clearly

I___ 160 -. 0 00 superior to ink "A" with respect to bending performance at
Figures 7 and 8 show the temperature cycling data at 1550 nm temperature extremes.
and 1650 nm respectively. Each data point indicates the
average attenuation change of the 12 fibers with respect to the
initial 25*C measurement. Fber Aftnuafion Ch~nge vs. Temperature

lUG rnm: Ink "C"

AttenuatimnChange vs. Temiperature E 0.0

004 W40"h - 1550 0.0

005 n 12Solid Colors 00.054

003 0.03I0025~ 0.- , 0.0

I 0 d-4 25 -40 70 -40 70 -40 70 -40 70
000 Temperetuwe 11C)

25 40 70 -40 70 -40 70 -40 70 Figure 9.
Temperature rcj

Figure 7.

V. SUMMARY

Test procedures have been developed such that contributors of
low level loss increases due to solvent ink - UV acrylate coating
interactions could be identified, evaluated, and resolved. These
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